November 3-6, 2016 ~ Portland, Oregon
Hosted by Portland State University and the University of Oregon
This conference theme considers the role played by academic urban planning programs in practice and
in place. Urban planning is unique and important because as a field it grapples with the study of real
problems in real places; professional degree programs train those who will not only study but act. At the
2016 conference, participants will be especially encouraged to reflect on the relationships of planning
programs with practice and/or place and how our pedagogy engages these relationships. We encourage
participants to engage with challenging questions for our field and our departments, to dialogue with one
another and to bring additional voices into the room –practitioners, community members, and students.
We see the conference—the key gathering of planning academics in conversation—as an opportunity to
build the conversations about what urban planning in the academy is and means, how it is important to
universities, and what it means to the places we inhabit and serve. Some areas to explore include:








SCHOLARSHIP - Planning research is often applied, place-based, and ‘just-in-time’ based on unfolding events. Is
this kind of research a competitive advantage for planning as compared to the traditional social science disciplines?
How are planning scholars making the knowledge from this kind of research useful for practitioners as well as
introducing it into the scholarly literature on relevant issues?
PEDAGOGY - While some disciplines are just now exploring the concept, community-engaged teaching and
learning have been a long tradition in planning departments using studio and project courses to educate
professionals. What pedagogies are planning programs articulating for community-engaged teaching? How are
planning programs working effectively with communities in authentic, non-exploitive ways that produce real
benefit? What can planning programs do to model this for our universities?
PLANNERS, PRACTITIONERS - Being engaged scholars, working with practitioners and studying practice are
critical to teaching future professional planners. How do planning programs reflect practice in our pedagogy? How
do we adapt the teaching of planning to reflect current and anticipated needs for new skills and knowledge? What
mechanisms do we use to respond to practitioner needs and address perceived rifts between academic and practicing
planners?
IMPACT - Measuring the impact of our programs is becoming increasingly important in our own universities and
in (re)accreditation. How can we gauge the extent to which university planning programs affect practice? How can
we assess planning schools’ contributions beyond our scholarship, through engagement and the activities of our
alumni?
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TRACK 1 - ANALYTICAL METHODS AND
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS FROM TRACK 1
MICROSIMULATION MODELS AS PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Proposal 29 with abstracts 361, 362, 363
Organizer: MANSURY, Yuri [Cornell University] ysm3@cornell.edu
Discussant: HEIKKILA, Erik [University of Southern California] heikkila@price.usc.edu
Computational microsimulation models have long been used to support planning analysis and to investigate the
consequences of autonomous actions and local interactions within urban and regional system. Notwithstanding its
growing influence, microsimulation as a planning method remains largely peripheral to the general planning
community. Its seemingly lack of practical relevance to planning realities appears to be a major reason for the
mainstream’s reluctance to embrace microsimulation. This pre-organized special session invites papers that
address real-world planning challenges using a microsimulation modeling approach. The session targets
innovative simulation methods that link bottom-up processes to higher-order planning outcomes. Of particular
interests are microsimulation apparatuses, including but not limited to agent-based models, cellular automata,
networks, and space-time analytics. Also sought after are approaches that integrate very large datasets (“Big
Data”), geographic information systems (GIS), behavioral experiments, qualitative interviews, and public
participation into a computational system
Objectives:




To develop an understanding of the real-world planning challenges that can be addressed using
computational microsimulation tools.
To gain insights into the bottom-up processes that lead to the emergence of large-scale spatial and
dynamic patters in the evolution of cities and regions.
To acquire the skills of microsimulation techniques that has become the gold standard for complexsystems modeling.

MICROSIMULATION MODELS AS PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS II
Proposal 35 with abstracts 364, 365, 366
Organizer/Discussant: MANSURY, Yuri [Cornell University] ysm3@cornell.edu
Computational microsimulation models have long been used to support planning analysis and to investigate the
consequences of autonomous actions and local interactions within urban and regional system. Notwithstanding its
growing influence, microsimulation as a planning method remains largely peripheral to the general planning
community. Its seemingly lack of practical relevance to planning realities appears to be a major reason for the
mainstream’s reluctance to embrace microsimulation. This pre-organized special session invites papers that
address real-world planning challenges using a microsimulation modeling approach. The session targets
innovative simulation methods that link bottom-up processes to higher-order planning outcomes. Of particular
interests are microsimulation apparatuses, including but not limited to agent-based models, cellular automata,
networks, and space-time analytics. Also sought after are approaches that integrate very large datasets (“Big
Data”), geographic information systems (GIS), behavioral experiments, qualitative interviews, and public
participation into a computational system
Objectives:





To develop an understanding of the real-world planning challenges that can be addressed using
computational microsimulation tools.
To gain insights into the bottom-up processes that lead to the emergence of large-scale spatial and
dynamic patters in the evolution of cities and regions.
To acquire the skills of microsimulation techniques that has become the gold standard for complexsystems modeling.

CLICK DECISIONS: NEW FRONTIERS IN PLANNING AND TECHNOLOGY
Proposal 47 with abstracts 615, 616, 617, 618
Organizer: STIPHANY, Kristine [University of Texas] kstiphany@utexas.edu
Discussant: MINNER, Jennifer [Cornell University] j.minner@cornell.edu
Technology shapes planning, yet who shapes technology? How is it applied in planning contexts and modified?
How is technology transmitted via pedagogy and participatory methods? This panel emerges from an interest in
planning support technologies, and unites two key dimensions of Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs) in urban planning, design, and development: the teaching of tools and their application in new contexts.
Papers address the modification and extension of open source platforms for prioritizing key issues in domestic
and foreign contexts, ranging from urban transit corridors for affordable housing preservation in growing US
cities such as Austin, Denver, and Portland; to informal settlements for participatory development strategies in
São Paulo, Brazil. Unique mergers of technology and place highlight the expanded potential of planning
technologies for new forms of political engagement, and emphasize how emergent pedagogies and participatory
techniques impact the reuptake of lessons learned into broader planning cultures.
Objectives:




Ontological and Epistemological concerns: What does technology contribute to planning processes?
Hidden Work, Coding, and Cobbling: How do planning support technologies actually evolve?
Citizens, Experts, and Students: Who are the actors involved in building and advancing the use of
planning technologies in particular places?

ABSTRACTS FROM TRACK 1

VENDING THE CITY: USING ADMINISTRATIVE DATASETS TO MAP INEQUITY IN POLICING
OF STREET VENDING IN NEW YORK CITY
Abstract ID: 9
Individual Paper Submission
QADRI, Rida [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] rqadri@mit.edu, presenting author
Cities around the world have attempted to regulate informal commerce through policies designed to control its
growth. Yet most of these policies have looked to informality with the same planning lens that considers
informality as an unknowable, chaotic black hole; the fringe of urban living. As a result, policies have usually
been made without a nuanced understanding of the needs of this sector. Given the importance of informality to the
life of numerous urban residents, there has been a growing acknowledgement that informality's purveyors and
consumers require their own sets of planning agendas, ones that recognize their diversity and internal organizing
mechanism.
In this paper, I attempt to explore the question of how as planners and academics we can use administrative
datasets and new technology to change the way a City constructs it knowledge with regards informality. I will use

innovative mapping and unique data collection techniques to study the vending landscape in New York City. I use
mapping of 311 complaint data, NYPD ticketing data and New York City's vending polices to reveal the
relationship between place and policy. I have also created an original dataset of geotagged vendor positions to
reveal patterns of sidewalk use across different times of day. My thesis argues two points: 1) Enforcement is not
spatially uniform, but varies even within the same urban regulatory framework 2) Enforcement outcomes are
dependent on the power of commercial stakeholders, the demographics and socio-economic relevance of the
neighborhood in question.
By making visible the power inequity inherent in the implementation of vague laws, this project critiques the idea
of state responses to informality being neutral or for the benefit of everyday pedestrians. It explores the tensions
involved with according informality (in this case street vending) a place in a large, developed city like New York.
At the heart of this project is the question of urban citizenship, and what qualities allow certain groups to lay
claim to a greater space of citizenship than others. This project contributes to a growing movement that seeks to
uncover the greater prominence certain groups get in urban policy considerations, and thus in the hierarchy of the
city. Additionally, the methodology used to map spatial patterns is an exciting prospect for studying informality
which has traditionally been studied with more ethnographic approaches. The questions I ask with regards the
flow of vending over time in the city, and spatial context of enforcement could not have been answered with these
traditional methods. This project also provides the planning discipline an avenue with which to expand to
accommodate these experiences, and help re-conceptualize the divide between the formal and informal.
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HOW BIG DATA WILL CHANGE PLANNING
Abstract ID: 58
Roundtable
Organizer/Moderator: GOODSPEED, Robert [University of Michigan] rgoodspe@umich.edu
EVANS-COWLEY, Jennifer [The Ohio State University] cowley.11@osu.edu
GABER, John [University of Arkansas] jgaber@uark.edu
GRIFFIN, Greg [University of Texas at Austin] gregpgriffin@utexas.edu
THAKURIAH, Piyushimita (Vonu) [University of Glasgow] Piyushimita.Thakuriah@glasgow.ac.uk
WOODBURN, Amber [University of Pennsylvania] amwo@design.upenn.edu
The term "big data" refers not to a specific technology, but instead describes broad shifts in the way information
technology is used in society. Laney (2001) described the shift as the development of data of greater volume,
velocity, and variety in firms and governments. Recently other commentators have added to this list the increasing
variability and uncertain veracity of data.
In urban planning, "big data" encompasses not only the growth of "traditional" data sources such as Census tables
and GIS files, but also new administrative data sources, such as logs of citizen service requests, social media
posts, government data systems, and datasets created through crowdsourcing (Seltzer and Mahmoudi 2012).
Whether part of an automated data stream, or a conscious act of participation, these datasets propose planning
conundrums beyond the technical. These questions extend to the procedural, ethical, and moral aspects of big

data. This roundtable will invite a discussion of the significance of these trends on our field through the
presentation of four provocative mini-papers discussing different aspects of big data:
"Addressing the Emerging City-Citizen Data Gap" (Gaber) -- How the growing data sophistication of
professionals will put community groups at a greater disadvantage.
"Finding and Leveraging Big Data: Infrastructural Challenges"
(Woodburn) -- Challenges in tapping big data to investigate planning questions, an example of the FAA's
Aviation System Performance Metrics data system.
"Expanding Collaborative Planning Through Crowdsensing and Crowdsourcing" (Griffin) -- Cases from bicycle
transportation planning suggest contributions from the crowd change collaboration in planning.
"What Can be Learned About Urban Neighborhood From Tweets?" (Goodspeed) -- A discussion of how
traditional data sources can be augmented by social media data, illustrated with an example from research on
neighborhood health in metropolitan Detroit.
"Big Data? Little Data? What Should we be Teaching our Students about Data Analytics?" (Evans-Cowley) -- As
the availability, and variety of sources of data has expanded, and the tools for data analysis have grown, classes in
planning programs are changing. Explore what's new in the planning classroom and where gaps still exist.
"From Data to Impact: Epistemological and Political Economy Challenges Posed by Big Data" (Thakuriah) -There is a lot of data out there, some of which are hard due to technological or methodological challenges raised
whereas others are hard due to access restrictions, governance frameworks, emergent ethics, responsible
innovation and concerns of privacy. How do we ask the right questions of the data and how do we derive value?
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ENVISIONING A DEMOGRAPHIC FUTURE OF A CITY
Abstract ID: 84
Poster
KIM, Byoungjun [Southern California Association of Governments] byoungjk@usc.edu, presenting author
CHOI, Simon [Southern California Association of Governments] choi@scag.ca.gov, primary author
VO, Tom [Southern California Association of Governments] vo@scag.ca.gov, co-author
SEO, Jung [Southern California Association of Governments] seo@scag.ca.gov, co-author
WEN, Frank [Southern California Association of Governments] wen@scag.ca.gov, co-author
This study presents a useful technique of developing the demographic characteristics (e.g., age) of projected
populations at the local jurisdiction level within a regional plan framework. The detailed demographic
information of the future population characteristics will help local jurisdictions to better prepare for the changing
diverse community service needs including services for poor people, school, housing, transportation, energy use,
hospital, police, etc.

Projections of a city’s population size play an important role in determining the future housing and transportation
needs of local communities in the regional plan framework. Although the national level population projections
widely use the cohort component model to develop demographic characteristics of projected populations (George,
Smith, Swanson, & Tayman, 2004), the small area level (e.g., the sub-county) population projections tend to
apply trend extrapolation methods to estimate the size of population due to the limited availability of data (e.g.,
demographic and migration data) and resources. Hamilton-Perry Method is often used to project the age
characteristics and total population using the cohort-change ratio between two decennial census years (Smith,
Tayman, & Swanson. 2013). Once the births are projected using the assumption of children 0-4 to women 15-49
ratio, projections of total population and its age composition are made available. The Hamilton-Perry method has
been a good candidate for developing the local population projections with detailed demographic characteristics
for its relatively simple and easy applicability. The major concern is the reasonableness of total population
projections, in particular, migration, and does not produce the components of population growth. The historical
migration pattern between two decennial years is implicitly factored into total population projections. With the
volatile nature of migration associated with economic conditions, the implicit migration assumption and total
population projections are easily challenged by local and regional stakeholders.
The weakness of the cohort-component model associated with difficulty of developing a reasonable range of
births, deaths, and local migration flows can be overcome by linking small area population projections and related
assumptions to regional (county) population projections and related assumptions. At a result of the regional
growth forecast process, the region/county level population projections are made available by major demographic
characteristics (e.g., age) and the population size of local jurisdictions is projected using diverse mathematical
methods and the collaborative envisioning process. This study uses the cohort-component model to project the
changing demographic characteristics of small area population and the components (births, deaths, net domestic
migration, net international migration) of local population growth during the projection period. The number of
city level births and deaths can be derived using the county specific birth rates, death rates, and migration rates
and the city share of the county level net immigration.
A proposed approach is to combine both the housing unit method and the cohort component model. Small area
housing and population can be derived by using the housing unit method (Smith & Cody. 1990), and total
population can be further disaggregated into detailed demographic characteristics using the cohort-component
model. The combination of the housing unit method and the cohort component model for small area population
projections can be a useful envisioning tool for urban and regional planners (Hopkins & Zapata. (eds.), 2007). The
housing unit method offers urban and regional planners the opportunity to seriously discuss the upcoming housing
development and population size, and the cohort component model further presents the implication of the
changing population size on the components and demographic characteristics of local population growth.
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BUILDING RESILIENT CITIES WITH CUSTOMER SIDE SMART GRID THROUGH HUMANCYBERINFRASTRUCTURE INTEGRATION

Abstract ID: 129
Individual Paper Submission
HOSTOVSKY, Charles [Catholic University of America] hostovsky@cua.edu, presenting author
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo remarked - We have a 100-year flood every two years now; we need to
make sure that if there is weather like this, we are more prepared and protected than we have been before. - The
study team led by the Rochester Institute of Technology and collaboration with the author, is investigating the
resilience of a smart grid, as an integrated power and communications network, that would form the cyberphysical infrastructure of a future smart city. Key to this project is to consider how human and social dimensions
contribute to increasing resiliency during and in the aftermath of events disrupting the smart grid, as well as how
the cybernetic technologies that improve resiliency can provide critical functions for people during the disruption
event. We focus on the smart grid as an infrastructure formed by an integrated power and communication network
that would be realized through an Internet-of-Things (IoT) integrating Machine-to-Machine (M2M) networks,
locally distributed energy resources, and sensing and control devices. This research has 3 thrusts: 1-technology, 2human factors, and 3-resilience performance assessment. I am examining human factors, studying Hurricane
Sandy survivors in terms of the relation between humans and the integrated power and communication network in
the presence of resiliency-affecting events. I am interested in how cyberinfrastructure and human interaction are
best coordinated and how the IoT communication infrastructure can aid in improving the recovery speed and
cyber-physical infrastructure adaptation by communicating information between end users and their associated
smart grid with the government and emergency responders to the event. In addition, this research thrust will
investigate how cities can take a proactive approach to integrate the knowledge of the relation between humans
and the integrated power and communication network into their preparation plans for disruptive events. Social
capital is important to urban planning and resilience. Since Hurricane Katrina and other US disasters, some states
have mandated cities to develop disaster and recovery plans, but many states still have not. The plans can take the
form of standalone city-wide emergency management and/or recovery plans or the plan may be integrated with
the city comprehensive land use plans. Some municipalities have created small area recovery plans for locations
in vulnerable geographies. Even in states requiring these disaster plans, they are poorly funded and developed; the
plans may not be integrated with the city’s comprehensive plan, planning does not recognize the core network of
stakeholders, and the plans do not coordinate the use of cyberinfrastructure. Many cities have simply ignored the
mandate for disaster planning due to a lack of appreciation of the issues and public indifference to the need for
resiliency planning. Notwithstanding this indifference some city planners have been integrating “communicative
planning theory” and the technology now being used in Smart Cities, into disaster planning, creating a new
paradigm of “communicative resilience”. Despite the widespread prevalence of cyberinfrastucture, the IoT, and
cellular technology, humans are the weak link in operationalizing that infrastructure. My research is also
examining “technology disparity” which limits the access to information and the Internet for disadvantaged
communities. These socially vulnerable stakeholders, especially ethnic minorities, the elderly, the disabled,
women, and the poor in general are at increased risk from disasters in part due to inequitable access to
cyberinfrastructure. Hence, from a resilience perspective, it is key to understand the relationships between human
behavior and the access and use of cyberinfrastructure technology, including socially vulnerable groups,
especially when considering that networking technology offer the possibility of exchanging social media
information using an ad-hoc, multi-hop topology in the cyberinfrastructure that can adapt to disruptive events of
the physical infrastructure.
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MOVING BEYOND OPERATIONS: USING URBAN BIG DATA FOR LONG RANGE PLANNING
Abstract ID: 130
Individual Paper Submission
FRENCH, Steven [Georgia Institute of Technology] steve.french@coa.gatech.edu, presenting author
BARCHERS, Camille [Georgia Institute of Technology] camille.v.barchers@gmail.com, co-author
ZHANG, Wenwen [Georgia Institute of Technology] wunwunchang@gmail.com, co-author
In the last few years we have moved from an environment of data scarcity to one on data abundance, or perhaps
even data overload. More and more data is being produced on the structure and function of urban areas. This
includes data that describes natural systems, infrastructure networks and the behavior of urban residents. It often
has high spatial resolution and is collected repeatedly over time, so it also has high temporal resolution. We have
entered the era of "Urban Big Data." Over the past generation cities and counties have developed extensive base
data that in the form of traditional GIS and relational databases. These data sets include parcel-level land records,
infrastructure systems, street networks and ecosystem inventories as well as traditional census information. In
addition to that rich set of traditional data a wide variety of unstructured data is now being created from sensors,
video cameras, drones and social media. Urban infrastructure systems and smart buildings are being instrumented
joining the Internet of Things. Air and water quality is being monitored continuously by stationary monitoring
stations, mobile stations and increasing by the cell phones of citizen sensors. In addition, social media postings
(Facebook, Twitter, FourSquare, etc.), surveillance cameras, drones, cell phone location data, license plate
readers, transit access cards and credit card transaction records provide a dynamic view of the function of the city
and its inhabitants. While much of this new data is unstructured, most of it contains either a time stamp and/or
geolocation data that allows it to be combined with more traditional structured data sets. Combining this rich and
diverse amalgam of unstructured data with more traditional allows us produce a more complete, highly detailed,
real time view of the city, its natural systems, the built environment and the behavior of urban inhabitants. Urban
Big Data can provides comprehensive understanding of the city than any of us could have imagined even a decade
ago.
There is a lively discussion of smart cities and the application of big data to urban areas. These discussions have
been led by data scientists, engineers and commercial interests and have only occasionally included urban
planners. As a result, the majority of the examples of big data being used in urban areas are short term
management applications. There are very few examples of big data being used for long range planning. The paper
discusses the reasons why big data has generally been applied to short term management solutions and identifies
some of the factors that have limited its application to longer range planning problems. We discuss why the
different data requirements between long range planning and short term management applications and discuss
how and why planners should begin to utilize these new data sources to support their work. The paper identifies
some techniques that can be used to mine urban big data for urban planning applications and provides a simple
example to illustrate how big data can be generalized and abstracted to make it useful for long range planning.
Finally, we highlight several key issues that must be surmounted to if urban big data will be used in the planning
process. Unlike traditional urban data that was created by state federal and local government agencies, much of
the new unstructured data is created and held by private entities. Gaining access to this data can be difficult and
expensive. Much of this data is so detailed that it has significant privacy issues. How planners address the
ownership and privacy issues will be important if we hope to make Urban Big Data an integral part of the
planning process.
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IMPACT OF URBAN FORM ON PEDESTRIAN THERMAL COMFORT -- A CASE STUDY IN
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
Abstract ID: 166
Individual Paper Submission
MIDDEL, Ariane [Arizona State University] ariane.middel@asu.edu, presenting author
LUKASCZYK, Jonas [University of Kaiserslautern] j_lukasczy09@informatik.uni-kl.de, co-author
Heat is the leading cause of weather-related mortality in the U.S and poses a significant threat to public health.
Exposure to extreme heat is expected to increase in the future, as rapid urbanization continues and heat waves are
projected to become more intense, more frequent, and longer lasting. Past research has shown that daytime heat
can be reduced through microclimate-responsive urban design that acknowledges the cooling potential of urban
form and vegetation. Dense urban forms can create local cool islands during the day and are particularly effective
at mitigating heat in hot desert environments where water is scarce (Middel et al. 2014).
Heat is most commonly expressed as air temperature, but temperature alone is not a comprehensive indicator of
thermal comfort or stress. Thermal comfort is influenced by numerous environmental factors, including
temperature, radiation, humidity, and wind speed; and personal factors, such as clothing and activity level (Ng
and Chen 2012). In outdoor spaces, radiation is one of the most important variables affecting thermal comfort,
and perceived thermal comfort can vary several degrees in the shade and sun (Middel et al. 2016). Thermal
conditions in urban areas vary widely due to complex shading patterns from buildings and trees that determine
solar access at the pedestrian level. Therefore, temperature maps fail to accurately represent the significant
variation of thermal conditions in built environments.
We investigate pedestrian-scale outdoor thermal comfort conditions in urban areas through high-resolution
thermal comfort maps that incorporate the radiative environment and personal characteristics of an individual. As
case study, we chose the Phoenix metropolitan area, Arizona, USA, because it frequently experiences extreme
heat in the summer, and has a variety of urban forms ranging from high-rise buildings to large urban sprawl.
To assess within-neighborhood variations of heat exposure, we first generate 180 degree fisheye views of the sky
from Google Earth 3D buildings, trees, and terrain on a 2-m resolution grid. Then, we calculate the Sky View
Factor (SVF) as representation of the urban geometry for selected Phoenix neighborhoods. Following the VDI
(1994) guidelines, we compute radiation fluxes and Mean Radiant Temperature (MRT) for each grid cell on the
map for a given time of day and date, using the hemispherical images and standard meteorological data. MRT is a
synthetic parameter that summarizes the direct and reflected short and long wave radiation fluxes a human body is
exposed to. Finally, thermal comfort is mapped as Physiological Equivalent Temperature (PET), a thermal
comfort measure calculated from MRT and personal information (Mayer and Hoeppe 1987). PET reflects how an
individual experiences the thermal environment, factoring in radiation, air temperature, humidity, wind, and
personal characteristics.
Our dynamically generated, individualized thermal comfort maps for cities will help the public to better prepare
for outdoor activities by visualizing how weather "feels" and can support heat hazard mitigation and emergency

response in urban areas. Although we initially develop and test our application in a hot desert city, our approach is
extendable to cold climates. Visualization of within-neighborhood comfort metrics will also give important
insights into the impact of urban morphology on human thermal comfort for designing climate-sensitive outdoor
urban spaces.
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Bottom-up public participation in urban planning can be organized and facilitated in several different ways. We
are interested in innovative, digital approaches that can attract diverse citizens and motivate them to help cocreating resilient cities. We investigate how digital online games can be used for collaborative, consensus building
oriented urban planning. How shall these games be designed in order to attract heterogeneous users/players? How
can they contribute to a successful facilitation of public participation processes in urban planning?
We concentrate on serious games; games defined as fun games with non-entertainment goals (Michael, D and S.
Chen 2006). They can be described as “mental contests played with a computer” in accordance with specific rules
that use entertainment and immersion to further spatial exploration and reflection, government or corporate
training, education, health, public policy, or strategic communication objectives (Zyda 2005, Ritterfeld et al.
2009). Our main hypothesis is built on the idea that online games, with their playful elements and their ability to
immerse the users in novel ways of visualization, can attract diverse citizens to participate in collective reflection
and learning about places in which they live.
Our research methodology includes developing a conceptual framework of public participation, game design and
digital prototyping of online serious games for civic engagement and public participation. Digital prototypes can
be tested with citizens, urban planners, and other stakeholders. Our recent projects include study cases of games
with a particular focus on enhancing and fostering public participation in urban planning. B3 Game – Design your
Marketplace! was developed to encourage an online discussion about the design of a marketplace. The
citizens/players are able to use 2D or 3D visualizations of the marketplace, zoom in and out of this place, create
their own designs, submit them online, comment and evaluate the submitted designs, and chat with urban
planners, experts and other citizens. It was tested with students and elderly citizens. YouPlaceIt! is a game
developed to discuss the revitalization of Dharavi, one of the biggest slum areas in India. The main goal of this
game is to enable negotiations and consensus building related to the planned revitalization projects introduced by
the government and planners. It aims at bringing different stakeholders together and enable them to exchange
their often opposing views on the future of this place. The third game, NextHamburg, was developed to facilitate
the discussion about the use of water canals in the city of Hamburg, Germany, and to explore if there are possible
conflicts between the use of these canals for spare time activities and the natural protection regulations. It includes

the possibility to sketch their activities on an interactive online map which is based on GIS technology. The game
was tested with the inhabitants of a city district in Hamburg, Germany. The design and testing of such online
public participatory games can offer valuable feedback; these games can be improved and developed for further
use in civic engagement and public participation processes.
The main goal of our contribution is to present and explore novel ways in which participation in urban planning
can be organized and facilitated online with the help of serious games. We present the conceptual framework for
Playful Public Participation (Poplin 2012) in which the central elements are play, joy, immersion, being in the
flow, and the co-creation of places with diverse communities. It aims to inspire and inform researchers and
planning professionals’ conceptual frameworks and elements of games which may be successfully implemented
and used for the creation of sustainable, resilient smart cities of the future, in a harmonious collaboration with the
citizens, with everybody sharing this living space.
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The objective of this roundtable session is to introduce and engage participants and the broader planning
community in an ongoing trans-disciplinary effort to reinvigorate and advance the Spatial Decision Support
Consortium and the Spatial Decision Support Knowledge Portal.
Decision science, spatial decision support, and spatial decision support technologies, including planning support
systems, have long been applied in place-based activities like community and regional planning, suitability
assessment, site design, and resource allocation and management. The Spatial Decision Support (SDS)
Consortium was established in 2008 as a loosely based organization of academics and practitioners interested in
fostering the development and use of spatial decision support methods and technologies across a wide range of
application domains. Current participants include experts from the fields of geography, urban planning, landscape
architecture, natural resource management and geographic information science, among others. In 2009, the
Consortium released the Spatial Decision Support Knowledge Portal, an ontological framework developed to help
people gain knowledge about SDS, and to help practitioners, researchers and decision makers involved in an
actual planning and decision making process find relevant information and resources for solving their specific
problems. Hosted by the University of Redlands, the objectives of the SDS Knowledge Portal project include:
developing a systematic representation of the body of knowledge in the field of SDS; promoting semantic clarity
of commonly used terms within the SDS user community, in the areas including decision process, methods and
techniques, functionalities of spatial decision support systems (SDSS); and organizing and facilitating access to a

representative set of SDS resources including literature, tools and models, data sources, and case studies. In 2011,
the SDS Consortium published the GeoDesign Knowledge Portal, a complementary effort to the SDS Knowledge
Portal which addressed similar objectives for the burgeoning field of geodesign, recognized as an affinity
synthesis discipline to spatial decision support.
Over the last two years, a reorganization effort has been underway to build upon the existing organizational and
intellectual framework of the SDS Consortium. Current efforts include activities by three working groups
including both Consortium and non-Consortium members addressing the following priorities: 1) applications of
the SDS ontology about watershed assessment and intervention characterized as sustainability management, 2)
SDS case studies focusing on watershed sustainability management, i.e., either assessment and/or intervention,
and 3) improving our understanding of workflow needs for those case studies of management. In addition, the
SDS Consortium is also currently leading an SDS-focused research effort for the 2016 Research Challenges
Initiative of the University Consortium for Geographic Information Science (UCGIS), a multi-disciplinary
community of scholars committed to supporting communities of practice for GIScience research, education, and
policy endeavors in higher education and with allied institutions.
It is anticipated that the outcome of this roundtable session will be an identification of opportunities for increased
participation by professional planners in the work of the SDS Consortium beginning with an active, ongoing
dialogue regarding interdisciplinary SDS research, teaching, and practice.
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This paper describes the State of Wyoming's Sage-Grouse Core Area Protection Strategy and the critical role
played by Web-based planning support technology, workflows and stewardship in implementing and monitoring
sage-grouse conservation and mitigation policy in local land-use planning.
The greater sage-grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) inhabits sagebrush-dominated ecosystems of the western
United States, as well as similar landscapes in the Canadian provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan. Over the last
century, greater sage-grouse populations have decreased dramatically. Anecdotal estimates of pre-European
settlement sage-grouse numbers range from 1.5 million to 16 million. Today, the current population is estimated
to be less than 500,000. The bird's range has shrunk significantly in the last 50 years with loss of habitat due to
exurban growth and landscape disturbance associated with energy development.
Along with the closely related Gunnison sage-grouse (Centrocercus minimus) of the Four Corners region, the

greater sage-grouse has been the subject of considerable political debate over the last decade as a candidate for
endangered species listing under the United States Endangered Species Act. In fall 2015, the US Fish & Wildlife
Service withdrew the species from the candidate species list, in part due to an acknowledgement of the
effectiveness of conservation plans developed and implemented in several western US states, including Colorado,
Oregon and Wyoming. Efforts are currently underway to develop compatible management strategies in all 11 of
the western states in which the bird is found.
In 2008, the State of Wyoming adopted the Sage-Grouse Core Area Protection Strategy to protect core sagegrouse breeding areas, which cover approximately 25% of the state. (The strategy was updated by Governor's
executive order in 2011, 2013 and 2015.) Under this framework, core protection areas are delineated based on
population counts and known breeding areas, or 'leks'. The core areas essentially represent habitat deemed crucial
to the bird's sustained viability as a species. Thresholds on land-use development are then defined for the core
areas (e.g., an average maximum disturbance of 5%, with only one disturbance allowed per 640 acres).
Assessment of proposed development activities against these thresholds is inherently spatial and place-based. To
evaluate potential impacts, a four-mile buffer is calculated around each proposed project's perimeter and
subsequently combined with a second four-mile buffer around occupied core area leks. Cumulative disturbance
acreage and intensity is then assessed against the predetermined thresholds.
In order to support the density and disturbance calculation component of the disturbance application review
process, a Web-based online planning support application called the Density and Disturbance Calculation Tool
(DDCT) has been developed by the University of Wyoming's Wyoming Geographic Information Science Center
to assist both project proponents and government agency reviewers in documenting compliance with the
management strategy. Since its release in 2013, more than 500 core area development applications have been
reviewed by the system. Work is also nearing completion on a comprehensive database of all identified
disturbances in the designated core areas which will greatly increase the accuracy and efficiency of future
reviews. Wyoming's application review process and supporting planning support technology solution are now
being considered for adaption to a similar planning process in the State of Montana and by the US Bureau of Land
Management throughout the US western states.
The research and development described in the paper highlights the critical value of the DDCT planning support
application and supporting expertise in guiding and monitoring land-use development activities in sensitive
wildlife habitats. Best practices in information management, software application design and public engagement
are outlined, emphasizing applicability toward similar conservation policy implementation in other states.
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Applied planning research has increasingly paid attention to the importance of future uncertainties and the
forward-looking nature of human behaviors. In particular, recent studies have attempted to take into account
future household income (or employment) uncertainties in their analyses of housing tenure choice,
residential/business location decisions, and local economic development. However, given the limited data
availability and difficulties in operationalization, the uncertainties have often been measured using one or more
proxies made with aggregated indicators -- for instance, county-level unemployment rates and their past trends -based upon multiple assumptions. Little is known about to what extent these proxy measures represent people's
perception of the future uncertainties that can significantly shape their current decision making.
This study provides a test of the validity of the proxy measures and explores the possibility of alternative metrics
that can be constructed using readily available data. More specifically, an investigation is made to determine how
a set of the aggregated proxies employed in existing research are associated with individuals' (stated) expectations
about their job security and future employment prospect using data from the Survey of Economic Expectations
(Dominitz and Manski, 1997a and 1997b). In the assessment, consideration is also given to the scale sensitivity in
terms of both spatial and temporal dimensions.
The test results show that a substantial degree of discrepancy often exists between the common proxy value and
actual perception of uncertainties stated by individuals living in the area, even though the gap can be reduced
when aggregated to a certain spatiotemporal scale. It is also detected that the discrepancy tends to be larger under
some predictable circumstances rather than randomly distributed. Furthermore, the quality of aggregated measures
is found to be improved by including additional indicators, particularly demographic composition and density
variables.
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Much of the planning research on local food systems focuses on the urban side of the equation. The integration of
local food systems in planning education and research is still relatively nascent (Pothukuchi & Kaufman, 2000;
Raja, Ma, and Yadav, 2008; Campbell, 2004). Additionally, efforts to map local food systems often focus on
urban food access and security (Sweeney, et al., 2014). However, local food systems are an exciting and
important multi-scalar phenomena that often involve linkages between rural communities and urban markets.

Inspired by Powers of 10 (a famous film produced by Charles and Ray Eames for IBM), this poster presents
descending scales of spatial analysis from national to local to understand farmers markets as a key element of
local food systems. We share a panoply of spatial analysis methods, including hot spot analysis (Getis Ord Gi*),
Local Moran’s I, radial flow diagrams, and the use of network analysis.
This poster stems from a research project funded by the United States Department of Agriculture to understand
rural-urban linkages. In this research, we seek to understand the impacts of the 54 GrowNYC farmers markets
(called Greenmarkets) in New York City on the rural communities where products are produced for market.
GrowNYC is a New York City-based nonprofit that promotes environmental stewardship through farmers’
markets, farmer mentorship and public educational programs, community gardens, and recycling programs.
In this course of this project, we employ a variety of methods to understand GrowNYC greenmarkets’ position in
the local food system. We ask many research questions related to the geography of farmers markets. At the
national scale, we consider: How does GrowNYC compare to the spatial distribution of farmers markets across
the country and relative to urban population density? At the regional scale we investigate: What are the pathways
of GrowNYC producers to markets? How do these pathways relate to local food infrastructure locally and in the
Northeast region? How does it vary by commodity? At a very local scale we ask: How do Greenmarkets affect
urban space?
In this poster, we provide an overview of the spatial analysis methods we use to approach these thematic
questions, in hopes of inspiring planning educators and students in 1) further examination of the geography of
local food systems, and 2) expanding the use of spatial analysis in planning research and education.
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Individual perceptions and attitudes are important determinants of active transportation mode choice (Saelens &
Handy, 2008; Moudon et al., 2005). Moreover, research shows that there is a gap between perceived and actual
quality of infrastructure for non-motorized modes. Urban planners and policy makers have to overcome this
perception gap to achieve the full potential use of infrastructure and promote sustainable transportation and
physical activity.
Past research on cyclist and pedestrian perceptions often focuses on smaller contexts, such as neighborhoods,
cities, or metropolitan areas in the US. However, regional and cultural differences, as well as place-specific

policies hinder generalization of results from those studies.
This study analyzes perceptions and non-motorized mode choice using the 2012 National Survey of Bicyclist and
Pedestrian Attitudes and Behavior. This nationally representative dataset includes information about 7,500
respondents and allows examination of the attributes that influence cyclist and pedestrian perceptions and trip
frequencies. We identified different population segments based on socio-economic characteristics, travel
behavior, and perceived hindrances for cyclists and pedestrians. This allows targeting of policy interventions to
different population segmentations.
Traditional parametric methods are not suitable for such highly dimensional, nominal data. Therefore, we applied
unsupervised and supervised machine learning techniques and nonparametric methods to explore the travel
patterns as well as the hierarchy of factors that drive the actual walking and cycling behavior. We first conducted
a cluster analysis to identify different population sub-groups. This method has been widely used to identify
market segmentation in transportation (Anable, 2005). We then applied chi-squared tests to examine the
differences between groups. Finally, we performed a decision tree classification to identify how individuals make
decision on bicycling and walking. This technique was used to determine the decision rules that result in different
travel outcomes, such as commute distance and trip rate (Fasihozaman Langerudi et al., 2016; Rashidi &
Mohammadian, 2011). Preliminary results show that household income, types of infrastructure (and perceived
safety), trip purposes, number of car trips, and past walking and cycling behavior are among the factors that
determine non-motorized trip frequency. In the next phase, we will expand to other methods such as multiple
correspondence analysis to reduce the number of dimensions and refine the results of decision trees. Advantages
and disadvantages of the above methods will be discussed.
The contributions of this study are twofold. First, it illustrates analytic methods to analyze nominal data in large
datasets, which are common in planning surveys in practice. Second, it provides better understanding of bicyclist
and pedestrian perceptions and behavior at a national context. The result would help planners and policy makers
close the gaps between perceived and actual quality of infrastructure, as well as identify soft interventions to
promote non-motorized transportation, such as encouragement and education strategies.
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Heat waves that are more intense and occur more frequently are among the expected impacts of global climate
change and therefore, measuring and visualizing vulnerability to extreme heat in cities is an important aspect of
climate adaptation planning. Our paper and the tool development effort it documents explores three questions: (1)
how should we measure vulnerability to extreme heat, (2) how has the spatial distribution of vulnerability to
extreme heat changed over time in the Chicago area, and (3) are the most vulnerable areas of the region and city
also the warmest? We package the findings of our analysis into a web-based tool, called Open Heat Vulnerability
Mapper, which also has the capability to project outcomes of past trends into the future and explore scenarios that
diverge from past trends. Finally, we discuss ways in which planners may use the tool to develop strategies to
reduce vulnerability and exposure to extreme heat.
To measure vulnerability to heat, we adapted Cutter et al.’s social vulnerability index to those factors which
contribute specifically to heat related illnesses and mortality. We rely on census tract level data and maximum
likelihood factor analysis at the national scale to isolate the primary variables that affect heat vulnerability and
employ the Daymet dataset to capture heat exposure. We developed the tool using open data and open source
software so that it could be replicated easily and assist planners by providing a more robust and comprehensive
foundation for data-driven decision-making. Using the open source software environment R, we develop a web
application that makes existing data from a variety of government and local sources available in one place for
visualization and analysis. We also incorporate downscaled climate model projections and scenario analysis
techniques to explore what the intersection of vulnerability and exposure to extreme heat might look like in the
future in the Chicago region. Extending the observed Census tract-level trend observed from 1990 to 2000 to
2010 into the future provides a baseline scenario, while giving the user the ability to modify conceptually
important factors like residential segregation and concentration of poverty is a mechanism for creating alternate
future scenarios.
The paper offers several implications for planning. Urban planners have the ability to influence the location and
physical characteristics of development, which is directly related to exposure to elevated surface temperatures
through the urban heat island effect. Planners also exert some degree of control over zoning and housing policy
which may affect the concentration of poverty and patterns of spatial segregation that contribute to vulnerability
(defined here as sensitivity plus adaptive capacity). By engaging with practitioners in the Chicago region and
incorporating their feedback into the development effort, we hope that the tool can offer some inputs into
identifying strategies that reduce vulnerability and exposure to extreme heat. Our paper also discusses the
tradeoffs inherent in the tool development process such as the tension between spatial and temporal resolution as
well as the technical challenges of handling large raster datasets in a web environment. We find that from 1990 to
2010 hotspots of vulnerability to heat have decentralized in the Chicago region, paralleling spatial shifts in the
concentration of poverty. We highlight many of the strengths and weaknesses of relying on open data and open
source software to explore these relationships and provide specific suggestions for future research that focuses on
developing web-based tools to support climate adaptation planning. Finally, we discuss the implications of
inaction on the projected magnitude and spatial distribution of vulnerability, as well as the intersection of
vulnerability and exposure to elevated surface temperature, in the future and offer recommendations for planning
and policy interventions.
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The rapid urbanization in Beijing, China brings unexpected challenges in many aspects. In housing market, high
level, rapid increasing and huge intra-urban difference are all labels of the housing price in Beijing. As one of the
most influential economic indicators of urban built environment, Beijing housing price constantly attracts
attentions from public, government and scholars, suggesting an urgent demand for better understanding and
modeling of housing price formation and dynamic. This study aims at integrating social network insights into an
agent-based model, in order to simulate the spatial and temporal variations of housing price in Beijing, China.
Traditional housing price models either focus on the macro-level price change, studying the impact of macro-level
policy on urban housing price index, or employ hedonic framework[1] and spatial econometric techniques[2],
predicting housing prices from the perspective of housing attributes. Although these studies provide valuable
information on housing market, due to the limitation of their methodologies, they fail to include essential
behavioral factors of housing market participants. Urban housing market is a complex system. Each individual
housing price is formed in a single real transaction process which comprises a sequence of decisions and
interactions between housing sellers and housing buyers. Behavioral factors, such as searching sequence and
family change, influence participants’ decision making, and therefore, price formation process. Agent-based
modeling (ABM) provides an ideal modeling paradigm capable to realize complex heterogeneity and interactions
among agents[3]. However, in traditional housing and land market ABMs[4], the core of model---the micro
behavior framework of residential agents is merely built on urban economic theories, lacking empirical evidence
from field study of interest area.
To identify and elicit the behavioral factors in housing transaction in Beijing market, semi-structured interviews
are conducted in this study. Interviewees include 40 recent housing buyers and 16 housing salesmen, who were
spatial-proportionally sampled in six central districts of Beijing, including Dongcheng, Xicheng, Chaoyang,
Haidian, Fengtai and Shijingshan. Housing salesmen are included since most of housing transactions in Beijing
are accomplished with the help of them and they witness the whole process of seller-buyer interaction and price
changing from seller’s expectation level to final market level. Interview questions are designed to reveal grounded
facts regarding to individual buyer’s housing preference, decision making process and disaggregated housing
price forming process. Specifically, we found that social network factors of households play important roles in
location choice, including a) family network, i.e. family member reason, as the main motive to purchase a new
housing, such as moving to school district for children and moving nearer to other family members; b)
neighborhood network, here referring to familiarity, as the second most important consideration of housing
choice, meaning that housing alternatives nearer to the former location are preferred. From the perspective of
modeling, these two social network insights shed light on the micro-behavioral foundation of housing buyer’s
decision making process: whether to buy and which to buy.
An agent-based model is built, integrated the qualitative findings, to simulate the spatiotemporal variation of
housing prices. Georeferenced housing transaction data from 2011-2015 in Beijing second-hand housing market
is collected and processed to provide 1) real residential locations to setup ABM simulation environment; 2) real
housing property information for model calibration; 3) real transaction price dynamic to verify model prediction.
Sensitivity analysis is conducted to test the robustness of model prediction. The results show that integrating
social network insights into a spatial agent-based model contributes to the improvement of housing price model
performance.
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MARKET FAILURE VERSUS GOVERNMENT FAILURE IN THE URBAN LAND MARKET: A
CELLULAR AUTOMATA BASED US-CHINA COMPARISON
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Urban land market features profound and typically spatialized externalities, such as the positive effects of
economic agglomeration versus the negative outcomes of traffic congestion (Krugman 1991). These issues are
often used to justify planning control as an instrument of government intervention to resurrect market failures
induced by variegated externalities related to the allocation of urban land as an economic resource (Heikkila
2000). However, from a public choice perspective, understanding government behavior is as important as
studying market mechanism, since neither of them is intrinsically immune to systematic failure (Coase 1960). In
this vein, finding ways to compare the cost of market failure versus that of government failure becomes an
essential intellectual enterprise to urban planner in general and land use regulators in particular.
Built upon Wang and Baddeley (in print), this paper contributes a cellular automata approach to modeling market
versus government failure within a spatially-explicit micro-simulation framework. Apart from the standard
market-based land bidding mechanism, two modes of land use planning governance are emulated in the paper.
One is the American-style homeowner-led land zoning system, whereby a local homeowner association can steer
away undesirable development to ensure the pecuniary value of local residential property (Fischel 2001). The
other mode characterizes the Chinese-style state-led land planning system, whereby the local government, as the
constitutional landowner, has vested interest to lift land value within its jurisdiction through compulsory
government-led infrastructure and housing development (Lichtenberg and Ding 2009). Stylized simulation results
suggest that in both the American and Chinese cases, local government intervention can be even less efficient
than the long-run market suboptimum, due mainly to government intelligence constrained both by time and space.
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Cities are complex and evolving systems that emerge from interactive, co-evolutionary processes. Understanding
these processes is becoming critical as our urban areas shift from a relatively static determinism, toward a more
entropic ‘edge of chaos’ where all actions become “lost in the static of irregular activity” (Langton 1986). We
argue that avoiding chaotic decision making in urban settings requires systems models that include: a) an ability
to discern the relationship between social networks and physical systems, and b) ways of dealing with the deep
uncertainty and non-linearity inherent in complex socio-economic systems.
In this paper, we discuss new ways to discern the relationship between urban social networks and urban physical
systems in order to assess non-linearity in urban systems models. We do this working within an existing land-use
modeling environment (the Land-use Evolution and impact Assessment Model - LEAM) that has been
constructed for the 9 county metro region of Chicago, IL. We use a stochastic, ‘greedy’ algorithm for optimizing
network travel times to a wide variety of major socio-economic attractors from every (and any) location in the
study region. Our “greedy” algorithm chooses the locally most attractive option with no concern for its effect on
global optimality (Viswanathan et al. 2011). We use this to test 2 socio-physical network linkage approaches: 1)
using semi-parametric spatial econometrics measures (described by Nakaya 2015), and 2) data science driven
approaches, a) factorization machines (Rendle 2012) and b) XgBoost (2015). The semi-parametric spatial
econometric and data science approaches are capable of modeling non-linear relationships. We use ground
truthing, goodness of fit, and other spatial statistical techniques to report on the effectiveness of each approach
against actual spatial development pattern outcomes.
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MODELING PATTERN OF LAND USE IN CHINESE CITIES USING INTEGRATED CELLULAR
AUTOMATON MODEL
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Rapid urbanization in China in the past 30 years has captured the imagination of urban scholars, planners, and
policymakers. Urban simulation provides a cheaper, faster and safer way for practitioners to develop explanations
beyond the prediction results (Clarke, 2014). However, due to the huge diversity in different areas in China and
the difficulty on performing large scale simulation, urban simulation of China becomes a hard question that few
researchers step foot in (Verburg, Veldkamp, & Fresco, 1999). Moreover, a large amount of urban simulation
models focus on physical geographical factors, with limitation on social economic factors (Herold, Goldstein, &
Clarke, 2003; Jantz, Goetz, & Shelley, 2004). Researchers put more effort on studying the spatial distribution
pattern and generate model rules behind it. Cellular Automaton (CA) model are developed at the right moment. It
is a discrete dynamic system that the state of each cell is determined from that of its close neighbors by a set of
rules. To combine social economic data with physical geographic factors together, we plan to use a mix of
simulation methods based on CA modeling to generate future scenarios of urbanized areas in China till 2030.
This research explores the combination of Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis and CA modeling to
study and predict urban growth in China. This large scale simulation involves multiple data sources, including the
2010-2015 China Statistic Year database, the 2012 remote sensing land use data in China, digital elevation model,

road networks, hydrology data, city and town centers. Spatial regression is addressed to analyze the spatial
correlation between various factors and urbanized area. Analytical Hierarchical Process is performed to assess and
assign the appropriate weights among driving factors. GIS approach quantifies the probability of urban settlement
in the domain of China. All previous steps are used in generating transition rules in this model. Comparing with
other land use models, the Cellular Automaton model stands out as an appropriate model in large scale land use
simulation (Clarke, Hoppen, & Gaydos, 1996). It is used in this research to integrate the neighborhood effects that
overlaying on urbanization probability into land use simulation, and the model iterates on dynamic year-round
simulation. CA modeling is embedded as an extension in ArcMap, and results would be user-friendly
visualization in maps.
The research is motivated by the lack of study in the nationwide simulation on urban growth in China. The
approach can be modified to predict specific urbanization in each city in a replicable way. Simulation on the
distribution of future urbanized area would provide planners with scenarios on spatial variability and urban
settlement pattern. Planners need to gain a good understanding of possible impacts on social equity along with
urbanization in China, and they should control the speed of urban sprawl and increase the quality of urban
development.
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We present a simple spatially-explicit model that couples human and hydrological processes to explore the
reciprocal relationships between shallow water tables and land cover in flat agricultural landscapes. Our model,
called HydroMan, represents the main hydrological processes that determine the direction of land-water
relationships: rain, water infiltration, water evaporation, transpiration, and surface and groundwater flows. The
landscape is modeled after the northwest portion of the Río Salado basin, Argentina, and is assigned a land cover
typical of the Pampas: pasture, soybean, maize, and either wheat or cover crop followed by soybean. HydroMan
reproduced the general groundwater behavior of three other hydrological models that have been extensively used
in the region. This model docking guided further calibration to reduce discrepancies across models. The calibrated
model reproduced empirical water table depths (WTD) observed at a farm in the study area over a 6-years period.
This validation supported the reliability of HydroMan to assess the interactions between climate, land cover
decisions and WTD, and found that land cover decisions can greatly influence WTD and dynamics in different
climate conditions. Pasture, as expected, resulted in deeper WTD than crops due to the extent and timing of water

consumption periods. Further, wheat-soybean resulted in shallower WTD than the alternative and less profitable
cover crop-soybean combination and even than maize, an especially important tradeoff in wet years. Finally, we
tested the impacts of two adaptive land cover strategies on groundwater dynamics. A proactive strategy, planting
soy in adverse conditions, may improve WTD, but at the expense of greater crop losses. Our findings have
implications for adaptive water management and agricultural production. Future work will engage farmers in the
modeling to derive and assess actual decision-making rules, and to formulate new land cover strategies that
reduce the risk of flooding and drought.
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COMPARATIVE SPATIOTEMPORAL BIG DATA ANALYSIS OF HOUSING PRICES IN URBAN
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Due to the rapid economic growth and urbanization, China's real estate industry has been undergoing a fast-paced
development in recent decades. However, the spatial imbalance between the economic growth in urban and that in
rural areas and the excessive growth and fluctuations of house prices in both areas had quickly caught public's
attention. Not surprisingly, these issues had become a focus of computational urban science research. Efficient
and accurate prediction of housing prices remains a much needed but disputable topic. Currently, based on the
trends and changes in the financial market, population migration and urbanization processes, numerous case
studies have been developed to evaluate the mechanism of real estate’s price fluctuations. However, few studies
were conducted to examine the space-time dynamics of how housing prices fluctuated from a big data
perspective. Using data from China’s leading online real estate platform {sofang.com}, we investigated the
spatiotemporal trends of the fluctuations of housing prices in the context of big data and network analysis. This
paper uses spatial data analytics and modeling techniques to: first, identify the spatial distribution of housing
prices at micro level; second, explore the space-time dynamics of residential properties in the market; and third,
detect if there exist geographic disparity in terms of housing prices. Results from our analysis revealed the spacetime patterns of the urban housing prices across metropolitan areas, demonstrating the utility of big data and
means of analyzing big data.
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EVALUATING FLOOD RISK USING BAYESIAN MODELING FOR URBAN CLIMATE CHANGE
ADAPTATION
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Climate change has been increasing the frequency of natural disasters and their damage all over the world. In
particular, floods occurred by extreme precipitation are the major disasters in Korea. Risk assessment is a critical
step to identify high-risk areas and facilities that must prioritize action to prevent future damage. Generally, risk
assessment is evaluated based on a combination of the probability of a hazard and its consequences, i.e., the
degree of impact. Therefore, methodologies to calculate probability and impact are essential for precise risk
assessment. Planners require methodologies to assess climate change risk and flood risk that can be applied to
entire urban or metropolitan areas easily and accurately. Recently, researchers have proposed statistical modeling
techniques to assess climate change risks that account for the uncertainty of climate change. In particular,
Bayesian methods are often employed for climate change risk assessment.
The aim of this research is to evaluate hazard probability by using Bayesian modeling to assess risks based on
current human and property vulnerability. We focus mainly on floods, which are major disasters in Korea.
This Bayesian approach is used to determine the posterior distribution based on the prior distribution; it can
predict the probability of future hazard occurrence by incorporating multiple factors such as theory, experience,
and historical data. Calculation of posterior distribution is enabled through the Markov Chain Monte Carlo
method, which recently was made available in analysis programs such as R, WinBUGS, and AMOS. The
Bayesian approach can modify the risk assessment via machine learning.
The data used for this flood risk assessment include precipitation, elevation, surface permeability, slope, and areas
flooded between 2001 and 2010. The unit of analysis is a 30 mｘ30 m cell, and spatial analysis was conducted
through the use of GIS software. Seocho-Gu in Seoul, Korea, was targeted for this assessment. For validation, the
predicted probability of flooding was compared with the actual area flooded in 2011. Because this study was
conducted to evaluate for climate change adaptation, with risks that will change over time, we considered
projected precipitation data for 2030, 2050, and 2100 based on the published climate change scenario
Representative Concentration Pathway 4.5 (RCP 4.5) of the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report.
The results of this assessment of flooding probabilities in the study area are indicated in maps, and the validation
test indicates a relatively high accuracy of 75% for AUC (area under the curve). We also overlaid population
distribution and property layers to evaluate flood risk based on the extent of human and property exposure. The
magnitude of risk for 2050 increased by 6.6% compared to 2030, and the risk for 2100 increased by 8.8% from
the 2030 risk.
This study contributes to the improvement of flood risk assessment methodology, and its results will be critical
for land use planning, infrastructure planning, and hazard mitigation to establish a more disaster-resilient and
sustainable community.
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The health benefits of active transportation including decreased greenhouse gas emissions, reduced congestion
and improved personal fitness are well known. Nevertheless, the mode share of active transport is often low.
Bicycling stands out among western countries as an area where there is high mode share in some areas, and very
low mode share in others. Bicycling mode share in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States
is about one percent; considerably lower than many European countries including the Netherlands (27%),
Denmark (16%), and Germany (10%) (Pucher and Buehler 2008, Ellison and Greaves 2011). This presents a
tremendous opportunity as this difference is directly traceable to changes in urban planning and transportation
policies in countries with higher mode share (Pucher and Buehler 2008).
Data and information are critical elements for the development of active transportation policies and infrastructure.
At the same time, the relatively recent emergence of bike share programs and mobile phone applications are
changing the data landscape of active transportation. Data on bike sharing programs are often easily accessible,
allowing analysis of both the dynamics of the bike share system itself (O’Brien et al. 2014) as well as the way in
which bike share system users navigate the built environment. Evolving from work based on global positioning
system (GPS) recording of bicyclist behaviour, several recent studies utilize bicycle route data collected from
mobile phone applications. Among the advantages of ‘apps’ are cost savings on GPS hardware, increased
sampling of cyclists and capture of bicycling route data at a very detailed scale. An important step in using these
data is validation, assessing to what degree the data represent the entire population.
In this investigation we seek to validate bicycle route data collected from the Riderlog mobile phone application
by comparing commuting trips collected with the app with census journey to work data. Census data are an
excellent benchmark for comparison with less complete data sets. Our study focuses on Australia’s four largest
capital cities: Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth and their surrounding commuter sheds. Our set of Riderlog
app data cover all of Australia from 2010 to 2014.
Journey to work (JTW) data disaggregated by transport mode are available from the Australia census (2011) at the
Statistical Area Level 2 (SA2) census geography—areas with populations, on average, of 10,000 people. JTW
data include number of commuters for each SA2 place of residence / place of work pair processed to create an
origin destination matrix of bicycle commuters. Riderlog data require extensive processing. The 2010-2014 data
for the state of New South Wales contain 148,769 discrete bicycling routes. These routes often consist of
hundreds of latitude / longitude pairs which must be extracted from raw data files, separated into point locations,
and aggregated into files suitable for origin / destination analysis within a geographic information system.
Riderlog and JTW data are compared quantitatively through spatial statistical assessment of bicyclist counts for
each origin / destination pair within each region. Preliminary results from an agent-based investigation of the
generalizability of the same data show a very strong correlation between (R2 0.94) between the data sets for
bicyclists commuting from within the Sydney region to the central business district (CBD) (Leao and Pettit 2016).
At the locations and time periods where RiderLog data are statistically valid they may be used to address
bicycling use and infrastructure issues at a finer scale than is feasible with journey to work data. This may help
planners and decision makers improve bicycling facilities and safety, raise modal share and help in bring about
the personal fitness and environmental benefits of active transportation.
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Against the background of globalization and Informatization, knowledge innovation becomes one of the main
engines for the development of cities all over the world. A large number of researches on the relevance between
knowledge innovation and city have been conducted for many years in the field of economy. However,
knowledge innovation is not only of great importance in economic profits and revenues, but also an essential
factor of physical, spatial and social organization of city and region, since it has significant impacts on land use,
transportation, public space, infrastructure, human resource, demographic structure, immigration, and culture etc.
Subsequently, various types of urban sections and spaces based on knowledge innovation are booming worldwide
during recent decades, such as technology parks, research parks or science towns etc. Particularly, we discovered
that universities and higher education generally play a magnificent role in those sections and spaces, as they are
the major resources of knowledge spillover. Moreover, in some circumstances, universities have even been the
most fundamental component and synergistic core of the cities. In this paper, we defines those cities as universitydriven innovation cities. Under planning perspective, this paper endeavors to find out the general features and
patterns of university-driven innovation cities by proposing a spatial evaluation criteria which can be summarized
as “4D” indicative system consisting of “density”, “distance”, “division”, and “diversity”. This indicative system
will be tested comparative evidence and data from six cities or city clusters in the United States, China (mainland)
and Taiwan: Silicon Valley Area, Boston, North Carolina Research Triangle, Zhongguancun of Beijing, Yangpu
District of Shanghai, and Hsinchu. Those chosen cases have different locational condition, development history,
and culture background. This study collects geographic data of each six comparative cases through an open source
application (Openstreetmap), including points of interest (POI), roads, architects, and land use. Then we analyze
that collected information on the Geographic Information System (GIS) platform through “4D” indicative system.
By this mean the spatial features of density, distance, division, and diversity of those six cases can be quantified
and compared in a single criteria system. In this system, we can clarify different models and different phases that
the six cases have developed, and demonstrate that how university and its host city interact, how university
influences the knowledge innovation economy and industries, and how the university-driven cities are organized
spatially and physically. The conclusion of this research can be contributed to spatial planning and urban design
for university-driven innovation cities.
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Online participatory approaches - i.e., "crowdsourcing" are increasingly popular methods for engaging
stakeholders in addressing complex sustainability issues (Brabham, 2009). The success of these efforts, however,
depends on their ability to effectively engage diverse members of the community (Rhoads, 2010). Can
participatory GIS tools provide a forum for diverse community members to contribute, or does using these tools
introduce a "digital divide" in which only certain community members are able or willing to engage? While
several studies have raised concerns about the use of online technologies due to issues of digital divide (Cavallo,
Lynch, & Scull, 2014; Graham, 2002), a few studies support the capacity of these tools in engaging new groups of
people in planning processes who usually do not attend public meetings (Afzalan & Evans-Cowley, 2015). This
study adds to the literature by exploring (a) the socio-economic background of communities that engage in
planning process through using participatory GIS tools, and (b) the effect of using participatory tools in
diversifying the participants in planning processes. It uses spatial statistical methods to explore the first question
and qualitative interview and interpretive methods to examine the second one.
This research tests for the presence of a "digital divide" in online participatory outreach using a case-study of
public engagement around bicycle-sharing system expansion in Chicago, Illinois. The City of Chicago started its
bike-sharing program in 2012, as part of their sustainability plan to respond to issues of climate change and to
advance healthier lifestyle. We combine home location data for over fourteen hundred participants in the webbased outreach effort with data from the US Census, the Environmental Protection Agency's Smart Location
Database, and the Center for Neighborhood Technology's Housing and Transportation Affordability Index. Home
location characteristics of web-based outreach participants are assessed using spatial regression in a Geographic
Information System to answer the question: is there a digital divide that introduces systematic bias into online
engagement efforts, and what segments of the population are most at-risk of falling victim to this divide? We
examine the presence of a digital divide as a function of socio-demographic variables, built environment
characteristics, accessibility metrics, as well as additional environmental and economic factors. Results indicate
that engagement with online technologies varies both spatially and along demographic lines. In addition, using
online participatory tools can foster the participation of a small portion of low income households in the planning
process.
Semi-structured interview with the planner who facilitated the online civic engagement process shows that using
the tool attracted more diverse types of participants, mainly young population who did not attend more traditional
participatory approaches such as public meetings. This research holds broad implications for participatory
modeling in particular, as it specifies those stakeholders most likely to be missed or included in the absence of
targeted outreach among disadvantaged groups to engage in online collaborative approaches. While some parts of
the community are going to be missed by using participatory GIS tools, new communities will have the
opportunity to engage in planning processes. While digital divide is still an issue of concern in using online
participatory tools, it can be overcame by combining online and non-online participatory methods.
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Over the last several years, collapse of the American housing market resulted in massive foreclosures and
widespread housing vacancy throughout the country and continues to be a highly visible symptom of the current
economic recession. The primary causes of increased vacant land in 1990s are associated with deindustrialization
and the consequential economic downturn (Pagano & Bowman, 2005). When urban economies’ restructure away
from manufacturing the result is both spatial and temporal vacant land pattern dynamics in both shrinking
(massively depopulating) and growing (excessively populating) cities. The most demoralizing byproduct of urban
shrinkage are vacant and abandoned properties. When these types of properties accrue in excess, they become
visible symptoms of neighborhood decline. Increased commercial, industrial and residential property vacancies
negatively influence business owners and landlords but also effect the entire economic climate of a city. As such,
urban vacant lands have emerged as a critical indicator to measure urban shrinkage.
Previous research suggests that spatial solutions, such as more accurate and proactive land use planning
mechanisms, may be more effective than policies in dealing with vacancy issues (Newman et al., 2016).
Considering the ephemeral nature of vacant land, one must understand not only the simple increase or decrease of
vacant land uses for a given city/region but also the factors influencing land use changes, the location and
direction of the altered land uses, historical patterns, and future transition probabilities.
There have been several attempts to identify the urban land use changes and estimate future vacant land patterns
and their environmental and/or socio-economic impacts (Briassoulis, 2004; Landis, 2011). However, while most
computer modeling tools have focused on regional scale analyses, local and municipal scaled predictions are rare
and testing of the overall accuracy of the model has also not been thoroughly conducted. Furthermore, while
existing literature seeks to review approaches for overall land use predictability, no models have been created
which specifically target vacant land, one of the most important resources of cities.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is determining the differences of factors contributing to vacant land in
growing and shrinking cities in effort to increase prediction accuracy. In this research, Fort Worth, TX is used as a
representative study site of a growing city and Chicago, IL is used as an example of shrinking city to determine
the difference in vacant land pattern dynamics and causal factors for vacant land formation in the two different
types of cities. Based on the literature, there are fourteen primary causes of vacant land and they are categorized
by three different domains: 1) socioeconomic status including educational attainment, personal wealth (poverty
rate, crime rate, household income and median housing value), and ethnicity (fraction of Hispanic and African
American populations), 2) household composition including median year of the built structure, home-ownership
rate, and mobile home rate and 3) physical and environmental status including industry quotient (unemployment
rate, manufacturing sector, and service industry quotient), vehicle accessibility, and proximity to a highway.
Future possible scenarios of vacant land patterns by 2020 are predicted using the spatial and temporal factors of
land use change.
In short, the results of Fort Worth case shows that market conditions seemed to be the most influential variable
affecting prediction outcomes while industrial variables may pay a larger role in shrinking cities. The chronic taxdelinquency and abandonment of vacant land can increase financial burden on local governments to maintain the
public infrastructures and decrease the property values. Findings from this paper can enhance the knowledge
about the causes of the vacancy and be useful in establishing planning policies by reliable projection of future

vacant pattern dynamics.
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Social media information is gaining increased interests of researchers and planners because it complement data
sources provided by traditional approach and statistics normally used, deals with a research gap, and provides
useful information for practical planning and policy. By analyzing geotagged social media data, researchers can
obtain information to identify trends of phenomena.
Ecotourism is an important planning field in which social media information plays a significant role. Many local
governments are actively engaging in ecotourism development as an effective strategy to protect natural
environment and create economic benefits for local residents. Therefore ecotourism has received lots of attention
from environmental planners and economic development policy makers. In designing, managing and marketing
ecotourism sites, the role of social media information is increasingly valuable.
The paper develops a framework to identify and analyze the most attractive ecotourism sites in mid-west region
using geotagged photo data. We examine the selected ecotourism sites from spatial, temporal, and thematic
perspectives. The study area includes Nebraska, Kansas and South Dakota. User generated photos with location
based information are obtained from the Flickr and Panoramio websites. Our analysis explores geographic
patterns, intensity, and spatial clusters of data as well as place based characteristics of locations, using spatial
statistical methods with GIS. We also analyze tourist behavior patterns and movement. This provides insights to
tourism planning. Compared with traditional opinion survey, data from geotagged social media provide different
ways of analysis with valuable volunteered information. This approach also lowers time, effort and cost. Various
studies have used information from photo-sharing services to analyze tourist movements and assess tourism sites.
However while the interest in geotagged photo data is increasing, relatively less attention was given to spatial
statistical techniques to analyze location patterns. This study provides a novel approach in spatial planning. It also
contributes to the knowledge of ecotourism planning and management, and the advancement of methodology.
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Informal economic activities in Indonesian urban areas that utilize public spaces create a dilemma of
development. As one of the urban poor’s economic resources, this type of street economy depends on the
innovative use of public space (Brown & Rakodi, 2006). Location affects economic activities in these public
spaces as well as social connections between the users (Brown, 2006).
This paper will explore the use of public spaces from the poor’s perspective in which public spaces are spaces
between the pavement edge and building façade, on the road reserves or river banks, or in vacant and unfenced
locations - spaces where public access is feasible but not formalized or planned (Brown, 2006). This paper will
use the physical characteristics of public spaces in each neighborhood block such as accessibility, capacity,
sidewalk width, sidewalk pavement, parking space size, open space size, lighting, security post and other
characteristics to assess public spaces’ impact on benefit for the poor (as measured by expenditure). The benefit to
the poor is measured by identifying the poor’s expenditures on their total expenditure, educational expenditure,
and health expenditure.
Expenditure is chosen to represent the benefit gained by the poor from their economic activities in public spaces
because individuals are more willing to share information on their expenditures than their income, expenditure
captures permanent income by identifying the amount of average spending, and expenditure can be used to
identify the general trends in poverty and food spending (Meyer & Sullivan, 2003). The expenditure data is based
on survey data collected from 160 respondents in 2014 in 37 neighborhoods of the study area.
In this paper, Geoda spatial regression analysis is performed using the neighborhood block as the unit of analysis.
The logic behind this process is the assumption that activities in a neighborhood block are affected by the
activities from neighboring blocks, testing the notion that neighborhoods are connected to each other as parts of a
larger, interconnected network of place (Graif, Gladfelter, & Matthews, 2014). Moran’s I test and Local Indicator
Spatial Autocorrelation (LISA) will be used to explore the locational distribution characteristics of public spaces,
and then apply Geoda spatial regression to identify the spatial effect of public space locations to the benefit to the
poor.
Klojen district located in Malang city center, Indonesia, has the most diverse public facilities and the densest
population in one of the largest cities in East Java province. To identify the spatial effect between benefit for the
poor in public space and the locations and services of public space, the Klojen District is divided into 37
neighborhood blocks using physical boundary (road and river), administrative boundary, and the distribution of
public places. Using purposive sampling and interview technique, the expenditures of the poor who conduct their
economic activities in each of the 37 neighborhood blocks will be used as a dependent variable in a spatial
regression analysis. The location of each neighborhood block compared to its neighboring blocks (amount of
neighbors) will become the location factor in the analysis. The physical characteristic of open space is assumed to
attract more activities.
By discussing location, infrastructure, and economic development, this paper will give planners insights about the

impacts of planned physical development on informal economic activities. The model produced from the spatial
regression process will identify the effect of planned public space distribution -location of public spaces, the
physical characteristics of public spaces in neighborhoods to the “unplanned” effect on the poor’s earnings
coming from informal economy activities.
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Coastal regions are under intense exploitation because of their biodiversity and economic attractiveness. Yet,
these places are exposed to hazards that are associated with changing patterns of ocean processes such as sea level
rise. These hazards will increasingly threaten coastal communities if urban development is oriented towards
flood-prone areas. While an overwhelming effort has been made to investigate coastal land-use changes, few
studies have been done to simultaneously explore urban growth dynamics and coastal hazards. In order to fill this
gap, this paper aims at exploring the following research questions: 1) how different urban growth patterns may
increase the region’s vulnerability to sea level rise enhanced flooding, and 2) how different policies on urban
growth may reduce the region’s exposure to flooding. To answer these questions, this paper first applied the
cellular automaton-based SLEUTH model to calibrate historical urban growth in the Bay County coastal areas,
Florida, based on data ranging from the year 1974 and 2013. A hurricane model that incorporated sea level rise
was then developed to create 500-year flooding maps in 2030 and 2080. Second, three scenarios of urban growth--historical trend, compact development, and urban sprawl---up to 2080 were predicted by applying the calibrated
SLEUTH model. To assess the effects of different policies, we developed three excluded layers---no regulations
(NR), flooding-risk mitigation (FM), and conservation/agricultural land protection (AP) ---and evaluated how
different urban growth scenarios were oriented under these layers. Eventually, flooding maps were overlaid with
future urban areas, and would-be flooded areas were identified and compared.
Several remarkable insights regarding urban growth patterns were revealed. First, the majority of the coastal
urban growth was controlled by compact development. Second, without land-use regulations, following historical
growth pace the area of 2080 urban extent would expand up to 826 square kilometers, much higher than under the
AP storyline. Third, if coastal cities in the study region continue to expand compactly, areas vulnerable to
flooding will largely increase compared with historical trend and urban sprawl scenarios. With respect to policies,
if no regulations are implemented, on average the flooded area in 2080 would be more than 25 times under the
FM policy.
This work contributes to planning literature by combining an urban growth model and the predictions of sea level
rise enhanced flooding. Such an integration can be useful to identify potentially urbanized areas that may be prone

to flooding. Additionally, this study is a contribution to a better understanding of the effects of urban growth
policies on hazard mitigation, which is less seen in current land-use simulation literature. Coupled with hazards
maps, the model serves as a decision support tool and helps city managers, land use planners, and hazard
mitigation teams evaluate the effects of different policies on urban growth. Additionally, the visualization
property of the model can be used to raise the awareness of the general public in terms of their vulnerability to
storms and sea level rise.
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Research shows that the way many course are currently taught do not match the most recent research in student
learning styles. This indicates student may be increasingly responsive to more self-organized or self directed
problem solving over traditional lecture formats (Chow, Davids, Hristovski, Araujo, & Passos, 2011; Kop,
Fournier, & others, 2011; Wallner & Menrad, 2012). At the same time many campuses are experiencing
enrollment pressures with a need for increasing class size in space-constrained environments--especially for
courses which involve of computer skills and the use of computer labs. In this context, this paper evaluates a pilot
experiment at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo to: 1) increase the learning tools available in a quantitative methods
course classroom, transitioning it to a high-tech, virtual environment; and, 2) to redesign the curriculum to
embrace a self-organized learning environment that pulls students to the threshold of complex issues and allows
them to experience self-actualized, liminal moments (Meyer & Land, 2013). The goal of this project was to move
beyond hybridization by fully embracing a virtual classroom for learning technical skills – alleviating the
demands of oversubscribed labs and effectively doubling class capacity.
Partnering with a leading online instructional vendor in the field in the field of city planning, Planetizen, a cohort
of approximately 100 students engaged in a redesigned course that used a virtual lab environment to relay
technical or computer-based skills with only virtual chat help from the instructor; for example basic economic
analysis, Photoshop, Sketchup and Geographic Information Systems skills. Results were gathered using: 1)
pre/post surveys; 2) time spent online; and, 3) academic performance. The results showed that hybridization
allowed students to engage in self-organized or self-regulated learning, going at their own pace and allowing for
greater attention to be given to those who need it in completing lab assignments. While students did not always
enjoy the video delivery because it was perceived as "too much work" or perhaps not enough like Netflix because
the students "actually had to take notes", they showed marked improvement in their proficiency in their technical
skill set, and also increased the amount of time they spent assist and learning from their peers, a topic of
increasing relevance in higher-ed (Boud, Cohen, & Sampson, 2014). In sum, the evaluation of these changes to

support a more self-regulated style indicate that this kind of hybridization in the classroom can facilitate better
teamwork and creativity--empowering to allow students to learn and explore through self directed problem
solving and ensuring that they have the necessary skills to complete class related tasks on their own in the future.
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An undetermined proportion of planning educators teach with a variety of planning support system technologies.
What tools and strategies they use and what their intentions are for students and for planning practice have so far
received limited academic attention. This paper shares insights from two research projects. The first is an up-close
case study based on observations as participants on a team of researchers seeking to encourage equitable transit
corridor planning through development of a new scenario planning method. The case study is then related to a
broader scan of the landscape of analytical and participatory technologies and its incorporation into planning
curricula.
The first research project was funded through the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy. Researchers at the University
of Texas at Austin developed a new method to prioritize transit corridors for affordable housing preservation. This
research was the outcome of the critique that planning efforts often overlook the value of existing affordable
housing within transit corridors, preferring a blank slate approach to redevelopment (Mueller and Stiphany, 2012;
Mueller, 2010). The new method focuses the attention of planners and planning students on assessing corridors
for redevelopment pressure, access to low wage jobs via transit, and the number of affordable units that have no
protected subsidies or other means of preservation. This is accomplished through the use of a scenario planning
tool and a new method that elevates these considerations in the planning processes. Another team at Cornell
University developed and tested curriculum for this new scenario planning method with planning faculty,
practitioners, and students. This paper emphasizes lessons from the curriculum development and testing process.
The case study is an example of a university-based research project used to enrich the planning curriculum and
that has ambitions of transforming planning practice. It is an example of what Drummond and French (2008)
encourage - for academic planning programs to develop new GIS-based analysis tools for use in real world
applications.

A second research project discussed in this paper is a national survey of planning educators developed by a team
of researchers from multiple universities. In this study, planning support system technologies were defined
broadly to include web and desktop GIS, scenario planning tools, spatial statistical and social network analysis
tools, as well as other types of urban design and visualization technologies. The survey was of planning educators
from the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning membership list who indicated research interests in
physical and spatial dimensions of planning (e.g. land use planning, design, and/or preservation) or who listed
analytical or participatory methodologies that involve technology (e.g. spatial analysis, GIS, etc.)
The paper concludes with observations on the depth and breadth of technologies used in planning curriculum. We
provide a discussion of opportunities and issues in the expansion of educational practices and research activities
related to planning support technologies.
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As cities increasingly rely on data analytics to guide growth, there is a tendency to overlook the role of human
experience in urban development. This lapse has led to technologies that foster new forms of political engagement
among people, governments, and place - even as they maintain a top-down approach to city making. This
contradiction is particularly critical in Latin American contexts, where some vested in informal settlement
redevelopment are considering how source data might be created by communities conventionally excluded from
urban decision-making processes, and to what extent the modification of digital planning tools can induce largescale social and physical change. In this paper, we draw on a comparative post-occupancy study of five
development types shared by two informal settlements (n = 1200), and focus upon the potential for participatory
indicators to measure the evolution of public policy and its impact on future development scenarios. We begin by
contextualizing the historical interface between metrics and informal settlement redevelopment, and the study's
relationship to literature about planning support technologies and international community development (Watson
2003; Hanzl 2007; Postill 2013; Knox 2014; Goodspeed 2015). Next, we examine the limitations and
opportunities of benchmarks created within the contexts to which they will be applied, and their translation into a
language legible across the design disciplines and among community residents. Based on this analysis, we then
present a modeling framework that merges urban analysis and experience, including post-occupancy assessment
for evaluating existing conditions; storytelling as a core component of future visioning; mixed-media tools to
infuse geospatial analyses with historical and cultural dimensions of place; and the calibration of open-source
platforms for everyday community planning. In the conclusion, we outline the implications of these techniques for
informal settlement redevelopment specifically, design intelligence generally, and scenario planning broadly.
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City planners and other urban professionals in the US are promoting more compact and infill forms of
development (i.e., smart growth) in order to reduce the impacts of urbanization on the environment (e.g., see
Ewing et al., 2008). In addition to the environmental consequences of sprawl, researchers have identified negative
social outcomes for the growing number of low income and minority residents living in the suburbs (e.g., see
Jargowsky, 2002), including poor performance on metrics of social mobility and health (Ewing et al., 2003). In
more recent years, as cities facing strong growth pressures have tried to channel development to the central city,
attention has shifted to gentrification and the increasing displacement of low income residents to the urban fringe.
This pattern has been highlighted by recent research on the suburbanization of poverty (Kneebone & Berube,
2013) and can be considered a form of "poverty sprawl," which raises transportation costs for low income
households and leaves them disconnected from centrally-located social and public services (Allard & Roth, 2010).
In response, affordable housing advocates in cities where smart growth and redevelopment efforts are most active
have pushed for the preservation and inclusion of affordable housing in central, transit-rich neighborhoods.
This paper outlines the development and application of a planning support tool to aid the strategic preservation of
centrally-located affordable rental housing in cities where low income residents are struggling against
displacement to the suburbs. We report on a methodology for assessing and comparing transit corridors where
affordable housing has historically been located, using a replicable three-part metric that evaluates for each
corridor: (1) the relative redevelopment pressure, (2) the potential scale of displacement, and (3) the relative
access provided to low-income renters to their jobs via transit. We then describe the process of creating an
analytical tool to assist planners and practitioners in applying the metric to their own local planning context, as an
add-on component to the planning support software Envision Tomorrow Plus (ET+). We compare results from
three US cities, chosen for their growth and redevelopment pressures as well as their contrasting planning
practices related to gentrification and poverty sprawl: Austin, Texas; Denver, Colorado; and Portland, Oregon.
After describing the character of growth and sprawl and how local planning and housing policy implementation
relates to these patterns in each case, we then use the tool to assess and compare transit corridors within each city
in order to prioritize future efforts at mitigating displacement associated with transit oriented and infill
redevelopment. Additionally we discuss how to ground these metrics in local context, reporting on a series of
interviews with planning and housing experts in each city. Finally, we reflect on the utility of using the tool as
part of efforts to reign in displacement and poverty sprawl.
We intend that the integration of this new tool into ET+ will broaden the discussion of the consequences of infill
development and redevelopment in cities experiencing strong growth pressures and increasing trends of poverty
sprawl. Alongside the more common discussions in smart growth and related planning processes, the tool
promises to assist practitioners, planners and housing advocates in identifying areas in their city where affordable

rental housing preservation efforts should be directed. By designing the tool to be replicable through the use of
publicly available datasets, we aim to maximize its utility for cities where planning resources and capacity might
be limited. The work is further extended through a second component of the research project, described by Dr.
Minner in her paper, which describes the development of a sample curricula and tutorials on the use of the tool.
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This paper addresses methodological challenges associated with the geo-visualization of human emotion, and
explores its connection with transportation planning practice and research. We focus on alternative transportation
planning and the location-based issues faced by cycle-transit users (or CTUs - people whose travel combines
bicycling and public transit use).
Using Qualitative GIS (Qual-GIS) and sketch-based content analysis, we analyze visual stories, hand-drawn
maps, and textual opinions made by respondents to a survey of cycle-transit users. Qual-GIS combines qualitative
research and GIS analysis, integrating multiple forms of evidence and modes of analysis in order to explain the
socio-political impact of spatial knowledge, patterns, interactions, and interrelationships (Cope and Elwood,
2009). This study builds on previous Qual-GIS methodology in which researchers in other disciplines have
developed geo-visualization systems to depict qualitative and quantitative attributes with a variety of visual
variables (see Mennis et al., 2013). As Qual-GIS is a relatively new methodology, it has not yet been widely used
in planning, or more specifically in transportation planning, either for research or practice. This paper addresses
this gap.
Data for this analysis were collected through a survey of CTUs in two major U.S. metropolitan regions
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the San Francisco Bay Area) by Flamm and Rivasplata (2014). We set the stage
in the paper with a review of Qual-GIS and other methods used, as well as with a summary of the current
knowledge of cycle-transit use patterns in the urban context. Next, we describe our methodology of coding and
visualizing spatial issues and challenges that cycle-transit users face on a daily basis. Examples of codes
developed include Bike Parking & Security, Transit Station Bike Facilities, On-Board Bike Facilities, Transit
Logistics, Road Conditions, Conditional Use of Transit, and Commuter Adaptations. Additionally, we focus on
expressions of emotions in graphic and written formats. Frustration, satisfaction, anger, pride, joy, sorrow, fear, as
well as humorous expressions of laughter, joking, smiling, and sarcasm, were all revealed in respondent

comments and drawings.
In order to understand the context of these emotions, participants' qualitative expressions of space are visualized
on top of quantitative data (e.g., presence of bike lanes, density of buildings, and crashes). This process helps us
integrate the precision of quantitative analysis that GIS permits and the subjectivity of respondent perceptions
expressed in words and images. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of how such geo-visualization can become
useful in alternative transportation planning practice in our study cities and provide insights useful in other North
American metropolitan areas, building on the small, but growing literature on cycle-transit coordination (see, for
example, Krizek and Stonebraker, 2010). We also argue for ways in which our methodological framework can
contribute to planning education and research.
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Voluntary collective action to improve neighborhood conditions is an important way communities improve urban
quality of life (Davis 1991; Van Auken and Golding 2013). In recent years, entrepreneurs have created civic
crowdfunding websites that enable community organizations to easily collect donations and assemble volunteers
for neighborhood initiatives through online outreach that extends beyond in-person social ties. This paper reports
the results from an empirical study investigating the characteristics of successful civic crowdfunding projects, and
assesses their impact on neighborhood collective action capacity.
The paper's theoretical approach draws on two sources. First, Davis (1991) argued that neighborhood collective
action emerged as the result of a dynamic process. All residents have property and place interests in their
neighborhood. Only where these are stimulated through empirical conditions of neighborhoods (neighborhood
change, group conflict, ideology) and when adequate empirical conditions of organization are present (social
stability, technical resources), do community groups emerge which engage in collective action. An important
outcome of mobilization is collective action capacity, defined as volunteering behavior, strengthen ties, and
meeting new people (Larsen et al. 2004). Second, although this theory provides an account of community
organizations, it does not account for the new forms of loose collaboration which are possible online. For that, the
paper draws on Heylighen, Kostov, and Kiemen's (2013) concept of mobilization systems, "a socio-technological
system that motivates and coordinates people to work towards a given objective" (p. 2). Civic crowdfunding
websites serve as mobilization systems for use by community organizations to gather two specific types of
technical resources for their organizations, namely personnel (volunteers) and material (financial donations). They
draw these resources from two groups: their own group members, as well as the broader pool of people with
property and place interests that Davis calls a "quasi-group." According to Heylighen, Kostov, and Kiemen, these
systems succeed when they are used to provide individual users 1) clear goals, 2) immediate feedback, and 3) an

appropriate level of challenge. At the same time, these systems must coordinate the contributions of individual
participants, in particular through alignment, division of labor, workflow, and aggregation.
Drawing on these theories, the paper aims to answer two research questions:
1. Which characteristics of neighborhoods, organizations, project leaders/sponsors and mobilization system use
are related to collective action (crowdfunding project) success or failure?
2. Under what conditions, and for which users, does civic crowdfunding improve neighborhood collective action
capacity?
These questions are answered through a two-part research design.
First, in order to understand the diversity of civic crowdfunding practices and the project characteristics which
lead to the collective action success or failure (measured in terms of funds, volunteers, and perceived success), the
paper draws on detailed case studies of 20 crowdfunding projects drawn from all projects initiative in 2016 on
two popular platforms (ioby and Patronicity) in New York City, Memphis, and Detroit. The second research
question is investigated through a survey of the participants in the case study projects. As of April 2016, the
empirical data collection is roughly half complete, and includes 15 interviews and 85 survey responses.
Preliminary results show that successful projects are able to attract diverse groups of donors, but civic
crowdfunding projects only increase collective action capacity when donors are provided opportunities to become
further involved. In addition, while civic crowdfunding results in funds and personnel, the survey results suggest
that organizations may be hindered by a lack of collective consciousness required for ongoing activities.
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Our capacity to monitor and understand spatial and temporal trends in housing rental markets has been largely
limited to census data or commercial real estate tracking services. The American Community Survey (ACS) is an
invaluable resource for social scientists studying small-scale demographic variation. However, it represents a
small sample of households that can produce wide margins of error. While the annual metropolitan-scale ACS
data are useful for broad snapshots of rents, the ACS provides tract-level data only as a 5-year rolling average.
Planners thus struggle to acquire up-to-date rental data at the local scale. Further, the ACS rental data provide

little information about units. For instance, the median rent for a tract does not reveal what a family of 4 needs to
pay to rent a 3-bedroom unit. Furthermore, commercial data sources tend to focus on large apartment complexes
rather than less-formal, smaller-scale rental activity such as small buildings, single-family homes, garage and
basement units, or accessory dwellings. Practitioners and urban scholars who want to monitor and gain insights
into trends across the full spectrum of this market have been unable to do so effectively using existing data
sources.
Volunteered geographic information (VGI), such as online rental listings, presents a novel data source to address
this challenge and is a critical emerging frontier in urban planning. Over the past decade, the web site Craigslist
has become ubiquitous in this sector of the housing rental market, but little is currently known about its market
trends or usage. To address this knowledge gap, we collected, cleaned, analyzed, mapped, and visualized 11
million U.S. Craigslist housing rental listings. While the data broadly reflect our current understanding of spatial
patterns in the U.S. housing market, we discover several novel, revealing trends. The most expensive Craigslist
rental listings are clustered in large, affluent cities primarily along the coasts. New York and San Francisco
unsurprisingly have the first and third highest rents per square foot, but interestingly North Dakota comes in
second, reflecting its recent oil industry boom and housing shortage. We also assess affordability by calculating
rent burdens based on median household income and by calculating proportions of rental listings below the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) fair market rents (FMRs) for each metropolitan area.
37% of the listings fall below the corresponding FMR - but surprisingly some metros are only in the single-digit
percentages, suggesting significant affordability challenges. Crucially, Craigslist listings can provide planners upto-date data, including unit characteristics, from neighborhood to national scales.
The objectives and motivation for this study and presentation are twofold. The first is to summarize several
previously unknown patterns in these data, and discuss their implications for studying housing rental markets. The
second, and the focus of this presentation, is to share a powerful web scraping methodology for collecting urban
and spatial "big data." These methods of data collection, cleaning, and analysis are novel and reflect a growing
need for city planners and urban scholars to embrace unconventional and emerging tools to explore the vast array
of decentralized and user-generated data now flowing through cities - especially to tap fresher, real-time data. We
will discuss tools, ethics/legality, and how planners and researchers can adapt our large-scale data collection and
analysis techniques to their own projects by generalizing them to urban/spatial projects. VGI is having a
paradigm-shifting impact on social science research, and urban planning is particularly well-poised to take
advantage of these new insights. Web scraping and large-scale data science open up a new world of data for
practitioners and scholars to understand housing markets, urban dynamics, and collective human behavior.
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Predicting the consumption of resources within the built environment and the associated environmental
consequences (urban metabolism analysis) is one of the main challenges facing planners and policy makers. The
study of land-use change patterns has many implications for urban metabolism simulation and allocating of
resources and infrastructure. This paper presents a land-use model that employs Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
Remote Sensing, and GIS to project urban growth patterns within IUMAT (Integrated Urban Metabolism
Analysis Tool) framework; an analytical platform for quantifying overall sustainability in cities.
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), a Remote Sensing method, provides accurate three dimensional
information on the built environment. Our work outlines an optimized method for generating building-form
variables from LIDAR data by implementing normal equations and Density-Based Spatial Clustering. Building
form is introduced as a new determinant factor of land use change, in addition to environmental, biophysical,
institutional, and cultural parameters that are commonly studied. Land-use data, transportation networks, physical
and environmental characteristics, and building forms are converted into a spatial grid system with a 6x6 meters
cell resolution. We applied Euclidean distance to the nearest neighboring cell (K-dimensional-tree) and kernel
density estimation techniques for generating explanatory variables such as proximity, density and land cover
estimates.
This Model has been tested for the Town of Amherst in Western Massachusetts for the period of 1971-2005.
ANN modeling is used to avoid the effect of subjectivity of modelers or data format on the final results.
Backpropagation technique is used for training the ANN models based on 1971-1985 explanatory variables. A
computer algorithm is used to calibrate and statistically test different ANN models based on 1985-1999
calibration data and 1999-2005 test data to select the optimum ANN model with the lowest error on the test data.
The selected model then predicts future development patterns. Results of this study highlight the influence of
building and block form on future change scenarios. The Land-use model described can assist local officials to
understand the complexity of land use change better and develop enhanced land-use policies, within IUMAT or
other analytical models.
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Most of the current approaches for creating smarter cities are corporate-driven and not focused on responding to
planning issues, specifically public interest. These strategies are mainly directed towards engineering approaches,
including implementing sensors in different parts of cities for measuring air pollution or implementing computing
technologies for analyzing urban big data (Kitchin, 2013; Neirotti, De Marco, Cagliano, Mangano, & Scorrano,
2014). While such approaches can help with making cities “smarter” (Albino, Berardi, & Dangelico, 2015;
Angelidou, 2014), they may create various planning concerns such as social equity if they are not considered as
part of the planning process.
This round table session discusses ways in which the incorporation of smart cities strategies and technologies can
help with the engagement of public interest in planning process. It considers a broad range of smart cities
technologies, including civic engagement tools, planning support applications, open data portals, or smart parking
sensors.
The session engages the participants to discuss the opportunities and challenges of using these technologies for
responding to the public’s interest in plan making. It also brainstorms ideas on ways in which planning
organizations can adopt smart cities technologies through collaborating with research organizations. Several
collaborative projects between universities and cities will be also discussed as incubators for incorporating smart
cities technologies in plan making.
In this interactive roundtable, the speakers will briefly discuss different aspects of the topic in the first half of the
session and then open up the discussion to the participants. The session organizer mediates the discussion.
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This study examines how time-location activity patterns influence exposure to health-related built environment
and its implications to land use planning, urban form, and public-transit and non-motorized transportation
planning. It examines individual people’s geographic patterns and explores how this influences the utilization of
urban spaces, especially their activity patterns, travel behaviors, and exposure to amenities and hazards. It aims at
providing a heuristic theoretical framework on environment health. The framework consists of the four main
factors, including 1) external factors, 2) behavioral level, 3) environmental factors, and 4) health outcomes. In
addition to the theoretical framework, another purpose of the study is to test the framework in more advanced
methodology in estimating individual activity spaces using individualized geographic data rather than using
aggregated geographic residential areas, such as Census tracts, Census blocks, and so on.

This study uses two different methods to estimate location activity spaces, such as 1-standard deviation ellipse
(SDE1) and activity space path (ASP), and finds that accessibility and exposure levels are generally similar except
for some measurements. It uses Global Positioning System (GPS) driven travel behavior data obtained from
residents living around the EXPO light rail line in Los Angeles. For built environmental qualities, the study
measures non-residential land use, employment density, street connectivity, block size, public transit density, air
pollution concentration, and polluting company density within individual residents' time-activity spaces. For the
percent of non-residential land use, public transit group shows higher percent of non-residential land use within
activity space, whereas non-public transit group shows higher percent within ASP. In terms of grocery density,
car owner group shows a higher density within SDE1 activity space, whereas non-car owner group has higher
density within their ASPs. The same pattern can be shown in polluting industry density. The density of polluting
companies within SDE1 was higher in car owner group than non-car owner group. However, the polluting
industry density within ASPs was higher in non-car owner group than car owner group.
From the empirical evidence supporting that an individual's lower socioeconomic status is linked to lower
environmental quality in which the person spends most time, this study suggests that institutional factors can
contribute to alleviating or exacerbating the inequality. Mixed-income and transit-oriented development would
help people to increase accessibility to amenities and reduce time to travel which can increase possibility to
exposure to air pollution generated from automobiles. However, the smart growth strategies need to be
implemented with more considerations on how to achieve some policy goals without conflicting in practical ways.
Most mixed-use developments provide limited number of residential options to lower SES group, and some
transit-oriented developments are adjacent to major traffic corridors. Since this research doesn't examine the
actual effect of institutional factors on location activity spaces and health-related behaviors, the institutional
factors and activity space and environmental health will be tested for the future research.
This study contributes to literature by providing a heuristic theoretical framework on environment health
accounting for external socioeconomic, built environment, institutional factors and individuals' location activity
space. Moreover, it employees more advanced methods to estimate individual's LASs which have been proven to
give more accurate estimations.
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The emergence of the civic tech movement as a way to unlock the transformative potential of open data continues
to receive a lot of popular attention (Sifry and McKenzie, 2015). As Dyson (2012) notes: ‘civic tech is a fastmoving field with considerable but nascent potential to transform lives and cities. The tools developed and in use
by cities so far are demonstrations of the potential power of civic tech, but that these tools don't yet go as far as
they might’

At its core, civic tech should support urban planning practice because it often responds to localized needs using
local open data. These place-based, action-oriented, user-focused tools have a tight fit with creative and
innovative planning efforts to engage the public (Robinson and Dale, 2014). And civic technology apps have
certainly caught the attention of planners. For example, Planetizen.com publishes an annual list of its ‘Best
Planning Apps’.
These apps are interesting individually but the time has come to ask what is the cumulative impact of civic
technology on urban planning practice? Given the ubiquity of these tools, it is important to ask: how can we frame
the relationship between civic technology apps and urban planning practice in North America? This research is
timely because, to date, little analysis has been conducted that evaluates the extent to which civic tech as a whole
is positioned to contribute to urban planning practice.
As part of the geothink.ca research project, I have created an inventory of over 400 civic technology tools
developed and in use in North America. This inventory will be analyzed to evaluate the extent to which these
tools (e.g. their data, their substantive focus, their geographic reach, the information they produce) support urban
planning practice in terms of site-specific planning (development control), long range planning and broad public
participation efforts. There are many apps that have a municipal service focus (e.g. information about bus arrival
times) but the extent to which these apps support urban planning practice is a debate this paper will tackle.
A modified scoping review will be used here. It is a systematic process for exploring the nature of the literature on
a particular topic (Armstrong et al., 2011). Scoping reviews are recommended when little is known about a topic
because scoping reviews ‘map’ out the nature of the evidence in order to examine the breadth and depth of a field
(Arksey & OMalley, 2005). The modifications here are that instead of literature, this scoping review will examine
the inventory of tools and the ‘evidence’ mapped will be the focus, purpose, origin of and outputs from the tools
in the inventory.
Following the analysis of the inventory, this paper will reflect upon on how planners might be more engaged the
inputs into civic technology: municipal open data and civic hackathons. This paper will conclude with
recommendations for future research about the potential for civic technology tools to support urban planning in
North American cities.
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In the western United States, one narrative has dominated water law, policy, and planning for more than a
century. Lawyers Lucero and Tarlock call it “the traditional relationship” between water resources and urban
growth: “if they come, we will supply them, and, more generally, water should never limit growth” (2003, p.
803). In other words, water demand drives supply, with one-directional causality and without limits. The result
has been a “government-funded structural approach” to managing water resources, dominated by water supply
mega-projects such as aqueducts, pipelines, and reservoirs (McCool, 2012, p. 291).
Many authors argue that, in addition to generating severe negative consequences for river ecosystems, this
traditional approach to managing water resources can undermine the functioning of transparent, democratic
planning and governance, while generating large public debts that will never be repaid (e.g. Worster, 1985;
Reisner, 1994). In response, scholars and practitioners have begun to question the underlying linear logic of the
traditional water management paradigm, focusing instead on non-linear complexity, systems behavior, and
circular resource flows (e.g. Stave, 2003).
This paper uses system dynamics modeling to advance this growing alternative perspective on water resources
management. The modeling effort focuses on the implications of non-linear relationships between water supply
and demand. Specifically, I test the hypothesis that there is an “induced demand” effect, in which adding new
water supply infrastructure creates a positive feedback on water consumption in arid cities: when growth
increases, water demand increases, and supply increases to meet that demand; but, the new supply also prompts
additional growth, creating a self-reinforcing dynamic cycle. Evidence of this induced demand effect would have
profound implications for water resources management and urban planning practice, suggesting that the
traditional approach of increasing supply through large infrastructure projects, in order to meet projected growth,
is in fact a self-defeating strategy.
The model presented in this paper was developed in STELLA modeling and simulation software for Clark
County, Nevada (home of Las Vegas). It demonstrates strong validity and reliability and provides clear evidence
of induced water demand as a result of supply augmentation projects: the non-linear model predicts the timing and
extent of historic population growth and water supply construction with much greater accuracy than a comparable
linear model. This systems framework also enables the testing of future policy scenarios related to conservation,
wastewater recycling, and climate change. Findings suggest that in an alternative, non-linear management
paradigm, Clark County can meet its growth goals without adding new water supply infrastructure, achieving a
future that is prosperous and resilient even as climate change reduces streamflows over time. As this model is a
generic structure, it has the potential to be re-parameterized and applied to other arid cities regionally, nationally,
and globally.
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Travel behavior analysis has arguably been hampered by limitations in currently available methods for measuring
mobility. The problem is particularly acute for analysis of non-motorized walking and biking, where traditional
survey and in-the-field data collection methods have been difficult to implement broadly across cities and
intensively at local scales (Lindsey et al. 2014). Furthermore, traditional methods and even new GPS and sensorbased methods have been primarily limited to measuring trip characteristics such as frequency, distance, and
location. Though essential metrics, they only indirectly reveal the experiential, environmental components of
travel to which both researchers and local communities have increasingly ascribed significant value in behavioral
research and planning practice (Handy et al. 2002; Schneider 2013). Can mobile sensing approaches to data
collection, using lightweight, wearable devices including smartphones and portable environmental sensors,
effectively enhance current planning practice by facilitating integrated measurement of travel and experiential,
environmental factors (Agapie et al. 2008)? Using the rapidly urbanizing Tysons, Virginia as a test site, I find that
mobile sensing can expand the scope of current approaches to non-motorized travel behavior analysis with
significant relevance to planning that engages public health, environmental justice, and the longstanding demand
for a more engaged, values-driven planning practice.
The research evaluates the efficacy of mobile sensing as a means to providing integrated travel, environmental,
and experiential data from everyday mobility patterns. The analysis begins with a review of key dimensions of
non-motorized travel, their relevance to planning practice, and existing approaches to empirical measurement.
Drawing on literature linking travel behavior, the built environment, perception and experience, dimensions of
travel identified for measurement include mobility patterns but also environmental and experiential facets
including air quality, noise, adjacent traffic, nature, human presence, and activity destinations (Pikora et al. 2003).
Possible approaches to empirical measurement of each dimension of non-motorized travel are explored using a
range of traditional, spatially-fixed and mobile sensing methods. Finally, data collected by multiple methods from
Tysons, Virginia are comparatively evaluated for their performance along criteria including construct validity,
spatial and temporal precision, prior availability, ease of collection and cost.
The findings and relevance to planning research and practice derive both from the data collected and the process
to acquire the data. The data collected from Tysons, Virginia highlight the challenges of bringing walkability to
an auto-oriented retail and office district now experiencing a significant change in its infrastructure and
development patterns. While basic connectivity around stations is improving, the new connections subject
travelers to negative environmental exposures. Importantly, wearable sensors facilitate a spatial and temporal
precision, relevant to the human experience of walking, unavailable from other data sources. These data inform an
expanding conceptualization of travel outcomes that include not just destinations and physical activity but
exposures and psychological well-being, as well as environmental inequities occurring not just across
communities but travelers sharing virtually the same space. Two major findings are also evident from the process.
First, planning research and practice can benefit from data that span traditional and emerging approaches
including fixed and mobile sensing, but new methods may require a significant evolution in planners' training and
capabilities. Second, mobile sensing is both a challenge and an opportunity for planners to not simply use new
sensor data as an analytic input but a means to engage community members in formulating, measuring, and
solving the problems they face in their communities.
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How can we make an attractive and successful urban place for the public? Understanding the relationship between
human activities and physical form has always been the central concern in the urban planning field. Park, as the
most common public space in cities, is especially sensitive to it. An attractive park would encourage the social
communication, relief the physiological pressure, create more consumption and increase safety nearby. In
contrast, an empty park would become a hotbed for crime, especially at night. Therefore, it is important for us to
figure out what physical features will attract more people. However, due to the limit of quantitative data collection
method for human activity, traditional studies usually are either qualitative or in small scale to answer these
questions. Recently microblogging sites such as Twitter have been enabling us to share our most recent updates
along with our current geographical location (such as latitude and longitude). The merits of location-based social
networking services represented by Twitter evidently offer us a new data source for observing human activities in
larger, precise and more efficient process to answer these questions.
In this study, we aim to examine the relationship between the spatial distributions of geo-tagged tweets and
physical environment features of district parks in Chicago city. Using the new social media data sources, I will try
to understand from built environment perspective that why some parks are always popular by twitters while some
are not? Can urban planning help to improve that? The tweet data would be collected using the Twitter Stream
API techniques that 1% of the total tweets during the research period will be randomly selected and recorded by
the program. Then I will build a database of all 603 district parks and their surrounding area in Chicago for
physical environment features related to human behavior such as facilities (playground, basketball court), type
(community park, waterfront park), density, variety, permeability.
To pursue the research question, first I will employ the Poisson/ negative binomial count regression model, with
the tweet number/ area in the park as the dependent variable to test the significance and magnitude of the
association. The coefficients will be standardized to compare these factors’ impact on tweets activities on the site.
Case studies will also be conducted as a compliment for the heterogeneity in the results to find out why certain
parks over/under-performed than the theoretical model expected. After selected the outlier cases, I will visit these
sites to experience the park environment and find out the reason for the heterogeneity.
For a long time, planners and urbanists have been discussing how to build vibrancy in a city. This article may
initiate a new quantitative perspective to evaluate the issue. The result will offer us more understandings of how

built environment is related to urban parks activity today in the information society. It can tell us which factors
are positively linked to these activities and which character contribute the most among them. Planning field
already starts seeking the potential application of big data to help understand the urban fabric. Most of them
remain as descriptive now. This study will provide an empirical and statistical evidence to guide urban planners in
decision-making.
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The environmental consequences of planning decisions are often undervalued. This can result from a number of
potential causes, such as: 1) a lack of adequate information to correctly assess environmental consequences; 2)
stakeholder discounting of spatial and temporal environmental impacts; 3) a failure to understand the dynamic
interactions between socio-ecological systems including secondary and tertiary response mechanisms; or 4) the
gravity of the status quo, i.e. blindly following a traditional, growth-oriented discourse.
In this paper, we argue that a PSS that includes an assessment of environmental impacts and is integrated into a
community or regional planning process can help reveal the true environmental implications of scenario planning
decisions, and thus improve communal planning and decision-making. Current technology PSSs can be used to
systematically assess the environmental consequences of planning decisions, project future scenarios under
different developmental assumptions, and highlight critical environmental consequences through interactive
displays to inform stakeholder deliberations.
This paper directly addresses the question of whether currently available PSS visualization and modeling
technologies can be operationalized and tuned to local conditions for the purpose of contributing to communal
planning processes. The discussion focuses on applications of the Land-use Evolution Assessment and impact
Model (LEAM) and the LEAM Planning Support System, to real-world planning activities, primarily in the midwestern United States, over the past 10 years, and a more recent application to Shanghai, China. University of
Illinois researchers have worked directly with government planning officials and community stakeholders to
analyze alternate future development scenarios and improve the planning process through a participatory, iterative
process of visioning, model tuning, simulation, and discussion. The resulting information, formulated rapidly and
through community consensus, enables an evaluation of alternative policy or investment choices and their
potential environmental implications that can change the way communities both generate and use plans.
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There are some studies quantifying the environmental impacts of international trade in the U.S. However, the
regional impacts of domestic trade within U.S. have received few attentions. Since domestic trade still dominates,
it is necessary to analyze the embodied CO2 emissions in both domestic and international trade. In addition, U.S.
is a country with substantial regional variations. Different states have different patterns of economic development.
Thus, I will focus on the regional impacts of trade. This paper answers the research question: what are the
consumption-based CO2 emissions embodied in trade at the state level. Consumption-based emission is calculated
by allocating all emissions in the production and distribution to final consumers (Wiedmann, 2009). It is different
from producer-based emission which is calculated based on where the emissions occur. By identifying both the
sources and consumers of the CO2 emissions, this study can inform more equitable and efficient environmental
policies in the U.S. to avoid carbon leakage among states.
The method used in this study is multi-region input-output (MRIO) analysis which can show the supply chains
and feedbacks between different industry sectors and different regions (Wiedmann, 2009). Firstly, I use the 2007
U.S. input-output table and state economic data (such as GDP, compensation, and employment) to construct state
input-output tables. MRIO analysis enables me to estimate domestic trade between states and link the state inputoutput tables to the World Input-Output Database (WIOD) so that I can include both domestic trade and
international trade. The information about the energy consumed in final products in MRIO analysis allows me to
calculate the embodied CO2 emissions for different states by multiplying the emission factors and the amount of
energy consumption. Results will indicate whether a state imports or exports CO2 emissions from other states,
which state is the largest importer, which state is the largest exporter, and the major contributors of emissions.
This study also provides reliable estimations of trade flows between states.
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Technology is expanding planners’ tools for creating virtual models of communities. Two such advances are
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which can model 3D topography and buildings (Becker et al. 2013), and
3D laser scanning, which produces precise dimensional data and photographic images of the built environment at
scales up to city blocks (Tang et al. 2015). Planners and researchers are applying the GIS and laser scanning
technologies to create visualizations that move through space and time, and simulate changes, in order to inform
themselves and the public about important planning issues (Usery et al. 2009). Despite the power of the virtual
world, the old-fashioned method of constructing physical models also has a role, as a complement to the virtual
(Ben-Joseph et al. 2001). Yet, the art of using physical models can be overshadowed by the allure of the new
technologies (Rau and Cheng 2013).
This paper describes the authors’ development and use of both virtual and physical 3D models to visualize storm
surge and sea level rise in a small coastal town. The authors applied 3D GIS and laser scanning to create virtual
models of topography and buildings in the town. The GIS model was at the scale of the town and based on a
digital elevation model, satellite imagery, the extrusion of building footprints, and Hazus storm surge. The GIS
model was animated to show flooding scenarios. The 3D laser scanning model was at the scale of three city
blocks, it was based on the scanning data produced by several of the authors, and it too was animated to show
flooding scenarios. The authors created the physical model based on the laser scanning data, for a portion of the
city blocks, at a scale of 1 foot equals 1/8th inch. The physical model, measuring 8’ long by 4’ wide by 1’ tall, had
a wooden base carved by a computer-aided router and accurately scaled and placed buildings constructed of
plastic. The entire model was placed in a tank for simulating storm surge and sea level rise with water. The
authors displayed the virtual and physical models to the public for several weekends during a speaker series about
the importance of water to the town.
Following the description of model methods, the paper reports the observed impacts of creating and displaying the
virtual and physical models, especially enhanced understanding of the town and flooding scenarios. The paper
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each type of model, their interrelationships during creation, and
their synergistic effects while on display. The paper also explains the original intention of producing the physical
model using 3D printing and why this approach did not work. The paper concludes with recommendations for
maintaining physical models alongside the virtual.
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Road classification systems are the basis for providing design criteria for street networks. The traditional road
classification system in the United States has been mostly based on mobility, the level of service, and land access
that they are designed to provide for vehicle traffic. Other users of the roads and road uses are largely ignored.
This classification system has been under increasing scrutiny, especially because it cannot adequately account for
the diversity of the road users and the wide range of the context (environment) of a road. There is an increasing
need to develop a classification system which integrates the road with its surrounding urban environment (Forbes,
2000; Hess, 2009). This study proposes to use a novel data mining technique, affinity propagation (AP), to
classify urban streets and to identify a representative street for each class. AP is a statistical clustering algorithm
which was developed to group similar features in a large dataset and, more importantly, identify "exemplars" that
are representatives of different clusters (Frey and Dueck, 2007).
Southeast Michigan region is our study area. A comprehensive dataset was developed to provide street-related
descriptors for both on-road and off-road features such as speed limit, number of lanes, intersection density,
population density, and business patterns. We expect to use AP to create a more context-sensitive street typology.
Our preliminary results showed that our road systems are much more heterogeneous than what we have
traditionally assumed. Our first AP model produced over 60 different road types which are much more than the
number of road classes defined by the current Federal Highway Functional Classification.
The application of AP in urban planning especially transportation and built environments is appealing in that it
enables urban planners and transportation professionals to better understand street environments, better define
street types, and provide better street design guidelines. This work will also serve as a foundation for in-depth
analyses on street exemplars by comparing their performances with regard to walkability, safety, and fuel
efficiency.
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Over more than four decades Richard Klosterman has been one of the foremost leaders in developing, applying,
and disseminating forecasting methods in the field of city and regional planning. But in a recent article in the
Journal of the American Planning Association he describes a dramatic change of heart and explains that he now
agrees “…with a growing number of scholars who suggest that planners abandon the futile effort to predict what
the future will be and prepare a range of scenarios suggesting what the future may be (Kosterman 2013, p. 164;
see also Chakraborty and McMillan 2015). Yet, despite the strength of Klosterman’s critique, could there be a
middle ground that incorporates a number of advantages of traditional forecasting with some of the benefits of
scenario planning? We argue that recent statistical developments in the business forecasting field (Hyndman and
Athanasopoulos 2013) can be transferred to such traditional planning tasks as population forecasting. The
resulting probabilistic population projections include not only a traditional forecast, but also four statisticallyjustified plausible high, plausible low, less-likely high, and less-likely low projections that represent reasonable
bands of uncertainty around the forecast. The five then provide a foundation for a type of scenario planning we
label grounded scenario planning because the scenario process is grounded in both a concrete forecast and an
explicit and equally concrete acknowledgement of the uncertainty inherent in both the forecast and in actual future
outcomes.
The advanced time series (ATS) method itself has only a single data input requirement: an ordinary time series of
past (usually annual) population counts that is at least as long as the forecast period. In brief, we input the time
series into the open source “forecast” module that is available for the open source R statistical package. We apply
a suite of seven time series projections using three ARIMA, two exponential smoothing, and two damped trend
models. We then average the forecasts and confidence intervals for the seven models since research has shown
that averages of a variety of forecast models usually produce better results than the individual models themselves.
Finally, we extract the central forecast and the upper and lower confidence limits at the 50% and 80% levels.
To test the ATS method we apply it to the 3,100 U.S. counties using annual population estimates for the years
1969 to 1995. We then forecast forward twenty years to 2015 and compare current 2015 population estimates to
the ATS forecasts using standard error measures for accuracy (mean absolute percent error and median absolute
percent error) and bias (mean algebraic percent error and median algebraic percent error). For comparison we also
compute seven traditional trend extrapolation (TEX) projections (Rayer 2008, Klosterman 1990) and average
them. Finally, we compare the actual 2015 population estimates to the ATS 50% and 80% confidence limits. If
the limits are accurate, about 50% of the forecasts should fall between the 50% limits, and 80% of the forecasts
should fall within the 80% limits.
The major (preliminary) analysis results are: (1) both ATS and TEX models are surprisingly accurate in
predicting 20-year-ahead county population with mean average percent errors of approximately 9% for the ATS
model and 10% for the TEX model, and (2) the ATS 50% confidence limits include 50-55% of the forecasts, and
the 80% confidence limits include about 75% of the forecasts.
In a grounded scenario process planners will develop the implications of all five projections (in terms of
employment, congestion, environment, etc.), and the scenario process participants will carefully evaluate the

outcomes of a full range of plausible futures.
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Demand forecasts play an essential role in transportation infrastructure planning. Future capacity needs from
demand forecasts start the planning process that often ends up costing substantial amounts of financial investment
over long planning horizons. Given the prominent role of demand forecasts in transportation planning,
inaccuracies of demand forecasts and ineffective “predict and plan” static planning framework are well
recognized among scholars and practitioners alike (Flyvbjerg, Skamris Holm, and Buhl 2005). Bent Flyvbjerg, a
prominent planning scholar, has advocated for the use of reference class forecasting, an outcome-based
probabilistic forecasting technique that has been shown empirically to be more accurate than traditional methods,
to improve forecasting accuracies. In this paper, I explore the feasibility and effectiveness of reference class
forecasting in producing robust forecasts for aviation demands for airport planning.
Airport planning in the US embodies the current transportation infrastructure planning framework. Airport Master
Plan (AMP) is the formal planning process for airport planning (De Neufville et al. 2013). The standard AMP
approach is characterized by two elements; 1) determination of the aviation demand forecast and 2) selection of a
single plan that best suits this forecast. The AMP process, which worked relatively well before the deregulation of
airline industry in the 1970s, is increasingly seen as unfit for the increasingly volatile environment (Kwakkel,
Walker, and Marchau 2010). Planning disasters in airport projects from this mismatch of static planning
framework and volatile environment are well documented (Altshuler and Luberoff 2003).
Towards improving accuracy and robustness of aviation demand forecasts, i.e., passengers and aircraft operations,
reference class forecasting (RCF) holds potential. RCF takes an outcome-based approach to evaluating forecasts.
RCF process consists of 1) identifying a group of similar past projects (airport clusters), 2) using data from this
reference class, establish a probability distribution for the variable of interest (deviation of actual traffic from
forecast), and 3) compare the project to the probability distribution to establish the most likely outcome for the
project. Initially proposed as a way to reduce optimism bias in forecasts (Flyvbjerg, Skamris Holm, and Buhl
2005), RCF is also robust in that it provides a range of forecasts with associated probabilities. The key component
of RCF is the identification of airport clusters (reference class). To cluster airports, I use Dirichlet Process
Clustering algorithm, an increasingly popular Bayesian clustering method that, unlike more traditional k-means
clustering method, does not require pre-determined number of clusters (k) but instead algorithmically identifies
the number of clusters given the data. Using historic forecast data and actual traffic data for case study airports, I
evaluate the effectiveness of reference class forecasting.

American Planning Association endorsed the use of reference class forecasting for non-routine projects based on
Flybjerg’s work in 2005. My work will demonstrate for the first time the feasibility and effectiveness of reference
class forecasting in airport planning process. The technical framework established by reference class forecasting
can provide much needed empirical basis for adaptive planning frameworks that have thus far remained largely
theoretical.
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Social media communication generates continuous and abundant data about the spatial locations of people as they
live within and move around cities. Unlike traditional resource-consuming methods of direct observation and
people counting used by social scientists, publicly available geo-located social media messages (or tweets)
provide a wealth of information of the real-time use of the city. Moreover, few studies have critically explored the
virtual realm of online communication in relation to the physical urban geography or how social media data can
inform new planning methods. We see this as an opportunity to investigate real-time human activity (via social
media) in relation to a variety of social, physical, and economic conditions of cities (building density, land use
types, demographics, and income-levels, etc.). This investigation seeks to answer: In which ways does real-time
social media data combined with existing urban form characteristics reveal new narratives about the ways people
inhabit and move around cities?
To explore this understudied phenomenon in planning, we applied an inductive data-driven process. To begin, we
collected, sorted, and analyzed a total of 2 million geolocated tweets available from Twitter during a two-month
period (September to October 2016) in Los Angeles and New York City. Next, we began spatializing the tweet
data by geographically plotting all the tweets over two months as well as plotting each tweet across time using
their timestamp information. Our analysis also involved collecting U.S. Census and land use data at the blockgroup level about each city. More specifically, we used ArcGIS to analyze existing land use zoning, transportation
nodes, race, ethnicity, age, and native language information about Los Angeles and New York City in 2015. Then
using spatial and statistical analyses, we studied combinations of tweet locations and urban data to expose

relationships between the urban activity and existing social, physical, and economic urban conditions. Our
findings indicate that social media data can be a good indicator of public activity, occurring in highly connected
public and commercial spaces opposed to areas of high population density. We also find the mobility of different
social groups (English and Spanish-speaking Twitter users) reflects different and separated geographies and
patterns of use.
Understanding the nature of geolocated social media data as it relates to urban conditions creates new
opportunities for urban planners concerned with analyzing shifting urban populations, underused urban space, or
prospects for new urban development. Social media investigations can also lead to more informed and predictive
planning processes that are sensitive to the real-time and micro-level movement and behavior of people. In this
research, we aim to provide new data-driven analytical techniques for urban planners as well as insights about
urban activity that reflects the increasingly connected and mediated way of urban life.
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People’s perceptions of neighbourhoods and urban space are important because identity-related aspects of cities,
whether or not they are true, inform utility actions. Neighbourhood characteristics such as appearance of the
townscape, availability of services, quality of community and physical infrastructure, accessibility of workplaces,
and other factors ultimately help people form opinions, and these opinions become related to decision-making.
People also search for neighbourhood safety and good value for housing dollar while they try to avoid nuisances
such as neighbourhood noise, congestion, and presence of visible street crime. Dissatisfaction with urban places is
a key motivator for relocation to suburbs.
Research on neighbourhood perception is useful in helping local officials and city planners design interventions to
improve neighbourhoods. We therefore devise a method using up-to-the-minute perceptions expressed using
social media. The research is accomplished by “scraping” data from social media sites (such as Twitter and news
outlets) and analyzing the conceptual content of large quantities of digital information over time. By using
purpose-designed APIs, thousands of points of data can be obtained quickly and efficiently. Subject matter is
flagged by its inclusion of target or keywords (e.g. neighbourhood/district names and characteristics).
Using artificial neural network (ANN)-based text analysis, researchers can analyze vast quantities of data and
extract perspectives on various neighbourhood attributes from thousands of cases at a time. In contrast with many

emerging approaches to text analysis, which depend on human-assisted machine learning or rule-based
approaches, the ANN employed in this project does not require coding of the text to be analyzed.
Attitudes and perceptions are suggested by concepts prevalent in the analyzed text. Since the data sets in question
are extremely large, it would be nearly impossible to sift through them manually. ANN-based text analysis
provides accuracy and convenience not available in any other currently available method.
This technique assesses various kinds input text and outputs the most relevant concepts both in the form of
hierarchical clusters represented by “dendograms” (visual depictions of clusters) and non-hierarchical spatial
renderings. This has the advantage of not only distilling the most important components of given input data but
also of demonstrating how the concepts are related to one another, as well as how strongly they are related to one
another.
We situate this study in Tallinn, the capital of Estonia [population 543,000 (2016)]. The concept of
neighbourhood identity is only a 25-year-old phenomenon in Estonia, since during state socialism (Estonia was
part of the USSR until 1991) all neighbourhoods were designed to have comparable amenities and comparable
access, and residential districts were assumed to be undifferentiated. Residential dynamics have been in flux since
the end of the socialist period, however, with certain neighbourhoods ascending in prestige (especially central city
districts with pre-World War II housing) and others descending in prestige (especially Soviet-era pre-fabricated
apartment blocks in large planned estates) based on a variety of complex factors. We supplement the analysis
using the results of a period survey, conducted by the city government, of housing satisfaction; the survey
includes questions about perceptions of neighbourhoods.
In neo-liberal democratic space, re-investment and gentrification is dependent on the decisions of individuals and
their ability to pay. Erasing negative images is difficult, even when urban districts are rehabilitated. The results of
this research can be used to help city officials and elected leaders better understand neighbourhood nuisances and
plan strategies to address them. Research results can also be used to develop information campaigns targeted
toward educating people about urban neighbourhoods and their potential for change.
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Problem: While population and employment projections inform planners about the future growth of the city,
numbers on paper are not an intuitive way to show future urban form. There is a need for planners to visualize
where the new employments and residential units will be allocated. Better tools are needed to visualize future
allocation scenarios interactively.
Existing Research: The existing work in this area is mainly focused in allocating population in two dimensions.
While allocating future employment growth, the current Land-Use Conflict Identification Strategy (LUCIS)
allocates acreage that accommodates future employment growth based on county wide employment density.
However, when considering allocating residential units and employment in three dimensions (as physical building
mass), the existing methods do not take into account urban density, which may result in more employment
allocated in suburban land that has a larger acreage, instead of urban core.
Research Objective: This research aims to develop a base allocation scenario which predicts future urban density
by generating three dimensional buildings at urban block level, and considers future residents and employments
numbers following the existing growth trend. In the base scenario, two residential and employment allocation
methods are explored. The base scenario serve as reference for comparisons to other development scenarios.
Methodology: Variables for identifying “buildable lots” are created, which covers both geometrical and functional
criteria. Two base scenario allocation methods were explored. The first method allocates population at urban
block level based on development density from surrounding development. The second method allocates
population based on future land use regulations. City of Tampa, Florida is used as the case study for this research.
Results & Findings: Two 3D models simulating the future of the City of Tampa resulted based on infill scenario
allocations following the existing growth trend and future land use. Population projection and different types of
employment were allocated at urban block level. Clear differences can be seen in the allocation models. This
method showed great promise as an intuitive tool for urban planners to understand future urban growth.
Contribution: This study establishes the base methodology for volumetric allocation of population and
employment. This methodology can be extended to support redevelopment and greenfield allocation scenarios
which as set, can form a toolbox for examining urban design driven population allocation scenarios.
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Suzhou, a city with over 2,500 years of history, has been interlaced with rivers, canals and lakes since its birth.
Roads in the city have been built parallel to the channels since the ancient times, like a chessboard. However, the
city has been increasingly expanding in terms of human-made structures and materials in the last decade. Rapidly
accelerated urbanization brought remarkable consequences on the region’s ecosystem.

In this research, in order to understand how urban built space, urban open field and urban open-space network
responded to rapid urbanization, remote sensing based thermal infrared and visible band information were used to
diagnose changes of the urban surface environment through the interrelationship between surface thermal energy
and normalized differential vegetation index (NDVI). This method proves crucial in providing insights for urban
planning with respect to urban ecosystem, specifically: 1) Planning and designing urban built space, urban open
space and urban open-space network with a better arrangement of land surface elements could benefit the balance
of urban surface energy; 2) Vertical volume of construction entities is more sensitive to the urban surface energy
concentration and change compared with their horizontal distribution and group combination; 3) The urban openspace network constructed by canals and roads, to some degree, limits the urban block size, and thus causing
distinct differences in the urban surface energy distribution; 4) The balanced mechanism in energy transfer
between urban open field and urban built space has not yet been changed under rapid urbanization; 5) Land
surface element type occupied mainly by agricultural lands indicates stability in terms of high surface energy and
low NDVI; 6) The hydrological network of the city in terms of agricultural areas constructs surface energy buffer
zones, which is useful for regulating and easing urban surface energy peak.
The exploration of integrating remote sensing modeling with urban planning methodologies for Suzhou began in
2003. Three aspects of this exploration can be further applied in urban planning, namely: 1) monitor land
consumption in the metropolitan region, providing technical evidence for growth management; 2) interpret
Suzhou’s overall ecosystem, its history and future trend, through analyzing the city’s energy and greenness level,
providing a multi-dimensional urban scale for in measuring design schemes and plan recommendations; 3)
examine the methodological integration of remote sensing and urban planning, expanding technical capacity in
the restoration of urban ecosystem, refinement of urban open-space network, revitalization of urban public space
and many other aspects of urban regeneration.
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Under what conditions can smarter cities also be more just? While the public's embrace of data has gotten tighter
and more visible, the planner’s relationship to data continues to be complicated. Nowhere is this more so than in
rapidly urbanizing cities driven by utopian visions of modernity. However, from the early days of shaping data for
national and regional accounting, to the modern parsing of big data at the individual level, planners have struggled
with a familiar dilemma: how to use data justly? The generality of counting, and the inferential power of

probability continue to confer a scientific basis and institutional legitimacy to planning decisions. Yet, even after
the mathematical limitations are addressed, such processes depend on good data. What makes data good enough
for public decision making? Do we need to think differently about data that is used by public and private
institutions? What are the institutional demands of sifting good data from big data? Under what conditions is
open-data of a higher quality than closed-data? How can crowdsourced data be used to inform planning decisions,
and should it? These questions occupy the gap between smart cities and just cities - bearing heavily on how we
plan and who we plan for. But the questions do not end there, becoming even more political. At the frontier of our
knowledge of good data, we encounter questions of implementation and data-maintenance. What institutional
forms, such as voluntary groups, non-governmental organizations, public agencies, can reliably collect and
maintain good data? As billions of dollars flow to making developing country cities "smart", these questions
highlight the need for an urgent shift: we must plan both for data and with it. Participants in this roundtable will
share emerging lessons about how planners navigate these questions at the frontiers of planning practice. The goal
of the session will be to craft five research questions upon which an agenda to understand the relationship
between "smart" and "just" planning can be based.
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Air pollution is a serious problem and presents a significant hazard in the urban environment, particularly in
developing countries. The spatial variations of atmospheric pollutants at the urban neighborhood level are
associated with different land use patterns, urban design features and urban micro-environments due to
differences in pollution sources and ventilation. A better understanding of these spatial variations would help
urban planners to improve urban planning and design practice. However, traditional ground-based air quality
monitoring stations are sparse and cannot provide spatially fine-grained information to study the three-dimension
distribution patterns of air pollution and the impacts of micro-environment on the neighborhood-level air quality.
To overcome these barriers, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or drones with mobile sensors are emerging as an
effective tool to collect air pollution, land use and weather data at a fine spatial scale. Therefore, in this
presentation I will demonstrate the use of UAV in two important applications that we have been working on in my
research group in the last couple of years: one in vertical profiling of air pollutants in order to understand the
vertical exchange and horizontal transferring of air pollutants across regions, the other is the 3-D distribution of
air pollutants in the urban built environment in order to explore the role of urban design features in influencing air
flow, air pollutant accumulation and dispersion in the urban micro-environment.
Specifically, the following research questions and results will be presented:
1. What is UAV (including different types of UAV, e.g. fixed wing and rotary wing UAV) and why is it an
important tool for fine-grained 3-D air pollution, weather and micro-environment monitoring?
2. The impacts of urban design features (e.g., density, layout) on air flow and air pollution concentration and
dispersion at the neighborhood and street level.

3. The impacts of urban environment (e.g., land use patterns, heat island, the air flow between urban and suburban
areas) on vertical distribution of air pollutants (e.g., PM2.5 and O3) and horizontal distribution (see Figures 1-3
for examples).
4. The challenges of using UAV for environmental monitoring, including flight permission, policy and safety
issues.
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Background & Research Objective:
Urban design is important for place making. Does new development create a sense of place or does the new
development simply occupy space? Good design can help solve many issues in the built environment, `such as;
crime prevention, human comfort, connectivity, walkability, character, reduce sprawl, provide natural areas for
stormwater infrastructure, and place making (Chakrabarti, Vishann 2013; Dover, Victor 2014). Basically, good
urban design creates places for people and can reduce impacts on surrounding ecosystems.
Three-dimensional modeling provides a critical and tangible tool for urban design planners. Current methods for
modeling the urban environment include massing, using simple blocks to depict building heights and widths, or
time consuming modeling in various three-dimensional software programs where the values are generally
estimated and details are lacking unless significant time and effort is spent. Can technology help make modeling
the existing space more efficient and effective? Processing data from an Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) or
drone technology with a mounted camera through structure from motion can produce high quality threedimensional models of the built environment.
Structure from motion or photogrammetry is the process of creating 3D objects from 2D pictures (Konecny,
Gottfried 2014). Photogrammetry has been around for decades but only recently has this technology been
incorporated with low cost personal drones or UAS. As the technologies progress, both in UAS and
photogrammetry, a decline in costs of high quality modeling and mapping and an increase in accuracy and ease of
use is expected (Koutsoudis,Anestis 2014). The current capabilities of this technology combined with the urban
world could change development of cities everywhere.
Methods:

The study areas for this research is a section of the University of Florida in an urban setting that includes a variety
of buildings, density, open space, trees, public space, and roads. To collect the visual data, the author flew
multiple grid patterns over the study area ensuring that each photo had between 70%-90% overlap, both top to
bottom and side to side. Next, the data was processed using two photogrammetry programs, Agisoft’s Photoscan
and Pix4D. This allowed the comparison of the different flight patterns as well as comparing the different
software programs to determine the best practice for three-dimensional modeling using a UAS. The criteria for
comparisons includes accuracy in space, details, speed, effort required, cost, and streamlined workflow. The
results are evaluated using a scale of 1-3 being low, medium, and high.
Conclusion/Contribution
Using this technology properly will help urban planners and urban designers with fast, efficient, and accurate
modeling to help guide urban development. Having detailed models will also help planners gain support on all
three sides of the spectrum that we engage with; political, developers, and citizens. Having the ability to visually
represent the built environnment in a rapid time frame will allow urban designers and planners to use design
techniques on all planning projects and in a cost effective manner.
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Residential segregation by race and income has been an enduring phenomenon in the United States for over a
century [1]. Although planners, sociologists, and economists have extensively studied and documented residential
segregation patterns, causes and implications in American cities [2-4], these studies are often constrained by static
measures on residential spatial patterns. For example, although census data over decades can record remarkable
changes in socioeconomic composition of neighborhoods, they only provide snapshots of places based on static
residential locations.
We argue that urban mobility (through which individuals access opportunities and resources, and experience the
built, natural and social environment in their daily life in space and time) is an extremely significant aspect while
examining the degree and impacts of residential segregation. In spite of its importance, it is still poorly understood
due to data limitation in the past. It was a difficult topic to study historically with traditional household travel
surveys, which were expensive to collect for one- or two- day travel dairies in small sample sizes (e.g., one
percent households in a metropolitan area) with very low frequencies (e.g., once in a decade).
How do the segregated groups experience the city through their daily travel? Are residentially segregated groups

also segregated in terms of their destinations for non-work activities? With the advancement of technology and
massively increased repositories of human digital traces in recent years, these questions become possible to be
answered through new lenses. In this research, we present quantitative analyses of urban mobility by residentially
segregated social groups using call detail record (CDR) data, with Boston metropolitan area as a case. We first
extract home, work, and other activities from the CDR data using data mining and statistical leaning methods [5].
We then cluster residential neighborhoods based on socioeconomic statistics (according to census data) at the
census tract level. We propose metrics of mobility exposure to investigate the spatiotemporal exposure of nonwork travels by residents of the clusters social groups observed in the CDR data, and compare them with the static
exposure, traditionally applied in residential segregation studies.
With the new metrics of mobility exposure measured from the CDR data, we are able to quantify the
spatiotemporal organizations of the segregated social groups, and understand how these groups choose their nonwork destinations for personal, social, leisure, or recreational activities in the city. The new findings of this study
are important for planners to understand how the socially segregated groups experience the city in space and time
in their everyday life. It is essential for planners to design cities that can shape the spatial and temporal patterns of
how residents socialize, play, or travel in the future of American cities.
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ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT ON STREET VITALITY: CASE
STUDIES OF ELMWOOD AVENUE AND DELAWARE AVENUE IN BUFFALO
Abstract ID: 1433
Individual Paper Submission
ZHANG, HAO [University at Buffalo] hzhang34@buffalo.edu, presenting author
There is an increasing concern on street vitality in American context of declining cities. Enhancing street vitality
is regarded as an important strategy to revitalize urban areas by spurring local development. In order to create the
vital street life that sustains nearby commerce, the prerequisite is to have a comprehensive and thorough
understanding of the association of the built environment and street vitality. Nevertheless, most of existing
research focus on simulation of the motorized transportation modes such as private car and public transportation.
Consequently, a standard model is not available for analyzing the impact of the built environment on street
vitality yet. Built on the classic works of urban studies from environmental psychological perspective, along with
the empirical studies on the relationship between the built environment and travel behaviors, as well as some
pedestrian generation models, we intend to establish a reliable model which interpret the impact of the built
environment on street vitality in a precise manner.
Pedestrian counts are set as the dependent variable in this research. Based on Yin’s work of walkability
assessment in Buffalo using agent-based simulation, Elmwood Avenue and Delaware Avenue are selected as our
research focus. Hierarchical linear model (HLM) and system dynamics model (flow model) are applied and the
statistical results generated from the models are compared in the research. HLM establishes two levels in terms of

intersections and streets. System dynamic model regards the street as stock and the buildings along the street as
flow. We count pedestrians that cross the intersections on the Elmwood Avenue and Delaware Avenue in 8 hours
per day. The time span in a day are from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, 12:00 PM to 2:00 PM, 3 PM to 6 PM.
Explanatory variables include residential density; count of catalytic facilities, including stadiums, museums,
office buildings, restaurants and bars; land use data; street facilities, such as presence or absence and conditions of
sidewalks. Control variables include traffic speed, weather condition, and time of the day.
The findings of the research show that system dynamics model seems to be more appropriate for simulating the
impact of the built environment on street vitality. The research provide some validated foundation to predict and
create pedestrian volume by modifying the built environment features. Future policy making and implementation
in terms of urban revitalization can be supported by in-depth research on the association of the built environment
and street vitality.
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PLANNING FOR URBAN RESILIENCE: ADAPTIVE BUILT ENVIRONMENT IN THE FACE OF
CLIMATE-CHANGE-INDUCED HAZARDS
Abstract ID: 1484
Individual Paper Submission
BEHESHTIAN, Arash [Cornell University] ab2348@cornell.edu, presenting author
In New York City (NYC), the sea-level-rise (SLR) has averaged 1.2 inches since 1900 and is projected to
continue up to 21 and 39 inches by the 2050s and 2080s, respectively. In addition, the frequency and intensity of
the extreme weather episodes (EWE) in the North Atlantic Basin are more likely to increase as the century
progresses, according to the NPCC2.
In response, especially after 2012 super-storm Sandy, a broad range of climate resiliency commissions, policies,
and acts have been established; and mostly recognized the NYC's transportation fueling supply chain as a
vulnerable infrastructure that has a critical role on operability of the region. Reports further recommended a
planning stream to integrate the fueling system's resilience-strategies. Despite such recognition, recommendations
have left the dilemma of an integrated resilience plan with no practical solution and technical reports lack
analytical interface between network mechanics and resilience planning.
Herein, we took on this challenge and investigated a planning response to explore policy options for guiding
where to build, what to build, and how to strengthen the NYC's transportation fueling infrastructure efficiently. To
do so, we studied the following cases:
- Optimum arrangement of Manhattan's fueling stations against 100- and 500-year floods
- Resilient platform for Manhattan's motor fuel supply chain in the face of hurricanes ranging from category 1 to 4

- Adaptive-strategic planning for the Manhattan's fueling infrastructures against the projected SLR and EWE in
the 2020s, 2050s, and 2080s.
Firstly, we drew the networks of transportation and fuel supply chain: an application program interface (API) was
planted in Visual Basic (VB) environment to extract data from ESRI geodatabase and translate them to a graph
network of nodes and connecting arcs. For the supply and demand rates of the fueling network, we interviewed
the Manhattan's 29 gas stations' operators for the daily sales rates and collected the supply/inventory rates from
the 31 terminals/refineries located out of the Borough. Next, we modeled the vulnerability of the system to the
hazards corresponding to each of the cases-studies. The location, type, as well as the aftermath of hazards were
extracted from different sources (FIRM, SLOSH, and NPCC2) and imposed on the graphs discussed earlier.
For each of the case-studies, we developed an objective function and formulated a mathematical program to
optimize the functions of interest. As a common approach in disaster preparedness planning, where the investing
decisions (pre-positioning of resources a priori of an event) and operational tasks (post-event reaction) are
happening in different time frames, the proposed optimization models feature a multi-stage nonlinear stochastic
framework.
For the first case-study, we solved a facility location problem for minimum vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
between transportation arcs and service stations. The objective function of the second case-study was optimized
for the system resilience (absorptive-, adaptive-, and restorative-capacity) yielding the minimum averaged unmet
demand rate across the Manhattan's gas stations. In the last case-study, we developed a bi-level model. In the topdown model, we used a tri-stage optimization problem with the following decision variables: asset allocation,
network retrofit tasks, and fuel distribution pattern. In the bottom-up model, we modeled the 4-step travel demand
model and conditioned the routing decisions (traffic assignment) on the third stage of the top-down model. The
model components are solved iteratively in General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) as mixed
complementarity problems.
Through the experimentation of a number of budgeting and technical scenarios, we further illustrated how
network resilience would be achieved in different case studies and scenarios. The results emphasize on the
importance of analytical interface between resilience planning and mechanism of the interdependent
infrastructures, which remain untested in a majority of the resilience plans.
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TRACK 2 - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS FROM TRACK 2
EXAMINING THE ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM 1: STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE
Proposal 8 with abstracts 126, 404, 405, 1174
Organizer: DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois Chicago] jdruck@uic.edu
Discussant: RENSKI, Henri [University of Massachusetts] hrenski@larp.umass.edu
This session profiles emerging research into the dynamics of regional entrepreneurial ecosystems along with the
local and regional economic development policies and strategies that aim to foster and support them.
Objectives:


Report on new research efforts and their findings regarding entrepreneurship and innovation and
economic development policy.

EXAMINING THE ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM
Proposal 5 with abstracts 519, 520, 522, 1233
Organizer: RENSKI, Henry [University of Massachusetts] hrenski@larp.umass.edu
Discussant: DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois Chicago] jdruck@uic.edu
This session profiles the emerging body of research into the inner dynamics of regional entrepreneurial
ecosystems including a review of the policies and strategies that aim to foster local innovation and
entrepreneurship.
Objectives:




learn about new approaches for stimulating innovation-based economic development
evaluate innovation-based programs and policies
empirical study of local and regional innovation and entrepreneurial systems

WHAT DO WE MAKE OF THE MAKER MOVEMENT?
Proposal 16 with abstracts 465, 467, 468, 469, 538
Organizer/Discussant: DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois] mdouss1@illinois.edu
The “maker” movement – a coordinated effort to assist individual innovators and tinkers in becoming
manufacturing enterprises – has captured the imagination of hobbyists, entrepreneurs, scholars and policymakers
alike. By combining low-cost technology with education and collaboration, makers and the "maker spaces"
offering them services promise in principle to democratize innovation and speed the development of new firms
and products rooted in the places where they originated. Despite the enthusiasm it has generated, little is known
about makers' motivations, potential and economic contributions. This session brings together diverse
perspectives and detailed empirical work on the maker movement and its participants. Drawing on field research
from major U.S. cities, the papers focus on three issues crucial to economic development: 1) The background and
motivations of makers, 2) The barriers makers face in brining innovative products to market, and 3) The direct

and indirect ways in which public policy supports and constrains individual makers and the maker movement
more broadly.
Objectives:


Information about the Maker Movement

THE "CREATIVE CITY" QUEST: POLICY AND PLANNING CHALLENGES
Proposal 48 with abstracts 667, 668, 669
Organizer: ASHLEY, Amanda [Boise State University] amandaashley@boisestate.edu
Discussant: CHAPPLE, Karen [University of California, Berkeley] chapple@berkeley.edu
Civic leaders and policymakers champion the “creative city” as a pathway towards urban resilience and regional
growth. However, its universal treatment as a panacea for urban problems overlooks the tensions that emerge in
using arts and culture as a policy and planning tool. Discussions among funders, researchers, and arts leaders
show growing interest in whether the creative city’s quest for “vibrancy” marks a new form of social, cultural, and
geographic exclusion or if it is an outdated ideal. This important conversation calls for more knowledge about
how public, nonprofit, and private actors are addressing arts equitable development. Such contextual and
structural information is useful for assessing and evaluating such programs and policies. The papers in this session
grapple with these issues by exploring how creative placemaking contributes to gentrification and belonging, how
the creative city agenda is responding to such concerns, and how universities are addressing arts equitable
development as urban developers and educational providers. The panel offers insight about the state of urban
cultural policy and potential avenues for change.
Objectives:


Develop a more in-depth understanding of the challenges and tensions surrounding creative city and
creative placemaking tools and strategies

BEYOND AUSTERITY: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICY IN THE WAKE OF CRISIS
Proposal 31 with abstracts 685, 686, 687, 688
Organizer: HINKLEY, Sara [University of California, Berkeley] hinkley@berkeley.edu
Discussant: WOLF-POWERS, Laura [City University of New York] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu
This session focuses on how economic development policy has been reshaped in climates of fiscal scarcity,
ongoing post-industrial transformation, and renewed emphasis on innovation and entrepreneurialism. As cities’
fiscal capacity becomes constrained, how do they alter their mix of economic development strategies? How do
they make those decisions? How do accountability measures and targeting strategies get renegotiated in this
context, and what role does state and federal policy play? Papers in this session will focus on the mix of policy
choices being pursued in both relatively prosperous and stagnating economies, and together will draw out some
key trends as cities face renewed pressure to innovate and build local resilience. Recently, Warner and Zheng
documented a significant increase in the use of incentives by local governments during the recession (2013); at
the same time, there is ongoing ambivalence about the effectiveness of incentives (see e.g. Reese, 2014). This
session will expand on that discussion by presenting multiple approaches to studying how cities respond to a postrecessionary era of entrepreneurial development.
Objectives:



Understand how economic development policy is negotiated
Learn about new approaches to economic development in fiscally challenged cities

ABSTRACTS FROM TRACK 2
WHY DO WAREHOUSES DECENTRALIZE MORE IN CERTAIN METROPOLITAN AREAS?
Abstract ID: 11
Individual Paper Submission
KANG, Sanggyun [University of Southern California] sanggyuk@usc.edu, presenting author
Consumption of customized goods has increased exponentially during the past decade. To satisfy this demand, the
logistics industry has reprioritized from storage to throughput to move resources and products quickly and
reliably. The system of goods production has been dispersed all over the world, drastically altering how/where
goods are produced, distributed, stored, and sold. Consequently, warehousing and distribution centers (WDCs)
have been relocated to the urban peripheries consisting of vast amounts of cheap land. This relocation, or
decentralization, results from inventory and transportation cost tradeoffs in which the gains of lower rent costs
outweigh the increase in transportation costs from decentralization.
If throughput is a goal, WDC decentralization would occur everywhere. However, this is not necessarily true. The
extent of decentralization varies across metropolitan areas depending on its population size, industry mix, foreign
trade involvement, and geography. My previous study documented significant WDC decentralization only in Los
Angeles, as opposed to San Francisco, Sacramento, or San Diego. San Francisco has a limited land supply due to
its geography. San Diego, despite being a border city, lost most of its goods-handling functions to Los Angeles.
Sacramento, despite its plentiful land availability, has not been significantly involved in foreign trade. In contrast,
Los Angeles is the largest trade node, and the second largest metropolitan area in the U.S. WDC decentralization
was inevitable because land for large-scale operations was available on the outskirts of the urban area. This
decentralization mostly occurred because of this unique environment.
In this study, I test the metro-level factors that might explain the disparity in the patterns of WDC decentralization
across major metropolitan areas in the U.S. Metropolitan areas have unique characteristics that could be either
favorable or hostile to WDC operations. This study contributes to the theoretical understanding and empirical
testing of the WDC operation.
I use four factors to explain the disparity. The first is the extent to which a metro area is involved in foreign trade.
WDCs that accommodate foreign trade are more likely to decentralize to maintain sufficient capacity for global
commerce, as opposed to WDCs oriented to local markets. The second is the land rent gradient, which is
approximated by a negative exponential curve of employment density - a proxy for demand. High land rent
pushes land-intensive businesses (manufacturing or warehousing) away from the center to a location where rent is
low. The distance at which land rent decreases to a favorable level would depend on the rent gradient. The third
factor is industry mix. Freight flow and WDC demand are a function of industry mix; thus, wholesaling or
warehousing-oriented metro areas would generate more freight demand than service-oriented metro areas. As with
the first factor, more freight demand implies more decentralization. The fourth factor is congestion, which would
encourage WDCs to relocate to the edge. It would be especially important for the WDCs oriented to non-local
markets because location within a metro area makes little difference.
As decentralization is an action of location change over time, I formulate a model in which the change in location
(2003-2013) is a function of baseline circumstances (2003). The general OLS model is,
Change in WDC location=f(foreign trade, rent gradient, industry mix, congestion).
This model estimates the true effect size of a factor controlling for all others. I use ZIP Code Business Patterns
datasets 2003-2013, which is the longest duration during which WDC location and employment datasets are
available. I expect all factors to be statistically significant with sufficient explanatory power.
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THE BOUNDARIES OF CULTURE: PLACE, CULTURE, AND COMMUNITY IN MULTI-ETHNIC
LOS ANGELES
Abstract ID: 81
Individual Paper Submission
COLLINS, Brady [University of California, Los Angeles] collins.bradyj@gmail.com, presenting author
In today's global, post-industrial economy, the extent to which cities can develop and promote their cultural assets
has become a key strategy for maintaining competitiveness by attracting tourism, investment, and job and
population growth. The economic value of culture is derived from the fact that, in an time where ethnic diversity
and multiculturalism are accepted and valued realities of the contemporary city, notions of “exotic” and
“authentic” cultural urban experiences are marketable assets for cities and communities. At the neighborhood
level, a variety of studies have been done on how ethnic populations have operationalized notions of culture in
order to transform or reappropriate urban places, and improve the local quality of life. However, as Western cities
become increasingly ethnically and culturally diverse, it is unlikely that there will be a singular cultural identity
occupying one neighborhood. Instead, multiple ethnic communities often overlap in shared urban spaces. Thus,
when assessing strategies of cultural urban revitalization, we must ask: whose culture? Whose neighborhood?
Using critical discourse analysis (CDA), this paper unpacks how cultural communities are socially constructed in
the local media, and how this both justifies and engenders particular strategies of cultural urban revitalization over
others. Through a CDA of 235 news articles in the LA Times from 1980 to the present, it explores how the use of
language and framing shaped the public’s understanding of the social and cultural landscape of Koreatown, Los
Angeles. In particular, it identifies four key frames--immigrant enclave, global village, racially divided slum, and
exotic destination--that each legitimize or dismiss different cultural spaces in the neighborhood. In doing so, it
explores the power dynamics embedded in how the local media describes the social, cultural, and economic
realities of Koreatown, and the role these stories played in the larger urban growth machine. Ultimately, this paper
asks that planning practitioners, scholars, and students, pay closer attention to how narratives of place are socially
constructed, and their influence on public, private, and grassroots actors involved in community development.
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EXAMINING INNOVATION DISTRICTS IN SAN DIEGO AND SAINT LOUIS
Abstract ID: 126
Part of Pre-organized Session: Examining the Entrepreneurial Ecosystem 1: Strategy and Performance
DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois Chicago] jdruck@uic.edu, presenting author
KASS, Amanda [University of Illinois Chicago] akass6@uic.edu, co-author
Cities across the United States are creating innovation districts (Katz and Wagner 2014; Katz et al. 2015).
Although they share an emphasis on innovation and entrepreneurship as crucial drivers of local economies, what
different cities are calling innovation districts vary widely in focus, in organization, and in the policies employed
to establish, support, and promote them (Barnett et al. 2014; Adams 2016). As innovation districts spread across
the United States, it is important to provide policymakers with information regarding their features and potential
usefulness as a strategy for urban economic development (Saffron 2016).
We report on our exploratory investigations of two developing innovation districts. The Cortex Innovation
Community in St. Louis originally was initiated in 2002 by four neighboring non-profit research institutions
attempting to create an urban research district. More recently, Cortex has been rebranded as an innovation district,
with expanded activity and supports for entrepreneurship along with municipal backing for broader investments in
residential construction and public transit expansion. San Diego's I.D.E.A. (Innovation Design Education Arts)
district is a new approach toward local development of the East Village neighborhood that has transitioned over
the last twenty years from a concentration of warehouses to artists to upscale residences and retail and
entertainment venues. The innovation district efforts in San Diego are being spearheaded by local private
developers and have received little public assistance so far.
Our information comes from primary (interviews and site visits) and secondary (published and administrative)
sources. Because U.S. innovation districts are a recent phenomenon, it is neither feasible nor appropriate to
conduct empirical analyses on the basis of outcomes and performance. We concentrate on elucidating the goals
and expectations for innovation districts, detailing policies and implementation activities, and appraising the
actions in light of the intended economic development goals. In concert with additional cases - Boston and Detroit
- being examined by colleagues within a larger research project, we aim to identify possible approaches and
explore contrasts among active efforts.
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DO URBAN PARKS REALLY BENEFIT HOMEOWNERS ECONOMICALLY? EVIDENCE FROM A
SPATIAL HEDONIC STUDY OF THE CINCINNATI PARK SYSTEM.

Abstract ID: 140
Individual Paper Submission
VOM HOFE, Rainer [University of Cincinnati] rainer.vomhofe@uc.edu, presenting author
This paper examines the impacts of the City of Cincinnati urban park system on residential property values in a
spatial hedonic model. Using a large housing data set in combination with an extensive ArcGIS database for as
many as 187 parks and over 27,000 single-family residential properties, we examine how the distance to parks,
the size of the nearest park in acres, and the presence of park facilities for recreational activities, such as
basketball courts or playgrounds, effect property values. Given the presence of spatial dependence in our data, we
chose two spatial hedonic model specifications. First, we apply a Spatial Durbin Error Model (SDEM) model,
which assumes that spatial dependence is a pure local issue and as such only considers local spatial spillovers.
Second, we also use a Spatial Autoregressive (SAR) model, which assumes that spatial dependence is a global
phenomenon. By comparing the results from the two models, we show that distance to the nearest park matters
and that decreasing the distance to a park by one foot results in an appreciation of the value of the average house
in our sample by $4.50. The park size, though statistically significant, only has a marginal impact on house prices.
Another interesting finding is that the presence of park facilities for recreational activities, such as play grounds,
basketball courts, or soccer fields, depreciates house prices by as much as 2.66%. We additionally find that about
2/3 of the evaluated impacts are transmitted directly from the parks onto the residential properties. The remaining
1/3 of the parks impact is the direct result of the spatial dependence among house prices, meaning that the impact
from parks onto the value of any given property occurs indirectly through neighboring residential properties. In a
last step, we calculated the park-related premium in property values for all residential properties included in our
study.
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CASINO WINS? POLITICS AND PLANNING IN NEW JERSEY
Abstract ID: 275
Poster
RALPH, Kelcie [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] kelcie.ralph@ejb.rutgers.edu, presenting author
HOLCOMB, Briavel [Rutgers University] holcomb@rutgers.edu, primary author
Forty years ago New Jersey voters approved casino gambling for one location in the State – Atlantic City. The
early years brought rapid development with eleven casinos opening and by the end of the 1980s the city was one
of the most popular tourist destinations in the U.S. Donald Trump arranged big name boxing matches and Mike
Tyson staged fights there. However, the 1990s brought competition from casinos in Pennsylvania and other
neighboring states. The Borgata (currently the highest grossing casino in the city) opened in 2003 and the most
expensive casino – the Revel – opened briefly in 2012, but closed the following year and is yet to reopen.
Meanwhile, Atlantic City with a population of about 40,000 is about 40% African American and 30% Latino.
Over 35% live in poverty. The Harvard Equality of Opportunity Project ranked Atlantic County 2,455 out of

2,478 in the U.S. for improving financial outcomes. In spring, 2015 the city had over 500 homes in foreclosure. In
March the city announced it would be unable to pay its workers for three weeks and it seems likely at this time of
writing that the State will take over the administration of the city.
In the week following the ACSP conference on November 8 New Jersey voters will be asked to approve two new
casinos in the northern part of the state. The casinos would be at least 72 miles from Atlantic City and have been
proposed for the Meadowlands and Jersey City. State revenues from these casinos would be sent to Atlantic City
for non-gaming developments. If approved, it is hoped to win back business which has left for Pennsylvania and
New York. As of mid-April, 2016, casino owners, developers and other interested business groups had already
spent over $1 million lobbying for the bill in Trenton.
The poster will include illustrative maps to show locations of present and proposed casinos, renderings of major
casinos and adjacent poverty, and will provide participants with an opportunity to “vote” on the forthcoming NJ
ballot question.
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ROBOTICS IN WORKFORCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE SOUTHEASTERN U.S.
Abstract ID: 401
Individual Paper Submission
LEIGH, Nancey Green [Georgia Institute of Technology] ngleigh@gatech.edu, primary author
KRAFT, Ben [Georgia Institute of Technology] Ben.Kraft@gatech.edu, presenting author
Workforce development efforts often fail to align with statewide economic development efforts, which continue
to emphasize firm and talent recruitment, as well as the generation of high-technology research and development
activities. However, as the importance of production activities to industrial ecosystems has become a point of
renewed emphasis in the post-Recession years, federal and local innovation and workforce strategies have both
begun to incorporate advanced manufacturing technology (AMT) as a target area. Robotics is a key and highly
visible AMT, associated with high technology and applications outside of manufacturing. Several competitiveness
strategies in the U.S. have begun to focus on robotics as it diffuses more broadly throughout all sectors of the
economy.
This paper reports the results of comparative case studies of two Southeastern states’ approaches to building
workforce and economic development programs around robotics technology. The case studies are constructed
from documents and reports relating to two specific robotics research and training programs, as well as interviews
with planners, stakeholders, participants, and officials.
The paper presents general lessons from the case, such as motivations, partners, strategies, barriers, and successes.
It also includes a narrower question about how robotic systems integration-specialized engineering and technical
services for robotic automation systems-informs these programs.
As workforce and innovation intermediaries, robotics training and research centers offer lessons in attempting to
balance the often conflicting goals of fostering manufacturing innovation, mitigating the employment impacts of
automation and artificial intelligence, and creating equitable economic development strategies.
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In recent years there has been growing popular and policy attention within economic development to the "maker
movement," which focuses on reintegration of design and production at the micro scale, as a new paradigm for
innovation, urban manufacturing and re-localization of economies. Despite the role of the Internet, social media
and rapid-prototyping technologies like 3D printing in fueling the maker movement, and the rollout of
"makerspaces" as standardized models for promoting maker activity, the regional institutional environment
supporting the emergence and growth of maker businesses remains highly variegated. The entrepreneurship
literature has characterized this in terms of localized "ecosystems," yet the applicability of this framework to the
maker economy remains largely untested. How do "makers" differ from other entrepreneurs in both their needs
and their motivations, and how does this influence the character of local maker-entrepreneurial ecosystems? And
how do the maker-entrepreneurial ecosystems vary across regions, and what gives rise to these differences? In this
paper we report findings on a comparative study of maker businesses and "maker-enabling" organizations and
institutions in Chicago, New York City and Portland, Oregon. Based on interviews with over 120 maker
businesses and 40 maker-enabling organizations, we found that the material nature of maker businesses' products
results in an increased importance of "hard" infrastructure of industrial space and supplier networks as part of
local ecosystems, especially as they look to scale up and grow. At the same time, we found that makers'
motivations for starting their business, which are frequently focused around social outcomes and not simply
growth and wealth creation, point toward the importance of the "soft" infrastructure of networks and support
institutions that reinforce "maker culture." We found that the three cities studied had divergent institutional
ecosystems for makers, which reflected both long-standing industrial legacies and institutional endowments, but
also more recent efforts of "maker-enabling entrepreneurs" - entrepreneurial, often for-profit, enterprises that
emerge to fill gaps in the ecosystem recognized by makers as a result of their network activities. This dynamic of
"self-supply" - where makers move in and create new markets rather than wait on public officials to fund or
provide those services - is both particular to the "DIY" ethic of makers, and largely unappreciated in the
entrepreneurship literature. Yet this dynamic is a highly evolutionary one, in that it builds off of existing localized
networks and resources. This finding strongly suggests that despite ongoing efforts to learn and adapt best

practices from cities and regions that have established maker-entrepreneurial ecosystems, we can expect to
observe persistent institutional variety over time.
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What happens when a shrinking city is planned as if it is growing? Within the popular imagination, innovation
districts are envisioned as an entrepreneurial haven for science and design breakthroughs and the acceleration of
discoveries to the market. Across the globe, metropolitan actors are adopting this alluring market-based strategy
to capture capital and build competitiveness. Barcelona's "22@bcn" (est. 2000) and Boston's "Seaport Innovation
District" (est. 2010) are repeatedly hailed for their success in increasing jobs, business upstarts, and the
construction of high-tech landscapes. However, these cities were not challenged by the same (or even similar) set
of circumstances facing a shrinking city. Detroit's uneven landscape of a growing downtown juxtaposed with
population decline in the remainder of the city greatly complicates the implementation of innovation district
strategy.
In this research I ask: Can the innovation district model work Detroit? In 2015-16 I interviewed 25 urban-elites
responsible for the deployment of Detroit's Innovation District (est. 2014) at the city and state level. I also
analyzed newspaper and policy articles, architectural renderings, and unpublished drafts of the Innovation District
working group documents. I have documented how multiple stakeholders (local, state, and national NGOs)
iteratively adapted the innovation district strategy from an initial conceptual global policy, to a state-led urban
regeneration plan, and finally to local interpretation.
I find that the innovation district strategy is failing in two ways. First, turf battles and power dynamics reveal an
internal dissension and disagreement between stakeholders on the purpose of the innovation district. Second, the
absence of basic provisions in Detroit, such as sewage, lighting, and roads, cause a shift in focus from harnessing
innovation to real estate development. In this paper I demonstrate how innovation district strategy erroneously
captivates the imaginaries of the Detroit stakeholders who firmly believe that Detroit's legacy and underdog status
entitles their comeback despite overall population decline. This research provides necessary empirical evidence on
the challenges of instituting growth-dependent strategy in the context of a shrinking city.
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Central cities and distressed communities across the US have been struggling to create economic development
strategies that will stimulate investment without placing additional burden on tax payers. Taxpayers, on the other
hand, are placing increasing pressure on elected officials to develop tools that will reap more immediate returns
on investment and not just windfall profit for wealthy developers. Tax Increment Financing (TIF) has become the
economic development tool of choice to attract development through such a streamlined process. Municipalities
most often use TIF to fund infrastructure inefficiencies for developers. The tool is important in that respect, given
how municipality budgets have shrunk over the years and how the federal government spending has devolved to
both the state and local governments. Thus, while the federal support has fallen, more localized approaches that
leverage existing revenues have increased (Sagalyn 1990, Clarke and Gaile 1992). Typically, a municipality has
two primary ways to raise revenue, by increasing jobs or increasing taxes. Attracting new jobs is difficult when
the infrastructure is crumbling, making the community less attractive. Likewise, raising taxes to support such
efforts is also not easy. Thus, municipalities have been forced to find more creative ways to use existing revenue
sources. TIF is as an attractive approach due to perceptions that it is budget neutral. No net tax increases are
required to purse a TIF project. Rather taxes are diverted away from general revenue toward a project, with the
expectation that the new investment will yielded promising economic outcomes like new jobs and increased
property values (LeRoy 2008). The intent is for these new investments to yield an overall increase in revenue
without creating an extra burden on the tax payer. The challenge comes when an already struggling municipality
diverts precious resources away from already cash strapped areas toward a project that provides only localized
benefits. These kinds of projects typically yield low skilled employment opportunities that often do not generate a
net gain for the city. There might be some localized benefits in and around the project, new infrastructure that
benefits the immediate project, a few additional jobs (often low wage), blight clearance; but these projects
typically are not connected to the rest of the municipality or region so one questions the net benefit from diverting
these resources. Further, those other areas that had funds diverted away from them (school districts, public safety)
often face a resulting twofold struggle. These districts were forced to accept a deferred benefit from the project,
while still having to provide services for the increased development activity (Weber 2010, Tomme 2005). With
what is now widespread adoption of TIF as a primary economic development tool (49 states now have TIF
enabling legislation), TIF use is being called into question across the country (Briffault 2010). Specifically, are
the communities most in need of redevelopment benefiting from TIF as originally intended, or are the bulk of
benefits being enjoyed by more affluent communities which are already in a strong position to attract developers’
dollars? Through a case study of St Louis County Missouri, this paper examines the multiple different ways that
TIF is used and how that has affected economic isolation across the county. St. Louis County is the largest TIF
using county in the state of Missouri, thus is a good representation of the diversity in TIF activity across the state.
This paper argues that in many cases TIF has become a defacto proxy for planning, which has equity implications
for housing and other development activities. In this paper, I will explore whether TIF can be a viable option to
target concentrated reinvestment that promotes overall equity.
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For self-identified makers, cost reductions in new production technologies such as 3-D printing have in fact
democratized access to manufacturing production capacities that were once the property of large firms. Working
with varying mixes of product design skills, business experience and market insight, a growing number of maker
entrepreneurs has found the means to convert ideas into useful products with market demand. As a result, this
much-hailed democratization of technology has broken down barriers to market entry for individuals shut out by
forms of industrial organization requiring higher volumes of personal and financial capital.
However, the flip side of this democratized access to production technology appears to be greater financial and
market uncertainty for successful innovators. As scholars of innovation systems in the U.S. have long noted, the
firm, in the form of the vertically integrated, consumer markets-oriented corporation thought to be obsoleted by
the growth of information and communications technologies, plays a crucial role in providing the production
efficiencies and high-volume consumer markets necessary for converting innovative ideas and technologies into
profit and a means of personal livelihood. Thus, foregoing the structured path mandated by firms also creates
substantial problems in scaling consumer innovations that often struggle to generate income for their proprietors,
regardless of product uptake and use.
Drawing on 126 interviews with makers, industrial organizations and makerspaces in New York, Chicago and
Portland, this paper identifies three major challenges to scaling maker-produced innovations, all of which are
exacerbated by makers’ lack of access to the institutional machinery of the firm. First, makers must rely on mass
retailers with whom they have little bargaining power in order to reach large numbers of consumers. Second, they
lack both institutional knowledge about supply chains and production networks, and access to that same
institutional knowledge, which firms treat as proprietary. Third, limited access to capital restricts firm-level
growth opportunities, and confines makers to inefficient production spaces.
The resources and institutional machinery of the firm provide mechanisms for addressing each of these problems.
But the niche production strategies that makers pursue in order to mitigate such issues make the development of
those basic organizational capacities less likely, by obligating makers to maintain multiple products, supplier
relationships and consumer markets, all of which yield operational inefficiencies that diminish makers’ long-term
ability to develop the traits of firms.
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Cities have long balanced the distribution and management of life, work, and leisure spaces. Increasingly,
however, urban workspaces are being reshaped as cities shift from mass production models to hybrid and flexible
systems that integrate service and production work. This trend parallels the emergence of service-embedded
goods, niche and batch production enabled by technologies like additive manufacturing, and the extensive and
increasingly essential use of e-retailing for reaching customers for services and goods.
The rise of coworking spaces, maker spaces, and other forms of new workspaces facilitates both high-tech service
work and small-scale production. This work is often conducted by small businesses, freelance and contract
workers, and remote employees. Beyond the physical space, these arrangements also provide shared services such
as WiFi, printing services, coffee, conference rooms, mailboxes, storage, and additional building infrastructure
(i.e. electricity, plumbing, HVAC).vThese spaces are often located within urban regeneration areas and are
branded as creative and collaborative spaces, aimed at enticing the creative class back to the city and to a new
norm of flexible work.
In this paper, we analyze how coworking spaces operate as flexible spaces for flexible work and how they operate
as an emerging set of firms acting as work intermediaries. For a set of coworking spaces in the US, we analyze
where they are located (urban), how they generate revenue, what services they provide to workers, and ultimately
how they are distinguished and distributed from other forms of workspaces and how they function as workplaces.
Our research is aimed at understanding the policy implications of these spaces for cities and the implications of
new forms of work for dynamic regional economies.
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Portland’s Central Eastside (CES) is an exemplar of the current contradictions of Portland’s development. This
industrial neighborhood, protected as a manufacturing zone under Portland’s industrial sanctuary policy, is where
many of Portland’s small manufacturers, makers, and artisans have located their firms. Related to the rise of small
manufacturers, metropolitan Portland celebrates all things “local” (Heying, 2010) and has become recognizable as
a global paragon for cultivating a sustainable, local economy. Portland’s runaway housing prices have also been
well documented; the effects on the Central Eastside, however, create a contradiction between the “economic
gardening” approach to growing a local economy and the sustainability of the conditions that allow actors to
cultivate such an economy. In other words, the affordability of Portland’s CES – the space in which the local
economy is largely produced – is directly tied to the city’s ability to sustain a local economy.
This presentation will focus on the above contradiction, which has arisen as Portland’s maker-entrepreneurial
ecosystem (Isenberg, 2011) undergoes rapid changes under the pressures of space affordability, the pace of
neighborhood change, and land use policy. In particular we will answer the following questions: How has the
maker ecosystem in Portland changed over time? What is unique about the way maker ecosystems change over
time? How can policymakers provide and protect affordable space to makers and small manufacturers? We will
attempt to answer these questions by using three data sources: first, we will construct a database that describes
Portland’s maker-entrepreneurial ecosystem; second, we will compare the results from an annual survey that we
administered to the Portland Made Collective in 2014 (n = 53) and 2015 (n = 85); third, we use qualitative data
collected during a Kauffman Foundation funded research project focusing on maker ecosystems.
This strikes us as a unique opportunity to address the dilemmas of the rapidly expanding maker movement. At a
moment when small manufacturing is being embraced as a viable and sustainable form of entrepreneurialism,
planners must contend with the important questions around the spatial, cultural, and economic needs of makers
and small manufacturers. Makers can’t make without space. However, the space needed for makers and
manufacturing firms is qualitatively different than the space needed for technology and creative design firms. This
is the central contention currently unfolding in Portland’s Central Eastside. Makers need space for large
production machinery, inventory, product distribution, and even a ground-level commercial space, all of which
are needs that don’t concern technology and creative firms. We argue that the need for space specific to making
and manufacturing requires special attention from planners and policymakers, especially considering the growing
popularity and impact of the maker movement. Our concern is that the market is increasingly dictating the
“highest and best use” of the Central Eastside, a space that was set aside specifically to protect manufacturers
from market forces. Second, our surveys have revealed a pressing community desire to be more connected and
networked. To answer this desire, the database we will use for data collection will be developed with a long-time
community partner and eventually converted into a living document for the use and benefit of the maker and
small manufacturing community. We argue that this type of cultural infrastructure can be a means to further
cultivating a robust maker ecosystem. Policymakers, we argue, should be focusing on ways to facilitate such
connections.
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Through the incorporation of new production processes, funding and sales platforms, Making opens
manufacturing to a wider set of participants than previous forms of production. On this basis, Makers, Maker
advocates and Maker-supporting public initiatives characterize Making as a novel form of manufacturing with
limited connections to older industrial activities. Yet in actual practice Maker entrepreneurs draw on existing
locally-embedded engineering expertise, supplier networks, production facilities and other industrial resources
and practices to design, manufacture and market their products. These local resources are in turn inherited from
and shaped by older manufacturing industries and forms of production. This continuity between Making and
extant local manufacturing capabilities suggests that Making is an evolutionary process of innovation, one that
combines novel production processes with legacy methods and industrial capacity. If Making is a recombinant
form of manufacturing, then Maker-supporting initiatives should optimally expand to encompass the notionally
traditional manufacturing terrain of financing, production networks and physical plant in addition to their current
focus on individual-level access to technology and instruction.
Working from a set of 126 interviews with Makers and supporting organizations in Chicago, New York City and
Portland, this paper itemizes the distinctive recombination of Making technologies with existing local
manufacturing capabilities in the electronics, food and fashion subsectors. Makers developing products in these
subsectors utilize existing manufacturing knowledge and capacity in systematically different ways, dependent
upon both their products and the region in which they operate. Focusing on Makers based in the New York City
and Chicago regions, we document the varying ways in which Makers draw on these extant local capabilities to
solve basic problems in production and distribution. For Makers focused on food and electronics, existing sectorspecific assets enable them to more quickly and reliably acquire the knowledge, business contacts and facilities
necessary to scale up from an idea or prototype to commercial production. However, Chicago’s comparative lack
of fashion-specific institutions and production infrastructure limits the development of those Makers in
comparison to New York. Utilizing both cross-sectoral and cross-regional comparisons, we demonstrate the
practical and theory-building value of evaluating Making within the context of the economic geographies in
which Makers operate. We conclude with an appeal for tighter integration between Maker initiatives and existing
economic development policies.
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A fundamental observation of 21st century cities is that they have become great centers of consumption. Some
argue that their ability to generate consumer options is part and parcel of their success (Glaeser et al., 2001; Clark,
2004; Handbury, 2012; Diamond, 2015). While extant studies of metropolitan consumer options lump them
together as a large "amenities" variable associated with growth and skills, we argue that there is a much greater

distinction across cities in their consumer options and related socio-economic and industrial mix. Thus far, no one
has looked at the relationship between different types of consumer goods and the geographical location of where
they are most consumed.
In this paper we study the geographic variation of consumption. Drawing from work on the "consumer city", we
paint a more nuanced portrait through our study of the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Consumer Expenditure Survey.
This quarterly dataset tracks the consumer habits of Americans categorized by race, income, profession, marital
status, among other demographic variables. Starting in the second quarter of 2006, the CE began tracking these
consumer habits across 21 major metropolitan areas. Using this data, we are able to study how consumption
differs across cities, and the consumer preferences of different urban denizens. Thus far our findings suggest that
that study of the "consumer city" is much more nuanced than previously thought and offer possibility
understandings of the relationship between consumer behavior and urban economic development.
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A growing number of recent studies support the Schumpeterian notion that entrepreneurs act as important conduit
for translating ideas into long-term regional economic growth. Likewise, new and small firms have been linked to
regional economic resilience and the ability to adapt to changing technological and market conditions. This study
takes a medium-term perspective by examining the role of the entrepreneur in regional adjustment—the process
by which places respond to negative shocks that are often associated with mass layoffs and employment loss.
Through a review of the literature coupled with empirical evidence compiled from multiple sources, I show how
the creation of new firms and self-employment can act as a positive, although often temporary, response to
negative shocks.
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We present an analysis of recent startups in 366 metro areas as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau in 2009. We
formulate two hypotheses to explain startup activity in all industrial sectors and specified high-tech sectors. We
identify and measure numerous factors assumed to influence startups from three broad schools of thought: 1) the
general agglomeration theories, which we categorize as the demand-pull factors, 2) the knowledge spillover
theories, which we define as the supply-push factors, and 3) the entrepreneurship ecosystem factors. We employ
cross-sectional multivariate analysis to explain the variation in startups and identify the significant explanatory
factors.
We find that the demand-pull factors positively influence all startups, whereas limited supply-push factors appear
to stimulate entrepreneurship and innovation in high-tech sectors. Among the ecosystem factors, measures related
to urban vibrancy are statistically significant, while economic diversity or flows of people are not. In general,
metro areas with larger markets, more college educated adults, and more high-tech companies have higher startup
rates. The findings suggest that the presence of innovation-related inputs may be necessary, but not sufficient to
generate entrepreneurial outcomes. Attending to their quality and especially the networks and linkages among
people may be more critical.
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Universities have increasingly embraced business incubation strategies as part of broader efforts towards
commercializing university research, and in doing so have transformed both on- and off-campus land and
buildings into spaces for academic entrepreneurs. In a survey of 128 American research universities, Markman et
al. (2005) found 62 percent had incubators, and that the remainder had plans to develop them. While business
incubators represent a central commercialization strategy, they are also unique amongst these strategies by
requiring the physical construction, rehabilitation, or rededication of land or buildings. When viewed through this

lens, business incubators are a form of capital investment, which Goldstein, Maier, & Luger (1995) identify as
one of eight core functions of the modern research university. According to Perry & Wiewel (2005), university
redevelopment projects, while typically thought of as being motivated by a university's need for space, are in fact
frequently driven by a university's interest in redeveloping surrounding neighborhoods. This often occurs when
the university perceives its surrounding neighborhoods as distressed, unsafe, or otherwise problematic for the
university. With this dual nature of the incubator in mind, it is unclear if an individual university conceives of a
business incubator as a tool in its research commercialization strategy, as playing an anchoring or legitimizing
role in its broader land redevelopment strategy, or some combination thereof.
This paper presents a case study analysis of bioscience business incubator provision at two research-intensive
universities: Duke University (Duke) and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), both in North
Carolina's Research Triangle area. The research is motivated by one overarching research question: Why has one
university embarked on a strategy of providing multiple business incubator spaces, both on and off campus, while
the other has only recently agreed to lease off-campus business incubator space? The analysis draws from
interviews with past and present staff from both universities, staff from other area universities, local developers
and planners, and academic entrepreneurs from the two universities. The analysis also includes descriptive data
from a proprietary database on the region's entrepreneurial firms (Feldman & Lowe, 2015).
The research finds that Duke and UNC's divergent strategies are best understood through the lens of the
jurisdictionally-embedded university. As jurisdictionally-embedded universities, each university is tied to
multiple jurisdictions (i.e., the state and the city) through personal relationships, laws, and historical
organizational interactions and partnerships (O'Mara, 2012). This embeddedness has created distinct feedback
loops between the state, the city, and each of the universities. These loops shape how the two universities execute
commercialization on their campus, the business incubator strategies they consider, the partnerships they form to
carry out their chosen policies, and where they choose to place the incubator.
As a contribution to the practice, the research shows how unique resources, embedded in relationships between
universities and their surrounding communities, can be leveraged for partnered business incubators. UNC's
experience in particular reveals how an older, contentious planning process laid the foundation for current and
mutually beneficial governmental partnerships. As a contribution to the literature, the paper represents a step
towards recognizing how the jurisdictionally-embedded nature of the university shapes the policy paths that
universities consider and choose from. By overlooking this, the literature has over-ascribed differences in
university policies to both resources in regional entrepreneurial ecosystems and university culture and
organization. Critically, however, the research also suggests that these feedback loops have led to a spatial
tightening of university spin-offs around their universities. This should serve as a warning for regions hoping to
harness university spin-offs for less developed corners of the region.
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Accounts of the maker movement and its economic implications variously emphasize new production tools and
manufacturing processes; consumers’ growing preference for locally created and socially beneficial products; and
the educational potential of tools that engage individual learners at the intersection of the material and digital
worlds. Each of these conceptualizations holds interest for economic development planners, because each
suggests that public and third sector interventions, in addition to simply promoting growth, might contribute to
shifts in the nature of economic activity and encourage long-run development outcomes.
This paper examines policies that economic development practitioners are deploying in U.S. cities in the name of
1) supporting local maker economies, 2) correcting market failures that hamper “maker” enterprise formation and
expansion 3) integrating maker-focused policies into broader strategies for business attraction, industry retention,
and job creation. It assesses these policies in terms of their potential to foster long-run economic development (as
conceptualized by Malizia and Feser, 1998) in addition to growth. Real estate-led policies focus on the creation of
“hard infrastructure” such as maker spaces, incubators, and other multi-tenant industrial buildings. In contrast,
technical assistance-oriented policies trade in the soft infrastructure of networks, peer learning and knowledge
exchange. A third type of policy focuses directly on economic inclusion, whether through workforce
development, the capacitation of non-traditional entrepreneurs, or social and cultural capital formation. This
overview and critical evaluation of policy draws from a comparative study of maker economies (encompassing
both firms and institutions) in Chicago, New York City and Portland, Oregon. (Doussard et al,, 2015).
The realities of established global supply chains and of prevailing market conditions for finance capital and real
estate limit the ability of maker-focused policies to affect, as some have suggested they might, the revival of
urban manufacturing employment on a large scale. In fact, the fuzziness and malleability of the term “making” in
some cases enables the displacement of employers in traditional urban industrial districts by commercial and retail
land uses (Hum, 2016). Moreover, the implementation of inclusion-oriented human capital policies is constrained
by the tendency of economic development officials to allow firm and talent “attraction” priorities (focused on
start-up firms and, on the employee side, on software developers and engineers) to predominate over the goals of
developing indigenous skill and working with established manufacturing businesses (see Wolf-Powers 2012).
These baseline attributes of urban maker economies clash with the rhetoric of social transformation and broadbased access that typifies much of the discourse on the maker movement. Nevertheless, our field work indicates a
strong tendency toward mutualistic forms of organization among maker firms and demonstrates that principals of
these enterprises are committed, in many cases, to both re-valuing work and thinking differently about
consumption. As a result, we argue, maker-focused economic development policies have some potential to seed
development in addition to growth, taking advantage of the triple and quadruple bottom line thinking that has
emerged as a leading policy principle in economic development planning.
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There is a growing attention to occupations in regional economic analysis, which can represent skill sets and
talents embedded in the local labor force. However, only a few studies go beyond profiling regional economies
with occupation and provides an understanding on specific mixes of occupational skills associated with regional
industrial growth. To address such a knowledge gap, this study explores the relationship between occupational
skill profiles and productivity growths of manufacturing industries across U.S. metropolitan areas.
This study assumes that heterogeneous compositions of skill bases within the same industry in different
metropolitan areas. To account for different dimensions of skills, we employed the Occupational Information
Network (O*NET) database and identified four broad occupational skills categories: relational, technical,
analytical, and managerial. Skill profiles captured at the occupational level are assigned to each worker and
measure to capture diverse skill bases across metro-manufacturing sectors are developed by aggregating the
individual data.
The effects of different occupational skill profiles on industrial productivity growth is examined at the metroindustrial level using County Business Patterns from 2000-2015. This study employs the longitudinal multilevel
model to analyze the panel dataset. The model allows us to distinguish static effects captured by an initial level of
productivity from dynamic effects obtained by productivity growth rates.
Our empirical results provide novel understanding on the relationship between the occupational mix and
dynamics of manufacturing sectors: 1) the initial composition of a skill base explain different productivity growth
rates across metro-manufacturing sectors, 2) while conventional measures of human capital and industrial
agglomerations have a limited explanatory power.
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Civic boosters, policymakers, urban planners, and funders tend to frame and control the Creative City (CC)
narrative. In part, their stories and objectives explain the prioritization of an arts economic development agenda
that calls for bricks and mortar investments, cultural district strategies, and public art projects. Metropolitan
universities are hidden from this CC narrative not only from the popular placemaking perspective, but also from
the less discussed community development and artistic labor side. Researchers tend to simplify or overlook how
universities contribute and detract from arts and cultural systems by treating the university as a blunt, monolithic
entity. This incomplete narrative is problematic given that universities are urban anchor institutions, civic
partners, and artistic workforce developers. Moreover, it is important to consider how universities handle the
simultaneous push to support the CC agenda while also slashing the arts and humanities at the behest of Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) proponents.
Drawing on Markusen’s (2003) “actor-centered” approach, we ask: what is the role of the university in the
Creative City? Who are the central actors, and how are they working to support artists and cultural engagement?
What political, economic, and cultural forces influence their decisions to invest in related curriculum design,
organizational structure, and civic engagement practices? How, and to what extent, are they addressing growing
concerns about the Creative City’s exclusionary practices? What do they see as the challenges for supporting
artistic workers and arts equitable development as anchor institutions?
Our study draws on information from semi-structured interviews with public university administrators in art,
policy, and planning arenas who are experimenting with new CC initiatives in metropolitan regions. A content
analysis of university budgets, governing documents, and marketing material supplements this rich, in-depth
information. Our initial analysis culminates in three applied findings. First, university actors do not have a onesize-fits all CC approach toward arts economic and workforce development. Rather, we conceptualize five models
ranging from STEM-to-STEAM integration to individualized and targeted CC programs. Second, the “university”
as an overarching organization struggles to articulate its role in the CC beyond civic booster behavior with the
exception of a few university actors who champion innovative approaches through engagement and experiential
learning. Third, the isolated nature of administrators’ CC agenda, academic home, and mission create substantive
challenges but important opportunities in how they address increased tensions around arts equitable development.
In sum, our work contributes to planning policy and practice by adding to the CC narrative and examining how
the university contributes to leveraging arts and culture as a strategy for growing cities and regions.
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POLITICAL ECONOMY, DISPLACEMENT, RACE, AND PLACEKEEPING: A REFRAMING OF
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In this paper, we use an actor-centered approach and a normative framework that considers political economyinduced displacement of communities, especially low-income, immigrant, ethnic and racial residents, problematic

and a challenge to urban and regional practitioners and policymakers. Using the US as a case study, we chart the
massive displacement in the 17th through 19th centuries of Native American and African Americans whose land
and labor, respectively, were exploited by Euro-American colonists. We describe, relying on historians and
sociologists’ work, how racism was deployed to justify these aggressions, and how early American law (including
the constitution), political structures, and states’ rights facilitated expropriations. We argue that these forms of
profit-taking fostered a permanent built environment industry, powerful in achieving large government
infrastructure commitments and laws that permitted continued expropriation of land, that focused increasing on
urban land uses in the 20th century, setting in motion a continual movement of middle class whites out of the
central city (and countryside) towards stratified suburbia, and more recently, profiting from a reversal of these
patterns through revitalization of core cities. We place responsibility for gentrification on these forces and
document the ways that communities can use various political tools to stop displacement.
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This paper will provide an overview of the dominant narratives that currently shape policy for the cultural
economy. It will focus on how recent ways of thinking about urban cultural policy came into being and merged to
form a 'creative cities paradigm'. The discussion will then turn to how these narratives inform actual policymaking and how they are likely to shape future planning and policy for the cultural sectors.
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There is general consensus that the 2007-2009 Recession renewed pressure for fiscal austerity and reshaped urban
governance in significant ways, characterized by program retrenchment, spending cuts, short-term and fee-based
revenue solutions, and decreased autonomy for fiscal policy-making by local governments (Hinkley, 2015). State
pressure on city budgets—on top of existing constraints on cities’ ability to raise revenues—further limited the
fiscal "policy space" in which cities could manage the consequences of sustained recession. This paper presents
findings from a comparative study of economic development incentives that hinges on the 2007-09 recessionary
period and its aftermath.
Most incentive studies focus on the question of whether incentives accomplish their stated purposes: i.e., to attract
new business, to create jobs, to increase property values (Peters & Fisher, 2004). A much smaller body of
“adoption” studies tests theories about what types of urban regimes are more likely to use incentives (Reese &
Rosenfeld, 2001). In this paper, we take up the second question, broadening it by examining the fiscal and
economic parameters faced by local officials and the discursive framing of economic development policy by
officials in times of retrenchment.
This paper addresses three questions: (1) How has spending on business incentives changed relative to other
categories of general spending in the years before, during, and following the recession? (2) How has the form
taken by incentive spending changed during the recession? (for example, has there been a move from tax
abatements or direct subsidy to borrowing or infrastructure?) (3) Have cities found new ways to encourage job
creation and business growth that does not involve firm-specific incentives? If spending on economic
development actually increased during the recession while revenue burden on business decreased, it would
confirm the ideas scholars have put forward about neoliberalism: that the recent crisis was an excuse to aid
business at the expense of social spending. We find that the story is more complicated and that the varied
responses of cities to the recession reveal important differences in the fiscal policy space they have to react to
economic changes.
This paper inventories economic development practices during and after the Great Recession and examines the
factors that influence municipal policy-making in this area during times of resource scarcity. We discuss how
policymakers view incentives as part of an overall fiscal strategy, how incentives are framed in relation to broader
economic conditions, and how alternative development strategies emerge when traditional incentives are
unavailable. Using a set of policy case studies in combination with national data sources, we describe the
connection between these dimensions of policy change and local characteristics including prior municipal policy
decisions, fiscal stress, and the use of economic development incentives post-2008.
Within the severe constraints of the Recession, local officials continued to express both urgency and
responsibility for the focus on economic development. Decisions about opting for one possible revenue scenario
over another often hinged on how businesses might be impacted; in a climate of corporate downsizing and
reduced investment, city governments expressed concerns about shifting any additional tax burden onto the
private sector. Our research describes the ways that cities continued to look for ways to spend money on
economic development incentives, despite being limited by increased scrutiny over budgets, restricted access to
revenues and debt, and staffing reductions in City Hall. In other words, urban austerity did not necessarily or
uniformly extend to economic development spending.
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Despite long-standing criticism of the practice as inequitable and ineffective, state and local governments often
use business incentives to induce capital investment and firm location decisions as they compete against one
another in a spatial market for jobs. Scholars have traditionally told two straightforward stories of how politics
influences incentive granting. In the first—the ribbon-cutting story—elected officials pursue economic growth
and job creation as a normative good in order to win re-election, and securing ribbon-cutting ceremonies with
newly located businesses is one of the most publicly visible means of showing job creation to the electorate. In
turn, elected officials exert pressure on practitioners to “win” a firm location decision at any cost. This leads to
higher rent extraction than would otherwise be the case (Rubin, 1988) and is especially true during times of
economic distress. The second story involves regulatory capture. Business interests hold elected officials in thrall
through campaign contributions and an array of cultural and fiscal ties that privilege business in the setting of
economic development policy. As the business lobby’s influence over the policy process increases, elected
officials are pressured into increasing the public rents available for business to extract (Molotch, 1993). Both
stories assume a political economy of incentive granting that reinforces business privilege.
Yet these traditional stories about the role of politics in incentive-granting ignore the extent to which a
community’s institutional context shapes the bargaining process over firm location decisions and incentive offers.
While the traditional focus on economic growth remains normative among policy makers at the state and local
levels, the policy question of how to best promote growth has become increasingly contested as partisan
realignment and ideological competition have brought into question previously sacrosanct economic development
tools like business incentives. In turn, this more complex political map is mediated by a governance regime that
yields economic development policy outcomes often quite at odds with what the traditional stories would predict.
These governance institutions—including the growing use of accountability standards and fiscal controls
(Warner& Zheng, 2014)—set the rules by which incentive decisions are made and, by extension, the ways in
which political pressures are brought to bear on these decisions.
This project attempts to address these shortcomings by exploring the following questions:
1. What political factors influence incentive policy decisions, and how do they do so?
2. What role do incentive governance institutions play in shaping the relationship between a more complex
political environment and incentive-granting decisions?
The project answers these questions through a critical case analysis of the incentive policy decisions made across
eight legislative sessions of the NC General Assembly, 2007-2014. The study period includes four sessions on
either side of the Great Recession and the realigning 2010 elections, allowing me to study incentive policy
decisions in the context of economic distress and partisan control of government as they change over time. In a
critical case approach, the project then tests the empirical reality of these policy decisions (and why they were
made) against what the traditional stories about politics and economic development would predict under these
changing conditions.
North Carolina is the only southern state to have experienced divided government, high unemployment, and
strong incentive governance all at the same time, making it an ideal case for testing the traditional story.

For data collection and analysis, the project codes interviews, media clips, and legislative debate records related to
common categories of incentive policy decisions made across all eight legislative sessions. This provides a unique
dataset for understanding the complex political and governance-related factors driving incentive policy
decisions—the primary contribution of this project.
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Stagnant and shrinking places have long faced a double disadvantage in economic development. Prolonged
decline has increased the importance of growth promotion at a time when there are few resources to entice outside
investment (Jonas & Wilson, 1999) or fund social, physical and human capital improvements needed to jumpstart
growth. Since the Great Recession, business incentive use has increased significantly among US municipalities
(Warner & Zheng, 2013) despite questionable evidence on the relationship between incentives and economic
development. While there have been increased calls for and attention to greater accountability in incentive use
(LeRoy, 2005), less competitive jurisdictions may be in a weaker position to negotiate and enforce performance
guarantees (Weber, 2007). And in environments of intense political pressure to promote job growth and expand
tax revenues, issues of equity and environmental sustainability may be reduced to secondary concerns (Lester,
2012).
This paper examines economic development in stagnant and shrinking places with data from the 2014 survey of
local government economic development practice conducted by the International City County Management
Association (ICMA). For the purpose of this paper I define stagnant or shrinking places as jurisdictions that lost
population between 2000 and 2010; experienced population decline over at least two decennial census periods
between 1960 and 2000; and had a 2010 population below peak levels. I compare economic development practice
in stagnant or shrinking and growing places in four key areas: goals, strategies, business incentives; and
accountability. Specifically, this paper seeks to answer the following questions:
-Do the economic development goals and priorities of stagnant and shrinking places differ from those of growing
jurisdictions? Are stagnant and shrinking places less likely to prioritize social equity and environmental
sustainability goals?
-What types of economic development strategies do stagnant and shrinking places most commonly utilize and
how are these activities funded?
-To what extent do stagnant or shrinking places compete for economic investment through business incentives
and what types of incentives (eg. those that reduce capital and tax costs to specific businesses vs. those that have
spillover benefits to the broader community) are most often used?

-Are stagnant and shrinking places less likely than growing jurisdictions to utilize accountability measures such as
performance and clawback agreements as a condition of providing business incentives?
This research will advance our understanding of current economic development practice in places facing
population loss. While the role of anchor-based and human capital strategies in the revitalization of select legacy
cities has received considerable attention, less is known about the mix of economic development approaches and
incentives used across a broad range of stagnant or shrinking places.
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After the Great Recession, local governments were particularly vulnerable to fiscal stress as the property tax base
shrunk and state aid declined. Based on extreme cases of fiscal stress, such as Detroit and San Bernardino, some
scholars see an austerity machine emerging at the local level. As a key member of this machine, local
governments cut services, employees, and pensions to balance their budget. This paper argues the austerity
machine may be a state-level machine and local governments are practicing pragmatic municipalism, balancing
community need and fiscal discipline within constraints. While this strategy ensures the survival of local
governments, its impacts on economic development and quality of life are less promising.
In addition to economic and fiscal constraints after the Great Recession, local governments faced accusations of
profligate spending and poor management. In New York State, Governor Cuomo argued local property taxes are
too high and harming economic growth. His solution was to implement a tax cap in 2012 limiting local property
tax levy increases to the lesser of 2% or inflation. How will these pressures from the state level and local sources
of stress impact the economic future of localities?
This paper addresses the above question in two parts. First, this study identifies the main drivers of fiscal stress
and local responses through a series of semi-structured roundtable focus groups with local government officials in
upstate New York. Next, I use New York State Comptroller data to examine trends in local government finance
identified in the first part.
Respondents point to the tax cap and unfunded mandates as a major source of fiscal stress, but they also
emphasized the less visible decentralization of administrative and fiscal responsibilities from state to local level.
For declining places, demographic factors, such as out-migration of youth, aging, and concentrated poverty are
also key drivers of fiscal stress.
Given that local governments have little control over the main drivers of fiscal stress, they are responding in
pragmatic ways within institutional and environmental limits. On the revenue side, there is little effort to increase

revenues as the tax cap created an institutional barrier and anti-tax sentiments remain high. Enthusiasm for user
fees or developer fees remains low. Potential reasons are awareness of resident preferences and lack of growth
pressures. On the expenditure side, local governments have already made significant cuts in personnel, are using
service cutbacks rather than service elimination, and deferring maintenance for infrastructure.
These responses raise questions about the future of economic growth and quality of life in localities. The findings
of this study are relevant for local practitioners who are in a position to push back on state-level austerity policies,
but also responsible for balancing budgets and responding to local needs. The results will highlight vicious cycles
of fiscal stress and potential sources of capacity.
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Location choice of varied activities has been a long-standing research interest in city and regional planning.
Spatial features, physical conditions, and their interactions with socioeconomic characteristics have also been
examined in many location-choice studies. Spatial features are usually measured by varied geographical distances,
such as the distance to the city center, and the distance to the nearest transit service. Physical conditions could
refer to the capital investments on neighborhoods and public infrastructure and facilities. Socioeconomic
characteristics also have significant influences on retail location choices, including races, income, education, age,
and culture. In addition, gentrification, which has an increased chance of occurring near rail transit stations
(Grube-Cavers and Patterson, 2015), affects retailer location choices and the mix of retail in an area which is not
always a welcome change by the original residents (Sullivan and Shaw, 2011).
However, the relationship between the location choice and the decision-making factors were usually specified, in
past research, by a set of fixed estimated coefficients in an ordinary regression model. This approach neglects the
possibility of spatially varying explanatory effects on location choices. As compared to the ordinary regression
models, geographic weighted regression (GWR) models allow us to identify if relationships in a regression model
vary in geographical space (Brunsdon et al., 1996). For instance, the distance to the nearest transit station might
have different local location-choice influences across the region. Moreover, gentrification might not significantly
affect retail location-choices at some places. Therefore, GWR is selected here to better understand how the
explanatory factors locally influence retail location-choices.
We conducted a field survey of 27 randomly selected subway, light rail and bus rapid transit stations in Los
Angeles from June 2014 to June 2015 to identify all retail uses and other users in retail space. Some physical
characteristics of the 8,417 sites mapped, included presence of street trees and building type. GIS was used to

determine the distance to the nearest train station, the nearest bus station, and the nearest highway interchange and
to determine the Census tract associated with each site. Socioeconomic variables from the American Community
Survey (5-year data for 2013) assessed include population density, education levels, poverty levels, racial
composition, and commute modes. A GWR model will be estimated to account for the local built-environment
effects on retail location choice, while controlling for socioeconomic characteristics. This modeling approach will
provide an insight into the problems of retail location choices. The results will also help planners better
understand the retail composition that may occur around future stations based on their characteristics, adding to
the literature that discusses general development around transit stations (Atkinson-Palmobo and Kuby, 2011).
Understanding the trends will allow for developers and planners to understand the tenants that will thrive, inform
future zoning decisions, and help non-profits identify retailers subject to gentrification risks.
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Innovation boosts employment, spurs economic growth and is quickly becoming more noteworthy after the
United States great recession. Innovation districts are those geographic areas that enhanced the public
entrepreneurship, regional innovativeness, and knowledge based economic activities through encouraging
bikeability, walkability, transit accessibility, compactness, and mixed use development.
Parks, plazas, live street corridors, enhanced walkability and bikeability, and transit accessibility are the
disremembered built environment elements in the literature of measuring regional innovative capacity; however,
such elements synergize the knowledge productivity. On this subject, the quantitative assessments of innovation
district effect have been dominated by the economic aspects and disregarded such built environment
characteristics. Meanwhile, the necessity of considering built environment in enhancing the regional innovative
capacity has been explained more through the theoretical and qualitative research approaches. A large body of
such research efforts are accounting for predominant impact of geography proximity on knowledge spill over on
one hand and influence of knowledge spill over on the regional innovative capacity on the other hand.
The purpose of this study is to examine the association between regional innovative capacity and urban
compactness. Urban compactness in this model stands for those built environment characteristics that contribute
to the regional innovativeness. By accounting for urban compactness, we aim to consider the factors that have
been disremembered or not considered suitably in the quantitative assessments of innovation district effect as of
now.
We tested our model in more than 200 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) across the Unites States. In our
model, the regional innovative capacity is measured via the number of firms participated in the Small Business

Innovation Research (SBIR) program and received the Research and Development (R&D) grants. In addition,
Smart Growth America released the urban sprawl measurement in 2014 and provided the urban compactness
indices for 221 MSAs. In addition, in our model we controlled for the regional economic characteristics in tandem
with sociodemographic patterns. The expected findings of this study show that both economic and built
environment dimensions are nearly equal in terms of importance for the innovative capacity.
In this work, a new insight is provided with benefits for practitioners, city officials, and researchers particularly
those associated with urban regeneration and economic growth. Furthermore, In order to secure the economic
performance and enhance the innovative capacity of cities, attention should be given equally to improving the
built environment, empowering the social networks, and economic aspects.
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Since the phenomenon of jobless growth has become more pronounced at the local and regional levels, there have
been increased debates on the issue of the dynamics of regional employment growth and alternative job creation
strategies in local and regional economic development planning. What has been documented in these debates is
that employment is a fundamental requisite for long-term economic growth and prosperity at the regional level. In
this context, there has been a substantial body of research which focused on the factors promoting creation of jobs
in local labor market. A number of researchers lay out arguments for the role of small firms as the largest net job
creators in local labor market. However, recent works indicate that it is also possible that the traditional focuses
on small firms are too much of a good thing (Lichtenstein and Lyons 2006). Instead, they emphasize the
interrelationship between firms from different size classes, which stimulates local production and consumption
process and acts as the key factor of local job creation. Moreover, Komarek and Loveridge (2014) argue that the
process of job creation is highly related to the intercourse of firms of various sizes, directly inducing new
opportunities in the local labor market.
This study empirically examines the effect of the employment distribution by firm size on regional employment
growth from 2005 to 2013 in Korea. Specifically, the main objective of this study is two-fold: (1) to empirically
investigate the role of micro-sized firms on regional employment growth, and (2) to examine the role of even firm
size distribution on regional employment growth. Presented hypotheses are as follows:
Hypothesis 1: The bigger the share of employees of micro-sized firms, the more it results in higher regional
employment growth rate.

Hypothesis 2: The more even distribution of employees in terms of firm sizes, the more it results in higher
regional employment growth rate.
The spatial unit of analysis is the 246 local labor market areas in Korea. Our analysis based on regional-level data
from the Census on Establishments conducted by the Statistics Korea. In an effort to assess the hypothesis, we
employ spatial econometric model as a basic modeling framework. Since regional factors affecting employment
are likely to have spatial autocorrelation, we conduct analysis by using a spatial autoregressive model (Anselin et
al. 1996).
According to the results, we find that regional employment share in firms with more than five employees are more
important in employment growth than employment share in micro-sized firms (one to four employees). This result
proved to be contrary to the arguments from previous studies which regard microenterprises as the major source
of regional job creation. In accordance with hypothesis 2, regions which possess more evenness in the firm size
distribution secure higher employment growth rate, as expected. Thus, hypothesis 2 is supported. In addition, the
results show that a high proportion of employees in knowledge-intensive industries are positively effect on
regional employment growth. Employment growth in local labor market is directly related to multiple issues in
urban and regional planning (Allison et al. 2015), such as human migration, shrinking cities, interregional
disparity, and economic resilience. Thus, challenges for job creation are particularly pronounced in regions that
are struggling to cope with above planning issues (Felsenstein and Perksy 2007).
From a planning perspective, this study represents an additional step in framing policy discussions and identifying
ways of thinking about regional economic growth and development. Policy makers should place greater emphasis
on creating effective arrangements to facilitate inter-firm cooperation pipelines to enable sharing of mutual
employment and recruitment information and labor pool. Particularly in Korea, the problem of a lack of the effect
of job creation in micro-sized firms remains. Thus, it is important to formulate policy framework reinforcing
competitiveness of non- or micro-sized employer and investing intensively in technology based start-ups to
increase net job growth.
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Urbanization ratio and its growth rate statistically represent the scale of urban expansion and the speed of urban
development. Different countries and regions may have experienced at different time periods but with the similar

urbanization process. Scholars use demographic data to understand the causes of urbanization process and
synthesize the patterns of urban growth in history. Urbanization, as a natural result of urban development, follows
an S curve pattern, in which starting from the pre-industrial time at the long bottom of the S, raising straightly up
at the middle of the S as the industrialization, and then flattens again at the top of the S (Davis, K., 2003, p. 29).
However, the urbanization patterns between developed countries and developing countries are significantly
different.
This research uses the adjusted statistic data of World Bank from 1960 to 2015 to do regression analyze between
urbanization ratio and related urban index in countries over different periods of time. Remarkably, the findings are
two divergent trends of urbanization over the past 50 years. In more developed, urbanized and higher income
countries, there are high levels of GDP per capita growth and low levels of urban growth when their urbanization
ratios reach 50%, with a steep upward turning. The other trend is in developing countries, there are high levels of
urbanization from a much lower base, with much lower growth in GDP per capita, without a turning in the
pattern.
Additionally, causes influencing this turning in urbanization paths of developed nations are further identified
under categories of governance, economy, demography, society, environment and land use. The research finds out
the exact time for turnings of countries experiencing a sharp increase in economic growth while being urbanized
and discusses what happened with the turning. The research gives a solution for countries to decide what should
be more critical in developing periods when urbanization reaches a certain ratio.
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Business development is an essential component of local economic development planning because the creation,
attraction, and retention of business activities builds and maintains a healthy local economy. However, evidence
suggests that traditional measures aimed at attracting businesses do not work in the long run, resulting in a
destructive race to the bottom that has seen localities forego an estimated $70 billion in business taxes annually
due to mutual competition. As such, a more nuanced approach to business development that fosters
entrepreneurship has increasingly begun to take center stage in economic development efforts.
Previous research on entrepreneurship at the regional level has uncovered key factors that determine regional
variations in new firm creation, such as access to markets, costs of location, as well as regulatory barriers (Renski
2008), among others. However, relatively less interest has been placed on the role of communities and community
level social capital on entrepreneurship, with the exception of some comparative studies of areas such as Silicon
Valley and Route 128 (Saxenian 1996). This is due to a number of reasons, one of the most pertinent being the
difficulty in measuring social capital at the regional level. This poses a problem in that virtually all economic
behavior is embedded in networks of social relations (Granovetter 1995), and thus not properly accounting for

social aspects results in downplaying a key determinant of local economic activity.
Given the need to properly identify the role of the social dimension on entrepreneurship, this study proposes two
key measures that correspond to the “bonding” and “bridging” aspects of social capital (Putnam 2001) using
network analysis techniques from the complexity sciences. Focusing on MSAs, the Method of Reflections
(Hidalgo and Hausmann 2009) is used to construct an outcome-based measure of bonding social capital that takes
into account the variation in all different types of non-profit organizations across all MSAs, using unique data
from the National Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS). Bridging social capital is measured using detailed IRS
migration flow data across MSAs, where the flows are conceptualized as a network to construct and combine
different network metrics corresponding to different dimensions of demographic diversity. Entrepreneurship is
measured using Statistics of U.S. Businesses (SUSB) and Nonemployer Statistics data.
The advantage of the proposed measures of community social capital is that they are decomposable, and thus
yield clear policy implications on which dimensions of bonding and bridging social capital are most beneficial for
regional entrepreneurial outcomes. As such, this study attempts to answer three distinct questions:
1) How does bonding and bridging social capital within communities affect regional rates of entrepreneurship?
2) Which aspects of bonding and bridging social capital are most important for entrepreneurship?
3) How do these aspects fare against other factors that have traditionally been thought of as influencing
entrepreneurship, such as levels of human capital or urbanization economies?
Preliminary results suggest that the mechanisms that govern the interactions between different dimensions of
community social capital and entrepreneurship are very much distinct for entrepreneurship across different
industries, especially between high-tech and low-tech sectors, and that overall the effects of social capital are
substantial with regards to other factors. This study contributes to planning practice by underscoring the
importance of community development in promoting entrepreneurship and local economic development, and
informing the debate on how to better plan community economic development strategies for business creation.
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With the growth of urban population, negative externalities of agglomeration have come into an increasing
attention. Urban planning and geography scholars began to explore how to reduce agglomeration diseconomy by
adjusting the urban structure. Polycentric planning strategy may be one of the solutions, and polycentric concepts

such as satellite town and new town have been put forward in Europe for a long time. Since 1990s, quite a few
megacities in China have implemented multi-centered spatial strategy in master plans, but the effects are far from
satisfactory. The central zones of most cities continue to spread out and the mono-centric urban form stays as
before. Has the lower economic efficiency of polycentric urban structure than a mono-centric one hindered the
progress of the polycentric strategy? Is the polycentric strategy reasonable from an economic perspective? If
polycentric structure does not benefit economic performance, we should give up supporting new towns.
Unfortunately, there have been no clear answer in empirical works so far. The few studies on the U. S. provide
inconsistent results (Lee and Gordon, 2007; Meijers and Burger, 2010). This study explores the relationship
between urban spatial structure and economic performance in China and examines which kind of spatial structure
benefits economic development.
The hypothesis is that mono-centric structure can help to gain agglomeration benefits, but cannot stop the
negative effects of agglomeration from growing with the city size. In contrast, polycentric cities have less
diseconomy such as less traffic congestion and lower land prices and can enjoy benefits of agglomeration because
of the proximity of sub centers (borrowed size). However, the overall economic performance depends on trade-off
between the positive and negative effects of agglomeration.
Based on the sample of 286 cities in China, this paper constructs four types of urban polycentric indexes by
calculating the spatial distribution of employment, and finds that the indexes increase with urban size; eastern
cities are more polycentric than central and western cities; cities with higher indexes have higher output. With
multiple regression, we get more robust conclusions, that is, polycentric cities have better economic performance
controlling for factors such as physical and human capital and population size. To address the potential estimation
bias caused by endogenous polycentric indexes, we also conduct a two-stage least-squares (2SLS) regression and
get a robust result by using the average distance between each district government and CBD (CBD is defined as
the most densely populated district) as instruments.
This result provides an empirical support for the implementation of polycentric strategy. In the urban area,
planning should play an important role of allocating resources by means of building and expanding new towns
and evacuating some functions in the central city to reduce the negative externality of agglomeration. Besides, we
have to face the facts that the polycentric strategy has poor effects, which could be attributed to the slow evolution
of spatial structure and the policies deficiency such as the neglect of job-housing balance in new towns.
Specifically, new town developers paid too much attention on real estate and ignored the provision of job
opportunities and public facilities. The attraction of sub-centers can be improved by considering the housing, job
and livelihood as a whole, thus accelerating the formation of polycentric structure and improving economic
efficiency.
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Brownfield researchers and practitioners are well aware that the shift from a federal, top-down, enforcementdriven, regulatory approach to managing contaminated sites via Superfund to a more bottom-up, state/municipalmanaged, voluntary market-driven approach via brownfields was essential for generating significant
redevelopment success throughout the country. So what might happen if the US loosened the regulatory reins
further? This poster sheds light on this question by presenting phase-one results of multi-phase research study
examining the regulatory approach used north of the border.
While many of Ontario’s cleanup rules and redevelopment support policies are similar to those in the US and
other jurisdictions, federal, provincial, and municipal governments in Canada intervene much less in brownfields
activity and allow both remediation and redevelopment to be undertaken and overseen by the private sector. The
central research question guiding the research is what has been the impact of this approach on the scale and
character of brownfield redevelopment in Ontario, as well as key cities like Toronto? Furthermore, how can
Ontario’s approach inform brownfields policy and planning within Canada and in other jurisdictions?
In the first phase of research, data on the location and character of brownfield cleanup and redevelopment activity
in Ontario and in select cities was gathered from two databases maintained by provincial and city governments:
(1) The Province of Ontario, Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change, remediation database (Record of
Site Condition) dating back to 2004 was analyzed to gather information on property and cleanup issues, including
property use (pre- and post-redevelopment), property size, ownership, environmental remediation measures, and a
host of other factors;
(2) Municipal property assessment databases for Toronto, Kingston, and Waterloo Ontario were cross-referenced
using address records to gather information on redevelopment activity (e.g., assessed value, end use).
The poster provides a description of the regulatory and incentive regime established in Ontario beginning in 2004
and presents results on the scale and character of remediation and redevelopment activity from an analysis of data
gathered. Results reveal that most matters related to site cleanup escape the authoritative reach of government,
which has created guidelines that are followed by private remediation and engineering companies without public
intervention. The province has also laid the foundation for municipalities to support private sector lead
redevelopment, even though some support can also be gleaned from provincial sources via municipally-led action.
Ontario’s model, combined with a relatively strong real estate market bolstered by strong planning and growth
management policy, has resulted in over 4,000 cleanups between 2004 and 2014 and a significant number of
redevelopment projects. In the city of Toronto alone, 995 of the 1000 brownfield sites remediated between 2004
and 2011 have repurposed over 2,867 acres of land and resulted in projects valued at $37.1 billion in property
assessment.
The research poster highlights the strengths and weaknesses associated with Ontario’s less interventionist
approach, which focuses more on municipal planning and less on soil remediation. This research will be of
relevance to urban planners and policy makers interested in this domain of urban revitalization and
redevelopment, as well as the strong cohort of planning scholars who have made a significant contributions to this
field of research over the last two decades.
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Urban waterfront redevelopment has played a significant role in the revitalization of many post-industrial cities
around the world in recent decades. These projects are often highly successful from an economic perspective,
especially when they stimulate real estate investment and bolster urban consumerism. Waterfront redevelopment
can also enhance ecological diversity and improve the experiential quality of urban shorelines. However, many
scholars raise concerns about the equity of these waterfront redevelopments, for instance by highlighting the
social injustices and exclusionary practices these projects engender (Cities, 2007; Desfor et al, 2010; Kinder,
2015; Shaw, 2013). This paper explores these themes in the context of the Detroit RiverFront where a coalition of
public and private actors have been gradually transforming the shoreline since the early 2000s. The long, deeply
entrenched history of pronounced racial segregation and class tensions in Detroit (Galster, 2012) makes it an
important place to investigate how redevelopment actors are incorporating concerns about equity, inclusivity, and
belonging into the riverfront redesign. Alongside market-oriented and environmentally-based initiatives, the
Detroit RiverFront has also become the focus of health-related initiatives: walking groups, marathons, outdoor
fitness parks, yoga nights, tai chi groups, cycling programs, and nutrition and wellness events. Base on data to be
collected through surveys, interviews, and focus groups, this article explores the extent to which these healthbased initiatives broaden inclusivity and expand the range of social groups who are able to make use of and
benefit from the transformation of the riverfront. The paper pays special attention to categories of race, age,
income, physical and mental ability, and residency location, as well as issues of cultural symbolism, affect, and
belonging. Alongside highlighting some key limitations of using health initiatives to diversify waterfronts, the
findings also suggest an array of economically and ecologically feasible strategies planners could use to make
space for difference and inclusivity along redeveloped shorelines in many urban contexts.
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Rich studies have demonstrated that regional agglomerations of human capital (Creative Class) and innovation
industries can stimulate urban economic growth from the perspectives of enhancing productivity, increasing
wage/income, and creating new jobs. Besides the benefits gained from the externalities of agglomeration
economies through input sharing, labor market pooling and matching in the production of goods, most studies

have stressed the important role of knowledge spillovers in generating the growth. These spillovers are further
concluded as Marshallian externalities and Jacobs’ externalities diffusing through the channels of industrial
specialization and diversification. Most studies have proved the percolating channels of these externalities at
macro geographical scales, and found that industrial specialization and diversification have different level of
effects on enhancing productivity at different geographical scales. However, evidence shows that the positive
externalities of innovation attenuate rapidly with distance. In fact, the nature of tacit knowledge determines that
the diffusion of innovative ideas is most efficient through face-to-face contact that requires spatial proximity.
Therefore, analysis at micro level is more appropriate.
This study conducts empirical analyses to examine the predominant percolating channels of the knowledge
spillover effects on urban productivity measured by average wage at neighborhood level. How innovation
industries’ depth influences urban productivity? Do both industrial specialization and diversification enhance
urban productivity at neighborhood level? If so, which percolating channel is more predominant? Besides urban
productivity, this study will also examine how different groups of innovation industries contribute to job creations
among non-innovation sectors. The study uses 2010-2014 confidential city-level QCEW (Quarterly Census of
Employment and Wages) data aggregated by 194 Neighborhood Tabulation Areas (NTA) of New York City.
There are three steps: First, I defines innovation industries of New York City by calculating their occupational
composition. Second, due to spatial autocorrelation, this study employ Spatial Lag Model to test the knowledge
spillovers effects on urban productivity using 2014 cross-sectional data. Geographically Weighted Regression
(GWR) is also used to show the spatially varied impacts of specialization and diversification on urban
productivity by unfolding the coefficients across different neighborhoods. Third, fixed-effect panel model for 5
years is conducted to estimate the effects of employment change in different groups of innovation industries on
non-innovation industries.
Research findings include: First, 76 industries are identified as innovation industries using four-digit NAICS
code, and they are classified into eight groups. Second, based on the Spatial Lag Regression, innovation depth,
employment density and industrial specialization have positive effects while industrial diversification has
negative effects on urban productivity at neighborhood-level. What’s more, Geographically Weighted Regression
shows that industrial specialization and diversification function differently among different neighborhoods.
Among neighborhoods in downtown Manhattan and Brooklyn, industrial diversification actually has positive
effects on urban productivity, yet among neighborhoods in Queens and Bronx, industrial specialization boosts
urban productivity. It indicates heterogeneity caused by other attributes of these neighborhoods. Third, innovation
industries of Professional Organizations and Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services have employment
multiplier effects, respectively 3.62 and 1.32, on non-innovation industries. Other innovation industries have
different level of positive effects on job creation in non-innovation industries. These results suggest more spatially
targeted land use and economic development policies across the City, which include promoting mixed-use,
increasing urban density, and facilitating identified industries in different neighborhoods.
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The critical role of specialization, agglomeration, and localized increasing returns in explaining rapid growth in
selected regions has been well understood for over a century. What remain unsettled are the “how” and “where”
questions of regional development trajectories. We use the transition of Austin, Texas from a state capitaluniversity town to a growing innovation-based region to better understand how untraded interdependencies of
public and private interests catalyzed new industrial specialization and bolstered subsequent high-technology
development
The analysis in this paper will center on the origins and evolution of Austin’s large computer software and related
sectors from the early 1990s to the current period. The general question we seek to address is how what Storper
terms, small “i” networking and bridge building institutions, might explain the growth and evolution of
technology-based regional economies (Storper, 2105). Our approach is to study the development of an
entrepreneurial regional economy through a comprehensive analysis of its constituent organizations and
institutions over time.
The authors will first utilize rich, firm-level data from the National Establishment Time-Series (NETS) database
for the Austin metropolitan area from 1991 to 2012. The NETS data have a number of advantages over public or
other proprietary data sources. In particular, NETS allows tracking of individual firms and firm leadership
through time and can account for firm name changes (a frequent issue with new firms), acquisitions and mergers
and firm closures.
Drawing upon methods and data base construction strategies pioneered by Feldman et al, we will link the firm
specific data (including firm performance and firm founders and managers) to other firms and to an array of local
support institutions (Feldman et al 2015). This approach will allow is to address two very important issues in
terms of the growth of Austin’s software sectors. First, were large technology-based firms attracted to the region
in the 1970s and 1980s key sources of successful spin-off and start-up firms that help drive subsequent growth in
the software sectors in the 1991-2012 period? Second, did active participation in an array of local support
institutions (e.g. business incubators/accelerators, venture and angel investor networks, local trade and technical
assistance organizations) influence the success of smaller firms and start-ups in the software and related sectors?
This study seeks to look behind specific sectoral growth patterns and lists of economic development support
institutions to better understand the real importance of specific institutions, influencers, and public-private
collaborations that were critical to Austin’s dramatic economic transformation.
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For many years, entrepreneurship scholars have endeavored to uncover the attributes of regional economies that
help foster new business creation. More recently, the idea that entrepreneurs operate and interact within
ecosystems, much like organizations in biological environments, has been offered as a means of characterizing the
regional environments in which new ventures are curated. These entrepreneurial ecosystems (EE) have been
defined as “combinations of social, political, economic, and cultural elements within a region that support the
development and growth of innovative startups and encourage nascent entrepreneurs and other actors to take the
risks of starting, funding, and otherwise assisting high-risk ventures” (Spigel 2015). To date, work on EE has
emphasized inventories of components in an effort to understand the supportive attributes of these environments
(Isenberg, 2011; Spigel, 2015). This body of work suggests that the importance of these attributes varies over
time, and with this variation, so too does the vitality of ecosystems (Mack and Mayer, 2015. Work also suggests
variation in the types of ecosystems in which entrepreneurs operate (Spigel, 2015). Due to these sources of
variation, Stangler and Bell-Masterson (2015) offer recommendations for comparative metrics to begin to more
objectively compare EE. More work is needed, however, in the development of comparative metrics to get a more
complete picture of differences in individual EE components, and their fluctuation over space and time.
Given these research needs, the goal of this paper is to leverage the conceptual frameworks offered by Isenberg
(2011) and Spigel (2015) to design comparative metrics of EE components to provide a more objective basis for
comparing EE over time. These metrics will then be used to compare select EE in U.S. metropolitan areas over a
range of geographic locations, ranging from the urban to the peripheral, to develop a typology of ecosystems.
Using both primary data collected from EE participants and secondary data on regional characteristics, this work
will create an EE index based generally on the six domains of Isenberg’s entrepreneurial ecosystems: policy,
finance, culture, supports, human capital, and markets. Since the importance of each attribute may vary over time
and space (Mack and Mayer 2015) and economic geographers tend to stress certain attributes’ importance over
others (the discourse surrounding fiscal support is especially contradictory), the goal of these comparative metrics
and typology is to more objectively compare the evolutionary and interdependent characteristics of EE over time
and space. This is especially important due to the highly contextual nature of EE.
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Businesses making location choices have recently identified the availability of quality skilled workers as the
primary factor in their location decisions (Brown 2015). Economic development practitioners have turned their
attention to aligning workforce development with economic development needs, largely through identifying ways
to develop industry consultation with job training programs in order to align training to targeted industries (Brown
and Parkins 2014). There has been little exploration of how human capital-based economic development
strategies programs can be deployed as opportunities to retain existing businesses and to encourage their
expansion.
This paper reviews the evidence on effective practice around two human capital strategies that have promise for
business retention and expansion – talent development (and retention) and incumbent worker training. Talent
development is a suite of efforts largely labor-focused on encouraging skilled workers to locate or remain in a
community. The goals of these efforts are to influence the composition of the available labor to support business
growth. While there is limited evidence of talent attraction and retention being an effective growth strategy
(Partridge, Rickman, and Ali 2008; Partridge and Rickman 2003), focusing these efforts on business retention and
expansion may better align these efforts with existing residents’ and businesses’ needs. Incumbent worker training
is comprised of efforts to upgrade workers’ skills to meet the needs of their current employer. Incumbent worker
training may be related to helping workers advance into new positions or retraining workers for changing
occupational demands. While the literature on incumbent worker training as a business retention and expansion
activity is thin, incumbent worker training shows significant promise for helping to meet business retention and
expansion goals (Hollenbeck 2008). Additionally, strong workforce development systems help regions retain
capital investment (Lowe 2007).
Through the analysis of interviews with workforce and economic development professionals in the southeastern
U.S., this paper analyzes the programmatic challenges and perceived steps towards integrating human capital
strategies into business recruitment and expansion, particularly those around incorporating incumbent worker
training into business retention and expansion activities. Finally it argues that for business retention and
expansion activities, incumbent worker training holds significant promise and currently receives too little
attention and funding.
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Despite claims that small businesses are responsible for the majority of new jobs, more recent research suggests
that a small portion of new and high-performing firms are the drivers of economic growth. This body of work
suggests that firms be divided into high-performing firms or gazelles and low-performing firms or muppets
(Nightingale and Coad, 2014). From a policy perspective, it has been recommended that focusing on these highgrowth firms is the best avenue for creating jobs and enhancing regional competitiveness, instead of a quantitybased approach aimed at increasing the number of startups, irrespective of their job-creating capacity.
Unfortunately, most studies of gazelle performance are at the national and international level. Thus, little is
known about the job-creating capacity of gazelles within metropolitan areas.
Given this gap in our knowledge, this study will leverage a database consisting of point-based data from the
National Establishment Time Series (NETS) database in combination with Census tract data to estimate
econometric models to compare the job-creating capacity of high-growth businesses and smaller startups within
metropolitan areas. Not only will this study provide a deeper understanding of the differential impact of highgrowth gazelles to their “muppet” counterparts at a more fine-grained spatial scale, it will also provide
comparative information between metropolitan areas about the incidence of high-growth firms and their ability to
create jobs.
Model results are expected to highlight a positive association between high-growth firms and job creation in
metropolitan areas, with variations in the extent of job creation across metropolitan areas. Policy implications for
urban economic development will be discussed.
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Planning and economic development professionals continue to debate whether quality of life should be a priority
tool for economic development policy and practice. Disagreements span from the definition of place-based quality
of life to the causal relationship between quality of life and economic development to the role of amenities
strategies in both firm and individual worker location decisions. Should quality of life be a primary economic
development strategy on par with industrial targeting and business retention? If so, is there evidence to support
this practice? To begin to answer these questions, this paper focuses on the 17 cities that were designated as
places with a chronic labor surplus (20 percent above the national average) in first quarter of 1961. January 1961
is an important threshold period because it marks the recognition by the federal government, national economic
organizations, and the Federal Reserve Bank that consistent spatial and sectoral unemployment was structural not
cyclical. Of these 17 mid-size cities, eight have had a labor surplus continuously since the Department of Labor
Bureau of Employment Security began collecting data on the major areas in 1948. The remaining nine cities have
stabilized their employment rates and are no longer considered labor surplus areas.
Using a mixed methods approach including qualitative interviews with economic development professionals and
quantitative analyses of economic development planning documents in the 17 cities, this analysis examines the

role of quality of life in economic development practice in all the cities. Is there evidence that quality of life is a
priority strategy in the more successful cities? Do chronically depressed cities consider quality of life as a major
component in their economic development policy and practice? This subset of mid-sized cities provides some
evidence to support quality of life as a viable strategy.
Planning scholarship and practice provide few multi-site analyses of the use of quality of life as a tool for
economic development. While the planning and economic development literature raises useful questions about the
the impact of quality of life as driver of economic development, there are few useful strategies or illustrations of
practice that illuminate its impact. This has resulted in a narrowly focused pedagogical approach that relies on the
exploration of traditional economic development policies, practice, and strategies. Economic development
scholarship and practice could benefit from research that illustrates a more comprehensive approach to improving
local economies, particularly in post-industrial cities that have nested chronic social, spatial, and economic
challenges.
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An observer of the news might say that software - as an industry, as a skill, and as a technology - has a near
ubiquitous presence and mythical economic development power. Software ﬁrms like Google, Microsoft, Apple,
Facebook, Twitter, and Amazon dominate the news headlines in both economy section as barometers of the world
economy and in the technology section with announcements of self-driving cars, drones that will deliver products
to your door, and virtual reality headsets. The message to current and existing American workers is clear: learn to
code. Four-year universities, trade-school like coding schools, and economic development policies adopt the
narrative that learning to code will lead to secure, well-paying jobs.
Building on the empirical work on high-tech industrial restructuring and the literature on the labor market queuing
and sorting, this paper questions the extent that workers learning programming skills leads to regional economic
development. More specifically, this paper asks how the benefits of a strong software labor market are distributed
paying particular attention to benefits for, first, software firms and software firm agglomerations, then second to
the software worker. The analysis is written in three parts. First, using the most recent data from the Quarterly
Workforce Indicators and County Business Patterns, this paper will measure and analyze firm and labor and
change since the dotcom era, contributing to our understandings of the industrial restructuring of the information
technology industries, the software industry specifically, and the spatial dynamics of software innovation. Second,
through more than 40 key informant and software worker interviews in Austin, Portland and Seattle, this paper
will contextualize the inequality across and within regional labor markets. Lastly, this paper will connect software
labor with deskilling, the social construction of skill, and the broader feminization of software labor. In summary,

this paper will identify regional labor markets, map them onto ideal-type theorizations of industry typologies and
regional production typologies (industrial districts), and asserts that software labor markets are undergoing a
restructuring that may entrench existing gendered and racialized inequality. In the discussion section, this paper
will discuss the divergences of regions with software agglomerations with clear actions for economic
development practitioners.
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High profile conversations occur and gain public attention about infusing morality and justice into the global
economy. For example, both the Pope and democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders discuss this need
publicly. What does a moral or ethically-based market present in practice at the local level? How do urban
contexts facilitate or impede ethical market practices?
Benefit corporations are a new and rising trend of firms in pursuit of positive social outcomes and warrant further
study to understand a means for businesses to pursue ethical practices. This paper reviews doctorate research on
benefit corporations and investigates opportunities and limitations for cities to support ethical markets through
benefit corporations.
The growth in conscious consumption presents an opportunity to better understand the outcomes of ethical market
practices as a community-advocacy tool and consider supportive urban policies. The marketplace has increasingly
become an arena for social action. This leads to the question of how can markets demonstrate ethical practices and
community benefits? The rise of sustainable consumption and production practices warrants an evaluation of the
social outcomes of ethical markets.
Using a comparative research design and qualitative interview methods, research examines the social outcomes of
ethical markets through a comparative study of benefit corporations in two cities. Portland and Philadelphia are
the two cities chosen because they share some pertinent demographics yet have different histories and disparities.
The research examines an ethical business model that adopts legal status as a social benefit corporation to assess
outcomes. First, the research reviews the assessment results from third party-verified social benefit corporations
in the targeted cities to articulate the assessed community impacts. Next, qualitative research investigates how
certifiers and advocacy actors support the certification process. Finally, the primary research of benefit
corporations within the selected cities evaluates outcomes from the adoption of social benefit corporation status.
Ultimately the research aims to assess limits and the potential for social benefit corporations to produce positive
outcomes as a tool of ethical markets. Findings may guide policymakers, community advocates or activists, and
scholars to better identify the contextual factors that impede or inform social benefit companies and better
understand the role of place in the adoption of these emergent practices. Specifically, what are the place-based
supports and limits such as: policies, culture, socio-demographics, networks, and sustainability practices? What

are the motivations for participation? How does the process itself create positive social outcomes? What are the
implications for ethical markets and what do these practices suggest about blurred institutional boundaries
between civil society, the public sector and markets? The research suggests potential for market practices to
mimic civil society and public practices yet highlights the relevance of place-based supports or networks.
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In recent years, scholars have investigated conditions under which arts- and culture-led community revitalization
can be achieved without gentrification and displacement. Some have found that fine arts are less likely associated
with rapid rent increase compared to commercial arts. Scholars also have emphasized the importance of the
leadership of artists, formal planning processes in creating arts districts, and community engagements in public
arts creation and so forth. Yet, in this growing line of research, less discussed is what specific elements would
help artists establishing stable arts production environment instead of inducing the chain reactions of boosting the
property values after making a community more attractive with their artistic talents, gentrification and
displacement?
In this regard, the case of Mullae Art Village, located at the heart of an active manufacturing community in Seoul
is revealing. This paper analyzes, by employing a mix of archival research and in-depth interviews, how artists
strategically utilized spatial, social, and cultural opportunities at their disposal in building community conditions
that are favorable for their arts production as well as inducing community revitalization. A group of artists started
moving into Mullae area in the early 2000s, expecting that the existing active manufacturing businesses would be
less attractive for speculative real estate capital. Artists also have cautiously tried to fit into the manufacturing
community so that their co-existence can be sustained. While manufacturers mostly occupy the first floor, artists
rented vacant office spaces on the second floor. They also operated in different hours: manufacturers during the
day time and artists during the night time. These spatial and temporal divisions between manufacturers and artists
reduced the potential friction between them. Artists also have used art exhibitions and performances as an
instrument to gain media attention in order to voice their existence and the unique value of the community where
manufacturing and arts productions co-exist.
Later, manufacturers came to an understanding that, to prevent the capital influx to the area which would
eventually price out manufacturers, the presence of artists in the area is necessary. The strategic efforts of artists
also created an important political turn: the increased public awareness on the manufacturing-art community
pressured the local government to take a policy action to protect this Village from aggressive real estate capital

that would otherwise overturn the area through rapid property value rise. As the results, the Seoul City
Government announced that the city envisioned the Village area as a manufacturing-centric district which
virtually reduces the expected future rate of return of property investment to the area. As the results, fourteen
years after the first arrival of artists to the Village, this area still exhibits very slow property value increase and
less pronounced signs of gentrification compared to other parts of Seoul.
Although this case is unique in its physical, social, and political settings, one still can draw some common
lessons. While many cities attempt to preserve informal arts districts, the results might not easily trickle down to
benefit artists. This study argues that first, the proactive and strategic role of artists is important in securing
conditions for their arts productions because they are the ones who understand what kinds of elements are crucial
for their work and how they would utilize existing spatial, social, and political surroundings for their own benefit.
In doing so, drawing a shared understanding among different stake-holders on how they can put concerted efforts
to protect the community from aggressive real estate capital. Lastly, this paper also argues that instead of financial
supports for artists, policy actions to slow down the property value increase might be more effective in preserving
informal arts districts.
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Organizer/Discussant: KIM, Karl [University of Hawaii at Manoa] karlk@hawaii.edu
This session focuses on both pre- and post- disaster recovery planning. It includes efforts to better understand
both pre-disaster and post-disaster recovery planning, describing theories, methods, and data to support recovery
efforts following major disasters. In addition to comparing different communities exposed to different hazards and
threats, the session presents examples of research currently being done in communities to better understand and
prepare for recovery. Some communities are exposed to hazards while others have experienced major disasters.
What can communities learn from each other? What are appropriate measures or metrics of successful recovery?
How do communities who have experienced disasters differ from those who have not? What are examples of
strong preparedness, risk reduction, and other actions that can enhance the capabilities of communities to
effectively recover from disasters? How best can planning knowledge, skills, and practices be used to support
resilience through robust approaches to disaster recovery.
Objectives:




Link planning theory, methods, and practices to disaster risk reduction and resilience
Enhance understanding of recovery processes by focusing on pre and post disaster recovery plans
Exchange knowledge and practices related to different hazards and types of communities engaged in
recovery planning

ENERGY, CLIMATE, POLICY AND THE URBAN BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Proposal 40 with abstracts 454, 455, 456, 457
Organizer: LUTZENHISER, Loren [Portland State University] llutz@pdx.edu
Discussant: ANDREWS, Clinton [Rutgers University] cja1@rutgers.edu
The role of energy in the urban built environment has been an occasional interest, but low priority, for planners
and social scientists. Because energy flows are ordinarily invisible, they become topical only when disruptions,
crises and system failures take place. Now there is growing recognition that energy systems, demands, policies,
and markets are crucial features of urban life. With growing climate impacts from greenhouse gas emissions that
result from energy use in buildings and transportation, it is imperative that we better understand, plan and manage
urban energy flows in the future. The panel will present current research focusing on urban energy use and public
policy. The papers consider building energy performance benchmarking and disclosure policy in New York City;
the determinates of residential energy use in Chicago; unexpected patterns of energy consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions from “green” urban infill redevelopment in Portland, Oregon; and consideration of the macrosocial, demographic and technological/economic changes that planners will need to better take into account in
considering energy demands in the future.
Objectives:


Communicate basic concepts of energy use in buildings and urban environments




Explore empirical patterns of energy demand, causes and outcomes
Consider a range of planning and policy options to predict and manage urban energy flows

SPATIAL POLITICS OF URBAN CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING
Proposal 32 with abstracts 898, 899, 900, 901, 902
Organizer: GOH, Kian [University of California, Los Angeles] kiangoh@gmail.com
Discussant: CAMPBELL, Scott [University of Michigan] sdcamp@umich.edu
Climate change poses unprecedented challenges to urban planning. Cities have relied on cheap fossil fuel energy
and the stability of climate and natural resources. Meeting global carbon targets and preparing for the effects of
climate change require major spatial, political, and economic reorganization of cities. Climate planning research
has focused on fixed territorial boundaries, neglecting spatial politics and multiscalar climate impacts and
responses. Planning practice has emphasized technical aspects of mitigation and adaptation, and mainstreaming
climate policies. Such static and apolitical approaches mask the contestation for power, profit, and land inherent
in the global climate transition. This panel probes the spatial politics of climate change planning. Drawing on
critical geography, political ecology, urbanization and development, and environmental planning and policy,
panelists examine multiscalar, multilevel institutional frameworks, global urban networks, urban and ecological
scales of impact and adaptation, and spatial justice. They open new directions in environmental planning research
and debates in planning theory.
Objectives:




Demonstrate how a spatial-political and multiscalar lens helps inform how and why cities respond to
climate mitigation and adaptation the way they do.
Identify fruitful dialogues between fields and literatures in contemporary studies of climate change
planning across the Global South and North.
Suggest new conceptual and methodological planning approaches to more effectively study planning for
climate change in cities.

ABSTRACTS FROM TRACK 3

ENVIRONMENTALLY JUST WATERFRONTS: COMBATING GREEN GENTRIFICATION IN
NEWARK, NJ
Abstract ID: 55
Individual Paper Submission
BAPTISTA, Ana [The New School] baptista@newschool.edu, presenting author
RICH, Damon [] damon@damonrich.net, primary author
In rapidly developing cities from New York City to Los Angeles, waterfront revitalization has been a locus of
redevelopment for cities seeking to jumpstart larger revitalization efforts. These often neglected, formerly
industrial waterfront properties come with the promise of new parks, bike paths, real estate development and retail
amenities. They have also become areas of intense planning for climate resiliency and flood mitigation efforts. In
many instances, these same waterfronts were the focus of organized grassroots advocacy in environmental justice
communities with limited access to greenspace and waterfronts that have long been blights on poor
neighborhoods. Today, as these waterfronts finally become gleaming revitalized parks, the environmental justice
goals that once fueled their creation are increasingly imperiled. There are many instances of successful efforts to
revitalize under-utilized waterfronts into parks that then increase nearby property values and fuel displacement
and gentrification of the very communities that advocated for much needed greenspace.

How do we ensure that long-desired victories in struggles for environmental justice are not threatened by
development pressures that lead to green gentrification? How can an organizing approach to municipal planning
and the affirmative use of zoning, along with deliberative planning efforts lead to more environmentally just
outcomes among the most contested and desirable city spaces - waterfronts?
Using Newark, New Jersey's Passaic Riverfront Park as a case study, we will examine the importance of inclusive
and affirmative approaches to municipal planning and zoning as well as the power of community based
comprehensive planning with environmental justice as a key goal for waterfront development. This case study
examines the development and implementation of environmentally just planning tools in Newark, NJ. The case
study is explored using literature review and insights from key stakeholders inside the municipal planning office
and community based organizations who led Riverfront Park development efforts. These insights will shed light
on successful strategies and challenges involved in deliberative and inclusive planning practices that can help
inform future work by both professional planners and community advocates seeking to address urban
environmental gentrification pressures.
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SCIENTIFIC, ADMINISTRATIVE, AND PHYSICAL UNCERTAINTIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNING
Abstract ID: 77
Individual Paper Submission
ULIBARRI, Nicola [University of California, Irvine] nulibarri@gmail.com, presenting author
This paper seeks to expand our understanding of uncertainty's implications for environmental planning and
management. Environmental scholars generally recognize uncertainty as a key factor affecting the management of
natural resources. However, the literature tends to frame uncertainty's role as affecting our ability to predict what
plans or policies will do to the environment; for these problems, adaptive management helps decision-makers
bound and adapt to uncertainty. Less explored is uncertainty's effect on the process of decision-making; solving
environmental problems requires navigating complex regulatory environments and engaging diverse public
agencies and stakeholders and is inherently uncertain.
This paper seeks to understand how different forms of uncertainty affect agency and stakeholder decision-making
in the management of water resources. I focus specifically on uncertainty in a collaborative planning process, as
collaboration been framed as a way to embrace and thereby overcome uncertainty and complexity, but uncertainty
may also serve to undermine the trust necessary for productive collaboration.
The research questions are:

1. What types of uncertainty do stakeholders face in collaborative decision-making processes? How do these
uncertainties affect the process and the decisions reached?
2. How do these uncertainties interact with the collaborative process?
I explore these questions through an ethnographic analysis of an ongoing collaborative process to relicense a
hydropower facility in California's Central Valley. Data include four years (over 300 hours) of meeting
observations, interviews with process facilitators, consultants, and relicensing participants, and analysis of
technical and procedural documents.
I first characterize the types of uncertainty faced by stakeholders. Scientific uncertainty--the distribution of
potential outcomes of a management decision--plays a significant role, as a substantial portion of the negotiation
focused on using historical flow patterns to estimate the future. However, there are many other types of
uncertainty relevant to the decision-making process. These include administrative uncertainty, such as timing of a
permit to conduct a study (the results of which will help address scientific uncertainty); uncertain physical
constraints, most notably an extreme drought that affects the timing and generalizability of studies; shifting
boundary conditions within which the license would operate, including changing regulatory environments and
inflows from upstream dams; and uncertainty of participants, including an absent regulatory agency. These
uncertainties often influence one another, expanding the range of potential realities that stakeholders must
consider. I then explore each type of uncertainty's impact on decision-making, including identifying when and
why uncertainties serve as a barrier to decision-making and when stakeholders are able to triage around them.
Finally, I investigate the relationship between uncertainty and collaboration. Collaboration is found to help
stakeholders work through and/or triage around uncertainties, especially when stakeholders define jointly what
the uncertainties are and how they might impact decisions. At the same time, uncertainties are found to both
generate collaboration--e.g., bringing stakeholders together to solve a problem--and to hinder it--e.g.,
undermining trust during regulatory delays. This suggests that while collaboration can be a tool to overcome
uncertainty, active management of uncertainty is important for allowing collaboration to function.
Managing uncertainty is central to effective environmental planning, but until scholars and practitioners
acknowledge all potential uncertainties when designing decision-making processes, they will be less effective.
This paper crafts a multidimensional theory of uncertainty, creating a more nuanced basis for scholars to engage
conceptually and practically. Additionally, by understanding the role of uncertainty in collaborative governance, I
explore ways that decision-makers can address uncertainties and expand our knowledge of when and where
collaboration is an effective governance tool.
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PRE-DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING FOR WAIKIKI: MANAGING AND GOVERNING RISK IN
THE COASTAL ZONE
Abstract ID: 106
Part of Pre-organized Session: Planning for Recovery After Disasters

KIM, Karl [University of Hawaii] karlk@hawaii.edu, presenting author
Disaster recovery is one of the most important yet least understood aspects of building resilient communities.
While there have been efforts to better understand disaster recovery processes (Kim and Olshansky, 2014) and to
critically examine the quality of disaster recovery plans (Berke, et. al, 2014), there is need to look more closely at
risk and risk management with respect to disaster recovery planning. This study examines attitudes towards
various coastal risks (Kim, Pant, and Yamashita, 2015) and hazard mitigation strategies in Waikiki. A justification
for the research on Waikiki Miller, T. and C. Fletcher, 2003) and its relevance to other places is provided.
Approaches used in this study help in supporting decision-making and reducing the "information usability gap"
(Moss, 2016) and contribute to efforts to improve stakeholder engagement processes (Frazier, Wood, Yarnel,
2010). Three different groups: experts, businesses, and the general community were surveyed as to their perceived
risks from hurricanes, storm surge, erosion, tsunamis, and other natural and man-made hazards. Attitudes towards
various interventions such as sea walls, beach nourishment, elevating or relocating at-risk structures as well as
preferences as to who should pay for risk reduction strategies were also analyzed using basic inferential statistics,
logistic regression and correspondence analysis. The stakeholder analyses were used to inform pre-disaster
recovery planning efforts. We demonstrate the differences in risk tolerances as well as identify patterns and levels
of support and agreement between perceived risk, support of mitigation strategies and acceptance of who should
pay (hotels, businesses, public, or government) for actions in the coastal zone. In addition to understanding real
and perceived risks, it is also important to consider differences among key stakeholders as to their levels of
support for actions in the coastal zone. Understanding support for different gray (concrete), green (natural) and
red (redevelopment) strategies is particularly useful in the design and implementation of recovery strategies.
While this case focuses on a pre-disaster recovery plan, it should be noted that some of the hazards such as beach
erosion, sea level rise, and coral reef destruction continue. The implications for researchers, practitioners, and atrisk communities are described. Different tools and processes for both managing risk as well as governing risk
among diverse groups interacting in the coastal zone are presented. The intent is to support not just the design and
evaluation of alternatives, but also to strengthen and improve processes for the planning and building of resilient,
recovery-ready communities.
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THE FACT BASIS FOR PRE- AND POST-DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING: FACILITATING
RESILIENT COMMUNITY RECOVERY
Abstract ID: 108
Part of Pre-organized Session: Planning for Recovery After Disasters
PEACOCK, Walter [Texas A&M University] peacock@tamu.edu, presenting author
Abstract: To the extent that disaster recovery planning happens, it is almost always after a disaster, at a time most
inopportune for thoughtful, deliberative, and inclusive planning efforts. With the rollout of the new National
Disaster Recovery Framework and work by many in the planning community, we have seen greater attention

being placed on pre-disaster recovery planning. Even more recently, we have begun to see the first attempts at
evaluating recovery plans. Not surprisingly, the evaluations of recovery plans, much like the past evaluations of
mitigation plans, have suggested that there is much room for improvement. One consistent finding of evaluations
of recovery plans as well as mitigation plans, is that the fact basis is often truncated and anemic. And yet, the fact
basis is critical and fundamentally important for all planning efforts whether considering comprehensive or
general plans, mitigation plans, or recovery planning efforts. The fact basis establishes the factual foundation for
rational as well as thoughtful and comprehensive planning efforts.
Unfortunately there is little solid guidance on what should be included in fact basis for a recovery plan nor is there
any clear guidance regarding the requirements for pre versus post disaster planning efforts. This paper addresses
the important problems of 1) what should be included in the fact basis for a disaster recovery plan, 2) what are the
important variations in fact basis for pre versus post disaster planning, and 3) what are some of the newer data and
analytical tools that can be brought to bear when creating the fact basis. While it has long been noted that the
literature on disaster recovery is by far the least well developed relative to other phases of disasters, recent years
have seen significant growth in this literature. This paper will draw upon the developing research and substantive
literature on recovery and resiliency to develop guidance on what should be included in the fact basis of a
recovery plan. Furthermore, it will explore newer data and analytical tools that can be employed to enhance the
quality and refinement of the fact basis.
The finds from this paper should prove useful to the planning community by not only offering guidelines for the
content of a fact basis for a recovery plan, but, most importantly, it should stimulate discussion about this
important topic. Furthermore, guidance developed as part of this paper should help refine the development of
protocols for evaluating recovery-planning documents by both researchers and agencies seeking to enhance
recovery-planning efforts.
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RAPID RE-HOUSING FOR SOCIALLY VULNERABLE POPULATIONS: FINDINGS FROM A
SOUTH TEXAS DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
Abstract ID: 109
Part of Pre-organized Session: Planning for Recovery After Disasters
VAN ZANDT, Shannon [Texas A&M University] svanzandt@arch.tamu.edu, presenting author
HICKS MASTERSON, Jaimie [Texas A&M University] jmasterso@tamu.edu, co-author
BARBOUR, Katherine [Houston Housing Authority] kbarbour15@gmail.com, co-author
Hurricane Dolly struck the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas in August 2008. Primarily a rain event, the
hurricane dropped from 12-16 inches across the Lower Rio Grande Valley. The flooding left water standing on
the impermeable soils for weeks and months. The colonias of Cameron, Willacy, and Hidalgo Counties,
substandard neighborhoods with inadequate infrastructure, were particularly hard hit, and few were adequately

insured. Federal recovery money coming into the state was inappropriately distributed, passing over low-income
communities and communities of color. Advocates filed a complaint with HUD, resulting in a $3 Billion
Conciliation Agreement with the State of Texas. These new Disaster Recovery (DR) funds were made available
not only to address unmet needs, but to fund some demonstration projects designed to test new ways to get
families back into homes more quickly, without overreliance on shelters, trailers, or disaster housing vouchers.
The RAPIDO project is a rapid re-housing demonstration project undertaken in the Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Consisting of 20 pilot homes, the project aimed to return eligible families to their properties within 60 days of a
disaster, avoiding long-term stays in trailers or use of rental vouchers. The program piloted case management,
design, construction, and occupancy. Participating families were able to be involved directly in the design
process, resulting in new construction homes that improved their quality of life and resilience to future disasters.
The authors gathered post-storm reports (about 40) on rehousing, case management, procurement, and
construction of replacement housing for every hurricane that has struck the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts since 2005.
We systematically compared these reports to develop an understanding of issues and obstacles that have arisen
repeatedly across comparable disasters as well as issues that may be more context-dependent. Using this analysis,
and our observation and participation in the demonstration project, we draw policy conclusions and
recommendations for how states can facilitate more effective recovery planning.
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RESEARCHING POST-DISASTER RECOVERY
Abstract ID: 110
Part of Pre-organized Session: Planning for Recovery After Disasters
OLSHANSKY, Rob [U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign] robo@illinois.edu, presenting author
The aftermath of great urban disasters is a challenging time for urban planners and development professionals.
Opportunities arise for long-term betterment, but the compressed time frame of post-disaster recovery makes it
difficult to perform the normal functions of urban planning (Kim and Olshansky, 2014). To succeed in this
environment, planners need to understand the unique characteristics, opportunities, and constraints of postdisaster recovery processes. To study recovery after large urban disasters, however, is a complex research
challenge, compounded by the practical constraint that it is unlikely that such a disaster will occur conveniently in
our own country. This paper will summarize the steps involved in researching the planning and management of
post-disaster recovery in international settings.
Post-disaster recovery is a complex, fast-paced process (Olshansky et al, 2012). As such, there is no time to
carefully construct research designs in advance. In addition, research that is too narrowly focused would miss the
opportunity to understand the full breadth and depth of the unique process following a particular disaster. To gain
understanding of post-disaster recovery, we need to treat each instance as a deep case study, representing a fat
data point in a larger collection of post-disaster cases.

Post-disaster cases involve multiple layers of actors and processes. They need to be understood from a variety of
stakeholder perspectives relevant to planning and reconstruction. These include numerous local and national
governmental organizations, planning agencies, community and nonprofit organizations, and business
organizations. In addition, understanding the unique circumstances of recovery requires the researcher to gain
some basic understanding of the larger contexts: urban planning in normal times, political and cultural contexts,
the normal process of urban development, and historical urban development processes.
The process of investigating the dynamic interaction of many urban systems in a compressed time frame—which
produces countless surprises and ephemeral phenomena—requires unique research approaches (Mukherji and
Ganapati, 2014). Researchers need to continuously generate working hypotheses as they go, much like a field
geologist, who uses the method of "multiple working hypotheses". Researchers in international settings need local
partners, and they need to have something to offer to them in exchange for their help. The researcher has to make
continual adjustments: every decision to take a research action has an opportunity cost of neglecting to study other
important phenomena. Although this work emphasizes real-time studies, researchers also need to rely on
secondary or archival materials, while appreciating their inherent biases. Finally, researchers need to realize the
inherent limitations of time compression: although we can’t do it all, we can still gain valuable knowledge even if
the conditions are less than perfect.
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THE POTENTIAL OF NATURAL BURIAL TO PROMOTE LAND CONSERVATION AND CREATE
MULTIFUNCTIONAL GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Abstract ID: 117
Individual Paper Submission
BASMAJIAN, Carlton [Iowa State University] carlton@iastate.edu, presenting author
COUTTS, Christopher [Florida State University] ccoutts@fsu.edu, primary author
Embalmed, casketed burial is an environmentally degrading practice that necessitates the use of large quantities of
toxic chemicals, extensive swaths of land, and significant amounts of concrete and timber (Basmajian and Coutts,
2010; Coutts et al, 2012). Nevertheless, interment in lawn-park cemeteries remains the most common form of
final disposition in the United States. A number of more sustainable alternatives to burying a casketed and
embalmed body in a lawn-park cemetery have recently emerged. These alternatives range from cremation to
unembalmed natural burial (NB) (Harris, 2007). On a spectrum of ecological sensitivity, natural, or green, burial
stands as perhaps the most conscientious alternative as it not only foregoes the use of toxic chemicals and
consumes fewer natural resources, but it can also act as a vehicle for long-term land conservation and restoration.
Moreover, NB has the potential to convert existing lawn-park cemeteries into multifunctional green spaces in
urban and urbanizing environments. To assess the potential of NB to act as an alternative to current interment
practices, we address the research question: How can natural burial act as tool for land conservation and for the
adaptation of existing cemeteries to multifunctional green infrastructure?
The methods employed in this study include the collection and assessment of secondary data to determine NB
trends in the US, create a verified inventory of NB grounds, assess regulatory barriers to NB, and evaluate two
cases where NB is being used to promote land conservation.

A survey conducted by the Green Burial Council in 2014 (an organization that certifies natural burial grounds and
practices) revealed that, among facilities offering NB as an option, roughly one-quarter of all burials were NB
(Green Burial Council, 2015). Furthermore, almost three-quarters of survey respondents reported that the demand
for NB has increased, and 81.5% report that they would open a new green cemetery if given the opportunity. In
terms of cemeteries as multifunctional green spaces, the survey also revealed that, of those NB grounds that have
included public use space, walking/hiking trails were the most common amenity. While NB grounds lend
themselves to being used for recreation, they also serve land restoration. Three-quarters of respondents reported
restoring NB land to include native ecosystems.
Our study reveals that since the establishment of the first NB ground in the US in 1998, the number of providers
of NB has grown to over 150. These burial grounds are spread throughout the US and now appear in rural areas,
suburbs, and cities. We also found that, with few exceptions, there are no legal requirements to embalm a body or
to have a body buried in a formal cemetery in a casket or vault. Considering the lack of legal barriers and
heightened concern for the environment among the general public, it is perhaps not surprising that NB is on the
rise throughout the US.
The cases of Glendale Memorial Preserve and Galisteo Nature Preserve demonstrate how NB is being used to
conserve thousands of acres of natural habitat through both private and public ventures. Glendale Memorial
Preserve is a family farm in Florida where NB is being used to restore the natural habitat and create recreational
opportunities, while Galisteo Nature Preserve in New Mexico is a public venture using NB to balance
development with open space conservation.
The relevance of this work to planning practice lies in the potential for NB to conserve land and create
multifunctional green infrastructure. With population and market trends pointing toward the increasing popularity
of NB, planners can take advantage of these trends to use NB to conserve the natural environment and create
recreational spaces.
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CONTENTIOUS POLITICS IN LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS FACILITY SITING IN OREGON
Abstract ID: 125
Individual Paper Submission
BOUDET, Hilary [Oregon State University] hilary.boudet@oregonstate.edu, presenting author
PETERSON, Holly [Oregon State University] peterhol@oregonstate.edu, co-author
In the early 2000s, the discussion surrounding natural gas in the U.S. was focused on importation. With more than
50 liquefied natural gas (LNG) import facilities proposed for coastal locations around the country, communities
and regulatory agencies struggled to understand the risks associated with such facilities, as well the appropriate
regulatory procedures for siting them. A decade later - thanks in large part to the development of shale gas and
unconventional hydrocarbons - many of the same communities originally slated for LNG import facilities are now
facing LNG export proposals. How has such a change affected these communities' responses to the proposals, in
terms of both support and opposition? Using relevant newspaper articles, regulatory documentation and 44
interviews with active participants, we track the events surrounding LNG proposals in two such communities in
Oregon - Coos Bay and Astoria - specifically focusing on the efforts of community members to mobilize both

against and for the proposals, as well as how these efforts have been affected by the switch from LNG import to
export. Using insights from the study of social movements, we show how and why the change from import to
export has had more impact on the community response in Coos Bay than Astoria, particularly along the proposed
pipeline route. We conclude with some implications for those communities facing such facilities around the U.S.
and the processes that govern participation in siting such facilities.
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BRINGING MORE PEOPLE TO PARKS: OPEN SPACE ENVIRONMENT AND VISITATION
PATTERNS IN TOKYO
Abstract ID: 163
Individual Paper Submission
SONG, Jihoon [Harvard University] jsong2@gsd.harvard.edu, presenting author
AKIYAMA, Yuki [University of Tokyo] aki@csis.u-tokyo.ac.jp, co-author
SHIBASAKI, Ryosuke [University of Tokyo] shiba@csis.u-tokyo.ac.jp, co-author
ADACHI, Ryuichiro [Zenrin Datacom Co. LTD] r_adachi@zenrin-datacom.net, co-author
Which environmental elements make urban open spaces more attractive to visitors? What do these elements imply
for more efficient use of land in cities? Open spaces have various beneficial effects to people including improved
health, but often take up large and expensive pieces of land in cities (Jim & Chen, 2009; Kardan et al., 2015) This
study provides planning and policy implications, in response to the necessity for highly attractive and efficient
open spaces raised by this situation.
Several lines of research, including public health, environmental psychology, and urban design, have contributed
to the knowledge on relationships between open space environment and people’s visitation. (Whyte, 1980; Kaplan
& Kaplan, 1995; Giles-Corti et al., 2005). However, there are few statistical studies that directly illustrated
relationships between open space environment and people’s visitation with a substantial number of samples,
temporally and spatially detailed data, and carefully constructed variables.
This study aims to answer two sets of questions. First, to what extent are major environmental elements, such as
waterbodies and trees, associated with the number of open space visitors and how does this the associational
patterns vary throughout a year? These analyses bring practical insights, helping planners and policy makers to
better understand factors that can be clear targets of future interventions. Another set of questions come from a
more theoretical perspective. Studies on human preference based on photographic materials propose that humans
prefer certain arrangements of natural and built environmental elements which provide a high level of information
for understanding and exploration of the places. For planners, it is valuable to know whether this psychological
preference leads to actual behavioral outcomes. With the data that can approximately measure the level of
environmental information discussed in those studies, I test whether the preferable environmental arrangements
are associated with more visits.
This study analyzes 229 parks between 10,000m2 and 100,000m2, located in central part of Tokyo, Japan. These
are medium sized parks and classified as ‘district parks’ and ‘neighborhood parks’ according to the administrative
system. While these parks are large enough to contain considerable variation in terms of environmental elements,

most of them are generic parks supposed to be frequented mainly by local residents and workers, in contrast to
‘landmark parks’ that have unique brands beyond environmental characteristics. This stratification is to reduce
effects on visitation patterns by unobservable idiosyncratic factors.
A multi-level analytic framework is employed based on temporally and spatially high resolution data. The number
of visitors of each park in the sample is estimated with GPS data recorded through cell phones. This data is
aggregated at various time scales, week, month, and year. Then parks are grouped by the 23 administrative wards
of Tokyo. This hierarchical structure provides a sophisticated platform where many of temporal and spatial factors
are effectively explained and controlled. Environmental elements of parks are mainly measured by two
comprehensive sources: land cover/vegetation data based on satellite imagery and facility/amenity data based on
field survey. Environmental element variables constructed based on this data and tested for their validity are used
for modelling, along with other control variables including surrounding demographics.
Results show that there is much variability in the number of visitors to be explained, after accounting for size of
parks. Analysis of an initial subset of parks indicated that there is a modest correlation (0.21) between the size of
parks and the annual number of visitors. Through enhanced data and methodology, this study will explain which
environmental elements contribute the remaining variability of open space visits with precision, leading to
answers to practical and theoretical questions.
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During the second half of the 20th century, coastal population in Puerto Rico grew rapidly, slowing down or
reversing forest restoration cover along the coastal lowlands, and resulting in the degradation of groundwater and
surface water resources. Population growth was accompanied by a less stringent enforcement of environmental
laws compared to those of the U.S. mainland. Due to its urban nature and rapid population growth, the Rio Loco
watershed is a location where Ecosystem Service (ES) degradation and trade-offs are evident. Its associated
ecosystems have been impacted by coastal development, the use of water services for power generation,
agricultural production, and debris disposal for decades, but there have been minimal attempts to conduct formal
studies on resource use from an ES perspective. The research will explore whether an ES framework is
appropriate to identify stakeholder ES trade-offs, make explicit resulting conflicts, and facilitate their resolution.
The proposed research will explore stakeholder accounts of ES provision and trade-offs in the Rio Loco
watershed, including cultural services. First, stakeholder accounts of changes in watershed service provision and

trade-offs over time will be documented. Second, a map exercise will allow stakeholders to identify watershed
locations that, in their opinion, deserve urgent attention. Third, a set of recommendations for short and long term
action to improve the state of the watershed will be documented.
We will conduct a focus group among key stakeholders in the Rio Loco watershed, including representatives of
both government and non-governmental organizations who have direct influence over watershed resources. These
groups include the Puerto Rico Department of Natural and Environmental Resources, the US Environmental
Protection Agency, the University of Puerto Rico and the NGO Defenders of the Watershed. The focus group will
be recorded, transcribed and analyzed with the use of Nvivo software.
We expect to find explicit ties between stakeholders and ecosystem service trade-offs, as already evidenced in a
contested area of the watershed due to its high agricultural and conservation value. Connecting ES trade-offs to
stakeholders will make potential conflicts explicit and may serve as part of an alternative framework for
resolution. We will also explore scale issues in ES provision and the possibility of a scale mismatch in relation to
watershed policy and governance. An exploration of stakeholder conflict and resolution due to trade-offs may
inform current environmental and planning education curricula by proposing an ecosystem-based framework to
document and address stakeholder conflict in an urban watershed setting. Stakeholder engagement is key not only
in watershed management planning stages, but also in ensuring effective implementation strategies.
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Identification of the threat posed by Cascadia subduction zone for a 9.0 or greater magnitude earthquake and
accompanying tsunami in the Pacific Northwest has motivated the state to require coastal communities to prepare
hazard mitigation plans. (Berke, et. al.) A handful of communities have taken more forward-thinking steps to
better equip their residents to face such a disaster by relocating schools outside of the likely tsunami inundation
area or creating a public area for individuals to store emergency caches. (Beatley) Other communities are
constrained by available land and resources, and reluctantly continue to build critical facilities, such as hospitals,
within the inundation zone or fail to pass public bonds to enable the relocation of vulnerable schools.
While the 2015 special issue of JAPA provides important lessons about conducting post-disaster recovery
planning early, can “building back better” (Kim and Olshansky) be enhanced by building today for future disaster

resilience? Can a candid discussion among the community contribute to a community’s willingness (or lack of) to
make decisions today that will help to lessen the negative impacts of a devastating natural event sometime in the
future? Do existing policies (such as the state land use law or infrastructure investment incentives) impose
additional barriers to the relocation or development of key facilities? What are the trade-offs between investing
for an uncertain but likely future event in the context of current urgent needs?
In this project, we report on an effort to engage a coastal community in a dialogue about how they would like to
envision their community 10 to 15 years after the “Big One.” This dialogue explores the potential for adapting
decisions today on infrastructure as well as public and private facilities to lessen human and property damage
from a catastrophic earthquake and tsunami and to move beyond “recovery planning” to “pre-emptive” planning.
Together with community leaders, we aim to identify the possibilities and barriers to pre-emptive decisions, or
anticipatory planning. If successful, our approach is expected to yield practical guidance on how to initiate
anticipatory planning or “mainstream” it into routine comprehensive planning at the local level. (Susskind, et al.)
On a more theoretical note, we aim to suggest whether topics of collective risk assessment can be raised
effectively and what sorts of questions will elicit constructive discussions that can help to lay the foundation for
future talk and actions in the community about uncertain but likely events. We will be looking to assess the extent
to which social benefits in relationships and communication between and among local actors can be improved by
this dialogue. (Innes and Booher, 1999)
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Background
Marine spatial planning is a planning and regulatory approach to protecting ocean and coastal resources that
focuses on ecosystem function and services. Ocean zoning is a set of regulations that are used to implement
marine spatial plans. Most marine spatial plans are built around a series of GIS maps and data that overlay
competing uses of ocean resources and allow planners and other stakeholders to plan for and manage those
competing uses. Thus, the data that are included in the plans is different for each unique social and environmental
context.
Research Questions
Marine spatial planning has been used for many years to protect sensitive areas throughout the world. However,

there are only a few examples of its use in the United States, such as Rhode Island, Oregon, and Massachusetts.
This research analyzes the social and environmental context for marine spatial planning in the Gulf of Mexico,
and seeks to determine the types of data needed to begin to develop such a plan. The overall research question is:
what competing uses are present along the Alabama Gulf Coast, and how can we begin to develop a plan that
balances those uses with other issues that are important in the ocean ecosystem?
Methodology
In this paper, we present several case studies of plans of marine spatial planning. In the case studies, we analyze
the planning process, the types of competing uses, and data that were used in making the GIS maps that provided
the foundation for the plan. Next, we analyze the feasibility of developing a plan along the Gulf Coast in
Alabama. To identify the data that are needed in a marine spatial plan for Alabama, we interviewed stakeholders
such as representatives from working waterfront industries, commercial fishing, recreational fishing, the Army
Corps of Engineers, and the Mobile Bay National Estuary Program, etc. We also sent out a survey to members of
stakeholder organizations. We then compiled the data that would be needed in a marine spatial plan into a series
of GIS maps. Next, we held a workshop to get their feedback on the maps, identify competing uses, and identify
data gaps. Finally, we modified the maps based on user comments and tested them for effectiveness at identifying
conflicting uses in the Gulf.
Results
We find that conflicts surrounding working waterfronts, commercial fishing, the oil and gas industry, dredging,
archaeology, and environmental concerns are the primary concerns that need to be addressed in a marine spatial
plan for Alabama. It was also very important to stakeholders to separately identify issues that are important for the
commercial fishing and recreational fishing industries. Dealing with the impacts of dredging in the Mobile Bay
was a common priority for many stakeholders.
To conclude, we develop a process map that lays out a framework for moving toward development of a plan. We
also conclude by listing the different data needs for developing a marine spatial plan in the Gulf of Mexico and
develop a series of test maps to demonstrate what the conflicts from mapping that data reveal.
Relevance to Planning Research and Practice
This research is relevant to planning practice, education, and research because it informs researchers and
government agencies about how to plan for water and terrestrial resources through a coordinated and
comprehensive plan, provides guidance for developing a marine spatial plan in Alabama, provides maps and data
that aim to move forward a marine spatial plan in Alabama, and recommendations for how marine spatial
planning can help manage the competing uses that we identify.
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Hypotheses
This research tests the hypothesis that local government regulations, particularly streamlined permitting, can
significantly impact installation rates of residential solar photovoltaic (PV) panels at a city level. It is also
expected that availability of third-party ownership (TPO) options will significantly increase residential solar PV
installations. TPO can significantly increase the predictability of returns on investment for households installing
solar while decreasing upfront costs, and can open the market to new segments of the population (Drury et al.,
2012).
Local governments are relatively agile policy makers, and are theoretically best situated to implement policies that
are effective for their constituents (Fiorino, 2014). In addition to policies to reduce energy use (e.g. promoting
more walkable development), local governments can introduce policies that make it easier for households to
generate emission free electricity with residential solar PV. Streamlining permitting processes for solar PV can
significantly reduce overall costs of installing these systems (Burkhardt et al., 2015), removing cost and time
barriers. Local financial incentives for solar PV can also significantly increase PV installations (Li and Yi, 2014),
and several localities have joined networks such as ICLEI that provide tools and support for city governments
working to increase sustainability.
Methodology
This study uses fixed effects modelling to examine cities in California. Modelling will determine whether solar
installations rose significantly after the passage of local laws such as streamlined permitting, whether installations
increased after TPO became widely available in California, and whether there are interactions between these two
policy variables. To fill a gap in longitudinal data on local legislation to support PV, I utilize a combination of
surveys, partial databases, and publicly available city-level information to build a complete picture of historical
changes in relevant policies from 2003 to 2013. Longitudinal data on expedited permitting in particular has not
previously been gathered. This new dataset supports a unique contribution to literature, facilitating examination of
the impacts caused by introduction of new local policies to support solar PV, with unique insight into the role that
planners can play.
Relevance to Practice
The longitudinal approach used by the current research will show how newly implemented policies and TPO
options changed local installation rates, and in turn will best inform local decision-makers which policies are
instrumental for continuing to increase solar PV capacity. Policies supporting residential solar are currently being
reviewed in many jurisdictions due to the overwhelming success of solar PV incentive programs. This is a key
time to determine which, if any, policies are essential to preserve the appeal of solar PV. Very few existing
studies have examined the effects of local policies on installed solar at a city level, and none have considered the
impacts of TPO options, including solar leasing and power purchase agreements.
The results will give key insights for planners, and may be particularly important for cities wishing to pursue
sustainability with limited technical and financial resources to allocate to different measures (Lubell et al., 2009).
While state level policies have been examined extensively to determine impacts on overall renewable generation
capacity, there is far less scholarship examining policy impacts on distributed generation such as residential solar.
Local policies are likely to be particularly important for facilitating residential solar PV. For cities and planners
that consider sustainability and climate change mitigation a priority, it is imperative to know which policies can
realistically remove barriers for households interested in generating their own renewable electricity.
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In the face of increasing population, development pressures, and climate change, many regions around the world
face freshwater shortages. Planned potable water reuse can improve sustainability and reliability of water supplies
by generating high-quality drinking water from wastewater (USEPA, 2012), though it faces challenges associated
with public acceptance and education (e.g., Dolnicar et al., 2010; Hurlimann and Dolnicar, 2010), affordability,
and technology (Tchobanoglous et al., 2011). Most potable reuse research has focused on large coastal
communities (i.e., populations over 3,000,000) with relatively high mean household incomes (i.e., over $81,000).
However, the US Department of Interior predicts that ‘hot spots’ of conflict over water in the arid West are
‘highly likely’ in numerous small-to-medium-sized inland communities with low-to-moderate household income
levels. Potable reuse options may be different for larger, wealthier coastal communities as compared to small-tomedium-sized inland ones, not only in terms of the technologies used, but also in the communities’ knowledge of,
attitudes toward, and ability to pay for the required technologies (e.g., Ormerod and Scott, 2013). Significant
knowledge gaps exist regarding these issues for the arid, inland context, making it difficult for inland water
managers to understand the feasibility of potable reuse for their communities.
This research seeks to: (1) understand potable reuse barriers that are related to public acceptance, education, and
costs, and (2) discover strategies for overcoming them to inform decision-making about the feasibility of planned
potable reuse in small-to-medium-sized, arid inland communities. Our project is comprised of three studies, with
the Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water Utility Authority in Albuquerque, NM, as our case study and
collaborator. Our first study examined proven potable reuse treatment scenarios that are appropriate for the inland
context. Using all available cost data from full-scale reuse plants in the US and cost modeling software, the total
present worth of each of seven hypothetical inland reuse scenarios was calculated. Surprisingly, we found that the
advanced treatment scenario most commonly used in the coastal context had a present worth almost identical to
that of a scenario hypothesized in the literature to be the most affordable for the inland context. We are using
these results in focus group work to understand water customers’ willingness to pay for rate increases to maintain
their current level of service in drought periods. Our second study involved semi-structured in-depth interviews
with water managers and planners in every US inland community that has successfully implemented a direct
potable reuse project. We learned about their methods for public outreach, education, and engagement; public
understanding of water scarcity, preexisting trust in the local water utility, project transparency, and positive
media support were keys to success. Our third study involves focus groups and a large community survey to

understand how different educational materials affect public perception of water scarcity and attitudes toward
potable reuse; we also examine how demographics and local context affect these sentiments in an inland droughtprone community. Preliminary results show that Albuquerque residents have a deeper understanding of water
scarcity and are more accepting of potable water reuse than their coastal counterparts.
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Climate change is one of the most daunting problems of our time requiring planners to develop innovative
responses to its causes and consequences. In the context of the United States, the long absence of meaningful
action and strong leadership at the federal level along with growing public acceptance of the reality of the
problem created a fertile ground for climate planning at the state-level. To date, 32 state governments have
adopted Climate Action Plans (CAPs). The question that this research addresses is: Does state-level climate action
have the potential to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions significantly? I examined this question by assessing
the relationships between CAPs, plan implementation and GHG emissions mitigation. My hypothesis was that
CAPs, particularly those with strong implementation mechanisms, result in GHG emissions mitigation beyond the
trend.
This paper compares states with and without CAPs, before and after adoption and implementation of plans. The
first phase of the research, a content analysis of state-level CAPs and related documents, focuses on four
components: 1) CAP development procedure and foundations; 2) goal setting, policy coverage and regional
coordination; 3) implementation provisions and conditions; and 4) implementation mechanisms and monitoring
results. The content analysis assessment protocol was based on plan evaluation literature, refined through expert
interviews and double-coding of four CAPs. The analysis shows six types of CAPs, categorized based on the rigor
of their targets and stringency of implementation. The second phase of the research quantitatively analyzes the
relationships between CAP types and changes in GHG emissions using panel emissions data from 1990 to 2013
(publically available through the U.S. Energy Information Administration and Environmental Protection Agency).
The regression model also includes variables on social, political and climatic context, industrial mix and change
over time, urban form (compact vs. sprawl) and energy prices.
The research shows that CAPs do result in reductions in GHG emissions, although they are modest. CAPs with
ambitious mitigation targets and rigorous implementation have the most significant impact on reducing emissions.
However, with the exception of a few CAPs with enforceable targets and rigorous implementation, progress is
slow and near-term targets are low. The findings also suggest a role for planners in two key areas: transportation
and land use. The analysis demonstrates that state-level CAPs call for low emissions reductions from
transportation and land use changes, compared to these sectors’ contribution to total emissions. The regression,

though, shows that urban compactness leads to transportation emissions reductions even when controlling for
changes in income, energy prices and unemployment. Thus, transportation planning represents a large opportunity
for future emissions reductions—particularly through integration with smart growth policies.
As a new field of planning, climate action increasingly requires the attention of planning educators, practitioners
and scholars. This evaluation of state-level CAPs is a step towards understanding the potentials and constraints of
America’s current generation of CAPs, which is helpful in developing smarter tools and techniques to combat
climate change.
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The Clean Water Act (CWA) of 1972 requires states to develop total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) for surface
waters not expected to comply with water quality standards after controls have been put in place to address point
sources of pollution. These TMDLs have gained attention as nonpoint sources of water pollution are increasingly
recognized as intractable challenge by localities and their states (Hoornbeek et al. 2013). The 1987 amendments to
the CWA created the Section 319 Nonpoint Source (NPS) Management Program which provides grant money for
related efforts such as technical and financial assistance as well as demonstration projects and monitoring to
improve successful TMDL reductions. In order for projects to qualify for Section 319 money, they must be linked
to a watershed plan that sets forth the relationship of the project to TMDL reduction. Although land use choices
and land cover are dominant contributors to U.S. water pollution through the diffuse NPS that they generate,
previous work (White forthcoming; Conroy forthcoming; Dyckman forthcoming) suggests that planners have not
been substantially involved in the Section 319 planning process in pilot study states of Kansas, Ohio, and South
Carolina. Based on survey results, planning practitioners appear to have been ancillary or separated from 319
watershed planning processes limiting any insight or impacts by or on land use recommendations of the local
comprehensive plans within the watershed. Other scholars have shown that NPS watershed planning is
predominately conducted by collaborative, place-based watershed groups that vary considerably in their
composition, formalization, and water quality typology, resulting in questionable pollutant removal and watershed
plan implementation efficacy (Hoornbeek et al. 2013; Hardy and Koontz 2008). Additionally, scholars, have
shown that the absence of the planner in such processes has the potential to influence plan quality and its
implementation in hazard mitigation (Lyles et al. 2014; Burby et al. 1998). However, the role watershed planning
efforts play within community based comprehensive planning, as well as the influence of planners in the 319
watershed planning efforts, remains unclear. This work, with insights gained from a comparative study in South
Carolina, examines the 319 watershed planning process to address the following research questions: How have
319 watershed planning processes in Ohio varied in their involvement of professional planners? and, Has the

variation of professional planner involvement influenced perceptions of plan effectiveness by those involved?
The methodology consists of two sets of interview subjects and two separate interview instruments. The first
includes expert interviews with the state’s Section 319 grant coordinators, to garner the state level perspective on
the watershed based planning process and resulting plan product, as well as his/her expert advice in
recommending watersheds for case studies. The second set of interviews involve watershed coordinators and
other participants in the recommended watersheds, narrowed to 2-4 case study watersheds which are physically
similar but contrasting in the presence of a planner in the watershed-based planning process (whether in their
official capacity or otherwise). The interviewees (n = 4-10) in each case study watershed include: (1) planners
who participated (if present), (2) other participants listed in the watershed plans, (3) participants not listed but
suggested by the Section 319 grants coordinator or other listed participants.
The results will be content analyzed to answer the research questions and are expected to reveal the impetus for
the presence or absence of the planners in the Section 319 watershed planning process in Ohio. The relevance of
this study for practitioners and scholars is to (1) understand the extent of and motivation for planners’
participation in both the Section 319 grants and the watershed planning process that follows from the grants more
generally; (2) assess the influence of planner participation, among other factors, on the perceived plan
effectiveness; and, (3) contribute to the broader motivations for planner involvement in horizontal but ancillary
forms of planning.
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Many US cities with outdated wastewater and stormwater drainage infrastructure have identified Green
Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) as a technology that can help meet multiple pressing goals. These include
lowered costs for Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) mitigation, improvement of the urban environment, and
increased livability. Encouraging private residential adoption of GSI is one way that cities might achieve
widespread, economical runoff reduction (Valderrama and Levine 2013) However, research has shown that
redevelopment rates, physical feasibility, policy and education outreach, social networks, socio-economic
conditions, environmental attitudes, and price-based incentives are all likely to influence GSI adoption rates
(Keeley et al. 2013; Baptiste, Foley, and Smardon 2015; Ando and Freitas 2011; Londoño Cadavid and Ando
2013; Green et al. 2012; Montalto et al. 2013; Parikh et al. 2005). Because of the novelty of voluntary GSI
programs however, there has been limited empirical research on resident participation rates under different
neighborhood social and physical conditions and over time.

In this study, I draw on the theoretical considerations of two major determinants of new technology diffusion:
information availability and decision-maker-specific characteristics (Geroski 2000). I use statistical regression to
analyze panel data on GSI adoption rates (number of installations/total number of households) in the 178 census
tracts in DC over six years. The dependent variable is a yearly adoption rate for each type of GSI (rain barrels,
rain gardens, pervious pavement, trees or native landscaping installations) for each year within each census tract.
The independent variables include social and physical characteristics of each census tract, such as median income,
educational levels, racial composition, home ownership rates, average lot size, land use mix, and overall percent
impervious. Preliminary analysis shows that the effect of previous adoption is about 0.09% (a 1% higher adoption
in the previous year is associated with 0.09% higher adoption in the current year), and significant neighborhood
characteristics effects are on the magnitude of (-0.01% to 0.002%).
Understanding how mechanisms of GSI adoption vary between neighborhoods suggests how program officers can
tailor GSI outreach efforts. Comparisons between spatial and time-dependent model results will allow program
officers to anticipate which neighborhoods’ adoption rates are being limited by information diffusion and which
are being limited by resident preferences or physical constraints and to adjust outreach efforts accordingly to
speed participation rates.
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The urban heat island effect is of increasing concern as cities and their impervious surface expand and global
climate warms. Trees regulate urban heat at both the metropolitan scale, through transpiration and emissivity, and
the parcel level, through direct shading (Arnfield, 2003; Shashua-Bar & Hoffman, 2000). By mitigating heat and
providing shading, trees have the ability to benefit human health and reduce energy consumption (Akbari, 2002;
Loughner et al., 2012; McPherson & Simpson, 2003). This presentation summarizes the results of several years of

research on urban heat and trees in two similarly sized but climatically-contrasting cities: Denver and Baltimore.
Our analysis consisted of two parts. First, we analyzed ASTER satellite imagery at different times of day to assess
the spatial pattern of heat island and related that to relative difference in land cover in the cities and their
surroundings. Secondly, we processed large LiDAR data sets for both cities to quantify the height of trees and
then modeled the amount of shade they cast at different times of day. Based on this we quantified the amount of
shade hitting buildings (experimenting with both 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional modeling approaches) and
then summarized the proportion of buildings receiving significant tree shade by city. On the first, our results
indicated that Baltimore has a far more pronounced night-time heat island profile (that is, its core is hotter at night
relative to its more natural outer surroundings) than does Denver. The reason appears to be that, while in
Baltimore, the city's surroundings are largely forested and the urban core has far less vegetation, in Denver the
natural surroundings are prairie with few native trees and the advent of new urbanized areas has introduced trees
where previously none existed. In other words, the addition of new impervious surface is generally offset by the
addition of new trees that otherwise would not exist in the prairie ecosystem. This is supported by the fact that the
one area of Denver we found that was a clear hotspot was downtown, where hard surfaces by far predominate
relative to vegetation. Our second result is that while Baltimore has greater acreage of tree canopy than Denver,
the latter’s tree canopy is arranged in such a way that far more buildings are directly shaded by trees than in
Baltimore. Instead, in Baltimore, a larger proportion of the trees can be found in large parklike clusters, often
around stream valleys, meaning the trees are less dispersed around structures. This result suggests that from the
perspective of urban heat and shading, just measuring the total quantity of urban tree canopy is not enough—
instead it is important to account for the canopy’s spatial pattern. Finally, we present the preliminary results of an
analysis currently under way that uses ground-level thermal cameras to relate the late-afternoon heat emitted by
building facades to the amount of shading they are subject to.
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Studies on land use control to mitigate disaster impacts have been an interest of planners for quite some time
(Olshansky & Chang, 2009). Within this scope, relocation of communities are being increasingly considered in
rebuilding after major disasters (see Smith, 2014). Different from development induced relocation, post-disaster
relocation involves a significant amount of time that often lasts for several years, and a sequence of displacements
prior to final settlement (Esnard & Sapat, 2014). As beneficiaries, displaced communities follow whatever paths
donors provide, and tend to lose pre-disaster functions that existed in communities in the process. In this context,
understanding how communities' resilience, often interpreted as adaptive capacity, transforms and is reestablished

in displacement is extremely important. However, impacts of varied displacements on communities' physical,
economic and socio-cultural dimensions are underexplored.
This study targets Barangay 88 of Tacloban City which had the largest number of residents before Yolanda. Due
to its geographical conditions as a peninsula facing Leyte Gulf, this barangay suffered extensive damage from the
typhoon, particularly in coastal areas. More than 1,000 people perished, and about 40 percent of the City's total
deaths were in this barangay (IRIDeS, 2015). Governments and donors prioritized recovery and support to this
barangay, and as a result, the area's recovery has advanced the furthest. Two years later, coastal residents who lost
homes and are seeking relocation via varied assistance are temporarily living in: 1) original neighborhoods, 2)
nearby neighborhoods, 3) city center, and 4) new inland sites in the city's north provided by government, NGOs,
self-help or a combination thereof (Iuchi & Maly, Forthcoming). Former residents of Barangay 88 are also
settling into permanent housing newly developed in the north of the city.
This paper analyzes the transformation of community's adaptive capacity in a relocation process, by exploring
impacts of displacement and moving to relocation sites on community capital. 80 face-to-face semi-structured
interviews were conducted with support of local university students during two field visits during October 7 to 17,
2015 and January 23 to February 2, 2016. Two neighborhoods (sitios) in Barangay 88 were selected in order to be
consistent with economic, physical and socio-cultural statuses pre-displacement, and to follow the sites used in
residents' relocation paths. Questions included changes in economic opportunity, living environment and social
networks, in addition to displacement processes up until current residences as well as future resettlement
prospects.
There are two major findings. First, site location in displacement has a significant impact on economic
opportunities and livelihood operation. While residents living closer to their former neighborhoods (i.e. in original
and nearby communities) had less changes in economic opportunities as they continue to operate in existing
systems, those displaced to a distance (i.e. to the city's north) are facing less opportunities as they are physically
distanced, thereby incapacitating being part of their original system. Additionally, efforts to be part of original
systems to generate income requires commuting, which as a result, causes financial pressures for relocating
households. Similarly, sustained operation of livelihoods is influenced by site locations, since distance interrupts
access to existing social networks, systems, and culture. Second, permanency of settlement has considerable
effects on community's socio-economic aspects. Regardless of site location, relocating residents in transitional
stages continue relying on either pre-disaster social networks or relatives when seeking help; those who moved
into permanent settlement have begun establishing new social networks, relying more on new neighbors when
necessary. On a similar note, residents in permanently relocated communities have begun to establish livelihood
systems in new locations and develop more sustainable opportunities to generate income.
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The planning field has experienced a proliferation of approaches aimed at helping cities address the complex and
intertwined social, political, economic, and spatial challenges attributed to climate change. Planners and
policymakers alike are searching for the next 'big theory' in environmental sustainability, with many working on
socio-technical transitions, smart cities, resilience, and climate transformations. However, few have critically
reflected on the utility of different planning tools for advancing particular approaches, as well as how different
tools complement or conflict with each other. Transitions scholars focus on the incentives and innovations for
decarbonizing urban energy, transport, and industrial sectors; resilience theorists speak about the ability of
ecosystem services, physical infrastructures, social networks, and municipal institutions to maintain essential
function under episodes of extreme or uncertain risk; and transformation theorists advocate for a complete
overhaul of entrenched political economic regimes in cities. Each theory is supported by a large coalition of
scholars and advocates, but few communicate across disciplines or have critically reflected on the realities of how
these emerging planning theories can be applied in practice. Furthermore, planners are often unable to navigate
these complex, highly theoretical ideas to implement truly inclusive social, economic, and spatial development
strategies in cities.
This roundtable comparatively examines these emerging 'big theories' in environmental sustainability in an era of
climate change, and grounds them against attempts to realize them in different cities around the world.
Specifically, the roundtable will consider the paradoxes of scale, space, and time in advocating for intertwined
transition, resilience, and transformative approaches to climate change planning in cities. These paradoxes
emanate from a perceived lack of attention by climate change planners to issues of justice when designing
interventions, as well as their avoidance of the complexities of climate change governance in practice. Many
current and pipeline climate change interventions fail to address systemic inequalities and the messiness of urban
planning and policy-making in the real world, including dimensions of power, political jurisdictions, contending
interest, lack of institutional mandates, and the bounded nature of rationality. As a result, in order to harness the
full potential of different climate change plans in cities, scholars and practitioners must reconcile the paradoxes
posed by these emerging 'big theories' and fully consider the ways in which different policies are conceived of,
how they inter-relate with each other, and how different sources of power and authority are exercised.
Roundtable participants will unpack the contours and examine the paradoxes of these 'big theories' that attempt to
move cities beyond simply tackling local environmental sustainability challenges, but also to recognize their role
in larger, global discourses of climate change. To do this, the roundtable will foster an inter-disciplinary and
applied dialogue around emerging notions of urban transition, resilience, and transformation by addressing these
questions: How do current climate change planning efforts in cities reflect theories of transitions, resilience, and
transformations? How do planners understand the synergies and trade-offs between these emerging theories, and
how is planning practice transforming in response to these emerging climate change mandates? The audience will
be invited to share their own examples, thoughts on the challenges and opportunities, and other relevant insights.
The goal of the roundtable is to demonstrate the tools and methodologies that can assist planners with building
science-policy networks at the intersections of different urban climate change agendas and priorities.
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Urbanization and the expansion of impervious surfaces have led to the depletion of vegetation and the resulting
accumulation of thermal energy, with urban areas becoming warmer than peripheral areas (Grimmond, 2007), a
phenomenon known as the Urban Heat Island (UHI). However, most previous studies have investigated the UHI
at peak summer times, without considering seasonality effects (Chun and Guldmann, 2014; Chun and
Guhathakurta, 2015). There is, however, clear evidence that the UHI varies over the year. This paper addresses
the seasonal variations of the impacts of green spaces and other urban surface characteristics on UHI intensity. It
involves: (a) estimating land surface temperatures over six days spanning the 4 seasons, using satellite imagery;
(b) developing a 3-D city model with LiDAR data; (c) generating urban characteristics, such as building footprints
and volumes, with 2-D/3-D geospatial information; (d) measuring the seasonal variations of the NDVI, an index
of vegetation cover, with satellite imagery; and (e) computing the seasonal levels of solar radiations. These
various inputs, captured over a grid of 30-m cells overlaid over the central part of Columbus, Ohio, are used in
spatial regression analyses. The estimated spatial models are then used to simulate the seasonal changes in
temperatures resulting from different strategies of urban green space development, such as green roofs, greening
of parking lots and other vacant spaces, and vegetation densification. The results point to contrasting effects
depending upon the season, and clearly show that land-use policies designed to mitigate the UHI must account for
seasonal effects to achieve year-long effectiveness.
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Planning is about the future, yet most of what we know about energy use in buildings is based on their very recent
historical performance. This paper broadens the discussion beyond immediate technological and behavioral
concerns to consider a wider set of factors that shape energy use in buildings. It examines demographic and
economic trends that will shape future demand for buildings and associated energy consumption. It considers
historical and projected human populations, since more people means more buildings. It examines changing age
distributions, noting that people are living and working longer, older people are becoming a macroeconomic
burden, and fewer children are entering the demographic pipeline. The paper also examines economic changes
that are resulting in fewer hours worked and more leisure time, albeit with great disparities across countries and
occupations, as well as increasing income inequality. It also investigates the role of urbanization, which can
generate benefits due to propinquity and mobility, as well as costs such as segregation and congestion. Finally, the
paper considers the persistence of security issues, the need for diverse types of spaces, and the emergence of
transhumanism, exemplified by the shift from an office in a building to a smartphone in your pocket, and
eventually to implants under your skin. Each of these factors will influence the amount and qualities of shelter we
will require, the home/workplace split, the functions required of future buildings, and the energy and
environmental footprints of buildings. This paper grows out of an invited presentation made at a Buildings of the
Future workshop organized by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Many governments, worldwide and at all levels, have already implemented benchmarking or energy disclosure
ordinances. Disclosing information about building energy use is intended to transform the market for energy
efficiency, by publicizing the impact of energy efficiency measures, and therefore incentivizing owners to invest
in them. How much energy saved can be attributed to these benchmarking policies? Answering this question is
critical to continuing, improving, and expanding city policy efforts around benchmarking and energy efficiency.
A number of large cities in the U.S. have implemented these policies, including New York, Seattle, San
Francisco, Washington DC, and others. It has been more than three years since the earliest cities in the United
States implemented their benchmarking policies, so it is now possible to measure the short- and medium-term
effects of these policies, although it is perhaps too early to assess the magnitude or persistence of long-term

effects.
This study exploits the phased introduction of a benchmarking policy to different groups of buildings over the
first four years of the City of New York's ("NYC") benchmarking ordinance, in order to attribute observed
declines in energy consumption to particular aspects of the policy design and implementation, including, public
disclosure of building energy use, energy use intensity, and Energy Star scores, respectively. Using four years of
benchmarking data from NYC, we created a panel dataset and applied a novel difference-in-differences model to
establish causal inference. Our results indicate that by the fourth year of NYC's benchmarking policies, public
disclosure of energy use decreases the average building source EUI by approximately 8%. This 8% reduction can
be broken down further into 5% which is associated with public disclosure of Energy Star scores, and 3% which
is associated with public disclosure of energy use and other confounding factors.
This study contributes to the existing literature on the evaluation of benchmarking policies in three ways: first,
this study investigates the underlying causal effects, rather than correlations, between disclosure policies on
energy use intensity; second, beyond evaluating the overall disclosure effect, to our knowledge this is the first
study to further investigate the disclosure effects of particular policy aspects (i.e., disclosure of Energy Star
scores); and third, this method could be generalized easily to other cities, so long as their policies are deliberately
implemented in a phased process. All of these contributions should be useful to the design and implementation of
benchmarking policies in other cities and in the future. This study also provides a way to evaluate and assess the
impacts of benchmarking ordinances in many cities that are currently adopting these policies, in order to better
continue, design, and expand similar policies.
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Comprehensive plans, zoning codes and building standards have been used in tandem to shape development
within Portland, Oregon’s urban growth boundary. Residential infill, which replaces outdated dwellings with
more energy and resource efficient new housing at higher densities, is an important redevelopment process in this
context. Neighborhood concerns about changes in urban form and social networks have traditionally been
balanced by the benefits of an improved housing stock, the addition of new younger families, and associated

cultural and commercial amenities. However, over the past decade the metropolitan area has experienced
increased in-migration, gentrification, and displacement of low income and minority communities, rapidly rising
property values and rents, and demolition and replacement of smaller single-family affordable housing units with
large suburban-style and high-income homes. These processes have accelerated over the past 2-3 years.
While concerns from community groups have been voiced about affordability and displacement, and research has
considered larger scale demolition patterns in the urban fabric (Weber et al. 2006), there has been has been little
empirical analysis of the environmental consequences of these new (re)development trends. Increased density and
more energy efficient (“greener”) housing should produce significant environmental benefits—particularly lower
greenhouse gas emissions (Cabeza et al. 2014; Senbel et al. 2014). However, the demographics and lifestyles of
more affluent immigrants and the much larger sizes of replacement housing, have led critics to suggest that much
smaller than expected environmental benefits may actually be realized (Power 2008; Lutzenhiser et al. 2012).
Analysis was conducted using empirical data on demolition and infill patterns with energy use data from utility
billing histories to model changes in urban form and greenhouse gas emissions. Advanced building
performance/CO2 simulation modeling was also used to compare emissions across infill housing types and
residents’ lifestyles. The paper reports findings of a surprising range of emissions outcomes in which many cases
and scenarios fall short of meeting environmental goals. Innovative policy, planning and zoning approaches that
would encourage density without sacrificing affordability and greenhouse gas emissions reductions are suggested.
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Understanding the relationship between urban form and energy use is the key factor in formulating climate change
mitigation policies at a city level. Until recently, datasets to study this relationship comprehensively are not
available and therefore there was no consensus on these issues. The purpose of this paper is to advance the
empirical understanding of how urban form, particularly density at the micro-scale, shapes residential electricity
consumption, and clarifies the connections between urban form and energy consumption through different
pathways.

This paper examines the paths through which urban from influences residential energy consumption at block level
in Chicago. The main research questions include: 1) What are the relationships between density and energy
consumption for different types of residential buildings during summer/winter months? 2) To what extent does
urban form affect residential energy consumption and through building size/type? 3) Do urban form variables
indirectly affect building operational energy consumption through heat island effect? How do the magnitudes
differ in summer/winter? 4) Are there significant differences among the effects of different paths through which
urban form affects residential energy consumption?
Using the energy consumption data in 2010 from 32,241 residential blocks in Chicago, we develop a Spatial
Structural Equation Model to account for the complexity of the relationships between different factors that could
affect block residential energy consumption both directly and indirectly. We assemble a dataset from disparate
sources such as parcel data and US census to account for factors such as socioeconomic status, residency status,
residents’ life-course characteristics, building characteristics, urban form, housing type, and heat island effect are
included in our model. The hypothesized linkages between urban form characteristics and residential energy
consumption are tested annually and for different seasons..
Our results reveal that floor area ratio appear to have significant effect on increasing summer energy consumption
of large multifamily houses; Interestingly, the effect is negative for single-family house and small multifamily
houses. Our model shows that urban form affect residential electricity consumption mainly through building
size/type. The results also indicate that urban form indirectly influence residential energy consumption through
changing the heat island effect: density have significant positive relationship with the heat island effect during
summer months, which is associated with increased residential energy consumption. However, the path between
density and heat island effect at block level is not significant for the whole year. Additionally, the indirect effect
generated from housing type/size is larger than that generated form the heat island effect.
This study lies at the intersection of urban form and residential energy consumption, which is one of the major
thematic issues of climate change mitigation. The results of this paper can also enable planners to think more
critically about low-carbon urban form and formulate policies to improve residential energy efficiency through
land use patterns.
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A major usage shift in transportation mode, from rail to road, has left communities with abandoned railways
crossing across valuable land in the city. Major lines, mainly for freights, have maintained their service while

most of branch lines, discharged from service and tracks, have been abandoned. Considering the limited land in
major cities, especially in metropolitan area, and the location of the railways in the urban settings, the abandoned
railways possess a substantial potential in providing communities with accessible amenities. Previous effort,
initiated with the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act in 1976 and the National Trails System Act
in 1978, focused on converting rails to simple trails, which accumulates to more than 20,000 miles in length
nationwide. More recent effort focuses on converting railways that sit on valuable land in the community to
upscale urban greenways and parks. In an urban setting, often times, land surrounding abandoned railways are
either residential or commercial where local governments seek to improve the quality of life for their residents
and users in return for community development and increased tax revenue.
The conversion is expected, by planners and residents, to have a positive impact in the community. There has
been a few qualitative literature on the impact of these conversions, but there has not been any quantitative
analysis on the impact of these railways converted into trails, greenways, or parks. It is important to understand
the impact those decisions regarding the conversion of abandoned railway to urban greenways have on the
communities and the value of properties therein as local governments are allocating substantial funding into such
projects. This study analyses the impact of abandoned railway, before conversion, and planned greenway, after
conversion, on the value of single family residential properties in the City of Whittier, California, using spatial
hedonic pricing models.
In the City of Whittier, California, 4.5 mile of abandoned railroad right-of-way has been transformed into the
Whittier Greenway Trail, recreational and commuter bikeway and pedestrian path since 2009. The trail links
schools, offices, homes, parks, shopping areas, and transit stops, inviting 234,000 visitors annually. In this study,
the research design focuses on comparing the impact during a time period when the site was a railway and
converted to a greenway trail. The time period is set from 2004 to 2013, divided into five two-year periods before
and after the conversion. Using market price data from sales transactions collected over a period of ten years, a
series of spatial hedonic models is examined in a longitudinal analysis to compare effects of the conversion and
examine the change in user’s preference over time across space.
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This research develops, tests, and evaluates the extent to which municipal utility organizations in Texas adopt
corporate social responsibility and green practices. It examines the following specific research questions. Why do
some municipal utility organizations adopt corporate social responsibility and sustainable green practices while
others do not? What types of corporate social responsibility and green practices have they adopted and to what
extent? What are the impediments to adopting corporate social responsibility and green practices? There is a

robust literature on the sources and impacts of greenhouse gases. They warm the planet by trapping infrared
radiation (Quaas, 2011). Fossil fuel production is a major source of greenhouse gas production (Montzka et al.,
2011). If the atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases continue to rise, the
planet’s life support systems will be degraded substantially (Smol, 2012).
There is an urgent need to employ alternative sources of energy that do not rely exclusively on fossil fuel
production. This has resulted in a growing call for change in organizational behavior that facilitates the adoption
and maintenance of a more efficient and climate friendly sources of energy. Energy sustainability is in its infancy,
so there is limited research being conducted in this field, so far. This research examines the differences and
similarities among municipal utility organizations in the way they adopt corporate social responsibility and green
practices in their processes of energy production, transmission, and distribution, and explores the environmental
and climatic implications of such practices.
Thirty (30) municipal utility organizations in South East Texas were surveyed. The data was analyzed using a
variety of analytical techniques including Cronbach’s Alpha Correlations and T-test of Means. Because there are
many independent and control variables relative to the sample size, analysis was conducted in clusters of variables
under the following categories: energy, environment, socioeconomic, and contextual control (Berke and Beatly,
1994; Brody, 2001).
Green practices adopted by municipalities are analyzed in detail. Results show that the non-profit nature of
municipalities is not an impediment to adoption of green practices. There is also evidence that styles of
management did play a role in the intensity of green practices adopted. The research analysis sheds light on the
organizational behavior that facilitates or impedes adoption of green practices. Results indicate that there are
several green practices adopted by cities which can impact climate change management. The research also shows
variation in the degree of adoption of these practices across cities.
This work explores what kind of policies that might be useful for rural communities regarding adoption of
renewable energy. This research is meant to be a pilot study which represents a stepping stone for similar studies
in the future.The study concludes with an exploration of the policy implications of such behavior and practices
and the overall contribution to the sustainability debate.
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Recent research on the role of digital planning tools has shifted toward social learning to explain their function in

participatory settings. This work often draws heavily on communicative planning theories to do so (Pelzer 2014).
Within this theoretical context, planning tools are cast as communication devices. Expert technicians encode
important information, which is communicated to planning stakeholders via digital information displays.
Learning, when it occurs, is limited to information acquisition at the level of individual participants and is
assessed using participant surveys (Goodspeed 2015). However, by suggesting that planning tools communicate
information, often on behalf of technical experts, analysis of planning activities is prone to miss the myriad ways
that digital tools support planning judgments which emerge within the flux participatory planning meetings.
Therefore, this research struggles to capture how digital planning tools help stakeholders, decision-makers,
planners, et cetera. comprehend important aspects of planning problems.
For instance, many planning problems require that planners and stakeholders make judgments about relationships
across geographic spaces and at different scales. Yet, research on spatial planning judgments in practice has been
limited, and much less research has been devoted to the role that digital planning tools and spatial data play in
supporting these judgments (Pineda-Zumaran 2016). This paper addresses this gap by analyzing discourse from
participatory planning meetings on Cape Cod, Massachusetts.
The Cape's sole-source aquifer has served as a collective pollution sink for nearly four centuries (Cumbler 2014).
Septic systems, built to accommodate mid-twentieth century sprawl, discharge nutrients - nitrogen and
phosphorus - into the aquifer. As these nutrients emerge, decades later, in coastal estuaries, they degrade native
marine ecosystems. At the heart of the Cape's wastewater problem is a phenomenon known as a spatial scale
mismatch; wherein, the geospatial scale of wastewater management and the scale of the Cape's hydrologic
systems fail to align.
A recent update to a regional wastewater management plan enabled stakeholders on the Cape to grapple with
mismatches as they developed strategies for addressing water quality threats (Milz 2015). As part of this process,
the Cape Cod Commission developed "The Black Box," a suite of digital planning tools, which were deployed
during participatory workshops held between September 2013 and May 2014. Digital displays represented various
features of the Cape's social-ecological system in different ways (e.g. as maps, as numerical abstractions, as
technical illustrations, etc.). Scale shaped and framed the features represented by the tools. Participants worked
with the tools, as groups, tried to align various facets of the Cape's institutional landscape with the scale of the
environmental resource.
Conversation analysis explored how the stakeholders constructed joint understandings of the problems and
potential solutions, and findings highlighted different ways in which the tools enhanced the spatial judgments of
stakeholder groups. Overall, the tools supported efforts to conceive of a plan, which included packages of
solutions fitted to unique circumstances across the Cape and which reconsidered organizational ties to coordinate
action. Examples drawn from stakeholder workshops highlighted several different ways the tools supported these
efforts. In some, the tools enabled workshop participants to shift across scales as they fit different treatment
technologies to the flow of water. In others, the tools appeared to "disembody" spatial planning judgments.
Instead of individual participants integrating different scales, the tools bridged multiple solutions working at
different scales thus relieving stakeholders of the heavier cognitive lifting. Finally, the tools also appear to have
"distributed" judgments across the group, shifting from individual to group reasoning processes.
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Despite its commonly acknowledged importance as a major urban environmental issue, the Urban Heat Islands
(UHIs) phenomenon has not been properly addressed by urban planners even as they have tried to become more
environmentally conscious in both their thinking and practice (Eliasson 2000). The Indianapolis Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA), which is the main subject of this study, is one of those U.S. cities where the UHIs have
grown in largest numbers in recent years (Stone et al., 2012). However, both state and local government have yet
to provide any concrete and effective policy solutions. According to Stone et al. (2012), most of climate action
plans of large U.S. cities have largely failed to properly manage land-based drivers of warming.
This lack of attention and response to UHIs and its environmental and social causes and consequences can be at
least partly attributed to a scarcity of good empirical research which provides urban planners the kind of data and
ideas that they need and are able to utilize. This does not mean that no meaningful research exists on UHIs, but I
find two major shortcomings in the existing research and intend to overcome them in this research; First, most of
the researches that addressed the relationship between UHIs and urban physical characteristics relied heavily on
remotely sensed surface characteristics of urban areas (e.g., Weng and Yang, 2004; Yuan and Bauer, 2007; Weng,
2009), and second, there are very few researches that focused on the integration of physical vulnerability and
socioeconomic vulnerability of urban areas. This study tried to fill this gap.
As UHIs are mainly caused by physical changes of the urban environment, previous UHI researches have
traditionally focused on the causal relationships between physical land surface characteristics of urban areas such
as land cover patterns, the vegetation indices and UHIs. However, in the eyes of urban planners, there are other
physical factors of urban area that can define built-environmental vulnerability to UHIs such as building, road,
and housing density and accessibility to regional cooling centers, other than previously stated remotely sensed
physical characteristics of the urban area. Through intensive literature review, this research will address major
physical factors of the urban area that closely related heat related discomfortness and mortality. With the
application of machine learning based variable selection method, factors that are highly related to land surface
temperature will be selected. Also applying the original Social Vulnerability Index (SoVI) outlined by Cutter et
al. (2003) at micro geospatial level, location specific characteristics of SoVI of the study area will be addressed
and discussed. This research will show who and what neighborhoods are more or less vulnerable to UHIs and
what physical and socioeconomic characteristics account for those vulnerabilities.
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The climate is changing and with these changes come an increase in the number, intensity, and return frequency
of many natural disasters (Highfield et al., 2014; IPCC, 2012). In light of this, local communities need to find
ways to effectively plan for existing as well as future natural hazards. One mechanism to do this is by embedding
climate considerations into multi-hazard mitigation planning. Unfortunately, the requirements for local hazard
mitigation planning as laid out by the Federal Emergency Management Agency make it extremely challenging to
plan for future changes in climate. Progress on this front has been made recently as FEMA announced in 2016
that all states must integrate climate considerations into their hazard mitigation plans (FEMA, 2016). This
requirement, however, is not applicable to local hazard plans.
As of December 31, 2015, there were 22,706 FEMA-approved or approvable hazard mitigation plans in the
United States. In contrast, only 44 communities have stand-alone climate adaptation plans (Woodruff and Stults,
2016). As such, finding mechanisms for embedding climate change into hazard mitigation planning is one of the
most effectively ways to meaningful scaling up the number of communities planning for and taking action to
build a more resilient society. In light of this, this paper strives to answer two questions: 1) what are the various
mechanisms by which communities could embed climate considerations into hazard mitigation planning; and 2)
what mechanisms are being used by local communities that have successfully integrated climate change into their
approved hazard mitigation plans.
To answer these questions, this paper starts by providing an overview of hazard mitigation planning in the U.S.,
followed by details regarding the FEMA hazard mitigation plan approval process. This is then followed by a
presentation of the different theoretical ways that communities could embed climate change into their hazard
plans. This theoretical framework is then tested against the hazard mitigation plans of 30 communities that have
found a way to discuss climate change, in some manner, in their hazard mitigation planning.
The results find that 73% (23/30) of the plans in the sample openly discuss the relationship between climate
change and natural disaster occurrence and intensity – often citing how planning for climate change is an
imperative to ensuring the community is becoming disaster resilient. Fifty-three percent (16/30) also include
strategies that are specifically designed to be viable in a climate altered future. Only one plan in the sample,
however, outlines an adaptive management process so that, as new climate information becomes available, it can
be integrated into the plan. And only three plans in the sample include specific strategies or a framework for
collaborating with surrounding municipalities to build regional resilience to climate-related disasters.
Overall, these results suggest that communities are finding ways to integrate climate change into their hazard
mitigation process, albeit, in a piecemeal way. Significant opportunity exist to holistically consider climate
change and its impact on natural disasters by doing things such as evaluating how climate change will impact the
probability of future disaster occurrences, using climate change as an evaluation criteria when selecting mitigation
strategies, and by working with regional colleagues to identify strategies that build multi-jurisdictional resilience
to climate change. These outcomes will be more likely when climate-related stakeholders are engaged in the
hazard mitigation planning process and when scholars from planning and climate ensure that local stakeholders
have the information and tools they need to effectively plan for climate change.
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This paper examines the relationship between perceived personal resilience and the expected response to
environmental hazard as it develops. During one of the worst droughts on record in Texas, the San Jacinto River
Authority (SJRA) developed a plan to use water in Lake Conroe to supplement ground water currently being used
in Montgomery County, Texas. Lake Conroe was built in the 1970s as an emergency water supply for the City of
Houston and the City of Houston owns the rights to two-thirds of the 100,000 acre-feet of available water, the is
controlled by the SJRA. It has historically been remarkably stable, with water levels remaining within four-feet of
full pond. The Groundwater Reduction Plan (GRP) develops a 30-year plan to increasingly use Lake water to
replace currently used groundwater and allow the county to continue to grow. Montgomery County has been one
of the fastest growing counties in the country. The plan calls for up to 25-, 50-, 75- and 100-thousand acre-feet of
water per year from Lake Conroe to be used starting in 2015, 2025, 2035, and 2045, respectively. A survey of 543
residents of lake communities was conducted in 2011. This survey developed an index of perceived personal
resilience, and expected response to the proposed GRP. The perceived personal resilience was assessed in terms
of the respondents reported ability to ‘persevere and persist’, ‘detect and avoid’, ‘recover from’, ‘be selfsufficient’, be ‘supportive’ in response to unwanted events or crises, and ‘actively participate’ in community
events. Expected response to the environmental threat of having less water in the lake was assessed in terms of 23
items in all; nine of these items consider various activities that people might do to deflect the action by opposing
the plan (fight) (e.g., ‘complaining,’ ‘writing letters’ to various officials, ‘hiring a lawyer’); another six item
consisted avoiding the problem by leaving (flight) (e.g., ‘consider selling,’ ‘putting property on the market’,
‘reducing asking price’, ‘move out’); the remaining eight items address the propensity to adapt to the new
environmental situation (adapt) by changing various behaviors (e.g., ‘water usage’, irrigation, ‘spending time’ at
the lake, ‘selling boat’, and ‘changing retirement plans’). The impact of perceived personal resilience and
perceived risk on expected response to the environmental hazard of increasingly less water in the lake and the
willingness to pay to avoid or have insurance for such hazards are compared. These are considered in the context
of lake operations and structure, trust of the SJRA and personal demographic characteristics of the respondent.
Preliminary results suggest that response behavior is impacted more by the perception of risk than perceived
personal resilience. This suggests that it is risk that drives behavior and perhaps that resilience is more important
in recovery.
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Community recovery from disasters is often considered as a function of the recovery of its various units—
households, businesses, and community institutions. Yet, little knowledge exists on how these units adjust to the
effects of the disaster and what paths they take to reestablish themselves. The reason for this is two-fold. First,
long-term recovery continues to be the least studied phase of the disaster cycle. And second, the few studies that
do this, examine recovery in a piecemeal fashion, often looking at one factor to the complete exclusion of others.
For instance, research has identified some factors as being critical to household recovery—the availability of jobs,
goods and services, and the levels of social and network capital, to name a few—but few studies look at all these
factors comprehensively or in a comparative light. What is missing from existing literature is a simultaneous
examination of all possible factors that contribute to household recovery. Such an approach can not only answer
questions such as, what do households do to recover from disasters, but also, what contributes most to their
recovery.
In this study, we examine and compare the effects of a household’s social capacity, economic capacity,
knowledge of aid institutions, and sense of urgency on its recovery in three counties in New York City following
2012’s Superstorm Sandy. A household’s economic capacity refers to its ability to find and sustain employment,
livelihood and earnings. Its social capacity refers to its ability to transform social assets such as sense of
community, social networks, and family support to expedite its decision processes. A household’s institutional
capacity refers to its ability to obtain aid and support from multi-sector organizations such as governments and
nonprofit organizations, while its sense of urgency is a combination of its constant re-prioritization of needs
(‘what first?’) and the desired timeliness of action (‘how soon?’).
Data for this study was collected through a random sample mail-in survey of 2,000 households in 15 zip codes of
New York City that were most affected by the hurricane. Survey data was collected over a four-month period in
Spring of 2015. Household surveys were supported by in-depth key informant interviews in Red Hook in
Brooklyn, The Rockaways in Queens, and Midland Beach in Staten Island. Research data was analyzed using
descriptive statistics, logistical regression analysis, and qualitative content analysis techniques. Preliminary
findings of the study indicate that while households most commonly depend primary social connections for aid
and information, it is their access to aid and information from secondary connections (government, etc.) that
contributes most to their recovery.
This study is funded by the National Science Foundation and is one component of a longitudinal study on
household and business recovery in New York after Sandy.
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TRANSLATING THE SCIENCE OF URBAN MICROCLIMATE INTO PLANNING THEORY AND
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My research offers a method for analyzing environmental consequences of policies such as zoning and design
guidelines with a focus on urban heat mitigation. The main research aim is coupling scientific ecosystem analysis
with planning policy making in the context of climate change. In my research I explored three main questions. (1)
How have different downtown development policies influenced their microclimates? (2) What are the main roots
of built environment differences –driving microclimate variations– in the planning and development process? And
(3) how should policies (zoning and design guidelines) be changed to mitigate urban heat in the Denver metro
area?
According to the urban heat literature, urban settings can increase temperature about one to four degrees Celsius
(EPA, 2008). Considering that average global temperature could increase by 4-6°C by the end of this century
(IPCC, 2013), cities need to be prepared for longer and more intense heat waves. The literature shows that the
effects of an urban heat on public health, environmental justice, energy and water consumption, and even social
life of public spaces are significant (Harlan et al., 2006, Akbari et al., 2005). Addressing urban heat problem is
one of main concerns in preparing climate action plans. However, related strategies are not translated to the
planning practice and regulations such as zoning and design guidelines. My research has addressed this gap
through simulation of complex relations between form and microclimate variables in high density urban areas.
I designed this research as a case study research through choosing two recently redeveloped downtown areas in
the Denver metro area: 29th Street Mall in Boulder, CO and Belmar in Lakewood, CO. The methods consist of
three main phases. In the first phase, I simulated the relationships between urban form elements and microclimate.
I carried out radiation and shade analysis using Rhino-Grasshopper; surface temperature is measured and analyzed
through analysis of ASTER images; wind circulation (speed and direction) and ambient temperature were
simulated using Envi-met. The first phase depicted the ways built environment elements and configurations
influence radiation gain/emission, temperature, and wind circulation. In the second phase, I analyzed the planning
and development process of each site through content analysis of policy documents, design/planning review
records, and newspapers. In addition, I interviewed key players involved in the design, review, and development
process of each site including city officials, developers, consultants, and local activists. The outcome of this phase
explained how planning process can produce two different form and quality. I used the variables extracted in the
first and second phases to understand why built environment is shaped in a way that mitigates or exacerbates
urban heat in different spots of each site. Through changing the form elements based on some scenarios and
rerunning the simulations, I tested the hypothesis that certain form elements could contribute to heat mitigation in
each site.
The results show that policies and regulations have caused significant microclimate variations in both sites.
Location and intensity of vegetation, permeable surfaces, building shade, and urban canyons have been the main
form elements shaping microclimate. I introduced some variables in the planning process explaining why these
form elements are used more effectively in one site. These variables include (1) flexibility of zoning as the basis
of planning regulations, (2) specificity of codes and design guidelines, (3) history of planning and conflict in each
context, (4) entrepreneurial approach in the local governments, (5) expertise of design review board, (5) expertise
of developer and consultant team, (6) and ownership and financing logistics. Although many regulations did not
intentionally address microclimate issues, elements that were considered for improving walkability contributed to
heat mitigation as well.
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Building urban resilience has attracted growing attention of both practitioners and researchers recently. Urban
resilience assessment can help planners understand the status of resilience in urban system and identify needs for
improving resilience capacities. The issues related to urban resilience are complex because different urban system
components such as ecosystem, socioeconomic system, institutional system or infrastructure system may be
affected; threats may come from different sources such as natural or human-induced disaster and may occur
suddenly or slowly such as extreme weather or graduate economic decline or climate change. In addition,
uncertainty is a constant factor in dealing with urban resilience. Consequently, different methods, frameworks and
techniques have been used in developing and measuring urban resilience by indicators or indices. Individual
urban resilience assessment often only focuses on one or few aspects of urban resilience. However, an urban
system consists of dynamically connected infrastructural, economic, social (Bettencourt, Rodriguez, & West,
2010) and ecological subsystems. Recent advance in urban resilience scholarship has led to an integrated
definition of urban resilience that emphases the importance of assessing resilient capacities of an urban system as
a whole (Meerow, Newell & Stults, 2016). Current urban resilience assessments are inconsistent and
underdeveloped in terms of assessing the integrated urban system to various threats at various uncertainties. In an
effort to address this deficiency we propose an Integrative Urban Resilience Index (IURI) to assess the general
resilience capacities for all threats. IURI considers different threats to different urban subsystems in one
framework and includes user’s preference (representing local knowledge) in constructing an integrated index of
urban resilience.
The paper starts with a comprehensive review of recent literature on urban resilience assessment, which
summarizes urban resilience definitions, assessment approaches, and indicators and indices. The relations to
vulnerability assessment and sustainable assessment are also included in the paper. Two databases are used as the
primary source of peer-reviewed papers and book chapters - Academic Search Complete
(https://www.ebscohost.com/academic/academic-search-complete) and ProQuest Research Library
(http://www.proquest.com/products-services/ProQuest-Research-Library.html). The search terms used include
“urban resilience assessment” “urban resilience evaluation”, “resilience assessment”, “urban resilience capacity”,
“urban mitigation” and “urban adaptation”. The literature is reviewed and a classification system is developed to
category them. From the review, major features of the IURI are identified.
Over eighty references are reviewed and divided into two distinct categories. References in the first category are

primarily on quantitative infrastructure resilience assessments in terms of a specific disaster by modeling and
Stochastic metric. References in the second category are resilience assessments of social-economic urban
subsystem in terms of human induced threats or climate change using multiple criteria decision-making method.
To improve the quality of urban resilience assessment the clear separation of these two categories must be
addressed. Therefore we propose that the IURI must cover all subsystems under urban context, and assess
effective ecological functions and valid economic and social abilities to increase capacities of absorption,
mitigation and adaptation that contribute to realizing pathways of urban resilience (Desouza & Flanery, 2013).
Major features of the IURI are developed.
Developing IURI is an effort to incorporate resilience capacities and spatial characters of planning and design in
allocating land resources and infrastructure in order to make a resilient city (Godschalk, 2003; Haimes, 2009).
The IURI structure is flexible and inclusive to promote public participation in selecting indicator set and assigning
weights in urban resilience assessment. More research is needed in prioritizing most vulnerable sectors, areas, and
threats in a particular city within an integrative framework. Direct relations between IURI and absorption,
mitigation or adaptation respectively must be explored.
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Environmental problems transcend traditional jurisdictional boundaries, and are therefore best addressed through
collective action (Ostrom 2005). Creating opportunities for collective action often requires that diverse groups of
stakeholders set aside their differences and recognize their interdependence. Facilitator-led, interest-based dispute
resolution can help groups of planning stakeholders shift from haggling over fixed positions (Brummans et al.
2008) to considering mutually beneficial tradeoffs (Shmueli, Kaufman, and Ozawa 2008), but how does astute
facilitation work, in the minute-by-minute flow of planning meetings, to support this transition? This research
identifies the ways in which professional facilitators enabled individuals to reconsider the institutional
interrelationships as they composed a plan for improved water quality on Cape Cod, Massachusetts (Milz 2015).
Cape Cod has encountered problems with their watershed health resulting from large quantities of wastewater
entering into their hydrological system. The scale of the pollution has necessitated the coordination of the various
towns, as these problems had to be addressed at the level at which they were created. In order to examine the
ways in which planning groups on the Cape approached this problem, we analyzed video records of participatory
planning workshops held between September 2013 and May 2014. Conversations from these meetings was coded
to determine how participants were reconsidering institutional relationships on the Cape and how these
conversations were supported or impeded by professional facilitators. Fine-grained analysis of the particular
conversations showed how individuals shifted between and across institutional levels as they identified
opportunities to realign the institution with their water resource.

The Cape is not unique. Complex environmental problems, like water quality degradation, continue to challenge
planning processes because the sources are diffuse and the benefits of action are distributed inequitably. Actors
within collective action arenas must learn how to coordinate action. This is especially important, as it has shown
that there will be an increasing need for coordination among agencies across jurisdictional scales in order to
effectively manage emerging environmental issues (Opdam et al., 2015). The activities analyzed here will show
planners and stakeholders in other locations how to reconsider institutional relationships to promote a shift to
collection action. Moreover, a close look at how facilitators shift discussions will illustrate how astute facilitation
can promote conversational shifts away from fixed, individual positions.
(NOTE: I was encouraged to submit my abstract for consideration after exchanging correspondence with the
Conference Director and Conference Committee Chair. However, they requested I include a note to explain my
situation. I am a non-traditional undergraduate student at SUNY Plattsburgh and have had the opportunity to work
on this research with a faculty member Dr. Daniel C. Milz. We concluded that since I will be moving on to
Graduate school after completion of this degree that submitting an abstract for consideration would be a valuable
experience for me to have. I am very excited to have the opportunity to be able to be evaluated alongside
individuals in Graduate and Doctoral programs for acceptance into this conference.)
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Cities are increasingly experiencing climate change impacts, and many are including climate projections in longterm planning. Climate change adaptation planning research to date has mostly analyzed the experiences of early
adapter cities and multilevel governance structures. Early adapter cities’ experiences show that local governments
face significant barriers to formulating and implementing climate adaptation plans, including competing policy
priorities, limited authority over infrastructure and social service systems, and the lack of clear roles and
responsibilities for climate adaptation across national, state, and local governments.
Effectively engaging the public on climate change remains both a theoretical and practical challenge for planners
around the world. Climate change has typically been framed as an environmental issue. However, recent research
has begun to explore alternative frames of climate change, including public health, national security, and
economic development. These frames may be more effective for engaging multiple publics than the
environmental or political frames that currently pervade the climate change discourse. In particular, when climate
change is presented as a human health issue, research shows that even publics skeptical of climate science find the

information to be salient and legitimate.
In response to this reality, the MIT Science Impact Collaborative designed a role-play simulation, in which
participants assume different roles such as City Manager and the Director of Public Health, to debate and
recommend policy decisions to the fictional city of Mapleton in preparing for the future health impacts of climate
change. The role-play simulation is played in public engagement workshops involving Cambridge residents in
facilitated discussions of the climate risks described in the city’s most recent Climate Vulnerability Assessment.
Workshop participants register online for the workshops. Within the online registration platform, a randomized
survey experiment tests whether the framing of climate change as a public health issue, in comparison to an
environmental issue, influences Cambridge residents’ thinking about climate risks and policy support for local
climate adaptation.
By analyzing both the online survey experiments and role-play simulation workshop outcomes, this paper
examines the efficacy and limitations of incorporating a public health perspective in local climate change
adaptation planning with the following research question:
Does increased knowledge of the likely public health impacts of climatic events, such as heat waves and coastal
storms, result in individual and public learning about climatic risks and local climate change adaptation priorities?
Furthermore, how can we estimate the magnitude of these effects?
In essence, this paper analyzes the effects of two interventions: a framing experiment and a role-play simulation,
in 1) increasing subject matter knowledge of local climatic events, 2) increasing concern about local climate
change risks, and 3) increasing support for local climate change adaptation action.
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Moving swiftly to high levels of renewable energy adoption requires enabling technology and, perhaps most
importantly, the right suite of incentives. Time varying pricing attempts to gain efficiencies by encouraging users
to shift their energy consumption to times when rates, and costs, are relatively low. This is increasingly relevant
with high levels of intermittent renewable energy adoption. Ideally, these pricing schemes provide incentive for
electricity users to shift their load to times of day that coincide with periods when more renewable resources are
available. Depending on the pricing scheme, this can help provide a better match of demand to available
renewable supplies in the aggregate or even on a minute-to-minute basis.
Time varying pricing for electricity has been tested and used by utilities in the U.S. and abroad for decades –

mostly with the aim of bringing down costly peak demand. With renewable energy adoption, dynamic pricing
throughout all periods of the day is becoming more important. This is certainly the case in Hawaii where already
large amounts of generation from renewable energy are being “curtailed,” or thrown away due in part to poor
pricing. Hawaii has set an ambitious goal of getting to 100% of net electricity sales through renewable energy by
the year 2045 – and “getting the prices right” is a vital component to the effective integration of renewable energy
and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
This research asks the questions: How will consumers in Hawaii respond to time varying pricing (both block rates
and dynamic pricing)? What is the ability of consumers to shift load, and how does that vary based on income
group? What is the role of electricity usage information and technology in aiding consumer ability to adjust loads?
How will consumer load shifting result in changes in operations of the electrical grid and, ultimately, greenhouse
gas emissions mitigation?
To answer these questions, a dual modeling platform will be used. The first will be based on the construction of a
consumer utility model, using customer-level electricity data for the counties of Oahu, Hawaii and Maui. The
model will differentiate between consumers who have participated in a pilot “smart-meter” program, and those
that have not. The calibration of consumer sensitivity to electricity prices, both in terms of conservation (or
additional usage) and shifting between times of day, will be informed by the broader literature. In addition,
because the data will be spatially explicit, consumer characteristics like income, can be explored through
additional census data.
This model will feed into an existing dynamic optimization model of Hawaii’s electricity generation units. The
model is calibrated to all existing generation units in Hawaii and projects into the future based on operating
constraints and renewable energy policy targets (see Coffman and Bernstein 2015). This model will be used to
assess the impacts to generation portfolio, electricity costs, and greenhouse gas emissions, as a result of consumer
adoption of time varying rates.
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THE ROLE OF URBAN TREE LOCATION, SPATIAL CONFIGURATION, AND DENSITY IN HEAT
ISLAND MITIGATION, ECOSYSTEM SERVICE PROVISIONING, AND TREE SURVIVABILITY
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The metabolism of cities is on the verge of considerable change. Globally, cities are experiencing two concurrent
phenomena that are contributing to this change: a mass influx of population and extreme weather events in the
form of heat, drought, and precipitation. Climate change is expected to have a concentrated effect on cities where

high mass and low albedo surfaces contribute to the urban heat island effect, especially in cities that are
experiencing a massive growth in population. In an effort to mitigate urban heat island and improve comfort,
several cities are expanding tree planting programs. Million-tree planting campaigns are underway in North
American cities like Miami, Los Angeles, Denver and New York and in international cities like Shanghai,
London, and Ontario. Despite these planting programs, Nowak and Greenfield (2011) note that overall tree
canopy cover in the US has been declining. Although the ecosystem service and heat island mitigation potential of
urban trees has been well documented (Norton et al., 2015; McPherson et al., 1997; Stewart and Oke, 2012), what
is less well-understood is precisely how variations in urban tree location, spatial configuration, and density might
be manipulated to optimize urban heat island mitigation, ecosystem service provision, and tree survivability. Little
thought has been given to when, where, and in what combinations trees might have the greatest impact in an
urban setting, even fewer studies have focused on tree survivability as a potential strategy. In fact, tree
establishment and longevity must be considered when assessing the long-term success of any urban planting
program (Koeser et. al., 2014).
In this paper, we examine the location and spatial configuration of urban trees and their impact on ecosystem
services, tree survivability, and urban heat island mitigation. We hope to establish when, and at what scale and
density, do trees most impact environmental conditions? Can we design tree locations that optimize for heat island
mitigation, ecosystem services, and tree survivability? Our objective is to improve planning and urban
development decisions by providing a context for understanding these complex relationships.
To do this, we integrate several modeling environments within an urban metabolism framework: i) an urban
microclimate model (EnviMet), ii) a land use change model (LEAM), iii) a building energy simulation model
(eQuest); and an ecosystems services model (ARIES). We use the integration of these models to determine the
impact of tree type, planting design, and location on ecosystem services and survivorship. The study area is
established based on local climate zones within the Chicago-metro area. Our preliminary results show that the
location, density and configuration of urban trees is critical to the success of urban tree planting programs.
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Physical exposure to floods is only one factor in the overall flooding vulnerability of any site. Past flooding events
have shown that areas with high concentrations of built structures, economic activity and vulnerable residents
possess a heightened risk of devastation, and an amplified need for response and recovery efforts. Likewise,
previous studies have called for more comprehensive measures of flood vulnerability that assess, not only
physical exposure to floods, but also susceptibility (when social systems are put at risk by flooding), and
resilience, or the stability of system efficiency in response to a flooding event. The following study responds to
this need by developing a multi-criteria flood vulnerability index (MCFVI) to evaluate spatial variations in
comprehensive flooding vulnerability by weighing four key components of vulnerability: 1) physical; 2) built
environment; 3) economic; and 4) social vulnerability. Each component score is measured by analyzing a broad
set of geographic variables that take into account the exposure, susceptibility and resiliency of flooding for each
of these vulnerability components. A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was conducted for each set of
component variables. The percentage of variance explained by each resulting principal component was multiplied
by principal component scores and then summed to produce a spatially discrete flooding vulnerability measure for
each of the four measured components of flooding vulnerability. The resultant scores are combined and present
into two different ways for three rural and suburban municipalities outside of Rochester, New York, using
Geographic Information Systems and projected as raster layers at a resolution of 30 meters. One way is to apply a
final PCA and subsequently scored using similar methods to yield a spatially discrete comprehensive flooding
vulnerability score. The other way is to create four-digit numbers between ‘0000’ to ‘9999’ for each grid cell, and
each digit number denotes vulnerability of each flood vulnerability component in order. Results of the MCFVI
have proven helpful in the formulation of policy recommendations and prioritization of public investments in
attempts to maximize concurrent benefits of floodplain conservation, flood abatement, water quality and
ecosystem services in these communities.
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Central Theme: Our study explores the different local government drivers of planning for sustainability
challenges at the local, regional, and global levels represented by natural hazards, watershed protection, and
climate change mitigation plans respectively. The literature describes a variety of drivers for environmental plans.
Homsy and Warner (2015) mentioned fiscal capacity, homeowners, city governments' cost saving interests and
civic capacity as some factors for the sustainable policy adoption. Conroy and Iqbal's (2009) three-state study
found that sustainability activities increased when officials were familiar with and discussed the concept, and set
sustainability development goals. Brody and Highfield (2005) found that funding, sanctions for regulation failure,

regular updates, and monitoring were associated with environmental planning in Florida.
Methodology and Results: We use data from our New York State local government planning services survey (n=
355) that asked planners the importance of various potential drivers in the decision to make three kinds of
environmental plans. Three multivariate logistic regression models reveal how different factors impact
planmaking around local, regional, and global challenges: natural hazards are local, watershed protection is
regional, and climate change mitigation is a global issue. In terms of local sustainability issues, we find that
capacity is important as top-down governmental funding and knowledge sharing with another municipality push
local natural hazard planning. Business groups (e.g. chamber of commerce), perhaps because of their more
regional perspective, along with having municipal staff specifically tasked with sustainability issues drive
watershed protection planning. Global climate mitigation planning requires a top-down push (in the form of state
or federal funding) and the direct involvement of citizens. Our finding that there are different drivers for different
scales of environmental plans fill an important gap in our understanding of sustainability policymaking.
Relevance: Many studies have focused on broad environmental, comprehensive, or sustainability plans. By
examining more specific sustainability plans, we find that different drivers are important depending upon the
scale of the challenge. This understanding is important to fine tuning urban theories of change as well as to
provide policymakers with more relevant ways to shape different sustainability policies.
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The environmental justice movement emerged in the 1980s to protest the siting of hazardous waste and polluting
industrial facilities in economically and racially marginalized neighborhoods in the United States (Mohai and
Sara, 2007). Since the concepts of environmental justice and environmental equity were introduced to South
Korea in mid-1990s, most studies have focused on theoretical debate of environmental justice, which was not
well-connected with actual policies.
This study investigates the density of TRI (Toxic Release Inventory) facilities and release of hazardous substances
of all 230 local jurisdictions in South Korea. Total 2,985 TRI facilities of 2010 and their releases were examined
for spatial distribution and the relationship between the number of TRI and the amount of toxic releases and
socioeconomic and regional characteristics using statistical modeling and Geographic Information System (GIS).
Distance of average nearest neighbors, kernal density and hotspots were utilized in spatial analysis of sites of
hazardous facilities to identify spatial clusters. To consider spatial autocorrelation of the sites, we employ spatial
regression models to determine whether the number of TRI facilities and the amount of toxic release in a given

community are correlated with socio-economic, racial, political and land use-related variables. Moreover, this
study addresses the effect of political empowerment on the siting of hazardous s facilities in South Korea because
few empirical studies have investigated this beyond anecdotal evidence.
These analyses revealed that the number of TRI facilities and their release of hazardous substances have steadily
increased, but that they are disproportionately distributed spatially in Korea. Some jurisdictions of Gyeonggi
province on the outskirts of Seoul were found to be hotspots for TRI facilities, while jurisdictions in Ulsan city
and Gyeongsangnam province were hotspot clusters for toxic release. Spatial regression models show that there
are strong and statistically significant associations with minority population proportion, political participation, and
land use and population density on both the number of TRI facilities and their pollutant release. The number of
TRI facilities and their releases are positively associated with minorities and industrial areas and negative
association with education attainment, voter turnout, population density, and commercial areas in South Korea.
These results support the call to reform environmental policy, and indicate that racial issues should be of critical
consideration for environmental justice in South Korea. However, economic status of community (property tax)
were not determinants influencing on the number of TRI and the amount of toxic releases. These results indicate
that the siting TRI facilities is not related to economic status of people, but related to sociopolitical factor.
Communities with less sociopolitical power (lower political participation rate) have fewer resources and less
access to decision makers than do communities with more people with higher educated people and higher political
participation rate that would enable them to effectively lobby to keep out unwanted placements of TRI facilities
(Hamilton 1995; Hird and Reese 1998).
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The challenges to effective recovery from disasters are well documented in the literature (e.g. Rubin 2009). A key
question for planners in a community affected by a disaster is asked by Haas et al in one of the first systematic
analyses of the disaster recovery process, Reconstruction Following Disaster (1977): “Immediately after a
disaster, public officials almost always speak of rebuilding to ‘make this city better than ever.’ But if this is to
happen, how does it develop?” (p. xv, emphasis in original). There is very little planning-centered research that
directly addresses this question (Kim and Olshansky 2014). Building a detailed knowledge base of best practices
through in-depth analysis of recovery cases in real time is thus critical to understanding how planning can enrich
post-disaster decision-making.
Superstorm Sandy struck the east cost of the United States on October 29, 2012. Causing losses of $68 billion in
the United States, it was the second costliest hurricane in US history after Hurricane Katrina, with the states of
New York ($33 billion losses) and New Jersey ($30 billion losses) most seriously affected. This paper examines
long-term recovery from Sandy through a planning lens, illustrating the variety of approaches that the federal
government, the states of New York and New Jersey and local municipalities and NGO’s have employed to

rebuild from Sandy while simultaneously addressing pre-existing planning-related issues and considering future
sustainability and resilience goals. The paper consists of seven case studies comparing the recovery process across
regional geography and levels of government: 1) Federal, 2) New York State, 3) New Jersey, 4) New York City,
5) Hoboken, NJ, 6) Long Beach, NY, and 7) a citizen-led effort in New York City called Staten Island Imagines
(“SImagines”).
The study asks three simple but important questions: First, what was the planning response to Sandy? Second,
what have been the successes and challenges of those efforts? And most importantly, how can these lessons help
train planners for the growing challenges of effective disaster recovery (Schwab 2014)? We address these
questions through extensive analysis of planning documents, field observations and interviews with over 40
planners and policymakers involved in Sandy recovery. The goal of the paper is, first, to better understand how
planning has been used as a tool to direct recovery resources and, second, to add to the knowledge base of
effective recovery, mitigation and resilience-building approaches.
This research confirms much of the existing theory about the interplay between planning and disaster recovery. It
also adds to this knowledge base in two important ways. First, the study provides rich detail about the varied,
innovative, and largely effective planning approaches taken by various entities across the Sandy region. Second, it
illustrates some of the key challenges that recovery planners will continue to face when attempting to develop
useful place-based strategies within the constraints of federal funding policies, which is the main source of
recovery funding. One key challenge, for instance, has been the fact that significant portions of the building stock
and housing tenure types in the Sandy region do not fit well into the federal government’s existing recovery
funding formulas. Another has been the complexity of coordinating recovery across the hundreds of jurisdictional
boundaries that divide the region. These and other challenges faced by recovery planners in the Sandy region –
and the approaches planners have created to address them – provide critically useful, tangible and timely lessons
that will continue to inform disaster related policy and planning.
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The objective of this research is to evaluate the use of state and federal pollution data in assessing facility
exposure to flood hazards in coastal industrial communities in New Jersey. The researchers analyzed alternative
statistical and geospatial methods to identify geographic areas of concern across different spatial scales. Then, the
researchers met with governmental and non-governmental emergency management and planning stakeholders to
understand how the data could enhance current planning processes. Our research suggests that stakeholders find

value in using pollutant data that specifically reflects exposure pathways for flood waters. Stakeholder perceptions
and geographic scales influence data analysis and visualization preferences. Practically, we find that consistency
in representation of pollutant data across state, county, and municipal planning processes has benefits, but may
not most effectively respond to different concerns among stakeholder groups.
Individuals can obtain publicly available data for pollutant emissions through voluntary state and federal
environmental disclosure programs, as well as permitting and enforcement programs. For example, researchers
have used the Toxics Reduction Inventory to evaluate corporate environmental performance and to study
community exposures to potentially harmful air, water, and terrestrial emissions (Harrington et al., 2014).
Polluted waters from flood events can exacerbate the daily exposure of community residents and workers to
environmental hazards. Event based exposures may be magnified in communities that exhibit characteristics of
social vulnerability, with adverse implications for community health (Cutter, et al., 2003; Koks, et al., 2015).
Planners undertake planning processes that consider the future benefits and risk of industrial waterfront
development. Sea level rise may cause flooding that is more frequent and has greater magnitude in future decades
(Kopp et al., 2014). While increased future flood frequency and magnitude implies a greater likelihood of
exposure for waterfront facilities, past coastal storms have already exposed industrial waterfront facilities in New
Jersey to flooding of unexpected magnitudes that planners must consider. However, facilities that appear to pose a
large environmental burden on a community may not pose waterborne pollution risks during flood events.
Conversely, facilities that may not pose environmental burdens from airborne emissions or terrestrial emissions
may pose significant risks in flood events. Our research contributes to the development of methodological
approaches to enhance land use and hazard mitigation planning processes through the inclusion of social and
environmental data that specifically reflects waterborne pollutant flood hazards (Highfield, Peacock, & Van
Zandt, 2014).
The researchers reviewed current hazard mitigation plans and land use plans in New Jersey coastal communities
to propose areas for integrating facility pollution information. Using historic flood extents, current flood maps,
and sea level rise inundation models, the project team analyzed several geospatial modeling and statistical
techniques to evaluate clusters of exposed facilities. The researchers then interviewed community planning,
emergency management and public health officials located in clusters with high concentrations of potentially
exposed facilities to discuss pollutants of concern, industry classifications, and other variables that may be helpful
in identifying potential facility exposure to flood hazards. Our results suggest that the utility of pollution
prevention and environmental permitting data is dependent on the jurisdiction and the mission of the institutions
represented by the different stakeholders. However, discussions that centered specifically on flood risk and
waterborne exposures suggest a need for combining information across several data sets, as opposed to relying on
data from a single program, or viewing data from different programs independent of one another. We conclude by
discussing the enduring need to make data available, along with complimentary training to make those data usable
for different stakeholders, in order to more effectively plan for hazards.
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Throughout the United States, local land use decisions are made primarily by public officials (i.e., plan
commissioners), who often lack training, expertise, and professional experience in land use planning. Plan
commissioners’ decisions significantly impact the character of their communities for decades to come. While they
may value environmental sustainability, plan commissioners often approve residential developments that
negatively impact the natural environment more so than alternative designs might. Local planning staff, who
provide recommendations to the plan commissions, have great opportunities to influence decisions and the
implementation of environmentally sustainable residential development practices. Yet, empirical work examining
both planner and plan commissioner perspectives on environmentally sustainable residential development does
not exist, even though the perspectives of planners or plan commissioners on different residential development
patterns and on environmental impacts of residential development have been studied by several scholars
(Bowman et al., 2012; Crick and Prokopy, 2009; Kaplan et al., 2008; Ryan, 2006). This paper aims to help fill
that gap in the literature.
I present findings from a study conducted in Waukesha County, located in southeastern Wisconsin. In 2013, we
interviewed 27 municipal and county planning staff and 31 plan commissioners on their perspectives and
practices concerning alternative forms of residential development to conventional low-density, large lot, land useseparated, and automobile-dependent residential developments. We also asked these professionals about their
concern for the environment and the importance of environmental sustainability for themselves.
The preliminary findings suggest that in general planners and plan commissioners have limited understanding of
how various site features in a residential development and how alternative development patterns impact the
natural environment. They also have limited knowledge of strategies that would promote environmentally
sensitive and sustainable residential development: around a quarter of the planners and plan commissioners
interviewed could not provide any strategy apart from provision of open space in a particular development. The
study finds that the most common residential development type implemented as an alternative to low-density,
automobile-dependent conventional development is conservation subdivision design, which clusters residences in
smaller lots in order to protect subdivision land in shared open spaces. Yet, the communities differ significantly in
their implementation of the design, and the planners and the plan commissioners differ in their understanding and
assessment of the potential benefits of the design. According to the study, when compared to plan commissioners,
planners are better able to articulate residential development that would be more environmentally sensitive and
sustainable. Moreover, staff with formal planning training appear to value independency from the automobile
more so than others in promoting environmentally sustainable residential development.
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Solar energy has recently become the topic of vigorous policy debate in many states across the country. While
supporters point to the variety of environmental and other benefits that solar energy can provide, opponents
contend that increased use of solar energy – specifically distributed, net-metered solar photovoltaic (PV) systems
– would pose costly technical challenges for electric utilities, ultimately leading to higher electricity prices for
consumers.
This paper will address one of the fundamental arguments used by electric utility and fossil-fuel interests to push
back against the growth of solar energy: that an excess of net-metered solar PV could damage the electric grid at
times when power production from PV panels exceeds power demand on a given distribution circuit. While this
concern does have conceptual merit, little is understood about the level of PV market penetration that could cause
this problem, or about the cost effectiveness of smart grid or energy storage solutions that could mitigate the
problem.
This paper is part of a larger interdisciplinary research project to simulate the effects of varying levels of PV
market penetration on a hypothetical electrical distribution network in Virginia, and to evaluate how those
potential negative impacts could be mitigated through energy storage and smart grid applications. The modeling
itself is to be done by faculty from the Electrical and Computer Engineering program at our university. The
planning components of our analysis, which are the subject of this abstract submission, are as follows:
• Use GIS analysis to develop a database of building stock in the area around the target electrical sub-station on
which the distribution network simulation model will be based.
• Estimate energy and power demands in the identified study area using data from federal residential and
commercial building energy consumption surveys, based on methodologies derived in prior planning studies
(Andrews et. al., 2016; Pitt, 2013).
• Overlay the aforementioned building-level GIS data with LiDAR remote sensing data on solar energy insolation
to estimate the solar power and energy production potential of individual buildings in the study area (Ko and
Radke, 2014).
• Demonstrate the density of installed solar PV systems within the study area that would correspond to multiple
PV market penetration scenarios: the current average market penetration in Virginia (installed PC capacity equals
around 0.2% of peak power demand), the maximum currently allowed by Virginia law (1% of peak power
demand) and other scenarios (e.g., 5% or 10% of peak power demand).
The computer simulations would then evaluate the effects of those PV scenarios on the electric distribution
network associated with the modeled electrical substation. This conference paper would focus on the implications
of those results for public policy and, in particular, urban planning. It will discuss the results in the context of
existing literature on the relationships among zoning, urban form, and solar energy use (Niemasz et al., 2013;
O’Brien et al., 2010). Of particular interest to planning practice will be the question of whether negative impacts
can be minimized by locating solar PV on commercial buildings, where daily demand patterns better sync with
PV system production.
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Communities are encouraged to adopt a resilience approach to planning so they can better understand the
vulnerabilities, capacities, operations, and resources that may affect their susceptibility to hazards such as flood
disasters, and the associated impacts. The planning goal is not simply to reduce system vulnerabilities or sustain a
certain level of urban services, but also to develop practical means for communities to cope with change and
uncertainty. In recent years, planning practitioners, emergency managers, and local decision-makers have been
tasked with finding ways to operationalize this goal and supplement traditional development plans and risk
management programs with adaptation strategies that enhance community resilience to floods. The challenge,
however, is to model resilience in ways that are relevant for local decision-makers and land use planning and
urban design practitioners.
Using spatial theoretical principles developed in landscape ecology, the concept of spatial resilience offers a
practical interpretation for land use planning and design (Cumming, 2011). According to Cumming, just as
pattern-function relationships are suitable for describing the integrity of ecological systems, they are also suitable
for describing the integrity of social systems. Therefore, another way of enhancing community disaster resilience
is by preventing the critical loss of desirable attributes in the spatial distribution of land uses, structures, and
natural amenities of urban systems. Although many competing models have addressed the relationships between
risk, protection (or mitigation) and resilience, few authors have incorporated interactions with the local spatial
environment, noting challenges with identifying relevant ecological measures, or their focus on human-social
systems.
This research paper proposes a risk-protection-function model of community resilience to floods for land use
planning based on the idea that location, landscape pattern and context contribute to resilience. This article
follows a three-step approach in the development of the proposed model. First, using interpretations of resilience
from psychology and ecology, I cover the evolution of the concept of disaster resilience in the field of natural
hazard mitigation. As part of the analysis, I also review current approaches for measuring community resilience.
Next, I identify knowledge gaps of the current understanding of disaster resilience and demonstrate the relevance
of a spatial approach to operationalize the concept for policy and land use planning and design. Drawing on
results from empirical studies of the impacts of land cover patterns on floods (e.g., Alberti et al., 2007; Lorente,
2011) and the effectiveness of flood mitigation and sustainable development policies (e.g., Brody et al., 2009;
Stevens, Berke & Song, 2010), I differentiate types of place-based, hydrological functional roles that various
elements of the physical environment have during a flood disaster event. In order to link empirical and theoretical
ideas, the model I propose is presented as a loss function of spatially explicit pre-disaster attributes of community
disaster resilience. Specifically, I outline relevant links of association between risk, mitigation, and context factors

that are known to (or expected to) moderate flood damages. As a final step, I discuss the benefits and practical
applications of the proposed risk-protection-function integrated model of disaster resilience for land use planning.
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Annual energy consumption in the U.S. grew rapidly from 2.5 million Gigawatt Hours (GWh) in the 1980s to 4
million GWh in the early 2000s (EIA 2015). As a promising strategy to help enhance energy security and reduce
emissions from fossil fuels, Renewable Energy (RE) has been promoted by several federal initiatives, such as the
Energy Policy Act (EPACT) in 2005, the U.S. Climate Action Plan 2013, and Clean Power Plan 2015. As of
2014, 10% of U.S. energy consumption comes from renewable sources (EIA 2015). To be more widely adopted
and financially viable in the long term, however, RE needs to demonstrate economic benefits in addition to
environmental gains.
This study hypothesizes that increasing the energy supply from renewable resources can contribute to stabilizing
and lowering local electricity prices, which arguably plays an important role in regional economic
competitiveness (European Commission 2014). Some European studies have linked the RE development with
retail and wholesale electricity prices (Gulli and Balbo 2015, Sisodia et al. 2015, Ketterer 2014). However, such
analyses are still missing in the U.S., especially at the regional and local level, where the next level of RE
adoption and implementation needs to be made (Carley et al. 2011). Variations of region-specific factors (e.g.,
state-level RE policy support, industry structure, and alternative energy sources) are not captured in existing
studies.
This U.S. county-level analysis controls region-specific factors of energy production as well as time effects.
Therefore two-way fixed effect models are adopted in the statistical analysis. Given electricity prices are set at
different rates by end user/sector, four different models are developed for the residential, commercial, and
industrial sectors as well as all sectors. The electricity price, measured in both annual average and variance, is
adopted as the dependent variable. In addition, 14 independent variables of four general categories (i.e., electricity
generation portfolio, electricity production factors, market size and structure, and policy support) are developed.
Data are collected from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Energy Information
Administration, and Department of Energy. Based on data availability, panel data are constructed for 1,024
counties from 2002 to 2013.

Initial results confirmed our hypothesis that an increasing share of electricity from RE sources was associated
with lower county-level electricity prices. The study also found statistical significance of state-level Renewable
Portfolio Standard (RPS) programs; more active and larger size of RPS programs contributed to lower electricity
prices. It suggests that local and regional policy support is also important for the successful development of RE.
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Disaster debris refers to scattered materials that have been broken, destroyed, or misplaced by disasters (FEMA,
2012). Local municipal capacities are often instantly overwhelmed by the quantity of debris after a major disaster
(Fetter & Rakes, 2011). The EPA (2008) estimates that every one million cubic yards of debris will lessen the life
of a landfill by approximately five years. The debris management process is marked by an extreme complexity
with a myriad of stakeholders. Without a clear understanding of roles and responsibilities, the process is often
exacerbated with increased time and costs for debris removal. The literature cites the importance of pre-disaster
debris management plans in serving as a tool to abate the chaos brought on by the uncertainty of disasters.
Reinhart and McCreanor (1999) describe the consequences that Kauai County, Hawaii faced by not being
prepared for the debris management needs prior to the 1992 calamity known as Hurricane Iniki. Furthermore, the
EPA first released a report in 1995 on debris management planning in an effort to encourage communities to
develop pre-disaster debris management plans. The updated version provides specific case studies of counties
across the United States that noted the benefits of such plans (EPA, 2008).
Although the literature suggests that the presence of local debris management plans are beneficial, there does not
appear to be any research that attempts to quantify this. The following study aims to examine how having a plan
makes disaster debris management effective and efficient as well as to identify optimal plan characteristics
through a mixed methods approach. Ninety-five counties in the United States who received major disaster
declarations between 2012-2015 were surveyed to examine the quality of their debris management processes.
Forty-nine of these counties had debris management plans while forty-six did not. Statistical tests were conducted
to address discrepancies in the effectiveness and efficiency of the debris management processes between the two
groups. Such tests were able to conclude that counties with pre-disaster debris management plans were more
effective, but only partially confirmed that these counties were more efficient than counties without such plans.
Four counties who indicated effective and efficient debris management plans in their surveys were selected as
case studies and visited by the researcher. Open-ended interviews were conducted with the county emergency
management directors and other staff members that worked on the debris management processes in an effort to
identify the characteristics of an optimal debris management plan. The study uses these characteristics as well as

guidelines put forth by FEMA and the EPA to develop a rubric for evaluating debris management plans. This plan
evaluation rubric is then applied to the debris management plans of fifteen counties.
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In cities that are pursuing climate change adaptation actions, transnational actors and networks are critical
catalysts for financing programs, generating public awareness, and legitimizing the planning agenda. In Asia,
notable examples of these transnational actors include the Rockefeller Foundation, the Asian Development Bank,
the U.S. Agency for International Development, the United Nations Development Programme, and their affiliated
transnational municipal networks such as the Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN) and
100 Resilient Cities. These networks have strongly advocated for programs that integrate and support climate
change adaptation, economic growth, and spatial development, arguing that combining these objectives will help
ensure the long-term resilience of cities. However, scholars of urban climate change adaptation have yet to
understand whether such external interventions have long-lasting effects on the sustainability and
institutionalization of climate adaptation programs, particularly when placed in context with competing urban
development priorities across the global South. Furthermore, there is a particular gap in theorizing how
transnationally-support decision-making and planning efforts translate into spatial development interventions on
the ground, such as in terms of the distribution of early warning systems, constructing new resilience
infrastructures, and facilitating community access to basic services.
In this paper, I draw on experiences from three secondary cities in India - Surat in Gujarat, Indore in Madhya
Pradesh, and Bhubaneswar in Odisha - to comparatively assess the multi-level political, institutional, and financial
dynamics that link local adaptation governance processes with their supporting transnational actors and
institutions. I build upon a theoretical framework that encompasses recent advancements in spatializing multilevel governance, and draw on foundational theories of urban political economy to note that the horizontal and
vertical 'stretching' of climate change governance is inextricably linked to spatial and infrastructural planning
outcomes. The methodology includes comparative multi-scale case studies that draw on document analysis,
participant observation, and semi-structured interviews with planners, engineers, development workers, and
government officials at the local, regional, national, and transnational scales. The analysis of the data focuses on
understanding how transnational finance, political rhetoric, decision-making forums, and planning and design
guidelines affect the spatial distribution of risk management infrastructures, adaptation pilot projects and
experiments, and the reconstitution of local social, economic, and political services.
I find that current urban governance capacity deficits in India indeed allow external actors to intervene in
catalyzing climate adaptation, but this relationship becomes more dialectical farther into the planning and
implementation stages. Urban climate governance relies on processes of translation, which are systems of policy
and planning pathways characterized by the co-production of knowledge, co-creation of options, and interinstitutionalization of standards, practices, and behaviors. A particular actor's ability to exert authority over how

climate adaptation is financed, bureaucratized, and built across the urban landscape then yields different spatial
patterns of climate change adaptation. This finding therefore reasserts the role of urban actors and associating
political interactions operating within the multi-level climate change governance regime and the global
marketplace for climate finance. The paper also contributes to furthering theories of power politics within multilevel governance arrangements, and towards new theories of space and scale when connecting transnational actors
with urban planning and policy-making outcomes.
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The impacts of climate change - including storm surges, sea level rise and coastal flooding, heatwaves, and
drought - threaten health and safety, livelihoods, and critical services and systems in urban centers (IPCC 2013).
Urban planning research is specifically concerned with how cities might adapt to these impacts, especially the
intertwined hazards stemming from environmental impacts of climate change, and urban development conditions
due to absent or errant planning. Watershed management and river rights, infrastructure and service provisioning,
and land use and growth controls - key factors in adaptation planning - are primarily problems of urban
governance and spatial politics.
But researchers face contradictions between multiscalar climate change impacts and territorial governance and
politics. On the one hand, climate planning research tends to rely on concepts and methods constrained to fixed
territorial boundaries - often the scale of the city, within the nation state. This is reinforced by the city-centric
discourse of the so-called Urban Age (Brenner and Schmid 2014). "World cities" and coalitions of economic and
ecological interests now position themselves as obvious places and actors to address climate change threats. This
often results in infrastructural unevenness and exclusionary "premium ecological enclaves" (Hodson and Marvin
2010).
On the other hand, researchers confront the increasingly complex organization of global environmental
governance. Carbon targets are negotiated through multilateral frameworks (UNFCCC), receiving input from a
global scientific body (IPCC). Alongside, new networks of cities, transnational corporations, and NGOs, such as
C40 Cities, are reshaping urban governance (Bulkeley et al. 2014). And, processes of urban policy making are
crossing scales and levels, and accelerating, what researchers call "fast policy regimes" (Peck 2011), and the
"inter-referencing" of urban models (Roy and Ong 2011).

Too little attention has been paid to the ways in which such scalar questions define urban adaptation possibilities
and outcomes. In particular, the interrelationships between, 1) the nested and overlapping biophysical scales of
urban ecological change, 2) the multiscalar, multilevel global-urban networks of environmental planning and
urban development, through which ideas, influence, and capital flow, and 3) the fragmented and contested
political scales of urban governance, including often marginalized sociopolitical counter-practices (themselves
multiscalar and networked), determine the motivations, objectives, and effectiveness of climate plans, and their
uneven impacts on the ground.
This paper provides theoretical precision to the issue of scales in urban adaptation research. It develops a
conceptual framework to understand and explain the relationships between physical, political, and networked, in
the production and implementation of climate change plans. The paper distills concepts and findings from the
author's larger study of the urban spatial politics of climate climate adaptation. That broader study, based on field
research and relational analysis across urban sites in Southeast Asia, North America, and Western Europe,
extended concepts from critical geography, landscape ecology, and policy mobilities to address fundamental gaps
in urban and environmental planning theory.
This paper unearths the embeddedness of climate change responses within multiple scales and levels of global
urban development, and place-based sites of contestation and struggle. Urban adaptation is extralocal simultaneously more than local, and extremely local. The paper concludes by proposing a set of typologies for
urban adaptation that embraces multiscalarity. These typologies focus on the level of cohesion of both social
organization and spatial form of the strategies, a new way of organizing forms of adaptation that allows us to
learn from contested urban visions in relationship to social relations and spatial realities.
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The onset of climate change in combination with advances in ecological design and sustainability in the built
environment has lead to a proliferation, a blossoming, of new approaches to climate-resilient infrastructure.
Rather than being faced with choosing between levies or dikes, for instance, coastal interventions may include
flood-proof design building codes, rolling easements to slowly retreat from the shoreline, artificial reefs to protect
against wave damage, floodable parklands for stormwater management, living shorelines for most of the above

purposes, or major hurricane barriers, among others (Kirshen, Ruth et al. 2008). The hybridization of responses
(e.g., plans calling for increased setbacks + a sea wall + local capacity building + living shoreline, for instance)
and increased focus on the equity implications of these choices requires that social structure, built environment,
geophysical conditions and policy goals be much more integrated in decision processes. Within this complexity,
there is a lack of a theory of what interventions should go where: whether a living shoreline belongs in an urban
environment, or hurricane barriers in a rural setting. Anecdotal and inferential thought suggest there must be some
rules (e.g., high local property value warrants high intervention cost), but more considerations beyond cost
effectiveness to include equity, social benefit, ecological benefit, and other factors seems desirable given the
expanding choices and policy goals facing planners and engineers (Sutton-Grier, Wowk et al. 2015).
In this paper, our interdisciplinary group of researchers seeks to address this gap, exploring the concept of the
gradient as an appropriate theoretical framework for both describing and prescribing appropriate infrastructure
choices for particular places and social conditions. Adaptive Gradients provides a theoretically grounded but
implementable approach to multi-scalar and complex decision-making to enable greener infrastructure choices in
a range of site, community and regional settings. The urban transect provides important intellectual grounding for
this investigation (Duany and Talen 2002). The framework presented in this paper was developed over three years
of intense collaborative efforts among engineers, coastal scientists, planners, landscape architects, decision
scientists and policymakers to better understand the conditions that enable appropriate greener infrastructure
choices (NSF RCN, ICER-1338767, EM Hamin, PI). Methods include an expert elicitation process, development
and testing of a case-study protocol, and cross-disciplinary discussion between academics and policy-makers in
the U.S. (national, state and local levels) and the Caribbean.
Gradients provide a way to characterize the physical and social environment that is under consideration for a
resiliency intervention. Many, if not most, natural processes exist along a continuum defined by fairly constant
(but sometimes steep) gradients. Many regional socio-economic characteristics can be conceptualized along
gradients as well; see Figure 1. Examples of the gradients that need to be considered include the relative wealth of
the target populations, the land use practices of the community and the affected resources such as communitybased management to legal-regulatory regimes, and the land use (rural to urban) and housing types already
present in the area (Tol, Klein et al. 2008). Not all characteristics are gradual, however; hazard risk, for instance,
can change quite abruptly based on differences in off-shore soils, and tenure regimes vary. The framework
considers these 1/0 types of factors as well. Adaptive refers to the ability to shift condition as climate and other
conditions change; given the uncertainty of timing and level of climate change impacts, contribution to adaptive
capacity is also essential (Adger, Arnell et al. 2005).
This paper develops the theory of Adaptive Gradients and then demonstrates its application through case studies
of built as well as planned resilient infrastructure interventions in the US and the Caribbean.
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The imperative for coastal metropolitan areas to adapt to the impacts of climate change, such as sea level rise,
coastal storms, and saltwater intrusion, has set off a new round of regional struggles over the control of land use,
natural resources, and funding. The history of regionalism in the United States is fraught with tensions between
the centrifugal forces of competitive local governments pulling against metropolitan integration, and centripetal
forces of regional authorities and policies pulling them together (Savitch & Adhikari, 2016). While in theory such
proliferations reflect varied social preferences and produce greater efficiencies (Ostrom & Ostrom, 1999),
horizontal and vertical fragmentation has helped distribute infrastructure investments in ways that
disproportionately benefited wealthy suburbs, facilitated urban sprawl, entrenched the fiscalization of local land
use and zero-sum competition for resources, and exacerbated spatial segregation and income inequality (Dreier,
2004; Orfield, 1997; Peterson, 1981). These conditions create a paradox in which the very institutions responsible
for creating the existing uneven vulnerability to climate impacts are the same ones called upon to coordinate
effective and equitable responses across administrative and sector divides (Hodson & Marvin, 2009; Nalau et al.,
2015; Preston et al., 2013).
In this context, how are local and regional actors grappling with the multiscalar nature of climate change and to
what effect? This paper, part of a larger research project on climate change governance in five U.S. regions,
explores the spatial politics of adaptation in the San Francisco Bay Area. A center of environmental progressivity,
the Bay Area represents an extreme case of what can happen when highly fragmented areas mobilize behind
climate adaptation planning. There are over 150 adaptation initiatives underway around the Bay, including the
integration of the four main regional authorities around climate change; the first-ever nine-county ballot measure
for a parcel tax to raise funds for wetland restoration around the Bay developed by a coalition of business and
environmental groups; and a separate coalition of environmental justice communities that have identified
alternative adaptation priorities around racial profiling during emergencies, affordability of basic services and
housing, and displacement from adaptation actions. Drawing on literatures from climate adaptation, metropolitan
governance, and critical urban theory, I develop a conceptual framework locating initiatives as being pulled
between solidaristic (integrative) and splintering (fragmented), and between locally specific and regionally
focused. This case study of the Bay Area's adaptation efforts, developed through two dozen interviews, meeting
minutes, plans, and governance documents, helps identify patterns in regional adaptation politics that can then be
tested elsewhere.
The diverse efforts underway in the Bay Area represent struggles over how to frame the ultimate goals of regional
collaboration; who has decision-making power over the choice of adaptation strategies; and who is responsible for
paying for implementation. State mandates are driving efforts to integrate regional governance, with emphasis on
managing spillover effects of adaptation responses and involving disadvantaged communities in decision making.
However, the proliferation of collaborations claiming to represent the regional voice in other sectors or issues
makes it difficult for less well resourced groups to participate or to cumulatively assess regional adaptation goals
and outcomes. The fragmentation of adaptation responses mask the extent to which elite interests more capably
mobilize regional responses that entrench existing development disparities. These experiences suggest that
upscaling climate governance, like past rounds of ad hoc regionalism, will not necessarily redress regional drivers
of climate vulnerability baring major policy reforms at the state and federal levels.
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In Philadelphia, the city is transitioning from a post-industrial city with widespread disinvestment, high rates of
vacancy, and high poverty to the "Greenest City in America" and now a "Climate-Ready" city. Philadelphia has a
nationally recognized green infrastructure program and has recently embarked on a large-scale planning process
to adapt to climate change. This paper examines the City of Philadelphia's efforts to be "sustainable" and
"climate-ready" from multiple perspectives at multiple scales. Building on While et al.'s (2004) examination of
the "urban sustainability fix", which they argue "draws attention to the particular dilemmas urban regimes in
different cities currently face in balancing economic, social and environmental demands" (pg. 551), this paper
highlights the internal and external contradictions present in a city where being "the Greenest City in America" is
a response to environmental concerns as well as a concerted effort to promote "territorial competitiveness"
(Brenner and Theodore, 2002). Sustainable and climate-readiness policies are examined in the context of other
urban, regional, and national policy and economic development goals that promote reinvestment in disinvested
neighborhoods (often leading to gentrification) and develop Philadelphia as a petrochemical "energy hub" to
capitalize on gas from fracking. Politics and planning in Philadelphia is filled with opportunities and
contradictions as the city adopts climate change mitigation and adaptation policies at the same time that economic
development plans focus on the development of a CO2 intensive "energy hub" (anchored by a refinery located in
the flood zone). The paper evaluates these multiscalar policy-making processes identifying where these policies
intersect and counteract each other and the impact that they have on equity, environment, and economy (Bulkeley
and Betsill, 2013). By showing the relationship among policies and scales, the research highlights the complexity
that planners and policy makers face as they try to promote sustainability and climate-readiness as well as
"territorial competitiveness". The aim of the paper is to add to the growing and important scholarship about "the
new urban politics as a politics of carbon control" identifying strategies to make sustainability and climatereadiness a more integral part of urban and regional policy-making (Jonas et. al, 2011).
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The phrase “green infrastructure” describes a transition from green space as an amenity to one of a necessity,
placing it equal in importance to gray infrastructure (Wright 2011). Transcending a perception of aesthetics,
conservation, and recreation, urban green space offers a composite of performative qualities as an integral
component to municipal urban ecological infrastructure. These qualities are realized in treatment of stormwater
runoff, tree planting for relief from urban heat islands, ecoroofs, and habitat for wildlife. Concepts of multifunctionality and connectivity permeate green infrastructure literature (Roe and Mell, 2013; Pauleit et al. 2011),
yet gaps exist in demonstrating the flow between planning and application. Although policies reflected in
comprehensive plans outline visionary goals for green infrastructure as a part of the healthy and sustainable city,
implementation and maintenance of multi-functional green solutions face significant challenges. Regulatory
requirements often influence project outcomes, and disciplinary boundaries of power and responsibility contribute
to differing perspectives on maintenance practices.
Through a theoretical lens of critical pragmatism, a comparative study of signature projects in four cities known
for green solutions (Austin, TX; Denver, CO; Louisville, KY; and Portland, OR) examines the successes and
challenges of green infrastructure implementation with specific regard for maintenance planning and execution. A
signature project in this context demonstrates innovative and creative solutions responsive to urban conditions.
Methods employed are generally based on qualitative procedures, incorporating three types of investigation.
These include: 1) an evaluation of municipal plans relative to green infrastructure (comprehensive plan, and
citywide plans for parks and recreation, stormwater management, and green infrastructure/greenprinting); 2)
evaluation of individual project scale plans, and 3) 44 semi-structured interviews with key participants in the
regulatory process and professional consultants responsible for the planning and design of signature projects.
Interviews combine storytelling and empirical knowledge to better understand the issues and the context in which
they occur. Each project relies on the institutional framework of its respective city to highlight issues of power
and collaboration.
While signature projects were evaluated individually, several patterns emerged common to all projects. Findings
suggest a lack of consistency between the innovative projects and the regulatory framework in which they occur.
Design solutions appear to be at odds with a continued reliance on conventional municipal maintenance
procedures. Such reliance was attributed to three factors: 1) disciplinary silos, where each department was
charged with specific tasks and reluctant to change; 2) a lack of technical expertise and equipment to maintain
native planting areas and pervious pavement; and 3) inadequate funding for solutions proposed and implemented.
Reports of successful collaborative efforts centered on specific problem solving with shared objectives among
municipal departments. Public/private partnerships for maintenance on two of the projects provide a potential
model for shared maintenance responsibilities.
The visionary goals of planning are influenced at critical junctures in the process by other disciplinary interests
and priorities; the signature project challenges the regulatory framework with its integrative solutions. Critical
reflection of these stories and experiences allow us not only to advance from knowledge to action, but also to go
further toward completing the cycle where knowledge prompts action, and then action is analyzed to create new
knowledge to advance green infrastructure in both academy and practice.
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Scientists all over the world are tasting a bittersweet flavor of being right about climate change. It is becoming
more evident than ever that the alterations in climate will not be experienced as a serene change, but as a sequence
of severe weather incidents, possibly leading to crisis in policy and planning (Adger, Quinn, Lorenzoni, Murphy
and Sweeney, 2012). In this context, adaptation has become a center element of climate policy and research.
Climate adaptation planning supports communities to identify specific climate impacts and the responses needed,
and mobilize the resources for their implementation (Shi, Chu and Debats, 2015).
This paper presents some of the findings of a web-survey conducted in November 2015 with 140 small and midsized coastal communities in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Maine. The survey
aimed to investigate the status of climate adaptation planning at the local level in coastal New England. The
central goals of this paper are: (1) to present the characteristics of 18 early adopters and how they have overcome
barriers to reach the top two most advanced stages of the adaptation ladder proposed by Hamin and Gurran
(2015); (2) to explore the ways these characteristics influence their capacity to accelerate in the adaptation
planning process; and (3) to elucidate these evidences as a significant opportunity to advance the understanding of
on-the-ground adaptation planning in smaller municipalities.
The construction of the database involved surveying coastal communities using a web-based instrument and
application of basic statistics to facilitate the analysis. The process included selection of communities, survey
design, data collection and analysis, as well as review of key literature.
To the extent that the literature has progressed, a general perspective on the process of adaptation has emerged
(Hamin and Gurran, 2015). However, regardless of the increasing visibility that adaptation has had on the global
policy agenda and the demand for communities to respond, relatively few have made joint efforts to effectively
set adaptation initiatives (Carmin et al, 2012).
In practice, many communities seem to follow a process or pattern: first they develop community awareness of
the need for adaptation, in the sequence they analyze climate risk and vulnerability, next they change local
regulations, and then modify infrastructure (Hamin, Gurran and Emlinger, 2014). However, few communities
have progressed through all of these steps. In this study we try to verify if this ladder of adaptation actions
adequately describes the process communities follow in small and medium coastal New England communities.
We cautiously view our findings as broadly applicable outside New England, the U.S. and beyond, even if the
specifics are likely to differ from location to location.
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The Coastal Zones have experienced a rapid urban growth over the last 30 years and this is expected to continue.
The most important factors of the rapid land-use changes are related to real estate pressure and the construction of
the new urban infrastructure. Coastal systems support a wide variety of social, economic and natural services and
are directly affected by multiple human activities. The downside of urban increase is reflected in the change of
land-use cover from open areas to built-up areas, especially within the metropolitan cities on the coast.
The rapid urbanization with high concentration of buildings triggers many environmental issues. The urban heatisland is one of the environmental problems that occur in high-density zones. In heat-islands the temperature is
higher than around green areas, which are necessary for ecological balance. Green areas prevent the problem of
urban over-heating because vegetation uses the heat from the solar radiation for photosynthesis. Therefore, the
temperature in the presence of green areas is lower than that around densely-built environment.
The aim of the paper is to evaluate the relation between the decrease of large green areas in coastal zones and the
efficiency of planning and building regulation. For this purpose, we deliver a comparative study between two case
studies from different countries: Boa Viagem Beach in Recife (Brazil) and Rocha Beach in Portimao (Portugal).
The method relies on two sources: literature review (national regulation and policy documents) and 37 semistructured interviews with actors / agents responsible for urban development of the two areas of study. The
interview questionnaire comprised topics such as the national planning legal framework, the process of urban
growth, the impact of densification and the problems related to the lack of green areas in the coastal zones. A 3D
GIS model complements the geospatial references of the research, showing the localization of green areas and
their decrease over time.
In interviews, positive and negative aspects are mentioned by the different actors/agents. Policy makers say that in
recent years urban planning has evolved with a great effort to resolve or mitigate the problem from the decrease in
large green areas. However, locals point out that there are only green areas close to the sea whilst there are not
enough open spaces in the rest of the urban area. On the other hand, municipality officers highlight that
developers do not entirely respect the rules of urban planning. Often green areas are only mere flowerbeds or
small pieces of grass on the rooftops of underground floors. In both countries there are contradictions between
urban planning rules and practice, and the different views among interviewees provide evidence of this.
The comparison on different aspects of development in the two countries shows that the rules tend to be more
efficient in Portugal than in Brazil. However, in both countries, it is felt that more efficient legal instruments and
enforcement actions are necessary to lead developers to comply with the rules. The use of semi-structured
interviews proved to be very effective for comparative analysis on national policies. The paper delivers a crossnational perspective with different actors' points of view on the issue of the scarcity of green areas in coastal
areas, which is intended to provide helpful information to planners, scholars and administration officers.
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Social-ecological resilience (SER) and sustainable commons management (SCM) have emerged as paradigms that
include both process and outcomes to address perceived failures in traditional command and control approaches
for natural resource management (Pahl-Wostl et al., 2007). Researchers who are documenting and evaluating
these paradigms have tried to identify the necessary preconditions that support a successful avoidance of the
tragedy of the resource commons. Walker and Salt (2012) generated a nuanced understanding of resilience
thinking that they translated into measures of resilience practice, or "SER analytical tools," which are "used to
describe and measure the resilience of a system with very specific features such as the adaptive cycle" (Deppsich
& Hasibovic, 2013, 120). Ostrom (1990, 2010) and Agarwal (2003) have examined the successful SCM
characteristics across several resource management settings, finding that, while highly contextual, there must be a
small group of common pool resource users, an allocated level of responsibility, and nested scales of governance.
Pahl-Wostl et al. (2007) have affirmed and examined the role of SER and SCM's shared adaptive capacity and
social learning features in water resources management. With climate change uncertainty and increasing
variability in resource availability, resource management plans should foster the SER and SCM processes that are
organically manifesting.
Process and participation are effectively omitted in traditional plan quality assessments (Berke et al., 2006). These
assessments are focused on achieving objectivity and measures of inter-coder reliability rather than the public
accessibility and appeal of the plan (Bunnell & Jepson 2011). Berke et al. (2014) sought to empirically evaluate
adaptive planning in a disaster recovery and resilience plan quality assessment in an effort to integrate plan
quality principles with planning process dimensions. However, their metric didn't measure the role of the user
groups in generating the plans, which is a fundamental component of both the SER and SCM processes.
Our research asks how the traditional plan quality metric can be altered to incorporate emerging resources
management processes that reflect SER and SCM principles to objectively assess resource management plan
quality. We seek to create an instrument that has the breadth and flexibility—while maintaining objectivity and
validity-to assess a diversity of embedded planning processes for their SER and SCM principles, as well as the
plan quality.
As the first step of a larger resource management project, our primary methodology was to conduct a metaanalysis of the studies that articulate and measure the SER and SCM processes and outcomes. We built on
Agrawal's (2003) existing assessment of the SCM studies, and systematically identified both subsequent SCM and
SER studies to isolate indicators of their efficacy. We followed the Berke and Godschalk (2009) approach to
transform scores for each study and identify SER and SCM process indicators that (1) were universal across
resource types/management issues, and (2) are measures that would be included, either procedurally or

substantively within a resource management plan, including the role(s) of resource user groups. Expanding on the
existing plan quality assessment approaches, including the Berke et al. (2014) effort to incorporate process into
plan quality through dimensionality (i.e., direction-setting and action-oriented plan quality principles), we
developed the basis of the plan quality metric. Finally, we incorporated the chosen subset of SER and SCM
process indicators to create a new plan quality metric.
This approach has value to the planning field in the application of a new metric that combines existing resource
management strategies (i.e., principles of SER and SCM) and addresses the identified shortcomings in the
existing adaptive plan quality assessment approach. In subsequent research, we intend to assess the metric's
efficacy across disparate resource management plan typologies, including the Section 319 nonpoint source water
quality plans, and state and sub-state comprehensive water management plans.
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Congress originally intended to encourage private property owners of all incomes to preserve natural and scenic
resources with significant public benefit, using the federal tax deduction for the easements that meet specific but
malleable criteria (i.e., in purpose, placed in perpetuity, and held by qualified easement holders). There is a small
but growing body of research that has been examining private land conservation motives, particularly as
conservation easements have been increasingly and ubiquitously used throughout the U.S. These studies are
limited by small sample sizes (Ernst & Wallace, 2008; Farmer et al., 2011; Brenner et al., 2013) or by the
conservation easement holder typology (Rissman et al., 2007). Their findings are disparate but suggest that the
federal incentive has some impact (although it may not be the primary motivating factor) in the landowner's
decision to place a conservation easement. In central upstate New York, Brenner et al. (2013) found that the land
uses on a property, particularly "recreation and wild food prospecting, are among the most powerful and
significant predictors of landowners' willingness to conserve conservation easements" (30), as well as owning a
large parcel of land.
To continue contributing to the literature on private land conservation motives, our team tested the Brenner et al.

(2013) findings and broadened their geographic scope by four counties in two states, California and Colorado.
Using a fine-scale dataset of easements, their characteristics, their locations, and their underlying parcel values,
we conducted a pre- and post-approach in ArcGIS on the conservation easements parcels (and adjacent ones,
within a buffer for land use types) in these four counties over a decadal period (1997 - 2008, when data
permitted). We determined the underlying land uses of the conservation easement parcels, as well as their size,
both before and after the easement placement to ask if there is a consistent and statistically significant
pattern/trend that emerges in conservation easement parcel size and underlying land uses, regardless of location or
state. These results were also refined by analysis solely on donated easements, or easement holder type, where
there was a sufficiently statistically significant sample size.
While our findings do not isolate individual motivations, which can only be ascertained through landowner
surveys and/or interviews, they contribute to the growing body of private land conservation motivations by testing
an existing finding in one geographic location. They also further distinguish spatial patterns in the conservation
easement placement. The results can inform planning policy, particularly since planners can more directly
influence the parcels and zoning within their jurisdictions than broader federal tax policy.
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Protecting historic resources from environmental hazards is an important part of building community resilience.
Historic resources help to shape the meaning of communities, creating a shared sense of identity and attachment
among residents. They are also key engines for many local economies, and critical to economic development after
a disaster event. Many historic resources are located in hazardous geographies, or are at-risk from the effects of
climate change. After a disaster, the recovery of historic resources to historical standards is often a financial,
technical and bureaucratic challenge.
Despite their mutual interests, in the past the fields of preservation planning and disaster management have been
poorly integrated. In recent years, increasing losses to natural disasters and the growing threat of climate change
have spurred new collaborations between preservationists and disaster managers, breaking through traditional
siloes of knowledge and practice and generating new ideas and actions that might be replicated elsewhere. In this
paper, we study the role that these collaborative networks are playing in the protection and recovery of local
historic resources. Our research questions are: 1) how do collaborative networks for the protection of historic
resources form and operate? 2) What are the major strengths and limitations of such networks? And 3) How
scalable and replicable are such networks?
To answer these questions, we use a case-study research design and examine three collaborative networks that
center on the protection of historic resources: the Colorado Cultural and Historic Resources Task Force, the
Kentucky Main Street program, and the Czech Village and New Bohemia plan in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. We

document these networks using semi-structured interviews and analyses of relevant plans and documents. We find
that these networks form over common concern between disparate actors, typically in the wake of disaster events.
The networks excel at bridging gaps between the preservation and disaster management communities, but
sometimes struggle to gain the resources and legitimacy necessary to make them sustainable. The support of state
and federal agencies and existing networks is important. Such networks are scalable and replicable, but may
struggle to gain traction in communities that have not recently experienced a disaster event.
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) projects a three-to-five foot rise in sea levels
along the coast of the U.S. from 2050-2100. NOAA’s projections indicate that the risks facing coastal
communities in the U.S. are far more severe and immediate than those described in the Fifth Assessment Report
issued by the IPCC in 2014. To make matters worse, the Gulf and Atlantics Coasts are amongst the most densely
populated and fastest growing regions in the nation. Even under less severe sea level rise scenarios, geography
scholars project that as many thirteen million residents will be at risk of inundation by 2100 – and more than one
hundred million will find themselves high surge and flood-risk zones.
The federal government lacks a comprehensive strategy for managing sea level rise. The National Disaster
Resilience Competition administered by HUD and the Hazard Mitigation programs administered by FEMA
represent the primary instruments of federal investment in this issue – and both are dramatically underfunded.
This indicates that the major coastal infrastructure investments necessary to address NOAA’s projections are
unlikely to be realized.
Within the context of a weak federal role in flood risk reduction, the critical questions facing the coastal
communities along the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts are: how are coastal communities planning for and managing the
surge and flood-risks resulting from sea level rise? How are coastal communities balancing their structural and
non-structural forms of coastal protection given the limited resources for project delivery? How are green
infrastructure and ecosystem services factoring into that decision-making process?
To respond to these questions, I employed a comparative-case study research design in three cities: Galveston
(TX), Norfolk (VA), and New York (NY). These cities were selected using FEMA National Flood Insurance
Program and Disaster Declaration data to group Gulf and Atlantic coast cities into four categories: (1) high risk
exposure and high experience with disaster; (2) high risk exposure and low experience with disaster; (3) low risk
exposure and high experience with disaster; and (4) low risk exposure and low experience with disaster. A city
from each of the first three categories was selected to allow for a variation-finding approach to cross-case
comparison between Galveston, Norfolk, and New York.

In each city, I employed four field-based methods of data collection. First, I performed archival research in five
special collections libraries to develop an environmental historiography of shoreline management and coastal
protection for each city. Second, I conducted sixty-three key informant interviews with the technical experts,
elected officials, and community based organizations who are involved in coastal adaptation planning in each city.
Third, I attended nine city council, planning commission, and neighborhood planning meetings to triangulate the
preliminary findings developed through the key informant interviews. Finally, I performed a review and content
analysis of seventy-five public documents, technical reports, and popular press articles pertaining to coastal
adaptation planning in each city. This fieldwork began in the fall of 2015 and will conclude in the summer of
2016.
The preliminary findings from this fieldwork indicate that there is considerable variation between Galveston,
Norfolk, and New York in their surge and flood risk reduction planning processes – both in how each city is
planning to amend its coastline and why. These variations are observable in the reliance on large structural surge
barriers in Galveston and the adopting of a let-the-water-in approach in Norfolk. The findings from this fieldwork
also illustrate the ways in which climate change politics, social constructions of nature, and local regulatory
frameworks are shaping the balance between structural and non-structural coastal adaptation strategies along the
East and Gulf Coasts of the U.S.
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Municipal water supply is generally managed through water districts that depend on inter-jurisdictional,
cooperative planning for sustainable management. Planners have significant control over water management in
that their land use decisions influence both the quantity and quality of water as it moves through watersheds.
Prevailing and recent concerns about water quality, availability, and management, such as long-term droughts in
California and the Flint water crisis, have led many municipalities, consultancies, and other institutions to utilize
scorecards for evaluating water management and providing a tool for accountability. Scorecards have proven
extremely popular for both specific practices (such as efficiency of irrigation methods or facilities’ water features,
or water-conscious landscape design) and comprehensive, large-scale evaluations (e.g. municipal resiliency or
sustainability ratings).
Although scorecards provide an easily understood system for assessing water management, a major drawback of

this rapid adoption of scorecard use is that they are created by entities with different objectives and agendas. To
date, no universally accepted models are utilized by planners to understand how to amend or create land use
policies that sustainably address local water needs. In general, scorecards are balanced to weigh categories in
ways that are often too generalizable (not responsive to germane local conditions) or too localized (heavily
weighed to climatic conditions not relevant to other locales). Research is needed on the development of
scorecards specifically as a tool to assist planners. In particular, how can planners use water use efficiency
scorecards in a way that is both evaluative and transformative? Can scorecards simultaneously evaluate for
compliance with local land use policies while also illustrating how noncompliance shows the need for reformed
policies?
This poster will present two model scorecards for planners – one evaluating a city’s comprehensive water
conservation management plan and the other focusing on water accountability and impact for a major industrial
operation, for which a planning board might require an environmental impact analysis to approve permitting.
These two model scorecards strive to balance the local/universal considerations inherent to creating a useful and
generalizable water accountability tool.
The models were taken from a comprehensive review for a project led by Rebecca Schneider in the Department of
Natural Resources at Cornell University. Teams of graduate students evaluated the metrics commonly utilized in
water scorecards and proposed a model in a report for a new Coca Cola facility in Auburndale, Florida. The
metrics and rating criteria were collaboratively deliberated after analyzing over a dozen water scorecards.
After a review of facilities’ use scorecards with two team members, I personally reviewed ten more model
scorecards that looked at community engagement of water-intensive industries and impacts on water quality. I
contributed this analysis to the final report, and the key findings from this analysis have been presented in the
model scorecards for this poster.
A comparison of these two scorecards highlights critical criteria which planners should consider when selecting a
water scorecard as their assessment tool. They can begin to find generalizable models apropos to local
implications. These models and their review process reveal that planning scholarship and practice need to adopt
universal metrics for water accountability tools, moving beyond adapting best practice models locally and
standardizing the water accountability review process.
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This roundtable will explore the conceptual framework of the Food-Energy-Water (FEW) Nexus, which has risen
to prominence in recent years as a practical scientific and management framework to describe and address the
complex and interrelated nature of our global resource systems, and as a potential framework for managing
dramatically increasing human demands on these resources. Recent substantive dedication of funds for research
explicitly under the FEW Nexus framework by such institutions as the National Science Foundation (in 20152016) and by the United Nations (FAO, UNESCAP AND UNESCO-IHE in 2013-2014) evidences its growing
consensus as an important research and management framework. This roundtable will discuss key questions
pertaining to the FEW Nexus and its relevance to urban and regional planning theory and practice, including
whether or not the FEW Nexus framework is relevant to planning and if so how it could be adopted and
supported.
Globally today more than 0.9 billion people lack access to safe drinking water, 1.3 billion lack access to
electricity, and more than 1 billion people are undernourished (Hoff, 2011). Yet global projections indicate that
demand for food, energy and fresh water will increase significantly over the next decades under pressures from
population growth, economic development, diversifying diets, urbanization, and climate change (FAO, 2014). At
current rates, for example, in less than two decades 40 percent less freshwater resources will be available than will
be needed for ensuring food, energy and water security and for global development beyond poverty alleviation
(Hoff, 2011). At the same time, global energy consumption is projected to grow by up to 50 percent by 2035
(Tanaka, 2010) while 60 percent more food will need to be produced in order to feed the world population in 2050
(FAO, 2014).
In this context, increasing evidence indicates that status quo planning and policy approaches that tend to consider
and to manage the food, energy and water sectors independently of each other, in silos, are not working to solve
increasingly urgent problems. FEW sectors are inherently inter-related and inter-dependent, and their planning
and management must be cross-sectoral and must consider the triple needs for food, energy and water security,
equitable access and environmental integrity. Policies and planning constructed to manage one of the FEW
sectors may actually create incentives for over-use of one or both of the other sectors (Cook & Bakker, 2012). For
example, food production is highly water and energy intensive: agriculture accounts for 70 percent of all human
freshwater use and 30 percent of global energy use (FAO, 2014). Thus, any policies that prioritize food
production over water or energy usage can create incentives for water or energy exploitation. Further, the
interactions between the FEW sectors can have powerful impacts on climate change through Greenhouse Gas
Emissions (GHG): wide-scale land conversion for agricultural food production or for biofuels can eradicate
carbon sinks for carbon sequestration, and the rate of this land conversion is thus strongly impacted by global
food and energy prices.
This roundtable will consider the potential role of planning theory and practice to the FEW Nexus framework.
There are a number of important questions that must be discussed to address this topic. For example, is the FEW
Nexus framework relevant to the discipline of planning? What role can and should planners play in this process,
both in terms of theoretical contributions and in practice, at regional or urban scales? How could planning
frameworks be adopted or designed to support cross-sectoral FEW Nexus coordination and policy, both in the
Global South and in high-income countries? Are the challenges to Nexus cross-sectoral planning in both
developed and developing countries similar or different?
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Emerging evidence that cities drive micro-evolutionary change in wildlife, including animals, plants, and fungi
(Palkovacs et al. 2012, Alberti 2015), raises the question of whether current patterns of global urbanization
accelerates phenotypical responses or exacerbates the extinction of populations that are unable to adapt rapidly
(Kinnison and Hairston 2007). If rapid evolutionary change affects ecosystem functioning and stability, urbandriven evolutionary change might have significant implications for ecological and human wellbeing on a
relatively short time scale. Urbanization is not simply altering biodiversity by reducing the number and variety of
native species. Humans selectively determine which species can live in cities and cause organisms to undergo
rapid evolutionary change. Variation in individual traits—organisms’ morphological, physiological, phenological,
or behavioral characteristics—has significant implications for ecological function (e.g., nutrient cycling and
primary productivity) (McIntyre et al. 2008, Matthews et al 2011). This paper examines emerging new evidence
on the mechanisms linking urban development patterns to rapid evolutionary changes for species that play an
important functional role in communities and ecosystems and their stability over time. First, we develop a
framework and articulate testable hypotheses to explicitly linking urban development to heritable traits that affect
ecosystem functions upon which human wellbeing depends. Based on a meta-analysis of experimental and
observational studies that report >3000 phenotypic changes in species across multiple regions (Alberti et al.
forthcoming), we assess current evidence of emerging signatures of urban-driven eco-evolutionary feedbacks. To
statistically evaluate whether rates of phenotypic change associated with urban drivers are greater than those
driven by non-urban anthropogenic drivers, we use generalized mixed effects models (GLMM) (Alberti et al.
forthcoming). We ask: (1) Are rates of phenotypic change associated with urban drivers greater than those driven
by non-urban anthropogenic drivers, and (2) What are the relative impacts of five key mechanisms including
habitat modifications, biotic interactions, heterogeneity, novel disturbances, and social interactions (Alberti 2015).
Studying how humans mediate evolutionary change through urbanization will contribute to advance our
understanding of eco-evolutionary feedbacks and its implications for planning and building sustainable cities. By
linking urban development to trait changes across taxa and ecosystem functions, we can start to map the ecoevolutionary implications of urban-induced trait changes for Earth's evolution and ecological feedbacks. Such
understanding will provide new insights for maintaining ecosystem function in urbanizing regions in the long
term and can guide planners and policy makers in identifying novel solutions and practical tools to transition
towards sustainable urban development.
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Citizen science is increasingly popular in water resource management. Citizen science is viewed as a tool to help
with data collection and monitoring toward improved environmental management and planning, while also
contributing to participants’ environmental and scientific knowledge. Engaging volunteers in data collection is
seen as one way for the public to engage in and contribute to watershed health through the experience itself or
through conversations with others during and after the event. In this paper we explore the citizen science efforts of
a robust water monitoring program in the Region of the Great Bend of the Wabash River watershed in Indiana –
the Wabash Sampling Blitz – where on two separate days each year hundreds of volunteers sample water at 178
sites across the 478 square mile watershed. We present results of a survey of 102 Wabash Sampling Blitz
volunteers that indicate personal benefits (e.g. being in nature, desire to help improve local water quality) and
suggest potential benefits to the improved health of the watershed (e.g. increased understanding water pollution
sources, interest in making personal changes in order to improve local water quality).
Much of the research on citizen science has analyzed the validity of volunteer collected data as a means to justify
the use of citizen science volunteers. Other research has looked at volunteer motivation in order to inform
program development and volunteer recruitment and management or the emerging efficacy of the use of data
collection technology in the volunteer context (e.g., smart phone applications, participatory Geographic
Information Systems). Less research has explored the personal benefits of volunteer data collection and its
influence on peoples’ environmental learning and behavior change, particularly how environmental knowledge
diffuses to volunteers’ broader social networks. Here, we contribute to this deficit in the literature.
We found that volunteers care for and want to protect the Wabash River and its tributaries. Although survey
respondents were already knowledgeable about the natural processes of the watershed, many people indicated that
participating in the Wabash Sampling Blitz helped raise their awareness of local water quality issues. Indeed,
results showed a majority of respondents were interested in making changes to their own behaviors in order to
help improve water quality. These findings suggest some potential of this particular citizen science event as an
environmental learning tool and impetus for behavior change. In addition, most of the survey respondents
indicated they talked to others about participating in the Wabash Sampling Blitz. However, these conversations
revolved around the experiences themselves rather than information about local water quality and
environmentally responsible behaviors. This suggests that such conversations could contribute to the recruitment
of new volunteers and a general awareness of local water issues.
The results of this research can inform volunteer-based monitoring program development and contribute to
watershed planners’ understanding of some the broad benefits of citizen science and volunteer monitoring
programs. Citizen science and volunteer monitoring can be considered to be on the low rungs of participation
ladders (e.g. Arnstein, 1969) and a means of tokenism in which participants contribute towards data collection
without gaining any benefits themselves. This research, however, indicates that this minimal level of involvement
may still be beneficial not just to environmental outcomes but also to the participants themselves.
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“Unlike our roads, storm water systems, schools, and other types of public infrastructure, green infrastructure –
natural lands and processes – is perceived as an amenity, not as a necessity – a “nice to have” rather than a “must
have” (Benedict & McMahon, 2006 p.xvi). In the same year, Jeffrey Kline published an analysis of public support
for open space based on the passage of open space bonds, finding that counties with growing, affluent and
educated populations are most likely to generate and pass such bond measures. Thus, as the housing bubble
swelled, so did support for preserving open space amid the new development, and the framing of open space as
part of a green infrastructure system appears to promote it to a new level of importance. Subsequently, the last
few years have seen the publication of numerous studies pointing to the value of parks, open spaces and other
green infrastructure in supporting economic and public health (for two recent examples, see Shanahan et al 2015;
Gilbert 2016). Shortly after the publication of Benedict and McMahon’s Green Infrastructure, the Great Recession
hit and governments found themselves even more squeezed than ever. Despite evidence for its value, coordinated
open space planning remains well down the list of planning priorities in most communities.
We wanted to understand the degree to which lack of open space or green infrastructure planning is a reflection of
lack of public support. The purpose of this study was to address the broad question: How important is open space
preservation to the American public? We approach this through two research strategies: 1) to assess the level of
post-recession public support for inclusion of open space planning in standard planning practice (a “must have”,
not a “nice to have”) and 2) to track the degree to which voters will “put their money where their mouth is” by
tracking open space bond issues during and after the recession.
To test post-recession public support for open space, we commissioned a phone survey in 2013 in 6 metropolitan
regions across the country. We found consistently very high support for inclusion of open space in planning
processes (over 70%) across political affiliations, age groups, household income, etc. However, it’s easy to say
you want something if you don’t need to pay for it, so we pair the survey with an analysis of municipal open
space bonds (the Trust for Public Land’s LandVote database, as in Kline 2006) to track bond issues through the
Great Recession and the recovery period. A strong majority of open space bond issues continued to pass even
through the depths of the recession. However, the number of bond issues put forward to voters across the nation
dropped drastically with the recession and has not recovered to pre-recession levels. It is that failure to recover
that concerns us that despite the clear and consistent public support for investments and policies that create open
space, and the growing body of evidence that open space is a critical element of healthy communities. It is the job
of planners to take the long view, and when your open space is gone, it’s much more difficult and expensive to
bring it back. We argue for inclusion of open space and green infrastructure planning in both practice and
education.
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This research paper focuses on analyzing the impact of land use management and zoning tools on development in
the coastal zones at threat from impeding climatic changes. Substantial climate science research indicates that
contemporary carbon emissions are likely to result in noticeable global warming for rest of this century as a result
of the long residence time of greenhouses gasses and inertia in the climatic system (McGranahan 2007; Sherbinin
2007). Key impacts of changing climatic changes are very likely to result increased sea level rise, and stronger
storms in coastal areas. At the same time, coastal communities continue to be among the fastest growing human
settlements. Ideally, the risks from climate change to communities can be reduced if people and economic
activities could be encouraged to move away from at-risk areas. However, current population trends indicate the
opposite, with increasing number of people moving to coastal communities. Consequently, local land use
planning is faced with the big task of supporting demands for a growing population, while limiting population
exposure to anticipated impacts of climate change and other coastal hazards in these communities.
A recent study by Strauss and colleagues identified 33 US cities with with more than 100,000 residents where 50100% of the population-weighted area will fall below the future committed (between 2035-2090) high tide line
(Strauss 2015). Using this sample of at risk communities, I analyze the impact of local land use and zoning
regulations in limiting local population exposure to coastal risks of sea level rise, and flooding based on
committed impacts of global warming. Preliminary analysis of the data collected indicates that coastal
communities employ a variety of tools to direct growth away from coastal zones. Some of the commonly used
tools include overlay districts, impact fees, transfer of development rights, exactions, form-based codes, and
stricter building regulations. The cumulative impact of these tools in influencing overall growth within the coastal
risk zones is analyzed using a regression model, while controlling for local growth pressures, and socio-economic
variables. Preliminary analytical results indicate that these land use and zoning tools have only been partially
successful in directing growth away from coastal risk zones. This is possibly so because of two key factors: first,
the lack of consistency in delineating areas at risk from coastal hazards, and; second, lack of success in adopting a
cohesive safe development strategy for the community. The results also indicate that communities that employ
multiple land use management strategies and zoning tools tend to perform slightly better in directing new
development away from at-risk zones.
Based on the analytical results of this study I propose a new zoning tool for managing future development in
coastal zones. The proposed coastal adaptation floating zone is based on the concept of multifamily residential
floating zones first adopted by Village of Tarrytown in New York State in 1950 {Rodgers v. Tarrytown, 96
N.E.2d 731 (N.Y.1951)}. A similar idea for a flexible zoning district (Neighborhood Development Floating Zone)
has also been proposed to foster green community development by US Green Building Council (Blanchard 2013).
Such local floating zones and overlay zones have withstood numerous legal challenges, and are already in use by
local governments in thirty states. The proposed coastal adaptation floating zone builds upon similar zoning tools

by linking future development intensities in at-risk areas to specific time periods of expected change in high tide
lines. The floating zone designation would allow for a regressive change in intensity of land development in
identified districts so as to ensure phased reduction in community exposure to increasing coastal hazard risks.
This zoning will be applied to two case study communities in order to compare the differences in community
exposure to coastal risks between existing zoning districts and the proposed coastal adaptation floating zone
designation.
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Environmental justice studies emphasize on the measurements of race/ethnicity and social-economic status (SES)
to address the vulnerability of disadvantaged population groups. Even though that many studies have used
hedonic price model to connect environmental degradation with housing price (Bae et al. 2007, Kim et al. 2010,
Minguez et al. 2013, and Zable 2015), few of them have utilized property value as a measurement to assess the
impact of air pollution on low income neighborhoods. This study is trying to import real estate property value as a
potential variable to examine the effects of air pollution on low-income neighborhoods. It uses HoustonGalveston metropolitan area, Texas as an empirical study. Hedonic analysis model helps us to analyze the
connection between air pollution and property value using parcel-level data from county appraisal districts.
Statistical regression model and GIS tools can be applied to assess the characteristics of affected population
groups in low-income communities. This study follows the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) to
identify harmful air pollutant concentrations (primarily particle matters and ozone) to the general public. The
findings can help us understand the potential impact of environmental degradation on property value fluctuation.
It is especially important to those low-income neighborhoods.
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With the advent of the US National Disaster Recovery Framework (NDRF) and subsequent pressure from Federal
agencies to better prepare for disaster recoveries, issues like long-term economic resilience have become an
increasingly important issue for local emergency managers. The NDRF recognizes that community recovery after
disasters often depends on a strong economic recovery, and that such recoveries themselves depend on a broad
range of multi-agency and multi-jurisdictional planning efforts. However, this is mostly uncharted territory for
traditional disaster planners who have typically delegated economic resilience to the private sector and promotion
of business continuity plans.
To this end, we are in the midst of a revolution in our approaches to economic resilience. Much of the empirical
literature on economic recoveries has demonstrated that economies which are rigid or in decline prior to a shock
generally have those downward trends accelerated following a disaster (Dahlhamer and Tierney 1998; Alesch et
al. 2009; Chang 2010). Moreover, recent research on economic resilience planning has shown that investing into
resilience can itself create positive economic benefits for jurisdictions even in the absence of a disaster (Rodin
2014). Together this suggests that economic development and economic recovery planning are symbiotic
processes, each mutually supporting the other. These ideas have found traction within the US Economic
Development Administration (EDA), the lead agency for economic recovery under the NDRF, which has begun
to require that locally-developed Comprehensive Economic Development Strategies (CEDS) include planning for
resilience or disaster recovery.
The current research, performed within an EDA study following the 2013 Colorado floods, sought to understand
1) the extent to which local governments affected by the floods recognized the relationship between economic
resilience and economic development, and 2) how they could better coordinate economic development and
economic resilience planning. This was accomplished through three related activities. The first was a
comprehensive literature review of economic development and economic recovery case studies to establish best
practices in economic resilience. The second, using the case study literature, was the development of an economic
resilience measurement tool with 52 separate elements that was used to review economic development plans and
protocols for the inclusion of best practices. In the Colorado case, plans, websites, and other collateral were
reviewed for 25 municipalities and regional governments affected by the floods. Finally, semi-structured
interviews were conducted with economic developers, emergency managers, and/or city managers in half of those
jurisdictions to check for "off plan" resilience activities that were possibly unrecorded, as well as determine their
interest and ability in incorporating resilience into economic development.
Not surprisingly, the plan reviews and subsequent interviews found very few examples of resilience approaches in
formal economic development practices and planning. It was also clear that emergency management and
economic development departments in these jurisdictions were highly siloed, with little bridging activities or

documents. However, the empirical results of the reviews were less significant than the role of the methodology in
encouraging local and regional leaders to integrate resilience into economic development. For the most part
interviewees found the logic of integration compelling, and were actively interested in the collaborative
possibilities between economic development and disaster recovery planning. The economic resilience
measurement tool and associated engagement approach provided insight into where vulnerabilities exist in
economic resilience planning, and methods for packaging economic resilience practices in persuasive ways for
municipal and regional stakeholders. Although still in its early stages, this work is informing innovations in EDA
capacity building initiatives, and is being extended and replicated in other jurisdictions.
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The benefits of having park space nearby for urban residents have been well stated in existing literature, including
positive effects on psychological and mental wellbeing, promotion of physical activity and health, and emotional,
educational achievements. At the neighborhood level, proximity to urban parks also brings higher property values
and lower crime rates. The research depicting inequitable park distribution across racial and ethnical groups has
been going on for decades in the fields of public health, geography, leisure study and urban planning. However,
few scholars have studied existing local programs and practices aimed at addressing distributional inequity in park
provision to evaluate what has worked and what does not. This paper takes New York City’s Long-Term
Sustainability Plan as a case study and assesses the effectiveness of its three open space initiatives, which use
landfill conversion, flagship parks creation, and community garden program, to strive toward 10-minute walking
access to urban parks for every New Yorker – a goal in the sustainability plan.
Most updated urban park geographic data is obtained by field recording and geocoding using aerial image
references. Park access provided by each program is calculated based on street network analysis under
Geographical Information System Frameworks and compared with the distribution of population with highest
needs for parks, which is identified by a social need index model. The result indicates that community gardens are
more responsive to the needs of distressed neighborhoods while flagship parks and landfill parks contribute to the
inequity in park distribution. This finding indicates the potential of community gardens, besides providing
alternative food sources, as a tool for providing equitable green spaces in distressed neighborhoods. Interviews
with key stakeholders involved in community garden planning are used to provide insights into possible
explanations. The hypothesis is that community gardens are more effective at providing equitable park access
because of its flexibility in construction and active civic participation.
The value of this research is to propose a new perspective of studying equity in park provision through evaluating

plan implementation and to provide insights for local policy makers. It also provides spatial references for
neighborhoods that call for more attention in the future.
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Urban freeways were often constructed through low-income communities of color and displaced residents,
divided neighborhoods, and resulted in long-term air and noise pollution and associated health problems for
nearby residents. Several cities in the United States have sought to reverse these negative environmental,
economic, and social impacts by constructing freeway cap parks. Freeway caps parks are decks with parks built in
the air space directly above a below grade freeway section and have been designed to reintegrate surrounding
communities, conceal traffic, reduce air pollution, and provide green space for residents and visitors. Completed
cap parks include Seattle’s Freeway Park, Boston’s Rose F. Kennedy Greenway, Phoenix's Margaret T. Hance
Park, and Dallas’s Klyde Warren Park, and more than ten cap parks are in the planning stages across the country.
In this paper, we conduct case study analysis of existing and proposed freeway cap parks based on a qualitative
review of secondary sources including planning reports, media and news articles, and environmental impact
reports. Our primary goal is to assess whether this mitigation strategy constitutes a viable approach for
overcoming some of the environmental injustices that freeways wrought on low-income communities of color.
We examine ways in which their design elements and physical form provide opportunities for reconnecting
communities, providing green and recreational space, and reducing air pollution and enhancing mobility and
physical activity for nearby residents. We also consider how this strategy fits within the larger urban sustainability
movement by examining how the motivations, goals, design, and planning processes of cap parks have balanced
concerns over ecology, equity, and the economy.
We find that freeway cap parks offer a valuable (if expensive) strategy for revitalizing and reconnecting divided
urban communities, but that most cap parks have been justified through their economic and ecological benefits.
We suggest that a greater focus on how cap parks can address environmental justice concerns can open
opportunities for connecting impacted communities with park visioning and design processes, addressing
concerns over potential gentrification and displacement, and helping reorient impacted communities away from
automobile dependency towards greater connectivity, physical activity, and health.
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Planners and policy-makers involved in disaster management are increasingly aware that the vulnerability of
critical infrastructure systems, their interdependencies, and levels of performance lie beyond sectoral boundaries
where protection efforts and capabilities have traditionally been focused (Bach et al., 2013; Valiquette & Therrien
2013). Critical infrastructure interdependencies are varied, complex, and often stochastic in nature as they include
both deterministic and random components. While newly developed engineering models have been successful in
capturing important aspects of these interrelationships and revealing existing complexities (Hall et al. 2014), the
contribution of social sciences in gauging the impact of infrastructure system interactions and potential cascading
effects is still limited. There is a need for reliable, validated and robust assessment scales and measurement
models. In this paper, we test the construct validity and reliability of an infrastructure interdependencies
measurement model against empirical data derived from expert opinion elicited via a survey of state and county
emergency management officers, city managers and other professionals from South Florida, one of our study
regions.
The study employs a two-phase research design. The first (exploratory) phase includes a survey in which the
constructs and their measurement scales are identified and an a priori model is tested. This paper reports on the
preliminary results from this survey. Based on a review of the literature, we hypothesize the existence of three
specific and individually important dimensions of infrastructure interaction effects. Following previous work by
Rinaldi et al. (2001), we develop a theoretical model in which constructs evolve from first-order impacts with a
focus on power generation and transmission, transportation, and telecommunications; second-order impacts
associated with coordination of rescue and relief operations during the response phase, and third-order effects
involving cascading failures with time-dependencies which include emergency services, water supply, evacuation,
and food and fuel supply among others.
Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) (Ringle, Wende & Will 2005) is employed to
develop path diagrams of interdependencies modeled as first-, second- and third-order effects. In addition, the
Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) is applied to derive a weighted reciprocal matrix of pairwise comparisons
of infrastructure interdependencies. The second (confirmatory) phase of this project consists of a virtual workshop
with industry and academic experts to further examine the results of the measurement model and seek
improvements in its demonstrated reliability and validity. The results from this study are intended to assist local
planning professionals and policy-makers involved in disaster and emergency management with the identification
of priorities that include infrastructure interdependencies and their potential implications for community
resilience.
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News uses of marine space driven by economic and social demands of population growth have begun to crowd
with established marine uses. In order to plan and allocate marine spaces to users and create explicit
representations of the associated tradeoffs marine planners must first know where and to what extent developing
uses might overlap with established uses. This is a study of spatial overlap and conflict between two uses in
Washington’s Salish Sea waters: the developing use of floating aquaculture and the established use of commercial
fishing. Areas of potential aquaculture development are identified via a process of eliminating areas unsuitable for
siting using physical condition criteria in geographical information systems (GIS) software. The identification of
spatial use by fishermen also uses GIS software and is documented using mapping-interviews in which fishermenparticipants draw polygons representing areas of high value to the industry as a whole. Finally, these two sets of
data were triangulated with expert and professionally gather data to ensure consistency. These areas were
overlayed and analyzed to locate the areas where spatial overlap, and possible conflict, between these two uses is
greatest. The results of this research indicate overlap varies across geography within the study area. Further,
interview question have indicated a strong connection to ideology and economy with particular emphasis on
salmon drives current social issues related to these marine users and uses. This research, inclusive of stakeholder
inputs and geographic science, clarifies the nature, extent, and likelihood of this conflict. This clarification will
benefit stakeholders, planners, policymakers, and resource managers in facilitating positive outcomes between
these uses and users by creating an explicit understanding of this conflict.
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Persistent arid conditions and a growing urban populations have drastically reduced the once-mighty Colorado
River. This has led to the visible reduction of lake reservoirs all over the Southwest. Lake Mead, due to its
importance as a major source of water supply for Las Vegas residence, has received a great deal of media
attention displaying the “bathtub ring” around the edge of the lake exposing surrounding rock that used to be
underwater (Hobson, 2014; Tracy, 2014). The recent drop in water levels has caused local marinas to close,
thereby affecting the aesthetic and recreational value of the lake. Numerous studies document water qualities
effect on local real estate, however few studies that we know of examine how a shrinking water levels are
capitalized in surrounding real estate. In this study we aim to quantify how the lake’s water reductions are
associated with local property values. Shrinking water bodies is a reality for the Southwest as well as the rest of
the world. Further understanding of the economic implications of the Lake Mead will ultimately inform other
environmental hazards around the world.
To test water levels impact on local real estate values, I propose a spatial hedonic analysis of home values in
greater Las Vegas Metropolitan Statitisctical Area (MSA). Lake Mead, as well as the surrounding land is a
designated National Recreation Area (NRA). As a result, the Lake is a protected area and does not have
development adjacent to the water. Instead, all local and tourist related development (e.g. hotels, restaurants, boat
rentals, etc) are located in nearby communities located within the MSA. Furthermore, the lake is a popular
recreation spot for tourists as well as local residents. Given its potential economic impact within this large region,
our analysis will include all single family residences located within the Las Vegas Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA)
This study will contribute to water related hedonic studies primarily in three ways. First, while other hedonic
studies evaluate water quality, this study will quantify the economic impact of shrinking water levels, a critical
consequence of recent climate patterns that is likely to continue. Second, our work will evaluate the effect of a
shrinking lake on non-adjacent properties to assess whether the health of water bodies impacts more than just
waterfront properties. Lastly, we will use spatial hedonic models, which unlike standard hedonic models, account
for the selling price and characteristics of adjacent properties. Whereas standard hedonic models without spatial
effects do not adequately account for location often resulting in biased estimates.
Real estate data for Las Vegas MSA will come from Dataquick’s Clark County file. In this study, water level is
the primary environmental measure. All water data is available from the US Bureau of Reclamation. Lake Mead’s
water levels have been gradually decreasing since 1983; however the rate of decrease has been fairly drastic since
2010(Allen, 2003; NASA, 2010). Within this time frame there has been predictable seasonal variation, however
the overall level is lower with each year. Because the sharpest declines have happened recently we will analyze
home values from 2010-2014.This time frame will avoid problems associated with the 2008 recession.
Real Estate values are an important indicator of the economic impacts of climate change since real estate values
are an important source of a family’s personal wealth and a community’s revenue. By quantifying the material
cost associated with environmental deterioration due to climate change, we will provide voters and decision
maker’s additional information regarding the material cost associated with climate change.
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Climate change is associated with the increased frequency and intensity of extreme climate events and subsequent
environmental hazards (IPCC 2014). Climate justice reveals the uneven burdens that the socially vulnerable
groups—the elderly, children, women, migrants, minorities, and the poor—are likely to bear as a result of unequal
adaptive capacity in coping with climate change associated risks (Cheng 2016). The catastrophic 2005 Katrina
was a wakeup call for climate justice at a local scale in USA when over a third victims were black and nearly
every one in five victims were in poverty. Since then, there have been numerous extreme climate events resulting
500-year and 1000-year storms such as 2008 Iowa floods, 2014 Phoenix floods, and 2015 South Carolina floods,
as well as extreme heats in Phoenix, extreme colds in Michigan, and California’s over five-year droughts. The
socioeconomic impacts from those climate related disasters are devastating. However, little studies have analyzed
the climate justice patterns at local scales and focused on equity issues in risk management and climate change
planning.
What was the spatial pattern between socially vulnerable groups and climate associated hazards and destruction in
American cities in the past decade after Katrina? What is the future climate justicescape and how is climate justice
being addressed in American cities? This paper answers those questions by applying mixed methods. First,
climate justicescape is constructed through statistical analysis and GIS mapping analyzing data from FEMA and
municipalities regarding disasters declaration, causality and economic losses, to illustrate spatial distribution of
social-ecological vulnerability. Cities with persist climate justice patterns are identified. Second, areas that are
projected by IPCC climate change scenarios to have more extreme climate events by 2100 (e.g., increased storm
events, droughts, extreme heats and colds) are spatially correlated with the social vulnerability demographic
indicators (e.g., race, poverty, age, linguistic isolation, education) for identifying future climate justice patterns.
Finally, climate change action plans from the cities with current and future climate justice hotspots are collected
and apply content analysis for their goals and intended outcomes in addressing climate justice issues. Evaluation
criteria include whether the planning documents define social vulnerability or associated socioeconomic
indicators and whether social justice or equity is listed and defined in their plans.
The results demonstrate that even though the climate associated disasters have been widespread, the socially
vulnerable groups among the victims remain the least prepared for and having the most obstacles to respond to
and recover from disasters. Under the climate change scenarios, more cities and more socially vulnerable people
are likely to be impacted from future extreme climate events. The current policy-making in climate change
mitigation and adaptation plans have failed to include social justice goals (Schrock et al. 2015). The findings
support the evidence of climate justice persists at local scales and a lack of institutional change for addressing
justice issues in climate change planning. Through raising the awareness climate justicescape, the findings help to
inform planning policies for prioritizing resources in areas with the greatest social needs under the consideration
of climate change impacts and promote local climate justice planning.
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Climate change poses a special threat to agrarian communities in the US. Farmers’ viability is impeded by
multiple barriers: limited access to credit, technology, water, arable and pastoral land, weak institutional policies,
and a globalizing food system (Lobao & Meyer, 2001). Sensitivity of agriculture to variations in weather
conditions predisposes farmers to greater risk from climate change, thereby adding a new constrain on already
vulnerable agrarian populations. Agrarian predisposition to greater risk is further complicated by water shortages
caused by climate change, and contestation of agrarian water rights by urbanizing centers (Sax, Thompson, Leshy,
& Abrams, 2007). To adapt to new changes in the climate – increased variation in temperatures and precipitation food and agricultural systems will have to adapt (IPCC, 2014).
However given the challenge of reliably predicting local scale impacts on food and agricultural systems, creating
a resilient system - one that has the capacity to withstand, and recover from climatic disturbances in a timely
manner - will require a mix of adaptations that perform over a range of conditions (Smit & Skinner, 2002). The
literature suggests given sufficient financial and social capital, farmers will be able to adapt to local
circumstances. This study challenges this popular narrative by examining the role local public institutions play in
facilitating and hindering farmers’ possibilities for adaptation. Current work on adaptation and resiliency in food
and agricultural systems has overlooked the role of local governance in the adaptive management possibilities of
farmers. This study fills this gaps and provides insights and pathways for planning engagement and scholarship,
connecting climate change planning and food systems planning.
To explore the link between local institutional governance and potential for climate adaptation this study situates
itself in Dona Ana, New Mexico where water availability is adversely affected by climate change, negatively
affecting food production potentials. Even as Dona Ana County is urbanizing, agriculture continues to be an
integral part of life and an economic engine for the county, increasing the need for water for both agriculture and
human consumption. But drought conditions and reduced snow pack formation attributed to climate change is
making it difficult to meet the dual needs of agriculture and human consumptive needs.
The study employs a mixed-methods methodology to understand the role local public institutions play in
constraining and improving potential for adaptation in food and agricultural systems in Dona Ana. The aim is to
critically examine how public institutions engage in the management of water resources as climate change
intensifies and the impact of their engagement on the adaptation potential of local food and agricultural systems.
The study will be informed by fieldwork that includes conducting in-depth semi-structured interviews, obtaining
multiple perspectives from both officials at public institutions involved in water resources management and
farmers affected by the drought in Dona Ana. Additionally the study relies on legal and institutional analysis of

governing doctrines and legislation that affect water resources management, as well as quantitative analysis of
land use change and water use data to provide context and situate the conflict between agricultural and municipal
water users. This pragmatic approach will allow for a multi-dimensional analysis of a complex common pool
resource problem - water allocation – whose management impacts the livelihoods of all farmers and the quality of
life of all residents in the county.
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Cities are epicenters of innovation. Evidence from recent studies shows that increasing social interactions
associated with urbanization drive economic innovation in urbanizing regions (Bettencourt 2013). More recent
work suggests that factors associated with urban heterogeneity might explain the variability observed across cities
of a given size (Pan et al. 2015, Sim et al. 2015). Steel and Hefferman (2015) show possible distinct scaling
domains in the relationship between population and urban structure, as well as diverse economic, social,
environmental, and infrastructure variables. Yet to fully understand innovation in an urbanizing planet, it is
essential to place urbanization in the context of local and global environmental change. This project aims to
develop a conceptual framework and methodology to detect signatures of socio-ecological innovation and layout
an empirical study to uncover universal laws and mechanisms of urban innovation across metropolitan regions.
We identify selected indicators of socio-ecological innovation associated with emerging planetary boundaries
(Steffen et al. 2015). To begin we address two questions: 1) Do urban ecological functions (e.g., ecological
indicators) and innovation (e.g., green infrastructure) scale non-linearly with city size (measured via
population/population density)? And 2) How do scaling relationships vary with patterns of urbanization and urban
form? Through an initial empirical analysis of available high-resolution data sets on urban structures and carbon
emissions, we test hypotheses about complex interactions and key drivers of socio-ecological innovation across
US metropolitan area.
Empirical tests about socio-ecological couplings or lack thereof are based on normal bivariate and multivariate
statistics (e.g., General Linear Modeling and General Non-linear Modeling). For complex relationships and

indirect multidirectional feedbacks, we will compare empirical patterns to multiple models and model selection
methods such as AIC (Akaike Information Criteria). To test the sensitivity of scaling relationships to complex
urban structures and emerging socio-ecological networks we will measure urban density, connectivity,
modularity, and heterogeneity by developing a synthetic data set, then use simulation methods (e.g., Markov
Chain Monte Carlo) to test their relationships with socio-ecological indicators for which we have spatially
disaggregated data.
Exploring the complex relationships between urban development and socio-ecological innovation offers
significant promise for discovering general properties of urban systems to guide the transition toward urban
sustainability and resilience.
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The spatial composition and configuration of forestland have been continuously altered, resulting in significant
fragmentation of forestland throughout the United States (Riitters et al. 2002). The fragmentation in forestland has
caused loss of wildlife habitat and biodiversity, altered ecosystem functions, and has negatively impacted timber
industry and forestry. Consequently, forest fragmentation has been considered as one of the most serious threats
to ecosystems, and thus has become a central concern to policy makers and environmental and conservation
planners (Girvetz et al. 2008). In order to develop effective strategies to combat forest fragmentation, we need
accurate and consistent information on forest fragmentation dynamics and the underlying factors that contribute to
it. Prior research studies have suggested that a number of geophysical, socioeconomic, and spatial factors (e.g.,
slope, population growth, and distance to an urban center) help explain forest fragmentation (Croissant and
Munroe 2002; Radeloff et al. 2005). By identifying future locations and characteristics of development, land use
planning can also play an important role in shaping our landscapes and preserving our forest resources.
Consequently, land use planning and policy may mitigate or even accelerate forest fragmentation. Despite this
important role land use planning may play, previous studies have frequently neglected to integrate the role of land
use planning in their research design. In addition, forest fragmentation studies are rarely conducted at
socioeconomically or politically meaningful levels, making it difficult to connect between human related
processes and ecosystem functions. These prior studies provide limited information to planners to adopt prompt
and suitable strategies to mitigate forest fragmentation in their own local settings.
This study attempts to fill these research gaps by investigating the effectiveness of municipal level land use
planning on forest fragmentation dynamics from 2001-2011 in the state of Wisconsin. We argue that the
commonly used planning capacity variables in assessing the role of planning practice in sustainability studies

(e.g., presence of a comprehensive plan) may not sufficiently explain success in forest fragmentation mitigation.
Instead, the quality of a municipal comprehensive plan with regards to forest preservation may play a more
important role in mitigating forest fragmentation because it directly reflects the community’s attitudes, resources,
and policies on forest preservation.
In order to test this hypothesis, we are in the process of reviewing 28 municipal comprehensive plans. These plans
were selected based on a prior statewide analysis that investigated the impacts of a set of socioeconomic,
geophysical, and policy factors on forest fragmentation change between 2001 and 2011. The selected 28
municipalities are those with unexpected forest fragmentation change rate in that period, that is, the selected
factors cannot fully explain forest fragmentation in these municipalities. In this study, land use plan quality with
regards to forest fragmentation mitigation is constructed based on a framework developed by Berke and
Godschalk (2009).
Preliminary findings of our study suggest that the municipalities with lower-than-expected forest fragmentation
have high quality land use plans that help mitigate forest fragmentation, while those with higher-than-expected
forest fragmentation have low quality land use plans that may facilitate forest fragmentation. Study results will
help provide forest fragmentation mitigation guidelines to communities that are preparing comprehensive and
other land use plans.
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Skepticism regarding climate change science remains powerful in the United States, in some ways led by national
elected officials denying anthropogenic climate change. National surveys by the Pew Research Center in 2014
find that slightly more than half of the general public believes climate change is happening, but generally do not
give the issue a high priority ranking. Planners also report a lack of political and citizen support for climate
change planning, which has limited local municipal action in some areas (Foss & Howard, 2015; Hamin et al.,
2014). However, there is likely room for movement toward municipal climate action planning, even in areas
lacking overt political or citizen support, if planners can find productive ways to frame the issue. Planners are
well positioned to help find common ground for educating citizens and elected officials on climate change and
fostering support for community design and operation changes to enable climate change adaptation (Wheeler et
al., 2009). To advance this goal, this paper compares perceptions on climate change planning and action from a
survey of the general public and from interviews with city representatives to identify areas of agreement and
potential approaches to climate policy making.

This paper reports on results of a climate literacy survey of the general public, conducted at a variety of locations
and events in the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) region of Texas, from September to December 2015 (n=400). The
survey was designed to measure general knowledge of climate change science, gauge opinions regarding
willingness for behavior change, and assess support for governmental climate change policy making. The survey
results reveal several critical misunderstandings related to climate science, but also general willingness by the
public to change behaviors in their daily lives to lessen their environmental impact and help address climate
change. Additionally, there was broad support for climate change policy making at all levels of government,
national, state, and local. The survey data is compared to findings from a series of semi-structured interviews
(n=34) with elected officials and city staff, including planners, in municipalities throughout the DFW region.
These municipal representatives report some successes with planning and policy making in areas related to
climate change, such as energy efficiency, water conservation, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. However,
there is very little explicit planning for climate change in the region, and interviewees describe citizen opposition
and political conservatism as key reasons why their cities avoid a climate change agenda.
The disconnect between public opinion and policy maker perceptions regarding climate planning and action
suggests potential avenues for policy makers to more explicitly address climate change. First, gathering locally
specific data on public opinion can provide political cover for city governments seeking action. Second, data on
citizen climate change knowledge gaps can help planners design better community engagement campaigns to
raise awareness, foster support for climate planning, and facilitate citizen input on these plans (Pitt & Bassett,
2013). Additionally, survey and interview data reveal opportunities for shaping co-benefit arguments that align
with both municipal capacity and citizen priorities, such as focusing on economic development or public health
benefits of actions (Bedsworth & Hanak, 2013). Identifying productive co-benefit arguments may be helpful to
initiate climate planning in areas that have not yet tackled this topic. This research provides direction for planners
seeking to promote meaningful climate change dialogue and action in their communities.
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Consumption is the major driver of ever-expanding material extraction and waste generation globally; neither
technological innovation nor efficiency gains have offset rising demand. Scholars and practitioners are
increasingly promoting "sustainable consumption" as a solution. The UNEP (2015) defines sustainable
consumption as "fulfilling the needs of all while using fewer resources...and producing less waste and pollution."
In practice, this means addressing the entire sequence of activities involved in purchasing, using, and passing

along goods, services, materials, energy, or resources" (Luskin and Del Matto, 2007). As such, truly sustainable
consumption will require action in multiple sectors at multiple scales. But cities have an important role to play in
material management practice and, potentially, in transforming consumption. Efficient in terms of land, water,
and energy use for daily life, cities are nevertheless hubs of consumption; they are also critical sites of
environmental governance (Bulkeley and Betsill, 2005).
This research explores the current and potential role of cities in promoting and practicing sustainable
consumption. Specifically in relation to consumption of material resources and the generation of municipal solid
waste, this project asks the following questions: how and to what extent have U.S. cities made progress towards
sustainable consumption? How have the most progressive cities advanced this agenda in practice? What obstacles
have they encountered, and how have they overcome those barriers (if they have)? And finally, what prevents
other cities from following suit?
This project uses a mixed-methods research design comprised of a large-scale survey and six qualitative case
studies. The survey targeted the 300 U.S. municipalities with populations over 100,000 and achieved a response
rate of 41%. It provides baseline data about material management programs at the municipal level, including
recycling, composting, solid waste disposal, material reuse, and waste reduction. The survey results confirm and
generalize case-based observations about the current state of materials management practice in United States
cities (for example, Murphy and Pincetl, 2013). While recycling is almost universal, there is a much higher
preponderance of diversion programs than reduction programs. Cities use recycling to limit the amount of
material sent to landfills, but they have not reduced the overall volume of material throughput. Only a small
handful of cities have begun the more difficult task of limiting the use of difficult-to-recycle materials,
intervening in production processes, or trying to alter consumer habits.
The cases provide qualitative depth to the general findings from the survey. Six cases have been selected based on
survey results to include a range of levels of engagement with creative and progressive material management
practice. Data for the case studies will be drawn from interviews with local authorities as well as public
documents including plans, records of public meetings, and local press. The cases have been designed to reveal
insights into the variety of institutional and political barriers to changing waste management and consumption
patterns at the city level, as well as potential pathways forward.
This research makes the case that material consumption and waste management practices, while marginal in
planning discourse, need to be considered spatially, politically, and economically at the urban scale. Planners, by
nature of their integrative role, should thus engage more actively with these essential questions of urban
sustainability (Rees, 1995). Simultaneously, this research broadens the discussion of sustainable consumption,
which has largely focused on individual choices rather than collective systems of consumption, waste generation,
and material management. Finally, this research builds on the discourse around environmental governance by
examining barriers and pathways to transitioning to sustainable material practices within the complex political
environment of city institutions.
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The traditional viewpoint of entrepreneurship emphasizes the clear distinction between entrepreneur and planner,
representing the private and public sphere respectively. Situating under the urban context, “the entrepreneurial
city” refers to a supply-side-oriented accumulation strategy that prioritizes export maximization and proactively
pursues business investment for the (imputed or real) goal of intercity competition (Harvey, 1989). However,
there can be alternative approaches to the dominant pattern of capitalist entrepreneurial cities. Increasingly,
scholars and practitioners have addressed the concept of entrepreneurship and built an entrepreneur-friendly
environment to develop innovation and leadership for environmental and social challenges, beyond maximizing
the profits. An entrepreneur could be understood as more than a business owner or manager; he or she may be
associated with “creativity, innovation and problem-solving rather than mere profit making” (Frank, 2007, p.
638). The new generation of entrepreneurs demonstrates that “enterprise is not necessarily in conflict with
equitable, social and environmental goals and progress and the work of some community planners today could
easily be classed as entrepreneurial” (Frank, 2007, p. 641).
Through an integration with Photovoice, a participatory action research method, this paper explores the role of
entrepreneurship in building resilient communities, which has not been adequately explored in the planning
literature. Planning practitioners and scholars often situate entrepreneurship in the critical discussion of
neoliberalism and the debate of public and private partnership, hesitating to link entrepreneurship with a more
constructive planning framework. However, in the areas where governmental support and material resources are
fairly limited, individuals and grass-rooted communities with a strong sense of entrepreneurship have applied
entrepreneurial mechanisms for pragmatic problem solving facing uncertain environment challenges and hazards.
This paper begins with the theoretical exploration of entrepreneurship in the field of planning, with an emphasis
on the framework of resiliency planning. It is followed by the conceptual key themes of creative destruction and
innovation between entrepreneurship and resilience. From Schumpteter’s (1934) notion of creative destruction to
Holling’s (2001) summary for his “adaptive cycle”, the paper indicates that the destruction, in the context of
hazards, can bring not only obstacles, but also opportunities for innovation and enhancing resilience. And the
innovative entrepreneurship is called for and occurs when the social and environmental structures have been
revolutionized by the force of a hazard.
Through the case study of a disadvantaged community in metropolitan Manila, Philippines, this paper provides a
critical examination of the opportunities and challenges for building resilience via entrepreneurial approaches. It
concludes with recommendations for planners to integrate entrepreneurship with resiliency planning.
The conceptual framework of entrepreneurship affords a new perspective to conduct resiliency planning with
innovation from destruction. The practical mechanisms of entrepreneurship can offer pragmatic strategies for
sustainable resilience building programs, enhancing economic and social capacities of a community. It provides
the seed, soil, and sun for a community to survive, grow, and transform. It offers the possibilities to build better
and stronger communities under the uncertain risks. Hazards can be a turning point for deepening racial
segregation, economical injustice, and environmental degradation; hazards can also be a revolutionary opportunity
for prosperity, diversity, justice, and sustainability. With the rise and expansion of entrepreneurship with social
mission, the insufficiency can be transformed beyond the preexisting.
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Clean water is vital for stable economic growth, as well as human and environmental health. Water, wastewater
and other critical infrastructures enable coastal communities to prosper while protecting sensitive coastal
ecosystems. Between 2010-2014, there were an estimated 90 sewage spills on Oahu from failures in the sanitation
system. Heavy rains, high-tides, over-taxed infrastructure, and at times, a combination of these, in part, are
responsible for these spills. Oahu’s coastal environment is further at risk of sewage and nutrient loading due to the
location, age, and other characteristics of cesspools and other onsite sewage systems (Whittier and El-Kady,
2014). With climate change, the vulnerability of coastal communities is expected to increase due to the exposure
of multiple and interacting bio-physical and socio-economic changes (Bennett et al. 2016; Wilbanks & Fernandez,
2014). However, little is known how wastewater infrastructures interact with multiple exposures to impact coastal
communities. In this paper, we develop a conceptual framework to address the question: how will sea-level rise
combined with patterns of precipitation interact with critical assets associated with wastewater infrastructures to
impact coastal communities?
To answer this question, we use a mixed research approach combining both quantitative and qualitative data
collection at two different scales of analysis. At one scale, we quantify exposures and sensitivities of wastewater
infrastructures at the county level using readily available GIS data. At a more detail level, we examine
vulnerabilities in three coastal communities that represent a range of urbanization from very built up to more rural
with varying distributions of onsite treatment systems (cesspools/septics) and centralized collection systems. We
use “criticality” as a key concept to identify and rank important characteristics of alternative wastewater
infrastructures and their impacts to coastal environments. We employ structured interviews with individuals and
focus groups of wastewater health managers, engineers, conservation and neighborhood leaders to identify
important assets and community characteristics that influence the vulnerability of wastewater infrastructures.
This research is part of a two-year funded research program. This paper will present a conceptual risk
management framework being used to assess the vulnerability of wastewater infrastructures to climate change in
Hawaii. We discuss our integrated approach involving community and multiple-agency stakeholders, and present
preliminary results from our interviews. We map an inventory of critical wastewater assets, characteristics
associated with these assets that make them more or less sensitive to climate stressors and discuss concerns about
their impacts. This research will provide planning research and practice a more nuanced understanding of the
vulnerabilities of coastal ecosystems and communities to climate change through the example of wastewater
infrastructures.
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Urban water systems keep our cities healthy, safe, and livable. But too often our water systems exemplify the
linear “take-make-waste” paradigm common to modern cities. In the past, this linear approach was acceptable,
affordable, even best practice. But pressures to protect ecosystems, green cities, improve equity, lower costs, and
mitigate hazards have inspired new paradigms of managing water that follow a more regenerative make-usereturn paradigm. Proponents of these new water management paradigms aspire “to produce more benefits than the
traditional approaches have delivered” (Marlow et al. 2013) by viewing “all water streams as resources” (Wong,
2006). The tools used can be centralized or decentralized, well-established or still evolving. Major categories
include stormwater management and rainwater harvesting, water conservation, water reclamation and reuse,
energy management, nutrient recovery, and source separation (Daigger 2009). A key challenge however is that
many of these solutions require changes to the timing, location or design of urban development. This is a problem
because urban development patterns are not controlled by the water managers who champion these solutions.
Many forward thinking practitioners and scholars have been calling for an integration of land use planning and
water management for years (Mukheibir et al. 2014) and there are instances where coordination is occurring.
Despite the examples, they remain uncommon. In terms of innovation theory, they have been created by
innovators and used by early adopters, but have not “jumped the chasm” to be mainstreamed by the early/late
majority (Moore and Benbasat 1991). Until that happens, many innovative water solutions will remain more of an
exception than the rule.
The challenge is then how to integrate land use planning with water management at a national scale and several
practical questions exist.
1. Which land use planning activities affect the implementation of innovative water solutions?
2. What are the barriers to integration, and what strategies can be employed to overcome the barriers?
This paper seeks to answer these questions by drawing on results from two national questionnaires administered
to both land use planners and water managers. We also conducted a series of case studies across the nation to
investigate examples of integrated land use and water planning. Based on our findings, we mapped the
connections between innovative water solutions and urban planning actions. We also developed a self-assessment
tool that practitioners can employ to identify barriers to integration. As part of this tool, every barrier is
accompanied by a suite of strategies. Each of the strategies is based evidence from successful cases of integration.
The outputs from this project will certainly improve our understanding of integration challenges and

opportunities. However, it is the outcomes we seek that truly motivate us. We seek to foster transitions to
sustainable, resilient, and just urban water systems that are successful across the triple bottom line and
inspirational to urban planners, water service professionals and the general public.
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Climate action plans are now commonplace among city planning agencies in the United States and beyond. These
documents have generated a great deal of strategy for mitigation of the emissions that lead to climate change. Less
developed, however, is the body of planning and policy knowledge to fuel adaptation to the health impacts of
climate change. In 2014, Portland State University researchers partnered with the city's Bureau of Planning and
Sustainability to study and strategize toward the goal of improving community/neighborhood-scale resilience to
extreme heat and air pollution. This paper discusses three phases of this project. Phase I, completed in the past
year, reviews spatial statistical analysis of demographic and geographic risk factors to these two hazards, for a
city-wide vulnerability assessment. This included an interactive web tool for planners' and other stakeholders'
inquiry into the assessment's multidimensional findings. Phase II, currently underway, involves qualitative
investigation of the hazard-specific coping mechanisms of individuals and households in the neighborhoods
assessed as vulnerable. Phase III, also in development presently, connects public agencies with community
members in piloting planning and public health strategies to reduce vulnerability and promote resilience. The
paper synthetically reviews this empirical project to make the theoretical case for socio-ecological vulnerability in
urban 'riskscapes' as a key phenomenon by which environmental injustice, and inequity in general, is reproduced.
The three-phase project is jointly sponsored by the Institute for Sustainable Solutions at Portland State University
and the National Science Foundation's Sustainability Research Network grant, entitled Urban Resilience to
Extremes.
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Urban areas are among the largest anthropogenic uses in terms of appropriation of land, energy, materials, and
biological primary production, as well as in the alteration of the biogeochemical cycles of carbon, water, and
nitrogen. Despite their significance in these respects, coherent descriptions and analyses of urban areas regarding
the flux and cyclic processes of energy, materials, information and economic costs are relatively scarce. There
exists an opportunity to investigate urban areas as analogous to ecosystems, thus allowing a complex, dynamical
systems approach to be applied to the environmental planning and management of coupled natural and human
environments. Similar to how an ecologist studies natural environments within the hierarchal scale of an
ecosystem, this novel approach is based on the investigation of urban areas as ecosystems onto themselves, or as
urbanized ecosystems. Such an approach is scalable and transferable to neighborhood, community and regional
applications.
This paper is based on the research question; ‘How can the environmental planning and management of urban
areas be conceptualized as urbanized ecosystems, so as to provide a basis for informed decision- and
policymaking?’ This research question was derived from a socio-ecological theoretical framework developed by
the National Science Foundation (NSF) for the Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) program (LTER, 2007).
This framework provided a hierarchal structure of research questions nested within each other, from which the
research question was explicated from a broadscope to narrowscope refinement process. Following this
explicative progression, a line of inquiry emerged for conceptualizing urbanized ecosystems in terms of
associated energy, material, information and eco¬nomic cost fluxes, so as to provide a basis for informed
decision- and policymaking.
Towards this end, this paper presents a methodology, Urbanized Ecosystems™ (UrbEcoSys™), developed as a
proof of concept application for the Village of Oak Park, Illinois. This community was first conceptualized as a
com¬plex, dynamical, and adaptive ecosystem, based on scoping, inventorying, and assessing its critical variables
and relationships as represented by the flux and cyclic processes of energy, materials, information and economic
costs. This conceptualization allowed a more formalized level of inquiry in the form of a system model. Findings
in the form of baseline metrics were then used to develop alternative policy scenarios, which were then assessed
relative to their alignment with the village’s overall vision and policy. The outcomes from this assessment could
then be used to sup¬port an informed decision- and policymaking process, prioritized within the municipal
budget’s allocation of finite resources.
This paper is outlined as follows. First, the purpose for the line of inquiry to investigate urban areas as analogous
to ecosystems is provided, so as to establish the rationale for urbanized ecosystems. Second, an overview of prior
studies pertaining to urbanized ecosystems is provided, from the disciplinary perspectives of urban planning,
ecology and urban ecology. Third, the paper concludes with a proof of concept application, with a summary of
findings and outcomes.
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Extreme heat events are responsible for more annual fatalities in the United States than any other form of extreme
weather [1]. Urban centers are particularly vulnerable to the threats of excessive heat as most cities are home to
large populations of lower income individuals who often lack access to air conditioning or adequate healthcare
facilities. Urban populations are also more likely to be exposed to extreme heat due to the urban heat island (UHI)
phenomenon. As the global population continues to urbanize, the number of vulnerable individuals will continue
to increase making urban heat island mitigation strategies all the more important.
This research explores urban agriculture as an urban heat island mitigation strategy. Though previous work has
examined the role of vegetation in mitigating the UHI effect [2], the potential of urban agriculture as a mitigation
strategy has yet to be investigated. This paper presents the results of a land cover analysis, which investigates the
climate effect of urban agriculture on local temperatures. The research is conducted in the city of Atlanta, GA, as
Atlanta has one of the fastest growing urban heat islands, and has exhibited significant increasing trends in heat
waves [3].
This paper is a continuation of previous research that investigated the conversion of underutilized properties, such
as vacant and distressed parcels, to urban agriculture using a local climate simulation model. My research shows
that urban agriculture sufficiently decreases high nighttime temperatures during hot summer months, which is an
important finding from a public health perspective as night-time temperatures are a better metric for capturing
negative health effects from extreme heat than daytime temperatures.
In this research, I use satellite temperature, land cover data, and urban form metrics to estimate how the percent
change in urban agriculture impacts local temperatures. I create urban form typologies based on Atlanta’s urban
morphology. The urban form typologies are based on characteristics that have been used to define “local climate
zones” [4]. This analysis investigates whether the urban form of the neighborhood plays an important role in how
well vegetative strategies perform in reducing temperatures. Specifically, I investigate how urban form at the
neighborhood scale impacts the relationship between urban agriculture and local climate. As such, I argue that
urban agriculture should not only be placed in cities but that the morphology of the built environment should be
taken into consideration when selecting locations for urban agriculture.
This research builds on work currently examining the potential of urban agriculture to effectively revitalize
neighborhoods with vacant properties and reclaim brownfield sites in urban areas. When designing heat
mitigation strategies, it is important for planners and policy makers to quantify the difference between vegetative
approaches in order to understand the tradeoffs they are making climatically, environmentally, and socially. As
such the results of this research can help guide planners when selecting between vegetative UHI mitigation
strategies and may further support the burgeoning urban agriculture movement.
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Mitigating extreme urban heat is challenging in a desert climate such as Doha, Qatar, since outdoor daytime
temperatures are often too high for the human body to tolerate. Recent evidence suggests that the urban form in
cities helps to mediate the temporal variation of microclimates, and that landscape modifications can have
potential in reducing temperatures and increasing accessibility to the outdoor environment. In order to understand
the relationship between urban form and temperature moderation, we examined the spatial and temporal variation
of air temperature throughout one desert city, Doha, Qatar. We conducted vehicle traverses using highly resolved
temperature and GPS data loggers to determine spatial differences in summertime air temperatures. We employed
three statistical approaches -- Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), Regression Tree Analysis (RTA) and Random
Forest (RF) – to model near-surface air temperatures using land cover predictors, including percent urban area,
percent vegetation, albedo and the distance to the coast. We validated the prediction of the models by computing
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between predicted near-surface air temperatures and measured temperatures
and discovered that temporal variation in urban heat is mediated by different factors throughout the day. The
average RMSE for OLS, RTA and RF is 1.25, 0.96, and 0.65 (in Celsius) respectively, suggesting that the RF is
the best model to predict near-surface air temperatures for this study site. We conclude with recommendations
about the types of development patterns that show the greatest potential for reducing extreme heat in air climates.
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Urban trees can live for 80 to 100 years. This puts urban forestry in the (difficult) position to manage fast
paradigm shifts in the face of long historical path-dependencies. In the case of urban forestry, as in other domains,
paradigm shifts can occur quickly. Diseases and invasive species can decimate popular tree species such as Elm
and Ash in a matter of years. Management philosophies focused on formal esthetics and growth rates gave way to
sustainability and biodiversity principles within decades. Yet, just as for major infrastructure construction,
decisions regarding urban trees stay with us for the next 80-100 years.
While planning horizons in most cities hover around 20 years, urban forestry time horizons tend to be closer to
80-100 years. While new infrastructure can take 5-10 years to plan and 3-5 years to build, a tree planted today can
take 50 years to reach maturity and develop a full canopy. Furthermore, while roads or sewers can be
repaired/rebuilt without a sense of community loss, urban trees are living beings. Residents become attached to
the trees that define their streets, and mature trees provide ecosystem services and streetscape amenities that
cannot be immediately replaced by new saplings. In practice, this means that urban forestry has had to find ways
to quickly adjust to social and environmental changes while planting and caring for living organisms with a
centennial lifespan.
Urban forestry adaptive management strategies may apply to city planning as a whole. It may also teach us how
urban planning could start adopting 100 year time horizons in line with sustainability goals. This paper draws
lessons from the field of urban forestry– from its history, practices and practitioners- that may be useful for
sustainable urban planning. It draws theoretical and practical lessons on ways to integrate very long term planning
horizons with day-to-day decisions and short-term budgetary and political priorities, and on ways to maintain
adaptability and resilience in the face of very long path-dependencies and fast paradigm shifts.
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While Beijing is not alone when it comes to smoke-filled skies (CNN, 2013), this city of more than 20 million
people has come to symbolize the environmental cost of China's break-neck economic growth. As China
continues a three decade-long trajectory of economic growth and urban development, there has been increasing
concerns on the environment risk and public health in urban China. Fine particulate matter (PM2.5) pollution has
been a heated topic for discussion that also leads to health concerns greatly, such as respiratory problems and
cardiovascular diseases. Pollution exacerbates socioeconomic inequality as it causes greater suffering amongst the
poor. They are more exposed and often unable to pay to prevent or to treat the resulting health consequences.
International literature on environmental inequality and air pollution indicates that most studies were conducted in
developed countries, mostly in North America and Europe. Overall, most North American studies have shown
that areas where low-socioeconomic-status communities dwell experience higher concentrations of criteria air
pollutants, while European research has been mixed (Hajat et al., 2015). Research from other parts of the world,
especially developing countries is rather limited, though it has shown a general trend similar to that of North
America. One of the few papers to highlight inequality in the distribution of criteria air pollutants in an Asian

setting was in Hong Kong (Fan et al., 2012). It suggests that both residential mobility and market forces may
influence air pollution exposure and shows how government housing policy can influence air pollution exposure.
Therefore, our study aims to fill in the research gap in the Chinese context by examine whether PM2.5-induced
health burdens differ significantly among different socio-economic groups in Urban China, hence leading to a
potential case of health-related social injustice.
We plan to evaluate the socioeconomic disparities related to PM2.5 exposures at both neighborhood and
individual level in Beijing. The PM2.5 exposure assessment will be conducted by integrating Satellite-based
remote sensing data and ground monitoring data from 35 stations in Beijing. We develop a spatiotemporal
statistical model to estimate the fine-grained (1km*1km) daily ground-level PM2.5 concentrations in Beijing for
year 2014 and 2015. At the neighbourhood level, we will develop the socioeconomic-status indicators based on
the Chinese census 2010 data. Given the fact that income level is not available in the census data, we plan to
develop several other indicators by using data from location-based social media, housing transactions to
approximate it. At the individual level, we have already collected 300 individual surveys which include the
individual socio-economic attributes, GPS-based activity-travel diary data and associated hourly PM2.5
concentration data in a subarea in Beijing. Hence, we can assess individuals‘ pollution exposure under different
travel-activity modes and measure the variations among different groups by travel-activity pattern and socioeconomic attributes. Finally, an integrated regression model will be estimated to evaluate the role of both
individual- and neighborhood-level socio-economic status metrics in their specific populations.
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With the growth of land use, population and sea levels, the coastal areas of Florida, US are facing critical
pressures of groundwater recharge. Rapid population and land use growth occurred in the past 30 years has
resulted in decades of groundwater withdrawals that led to substantial changes in water supply and lowering of
water table. Furthermore, sea level rise induced saltwater intrusion causes coastal aquifer salinity at annual and
decadal scales due to global climate change. Hence, the pressure on groundwater supply expands under both of
these variations. This study evaluated the groundwater recharge pressure quantitatively based on the change of
land use, demographics and sea level rise in the past and future.

To make this assessment, we proposed approaches that included statistical methods and hydrodynamic modeling.
Arc GIS, SPSS, and Mat lab are used to compute the calculations and obtain the specific groundwater pressure
stress in the study area.
Statistical method was used to predict groundwater recharge, which was defined as precipitation less
evapotranspiration and water demand. The groundwater demand was divided into six categories including public,
domestic-self, commercial/industrial/institutional-self, thermoelectric power generation, agricultural-self and
recreational-self. Public demand was the essential consumption of water use, which takes up one third of the total
amount. Ordinary least squares regression (OLS) and time series analysis were employed to each demand
category to determine public groundwater demand in future. Candidate influencing factors included agriculture,
tourism, historical trends, economics, meteorology and total population. Results indicated that water demand was
most dependent on population variation. Time series analysis was used to predict private groundwater demand,
and the results showed that historical trends and polices were mostly influential to the private water demand.
Two hydrodynamic modeling scenarios were considered to model the landward movement of the saltwaterfreshwater interface under different sea level rise rate scenarios: flux controlled and head controlled. Under a flux
controlled system hydraulic head gradient remained the same during sea level rise while under a head controlled
system hydraulic gradient diminished and saltwater intrusion occured to a greater degree. The model contained
three key terms, aquifer recharge, groundwater discharge and hydraulic conductivity. Groundwater discharge and
hydraulic conductivity were calculated based on decadal field measurements.
Our research found that the total groundwater demand in Brevard county is 94.83 mgd currently, but the
groundwater demand would increase by 1.4%, 6.5% and 18% in 2020, 2030 and 2050. Each community in the
study area might perform different groundwater pressure due to their locations, population, and land cover. In
addition, the temperature variables and population were correlated with groundwater demand in Brevard County.
With the population growth and rising sea levels, the water recharge pressure would be increasing in the future. It
suggested planners and governments develop new policies to meet the gap between groundwater demand and
supply in the future.
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Sea level is expected to rise steadily though slowly in the foreseeable future. A challenge for all coastal
governments is to decide on an appropriate adaptation strategy to mitigate the damages and when to implement it,

and more importantly on how to rally public support for implementing a new adaptation strategy. To address
these challenges, this study formulates an interdisciplinary framework to ensure scientifically sound decisionmaking. Unfortunately, there does not exist such an analytical framework that could be used for the direct and
indirect costs and benefits of sea level rise adaptation strategies.
This study proposes an analytical framework to identify and forecast the tipping points of sea level rise adaptation
strategies, utilizing data from Miami-Dade County, Florida as a case study. To accomplish this goal, the key
processes are; to employ loss estimation models (e.g. HAZUS-MH) to quantify the direct economic loss of
different sea level rise scenarios, to assess the indirect economic impacts of sea level rise adaptation on the local
economy by utilizing input/output models, to evaluate the costs and benefits of different adaptation strategies, and
finally to identify and forecast the tipping points of sea level rise adaptation strategies.
The economic analysis of this study is primarily performed based on the integration of two major modeling; the
Multi-hazard Loss Estimation Flood Model (HAZUS-MH), and the regional input-output model (IMPLAN).
Firstly, in this research, HAZUS has been utilized to assess the property damage to building stocks (including
buildings and their contents) and the direct business interruption losses. Secondly, for the indirect economic
analysis, the input-output (I-O) model has been applied to evaluate the total business interruption losses based on
the direct losses estimated from the HAZUS model.
The key component in this analytical framework is the careful assessment of the economic costs and benefits.
Thus, economics literature will provide the foundation for the proposed framework with incorporation of
methodologies from climate change and urban and regional planning areas. The key concept in the proposed
framework is the “tipping point” defined as the delay time when a new adaptation strategy is just as effective as
the current adaptation strategy. The effectiveness of a new adaptation is measured by the net benefit defined as the
difference between the damages mitigated by the new adaptation and the damages mitigated by the current
adaptation, in addition to the indirect benefits from implementing the new strategy, minus the implementation and
maintenance costs of the new adaptation (direct investment). One of the key aspects of this study is to determine
the “adaptation tipping points” defined as the threshold when the less cost-efficient strategy is no longer feasible
or cost-efficient. The time scales of different adaptation strategies can be compared.
This study could contribute to the body of knowledge on adaptation planning by addressing some of the existing
gaps such as; Firstly, most of the existing literature is greatly underestimate the impacts of sea level rise as a
future threat by focusing only on the direct impacts on specific economic sector(s). This study instead proposes a
comprehensive approach by utilizing input-output model to perform an economic impact analysis of different sea
level rise scenarios and potential adaption strategies. Furthermore, to our knowledge, the tipping point framework
is a novel approach in sea level rise related research in particular. The tipping point can be used as a simple, but
effective, communication tool to educate the public on a complicated policy matter. It is not only informing the
public about when is good time to implement the new adaptation, but also it is warning them about the dire
consequences if delay is long.
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What is the impact on the climate resilience capacities of urban slum dwellers when the communities themselves
are empowered to assess their vulnerabilities and take resilience action?
This paper will present the working model and preliminary evaluation findings of an action research project to
build local coping mechanisms and adaptation technologies for climate-resilience capacities of urban poor living
in informal settlements in South Asia. The project, conducted by the author with the Mahila Housing SEWA Trust
(MHT, an Indian non-profit with considerable experience in engaging women living in informal settlements
around housing issues), was recently selected for the Global Resilience Partnership funded by USAID,
Rockefeller Foundation and The Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA). See
http://www.globalresiliencepartnership.org. The project addresses four major climate risks – heat stress, flash
floods, acute water shortages and vector borne diseases – in 100 slum communities in 7 cities of South Asia Ahmedabad, Jaipur, Bhopal, Ranchi, Bhubaneshwar (India), Kathmandu (Nepal) and Dhaka (Bangladesh). Our
aim is to tackle information and knowledge barriers in building capacities of slum communities and city
governments for assessing vulnerabilities and risks of Climate Change on poor populations. We are addressing the
critical partnership gap between technical experts, local governments and low income communities to undertake
participatory risk assessments and design joint technical solutions. India, Bangladesh and Nepal are amongst the
countries most threatened by climate change. The dense urban populations are particularly susceptible to these
changes, and the most vulnerable would be those living in informal settlements. For South Asia, this translates to
around 190 million people living in slums and informal settlements, or approximately 35% of the urban
population of South Asia.
The project advances the following theory of change: Urban poor, when provided with the requisite knowledge to
undertake vulnerability and risk assessments and equipped with available resilient-technologies, will be able to
devise and implement locally relevant and pro-poor climate resilient solutions. If the poor are empowered to
implement their own resilience plans, they will be able to better influence climate resilient city planning and
ensure that effective urban adaptation practices are in place. MHT is thus creating a unique socio-technical
partnership between communities and technical experts. The project is a multi-layered solutions approach,
including grassroot-developed household and community based adaptation strategies as well as infrastructure,
institutional and financial mechanisms, linked to technical resource groups and city agencies.
The model of intervention includes five significant elements:
1. A Women-led Community Based Institutional Model that builds Community Action Groups (CAGs) at slum
level around women and youth leaders, with city-level women-led federations of CAGs (Vikasinis) established in
each city. CAGs undertake vulnerability risk assessment and developed Community-level Resilience Actions
Plans. Model CAGs are being developed as learning platform for other CAGs.
2. Local Capacities developed around 1,200 women and youth leaders who are trained as local community
advocates and climate specialists on climate risks, surveillance and vulnerability assessment, collective response
action and technical solutions. Local technical resource groups (researchers, innovators, service providers) are
being established in each city, with a systematic interaction process between Vikasini leaders and members of
resource groups.
3. Tools for evidence-based decision-making and communication are being developed, including a Community
Based Vulnerability Assessment (CBVAT) Toolkits, a household level CBVAT Calculator, and a Climate Risk
Communication and Training to Urban Poor Toolkit.

4. A compendium of pro-poor, gender sensitive climate resilient solutions, customized and validated by the
community will be developed.
5. External evaluation and documentation of the “how” aspects of the model, especially the processes involving
building of social capital, and the cross-learning’s between people and the scientific/policy influencing
community, to reach out to multiple cities.
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Within the past few years, the issue of gentrification in American cities has taken the urban studies and planning
world by storm. A flurry of recent scholarship has done much to improve our understanding of what gentrification
is, how to measure it, and what impacts such processes can have on the ground in communities. However, for all
the attention given to the topic, very little has been said of the ways in which planning and public policy can
respond to the redevelopment pressures that many low-income communities face and mediate the harmful effects
that often come alongside rapid demographic change. In this paper session, we aim to create a robust discussion
on what many scholars are calling “equitable development.” Specifically, we refer to how traditionally
disadvantaged communities can benefit from and not disproportionately suffer the impacts of new investments in
their neighborhoods. Our papers investigate the tools, practices, and possibilities of urban planning,
policymaking, and community-based efforts to achieve more equitable outcomes for those often marginalized
from and within redevelopment processes.
Objectives:




To understand what equitable development is and its relationship to current redevelopment trends in lowincome communities.
To understand the equitable development tools and practices being used in communities across the
country.
To understand what can be achieved in and for disadvantaged communities when equitable development
is done right, and what is lost when it is not.

ABSTRACTS FROM TRACK 4
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The recent and rapid influx of immigrants from Latin and Asian countries into the United States generates many
diversified neighborhoods throughout the country (Singer 2004, Maly 2005) Those are not just in New York City
or Los Angeles, but in some cities like Baltimore, a postindustrial city that had had a long hiatus of the
appearance of immigrants. At the same time, the city has also seen a sign of gentrification in downtown

neighborhoods that echo the "back-to-the-city movement" (Sturtevant and Jung 2011.) As a result, some
neighborhoods are seeing a rapid influx of different groups of people - immigrants and gentrifiers simultaneously.
This phenomenon could create new social dynamics in the neighborhoods due to the differences among new and
longtime residents - language and culture, socioeconomic status, generation and family types. The neighborhood
stands on the diverging point of whether the neighborhood stays diverse or one group takes over the place. How
planners, policymakers and community organizers can create and maintain a diverse yet inclusive community is a
central challenge for those neighborhoods (Massey 1995.)
This paper illustrates the situation in Greektown, Baltimore City in Maryland, which has been accepting Latino
immigrants and new young residents in the last couple of years. This small and geographically rather isolated
neighborhood was once a European immigrant’s enclave and still maintains some original ethnic characteristics
on surface, yet it is becoming drastically diverse.
In this neighborhood, the three racially, ethnically and socioeconomically different groups - Long-timers who are
mostly Greeks, Latino immigrants, and new residents who are young and professional all are facing each other in
their daily lives. They negotiate each other on various occasions in order to make their living environments
desirable to them.
The interviews of 48 residents and community leaders, a survey, and more than two years of participant
observation were conducted to examine their relationships and possible outcomes. The result shows that although
they live side by side in a small neighborhood, each group is "socially segregated” with little interactions. Their
social communities exist in different locations and do not often overwrap. For example, Greek residents gather
around the church and Greek restaurants maintaining close ties with families and friends including those in
Greece. The new residents’ networks exist outside of the physical neighborhood boundary such as in their work
places. Latino immigrants have an active community around the social organizations who assist them. The
situation suggests that due to the lack of basis of interaction, their ability to work together to solve an issue or
improve the current conditions together is limited.
Nevertheless, there are some signs of the ties among them. One finding is a strong identification as immigrants or
immigrants’ descendants by Greeks/Greek Americans makes them feel sympathetic towards new immigrants
from Latin countries despite their generational difference and language barrier. They also have economic
dependency as renters and landlords. Many of new young residents – Millennials or Generation-Y, who work for
social organizations in Baltimore City – are self-claimed “socially minded” people who have an idea to support
diverse neighborhoods and accept immigrants, although their actions are not consistent. Finally, the second and
later generations of the immigrant’s descendants could be bridges for immigrants’ communities and the new
residents due to their backgrounds; young generations who grew up in the United States with cultural heritages
from their families.
The paper concludes that planners, policymakers, and community organizers in recognizing those ties that are
often weak and not visible, strengthen them to connect different groups in order to make neighborhoods stay
diverse yet inclusive in this new era of immigration and gentrification.
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This paper makes the case for radical alteration in four “upstream” policies which in their present forms damage
cities, but can be changed. Such changes in federal, state, and corporate power, I argue, have great potential for
improving our cities.
Policies in four areas—on austerity, schools, food, and drugs—are key. They have much to do with urban affairs,
yet they rarely come up in serious discussions of city or metropolitan well-being. Nevertheless, across a wide
range of places, policies in these four areas have made things worse rather than better. In oppositon to these
counterproductive policies, critics locally and nationally pose sensible, feasible alternatives, and people are
beginning to listen. Each issue has become a hot item on the national agenda. It makes sense now to tie them
together, not as elements thought of as external to cities but as part of a new, more progressive urban agenda.
My research, forthcoming in a book on these topics, shows that many cities and a number of states already have
new programs under way to restrain or redirect externally imposed policies that currently operate to exacerbate
inequality, damage schools, worsen nutrition, and create violence over drugs. Outspoken politicians propose farreaching improvements that would aid cities. Well-armed advocacy groups offer support.
Each of the policies is ripe for reform. These issues attract the bright lights of the media, as popular movements
challenge austerity, struggle to improve schools, worry about food problems, and oppose the drug war and closely
related mass incarceration. Politicians position themselves from time to time not too far behind. Daily
newspapers, evening TV broadcasts, NPR and other radio stations, weekly magazines, and websites are filled with
news about these subjects. Some of the news is miserably depressing, some filled with promise, but either way,
events fit into recurring patterns and they are interconnected.
If cities, with federal and state assistance, were to take on these four interrelated problems, then positive
movement would occur in traditional urban policy as well, to narrow household income disparities and combat
racial injustice, and to improve housing, transportation, social services, inter-municipal coordination, and
environmental protection. The combination would assist cities and pump new energy in, to revitalize metropolitan
areas. Empowered by new city-centered energy, the entire nation would prosper.
In each of these four areas city advocates and researchers have produced enormous bodies of evidence calling for
reform. Vast troves of annual survey data as well as solid statistical analyses come from public agencies, fairminded advocacy organizations, think tanks, various state and city research organizations, new local programs,
investigative journalists, and hundreds of individual researchers and research teams at colleges and universities.
One of my main tasks was to condense and stratify evidence and arguments from hundreds of often overlapping
and sometimes-conflicting documents.
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Research on regional economies has paid some attention to informal, unregulated, and illegal enterprise
(DeFilippis et al 2009; Light 1977). One particular sector, sexually oriented massage parlors, has experienced
growth outside of traditional “red light” districts in the U.S. (Chin et al 2015; Dank et al., 2014). The sector’s
employment is dominated by Asian immigrant women (Bungay et al., 2013), and we focus in this paper on New
York City and Los Angeles County, city-regions with large concentrations of Asian immigrants. Pathways into
employment in this sector are structured globally through sending and receiving countries’ policies regarding sex
work; international recruitment networks; a decrease in alternative employment opportunities in local
manufacturing jobs (especially the garment industry) as a result of globalization; comparatively low wages and
long hours in other service sector employment (e.g., restaurants in ethnic enclaves); and an increased demand for
personal services – including sexual services – by workers in the global economy. “Illegal” enterprise in ethnic
enclave economies expose workers to co-ethnic exploitation, criminalization, and stigma. Co-ethnic exploitation
may involve not just being employed by co-ethnic parlor owners but also providing sexual services to men of the
same ethnicity. Criminalization and the extreme social stigma attached to sex work may limit the viability of this
pathway as a long-term economic strategy; at the same time, there are few more lucrative economic alternatives
for Asian immigrant women in massage parlor work. Drawing on interviews with 55 Asian female massage parlor
workers in New York City (mostly working in Queens) and 43 in Los Angeles County, we explore their
experiences as workers, the social and economic factors that led to their entry into the sexually oriented massage
parlor sector, and their prospects for economic advancement. We discuss why many workers remain in this sector
even with exploitation, criminalization, stigma, and potential violence in the workplace.
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This research examines how the everyday/everynight life of self-identified women working at night is considered
and addressed in urban planning in the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona, Spain. In particular, two interrelated
aspects of planning that affect women’s everynight life – fear/safety and mobility – are examined through an
intersectional feminist lens. Thus, this research explores how intersectional analysis of fear and safety perceptions
are attached to sociocultural constructions of gendered bodies in public spaces and how these influence women’s
mobility and right to the city at night. Using feminist participatory action research as a methodology, this research
also explores how women nightshift workers can influence and transform planning policies and practices.
The research questions are:
(1) What social, economic and physical dimensions of urban planning outcomes and practices do women night
workers identify as shapers of their everyday/everynight life? In particular, how do fear-safety and mobility
impact women nightshift workers’ everynight life as they live, interact and move within and across their homes,
neighbourhoods, workplaces and other nodes within the city and region? To what extent are these issues included
in municipal and regional planning policies, specifically around mobility networks, regulation of public space,
safety and security, and the provision of public services and facilities?
(2) How can women’s active participation in planning interrogate and transform the everyday/everynight life of
night users of public spaces and work places? How can feminist participatory action research promote gender
transformative urban planning regarding the night use of the city?
Feminist Participatory Action Research (FPAR) is used as a methodology to develop a critical understanding of
women’s diverse voices and experiences, placing at the centre what often has been at the margins of knowledge,
while working towards action that could transform the life of self-identified women. This methodology enables to
implement a ‘planning from below’ approach (Sandercock, 2003) that values community-building and
development at the grassroots level, and acknowledges the role of ‘ordinary’ people in the planning process as
active agents of transformation. Through the use of FPAR, this research wants to demonstrate that planning from
below can be gender-transformative if we include people’s gendered practices and intersectional identities, if we
“acknowledge and make visible women’s experiences, and activities, needs, and responsibilities associated with
domestic and care work … respond to the consequences of having a female sexualised body in public space, and
the temporal dimension of everyday life, that looks beyond the productive life and responds to the different times
when domestic and care work are developed.” (Ortiz Escalante and Gutiérrez Valdivia, 2015: 116).
This research fills major gaps in the ‘planning the night’ literature by focusing on the everyday/everynight life of
night-shift working women, rather than merely the economic or leisure and consumption conceptualizations of
night-time planning, and by including an intersectional feminist analysis and the everyday life as knowledge
source, which are not present in most night-time economy studies. In addition, it helps include diverse gendered
bodies in planning the night, and make visible the everyday/everynight life of a segment of night workers.
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There is a growing interest among planners in the walkability of routes to parks. Building on the Safe Routes to
School experience, the American Planning Association (APA) and the National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA) have recently developed guidelines for communities aiming to establish Safe Routes to Parks (SRTP).
The walkability of routes to parks, including their convenience and safety, particularly matters to people who do
not have access to a car, such as children, teenagers, and low-income groups. Although some scholars have
investigated environmental justice issues in neighborhoods around parks (e.g. Parsons et al., 2015), no study has
systematically assessed whether walkability around parks varies by income and ethnicity.
Substantial empirical evidence shows that parks are inequitably distributed in many U.S cities and in Los Angeles
particularly, with low-income groups and people of color having access to significantly fewer park acres than
other groups (Wolch, Byrne, & Newell, 2014). Besides inequity in park provision, do low-income and ethnic
minority groups also have less walkable routes to access parks, compared to more affluent and white people? In
particular, in this study we seek to assess whether the walkability of routes to parks in the San Fernando Valley, a
vast area in the city of Los Angeles, varies by income level and ethnic composition of the neighborhoods around
parks. The San Fernando Valley (SFV) is appropriate case study for this investigation because its urban fabric is
representative of many other post-WWII suburbs in the U.S., because of significant socio-economic and ethnic
variations in its neighborhoods, and because most children visiting its parks are driven there by their parents
(Loukaitou-Sideris & Sideris, 2009). This suggests the possibility of walkability issues around parks in the SFV.
We used a stratified sampling approach to select 51 census block groups (CBG) within half-a-mile of a park in the
SFV, with significant variations in median household income and ethnicity. To assess the walkability of the
streets around parks in the selected CBSs, we used a modified version of the Pedestrian Environment Data Scan
(PEDS; Clifton, Livi Smith, & Rodriguez, 2007), which specifically focuses on walking routes to parks: the
PEDS-Park. This instrument assesses pedestrian facilities, road attributes, and walking environment, which the
APA and NRPA have deemed as important for SRTP. The PEDS-Park instrument focuses on micro-scale urban
design features such as sidewalks, street trees, and street crossings, which planners can address in the short term
compared to macro-scale measures such as land-use mix. To audit the sampled streets with the PEDS-Park
instrument, we relied on Google Street View and Google Earth, as successfully done by Rundle et al. (2011). We
then conducted multivariate regressions and one-way ANOVA tests to assess variations in PEDS-Park walkability
scores based on CBGs income and ethnic composition.
Our preliminary findings suggest that the CBGs with higher income and higher percentages of white people have
better pedestrian infrastructure, although the specific characteristics of the streets vary. Particularly, several lowincome CBGs in the SFV have streets with no sidewalks or with disconnected pedestrian facilities, which might
suggest a lack of public investment in pedestrian infrastructure or of effective policies that require developers to
build sidewalks.
This study contributes to the environmental justice planning scholarship on access to parks by providing evidence
of inequities in walkability to parks. This investigation on SRTP also addresses an emerging concern for planning
practitioners, including parks and recreation, community planning, and public works professionals, as it highlights
the most significant walkability issues around parks in post-WWII suburbs.
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THEY FORGOT US: UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF URBAN POLICIES IN SHAPING
PERCEPTIONS OF POLITICAL MARGINALIZATION AND ACTIVE DISINVESTMENT IN
DETROIT’S 48217 ZIP CODE
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Over the last half-century, a Detroit neighborhood known by its zip code, 48217, has experienced industrial
expansion and plummeting residential property values. In this 80% Black community with 30% of residents
below the poverty line, lack of representation in planning processes is seen throughout its history of community
destabilizing development; these projects have brought highway construction that bisected the neighborhood, vast
expansion of industrial operations, and the current negotiations to increase industrial emissions. News outlets
have propagated the image of 48217 as being the ‘most polluted zip code in Michigan’, highlighting
environmental justice concerns like high cancer and asthma rates in the community. Preliminary research has
suggested systematic and planned disinvestment taking place in 48217 on the part of municipal agencies and
private industrial interests. This process is strongly linked to a sense among residents that they are part of a
community ‘forgotten’ by municipal leadership, and that feelings of alienation from neighboring, more politically
included communities of Southwest Detroit are common. Based on a discourse analysis of community group
meetings, resident interviews, municipal planner interviews and documents from local industry, this work aims to
answer the following: 1) What municipal policies have contributed to a feeling of being ‘forgotten’ and
disenfranchised from urban development among 48217 residents?; 2) How have these policies shaped the built
environment?; 3) How have residents responded to and resisted these conditions of disenfranchisement from
formalized planning discourse?
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ETHNICITY, HISTORICITY, AND QUEER URBAN IDENTITY: PLANNING FOR INCLUSIVE
QUEER SPACES IN THE YBOR CITY NEIGHBORHOOD OF TAMPA
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Gay village development sometimes follows a linear pattern in which an urban area in decline begins attracting
gay residents and gay businesses, until the area becomes more attractive to the wider (non-LGBTQ) population
resulting in the neighborhood’s assimilation into the heterosexual mainstream (Collins 2004). Others argue that
this is not an inevitable process, but one which is triggered by heterosexist planning interventions (Frisch 2002) or
a kind of not so benign neglect with respect to LGBTQ Communities (Doan 2015a). In Atlanta municipal efforts
to stimulate redevelopment along Peachtree Street in Atlanta, combined with a studied neglect of the Midtown
gayborhood, pushed gay clubs and institutions away from the historic LGBTQ area in Midtown to more
peripheral neighborhoods which caused cascading gentrification in previously African-American neighborhoods
(Doan and Higgins 2011; Doan 2015b).
This paper examines the role of urban planning in the evolution of LGBTQ commercial and residential areas in
the Ybor City neighborhood of Tampa. Ybor City thrived in the late nineteenth century as a home for immigrant
workers in the cigar industry. The neighborhood is now a designated National Historic Landmark but experienced
a series of economic booms and then busts. During the most recent economic recession, the GaYbor District
Coalition was formed to promote Ybor City as Tampa’s most LGBTQ friendly ethnic neighborhood. This paper
uses qualitative interviews to explore the ways that Ybor’s ethnicity and its historic urban fabric have combined
with urban planning initiatives to shape the development of an inclusive urban space.
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BRIDGING THE INCLUSION GAP IN QUALITATIVE RESEARCH: THE ROLE OF RELIGIOUS
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Social capital has long been defined as a factor that makes a community stronger, healthier, and richer (van
Staveren & Knorringa, 2008). Studies reveal that religious activities (such as interfaith activities) can positively
influence social capital in multicultural communities by fostering avenues for religious minorities’ social
participation (Candland, 2000). This paper, drawing from experience in surveying Muslim women in a planning
context, discusses the extent to which religious activities could be beneficial in facilitating participation of

commonly marginalized populations in planning studies. Our study utilized religious ceremonies, including
interfaith events, as main venues to maximize Muslim women’s participation in the study. This paper focuses on
the recruitment process of this study and the role of bonding and bridging social capital to maximize Muslim
women’s participation.
The authors started a pre-recruitment process two years before the July 2015 field work to address inclusion. In
the process of pre-recruitment, the authors realized that religious activities play a bonding role within the Muslim
community and interfaith activities influentially bridge Muslims and non-Muslims in the Detroit Metro Area. The
study also revealed that a hard-to-reach population (in this case, the Muslim community) was accessible based on
trust-building practices through participant observations in religious ceremonies and rituals. In the context of this
study, local population played the role of study participants and gatekeepers at the same time. The experiences of
this study can be used to inform more inclusive planning practice, in US cities where both first and second
generation immigrants are often marginalized in visioning and design processes.
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EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT? CELEBRATING AND SILENCING PUBLICS IN THE WELCOMING
IMMIGRANT MOVEMENT
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Welcoming immigrants is the latest economic development strategy to reconnect shrinking postindustrial cites to
the global marketplace. These discourses of multiculturalism both celebrate and silence. Exposing this
contradiction sheds light on how economic logic effectively marginalizes “unwanted” publics in order to
stimulate capital accumulation and economic growth. Using an ethnographic approach, this project exposes the
neoliberal agenda underlying these efforts and brings forth the unheard and erased publics in one welcoming city.
For the ACSP presentation, I will examines the celebration and silencing process in two ways: (1) at a rhetorical
level it exposes the neoliberal agenda behind local government economic development strategies that brand
themselves as inclusive, immigrant-friendly, and welcoming; and (2) at a spatial, social, and political level it
sheds light on how such branding strategies work with other efforts to remove and marginalize “unwanted”
publics. I explore these dimensions of branding strategies in the nation’s most well-known “immigrant friendly”
city—Dayton, Ohio, a shrinking rust belt city that once was part of the manufacturing backbone of the United
States but now struggles to remain competitive in the global economy. Dayton promotes and celebrates
immigrants who are perceived to generate capital and create jobs. This celebration, however, de-politicizes
conversations about power, erasing the working poor, the undocumented and African Americans—from the city’s
public image and political discourse. This fieldwork in Dayton, Ohio consists of in-person interviews, observation
at community and public meetings, and archival research.
As new migration and immigration patterns are changing the landscapes of cities, the state continues to play a

major role in facilitating growth. Local governments compete with each other for investments (Cox, 1993; 1995).
This project expands such discussion to include how cities also compete for immigrants by branding themselves
as inclusive, immigrant-friendly, and welcoming of diversity. Similar to the urban growth machines of the past
(Molotch, 1976), Dayton is trying to politically legitimize the welcoming of immigrants over other city priorities.
Immigrants are postulated to be risk takers and innovative drivers of economic growth in technology and science.
This then justifies the entrepreneurial activity facilitated by the state, including risk taking with public resources
and giving the private sector more power, “staging consensus,” “depoliticizing social relations,” and “neutralizing
dissenting voices…” (MacLeod, 2011).
Rust belt cities, desperate to see economic growth, have jumped on the “welcoming” bandwagon, erasing from
the discussion inequality, racial-ethnic segregation, social-spatial inequality, and poverty. Many have interrogated
local government economic development strategies, but few are asking critical questions about the welcoming,
immigrant-friendly movement, especially its impact on already vulnerable populations and neighborhoods
(Sandoval, 2015). My research brings forth the unheard and erased publics in one “welcoming” city.
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The practice of asset mapping has a strong tradition in community development work in low-income
neighborhoods. For decades, it has served an important tool in helping residents recognize and build upon their
most vital, but sometimes, overlooked resources in planning for neighborhood improvement. In recent years, new
digital technologies have expanded the forms by which planners can engage communities in the process of asset
mapping, including a host of user-centered participatory platforms that allow for the integration of various types
of data about residents’ valued neighborhood places.
In this presentation, we show the power of participatory asset mapping for planning in and with hard-to-reach
communities, particular those undergoing rapid change. In a case study of an asset mapping process in Langley
Park, Maryland, a suburban community made up of largely low-income, Latino immigrants, we show how asset
mapping engaged residents who might not otherwise participate in planning processes, including day laborers,
non-English speakers, youth, and tenant groups, in conversations about the future of their neighborhood in the
face of a proposed new light rail line.
The case study underscores how the mapping process can help residents identify valued places, make meaning of
their attachments to everyday neighborhood places, and document their stories in powerful ways. Our analysis
reflects on the possibilities of participatory story mapping, including the use of new digital platforms to engage
hard-to-reach voices, make visible undervalued places, and empower residents to speak on their own behalf about

the future of their changing neighborhoods.
As suburbs in the Washington, DC region and elsewhere experience rapid immigration, rising poverty, and new
development pressures, our presentation shows how asset mapping can help to meet the challenges of planning
with diverse communities in a digital era.
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RESISTING TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT GENTRIFICATION: THE BOYLE HEIGHTS
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This paper examines how two Latino neighborhoods resist gentrification pressures due to large scale
redevelopment projects influenced by transit oriented development (TOD). The paper contributes to debates
within the transportation justice literature (Bullard 2004; Martens 2012) and literature on urban cultural identity
politics (Castells 1983; Hou 2013). I examine how community activists, business and civic leaders, and residents
are able to transform these TOD projects by placing political pressure on local politicians, developers, and urban
planners. The consequent transformation of these TOD projects to incorporate equity concerns and issues of
cultural identity provides avenues for mitigating gentrification concerns in the neighborhoods.
The research objective was to examine how activist and community leaders transformed these large scale
revitalization TOD’s to mitigate gentrification concerns in these neighborhoods. This paper answers this research
question:
What role does cultural identity play in protecting neighborhoods within a context of gentrification and possible
displacement due to TOD investments?
I examined two neighborhoods using an in-depth case study approach and interviewed 50 stakeholders involved
in the TOD revitalization projects.
The Boyle Heights case focuses on the transformation of the neighborhood via public and/or “affordable”
housing. The neighborhood shifted from having the largest concentration of public housing west of the
Mississippi to now having mixed-income “affordable” housing projects that are linked to TODs and other urban
amenities. I am studying two TOD sites in Boyle Heights: The Pico-Aliso Site and Mariachi Plaza. The PicoAliso site is located walking distance from the Pueblo del Sol affordable housing project which is a HOPE VI
project that displaced residents previously living in Aliso Village, a public housing project in the area. Mariachi
Plaza, the second site, serves as an example of Latino placemaking in which Latino cultural identity was
incorporated into the physical design of the area. Gentrification is also occurring as a result of higher income

Latinos displacing lower-income Latinos as they move into these neighborhoods.
Chicano Park in San Diego serves as a case which illuminates the role public art and public space plays in
protecting the cultural identity of a neighborhood within a context of gentrification. Barrio Logan has a long
history of community activism as it is where Chicano Park is located. This is a public space underneath a freeway
that was appropriated by the Latino community in the 1970’s to be used as a community park and a space of
cultural resistance. Public investments in transit oriented development near Chicano Park have encouraged retail
development and an increase of housing density via “affordable” housing, which have dramatically transformed
the area in a short time and heightened concerns of gentrification.
These in-depth neighborhood case studies contribute to the planning field as planners grapple with conflicts
generated via their public transit and affordable housing investments in low-income ethnic neighborhoods.
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For over half a century now, scholars have debated the causes, processes, and effects of displacement by
gentrification in cities around the world. (Zuk, 2015) Although heated conversations about analytical frameworks
and political economy of gentrification continue, the profound impacts of gentrification in all issues urban are
acknowledged across the board. Neil Smith termed gentrification as the “global urban strategy” for capital
accumulation. (Smith, 2012) In the U.S. this strategy unfolded at the crossroads of federal housing policy and
private housing market. From Peter Marcuse to David Harvey to Tom Slater, numerous scholars have dissected
these federal policies and private market processes. Significant projects have also been undertaken to provide a
greater understanding of the lives of those displaced. (Desmond, 2016) Less studied are questions around: how
are the neoliberal forces of displacement slowed down, challenged, countered if not completely overturned? How
does urban resistance move past its characteristic disruptive outbursts against housing injustice into more
continuous spatial and temporal practices that reconfigure the social relations underlying housing? In this paper, I
look at gentrification from below and inquire about grassroots resistance to gentrification. My inquiries take me to
the streets of Chicago where various community organizations are inventing practices and processes to counter
displacement via rent hikes, evictions, foreclosures in working-class communities of color. From summer 2015
onward, I took part in the activities of these collectives, and collaborated specifically with the collective Centro
Autónomo in many of their projects. Located in one of the most diverse neighborhoods in the country, Centro
Autónomo is an anti-capitalist community organization that creates and sustains various community-driven
projects for empowerment, such as bilingual popular education program and cleaning worker cooperative. My
method is to immerse myself in the daily happenings of Centro Autónomo and participate as a member of the
community-controlled housing project. Instead of observing anti-gentrification work from a distance and pulling
out individuals to interview, I participate in collective dialogues in meetings, study sessions, work groups,
canvassing trips, and question our walking only as we walk together, producing actionable knowledge from below

following the Zapatista formulation connecting theory and practice the collective embodies: “caminar
preguntando” (questioning as we walk). Reflecting on these projects, I argue that anti-gentrification resistance in
Chicago is a case study of insurgent planning, that is, radical planning practices that rebel against inequalities
inherent to inclusive neoliberal cities. (Miraftab, 2009) Resonating with and furthering our existing conception of
insurgent planning, the case documented shows that insurgent planning, in the texture of anti-gentrification
resistance, materializes in the following practices: using invited/invented spaces, making gentrification legible,
narrating (dis)placement, weaving a web of solidarities, and imagining interstitial alternatives. In an academic and
policy climate where anti-displacement recommendations are primarily envisioned as top-down solutions, this
paper contributes to planning literature in reflecting on insurgent planning practices that take charge of social
reproduction from below.
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In major cities across the country, gentrification - succinctly defined as the production of urban space for
progressively more affluent users- is becoming one of the greatest challenges facing planners and policymakers.
Rebecca Carrol, a reporter for the WYNC Public Radio and The Nation magazine, stated that gentrification is
“primarily a racial justice story.” She went on to say that gentrification reflects cycles of migration for “Black and
brown people, always moving, always according to when White people who are largely people with money,
decide they want to reclaim a neighborhood or a space.” (March 9, 2016). Carrol’s depiction of gentrification as
tethered to racial transformation emulates conventional wisdom. Yet, race, as a subject of direct inquiry and
serious concern, is conspicuously absent from many scholarly investigations of gentrification (Kirkland 2008;
Moore 2009).
The prodigious gentrification literature characterizes it as a social and economic process of neighborhood change
that occurs through an influx of upper income, higher status residents into low-income urban neighborhoods,
which presumably displaces original low-income residents and alters neighborhood character (Smith 1998). This
study builds on classic conceptions of gentrification as the spatial manifestation of economic inequality by
systematically exploring the persistent and growing significance of changing racial composition as a driver of
gentrification.
According to Ruth Glass (1964, 22-23) “once this process of ‘gentrification’ starts in a district it goes on rapidly
until all or most of the original working-class occupiers are displaced and the whole social character of the district
is changed.” This would suggest that low-income and working-class neighborhoods where researchers first
observed gentrification during the 1960s and 1970s -- such as New York City’s SoHo, Philadelphia’s Society
Hill, and Baltimore’s Federal Hill—have become economically and socially exclusionary by 2010.
This study explores this hypothesis through a racial equity lens. Moreover, I use normalized longitudinal tract-

level census data to codify gentrification across New York City (NYC) neighborhoods and examine how it
articulates with changes in racial and income composition across four intercensal periods (1970-2010).
The three primary research questions addressed include: First, how does the social and economic character of
gentrified neighborhoods change over time? Second, how much of the story about gentrification is a story about
changing racial composition? Finally, do gentrified neighborhoods become racially and economically
exclusionary? This longitudinal perspective of gentrification offers a novel understanding of how the composition
of gentrified neighborhoods changes over time, the degree to which changes seem to be driving gentrification, and
whether gentrified neighborhoods approach the most exclusive neighborhoods of the city, thereby exacerbating
inequities.
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What should "bicycle justice" mean for urban planners? How do the principles of environmental and
transportation justice translate into practice in the field of bicycling? What lessons from bicycle justice can inform
equitable and inclusive sustainability in future cities?
At this roundtable discussion, the editorial team and select contributors to the recent Routledge volume Bicycle
Justice and Urban Transformation will explore these questions.
The book's case studies demonstrate that for those with privilege, bicycling can be liberatory, a lifestyle choice,
whereas for those surviving at the margins, cycling is not a choice, but an often oppressive necessity. As bicycle
commuting grows in the United States, the profile of the white, middle-class cyclist has emerged. This stereotype
evolves just as investments in cycling play an increasingly important role in neighborhood transformations.
However, despite stereotypes, the cycling public is actually quite diverse, with the greatest share falling into the
lowest income categories. Ignoring these “invisible” cyclists skews bicycle improvements towards those with
choices. We argue that it is vital to contextualize bicycling within a broader social justice framework if
investments are to serve all street users equitably. Bicycle justice is an inclusionary social movement based on

furthering material equity and the recognition that qualitative differences matter.
This roundtable will be relevant to those researching and working in equitable bicycle advocacy, policy and
planning.
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Black meccas have been characterized by their economic and political opportunities and their cultural and social
distinctiveness. Known for drawing African Americans to specific urban territories, black meccas have
historically brought blacks great social, economic, and psychological benefits, despite the vast inequalities they
have faced in the U.S. The spatialization of these benefits is perhaps best represented in the cultural and business
corridors in historically black communities such as New Orleans’s Treme and Chicago’s Bronzeville
neighborhoods. Treme’s Claiborne Avenue and Bronzeville’s East 47th Street were once vibrant and dynamic
sites of black collective consciousness and radical black thought and imagination (Kelley, 2003, Robinson, 2000)
despite deep disinvestment and spatialized racial inequality. These corridors were both a product of and counter to
the racial projects of the 20th century (Omi and Winant, 2014), having grown out of the racialized processes of
urban segregation and development in the American North and South. Urban restructuring in the mid-20th
century decimated many of these communities, particularly the historic business and cultural corridors such as
Claiborne and 47th. Combined policies of segregated public housing and concentrated poverty; federally
subsidized white flight and racist housing covenants; urban infrastructure and transportation investments; and
urban renewal paralleled urban disinvestment in inner city communities of color. Thus, what were once vibrant
sites of black-owned businesses and social spaces became corridors epitomized by blight and local business
closure by the late 20th century.
In the name of revitalization, the late 20th and early 21st centuries have seen a new wave of urban policy making
focused on the deconcentration and redevelopment of public housing, new transportation and infrastructure
investment patterns, and emergent gentrification in inner city neighborhoods which, combined with new realities
of global economic restructuring, increasing inequality, and calls by politicians and planners to revitalize inner
city cores, means that these corridors are beginning to give way to new spatial logics and social agendas (Hyra,
2008). While these new spatial logics vary across cities, they continue to fit with neoliberal commitments of
extracting value from inner-city neighborhoods (Weber, 2002) at the expense of poor communities of color.
These new locally manifested yet still racialized logics of spatial development are the focus of this research,
which situates its core questions within black geographical thought and a framework that analyzes the 21st
century racial project (Omi and Winant, 2014). This research asks the following questions: what is the role and
meaning of the black mecca in 21st century America; what are the connections and tensions between historical
cycles of disinvestment and decline and current processes of reinvestment and revitalization; and finally, how are
the historic business and cultural corridors in these communities being re-imagined and redeveloped in the late
20th and early 21st centuries? This research combines historical analyses of each community with an evaluation

of planning processes and policies; local, national, and black media depictions of gentrification and
redevelopment; and a sample of interviews with planners and redevelopment actors in each community. My
findings highlight the ongoing and new forms of racialized processes at work in Treme and Bronzeville and the
impacts of these processes on Claiborne Avenue and East 47th Street. This research analyzes the role that
planners and community actors play in these processes and thus broadens our understanding of new forms of
spatialized racial inequality and the actors that shape these processes. Ultimately I question the implications for
racial equity and unpack its spatial implications for a more socially and racially just urban America.
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Though the damaging impacts of the last economic recession were experienced by almost everyone, the impacts
also had a gendered component. Though more men lost jobs during the recession than women, studies have also
shown other ways in which the recession was harmful to women, who as a group experienced rising
unemployment and poverty even after the official end of the recession was pronounced (Hartmann, English, and
Hayes, 2010; Hayes and Hartmann, 2011; Hegewisch and Williams, 2010). Different subgroups of women, such
as single mothers, were also negatively affected by the crisis than others (Grown and Tas, 2010). Despite the
interrelationship between personal economic conditions and transportation (e.g., Thakuriah & Liao, 2006), there
is a dearth of studies that look at how the economic recession impacted the transportation conditions of diverse
households headed by women.
The goal of this paper is to empirically examine the transportation impacts of the great recession on female
headed households. This is achieved by examining the changes in transportation spending for different types of
households headed by women before, during, and after the recession and the contributing factors to these
outcomes using different metrics. By classifying spending into necessary, contracted, committed, and free (nonessential) categories following the American Time Use Survey (ATUS) categorization, I propose to compare how
transportation spending changed in relation to these four categories for the households of interest before, during,
and after the great recession. I will also compare transportation spending to more specific spending patterns on
food, housing, and other expenditures for different types of female-headed households while controlling for
changes in income. The objective is to understand the financial coping strategies (financial trade-offs) that
different households adopted and what these meant to the transportation capabilities of the households under
study (e.g. shedding a car or retaining it at the expense of other expenditures). This paper will also help
distinguish the types of female-headed households whose mobility options were more susceptible to the economic
crisis.
The analysis will use repeated cross-sectional data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) program of the
US Bureau of Labor Statistics (collected by the U.S. Census Bureau), a quarterly survey of approximately 7,000

households, for the period 2005 to 2014. Each unique household is interviewed four times providing a year’s
worth of expenditure data. Using econometric methods, I will first examine how transportation spending changed
as a function of factors such as employment status, vehicle ownership and financing conditions, vehicle
maintenance and insurance features, as well as home ownership and mortgage factors. I will also conduct a tradeoff analysis and determine how changes in transportation spending relate to changes in other types of spending
over the three periods.
Impacts of the great recession will also be compared for different subgroups of female-headed households
including poor female-headed households, elderly female-headed households, young female-headed households,
minority female-headed households, and single mothers. Thus far, preliminary analysis from the data confirms
that female-headed households’ transportation spending decreased significantly during the recession.
This work is important to the planning scholarship because it will help determine the negative effects of the recent
recession on the transportation conditions of female-headed households. It will also highlight the differences in
spending among different types of households headed by women after the recession has ended. It aims to
contribute to policy discussions by identifying and prioritizing necessary interventions for female-headed
households to ensure secure access to transportation and credit tools that may be undermined by future economic
crisis.
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The purpose of this study is to examine the primary factors contributing to elderly population growth in the state
of Alabama between 1970 and 2010. The U.S. Population Census indicates that Alabama’s elderly population has
grown by over 94.8% from 1970 to 2010, while the population below 64 years of age has grown only by 38.9%.
In order to find the contributing factors to elderly population growth, 13 variables were selected from the U.S.
population Census data, including variables such as number of elderly as head of households, number married,
number of doctors available, number of hospital beds, number of nurses, elderly educational attainment levels,
housing ownership, elderly poverty rate, and elderly median family income. Principal component analysis (PCA)
and multiple regression analysis were conducted to find the major contributing factors. The PCA was used for
data reduction to reduce the factors used in the regression analysis. The PCA grouped the variables into six
uncorrelated factors, explaining 81.5% of the variation. The factors include social and economic, health, housing,

education and employment factors. When these factors were entered into the regression analysis, which provided
an R-square 67%, with a significant model fit. Among the factors, the socio-economic and health and employment
factors were found to be positive and significant predictors of elderly population growth at 0.001 levels, followed
by educational factor, while housing and number of telephones were negative. In general, this study showed that
family life, health care, and a good source of income led to a longer life increasing the number of elderly
population in the State of Alabama.
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Guatemala is one of the poorest countries in Latin America, and has one of the lowest percentage of urban
population in the region (51.1%) (INE 2014); at the same time, it shows one of the highest level informality (ILO,
2014). The National Survey of Employment and Income (ENEI 2016) defines informality as the population that
works in the following categories: 1) employees, employers and workers of companies of less than 6 people; 2)
independent or self-employed workers (excluding professionals and technicians); 3) all family workers that do not
get a wage and those occupied in domestic service. According to ENEI rural informality accounts for 81.2% of
employment, while urban informality accounts for 58.9% and decreasing at the urban metropolitan level (43%).
In this paper we discuss two main themes: first, we challenge the definition of informality incorporating variables
that could enhance the current results; and second, we examine the process followed by the relocation of informal
vendors in the metropolitan area of Guatemala City, in the Sexta Avenida (6th Avenue).
We use both primary and secondary data to approach these themes: first, the discussion of alternative definitions
of informality uses national data collected by ENEI and compare it with other Latin American studies on
informality. Our statistical analysis questions the accuracy of the Guatemalan working definition of informality
and proposes alternative measurements. Especially relevant is our discussion of informality and gender; it is
observed that women are more likely than men to work on the informal sector; women have less education
attainment and this is correlated with informality; further, women are also more engaged in services and retail
activity which are more represented in the informal sector. Second, our study of the urban relocation of informal
vendors takes place in downtown Guatemala City, the only metropolitan urban area in the country. This relates to
a peaceful relocation of about 600 vendors who were occupying the 6th Avenue for many years and the City
authorities had tried to relocate them unsuccessfully. Through a negotiation process and due to the intervention of
a third-party actor, the City was able to offer an alternative location still in downtown but with infrastructure,
basic utilities, connected to public transportation venues, and access to pedestrian customers. To do this analysis

we rely on surveys done to the vendors before the relocation process and to business owners on 6th Av.
While we are in the process of finalizing the post-relocation survey (6 years after) we have some initial findings:
first, we propose an alternative informality definition that will be useful to compare Guatemala with international
cases (Perry et al, 2007); second, our analysis of the relocation of street vendors finds important lessons: first, the
negotiation process between the city and the vendors shows positive signals; second, it is evident the complexity
of the vending experience: upfront, informal activity needs to be humanized as it is an entrepreneurial activity that
reflects creativity and risk from the actual vendors; their economic behavior could be evaluated as rational,
maximizing profits given the actual constraints of a poverty environment. The uniqueness of this case relies in the
fact that The City understood the real meaning of the vendors requirements, and was able to offer alternatives that
were accepted by those involved. This means listening without a pre-conceived result. Other cities struggling with
similar “occupation” of their downtown streets have lots to learn from this experience
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Gender cuts across the places we inhabit and shapes our experience of them (Fenster, 2005; Doan, 2010). For
many women fear, shame and caution color the experience of partaking in the public sphere (Yuval-Davis and
Stoetzler, 2002; Bartlett, 2002). These feelings are also strongly present in the practice of breastfeeding. Womens'
difficulties to breastfeed in public are a result of, and a form of, the exclusion of femininity from the public sphere
(Boyer, 2011).
In an earlier study I recognized that womens' discomfort in breastfeeding outside their homes is often anchored in
the perception that they are trespassing a primarily business oriented sphere. The disgust and discomfort that
women are afraid to provoke may be seen as a reaction to impingement on the business/male hegemony. I found
that what discomforted women is being seen engaged in an intimate activity in a non intimate space, rather than
the visibility of their bodies. As a result public spaces that exhibited signifiers to the private sphere encouraged
women to breastfeed, even while their bodies were visible. The resulting hypothesis is that signifiers of overt
acceptance, combined with covert signifiers of privacy, may create comfortable public spaces for breastfeeding.
The current study tests the hypothesis and compares womens' perceptions of what makes a public space

accommodating to breastfeeding in three Western countries. Using a semi-experimental method, women were
asked about their reaction to various locations. The analysis of responses carefully took into account the
idiosyncratic circumstances of the respondent. The results support the hypothesis, but also indicate the influence
of local attitudes to child-care and of the climate. With attentive consideration of the context, the results led to
recommendations for possible interventions.
At the intervention stage, small and temporary breastfeeding areas will be planned according to the
recommendations. Observation of the utilization of these spaces and their attractiveness to women will be used to
examine their success and to fine tune the recommendations for possible future use.
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In New York City, illegal dwellings—that is, apartments that violate zoning laws, occupancy regulations, or that
have been illegally subdivided—are an increasingly common phenomenon. New and undocumented immigrants
in particular rely on illegal or semi-legal dwellings in order to secure affordable housing. Forms of illegal
dwellings include basements or cellar apartments, units in existing apartments or in single-family houses that have
been illegally subdivided by landlords, or the illegal subdivision of units by tenants themselves without the
knowledge of building owners. Whatever the case, due to limited availability of affordable options in the formal
housing market, illegal dwellings have become the de-facto affordable housing solution for many of New York’s
poorest, most vulnerable citizens. This despite the fact that many (though not all) create dangerous, unhealthy
living conditions and put a strain on neighborhood services like schools, trash collection, recreation facilities, etc.
Using in-depth interviews and participant observation with housing advocates, immigrant community leaders,
neighborhood organizations, and residents themselves, this paper seeks to answer three sets of questions. First,
what specific factors (financial, legal, or otherwise) influence residents’ decision to live in illegal units? Second,
how do residents perceive their living situation? Are their housing arrangements seen as transitory and temporary?
Or do proprietary feelings develop around illegal apartments, despite dangers and drawbacks? Third, if and when
residents do choose to defend their living arrangements, how are their claims framed and expressed? Can informal
housing arrangements be read as a bottom-up demand for a right to housing—whatever imperfect form it may
take? Or even a right to the city in general? How do planners and administrators respond to these claims?
This research is part of a broader attempt to understand how planners and policy makers in cities of the global
North respond to conditions of urban informality. It has long been assumed that informality is largely relegated to
cities of the global South. More and more, however, scholars and practitioners are realizing it is a significant
phenomenon in the North, particularly in cities with high levels of inequality and large immigrant populations

(Mukhija and Loukaitou-Sideris 2014). Following the urging of postcolonial urban theorists (such as Watson
2009, Roy 2011) to destabilize divisions and hierarchies among cities of the North and South, this study seeks to
connect the study of illegal apartments in New York to the issue of informal urbanism more broadly. It draws on
theories and concepts produced in the urban global South to understand processes of informality occurring in the
North. In doing this, it attempts to facilitate a dialogue—on both a practical and theoretical level—that challenges
existing North to South flows of expertise and theory.
In terms of implications for planning theory and practice specifically, there has been an emerging literature on
informal or “everyday” urbanism that views extra-legal interventions into urban space by certain groups as an
implicit form of participatory practice—the “coproduction of space” as a sort of ground up collaborative planning
(Rios et. al. 2012). This is particularly important to consider in communities where residents may be unable or
unwilling to join mainstream participatory forums due to factors such as language or cultural barriers, or legal
concerns of citizenship. Framed by Holston’s (1999) notion of “insurgent citizenship”, this paper examines
alternative ways in which immigrant New Yorkers, particularly undocumented immigrants, dwell in, negotiate,
and even defend informal living spaces in the city, and examines how planners and policy makers respond to or
ignore these claims made by some of the city’s most vulnerable residents.
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The needs of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) older adults are largely underrepresented in
gerontological and planning research. Additionally, aging needs of the LGBT community have not been
adequately addressed by agencies and organizations intended to support older people and remain overlooked by
many states and municipalities despite the anticipated growth of this population and changing social and political
attitudes towards sexual and gender variant communities. This is problematic because existing literature
establishes multiple barriers experienced by LGBT older adults, including the influence of stigmatization,
limitations of single-generation support systems, failures of the current health care system, and obstacles to
community engagement.
LGBT aging research focuses has provided important insight about improving access to services, formal support,
and resources for LGBT older adults at a provider level. However, there is currently minimal research portraying
the development and implementation of community-level policies and initiatives to improve outreach and
inclusion of LGBT older citizens. Moreover, few studies have examined the role of planning and community
development in establishing aging support for the LGBT community. To address these knowledge gaps, the

current study examined the planning and implementation of county-scale efforts to improve outreach and services
for LGBT older citizens in Erie County, NY.
The study answered the following research questions:
• What innovative planning and community development practices have been integrated in Erie County, NY to
address the needs of LGBT older adults?
• Where is there congruence and divergence about the needs of LGBT adults between policymakers, organizations
that serve older adults, and members of the LGBT community in Erie County, NY?
To address these research questions, the study employed a descriptive, cross-sectional case study design to
examine planning efforts in the real-life context of a county policy environment. The study utilized multiple datagathering techniques to obtain a rich depiction of the planning and implementation of county-scale efforts to
improve outreach and support to LGBT older citizens. Data collection include: (a) interviews with multiple
stakeholder groups (e.g., LGBT older adults, community agencies and organizations, and public officials and
policymakers), (b) participant observation of planning meetings, public hearings, and program events, and (c)
gathering policies, program documents, and media coverage for content analysis. The process for analyzing data
interview data, observational field notes, and secondary policy and program documents included (1) open coding
of all raw data, (2) focused coding of open codes, and emerging analytic concepts across and within the data set to
develop thematic categories and subcategories, and (3) diagramming to explore the relationship of codes and
conceptual categories.
Study findings have important implications for planning scholarship and practice due to growth and
diversification of the aging population, the movement towards community-scale aging solutions, and
incorporation of planning and community development efforts by public-sector aging offices. Both within the
planning field and other disciplines engaging in planning and community development. There is currently limited
guidance available for planners (and those in allied professions) about methods for incorporating seniors
effectively as part of planning and decision-making processes and research documenting the capacity of
community-scale planning solutions to address the needs of marginalized or underserved segments of the older
adult population. Study findings will offer guidance for planning and public sector practitioners about policy and
programmatic strategies for to promoted improved outreach and support of the aging LGBT population.
Additionally, this study will introduce new substantive issues to the growing body of research focused on the
implications of planning theory, research, and practice for LGBT communities.
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Governments and urban planners still struggle to create a strategy where women’s interests are well served
(Fainstein and Servon, 2005). In Colombia, where the only form of municipal government is of a Mayor-Council
system, the mayoral position holds significant administrative and planning power to define the future of
municipalities and their communities. Having this consistent authority across the country, it is important to know
why some municipalities are more progressive than others in advancing gender equality.
Colombian municipalities have three mandatory planning instruments to address the physical, environmental,
social, and economic development. I base my analysis on two of them. One is the PDM (Municipal Development
Plan), which is the mayor’s recommended plan for the city during her or his four-year mandate; the other one is
the budget. This last one is done for the PDM, at the beginning of the mayor’s mandate, and then annually, for
each of the four years. Both instruments must be approved by the municipal council, and be in accordance with
the guidelines established by the National Planning Department.
Although surveilled by the municipal council, local governments hold major autonomy in setting its course. Thus,
understanding why a mayor decides to further a PDM that includes strategic actions to reduce gender
discrimination and advance equality for women is a question of crucial relevance to the planning profession,
since, as Friedmann (1987) declares it, it is the government and planners’ duty to serve the public interest.
According to the feminist literature, there are several variables that play an important role in advancing
progressive agendas to reduce gender inequalities (Burgess, 2008; Damyanovic & Zibell, 2013). Using a Linear
Probability Model (LPM), this paper explores factors that may prompt local planning towards a more or less
gender egalitarian agenda. I analyze the 2016-2019 PDMs formulated for the 1096 municipalities of Colombia
and their budgets. As indicators of cities advancing progressive agendas to reduce gender inequality, I will
explore (1) the existence of a women’s affairs office, (2) the percentage of female bureaucrats, and (3) the
existence of a public policy for women. This last one includes the existence of programs against gender violence
and public policies targeting women, among others. Within the explanatory variables, I explore economic,
political and demographic factors, including labor force participation rate of women, city’s literacy rate, city’s
mean income, mayor’s gender, and city’s predominant economy activity. While this is an ongoing work, and it
has yet to yield preliminary results, it does build upon a previous paper presented on ACSP 2015 (Lozano-Torres
& Doan, 2015), where results indicated that the implementation of certain gender policies might associated to
some of the variables I explore here.
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Civic technologies are increasingly used as a way to involve the public in community development practices.
While it is true that civic technologies offer new avenues for engagement, they are not always based on
democratic principles that ensure opportunities for full participation. Instead, civic technologies are largely based
on a civic engagement framework that fails to recognize the varying and multi-dimensional needs of a diverse
public. We suggest that as planners incorporate new technologies into their practice, they must view this as an
opportunity to increase participation by using and modeling technologies within a framework of civic inclusion.
Proponents of civic engagement often refer to the “public” as though it comprises a unified body of people. By
doing so, they fail to acknowledge that supporting civic participation in demographically complex societies
requires more than engaging people across their differences. What is needed are approaches that have the primary
purpose of helping all members of the public learn from one another, amplify their collective voice, and define the
agenda and future they want (McDowell and Otero 2011).
Our society is becoming increasingly diverse, which presents new challenges for assuring participatory
community development practices. The only way democracy can flourish in a diverse and interconnected world is
by shifting the focus from civic engagement to civic inclusion, facilitating greater involvement in the democratic
process. Civic inclusion requires that all individuals learn to engage with established organizational structures,
and that institutions become adept in serving an increasingly heterogeneous membership. Pivotal to this process
are the intentional efforts made to bring people into conversation with one another and to reduce asymmetries of
power. Civic inclusion recognizes that an individual’s ability to engage in civic action is impacted by his or her
resources and that, as a result of such constraints or due to social and cultural differences, individuals participate
in varying ways. Additionally, civic inclusion emphasizes the importance of sustainable engagement patterns and
the role that relationship building plays in enabling these. Civic inclusion includes recognition that democratic
efforts should help all members of the public learn from one another, amplify their collective voice, and define the
agenda and future they want. In order to accomplish this, civic technology must be designed with this task in
mind.
In this paper, we ask, how is civic technology being used? What are promising practices for assuring that all
community members can participate in meaningful dialogue regarding community development? We refer to
civic technology by the Knight Foundation’s definition—“technology that spurs citizen engagement, improves
communities, and makes governments more effective.” As the foundation notes, civic technology represents the
“nexus of technology, civic innovation, open government, and resident engagement.”1 We explore five civic
technology design and implementation challenges that impact democratic processes and civic inclusion. These
challenges were identified through our professional work, case study research, and a review of current literature.
Challenges include: connecting digital and analog worlds, bridging social division, supporting full frame action,
addressing the hyper-local and shifting the locus of (technology) design. The first three challenges—connecting
digital and analog worlds, bridging social division, and supporting full frame action—are based on an
acknowledgment that true civic inclusion strives to break down the silos that separate us from our various
concerns and from each other. Our emphasis on addressing the hyper-local and shifting the locus of design
represent important ways to think about engagement efforts and civically inclusive design practices. We use case
studies to illustrate how organizations are rising to meet these challenges, and conclude with recommendations for
increasing civic inclusion at the local level.
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Planning scholars have been writing for nearly forty years about the impacts of the built environment and land use
regulations on women (Spain, 2014). Yet, little has been done in practice to address these concerns and gender
issues are still largely marginalized to the periphery of planning (Leavitt, 2003; Higgins & Davies, 1996). Agingrelated work in planning, however, has gained momentum in recent years (Warner et al., 2016) and there are
similarities between the needs of an aging population and the needs of women around housing, transportation, and
services. The recent push in age-friendly planning could result in communities that are sensitive to gender issues.
I test that hypothesis, does aging drive gender actions in planning, in this paper using results from the 2014
Women and Aging survey. I also assess the extent to which communities have engaged in gender sensitive land
use actions and the impact of community, planner, and elected official characteristics and attitudes on such
actions.
I use factor analysis and logistic regression models to test for gender sensitive planning in a sample of over 600
U.S. communities. Data for this analysis comes from the 2014 Women and Aging survey, an online survey
conducted in collaboration with the American Planning Association’s Planning and Women Division that asked
planners about gender and age-related comprehensive planning, public participation, land use and zoning,
community attitudes, and planner attitudes and actions in their communities. Additional community information
was pulled from the 2014 American Community Survey 5-year estimates.
Results from the regressions indicate that while the majority of communities engage in gender sensitive land use
actions, their actions are not deliberate. Gender sensitive actions such as allowing child and elder care or
accessory apartments in low-density residential areas are not correlated with planner attitudes or actions. They
are, however, correlated with including aging in comprehensive plans. Communities with aging-related planning
efforts are more likely than communities without an aging focus to engage in gender sensitive land use actions.
This is a significant finding because aging provides planners both with an opening to start a conversation about
gender sensitive planning and a driver to engage in gender sensitive land use actions.
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Diversity, inclusion and meaningful participation in planning processes are critical in equitable planning
(Brenman & Sanchez, 2012). While it is acknowledged that diverse voices of both professionals and residents are

needed, this ideal continues to be difficult to achieve given marginalization and power differentials across
segregated geographies and demographics (Soja, 2010). The Charlotte Action Research Project at UNC Charlotte
has partnered with low wealth, minority neighborhoods in Charlotte since 2008 working within a framework of
empowerment planning (Reardon, 2005). Through eight years of the project, the need to address the lack of youth
participation in grassroots planning (Morrish & Brown, 2000) has become increasingly obvious. In order to
explore ways of creating opportunities for participation in planning and community development that overcomes
multiple dimensions of marginalization, we have developed a partnership with middle school youth in Charlotte’s
Enderly Park neighborhood. This presentation shares the lessons learned as a team of neighborhood youth and
their families, CHARP faculty and graduate students develop and implement a strategy based in empowerment
planning that includes arts-centered organizing. These strategies are used to engage the youth during out-ofschool hours in civic education through community planning activities. Activities pull from art and design
disciplines to create opportunities for civic engagement (Goldbard, 2006) and self-determination.
Youth identified multiple civic projects with direct benefits to neighborhood residents. Over the course of 45
weekly meetings during a one year period, youth and CHARP work together to explore the physical, social,
cultural, and economic environment through a social justice lens (i.e. food security) and implement the projects.
Civic projects, such as photovoice, help youth document existing conditions (i.e. limited access to fresh foods).
Oral histories encourage youth to learn neighborhood history and develop relationships with elders.
Neighborhood mapping identifies local assets that serve as a foundation for community planning arts builds
community through creatively engaging work while providing an additional layer of storytelling. Age appropriate
curriculum on local urban planning processes strengthens understanding of government processes.
In contrast to approaches taken by many organizations working with low-income communities, our long-term
relationship with Enderly Park enabled us to develop this project in close partnership with residents to ensure
community ownership of the project. This process is at the heart of our work, and increases sustainability of
projects while producing more meaningful long-term outcomes. The paper proposed here will illustrate the
process of developing curriculum to engage youth in partnerships around civic education and planning. We will
share methods, challenges and successes. Additionally, the paper will include examples of the youth work and
reflections on the process and how it has impacted youth’s understanding of their neighborhood, justice,
democracy and civic engagement. Data to support this paper will include participant observation, focus groups
with youth and their parents, and products of the youth work (reports, events, art, proto exhibits etc.). The project
includes IRB approval and consent from youth and their families.
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Politics of redevelopment raise questions about cultural-themed redevelopment that purports to integrate
economic self-interests with community development ideals. This paper examines the case of Fiesta Marketplace,

a Mexican cultural-themed public-private open air downtown shopping district in the Southern California central
city of Santa Ana. Fiesta Marketplace opened in 1989 as a symbol of resistance to eminent domain and seemed to
represent responsiveness to the dominant and growing Mexican, immigrant, and working class identity of the
downtown; an identity that the city had been attempting to erase for more than a decade. Using archival research
and interviews, I explore the following question: 1. How did Fiesta Marketplace integrate community economic
and community development principles? 2. How did urban politics contribute to contradictions to culturally
responsive development? This case has lessons for broader themes related to community participation and
struggles for sustaining cultural and affordable downtown commercial districts.
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There is a general acceptance that there will be two hundred million environmental refuges worldwide when the
effects of global warming intensify, around the middle of the twenty-first-century (Myers, 2005). The Hawaiian
island of Oahu is already a migrant destination for people from other island nations in Oceania due in part to the
Compacts of Free Association (COFA). These international agreements were established for reasons other than
climate change but allow for free migration in and out of the United States (US) for people from the Federated
States of Micronesia, the Marshal Islands and Palau . This policy, and the migrants who resettle can be understood
as a proxy for how the US might prepare for greater numbers of Pacific Island migrants in the near future
(Barnett, 2003).
Despite Hawaii being known for its friendly demeanor, there is no aloha for the more recent Pacific Island
migrants. Instead there are significant social barriers to residency (if not legal barriers) and an even higher bar to
civic engagement. The current status quo of racism and discrimination in Hawaii towards COFA migrants is an
unacceptable receiving strategy and overall undermines the productivity and wellbeing of the entire Hawaii
community, not just the safety and security of the newcomers.
This research uses a case study approach to understand the situation in which migrants from COFA nations move
to Hawaii, how they are received when they arrive, the significance of their presence in the land use planning
process and the strategies they use to make a home in a new place. Through this understanding, explanations and
a greater awareness of what migrants face when they can not necessarily “go home” and how receiving countries
can better engage and make more mutually beneficial arrangements for migrants. In the face of increasing sealevel rise in Oceania, and given the very important cultural connection to land, climate change has pushed the
urgency to better understand and accommodate migrants.

Using multiple layers of data, the social and environmental situation for migrants in Hawaii is studied. The most
significant layer of data are the voices of the migrants who speak to the experience of migration, diaspora, the
departure from home and the placemaking that occurs during resettlement. This information is supplemented with
an analysis of how COFA migrants are represented in the local media, to what extent these new migrants
participate and are planned for in local governance and land-use, and how organizations and agency who work
with this migrant populations situate themselves in relation to COFA migrants. Included is a brief history of
COFA, the neighborhood of Kalihi, which is home to the highest density of COFA migrants on Oahu, and a
discussion around the larger trends of migration in Oceania.
Ultimately this research draws conclusions about how placemaking is happening in the complex receiving
community of Hawaii through the dismantling of the social phenomena at a detailed level. In this case each layer
of data has dissected an aspect of the situation of Pacific Island diaspora to form a cohesive conceptualization of
the issues at hand. The experience of the current COFA migrants is situated in light of climate change and
increased movement in the Pacific. Findings suggest tools and processes for migrants and the receiving
communities to create more just and socially inclusive places in the multiplicity of urban social worlds.
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How do cities address increased racial and ethnic diversity from the immigration booms at the turn of the century?
What role can ethnic and racial diversity play in making a city competitive globally? Indianapolis, Indiana, saw a
significant growth in its foreign-born population between 1990 and 2010 (U.S. Census). While some cities have
responded negatively to increases in its immigrant population, Indianapolis has embraced the increased global
migration to market the city as a 'global city'. The city uses a language of inclusivity that positions immigration
growth and ethnic diversity as an asset for the city. However, the marketing of Indianapolis as a 'global city' is a
rhetorical tool that uses globalization to justify redevelopment and restructuring, often leading to uneven
development (Wilson, 2007). A neoliberal multiculturalism emerges that links ethnic and racial diversity with the
opening of global market and capitalism (Melamed, 2006). Immigrants and their contributions are seen as most
valuable when they are able to articulate their assistance in bridging Indianapolis to the global economy.
Immigrants' bodies are also critical to this rhetoric of inclusivity because their racial and ethnic difference is used
to embody the diversity and inclusivity of Indianapolis as a 'global city'. Using qualitative methods and archival
research, this paper explores the framing of diversity in a city that is trying to manage insecurities in a global
economy while experiencing real increases in its ethnic and racial diversity. As cities across the U.S. also struggle
with these insecurities and tensions, an increasing number are looking to attract immigrants and grow its
population through similar methods (Burawoy, 2000). This research is of particular importance in understanding

the ways in which diversity is constructed as an asset for communities, and the limitations of development
oriented planning in addressing a diversifying population in cities.
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New Orleans’s Treme and Charlotte’s Cherry Hill neighborhoods both stand on the cusp of radical demographic
change. While these two historically black neighborhoods emerged from racial processes of segregation, they face
radical social and structural reordering in the early 21st century, including increasing crises of housing
affordability, new urban development pressures, social gentrification, and the displacement of the black
population. These trends raise critical questions for planners about their role in gentrification and urban
development processes that emphasize the exchange over the use value of land (Smith, 1996) and that displace
communities of color in the name of revitalization.
This research explores how planners in each city are grappling with gentrification in these historically black
neighborhoods and the processes and policies they are utilizing to advance or prevent the effects of social and
physical displacement that come with racialized gentrification. We explore the role that culture and history play in
gentrification and revitalization narratives and question how white settler colonialism works to again dismantle
black communities in the 21st century. Although situated in the gentrification literature (Brown-Saracino, 2010)
and neoliberal urban development literature (Harvey, 2002 and Smith, 1996), this research takes a critical racial
geographies lens (McKittrick and Woods, 2007) in its analysis of the racialized components of urban change.
Thus, this research explores the parallels and unique trajectories of historical development in each community,
focusing on the emergence of segregated and racialized built environments in the American South and the
transformations in each community through the mid-late 20th and early 21st centuries. Utilizing Harvey’s (2003)
concept of accumulation by dispossession, we analyze the spatial advancement of capital accumulation at the
expense of cultural ties to place. Our historical analysis provides the contextual background from which we
problematize varying economic development approaches and question planners’ role in gentrification. This study
includes an assessment of the tools available to planners to prevent social and physical displacement and we
evaluate each city’s use or disregard of these tools and the political climates within which planners work. We
include an analysis of land use and zoning changes in each neighborhood, as well as an analysis of the recent
planning processes and redevelopment forces reshaping these communities. Our methods include a historical
geographic and developmental analysis of each community, a review of planning processes and policies, and a
small sample of interviews with planners in each community.
While our historically grounded analysis is situated within the political and developmental climates of each city,
we draw parallels between racial restructuring processes and highlight the vulnerability of black communities and
communities of color to these inherently unequal processes of racialized capital advancement. In this light, we
highlight the ongoing tensions and challenges planners face in ameliorating the spatial aspects and roots of racial

inequality. We conclude with suggestions for processes and policies that can better attend to the long history of
unequal racial development and dispossession.
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While urban policies and planning practices have great potential to create progressive social change, even a
cursory review of 20th century international planning history will reveal the planning profession’s tendencies,
either by accident or design, to devalue people and people-centered development in favor of abstract modernist
ideals of order and progress. It should therefore not come as a surprise that gender diversity was seldom
acknowledged in this discourse. The general invisibility of women, children, people of color, and people with
“disabilities” from mainstream planning discourse is troubling. Undoubtedly, planning academics have addressed
these issues in their thinking and scholarly writing. Yet, the profession and the everyday practices of planning
appear to be largely unaffected by these critiques. Within this context, I plan to deploy a gender lens in examining
both the current theoretical literature as well as the planning policies, practices, rules and regulations that govern
the design and planning of outdoor and indoor urban public spaces such as streets, parks, plazas, bus stops and
train stations in different cities around the world.
In this paper, I will examine the themes of “safety” and “inclusiveness” as they relate to the design, use, and
maintenance of public spaces. Investigations about safety often intersect with considerations related to economic
development, transportation, infrastructure provision, urban design, regulatory regimes, institutional and societal
norms, and above all social values. I will also highlight the diverse and highly variable narratives associated with
people’s experiences in public places. Catcalling, explicit physical harassment, and sexual attacks on women and
gender-non conforming individuals in public spaces are in the news on a disturbingly regular basis. Street
harassment and sexual violence has emerged as a common problem that directly affects women and LGBTQ
individuals. My research will examine the complexities of planning for safety, while paying close attention to
racialized and class-stratified gender expression and gender identity politics, in other words, being conscious of
the reality that many dominant norms shape the planning of our everyday public environments.
This paper is the first phase of a larger research project. I developed a conceptual framework that organizes and
analyzes the literature linking safety and inclusiveness in planning for public spaces. I will use the framework to
discuss case studies, where practitioners have taken on the challenge of creating safe and gender-inclusive public
spaces through design/planning interventions. Lastly, I will reflect on the experiences of teaching a planning
studio about Gender-Inclusive Planning in 2015-2016 to unpackage some of the challenges of engaging with these
emerging planning issues in the classroom.
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Latinos comprised 16 percent of the total U.S population in 2010, approximately 27 million people (U.S. Census,
2010), and it is estimated that this number will rise to close to 29 percent by the year 2050 (Rios, Vazquez, &
Miranda, 2012). Parallel to the changing demographics is a geographic marginalization of Latinos, a shift that will
have notable impacts on American cities.
Latino vendor markets, flea markets and swap meets, are shown to operate in a peri-urban landscape, in land
characterized as undesirable. They are away from central business districts in areas where acquiring larger land
parcels at lower cost is possible. Their proliferation in the peri-urban context is an example of how this particular
land use servicing a predominately Latino population, has been marginalized to the city fringe.
Research of the peri-urban is necessary in redefining the concept of urban (Sullivan & Olmedo, 2015) as 21st
century development patterns in the U.S. are continually characterized by: expansion of cities, concentration of
people beyond the urban core (Katz et. al, 2006; Sullivan & Olmedo, 2015), and the suburbanization of poverty
(Kneebone & Garr, 2010; Sullivan & Olmedo, 2015). Latino vendor markets are arguably places servicing Latino
Americans operating as support structures in developing a diverse city culture.
In recognizing these trends, the role of Latino vendor markets in the 21st century cultural landscape of American
cities is explored. The research studies economic and social dimensions of Latino vendor markets through the lens
of place attachment. Using a case study approach, four-selected Latino vendor markets are analyzed in the states
of California and Texas, two states with the highest percentage of Latino population, both at 37.6% (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2010). The research model was tested at two geographic scales: semi-urban and urban where a market
case study in San Diego, California parallels one in Brownsville, Texas, and one in Los Angeles, California
parallels one in Houston, Texas. Over two hounded vendors, customers, market management, and city planning
officials were surveyed to assess key physical, social, and economic issues impacting the production of place at
the markets.
The study found evidence of place attachment amongst vendors and customers through a layered understanding of
safety, a language of cultural landscapes, familial ties, diversity, and identity. Additionally, Latino vendor markets
were found to be alternative means for escaping the established market economy as they operate on cash
transactions and serve as primary income sources for the majority of vendors. Potential threats to their survival
were analyzed, in addition to addressing urban design and planning policy recommendations focusing on support
mechanisms for these Latino community places.
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Migrants in the U.S. face numerous institutional and social barriers limiting their access to traditional planning
processes such as town hall meetings, online forums, or planning charrettes. These barriers include include the
ability to speak English, precarious legal status, and unfamiliarity and/or distrust of local government agencies,
especially in populous, underserved ethnic enclaves where voting levels remain historically low and planning
decisions are made without much residential input. To overcome these obstacles, migrants often rely on costeffective, culturally competent social service centers as clearinghouses for the provision of a broad range of
relevant health, educational, financial, housing, and social well-being training programs. This paper analyzes the
effects of one signature program, the contextual English as a Second Language (ESL) course (as part of The Adult
Basic Education Program funded and supported by the Massachusetts Department of Education), on both new and
long-time Latino immigrants enrolled at Centro Latino in Chelsea, Massachusetts. Founded in 1989, Centro
Latino serves more than 8,000 Latinos and immigrants annually in eastern Massachusetts, the densest
concentration of Latino immigrants in New England. Through CONNECT, a network of six Chelsea-based
community organizations including Centro Latino and local community development corporation The
Neighborhood Developers, the provision of social services were integrated into one central site where clients had
access to a robust menu of “bundled” services. How do contextual classes create active and engaged Latino
migrant leaders who desire to be successfully integrated into planning processes? What lessons can planners,
policymakers, and designers take from non-traditional engagement processes such as contextual ESL classes, and
what potential do these types of programs have to reform participatory planning efforts? Municipal-level planners
and public officials must answer these question when developing public policies or planning community
development interventions informed by community feedback. In order to answer these questions, this paper
employs mixed-method approach that includes in-depth interviews with Centro Latino’s contextual ESL students,
ethnographic observations as an intermediate ESL Teaching Aide over the course of 12-week class that met three
times a week in spring 2015, and content analysis of in-class and homework assignments on the pre-determined
topics related to neighborhood security, housing, transportation, fire safety, economic development, and
community leadership. My findings precisely illustrate that contextual ESL courses provide Latino migrants more
than mere English fluency; they also provide a long-term opportunity for students to develop their social capital,
learn about community resources, discern rising tensions among co-ethnics, and reveal the multiple ways
particular ethnic groups enter the civic structure of a city. Most of all, my ethnographic experience with the ESL
class in Chelsea showed that the pretext of verbal repertoire offers non-English, majority migrant (and often
undocumented) students a much-needed forum to develop a broader civic and communicative competency, one
that allows them to participate in the everyday civic life of Chelsea. Viewed from this perspective, the value of the
ESL classroom as a productive site for civic engagement is just as empowering for the students as it is for local

government officials, non-profit leaders, and law enforcement, especially in fast-changing pro-immigrant cities
like Chelsea where understanding the planning needs of migrants is essential to the city’s future.
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According to bell hooks, who is a black feminist, a prolific author, public intellectual, and university professor,
“pop-culture is where the pedagogy is.” Likewise, we are committed to this idea and we believe that teaching
about cities and neighborhoods from this pedagogical approach – through the lens of popular culture – is key to
exploring and understanding prominent elements of urban and regional planning, such as urbanization,
development and gentrification. However, when these subjects are examined at the intersection of race and
gender; and, consequently, when critiques of patriarchy, racism, and white supremacy are critically explored via
curricula, course assignments and in classroom or academic discussions, with or without the use of popular
culture, they are frequently not welcome and they are perceived as irrelevant to the study of urban and regional
planning in the U.S. We propose that this is especially the case when discussions and research on racism and
sexism are introduced and facilitated by academics who do so openly and with the use of gendered and critical
theories and methodologies; and, where students and faculty are white, male and unfamiliar with such methods
and discourses. As a result, such environments often become spaces or places that are hostile and combative
towards those who would teach and conduct research in ways that challenge modernist and positivist conceptual
frameworks. And, we assert that black women planning academicians who teach using these critical methods are
then at-risk of experiencing marginalization and institutionalized trauma (e.g., disrespect, alienation and rejection)
from students and peers, which in turn, affects their ability to thrive academically, to gain tenure, and their
willingness or ability to remain in the academy. This, we argue, is a critical and an ethical matter that the planning
powers that be should be most aware of, especially as it pertains to attracting and retaining black women faculty
in U.S. planning programs.
Therefore, for purposes of this paper we use existing data and information collected from interviews with black
women with PhDs in planning in an effort to examine and analyze the following variables:
The status and tenure of black women who have PhDs at planning schools and programs in the U.S.;
Their publications (by type and journal) and the reception of their scholarship from colleagues and students; and,

The overall experiences of black women at ACSP schools, planning programs and academic conferences.
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The recent suburbanization of immigrant settlements in major Canadian receiving cities has brought with it new
retail opportunities: suburban ethnic retail locations like strip malls and shopping centres are an increasing
phenomenon in areas with major immigrant settlement. The largest proportion of immigrants to Canada is
currently attracted to the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), where Chinese and South Asian shopping clusters are by
far the most prominent and rapidly growing examples of ethnic retailing (Wang and Zhong, 2013).
These retail clusters not only serve as shopping destinations that offer diversity and choice in the general market;
they can also play an important role in the social lives of immigrants and create 'third places' as informal public
gathering places (Lung-Amam, 2015; Zhuang, 2016). With their combination of retail, dining, entertainment, and
personal services, these clusters can serve as community spaces and contribute to the identity of existing suburban
neighbourhoods. Despite these benefits, however, the dynamics of ethnic retailing result in significant (and
sometimes unwelcome) changes to the existing community, and raise questions for municipalities related to land
use, building form, urban design, parking capacity, economic development, expression of cultural identity, and
community building (Linovski, 2012; Zhuang, 2013). Yet, municipal public policymakers remain relatively
uninformed about these issues due to the paucity of research in the area.
It is important to understand the processes and mechanisms involved in 'placemaking' in suburban ethnic retail
neighbourhoods, and how these retail places contribute to community building. It is also vital to clarify the
municipal processes (e.g., policy, planning and design, public participation) related to ethnic retail
neighbourhoods, and to identify strategies and processes that support or hinder place-making. Using a case-study
approach, this paper explores 112 Chinese and South Asian business clusters in five suburban regions of the GTA
by addressing three research questions:
1. How have ethnic retail neighbourhoods evolved over time and created a sense of place?
2. What is municipalities' role in facilitating/impeding place-making practices in these neighbourhoods?
3. What will be the effective place-making strategies that not only help revitalize local economy but also create
new spaces for community life and benefit the society at large?
Based on the business inventory, eight Chinese and South Asian retail neighbourhoods were selected for in-depth

investigation. Multiple data collection methods were adopted, including reviews of secondary documents and
archival records, site observations, focus groups, semi-structured interviews with key informants (e.g., ethnic
entrepreneurs, city officials), and a consumer intercept survey.
This paper provides empirical data and comparative analysis of two different ethnic groups that can be used to
advance theoretical inquiries in relation to immigrant settlement, ethnic entrepreneurship, place-making, and
municipal planning amidst diversity. By filling the gaps in the literature, the empirical findings help clarify the
spatial and physical aspects of ethnic entrepreneurship. Suburban ethic retail sites have not been seriously
considered in the conventional retail system, but the social and community functions of these places differentiate
them considerably from conventional shopping centres, and may present challenges and opportunities to
municipalities. This paper offers strategies for municipalities to incorporate ethnic retail places within existing
spaces, support them as community hubs, and promote them as cultural and economic assets. It will help
municipalities better accommodate ethnic businesses, facilitate the expression of ethnic identity, and utilize and
maximize the economic potential of ethnic entrepreneurs. In turn, the integration of ethnic retail places into
existing neighbourhoods will benefit the community as a whole.
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Twitter, SnapChat, Instagram, Periscope. Students are on multiple social media platforms, but do they know how
to use these tools to deepen their understanding of planning issues? In recent years planners have used social
media in their research to reveal stigma on public transportation (Schweitzer, 2014), to examine the role of social
media in recent movement organizing (Castells, 2013), and look at community engagement (Evans-Cowley &
Griffin, 2011). Here I explore the possibilities of using social media platforms as pedagogical tools for planners.
In this paper I draw on research lessons from my dissertation in which I analyzed 10,000 tweets about street
harassment in public spaces. In this research I examined tweets qualitatively as narratives, and asked how virtual
public spaces were used to share experiences with, and to resist, street harassment occurring in physical public
space. Tweet analysis revealed harassment as part of the daily experience women have on city streets, and the
tweets offered an unsolicited window into the language people used to describe harassment, their fears, and their
strategies for resistance. An individual hashtag analysis provided valuable insights into the types of antiharassment organizing that occurred on each hashtag, and demonstrated the growing movement building efforts at
the individual, local, regional, and international levels, in large part thanks to existing anti-harassment groups.
This research has several implications for planning education and pedagogy. First, social media sites offer a

wealth of information by providing a unique and unprompted look at the daily happenings on our city streets.
Teaching students how to unpack the details that social media users send out to the public has the potential to
deepen our understanding of the issues by hearing from voices on the ground. Second, becoming social media
literate, that is being able to use social media to learn more about specific issues, goes beyond simply opening an
account, it takes a commitment to learning how others are using the platform. By thinking about social media
platforms as pedagogical tools we can offer our students another skill set in terms of social media literacy, and
another means of further developing critical understandings of planning issues. Lastly, social media is constantly
evolving. As pedagogical tools this means there are many opportunities for learning in the moment and learning
as you go -- and with each new person's approach may come new information!
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This paper analyzes the planning discourse of a fragmented state and the local resistance to the expansion of
genetically modified (GM) soybean production, focusing on the case of Barrio Ituazaingó Anexo in the province
of Córdoba, Argentina. It illustrates how fragmentary forms of governance produce spaces for insurgent
maneuvering (Miraftab, 2009; Sandercock, 1998) through disjunctions in state practices. I focus on the genderbased strategies and representations that allowed a women’s group, the Grupo de Madres de Barrio Ituzaingó
Anexo, to attain a degree of visibility unavailable to other groups and achieve political gains in the struggle
against GM soybean. As a small, women-led community organization, the Grupo de Madres emerged more than
10 years ago when 15 women from the neighborhood grew alarmed by the great number of children and adults
who were ill with cancer. Their struggle with different levels of government and the state’s vision for the planning
and development of the agrarian sector as an important revenue generator is an example of the tensions between
localized productions of knowledge vis-à-vis rational visions of planning.
This paper discusses the consequences of top-down planning strategies and examines the steps needed to
ameliorate negative impacts of development projects at the local level. It also presents a poignant example of
gender-based organizing (Fainstein and Servon, 2005): despite the numerous groups that had formed in
Argentina, it was this small group of women who finally was able to demonstrate how the production of
genetically modified crops was literally poisoning people. The national and international visibility they gained
through their struggle served to legitimize their experiences and daily routines as a valid source of knowledge.
This examination of a fragmented state also reveals the opportunities bottom-up groups have when maneuvering
through the system to gain access to political spaces not usually available to them. Additionally, this analysis
points to the complexity of such fragmented state practices, as tensions arise when some state governmental
agencies accept the situated knowledge presented by communities, while other still push against it. An important
theme that runs throughout this work, then, is the use of gender and “motherhood” as qualifiers to gain legitimacy
when presenting their claims to the state (Pieper Mooney, 2007; Peeples and DeLuca, 2006). Lastly, this paper
contributes to discussions on knowledge production in planning, particularly the disconnection between formal,
institutionalized and science-based rationalities in planning versus informal, situated knowledge.
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In 1996, the City of Los Angeles banned leaf blowers, igniting one of the most dynamic grassroots campaigns in
the city’s recent history. Latino immigrant gardeners, working with a small group of community organizers,
organized the Association of Latin American Gardeners of Los Angeles, which pressured city leaders to reverse
the ban. The gardeners pursued their objective by engaging in the political process, taking direct action,
advocating technological adaptations, and reframing their cause in a positive light. Turning public opinion in their
favor, they pressured city leaders to void the draconian elements of the ordinance, which included a misdemeanor
charge, a $1,000 fine, and jail time for gardeners using the blowers. This movement can be compared in some
ways to earlier immigrant-organizing efforts by organized labor, notably the United Farm Workers. Yet, it’s
distinguished from the farmworkers’ movement by the gardeners’ horizontal organizational structure. The
gardeners’ campaign for social and economic justice shows the potential for collective action among marginalized
immigrant workers and petty entrepreneurs in the informal economy. By focusing on immigration, social
movements and informality, this article aims to contribute to these growing subfields in the planning literature.
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Over 25 years ago, landmark legislation (Americans with Disability Act) was passed to decrease disparities in
accessing public spaces in the private and public social spheres. Yet along with other programs and policies, it
continues to create tensions between a growing, marginalized population who benefit from this Act, people with
disabilities (PWD) and actors in the private and public market shaping accessibility.
Juxtapose this with a community’s built environment created and razed for capitalist gain where access to space is
not only privileged for able-bodied individuals but built with PWD as an afterthought. If the denial to produce and
access space is systematically ingrained in society due to capitalist interests then, how should low-income
marginalized populations work toward decreasing accessibility issues while constructing their social production
of disability / marginalized spaces?
If attributing disability to the environment, it becomes necessary to understand what is it about an environment
that makes it disabling and/or, inaccessible; moreover, why is it disabling for some but not for others? Who are
the actors of the production of these space(s)? How as planners do we work toward an inclusive society to assist
PWD to produce spaces in the community and built environment? To begin to answer these questions, this paper
introduces a substantive theoretical framework to understand how the social productions of space are experienced
and interpreted by PWD who are living in the community and those holding different positions and views from
them. Specifically, I seek to understand the barriers and facilitators of their community and how they navigate
through this space and produce their space(s) of disability.
For this research, a multi-methodological approach of grounded criticval visualization (GCV) was developed
combininig mixed methodologies. GCV incorporates modes of phemenology, ethnography and critical grounded
theory with aspects of photovoice, geographical information system spatial analysis and statistics. Lefebvre’s
“spatial triad” assists to inform the production of social space(s) and is operationalized through GCV vis-a-vis
PWD who have limited mobility and planners. Over 35 participants with disabilities and planners in the
Chicagoland area participated in over six focus groups and individual in-depth interviews, which were transcribed
and analyzed. PWD’s neighborhoods are also analyzed in terms of rate of development, building permits and
design, nearby amenities, safety, transportation, and census data are used to develop a community accessibility
index informed by the photographs taken by PWD and the researcher. This research also build s upon previous
work on the deinstitutionalization of PWD into the community in search of affordable, accessible integrated
housing with and without a housing choice voucher in contributing to a substantive social production of disability
space theory. I provide a discussion of the theory on how local and federal policies, uneven development and the
built environment shape social disability spaces. Lastly, power relations and Freire’s “conscientization” provides
a backdrop for discussing the lack of pedagogy in the planning field of PWD as planners shape communities
toward an inclusive society.
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This is the second phase of a qualitative study completed to explore the success of health elements in addressing
health disparities in cities in California. The results of the first phase of this study, interviews with staff members
of seven city planning departments, was reported in 2014. Staff from an additional fourteen city agencies have
been interviewed, along with staff from public health agencies and community organizations involved in the
development and implementation of the elements. The study documents their assessment of: 1) The process of
development and adoption, including the quality of participation and the diversity of participants; 2) The factors
to which study participants attribute the elements’ efficacy at addressing health disparities; and 3) The role that
planners, public health advocates, and community organizers believe community engagement plays in the
implementation of the health elements.
An extensive body of research has established that low-income communities and communities of color experience
significant health disparities (Morello-Frosch & Lopez, 2006) related to characteristics of their environment,
including exposure to air and water pollution, lack of access to healthy foods, and inadequate provision of
recreational spaces (Hutch, Bouye, Skillen, Lee, Whitehead, & Rashid, 2011). At the same time, the relationship
between planning and health has received increasing attention, resulting in an increased focus on health in
community planning efforts, including the adoption of comprehensive plans (Kraft, Lee, and Brennan, 2012). In
California, a significant number of cities have added health elements to comprehensive plans to address
community health, as well as to address health disparities in communities of color and low-income communities.
The efficacy of these elements in affecting the health of low-income communities and communities of color has
yet to be thoroughly examined. Planners attribute the success of policy documents such as comprehensive plans to
the quality and diversity of community-wide engagement, as well as engagement of others (agencies, officials,
community leaders) responsible for implementation of policies. While the literature encourages participation,
there are very few studies that actually evaluate the role that stakeholder involvement plays in the implementation
of plans (Brody, 2003; Brennan, Kemner, Donaldson, & Brownson, 2015). While very few studies have addressed
these questions, a recent study evaluating the success of healthy policies employed across a broad spectrum of
planning activities found relatively less success in low-income communities and communities of color than in
higher-income and less diverse communities , despite similarly active community partnerships (Brennan, Kemner,
Donaldson, & Brownson, 2015).
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Building from Verba, Schlozman and Brady’s (1993) work identifying the primary political activity-enhancing
factors and the role of religious institutions in supporting these activity-enhancing factors (Jones-Correa and Leal
2001, Heredia 2011), this paper explores two catholic parishes’ facilitation of political participation among
undocumented immigrants within their communities with special focus on addressing fear of deportation.
To live in the United States as an undocumented immigrant entails coping with the everyday stress, anxiety, and
restricted mobility related to fear of deportation and family separation. In spite of this fear, many within
undocumented communities in Los Angeles and Albuquerque have taken to the streets and demanded
immigration reform, economic justice, and made their voice heard on a variety of social issues.
Using data from a comparative case study of two catholic parishes in Los Angeles and Albuquerque, this paper
presents a theory on the institutional mechanisms at play in facilitating undocumented political participation,
including: (1) the decoupling of legal status with identity in religious institutions, (2) the role of staff as
intermediaries between public officials and undocumented members and the perceived legitimacy of religious
institutions (3) the role of faith in overcoming deportation fear, and (4) the fundamentally spatial effects of
deportation fear and the spatiality of religious institutions. The paper concludes with a discussion on the
replicability of these mechanisms outside of religious institutions.
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AGE-FRIENDLY REGIONS: SUPPORTING UNEVEN GROWTH AND DECLINE
Abstract ID: 1473
Individual Paper Submission
MILGROM, Richard [University of Manitoba] richard.milgrom@umanitoba.ca, presenting author
It is commonly understood that populations are aging, and that this is going to place stress on caring and health
systems. The movement to make cities and towns more “age-friendly” is gathering momentum; some centres are
using the objectives outlined in the World Health Organization’s Global Age-friendly Cities: A Guide (2007) to
improve the quality of life for older adults. But a few are also using age friendly initiatives as growth strategies, to
attract new residents and to take capitalize on the potential of the “grey economy”.
Not all centres, however, are growing. In many regions, where overall populations are static some towns and
neighbourhoods prosper, others are suffering population loss and with it a loss of services that serve older adults.
The focus on improving quality of life for older adults in individual centres does not typically take this into
account, and planning for improvements in declining areas is both politically and economically challenging.
Regional strategies are required, strategies that make it possible for thriving centres to support those areas in
decline.
This paper draws on experiences in Canada, specifically the Age-Friendly Manitoba Initiative (AFMI) and the
work of City Planning studios at the University of Manitoba. The AFMI examined more than 100 communities,
evaluating how well they accommodated the needs of older adults. Through consultation processes, it also made

recommendations for improvements – most of which were short-term and local in scope. Students in the City
Planning studios engaged with eight of these communities, seeking planning and design approaches that would
improve the lives of those currently entering retirement; but they also sought to engage younger generations to
envision environments that would support the lifestyles they imagine for themselves as they age. This allowed for
longer term design and land use issues to be addressed.
A set of common themes has started to emerge – based around issues of transportation/walkability, housing and
services. Larger and growing centres appear to have the means to address some of these through careful choices
and inclusive design strategies. However, those towns in decline highlight the regional challenges: transportation,
for example, is not only an issue within communities, but the lack of options to move between communities is a
serious impediment to the well-being of older adults; the lack of appropriate housing to accommodate changing
needs forces many older adults to move away from the communities that have been their homes for decades; and
shrinking populations often lead to the closing of local facilities, including health centres.
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TRACK 5 - HOUSING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS FROM TRACK 5
IMMIGRANT INCORPORATION AND URBAN PLANNING IN MULTIPLE NATIONAL CONTEXTS
Proposal 3 with abstracts 120, 121, 122, 124, 250
Organizer: ALLEN, Ryan [University of Minnesota] allen650@umn.edu
Discussant: HARWOOD, Stacy [University of Illinois] sharwood@illinois.edu
Transnational migration has fueled urban change and revitalization in countries around the globe, prompting new
challenges and opportunities for cities and urban planners. Some countries, such as the United States and Canada,
have long associated their national identities with immigration and have developed norms and institutions around
immigrant incorporation. Other countries, such as China, have relatively limited recent experience with receiving
immigrants but are now increasingly the destination for immigrants in the 21st century. Findings from papers
presented in this session help to answer a central question: How have immigrants changed the urban fabric, labor
markets and planning practices in countries with extensive and limited recent experience with immigrant
reception? In doing so, the papers provide contributions to scholarship on urban planning practice, urban labor
markets, residential settlement patterns, and immigrant integration more generally. This panel is facilitated by the
International Association of China Planning.
Objectives:




Understand the role of immigrants in changing cities in the U.S., Canada and China
Appreciate the role of immigrant contributions to local labor and housing markets
Understand how cities and planners have responded to immigrants as long and short-term residents

RENTAL SHORTAGES AND HOMEBUYING DIFFICULTIES: THE GROWING POWER OF
MARKET-BASED INEQUALITIES
Proposal 13 with abstracts 152, 154, 158, 836
Organizer: IMMERGLUCK, Dan [Georgia Institute of Technology] dan.immergluck@coa.gatech.edu
Discussant: SCHWARTZ, Alex [The New School] schwartz@newschool.edu
Since the collapse of the housing market in the 2000s and the subsequent recovery, housing challenges in urban
areas have in many ways worsened. Rents have risen in many markets, especially in stronger, central city
neighborhoods. While a substantial amount of single family stock has entered the rental market, it is often not
well suited in terms of price or quality for those in most need of affordable rental markets. Meanwhile, tight credit
markets and demographic trends have increased demand for rental housing overall, making affordable rentals
especially scarce. On the mortgage side, the market is moving towards an increasingly privatized, risk-segmented
system where less affluent households will find it difficult to access homeownership, and if they do, they are
likely to pay higher rates for mortgages than more affluent homeowners, which will increase their housing cost
burden and vulnerability to financial distress. The papers in this session will look at various aspects of these
challenges, particularly as they effect the lower-end of such markets.
Objectives:



To increase understanding of key housing, demographic and financial trends affecting households seeking
housing in urban markets.

REVISITING THE LEGACY OF HOPE VI: THE IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT OF MIXEDINCOME HOUSING
Proposal 15 with abstracts 159, 161, 187
Organizer: REID, Carolina [University of California, Berkeley] c_reid@berkeley.edu
Discussant: BIERBAUM, Ariel [University of California, Berkeley] ariel.bierbaum@berkeley.edu
Mixed-income developments have emerged as the dominant paradigm in housing planning and policy. In both
scale and levels of funding, HOPE VI represents the largest federal effort to date to address the problems of
concentrated poverty through mixed-income housing, directing over $6.7 billion to 261 public housing sites in
129 cities. Much of the existing research on HOPE VI has focused on selected sites, leading to robust insights into
the challenges of implementation as well as the impacts of HOPE VI on public housing residents. However, we
still have an incomplete picture of the legacy of HOPE VI across the country. What was actually built under
HOPE VI? How much funding was leveraged, and what types of resident services did public housing authorities
provide? Did HOPE VI have a measurable positive impact on the surrounding community? Using new data on the
universe of HOPE VI sites, the papers in this panel provide unique insights into the program’s implementation
and impact, and draw out the lessons learned for other mixed-income housing and place-based interventions such
as Choice and Promise Neighborhoods.
Objectives:




Understand the diversity of approaches to mixed-income housing development
Provide an in-depth look at an important public housing policy across the country
Present new analysis that demonstrates the impact of place-based redevelopment on the surrounding
community

OUTCOMES IN THE HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM: LOCATION AND BEYOND
Proposal 23 with abstracts 225, 226, 227, 249
Organizer: GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois] agreen4@illinois.edu
Discussant: MCCLURE, Kirk [University of Kansas] mcclure@ku.edu
Housing vouchers have provided safe, decent, and affordable housing to low-income households for more than 30
years. Central to voucher operating theory is the notion that residential location choice and mobility can extend
benefits of the subsidy beyond affordability. Vouchers have played a pivotal role in exploring remedies for racial
segregation and dealing with the effects of concentrated poverty. Recent research on the Moving to Opportunity
for Fair Housing Demonstration Program suggests that households who are able to use vouchers to move to more
racially and economically integrated communities experience favorable gains, particularly in terms of
intergenerational economic, educational, health and social outcomes. How well do location outcomes within this
specialized demonstration program apply to the general population of Housing Choice Voucher recipients? This
session examines outcomes for Housing Choice Voucher Program participants, with a focus on understudied
location contexts, under-researched outcome areas, and the role of local policy in supporting positive outcomes
for participants.
Objectives:


Better understand location and household outcomes for Housing Choice Voucher recipients

RURAL HOUSING: UNIQUE CHALLENGES, DIVERSE OPPORTUNITIES
Proposal 28 with abstracts 318, 319, 321
Organizer/Discussant: SCALLY, Corianne [ ] cscally@urban.org
Rural communities have diverse housing needs, whether they are facing persistent poverty and out-migration, or
experiencing rapid growth due to recreational amenities or energy production. Reflecting this diversity of
experience and need, this panel uses a variety of lenses and methodologies to shed light on the opportunities and
challenges to providing adequate, affordable housing in rural America. A national review of secondary data on the
United States Department of Agriculture’s rural housing programs highlights challenges facing this housing stock
and opportunities to preserve and expand future supply. A recent statewide survey of nonmetropolitan
communities in Georgia captures the role of demographics, geographies, and physical and economic resources in
determining rural housing opportunities. Finally, rich longitudinal ethnographic research in Oregon highlights two
challenging aspects of rural trailer park communities: housing instability among residents, and the obstacles
created by official regulations and social perceptions.
Objectives:




Gain knowledge on how diverse rural characteristics shape housing needs
Understand the opportunities and challenges facing federal rural housing programs
Recognize how local resources and regulations influence the supply of housing in rural communities

THE FUTURE OF RENTAL HOUSING SUBSIDIES
Proposal 38 with abstracts 460, 461, 462
Organizer: REINA, Vincent [ ] vincent.reina@gmail.com
Discussant: REID, Carolina [University of California, Berkeley] c_reid@berkeley.edu
This panel analyzes the challenges and opportunities facing federal rental subsidies, and whether and how existing
policy responses are fundamentally reshaping these programs. Specifically, one paper analyzes how a network in
Washington DC is responding to threats to the on-going affordability of the subsidized rental stock, and whether
its intervention affects the preservation or loss of these units. A second paper analyzes the impact of HUD’s
Rental Assistance Demonstration program on public housing and its future. And the final paper analyzes HUD’s
new Small Area Fair Market Rent program, and whether calculating voucher rent limits at a smaller level of
geography enables households to access neighborhoods currently unattainable with a voucher. This panel also
includes three additional housing scholars who will each discuss one of these papers within the context of their
own research and thoughts on the future of rental subsidies. Combined, these three authors and three discussants
provide important insight on the challenges facing rental subsidies, and how current policy responses are
reshaping them going forward.
Objectives:




Attendees will obtain a better understanding of the challenges facing existing rental subsidy programs
Attendees will obtain a better understanding of the policy responses to the challenges facing rental
subsidy programs
Attendees will obtain a better understanding of how the policy responses to the challenges facing rental
subsidy programs are affecting the future of these subsidy programs

LESSONS FROM THE HOUSING BOOM AND BUST
Proposal 36 with abstracts 470, 471, 472, 880
Organizer: LENS, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles] mlens@ucla.edu

Discussant: IMMERGLUCK, Daniel [Georgia Institute of Technology] daniel.immergluck@coa.gatech.edu
This session will draw on recent research on the housing boom and bust and consequences for planning practice
and local government finances. There was wide variation in the rise and fall of housing prices nationwide, which
offers lessons for planners about potential actions to limit bubbles and mediate their impacts on cities and
neighborhoods. Further, local governments had wildly different spending responses to house price increases, and
varying fiscal impacts resulting from the subsequent bust. Two of the papers in this session will examine the
extent to which local governments displayed "irrational exuberance" in their expenditure behavior prior to the
recession, whether such exuberance compromised their budgets when the recession hit, and the institutional
factors that allowed jurisdictions to absorb such wild fluctuations in prices and revenues.
Objectives:



Planning responses to recessions
Local government tools to limit exposure to house price and revenue shocks

HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOODS IN FLUX: ACCOMMODATING URBAN AND SUBURBAN
CHANGE
Proposal 52 with abstracts 606, 649, 650, 651, 652
Organizer: MAWHORTER, Sarah [ ] sarah.mawhorter@gmail.com
Discussant: PFEIFFER, Deirdre [Arizona State University] Deirdre.pfeiffer@asu.edu
How is housing adapted for changing needs? In this session, we consider changes in housing in the context of
changing urban and suburban neighborhoods. Each paper addresses a distinct aspect of change, starting with two
papers analyzing neighborhood change and the implications for housing, followed by two papers focused on
redevelopment and retrofitting the existing housing stock in changing neighborhoods, and concluding with a
paper reconsidering the role of housing tenure. As less new housing is built, it is important for planners to
understand changes in existing neighborhoods so that they can develop strategies to adapt housing for growing
and changing populations.
Objectives:


Explain the implications of current neighborhood change trends for housing policies and local planning
ordinances.

ABSTRACTS FROM TRACK 5

DISSONANCE BETWEEN FORMAL AND INFORMAL HOUSING CAPITAL IN THE ERA OF
FINANCIAL CAPITALISM: THE CASE OF KOREA
Abstract ID: 3
Individual Paper Submission
KIM, Jihwan [University of Illinois at Chicago] jkim512@uic.edu, presenting author
This study focuses on developing new ways to analyze growing wealth inequality in the Global South. Over the
last few decades, there has been the significant wave of global financial integration that aims to increase
transnational mobility of capital (Peet and Hartwick, 1999; Sassen, 2000). This new financial order appeared in
reaction to a series of government failures to stabilize financial markets (Harvey, 2005), and this doctrine

therefore hypothesizes the inherent efficiency of markets, which will increase consumer surpluses. Contrary to
this efficient market hypothesis, however, economic and social inequalities have worsened under this new
financial regime.
Why has global financial integration not improved social welfare, even if it may have enhanced market
efficiency? A new strand of post-Keynesian banking literature has addressed this question by emphasizing the
expanding role of financial institutions. These studies argue that strategic shifts towards global integration in the
banking and financial sectors have resulted in financial exclusion, whereby consumers are increasingly sorted and
differentiated based on their financial capacity (Dymski, 2005; Leyshon and Thrift, 1995). This banking-centered
framework has made a significant contribution to explaining growing inequality in the Global North where
individuals and households rely on formal credit in order to accumulate wealth. Due to its focus on the formal
financial instruments and institutions, however, it is my premise that this framework inadequately describes the
nature of wealth concentration in the Global South, where de facto wealth accumulation makes up a large portion
of economic activity.
This study illuminates the evolving nature of wealth polarization in emerging economies by scrutinizing the
deepening dissonance between formal and informal housing finance systems in Korea. By characterizing critical
shifts in the informal system, the study will seek to develop a model that better explains growing inequality in that
country and ties it to structural changes resulting from greater financial integration.
The study develops this approach through two separate research programs that together analyze the dissonance
between formal and informal housing finance systems. On the one hand, the study investigates the macro-level
causes of a radical shift of Korean debt from corporate to consumer that has increased household debt dependency
over time. On the other hand, at the micro-level, I examine the impacts of such dissonance on growing social and
economic inequalities amongst households. These research programs clearly situate the evolving dynamics of
wealth concentration by applying standard econometric techniques within conceptual frameworks based upon
historical and structural contexts in Korea.
In the first research program, the study stylizes lending and borrowing behaviors that are subject to access to
formal and informal housing credit. This effort explicates the changing role of informal housing capital, which
has served as a substantial cushion for banks against losses in cases of default. As a result, over the past decade
there has been drastic debt shift from corporate to consumer as banks have been protected from their increasing
risk appetite and explosive expansion of consumer business.
The second research program examines how both current homeowners and potential homebuyers have more
difficulty accumulating wealth as households' dependency on institutional debt has increased under the new
financial regime. Unlike the informal housing finance system, which requires infrequent debt payments,
institutional mortgages require periodic debt payments, which make homeowners more vulnerable to changes in
economic conditions. Under this new financial regime, renters are also forced to spend more money on housing or
voluntarily forego homeownership as landlords exert pressure on their tenants to share risk and uncertainty. These
results explicitly rebut the common belief that market reform that accompanies lower interest rates and greater
liquidity substantially motivates households to become homeowners.
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ESTIMATING THE LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF HURRICANE KATRINA
Abstract ID: 13
Individual Paper Submission
LEE, Hyojung [University of Southern California] hyojung.lee@usc.edu, presenting author
PAINTER, Gary [University of Southern California] gpainter@usc.edu, co-author
After the tenth year anniversary of one of the most devastating hurricanes, Hurricane Katrina, to hit the United
States, this study provides evidence of the long term impacts of this disaster on the housing, labor market, and
schooling outcomes of those affected by the disaster. Studying the impact of Hurricane Katrina on the residents of
New Orleans and surrounding areas provides an opportunity to understand how households adjust to negative
income and wealth shocks, and well as recover from forced mobility in many cases. In turn, this information can
provide insights into the types of policies that may promote resiliency and prevent further increases in inequality
in the United States.
As is well appreciated, the size of the shock incurred from Hurricane Katrina was the worst natural disaster in the
nation’s history. Perhaps surprisingly, however, research on those affected by Katrina has not been abundant
which represents a lost opportunity to consider policies that help those that have suffered a severe shock like
Katrina. The lack of research is partially due to the fact that many data sources do not identify those who were
evacuees – the information available from these data identifies only the people who now reside in the damaged
places, not those who are from those areas.
This research overcomes this issue and directly assesses these impacts by using a special supplement of the Panel
Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) which identifies those displaced by Katrina. A special supplement of the
PSID, 2007 Hurricane Katrina Supplement, enables us to identify the families affected by the hurricane and trace
their subsequent experiences. The full PSID contains terrific demographic and socioeconomic information for
households in the Gulf Coast Area and throughout the country that can be used for comparison.
We assess the impact of Hurricane Katrina using a difference-in-differences and Instrumental Variables (IV)
frameworks. In the model, we focus on those households that experience a displacement longer than one year or
experience damage to their properties. The second section of the analysis uses IV regression models, employing
the elevation and distance to the hurricane path as instruments. Having outcome variables such as household
formation, home ownership, employment status, education attainment, this paper examines how the most severely
affected people and families differ from their counterparts in household formation and homeownership.
Strikingly, the results suggest that long-term housing outcomes are better for those displaced by the disaster, with
victims having greater probabilities of forming a family and owning a home. This somewhat surprising finding
can be at least partially explained by post-disaster public transfers and investments. This paper is the first to assess
housing outcomes of the Katrina affected using nationally representative data, and the findings provide
implications to develop policies for a resilient society.
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INTEGRATING TINY HOUSES INTO THE AMERICAN URBAN FABRIC: A COMPARATIVE CASE
STUDY OF LAND USE POLICY CHANGE IN THE CAROLINA'S
Abstract ID: 16

Individual Paper Submission
EVANS, Krista [Clemson University] kmevans@g.clemson.edu, presenting author
The concept of the American Dream, encapsulated in the ownership of a detached single family home, remains a
driving force in the housing market. Historically, small homes have held a prominent niche in this dream in both
rural and urban areas. However, the increased application of restrictive urban land use policies to protect property
values, paired with the rapid diminishment of the American middle class, has made home ownership extremely
difficult. The tiny house movement has emerged as a means to promote small, affordable, and sustainable home
ownership. However, the construction of tiny homes, or even the traditional cottage, is illegal in many places
throughout the United States. Zoning and land-use ordinances that swept the country in the early twentieth
century, often prohibited the construction of structures smaller than 1,000 square feet. The challenge remains,
therefore, as how to change existing urban land use policy to accommodate the legal allowance of small and tiny
houses, while retaining good city form.
This research examines how communities are altering land use policy to accommodate small and tiny houses. It
does so through a comparative case research design and visual preference survey. The case study locations of
Asheville, North Carolina, and Horry County, South Carolina, are pioneering the way to changing existing land
use policy to accommodate small homes in the southeastern United States. However, each jurisdiction has
developed different types of land-use initiatives to accommodate such homes. The implementation process and
perceived success of these various initiatives are explored through archival analysis and interviews with tiny
house stakeholders in each community. Since public perceptions greatly influence the built environment (Nasar
1998), there is a need to investigate the relationship between individuals’ perceptions of tiny house aesthetics and
how those perceptions affect resulting land use policy. This relationship is explored through the use of a visual
preference survey tool which examines preferences for various design elements and the several ways in which
tiny houses may be integrated into urban areas. This holistic research approach may ultimately lead to a better
understanding of how tiny house land use policy might best be crafted.
Because homeownership is perceived so positively in America, it is anticipated that both cities will be especially
receptive of initiatives that foster tiny home ownership as opposed to small home rental options. However,
theoretical replication logic (Yin 2009) is expected to reveal several significant differences in both the manner in
which tiny houses are perceived and accommodated at the case site locations. Horry County, which contains the
city of Myrtle Beach, is known for a more transient and tourism-oriented population. Having such a demographic
may result in less place attachment, and thus little desire for a place to remain the same. Therefore, it is expected
that the Horry County findings will reveal both a greater acceptance of tiny homes and non-traditional
architectural styles for such homes, in addition to faster implementation of them into the urban fabric than
Asheville.
There are those who believe that the American dream revolves around the ownership of a large single-family
suburban home, and bitterly argue that for most Americans, the dream has come to an end. Others, such as
Gwendolyn Wright, (1983) have asserted that the dream is not dead, but will continue to change form to reflect
societal values. This research may aid those aiming to achieve the American dream of home ownership with
small, affordable, individualized, and environmentally sustainable homes by exploring the best ways to make such
living arrangements both legal and appealing.
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THE PATTERNS OF VACANT LAND AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE IN MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Abstract ID: 39
Poster
LEE, Ryun Jung [Texas A&M University] ryunjunglee@gmail.com, presenting author
NEWMAN, Galen [Texas A&M University] gnewman@arch.tamu.edu, co-author
Many major American cities have experienced economic and population decline; in such cases, urban vacancies
have become a major concern. City planners and policy makers are urgently searching for ways to revitalize city
core areas and reuse vacant properties. This has encouraged redevelopment in many vacant properties, which can
then trigger future development activities in surrounding parcels and neighborhoods. Aside from hefty
developmental approaches, simply managing and greening vacant land has also been a widely used alternative to
prevent neighborhood decline in massively shrinking cities. Despite the emerging citywide policies for managing
vacant urban areas, the influence of urban vacancies on neighborhood socioeconomic status and potential inequity
issues across space remains understudied.
To explore these issues, this study focuses on longitudinal vacancies (vacant lots which have remained as such,
long-term) and their associated neighborhood characteristics, using the city of Minneapolis, MN, USA as a case
site. Further, it explores what characteristics or management techniques of vacant parcels are associated with
neighborhood gentrification. Despite national industrial and economic shifts over the last few decades,
Minneapolis’ population has remained relatively stable, overall. However, the city has experienced some
depopulation at the neighborhood level. One major change is the shift in racial demographics from majority white
population (over 93% until the 1970s) to a more diverse (but still white-dominant) population (63.8% as of 2010).
Also, many neighborhoods in Minneapolis experienced population losses and increases in low-income
populations from 2000-2010, simultaneously expanding arguments on inequity and poverty issues.
To better understand the relationship between vacant properties and the socioeconomic characteristics of
neighborhoods, this study uses data on vacant lots using the following process. First, it identifies the typologies of
vacant properties that have existed or have emerged over the past 10 years in Minneapolis. Vacant land typologies
are categorized in this research as as unbuildable parcels, undeveloped parcels, derelict parcels, and parcels
reserved for certain purposes. Second, it highlights the relationship between the characteristics of vacant land and
the socioeconomic status change of neighborhoods based on vacant land typology. Third, it determines what types
of vacant lands heavily influence the gentrification process in neighborhoods.
Results indicate that there are almost twice as much as vacant residential and commercial properties in
neighborhoods where the percentage of population below the poverty level has increased compared to stable
neighborhoods. As of 2010, around 60% of the vacant parcels are owned by public or reserved for certain
purposes, and these parcels have modestly higher tendency to be in the neighborhoods where the socioeconomic
status has declined. The findings from this study can contribute to drawing a larger picture of how vacant urban
land evolves over time in Minneapolis. Also, it will improve how urban planning scholarship explores the
development or reuse of vacant land and its influence on surrounding properties. The results shed light on the
spatial unevenness and the vulnerability of vacant land, particularly within low socioeconomic neighborhoods by
gauging the appearance of gentrifying neighborhoods.
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FORCIBLE EVICTIONS PRECEDING THE 2016 RIO DE JANEIRO OLYMPICS
Abstract ID: 61
Individual Paper Submission
REDDEN, Tyeshia [University of Florida] tredden@ufl.edu, presenting author
The Olympic Games are perhaps the world's longest enduring mega-event. The Games have been the site of
numerous culturally iconic moments and host cities are welcoming backdrops delivering a polished combination
of hospitality and national pride. Increasingly, developed countries in Europe and North America are shying away
from hosting mega-events citing their exorbitant development costs. As a result, developing countries are more
commonly hosting events such as the World Cup and the Olympic Games. These events are widely perceived as
premier venues in which a host country can showcase its emerging status and court foreign investment on a global
stage. However, marginalized residents of the host cities often find themselves paying the price of transformative
development in the form of massive displacement. The "Marvelous City" of Rio de Janeiro, host of the 2016
Olympic Games, is no different. Residents of favelas, informal urban settlements inhabited by the impoverished,
are being forcibly evicted by the thousands from the highly desired waterfront property chosen as the Olympic
Village site.
This case study examines the social and economic impacts of forcible evictions being experienced by residents
utilizing a case study of Vila Autodromo favela and argues that the urban development preceding the Olympic
Games has exacerbated the existing housing shortages in Rio de Janeiro. Data concerning the events in Rio de
Janeiro is presented in conjunction with the entrepreneurial city theory and asserts the commodification of the
urban landscape has been the primary driver for rampant real estate speculation and human rights violations. The
case study will demonstrate the ramifications of planning policy that is created and implemented in the absence of
democratic processes and without transparent procedures. Through the use of face-to-face interviews, government
publications, and documented resident accounts, the data will reveal why a pre-fabricated homogenous urban
landscape is highly problematic in Rio de Janeiro (and Brazil in general) due to a number of existing socioeconomic conflicts.
To date, research has been conducted concerning the social impacts of forced displacements associated with the
2008 Beijing Games and the 2012 London Games. However, Rio de Janeiro presents the first opportunity to
examine the phenomenon of Olympic-associated urban development in the context of a mega-city, particularly
one located in the Global South. Known as one of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa), Brazil
has been recognized as an emerging economy and aspiring global power.
The rising economic costs of mega-events and their associated urban development has been well documented, yet
narratives of the accompanying social costs of development are scant in the aforementioned context. This research
creates a comprehensive and critical account of the impacts of mega-event development and adds the context of
Latin America to the existing scholarship. The issues of poverty, displacement, and marginalization are not
unique to Rio de Janeiro. The motivations, concerns, and consequences for the actors involved will be discussed
and provide a basis for drawing generalizations about this phenomenon. In short, the information presented will
demonstrate the myriad of negative externalities created when economic rationality drives the violent creation of
an ideal urban fabric predetermined by private and government interests.
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Planners need to understand what impacts housing choice because these decisions affect access to various
opportunities. Housing choice is also important particularly for racial minorities, who primarily rely on their home
for their assets, while whites have much more varied investment portfolios and assets (Kuebler & Rugh, 2013).
With higher foreclosure rates combined with their reliance on their home value, racial minorities thus lost much
of their wealth during the Great Recession (Bocian et al., 2012; Kochhar, Fry, & Taylor, 2011).
However, it is unclear how Asian neighborhoods affected Asian homeowner outcomes. Other studies have found
that Latino and black neighborhoods were disproportionately targeted for subprime loans (Immergluck, 2009) and
generally have lower housing equity (Krivo & Kaufman, 2004) relative to white neighborhoods. However, Asians
tend to have higher housing outcomes compared to Latinos and blacks, and are closer to white outcomes in
foreclosures (Laderman & Reid, 2008). Do Asian Americans in Asian neighborhoods perform more similar to
other racial minorities, or do their neighborhood provide protection?
For Asian American neighborhoods, there may be two different processes at work. First, Asian Americans in
Asian neighborhoods may be more vulnerable to default or foreclosure relative to their counterparts in
nonminority neighborhoods if they follow Latino and black neighborhood patterns. For example, Hwang et al.
(2015) found that minorities who did not live in a segregated metropolitan area were less likely to receive a
subprime loan than minorities in segregated areas. However, relative to other racial groups, Rugh and Massey
(2010) found that Asian segregation was associated with lower foreclosure rates. If I find that Asian
neighborhoods have lower foreclosure rates than their counterparts in white neighborhoods, the results would
support the theory that high socioeconomic clustering for Asians has benefits.
This paper uses Census Bureau and DataQuick. I also developed a surname methodology using Los Angeles
County voter registration data and U.S. Census Bureau surname list to impute race and ethnicity. I will then
identify ethnic neighborhoods and track the outcomes of homeowners who purchased homes between 2000 and
2006. A logit regression model will be used to predict how individual and neighborhood characteristics contribute
to likelihood of default or foreclosure. The findings will help understand the persistence of racial/ethnic
neighborhood patterns and the implications for wealth.
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In 2013, the United States employed up to 12 million workers in the agricultural industry (Winkelman, Chaney, &
Bethel, 2013) most of whom were Mexican migrant and seasonal farmworkers (Arcury et al., 2012). Many
migrant farmworkers come to the US with H-2A visas (i.e. agricultural worker visas) with North Carolina
participating in this program more than any other state (USDL, 2014). About 60% of migrant farmworkers live
below the poverty line (Winkelman et al., 2013). Due to the migratory and seasonal characteristics of
farmworkers, growers often provide housing/labor camps for workers as part of their compensation.
Migrant farmworkers’ poor living conditions and the relationship with physical health outcomes have been
researched in literature. However, migrant farmworkers have received little attention in terms of the relationship
of camp/housing locations to outcomes of psychosocial and nutritional well-being. While not much is known
about adult migrant farmworkers’ eating behaviors, research does indicate that poverty and low education are risk
factors for obesity and weight-related illnesses. Due to poverty, many migrant farmworkers also experience food
insecurity, which increases risk for lower psychological functioning and even suicide. Additionally quality of life
has been shown to have a negative association with weight over time. Mental health among migrant farmworkers
has received some attention in literature. Researchers have identified factors that contribute to the high prevalence
of anxiety and depression to farmworkers: for example, acculturation stress, limited social mobility, social
isolation, low social support, social marginalization, separation from family, family conflict, hazardous working
conditions and even higher risk for suicidal thoughts. But there has not been much research on the geographic
isolation of farmworkers from the society and the association with mental health.
The hypothesis of this research is that migrant farmworkers in eastern North Carolina experience mental and
weight-related illnesses as well as lower social well-being due to the isolated housing/camp locations. We applied
a community-based participatory action research approach utilizing farmworker camp location database that we
collected in 2015-2016 via active working relationship with the Kinston Community Health Center (KCHC),
Kinston, NC, as preliminary research. Based on the geographic locations of migrant farmworker camps (adult
men, non-family), we assessed migrant farmworkers’ social well-being, eating behavior related to weight status,
as well as mental health. From this we built a multi-dimensional structural construct model showing the
significance of the associations among factors.
The findings have guided us to further research, expanding the scope of the project to include the physical
assessments on the quality of housing and home food environments, also including seasonal farmworkers (with
family) and growers as research participants. Ultimately, we aim to seek systematic solutions to address problems
related to migrant and seasonal farmworkers’ overall quality of life in future research.
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This article maps the evolution of built landscapes of Abu Dhabi’s native-born subsidized neighborhoods.
Particularly, the author asks: How have these neighborhoods built landscape evolved over time, and how have
these changes influenced residents’ interaction and daily activity? The “built landscape” refers to an area at a
neighborhood scale, often 0.25 to 0.4 square mile (Wheeler, 2015, 167). This area is large enough to explore how
morphological attributes shape people’s lives, behavior, and mobility. The analysis identifies seven main patterns
of neighborhood forms created from the 1960s to present, based on street patterns: interconnected grid; climaterelevant pattern; social pattern; long-super blocks; broken network; loop system; and interconnected garden
suburb. Based on the identified typologies, the analysis further compares four main elements of the built
landscape: street systems, net density, land use, and land parcelization. The research relies on field observation
and intensive GIS analysis using Arc Map.
Results reveal that mainstream neighborhoods developed prior to 1980s were dense, culturally oriented, diverse,
and pedestrian-friendly. In contrast, neighborhoods built after the 1980s are characterized by low density, massive
spatial expansion, and segregation and are geared to automobiles. Abu Dhabi’s neighborhood planning was stirred
by the post–World War II North American model of urbanism, characterized by fragmented and spread-out
developments. While the built landscape of Abu Dhabi’s neighborhoods share common traits with the North
American Model, contextual details and differences appear for cultural and climatic reasons.
Abu Dhabi appears frequently in the urban studies literature, which typically focuses on either its rapid pace of
growth or its urban history. However, the existing literature does not adequately map the spatial characteristics of
Abu Dhabi’s growth and its residential landscape. Housing is known as a critical component of cities. At least 80
percent of built landscapes in regions are developed for residential use (Wheeler, 2015, 167). In Abu Dhabi, much
of the discourse concerning neighborhoods and housing stock is driven by government policies, cultural norms,
and market forces. These factors have created ethnic and socio-economic enclaves. Native-born citizens have their
own subsidized neighborhoods. High- and middle-income expatriates live in new mega projects, including
apartment blocks, tower complexes, gated communities, and townhouses dispersed throughout the city. Lowincome migrant workers live in the old districts, industrial sites, and labor dorms.
The government of the Emirates prioritizes housing its citizens. These government-subsidized neighborhoods for
native-born citizens occupy an enormous strip of Abu Dhabi’s built landscape: almost 35 % of the total land
designated for development. This article provides a detailed formal exploration of Abu Dhabi’s national housing
landscape in hopes of providing provides a backdrop for the establishment of new directions and guidelines for
neighborhood development in the future. This article draws on studies of changing neighborhood patterns in
North American cities, including those of Wheeler (2003, 2008, 2015), Southworth and Owens (1993), Moudon
(1992), Scheer (2010), and Condon (2010). It also draws on site observation of selected communities, GIS
analysis, historical documents, and aerial imagery. The purpose is to shed light on the prevailing patterns that
have formed the physical landscape of Emirati housing over the fifty-year period from 1960 to 2010. This
analysis
The article begins with a brief review of Abu Dhabi’s urban evolution and the place of national neighborhoods

within that history. The paper then describes the progression and historical formation of the built landscape,
including the spatial characteristics and residential architecture of national neighborhoods from the late 1960s to
the present. The outcome of this analysis is a nomenclature or framework for describing the changing forms of
Abu Dhabi’s national neighborhoods, and building a typological design language for future Abu Dhabi
neighborhoods.
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In 2016, the nation celebrates the fiftieth anniversary of the National Historic Preservation Act, which created the
National Register of Historic Places and stimulated an increase in designation of local and national historic
districts. Historic district legislation is one of the most powerful preservation tools communities use, yet the right
to protect property for public purpose has long been, and is still, contested by private property rights advocates. In
addition, the contemporary needs of affordable housing and economic development intensify the debate over the
relevance of historic districts. This roundtable highlights critical emerging issues that compromise historic
districts and emphasizes that historic districts can promote growth and sustainability while safeguarding
affordability and ensuring constancy of neighborhood character. Panelists' topics include:
The iconic New Deal communities of Colonial Village (1935-1940) and Buckingham Villages (1937-1953) are
locally and nationally designated historic districts and are valuable case studies in the cross-disciplinary planning
necessary for the preservation of affordable housing. Partnering with affordable housing non-profits, Arlington
County utilized a mix of public financing, Virginia Housing Development Authority tax credits, and Historic
Rehabilitation Tax Credits to garner over $40 million in funding for a renovation that retained the majority of the
existing tenants. Both communities serve as a model for coordinating historic preservation and planning to
transform New Deal housing into vibrant, sustainable urban villages for the 21st century.
In the 21st century, a number of cities in the U.S. face the challenge of sustained economic and population
decline, variously termed shrinking, post-industrial, or legacy cities. Within this context, there are emergent
questions about the applicability and functionality of local and national historic districts, especially given issues
of rampant vacancy, abandonment and poverty. These issues will be framed with case examples from Cleveland,
Ohio to spur discussion about the future of historic districts within the context of shrinking cities.
Older planning scholarship assumes that historic preservation causes gentrification but more recent research

assesses designation and the accompanying tax benefits as the basis for neighborhood revitalization that does not
compromise affordability, particularly in shrinking cities. Focusing on the demographics of historic
neighborhoods can determine if historic designation changes neighborhoods or consolidates changes already
underway. Demographic data on Baltimore neighborhoods from 1980 through 2010 is used to illustrate
designation that fortifies existing high-status neighborhoods. Alternatively, the Brooklyn neighborhoods of
Prospect Heights and Crown Heights pursued designation in response to mega-project development pressures and
early stages of gentrification in a traditionally Black neighborhood, respectively.
Historic districts often embody Smart Growth qualities such as density, connectivity, and walkability; are
associated with better health outcomes and are greener than new construction. However, the public often
overlooks historic areas in favor of new developments, as historic districts are regularly perceived as unsuitable
for contemporary quality of life enhancements, such as green initiatives, like photovoltaics or energy efficiency.
As promoting historic districts to locals is essential for success, the perception of districts must be changed
through emphasis on environmental improvements and livability.
The process by which a formerly affordable neighborhood with historic character becomes a tourist destination
and an enclave for the affluent has been described as tourism gentrification. Tourism gentrification can become a
wedge issue in siting capital improvements; residents may be leery of investments in the historic district, as they
are seen as primarily benefiting tourists rather than locals. This situation is complicated when an infrastructure
investment in an historic district may be the most efficient use of public resources, such as sustainable
transportation investments. For example, complete streets projects are most effective in high density, connected,
and accessible areas, all characteristics of most historic districts built prior to 1930.
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Background and relevance to Planning:
A longstanding core question in planning has been the degree to which neighborhoods create an independent,
causal effect on life outcomes of individuals (Wilson, 1987). If certain aspects of neighborhood context prove to
have powerful impacts on quality of life and socioeconomic opportunities, then housing and community
development plans should take these into account explicitly (Sampson, 2012; Sharkey, 2013).

Our proposed paper tackles this vital planning issue head-on. We quantify with sophisticated econometric
techniques how a wide variety of child and young adult outcomes (in domains of health, education, employment,
risky behaviors, exposure to violence) for low-income African Americans and Latinos relate to their childhood
neighborhood conditions. Data come from retrospective family history surveys of over 700 Denver Housing
Authority (DHA) households who have lived in public housing scattered throughout Denver County (Santiago et
al., 2011). We conducted this survey during 2006-2008. These data are merged with a wide variety of
neighborhood indicators to create a comprehensive record of the environmental context experienced during
childhood.
Research questions:
Q1: To what degree do a wide variety of neighborhood indicators predict the probability of a variety of socially
important outcomes during childhood and young adulthood for low-income African Americans and Latinos?
Q2: Does the answer to Q1 depend on the age at which children first moved into their new neighborhood?
Methods:
Our analysis offers several important methodological strengths. Because DHA household allocation mimics
random assignment to neighborhood, this program represents a natural experiment for overcoming geographic
selection bias. We employ instrumental variables to control for any subsequent geographic selection by families
after initial assignment. Our identification assumptions rely on the characteristics of the neighborhood first
offered the household by DHA as instruments. This method allows us to make valid causal inferences from the
relationships we observe statistically.
We focus on sample DHA youth at least 18 years of age at time of survey and conduct multivariate statistical tests
to determine the degree to which neighborhood effects are more powerful when children are assigned to new
neighborhoods before age 13, as has recently been found by Chetty et al. (2015) using MTO data. We estimate
OLS and logit models of the probability of a variety of outcomes, and focus on coefficients of the neighborhood
variables. We employ age interaction terms and stratification to assess the consequences of benign assigned to a
new neighborhood at a younger age.
Results:
Preliminary analyses identify several statistically and economically significant neighborhood predictors of child
and young adult outcomes, though there is variation in which aspects of context prove most predictive depending
on the outcome. In general, younger children do seem to be more strongly influenced by neighborhood effects.
We draw implications of our findings for housing and community planning and development policies.
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Geographical mapping of community opportunity can help examine social inequity, using a spatially aggregated
index comprised of a set of socioeconomic factors. This idea originates from long-standing sociological studies on
neighborhood effects that examine how where one lives affects his/her economic and economic outcomes
(Acevedo‐Garcia et al., 2004). A combination of social and economic circumstances reflects the social capital of a
community that influences individuals’ opportunity to plan for their future (Coleman, 1988). Neighborhood
context in a community includes various factors, such as economic conditions, education system, housing quality,
and mobility and accessibility (Reece and Gambhir, 2008). Furthermore, community opportunity index, a
composite score calculated from a set of such neighborhood attributes, is essentially a result of built-environment
effects over a long period of time. Thus, opportunity can be improved by providing a fair community
development framework through land-use and transportation planning to reduce spatial disparities (Powell and
Reece, 2009).
Calculations of community opportunity index have been demonstrated in recent studies by averaging un-weighted
z-scores of a set of neighborhood attributes, providing an intuitive way to visualize spatial opportunity and
deprivation across the region (Reece and Gambhir, 2008). Geographical mapping of community opportunity
scores allows for better allocating capital investments and delivering public services. The geographical mapping
results have also been used in policy advocacy, community organizing, coalition building, and service delivering
(Powell and Reece, 2009). However, this approach does not account for built-environment effects, such as landuse setting and capital investments. For instance, transit-based job accessibility, a component of the community
opportunity index, is likely influenced by the transit setting (e.g., bus stop placements) and service quality. In
addition, spatial variation has been increasingly discussed for geographical data using spatial statistical modeling.
Particularly, geographic weighted regression (GWR) models are widely used to study the potential for
relationships in a regression model to vary in geographical space (Brunsdon et al., 1996). In recent studies, GWR
has been increasingly used to better understand the spatially varying relationships between socioeconomic
outcomes and policy investments, and therefore selected here to explore how the built-environment features (e.g.,
land-use setting and capital investments) locally influence community opportunity.
In this study, community opportunity index will be computed, using a set of socioeconomic factors, and then
mapped for the metropolitan area of Columbus, Ohio. Census tracts are selected as geographic units. An OLS
model will be also estimated, accounting for global built-environment effects on the computed opportunity scores.
Finally, a community-opportunity GWR model will be estimated to account for the local effects of land uses and
capital investments, while controlling for socio-demographical characteristics. Built-environment features are
characterized by distance to the city center, land uses, and capital investments, while socio-demographical factors
include races, zero-vehicle households, single-parent families, and population density. This study will add to the
existing literature by examining the local agglomerative effects of land-use planning and capital investments on
community opportunity. The spatially varying relationships could also provide an insight into the problems of
allocating future land uses, transportation infrastructure, and public services.
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This paper studies the ways housing is generationed by way of an analysis of the wealth transfer from parents to
their children in homeownership decisions, and the reasons for adult children to reside with their parents into
adulthood in North America. The paper makes a conceptual contribution to the literature in housing studies and
planning that has over the past years began to pay closer attention to the inter-generational linkages in housing
pathways and trajectories (Clark & Moulder, 2002; Skaburskis, 2002; Forrest & Yip, 2013; Moos, 2015).
Intergenerational wealth transfer has traditionally been viewed through the lens of social class. The concept of
generationing housing sheds additional insight into the timing and reasons behind persistent class structures. It
provides a mechanism for understanding how social structures (and class), using housing as an example, are
created, reproduced or altered over time.
Housing has always had a generational dimension with people of different ages living under the same roof, and
with intergenerational wealth transfer playing an important role in reinforcing housing inequalities. At least until
the 1950s, it was not uncommon for three or four generations of household members to live, and in many cases
even work together, particularly among lower income households.
While likely an outcome of broader societal changes linked to Modernity and Fordist restructuring, housing
outcomes, although still unequal, arguably became relatively less linked to parental wealth with the expansion of
the middle-class and the increasing provisions of the welfare state. Generations also had become more segregated
both inside and outside the home since the onset of industrialization and the implementation of formal schooling
and senior care in specialized facilities (Moos, 2015).
While never having reached or even approaching equality, there is nonetheless growing concern that any progress
made in evening out housing conditions are being reversed by the neo-liberalization of housing policy and labor
markets (Gathergood, 2011). There are growing affordability concerns associated with stagnating wages and
unsecure employment conditions and the decline of state involvement in housing provision. This has contributed
to speculations, and case specific evidence, that parental housing wealth is once again playing a more important
role in shaping the housing outcomes of future generations (Forrest & Yip, 2013).
The analysis in this paper draws on primary survey data that asked people aged 18 to 40 in the US and Canada
about their demographic, employment and housing characteristics. The analysis focuses on two questions in the
survey that asked respondents about whether and how much parents contributed to their mortgage down payment,
and their reasons, if applicable, for living with their parents into adulthood (Clark & Moulder, 2000; Skaburskis,
2002; Gathergood, 2011).
It is expected that the attainment of homeownership and independent living arrangements are linked to the socioeconomic and housing wealth of the parents but that these links are more acute in expensive housing markets in
large metropolitan areas. Owning in ‘youthified’ neighbourhoods is also expected to be linked to parental wealth
(Moos, 2015).
Prior research has as of yet not been able to speak to the relative importance of parental contributions in making
homeownership decisions, nor have researchers asked about reasons for living with parents in the context of
current and future housing and employment conditions. The survey also provides insight into other factors, such
as cultural norms, in shaping young adult housing outcomes.
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Legal status plays an important role in helping to determine housing and locational outcomes for immigrants
living in the U.S. Studies show that unauthorized immigrants are more likely to experience overcrowding
(McConnell 2015) and have more difficulty in attaining desirable neighborhoods (Cort, Line & Stevenson 2014)
than immigrants with legal status. Despite recent evidence that shows a net decline in the number of unauthorized
immigrants living in the U.S., unauthorized immigrants continue to represent almost 25 percent of the foreign
born in the U.S. and live predominately in metropolitan areas. This stratification by legal status has been singled
out as the most formidable barrier to Latino integration by many scholars and should be of considerable concern
for urban planners.
Recent research has identified legal status as an important predictor of housing cost burden (McConnell 2013),
which is a condition that has grown considerably in recent years in the U.S. and now constitutes a crisis for
renters across the country. Based on an analysis of data from the Los Angeles Family and Neighborhood Survey
collected between 2000 and 2002, McConnell (2013) found that unauthorized Latino immigrants were
persistently more likely to experience rent burden than native born residents and authorized Latino immigrants,
even after accounting for measures of immigrant assimilation. Why unauthorized Latino immigrants
disproportionately experienced rent burden relative to other groups is not clear, but it is plausible that
unauthorized status curtails some housing options because of credit checks or other aspects of the screening
process and leaves unauthorized immigrants at the mercy of landlords who charge high rents. While this finding is
compelling, the data are limited to Los Angeles and were collected about 15 years ago. Thus, there are important
questions about how representative the finding is for unauthorized immigrants in other parts of the U.S. at a time
when the proportion of households experiencing rent burden is considerably higher than it has been in the past.
In this paper I use data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) and the American
Community Survey (ACS) to conduct a study of the role of legal status on rent burden for immigrants in the U.S.
Researchers have been continually bedeviled by the lack of information about legal status for immigrants in
national data sets. Capps et al. (2013) get around this problem by using results from the SIPP, which has a
question about legal status for immigrants, and a technique known as cross-survey multiple imputation to impute
legal status for immigrants in the ACS. Validated by Van Hook et al. (2015), this technique allows scholars to
assess a variety of outcomes for unauthorized immigrants with a large, nationally representative dataset, so long
as certain conditions in the data sets are met and appropriate caution is taken in interpreting the results. Using
ACS data with imputed legal status, I use legal status to predict rent burden for households in the U.S. in a logistic
regression model that controls for a variety of demographic, household and geographic characteristics. My
research findings will provide crucial information for planning scholars and practitioners about the prevalence of

rent burden for one of the most vulnerable groups in our society, at a time when rent burden is quickly becoming
one of the most pressing concerns in housing markets around the country.
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PLANNING WITH UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANTS: FROM COLLABORATIVE PLANNING TO
COMMUNITY DESIGN
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BURGA, Fernando [University of Minnesota] hfburga@umn.edu, presenting author
This paper examines collaborative planning and community design with unauthorized immigrants. By exploring
an empirical case that chronicles planning and design workshops in a neighborhood located in San Jose,
California, it investigates how values and tactics derived from collaborative planning and community design may
foster civic engagement and capacity building with unauthorized Latino immigrants. The analysis considers a set
of questions linking a review of theory with the analysis of the case: How do collaborative planning and
community design processes address the participation of residents who don’t have citizenship? And how can
planners, academics, students and advocates deploy tactics that provide platforms for participatory engagement
and the development of planning/design scopes with unauthorized immigrants?
The first part of this paper addresses the first question by surveying the literature on collaborative planning and
community design. This section focuses on the model of collaborative rationality (Innes & Booher 2010) and the
Charrette process (Condon 2007). Both collaborative planning and community design are exemplified by a
normative conception of the public interest that portrays the resident as a figure with full citizenship rights:
someone who can fully participate, understand, compete and disagree with planning and design proposals.
Unauthorized immigrants, however, can’t embody this role because they don’t have rights allowing them to stake
legal claims for and/or against planning and/or design objectives. Beyond cultural barriers and language access,
unauthorized immigrants also have to negotiate their visibility in public life their capacity to deliberate.
The latter part of this paper addresses the second question by interpreting the successes, challenges and lessons of
applying collaborative planning and community design during a year and half-long fieldwork experience. The
data collection involved participant observations of community events, planning processes and design workshops,
as well as open-ended interviews and surveys with 30 unauthorized immigrants. The interpretation is derived
from the assessments of interactions between planners, students, advocates and residents, photographic material,
planning archives and the products that emerged from these activities. These products include documents and
reports that delineate recommendations based on the following themes: traffic and pedestrian safety, informal
retail, public space and health, equitable schools, and affordable housing. This part concludes by examining
values that were used to define the workshops – the ownership of a social space, policy education, capacity
building, leadership and deliberation – and suggests tactics that were used to gather data, co-produce information
and co-author deliverables – qualitative data visualization, cognitive mapping, priority mapping, graphic

narratives, popular education and inquiry by design.
This paper ends by exploring the outcomes of these values and tactics through a consideration of their limitations
within the institutional arrangements that allowed them to take place - the absence of community development
efforts, the introduction of public/educational partnerships, the deployment of academic planning studios - and the
urban processes surrounding them - an ongoing process of gentrification and housing shortage, and the challenge
of citizenship access, and community mobilizations involving charter schools.
Collaborative planning and design techniques may enable a set of values and tactics that open new spaces of
engagement with unauthorized immigrants: public participation, the development of recommendations, and the
capacity to gather hard to access data. However, the formation of theses space also leads to new interrogations
concerning the ethics of the planning/design practitioner, the validity of data and the role of advocacy in planning
and design. By addressing these findings, this paper aims to fill an important gap in the field of collaborative
planning and community design. Its analysis sheds light on the needs and challenges of an under-represented
population within the planning and design fields.
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DOES MULTICULTURALISM WORK? LANGUAGE, FRIENDSHIP HOMOPHILY, AND WELLBEING OF IMMIGRANTS IN CANADA
Abstract ID: 122
Part of Pre-organized Session: Immigrant Incorporation and Urban Planning in Multiple National Contexts
LI, Qiang [National University of Singapore] rstlq@nus.edu.sg, presenting author
In this paper, I revisit the connection between language and Canadian multiculturalism. Using Canadian Ethnic
Diversity Survey (2002), I find that an individual’s social networks are biased toward her own ethnic group. Such
bias differs across ethnic groups. Additionally, a worker’s language ability in English significantly reduces the
ethnic concentration of the person’s social networks. I instrument language ability of a worker by a person’s age
at immigration in light of the existence of a critical period in language learning. The results are robust to
alternative measurements of language skills and social networks. I also find that language and friendship networks
significantly affect immigrants’ socioeconomic outcomes, including labor market outcomes, cultural identities,
and civic participation in the society. Answering those questions enable us to assess whether the many objectives
of multiculturalism are achieved.
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TRANSNATIONAL ENTREPRENEURIALISM, RESCALING AND TRANSIENCY OF THE AFRICAN
ENCLAVE IN GUANGZHOU
Abstract ID: 124
Part of Pre-organized Session: Immigrant Incorporation and Urban Planning in Multiple National Contexts
LI, Zhigang [Wuhan University] zhigangli@whu.edu.cn, presenting author
China is becoming a new destination of international immigrants. This new wave of immigration includes the
arrival of neighbors: Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, and so on. Also it is marked by the accumulation of
transmigrants from global south, i.e. Africans, in large Chinese cities. To examine recent rise and impacts of
transnational Africans in Guangzhou, China’s southern capital, I conducted a number of ethnographic fieldworks
and observations in the major African enclave, namely Xiaobei, in the last decade. First, the growth of Xiaobei is
attributed to bottom-up transnational entrepreneurialism. As a trading post, Xiaobei acts as a sojourning enclave
for documented or undocumented African traders, settlers, local traders or officials. Second, I note the transiency
of this enclave, as its restructuring is found to be restless in the last decade. In this vein, I argue that there is an
asymmetric effect between the rise of China-Africa relation at the global, or national, scale and the change of
social space at the local scale. To decipher it, I examine different scales of the Chinese regimes, various
stakeholders such as Africans traders, their community leaders, local residents, etc., with documentaries, files, and
so on. I find the (in)balance in-between African community and the local state, and find that the asymmetric effect
is determined by the rescaling, either downscaling or upscaling, of the problematic issue of ‘Africans in
Guangzhou’. In details, the local concern of such facets as illegal immigration, Ebola, or instability, jeopardizes
the balance; African settlers take the advantages of the sensitivity of the issue as an international concern to
develop new balances. In this way, I highlight the complexity of booming south-south mobility, and call for
further study for the dynamic modality of actually existed glocalization.
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UNDERSTANDING GENTRIFICATION RISK: NEW INSIGHTS FROM THE WASHINGTON, DC,
METROPOLITAN AREA
Abstract ID: 136
Individual Paper Submission
FINIO, Nicholas [University of Maryland, College Park] nfinio@gmail.com, presenting author
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland, College Park] gknaap@umd.edu, co-author
Current public debate on the future of cities in the United States is dominated by the issue of gentrification. Much
attention has been paid in urban policy circles to issues like displacement, home and rent price increases, and the
impacts of new construction and renovation on existing cultural and social fabrics in neighborhoods. There is
universal agreement that young, educated, and generally white individuals are returning to central cities, and that
they are rapidly disrupting what have been long-persisting patterns of stability or decline. Scholars have applied
numerous methods to define gentrification quantitatively; in our work, we refine these and propose an expanded
definition that will better inform planners about future patterns of the phenomenon. We seek to understand the
dynamics of gentrification in the Washington, DC area, and use our understanding of its causes to develop a

framework of gentrification risk, as it pertains to neighborhoods that have yet to gentrify.
The Washington metropolitan area provides a unique case study for two reasons. First, the city’s height limit
restricts residential development in the core, which has in turn led to increased residential development in suburbs
and along transit corridors, and has arguably been influential in the city’s persistently high real estate prices.
Second, the region’s inner suburbs in Prince George’s and Montgomery counties will soon be home to the “Purple
Line,” a 5.6 billion dollar light rail project that will connect suburbs along an east-west arc north of the city. The
rail line will pass through relatively underpriced, but newly accessible neighborhoods, and offer rapid public
transit to multiple job centers, like Bethesda and Silver Spring. This unprecedented amount of public investment
will be accompanied by changes in zoning and placemaking that will dramatically alter the character of many
areas.
Past investigations of gentrification were methodologically limited to inner cities. In the Washington DC area, we
analyze gentrification quantitatively at the census tract level, and in addition to finding rapid gentrification of the
inner city, we find a diffuse pattern of gentrification that extends into the suburbs. Emerging research (Zuk et al.
2015) on the impact of public investment on gentrification finds that fixed-rail transit generally has a positive
effect on property values, but these impacts depend significantly on context. By developing new tools for
assessing gentrification risk, our paper both advances our understanding of the process of gentrification and helps
planners and advocates in the DC area target their efforts to mitigate its impacts.
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LOSSES OF LOW-COST RENTALS IN SOUTHERN CITIES
Abstract ID: 152
Part of Pre-organized Session: Rental Shortages and Homebuying Difficulties: The Growing Power of MarketBased Inequalities
IMMERGLUCK, Dan [Georgia Institute of Technology] dan.immergluck@coa.gatech.edu, presenting author
CARPENTER, Ann [Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta] ann.carpenter@atl.frb.org, co-author
LUEDERS, Abram [Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta] abram.lueders@atl.frb.org, co-author
Renters in many large cities, especially renters with modest incomes, are increasingly struggling to find affordable
housing. From the last quarter of 2012 to the last quarter of 2015, median rents rose 17.4 percent nationally, and
23.4 percent in the South, according to the Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey/Housing Vacancy Survey.
In real, inflation-adjusted dollars, the national median rent increased 14.1 percent nationally and 19.9 percent in
the South over this three-year period.
Rising rents, together with weak income growth, have resulted in large increases in rent-burdened households.
The number of rent-burdened households, those paying more than 30 percent of their incomes for rent, increased
from 14.8 million to 21.3 million from 2001 to 2014 (Joint Center for Housing Studies, 2015). Of these 21.3
million, 11.4 million paid more than 50 percent of their income for rent, an increase of 37 percent over the 2001
level.

There is a common misperception that high rent burdens are only a real problem in very high-cost housing
markets such as New York City, San Francisco, or Boston. Census data show, however, that for low- and
moderate-income families, high and rising rent burdens are widespread. In all eight central cities studied in this
report, over 50 percent of renters pay more than 30 percent of their income for rent for the 5-year period ending in
2014, and for households with incomes below $35,000, the share is over 80 percent in all eight cities. Moreover,
these percentages are rising since the 5-year period ending in 2010. In all but one of the eight cities, the total rentburdened share rose from 2010 to 2014, and the share of lower-income renters with rent burdens rose in all eight
cities.
The purpose of this paper is to examine one phenomenon that is contributing to the affordability crisis facing
many lower-income renters: the widespread losses in the supply of affordable rental units. In particular, we
examine, using American Community Survey data, the loss of low-cost rented housing units – defined here as
units with gross rents of less than $750 per month -- in eight large southern central cities from 2010 to 2014. We
find that the loss of low-cost units is common across these cities, although, as expected, the level of loss varies
somewhat across the cities. We also delve into the characteristics of the neighborhoods where these losses
occurred. While the losses are somewhat concentrated, especially in tracts with initially high levels of such units,
GIS maps show that losses occur in many parts of most cities.
There are, however, some neighborhood characteristics associated with greater levels of loss of such units,
including higher shares of young adults, a larger portion of newer housing units, and lower poverty rates. These
factors are generally consistent with rising rents and the conversion of lower-cost units into higher-cost ones in
areas perceived to be attractive to higher-end rental housing.
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A COMPARISON OF HOUSING WEALTH INEQUALITY BETWEEN URBAN REGIONS DURING
THE RECOVERY: THE IMPACT OF RACIAL SEGREGATION, INCOME SORTING AND RISK
BASED MORTGAGE PRICING
Abstract ID: 154
Part of Pre-organized Session: Rental Shortages and Homebuying Difficulties: The Growing Power of MarketBased Inequalities
RAYMOND, Elora [Georgia Institute of Technology] elora.raymond@gatech.edu, presenting author
How do urban processes generate inequality in housing wealth? Homeownership is an important vehicle for
wealth building and housing wealth represents more than half of households’ balance sheets. As such, changes in
the distribution of home equity shift overall wealth inequality. Recently, housing wealth has become much more
unequal. Twenty years ago, the richest quintile had five times the housing wealth of the poorest quintile. That
ratio has risen to nine (A. Mian & Sufi, 2014). This divide has a racial component: as of 2013, disparities in
housing wealth are the primary contribution to the black/white wealth gap (Shapiro, Meschede, & Osoro, 2013).
The proposed research will measure housing wealth inequality within and between regions, and use spatial
variation to investigate the urban processes that drive housing wealth inequality.

Housing wealth inequality results from uneven home price appreciation and the unequal allocation of mortgage
debt. Racial segregation at the jurisdictional level is thought by some to increase home price appreciation for
minorities by constraining supply (Cutler, Glaeser, & Vigdor, 1999). But hyper-segregation associated with such
institutionalized racism is also correlated with high risk lending and high rates of negative housing equity (Rugh
& Massey, 2010). Conversely, decentralized racial segregation and income sorting are associated with higher
home price inequality. I predict these will interact with risk based mortgage pricing to produce more wealth
inequality (Wachter, 2015). Understanding the latter dynamic may have particular salience for the current era as
racial segregation appears to be becoming more decentralized, with self-sorting by race and income occurring at a
more fine-grained scale in many urban regions (Massey, Rothwell, & Domina, 2009).
There has been little work examining the urban processes which generate social stratification in housing wealth.
Although metropolitan factors are indicated as drivers of housing wealth inequality, here has been no research
into relationship between income sorting, racial segregation and the inter and intra-metropolitan distribution of
housing wealth. The growing liberalization of housing and mortgage markets against a backdrop of rising
inequality has lead to higher spatial sorting, and more risk based pricing. This research seeks to examine whether
patterns of self-sorting and risk based pricing lead to rising housing wealth inequality, or whether other culprits:
traditional institutionalized racial segregation like exclusionary zoning, or predatory lending, can explaining the
rising housing wealth gap. This research will investigate housing wealth inequality in a spatial context, with
particular attention paid to racial and economic segregation.
Housing wealth inequality is usually studied at the national or individual level using survey data which lacks the
density to create MSA-level estimates of housing wealth inequality. Using a unique dataset called CHRISM
which links the Equifax/NY FED’s Consumer Credit Panel with Lender Processing Services mortgage data, I will
create MSA-level estimates of housing wealth inequality, then use individual-level data to evaluate whether riskbased mortgage pricing amplifies the impact of racial segregation and income sorting on housing wealth
inequality in the current era. The model uses individual level data to examine whether there is an interaction
between risk based pricing and residential patterns at the MSA level that exacerbate housing wealth inequality
even after controlling for individual and census tract characteristics. Individuals will be sampled from the 200
largest MSAs in the nation. Because year of home purchase will generate large variability in housing wealth, only
individuals purchasing homes in 2011 will be included.
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BEYOND AFFORDABLE SHELTERS: SUBSIDIZED HOUSING AND SURROUNDING
ENVIRONMENTS FOR PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
Abstract ID: 155
Individual Paper Submission
WOO, Ayoung [Texas A&M University] urbanuranus@gmail.com, presenting author
YU, Chia–Yuan [University of Central Florida] Chia-Yuan.Yu@ucf.edu, co-author

Planners and policymakers have long faced a dilemma with respect to the implementation of subsidized housing
programs. While subsidized housing developments have achieved in some success in increasing affordable
housing for the nation's poor, the developments have been criticized for contributing to the concentration of
poverty in distressed neighborhoods. Literature from the past decade is replete with studies documenting that
subsidized housing tends to be located in disadvantaged inner-city neighborhoods, often represented by high
poverty and minority, concentrated crime, and poor education quality (Deng, 2007; Ellen, Lens, & O'Regan,
2012; Freeman, 2004; Goering, Kamely, & Richardson, 1997; Newman & Schnare, 1997; Oakley, 2008; Rohe &
Freeman, 2001; Van Zandt & Mhatre, 2009). Hence, beyond the provision of affordable housing itself, there has
been growing consideration by planners and housing policymakers about the importance of the location of
subsidized housing to provide "suitable living environments" for the nation's poor.
Despite numerous concerns for the living environments of subsidized households, little attention has been devoted
to the location of subsidized housing and pedestrian safety. Given that low-income families have lower auto
ownership rates than high-income families (Murakami & Young, 1997), human-powered travel (i.e., walking)
may be the dominant travel mode, particularly for subsidized households (Lee et al., 2013; Wang & Lee, 2010).
However, subsidized households may face the greater risk of traffic-related injuries because distressed inner-city
neighborhoods where subsidized housing is usually located tend to feature high traffic volumes and poor
pedestrian infrastructure. Subsidized households, often represented by low-income, minority, or elderly
households, may be particularly vulnerable to pedestrian crashes.
The built environment around subsidized housing can be a center piece to enhance or hinder the pedestrian safety
for the disadvantaged populations. Pedestrian-friendly community designs with low travel speeds, connected
street networks, and non-motorized infrastructure could provide safe environments and promote walking
activities. Furthermore, increased walking activities for tenants based on pedestrian safety may enhance their
public health (Saelens et al., 2003a; Saelens, Sallis, & Frank, 2003b; Van Dyck et al., 2010) and generate various
face-to-face interactions and a preponderance of "eyes on streets" (Jermprapai & Srinivasan, 2014). On the other
hand, pedestrian-hostile environments with higher speed designs, larger blocks, and lack of non-motorized
infrastructure could increase a risk of being injured and killed as pedestrians. Thus, retrofitting built environments
around subsidized housing into pedestrian-friendly designs may ensure pedestrian safety and encourage them to
walk promoting various socioeconomic benefits.
At least in our knowledge, no studies examine the impacts of built environments on pedestrian safety around
subsidized housing. Our study examines the influence of built environments in a comprehensive manner by
considering both road and neighborhood environments around subsidized housing. Specifically, this study
examines how built environments around Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) sites influence pedestrianvehicle crashes in Austin, Texas. We apply a two-level negative binomial regression to investigate built
environments at both street-segment and neighborhood levels. We find that busy roads (i.e., highways and arterial
roads) around LIHTC housing experience more pedestrian crashes, while fewer pedestrian crashes occur on local
roads. Street segment with traffic generating land uses (i.e., commercial, multi-family, and office uses) are
significantly associated with more pedestrian crashes, whereas single-family uses are negatively related to
pedestrian crashes. Our findings also show that transit stops increase the risk of pedestrian crashes, while
connected sidewalks along street segments enhance pedestrian safety. The results inform planners and housing
policymakers on how to enhance the issue of pedestrian safety for subsidized housing by modifying surrounding
environments and how to provide better site selection consideration for subsidized housing to ensure pedestrian
safety.
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RENTAL SHORTAGES, MILLENNIAL GROWTH, AND REDISTRIBUTION OF HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY IN LOS ANGELES
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This paper reports on a new study of housing occupancy trends in Los Angeles County, a metropolitan area with
among the greatest payment burdens in the nation. Los Angeles has also experienced an unusually sharp
slowdown in housing construction and a growing shortage that has cumulated since 1990.
The objective of the paper is to estimate the redistributional consequences of the growing shortage of rental
housing, comparing recent housing construction to that in earlier decades, and weighing this against the amount
and type of housing normally occupied by each population segment. Our "normal" standard is that prevailing in
2000, prior to the bubble and bust. When these per capita rates are applied to population breakdowns in
subsequent time periods -- 2006 (peak of the bubble), 2010 (bottom of the recession), and 2014 (the latest data
available on the recovery) -- we can simulate the expected housing to be occupied in comparison to what is
actually observed. Population is broken down by age, race/Hispanic, and education level, while housing types are
broken down by tenure, single-family/multifamily, and head or nonhead status. Redistributional consequences are
estimated along each of these demographic dimensions. Simulations will also be projected by using population
projections to 2025 that are prepared by the California Department of Finance, holding other factors as before.
The calculated differences for each segment measure expansions of occupancies (rental apartments, for example)
concentrated in some population segments, and contractions of occupancies (single-family owners, for example)
among other groups. The paper will graph the contours of shifting occupancies, showing how they fall short of
what was previously expected, or how it has increased and overflowed the available units of that type (e.g.
multifamily rentals). The paper aims to summarize what population groups end up with the most underserved
housing needs, based on comparisons of actual households of each population segment and what would have been
expected based on per capita occupancy patterns in 2000. Also to be tracked are the median rents and the percent
of income spent on rent. The expected result is to show a cascade of housing displacement, with would-be
homeowners landing in rentals, and with Millennials also entering the market in large numbers, but with the
college-educated faring best, and the less-education young people forced to occupy independent housing units far
less often than before.
The addition of such great numbers of renters generates potential rental growth well in excess of newly built
housing, with the result that demand pressures drive up rents, which are affordable only by the college-educated.
The surviving Latino or less-educated households face increasing rental price burdens, as measured in our data.
Data sources include building permits from the Census Bureau, the 2000 census of population and housing, and
the American Community Survey of 2006, 2010, and 2014.
Graphic visualization will be used to display the adjustments over time that are created by population expansion
occurring within a housing stock of such limited size. We will create a number of comparisons of "before and
after," and hypothetical contrasts to counterfactuals, thereby dramatizing the consequences of growing housing
shortages and the benefits yielded by proposed new development.
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THE IMPACT OF HOPE VI REDEVELOPMENT ON NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE
Abstract ID: 159
Part of Pre-organized Session: Revisiting the Legacy of HOPE VI: The Implementation and Impact of MixedIncome Housing
REID, Carolina [University of California, Berkeley] c_reid@berkeley.edu, presenting author
Recent research has highlighted the importance of "place" in shaping economic mobility and well-being, yet there
is a critical gap in our understanding of what types of interventions can generate neighborhood improvements
(Sharkey, 2013). This study is motivated by the question of whether place-based investments work. When we
undertake community revitalization efforts, do they lead to improved neighborhood conditions? Do residents
benefit from higher home values, lower crime rates, or more employment opportunities? Or is community
revitalization just a euphemism for gentrification, in which real estate developers benefit, but existing residents
are pushed out?
This study provides a first look into these questions by examining whether HOPE VI changed the demographic
and socio-economic composition of the surrounding community. While other studies have descriptively assessed
the impact of selected HOPE VI sites on neighborhood-level variables (Turbov & Piper, 2005; Zielenbach, 2003),
this study contributes to the literature in two important ways. First, I draw on a unique dataset that includes data
on all 261 HOPE VI redevelopment projects, including their location and information about the scale and nature
of the redevelopment, thus allowing me to examine the impact HOPE VI across a diverse array of housing market
contexts. Second, I use quasi-experimental methods--a difference-in-difference model--to isolate the impact of
HOPE VI (Ellen et al., 2001). The difference-in-difference specification relies on a case-control methodology
where each neighborhood with a HOPE VI award is matched with comparably poor neighborhoods that did not
undergo HOPE VI redevelopment. I match "treatment" and "control" neighborhoods based on their baseline 1990
census tract characteristics (prior to the announcement of the HOPE VI program), as well their demographic and
economic trajectories between 1980 and 1990 (Sharkey, 2013). I next observe these neighborhoods in 2000 and
2010, assessing whether there are measurable differences in treatment neighborhoods' demographic and socioeconomic characteristics, above and beyond those experienced by control neighborhoods.
I hypothesize three key routes through which HOPE VI may have influenced the opportunity structure in poor
neighborhoods: changing real estate conditions, changing labor market conditions, and changing educational
resources. I thus examine neighborhood change along multiple dimensions: the value and tenure mix of
residential units (including the level of mortgage investment), the characteristics of the labor market (e.g.
unemployment rate) and number of business establishments, and the structure and quality of neighborhood
schools. I also examine whether the racial composition of the neighborhood has changed, providing some initial
analysis of whether the improvements benefited existing residents or whether the changes are driven by new
families moving in. This study will thus provide new evidence of whether place-based policies can lead to better
neighborhood opportunity structures for families.
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BROKEN PROMISES? A NATIONAL PICTURE OF HOPE VI PLANS AND REALITIES
Abstract ID: 161
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VALE, Lawrence [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ljvale@mit.edu, presenting author
SHAMSUDDIN, Shomon [Tufts University] Shomon.Shamsuddin@Tufts.edu, co-author
The Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere program—better known as HOPE VI—sought to transform
American public housing through demolition and redevelopment. Local housing authorities received more than $6
billion in grants between 1993 and 2010 from this program, administered by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD). Past studies of individual HOPE VI projects describe the displacement of former
residents and the social dynamics in the resulting mixed-income communities. These assessments take a ‘before
and after’ approach that often overlooks how HOPE VI projects were altered during the process (Cisneros and
Engdahl, 2009; Goetz, 2013). Plans for housing units changed throughout the various HOPE VI phases, from
application to approval to developer selection to construction (Vale 2013). These changes suggest that any
assessment should consider what units get counted and when.
Based on quantitative data from HOPE VI internal tracking records obtained from HUD for each of the 261
HOPE VI projects, and by augmenting this with data collected from other HUD sources, press releases and news
reports, the paper compares what was promised to local communities when cities first applied for HOPE VI grants
with what was recorded and officially built. Our initial analysis of this data demonstrated the surprising variety of
approaches to income mixing across sites (Vale and Shamsuddin, 2015). This paper goes further to interrogate the
nature and degree of variation in housing goals and income mixing that occurred during the course of
implementation of each individual project.
We find that the HUD tracking data about HOPE VI reveal some modest alteration between the projects as
“estimated” and as actually built to date, but also find that the true measure of HOPE VI outcomes depends on
examining when such “estimates” were made. HUD did not base its tracking database on the estimates contained
in the original proposals made by cities when seeking HOPE VI funds. Rather, the counting began only somewhat
later--often only once a development team had been selected and had an agreed-upon approach for the mix of
units that it thought could be produced. Consequently, HUD project estimates were very close to what would
actually be built, even if both of these figures differed from what was proposed and intended by local housing
authorities. This delayed accounting reduced the responsibility for full and transparent measurement since it did
not assess project outcomes against the promises and agreements made with communities when the proposals
were initially submitted. By cross-referencing the official HUD tracking data with other sources collected about
the origins of HOPE VI proposals we have assembled a fuller picture of how complex project implementation
negotiates promises and realities.
We find that projects not only lost units through demolition but also through slow and steady attrition during the
agreement process. This resulted in an overall shortfall in the delivery of promised units--not only of public
housing units but especially those homes intended for market-rate occupancy and homeownership. These shifts
occurred either because the selected development team changed its preferences or because the underlying housing
market shifted in ways that made the original plan untenable, or both. At base, the initial HOPE VI proposals are

deals between housing authorities and communities, whereas the HOPE VI projects as built are deals between
developers and HUD, subject to many intervening forces. Given that many resultant HOPE VI mixed income
communities have been criticized for their failure to mix different types of residents (Chaskin and Joseph, 2015),
the paper suggest that some of these tensions may stem from project promises that were broken and lost in the
mix from application to development.
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UNDERSTANDING THE RESIDENTIAL LOCATION CHOICES OF OLDER ADULTS
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The older adult population is the fastest growing age group in the United States: the Census Bureau projects that
people age 65 and older will comprise 20 percent of the population by 2030. A strong, self-reported desire of
older households to age in place, combined with the enormous fiscal cost of institutional long-term care, has led
to current public policy focused on enabling households to stay in their current homes and communities for as
long as possible. Numerous publications and resources describe strategies for promoting successful aging at
home, and they generally emphasize the following: (i) homes that are appropriate, or easily adaptable for people
with mobility difficulties; (ii) walkable streets and transportation options besides driving that can provide access
to the local community; and (iii) proximity to a wide range of amenities, including health care, general retail
services, and participatory community institutions, such as senior centers.
Yet, despite the importance of housing and location characteristics to the well-being of seniors, we know
surprisingly little about their actual residential choices and the primary factors that drive their decisions. To fill
this knowledge gap, we use data from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), a large, biennial, nationallyrepresentative panel survey of older adults that spans 1992 to 2014. In addition to detailed information on
individuals and their homes, we have access to the restricted geocodes that allow us to merge in data on the local
community from other sources (down to the census tract level), including age of the housing stock, density, access
to public transportation, walkable streets, and proximity to health care services and other local amenities.
We undertake an in-depth descriptive analysis of household residential experiences starting around the time of
retirement. We examine the various residential choices that seniors make, including continuing to live in a long
time home, moving to another home within the same community, and making longer distance moves. Our rich
dataset allows us to explore the role of individual characteristics and housing features in addition to neighborhood
amenities. For example, housing wealth and affordability will be crucial factors in moving decisions, and we
explore their relative importance in our analysis. We also have detailed data on household ethnicity, including
nativity, and we are able to examine whether there are differences in residential choices across these groups.
For seniors who move to another home, we then compare the old and the new home along a variety of

dimensions, including size, design and accessibility, cost, and the proximity of family members. Ultimately, we
highlight the factors that increase the likelihood of living in an aging-appropriate home, as measured by
adaptability for mobility difficulties, access to the local community, and proximity to senior-appropriate
amenities.
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SAVING STRONG NEIGHBORHOODS FROM THE DESTRUCTION OF MORTGAGE
FORECLOSURES: THE IMPACT OF COMMUNITY-BASED EFFORTS IN DETROIT
Abstract ID: 172
Individual Paper Submission
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The mortgage foreclosures of the last decade and the decline in housing values since 2007 have led to equity loss
and debt that exceeds housing value for millions of U. S. households. Because foreclosures and resulting
vacancies concentrate in certain places and reduce confidence in those places’ future, some neighborhoods have
experienced especially large losses in housing value. These changes hit Detroit neighborhoods particularly hard.
From 2005 to 2013, the number of mortgage foreclosures exceeded 78,000 in Detroit. About 56 percent of the
mortgage foreclosures were blighted or abandoned in 2015 (MacDonald & Kurth, 2015).
In this context, many residents moved away and numerous community-based organizations closed their doors.
Many other residents stayed, however, to fight against disinvestment and decline, often with the help of
neighborhood-based organizations. In a city like Detroit, where local government had little capacity to care for
neighborhoods, grassroots actions were often the only attempts to counteract destruction. Could such grassroots
actions be effective in saving neighborhoods from the aftermath of mortgage foreclosures?
Many studies have examined the negative impacts of mortgage foreclosures (Immergluck & Smith, 2006;
Schuetz, Been, & Ellen, 2008). Few have looked into how neighborhoods have responded to such impacts. As
Temkin & Rohe (1996) pointed out, neighborhood change is a complex process involving many interactions and
feedback; of critical importance are the responses of residents and community institutions to the external shocks.
Previous studies of community-based efforts largely focused on low-income neighborhoods, but neighborhoods
that were hard hit by mortgage foreclosures were often stable neighborhoods with relatively good housing stock
hosting middle- or working-class households (Ellen, Madar, & Weselcouch, 2015). We are not aware of any
studies that have evaluated the effectiveness of community-based efforts in fighting against the effects of
mortgage foreclosures in such neighborhoods.
This research seeks to help fill this gap. We examine efforts in residential areas that were largely intact prior to
the mortgage foreclosure crisis. We select three case-study areas where residents and community-based
organizations were, according to our criteria, the most active in addressing post-foreclosure neighborhood

changes. We then evaluate whether these efforts worked in stabilizing the neighborhood housing market. More
specifically, we apply a modified adjusted interrupted time-series (AITS) approach to compare changes in
property sales prices between the case-study areas and other “strong” neighborhoods (selected through cluster
analysis) that had fewer community efforts. Interview data allowed us to assess the nature of efforts and how
these varied among case-study neighborhoods.
We find that in neighborhoods with strong nonprofit organizations, active civic engagement, and the ability to
leverage external support, community-based efforts have worked to slow down the decline in local property value
compared to other strong neighborhoods. However, for the neighborhood that was already vulnerable and suffered
considerable harm from mortgage foreclosures, community-based efforts could not slow down the decline in
housing prices and the erosion of social capital. Our study thus confirmed the importance of community-based
efforts in shaping neighborhood changes, but also revealed their limitations.
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LOCAL RESIDENTS' VIEW ON THEIR LIVING ENVIRONMENT OF HIGH-POVERTY URBAN
NEIGHBORHOODS IN BUSAN, KOREA
Abstract ID: 177
Poster
KWON, Tae Jung [Dong-A University] edankwon@gmail.com, presenting author
Community-driven urban regeneration planning has been evolved and highlighted. Without deep consideration of
the underlying problems of previous professional-driven practices the recent community-driven regeneration
practices might repeat the redevelopment mistakes of the displacement of local residents and social polarization.
Both history and literature review on modern urban planning reveals that urban redevelopment failure partially
originated from the perspective gap between professional groups and local residents on the living conditions of
the dilapidated neighborhoods. This study aims to verify the existence of the perspective gap through the
Sementic Differential Method. The analytical results show that local residents responded more positively to the
living conditions of Sanbok low-income residential neighborhood in Busan, and that professional group react
more positively to any adjectives rendering Sanbok neighborhood’s nation-renowned vista. These findings are to
highlight the necessity and justification of community-driven plan making and to criticise current urban renewal
practices with uniform living standards. It is also inferred that professional-driven urban regeneration practices
may focus on outsiders’ visit or experience than local residents’ amenity or convenience.
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REDEVELOPMENT, GENTRIFICATION AND PLACE-BASED AFFORDABILITY IN LARGE U.S.
CITIES: COMPARING LOCAL POLICY APPROACHES
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CASSOLA, Adele [Columbia University] adele.cassola@columbia.edu, presenting author
The question of how to revitalize disinvested neighborhoods without placing incumbent residents at risk of
displacement presents an enduring challenge for local governments. This tension is emblematic of the shift
towards neoliberal or 'entrepreneurial' governance that emerged across geographically, politically and
ideologically diverse U.S. cities following the economic and political restructuring of the late twentieth century
(Harvey, 1989). Amid declining federal transfers, greater responsibility for service provision and an increased
reliance on debt and own-source revenue, post-industrial local governments began partnering in speculative real
estate activities and developing new instruments to promote private investment in disinvested neighborhoods.
These processes can precipitate gentrification (defined as the socioeconomic transformation of low-income
neighborhoods as higher-income households move in) and raise the threat of displacement for existing residents
(Levy, Comey & Padilla, 2007).
Although the extent of gentrification-induced displacement is disputed, the diverse costs of gentrification for lowincome and minority households are well-documented (e.g. Newman & Wyly, 2006). These costs can take the
form of direct displacement, which occurs when landlords use harassment tactics to induce incumbent tenants to
leave or introduce rent increases that incumbent tenants cannot afford; 'exclusionary displacement', which occurs
when low-income households can no longer afford to move into a neighborhood that was previously accessible to
them; and 'displacement pressure', which occurs when a household that is able to remain in the neighborhood feels
alienated by cultural and commercial changes (Marcuse, 1986, p. 156).
Amid increasing evidence of these costs and of the harmful effects of residential segregation on individuals and
societies, the involuntary departure of low-income residents from revitalizing areas warrants policy attention. This
paper asks: what are the factors that motivate and enable local governments to address displacement in
neighborhoods that are experiencing redevelopment or gentrification, and what tools do they use to do so? For
local governments that are faced with limited federal assistance for constructing affordable housing and a fiscal
dependence on property taxes and private investment, the displacement mitigation toolbox is sparse. However,
numerous localities have proposed or introduced strategies explicitly aimed at preserving affordability in
redeveloping or gentrifying neighborhoods. These include Philadelphia's Long Time Owner Occupants Program,
Austin's Homestead Preservation Districts, New York City's Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program, and San
Francisco's Legacy Business Historic Preservation Fund. Yet while the causes, forms and consequences of
gentrification have been debated for decades, there has been no large-scale attempt to compare the different
approaches taken by local governments to mitigate its costs.
To address this gap, this paper presents results from a comparative dataset of displacement mitigation policies in
U.S. cities with populations over 200,000 assembled using an original survey of local governments and
supplemented by policy coding. The dataset covers policies that address direct, indirect and exclusionary
displacement and includes information about the policy-making environment as well as programmatic details
about specific policies. This paper will compare the adoption and implementation of policies to mitigate
displacement in cities with different demographic, political, economic and fiscal features and will quantitatively
analyze the conditions associated with the strength of a city's policy approach, with a focus on the roles of
community mobilization, the extent of gentrification and fiscal resources.

Examining how local governments operating in different political, economic and institutional contexts address
displacement will provide an important window into cities' space for progressive action in an era of neoliberal
urbanism. As gentrification is a pervasive issue in cities worldwide, comparing local governments' approaches to
preserving place-based affordability can provide critical insights for localities grappling with this dilemma across
the U.S. and internationally.
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As HUD advances its mission to create strong, sustainable, inclusive communities and quality, affordable homes
for all, the promotion of mixed-income communities has become a core strategy (Joseph, 2006; Joseph, Chaskin
and Webber, 2007). Across the U.S., local governments and private developers are increasingly turning to mixedincome development as an approach to deconcentrate poverty and revitalize urban neighborhoods. With the
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative, launched in 2010, the federal government has extended its commitment to
supporting the mixed-income approach to public housing transformation first implemented through the HOPE VI
initiative in the mid-1990s (Pendall, 2013). Yet a comprehensive analysis of mixed-income units produced
through the $6 billion HOPE VI program has not yet been undertaken. Based on the analysis of HOPE VI
quarterly reports data from HUD on grant progress from 1992-2014, we analyze the income and tenure mix of
housing units that have been produced through the HOPE VI program. We examine variations by factors such as
age and size of development, region, and developer and describe the evolution of the program over time. We
examine the factors associated with higher or lower re-occupancy of original residents. We also examine funding
leveraged through the HOPE VI and other grants and public housing residents served through community and
supportive services. We undertake an analysis of the duration of various phases of the initiative including
relocation, demolition, construction and occupancy. Based on this analysis we propose implications for
implementation and evaluation of the Choice Neighborhood Initiative.
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GENTRIFICATION TRENDS IN US URBAN COUNTIES SINCE 2010: AN UPDATE
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LANDIS, John [University of Pennsylvania] jlan@design.upenn.edu, presenting author
This paper will build on my 2015 article in Housing Policy Debate, which explored the magnitude of
neighborhood change in America's 70 largest metropolitan areas between 1990 and 2010, with special attention
paid to gentrification. This paper will pay closer attention to gentrification (defined as a two-or-more decile
increase in census tract median income between 2010 and 2014, starting from the fourth decile or lower). Instead
of aggregating tracts by metro area (as was previously done), it will aggregate them by county. In addition to
exploring the extent of gentrification, neighborhood upgrading, and neighborhood decline since 2010, this paper
will identify those neighborhood population and socio-economic characteristics most associated with subsequent
neighborhood change, as well as explore the links between neighborhood change and residential turnover. Lastly,
we will consider whether, where, and how neighborhood socio-economic change is contributing to decreased
housing affordability.
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LOCATIONAL OUTCOMES IN UNDERSTUDIED AREAS: AN EXAMINATION OF THE HOUSING
CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM IN SMALL METROPOLITAN, MICROPOLITAN, AND RURAL
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The Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program is the largest tenant-based rental housing subsidy in the nation,
assisting over 2 million low-income households by securing housing in the private market. A national objective of
the HCV program is to achieve fair housing goals, making the locational patterns of voucher recipients
particularly important for research. Past nationwide studies questioned the program’s ability to deconcentrate
poverty (Devine et al., 2002; McClure, Schwartz, & Taghavi, 2015) and a large body of research has found that
voucher holders tend to be clustered in high poverty, minority concentrated neighborhoods (Newman & Schnare,
1997; Pendall, 2000). However, much of this research has examined these issues at the national level or within
large metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs). Little is known about locational patterns of voucher recipients who
reside in smaller metropolitan, micropolitan, and rural areas. Furthermore, very little research focuses on small
cities and regions that are not connected to the global network, and generalizing theories for large MSAs can lead
to biased approaches for understanding localized areas (Bell & Jayne, 2009). This study extends the query by

examining voucher locational patterns in the State of Florida at a more granular scale, which offers the
opportunity to capture location heterogeneity across varying housing markets. In addition, Florida is an interesting
study area because of the dynamic racial-ethnic compositions across sub-regions, providing a viable case to study
the effect of the program on poverty dispersal in understudied areas. This study utilizes administrative data
obtained from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, which documents both location and
sociodemographic information of individual voucher households between 2002 and 2013 for the entire State of
Florida. The dataset is coupled with poverty rate information at the census tract level. This research addresses the
following questions: 1) What share of households reside in smaller MSAs, micropolitan, and rural areas and are
there subgroup differences in terms of sociodemographics of voucher holders in these areas? 2) What are the
locational patterns of voucher recipients in understudied areas and do they live in lower poverty census tracts
compared to national findings? The large MSAs (population over 1,000,000) are removed from the study area and
voucher holders that reside in the remaining portion of the State of Florida will be assigned to one of three
categories: 1) small MSAs, 2) micropolitan areas, and 3) rural areas (counties that are not located in a
metropolitan or micropolitan area). Descriptive statistics and pattern analysis such as Ripley’s K Function in
ArcGIS will be used to analyze the locational patterns and degrees of clustering of voucher recipients relative to
poverty rates. This study intends to advance rental housing policy for very low-income households.
Understanding the dynamics of voucher locational patterns in understudied areas can help direct policy
interventions to particular voucher subgroups in regions that have been given less attention.
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MOVING TO OPPORTUNITY? PRE AND POST PARTICIPATION LOCATION OUTCOMES IN THE
HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM
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Studies of residential location choice and outcomes for participants in the Housing Choice Voucher program have
been instrumental in helping housing policy scholars understand the value of the subsidy’s effect (see for instance,
Climaco, et al., 2008; Feins and Patterson, 2005).. At the same time, these studies tend to present
characteristically mixed findings regarding location choice, particularly in the cases where studies take a
longitudinal look at voucher-subsidized mobility (see for instance Kleit, et al., 2016; McClure, et al., 2015). At
the same time, recent economic research has demonstrated the importance of neighborhood context for explaining
patterns of intergenerational wealth transfer and upward mobility for the children of low-income households
(Chetty, and Hendren, 2015). How can we reconcile these characteristically mixed findings regarding voucher
program location outcomes with findings regarding the power of certain neighborhoods to underscore economic
and social uplift for structurally disadvantaged households?
This paper presents an approach for reconciling one aspect of this question. In order to reconcile location choice
and its effects during program participation, we need to better understand housing careers prior to and following

program participation. The primary challenge to achieving this has been a lack of information about household
residential location before and after program participation. This paper presents an approach to fill in these
information gaps using a novel source of longitudinal household data to connect program administrative records
on subsidized housing history to location histories before and after participation in the Housing Choice Voucher
Program. After validating the applicability of these records to tracking households participating in the program,
pre and post participation location outcomes are analyzed for a case study housing authority in Illinois. Findings
from this work are not only valuable for evaluating the long-term impact of the Housing Choice Voucher subsidy,
but also provide important insight for planners regarding the performance of neighborhood environments with
respect to the economic mobility of low-income households.
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TRACKING MOBILITY IN THE HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM: A HOUSEHOLD
LEVEL EXAMINATION IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Abstract ID: 227
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A primary objective of the Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program, the largest federal program that provides
assistance to low-income households to afford decent and safe rental housing, is to expand housing opportunities
in the private market (Devine et al., 2002). The importance of housing choice for voucher recipients has recently
been highlighted by research that demonstrated families who moved to neighborhoods with more opportunity had
higher college attendance and earnings, lived in better neighborhoods as adults, and were less likely to become
single parents (Chetty & Hendren, 2015). Although the intent of the program is to provide “choice” in the housing
search process, and the benefits of expanding housing opportunities have been realized, few studies have
compared residential locations upon voucher assignment with locational outcomes after moves with a voucher
(Kleit, Kang, & Scally, 2016; McClure, Schwartz, & Taghavi, 2015). Even fewer have tracked the trajectory or
characteristics of moves (Walter, Li, & Atherwood, 2015). A restricted administrative dataset for the entire State
of Florida supplied by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) enables tracking of each
relocation at the household level. The dataset provides voucher addresses, demographic, and socioeconomic
information for voucher households between 2002 and 2013. The following research questions will be addressed:
How often do voucher households relocate while they are in the HCV program? For those who have made at least
one move with a voucher, where do they move to (e.g., within the neighborhood, city, metropolitan area, or
outside of the jurisdictional boundary of the housing authority)? Furthermore, this paper explores possible
patterns associated with these moves. For example, did relocations occur more often in the early or later years of
participation in the HCV program? Is the first move with a voucher shorter/further in distance compared to
subsequent moves? Do certain household types (e.g., elderly households, families with children, or disabled
households) or racial-ethnic groups move more often than other subgroups? Did voucher households move more
or less before/after the housing crisis? Findings of this research address important mobility concerns in evaluating
the HCV program. Understanding where voucher holders relocate and the characteristics of these moves can help

direct policy interventions to encourage the freedom of choice in the housing search process for subsidized lowincome residents.
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SUBSIDIZED HOUSING AND HEALTH: EVIDENCE FROM THE SURVEY OF INCOME AND
PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
Abstract ID: 249
Part of Pre-organized Session: Outcomes in the Housing Choice Voucher Program: Location and Beyond
PFEIFFER, Deirdre [Arizona State University] dap624@gmail.com, presenting author
Interest in the potential health impacts of renter housing subsidies has grown in the wake of heated national
discussions on health care and social welfare spending. Having low, fixed housing costs should enable lowincome renters to better meet their basic non-housing needs, such as transportation, food, and health care, and
avoid overcrowded living conditions. These outcomes, in turn, should lead households to experience greater
overall wellbeing. Existing research shows that households with unaffordable housing and greater housing
instability have poorer health outcomes. Yet, direct evidence on the effects of receiving renter housing subsidies
on health outcomes is scant.
This research will contribute evidence on the potential health impacts of renter housing subsidy programs by
using data from the 1996 to 2008 Survey of Income and Program Participation, a nationally representative and
longitudinal survey that is underused in housing research. I will test whether there are differences in health care
spending and use and reported health status among low-income renters with similar demographic characteristics
who receive and do not receive housing subsidies through public housing, the Housing Choice Voucher program,
and other forms of government housing assistance. I will also assess whether household members' health care
spending and use and health status change after receiving subsidies, and if so, how. I will use a combination of
descriptive statistics and econometric analysis to examine these outcomes. The findings from this research will
help to further understanding of how receiving housing subsidies affects diverse aspects of low-income renters'
lives.
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GLOBAL ECONOMY, LOCAL LANDSCAPE: COMPARE THE ETHNIC ECONOMIES OF
JAPANESE AND SOUTH KOREAN EXPATRIATES IN CHINA
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As economic growth in China, the number of Japanese and South Koreans who expatriate to China has soared
during the last decade. China has become the second largest destination for Japanese Transmigrants (JTs) and the
third largest destination for South Korean Transmigrants (SKTs). Shanghai, Beijing and Guangzhou have become
the most popular destinations among the Chinese cities. However, as a non-immigrant receiving country, China
did not provide fundamental public services for these transmigrants, educational and medical services in
particular. This study aims to explore how the transmigrants solve these problems so that they could adapt to the
local society. Using Wangjing area of Beijing, Gubei area of Shanghai and Tianhebei area of Guangzhou as cases,
this study examines the establishment and development of Japanese and South Korean ethnic economies in China.
Wangjing is the largest South Korean enclave in China, Gubei is the largest Japanese enclave in Shanghai and
Tianhebei is the largest Japanese enclave in Guangzhou. These areas have attracted extensive attentions from
Japanese and South Korean scholars, respectively.
Based on the data collected through onsite surveys and interviews conducted from December 2007 to March
2015, we found that transmigrants started to cluster in Wangjing, Gubei and Tianhebei since the 1990s, and the
ethnic enclaves have established in the 2000s and undergone ongoing expansion. The residents in these enclaves
include not only high-skilled transmigrants, but also overseas businessmen, self-employed people and locally
hired people. Accordingly, the ethnic enclave economy has emerged and developed along with the expansion of
the ethnic territory. Waldinger pointed out that, although ethnic businesses often start in ethnic neighborhoods as
a result of ethnic residential and business successions, those businesses soon have to “branch off into the broader
market” and neighborhoods other than their own in order to be further developed. Greve paid attention to how
networks of social and economic relations intersect with each other, in order to understand the social space of the
ethnic economy in contrast to its physical location. However, according to the survey, the businesses within the
enclaves are mainly co-owned or co-operated by the expatriates, and their daily services are mainly provided by
people have multicultural background, such as Korean-Chinese and the Chinese have experience of study or work
in Japan. Compared to the ethnic economies of other foreigners in China, the Japanese and South Korean
economies are unique because of the participation in these multicultural background people, but little is known
about the role of these multicultural background people playing in the establishment and development of the
ethnic economies in China. Moreover, because the expatriates live in the same community with ordinary local
residents, we expect that these Japanese and Korean expatriates may integrate into the local society. However, we
found that the most Japanese and Korean expatriates remain to be segregated from the local Chinese. In summary,
the establishment and development of Japanese and South Korean ethnic economies are strongly related to the
immigration policy of China, as a socialist country. The ethnic economy is important to the expatriates to
overcome language and cultural barriers and maintain their lifestyle. With the help of ethnic economy, the
expatriates adapt better to the local Chinese society. The current status of the enclaves creates challenges to urban
government of China, and creates a dilemma for these cities, because they are not ready for playing the role as
international megalopolis where many of immigration will settled here. Therefore, this study gives further insights
into the urban planning and immigration management to China.
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IS A FIXER-UPPER ACTUALLY A DOWNER? HOMEOWNERSHIP, HOME MAINTENANCE, AND
LIFE SATISFACTION
Abstract ID: 274
Individual Paper Submission
MORRIS, Eric [Clemson University] emorri7@clemson.edu, presenting author
The U.S. subsidizes homeownership in a number of ways, from the home mortgage interest deduction to financial
support for Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the FHA. It is estimated that the costs of these programs are
tremendous, stretching into trillions of dollars. Housing policymakers justify these expenditures based on the
social benefits of homeownership. Homeownership is thought to build stronger communities and promote
financial independence. Homeownership also is held to bring psychological benefits, including feelings of selfesteem, competence, autonomy, security, social status, and satisfaction with the living space. However, evidence
supporting many of these claims is spotty.
This research contributes to evidence on the social benefits of homeownership by testing whether homeowners are
more satisfied with their lives than are renters. We use the 2012-2013 American Time Use Survey, a nationally
representative data set underused in housing research, which reports how respondents spent their time on a given
day, as well as their life satisfaction.
First, we test whether homeownership is indeed associated with life satisfaction, as has been reported in some
prior research. We also examine one theorized driver of homeowners' purported greater life satisfaction--that
homeowners reap psychological benefits from having more control over their living space. We do so by
examining whether time spent working on the home is associated with greater life satisfaction, and how this
association may vary by tenure.
We employ OLS and Tobit regression, and propensity score matching. Preliminary results are that when
controlling for a number of factors associated with life satisfaction (e.g., gender, age, marital status, having
children, income, health, race and ethnicity, and employment status), homeowners have modestly but measurably
greater life satisfaction than renters. Ownership is associated with roughly 0.1-0.15 more "ladder rungs" on a 0-10
life satisfaction scale.
Although we find that, all else equal, owners spend roughly 77 more minutes per week working on their homes,
or supervising others doing such work, we find no link between quantity of work in and around the home and life
satisfaction. This is true across our sample, and also within the categories of homeowners and renters. It is thus
possible that a customized dwelling, or satisfaction gained from working on home improvement projects, are not
linked to life satisfaction, or at least that the costs of work around the home--in terms of time, money or
discomfort--offset the benefits.
Our results imply that subsidies for homeownership may find some justification in terms of promoting well-being,
but that this does not flow from homeowners' propensity to work on the dwelling.
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FRAMING CHANGE IN LOS ANGELES CHINATOWN: THE ROLE OF PLACE IDENTITY IN
COMMUNITY DEBATES ABOUT NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION IN ETHNIC SPACES
Abstract ID: 298
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HOM, Laureen [University of California, Irvine] ldhom@uci.edu, presenting author
Los Angeles Chinatown has been an area targeted for revitalization since the 1970s that would both preserve and
improve the neighborhood. Both the city and the community, and sometimes in partnership, have attempted
various forms of strategies to revitalize the neighborhood, economically, socially, culturally, and politically.
However, given limited city and community resources, as well as the positioning of the Chinatown community
within local politics, revitalizing the neighborhood in a way that balances the different community needs has been
difficult. While almost all agree that Chinatown is a neighborhood in need of improvements and resources,
stakeholders differ in how they frame neighborhood change and what these changes mean for the future of
Chinatown. The community and its stakeholders are not just speaking to how Chinatown may change physically,
but also to how these physical changes may shape the migration patterns into the neighborhood, both forced and
voluntary, and change the social and cultural landscape. What is informing these varying frames of neighborhood
change and how did Chinatown get to the current debates about how it is gentrifying?
Using a historical ethnographic approach, my presentation will highlight one era of development and land use
conflicts in Los Angeles Chinatown: when the neighborhood was a Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA)
planning area from 1980-2012. During this time, Chinatown was simultaneously identified as a downtown
neighborhood, a working-class immigrant space, and a historic-cultural space. I will show how community
stakeholders participating in the CRA Chinatown Community Advisory Council (CCAC) drew on the different
place identities of Chinatown to negotiate development efforts among each other, as well as with the city. By
invoking these place identities, stakeholders were attempting to make sense of how development and land use
changes would potentially promote or limit economic development, affordable housing and social services, and
cultural/historical preservation. Drawing from a cultural geography lens applied by both Martin (2003) and Fraser
(2004), I further argue that, stakeholders in the CCAC engaged in a specific form of place framing that not only
constructs Chinatown's place identity, but also has shaped neighborhood-based community mobilization and
political formations. Ultimately, the stakeholders framed and reframed the value and meaning of Chinatown that
provides an important context to how the community understands development and land use conflicts in the
neighborhood today. This research ultimately adds to the literature about urban revitalization in historic ethnic
neighborhoods and the community responses to the possibilities of gentrification in reshaping a sense of place and
community (Freeman, 2011; Patillo, 2008).
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EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT ON STABILITY OF REAL ESTATE
VALUES: EVIDENCE FROM THE CITY OF ATLANTA
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The relationship between housing price, the built environment and socio-economic factors has been widely
studied with hedonic price modeling. Previous studies have suggested that housing price might be influenced by
both home level and neighborhood level features such as housing characteristics, land use mix, accessibility to
transit stations and commercial centers, municipal amenities, and pedestrian and transit-related development
(Shultz & King, 2001; Sirmans, Macpherson, & Zietz, 2005; Song & Knaap, 2004). However, a limited number
of studies have examined what factors affected the spatial variation of housing value stability during recessions.
Raymond, Wang, & Immergluck (2015) showed that there was a correlation between uneven housing market
recovery and socio-demographic variables, such as race. Dong (2014) explored whether new urbanist design
contributed to housing value stability in Portland, Oregon. Yet, it remains unclear how housing characteristics,
built environment variables, and socio-economic factors may together influence housing value stability across
space.
The conventional data for housing price studies are primarily from the tax assessor, rendering it difficult, if not
impossible, for planners to evaluate the stability of real-estate price. The advent of new statistical tools and many
new open data sources, such as Zillow data, provides new possibilities for developing hedonic pricing models.
Housing values and characteristics at the property level are now accessible at much larger scales.
This research examines how built environment factors impact the spatial variation of housing value stability
during the most recent recession by controlling for socio-economic variables and housing characteristics. Using
real-sale records of properties from Zillow with spatial regression and machine learning models, this research
identifies the important built environment factors associated with spatial variation of housing price stability and
develops predictive models for housing value recovery trends. The results of this research are critical to planning
practice because they have the potential to inform development guidelines and policies for new and infill
development.
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THE RIGHT TO HOUSING IN AN OWNERSHIP SOCIETY
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Tightening rental housing markets, stagnant household incomes, and a decline in discretionary housing assistance
over the last decade have exacerbated an already dire housing crisis facing many low-income households living in
the U.S. These trends have rekindled an interest among many housing advocates in calling for the establishment
of a right to housing (Bratt et al. 2006; Desmond 2016). The right to an adequate standard of living was first
acknowledged as a fundamental human right by the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and several
nations have since incorporated the right to housing into national constitutions and statutes, but the U.S. has not
officially committed to supporting a formal right to housing beyond the statutory goal of providing a decent home
and a suitable living environment for every American family.
The right to housing is often formulated as a socio-economic right to minimally adequate shelter which implies
that citizens and the state have duties to support such a right through redistributive taxation or housing price
regulation. This definition implies an underlying conflict between the right to housing and private property rights,
which include the right to own the income earned from one’s labor and property. In ownership societies such as
the U.S. which emphasize homeownership and the protection of private property rights over the provision of basic
housing assistance to the needy, the primacy of ownership is perhaps one of the most significant barriers to
recognizing any formal right to housing.
This paper examines the property rights critique of the right to housing to determine if (1) the critiques are valid,
and (2) whether the right to housing can be formulated in a way that that responds to the property rights critique. I
argue that many critiques of the right to housing are valid but hinge on the formulation of the right to housing as a
socio-economic right. Alternative formulations of the right to housing as a collective right to the city suffer many
of the same criticisms. In response to these critiques, I explore an alternative formulation of the right to housing as
a right that is derived from, rather than a counterweight to, the right to own property. I draw upon Waldron (1988)
and Christman (1994) to argue that: (1) the justification for the right to own property hinges on the role of
property in supporting individual autonomy, (2) full development of an individual’s autonomy requires that the
individual’s property holdings include private shelter, (3) such a right should be a general and universal right held
by all members of society, (4) the right to own property does not necessarily imply a right to own additional
income from the property owned, and (5) the right to self-ownership does not necessarily imply the right to earn
additional income from the fruits of one’s labor. While a more complete theory of housing justice is required to
specify how income from property and labor should be distributed to support a universal right to housing, I argue
that a property right-based conception of the right to housing provides a justification for measures to
decriminalize homelessness, eliminate certain regulatory barriers to housing production, and support certain
tenants’ rights. I also argue that the property rights view of the right to housing can be construed to support shared
equity homeownership and limitations on the capital gains earned from the sale of housing.
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Rural America is changing, and so are its housing needs. Demographic and economic shifts over the last several
decades have significantly affected rural opportunities and prosperity. While some rural communities have
prospered as recreational areas, amenity communities, and suburbanizing areas, others struggle with persistent
poverty or high out-migration. These shifts have been particularly difficult for low-income households who often
face a variety of challenges in accessing safe, decent rural housing. Household-level challenges such as economic
instability and an aging population compound issues of the affordability, habitability, and accessibility of the rural
housing stock.
Rural housing challenges have been exacerbated by the post-2007 Great Recession. After reaching historically
high homeownership rates, rural homeowners have been hit worse than their urban counterparts, and access to
mortgage credit remains a significant problem. Multifamily rental housing can be a particularly important source
of quality, affordable housing for low-income households, but also faces significant financing and investment
challenges in rural America.
Low incomes for both homeowners and renters can result in high housing cost burdens and the need for subsidies
to put quality housing and other community necessities within reach of rural families. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) Rural Development agency provides significant subsidies and assistance through its Rural
Housing Service (RHS), with over $145.8 billion of active investments in rural homeownership, rental housing,
and community facilities. RHS is currently assisting over 1.2 million homeowners with affordable mortgages and
over 400,000 households with quality, affordable rental housing. Since 2009 alone, RHS has also invested over
$9.6 billion to support thousands of essential community facilities in rural America, including healthcare, safety,
education, public infrastructure, cultural resources, and other community needs. In the midst of changing rural
fortunes, these programs continue to be a critical source of investment, but also face challenges in serving future
rural housing and community economic development needs.
This paper describes current RHS programs and portfolio characteristics, and discusses future rural housing
opportunities and challenges in the context of changing drivers of demand; hard to serve populations and places;
preserving and expanding affordable rental housing; and providing credit for housing development and purchase.
Meeting future needs requires greater partnerships with private and nonprofit lenders and property owners to
preserve and expand the supply of safe, affordable units. It also entails deeper coordination with multiple federal
and state agencies that control funding or influence other rural housing investments. Finally, private sector capital
is needed to leverage public funds, making them stretch further and reach deeper.
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THE MOBILE-HOME INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX AND A STALLED HOUSING DREAM FOR THE
RURAL POOR
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Trailer parks shelter an estimated 12 million residents in the U.S, and most parks are found in rural places. In the
post-housing crisis and post-recession era, the trailer-park housing form has gained momentum as a hot financial
investment attracted by a healthy demand for affordable housing. It is a demand driven by the withdrawal of
federal and local governments from providing subsidized housing coupled with formerly middle-class families
who lost conventional housing. The demand favors the exploitation of mobile-home buyers and trailer-park
residents at the hands of series of players—namely those involved in the manufacture and finance of mobile
homes and trailer-park owners who provide the landless a place for an owned mobile home. But another player,
the small town governments who regulate the zoning and development of parks, creates an artificial scarcity of
parks by limiting the development of trailer parks with zoning restrictions. Together these players comprise what
we term the mobile- home industrial complex. Using ethnographic data gathered over nearly a decade across three
rural regions we shed light on how the rules of engagement for this specialized housing form, along with the laws
that regulate it, allow these entrepreneurial players to systematically squeeze often ill-informed or otherwise
option-less rural families. For the rural poor who have their assets tied up in a mobile home sited in a park it
means, for most, bring caught in an expensive trap reinforced by the social barriers of stigma and inequality. The
reality of the mobile home industrial complex keeps the promised American Dream of social mobility, that
conventional homeownership represents, tantalizingly out of reach for poor families.
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Balancing housing needs and community factors presents a challenge for many communities, regardless of
location. However, the varying patterns of growth and shifting demographic characteristics in non-metropolitan
communities present particular challenges. Local housing markets in non-metro communities are diverse and are
influenced by a combination of economic, physical and locational factors. Hamilton, Hamilton, Duncan and
Colocousis (2008) identified four distinct categories of rural communities ranging from amenity-rich communities
to chronically-poor rural communities. Each of these community types has different housing market implications.
More prosperous, amenity-rich communities often experience an influx of newcomers who support the growth of
the business-sector and lead to increased housing values. These growing, non-isolated small towns tend to have
lower rental vacancy rates and fewer affordable housing options, making it difficult for long-term, less-affluent
residents to find and keep a place to live (Ziebarth et al., 1997). At the other end of the continuum are high
poverty rural areas experiencing decline, with low home values, a prevalence of dilapidated homes, and a high

level of vacancies (Housing Assistance Council, 2012a). Despite poor housing conditions, housing cost burdens
affect many households in chronically poor rural communities. Households in these communities are also more
likely to live in overcrowded conditions (Housing Assistance Council, 2012a).
Rural communities often lack the capacity to respond to problems of housing quality, availability and
affordability (Ziebarth et al., 1997). Additionally, community development programs and funding are often
targeted to serve urban populations, making them less relevant or available for communities in non-metro areas
(Van Zandt, Giusti, Jourdan and Martin, 2009). The lack of local housing advocacy organizations has also made it
difficult for rural communities to establish the local support needed to vie for federal housing programs
(Basmajian and Rongerude, 2012).
This paper explores the questions: 1) What are the housing challenges facing nonmetropolitan communities? and
2) What is the relationship between housing challenges and community characteristics? The paper will explore
these questions using data on housing and neighborhood conditions of rural and small towns in Georgia obtained
through a recent survey of elected officials and staff members of municipalities in nonmetropolitan counties as
well as American Community Survey data. Housing and neighborhood conditions will be examined relative to
demographic characteristics, geographic location (degree of rurality), physical, and economic resources. The
findings from this research will add to the relatively sparse knowledge base on rural and small town housing and
neighborhood challenges. Implications for planners and public policy regarding rural, small towns, and
nonmetropolitan urban areas will be discussed.
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While there is no standard academic definition of “gentrification,” gentrified neighborhoods are generally
characterized as previously disinvested neighborhoods in which renewed investment changes the physical
landscape, leads to higher property values, and shifts socio-economic and demographic characteristics.
This research project applies two frameworks of gentrification analysis from the urban planning and urban
economics literature to Historic Anacostia, a neighborhood in Southeast Washington, D.C. located east of the
Anacostia River (Freeman, 2005; “The Socioeconomic Change of Chicago’s Community Areas,” 2014). The first
framework, put forward in “Displacement or Succession: Residential Mobility in Gentrifying Neighborhoods”
(Freeman, 2005), uses five criteria on neighborhood location, median income, age of housing stock, educational
attainment and property values to determine the gentrification status of a neighborhood. The second, from “The

Socioeconomic Change of Chicago’s Community Areas (1970-2010): Gentrification Index” (Nathalie P.
Voorhees Center for Neighborhood and Community Improvement, 2014), is a composite index that uses thirteen
criteria to identify neighborhood gentrification.
Using Historic Anacostia as a case study, decennial census data are used to answer the following questions:
Where do the current academic frameworks for identifying gentrification place Historic Anacostia? What
differences exist in how these frameworks capture neighborhood change in Historic Anacostia? What additional
factors are missing from these frameworks that may serve as indicators of gentrification? Informed by the
strengths and weaknesses of the existing academic frameworks as applied to Historic Anacostia, this project
proposes key indicators for practitioners to consider when monitoring a neighborhood’s potential for
gentrification.
Academic literature indicates that the gentrification of select neighborhoods in Washington, D.C. began in the
1970s (Williams, 1996), and that indicators of gentrification have accelerated and become more widespread in the
city since 2000 (Maciag, 2015). Historic Anacostia has served as an exception to this trend. The neighborhood did
not experience the same gains in median housing value as much of Washington, D.C. after the Great Recession
(Maciag, 2015), and in 2013, residents fought plans for an affordable housing development in Historic Anacostia,
which they argued would further concentrate poverty in the area (Washington City Paper, 2013).
However, several development projects began in 2014 that may alter the value and attractiveness of the
neighborhood to outside buyers and investors. In particular, the 11th Street Bridge Park, which aims to transform
old bridge supports over the Anacostia River into D.C.’s first elevated park, has been identified as a potential
driver of neighborhood change. Consequently, the park is being developed using an equitable development
strategy that emphasizes community engagement, inclusivity, and the use of policy initiatives to protect current
residents from potentially adverse effects of gentrification (“11th Street Bridge Park Equitable Development Plan,”
2015).
Preliminary application of the gentrification frameworks confirms Historic Anacostia’s persistent status as a lowincome neighborhood from 1970 to 2010, and indicates that the neighborhood has experienced limited change in
standard indicators of gentrification, including racial composition, socioeconomic composition, rate of collegeeducated residents, and property values. This relatively static neighborhood environment through 2010 provides a
base to further explore additional indicators of gentrification in Historic Anacostia post-2010, including price
increases in the residential rental market, increased developer purchase of land, and changes in retail composition.
When mitigating the adverse effects of gentrification, policymakers, planners, and community members must
often act quickly to implement equitable development tools. It is therefore important for these stakeholders to
understand key factors that may indicate impending gentrification well in advance of rapid neighborhood change.
By identifying key indicators, efforts to mitigate the adverse effects of gentrification can be more thoroughly
implemented and evaluated.
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Location affordability has come to be primarily defined by keeping housing costs plus transportation costs as a
percentage of income under 45%. This research evaluates a missing component of the affordability equation,
which is k-12 school performance and its impact on housing price and hence location decision (Machin, 2011;
Fack & Grenet, 2010; Gibbons & Machin, 2008). In the Consumer Expenditures Survey (CES) for the Houston
metropolitan region the average householder spent 33% of income on housing costs, 21% on transportation costs
and 1.6% of income on education. However in the City of Houston, private school enrollment is 20% of the size
of public school enrollment. Moreover the average cost of private school in Houston is $13,144. Both the cost of
private school and the number of students enrolled in private school in the City of Houston challenge the utility of
the education costs within CES for application at the city level.
This research will evaluate the impact of school performance on affordability, by estimating the additional cost
burden across a municipality. The literature established to date suggests that most households balance housing
and transportation cost considerations in determining where to live. Those who choose higher housing costs will
opt for lower transportation costs and vice versa. This dichotomy ignores proximity to quality schools and the
premise that urban public schools carry the stigma of poor performance and as such many people who choose to
live in urban areas will also choose to send their kids to private school (Holme, 2002; Dougherty, et al., 2009).
The research question presented here and its associated methods will be addressed as follows: What is the relative
importance of school performance in predicting affordability in our case study? A hedonic pricing model will be
developed using OLS regression with Housing Value as the dependent variable. Affordability will be defined
using this dependent variable as: households which spend less than 30% income on Housing plus less than 15%
income on transportation costs. The independent variables will be school performance and z scores from a factor
analysis of variables from HUD’s location affordability index; and variables designed to identify distressed
communities. Factor analysis will be used to sort the variables from the location affordability index and the
distressed communities into typologies for better interpretation of relationships between those variables.
Therefore factor scores will be generated to be used as inputs to the regression equation in addition to school
performance.
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Urban informality, although conventionally regarded as a way of life in the Global South, is prevalent in the
developed countries as well (Roy, 2005). Some planning scholars have stressed the need to understand the
concepts and complexity of urban informality in both developing and developed countries (Mukhija and
Loukaitou-Sideris, 2015). Urban informality, as a global issue, has been the subject of increasing research from
North America, Latin America, South Asia, Africa, and Middle East.
However, limited research so far has focused on informality in China, where more than ten million peasants move
into cities every year. Most of these migrants, constrained by the hukou system and affordability, can only access
low-quality dwellings in the so-called urban villages (Chenzhongcun), which are informal settlements
transformed from villages on the outskirts of cities. Despite a considerable body of research on housing inequality
and land institutions in urban villages (Tian, 2008; He et al., 2010), little research so far has examined the extent
to which the informal housing in urban villages is violating formal regulations, and explained why this type of
“informality” can sprout and be sustained in China, where an authoritarian political setting remains (Wu et al.,
2013; Webster et al., 2016).
In response to the research gap, we present the results of what we believe to be the first effort in China to examine
informality from the perspective of group cognition of indigenous villagers. Herein we defined informality as the
gap between what formal institutions regulate to be legal and what the group of indigenous villagers argue to be.
We collected data based on a survey of 1059 indigenous villagers in Guangzhou. The questionnaires contain
information on dwelling area, location, space, property of respondents, as well as their subjective opinions on
what extent the housing land and dwellings are formal or legal. Moreover, a logistical model is employed to
explain the difference of informality in relation to village contexts and individual socio-economic attributes. The
variables of village contexts include the ratio of migrants, the influence of urban expansion, and land abundance.
The variables of individual socio-economic attributes contain respondents’ political status, social networks,
income and education, and so on.
Different from existing explanations, which attribute China’s urban informality to the dual urban-rural land
market and under provision of migrant housing (Wu et al., 2013), we argue that the gap between formal regulation
and group cognition of indigenous villagers produces and sustains urban informality. The study can contribute to
the theoretical explanation of urban informality within an authoritarian political setting in the Global South.
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In a song, "Gangnam Style," a Korean rapper Psy sings the lavish lifestyle of people in Gangnam. Gangnam, a
residential, business, and commercial district located in south Seoul, is characterized by good schools, expensive
housing, and concentration of the rich. As the socio-economic disparities between Gangnam and the rest of Seoul
have been increasing, reducing the disparities has been a long political agenda. For example, balanced
development between north and south Seoul was a major campaign promise of the former Seoul Mayor Lee. The
promise was implemented as the "New Town in Town" project, which was redeveloping low-income
neighborhoods in north Seoul.
Despite the governmental efforts, regional disparities across Seoul have been still problematic. People in the rest
of Seoul often say that they feel a sense of incomparability to people in Gangnam. The regional disparities also
suggest that residential satisfaction is differentiated by area and lower in other parts of Seoul compared to
Gangnam. Residential satisfaction can significantly influence quality of life (Sirgy and Conwell 2002; Adams
1992). Therefore, studying why people are satisfied and dissatisfied with their neighborhoods is important in
enhancing quality of life and accordingly personal well-being.
In recent years, the Seoul metropolitan government has switched its policy direction to urban regeneration,
emphasizing preservation of existing neighborhoods, from urban renewal, bulldozing old neighborhoods and
starting a development from the scratch. In the era of emphasizing community development of existing
neighborhoods, examining why residents are satisfied and dissatisfied with their neighborhoods can help shaping
urban regeneration policies more effectively and reducing the socio-economic disparities between Gangam and
the rest of Seoul.
This study examines and compares determinants of neighborhood satisfaction in the five daily life zones in Seouldowntown, southeast, southwest, northwest, and northeast-by utilizing the 2014 Korea Housing Survey. We split
the respondents into two groups-satisfied and dissatisfied groups and analyze factors that are related to
neighborhood satisfaction by running logistic regression models. Based on previous studies finding that
neighborhood satisfaction is multifaceted (Parke et al. 2002; Lovejoy et al. 2010), we include demographic
characteristics (e.g., income, age), dwelling characteristics (e.g., accommodation type, tenure), and neighborhood
physical and socio-economic characteristics (e.g., crime, public transport) as independent variables in the model.
This study will help prescribe policies alleviating regional disparities and enhancing residents' quality of life in
Seoul. Also, this study will contribute to the literature by analyzing neighborhood satisfaction in Seoul, which has
adopted a new development paradigm.
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Scholars know very little about the impact of housing market dynamics on the underdevelopment of Black
neighborhoods in shrinking cities. Most studies on Black neighborhoods focus on residential segregation, fair
housing, affordable housing and/or the role of neighborhood effects on the generation of undesirable
socioeconomic outcomes among Blacks. Racial segregation and housing studies are mostly concerned with
obstacles that keep Blacks stuck in place, while neighborhood effects literature examines the impact of social
determinants on the production of undesirable socioeconomic outcomes. Like their residential segregation and
housing studies cohorts, these studies conclude that Blacks are trapped in these distressed neighborhoods.
Using a metropolitan city building framework, this study explains the endless siting of Black neighborhoods on
marginal, undesirable residential land, and the role of market dynamics in generating related problems for Black
homeowners and renters. In particular, this study is concerned with understanding the role played by low-income
housing in depressing the overall housing market by spawning conditions that place a ceiling on the value of
owner-occupied housing and that worsen the physical appearance of neighborhoods. Often, there is a divide
within the neighborhoods between owners and renters. Owners tend to invest in the neighborhood, as they will
typically stay longer than renters, and have money invested in property. They often blame renters for poorly
maintained rental property.
This study explores the dynamics of underdeveloped neighborhoods and the complexities of intertwined problems
faced by renters and owners. Using a combination of census data, parcel data, resident surveys, resident focus
groups, and built environment rating indices, I examine housing market dynamics in Buffalo, New York to see if
they are driving the underdevelopment of shrinking Black neighborhoods. To get to the root of these complex
dynamics occurring in underdeveloped neighborhoods, I investigate a number of research questions:
1. Is there a difference in the housing maintenance and physical condition of renter and owner occupied units?
2. Is the "housing burden" of renters higher than that of the homeowners?
3. To what extent is homeownership in underdeveloped, Black neighborhoods a source of wealth production?
4. To what extents does housing abandonment, vacant lots, and other forms of blight depress housing values?
5. To what extent are absentee owners of rental properties the dominant ownership group in these communities?
My initial findings provide tentative answers to the five questions. The condition and lack of maintenance of these
low-income rental properties depresses the overall neighborhood housing market and contributes to the negative
image of these communities. These rentals, along with other neighborhood properties, are often owned by people
living outside of the neighborhood. Thus, Black neighborhood development is driven by people who are primarily
concerned about exchange values rather than use values.
Answers to these questions, however, primarily generated additional questions regarding the large population of
owners both living in neighborhoods and landlords of adjacent rental properties. A much deeper understanding of
these issues driving housing market dynamics is needed to construct a policy framework that reverses the
underdevelopment of these communities. Accordingly, methods for further analysis of this problem are proposed.
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Residential segregation between Blacks and Whites in American cities has been a long-standing concern of social
scientists, and the origins of this segregation in select (mostly northern) cities has been analyzed (Logan et al.,
2015; Massey & Denton, 1993). The origins of residential segregation is an important topic because the most
effective strategies to combat its negative effects will depend on how segregation began and the factors that
perpetuate it (Logan et al., 2015). While the segregation of other minority groups has not received as much
attention, due perhaps to the “hypersegregation” of Black neighborhoods compared to other groups (Massey &
Denton, 1989), varying degrees of segregation of various minority groups has been documented (Jones, 2003;
Massey & Denton, 1989). More recently, the segregation of Hispanics from Whites and Blacks has become of
increasing interest as individuals of Hispanic descent make up more of the population of the United States, and as
the Hispanic population moves into a variety of urban areas (Lichter, Parisi, & Taquino, 2015). One urban area
that has been a consistent destination for individuals of many ethnic groups is the southwestern city of San
Antonio, Texas. These influxes have led to a pattern of segregation in San Antonio in which immigrants from
Latin America, Korea, and Vietnam, as well as Blacks, live in central city enclaves, while those of European
descent live in suburban areas (Jones, 2003). This situation raises the question of how long these patterns have
existed. This study seeks to understand the historic roots of modern segregation in the southwestern cosmopolis of
San Antonio by addressing the following research questions: 1) What was the pattern of residential segregation in
the central city of San Antonio in 1910?; and 2) How has this configuration changed a century later? The year
1910 is recreated for San Antonio by georeferencing and digitizing historic Sanborn maps and aligning residential
structures with historical census and city directory data. Race data for 2010 is obtained at the census block level
for the central city of San Antonio. Spatial residential segregation metrics are compared in the years 1910 and
2010. If patterns of segregation were created prior to the policies of the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s, this adds to the
existing literature on the origins of residential segregation (Logan et al., 2015) and can help guide future
scholarship on other determinants of residential segregation within metropolitan areas in the United States.
Furthermore, the growing importance of non-Black minorities in the urban landscape of the United States makes
the historic analysis of segregation in San Antonio a useful tool that can help guide policy that reduces inequality
and expands access to opportunities and resources for all members of society.
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In Korea, housing quantity and quality has dramatically improved over the past decades. At the same time,
housing conditions have been increasingly polarized between the rich and poor (Ha 2008). The polarization of
housing conditions can cause a growing prejudice and discrimination against the poor and thus eventually lead to
social exclusion of the poor. To create inclusive communities, the Korean Government has promoted social mix
by mixing public housing with privately owned housing in estate developments that contain high-rise residential
buildings.
Despite the governmental efforts for social mix, there have been a number of incidents that public housing
residents were discriminated from unsubsidized residents. For example, walking paths to schools and playgrounds
were closed up for public housing residents in estates (Hankeoyrae 21 2006; KBS 2015). These cases suggest that
public housing residents are faced with social stigma in a variety of ways (Ha 2010). However, Lee’s (2012)
study suggests that estate design can lead to a greater level of social mix, for example, by placing public housing
within the same block with privately owned housing and thus making public housing indistinguishable. This
finding suggests that residential satisfaction of public housing residents can vary by different mixture type of
public housing with privately owned housing.
While there are numerous studies on residential satisfaction, most studies focus on the effects of dwelling,
neighborhood, and demographic characteristics. Not only do few studies examine if social mix affects residential
satisfaction but also few studies examine the effect of social mix on residential satisfaction in public housing
residents’ perspectives. This study asks how social mix in estate developments is associated with residential
satisfaction of public housing residents and if there are differences between different mixture types of public
housing with privately owned housing.
This study analyzes the 2011 Korea Housing Survey for Public Housing Residents. Of total 42,830 surveys, 6,418
(about 15%) surveys were responded by public housing residents in estates that mix public housing with privately
owned housing. The effect of social mix on residential satisfaction of public housing resident is examined by
running regression models that include variables indicating different mixture types of public housing in estates as
well as demographic (e.g., income and age), dwelling (e.g., accommodation type and housing quality), and
neighborhood (e.g., crime rate and availability of public transport) characteristics and social relationship with
neighbors as independent variables. This study will consider four different mixture types: 1) mixing public
housing and privately owned housing within the same estate but dividing by physical barriers (e.g., roads), 2)
mixing public housing and privately owned housing without physical barriers but still in separated buildings, 3)
mixing public housing and privately owned housing in the same building but with separating entrances, and 4)
mixing public housing and privately owned housing randomly in the same building without separating entrances.
This study will help improving social mix policies through public housing programs in Korea by examining the
effects of different mixture types of public housing in estate developments. Also, this study will contribute to the
literature by analyzing the impact of Korea’s social mix policies that are in the early stage.
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SUBURBAN POVERTY: WHAT DO WE KNOW? WHY SHOULD WE CARE? WHAT CAN WE DO?
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The suburbs of the twenty-first century look vastly different than those of the twentieth. Once commonly thought
to be the sole province of the white middle-class and elites, by 2010, the suburbs of American’s 100 largest
metropolitan areas were home to the majority of their poor populations. The shift in the dominant geography of
the poor from the urban center to the suburban periphery is among the most profound and vexing planning and
public policy issues today. But the scholarship on suburban poverty—its causes, consequences, challenges, and
opportunities—remains frustratingly thin.
In this round table, we will explore critical questions about suburban poverty for planners. Our aim is to set the
stage for new research and scholarly debate about what these geographic shifts portend for the lives of lowincome individuals and communities, and how and where the efforts of planners and planning can be most
effective. Towards these ends, we are concerned with first defining what we know (and don’t know) about
suburban poverty. This includes questions about the drivers of suburban poverty, patterns of poverty within and
among U.S. metropolitan areas, and the demographics the suburban poor. A second challenge is to identify why
urban planners and policy makers should care about this issue. Here, we explore questions about what difference
spatial location makes to the life circumstances and chances of the poor, including the availability of resources
necessary to meet their everyday needs and improve their long-term prospects. And finally, we are concerned with
what we, as urban planning scholars, can do to confront suburban poverty’s most adverse effects. What do we
learn from the efforts of communities around the U.S. about effective planning and public policy tools to combat
suburban poverty? What role can and should planning scholars, activists, and practitioners play in reshaping the
landscape of metropolitan poverty and opportunity?
This roundtable includes panelists who bring unique scholarly perspectives to these questions as well as
experience working in and with low-income suburban communities on a range of related issues.
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IMPACT OF BUYOUT AND RELOCATION ON LOW-INCOME HOMEOWNERS AFTER FLOODS
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Due to climate change and unexpected disasters, the floodplains have gradually expanded in residential
neighborhoods, which threaten more homes with potential flooding risk. Confronting this issue, locally planned
housing buyouts aim to mitigate damages on homes within floodplains and to ensure the public safety of
residential areas. However, despite these primary functions of buyouts with respect to hazard mitigation, the
property acquisition severely affects residential environments and communities because it forces residents out
from the neighborhood and eventually demolishes homes. Particularly, unmaintained and distressed properties in
low-income neighborhoods tend to be more susceptible to damage by disasters and are commonly the target of
buyouts. Consequently, buyout programs are likely to heavily influence low-income homeowners.
The purpose of this research is to expand understanding of (1) how municipal buyout programs influence
individual homeowners’ building interventions as well as the residential built environment; and (2) how the
buyout implementation is associated with housing affordability for low-income homeowners and community
dispersion.
The research examines a specific case site, the Onion Creek neighborhood in Austin, Texas. Since the
neighborhood was built in the 1970s, the floodplain maps have been revised multiple times to expand at-risk areas
for floods. Looking at the Onion Creek neighborhood, the author takes a more comprehensive view of a local
buyout project from its process carried out by the municipality for the low-income residents living in floodplains.
Field observations and semi-structured interviews with residents were conducted in 2015, following a major
flooding event in October 2013. In addition, this qualitative data is matched with a building permit data from
1998 to 2015 provided by the City of Austin. Analyzing the building changes for the past 18 years, this paper
reveals that homeowners’ housing interventions, especially remodeling, highly increased after flooding events and
housing demolition repeatedly occurred after buyouts from the local government. Another main dataset of this
research is the housing data from the Travis Central Appraisal District (TCAD) and the GIS data from the City of
Austin. To investigate where low-income residents moved out after the buyout, this research delves into the deed
history for 20 cases of residents collected from the TCAD data. Two different patterns were found based on the
deed history analysis: a short distance and a long distance move-out. First, a short distance move-out pattern was
occurred next to the Onion Creek neighborhood among those who wanted to sustain their current lifestyle, but
some cases showed that safety yielded to housing affordability, choosing an alternative home located within
another floodplain. Second, a long distance move-out pattern appeared among those who wanted to live a safer
and more affordable living environment. However, these homes were located in the outskirts of the Austin area.
Overall, individual relocation inevitably generates community dispersion, even aggregating housing affordability
and the safety issue among low-income homeowners.
Regarding that the future floodplain management in the United States should transcend the cost-effective
approach to hazard mitigation, this research provides greater insight to what local buyout programs accompany in
a long-term view. This paper gives planners and professionals a broader understanding of how to preserve
economic, social, and cultural values of the current neighborhood as well as its community in implementing
future buyout and relocation program.
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THE AGED SUITABLE EVALUATION RESEARCH ON COMMUNITY SERVICE FACILITIES IN
CHINA BASED ON WALK SCORE METHOD——A CASE STUDY OF YANJI COMMUNITY IN
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Nowadays, population aging is becoming a worldwide phenomenon. Since China stepped into an aging society in
1999, the aging population has climbed sharply and problems caused by aging are very serious especially in
megacities like Shanghai. International experience suggests that a majority of the elderly prefer "Aging in Place",
which is a family and community based mode. Under the conception of "Aging in Place", community service
facilities not only meet the elderly's living needs, but also provide space for communication and activity, which
are decisive factors of improving the elderly's life quality. At the same time, the limited physical condition of the
elderly results in a high proportion of errands being accomplished on foot. Therefore, it is significant to study the
elderly's using characteristics of community service facilities based on walking, and then explore the appropriate
allocation of facilities, in order to improve the elderly's quality of life and meet the needs of aging society.
Based on Walk Score, which is a kind of walkability measure method, we evaluate the suitability of the facilities
allocation for the elderly's daily use. Walk Score originates from North America, mainly concerning the types of
the facilities and their spatial layout, and is considered as the only international quantitative method to measure
walkability. However, because of the huge difference in built environment between North America and China, the
use of this method is limited in China. We adjust and improve the method of Walk Score, combining it with the
practical situation of China. We investigated 889 old people aged over 60 and 19 types of community service
facilities which are common in China, such as wet market, supermarket, the elderly daycare center, park and
greenland, etc. By using Excel and Origin, we analyze the using characteristics of the facilities, including the
frequency of use, the diversity of use and the time decay law in the use. Then we adjust the facility classification
weight, make the time decay curve and modify the parameter settings to achieve a new calculation system of
Walk Score which is suitable for China. We take Yanji Community in Shanghai as a case, using this method with
GIS technique to evaluate whether these community service facilities are aged suitable and getting the results of
overall and itemized situation. Meanwhile, we verify the effectiveness of this method according to the satisfaction
survey results. Finally, based on the evaluation, we give problems and potential solutions for the allocation of
facilities in Yanji Community. This research proves the validity of Walk Score Method in China after it is
improved according to the national condition. It has some guiding significance for the widespread use of Walk
Score method in China.
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Placemaking has become a tool for the revitalization of distressed urban neighborhoods. Placemaking for the arts
has been supported by the National Endowment for the Arts, ArtPlace America, foundations, and local arts
networks. In these neighborhoods community development corporations (CDCs) and arts organizations have
joined to use the arts as one way to promote their revitalization.
Cleveland, Ohio is an example of a "Rustbelt" city where this has occurred. It has long had a strong cultural
tradition with foundation and donor support for institutions like the Cleveland Museum of Art, the Cleveland
Orchestra, and the Playhouse Square Theater district. In 1997, the Cleveland and Gund foundations commissioned
a regional strategic cultural plan. In 2006, the Cuyahoga County voters approved the creation of Cuyahoga Arts &
Culture to support the arts with grant funding from a cigarette tax. This tax was renewed in 2015.
This paper looks at four neighborhoods in this city where this process of neighborhood placemaking for the arts
has been underway and analyzes how this has happened and what is known about its impact. The four
neighborhoods grew and prospered in the era of industrialization, attracting waves of immigrants to jobs in their
factories. Then, as occurred in Cleveland after World War II, decline began with losses in industry and jobs,
leading to successive decades of population loss and neighborhood decline. As the quality of housing and
infrastructure declined, the rates of poverty and crime increased. Three of the neighborhoods also lost population
and housing because they were the locations of new interstate freeways.
The four neighborhoods studied were Detroit Shoreway and Tremont on Cleveland's West Side and North
Collinwood and St. Clair Superior on the East Side. All suffered the symptoms of decline. Over the past few
decades, the CDCs that formed in these neighborhoods addressed the problems caused by decline, especially in
housing and commercial districts. They were supported by the city and foundations. Cleveland's community
development network gained a national reputation for its work. Progress was made by these CDCs until the onset
of the subprime mortgage foreclosure crisis and the resulting abandonment of thousands of houses in the poor
neighborhoods. Recovery efforts have included the demolition of thousands of blighted structure, as well as the
rehabilitation of those abandoned buildings that can be re-occupied.
As part of the revitalization efforts before and after this crisis, the arts have played a significant role. In Detroit
Shoreway the arrival of the Cleveland Public Theater spurred the revival of an empty and collapsing vaudeville
era theater and the relocation of another community theater. Through a unique partnership, the Gordon Square

Arts District was formed. In Tremont, artists were attracted by inexpensive housing, art galleries emerged, and a
monthly art walk attracted visitors. In North Collinwood, the Croation Liberty Home became a popular music
venue (the Beachland Ballroom) and Waterloo Arts was formed. The CDC sponsored a neighborhood murals
program, Artists in Residence, and the Ballot Box project in which residents voted on which arts projects to
support. The Waterloo Arts District was created. The St. Clair Superior CDC also sponsored a murals project and
a recycled arts program for residents. It supported a flea market and a night market drawing thousands of visitors
to buy art work created in the neighborhood.
This paper will describe and analyze the process and impact of these art-related efforts to help revitalize these
neighborhoods. The extent of the role of the arts in the revitalization process is not fully known but clearly has
been important in these neighborhood examples.
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Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) allows low-income renters to benefit better housing conditions in the private
rental market and access many amenities in good neighborhoods by selecting their rental unit with voucher
subsidy. The HCV program makes it possible for the socially marginalized, such as low-income households and
many minorities, to live like other renters in decent housing units and good neighborhoods.
The main purpose of this study is to evaluate whether or not the current HCV program helps low-income families
and minorities and how much the program improves their neighborhood conditions and quality. I assessed how
the current criteria of the HCV program affected the residential choice of the program tenants and if there were
market constraints on the renters finding their ideal rental unit. I conducted statistical and spatial analyses of
neighborhood characteristics at the census block group level with tenants of HCV, households on the HCV
waiting list, residents of Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC), and general renters in order to suggest policy
implications for the future of the HCV program.
I have compared the major criteria of the HCV program’s eligibility requirements with characteristics of the
current program tenants. Are there any specific limitations that prevent originally targeted beneficiaries from
maximizing advantages of the program when renters are searching for their ideal unit and neighborhood? I
analyzed how Fair Market Rents (FMRs) and Income Limits (ILs) had been changed in Harris County, Texas and
displayed the distribution of current voucher households with the median rents and the median incomes at the
census block group level. The analysis helps to determine whether any constraints in the tenant eligibility
requirements of the program have significant influences on tenants as far as the selection of their rental units and
neighborhoods. I found that most of the voucher households were clustered within census block groups where the

median rent was lower than the 2 bedroom FMR standard and where the median income was lower than the 4
person family 80% low-income group IL standard.
The optimized hot spot analysis visualized the difference in clusters of the four renter groups: HCV, HCV waiting
list, LIHTC, and general renters. The clusters in different locations imply that each renter group would have
different levels of residential quality from their neighborhoods.
I compared the neighborhood quality at the major census block groups of the HCV renters and the other three
renter groups. The major block groups in the highest quartile for each renter group were selected where the
number of renters in each group exceeded the 75th percentile distribution. Firstly, I analyzed if there was any
difference in residential characteristics between the current HCV tenants and the HCV applicants on the waitlist.
Secondly, I analyzed if the HCV major block groups and the LIHTC major block groups have any differences in
neighborhood characteristics. Thirdly, I analyzed if there were any disadvantages to the HCV beneficiaries when
choosing their residential locations compared to general renters by comparing neighborhood characteristics of the
HCV major block groups and the general renter major block groups.
The research provides policy recommendations so that urban planners and policy makers would be able to
develop better ways to improve the HCV program criteria and help to alleviate current market constraints on HCV
residents to achieve good quality in neighborhoods. FMRs and ILs have limited HCV beneficiaries to certain
geographic places, and these renters did nothing but live in dilapidated areas. I also suggest opportunities of HCV
users by comparing with the other three renter groups, based on analyses of neighborhood quality.
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Use of community-owned land institutions, particularly Community Land Trusts (CLTs), has skyrocketed over
the past three decades. These institutions, now numbering approximately 350, seek to remove land from the
private market into community control. However, with growing numbers come increasingly diverse approaches,
contexts and ideologies. While researchers have established CLT success in preserving affordability and
protecting from foreclosures, CLT outcomes may vary widely in different contexts. This project assesses the
feasibility of community land ownership in large metropolitan areas.
The study combines historical analysis and comparative methods with participant-observer interview data to
analyze challenges for urban community land ownership organizations. Through surveying past innovations in the
CLT model and studying a current community ownership land initiative in New York City (mainly using
snowball sampled interviews), it establishes the key institutional pitfalls for community land ownership
organizing today. Comparing past and present case studies allows some speculation about future challenges.
The research concludes that urban communal land organizations with large geographical catchment areas sacrifice

the traditional CLT concept of community in favor of increased affordability for disadvantaged urban residents. In
doing so, institutions sacrifice their permanency, ordinarily guaranteed through community buy-in. The project,
then, offers two central contributions to the CLT literature: 1) it acknowledges the diversity and importance of the
concept of community for CLTs in different contexts, and 2) it exposes the tough trade-off between the competing
goals of affordability and permanency implicitly assumed to be in congruence. This trade-off points to a wider
challenge for urban community ownership structures, and indeed all spatially organized urban community
institutions. Namely, communities in large metropolitan areas are increasingly spatially dispersed. Whether a
community organization defines a tight or expansive spatial scope, it is questionable whether community buy-in
in large cities can be secured through geography at all.
As a participant-observer research study, this project provides an interesting case for collaborative planning
research. The author is a member of the New York City land initiative, the 300-person NYC Real Estate
Investment Cooperative. The research question was inspired by the expressed need of the organization. Strategies
for overcoming challenges associated with data collection in a participant-observer research, and navigating the
research and activism needs of the project are especially relevant for the conference theme this year.
The study suggests important implications for CLT organizing and policy. By articulating the affordabilitypermanency trade-off it enables CLTs to make an informed decision on how to best pursue their goals. For new
and emerging CLTs, it provokes a rethinking of the spatial definition of community and the risks associated with
larger geographic catchment areas. This challenge is particularly pertinent to municipalities exploring the novel
municipal CLT model, which caters to a larger geographic area by definition. Spatial scope and definition of
community are intimately connected concepts that define the outcomes for urban CLTs, and should be considered
by every CLT.
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In the most recent “back to the city movement,” central neighborhoods that once had a significant stock of
affordable housing have changed, pushing housing costs beyond the reach of many low-income households.
While many cities had a significant stock of subsidized housing developed through place-based subsidy programs
of the 1960s and 1970s, the redevelopment of urban neighborhoods has put that stock at risk of being converted to
market-rate rentals (Howell, 2016; Schwartz, 2015). With this loss of both unsubsidized and subsidized affordable
housing, low-income households have moved away from improving neighborhoods in search of affordability. In
addition, the conversion of subsidized units to market-rate means that local government lose hard units and

federal subsidy support in neighborhoods where it is most costly to finance the development of new affordable
housing.
As part of the effort to address these challenges, many local and state governments have focused on the
preservation of the subsidized affordable stock through financial incentives, special initiatives, and informationsharing (National Housing Trust (NHT), 2012; Scally, 2012). Despite of those efforts, local housing markets have
lost subsidized properties due to owner opt out or a HUD-initiated contract termination as a result of housing
conditions or financial insolvency (Ray, Kim, Nguyen, & Choi, 2015). While studies have investigated the
characteristics of buildings that have been lost – including the neighborhoods in which they are located- little has
been done to better understand the specific outcomes, including the events leading up to preservation or loss of
the subsidized buildings, how they were preserved or lost, and what actors were engaged in the process of
preservation (Reina & Begley, 2014; Ray, Kim, Nguyen, & Choi, 2015).
This paper fills that gap by analyzing qualitative and quantitative data about the trajectories subsidized properties
from Washington, DC over the last decade. More than where they were located, these data illustrate the triggers
for loss from the subsidized stock. These triggers, including short term renewals, conditions complaints by
tenants, and failing REAC scores, likely offer points for intervention in the process to prevent the loss of
subsidized housing.
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One of the most significant but least conspicuous housing initiatives of the Obama Administration is the Rental
Assistance Demonstration Program (RAD). The program, which started in 2013, transfers selected public housing
development to the project-based Section 8 program, thereby making the housing eligible for bank- or bondfinancing of essential capital improvements. Instead of remaining at the mercy of Congressional appropriations
for capital improvements, appropriations that cover a small portion of the public housing’s capital improvement
needs, RAD can enable a development to secure financing to cover all of its capital improvement needs at once.
However, the program is not without risks. In particular, the introduction of private financing, raising questions
about security of public housing and its residents in the event of default or foreclosure. Congress has so far
authorized the program to cover 185,000 units of public housing.
In this paper I provide an overview of the RAD program, discuss the need for new sources of financing in the face
of a $21 billion backlog of capital needs and a hostile political climate. I also review the early implementation of
the program, and assess the program’s broader implications for public housing in the United States. The paper is
based in part on analysis of administrative data provided by HUD on the public housing developments that are in
the RAD program, including data on the financing of developments that have completed the process of converting

to project-based Section 8. The paper also draws on interviews with officials at the largest participating Public
Housing Authorities.
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The Housing Choice Voucher program is the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD)
largest affordable housing program, serving over 2 million households across the United States in 2013. One
concern with the existing voucher program is that the level of rent the government will pay through this subsidy is
below actual market rent in some neighborhoods, making these places effectively off limits to households who
receive rental assistance. As a result, HUD created the Small Area Fair Market Rent (SAFMR) demonstration
program, which allows public housing authorities to adjust the rent HUD will pay through its voucher program so
that these rents more closely align with local neighborhood rents. The goal of the demonstration is to give voucher
recipients an opportunity to access neighborhoods where prevailing rents were traditionally above the HUD limit.
Rent levels often represent the quality of the features in those neighborhoods through the capitalization of the
value of these features. As a result, higher rent neighborhoods may offer better opportunities for residents through
better schools, lower crime rates, better access to jobs and public transportation, and other desirable
characteristics. An evaluation of this program will improve our understanding of whether adjusting voucher rent
limits increases a household’s choice set and overall neighborhood access. This evaluation also provides an
opportunity to re-examine the impact of vouchers on the rent levels of unsubsidized households.
This paper evaluates the impact of HUD’s Small Area Fair Market Rent (SAFMR) demonstration program on
voucher recipients and rental markets. It uses tenant-level data from HUD in all six SAFMR demonstration sitesMamaroneck, NY; Laredo, TX; Dallas, TX; Cook County, IL; Long Beach, CA; and Chattanooga, TN. This study
aims to identify whether HUD’s SAFMR program increases a voucher household’s choice set. It does so by
comparing the move patterns of (1) voucher recipients in SAFMR areas before and during the demonstration and
(2) voucher households in SAFMR and those in non-SAFMR areas. This paper also uses a difference-indifferences model to identify whether the SAFMR program increases the ability of a household to successfully
lease a unit with their voucher.
This paper aims to make several contributions. First, it evaluates HUD’s SAFMR program and identifies whether
changing the way voucher rents are calculated increases a voucher household’s choice set and the quality of the
neighborhood where they live. Such knowledge is important as policymakers assess the benefit of expanding this
program to other sites across the country. Second, each voucher holder in a SAFMR area has a choice between n
neighborhoods, where n represents the number of neighborhoods with distinct fair market rents. Given this
structure, there is information in the specific location choice that each household makes, and this study will
provide important insight about household preferences and the role of neighborhood features in influencing
location choices. Combined, this insight will be useful to planners as they attempt to employ federal subsidies to
increase neighborhood access and improve the welfare of low-income households.
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HOW HAVE HOUSING MARKETS REBOUNDED FROM THE BUBBLE?
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Background: Housing markets in the United States continue to adjust from the effects of the housing bubble, its
collapse, and the slow recovery from that collapse. This paper will employ data at from the American Community
Survey for the Metropolitan Statistical Areas of the United States. The research finds that both the markets for
owner-occupants and the markets for renters experienced growth in the supply of units that outpaced the demand
for those units. The problem of excessive supply has abated somewhat in the last five years, but the problems of
surplus housing continue to be a problem for most markets. Vacancy rates remain at high, perhaps unhealthy,
levels. The paradox found in many markets is that prices continue to rise despite a surplus of housing and a failure
of underlying incomes to grow.
Prior work: This paper extends the authors’ prior work on the failure of many housing markets to return to
equilibrium after the collapse of the housing bubble.
Research questions: Building on this work, this paper will seek to identify which metropolitan areas have and
which have not returned to equilibrium after the housing market bubble, its collapse, and the period of recovery.
Methods and data: The research reported here will examine data from the American Community Survey, the
Housing Vacancies and Homeownership data, and the U.S. Postal Service Vacant Address data.
Policy Implications: This research will indicate that housing production strategies, such as the Low-Income
Housing Tax Credit program, may not be the best approach to resolving affordability problems in most markets of
the United States.
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A RISING TIDE: HOW DO CHANGES IN CITIES’ HOUSING WEALTH TRANSLATE INTO
PROPERTY TAX REVENUES?
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LENS, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles] mlens@ucla.edu, presenting author
Understanding the connection between housing markets and local government revenues is increasingly important
in the wake of the housing boom and bust. The property tax, long considered the mainstay of local government
finances and praised for its stability, fell by 4 percent in 2011, its largest decline on record. Cities, counties,
school and special districts were left uncertain as to how to continue to fund vital services.
Changes in housing prices represent a change to local governments’ property tax base. Therefore, one might
assume that these changes show up automatically in property tax revenues. Yet the relationship is more
complicated. Nineteen states and the District of Columbia limit growth in taxable assessed values often because of
citizen initiatives or referendums (Haveman and Sexton 2008). Even where voters have not explicitly tied the
hands of public officials, there may be delays in reassessment or political pressures against allowing taxes to rise
during periods of strong price appreciation.
Accordingly, research has found a lag between rising housing prices and property tax revenue increases
(Chernick, Langley, and Reschovsky 2011; Doerner and Ihlanfeldt 2011; Lutz 2008; Lutz, Molloy, and Shan
2011). However, the bulk of this work has been conducted at state and metropolitan area levels. To assess the
relationship between home prices and property tax revenues more accurately requires city-level housing price
indexes. This is important because housing market dynamics can vary within metropolitan areas. In the Los
Angeles Metropolitan Area in 2005, prices in some cities increased by less than 10 percent while prices in other
cities increased by over 60 percent.
In this paper, we also consider the role of housing wealth. This is especially important in fast growing cities where
the addition of housing units leads to an increase in the tax base. More importantly, perhaps, this paper advances
the existing literature by examining the variation in the relationship between housing price and property tax
revenue across different types of cities. We access recent data on the downturn and developing city level measures
of housing price changes and housing wealth. Then, we compare elasticities of tax revenue change with respect to
housing price changes for cities with different political leanings, state regulations, and housing stock composition.
The most striking finding is the very different behavior of cities’ property tax revenues with respect to increases
in housing wealth in California as compared to other places. In California, property taxes do not increase for
roughly two years following a price increase but then rise very rapidly in years three and four. In other states,
cities’ property tax revenues increase more gradually as prices climb. Yet in all cities, we find that this elasticity
of taxes with respect to housing prices is much less than one. Surprisingly, we find that using city-level measures
of changes in the property tax base as opposed to metropolitan level measures that prior research has depended
upon shows a lower elasticity. This means that cities react more to metropolitan price trends than those in their
own city. Further work will expand the characteristics of cities we consider for analysis and more fully explicate
the theoretical frame behind these hypothesis tests.
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IRRATIONAL EXUBERANCE AT CITY HALL? HOW CITIES REACT TO INCREASES IN
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In this paper, we analyze the dynamics of home prices and city government spending. Specifically, we ask
whether U.S. cities responded to the housing boom of the early 2000s in the same way that households did – by
increasing consumption from the perceived increase in housing wealth. To do this, we apply a modified version of
the canonical median voter model that tests the relationship between city level home price changes and
expenditures, while accounting for standard measures of local preferences as approximated by demographic and
economic characteristics and city and year fixed effects. Our preliminary results indicate a positive relationship
between home price changes and local public spending. However, this effect dissipates when we introduce
economic and demographic control variables and it disappears entirely when we focus on changes within cities
over time holding constant yearly trends. Results are similar when we separate current versus capital
expenditures. Nevertheless, we do find positive effects of home prices on two types of public spending:
transportation and public safety. We then run models that more closely resemble models of household marginal
propensities to consume from housing wealth. Finally, we explore models for cities in California that use
Proposition 13 rules on property tax revenue allocation to address the potential for endogeneous decision making
around property tax rates and changes in housing prices.
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INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY DETERMINANTS OF AGING IN PLACE: THE CASE OF
CINCINNATI AND ITS PLANNING IMPLICATIONS FOR AN AGING-FRIENDLY CITY
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KIM, Jongwoong [University of Cincinnati] kim2jw@mail.uc.edu, presenting author
How can people live as actively and independently as possible as they age? What can urban planning do to
achieve that goal? Population aging is a global phenomenon, and the majority of older adults in the U.S. prefer to
“age in place.” By employing mixed methods, this research intends to identify housing and land use determinants
of aging in place, as well as individual factors. Using Cincinnati as a case study, this project also aims to draw
planning recommendations for U.S. cities to become more “aging-friendly” and to prepare for our impending
aging society.
Today, we face the impending far-reaching ramifications of global population aging. Internationally, the concept

of aging-friendly cities and communities has earned broad recognition in both academia and practice since the
World Health Organization launched the Global Age-Friendly Cities project in 2006. However, “community
planning approaches” (Scharlach, 2012) such as this and the American Association of Retired Persons’ (AARP)
Livable Communities have been questioned about their overly extensive agenda, given limited financial and
resource conditions of localities around the world and in the U.S. (Golant, 2014). Moreover, their theoretical
frameworks need more empirical evidence to justify their programs and policies (Lui, et al., 2009).
In the U.S., by the year 2030, 20 percent of the country’s population will be aged 65 and older (i.e., a super-aged
society), compared to 12 percent in 2000, and numerous public polls have shown a dominant preference among
the older adults for aging in place. Is there such a body of works as “planning for aging in place” or “agingfriendly planning”? There are few studies in planning explicitly focusing on the community planning approaches
(e.g., Jerome Kaufman and Deborah Howe; Howe, 2013) that, instead, receive more attention in other areas such
as social work, geography, and gerontology. This study, theoretically based on the later-life migration decision
model (Bradley and Longino, 2009), uses the Cincinnati metropolitan area as a case to investigate what and how
individual and community characteristics satisfy older adults’ amenity-, assistance-, and relationship-seeking
motivations.
The overall research design is based on the application of mixed methods with quantitative analysis preceding
qualitative analysis. A pair of quantitative models were developed based on the U.S. Census datasets and the
AARP Livability Index online database. In the qualitative phase, the two most elderly-concentrated
neighborhoods in Cincinnati will be examined by employing ethnomethodology. The first quantitative model
explores and identifies individual and community characteristics of the elderly- (65+) and older adults- (51+)
concentrated neighborhoods, by applying factor, regression, discriminant (by age group), and cluster analyses on
multiple pairs of variables. Individual (demographic, economic, and social) characteristics showed more
complicated relationships as preconditions for aging in place, while community characteristics such as population
density and proximity to amenities look to be more relevant factors.
The second model examines housing and neighborhood factors of the elderly residential mobility, looking at
Cincinnati and 28 other metropolitan areas in the U.S. Descriptive statistics along with regression, cluster, and
discriminant analyses were used on variables including housing accessibility features and neighborhood
characteristics. Nationally, a correlation was found between the elderly’s housing and neighborhood satisfaction,
while Cincinnati’s elderly were less satisfied with both their homes and neighborhoods compared to the average.
Main reasons for their current home and neighborhood choice were “room layout-design” for home and
“convenience to friends or relatives” for neighborhood, supporting the assistance- and relationship-seeking
hypotheses. Additional investigations will look into housing market condition, weather, and geographic location
as responses explained by the home and neighborhood satisfaction and search variables, aiming to discover aging
in place determinants distinctive to Cincinnati and other metropolitan areas.
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EXCLUSIONISM OR LEVELLING? EXPLAINING RATES OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING
PRODUCTION IN SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES.
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Regional approaches to affordable housing attempt to overcome the reluctance of local governments to provide
sufficient amounts of low-cost affordable housing. This reluctance of local governments is based on the perceived
costs associated with low-cost housing. These costs include a potential adverse fiscal impact resulting from the
housing of relatively service-needy households in relatively lower-valued properties. Local elected officials are
also sensitive to the opposition of existing residents to affordable housing development, fearing the influx of new
neighbors and the potential harm to quality of life and social cohesion. These concerns can be generalized into
fiscal concerns on the one hand and social exclusion on the other.
This paper analyzes affordable housing production in suburban communities in the Twin Cities region over a 20year period from 1995 to 2015. The research question focuses on how the variation in the development of
affordable housing across suburban municipalities is best explained. We suggest two hypotheses for explaining
differences in affordable housing development across suburbs. The first is the exclusionary hypothesis. This
explanation focuses on efforts by more affluent communities to protect the relative advantages that come with a
more upscale housing stock and a more affluent population. These advantages include lower per capita service
needs, higher per capita property values, higher fiscal capacity and therefore lower tax rates. Exclusion may also
be motivated by the desire to maintain racial/class homogeneity. In this instance, the reluctance to provide
affordable housing is driven by the desire to exclude racial minorities or low-income households who would
disproportionately inhabit such units. This hypothesis predicts that more affluent, whiter communities will lag
behind in the development of affordable housing compared to other communities. The competing explanation can
be called the levelling hypothesis, and it focuses on the motivations of poorer communities with larger minority
populations. In this scenario, local officials in these communities may contend that they have done their “fair
share” when it comes to providing affordable housing and will be motivated to do less affordable housing than
other communities in order to more equitably level the distribution of affordable housing. Thus, this hypothesis
predicts an outcome directly opposite the first; that, less affluent communities with larger minority populations
will lag behind in the development of affordable housing compared to other communities.
Using a range of demographic/census data, we will test the ways in which exclusionism or levelling occur.
Specifically, we test three different scenarios. First, city A may act only on the basis of their own racial, income,
and fiscal profile (affordable housing in city a = f(pctblacka, incomea, taxcapacitya)). We call this a
"compositional" effect. Alternatively, city A may act on the basis of their characteristics relative to a set of
comparison communities (affordable housing city A = f(pctblacka/pctblackb..n, incomea/incomeb..n,
taxcapacitya/taxcapacityb..n) where b..n is a group of neighboring communities (measured by adjacency and by 10mile radius). We call this a "positional" effect. Finally, we test for a "contextual" effect (affordable housing city A
- f(pctblackb..n, incomeb..n, taxcapacityb..n)). We will control for various population, density, and housing market
characteristics in each community.
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Historically, many studies regarding residential mortgages have indicated that beginning with redlining, racial
mortgage discrimination has been persistent in the U.S. housing market, where access to mortgage capital varies
by race (Immergluck, 2009). However, access to mortgage capital for both elderly borrowers and a neighborhood
with a high concentration of elderly homeowners have not received the same attention. From the filtering theory
standpoint, for example, elderly homeowners who live longer in the same neighborhood will be negatively
impacted in access to capital during the trickle-down process where neighborhood characteristics would change
from being occupied by wealthier to poorer families and from being dominated by new or well-maintained
housing to old or physically depreciating housing (Golant, 2008; Quercia & Rohe, 1992). In addition, elderly
homeowners themselves are less likely to spend to maintain their housing (Davidoff, 2004). Given these
backgrounds, the question arising is the following: Do neighborhoods with high concentrations of elderly
households (NHEHs) influence access to mortgage capital in those neighborhoods?
This study investigates the relationship between mortgage lending and the presence of concentration of senior
households in the five largest Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) in Ohio. The main hypothesis is that NHEHs
would be less likely to receive residential mortgages than non-NHEHs, and the causal relationship that the study
looks at is between residential mortgage origination and NHEHs. To pursue this investigation, the study uses the
publicly available data sets including the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data set and American
Community Survey (ACS).
In order to look at the causal relationship, the study begins with a description of the quantity and quality of
residential mortgages originated. First, the study uses Geographic Information System (GIS) to investigate where
new mortgage originations have occurred, their quantity, type and quality, in five MSAs in Ohio, using the
number of mortgage originations per capita as the quantity indicator and mortgage channels as a quality indicator.
Second, the study will overlay this descriptive information on neighborhood attributes including the proportion of
elderly homeowners. Third, the study will identify spatial clustering of mortgages and neighborhood attributes
using a Moran’s I analysis in GIS.
Multiple regression analysis allows for the simultaneous consideration of a variety of causes for differential
neighborhood mortgage originations and mortgage channels. First, OLS regression analysis evaluates the
association between the capital inflow of residential mortgages and neighborhood attributes including the
proportion of elderly homeowners, where the dependent variable is the mortgage origination per capita in a
neighborhood, and the unit of analysis is a neighborhood at the census tract level. Second, binary logistic
regression analysis assesses the association between the mortgage channels (conventional or FHA-insured loans)
and the neighborhood attributes. However, these two regression analyses fail to control for unobservable
neighborhood characteristics. Therefore, and third, the study can take advantage of the longitudinal nature of the
data and use a fixed-effect model to control for time-invariant, unmeasured neighborhood-specific factors. This
method allows for a more accurate assessment of the relationship between mortgage originations and NHEHs.
Fourth, a last set of models will include a spatial error term to account for the possible tendency for mortgage
accessibility and quality in one neighborhood to be associated with accessibility in an adjacent neighborhood.
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Over half a million Toronto residents live in aging apartment towers, 8 storeys or more, scattered across the city
(City of Toronto, n.d., 7). These residents will be significantly impacted by a new City of Toronto initiative called
the Tower Renewal program (hereafter, Tower Renewal) that aims to revitalize these aging apartment towers and
their surrounding neighbourhoods (City of Toronto, 2016). Recognizing the potential impact of this initiative
when it is implemented on a citywide scale, this paper explores Tower Renewal's collaborative approach to tenant
engagement through a case-study analysis of a Tower Renewal project in the Kingston Galloway-Orton Park
(KGO) neighborhood in east Scarborough, Toronto.
The KGO neighbourhood is characterized by what Hulchanski (2006) calls "an urban landscape that has a 30-year
history of [municipal] abandonment" (Hulchanski, 2006, 20). Consequently, KGO residents–who are
predominantly low-income, recent immigrants, and visible minorities–experience many challenges associated
with the lack of social services and inadequate physical infrastructure (Cowen & Parlette, 2011, 3). Residents who
live in under-serviced communities (like the KGO) are likely to continue to experience 'advanced marginality'
(Wacquant 1996) where they remain socially, politically and economically disconnected. In my work, I suggest
that Tower Renewal aims to address some of the challenges of tenant engagement in marginalized
neighbourhoods through collaborative partnerships between Tower Renewal staff, private apartment owners, local
community organizations, academics, and many other project partners. In this way, Tower Renewal follows in the
footsteps of Healey's (1997) work on collaborative planning, which "can be viewed as a process where a variety
of individuals and organizations collectively and interactively work out how to act with respect to shared concerns
and urban issues" (Peterman, 2004, 270-271). However, there are many challenges associated with implementing
collaborative planning approaches in marginalized neighbourhoods such as issues of power, decision hierarchy
and structures of formal influence, and time and resource requirements (Ploger, 2001; Fainstein, 2000; Huxley &
Yiftachel, 2000; and many others).
The broader purpose of this paper is to examine the importance of local resident engagement and collaborative
approaches in neighbourhood revitalization programs that are implemented in marginalized neighbourhoods.
Focusing on a Tower Renewal project in the KGO neighbourhood, three main points of research analysis are
discussed in this paper: (1) why is local resident engagement important in neighbourhood revitalization programs,
and in Tower Renewal more specifically; (2) how did the City of Toronto engage apartment tenants in the KGO
Tower Renewal project; and (3) what role did local community organizations and university partnerships play in
tenant engagement in the KGO neighbourhood. My research methods involve a review of policy documents,
legislative reports and by-laws that support the Tower Renewal program; and approximately 20 semi-structured
interviews with Tower Renewal staff, local community organizations, apartment tenants, apartment owners,
academics, and local residents groups involved in the KGO Tower Renewal project.
The very current nature of Tower Renewal implementation, and its potential future impact on half a million
Toronto residents, demonstrates the relevance of providing an academic examination before this initiative is
implemented on a citywide scale. My research is timely and relevant in contributing to the growing academic
literature on the intersection of neighbourhood revitalization, collaborative planning, community engagement,
urban marginality, and university involvement. My hope is that this research paper will provide useful
information for the diversity of actors that are involved in more recent neighbourhood revitalization initiatives
across North America.
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While urban poverty has been known to be spatially concentrated in some inner areas for a long time, recent
studies have shown that the degree of poverty concentration has declined substantially in many American cities,
particularly during the 1990s (see e.g., Berube and Frey 2002; Jargowsky 2003). It has also been demonstrated
that poverty has increasingly expanded to suburban areas to which relatively little attention has been paid (see
e.g., Holliday and Dwyer, 2009; Lee, 2011). Furthermore, rapid economic restructuring, combined with massive
investment in selected inner-city neighborhoods and resultant gentrification, has induced an extremely
complicated relocation (or displacement) process that can lead to significant changes in poverty distribution
within a contemporary metropolis.
To better understand the nature of the emerging poverty dynamics, this study examines how poverty distribution
has changed in the Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, CA metropolitan region and why. More specifically, an
investigation is made to capture the detailed changes of poverty rates in nearly three thousand census tracts over
the last two decades (i.e., the 1990s and 2000s) and to reveal the major forces behind these spatiotemporal
changes. Spatial regression models are employed to accomplish these tasks with careful consideration of various
forms of spatial interdependence that can play a part in determining the concentration and/or diffusion of poverty
over space.
Results show that high poverty areas have stretched over space, not in a way that expands their overall size but in
a way that increases the degree of spatial fragmentation (i.e., emergence of small poverty concentrations in
remoted locations) throughout the last two decades. More importantly, it is found that neighborhood poverty
change itself is not an independent, self-reinforcing process. Rather, the changing patterns of poverty distribution
can be better explained as a result of wealth diffusion (as opposed to poverty diffusion) and other spatiallyexplicit economic dynamics
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Due to the tight U.S. rental market and the insufficient federal housing assistance for low-income households, an
increasing number of renters have suffered from severe housing costs and have experienced housing instability
(Desmond, 2015). Housing instability refers to a situation where households have had no control over their
housing circumstances (Beer, 2011) and it emerges as frequent residential moves usually between unaffordable,
overcrowded, doubled-up, or shoddy accommodations (Skobba & Goetz, 2013). The growing literature on
housing instability points out its detrimental impacts on multiple dimensions of well-being, such as
physical/mental health, childhood development, education, and social networks (Cohen & Wardrip, 2011).
However, surprisingly, little is known about how exactly housing instability occurs and what accounts for
disparities in housing instability.
Using multiple measures of housing instability, this study fills a gap in the literature by investigating the
mechanisms of housing instability among renters. More specifically, this paper examines the following research
questions: (1) What are the trigger events that make renters experience housing instability? (2) Are there renters
that are more likely to experience housing instability after controlling for socioeconomic shocks? and (3) Do the
mechanisms of the multiple types of housing instability vary?
This study focuses on explaining the four types of constrained residential moves among renters, reflecting their
unstable housing circumstances: 1) a self-reported involuntary move, 2) a move to unaffordable housing, 3) a
move to overcrowded housing, and 4) a move to doubled-up housing, which involves living with other non-family
members. Our analysis is based on a nationwide sample of 7,183 renters from the Panel Study of Income
Dynamics (PSID) data from 1999 to 2013. Using the hybrid logit models to analyze the panel data (Allison,
2009), this paper estimates the impacts of the socioeconomic shocks within households as well as householdspecific socioeconomic characteristics on the likelihood of experiencing the four types of housing instability.
This paper identifies several distinctive patterns of housing instability. First, we find that renters experience
housing instability due to not only their low incomes but also rapid decreases in household income. Moreover, in
response to decreasing income, renters tend to experience different types of housing instability depending on
whether their income drop entails other negative events, such as unemployment or family dissolution. Second, we
find several types of renters that are more likely to experience particular types of housing instability. Households
with lower income and wealth during the study period are more likely to experience housing instability than
better-off households. Also, housing instability tends to occur more to younger and older renters, renters with
multiple children, or female-headed renters, after controlling for their economic conditions. Third, the results
show that receiving housing assistance significantly reduces the likelihood of experiencing all four types of
housing instability during the study period.
This study is the first empirical paper to identify the patterns of how renters experience particular types of housing
instability as their housing costs burdens increase based on the nationwide panel data. This study implies that the
conventional measures of housing instability reflect the varying severity of unstable housing circumstances. This
study also helps to identify the policy targets who are most easily exposed to housing instability and provides the
implications for the short-term rental assistance.
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This paper presents the results of an extensive revealed preference analysis of the economic value of urban
amenities — including various forms of green space, school quality, and more — in the Seoul metropolitan area,
South Korea. It specifically develops a two-stage hedonic price analysis of the housing market in order to: (i)
determine what types neighborhood amenities mater in the Korean context, and how; and (ii) estimate the value
of, and demand for, education quality and the role of “bio-philia” in the Seoul space-economy. It also estimates
the consumer surplus of various policies aimed at quality of life improvements. Along the way, the paper explores
the importance of amenities specific to the Korean context and the explains the psychology of quality of life in
Korean culture. The analysis itself — which engages more than 148 trillion KRW, or about 129 billion USD, in
housing transactions — reveals, among other things, that both naturally-occuring and human-made amenities
exert considerable force within the region’s real estate market. A particularly interesting finding is that, all else
being equal, residents of Seoul’s prestigious Gangnam district pay an estimated premium of 278,000,000 KRW
(241,740 USD) for the privilege of living there. This general finding is a measure of a cultural zeitgeist that has
recently swept the globe – and a manifestation of Seoul’s established primacy as a world city. The paper
concludes by drawing generalizable lessons for real estate markets in other world cities.
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A double impasse characterizes debate on U.S. housing tenure, with advocates fighting for rental or ownership
housing on the one side and “Third Way” or mixed tenure solutions on the other side. Breaking this impasse
requires disengaging from conceptions of an idealized form of tenure and adopting a framework of making
virtually all tenures as secure and supported as possible, so that diverse households are able to live in homes that
best fit their changing needs over their lifecycles. This research 1) presents data on the variety of tenures in the
U.S., 2) conveys a new two-dimensional map of tenure according to their degrees of control and potential for
wealth-building, and 3) shows how U.S. institutions shape their risks and subsidies. Most U.S. tenures. are
inherently risky, particularly those that are dominant subsidy recipients. A new housing regime is needed to
secure and support as many tenures as possible.
Key Words: Housing tenure, Homeownership, Rental housing, Accessory dwelling units, Community land trusts
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Community benefits agreements (CBAs) have recently proliferated in planning and urban development.
Community benefits agreements exist between developers and community representatives; the developer agrees
to provide community benefits in exchange for community support for the project (Wolf-Powers, 2010). Under
this strategy, communities, developers and local government stakeholders leverage urban growth to attempt to
promote community development and social justice. The first significant CBA governed the $2.5 billion Staples
Center development in downtown Los Angeles in 2001. Since then, CBAs have become common on large-scale
urban development projects across the country (Marantz, 2015; Saito & Truong, 2014).
In theory, community benefits agreements enable community stakeholders to become influential participants in
the development process and to employ community resources to determine the agreement specifics. As such, the
community benefits agreement approach tries to build upon lessons learned from urban renewal and
disinvestment, in which marginalized residents did not have meaningful input into the development projects that
disrupted their communities (Lucas-Darby, 2012). The concern for public and local benefits is particularly
important since projects covered by community benefits agreements frequently include large public subsidies, and
the agreements promise needed benefits to disadvantaged communities (Wolf-Powers, 2010).
However, even though these agreements have become important to urban development and community
development, little research so far has examined agreement implementation or the outcomes produced for
community development. Early evidence on community benefits agreement outcomes is only beginning to
emerge, but it suggests that CBAs deliver limited benefits for communities, and that some agreements may fail to
deliver all of the promised community benefits (Marantz, 2015; Saito & Truong, 2014; Hutson, 2013). Existing
theory on consensus building and deliberative governance overlooks implementation, but provides reason to
believe that community benefits agreements may systematically fail to deliver substantive change to marginalized
groups, including community stakeholders, despite good faith deliberation and consensus on the agreement terms
(e.g. Purcell, 2009).
With this research, I seek to understand how, and the extent to which, community benefits agreements produce
outcomes, particularly for community stakeholders. To this end, I use comparative case studies of two community
benefits agreements case studies (the Park East Redevelopment Compact, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and the
Atlanta Falcons Community Benefits Plan, in Atlanta, Georgia) to examine agreement implementation as it
unfolds. To develop these case studies, I employ data from field interviews with local government, developer, and
community stakeholders. I triangulate these interview data with archival research, including a media content
analysis and public documents.

I find that community stakeholders may have little direct control over outcomes delivery after the agreement gets
signed, and rely on other stakeholders to realize their benefits. Community outcomes are among the last to
materialize, after other stakeholders may have achieved their original goals and retain little incentive to produce
community outcomes. In such cases, community stakeholders can use indirect tactics, including community
monitoring and enforcement, to induce other stakeholders to produce community outcomes. However, this comes
at a significant cost, and places the burden of benefits realization onto under-resourced communities, with
significant implications for community development and social justice.
Research on community benefits agreements is both timely and important. As large-scale development projects
become more common urban areas, often employing significant public funds, community benefits agreements
have become a common strategy to attempt to ensure more equitable development. For this reason, it is crucial to
understand whether these agreements produce the outcomes promised to community residents, and how this
process occurs, including which factors contribute to the production of community outcomes.
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In this paper, we develop a conceptual model and empirical analysis to investigate the role of investments by and
expansion of the North American post-secondary education sector in shaping the gentrification, studentification,
youthification of central cities.
Since the onset of post-Fordist urban restructuring, the downtowns of major cities have become increasingly
gentrified. Some consider this as an outcome of broader societal processes associated with the coming of postindustrial society (Ley, 1996), while others view the trends through the neo-classical lens of the consumer city, or
the ascent of a creative class. While there are key differences, all these perspectives focus on the role of people's
changing decisions, whether they be the outcome of individual choice or larger socio-cultural processes, in
shaping the urban structure. Contrary, there are those informed by structuralist perspectives who view
gentrification primarily as a 'return of capital, not people' to the central city (N. Smith, 1979).
More recently, researchers have considered the neighborhood level changes associated with the influx of postsecondary students near large university and college campuses through studentification (D. Smith, 2005), and the

influx of young adults into high density, amenity-rich neighborhoods that remain young over time through
youthification (Moos, 2015). In our paper, we will unpack these trends further to critically examine the ways
these three phenomena may be intertwined and are fueled in part by an expanding knowledge economy, and its
training institutions.
In some ways, what we propose is a variant of state-led gentrification that results in studentification. However, it
is more than that. Post-secondary institutions are quasi-state bodies that have increasingly relied on public-private
partnerships and private donations for expansion (Kirby, 2007). Yet, states are also of course heavily invested in
the growth of post-secondary institutions, particularly if the research they produce has direct commercialization
potential but also merely because the share of a nation's population with a university degree has become the
currency for measuring success in the knowledge economy. At the same time, the individual decisions of young
adults about where to study and where to reside are also shaped by amenities, access to transit and other urban
characteristics. The question thus remains how all these pieces fit together.
In the paper, we thus develop these concepts further to derive a larger theoretical frame that does not attempt to
resolve theoretical disputes regarding the drivers behind gentrification but instead intends to bring them into
conversation with one another, viewing each perspective as having its own merit in the larger story of the factors
shaping urban structures. We then develop the model to explain the linkages among gentrification,
studentification and youthification. We contribute to urban studies and planning scholarship by assessing the
benefits and risks of using these complementary concepts to understand urban change and in contributing to
progressive urban political agendas focused on social equity.
We use unique primary and secondary data to empirically analyse the role of students in shaping gentrification
and youthification in US and Canadian cities. As a case study, we also examine the geographies of post-secondary
institutions, by enrollment size, in Canada's three largest metropolitan areas, Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver.
We track the 'spillover' effects of expansions in enrollment and the building of secondary campuses and student
housing by analyzing the geographic correlations among post-secondary institutions and gentrification and
youthification. Linkages between post-secondary institutions and processes of urban change are expected to
extend beyond highly visible institution-led urban renewal projects.
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The proposed paper will provide a conceptual framework and empirically-based case study for clarifying and
categorizing four inter-related outcomes of community economic development: economic development, social
equity, environmental sustainability, and creative cultural vitality.

This perspective extends the triple bottom line approach that focuses on developing projects that simultaneously
yield economic, social, and environmental benefits. Several researchers argue that creative individuals and
industries increasingly drive regional economic growth as part of global restructuring (Florida 2005; Scott 2004);
cultural vitality is an under-emphasized yet measurable asset and process of community development (Jackson et
al 2006); and that the impact of artistic clusters is often place-specific as well as under-estimated (Grodach et al
2014). However, few studies examine cultural creativity in the comparative context of economic, social, and
environmental development. The proposed paper contributes to existing literature by addressing the question of
whether a creative cultural vitality outcome is conceptually and empirically distinct from economic, social, and
environmental outcomes.
The paper will provide a case analysis of the quadruple bottom line framework by examining two community
economic development projects in Seattle. The case analyses will highlight the emergence of a quadruple bottom
line policy framework as well as will examine the trade-offs associated with quadruple bottom line community
economic development. Case data—collected annually between 2005 and 2015 by graduate researchers in a
Community Economic Development course at the University of Washington—include field studies, key
informant interviews, documents review, and photo and video documentaries. The paper will discuss the
implications of a quadruple bottom line approach for researchers and practitioners of community economic
development.
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Finding and securing affordable housing are pressing concerns for millions of families in the United States.
According to data from the American Community Survey, more than one in three households pay more than 30%
of their income toward housing costs. However, federal policy has focused on promoting homeownership and
(de)regulating the financial industry. What affordable housing policies and programs should the next presidential
administration prioritize? In this roundtable, discussants will offer recommendations for the direction of federal
policy on affordable housing. Discussants may respond to trends and recent findings, including continued cuts in
funding for public housing; long-term outcomes from the Moving to Opportunity demonstration program; new
regulations on affirmatively furthering fair housing; and increased attention to the links between housing,
instability, and poverty. The roundtable directly addresses the conference theme by engaging scholars to discuss
how affordable housing research can impact policy and practice.
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This paper studies whether current housing affordability challenges are associated with the growing size of the
young adult cohort that is arriving at the doors of an increasingly expensive housing market. This paper makes a
novel contribution to the literature in housing studies, demography, and planning through the creation of a new
quantitative tool to express as an indicator what Myers (2015) recently has coined the term "generational
congestion" of young adults.
Millennials are the largest demographic since the Baby Boom generation. As this current generation of young
adults enters the housing market, forecasters expect boomers to begin to exit home ownership, predicting
generational housing bubble from these state-by-state changes in aggregate demand (Myers & Ryu, 2008). Since
the Great Recession of 2008, however, Millennials trying to enter the housing market are finding themselves
stalled, with lower rates of household formation and persistently higher rates of rental tenure (Myers, 2015).
Housing affordability has traditionally been viewed as outcomes of class and neo-liberal housing policies.
Affordability has been correlated with household income, household size, the presence of children, the type of
tenure, the price of housing (particularly rent price), and city size (Moore & Skaburskis, 2004).
Researchers who have studied equitable access to housing in gentrifying cities have recently also added a
generational lens, observing an increasing concentration of young adults renting for longer periods in downtowns
(Moos, 2015). The traditional housing lifecycle expected young adults to move from rental accommodations into
home ownership. However, these normative expectations have varied in the post-modern, neo-liberal city, with
young adults living with parents, sharing accommodations, and living in couples without children for extended
periods of time (Clapham et al., 2014).
Prior research has explored the relationship among the changing size of the young adult cohort, household
formation and progression into home ownership (Myers, 2015). In this paper, we test empirically whether housing
affordability concerns stifle household formation by focusing on the 24 largest Canadian census metropolitan
areas as case studies. We develop a novel "index of generational congestion" that aims to capture the flows of
cohorts in and out of the housing market. It measures the relative size of cohorts and their potential for household
formation and entry into or exit from homeownership. We draw on public-use micro-data from the census to
conduct this analysis over successive periods.
Constructed for the 24 largest Canadian census metropolitan areas, significance testing is used to study the
relationship between housing affordability and the changing relative size of young adults in local housing

markets, and its geographic variations.
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We will use detailed data on household income to track household location on an annual basis to assess whether
low-income households disproportionately move out of rail transit neighborhoods after transit service begins. In
doing so, we will examine whether new light rail catalyzes a process of house price and rent increases that pushes
low-income residents out of transit-oriented neighborhoods, and if the answer is yes, where those low-income
residents move. This information is crucial to understanding current debates regarding light rail transit and
displacement, and is also necessary to assess the sustainability of rail transit systems in large metropolitan areas
(Cervero & Murakami, 2010).
One of the most important yet under-studied rail transit issues is its impact on displacement of low-income
households from transit-oriented neighborhoods. With affordable housing in short supply in many of the same
cities that are aggressively building rail transit, displacement of low income residents has become a key policy
debate (Zuk et al 2015). The question of the effect that living near transit stations has over households of varying
income levels is also fundamental for understanding transit ridership and the environmental impacts of rail transit.
Because low-income persons use transit more and drive less than persons of higher income, if transit gentrifies
neighborhoods by displacing low-income persons it stands to reason that the impact of the rail system on
sustainability may be less than if low-income households are not displaced after rail stations open. Previous
research on gentrification has highlighted the importance of who moves into and who is displaced from
gentrifying neighborhoods, but research has not specifically correlated these changes with rail transit (Freeman &
Braconi 2007, Cervero 2007). In summary, there is very little evidence on the migration of households after rail is
built.
This project uses geocoded California income tax information to identify household residential location and
household income levels to track those households over time to assess whether low-income households migrate
out of transit-oriented neighborhoods at disproportionate rates after rail service begins and, if they do, where those

households move. Our research will shed light on this issue in four innovative ways: (1) by tracking individual
households by income, (2) by analyzing household mobility before and after rail investment occurs (station
opening), (3) by developing a like for like counterfactual from the same dataset, and (4) by analyzing
displacement trends at frequencies as often as annual over several years.
This work contributes to both scholarship and practice in meaningful ways. From the scholarly perspective, this
project connects the literatures on gentrification and displacement to the literature on transit-oriented
development, in a direct manner. Additionally, the unique individual-level, longitudinal, geocoded database gives
fertile ground to answer additional questions about neighborhood mobility, place-based policies, urban structure,
and the household location choices of individuals. For practitioners, understanding migration effects of
households resulting from rail transit construction will inform both future system planning and current land use
planning. Future systems will take the findings into account to put in policies to deter potential displacement prior
to construction and opening of new stations. For existing stations, understanding household migration patterns
will shed better light on demand for both affordable and market rate housing units near transit.
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Despite recent trends in urban redevelopment, residential property distress, blight, and abandonment remains a
widespread problem in many US cities. Though the impact of blight is of perennial interest to urban planning
scholars, it has been a difficult topic to study empirically. This difficulty arises in part from a paucity of reliable
data on physical property conditions. We overcome this obstacle with a novel new data set. In 2015, the Thriving
Communities Institute, a Cleveland-based nonprofit, conducted a one-hundred percent survey of external property
conditions in the city. The survey includes a number of measures of property distress and makes possible a crosssectional analysis of property conditions. We combine this survey with historical census data from the GeoLytics
Neighborhood Change database, and with spatial data on historical housing policies and mortgage redlining.
Together these data allow us to examine the origins and spatial characteristics of concentrated blight. We find, not
surprisingly, that residential blight and distress in Cleveland is spatially clustered. Further, our analysis shows that
neighborhoods in which physical distress is most severe, are those with historically high levels of poverty, racial
segregation, and are more likely to have been the location of discriminatory housing policies and mortgage
redlining. This study is one of the first systematic examinations of the spatial manifestation of blight, as well as its
historical correlates. This research will inform scholarship and policy related to blight, housing filtering, urban
decline, and the neighborhood effects of concentrated poverty.
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As suburbanization turned Los Angeles and other US cities inside out, development spread outwards into open
land. Now the Los Angeles region is turning outside in again, and demand pressures are once more focused on
urban neighborhoods. This time, developers confront a landscape of buildings and people who already live in
those neighborhoods. Residents hold legitimate claims to the places where they live, but have varying amounts of
tenure security and political power to resist redevelopment. As a result of the expense and difficulty of infill
development and redevelopment, little new housing is built, especially in the most advantaged and desirable
neighborhoods. For the most part, newcomers are left to find accommodations in older housing nearby, increasing
competition for a highly limited resource, driving prices skyward, and spurring gentrification.
Not every urban neighborhood faces gentrification pressures. Localized gentrification is only one highly visible
instance of neighborhood change in a region where the hierarchy of more and less advantaged places is
maintained and even intensified by the persistent legacies of concentrated wealth on one hand, and long-term
disinvestment and continuing racial discrimination on the other. Even so, the housing shortage is felt in
neighborhoods across the region, and housing prices have risen dramatically at all levels of the housing market.
In this paper, I investigate the ways in which the existing housing stock constrains the places where newcomers
can live, which both shapes the trajectories of neighborhood change and reinforces the uneven geography of
opportunity in Los Angeles neighborhoods. I incorporate current perspectives on residential mobility and racial
segregation, as well as the neighborhood-level impacts of immigration. I draw on filtering theory to understand
the ways in which regional demand shocks ripple through the housing market. I begin with the research question:
How do the existing housing stock and prior housing occupancy influence the neighborhood-level impacts of
regional demand shocks?
To address this question, I first map the spatial structure of the urban housing market, both in terms of the housing
stock and its occupants. Then I analyze the changes in the patterns of ongoing residential mobility that have
contributed to demographic and socioeconomic changes in neighborhoods. The setting is the five county Los
Angeles-Long Beach Combined Statistical Area. I rely on census tract level data from the 1990, 2000, and 2010
Census, and the 2008-12 ACS, interpolated to 2010 census tract boundaries using the Longitudinal Tract
Database. I define housing submarkets within the region using cluster analysis to group the residuals of a hedonic
regression. I then describe the housing and population characteristics in each housing submarket in 1990. I
measure the population flows in each housing submarket for age and race cohorts, age and education cohorts, and
immigrant arrival cohorts during the 1990s and 2000s, compare the population flows in the 1990s and 2000s, and
assess the resulting changes in the population by race, educational attainment, and immigrant status. I analyze
changing local population flows in the context of regional housing market conditions and demographic and

economic shifts, and pay particular attention to the role of housing tenure, availability, and redevelopment.
This research improves our understanding of the role of housing in neighborhood change, which is particularly
relevant for planners in places facing population growth and housing shortages. With a better understanding of the
ways that regional housing market dynamics play out at the local level, planners will have more evidence to
design plans and policies to accommodate urban growth and change in existing neighborhoods.
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Legacy cities, also known as shrinking cities, rust belt cities, or post-industrial cities, face persistent population
decline, disinvestment, and structural economic challenges (Dewar & Thomas, 2012; Mallach, 2012). The broader
economic and demographic shifts noted throughout the legacy city literature connect to the neighborhood level in
that changes flow from regional shocks and diffuse across housing sub-markets (Galster, 2001). Resulting
neighborhood changes, including shifts in the physical, demographic, and socio-economic characteristics, imply
that ‘the type and even existence of neighborhoods can and often does vary across urban space’ (Galster, 2012, p.
86). Mikelbank (2011, p. 318) further argues that ‘both time and space play critical roles in understanding the way
in which neighborhood types evolve over time.’
To examine the nature of neighborhoods across the declining landscape of legacy cities, this inquiry asks: (1)
what neighborhood types are found in legacy cities (1970-2010)? (2) what transition patterns between
neighborhood types are found in legacy cities (1970-2010)? This research uses 43 census variables at the tract
level from the Geolytics Neighborhood Change Database and employs hierarchical cluster analysis and
discriminant analysis to identify neighborhood types in five legacy cities (Baltimore, Cleveland, Philadelphia,
Richmond, and St. Louis) across five census decades (1970-2010). The pooled analysis results eight legacy city
neighborhood types: Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged; Collapsed Urban Core; Competitive & Educated, some
Distress; Declining & Black; Educated Newcomers; Established & Stable Homeowners; Highly Bifurcated:
Success & Distress; and White Immigrant. In addition, the analysis follows the transition patterns of tracts
between neighborhood types, finding that only about 1/3 transitioned between the two larger neighborhood groups
(Highly Distressed or Stable) between 1970 and 2010. Although population loss is a unifying theme among
legacy cities and regions, the key variables driving differences among places at the neighborhood scale include
housing tenure, housing values, poverty rate, educational attainment (both high school and college), and age of
housing. Race is also a defining differentiator, particularly among the highly distressed neighborhood types.
The longitudinal, cross-city typology developed through this research paints a broad picture of what types of

neighborhoods are found in legacy cities, the concentration and diffusion of these types over time, and the
citywide spatial context of these patterns. Lessons for urban planners and policy makers working in legacy city
neighborhoods include the need for a wide range of neighborhood policy approaches that acknowledge both
market-based realities and the spatial context of racial inequalities. This work provides legacy city planners and
policy makers with a framework for creating policies and strategies that can address the needs of the full spectrum
of legacy city neighborhoods, indicates that strategies may successfully transfer across legacy cities, and
highlights key variables differentiating places in legacy cities.
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Complex patterns of suburban growth, decline, and redevolopment are reshaping metropolitan regions across the
United States. In some older suburbs, aging housing is becoming obsolete and decreasing in quality (Anacker &
Morrow-Jones, 2009). Devalorized suburbs have lost population over the last forty years and are now home to
more impoverished residents than ever before. Despite increasing evidence of suburban decline, new suburbs
continue to arise on the periphery and some older suburbs remain stable with sustained investment. Existing
suburban areas are receiving substantial redevelopment (Charles, 2014; Delmelle, Zhou, & Thill, 2014; Hanlon,
2015). The diversity of suburban types may be creating differential forms of redevelopment. Residential
redevelopment in the suburban context can take the form of teardowns, major additions, or renovations.
Redevelopment has the potential to update suburban housing and form, reinvigorating older suburbs and
increasing their lifespan.
This paper examines the relationship between suburban growth and decline and the forms of redevelopment that
occur. We used Cleveland's suburbs in Cuyahoga County, Ohio as a case study. Cuyahoga County has long been
documented as a site of suburban decline (Keating & Bier, 2008). While many of the inner suburbs in the county
are built out, the newer suburbs in the outer ring continue to be sites of new development. The jurisdictional
fragmentation of the county and its varied patterns of growth and decline make it an ideal case study for
examining redevelopment in different types of suburban neighborhoods. Our primary research questions in this
study are: Where is redevelopment taking place? Are there differences in the types of redevelopment activity that
declining and growing suburbs are receiving? We hypothesize that older suburbs with a stable or growing
trajectory will receive more redevelopment in the form of renovations and major additions while suburbs on a
trajectory of decline will see less substantive reinvestment and a greater level of demolitions.
Our analysis consists of spatial statistics, multiple regression, and typology construction. We used residential
redevelopment permits from the Cuyahoga County auditor to operationalize redevelopment. The dataset includes
all permits from 2000 to 2014. Due to the variety of small activities that require permits in different jurisdictions,

we only considered permits with a minimum amount of $10,000 as redevelopment. We geocoded the permits,
coded the permit descriptions, and aggregated the permits to the Census tract level. Aggregating the permits
allowed us to use the Neighborhood Change Database, a dataset that normalizes Census data to 2010 boundaries,
to identify neighborhood trajectories from 1970 to 2000. The Local Indicator of Spatial Autocorrelation (LISA)
statistic indicated where there are significant clusters of redevelopment occurring while regression analyses
provided evidence of the neighborhood conditions that result in greater redevelopment. Finally, we used the
permit descriptions to develop a typology of the neighborhoods that are receiving different forms of reinvestment.
We found that there are disparities in the quality of redevelopment activities. Reinvestment is primarily occurring
in stable neighborhoods; these areas are seeing major additions and renovations that offset housing obsolescence.
There is a greater prevalence of housing demolition that municipalities are undertaking in declining suburbs,
suggesting that these jurisdictions are managing decline without seeing substantive private redevelopment. Our
work highlights several important considerations for planning practice. Patterns of residential redevelopment can
help planners identify underserved areas in their communities. Public resources can be used to strategically
incentivize and spur redevelopment in areas that have decreasing housing quality and a high proportion of lowincome households. Planners should also consider how individual homeowners' activities impact the affordability
and character of neighborhoods and implement policies to prevent undesirable redevelopment.
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Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) have attracted increased interest as a strategy for retrofitting suburbs that lack
affordable and multigenerational housing. Yet, there has been relatively little recent research on ADUs (see
Antoninetti, 2008 and Chapple et al. 2012 as an exception). This study focuses on Long Island where “[t]he
shortage of affordable rental homes is already straining Long Island’s economy, and will make it much harder to
compete for jobs in the years ahead” (Long Island Community Foundation and Regional Plan Association, 2013,
p. 3). One of the report’s proposed solutions was the development and legalization of accessory apartments, a type
of ADU. The goal of our study is to provide a basic count of legal ADUs on Long Island, utilizing several
methods: first, a survey of local officials; second, an analysis of tax assessment records that designated singlefamily residences with accessory units with a special code; third, an analysis of properties that had been sold
during the prior year to obtain evidence that a legal ADU existed in the unit.

In this paper we provide a literature review of smart growth and suburban retrofitting. We discuss our survey of
existing zoning codes; local demographics in jurisdictions that permit and do not permit ADUS; the prevalence of
legal ADUs; and the attitudes of local government officials towards these units. Our best estimate is that about
two percent of single-family homes on Long Island have a legal ADU, representing about 14,500 to 16,000 units.
This range roughly corresponds to seven to eight percent of the region’s rental stock, though this estimate may be
imprecise as legal ADUs may or may not be included in Census rental estimates. Similarly, it is difficult to
measure unpermitted units through the Census and other data sources.
We also discuss our survey of local town and village staff. While some village officials saw ADUs as making a
positive contribution to affordable housing on the island, they did not necessarily see them as supporting local
planning goals. Indeed, they saw parking, safety, and inharmonious design as ADUs’ most significant drawbacks.
They overwhelmingly believed residents as supported status quo ADU policy, and were most concerned that
residents would object to ADUs because they are a form of affordable housing. This suggests that ADUs have not
escaped the challenging race and class politics of affordable housing generally, even among local officials on
Long Island. At the same time, strategies such as design charrettes – i.e., for model ADUs appropriate to
particular neighborhoods – may alleviate at least some of the concern regarding the incompatibility of design, and
provide guidance to homeowners seeking to build an additional unit. While perceptions of local officials
regarding resident perception are important, further research is needed to assess residents’ actual attitudes towards
ADUs produced for the open rental market.
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A creative city is not just a place where art and culture happens, but a space where a broader “everywhere culture”
reintegrates social/cultural practices into the spaces and activities of the postmodern urban society. This paper will
be an interrogation and exploration of this shift by developing and defining the concept of “art everywhere.”
For much of the 20th century, boundaries were carefully established and protected. Art was presented in places
controlled by and shaped by professional curators, museum directors, gallery owners, and art academics. Entering
a liquid modern world (Bauman, 2000), boundaries between institutions and the street broke down. Liquid
modernity values accessibility, equity, and innovative spaces for art’s sited-ness in the city. Artists have relocated
their works and shifted the nature of their “product.” On the ground and in the street, art everywhere artists create
work that is “everyday urbanism” (Chase, Crawford & Kaliski, 2008).
These artists produce their art on the sidewalks, street walls, public housing complexes, and other public spaces.
They engage social issues such as race, class, gender, immigration, environmental justice, and gentrification.

They use murals, theater, land art, sound, installations, and media designs to express their ideas and connect to
their audience. They partner with endangered, embattled, and outcast communities. While the art market focuses
on a tiny number of collectors, they make art that is about equity and liberation, safety and consciousness.
This paper asks how these artists fit into planning’s narrative of urban placemaking within creative cities?
Municipal leaders and federal grant makers extol the virtues of “creative cities” and “creative placemaking.” Only
recently, Markusen (2013) argued for stepping away from the “fuzzy indicators,” “vibrancy,” “livability,” and
“vitality,” toward measurements communities themselves determine. The ambiguities surrounding these terms
illustrate the ongoing debate about how planners and policy makers prioritize arts and culture for economic and
community development (Zukin, 1995). Markusen (2014) regrets the economic agenda’s narrowness, given the
“intrinsic values of arts and culture…. beauty, critique, innovation, emotional insights, cultural bridging, and
bonding among them.” This paper will consider if the art everywhere artists provide an alternative conception of
the creative city.
The paper is based on 4 to 6-hour qualitative interviews with 3 Los Angeles artists, and constitutes the initial
research of a book project slated to feature 10-14 art everywhere practitioners. The interviews include transcribed
discussions and charted walks taken with artists through their urban spaces. We employ content and image
analysis to critically examine their work, its relationship to community, and its contribution to alternative
conceptions of the city.
Art everywhere artists produce materials or processes validating, identifying, supporting and defending
communities, spaces, people, and places. These artists are not simply socially engaged; they view their activities
in the context of their communities. They explore connections within and between communities using
conventional and unconventional methods of art production. They are creative placemakers in the purest sense.
They work to build an alternative creative city.
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Cultural organizations' relation with neighborhood change is an important policy issue given gentrification
concerns. Numerous scholars have suggested a relationship between the establishment of arts organizations,
ranging from artists' studios to galleries and museums, as pioneering signs of eventual gentrification. Most
researchers use the various arts sectors to analyze this relationship. We explore an understudied sector, media arts
organizations (MAOs) to see if such a simple relationship exists, or if instead, institutional intent (as represented
by organizational mission) influences in MAOs' relationship with change.
We utilize a unique database, the National Alliance for Media Arts and Culture's 2010 ‘Mapping the Field’

survey, and census data on the sites of each MAO studied to examine, first, can one create a typology of MAOs;
second, do MAOs correlate neighborhood change; and third, does influence vary according to organizational
type?
The typology is a critical first step because we believe that the sector category obscures differences within each
arts sector. That is, organizations' having distinct institutional intentions underscores how organizations' day-today processes are social constructions, and separate from specific art sector. To reveal these differences, we coded
mission statements from MAOs' websites and developed a typology of organizations based on differences
discovered in the stated missions. Then we measured MAOs' contribution to neighborhood change by calculating
and comparing move-in values with those five years before and after arrival. Finally, we refined this analysis by
using organizational intent. We argue that organizational or institutional mission (intent) has a strong predictive
power regarding an MAO's relationship with its local community.
We initially typed the MAOs into a typology with three categories: Art, Local Art Community, and Community
Builders. The categories roughly range along a spectrum defined by the organization's focus on art production and
to what extent they define community as geographically contingent. We found that the MAO sector as a whole
does not appear to correlate with neighborhood change although it does seem to correlate with a second order
role, sustaining existing redevelopment processes. Further, we found that MAO mission (intent) successfully
predicts relationship to change.
For policymakers and community activists, our results suggest that the establishment of arts organizations does
not always correlate with gentrification, and that organizational mission is a better predictor about relationship
than sector alone. The world of arts organizations is multi-faceted, and just sector-based analysis risks
underappreciating other relevant factors. Thus, we conclude by recommending that researchers expand their scope
of analysis to consider the institutional intent of arts organizations, along with sector and genre, to better
understand their relation with neighborhood change.
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Generally, historic district protection is mostly based on an assessment of its heritage values, and methods are
restricted to the physical space. However, many historic districts are struggling with the damage of heritage and
depression of community.
As traditional housing in Shanghai, Lilong is referred to as a community centered on a lanes or several

interconnected lanes, which was prevalently constructed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Currently,
Lilong community are struggling with tough issues:
 the dual decay of physical space and social capital
As the infrastructure and buildings of Lilong have worn out, many aboriginal residents are moving out with the
number of transients rising, leading to the loss of social capital.
 Simplistic and untargeted redevelopment policy
The redevelopment should have been implemented with classification based on the space and social
characteristics of Lilong. The regeneration policy and measures created by the authority, however, are of
oversimplification, which are either total demolition or complete protection.
 the complexity of individual needs
With the conventional wisdom that most residents urged to escape from such shantytown and get huge
compensation, removing residents to social housing in the suburb is the common policy in the Lilong regeneration
approved by the governments and enterprises. Nevertheless, individual demands include not only social housing
and compensation but also the improvement of social capital, employment and democracy.
Thus the program attends to make explicit and workable policy for the purpose of community development by
exploring the habitants’ real attitude towards Lilong and its redevelopment
This program applies the method of HUL (Historic Urban Landscape) for reference, which understands the urban
area as the result of a historic layering of cultural and natural values and attributes, and ensures the conservation
of urban development in combination with historical heritage.
The research carries out case studies based on the perspectives of habitants’ investigation and professional
theories. From the professional perspective, it is to compile the heritage resources in the site, especially
classifying the types of Lilong and picking the typical Lilong with different characteristics and heritage values. In
the perspectives of habitants’ investigation, it is to find out the potential social resources of residents in Lilong by
investigating their willingness of mobility, communication and employment as well as by summarizing the
existing problems of communities. Based on the investigation result, the research attempts to understand
habitants’ real demand and the disparity of views on Lilong heritage from habitants and authority.
As social issue is having irregularities, which is hard to be characterized by a parameter to do quantitative
analysis, it is also hard to do quantitative estimation. Meanwhile, the authority refused to provide fundamental
data of demographics. Given that, this research is mainly on qualitative analysis, supplemented by quantitative
analysis to study the residents’ basic information. Furthermore, in-depth structured interview is implemented in
terms of the limitation of questionnaires due to the huge proportion of senior residents and low-literacy residents.
Based on the investigation, the social value of Lilong is unfolded, including social capital, community memory
and cultural activities. Notably, while the number of residents who either choose to stay in Lilong or leave is
approximately equal, the rest is in dilemma, which means the possibility of persuading them staying in Lilong by
adjust the ‘game rules’ of regeneration. Moreover, the local has low recognition of the surrounding heritage and
deem themselves as the “low socio-economic”. Our program, therefore, propose strategies to solve existing
problems and to improve community development through the use of heritage and social resources.
That urban regeneration is one of effective method to save endangered historic blocks is common opinion but not
many in-depth researches to propose how to improve historical community and how to fulfill habitants’ real
demand. This community-engaged program is to propose a new mode to work effectively with communities in
non-exploitive ways that produce real benefit for the community members.
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After years of rapid urban expansion, cities in China are entering a new stage that is more redevelopmentoriented. Policy makers have increasingly recognized that urban redevelopment might have negative social
impacts on displaced residents. The social consequences of urban redevelopment have been widely reported in the
West (Fried 1967; Lees, Slater et al. 2008). The literatures in the Chinese context, however, are still scant (Wu, et
al. 2005). Given the large-scale urban redevelopments that are occurring in China, there is an urgent need to
systematically evaluate their social impacts to inform policy makers about the arrangements that can be made to
ameliorate those negative ones.
This study attempts to reveal the social consequences of urban redevelopment in China by interviewing 72
original residents who were displaced from an old neighborhood in the heart of Beijing (Qianmen) due to a
redevelopment project. With the completion of the project, only 25 of them were placed back to their original
neighborhood. Twenty of them were relocated to an affordable housing neighborhood, which is also in the central
city area. Twenty one now live in an affordable housing neighborhood in a suburban area, and six are in other
neighborhoods. My interview with these residents shows that the social support from neighbors was very
important when they lived in their original neighborhood. After the displacement, they lost nearly half of their
local social contacts (social contacts that live in the same neighborhood, which form solid local supporting ties)
and about a third of them believed that their social network was negatively impacted. My investigation further
shows that residents who were able to stay in the central city suffered less because they were still spatially
proximate to their old contacts. Residents who were relocated to the suburban neighborhood lost a larger
percentage of their local social intimates. They also tended to have less contacts with their social intimates. In
addition to the locations of their new neighborhoods, residents’ socio-demographic characteristics also played an
important role in keeping their social networks after the displacement. The elders tended to be negatively
impacted the most, while people with higher incomes suffered less. Interestingly, people who were employed lost
more social contacts than those who were not employed.
These findings suggest that urban redevelopment inevitably caused social disturbance, in particular for the
disadvantaged groups (e.g. low-income residents and the elders). In the long run, those who could not rebuild
their support networks may suffer for years, which might lead to more social problems. In order to ameliorate the
negative social consequences of urban redevelopment, when possible, displaced residents should be relocated into
a same neighborhood (either staying in their original neighborhood or relocating to a new neighborhood close to
their original one) if they voluntarily choose to do so. Holding and nurturing community activities in their
neighborhoods is also a useful means to help residents know and have more intense interactions with their
neighbors.
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The trend in housing policy over the past 30 years has been to focus on poverty deconcentration. The Housing
Choice Voucher program originated in 1975 as the Section 8 Housing Voucher Program. The stated goal of
housing vouchers is to provide recipients with greater access to housing outside of poor neighborhoods. While
theoretically, voucher holders can settle anywhere in the metropolitan area, research shows that recipients, "are no
more likely than nonsubsidized households to penetrate discriminatory market barriers and find rental
accommodations in integrated living environments" (Carr 1999, 143). Studies show that, though many voucherholders end up living in moderate-income areas, most do not move far from their previous neighborhoods.
Furthermore, there are deep racial divides regarding which households are more successful in finding housing in
non-poor neighborhoods. Overall, non-white participants move to areas with greater concentrations of voucher
holders and poverty.
One of the most prominent reasons for this is that, in most cities and states, local law does not require landlords to
accept vouchers, thus allowing them to discriminate against potential tenants on the grounds of their "source of
income." Source of income discrimination - or the refusal to accept housing vouchers as a form of rent payment is an issue receiving increasing scrutiny in the courts and among housing advocates. Numerous states, counties,
and municipalities have passed legislation to limit or ban such discrimination and/or mandate the acceptance of
housing vouchers, but the enforcement of these laws is difficult, and it is unknown how extensive the impact of
these laws will be.
This study examines the challenges facing voucher holders in the city of Cleveland, Ohio. We employ surveys
and focus groups to examine tenant and landlord attitudes to explain how and why voucher holders may choose to
live in areas that provide them less mobility and access to opportunity. We also examine the present context of
fair housing law and policy to determine how the existing structures protect voucher holders from discrimination
and how those policies may be changed or amended to better provide access to opportunity in the future.
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Community social capital is defined as a "multidimensional construct" where individuals collectively utilize
social networks and trust to achieve common community goals and collective efficacy (Putnam, Leonardi, &
Nanetti, 1993; Xu, Perkins, & Chow, 2010). Perkins and Long (2002) classified social capital into four
dimensions: Sense of community, neighboring, citizen participation, and collective efficacy. Each of these may
lead to the next dimension; for example, strong sense of community often results in formal or informal
neighboring behavior and increased citizen participation and organizing. Neighboring behavior and citizen
participation will help neighborhoods or communities achieve collective efficacy. Putnam (2000) expressed
concerns about declining social capital and deteriorating social disengagement in the contemporary American
Society. These concerns started to draw attention from federal policymakers in the early 2000s. The American
Housing Survey (AHS) in 2013 was the first federal attempt to include 21 questions measuring the five metrics of
social capital: Social cohesion and trust (sense of community), neighborhood social ties (sense of community),
shared expectations for social control (neighboring), organizational involvement (formal citizen participation),
and volunteerism (informal citizen participation). Coupled with a broad array of variables in the AHS these
survey data will help researchers and policymakers better understand how community social capital links to
housing, household, and neighborhood characteristics and livability.
Given the important role of social capital in promoting collective efficacy and achieving common community
goals in a neighborhood, this research hypothesizes that after controlling for locational variables, neighborhood
characteristics such as land use patterns and proximity to amenities, housing attributes, and household
composition, community social capital is significantly and positively related to perceived neighborhood livability
as rated by the survey respondents (1-10 Likert scale, where 10 indicates the best place to live). Neighborhood
livability is used as a proxy to measure collective efficacy expressed based on individual opinions.
Following basic descriptive statistics of all the selected variables a principal component analysis (PCA) will be
used to extract the top principal components measuring a range of neighborhood characteristics identified in the
AHS data. Under each measurement of social capital, a simple summation of the ordinal responses for each
question (e.g. from least likely to most likely) will be used as a composite index for that measurement. Locational
variables include census region and central city/suburban status. Housing attributes variables include the type of
housing, number of bedrooms, unit size, and others. Homeownership status, age, race, marital status, educational
attainment, income, gender, and other pertinent householder variables will be used to measure household
composition. All these subsets of variables and the neighborhood characteristic principal components will be used
as predictors/independent variables to measure the perceived neighborhood livability. A Structural Equation
Model will be constructed to delineate the relationship among these subsets of variables. Alternatively, an OLS
(Ordinary Least Square) model and an ordered logit regression model will be tested for the best goodness of fit.
The results from this research will help us understand how community social capital relates to perceived livability
and other housing, household and neighborhood variables. Policymakers can thus utilize the findings to help
promote the specific aspect(s) of social capital.
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Employment among public housing residents are low compared to the general population, even after controlling
for household characteristics such as single parenthood, age, education and other demographic variables. Recent
data indicate that only 55 percent of work-able (non-elderly and non-disabled) public housing tenants have any
wage income (Schwartz, 2015). These low employment rates result in higher levels of public subsidy being
needed to support public the same number of public housing residents and perpetuate the cycle of poverty.
To address this problem, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has encouraged local
housing authorities to experiment with various ways of increasing employment among residents. Such programs
include the Family Self-Sufficiency Program, the Job-Plus Program, among others (Riccio, 2008; Rohe, Webb
and Frescoln, 2016). Very little research, however, has focused on the factors associated with unemployment
among public housing residents. Having such information would help identify the reasons for low employment
rates and help inform the design and implementation of public housing employment programs.
Drawing on longitudinal survey data of public housing tenants in Charlotte (NC), this paper will investigate the
relationship between employment and (i) household characteristics, (ii) receipt of employment services, (iii) selfidentified barriers to work, and (iv) inter-generational public housing residence. Specific household characteristics
to be examined include age, education, health, and car access, while employment services queried include job
skills and educational training, bus passes received, and childcare assistance. The paper will also utilize barriers to
employment identified by respondents, including lack of jobs in the neighborhood, lack of education and/or job
experience, and discrimination. Finally, we will examine whether living in public housing prior to age 17 impacts
employment later in life.
The relationship between these indicators and employment will be explored both individually and interacted with
one another using multiple regression analysis. We will utilize several different employment indicators, including
a binary measure (working or not), weekly hours worked, and length of tenure at current job.
The data for this analysis comes from four resident surveys – conducted in 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016 – of
residents in the Charlotte Housing Authority’s 15 conventional public housing developments (approximately
1,200 residents). Each survey had a response rate above 55%.
Findings from this research will provide important information on the factors impacting employment among
public housing residents, which can be used to design employment programs targeted to groups with
characteristics that are most likely to be unemployed. If poor health is an important correlate of unemployment,
for example, it suggests that employment programs bring in health professionals to work with residents. We will
also be able to see if the receipt of various types of employment related services is associated with the various
indicators of employment.
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The demand for large single-family housing in the suburbs will decline in the future as the number of households
with less or no children rises and the senior population continues to grow (Nelson, 2009). The changing
household structure suggests there may be a growing demand for small houses. There is a possibility that tiny
homes, in some cases as small as 150 square feet and on average about 450 feet, have become a popular
alternative to traditional housing, although there is little empirical research to assess the demand for these types of
homes. Thus, this project analyzes an online survey of households in Ohio to determine the possible demand for
these homes in the state.
There is much work on gentrification in the city and the ways in which the in-migration of higher income groups
into the city impacts house prices (Lees, Slater and Wyly, 2007). Living in smaller homes has the potential to help
with the growing problem of housing affordability in U.S. cities. The popular media and websites about tiny
homes describe different design options and cost estimates for constructing tiny homes. The structures are often
promoted as more affordable than other housing close to the urban core where amenities and employment are
present (The Tiny House Movement, 2015). Even when located close to downtown, tiny houses can often be less
expensive than traditional single-family housing and they are often much more energy efficient. For many, living
in a tiny house can be an affordable option if they wish to live in the center of the city.
The popular media describes living in tiny homes as an alternative lifestyle, one where a person can be a
homeowner and yet live sustainably, in walkable neighborhoods close to amenities. In many ways, living in tiny
houses could change the urban fabric by increasing density in urban spaces. Our research examines the extent of
preference for this type of housing and which groups may be most interested in living in these structures. Because
of increasing interest and an increase in the number of companies offering tiny houses designs, the movement is
attracting attention but it is still very much under studied. There are few empirical studies of this phenomenon.
The present study examines the interest in living in tiny houses throughout Ohio and what factors are most and
least important when making this decision. The analysis found that 73 percent of the respondents were very,
moderately, or slightly interested in living in a tiny house. In making this decision, participants cited saving
money, having the opportunity to own a home rather than renting an apartment or house, living in their preferred
K-12 school district, and having a large yard space or living near a public park or open green space as important
factors for living in a tiny house.
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Recent popular and scholarly work has drawn attention to the issue of shrinking cities. In particular, a growing
body of literature has focused on the impacts of population loss on European cities, and more recently, the
Rustbelt in the United States. However, fewer scholars have examined the phenomenon of shrinkage in the
suburban environment. This paper presents an exploratory study of the evolution of shrinking suburbs in the
United States. We ask the following questions: 1) What explains the evolution of shrinking suburbs?; 2) To what
extent have suburbs shrunk; and 3) what are the socioeconomic, spatial, and ecological characteristics of
shrinking suburbs? We begin with synthesis of the literature on population decline and shrinking cities, and we
find that key themes emerge around globalization, deindustrialization, and neoliberal growth policies. Then, we
draw on a sample of the top 50 metropolitan areas to identify the geography of shrinking suburbs and their
characteristics. We operationalize a definition of shrinking suburbs using spatial and temporal criteria. Using
census track-level data with normalized boundaries from the Neighborhood Change Database, we extract
numerous socioeconomic variables regarding the demographic structure, labor force, housing stock, and income
distribution from 1970 to 2010. In total, we find that approximately one-quarter of suburbs are shrinking. We
identify the characteristics of shrinking suburbs, and we find put forth a typology of shrinking suburbs. We
conclude by reflecting on the consequences of shrinking suburbs on the metropolitan landscape by considering the
roles of governance, regionalism, and political fragmentation.
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The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) recently issued new rules designed to ensure that
local governments take steps to Affirmatively Further Fair Housing (AFFH). These federal efforts are potentially
stymied by local exclusionary land use policies that exclude the poor and minorities from high opportunity areas
(Lichter et al., 2012; Rothwell, 2011; Rothwell and Massey, 2009). To address this concern, in this paper I
examine the effect of a particular type of land use policy, low-density only zoning, on racial and ethnic
segregation in the largest 40 primary metropolitan statistical areas (PMSAs). I measure racial segregation within
each PMSA using the Theil index (Reardon et al., 2004), constructed from block-level data from the 2000 and
2010 decennial census. H has the advantage of being decomposable into the components of metropolitan
segregation that are due to the distribution of people of different races/ethnicities between (and within) central

cities, suburbs, and unincorporated areas beyond the urban fringe. I estimate the effect of low-density only zoning
on the constituent components of metropolitan segregation using fixed effects and hybrid models. My analysis
highlights the institutional challenges faced by HUD; in particular, as my results show, because much of the
exclusionary effect of zoning occurs between rather than within particular jurisdictions (cities, townships, and
counties), my analysis points to the need for regional forms of governance that can limit the externalities
associated with local land use decisions.
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Since the onset of the foreclosure crisis in the mid-2000s, millions of residential properties flowed into the
inventories of financial institutions and federal housing agencies. The geography of real estate owned (REO)
accumulation mirrors the national geography of mortgage foreclosure, with substantial concentrations in the
exurban settlements developed during the buildup of the housing bubble, as well as in the neighborhoods of older
central cities where predatory lending triggered waves of foreclosures. In the wake of the foreclosure crisis, a
growing body of research has emerged that is concerned with the effects of foreclosures and REOs on the
neighborhoods and municipalities in which they are located. The consensus of this research is that foreclosures
impose negative externalities, pulling down property values and contributing to crime. REO spillovers are
influenced by the practices of the institutions responsible for REOs, but these institutions and their practices have
not yet been the subject of sustained research.
This paper addresses this gap by examining how the institutions responsible for REOs manage their inventories in
Detroit, which for several years has ranked among the cities with the largest concentrations of REOs. Despite the
decades-long loss of population and jobs, cities like Detroit retained a number of neighborhoods where housing
demand remained strong before the foreclosure crisis. How REO-owning institutions maintained, managed, and
marketed their properties has significant implications for the continued viability of these neighborhoods. This
research examines differences among federal agencies and private institutions in terms of how they handled REOs
in Detroit's historically strong and stable neighborhoods.
These questions are addressed through an analysis of the post-foreclosure trajectory of REOs in metro Detroit
using real estate transaction records for 2005-2013. Patterns in REO disposition are evaluated in concert with
interviews with participants in the REO market and policy analysis to explain observed differences among
institutions responsible for REOs. In particular, this paper compares trends among the government sponsored
enterprises (GSEs), the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and private institutions. A
central question is whether federal agencies have performed better or worse than private institutions in terms of
actions research suggests are conducive to neighborhood preservation, such as maximizing the number of sales to
owner-occupants.

This research finds that federal entities, particularly HUD, have performed better than private institutions in terms
of selling properties to owner-occupants. This suggests federal first look programs allowing individuals to bid on
properties without competition from investors had a noticeable impact. As a result, fewer properties leaving
federal inventory were later subject to tax foreclosure or slated for demolition at public expense. Federal and
private entities alike, however, sold large numbers of REOs to investors in bulk transactions. The majority of
these properties subsequently experienced a negative outcome. Additionally, HUD-owned properties were found
to languish in inventory far longer than other REOs, stemming from administrative requirements for the transfer
of FHA-insured properties to HUD. REOs remaining in HUD's inventory for more than one year were found to
exert a negative impact on nearby home sale prices. While federal agencies have out-performed private entities on
key metrics, this research suggests federal agencies' prioritization of aggregate financial performance has come at
the expense of neighborhood preservation objectives.
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The near-collapse of Detroit in the wake of the financial crisis and the associated Great Recession led to
widespread efforts–-public, private, and philanthropic--to stave off the worst effects of the disaster and to foster
renewal in the iconic weak market city. Given the severity of the city’s problems, and their structural character,
improvement will surely be slow and uneven. Some of the strongest neighborhoods show signs of very gradual
recovery; others experience not only continuing high levels of vacancy and abandonment, but also on-going outmigration and further decline.
Downtown and adjacent Midtown, the city’s two largest employment districts, present a much more encouraging
picture, with clear signs of new private investment. Each has been the target of a variety of revitalization
investments, primarily from the corporate and philanthropic sectors. Two of these, Live Midtown and Live
Downtown, were designed to help increase the population and density of the neighborhoods by jump-starting the
residential real estate market. Launched in early 2011, each made a five-year commitment to provide the same
well-designed package of financial incentives to encourage the employees of anchor institutions and firms to
move to Midtown and greater Downtown. That five-year program window has recently closed, and there is no
doubt that conditions in both neighborhoods have improved. Both markets were stagnant in 2010. New marketrate rental properties began entering the market in late 2012, occupancy rates are high (97%+), rents are rising,
and the pipeline of new projects continues to grow. This paper addresses the question: to what extent did Live
Midtown and Live Downtown contribute to the observed improvements in market conditions?
This paper will examine the strategy behind the Live Midtown and Live Downtown program design, and use five
years of program data to profile their performance. It will pay particular attention to where participants located,
whether they were new to the area, and the rents they paid. It will pair this with an examination of the amount of
private developer activity in the neighborhoods during the same time period, especially the number and pricing of
new units brought on line, and associated changes in market rents and occupancy rates. The results of this analysis

will then be assessed in the context of two alternative explanations for changed conditions: changes in local
employment, and the availability of innovative financing and incentives available to developers.
This analysis is intended to help both planners and researchers better understand how to craft effective strategies
to strengthen weak markets, and to suggest promising lines of research to clarify the conditions under which such
strategies are likely to make a difference. Since the rough “formulas” for both the demand and the supply-side
incentives are also being experimented with in other weak market cities, and clearly have broader replication
potential, the design and performance of these interventions, and the aspects of context that seem to make a
difference in their impact, may shed light on what results might be expected if the strategy were deployed in other
places. Early analysis suggests that a demand-side stimulus, while a useful tool, is unlikely to suffice; that supplyside strategies (i.e. developer incentives) are critical in very weak markets; and that public sector incentives, while
extremely important, may need to be supplemented by other types of incentives in the weakest markets.
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Over time, the problem of affordability has eclipsed the issue of housing conditions as the central focus of federal
housing policy for low income people. Yet for many low income people who find housing they can afford through
the private market, poor conditions are an ongoing challenge. Historically, planning has engaged the problem of
housing conditions at a neighborhood or district scale as “blight” and linked solutions to economic development
(rather than housing) goals. Recent research, combined with reporting and local tensions surrounding the impacts
of growing redevelopment pressures in fast growing cities have returned attention to the realities of the housing
conditions facing renters at the low end of the housing market. Of 19 million central city renters with incomes
below 200% of the federal poverty level, 13.4 million (70%) live in housing build before 1980 (AHS). Housing of
this vintage comprised 87% of the central city rental housing with severe problems. Poor renters are especially
likely to live aging housing: Immigrants are also especially likely to live in such housing: 14.7 percent of central
city renters were noncitizens in 2013, of this group, 75% live in housing built before 1980 (AHS).
This paper uses case studies of two cities facing strong redevelopment pressures, but with different regulatory
contexts and tenants’ rights, to explore the connection between social vulnerability and poor conditions. Austin,
Texas, and Washington, DC are both cities with neighborhoods that face a range of development pressures and
housing conditions. Yet they differ greatly in the protections afforded tenants, both from poor conditions and from
displacement. Tenants in DC benefit from a Tenants Bill of Rights, including the rights related to housing
conditions, protection from retaliation and a list of allowable causes for evictions (DC OTA, n.d.) Austin tenants
have little leverage under the law to when faced with poor conditions and also no protection from eviction at the
end of the lease or the month (if there is no lease) (ATC, n.d.). Past research indicates that the ability to challenge

poor conditions is heavily limited by the threat of eviction, leading to future problems finding housing, and a
higher likelihood of accepting unsafe conditions in order to be re-housed). In cities facing strong gentrification
pressures, this pattern may be exacerbated by redevelopment pressures in certain neighborhoods. We use data on
evictions, code violations, and rent increases in selected neighborhoods in both cities to explore these
relationships. Finally, we discuss approaches to monitoring and improving conditions and to preventing lack of
upkeep in areas undergoing change. This discussion will include strategies for preventing local plans from
incentivizing declining conditions.
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Mandatory inclusionary housing (IH) programs have been controversial since their inception. While they may
increase the supply of affordable units in developments built by private developers, opponents argue that the
requirement could reduce overall housing production like an “affordable housing tax” and exacerbate housing
affordability issues in the long run. This study tests private developers’ response to mandatory IH using the case
of London. In the past decade, London lowered the development size threshold of its affordable housing
requirement from 15 to 10 units, which essentially expanded mandatory IH to a new market segment (i.e.,
developments with 10-14 units) and created a quasi-experimental setting to evaluate the impacts on housing
production. Using planning permission data from the London Development Database, we compare affordable and
overall housing supply between the target and adjacent segments of housing market. We find that, while the
threshold change has pushed more target developments to provide affordable housing, it has also reduced
production in the target segment and shifted some developments to the adjacent market segment below the new
threshold. The net outcome on affordable housing supply is positive, but the net outcome on total housing supply
is negative though statistically insignificant. The findings lend support to the effectiveness of mandatory IH yet
raise caution on the side effects. It poses challenges for planners and policymakers to promote the private delivery
of affordable housing while at the same time minimizing evasive behavior and the impacts on overall housing
production and housing prices. Nevertheless, it is also recognized that mandatory IH may better integrate
affordable housing to market-rate housing developments. The potential loss in housing units should be weighed
against the social benefit of creating higher-quality affordable housing and more socially-balanced developments
and neighborhoods.
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Given important transformations taking place within metropolitan areas (e.g. gentrification, impoverishment of
inner suburbs, etc.), there is a need to establish a more robust temporal approach when examining the geography
and trajectory of neighborhood change. Leveraging longitudinal analysis and utilizing data from five consecutive
censuses, this study identifies, describes and models trajectories of neighborhood change from the perspective of
poverty in Chicago. First, it examines relative concentration of poverty for each of five census year (1970, 1980,
1990, 2000, and 2010). Second, neighborhoods are classified in N groups, identifying those as stable, increasing
or declining trajectories of poverty, using Hierarchical Clustering Analysis and longitudinal dataset with a
continuous measure of poverty at five points in time. Finally, multinomial logistic regression analysis is
conducted to determine predictors of poverty trajectories.
Most of previous research on the geography of poverty in North American cities focused on the distribution of
high poverty areas within metropolitan areas, particularly the impoverishment of inner ring suburbs (Cooke &
Marchant, 2006; Lee, 2011) and trajectories of low-income neighborhoods (McConville & Ong, 2003). Although
these studies greatly improved our understanding of spatial trends in poverty, their investigation is limited to the
descriptive analysis of changes in the spatial organization of poverty. More recent studies go beyond identifying
and describing trajectories of neighborhood poverty and try to explain causes of observed long term trends
(Kitchen & Williams; Seguin et al., 2012). Building upon the methodologies of these studies, we analyze
neighborhood poverty trajectories and factors behind these pathways. We aim to advance previous studies by
adding neighborhood racial-ethnic composition as an additional explanatory variable of neighborhood economic
change. As suggested by the recent contributions (Owens, 2012; Mikelbank, 2013: Hwang & Simpson, 2014),
neighborhood change research has yet to explore the role of racial-ethnic composition in neighborhood socioeconomic trajectory. We address the following three questions: (1) How has the geography of poverty at the
neighborhood level changed? (2) Has there been neighborhood economic ascent not accompanied by or beyond
gentrification? If so, to what extent? (3) What are the neighborhood factors that contribute most to change in
neighborhood economic status? Does racial composition (diversity measure) have an impact on changes?
Different from most previous studies, besides our analytical focus on poverty trajectories, we explicitly examine
trends in the geographies of high-income neighborhoods. We argue that by limiting the scope of investigation to
low-income areas of cities, previous researchers have largely ignored other important forces of urban change,
such as the substantial, and growing, spatial isolation of high-income households in transforming social landscape
of urban areas. Increasing concentration of affluence has consequences for low and middle-income neighborhoods
because it might lead to lower public and private investments in resources, services, and amenities that benefit
large shares of the population (Morenoff &Tienda, 1997; Bischoff & Reardon, 2013).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The second section gives a brief theoretical background about
neighborhood change. The third section reviews recent empirical studies that examine the geography of poverty.

A particular emphasis is given to analyses focusing on Chicago. The fourth section discusses the data set and
methods. The fifth section presents the analyses and results. A detailed comparison with previous results is made
in this section. The final section concludes with some policy implications and directions for future research.
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After more than 20 years of application, can we reexamine the relationship between plan quality and plans? By
adding dichotomous (i.e., 0, 1), ordinal (i.e., 0, 1, 2), and/or interval (i.e., 0… n) measures, researchers create a
quality score that is based on each plan’s goals, facts, and implementing policies (Berke & French, 1994). Plans
with high scores are thought to be of higher quality, as the quality has yet to be adopted by practitioners and high
scores communicate quality to other researchers (Berke, Roenigk, Kaiser, & Burby, 1996). Perhaps this is because
quality is an incomplete evaluation because the discourse has focused on planning outputs (e.g., plans), rather
than the relationship between the planning outputs and outcomes (Lyles & Stevens, 2014).
I suggest that researchers reconsider the application of plan quality as a method. Reflecting Baer’s taxonomy of
plan evaluation, quality is comparative discourse that is important to other academics (1997, p. 332). To include
planners in this discourse, I suggest that we situate quality as a method for assessing plans during plan creation,
not post-hoc. In its current iteration, quality assesses plans after the horses have left the gate and does little to
influence planners. To revisit the application of plan quality, this research has one overall aim: Can researchers
establish a relationship between plan quality and a plan’s intended outcome? To answer this question and expand
the quality discourse beyond natural hazards, I ask the following: Is there a positive relationship between a
housing element’s quality and its subsequent low-income housing production? Is the housing element’s quality a
significant predictor of low-income housing production? Lastly, can an alternative method of determining housing
element quality significantly predict low-income housing production?
After gathering a non-random sample of 43 housing elements from California municipalities, each document’s
implementing objectives were examined (content analysis) using a protocol that was organized into four themes
(audience, program, planning tool, and evaluation) and contained 62 measures. Regarding audience, 60% of
objectives targeted low-income households, as opposed to all households, first-time home buyers, and municipal
infrastructure. Regarding programs (construction, rehabilitation, preservation), construction was the most
implemented program for low-income households. Regarding planning tools and low-income households,
residential rehabilitation was the most implemented tool followed by zoning, transitional housing, identifying
sites, and increasing density. Regarding evaluation, 63% of objectives with quantitative goals identified lowincome households as opposed to 37% for other household types. Inferentially, correlation and OLS regression
(simple) tests found no statistical relationship between housing element quality and low-income housing
production. However, when housing element quality was regressed with other municipal conditions, quality was
positively associated with low-income housing production. Regarding alternative quality methodology, the
alternative score held no significance.

Due to the sample’s conditions, this study suggests that quality does influence planning outcomes when quality
works in tandem with other municipal conditions. This finding extends Dalton and Burby, who found similar
effects when testing quality on a municipality’s development program (1994). Based on the overall findings, and
regarding planners, I recommend that plan quality be included in planning education to teach planners how to
assess the strength of a plan prior to plan adoption. In this study, the housing element content strongly emphasized
planning implementation on behalf of low-income households, and for this sample, that emphasis was positively
associated with low-income housing production.
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Since the beginning of the Great Recession, the resilience of housing markets has been of critical interest to
academics and practitioners, raising the question of why some neighborhoods and regions are more affected by
financial crises while others are not. To answer this question, this study explores the determinants affecting
resilience in the housing market at the neighborhood level in the context of metropolitan housing markets during
and after the recent housing crisis in the United States.
The concept of resilience has attracted the interest of scholars and practitioners because of its ability to produce
positive outcomes after overcoming negative shocks and challenges. The concept of “resilience,” first introduced
by Holling (1973) as an ecological term, was later re-defined as the ability of a system to absorb external shocks
and still maintain its basic function and structure (Walker and Salt, 2006). However, resilience can involve much
broader and multi-faceted issues. Scholars have conducted studies on the resilience of the labor market to
economic shocks (Chapple and Lester, 2010) and the resilience of the housing market to natural disasters (Zhang
& Peacock, 2010). However, few have examined the recovery and the resilience of housing market to economic
shocks at the neighborhood level across the country (Immergluck, 2015). Few have attempted to identify
determinants of resilient housing markets, and a further comprehensive approach is necessary to accommodate
demographic, socioeconomic, housing and mortgage, and governance and cooperation characteristics.
Given this research gap, the purpose of this study is to examine the impact of economic shocks on the resilience
of the housing market in neighborhoods on various geographical scales in the United States. Data for the study
cover 368 metropolitan areas from 2000 to 2014. Based on the definition of resilience, changes in housing prices,
and degrees of shocks, metropolitan housing markets are categorized into resilient and non-resilient markets. To

examine factors affecting neighborhood housing resilience and recovery during and after the recent housing crisis,
this study uses both multi-level and spatial econometrics models of neighborhood change together with the
CoreLogic home price index and American Community Survey data at the neighborhood level (ZIP code) nested
in metropolitan housing markets. The housing resilience indicator used as a dependent variable to measure the
performance of housing markets is home value. Independent variables include demographic, socio-economic,
housing and mortgage market, and governance and cooperation characteristics.
The results show that neighborhoods in resilient housing markets are more likely to have robust and inherent
social, economic, political, and physical opportunities than neighborhoods in non-resilient housing markets. This
study will help policymakers establish goals and strategies for a healthy, sustainable housing market and provide
policy implications for promoting more resilience in neighborhoods and preventing downturns in communities
during future economic recessions.
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In late 2013 the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) launched the Location Affordability
Index (LAI) portal. Their dataset uses models to estimate the median amount households spend on housing and
transportation at the block group level, and calculates H + T Affordability, the percent of household income spent
on these items. In our previous research, we used this dataset to analyze 81 shrinking cities to determine how
location affordability differs across various neighborhoods. Our results suggest that households in declining
neighborhoods, as compared to stable or redeveloping neighborhoods, face the greatest H + T affordability
challenges in shrinking cities. Furthermore, in declining neighborhoods, virtually all of the additional affordability
challenges encountered can be accounted for by differences in transportation affordability rather than housing.
Since there is virtually no research to either validate or suggest bias in the LAI data, and a declining neighborhood
in a shrinking city presents both a relatively common yet entirely dissimilar context to the norm, we feel that this
data should be carefully calibrated to, and tested for, this setting to ensure that appropriate and efficient policy
follow.
This manuscript presents the results of an in-depth reliability analysis and recalibration of the LAI dataset specific
to shrinking cities. While most data used in the LAI dataset are reliable, some weaknesses do exist. Improvements
in these areas are coupled with conceptual improvements to the model, most notably including the exchange of
regional median incomes for local median incomes. This revision is critical when applying the LAI data to
shrinking cities, since central city incomes commonly fall well below regional median incomes in this context.
Failing to make this adjustment results in estimating that much more is affordable in shrinking cities than is
realistic. Among other changes, we also implement a series of improvements to the Structural Equation Modeling

(SEM) process underlying a portion of the index construction.
Finally, we compare the H + T affordability of our recalibrated model to the original, concluding with both
methodological recommendations for the index and policy recommendations for location affordability in
shrinking cities. Notably, we will have the opportunity to test our policy recommendations through forthcoming
follow-up work in case study neighborhoods in Cleveland, Ohio.
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THE STRUCTURAL EFFECTS OF OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE FACTORS OF RESIDENTIAL
ENVIRONMENT ON HOUSING PRICE: A STUDY OF SMALL-SIZED URBAN HOUSING IN SEOUL,
KOREA
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Korea has been experiencing a significant change of the population structure over the last three decades. The
proportion of one- and two-person households to total households has increased from 15.3 percent to 53.8 percent
between 1980 and 2015. It is mainly due to considerable low birthrate and aging population in Korea, and Seoul is
no exception. It resulted in ever-increasing demand for small-sized housing units located in better access to public
transit and amenities. In order to enhance residential stability and ease the housing shortage for one- and twoperson households, Urban Residential Housing was introduced in the Housing Act in 2009. The housing
developers have been provided with a number of incentives associated with building permission process and
various taxes and charges. Since the introduction of the system, the small-sized housing stock has consistently
augmented; housing cost, however, has still been the biggest burden on the households in Seoul metropolitan area.
The empirical studies to date have found that residential property value including sales price and rent was
significantly influenced by diverse residential characteristics. They are generally composed of structural
attributes, locational features and neighborhood environmental qualities to a varying degree (Hui et al., 2007; Lee
and Li, 2009). Some studies also implied that both objective and subjective attributes of residential environment
affected residential satisfaction, which could then have an impact on residential property value. Residential
environment should thus be evaluated in both objective and subjective manners (Amerigo, 2002; von Wirth et al.
2015). However, there was little empirical evidence of the structural effects of both objective and subjective
measures on residential property value. Moreover, the literature has provided scant findings about how the effects
of residential characteristics on housing price have changed for small-sized urban housing.

This study investigates the effects of both objective and subjective evaluations of residential environment on
housing price while focusing on small-sized urban housing in Seoul, Korea. Both objective and subjective
measures consist of three categories with various indicators: housing structure, location and accessibility, and
neighborhood environment. Objective indicators of last two categories are measured using the geographic
information system (GIS). To evaluate subjective elements, a survey of the resident households is carried out in a
randomly stratified sampling method considering housing type, residential location and sub-regions in Seoul
metropolitan area. It is hypothesized that both objective and subjective measures have significant and direct
effects on the housing price. In addition, objective measures indirectly influence the housing price through
subjective measures. To examine the complex relationships between them, the structural equation model is
employed.
This inquiry is significant in that it would promote our understanding of how objective and subjective measures of
residential environment affect housing price in a high-density built environment. It would also help figure out the
impact of psychological or cognitive elements on residential property valuation, while controlling for other
factors.
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Homeownership rates grew nationally by a factor of 4 points between 1990 and 2005, and declined back to their
1990 rates by 2014 (US Census Bureau, 2014). Some of the decline is attributed to foreclosure waves (higher exit
rates) and some to stringent post-recession underwriting standards (lower entry rates), both of which applied to
lower-income families more than others. The intriguing fact, however, is that homeownership rates also dropped,
even at higher marginal rates, for families with no significant financial constraints. Research shows that
homeownership is still the favorable tenure choice even after the recession (Drew & Herbert, 2012), so the reason
behind lower homeowernship rates for the financially-secure families can be that they become homeowners after
a longer time compared to the past. I take a closer look into the factors that explain this waiting period for families
with no affordability issues (i.e. “owner-ready” or O-R).
Specifically, I hypothesize that quality of life (QOL) is a determining factor in when the O-R families decide to
become homeowners. Neighborhoods that are relatively more desirable to a large group of O-R families are also

less affordable with regards to homeownership. I ask how much of the delay in homeownership can be explained
by the preference to live in areas with higher QOL. To answer this question, I start with a sample of families that
enter the study period in 1990 as owner-ready renters. I define owner-readiness according to Fannie Mae’s annual
income and liquidity criteria based on the census-tract of residence. I limit this sample to only movers, since
moving is the necessary condition to change housing consumption. I then use a survival analysis model to
estimate the time it takes for the O-R to drop out of rentership (i.e. time-to-ownership), predicted by the changes
in their QOL. These changes are captured by housing characteristics, amenities, geographic attributes, average
earnings, average commute costs and racial and income characteristics at the census tract level. The predictors
capture the difference between the QOL characteristics of origin neighborhoods and those of the destination (i.e.
before and after move). The model also uses random effect controls for certain family characteristics in order to
account for life-cycle factors that can be correlated with either homeownerhsip or moving, such as age, number of
children, race, education and previous income. Broadly, the model regresses time-to-ownership on the family and
local characteristics to measure the effect of QOL on homeownership delays.
The primary data source for this study is the Panel Study of Income Dynamics’ (PSID) restricted family data
between 1989 and 2013. This data set provides annual wealth and income information necessary for defining
owner-readiness, as well as socio-demographic characteristics, for over 7,000 families across the US. For
neighborhood characteristics I use GeoLytics’ Neighborhood Change Database (NCDB), which provides
decennial census-tract-level characteristics about housing, income, education and employment. The results are
meant to inform upcoming homeownership decisions by middle-income families and future neighborhood change
patterns.
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In European and other Western countries, One important driving force behind the innovations in the areas of
housing and care for older people is desire for ageing in place (Pastalan 1997), In the same way, In Japan, COCO
Shonandai (we call this as A), the first Elderly Group Living (EGL) which was established in 1999 has aimed the
practice of new habitation style on the principle of "Independence and Symbiosis". A is a small-scale residence
that allows residents to spend their time freely. The management body of A is the resident-centered NPO and its
management system is based on the thought that the residents purchase jointly the services of meals and cleaning
in common space from the community. And each resident purchases care services she needs by herself from the
community. The feature of A is that services separated from the housing spatially as the theory of European
innovations (Houben 2001, Daatland 2000).
16 EGLs based on A had been built by JKA Foundation subsidy. But the character of followers is different from
A. NPO(A) is residents body, but almost all the followers body is care service providers. Is it possible for the
followers to realize the same type of services A has created? Because it is possible for residents body to keep with
the intention of residents better than care service provider’s body.
The purpose of this study is to clarify the requirements of the aging in place system. 2 EGL models are compared
in this study. A is the prototype. C was made by NPO(C) that has engaged in mutual assistance activity in a local
city of north Japan, NPO (C) was sympathized the philosophy of A.

In order to accomplish the aim of this study, we compared two models via participant observation for 6 years,
interviews and questionnaires with management organizations, and analysis of contracts or other organizational
documents.
The feature of EGL is aging and replacing residents. In A, NPO(A) depended on the leader for many parts of the
management, but with the aging of the leader, the management has not functioned. EGL must keep quality of life
and promote cooperativity even if residents replaced.
In C, NPO(C) promotes the cooperativity, and takes responsibility with independence life support. NPO(C) has
the opportunities to interact among residents, the staff, and local people to foster camaraderie in the community.
NPO(C) holds a regular meeting, meals, many hobby activities in the community space of EGL building. Through
those opportunities, NPO(C) makes an effort to grasp the needs of the residents and local people, NPO(C) share
them to utilize for the better life in EGL and in the community. Those opportunities make the residents as
members of the community, as same as members of EGL. Residents can build the multi-layered relationship in
the community, and strengthen the base of their livelihood. Older or challenged residents join the community
wherever possible in EGL building.
As a result, Average age of residents of C is 10 years higher than A. and almost all residents of C have lived to the
death, C realizes ageing in place. but in A, most residents have moved another care institution or housing recently.
NPO(C) provides same services of EGL to the community, local people can always evaluate NPO(C) services.
New residents come to EGL from the community.
We conclude NPO of mutual assistance activity such as NPO(C) is suitable for the management of EGL, NPO(C)
can provides appropriate care services because of having expert care knowledge, sense of ownership, fellowship
and evaluation system in the community.
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The ongoing housing crisis in the San Francisco Bay Area has pushed many low income households out of their
homes resulting in ever increasing concern about displacement and its social consequences. While communities
are scrambling to limit displacement through tenant protections and even bans on evictions and rent increases,
little research evidence exists about where displaced residents end up and the impacts such displacement has on
their wellbeing.
Limited evidence is emerging about evictions effects on residents’ mental and physical health (Desmond and
Kimbro 2015; Pevalin 2009; Burgard, Seefeldt, and Zelner 2012) and parental stress (Desmond and Kimbro
2015). The literature on the impacts of the parallel process for homeowners – foreclosures – has shown increased

depressive symptoms, interruptions in children’s education (Cannuscio et al. 2012; Osypuk et al. 2012) and longer
distances to jobs and social networks (Martin 2012). Yet little information exists about the types of neighborhoods
where evicted tenants relocate in addition to the material, educational, and employment consequences of
evictions.
This paper presents results from a survey of residents evicted from San Mateo County in the San Francisco Bay
Area on the material, health and wellbeing impacts of housing evictions. The study tests the hypothesis that the
act of being evicted has significant effects of tenants’ wellbeing via four mechanisms: 1) causing stress resulting
in mental and physical health impacts, 2) increasing housing or transportation costs, 3) interrupting social
networks, and 4) increasing job instability and reducing household income. This paper will present findings that
will advance understanding of the impacts of evictions.
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Long-term trajectories of housing recovery indicate disparities in levels of damage and inequalities in recovery
resources. Disaster planning can amend these social inequalities. In this study we assess and characterize long
term trends to answer the question: recovery for whom and where? Disaster impacts result from interactions
among hazard exposure, physical vulnerability, and social vulnerability. There is ample evidence in disaster
literature that suggest higher levels of damage and limited access to recovery resources based on social
vulnerability related to race and ethnicity, income and poverty, gender, age, and so on. These factors also impact
physical vulnerability and exposure to hazards, since lower-income households often live in less desirable and at
risk homes and neighborhoods. It is also suggested that assistance programs fail to address renters’ recovery needs
sufficiently. Our study examines changing (attenuating or amplifying) effects of damage, social vulnerability and
housing tenure on long-term recovery trajectories with longitudinal data from Galveston Island and Bolivar
Peninsula, Texas following Hurricane Ike.
We examine preexisting inequalities in housing value, disparities in damage, and differences in recovery
trajectories based on social vulnerability that exaggerates pre-Ike inequalities. We also assess the importance of
nature of pre-existing development for recovery trajectories. The homes in the older and denser urban areas are
often built to older, less-stringent building codes, and are less well maintained. This is particularly the case in the
Urban Core area in Galveston as opposed to the West End.

We created our dataset by merging tax appraisal data for Galveston Island and Bolivar Peninsula consisting of
23,285 single-family parcels from 2008 to 2015 and then linking them to the 2009 5-year American Community
Survey block group data. We used the assessed improvement value of properties to measure and track the damage
and recovery process. Our analysis is based on random effects panel models predicting the log-transformed
assessed structure values over an eight year period from a base year, tracking the assessed value prior to Ike
through seven years after the event. Given the nature of development in Galveston, we separated our models for
the Urban Core from the predominantly seasonal-vacation home areas.
Our models show that the effects of damage were long lasting, particularly in seasonal-vacation home areas. We
also found that owner-occupied housing suffered less damage and recovered more quickly in the Urban Core
only. Housing in all higher-income neighborhoods suffered less damage and recovered more quickly. However,
the combined effects of median neighborhood income for recovery are bigger in predominantly vacation home
areas than Urban Core. The damage levels and recovery trajectories are worse for neighborhoods with higher
percentage of Hispanic and Black population, particularly in the Urban Core neighborhoods.
Our study findings indicate pre-disaster patterns are accelerated and intensified by disasters. Hence, planners
should integrate disaster recovery as part of their everyday planning activities to use the recovery period to reduce
inequities for socially vulnerable populations. Our findings also imply that planners must attempt to increase
housing choice in their communities to reduce the spatial concentration of socially vulnerable population in higher
risk and physically vulnerable neighborhoods. This would decrease the impact of exposure and physical
vulnerability factors on recovery. Planning can also redirect pre- and post-disaster assistance and mitigation
efforts to target and prioritize neighborhoods predicted to struggle to recover in the event of a disaster.
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Public housing authorities (PHA) in the US have struggled for decades to maintain and preserve their public
housing stock. Declining and unpredictable federal funding and limited flexibility to spend these funds and access
alternative financing have created a $26 billion backlog of unmet capital needs. In 2011, HUD introduced the
Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) as a new tool available to PHAs to finance rehabilitation and
preservation. At its most basic, this program converts federal assistance for existing public housing units from
standard operating and capital fund allocations to Section 8 project-based vouchers. While a seemingly minor
technical change, this shift has significant implications, providing a more predictable source of funding and

allowing PHAs to leverage private financing for capital investments. In December 2014, RAD was significantly
expanded, signaling HUDs commitment to this new program.
This paper begins by explaining the RAD program and placing it in the context of other HUD programs and the
ongoing shift in public and affordable housing finance toward mixed-financing and greater reliance on leveraging
private funds. It then presents the case of Home Forward (formerly the Portland Housing Authority) which is one
of a number of PHAs undertaking an aggressive strategy of pursuing RAD (as well as Section 18 Dispositions) to
convert their entire stock of public housing. Drawing on documents, interviews, and participant observation, this
case is used to illustrate the possible benefits of RAD, in particular the potential for the program to provide PHAs
access to much needed funds to improve, enhance, and perhaps even expand their housing stock.
The case is also used to highlight several potential practical and conceptual challenges of the RAD program,
including: 1. The structure of mixed-financing can be extremely complex with multiple layers of review,
accounting, and reporting. Mixed-financing arrangements may also require negotiating public-private
arrangements for ownership, control, and management of developments. It may be beyond the existing capacity of
many PHAs to implement the program. Even those PHAs with capacity may need to undertake disruptive internal
reorganization. 2. While the RAD program may be budget neutral at the national level, it is not budget neutral for
local PHAs. Developing rehabilitation plans, securing private financing and tax credit allocations, and creating
new ownership entities among other required activities requires staff time and increases costs for legal reviews
and independent analyses and appraisals. 3. Access to private finance may be uneven. Private lenders and
investors may be interested in participating in projects in strong markets and locations, but less interested in weak
markets and locations. This problem is magnified because many of the most deteriorated public housing units
which will require the most private financing are located in some of the weakest markets. In either case, PHAs
will need to develop strategies to mitigate market, interest rate, and other risks. 4. Engaging in the above activities
may place substantial pressure on PHAs in maintaining a clear organizational mission and protecting and serving
very low income households. The section also explores the implications of encouraging PHAs to view their land
and housing stock as real estate assets and to emphasize exchange value over use value. The paper concludes by
discussing the future of US public housing within the context of this new social housing finance and weighs the
potential for gaining better outcomes for affected disadvantaged communities.
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Contemporary immigrant settlement patterns stand in contrast to those of previous immigrants and challenge
assumptions about the spatial assimilation process. Historically, after having first settled in ethnic enclaves in the
inner city, immigrants who acquired education, wealth, and language skills dispersed into the suburbs seeking

better housing and schools. Since the 1960s, however, many immigrants have been bypassing central cities and
moving directly to the suburbs as their initial place of residence in the United States. Some immigrants are settling
in “ethnoburbs” - multiethnic suburbs in which one ethnic group has a significant concentration (Li, 2009).
Transnationalism and changes in immigration policy have resulted in more highly educated and higher-income
immigrants than in previous generations. Instead of spatially dispersing into mainstream American society,
immigrants seeking larger, more contemporary housing may choose to live within suburban ethnic concentrations
by demolishing and rebuilding single-family housing to create homes that better match their needs and
preferences.
The construction of suburban “monster homes” is often a highly contentious process opposed by longtime
residents. The paper examines suburban ethnic concentrations within ethnoburbs, focusing on the ways in which
immigrants transform the physical form of their neighborhoods through the redevelopment of single-family
homes and how the physical transformation affects the formation and evolution of the ethnic concentrations. The
paper focuses on the Asian immigrant communities located in three ethnoburbs in the inner-ring suburbs of
Chicago - Morton Grove, Skokie, and Lincolnwood, Illinois, suburbs with high percentages of Asian residents,
i.e., 22.2%, 21.3%, and 21.1%, respectively. The three suburbs are located within larger, statistically significant
spatial clusters of housing redevelopment activity (Charles, 2014). The three suburbs have highly ranked school
districts, but something else not captured by the econometric model is affecting why residents are choosing to
demolish and rebuild homes in these particular neighborhoods. This raises the following questions: what are the
residents’ motivations for demolishing and rebuilding homes in these neighborhoods, and how does this housing
redevelopment activity affect the formation and evolution of the ethnic communities in these municipalities?
With a geographic focus on three ethnic communities located within multi-ethnic, inner-ring suburban
municipalities in the Chicago area, the research project investigates how immigrants’ redevelopment of singlefamily housing affects the formation and evolution of suburban ethnic communities. This research project uses
exploratory spatial data analysis (spatial cluster analysis) followed by semi-structured interviews, archival
research, and observation. The paper endeavors to inform our understanding of the immigrants’ residential
settlement patterns and to reconceptualize the spatial assimilation process of contemporary immigrant groups.
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The median age of Americans is currently 37.8, and the size of the senior people aged 65 and over is expected to
more than double in the next 50 years. Much attention has been paid to the topic of aging society and its
consequences on transportation, health care systems, work force, and welfare programs. However, less academic

attention has been paid to the implications of an aging population on housing market change. It might be realistic
to expect that the changing drivers of urban housing market in an aging society, such as, changing preference for
house (e.g. from a large suburban to a smaller urban house), changing relationship to amenities (e.g. from
educational institutes to health institutes), and changing transportation needs (e.g. from driving to public transit),
might generate different demographic and housing distribution patterns in the future.
We constructed an agent-based housing location decision model focusing on aging population in Northern New
England. Northern New England is a good test bed for simulating the future community changes with aging
population, since the region has the nation's oldest population based on median age, according to the U.S. Census.
Maine leads at 44.1 years. Vermont's median age is second-highest at 42.8 years, followed by New Hampshire at
42.5 years.
We interviewed experts in residential markets and senior service industries to collect information about residential
location preferences in aging households. Additionally, we collected GIS layers including road, parcel, and land
use, and the US Census and American Community Survey data to analyze population distribution patterns, and
the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages data to georeference the locations of various types of amenities.
Each agent in the model has heterogeneous properties such as age, financial power, mobility, and life expectancy,
based on actual data in the region. During the simulation, agents make location decisions based on their personal
preferences to their physical environments and social environments. Physical environments include accessibilities
to various amenities and transportation networks. Social environments include interactions between agents and
their neighbors.
The results of this simulation provide predictions of future demographic and housing distribution patterns and
neighborhood-level indicators such as density, accessibility, walkability, and level of age-mix. The model can
serve as a discussion tool for a fuller exploration of implications of an aging population.
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In 2005, the catastrophic levee failure associated with Hurricane Katrina scattered residents from New Orleans,
Louisiana, across the country with Houston, Texas, receiving the largest concentration of displaced African
Americans (Weber & Peek, 2012). In New Orleans, the rebuilding process involved multiple recovery plans that
incorporated varying degrees of citizen participation (Nelson, Ehrenfeucht, & Laska, 2007). The adopted plans
employed neoliberal urban revitalization and poverty removal strategies adapted to disaster recovery that changed
housing, employment, education, and healthcare opportunities in the city (Gotham, 2014). Prior studies found
disparities in recovery among different neighborhoods (Bullard & Wright, 2012; Gotham, 2014) but failed to

examine the role of planning processes in shaping how displaced residents perceived the potential to return.
This study seeks to understand how planning processes and policy changes impacted the decision-making
processes of African Americans displaced to Houston. It explores how African Americans frame obstacles to
return to a city with reformed housing, employment, education, and healthcare policies. The study relies on a
content analysis of news articles and two rounds of open-ended, qualitative interviews with participants
representing three different cases: 1) those that returned to New Orleans, 2) those still displaced in Houston, and
3) those that relocated to Houston after returning to New Orleans for over a year. The researcher conducted the
first round of interviews in 2011 and a follow up round in 2016. The conceptual content analysis, initiated after
the first round of interviews implicated the importance of the media in the decision-making processes of
participants, explores how local and national media portrayed policy changes and recovery efforts in New
Orleans.
Overall, the study illuminates how disaster recovery planning and policies can operate as barriers that negatively
affect the ability of low to moderate income African Americans to return from long-term displacement. The
findings suggest planners and policy makers need to consider how post-disaster policy changes may intersect to
create compounding difficulties that impede the ability of residents to return and rebuild their communities
following catastrophic disasters.
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Since 1995, Singapore has employed the affordable housing policy called Executive Condominiums (ECs) which
offer lower selling prices to middle-income families than normal private condominiums with the restriction of
transferability within the first ten years. In this paper, we examine dual impacts of ECs: economic benefits
transferred to EC purchasers and potential spillovers to private condominium markets. We first find that selling
prices of new EC units are 16.1% to 17.2% lower than the otherwise identical private condominiums. The price
gap between ECs and private condominiums narrows to 9.8% after the fifth year when EC owners can sell their
units to domestic residents and this gap disappears after the tenth year when all the restrictions on private property
rights are removed. Hence, EC purchasers could enjoy the price discount at the time of initial purchases as well as
capital gains at the later sales transactions. Next, given that ECs and private condominiums are close substitutes,

we test whether ECs displace the supply of private condominiums or are a pure addition of housing supply. If the
crowd out effect of ECs is larger, the new construction of private condominiums would decrease within the same
geographic area or even nationwide.
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The past two decades have been marked by relatively stagnant income compared to rising housing costs. As a
result, The Gap, a new report from the National Low Income Housing Coalition (2016) finds we have “a shortage
of 7.2 million affordable and available rental units for the nation’s 10.4 million extremely low income (ELI)
renter households, those with income at or below 30% of their area median (AMI). Three-quarters of ELI renters
are severely cost-burdened, spending more than half of their income on rent and utilities.” Even as housing
affordability problems have decreased slightly post-recession, we are still observing high levels of housing cost
burden across all demographic groups (US HUD 2015).
The growing attention to the Fight for $15 movement and the actual wage increases that have occurred in places
like Seattle, New York and California raise questions about how this will change material conditions for low
wage workers. From a housing perspective there is hope that people will now have less an affordability problem.
In Illinois, according to the National Low-Income Housing Coalition the affordable housing wage for a two
bedroom unit is $18.78/hour. Raising minimum wage to $15 from $8.25 could have significant impacts on
thousands of households.
In this paper, we present findings from our estimates of how households in Illinois would be affected if minimum
wage was raised to $15/hour looking at regional conditions to account for variation in the affordability problem
across the state. To do this, we first utilized methodology developed by the Center on Wage and Employment
Dynamics at the Institute for Research on Labor and Employment at the University of California, Berkeley to
identify which workers would be impacted by an increase to the minimum wage. We then calculated how housing
cost burden would change for these impacted households. This study uses data from the 2014 PUMS American
Community Survey (ACS) as opposed to other data sources like the Current Population Survey: (a) since the ACS
has a much larger sample size, which is critical for local analyses, (b) is representative at the county level, and (c)
includes information on housing costs and characteristics within the same dataset.
The results present an opportunity to consider practical and theoretical questions about how we measure housing
affordability, which has been a source of debate for more than 50 years (e.g., Dolbeare 1966, Feins and Lane
1981, Stone 1993, Combs et al. 1995, Belsky et al. 2005). On the issue of measuring affordability, we will build

on the long-standing work of Michael Stone, which has challenged the use of a straight ratio standard (i.e., 30% of
income) and instead has focused on “the residual income approach” to consider what different households can
afford to spend on their housing after accounting for other living expenses (Stone, Burke and Rolston 2011). This
approach might serve to reshape how planners approach the problem of housing affordability in their communities
including focusing on increasing income rather than providing/subsidizing housing. Related to this then is the
question of what impact does reducing housing unaffordability have on households, including usage of public
subsidies and services. We will conclude the paper with implications for further research, planning practice, and
housing theory.
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Writing for the majority in June 2015, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony M. Kennedy declared, “Much
progress remains to be made in our nation’s continuing struggle against racial injustice. The court acknowledges
the Fair Housing Act’s continued role in moving the nation toward a more integrated society” (Liptak, 2015).
Justice Kennedy joined the four liberal justices in affirming an expansive interpretation of the Fair Housing Act of
1968. The majority determined that litigants could use evidence of both deliberate racism and “disparate impact”
when suing under the Fair Housing Act. Two months later, Paul Jargowsky (2015) published “Architecture of
Segregation: Civil Unrest, the Concentration of Poverty, and Public Policy,” a report arguing that public housing
initiatives of the 21st century have only increased racial segregation, the quintessential “disparate impact.”
Jargowsky’s interpretation rests on the assumption that suburban and exurb growth will continue to characterize
the settlement patterns of wealthier Americans. In particular, he argues that publically subsidized housing in the
inner city has enforced concentrated racial segregation. In contrast, urban critics such as Alan Ehrenhalt (2013)
predict that the lasting impact of the Great Recession will be the return of richer Americans to cities abandoned by
their demographic predecessors in the early to mid-20th century. He forecasts that the ‘return to the city’ will
result in less affluent citizens being pushed to the urban fringes, mimicking European cities such as Paris and
Vienna where poor suburbs encircle a rich central core. Both assessments, however, are underpinned by a
conviction that the 21st century American metropolitan areas will be characterized by significant economic and
racial residential segregation.
Where, then, does this condemnation leave distressed inner city neighborhoods? What role, if any, do planners
have in nurturing regeneration and investment in a city’s most downtrodden corners? In this paper, I will argue
that the distressed inner city communities, historically home to poor minorities and important destinations for new
immigrants, must not be further abandoned by relocating all publically subsidized housing efforts to wealthier
suburbs. Instead, planners can play a pivotal role in guiding thoughtful housing investment and economic
development in a manner that prioritizes community stabilization and improvement for a city’s most vulnerable

citizens.
Using the East Side of Buffalo, New York as a case study, this paper will propose a new framework for guiding
practitioners in assessing distressed neighborhoods for targeted economic redevelopment activities that are geared
towards encouraging inclusivity among new investors and existing populations. This methodological approach
provides guidance for how to more accurately survey and assess distressed neighborhoods for assets (examples
include: long-term stakeholders, community organizations, historic resources, religious institutions, etc.) and
liabilities (examples include: crime, troubled schools, employment rates, poor services, transportation
insufficiencies, etc.). The framework guides the exploration of creative investment partnerships that prioritize the
in-place improvement of existing populations and arriving immigrant groups, and emphasizes the rehabilitation of
historic building resources as a means to provide physical and visual continuity within the neighborhood.
Despite decades of economic disinvestment, Buffalo’s East Side retains great cultural vibrancy and continues to
welcome new immigrants. These residents should not be required to leave their community to access quality
schools or housing. The fundamental underpinning of the proposed framework rejects the suitability of suburban
enclaves for the wholesale placement of poorer Americans, instead prioritizing their improvement in-place in
order to protect cultural, social and historical connections. It emphasizes that distressed urban neighborhoods are
not equally disadvantaged. Innovative assessment methods can enable planners to identify and capitalize upon
neighborhood strengths and assets to facilitate improvements of its human and physical resources and reduce
“disparate impacts.”
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With China’s rapid urbanization, poverty extensively attracted the attention of both the government and the
academia. Past research of deprivation often focused on the spatial characteristics of inner city core and inner
suburban areas by cross-sectional study, while the evolution and spatial characteristics of multiple deprivation
regarding the whole city during the 10 years of rapid urbanization from 2000 to 2010 were ignored. The Fifth and
Sixth Census data were used in this article to evaluate the space distribution of multiple deprivation index and its
evolution during past decade based on 2463 neighborhood (village) committee and sub-district (town) units of
three circles of inner city core, inner suburban and outer area of Guangzhou city. Research showed that significant
differences exist for multiple deprivation between urban and rural areas. For a long time the binary split between
urban and rural areas caused significant differences in housing facilities and education. After ten years of
development, updates made to market-led regeneration in the inner city core and new development in the inner
suburban and outer area narrowed the urban–rural disparity. This study continues to supplement the empirical
research of multiple deprivation and its changes in socialist transition countries. It indicates that difference and the
evolution characteristics of multiple deprivation in urban and rural areas, caused cooperatively by path

dependency and market factors, which also provides evidence for the government to establish policies and
strategies to improve peripheral development and regeneration of inner city core.
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Housing affordability measures often fall short of explaining the various dimensions of affordability and often do
not consider variability across sub-populations. Affordability concepts encompass income levels, housing prices,
supply and demand of housing, ability to obtain financing, monthly cost burden, etc (Schwartz, 2014; Gan and
Hill, 2009; Jewkes and Delgadillo, 2010). Renters and owner-occupants require different considerations of
affordability (Schwartz, 2014). A common simplicity and thus difficulty with many reported measures of
affordability is that they often revolve around median income levels and median housing prices for the geography
of interest and do not consider the entire distribution of incomes and housing prices within that geography.
There is a need to disaggregate the population of households and population of houses to better assess
affordability. For example, Bogdon and Can (1997) develop measures and disaggregate to the census block level
to examine spatial patterns of affordability. They also emphasize that housing policy and planning begins with a
proper and accurate assessment of the housing condition for a given market. Gan and Hill (2009) propose
measures that incorporate the distribution of household incomes and owner-occupied housing prices.
Relationships between the distribution of income and prices can be compared to determine relative affordability
within the metro area and can also be compared across metros. The measures inputs take into consideration: the
distribution of income, the distribution of housing prices, interest rates, down payment, term of loan, and monthly
cost burden.
For this analysis, we employ Gan and Hill’s measures and analyze affordability for Texas and its major metros –
Austin-Round Rock, Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, Houston-The Woodlands-Sugar Land, San Antonio-New
Braunfels – from 2010 to 2014. Affordability measure inputs are obtained from prior housing affordability
applications at the Real Estate Center (REC) at Texas A&M (Gaines, 2005). Specifically, REC uses the Federal
Housing Finance Board effective interest rates that takes into account closing costs and other fees. Also, monthly
cost burden is set at 25 percent – lower than the typical 28 to 30 percent – to adjust for taxes and insurance. Down
payment is assumed to be 20 percent. Household income deciles are produced by interpolating ACS 5-year
estimates of household income. For housing price distributions, the REC obtains multiple listing service
transaction (MLS) data from the local REALTOR Boards across Texas.
Beyond this first level of disaggregation - by household income and house prices - we will explore the possibility
of disaggregating further by household size and number of bedrooms. Household composition - measured by
number of persons in the household - are expected to have different size requirements for housing units needed -

measured by number of bedrooms or some other proxy for size. Industry and institutional size standards will be
reviewed. Datasets will be explored to develop best estimate tabulations of household size and number of
bedrooms occupied by a household. We expect initial analysis for this second stage of disaggregation to describe
distributions of and potentially produce cross-tabulations of household income, housing prices, number of
bedrooms, and household sizes. The affordability analysis will ultimately be re-estimated using the first- and
second- levels of disaggregation.
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What factors affect neighborhood engagement in urban environments? And are there factors that disrupt social
capital, especially in distressed urban neighborhoods? Briggs stated that social capital "is not simply about how
many people you know, how close you feel to them, or what exchanges you enter into together, but about where
your contacts are in a social structure" (p. 189). Briggs' point was that it is the confluence of social tie locations in
both space and in social structure that dictate a neighborhood's social capital. Social capital is believed to decrease
crime rates, fear of victimization and increase social engagement (Kelling & Wilson, 1982). And while many
researchers have written about social capital, research has either been about self-reported social network distances
of friend networks or geographic distribution of institutional involvement, with very few attempts to combine
social network analyses over both geographic and social distances while looking at reported crime rates (Hipp &
Boessen, 2013; Foster et al, 2015; Sampson & Graif, 2009).
This study analyzed social capital using a survey of 441 households from a distressed urban neighborhood case
study of Weinland Park in Columbus, Ohio. The 151 question survey includes questions about neighborhood
satisfaction, fears of incivilities and crime in the neighborhood, neighboring and institutional affiliations (covering
religious organizations, childcare, elementary schools, library use, needs-based social services and employment
locations). The study investigated two research hypotheses: (1) The more a lead member of the household of
Weinland Park is concerned about neighborhood disorder (incivilities), the more likely he or she is to send his or
her child(ren) to a school outside of the neighborhood and (2) The more confined this resident's social networks
are, institutionally, to the neighborhood the less concerned this person is about neighborhood crime. Research
suggests incivilities often cause more fear of victimization and social disengagement (Nasar & Hur, 2014) and
engagement with local institutions and neighbors can decrease fear of crimes (Liska & Warner, 1991). The study
combined survey data with Columbus Police Department crime data to analyze relationships between compared
perceptions of crime, neighborhood attachment and reported crime rates. It was found, using regression analysis,
that the more residents with children K-8 were concerned with neighborhood incivilities, the more likely they
were to send their children to a school outside of the neighborhood. Additionally, the more residents were
engaged with local institutions the less fearful they were about crime, even when the crime rate is high in the

neighborhood.
Social capital is believed to assist in decreasing crime rates and increasing social engagement. Many public
policy, land use and urban design decisions concerning distressed urban neighborhoods have been made about
assumptions regarding what assists social capital. This study provides insight into what factors seem to increase
neighboring, institutional connections and fear of crime within urban communities.
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Vacancy is an issue facing many American metropolitan areas and post-industrial cities. The definition of vacancy
is a flexible concept, as variable in meaning as the properties it defines. This study analyzed the vacancy issues by
incorporating methods from both landscape architecture and urban planning to quantitatively identify the spatial
concentration of urban vacancy in Baltimore, Maryland. The goal of this research has four foci: 1) how many
vacant lot and vacant buildings exist; 2) whether there are spatial patterns of vacancy, such as clustering around
geographic locations or within watersheds; 3) how to prioritize opportunities of policy intervention that respond to
the larger issues within the city?; and 4) potential approaches to reclassify and re-identify vacant land in city of
Baltimore by taking account of local specifications and land regulations.
In order to answer all the above questions, spatial statistical analyses were conducted at three different scales:
census block group, neighborhood, and watershed, to capture spatial variation and concentrations. Based on the
results of the spatial analyses, a variety of recommendations and strategies were discussed. Particularly, strategies
that aim to work with local communities with a focus on preserving social sense of place and community bonds
while exploring potential utilization of vacant land are the main focus on this study. Finally, the identification of
vacant land is a systemic problem in how cities understand urban land; currently, vacant land is framed to
examine anthropogenic productivity, typically through monetary, agricultural (cultivated food and/or raw
product), or manufacturing gains. This study proposed a comprehensive way to redefine and reclassify vacant
land so that the local government agencies can have a more consistent framework they can take on for policy
interventions and resources prioritization.
Data of this study were gathered from a variety of sources including the Baltimore Housing Authority, U.S.
Census Bureau, Baltimore Neighborhood Indicator Alliance, and Maryland Open Data Portal.

There are several significant findings of this study. For example, findings supported the existence of a difference
between vacant buildings and lots within Baltimore regarding location and character, as well as intricacies within
each that remain to be explored. While there are difference in character and location, both vacant buildings and
lots shared block patterns and linear forms of the city. In addition, there are strong spatial relationships between
vacancy and parks. At the wastershed scale, two larger patterns regarding vacant land and watersheds and
drainage were revealed. The two trends identified include the larger urban patterns and forms that become visible
and the second is the presence of vacant buildings and lots located along the boundaries of watersheds. At the
neighborhood level, seven neighborhoods were identified that have both a high count of vacant buildings and a
significant percentage of vacant acreage. The hot spot analysis identified large portion of vacant lots and buildings
are spatially concentrated in the west Baltimore area.
From these findings a strategy for intervention emerged. The application of this framework extends beyond a
single discipline; the tools and methods used can provide critical insight and information to the dynamics and
conditions of vacancy in Baltimore, Maryland, influence the manner in which landscape architects and planners
approach future design, as well as funding and policies to address vacancy in the city. The framework crates a
methodology that identifies need, guides prioritization, and informs the potential impacts and larger connections
to the city.
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This paper explores the relationship between two different policy efforts in Chicago occurring simultaneously to
revitalize public housing communities: education reform and HOPE VI. Chicago has been undergoing significant
transformation of both public housing and public schools between 2000-2014. The Plan for Transformation (PFT)
has torn down 15,000 units of public housing and replaced them with mixed income developments in an effort to
improve the quality of life for low-income families. Likewise, Renaissance 2010 (Ren 10) has closed,
consolidated, or phased out over 200 schools and opened 100 charter and choice schools, in an effort to improve
the public education school system for underserved communities. The parallel for public housing redevelopment
and education reform is the “transformation” of public amenities into new forms of public-private partnerships
that physically change the neighborhood and who lives and attends schools there. Improving access to education
remains a key tenant of mixed-income development plan goals. Previous research suggests high-quality public
schools are integral to efforts to sustain mixed-income developments and act as amenities to increase local
resources, and provide forums for interaction (Varaday et al. 2005; Joseph & Feldman, 2009). However, there is

limited commitment evident through school policies to develop increased access to education or implement
education improvements for lower-income residents. Instead, higher income resident’s benefit from mixedincome developments while disadvantaged schools are closed and replaced by schools aimed to serve higher
income residents (Lippman, 2007; Smith & Stovall, 2008).
This research aims to answer the following questions: What has been the effect of Ren 10 on the spatial
distribution of public schools in proximity to mixed income developments? How have education reform efforts
influenced the implementation of community building efforts in mixed-income development plans? How have
local actors involved in redevelopment efforts addressed the transformation of public amenities? This paper
examines these questions through an embedded case study that utilizes spatial analysis, in-depth interviews, and
archival data. Spatial analysis is used to map neighborhood change in Chicago between 2000-2014 to examine the
nature of community transformations in proximity to mixed income developments. I also explore the case of
Roosevelt Square, a mixed income development situated in the landscape of the Chicagoland area, which
examines the challenges faced by local actors to implement community building efforts at mixed-income
developments in the midst of significant education reform. This qualitative research uses 20 in-depth interviews
with actors involved in the development process, as well as archival data on Chicago’s housing and school
policies.
There is significant research at the intersection of housing and education reform focused on the privatization of
public education, however, the research on challenges of implementing mixed-income developments on the
ground in the midst of urban education reform are not as prevalent in the scholarly literature (Smith & Stovall,
2008; Silverman, Lupton, & Fenton, 2006). This paper will highlight key findings about how education reform
efforts have influenced redevelopment efforts at Roosevelt Square, and how local actors have worked to reconcile
the inequality and segregation for public housing residents living in mixed-income developments. Overall, the
implications of this research highlight the barriers to develop mixed income developments to meet the needs of
low-income families, while also increasing neighborhood investment. Moreover, I will offer lessons learned by
local actors about effective approaches to address the barriers to building sustainable mixed income communities
that support the needs and well being of all persons.
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Anchor institution and community development literature theorize that art institutions not only provide economic
benefits for neighborhoods, but also serve as social anchors for communities, hosting programs and spaces that
facilitate group bonding and bridging (Birch, Griffin, Johnson, & Stover, 2013; Clopton & Finch, 2011; Grodach,
2011; Gurian, 2001; Taylor & Luter, 2013). These arguments have made art museums and other similar
institutions popular strategies for neighborhood revitalization and community development (ibid.).
However, much of the literature has overlooked the influence internal politics and changes in local economic
climate play in how an institution plans its space and programming, and which groups benefit from these
activities. By overlooking these variables, much of the literature has implied that an art institution’s social
benefits remain static and apply to all groups, giving an unreliable expectation for community development
potential. This paper highlights institutional politics and a city’s economic climate as two important variables for
planners to consider to better predict how arts institutions (and possibly other non-profit, private anchor
institutions) can contribute to community development.
Methodologically, this paper uses a case study of the Portland Art Museum in Oregon between 1994 and 2014 to
show how the changing political dynamics internal to the museum and the changing economy external to it have
significantly influenced how the institution programmed its activities and planned its space, and which
communities benefited from these activities and space. Evidence for this analysis comes from 15 formal
interviews with key staff members of the Portland Art Museum, 15 formal and informal interviews with
neighborhood and museum constituents, newspaper articles accessed from online archives, as well as a three
month, in-depth observation of museum operations as an intern in the Public Programs and Education department
between April and July 2014.
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The past two decades have witnessed a significant shift in the way community economic development is funded
and the way it is practiced. The governments' and foundations' support that once covered overhead expenses for
nonprofit community development corporations has become difficult to find. And funders increasingly are
seeking quantifiable outcome measures, such as housing units constructed and jobs created, which can lead to
programmatic decisions that favor building something.
Community development corporations, which historically were at the forefront of community development

efforts, have lost some of their influence as the role of community development financial institutions (CDFIs) has
grown. CDFIs include community development loan funds, banks, credit unions and venture capital funds. They
constitute a significant industry in terms of both dollars under management and the range of fields that they
finance. Increasingly, CDFIs -- particularly community development loan funds -- also shape public policy
(Rubin, Caskey, Dickstein, & Zielenbach, 2008).
Unlike the regulated community development banks and credit unions, loan funds are unregulated entities, with
the flexibility to take on a diverse set of projects and innovative funding structures. As a result of this flexibility,
some community development loan funds have amassed significant financial resources.
The research presented in this paper begins to explore the role that community development loan funds are
playing in community development practice and how they were impacting the broader community development
field. Rather than look at the field in aggregate, where data are scarce and statistics do not provide the rich data
needed to understand the role that CDLFs play in shaping community development practice and policy, this casestudy research explores a single loan fund in action.
This paper examines the Pennsylvania Fresh Food Financing Initiative (PA FFFI), which supported the
construction of 88 supermarkets in low-income communities with poor access to healthy fresh food, between
2004 and 2009. This program became the model for similar efforts in cities and states across the United States, as
well as the Federal Healthy Food Financing Initiative.
This research utilizes the PA FFFI case study to explore the impact that the neoliberal policy environment has had
on community development. The neoliberal preference for limited government has led to reduced federal funding
for low-income communities and a shift towards programs that leverage private capital to achieve social goals.
This includes tax credits and other funding mechanisms that preference larger, more market-oriented actors. The
PA FFFI case study suggests that, because of their size and financial acumen, community development financial
institutions (CDFIs) appear to have an advantage in this new community development landscape, possibly at the
expense of community development corporations and other more local actors.
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In a community land trust (CLT) the land is removed from the market, kept in trust, and (usually) owned by notfor-profit-corporation. The number of CLTs has grown rather substantially in the last 15 years, and there are

currently roughly 260 operating in the United States. Despite this growth, the academic literature has not kept up
and there remain a set of basic questions for which we have no clear answers. One of those questions is: What are
the effects of the presence of CLT properties and homes on adjacent and nearby property values? CLTs legally
and financially separate homes from the land upon which they sit; the CLT owns the land, while the
improvements on the land are sold to private individuals or corporations (for-profit, and not-for-profit). This
separation of the land from its improvements is a way for the housing on the land to be made affordable, and have
that affordability be permanent. This permanent affordability means the subsidies are retained in perpetuity, and
thus CLTs are an attractive form of affordable housing provision in the current (permanent?) context of limited
public and private sector resources for affordable housing.
Like all forms of affordable housing, neighbors are sometimes wary of new CLT development or conversion in
close proximity, fearing that lower-income neighbors might negatively impact their property values. Conversely,
some in policy circles have articulated concerns about the potential for CLT-led “gentrification,” e.g., the pricing
out of long-term renters due to new CLT-driven neighborhood development. This article explores the financial
impact of CLT housing development through a case study of CLTs in the Twin Cities region of Minnesota, USA.
Using the now well-developed difference in differences approach with a hedonic regression model this paper
analyzes the impacts of CLTs on adjacent and nearby property values. This method compares real estate price
trends near CLT investments before and after the introduction of the CLT, using the values for the broader Census
tract as a benchmark. Given that CLT properties in our universe for this paper are located in a variety of housing
sub-markets (urban-disinvested; urban-gentrifying; suburban-working class; suburban-middle/professional class)
and the types of CLT properties are similarly varied (single family detached; single family attached; multi-family)
we will be able to analyze how these property value dynamics play out through a variety of lenses.
This research is important to planning theory and practice because, as more communities and municipalities create
CLTs we need to develop much more detailed understandings of how they work and their impacts on the
communities in which they’re situated. It is particularly important for practitioners, because being able to assess
the extent to which property-value driven NIMBYism is “justifiable” or not is a vitally important tool in the
affordable housing practitioner’s toolkit.
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The population composition of neighborhoods is significant to determine a direction of neighborhood
development. With this perspective, the rapidly increasing number of the elderly who are more vulnerable to
residential environment than the nonelderly is a critical factor to establish the direction. Given the importance of
the elderly population, previous research mainly has focused on community level supporting programs for the
elderly by communities with concentrated older adults such as Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities

(NORCs) or age-segregated communities and their effectiveness on the population other than issues caused by
those concentrations of the elderly population such as low tax collection and obsolescence of neighborhoods.
However, it is necessary to understand the causes of the concentrations of the elderly population to prevent
problems from excessive concentrations of them. This research hypothesizes that the concentration of older adults
is associated with the characteristics of a given neighborhood. In order to prove the hypothesis, this research will
explore the relevant factors and their causalities of the concentration of the elderly population, analyzing physical
and socioeconomic characteristics of neighborhoods such as housing values, racial diversity, income, and others
in Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford, Florida Metropolitan Statistical Area. The findings will be used to keep a balance
between service demands of older adults and capacities of local governments and will contribute to more older
adults to receive benefits from local communities.
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The last eight years should have been a remarkable time for American urban policy. The issues and needs in our
urban areas have long been clear, but were made even more pronounced and evident with the 2007-2009 “Great
Recession.” The vital issues of: race and racialization processes; immigration; health; criminal justice; the
environment; and inequality are all partially produced through, and find clear expression in, our urban areas. The
“urban crisis” is therefore not over; it is not now, and certainly was not when President Nixon said it was in 1973.
Added to this context is the biography of the president. He is a product of Honolulu, Los Angeles, New York,
Boston, and, most importantly, Chicago, where he famously worked as a community organizer. As such, he is the
first “urban” president the country has had for many decades; probably the most urban president since Teddy
Roosevelt more than 100 years ago. Finally, the constituency that twice elected Obama was a disproportionately
urban one.
Thus the context of the president’s inauguration in 2009, his own biography, and the constituencies that twice
elected him would suggest a period of significant, and very public, discussions and policies about urban policy.
To a limited extent, this has been in the case. In February 2009, shortly after taking office, the Obama

administration created the first-ever White House Office of Urban Affairs to “take a coordinated and
comprehensive approach to developing and implementing an effective strategy concerning urban America.” Also,
several urban policies have been launched, including, but not limited to: Strong Cities, Strong Communities
(SC2); The Partnership for Sustainable Communities; Promise Neighborhoods; Choice Neighborhoods; and
Immigration Action Roundtables (among many others).
And yet, despite these initiatives, there is remarkably little substantive discussion of urban issues in American
policy circles or, more generally, its public sphere. This lack of discussion is mirrored and magnified by the fact
that these initiatives are all fairly small, modestly funded, and low profile. They are, for the most part, a set of
pilot projects; not large scale endeavors meant to fundamentally impact life in American urban areas or shape the
trajectories of American urbanization processes. This is mirrored by the fact that the US Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) remains a very low profile cabinet-level department. Most people – even those
concerned with politics and public policy – would struggle to name the people that have been the Secretaries of
HUD in the Obama administration. Urban policy, it seems, has remained on the back benches of American public
life and policy-making, despite a context and a president that would suggest a resurgence of it.
In this roundtable a set of scholars will discuss the urban policy regime we have had under Obama, and what it
means in terms of federal urban policy going forward. This is an important conversation for planning practitioners
because the federal urban policy regime shapes and structures so much of the contexts in which planners work.
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Encouraging Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) recipients to move to higher-opportunity neighborhoods has long
been a U.S. policy goal. Crucial to these efforts is mobility counseling provided by local public housing
authorities. Extra-ordinary counseling efforts – such as those associated with HOPE VI and Moving to
Opportunity – have shown little positive effect in moving households to higher-quality areas (Briggs, Popkin, and
Goering 2010; Popkin et al. 2004). However, researchers have devoted less attention to the effectiveness of
mobility counseling outside these unique circumstances.
Academics have also long been interested in the housing search process. While economists view housing search
as a utility-maximizing behavior, geographers have argued that it is organized around one’s awareness space, a
portion of the mental map with which one has familiarity (Brown and Moore 1970; Chen and Lin 2012). Mobility
counseling may increase voucher holders’ awareness spaces, and could lead to living in higher-opportunity
neighborhoods. What is not known, however, is how other housing search resources – such as websites,
recommendations from friends or family, or just ‘driving around’ – impact voucher holders’ neighborhood
outcomes. In fact, a 2014 survey of voucher holders identified ‘driving around’ as the most commonly-used
resource to find housing, followed by recommendations from friends or family, online resources, and housing
counselors (Rohe et al. 2014).

This paper merges these two threads – HCV mobility counseling and the housing search process – by
investigating how housing search resources impact voucher recipients’ awareness spaces and, ultimately, the
neighborhoods in which they reside. More specifically, the paper addresses three questions. First, what
(dis)advantages do households associate with various search resources – e.g., counseling, websites, friends and
family, or just ‘driving around’? Second, does utilization of particular resources lead to greater awareness spaces
in which families search for housing? Finally, how do particular resources and awareness spaces interact to
impact voucher holders’ objective and subjective neighborhood characteristics?
We hypothesize that counseling will result in greater awareness spaces for households, which will increase the
likelihood that they move to higher-opportunity neighborhoods. However, those who utilize online resources will
have access to a greater number of listings, which will result in greater satisfaction with their home.
The research draws on interviews with HCV recipients in Charlotte, NC who had moved within the prior three
months. Interviews query pertinent contextual information (e.g., how long the household has lived in Charlotte),
resources used to find housing, and satisfaction with these resources. They also ask participants to draw a mental
map, identify neighborhoods where they searched for housing, and to explain their housing search in terms of
these neighborhoods.
Findings from the research have several implications for policy. It will examine whether any resources are
effective at expanding households’ awareness spaces and encouraging them to move to higher-opportunity
neighborhoods. Additionally, it will be one of the first studies to examine how online resources, like Craigslist
and SocialServe, impact voucher holders’ housing searches.
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When creating local policy, community values and experiences can be marginalized as evidence if a modernist's
approach to policy-making gives preferential treatment to data produced through scientific inquiry (Harper &
Stein, 1995; Head, 2009). However, the very characteristics that make social problems amenable to planning
(uncertainty and complexity) also make problem-solving solely with technical information difficult (Lindblom,
1980; Hopkins, 2001). Additionally, the social problems tackled by planning demand "reasons to support 'ought'
claims as well as 'is' claims" (Goldstein, 1984: 303). As a result, within planning argumentation, there is a role for
1) the local knowledge that informs the ethical reasoning behind proposed goals and courses of action and 2) the

technical information that helps describe the current state and anticipated consequences. This paper explores
community mapping as a method of combining the lived experiences and expectations of residents with technical
information from neighborhood socio-demographics and a property value analysis.
Over the last ten years, median housing prices in the historically black communities surrounding downtown
Durham, North Carolina have increased between 100-400%. In 2015, community members in the Old East
Durham neighborhood partnered with researchers at Duke University, North Carolina State University, and the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to co-produce information on the topics of neighborhood change,
environmental quality, and displacement. A kickoff community meeting held in March 2016 identified affordable
housing and environmental quality as key community concerns. Community engagement activities during spring
and summer of 2016 will explore these topics in depth.
This paper uses a case study design to examine the utilization of community mapping to integrate two
engagement techniques popular in public health and landscape architecture (PhotoVoice and Walkshops) with a
more traditional demographic and property value analysis. The central research questions are if community
mapping can 1) act as an effective process to integrating local and technical information and 2) yield a product
that will complement existing community capacity to participate in policy discussions on issues of environmental
equity and affordable housing.
PhotoVoice, a type of documentary photography, allows community members to express their perceptions of their
neighborhood through images and then collaboratively interpret their work to create a narrative. Walkshops are
essentially workshops conducted on the move in order to allow participants to physically interact with the
landscape in their neighborhoods and visualize different futures for community spaces. These efforts are
supported by a more traditional analysis using Geographic Information System (GIS) technology, U.S. Census
data, and area property values. However, this analysis is approached through a community mapping method
where, through a series of meetings, residents decide how to map the community's environmental amenities and
disamenities along with affordability factors. The expert knowledge of residents about their own neighborhood is
used to "ground-truth" the information from the analysis (i.e., add, correct and critique the technical information)
and synthesize information from the PhotoVoice and Walkshop phases for inclusion on the maps.
As a contribution to practice, this project, funded by the Kenan Creative Collaboratory, joins other on-going local
efforts to continue a dialogue between community stakeholders and decision makers on the topics on
disinvestment, gentrification, and displacement. As a contribution to the planning literature, the project explores
how a range of community engagement methods can be integrated to address one of the fundamental challenges
of planning argumentation: the balance of empirical and normative support for policy. The ultimate goal of this
project is to create a framework that facilitates the assemblage and synthesis of technical and local information in
communities vulnerable to gentrification and displacement.
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Accessibility to the campus and transit stops are some of the most important criteria for students to make their
housing choices. Choice of residence is also dependent on housing opportunities subjected to vacancy and
financial affordability. Moreover, housing opportunities are often affected by tacit segregation policies
discriminating students from families. It is the responsibility of the local authorities to determine the land use and
provide fair housing options. In spite of certain differences in lifestyle, level of education and affordability, there
are certain preferable locations where students like to stay. Limitation of housing opportunities near such ideal
locations (either due to shortage of renting opportunities or financial constraints) force students to move to less
preferable areas. Such ideal locations are a joint function of 1) distance from the campus, 2) accessibility to transit
stops, amenities or green spaces, and even 3) location of friends or student clusters characterized by race, religion,
culture and language.
Infrastructure limitations such as availability of vacant land can create difficulty to increase new housing
opportunities near the most favorable locations. In such scenarios, we can identify potential vacant lands suitable
for developing student housing. This paper proposes a method that we can use to locate vacant lots preferable for
students to reside. We need to know: 1) what are the factors governing a student’s choice of residence and how
they are prioritized while taking housing decisions? And 2) what are the ideal places of living for students in the
city? We inquired these questions by using a methodology that analyzed the housing choice decisions of offcampus students of Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa.
The research is divided into two broad categories – 1) spatial analysis and 2) development of a suitable
methodology to identify preferable vacant lands. In spatial analysis we studied the present residing location of
students, their accessibility to certain points of interest, and the relation with transit network. We used Network
Analyst, Kernel Density and Map Algebra tools of Geographic Information System (GIS) for this analysis. For
detailed comprehension of existing scenario we also conducted an online student survey and interviewed property
managers and transit officials. Thereafter we designed a system to identify potential vacant lands suitable for
student living.
The online survey reported responses of 1281 participants living in off-campus housing, and within the city of
Ames. We compared the locational factors for choosing a housing from the survey and found the following
factors according to priority– 1) distance from the campus, 2) transit stop proximity, 3) walkability to amenity
hubs, and 4) transit frequency of service. Students chose areas around the campus and locations at walking
proximity from supermarkets as their ideal places to live. However, years of living, level of education, nation of
origin and ethnicity created some variations in such choices. We found similarities of housing choices among
graduate students, international students and Asians. All of them showed a preference for proximity to transit
stops and walkability to grocery stores, over living near campus. Based on these observations we developed a
weight system to make a suitability index of the available vacant lands.
The analytical methodology developed in this study has the potential to point out the preferable vacant lands
according to choices of students. However, some other tangible and intangible factors can also be essential to
determine the land use and density of developments in the identified vacant lands. For a more holistic
apprehension of the methodology of this paper we can include but not limit to university expansion plans, future
land use plan of the city, gentrification factors and transportation planning decisions.
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Kansas City is one of the first communities to conduct an Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH)
assessment since the Supreme Court recognized disparate impact claims in the case Texas Department of Housing
and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities (576 U.S. ____). After the court ruling, The US Department of
Housing and Urban Development passed new rules (80 CFR 42272) requiring communities to assess segregation
patterns, areas of racially and ethnically concentrated poverty, levels of access to opportunity and the
differentiated levels of housing needs. Using a wide set of measures and HUD provided data sets, communities
must identify their present status of meeting fair housing requirements within the context of the regional housing
market. Communities must now set goals for meeting fair housing and these goals will then drive the policies set
up in the next round of funding requests made to HUD in a Consolidated Plan. A possible catch-22 has been set
up by these actions. Communities must now make estimates of disparate impact at the very time that these
estimates may now be used in courts to show how the community has failed to meet the Fair Housing Act.
This paper examines how one community is meeting the new requirements. What processes and pitfalls lie in
Kansas City's path toward fair housing? How does the decision to do a regional assessment impact the planning
process and results?
These questions will be answered through a combination of methods. First, measures of segregation (Logan
2013), poverty concentration (Massey and Denton 1993), opportunity and housing needs (Briggs 2015) will be
developed at multiple scales depending upon the availability of data. The scales include the block, census tract,
zip code, school district, municipality and county levels. Then these results will be compared to the data provided
by the HUD assessment tool (80 FR 42272). An outliers analysis will be done to show how particular geographies
influence the overall results. Second, the process of using the data in order to set goals will be followed as a
participant observer. This analysis will look at how the data are communicated as part of the community
engagement process.
Preliminary results show that land use decisions and the scale of measurement impact influence quantitative
results. The decision to do a regional analysis has already raised questions about community engagement similar
to findings from regional sustainability planning (Benner and Pastor 2015).
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Internet enabled accommodation sharing platforms present profound yet largely unexplored implications for the
housing system and urban regulation. By reducing the search and transaction costs associated with finding a place
to stay or attracting a lodger or flatmate, platforms such as Airbnb for short term sharing and roomates.com for
longer term co-habitation could radically expand housing choices for renters and home purchasers. However,
evidence on the housing benefits or otherwise of such practices is limited, and there are growing questions about
potential risks to public health and safety (eg. overcrowding), residential amenity, and the supply of affordable
rental housing in the inner city. Key questions include whether internet enabled platforms for accommodation
sharing represent facilitate new, or compete with existing forms of housing supply; and whether the practices are
improving or eroding housing choices and standards for lower and moderate income households. As affordability
pressures and tight rental markets in global cities mount, there are growing concerns about housing quality and
overcrowding in the share housing sector, where rooming might mean access to a bed in a dormitory room,
illegally partitioned apartment or converted garage. This paper examines these questions with reference to
research from Sydney, Australia. With its dispersed, primarily low density suburban geography, intense housing
affordability pressures, and high visitor appeal for international and domestic tourists, Sydney is an ideal site to
examine the potential benefits and risks of new practices in shared accommodation. Using geospatial and text
based data analysis techniques, the paper examines the geography of accommodation sharing in Sydney using
publically available listings data from the two major short term (Airbnb) and longer term (Flatmates.com.au)
online service providers. Using computational analysis of the listing text the paper also identifies the primary
characteristics of dwellings being offered (on both sites) and desired occupancy being advertised as (permanent)
share accommodation (Flatmate.com). Finally, the analysis captures rent and bond trends in different areas for
different dwelling types (houses, apartments, rooms, share rooms), and accessibility characteristics of listed
dwellings (to public transit, universities, etc.). There are limitations in using online listings as the primary data
source to understand the geography, dwelling characteristics, and income/costs associated with temporary and
permanent accommodation supply in Sydney (particularly issues in relation to misleading or outdated
advertisements). Nevertheless, the study provides hitherto unavailable baseline information on informal housing
practices in a global city. The findings have implications for housing policy makers and planning practitioners
seeking to balance concerns for residential safety and amenity with wider objectives for housing supply, choice
and affordability.
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In California, in part prodded by regulatory changes at the state level seeking to curb greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, regional planners are scrambling to curb decades' worth of low density development practice and, in
the name of GHG reductions, channel growth into more targeted inner-city areas. This suits conservationists well,
as it helps preserve farmland and green corridors. At the same time, worries about high housing prices are
plaguing the state's largest urban regions. A question arising from the substantial shift to infill development is
what the impact on those areas will be: will the new additions to the housing stock help lower housing prices in
those neighborhoods, or might it conversely be a contributor to gentrification? The answer depends, in part, on
how new housing stock interacts with the neighborhoods in which it is introduced and how it is perceived to
change the neighborhood by new residents.
In this context, this research addresses the old question of spatial spillover effects in housing markets. While
much research has examined whether affordable housing negatively impacts prices of nearby market rate single
family homes, only little attention has been paid to the potential for localized positive spillovers of new market
rate and luxury housing, even if the same spillover channels could be presumed to be operative as with affordable
housing.
This research sets out to examine whether additions to the urban housing housing stock may all other things equal
lead to local (as opposed to regional) price increases, even if the assumption remains that the regional equilibrium
price will ultimately be lower. While the study is agnostic as to the specific channels of spillovers, presumed
mechanisms of include a) a demonstration effect of providing a new housing type may signal success to other
developers and would be buyers in their price discovery process; b) new developments may, depending on what
they replace, be seen as increases in local amenities if a project is coupled with the removal of under-utilized or
vacant properties that may hitherto have been seen as local dis-amenities; c) compositional changes, hereunder the
attraction of new residents to the area from outside the jurisdiction interested in a new, regionally unique product
type (i.e. "Downtown Living" may be a new option); and related, d) gentrification and associated changes in the
residential composition.
Using data from 20 years of arms-length home sales, I examine the San Francisco housing market using a series
of hedonic regressions relating sales prices to characteristics of not just transacting properties and neighborhoods
in general, but with an emphasis on access to new housing in particular. To control for the fact that developers
may just be skillful market participants picking the most appreciating neighborhoods, I use a difference-indifference style estimation (Schwartz et al., 2006; Galster et al., 1999), capturing pre- and post-build temporal
effects. Controlling for these, I am able to isolate the contribution of new development projects from wider area
changes. While the spillover effect of market rate housing was recently demonstrated in Singapore (Ooi, 2013), to
our knowledge no similar effect has been shown for the US housing market using medium term spatial controls.
The study will be useful to planners who will benefit from learning about the wider dynamics of urban housing
markets. In some quarters, a price boost will be welcomed, while in hot housing markets such as San Francisco, it
may be part of a wider catch-22 where the construction of housing is both critically necessary, yet wrought with
all manner of secondary price effects at the neighborhood scale.
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No running water, no sewer connections, poor public health, and cardboard houses are all images that bring to
mind a developing country. Yet, these are all conditions that can be encountered in colonia developments located
in United States counties along the U.S.-Mexico border. These settlements can be found throughout the border in
California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. It is estimated that over a million people reside within a network of
over 2,500 colonia settlements and while Federal policies for colonia alleviation have been instituted since the
early 1990’s, the problem persists. This begs the question; if colonia alleviation policies have delivered resources
into colonias for over 25 years, why then are they still an issue in many areas?
Informal settlements are not created in a vacuum and it is important to understand the context in which they are
forced to develop and allowed thrive. The border itself has much to do with it and it should be considered in any
study about colonias. The phenomenon exists on both sides. The border should be treated as a special case study
for many reasons, but probably the most important being that there is a unique experience that gets lived in the
region by the residents of both the United States and Mexico. This research will address why this phenomenon
persists despite efforts to incrementally improve the living conditions for colonia residents. This will be a
qualitative study and interviews will be conducted with 10-15 current residents of the Old Nogales Highway
colonia in Pima County, Arizona. Questions will address time living within the colonia, reasons for arrival and
continued stay in the colonia, and future plans. The context of the Old Nogales Highway colonia is important
because it has a long history of interventions with relatively low impact.
This research is important for several reasons, first, the HUD set-aside intended to help with housing conditions
has been in existence in one form or another for over 25 years. While some success has been seen the overall
phenomenon of colonias persists throughout the border. Second, if the current funding mechanism is not working
then other policy alternatives must be sought. This brief glimpse into the lives of the residents of the Old Nogales
Highway colonia may provide insight into this important policy predicament.
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The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) is the largest federal rental housing assistance program for lowincome households, accommodating nearly twice as many households as public housing and representing a
colossal tax expenditure of $5 billion annually (Schwartz, 2015). LIHTC is also a place-based strategic program
that by design establishes a direct link between location and affordability. But how effective is the program? Does
it, in reality, provide affordable housing for low-income households when accounting for the value of location and
transportation costs? Transportation expenditures are the second-largest spending category after housing for a
typical American household. The literature also collectively points to a trade-off between housing and
transportation expenditures (Palm et al., 2014).
This study develops an innovative approach to evaluate the affordability of the LIHTC program. The objective is
to determine whether the LIHTC rental assistance program provides “affordable housing” when transportation
costs are factored in. We used disaggregated data at the property level for 40,502 projects in the nation and
measured built environmental variables for each property. We then estimated transportation costs for a typical
household that qualified under this program using solid transportation costs modeling tailored for low-income
households.
Focusing on low-income households instead of a “typical household,” using robust methodology, relying on
comprehensive disaggregated modeling and using a national LIHTC database at the property level offer greater
validity to our findings compared to the previous efforts (Williamson, 2011; Nedwick & Burnett, 2015).
Our findings confirm the importance of location in providing true affordability for low-income households.
Depending on the location, transportation costs vary between 2 percent and 42 percent of a household’s budget.
We also found that for 43.8 percent of low-income households, transportation is unaffordable; that is to say,
transportation costs exceed 15 percent of a household’s budget. The majority of unaffordable properties are
located in sprawling metropolitan areas with little access to public transit.
These results do not suggest that subsidies be limited to compact metropolitan areas but rather suggests that
channeling subsidies into accessible neighborhoods is even more important in sprawling metropolitan areas than
compact ones. Our results also call for the reconsideration of incentive/tax credit allocations. Developers compete
for credits. By incorporating location efficiency into the tax credit allocation criteria, federal, state and local
housing agencies can control the type of housing and location of LIHTC developments. From a policy standpoint,
we urge HUD and state agencies to give priority to accessible, walkable and transit-served locations. In order to
provide true affordability for low-income households, the selection criteria in Qualified Allocation Plans (QAPs)
should be modified to account for the quality of transportation in given locations. However, relying on each state
to modify the QAP might not be sufficient. A more unified and efficient approach would be when the Internal
Revenue Service at the federal level modifies the design of the program rather than leaves it at the discretion of
state agencies.
A new thinking is needed for affordable housing affairs. Transportation is more than just a sheer convenience; it
provides access to opportunities. Development should be located where jobs can be reached, with access to major
destinations such as schools and health care facilities. Affordable housing in the right locations further encourages
the integration of low-income population into the economy. Our findings urge for the LIHTC programs to be
revised around a more comprehensive concept of affordability that accounts for transportation and access to
opportunities. This would help low-income households in the short term spend less on transportation and provide
access to opportunities, increasing their chance of upward mobility.
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Klondike Smokey City (KSC) is a historic African American inner-city neighborhood in the City of Memphis
(Tennessee, USA). Since the 60s, it has experienced an intense process of urban transformation. The former and
tight African American community has been break apart by decades of "white flight", public negligence and
disinvestment, and the closure of the main important local employers and businesses. Today, KSC represents the
"handbook example" of a US distressed inner-city community, where high rates of crime and poverty parallel a
constant decay of the once-thriving urban fabric.
In the fall of 2015, the local KSC Community Development Corporation (CDC) asked the Department of City and
Regional Planning (CRP) at the University of Memphis to enter in a capacity-building community/university
partnership (Reardon 2006) in order to develop a comprehensive neighborhood plan to improve the quality of life
of the KSC community. During this initial planning process, one of the main priorities identified by local
residents and stakeholders was the reclamation of the neighborhood space. Today, in fact, there are many
homeowners who still live in KSC, while others moved out keeping their properties. Many of them, however,
maintain a sentimental relationship with this community and keep their local church membership. In the effort of
reclaiming the neighborhood, the ongoing KSC partnership is currently working on crafting planning strategies
aimed at the rehabilitation of the existing housing fabric, the construction of new housing, and the improvement
of existing public spaces.
This paper examines the KSC/CRP Action Research Planning Project aimed at establishing (1) a new collective
subject and (2) revitalization alternatives to reclaim the KSC neighborhood. According to the action-research
paradigm (Greenwood and Levin 1998), it explores research questions related to these main two topics formulated
and addressed by KSC residents in collaboration with CRP faculty and students. It shows how outcomes of this
community-engaged research and teaching experience (Reardon 2003) contribute to improve planning practice
and education in distressed communities and regions where "pro-growth" policies dominate.
Finally - in keeping with the conversation on writing about action research experiences (Saija 2014) - this paper
interrogates the KSC/CRP planning process critically reflecting on the most crucial challenges encountered in the
collective process of re-imagining the neighborhood space. In particular, drawing from Massey's argument for
revitalizing the imagination of space (Massey 2005), it shares some of the meaningful insights related to the types
of entities (such as places) and identities (such as new political subjects) that might be generated through contextdependent collective planning practices.
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Since the mid-1990s, urbanists have developed new approaches as “new urban tools and strategies,” while artists
have developed “critical spatial practices” reflecting their “respective” perspectives on urban issues (Holub et al,
2014, pg. 21). In the mid-2000s, the concept of the “creative city” emerged; within the creative economy borne
from it, the arts and cultural sector has developed as an economic factor that is growing demonstrably faster than
any other sector (Franke and Verhagen, 2005). However, studies and opinions are voicing how the sector’s
contribution to cities are focused on a top-down and/or limited scale – for instance downtown district
revitalization and beautification projects – when it could do potentially more to directly benefit existing local
communities and address pressing issues that such communities can identify with. Furthermore, there is an
increasing new focus within arts-related organizations on “cities as drivers of new practices,” with “art folks
sitting at more tables” (Kreyling, 2015) that discuss planning topics such as land use and housing. In other words,
an alternative use of arts for community development is being sought by artists, community organizations, and
even by local government that would provide direct benefits to existing residents, underserved neighborhoods,
and address pressing urban local issues (Stern and Seifert, 2010).
Informed by such phenomenon and previous research, I ask the following research questions: 1) How do artists
identify themselves as players and stakeholders in urban equity and development issues, and 2) What is the
“respective” artistic perspective that could make artists’ contribution and approaches help urban planning? To
answer these questions, I conduct a participant-observation study with Public Matters, a Los Angeles-based social
enterprise comprised of artists and media/creative professionals, to specify what role artists do and can play in
urban planning and community development. Public Matters offer place-making consulting services and
design/implement civic engagement projects that are tailored to neighborhoods’ local social and historical
contexts. Specifically, I consider their pilot project in an East Los Angeles high school’s urban planning and
design specialization.
Using a constant-comparative method, I use a grounded-theory approach to identify the significance and
challenges in Public Matters’ approach to localized planning and education. I consider how the artists define
place-making, social justice, and equity, and argue that Public Matters’ definition of place-making and placekeeping are based on equitable and culturally-sensitive frameworks; that is, to ensure local communities have
ownership in neighborhood change by making their stories visible. But tensions exist between their definitions
and the students’ perceptions and value systems regarding the built environment. While they teach the importance
of the soft, intangible aspects of planning (i.e. urban design elements, preservation) to the students, Public Matters
also struggle to reconcile conventional ‘good planning’ tenets with what the students regard as desirable in their
local community. To place Public Matters’ work in institutional context, I monitor various City of Los Angeles’
artist-based planning initiatives and attend panels/roundtables discussing the role of artists and community
organizers have in planning for an equitable future.

This research elucidates the promises and the challenges of applying artists-as-planner’s perspectives and
approaches within the larger planning and policymaking context. In addition, it examines how artists-as-planners
can add to planning’s current engagement and social context analysis practices, all toward more inclusive and
sustainable development.
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Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) recipients encounter many types of discrimination in the housing search process.
Landlords could choose not to lease a home to HCV recipients merely because they are HCV recipients. While
many forms of discrimination (such as discrimination because of race or gender) are proscribed by federal and
state constitutions, discrimination based on income or source-of-income (such as paying rent using an HCV) is
not banned by the federal constitution or by most state constitutions. Source-of-income (SOI) discrimination
makes the housing search process more complicated and time-consuming for HCV recipients, often restricting
their housing options and resulting in sub-optimal housing choices (Galvez 2010, Freeman & Li 2014). SOI
discrimination could lead to HCV recipients not being able to rent a home within a reasonable time, thereby
lowering HCV utilization rates -- a deplorable consequence given the large mismatch between the number of
HCVs funded each year and the families that need them. Indeed, a few researchers have found that having antiSOI regulations can increase HCV utilization rates (see Freeman 2012, for example).
My paper reports on the findings of a study exploring the relative magnitude of SOI discrimination compared to
other types of discrimination that HCV recipients of a Midwestern public housing authority (PHA) experienced in
the housing search process. I also report on how SOI discrimination varies by race, family-size and other socioeconomic & demographic factors among these HCV recipients, discussing whether SOI discrimination is a cover
for commonly proscribed forms of discrimination.
Information for this study was collected by surveying all HCV families of one PHA using a mail-out/mail-back
questionnaire. About 400 questionnaires were received; of these, about 360 were complete and were used in this
analysis.
My findings suggest that SOI discrimination is perhaps more pervasive than other common sources of
discrimination, and may be a more significant contributing factor to a less-than-100% voucher utilization rate than
many other factors. This paper is a significant addition to the literature on fair housing because it focuses on a
factor other than race and because it uses primary data from HCV recipients (whereas a majority of the published
literature on fair housing is based on either secondary data -- from the US census or HMDA reports, for example -

- or matched-pair testing data).
My paper also describes the PHA’s initial, strongly negative response to these findings, and yet how within 18
months the local government modified the city statutes to provide protection from SOI discrimination citing my
findings. In the concluding segment of the paper, I discuss how and why this happened. The study reported here
and its demonstrable impact on public policy and people in a certain geography is an example of how faculty
scholarship could translate to positive action and social benefits in a local jurisdiction within a relatively short
time.
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Suburbs, a large home far from the crowded urban centers with a private yard and pleasant natural surroundings,
have been a premise of American dreams. Now suburbs, once ideal communities for young families with children,
are aging in terms of population and built environment; which is becoming Elderburbs (Stafford, 2009). The built
environments of typical suburbs are also no longer a perfect refuge for seniors who are aging in place and now
have different needs. Utilitarian destinations such as clinics, restaurants, and retail shops can only be reached by
private cars so seniors are likely to be isolated and participate in fewer outdoor trips. Large and single-family
housing that dominates suburban developments hardly serves for the elderly empty nesters who want to find
smaller houses in or near their current neighborhoods.
There have been several attempts to identify the impacts of the silver tsunami, but most previous studies
frequently have either focused on only demographic structure change, gentrification of obsolete built
environments of neighborhoods, or aging neighborhoods in urban areas. Therefore, this paper attempts to
simultaneously identify the geographic and social morphology of Elderburbs and its transformation for the 20
years from 1990 to 2010 in the 20 largest metropolitan areas ranked by the size of the total population. This paper
mainly examined whether 1) the number of Elderburbs has increased over time; 2) Elderburbs have expanded
further from the urban core over time; and 3) Elderburbs are more socially vulnerable than other suburban
neighborhoods. The aging population was identified using three indexes, the elderly ratio (ER: the proportion of
the elderly who are 65 years old and over), the elderly-child ratio (ECR: the proportion of the elderly per 100

children who are 14 years old or less), and the elderly dependency ratio (EDR: the proportion of the elderly per
100 working age people whose ages fall between 15 to 64 years old). A neighborhood with a high ER, ECR, and
EDR was counted as 'old.' Census tracts built between 1950 and 1970 when the first generation of suburban
development started were identified as aging built environments. The social vulnerability of Elderburbs was
observed based on twelve characteristics including socioeconomic status, household composition, minority status,
and housing/transportation by following the method of Berke et al. (2015).
In short, the outcomes of this paper are 1) Elderburbs have decreased in their shares since 1990; 2) the location of
Elderburbs, measured by the distance from the CBD of a core city in each MSA, has increased slightly from 16.5
miles to 17.5 miles, and 3) Elderburbs was socially more vulnerable than other suburbs, which has been consistent
for twenty years. Findings from this paper can enhance the knowledge about aging suburbs and be useful in
restructuring and retrofitting neighborhoods for seniors in the future.
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Getting to Groundbreaking is a project formed in 2013 that brings together home builders, a home building
industry association, municipalities, the regional government, and academic urban researchers around a common
interest: to understand what works in housing development regulation and planning across the metro Vancouver
region of British Columbia. The project aims to inject new, credible information into the often raucous and
anecdotally charged debate surrounding the regulation of land and housing development in the Metro Vancouver
region. The project investigates trends in the provision of housing from both public and private sectors, surveys
opinions and practices amongst municipalities, homebuilders and the public, and collects information on new
innovations in the provision of housing.
To date, the project has constructed a core body of work around a collaborative funding, management and
advisory structure; a review and synthesis of existing data around housing supply and form; a survey and
interview-based original research process oriented around a development proposal scenario which varies for each
iteration of project reports; and reporting in a widely-accessible format in a predictable cycle. Our 2014 report
detailed the cost, timing and regulatory best practices involved in the development approvals process new town
houses, and our 2016 report examined these factors related to woodframe apartment buildings. A forthcoming
report focuses on single-family detached houses.
The Metro Vancouver region is marked by high regulatory costs and long time frames for housing development,
with considerable variability at the municipal level. However, our data does not indicate any relationship between
lower regulatory costs and less time in the regulatory process and a lower cost of housing. In a region with anxiety

and consternation about the cost of housing reaching new peaks, and a political leadership signaling a need to cut
regulatory fees and charges as a means of reducing the cost of new housing, G2G research results caution that the
path to greatest impact on housing affordability lies elsewhere. Instead, the intricate nature of the development
approvals process in Metro Vancouver municipalities may be playing a role in opening a door to a more
collaborative rather than oppositional relationship amongst home builders, municipal planners, and the local
public, which is after all a much better reflection of the relationship that all these actors in metro Vancouver have
to the cost of housing.
In the context of this perennially charged debate, we discuss the benefit of collaborative industry-researchergovernment relationships towards contributing practical and highly relevant research towards policy innovation.
Alongside this we cover the challenge of balancing a research agenda with the opinions and entrepreneurial
priorities of housing providers throughout the region, in the common interests of transparency and accountability.
Lastly, we highlight the challenges of communication and coordination, now and into the future of this project,
within a regional governance structure with limited central authority. Can a fast-growing regional area containing
21 municipalities and one treaty-first nation which is landlocked by mountains, the ocean, an agricultural land
reserve, and the United States border, coordinate on housing priorities, innovations and solutions?
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Since the late 1980s, there is a broad consensus that the concentration of poverty in deprived neighborhoods
results in negative area effects on local residents, including low aspirations and benefit dependency cultures.
Relying on William Wilson’s theory, which regarded the changing social and ethnic population composition in
concentrated poverty areas as a crucial factor of escaping poverty and breaking the cycle of deprivation, the
creation of mixed-income communities or social mix has been pursued to transform the prospects of deprived
neighborhoods. Whilst this idea has continued to be under debate among academics, policymakers in the US and
the UK have largely accepted that neighborhoods effects exist. In order to restore or rebuild community values,
the two governments have taken practical approaches that include initiatives to improve the physical image and
sense of safety in deprived neighborhoods by improving their physical environment; and to diversify tenure
within neighborhoods in order to break up large and stigmatized social housing estates and create more mixed
communities.
On the basis of these assumptions and theories, the largest and most ambitious community revitalization programs
were launched in the US and the UK as a possible way of dealing with the problems in deprived neighborhoods.

In the US, the Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere (HOPE VI) program (1993-2010) was started in
order to transform the nation’s worst public housing, which had come to be regarded as one of the most visible
failures of American social welfare policy (National Commission, 1992). In the UK, the New Deal for
Communities (NDC) program (1998-2008) was launched to address social exclusion and tackle the multiple
deprivations in the poorest neighborhoods in England with a strong emphasis on involving local residents in the
regeneration process.
Nearly two decades after the HOPE VI and the NDC programs began, it is possible to assess how much of what
has been conceptualized at a policy level has been accomplished in practice. This research attempts to provide
useful insights into addressing the problems of deprived neighborhoods in the US and the UK, exploring the most
prominent programs in the two countries. Using the HOPE VI and the NDC programs, this research examines
how the governments in the US and the UK conceptualized the problems in deprived neighborhoods; given that,
how they developed the approaches to deliver the programs; and how they judged the outcomes of the programs.
Have similar assumptions and theories been applied in these two different national contexts? What similarities
and differences have these two programs had in terms of delivering the programs as a means to regenerate such
neighborhoods? To the extent that HOPE VI and the NDC programs have taken different approaches, what
explains this?; What can be concluded about HOPE VI and NDC outcomes in improving the circumstances of
local residents in deprived neighborhoods?
Although there has always been a strong interest in comparative research between the US and the UK, there are
very few studies that have set out to comparatively investigate the conceptualization, policy approaches and
practices of community revitalization in deprived neighborhoods in a way that can capture learning in the two
countries. This research will make a unique international contribution to the debate on the future of community
resilience in deprived neighborhoods by (1) comparing major community revitalization programs in the US and
the UK; and (2) contributing to the further transfer of learning between research and policy communities in the
two countries on policies and practice in community and neighborhood revitalization.
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Numerous social ecological factors are theorized to influence the presence and magnitude of health outcomes for
the population of the child welfare system within the Office of Child and Family Services (OCFS) in New York
State. This system provides a variety of services to children and families, including adoption, foster care, help for
runaway and homeless youth, and support for victims of domestic violence. Social ecological factors are likely to
have varying effects at different spatial scales, as well as have a potential to interact across these scales.
Additionally, these effects may be influenced by both relative differences in these factors as well as absolute
differences (e.g. household poverty as well as income inequality). Social ecological assessment and
commensurate approaches offer the potential to impact the health of populations within this system beyond the
individual-level direct service provision of OCFS programs.
Integrating the social ecological model with the Social Determinants of Health and Environmental Health

Promotion framework developed by Schultz and Northride (Northridge, Sclar, and Biswas, 2003), this paper
seeks to determine ways for urban planners to understand how intermediate (community-level) determinants of
health affect proximate (interpersonal-level) determinants of health. The results of such an understanding have the
potential to improve communities and impact interpersonal health outcomes.
We seek to develop this understanding through an analysis of housing policy in Buffalo, New York, and the
effects it has had on the population of the child welfare system. This paper builds off of a partnership developed
between the authors and an OCFS-funded subcontractor to understand the implications of housing condition and
decline on the population of the child welfare system in Buffalo. Given significant public sector investment in
Buffalo, we argue that Buffalo has shed its reputation as a shrinking city to become a divergent city (Tighe and
Ganning, 2015). In becoming a divergent city, it has failed to plan for the improvement of child welfare outcomes
in regards to housing policy. Those most in need continue to live in the neighborhoods that maintain the
characteristics of shrinking cities. Lack of maintenance and abandonment pervade these neighborhoods, as do
vacant lots, the result of the City of Buffalo's policies for selecting buildings for demolition. This paper integrates
available longitudinal data around housing with child welfare system data in order to argue that instead of
working to improve conditions for this population, current housing policies make conditions worse. In integrating
this data, we also seek to better understand potential roles for housing planners and advocates, both in Buffalo and
elsewhere, in improving child welfare outcomes.
Integrating analysis of child welfare data into planning practice has the potential to improve both communities
and child welfare outcomes. Intergovernmental and intragovernmental collaboration is important for planners of
our time. As planners continue to work collaboratively with public health departments, police agencies, and other
units of government, collaboration with child welfare agencies should be considered as a means for planners to
affect interpersonal outcomes for the benefit of community health.
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Technological disasters pose a threat to communities across the country. To reduce the loss of life and property
from technological disasters and bolster recovery operations thereafter better understanding of social and physical
vulnerabilities in proximity to hazardous industries are imperative. A challenge for small and rural communities is
the lack of fine-scale secondary data sources that allow for assessment of potential damage or recovery during
disaster planning processes. But with more widespread dissemination of mobile visual technology, there are

increased opportunities for rapid micro-scale data collection following disasters.
In this paper, we use photography and geographic information systems (GIS) to visualize and assess patterns of
housing damage and recovery for the 2013 West, Texas fertilizer plant explosion. We address the following
questions:
1. How does damage and recovery vary across space in West, and how do structure characteristics and blast radius
predict damage and also recovery at year 1?
2. Are adapted visual damage and recovery assessment tools from natural disasters reliable and valid for
technological disasters, and what limitations exist for using these tools and visual imagery?
3. How might existing visualization and mapping tools and techniques be used to enhance disaster management
processes and what are the implications specifically for recovery and future hazard mitigation planning?
Within the first few days following the explosion, Google completed an updated Street View™ imagery of West.
We used this opportunity to develop a dataset of photos of each parcel in the area of town most affected. We
saved three images from Google Street View of each structure: one viewing the structure from the right, one
viewing the structure from the center, and one viewing the structure from the left. The photos were rated on a
scale of 0-9 according to the extent of damage using an adapted version of the Tornado Impact Scale (Curtis and
Fagan 2013). One year later, we drove through West and took the same photos ourselves. These photos were rated
on a scale of 1-4 according to amount of rebuilding completed (Burton and Cutter 2011). We used tax record data
on the age and pre-impact value of the structure to analyze how age, value, and distance from the explosion
predicted damage and recovery scores. We found that distance from explosion was best predictor of damage, but
house value was best predictor of recovery at Year 1.
We found that photographic methods provide a reliable and efficient method of assessing damage and recovery to
technological disasters, with a few exceptions, and that this method could provide a valuable tool for communities
with few resources to quickly assess damage for appraisal purposes following a disaster. Our research also has
implications for land use controls and critical infrastructure placement to mitigate technological disaster risks.
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Following the foreclosure crisis and economic recession, an increased number of residential properties have
become vacant and abandoned (United States Government Accountability Office, 2011). Scholars have long
argued that physical disorders such as abandoned properties undermine neighborhood stability and play a
significant role in neighborhood decline (Sampson & Raudenbush, 1999; Skogan, 1990). Scholars further argue
that weakened social fabric of communities explains the association between abandoned properties and
neighborhood crime. Much of the interest in disorder has stemmed from Wilson and Kelling’s “broken windows”
theory. This theory suggests that physical incivilities and a lack of social control attract more potential offenders
to the neighborhood.
A number of studies explored whether housing abandonment can contribute to neighborhood decline by
increasing neighborhood crime rates (Cui & Walsh, 2015; Skogan, 1990; Spelman, 1993). For instance, Cui and
Walsh (2015) examined the impact of residential foreclosures and vacancies on crime in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
and found that, although nearby foreclosures alone did not have any impact on crime, violent crime rates
increased by roughly 19% once the foreclosed home became vacant. Inversely, do these study findings suggest
the positive impact on crime if abandoned properties are removed? While a number of studies explored the link
between housing abandonment and crime, very little research has explored the effects of demolitions of
abandoned properties on crime.
Cities and states are implementing a variety of strategies to minimize the negative impacts of vacant and
abandoned properties. The link between abandoned properties and crime sometimes provides a justification for
demolishing abandoned properties. Recently, Kansas City Mayor Sly James announced a $10 million plan to
demolish abandoned buildings to help fight crime after the the police chief proposed the idea of tearing down
abandoned properties to reduce the number of houses his officers had to enter to search for illegal activities. Does
research provide strong evidence that demolishing abandoned properties help reduce crime?
This paper attempts to answer this question by examining the relationship between the demolition of abandoned
properties in Kansas City, Missouri, and nearby crime between 2011 and 2016. This paper tests the impact of
demolishing an abandoned residential property on crime occurrences within 250 feet of the demolished
abandoned property using a difference-in-difference approach. This paper uses Poisson regression models to
compare differences in pre- and post-treatment measures of crime occurrences within 250 feet of demolished
abandoned properties and randomly-matched control abandoned properties (that were not demolished), while also
controlling for neighborhood and socio-economic demographic confounders measured around each (demolished
or not) abandoned building.
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The Choice Neighborhoods program (CNP) is a federal revitalization program since 2010, intended to transform
distressed neighborhoods into sustainable mixed-use, mixed-income communities. Financed by Housing and
Urban Development (HUD), the program evolved from HOPE VI, a program to revitalize public housing. CNP
improves upon Hope VI by integrating housing, education, and neighborhood development into a single program.
Although neither HOPE VI nor CNP purport to have a health component, such affordable housing programs have
critical impact on health outcomes (Maqbool, Viveiros, and Ault, 2015). Health impact studies of HOPE VI find
that the program beneficiaries typically have worse health conditions than the nation’s average (Harris and Kaye,
2004; Manjarrez, Popkin, and Guernsey, 2007), but the environmental changes help encourage healthy lifestyles
(Keita et al., 2016). As there is no health study of the CNP, we assess the health dimension of CNP in this paper.
We ask: What are the health dimensions of the CNP at the community level?
The HUD provided $371 million to the CNP between 2010 and 2015. The program funds two types of
competitive grants: planning and implementation grants (HUD, 2015). The planning grants (worth $500,000) are
given to communities to develop “Transformation Plans” for revitalization. The implementation grants (up to
$30.5 million) are for targeted investments in housing (distressed public, Section 8, and HUD-assisted housing),
schools, and critical neighborhood improvement projects in a geographically defined “distressed” community.
While 63 communities received planning grants, only 12 received implementation grants. Four sites—in Boston,
Chicago, San Antonio, and Seattle—have actually implemented projects and housed beneficiaries.
We first examine if the CNP’ strategies included health aspect besides the three core aspects of housing,
education, and neighborhood development across the four sites. Data for the study are drawn from the HUD
applications and annual reports by the grantees. Two sites—Boston and Chicago—had little to no specific health
investment; San Antonio and Seattle partnered with community health agencies and even supported school health
programs. Housing wise, Boston and Chicago focused on Section 8 housing; San Antonio and Seattle targeted
public housing. School programs fund additional activities for enrichment in existing schools (except San
Antonio, where a new school has been constructed). Neighborhood improvements typically target community
amenities (e.g. parks and neighborhood amenities), although some sites have economic focus (e.g. meat factory in
Boston). Second, we assess if there are positive results due to CNP’s core strategies (between 2009 and 2015):
housing costs and crowding; educational outcomes; and community amenities. Boston and Chicago do not show
community level housing improvements, have narrower school improvement score improvements, and marginal
community-wide investments, as compared to San Antonio and Seattle. Lastly, we measure the community level
health changes in the targeted areas. We examine three health factors commonly affecting minority and lowincome communities: obesity, diabetes, and asthma. Data for these chronic diseases are being collected from the
health agencies and hospital reports in the CNP target regions. We test if the indicators of the chronic diseases
have increased in Boston and Chicago, and decreased in San Antonio and Seattle. We hypothesize this difference
since CNP focus of the first two was on scattered site Section 8 housing, they had little to no health investment,
and little improvements in community amenities. The results of the paper would provide lessons for future
revitalization and health strategies. For example, the 2013 Promise Zones initiative, is a federal comprehensive
development strategy for revitalizing distressed neighborhoods. The initiative has an explicit health dimension.
Successful CNP strategies can help inform a better approach to the Promise Zones initiative in attaining positive
health outcomes.
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"A-List Lifestyle, A-List Location...you're going to love the convenient urban lifestyle."
"Urban lifestyle, tons of pubs and restaurants."
"Live central. Live city."
The above advertising excerpts sound like they are for condos in a hip downtown, but rather this is the emerging
tone of advertisements for low and mid-rise homes in Toronto's suburbs. The overarching purpose of my
dissertation research was to examine how the suburban municipalities around Toronto are reinventing themselves
in the image of big cities as they compete for residents, businesses and infrastructure investments. A decade ago,
the Province of Ontario put into effect two plans that protect a 1.8 million acre greenbelt, and manage the growth
of over 100,000 people per year in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), by promoting higher density, transitsupportive, mixed use communities. My project built on literature on suburban trends and aesthetics (Duncan &
Duncan, 2004; Grant, 2006). I asked what the successes, challenges, and unintended consequences have been in
implementing this vision across a complex, post-suburban metropolitan landscape where the old divisions
between urban and suburban are being disrupted (Lefebvre, 1991; Walks, 2012; Keil and Addie, 2015).
This poster presents the results from one chapter of my dissertation, and answers the following research questions:
How is urbanism mobilized to promote planning objectives and sell houses? How has the mix of housing types
changed since the growth plan? What work does urban lifestyle do to add value to place? Who is represented in
visions of the reinvented suburbs?
My research method involved a close reading of regional and municipal planning documents, and a systematic
content and discourse analysis of advertisements for new houses (a 4-year sample of archived print ads in new
homes magazines and homebuilder websites). I also conducted stakeholder interviews (N=56) with planners,
municipal councillors and developers across the GTA to understand their perspectives on changing development
trends and planning policy implementation successes and challenges. Housing statistics from government and real
estate sources also informed my analysis. The visual data (renderings, advertisements) and analysis (infographics,
maps) are ideal for a poster format.
I found that "urban," "city," and contemporary architecture are mobilized in housing ads and government vision
renderings to make denser housing forms desirable for a young and affluent target market. While the housing
industry and municipalities readily employ a glossy urbanism to sell and promote higher density, uneasiness with
the everyday realities of cities of difference have manifest through NIMBYism and conflicts along the lines of
class, race, and religion.
The results further demonstrate that townhouses are playing an increasingly important role in housing the
population of the reinvented suburbs. As one of my interview respondents put it: "townhouses are the new single."
Although townhouses and stacked townhouses are successful for providing affordable, profitable, and denser
housing options, the greenfield contexts in which they are built remain car-dependent and are seen by one
participant as merely "squished-in suburban." Townhouse developments are often established as condominiums,
in part because right-of-way requirements are smaller and developers can fit in more units along private roads. An
unintended consequence of townhouse urbanism is therefore the increased privatization of roads and outdoor
amenity spaces.
Although the GTA suburbs are putting into place many of the "right" planning policies, my study uncovers gaps

in the plans, challenges with their implementation, and offers policy recommendations that can improve growth
management, while also challenging the vision of urbanism to be more inclusive and equitable.
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The tension between the benefits of neighborhood development and the threat of displacement of lower-income
residents has been receiving increasing attention among scholars, city officials, and community coalitions. On the
one hand, there is widespread agreement that transit-oriented development increases access to jobs while
expanding housing resources and other amenities, and generating tax revenue for local municipalities. On the
other hand are concerns that development will result in gentrification that displaces low-income residents and
residents of color.
Empirical research has yet to discern definitively whether gentrification and displacement inevitably go hand in
hand. Numerous empirical studies conclude that gentrification does not lead to involuntary moves out of
developing neighborhoods. However, these studies have been criticized on methodological and conceptual
grounds. Studies employ units of measurement that are not sufficiently aligned with the changing economic and
social geography. The survey data on which they are based cannot distinguish between voluntary and involuntary
moves. Moreover, many of these studies adopt a narrow conception of displacement that does not capture the
experience of excessive housing cost burdens or social and psychological hardships of those who choose not to
relocate. Nor do these studies convey how residents are contending with these challenges or how they may be
benefiting from the development in ways that might be sustained and expanded with support from current and
potential public, nonprofit, and private sector interventions.
This paper addresses these limitations by focusing on residents' lived experiences in a gentrifying community. It
draws on participatory action research conducted in partnership with four community-based organizations in
Somerville, MA. The historically working class city of immigrants is undergoing rapid development in
anticipation of the extension of a major subway transit line. A study based on a comparison with similar
development trajectories predicts that rents could rise from 25-67%. As many as 700-800 lower-income renter
households are predicted to become cost-burdened, while conditions will worsen for the 3,600 lower-income
renters in the transit corridor who are already dedicating more than 30% of their income to housing costs.
A survey designed with input from residents and administered by resident-teams within the neighborhoods
targeted for development in the new transit corridor informs the study. The survey elicits residents’ opinions and
expectations about the consequences of development as well as their reports about how they are already
experiencing its effects. Dimensions investigated include housing cost burdens, household consumption,

employment, access to services and impressions of service quality, social networks, and their sense of belonging
to the community and civic engagement. In depth interviews with residents identified by the community partners
and by means of the survey supplement the survey and include perspectives of residents who have already been
displaced.
Findings analyze variation in residents' responses with respect to their length of residence in the neighborhood
and the city, whether they are tenants or homeowners, their educational attainment and occupations, and their
level of civic engagement as well their race, ethnicity and other demographic characteristics.
The findings promise to contribute residents' own voices to the discourse on the effects of transit oriented
development and gentrification more generally. They are also intended to inform a future longitudinal study that
will track changes in the targeted neighborhoods over time.
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Location affordability is an indicator, relatively recently devised, that in 2013 gained an imprimatur of official
legitimacy from the federal government when the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
adopted it as an official metric. Whereas housing affordability has traditionally been defined as a condition that
exists when a household pays less than 30% of its gross income on housing and utility costs, location affordability
broadens the concept by calculating the ratio of a typical household’s housing plus transportation costs (“H+T”)
to gross income. It rests on a foundation of academic research and advocacy, with those in the latter category most
often aligned with the Smart Growth movement and seeking to increase the proportion of new housing built in
central and transit-accessible locations within metropolitan regions (Holtzclaw et al., 1990; Holtzclaw et al.,
2002).
However, even before its official adoption by the federal government, concerns have arisen that the wellintentioned integration of location affordability into program criteria could inadvertently reinforce longstanding
patterns of segregation by race and income (Tegeler & Chouest, 2010). The issue is that many of the very census
tracts that are most “location efficient” are the same as those that have disproportionately high concentrations of
people of color and low-income households. There is a robust debate to be had about whether or not this is a good
thing; for instance, some analysts have argued that low-income households have actively sought out, rather than
been simply relegated to, central and transit-accessible locations (Glaeser, Kahn & Rappaport, 2008).

Our purpose is not to intervene in this debate but rather to assess the degree to which governmental bodies
incorporating location affordability criteria in the distribution of housing subsidies are in jeopardy from Fair
Housing-based legal challenges. There is reason to believe that this risk has intensified as of late, due to two
recent developments within the past year. One is HUD’s adoption of a new process for ensuring compliance with
its longstanding Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) standard. The other is the US Supreme Court’s
usage of the more far-reaching disparate impact Fair Housing legal theory in its ruling that found in favor of the
plaintiffs challenging the State of Texas’ procedure for distributing Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTCs)
(Epstein et al., 2015).
The heart of our analysis entails linking together two national databases with tract-level demographic data from
the Census. One tallies the federally-subsidized rental housing developments placed in service between 2008 to
2012 (inclusive) in every census tract in the United States, and the other has the location affordability score
assigned by HUD to every census tract. Using these sources of data, we calculate a series of simple correlations
between tracts’ location affordability scores and the number of housing units added by funding source (LIHTC,
Section 236, Project-Based Section 8, etc.), for each year-long increment between 2008 and 2012. Next we
calculate similar correlations, but with each tract’s African American plus Latino population percentage deviation
from the metro area or county average substituted for location affordability. Comparing the two sets of
correlations allows us to ascertain the extent to which location affordability, had it been used as a locational
criterion, would have had the effect of intensifying the allocation of housing subsidies to tracts disproportionately
inhabited by historically disadvantaged groups.
We believe that this research makes a contribution towards the emergent but still understudied theme of tensions
between Fair Housing and location affordability. We also believe that our results will be of importance to local
policymakers and planners concerned about incentivizing more compact development patterns while avoiding
Fair Housing-related legal challenges.
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Urban community development corporations and other local institutions routinely face challenging problems in
housing and economic development that require substantial expertise in data analytics and decision modeling.

While CDC employees have significant experience in diverse application areas, they often face limitations in
acquiring, analyzing and sharing data, and using these data to solve decision problems whose solutions can
generate novel strategies to address localized needs. Recent research, inspired by local responses to the housing
foreclosure crisis, and developed in cooperation with Boston-area CDCs, has resulted in a collection of analytic
methods and applications that can assist CDCs and similar organizations to design local interventions and
initiatives for acquisition and redevelopment of housing in various stages of foreclosure. These interventions are
intended to make best use of human and financial resources and to reflect diverse stakeholder values, quantify
important success metrics and generate policy and planning insights for local action. In this talk I will highlight a
collection of these modeling applications and explain how they may be useful to local organizations addressing a
range of contemporary issues in housing and community development.
The first of these applications is values and objective design, i.e. the process of identifying decision opportunities,
as distinct from problems that an organization may feel constrained to solve, or which may be presented to it.
Values design can also help identify performance metrics, or attributes, which allow an organization to assess
progress towards meeting goals.
The second of these applications is data analytics, or the process of identifying, collecting and analyzing data to
generate management, policy or planning insight. In this case, data analytics can help CDCs identify areas of
interest for interventions, and select among a range of potential activities based on local area characteristics. Data
analytics can also help CDCs quantify important but ambiguous notions that are closely tied to local development
success, such as ‘strategic value’ or ‘property value impact”.
The third of these applications is decision modeling, or the process of formulating and solving problems that
capture important aspects of operations and strategy design in order to generate insights regarding specific courses
of action to take that represent improvements over the status quo. Decision modeling applications we will discuss
include selection of candidate foreclosed housing units for acquisition and redevelopment, designing bidding
strategies for units to acquire in a competitive local environment, and managing a portfolio of properties for
development over multiple time periods and neighborhoods.
These applications of data analytics and decision modeling are not limited to foreclosed housing, however. I will
demonstrate how empirical problem-solving, incorporating elements of management science and analytics, and
inspired by the ‘big data’ and ‘smart city’ movements, have the potential to generate valuable insights in multiple
areas of housing and community development: vacant land management, gentrification and displacement,
acquiring and redeveloping blighted structures and affordable housing development.
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Abstract: The spatial factors that enable low-income residents to escape the cycle of poverty has been an
important topic of public policy and lively subject of research for decades. In recent years, however, interest in
spatial opportunity structures have begun to permeate discussions of urban policy, particularly housing,
community development, and equity planning. These have been prominent in U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development’s (HUD) new rules intended to affirmatively further fair housing, which encourages
communities to make use of digital opportunity mapping. Opportunity maps have also been influential in various
fair housing lawsuits like Thompson v. HUD in Baltimore, which resulted in the creation of a regional housing
voucher program. Most recently, the Obama administration’s “Opportunity Project” provides open data on
housing, education, transportation, demographics and other data intended to encourage individuals and
communities to assess and strategize to improve neighborhood opportunity.
In 2011, the Baltimore Metropolitan Council (BMC) received an SCRP Grant to create a regional sustainability
plan with a distinct focus on opportunity. The National Center for Smart Growth (NCSG) was contracted to
perform the opportunity and housing data analysis, and was also part of a consortium of local and regional
governments and nonprofit organizations that drafted and promoted the plan, known as the “Opportunity
Collaborative.”
This paper will build on NCSG’s extensive engagement in the Baltimore region and Washington suburbs on
issues salient to neighborhood opportunity and equitable development. The research will rely primarily on two
main sources of evidence: semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders and secondary data including
planning and policy reports, community meeting transcripts and minutes, and HUD assessment and impact
reports. Interviews will be conducted with key participants in the planning effort, such as affordable housing
advocates (including the newly formed Opportunity Coalition), local housing agencies, the Baltimore
Metropolitan Council, the Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development, the Baltimore
Regional Housing Partnership, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
Based on the evidence obtained, the paper will draw lessons from Baltimore about the evolution of regional
affordable housing policy, engaging communities, building effective regional coalitions, and community building
in disadvantaged neighborhoods. It will include with an historical overview of racial segregation in the region and
the lingering impacts of federal and local housing policies. It will then discuss the Thompson lawsuit against
HUD and the local housing authority-- including the arguments of the plaintiffs, the use of opportunity maps to
support that argument, and the regional voucher remedy. Finally, it will describe the HUD-funded regional
sustainable development planning process, including the formation of the Opportunity Collaborative, the Regional
Assessment of Impediments to Affordable Housing, outreach and engagement with communities in the creation of
the plan, and discussions about opportunity neighborhoods, and ongoing efforts to implement that plan. It will
conclude with lessons that the Baltimore experience provides for others.
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Existing studies demonstrating relationships between neighborhood characteristics and residential satisfaction has
been based on aggregate analysis. Using a multilevel analytical framework, this study assesses the extent of
geographic variation in racial composition in residential satisfaction of relocatees in a HOPE VI redevelopment
area, and whether residential satisfaction accounts for such variation. The study analyzes hierarchical regression
models of residential satisfaction among 119 relocatees caused by a HOPE VI redevelopment (High point
neighborhood, Seattle, WA) nested within scattered neighborhoods to assess the multilevel relationship between
index of qualitative variation (IQV) and their residential satisfaction in the receiving neighborhoods. The expected
result is there would be significant variation in IQV and poverty disparity in residential satisfaction across
neighborhoods, after controlling for individual and housing level factors. While whites in the white-dominant
neighborhoods are expected to have a higher level of residential satisfaction than blacks in white-dominated
neighborhoods, blacks in the racially-mixed neighborhoods tend to have a higher level of the satisfaction than
whites living in black-dominated neighborhoods. In addition, a similar pattern would be observed for a
relationship between poverty rate and residential satisfaction. This multilevel analysis would support the
previously reported aggregate findings linking neighborhood characteristics to residential satisfaction.
Questions motivating these analyses include the followings:
How much do the neighborhoods vary in their residential satisfaction?
Do receiving neighborhoods with low black rate or high white rate have a higher residential satisfaction?
Is the strength of association between relocatees’ individual level factors and residential satisfaction similar across
neighborhoods? Or are the factors a more important predictor of the satisfaction in some neighborhoods than in
others?
How do white-dominated and black-dominated neighborhoods compare in terms of mean residential satisfaction
and in terms of the strength of the individual and housing level factors-residential satisfaction relationship?
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Access to affordable housing is one of the key determinants of a household’s ability to withstand socio-economic
stresses in urbanized areas. In recent decades the provisions for affordable housing in US cities have undergone
significant policy changes. From public housing projects we have gradually moved to market-dependent solutions
such as Section 8 rental assistance vouchers and tax credit programs. Prior research has evaluated the efficacy of
these housing programs in deconcentrating poverty as well as their influences on households and communities
(Goetz 2005; Freeman 2003; Van Zandt and Mhatre 2009). However, very few studies have explored the extent to
which these housing programs have affected the hazard exposure of vulnerable populations (e.g., Cutter et al.
2001; Houston et al. 2013). This paper hypothesizes that by ignoring the multi-hazard context of urban areas,
subsidized low-income housing programs have failed to reduce the overall hazard exposure of socially vulnerable
populations and this pattern is consistent irrespective of the planning and political context of the cities. It adopts
the framing of vulnerability production and environmental justice and evaluates this hypothesis on three rapidly
growing coastal metro regions of the US (Boston, Miami, and Houston). By examining two of the most popular
housing subsidy programs, Housing Choice Vouchers (HCV) and the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC),
this paper explores the ways in which these housing subsidies influenced neighborhood social vulnerability in the
study cities between 2000 and 2010. It shows while these programs consider neighborhood socio-economic
conditions in some cases, neither of them explicitly require the housing units to be located away from natural or
technological hazards. Both natural and technological hazard exposures are measured at the census tract level
using publicly available data from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). Both of these housing programs were found to have contributed to a
disproportionately high (relative to the overall population) presence of subsidized low-income housing units in
both natural and technological hazard areas. However, the results of the spatial econometric analysis indicate that
the supply-oriented subsidy provision of the LIHTC program significantly increases neighborhood social
vulnerability when located in technological hazard areas. These findings warrant more careful scrutiny by
planners when placing subsidized housing, particularly to evaluate how planning decisions like these may
influence the hazard exposure of vulnerable populations and exacerbate environmental injustice. Finally, the
limitations of market-dependent housing programs that lack adequate safeguards for avoiding hazardous areas are
highlighted and potential remedies are suggested.
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This paper compares models of location choice among three different populations of housing voucher holders in
Baltimore. Discrete choice analyses have, for several decades, been conducted by urban planners, economists, and
civil engineers in studies of housing markets, growth policies, and transportation systems. More recently, these
models have been built by sociologists and demographers to study residential sorting and locational attainment
(e,g, how differences in neighborhood poverty rate differ by racial group). In this paper, I argue that residential
sorting models are particularly important in the context of housing voucher programs that are designed,
ostensibly, to help place families in "communities of opportunity". Indeed, as HUD tightens its requirements for
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH), quantitative models of residential sorting help illuminate the
differences between different types of housing assistance, such as the Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program,
and more specialized voucher programs such as the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program (BHMP).
This study uses data from the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program (BHMP), a specialized voucher program that
resulted from fair housing litigation that occurred during the 1990s and 2000s. Members of the plaintiff class
received specialized housing choice vouchers that could only be used in "communities of opportunity,"--defined
by poverty rates, racial segregation, and concentrations of assisted housing residents. In addition to these
specialized vouchers, program participants also received credit and housing search counseling. Using longitudinal
data on these households, this study uses models of location choice to study how these special vouchers (and the
assistance that came with them) led to significantly different sorting patterns among program participants during
three important time periods.
During the first time period, households were living in public housing or using an unrestricted housing choice
voucher; during the second period, households were participating in the BHMP program, and were therefore
required to use their housing assistance in "communities of opportunity;" during the third period, households were
still receiving housing voucher assistance, but their location restriction had been lifted (i.e. these households were
no longer restricted to "communities of opportunity" and were able to use their housing voucher in any location).
Discrete Choice models of residential sorting are developed for each time period. These models use both
household characteristics (such as income, householder race, and household size) along with housing
attractiveness (such as cost, unit size, and neighborhood poverty rate) to estimate how the interaction of these
features lead to differences among households. By comparing models for the same participants across the three
time periods, I provide evidence on the effectiveness of specialized voucher programs that go beyond 'traditional'
housing assistance to disrupt the cycle of neighborhood deprivation.
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In 2014, the Charlotte Housing Authority implemented a 15 hour per week work requirement for a subset of their
work-able public housing tenants. Nearly all (98%) households subject to the policy are African-American, and
over half (61%) are female-headed with dependent children.
This paper seeks to understand how the work requirement impacts the well-being - defined as an index of physical
and mental health variables - of mothers with dependent children subject to the policy (King, Renó, & Novo,
2013). It adopts a multi-level, socio-ecological approach that views well-being as influenced by health behaviors
and genetics, individual-level socioeconomic status and household composition, and neighborhood-scale stressors
(Chandola, et al., 2005). Drawing on a matched comparison of households subject and not subject to the policy,
the research utilizes a mixed-methods analysis of quantitative survey data and qualitative semi-structured
interviews to understand differences in well-being.
Conceptualizations of well-being associated with employment are complicated by the kinds of work available to
individuals with little education and few skills. Although employment is generally associated with positive
impacts on well-being, public housing residents must often work in low-wage, physical jobs, with little control.
This kind of work environment results in negative health and well-being outcomes due to both the physical and
emotional stressors associated with the job (Ellen, et al, 2004). The coercive aspect of the work requirement may
further exacerbate these effects forcing residents to accept these kinds of positions, as non-compliant households
face increased rent and possible eviction (Hasenfeld, Ghose, & Larson, 2004).
This research is the first to examine the well-being impacts of a public housing work requirement. Only eight
public housing authorities have implemented such policies, which are limited to agencies participating in the
Moving to Work demonstration (MTW). However, with the upcoming expansion of MTW - and the likelihood
that housing authorities joining the program will implement work requirements - this research is critical to
understanding how these policies affect households subject to them.
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BACKGROUND: One policy intervention for neighborhood stability is to reduce the duration of foreclosed
properties on the market (Wassmer, 2011). Although several recent studies showed that minority/low-income
communities decreased the likelihood of foreclosures to be sold (Immergluck, 2012; Li & Walter, 2012), a
knowledge gap exists in how built environments influence the duration, especially for foreclosures owned by
lenders (or call REO). In addition, little has been examined about whether built environments unevenly impact the
duration of lower-valued REO sale.
OBJECTIVE: This study suggests that the built environmental characteristics provide further explanations on the
associations between neighborhoods and the REO duration.
METHOD: The study, Los Angeles County, California includes diverse neighborhoods with various race/ethnic
groups, and street and land use patterns. The foreclosure and sales data obtained from Property Radar and
DataQuick included dates when properties entered foreclosure status and were sold, property attributes, loan
amount, and appraised value. After merging these two data, the data set was reshaped from a long format to a
wide format, in order to obtain the number of days in REO status from information on dates a property entered
REO status and was sold. A total of 75,256 REO properties was included. The final dataset was created,
collecting census-based neighborhood characteristics (race/ethnicity, population age, median income,
unemployment, vacant, and active commutes by walking or biking to work) and GIS-based built environmental
characteristics. Based on the D-variable framework by Ewing and Cervero (2001), three core domains related to
walkable built environments were assessed: (1) density, such as residential density; (2) diversity, such as land-use
mix measured by an entropy index; (3) design, such as street connectivity. Each built environmental attributes
were classified into three categories based on percentile for our sample: the lower (0-25), medium (26-74), and
upper (75+) level. The Cox hazard model was used for our censored data. Using interaction terms between the
three D-variables and the assessed property value, we analyzed whether and how the likelihoods of being sold for
REO properties differ by property-value classes and the levels of built environmental attributes.
RESULTS: The average number of days on the market was shorter in lower-valued REO properties (less than
assessed property value of $100,000), but for samples in the upper percentile of built environments, the average
number of days was shown to be longer. Holding other variables constant, the square footage, the number of
bedrooms and year built were found to be significant. Consistent with the literature, neighborhoods with higher
rates of blacks and Hispanics have significant associations with lower likelihood of REOs to be sold. When a
property value increased by $10,000, an REO property has a 2.73% lower likelihood of being sold. For built
environmental attributes, the results showed that REOs in neighborhoods with more dense and mixed land uses
were less likely to be sold. However, the interactions between assessed property value and built environments
were statistically significant for the upper level of residential density and street connectivity, indicating that
higher-valued REOs in more dense and accessible neighborhoods were more likely to be sold.
IMPLICATIONS: These findings highlight that not only socio-economic conditions but also built environmental
characteristics have significant associations with the REO duration. More dense and accessible settings of the
built environment encouraging walkability appeared to be important considerations to increase the likelihood of
being sold, but only in case for higher-valued REOs. The walkable environments may play a role in reinforcing
the strategy to increase the marketability of property and reduce the slide of REOs into vacancy, but further policy
attention is needed for environment in which low-value REOs are located.
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The Design Dialogues is a multiple year project that combines neighborhood revitalization efforts with a
university/school early-commitment or promise partnership in an effort to catalyze comprehensive community
change. This effort draws from the practice of community planning and more specifically, radical planning, which
challenges planners to engage in emancipatory practices that change the structural character of a place while also
turning a critical eye to the theory that informs their work. Within this context, planning is understood not as
professional or technical expertise, but rather as a set of practices that produce, reproduce, and potentially
transform space.
The Design Dialogues study asks three primary questions:
1. Where does learning take place within the community?
2. What are the aspirations, expectations, and experiences of African American and Latino youth an inner city
area of Des Moines, IA regarding academic success and higher education?
3. What are the aspirations, expectations, and experiences of African American and Latino youth an inner city
area of Des Moines, IA regarding their neighborhood?
This study used a participatory action research methodology that included cognitive mapping and participant
observation techniques. Through a 6 week series of workshops, youth mapped their communities, including the
places where they lived, where they spent their time, and the places where they learned. They also identified
opportunities for intervention and contributed a youth agenda to neighborhood change efforts related to both
education and community revitalization.
This paper lays out how a radical planning framework necessitates an approach to planning that is grounded in
local knowledge and the everyday practices of community. The engagement techniques utilized in this study
emphasized the voice and experience of residents and generated a range of traditional and non-traditional
planning artifacts as residents defined community problems, engaged in community problem-solving, and
translated community concerns into pathways for change. In the Design Dialogues process, learning places
became the focus of “planning” and were identified as critical locations of disjuncture that not only connected
learning to place, but generated new possibilities for the physical and social transformation of communities.
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During the recent foreclosure crisis, many studies found that neighborhoods with high concentrations of
foreclosures experienced a range of negative spillover effects, including stark drops in property values, increased
crime, and increased municipal service costs (Coulton, Schramm, & Hirsch 2008, Frame 2010, Gangel, Seiler, &
Collins 2013). A primary culprit of these effects was the concentration of vacant, real estate-owned (REO) homes.
As such, the re-occupation of these REO homes is an important aspect of neighborhoods recovery.
As the rate of new foreclosures falls, the opportunity arises to conduct a place-based analysis of the foreclosure
recovery process. Understanding the conditions and characteristics of neighborhoods associated with strong or
weak levels of recovery will add to greater planning knowledge of how neighborhoods respond to abrupt shocks
in the housing market. Ultimately, local housing market recovery is dependent on the actions of real estate
investors, community-based nonprofits, local government, and individual homebuyers. But to date, the relative
importance of these actors and the results of their actions has been unexplored within the context of foreclosure
recovery. This study attempts to fill the gap in the literature by examining the neighborhood recovery process and
the factors that may facilitate or impede it.
This study consists of a qualitative comparative case study of the cities of Matteson and Dolton, Illinois, two
suburbs south of Chicago. Both suburbs are majority African American and experienced some of the highest
foreclosure rates in the Chicago region from 2005 to 2011. But from 2010 to 2014, Matteson experienced a
substantial decrease in the number of REO properties, while Dolton did not. The overarching research question in
this study is: What are the factors that influenced Matteson's recovery, and what are the factors that contribute to
Dolton's continued distress? The ongoing research is focused on local housing-oriented community organizations,
real estate professionals, local government officials, and neighborhood residents. Planned components of the
study include conducting a neighborhood windshield survey of all single family properties and neighborhood
conditions.
The study is expected to identify important factors that planners and policymakers must consider when planning
for housing recovery at the neighborhood level. A preliminary analysis of factors, for example, points to the
importance of Matteson's relatively newer housing stock is a key component of its recovery vis-a-vis Dolton.
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Background: The arts can be a powerful tool for economic development in small towns by providing independent
livelihoods, revitalizing areas, adding to the creative economy, contributing locally made products, drawing
tourists, expressing cultural identity, and steering change. A high proportion of artists are self-employed. The arts
are an independent and mobile way to make a living, particularly in rural areas where major employers have
relocated and moved their jobs overseas. Artists are often the first “shock troops” to occupy dilapidated or even
abandoned buildings. In the process, they beautify the area, increasing rents, and drawing in more commercial
interest. Artists attract other creatives, who enjoy being in artists’ company and spend money on art; this
strengthens a virtuous circle of production, consumption, and participation. The dollars spent on art usually stay in
the community because most art is locally made. A vibrant arts scene plays a role in establishing a place as a
destination. Visitors are attracted to the arts events and products as well as to the eclectic artist community
members who gather in the coffee shops, music festivals, and galleries. The arts help a locale express its identity,
which adds to a place’s caché and cohesiveness. Uniqueness and caché make a place attractive for new businesses
and relocators, as well as tourists, which all add to the local economy. The arts can help community members
“look themselves in the eye” and be in control of what is coming next.
Research question: Although the presence of the arts is commonly thought to help struggling rural economies,
there is limited empirical research on their effect on poverty reduction. This study asks whether the presence of a
vibrant arts scene results in a decrease in rural poverty.
Methodology: We used an ordinary least-squares regression analysis to test the relationship of the primary
independent variable of arts vibrancy on the dependent variable of poverty. Other independent variables included
tourism expenditures, health status, and educational attainment. Arts vibrancy was measured on the country level
through Southern Methodist University’s National Center for Arts Research Arts Vibrancy Index. The index
aggregates the number of arts providers, the amount of arts dollars spent, and the amount of government support
and provides a score per county. Poverty levels were obtained from the US Census Bureau. Results will be
analyzed by rurality. (Analysis is in process.)
Relevance: The arts are often considered to be an important economic development engine. The results of this
study will shed light on their ability to uplift the poor.
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Cities across California have faced severe housing shortages for the past several decades. Even so, the number of
low-income households has grown. In this overheated housing market, how do low-income households manage to
find housing at all? A wave of scholarship that crested in the 1980s and 1990s suggested that the informal housing
market forms at least a significant portion of the housing supply for the lowest-income households (Gellen, 1985;
Baer, 1986; Hardman 1996). Yet the existence of informal housing goes largely ignored by most US housing
policy and planning mechanisms. We argue that planners and policymakers concerned with housing affordability
must now begin to consider informal housing in their assessment of local housing conditions. And as we
demonstrate in this paper, data widely available today make it possible to produce much more geographically
fine-grained estimates of informal housing stock production than was formerly possible.
In this paper, for the first time, we estimate the rate of addition of informal housing at the citywide scale across
many localities. By comparing city-level changes in the number of housing units between censuses with measures
of permitted construction, annexations, housing demolitions and loss, we are able to calculate conservative
estimates of informal construction activity during the 1990s and 2000s. We combine Decennial Census data with
building permit data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Survey of Construction and data on annexations and
demolitions from the California Department of Finance Demographic Research Unit.
We apply this new methodology to all of the incorporated cities in California. We find that between 1990 and
2010, the average incorporated jurisdiction in California added informal units at the rate of 0.4% of its existing
housing stock per year, as compared to 1.3% per year for permitted construction. These figures imply that in the
average California city during this period, informal housing represented 25% of the total dwellings added, and
fully 47% of the dwellings added in the cities with the highest population densities.
Our methodology also enables us to report geographic patterns of concentrations of informal housing production
in that state. We confirm that the addition of informal housing between 1990 and 2010 was at its most
concentrated within urban cores and in coastal regions, but nonetheless present in communities found throughout
the entire state. From our results, we also postulate that informal housing in California changed from an
immigration-driven phenomenon during the 1990s to a more generalized housing market phenomenon in the
2000s, abetted by demographic dynamics and a long-term decrease in the rate of production of permitted housing.
We close with recommendations for an overdue engagement with informal housing on the part of US-based
researchers, planners, and elected officials working in local, state, and federal government, with a particular focus
on California’s statewide housing fair share system, the Regional Housing Need Allocation (RHNA).
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INCOME, LOCATION EFFICIENCY, AND VMT: AFFORDABLE HOUSING AS A CLIMATE
STRATEGY
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A dominant concern of planning research over the last three decades has been the effect of the built environment
on automobile travel. This question is particularly pertinent for political jurisdictions, such as the state of
California, whose climate change policies emphasize land use planning as a strategy for reducing vehicle-miles
traveled (VMT). Such policies, combined with growing market demand, have led to increased development
interest in location-efficient neighborhoods – i.e., those places associated with the lowest transportation costs.
Location-efficient places are characterized by high levels of accessibility to jobs and services that enable residents
to drive less either by making shorter trips or by shifting to transit, walking, and bicycling. This increased
development interest, typically focused on residences for higher-income populations, but in neighborhoods
historically home to lower-income populations, has raised questions about the best use of the scarce, locationefficient space for achieving VMT reduction targets. Specifically, how can the VMT consequences of different
policies be assessed and is there a role for location-efficient affordable housing in meeting greenhouse gas
emission goals?
This research addresses these questions by estimating a statistical model of VMT for the entire state of California
and then using that model to explore detailed data on residents of the state’s most location-efficient areas. The
statistical model is designed as both a predictive tool for estimating any household’s expected VMT and as a
planning tool for identifying factors associated with reduced VMT to guide policy formation. A final section
illustrates this policy application in reference to California’s current regulations promoting location-efficient
affordable housing.
The research finds strong justification for location-efficient affordable-housing programs as a climate change
mitigation strategy. This justification is not that location efficiency results in deeper absolute reductions in VMT
for lower-income populations than for wealthier populations – no statistically significant differences were found;
rather, lower-income populations favor location-efficient living, use those scarce spaces more efficiently
(enabling the social benefits to be most widely shared), generate the least amount of VMT due to both household
composition and income, and demonstrate the largest relative VMT reductions with location efficiency. Taken
together, these findings suggest that allocating land and monies for location-efficient development affordable to
lower-income households is expected to yield greater VMT benefits than the same allocation for higher-income
households.
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The increasing prevalence of concentrated poverty and the growing body of evidence about its negative effects,
particularly on children, have led policymakers and scholars to grapple with new approaches to address it. Two
prominent, yet divergent, approaches to improving the lives of individuals in impoverished neighborhoods are
mobility-based and place-based approaches. The differences between these approaches have important
implications for anti-poverty policy in the United States. However, few studies have directly compared the effects
of the two approaches on the same group of residents. This study contributes to that empirical gap by examining
the effects of the two approaches on residents of traditional public housing developments that have been
transformed by the HOPE VI program in Boston. It uses administrative data to compare the well-being of
residents who were relocated via Section-8 vouchers with those relocated back to redeveloped HOPE VI
developments over time, specifically examining the hypothesis that voucher-holders are worse off. By
documenting these differences, this research informs the broader policy conversation concerning mobility and
place-based approaches.
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The Lafitte Greenway, Crescent Park, and the Gentilly Resilience District all represent efforts to build a more
resilient New Orleans in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. Although distinct objectives and processes shaped each
project, they all build upon the city’s post-disaster recovery goals of creating a more sustainable and resilient city.
The Lafitte Greenway is a 2.6-mile linear park sited on an old rail corridor primarily used as a bike and walking
path with some stormwater management features. Crescent Park is a 1.4-mile park extending along the city’s
riverfront in rapidly gentrifying neighborhoods that experienced little if any impact from Katrina’s floodwaters.
Both projects received substantial public investment through the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s (HUD’s) Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery Program. Finally, the Gentilly
Resilience District is a series of stormwater management projects in heavily flooded, middle-class and racially
diverse neighborhoods recently funded through HUD’s National Disaster Resilience Competition. While each has
been couched within the context of community resilience, each focuses heavily on the economic development
potential these amenities bring to adjacent neighborhoods.
Together these projects embody the ambiguous nature of the resilience concept and its tenuous links to social
justice, environmental protection, and building a more just city. As Fainstein (2014) argues, the framing and
rhetorical use of resilience in city plans “obfuscates underlying conflict and the distribution of benefits resulting
from policy choices,” (157). This research explores this inherent tension and examines how and the extent to
which these projects make the city and its inhabitants safer and more resilient. Our research questions the
coherency of the links between resilience, equity and vulnerability and evaluates the projects beyond their

rhetorical framings to assess their capacity for building a safer, more socially just and equitable city.
This research is situated within recent scholarly attention to the concept and evaluation of resiliency (Davoudi,
2012; Fainstein, 2014; Vale and Campanella, 2005), equity planning (Zapata and Bates, 2015), and environment
justice (Agyeman, 2013). We assess the plans and planning processes around these projects and interview a
sample of project advocates, developers and local policy makers. Our analysis questions the use of public funds
for these specific projects given unequal recovery trajectories, the potential for gentrification and the housing
affordability crisis within the city, and the persistent environmental vulnerability represented in the city and
region. This analysis thus assesses the links between rhetorical commitments and actual implementation by
questioning, in the tradition of equity planning, who benefits and who loses from the implementation of these
resilience projects. Finally, we explore how these projects could be more equitable and how the processes and
outcomes could be more just. Our findings contribute to ongoing discussions amongst scholars and practitioners
about the coherence of the resiliency framework and its usefulness in planning theory and practice.
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Urban poverty and its spatial concentration has long been a problem in mega cities around the world. Nowadays,
this spatial dynamics and spatial inequality within urban area is being addressed through Gentrification, the term
that captures and addresses the issues regarding spatial dynamics and inequality within urban environment.
In many western countries, gentrification has long been an issue among researchers and it still draws intense
interest from the researcher of wide range of academic fields including geography, sociology, urban politics and
urban planning. (Neil Smith, 1979; Chris Hamnet, 1991; John Betancur, 2009; 2011). Although the introduction
of the term gentrification was only recent in South Korea, the media highlight of Gentrification is rapidly
growing. Moving pari passu with this trend the researchers are trying to analyze the causality and the impact of
Gentrification in South Korea. In Korea, several studies exist regarding residential gentrification (Geol, Kim,
2006; Sun Young Lee, 2009). However, the previous studies in Korea have focused on large-scale, government
led urban development or redevelopment projects such as New Town. Also, the studies looks at moderate lowincome residential areas which has very different characteristics from poverty concentrated areas such as
Beehouse district. Therefore, this study aims to cast light upon the cause and effect of market-led gentrification,
which previous studies have not scrutinized upon. And rather than moderate low-income communities, this study
focuses especially on the process and influence of gentrification occurring in the poverty concentrated areas
where the residents' dependency rate on the local welfare services is high.
The research site called 'Dongja BeeHouse Community' is located in Seoul Yongsan-gu Dongja-dong,

geographically located at the edge of the CBD of Seoul metropolitan area. Surrounded by large-scale office
buildings and skyscraping residential complexes, 'Dongja BeeHouse Community' is composed of old buildings of
average of 2~3 stories. Within the boundary of the site, there are total 1,099 residents. The residents mostly
composed of single household working class male over 50 years-old. Also, according to Seoul Beehouse Survey
2014, about 43% of the residents have experienced homelessness, 74% are recipient of basic living security.
Currently Dongja Beehouse Town is going through a change; there is a trend of buildings previously used as a
Beehouse remodeling and changing the function to Guesthouses for foreign tourists. The resident demonstration
against eviction due to remodeling of Dongja 9-20 building reflects the increasing anxiety and problems
surrounding the ongoing changes of the community.
Based on close examination of the community building process and recent community fabric changes, this
empirical research proves current function of the community and the gentrification stage of the site. Also, through
survey and in-depth-interview of the individuals directly and in-directly related to the gentrification process which
include residents, displaced residents, gentrifiers, community based organizations, local realtors, city staffs, the
study attempts to identify and analyze the current stage of the gentrification process and assess its impact both on
the residents and community.
As a result, the study found that, although market-led gentrification may not be as visually dramatic as large scale
urban redevelopment projects, its impact on poverty-stricken and services-dependent residents and their
community is as serious as that of large scale urban redevelopment projects, causing a significant loss of
affordable housing, increasing rent-price and negative impact on community fabric.
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Community economic development (CED) has garnered increasing attention in Toronto from planners,
philanthropic foundations and community-based practitioners, as a strategic mechanism to address socio-spatial
inequality and polarized labour markets. While CED initiatives are not necessarily new, the convergence of
interest in this hitherto overlooked sector of planning action is certainly unprecedented. It marks a transition from
traditional supply-side approaches to economic development that are oriented to attracting industrial jobs and
business investment, to a demand-side orientation that regards economic development as being aligned closely
with poverty alleviation efforts. Community organizations have spearheaded a range of CED initiatives from
retail revitalization and workforce development to community benefits agreements, anchor procurement, and
community land trusts.
CED initiatives in Toronto have proliferated, however, without a clear analytic framework, and little research has
been done to take stock of the state of existing practices. In response, we consider the possibilities and limitations
for CED initiatives to effectively address socio-spatial inequality and forge equitable local economies. We
examine CED practice, and the place-based approach to poverty alleviation in which it is embedded, in relation to
the structuring forces of neoliberalism, as well as local policy and regulatory frameworks. We also draw on

critical gentrification studies to broach the vexing problem of displacement pressure that commonly accompanies
efforts to revitalize even the most disinvested corners of a city, especially one like Toronto that is experiencing
rapid public transit expansion, population growth and socio-spatial inequality.
We thus pay particular attention to questions of scale and equitable development for planning action: What
challenges and enabling conditions do practitioners encounter in achieving equitable CED? How have CED
practitioners anticipated and sought to mitigate problems of displacement related to gentrification? How do
practitioners address the limits of neighbourhood-scale action and structural causes of socio-spatial inequality? In
order to address these questions, we draw on a year-long action research project that involves document analysis
and 30 semi-structured interviews and focus groups with CED practitioners from community based-organizations,
representatives from philanthropic foundations and policy makers.
Our paper is directed to planning practice that seeks to address the challenge of “neighbourhood revitalization
without displacement,” as we address questions of scale and gentrification in relation to CED practice. Of course,
extensive research has been conducted on CED in the US context but little attention has been given to its
everyday links with gentrification and socio-spatial inequality. Against this backdrop, the case of Toronto, Canada
is particularly significant because of the contemporary convergence of CED initiatives with place-based
municipal policy interventions and revitalization efforts. Our intention is not to evaluate individual CED
initiatives, but to take “economic development” as a terrain of planning practice with specific socio-spatial
effects. Our presentation dwells on both substantive and methodological aspects of researching community
economic development. Given its community-action orientation, it specifies lessons for practice and potential
roles for academic planning research—not only in undertaking critical analysis, but also in forging collaborative
modes of critique and cross-neighbourhood modes of reflective planning action.
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From 1960s to 1990s, a principal territorial form of the urban life in Chinese cities was based on working units
(Yanwei C, 1996), which offered jobs, housing and public facilities for employees and formed a jobs-housing
balanced, most common urban living space structure in Chinese cities. However, as the city developed and
expanded at a high speed, the job-housing balance was broken, residential and working areas separated, urban
commuting distance enhanced and new problems increased. Jobs-housing balance was proposed as a strategy for
solving these problems. However, whether it is achievable is still hotly debated (Robert Cervero, 1996). Due to
the continuous urban development in China, the paper regards jobs-housing imbalance as a long-term condition,
and concerns about the changing of urban living space, which relates to the concept of daily living-cycle. It is first
proposed by Japanese researchers as the geographic scope that urban residents cover for daily activities

(Katsuhiko YAMASHITA, 1970). This paper extends the concept as the urban living space for regular daily
activities such as residence, working, recreation, etc.
Using Nanjing as the case, the paper examines the changing, classification and characteristics of daily livingcycles on growing jobs-housing imbalance in Nanjing. It focuses on three research questions: (1) What are the
effects jobs-housing imbalance has on daily living-cycles in the city of Nanjing? (2) How many different types of
daily living-cycles in the jobs-housing imbalanced city? (3) What are the features of land use, urban function,
public service facilities and walkability of different types of daily living-cycles?
The paper implies both quantitative and sociological methods through the analysis. It uses questionnaire surveys
and index calculation to analyze the spatial distribution of jobs-housing balance, then determines the scope and
classification of daily living-cycles in Nanjing, finally employs mixed approaches to analyze the characteristics of
different types of daily living-cycles. The core research contents include: (1) Measurement and spatial distribution
of jobs-housing balance in Nanjing. (2) Determination of daily living-cycle borders and classification based on
jobs-housing index, urban active heat map and community management units. (3) Analysis of urban function
layout, land use, public service facilities and walkability of each type of daily living-cycles.
The paper doesn't follow the general analysis of jobs-housing balance from the aspects of urban traffic and
environment. It focuses on people’s living activities and analyzes the effects jobs-housing imbalance trend has on
urban living condition. Besides, it deepens the research on daily living-cycle since few studies have analyzed its
classification and detailed features. The paper has both theoretical and practical values for the research and
development of urban living space.
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TRACK 6 - INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS FROM TRACK 6
SPLINTERED PLANNING: INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL'S ROLE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRY
CITIES (GPEIG)
Proposal 25 with abstracts 242, 243, 244
Organizer: POTTER, James [ ] traffic@cuzproduces.com
Discussant: INAM, Aseem [University of Toronto] aseem.inam@utoronto.ca
International capital and international planners are playing an increasingly large role in planning the infrastructure
of developing country cities. Lacking both financial and technical resources, cities in developing countries
become entangled with foreign multinational corporations and aid agencies in an effort to modernize the built
environment. Such planning appears to produce privileged spaces in a form of "splintered urbanism" (Graham and
Marvin, 2000). Through case studies from Asia and Latin America, this panel explores whether this splintered
urbanism is accompanied by "splintered planning" by investigating the motivations, strategies, and social impact
of these international actors as well as local actors' responses to them. Though apparently an example of policy
mobilities (Peck and Theodore, 2010) this panel will investigate whether the splintered planning of developing
country cities is a manifestation of a decentered global Empire in the sense of Hardt and Negri (2000) or
constitutes a more regionally specific urbanism (Perera and Tang, 2013; Roy and Ong, 2011).
Objectives:



Better understand the role of international capital and international planners in developing country cities.
Explore role of international actors in splintering developing country cities through differential
infrastructure provision.

“WHO, WHERE, AND WHY” OF MIGRATION - CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES ON LOCAL
PLANNING
Proposal 2 with abstracts 248, 251, 728, 950
Organizer: FANG, Yiping [Portland State University] yfang@pdx.edu
Discussant: HE, Shenjing [ ] shenjing.he@gmail.com
Understanding population change in cities is essential for addressing multiple social and economic analysis and
urban planning needs. Among them, migration is the most important factor that may lead to population fluctuation
and pose great challenges in city planning. Reasons of migration can be economic, life-style related, development
or disaster driven among others, and following challenges can be about resource mismatch on social services,
labor market, local infrastructure, housing markets, and environmental situations. This session focuses studies on
the connection between migrant and local planning policies. We invite scholars from the east and west to
contribute to the discussion on migration and planning policies/practices. Topics may include: migrants’
demographic, socioeconomic, and institutional composition and their livelihood; migration’s impact on the
destination and original local areas on urban governance and social justice; policy interventions on migration
and/or migrants’ rights in cities; Both theoretical and empirical research contributions are welcome. A
comparative investigation is encouraged.

Objectives:




Innovative planning solutions for migration challenges.
Do migrants treated as differentiated groups?
What can be a just planning policy?

PLANNING FOR THE PEOPLE: NEW CHALLENGES FOR PLANNING RESEARCH AND
PRACTICE IN CHINA
Proposal 33 with abstracts 336, 338, 339, 904,
Organizer: SHIH, Mi [Rutgers University] mi.shih@ejb.rutgers.edu
Discussant: FRIEDMANN, John [University of British Columbia] jrpf@mail.ubc.ca
Discussant: LEAF, Michael [University of British Columbia] leaf@mail.ubc.ca
Since the early 2010s, central government directives to pursue “new-type urbanization” have coincided with a
shift in the way planning is professionally conceived in China. One directive that distinguishes the new
urbanization process is its focus on “planning for people.” This new mode of urban planning reflects China’s
response to “the new normal”: slower economic growth in the foreseeable future accompanied by new reactions to
GDP-driven growth since the late 1970s. While the actual contours of China’s “new-type urbanization” are still
evolving, observations and empirical studies have begun to describe the scope and character of this new planning
orientation. For example, rural-to-urban "hukou" conversion in peri-urban areas has resulted in livelihood
changes, debates over what constitutes citizenship, and a new focus among planners on rural development. This
paper panel builds on a 2015 roundtable at ACSP to further explore the new focus on “people” in Chinese
planning, including issues of community, village, migration, labor, socio-ecological systems, place, indigeneity,
culture and history, property, citizenship, and participation.
Objectives:




Empirical case studies on practices of “people-oriented planning” and their implications for communities
and larger state-society relationships
Theoretical, historical, or other interpretive lenses that contribute to analyzing the current “peopleoriented” transition in Chinese planning
Discussions of research methodology and planning pedagogy that enable a more grounded understanding
of China’s “people-oriented planning” and that might support people-oriented planning education in
China

SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE IN PERI-URBAN AND RURAL AREAS IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES
Proposal 51 with abstracts 760, 763, 764
Organizer/Discussant: FELKNER, John [Florida State University] jfelkner@fsu.edu
This session focuses on the socio-ecological resilience of rural or peri-urban communities in developing areas,
including vulnerability and mechanisms of resilience to change or unexpected shocks. Such communities are
facing increasing uncertainty and vulnerability from resource scarcity, land use change, rapid urbanization, and
potential increases in natural disasters due to climate change (Ahmed, Diffenbaugh, & Hertel, 2009; van Aalst,
2006). A growing consensus is emerging that the socio-economic and natural systems dimensions of community
resilience cannot be managed independently (Folke et al. 2002), and that the coupled socio-ecological systems of
communities are integral to supporting adaptation and resilience (Anderies, Folke, Walker, & Ostrom, 2013; Cote
& Nightingale, 2012; Janssen & Ostrom, 2006). These coupled socio-ecological systems are characterized as
complex, evolving, and often behaving non-linearly and with marked thresholds in their dynamics (Young et al.,

2006), and thus a greater understanding of them will inform more effective planning practice and theory
(Wilkinson, 2012) to support resilience.
Objectives:




Insights into the mechanisms of socio-ecological resilience in peri-urban and rural developing areas.
A greater understanding of the processes of vulnerability and adaptation for communities in peri-urban
and rural areas of developing countries.
Greater understanding of the processes of change and adaptation facing poorer communities in peri-urban
and rural areas in developing countries.

THE POLITICS OF LAND POLICY AND URBAN REDEVELOPMENT: A COMPARATIVE
PERSPECTIVE ACROSS THE AMERICAS
Proposal 37 with abstracts 800, 801, 802, 1318
Organizer/Discussant: FRIENDLY, Abigail [University of Toronto] abigail.friendly@utoronto.ca
This panel responds to the call of scholars to initiate a comparative conversation to reduce the conceptual divide
between cities of the Global North and South for a more global urban theorization. The specific goal of the panel
is to understand the role of power relations such as governance arrangements, informal institutions, and elite
structures at play in defining the processes and outcomes of contemporary urban development policy situations.
Examples of the policies to be examined include land value capture, cross-subsidization, special purpose zoning,
or growth management controls. These planning tools bring along complex solutions to urban problems that
redefine, contest, or reassert winners and losers in urban development, reshaping urban spaces to fit a desire for a
certain type of user. Who benefits, who decides, and what are the implications for diverse groups in the city?
What do these approaches contribute to the conversation about global urban theory? Each paper in this panel
addresses these questions through a comparative analysis involving two cities, or from the perspective of a case
study in conversation with the themes of the panel.
Objectives:




To examine land policies and urban redevelopment processes as they are applied across the Americas.
To contribute to an understanding of how power relations shape the application of diverse planning tools.
To contribute to the conversation about global urban theory through a comparative perspective.

PLANNING FOR WATER: INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND ORGANIZATIONAL POLITICS IN
WATER SYSTEMS PART I
Proposal 62 with abstracts 916, 917, 918
Organizer: CAROLINI, Gabriella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] carolini@mit.edu
Discussant: SPENCER, James [Clemson University] jhspenc@clemson.edu
Power geometries between different stakeholders and competing normative visions of ‘improvement’ therein
shape the quality, adequacy, affordability, and sustainability of water supply systems, especially for vulnerable
communities. This two-part panel explores the de facto and de jure practices and histories claiming influence over
the provision and management of water in both low- and high-income environments. Papers explore the implicit
and explicit nature of politics shaping how scarcity, learning, performance, efficiency, and sustainability are
defined by power brokers and how water planning reforms effectively facilitate (or not) change in institutions
governing water supply and management in different cities across the globe.
Objectives:





To deconstruct meaning and derive lessons from how water supply improvements (and obstacles therein)
are conceived, measured and shared at local and international scales.
To understand variations in the implementation of water reforms across cities in different regions.
To investigate what explains institutional inertia and change in water supply systems among similarly
situated cities.

PLANNING FOR WATER: INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND ORGANIZATIONAL POLITICS IN
WATER SYSTEMS PART II
Proposal 63 with abstracts 919, 920, 921, 922
Organizer/Discussant: CAROLINI, Gabriella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] carolini@mit.edu
Power geometries between different stakeholders and competing normative visions of ‘improvement’ therein
shape the quality, adequacy, affordability, and sustainability of water supply systems, especially for vulnerable
communities. This two-part panel explores the de facto and de jure practices and histories claiming influence over
the provision and management of water in both low- and high-income environments. Papers explore the implicit
and explicit nature of politics shaping how scarcity, learning, performance, efficiency, and sustainability are
defined by power brokers and how water planning reforms effectively facilitate (or not) change in institutions
governing water supply and management in different cities across the globe.
Objectives:




To deconstruct meaning and derive lessons from how water supply improvements (and obstacles therein)
are conceived, measured and shared at local and international scales
To understand variations in the implementation of water reforms across cities in different regions
To investigate what explains institutional inertia and change in water supply systems among similarly
situated cities.

PLANNING FOR GLOBAL TOURISM: COMMUNITY, CULTURE AND CAPITAL
Proposal 66 with abstracts 1010, 1011, 1012,
Organizer/Discussant: SPENCER, James [Clemson University] jhspenc@clemson.edu
In 2014, a group of American planning scholars were invited by the Vietnamese Ministry of Construction to
develop a plan for UNESCO’s Dong Van Global GeoPark. Similar to the World Heritage Sites, Global Geo-Parks
are designed to incorporate culture, environmental sustainability, and economic development. Using data from
surveys of businesses, residents and interviews with officials, tourists and others, the case of parks planning in
Dong Van provides an excellent case for examining planning and economic development opportunities in remote
areas where culture and the natural environment are the assets for sustainable development. The three papers in
this session take the standpoint of an ethnic minority community in a remote mountainous region of Vietnam with
a tremendous opportunity for economic growth by linking to the global tourism market. At the same time faces
the possibility that benefits will accrue to nonlocal entrepreneurs better prepared to control local assets. Through
detailed examination of capital and cultural assets, this set of papers presents the opportunities and risks
associated with remote communities accessing globalization.
Objectives:




a comprehensive overview of the risks and opportunities associated with global tourism
an empirically-based understanding of the extent to which small businesses and communities are
positioned to control local resources
provide an example of the link between applied research and scholarly contributions

FOREGROUNDING LABOR IN TRAJECTORIES OF INDUSTRIAL UPGRADING: LESSONS FROM
CASE STUDIES
Proposal 68 with abstracts 1256, 1308, 1309
Organizer/Discussant: GUINN, Andrew [University of North Carolina] arguinn@live.unc.edu
How can countries and regions across the Global South embark upon economic development processes that are
more inclusive and supportive of workers? The question is especially pressing today, as inequality is rising,
demand from export markets fragments and stagnates, and labor markets in more and more industries become
increasingly unstable and polarized. In this changing context, the search for policies, institutional strategies and
models that will integrate the goals of growth, investment and exports with those of equity and the production of
good jobs emerges as imperative. Such a search must address the role of labor in the economic development
process, examining the conditions under which workers may partake in and benefit from regional prosperity. This
panel will draw on case study evidence from multiple countries and sectoral contexts to examine how firmspanning institutions, labor organizations, the state, and other social actors may facilitate and foster local
economic development in ways that are inclusive and capability-enhancing for workers.
Objectives:


Identify policies and strategies consistent with inclusive economic development

ABSTRACTS FROM TRACK 6
HIGH-DENSITY RURAL REGIONS IN INDIA
Abstract ID: 12
Individual Paper Submission
AGRAWAL, Sandeep [University of Alberta] sagrawal@ualberta.ca, presenting author
Population density is a universally accepted marker of urbanity. High population density usually transforms the
spatial organization, the land market, and housing and community needs of a rural area, endowing it with urban
characteristics.
In the western context, the urbanization of the countryside is a topic that has been examined in the context of
suburbanization and urban sprawl. Other forms, however, such as McGee's (1991) desakota, Qadeer's (2000,
2004) ruralopolis, Afshar's (1994) Rurban, and Zhu's (2004) in situ urbanization, offer valuable perspectives and
interpretations of changing land and density patterns, particularly in Asia.
The discussion of high-density rural settlements, within the context of contemporary urban India, is a relatively
unexplored topic. Similarly, a high-density rural region is both a little-understood phenomenon and a distinct type
of human settlement.
Along the Ganges River in India, from Delhi to Kolkata, in Kerala, and along the coast of Orissa rural population
densities frequently range from 400 persons per square kilometre to 1,500 –2,000 persons per square kilometre.
The United Nations definition, which has been adopted by India for urban-rural designations, defines a rural area
as having a maximum density of 400 persons per square kilometre (Ministry of Home Affairs, 2011). This density
criterion, along with two other requirements (a population of less than 5,000 and at least three-quarters of the
adult male population employed in the agricultural sector) form the definition of a rural area in the Census of
India. The rural area designation is not simply an “academic” classification. It carries significant policy
imperatives influencing the level of government funding and service provision these areas could potentially
receive.
Using villages in the state of Bihar in India, this paper empirically analyzes the socio-economic conditions, land

uses, spatial and social infrastructure and government-sponsored social programs in select high-density rural
districts. It finds that these high-density villages have transformed into “urban” communities, both
demographically and economically, but severely lack urban infrastructure. The paper concludes by arguing that
these areas, coined as Urural, need to be reclassified to make them eligible for receiving government-sponsored
urban amenities.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT ON HILLSIDES IN TIJUANA, MEXICO
Abstract ID: 53
Individual Paper Submission
CONTRERAS, Santina [University of California, Irvine] santina.l.contreras@uci.edu, presenting author
BASOLO, Victoria [University of California, Irvine] basolo@uci.edu, co-author
GOODRICH, Kristen [University of California, Irvine] k.goodrich@uci.edu, co-author
EGUIARTE, Ana [Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve] aeguiarte@trnerr.org, co-author
MATTHEW, Richard [University of California, Irvine] rmatthew@uci.edu, co-author
SANDERS, Brett [University of California, Irvine] bsanders@uci.edu, co-author
In many urban areas throughout the world, rapid urbanization has led to increased housing densities in hazard
prone areas. Additional pressures in developing countries result in large numbers of individuals living in
unplanned communities on hillsides. Most often there is little or no regulation of these developments, causing
there to be a lack of access to utility services, such as water, sewage and power. However, questions remain as to
how infrastructure and development vary based on the location of housing on a hillside. These issues are a
concern in Los Laureles, Tijuana, a canyon community adjacent to the U.S. - Mexico border. The data presented
here are derived from a larger study, FloodRISE (Resilient Infrastructure and Sustainable Environments), a
project aimed at determining flood risk at a small geographic scale within a community and working with
stakeholders to refine our understanding of flood risk for better communication to vulnerable communities and
their residents. In this research, we use results from a sample survey of households to investigate, how location
within the canyon impacts the development of urban communities. We ask two research questions: (1) How does
housing slope and elevation impact infrastructure development? (2) What household characteristics predict
residential location on hillsides and/or higher elevations? The results of this study will contribute to our
understanding of the ways in which urban development occurs in hillside communities.
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THE RETURN OF THE NEW TOWN: MOROCCO’S CITIES WITHOUT SLUMS INITIATIVE
Abstract ID: 57
Individual Paper Submission
BEHBEHANI, Fatmah M. [University of Virginia] fatmah.behbehani@gmail.com, presenting author
BASSETT, Ellen M. [University of Virginia] emb7d@eservices.virginia.edu, co-author
Rapid urbanization presents several problems that continue to challenge planning professionals. Such challenges
include the extensive growth of slums, insufficient transportation and infrastructure systems, inadequate urban
services, and degraded air and water quality. Urban growth in the African continent is the highest in the world. A
significant amount of this urbanization is projected in Morocco, where the urban/rural population breakdown is
expected to increase from 60%/40% in 2014 to 74%/26% by the mid-21st century (UN 2014). Along with
urbanization comes the growth of squatter settlements surrounding urbanized areas. Post-colonial urban policies
to solve the problem of Morocco’s growing informal settlements have proven unsuccessful (Abu-Lughod 1980).
This paper examines one contemporary proposed solution – the construction of new towns.
In 2004, following distressful events of terror initiated in the heart of Casablanca’s urban slums, the Moroccan
government launched a national slum clearance program - the Villes sans Bidonvilles program - with the goal of
transforming Morocco’s cities into “environments that are conducive to good living conditions, conviviality and
dignity, to turn these spaces into hubs for investments and production, and into cities that are attached to their
specificity and to the originality of their character” (King Mohammad VI, 2006 in AlOmrane 2010).
Large-scale state-driven efforts have many implications for economic and social regeneration in developing
countries. This paper presents a preliminary exploration of the Moroccan government’s rationale for establishing
new towns, utilizing data drawn from interactions with planning practitioners and active participants of the
program. Through qualitative fieldwork (to be conducted in the summer of 2016) the attitudes of the program’s
stakeholders towards current results, lessons learned, and future propositions are to be assessed over a decade
after the program’s initiation. A hybrid approach of both inductive and deductive analysis of existing concerns
will be utilized to ground findings into existing planning theoretical constructs. Themes developed beforehand
include: priorities (government, users, private partners), planning rationale, participatory efforts and
implementation strategies. Semi-structured interviews with elites and site visits in the now constructed and
currently occupied new towns will be the basis for analyzing the program. Interpretive analysis of the program’s
outcomes and impacts thus far will inform similar efforts to establish new towns in the region such as Egypt’s
proposed new capital city, Kenya’s decongesting new towns and Saudi Arabia’s post-oil sustainable cities.
Morocco’s governmental, political, and resource commitment towards this national slum eradication initiative
illustrates how centralized governmental planning schemes can produce rapid results. Therefore, this case is
fundamental for exploring government planning systems whereby the highest level of political authority is
involved. Compared to previous efforts to eradicate slums, this program is unique in its structural organization.
Various stakeholders from the public and private sectors have partnered to ensure a comprehensive approach is
adopted. The Monarchy, the Ministry of Housing of Morocco, commercial banks, and microfinance institutions,
among others are working together to fulfill their ambitious goal – to “eradicate all slums” by 2020 (Bogaert
2011).
Although the Moroccan government identified clear motives behind the urgency of implementing this program,
this top-down approach is worth reviewing from a social planning standpoint. Only by capturing the results of
massive national urban policies are we able to work towards constructing more efficient planning policies in the
future. The multifaceted and dynamic nature of the planning field constantly pushes planners to confront rising
challenges. Thus, the discussion of current planning initiatives and their impacts on urban environments is key in
allowing planning scholars and professionals to assess successes and failures of contemporary nation-wide
reactive planning programs and present opportunities for replicability and improvement.
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CHINA’S COLLABORATIVE PLANNING MODEL: A CASE STUDY ON CHENGDU’S URBAN
GROWTH BOUNDARY
Abstract ID: 79
Individual Paper Submission
TOCHEN, Rachel [Renmin University of China] rtochen@gmail.com, presenting author
Planning in contemporary China has reached a turning point. It can no longer focus only on growth and
modernization. To control sprawl and improve land use efficiency, China's government has started to institute
urban growth boundaries (UGBs). Additionally, Chinese society has undergone its own transformation, which has
led to demand for public participation in planning. Metropolitan Chengdu has been a pioneer in this regard. It has
already started the process of defining its UGB and incorporating elements of public participation in some of its
planning processes. However, the role of public participation is insufficient in the case of the UGB, as it will only
occur after the boundaries have been decided. Since the implementation process of the UGB involves relocating
rural residents, Chengdu's government will take suggestions from residents and allow them some decision-making
within the relocation process. This collaborative characteristic of Chengdu's government fulfills public
participation on the micro-scale by allowing the rural residents a chance to participate in the more localized
implementation of the UGB, but it is still insufficient during the greater macro-planning process of actually
defining the UGB and allowing residents to participate in the policy-making aspect.
The Chengdu case raises the question of how can the overall level of public participation in planning practices in
China be improved? This study uses a collaborative planning framework to evaluate the UGB process in Chengdu
taking advantage of existing conditions to create a new public participation mechanism. Through surveys and
interviews, this research will develop a mechanism for public participation applicable to China's context, as well
as contribute to the literature on collaborative planning.
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PROCESSES, PRACTICES AND THEORIES BEHIND EVOLUTION OF GATED COMMUNITIES AS
A DOMINANT URBAN FORM IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH: THE CASE OF KOLKATA, INDIA
Abstract ID: 86

Individual Paper Submission
GHOSH, Sudeshna [Indiana University of Pennsylvania] ghoshsn@iup.edu, presenting author
SEN, Siddhartha [Morgan State University] siddhartha.sen@morgan.edu, co-author
Urban forms of cities are shaped by complex and interrelated social, economic, cultural as well as political
processes and practices. Social institutions, political organizations, private developers, architects, and planners
often act as agents and lay the conditions on which the built-form evolves. However, the processes, practices and
theories that drive evolution of urban forms still remain inadequately explored in the Global South (Roy, 2009).
With the advent of globalization, urban form in the cities of the Global South are rapidly transforming with
burgeoning growth of office towers, gated communities and shopping malls. This contemporary urban form is
often an adoption of dominant practices from the North ignoring the socio-cultural and historic context of the
South. As a result, the spatial and visual divides between the urban forms produced by ambitious master plans and
architectural designs, and those generated spontaneously by informal socio-cultural practices are increasing day
by day.
Gated communities designed and built by private real-estate developers in collaborations with international
architectural and planning firms are emerging as a popular genre of urban forms in the contemporary Global
South. The concept of gated communities characterized by visible and invisible boundaries that encourage social
sequestration and segregation first emerged in the West during the early 20th century. It is now a dominant
practice in the Global South, loosely based on Garden city models and modernist planning approaches. In this
paper, we focus on the emergence of gated communities as a discrete form in the changing spatial structure of
Kolkata, India since the mid-1990s. Kolkata is a unique case because of a leftist regime from 1977 to 2011, which
was initially reluctant to embrace globalization. It also continued to be recognized worldwide as an icon of slum
and an epitome of urban disaster - an image that had emerged in the 1950s. The key questions posed in this paper
are: How are gated communities changing the urban fabric of Kolkata? How planning paradigms have changed to
encourage development of such forms?
We analyze why gated communities became an urban phenomenon in Kolkata since the mid-1990s until 2016,
and how they are physically manifested in the urban fabric. Our methodology includes analysis of primary data in
forms of visual documentation and observations from the mid-1990s to 2016, review of the existing literature, and
analysis of policy documents. We intend to explore the socio-economic and political processes and practices that
drove production of gated communities, and the changing planning paradigm where the government now plays
the role of facilitator partnering with private developers through a bidding process. The spatial formations of
gated communities over time are documented with photographs, master and site plans obtained from Kolkata
Metropolitan Development Authority (KMDA) and West Bengal Housing Infrastructure Development
Corporation (WBHIDCO). We also explore the extent of involvement of "Western" architectural and planning
firms in the process and analyze the successes or failures of these planning projects.
Our paper draws its analytical inspiration from a variety of urban theories to understand gated communities in
Kolkata, including Graham and Marvin (2001) "splintering urbanism," Marxist political economy of Lefebvre's
(2003 [1970]) and Harvey's (1981) "secondary circuit of capital," Chatterjee's (2011) propositions for a "postindustrial city" and a wide range of studies and urban theories (e.g. the recent works of Partha Chatterjee, David
Harvey, Ananya Roy, Aihwa Ong, Gavin Shatkin, and others). Our research findings will provide a better
understanding of theories and practices of: 1) the changing planning paradigm in Kolkata as a driving force
behind proliferation of gated communities, and 2) their impacts in intensifying the spatial divide and segregation
within the urban fabric.
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CONTEMPORARY CONCESSIONS: PLANNING EMPIRE IN MYANMAR
Abstract ID: 242
Part of Pre-organized Session: Splintered planning: International capital's role in developing country cities
(GPEIG)
POTTER, James [Korea University] traffic@cuzproduces.com, presenting author
Concessions were a major planning technology of imperial expansion in the 1800s. Dominant powers---typically,
but not exclusively, Western---used their military and economic superiority to force East Asian countries to grant
them administrative control over territories. These concessions, like Hong Kong, served as nodes for articulating
trade between the imperial powers and the territories surrounding the concessions. This paper argues that the
technology of concessions is being revived under the contemporary global capitalist Empire. Adopting Hardt and
Negri's (2000) notion that nationally based imperialism has been succeeded by decentralized global empire, the
paper argues that planners are facilitating the exploitation of newly developing countries through their
participation in a coevolving assemblage of foreign and domestic capitalist interests under the guise of foreign
aid. In particular, the paper examines the partitioning of Yangon, the economic capital of Myanmar, into
contemporary concessions by Japanese, Korean, and Chinese interests. In each case, efforts are being made to
establish urban planning and development control over discrete territories in and around Yangon proper.
Territorial control is being negotiated with domestic interests through infrastructure and urban planning services
provided through foreign aid. Each concession consists of three components: 1. an industrial park oriented toward
firms from the aid donating country and managed by a Burmese and foreign board; 2. an adjacent residential and
commercial new town complex to be built and managed by foreign firms; and 3. supporting infrastructure built by
foreign firms from each East Asian country. Research is being conducted through an examination of official
documents, through interviews with stakeholders in Myanmar and the three East Asian powers, and through site
visits. The paper concludes that the East Asian countries are today employing the same technology of concessions
that was used to pry them open in the 1800s and are doing so for the same reason: the expansion of economic
empire.
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GROWTH DEFIES THE PLAN, THE INFRASTRUCTURE FOLLOWS GROWTH:
INFRASTRUCTURE AND GROWTH IN YANGON
Abstract ID: 243
Part of Pre-organized Session: Splintered planning: International capital's role in developing country cities
(GPEIG)

PERERA, Nihal [Ball State University] nperera@bsu.edu, presenting author
Yangon is rapidly changing and the transformation is both intensive and extensive. The city has not experienced
such transformation since its colonial establishment in the mid-nineteenth century. After a slow growth period
under the colonial regime, which ended in 1948, the six decades of military rule had seen the city sprawl without
much improvement of ordinary people¹s lives. Since the adoption reforms at national level, in 2011, Yangon has
grown exponentially, exerting enormous strain on the infrastructure. There is a physical plan to guide
development but hardly followed; the economic growth is causing traffic, poverty, safety, and other social,
spatial, and infrastructure problems.
In this paper, I will map out the nature of the city, its growth, the attempts to guide it, and where it is headed. In
regard to literature, the study responds to the need for a better understanding of Asian cities called for in
Transforming Asian Cities (Perera and Tang 2013) and is built upon the work of Healey (2012); Sandercock
(2005); and Vidarthi (2015). Methodologically, the paper presents an inside-out view of Yangon (Perera 2015),
and is built upon archival research, direct and participant observations, ethnography, and interviews. The paper
will demonstrate that the failure of the plan is due to a lack of knowledge of its creators of how the city operates
and how growth takes place. This will be supported by an interview with the planner.
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THE CHARITABLE-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX IN KABUL: A FAILED ATTEMPT AT AID-LED
DEVELOPMENT
Abstract ID: 244
Part of Pre-organized Session: Splintered planning: International capital's role in developing country cities
(GPEIG)
CALOGERO, Pietro [Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University] Pietro.Calogero@xjtlu.edu.cn, presenting author
This paper critiques one aspect of international planning instruction: the idea that planners should act through
nongovernmental organizations to engage in transnational urban development. Instead, the paper proposes that
planning educators engage, as educators, answerable to local institutions.
A 'new transnational activism' arose in the 1990s through a realignment of geopolitical ideologies and the
consolidation of the internet. Planners hoped that national/human development could be implemented at the local
and urban level through greatly-enhanced NGOs. The attacks of September 2001, followed by resurgent
militarism and isolationism, presented a major setback to this movement. In response, a project of "aid-led
development" coalesced in Afghanistan in 2002 to demonstrate the capacity of transnational activism to rescue an
entire failed state. Unfortunately in practice this devlolved into a neo-colonial practice: protected expatriates
acquired 'hardship field experience' in Kabul, while failing to integrate short-term aid programs with the persistent
local bureaucracy. Couched in terms of 'capacity-building', 'best practices', and 'person-to-person contact', the aid
sector attempted to extend capitalism with a pronounced disregard for local governing agencies, often

undercutting municipal regulation and the municipal delivery of services.
The outcome thus far has been the production of very little infrastructure in Kabul other than highways, and an
aid-diplomat "concession zone" in the center of the capital which is increasingly under attack from insurgents.
As an alternative to this failed approach, we argue that planning educators engage in direct involvement with, and
answerability to, local urban agencies.
This paper is based on field research, literature review, and interviews with Afghans over the past 13 years.
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CHANGING TRAVEL BEHAVIOR OF ASIAN IMMIGRANTS IN THE U.S.
Abstract ID: 248
Part of Pre-organized Session: “Who, where, and why” of migration - Challenges and opportunities on local
planning
HU, Lingqian [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] hul@uwm.edu, presenting author
Asians is a commonly overlooked minority group in the U.S. Based on the 2010-2014 American Community
Survey, 15.7 million, or 5 percent, of the U.S population were Asian alone. It is projected that by 2060, 9.3
percent of the U.S. population would be Asians, with an addition 22 million Asian population (Colby & Ortman,
2015). A significant part of the growth can be attributed to immigration.
Understanding the travel needs of Asian immigrants is important. Blumenberg (2009) suggests that immigration
has contributed to increased travel across all transportation modes, the growth in transit commuters, and a shift in
the demographic composition of transit riders. Asians might have different travel patterns, and such patterns can
change over time. On the one hand, Asians tend to assimilate into the American “main-stream” society (Lowe,
1991), and a part of the assimilation is adopting its automobile-oriented culture. In this case, transportation
policies need to consider accommodating the increasing travel demand from immigrants. On the other hand,
Asians’ distinct socioeconomic characteristics and cultural background encourage travel by other modes than
automobile. In this case, transportation policies should facilitate better services for non-automobile travel and
encourage more sustainable transportation modes. However, there is little empirical research in this area.
This research uses the 2001 and 2009 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) to investigate whether the
travel behavior of Asians differs from other racial/ethnic groups and whether Asian immigrants’ travel behavior
changes over time. Results based on the cohort analysis can inform decision makers about of Asians’ travel needs
and suggest policies to meet the needs.
Preliminary results show that Asians tend to have shorter trips in terms of both travel time and distance, compared
with other racial groups, although the trip length increased over time. After living in the U.S. for a few years,
Asian immigrants tend to have longer trips and be more likely to rely on automobiles rather than other travel
modes. Recent Asian immigrants in the 2009 NHTS had longer trips than their counterparts in the 2001 NHTS,
suggesting that the new generation of Asian immigrants have different travel modes from the beginning. The
changes are related to the education level, household structure, and the locations of the new immigrants.
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THE CONTESTED MEANINGS OF "CHINESE" IN THE MAKING OF GLOBAL VANCOUVER
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FENG, Lisi [University of British Columbia] lisifengubc@gmail.com, presenting author
As China emerges as a major player in the global economy, North American cities have also begun to encounter
immigrants from China as a relatively new, unknown urban population to be incorporated into a local way of life.
The social and economic integration of various groups from Chinese cities is marked by significant diversity
shaped by political economic structures in places where immigrants come from and where they arrive at. Yet,
such diversity has been ignored by public discourses that reproduce some entrenched stereotypes like the model
minority or shady global competitors from China. The consequence can be damaging for both new immigrant
groups and long-term residents. Using Vancouver as a heuristic case, my paper demonstrates the ways in which
advantageous groups (e.g. land-use planners, politicians, property owners, developers, real estate agents, etc.)
continue to deploy racial knowledge about “Chinese” for dramatic improvement of their livelihood chances.
Located on the west coast of Canada, Vancouver is a global city in the making. The perceived wealth of some
groups has prompted David Ley (2010) to describe “Chinese” as “millionaire migrants” who have aggravated
Vancouver’s housing “crisis”. The term “millionaire migrants” has been constantly evoked in the media to
express a widespread resentment among “local” Vancouverites. In this regard, the influx of (wealthy) Chinese
immigrants is portrayed as a liability for Vancouver’s growing housing inequality. The remedy, as currently
pursued by City Council, is to increase housing supply through both the densification of neighbourhoods
dominated by single-family housing, and the redevelopment of neighbourhoods in decline, such as Chinatown
located in the Downtown Eastside where Chinese seniors among other low-income groups have heavily relied on
social services and subsidized housings concentrated in the area. Planners, City Council, Chinatown associations
and business groups have actively embraced housing and real estate development agendas. They claim that
Chinatown as a place of Chinese cultural heritage needs to be revitalized through increased population density,
which resulted in the recent rezoning approvals of increased building height and denser housing forms (City of
Vancouver 2012), despite housing activists’ outcry over ongoing displacement and gentrification.
The term “Chinese” has been especially fraught with contradictions. From this perspective, I argue that we need
to move beyond the corrosive housing debate that pits “Chinese” against the “local communities”. I suggest that
one strategy is to apply the concept of “relational place-making” proposed by Joseph Pierce and his colleagues
(Pierce et al. 2011) to investigate the diversity of social relations between various Chinese groups and places at
various scales (ranging from human body, house, neighbourhood, city, region, state, and even the globe). My
arguments are based on more than four years’ ethnographic research in Vancouver and qualitative analysis of
media reports, planning documents, archival documents, council meeting minutes, as well as observation notes at
public hearings and neighbourhood planning workshops. The objective of my case is two-fold: to unsettle
entrenched racial stereotypes in the politics of housing development, and to transcend the lens of race by locating
immigrant experiences in specific time and space. Beyond the case of Vancouver, I hope that the conceptual
framing of Chinese as contested place can contribute to the studies of challenges presented by migration to local
planning.
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Smart cities are now discussed extensively in India and being hailed widely as a solution to the problems
associated with rapid urbanization country is experiencing. City planning has never been the priority in India until
very recently. Urban spaces are expected to house 40% of India’s population by 2030. Also in 2014, for the first
time ever, India added more people to urban areas than rural areas. Increasing focus on urban planning is evident
from Government of India’s pledge to build 100 smart cities in next 5 years. Smart city project is also central to
Prime Minister’s vision of urban India. Investment in smart cities is also critical towards having sustainable and
competitive cities.
This paper looks into the origin and criteria of smart cities and discusses the readiness of Indian cities to undergo
such a huge transformation. We will also discuss critical dimensions of a smart city such as Smart Economy,
Smart Mobility, Smart Energy, Smart Citizen, Smart Living, Smart Technology, Smart Healthcare, and Smart
Governance. Smart city concept is not a new concept. Europe, USA, and Canada have few functional smart cities.
India can certainly learn from the best practices adopted around the world. We will also discuss few common
implementation issues such as financial problems, technical capacity bottlenecks, and institutional shortcomings
and their probable solutions, which are important for making Indian cities smart and functional.
India being a rapidly urbanizing country is already plagued with socio-economic problems such as acute poverty,
unemployment, and inequality. Unless proper precautions are taken, smart urban space may increase the divide
between rich and poor, and poor may be priced out or may be forced out of the city limits. Such divide is neither
smart nor sustainable. It is, therefore, important to keep in consideration the impact smart city project will have on
these social-economic issues. This study also details the challenges in achieving the very core elements of smart
city project laid by GOI. We also venture into the existing and prominent debate and critique of smart cities
concept.
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China’s “new normal” (xinchangtai) of slower economic growth has caused a shift in the country’s understanding
and practice of place and place-making. This article traces this shift through an examination of one peri-urban
village’s recent engagement in village development in Guangzhou. A central theme of ethnographic accounts of
this village, called Yonghe in this paper, concerns villagers’ responses to ongoing environmental challenges and
social needs, many of which have reached a crisis point but remained unaddressed in the past few decades. In
2014, after five years of hesitation, Yonghe village voted against an off-site redevelopment plan that would have
allowed villagers to escape from environmental hazards. Worries over the peripheral nature of the relocation site
and the insecurity of villagers’ livelihoods after redevelopment eventually outweighed the Yonghe residents’
discontent over their long-term suffering from air pollution at the village’s current site. Since their decision not to
move forward with off-site redevelopment, Yonghe residents have lived with a defeated yet more determined
realization that renewed efforts must be organized in order to address environmental injustices and social needs
that cut across generations.
This article discusses three ways in which villagers’ perceptions and practices of place and place-making are
relationally linked to the state’s larger development plans for peri-urban areas. First, I examine the different
structural-temporal dynamics of urbanization that have influenced Yonghe village during the period of peri-urban
transformation. Yonghe village was engulfed by a heavy industrial zone in the late 1980s and its development has
since been hindered by isolation. Building on Helen Siu’s work in South China, this part of the analysis examines
political othering as “a most intense form of displacement without the subjects moving anywhere” (2007, p.331).
Second, I discuss villagers’ lived urban experiences during a period of rapid transformation in which
environmental issues are addressed through monetary compensation while the root causes are left unresolved.
Villagers’ disadvantaged encounters with development reflect the proposition that “the dissolution of place” and
“functional disconnection from macro-economic trends” are features of advanced marginality (Wacquant, 2008).
Third, I explore how Yonghe village’s recent decision against the off-site redevelopment plan has brought about a
resurgence of ideas, attempts, and actions aimed at tackling environment issues and social needs in the village.
The article concludes by discussing the structural opportunities and obstacles to planning practices in China’s
economic “new normal”.
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This paper is based on a chapter draft for the Routledge Handbook of Planning History (edited by Carola Hein, in
progress). The central theme is how the evolution of China’s planning as a response to and driver of urbanization
raises questions for the professionalization of practice (Leaf and Hou) and the uses of history from the perspective
of advanced capitalist society (Giddens and Pierson). In particular, what are the implications of China’s
urbanization and planning for the way planning history considers sustainability, community, participation and
power? The phenomenal speed, scale and physicality of China’s urban transition (Friedmann) challenges the
appreciation of complexity in planning as it has evolved since the early 1960s’ challenge to Modernism;
especially in Habermasian and other views of planning-as-politics, including the challenges and opportunities for
increasing democracy in planning at multiple scales. Addressing the APA’s 2011 publication Reconsidering Jane
Jacobs, as well as some current opinion that consideration of China’s planning and development reveals historical
weaknesses in North American planning as a discipline and profession (Campanella), the paper finally suggests
priorities for research that would help both to better relate China’s planning history to that of other countries and
societies. Emerging concepts of planning for social-ecological resilience may be of particular help in addressing
the multi-scale challenges of planning with as well as for people. While broadly reflective, the paper draws on
grounded research in Fujian and Sichuan, where the author has participated in community-level planning and
analysis of socio-spatial or social-ecological systems in urban, periurban and rural settings.
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RECONSTRUCTING SOCIAL SPACE AND NETWORKS AMID RURAL-URBAN TRANSITION: THE
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Under rapid urbanization in China, more and more farmers have been resettled from villages into new residential
communities of larger size and higher density. For local governments, doing so allows them to consolidate small
plots of rural residential land for agricultural use, as well as to obtain more quotas to convert some rural land for
urban use, which can generate fiscal revenues through the leasing of use rights (Liu and others 2015, Xu and
others 2011). For resettled residents, however, the process is akin to involuntary urbanization. The rural-urban
transition affects multiple facets of their lives. This paper explores how they have adapted to the immediate
transformation and rebuilt their new livelihood, both in spatial and social dimensions, drawing on the experience
of resettled residents in Suzhou, Jiangsu Province. We use social network analysis to map out their social

connections, both before and after resettlement. The paper addresses three research questions. First, how are
effects of resettlement manifested in residents’ changing social interactions and networks? Second, how are such
changes related to the new physical environment? Third, in what ways have residents deployed the spaces of
social interaction to enhance their own well-being? We intend to show that for resettled rural residents, the socialcultural sphere of urbanization requires more attention from planners and policy-makers.
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Central theme or hypothesis: what research question are you trying to address?
Local governments throughout the world are facing fiscal constraints. At the same time, they face strong
opposition to tax increases from their residents, who demand an increasingly higher quality of public
infrastructure and services. The situation is further exacerbated in rapidly urbanizing developing countries that
need to provide urban infrastructure at a fast pace. Such a situation has led many countries to actively seek new
sources of local non-tax-based revenue, often value capture mechanisms, such as the sale of development rights.
Approach and methodology: how will you address that question?
This paper analyzes the steps a million plus population city, Rajkot, has taken to conceptualize, model, and
implement sale of development rights along the BRTS corridor. The data were collected through a review of
primary documents and secondary literature; in-person site visit; and in-depth interviews with local urban and
transportation planning experts who were involved in the planning of the Rajkot Bus Rapid Transit System
(BRTS). The paper concludes by outlining broad lessons jurisdictions in and outside India can learn from Rajkot's
experience.
Case Study Description
The Rajkot Municipal Corporation (RMC) began planning for a BRTS in the early 2000s. At that time, the city's
public transportation system comprised mere 13 buses operated by the state transportation corporation. The city
residents' transport needs were being met by a slew of unregulated, accident-prone, para- transit operators mostly
consisting of three- and four- wheeled auto-rickshaws.
The 63.5-km-long BRTS system would be developed in three phases. The first phase is further sub-divided into
three parts. Land for a 10.7-km stretch in Phase 1 was already owned by the RMC; this stretch was therefore

planned as Phase 1, Part 1, to be developed first. This stretch opened for trial service in 2012 and for commercial
operation in May, 2013 and development rights are being sold along a 250-metre-corridor along both the sides of
this stretch. The sale began in 2013 and has generated Indian Rupees (Rs.) 310 million by mid-March, 2015.
Owners of an estimated 25 percent of the total eligible land parcels have purchased additional development rights.
With 75 percent of land parcels still remaining, and land values likely to rise significantly in future in the BRTS
project area, it is estimated that sales could generate revenue in excess of Rs. 2 billion, exceeding the total project
cost of Rs. 1.75 billion, and far greater than the RMC's projected estimated revenue of Rs. 1.22 billion.
Relevance of your work to planning education, practice, or scholarship
By critically examining the sale of development rights for the Rajkot BRTS project from the project
conceptualization to implementation stages, the paper provides key insights and highlights important lessons that
other governments (including planning departments) and public agencies can learn while conceptualizing,
modelling, and implementing a sale-of-development-rights-based financing framework. Additional, micro-,
project-level lessons are also provided.
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This roundtable examines the housing and shelter lessons that might be drawn from the Global South and applied
in the Global North. Information, models and normative practices in urban planning have traditionally flowed
from North to South (Pritchett and Woolcock, 2004). In response, Roy (2009: 820) has called for “a recalibration
of the geographies of authoritative knowledge.” It is to this call that the roundtable responds.
Since planning knowledge and practice have typically been transmitted from North to South, this has meant that
lessons from the South have seldom been applied to the urban challenges faced by cities in the North. This is
important at a time when the arguments advanced by Seers’ (1963), concerning the features differentiating
developed and developing countries, are harder to maintain in the face of growing poverty and social exclusion in

the North. In an era of growing commonality in urban conditions across the increasingly fuzzy developeddeveloping country divide, this is an opportune time to consider what cities in the United States, Canada, Europe
and beyond might learn from housing and related human settlement efforts in the South.
This roundtable is motivated, in part, by the emergence of a host of pressing, and seemingly intractable, housing
challenges in the North that bear considerable resemblance to those that international development practice has
grappled with over the past decades. In the United States, for instance, there is increasing residential income
inequality (Fry and Taylor, 2012), rising racial and ethnic inequality in homeownership (DeSilva and Elmelech,
2014) as well as, perhaps most visibly, both rising homelessness and the emergence of heavy-handed efforts to
manage this challenge (Ehrenfeucht and Loukaitou-Sideris, 2014). Additionally, communities exist in many
developed countries that bear some resemblance to what are thought of as developing world conditions. In North
America, examples include Indian Reserves (United Nations, 2011) and colonias (Mukhija and Monkkonen,
2007). A further motivation for the roundtable is the increasing flow of people and urban practices across the
developed-developing country divide, rendering these categories increasingly blurry. Examples include the
growth in transnational labor flows (Miraftab, 2016) and the increasing prominence of informal labor practices,
including street vending, in the US and other developed countries (Devlin, 2011).
A small literature has attempted to draw lessons from developing country experience for application in the North.
In many fields, ranging from psychiatry to agriculture, a handful of publications have attempted to reverse the
standard direction of transmission for norms and practices. Likewise, in urban planning a relatively small
selection of papers has examined lessons from developing world experience in areas such as transportation
(Cervero, 2001) and urban regeneration (Heffron and Haynes, 2011). This session seeks to expand our
understanding of lessons related to housing and shelter that might also inform planning in the North.
The roundtable will discuss issues related to housing and shelter from a variety of perspectives. Some topics for
discussion include:
1) Planning practices / approaches
-Participatory planning
-Decentralization
-Human-rights
2) Financing
3) Spatial arrangement / form
4) Approaches to construction and delivery
- Role of standards and codes
- Incremental housing
- Informality
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My project examines Bogota’s efforts to implement an adaptive housing strategy through the resettlement of
households in areas deemed vulnerable to the effects of climate change, namely those found on slopes prone to
flooding and mudslides. Urban planners may define vulnerability primarily as a geophysical problem minimizing
its social and economic dimensions and therefore potentially reproducing inequalities which lie at the basis of
vulnerability for historically excluded communities including internally displaced populations, Afro-Colombians,
indigenous peoples, and the urban poor. For instance, residents from these communities may be relocated away
from natural hazards only to find themselves in new sites and conditions of concentrated poverty, crime and
violence. For Bogota's climate adaptive strategies to be socially inclusive then depends on the ability of planners
to overcome institutional and market constraints to the provision of affordable housing and to collaboration with
community residents. Relatedly, where residents chose to relocate also raises questions about how effectively
adaptation efforts can be coordinated with mitigation efforts to ensure one does not undermine the other. For
instance, if residents relocate to new peri-urban sites, adaptation efforts would be contributing to urban sprawl
which complicates efforts to reduce GHG emissions through the organizing of a more compact urban form.
Therefore, important to these efforts is both an understanding of the social, cultural and economic factors which
influence a household's decision to participate in adaptive housing programs and the work of city agencies and
community-based organizations which educate and mobilize residents.
This project then centers on a collaboration with the National University of Colombia, Bogota to field a
household survey in eight neighborhoods to collect 300 surveys. The data collected will be used to model the
relative importance of social, cultural and economic variables which determine the probability of a household
participating, resisting, or ignoring adaptive strategies. I will also use secondary data and geographic information
systems (GIS) to analyze land and market variables which contribute to the difference between observed and
predicted sites for relocation. Last, the project relies on interviews of key informants at city agencies and
community groups to examine the mobilization strategies and efforts to build collaborative partnerships.
The implications of this study for urban planning in Latin America are significant as the region enters the new
urban transition in the era of climate change. This is a transition which will be partially shaped by how cities are
able to address not simply new challenges in the natural ecology but also old ones in urban economic inequality
and social and political conflict. As such, this study will contribute to several bodies of literature including the
emerging study of climate urban governance, climate vulnerability and housing policy.
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While there is a growing literature on how urban land markets function in the context of significant urban
informality for both individual households and individual firms (for instance Gulyani and Talukdar 2008; 2010),
there is little direct coverage addressing informal production clusters as the unit of analysis. Thus it is difficult
from theoretical view to explain or predict how informal clusters come to be, how locations are determined, or
how they sustain themselves in local land markets. From a planning policy viewpoint, practitioners are largely in
the dark about how to support, create, or effectively upgrade these clusters in ways that intersect with local land
markets. This is an important gap in our knowledge because these clusters are often home to significant numbers
of local livelihoods in cities of the Global South.
This paper seeks to build theory about how informal production clusters interact with local land markets. It does
this in two ways. 1) While there is little direct literature on the subject, within the wider literature on informal
production clusters, many authors have collected cluster origin stories, if only in brief anecdotes (for example,
Parrelli 2007; Murphy 2006; Zeng 2008). These stories are assembled to understand how high density informal
production is established in urban space as an acceptable or tolerated local land use. 2) Then, original research is
presented from a study of informal handicraft production clusters in Nairobi, Kenya. This research establishes,
through a series of 101 semi structured interviews with industry participants, the histories of six production
clusters and discusses the following: a) How the clusters came to be in terms of land acquisition and occupation;
and b) How the clusters are sustained through interaction with the state and its various forms of legitimacy
conferring arrangements.
Taken together, the paper suggests that a more realistic understanding of urban land markets is required to
understand interactions with informal clusters. A more realistic concept might employ a two-step process rather
than modelling the urban land market as a single set of transactions. In this construct, the decisions of government
and formal real estate interests interact with land markets as “first movers”. Next, informal cluster actors react as
“second movers” to those established land priorities, removing land from the urban land market through
occupation in a number of different arrangements. These arrangements can be undone by the first movers through
eviction or other actions, but those actions are necessarily influenced by previous second mover decisions. This
results in a process of accretion and erosion.
As it stands, practitioners have a very limited intervention toolkit for informal production clusters, whereby
typical land market incentives are inappropriate or ineffective. This research could help local planners and land
administrators better understand complex patterns of land transactions for production clusters in contexts of
significant urban informality and identify more innovative intervention possibilities.
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Most existing researches on China’s urbanization have focused on either the changing urban population, or the
expansion of urban land, instead of looking at them simultaneously. The non-coordinated problem of urbanization
on land and people needs to be examined more closely at local level with attention to its spatial pattern and
variations. In order to understand the driving forces behind the non-coordination, an institutional perspective is
essential. Decentralization in China has increased the fiscal pressure of local governments, creating fiscal
incentives to urbanize more land for extra-budget revenues. Inter-city competition for better economic
performance further exacerbates the distortion in planning land resources as an instrument to race (to the bottom)
and attract capital investment. Thus, planning and expenditures tend to fall out of alignment with people’s move
and generate areas of systematic over-provision, which is commonly referred to as “ghost cities”. In addition, as
urbanization process is uneven across space, spatial variations of this non-coordinated problem and its driving
forces are expected. Thus, rather than case studies for certain regions, a nationwide study to incorporate both
institutional factors and spatial modeling is needed. The purpose here is to contribute a rigorous and
comprehensive understanding of China’s non-coordinated urbanization problem and its institutional driving
forces.
We conduct a quantitative study on the mismatch between newly built-up urban land area and the population on it
for all cities in China. The institutional driving forces are explored and spatially modeled. In order to identify the
actual spatial pattern of the mismatch, remote sensing data from World Bank on urban expansion 2000-2010,
together with annual nighttime light data recorded by the U.S. Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellites
Program/Operational Linesman system are used. A non-coordination index for urbanization is constructed as our
dependent variable. The key independent variable of institutional driving forces is measured by a set of local
government fiscal and planning behaviors. Specifically, local fiscal pressure due to decentralization are measured
by the fiscal gap between expenditure and public revenues, the reliance on land conveyance fee, and controlled by
intergovernmental transfers. Inter-city competition is captured by proportion of foreign direct investment to local
GDP. The administrative hierarchy, economic rankings of cities and socioeconomic controls are also included in
the model. Data are retrieved from Census 2000 and 2010, as well as official statistical yearbook on China cities
and urban construction.
Multilevel random effects model is used to correct the effects of provincial differences. Spatial clusters of the
non-coordination are examined to identify the hotspots (over-provision) and coldspots (under-provision). Spatial
econometrics models are employed to correct spatial autocorrelation. We also conduct geographically weighted
regression (GWR) to unfold the impacts of institutional driving forces across space. Our global model generally
shows that the fiscal incentive for extra-budget revenues and political incentive to compete for development
positively correlated with the non-coordinated urbanization. Intergovernmental transfer ameliorates this distortion
from fiscalization of land use and land competition. GWR results indicate the impacts of institutional fiscal and
planning behavior are spatially varied. Both positive and negative effects are found and mapped. This paper calls
attention on the potential structural distortion on local planning that “rational” local land use planning as
responses to state restructuring, may result in systematic non-coordinated urbanization. Policy efforts to address
this problem also need to be spatially targeted according to our GWR results.
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There are problems and issues planners face that are best dealt with at a regional scale (Wheeler, 2000; 2004).
However, regional planning is easier said than done due to the mismatch of administrative boundaries with that of
economic and environmental systems (Calthorpe and Fulton, 2001), ill-defined planning regions, fragmentation of
planning powers and authority, and competition between local governments and agencies with different missions.
There has been ad hoc regional planning efforts in Turkey since 1960s but lack of clarity in the laws resulted in
unceasing arguments over these plans’ function, content, scale, quality, and legal basis as well as the authority to
make them (Tekinbaş, 2001). The new millennium saw the first systematic regional planning efforts to guide
development as a series of new laws prompted preparation of regional plans for most of the country. Compliance
with the European Union Accession Partnership document resulted in the establishment of regional development
agencies which added an additional layer of complexity to Turkey’s regional planning system and in some places
this resulted in three parallel regional plans being prepared for the same geography at the same time. While some
of these plans were supposed to be nested in a hierarchical order in some cases the lower order plan was prepared
first. Controversies over plan boundaries and responsible agencies culminated in court cases and many plans were
cancelled and laws governing these plans were amended.
This paper intends to critically review the regional planning system in Turkey and then examine the latest
systematic regional planning efforts against best practice regional planning to identify problems and areas of
improvement through the case study of regional plans of Izmir, the province containing the third most populous
city in Turkey. This will be supported by data from stakeholder interviews. Identification of the weaknesses of
Turkey’s current regional planning system is a first step towards achieving more effective regional planning.
Preliminary analysis suggests problems with the hierarchical structure of the plans, lack of clarity regarding
responsible agencies, designation of plan boundaries and fragmentation of authority over the plan area as the most
serious issues. Public Works Law of Turkey set up a hierarchy of plans requiring lower level plans to be
consistent with higher level plans “if they exist”. Lack of requirement to make higher order plans causes a break
in the chain early on. Not specifying responsible organizations in the law creates confusion over who has the
authority to make the sub-regional plans (Silahtar, 2001). Planning boundaries are problematic. Master Plans use
administrative provincial boundaries, Metropolitan Area Plan boundaries are determined by drawing a circle with
a certain radius based on population from the provincial government office as the centre. Horizontal
fragmentation of authority exists between municipal and non-municipal areas (headed by elected vs. appointed
officials respectively) and between neighboring municipalities and provinces at the local level and between

competing ministries at the national level. Vertical fragmentation between the central government and local
governments involves regional plans prepared by the Ministry of Environment and Forestry and sub-regional
plans prepared by the greater municipalities. Furthermore, there are a number of ministries with authority to make
plans of regional significance such as the designation of Organized Industrial Parks by the Ministry of Industry
and Commerce and the designation and planning of Tourism Zones by the Ministry of Tourism and Culture and
the Cabinet. Other organizations making regional plans covering these areas have no authority within these
designated zones and such centrally made spatial planning decisions may conflict with other regional and subregional plans. This system results in a multiplicity of plans that contradict each other.
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Unauthorized development is a world-wide phenomenon, whose extent varies widely among different countries,
regions, or even neighborhoods in the same city. Most academic research focuses on the phenomenon of informal
settlements in the Global South or Middle East Countries. However, unauthorized development is also present in
developed countries, though with diverse scale and attributes. Portugal, like other South European countries has a
tradition of unlawful allotments (often named semi-informal settlements) and widespread individual development
of privately owned property. A similar phenomenon occurs in other Mediterranean countries like Spain, Croatia,
Italy and Greece (Curci, 2012). Even in northern European countries, where planning enforcement and
compliance is more sophisticated, unauthorized development daily challenges the planning authorities. Roman
camps in Sweden, and Plotlanders and Bed in Shafts in the United Kingdom are some examples. This is an
enforcement challenge to planning and building regulations, since current enforcement systems are not able to
prevent or demolish all illegal construction works. Research identifies several cases of unauthorized development
in Europe. It aims to formulate a categorization on the types of unauthorized development and answer the
question: Which similarities and differences can be found among unauthorized development in European
countries?
The method relies on three types of sources: (1) analysis of literature and media news; (2) cases personally
reported by international researchers; (3) and field interviews. Personal, face to face interviews with staff
members of enforcement and land management authorities in Austria, Greece, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Spain
and Portugal were held. The meetings comprised questions in an open-interview basis that focus on the nature of
illegal development, institutional design, consequences of illegal building for the planning system, and
enforcement instruments.
The categorization on unauthorized development that we propose is underpinned by the theoretical framework of

Soliman (2004) on Informal Housing in Egyptian Cities, which defines types and sub-types of informal areas.
Whereas sub-types do not fit the European context, the three types (squatting, semi-informal and ex-post/hybrid)
are useful to structure the analysis. Squatting in public domain in coastal areas, Roman campsites, unlawful
allotments (for first or second home), individual changes in buildings (in heritage sites or nature areas) are some
of the sub-types that can be found in Europe.
The product of the research is a cross-national overview of the problem of unauthorized development. As there is
very little research on noncompliance with planning controls in advanced-economy countries, the outcome of the
paper is intended to help planners, scholars and administration officers better to understand the phenomenon,
hence to design more suitable enforcement policies.
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A growing body of research in the US (Pothukuchi & Kaufman, 2000) and globally (Raja, Whittaker, Hall,
Hodgson, Khojasteh, & Leccese, 2016) points to the important role of planning in food systems. Although much
work in this area is unfolding in the US and Europe, there is a small, but growing body of scholarship on the role
of planning in urban food systems in the global south (Battersby, 2013). This paper fills the gap in the literature
by documenting how land use change and poor planning decisions affect production and consumption of healthy
foods in the Kashmir region in South Asia. The paper traces the inextricable link between food and land use
change using haakh, a unique variety of collard grown in the City of Srinagar in Kashmir, as an illustrative case.
Haakh is a nutritious, affordable, and culturally celebrated and significant food that is typically grown on
wetlands in urban areas. Unregulated land use changes, poor planning decisions, and recent extreme weather
events coupled with the arrival of the global food system appear to have impacted the extent to which Haakh is
grown, and in turn, consumed in Srinagar, Kashmir. Already, geographic barriers and political conditions in
Kashmir impact access to foods (Dar, 2015). The paper draws on qualitative and spatial methods to trace the
trajectory of collards in the face of land use change. Through interviews with Kashmiri expatriates living in the
United States (of which there is a significant population) and fieldwork in Srinagar, Kashmir, the changes in
production of haakh and its disappearance from the typical Kashmiri diet is documented. Interviews with the
diaspora capture the cultural importance of this vegetable, while fieldwork in Srinagar, Kashmir documents the
changing conversion of haakh-producing lands to other uses. This paper fills a gap in the literature by
documenting the effects of short-sighted land development on a crucial food source in this understudied region of
the world. Today, urban agriculture is considered a supplement to the US food system (Brown & Jameton, 2000),
while in Srinagar, Kashmir urban agriculture is routine, and provides essential traditional foods. This paper raises
the concern of the pressure that misguided land development has on foods crucial to traditional diets and the lack
of attention of externalities that land development is having.
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Urban greenspaces provide numerous benefits to urban areas. They can promote sustainable cities by helping to
absorb and reduce stormwater runoff, reduce flooding and erosion, remove harmful pollutants from air and water,
minimize urban heat island effect, preserve and restore natural ecosystems, and mitigate climate change impacts
(Byrne & Jinjun, 2009; Quagraine, 2011). The new global development agenda, the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG), also emphasizes a need to promote sustainable cities by making cities “inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable.” Target 7 of SDG 11 entreats urban planning to “provide universal access to safe, inclusive and
accessible, green and public spaces” by 2030 (United Nations General Assembly, 2014: 18). Achieving this
requires effective planning for urban greenspaces. Unfortunately, for many developing countries, like Ghana, this
will be a great challenge. For instance, Kumasi, a city in Ghana which was originally planned in 1945 to have a
significant amount of urban greenspaces has not conformed to its original plan. The Town and Country Planning
Department (TCPD) of the Kumasi Metropolis has also made many attempts to promote urban greenspaces with
little effect. Inadequate urban planning responses to urbanization have resulted in uncontrolled growth and sprawl,
traffic congestion, flooding, slum development, and poor accessibility to social services as well as contributed to a
decline in urban greenspaces in the Kumasi Metropolis (Quagraine, 2011; Mensah, 2014).
The literature on urban greenspaces show that barriers to planning for urban greenspaces are varied. They
encompass biological, physical, social, cultural, and institutional factors (Byrne & Jinjun, 2009; Matthews et al.,
2015). For institutional factors, the planning philosophy, governance structures (Byrne & Jinjun, 2009), and path
dependence or over-reliance on the traditional planning systems (Matthews et al., 2015) can affect effective
planning, design, and management of urban greenspaces.
Thus, to confront the challenge of declining urban greenspaces in the Kumasi Metropolis, an in-depth
understanding of the institutional barriers of planning for urban greenspaces in the Metropolis is needed. Findings
will inform a framework that can help planning institutions make urban greenspaces germane to their activities.
This paper asks three questions: (i) What attention has been given to urban greenspaces in urban development
plans for the Kumasi Metropolis? (ii) What are the perceptions and challenges of urban planners in urban
greenspace planning in the Kumasi Metropolis? (iii) What framework can be adopted to mainstream urban
greenspaces in the Kumasi Metropolis?
This study uses a case study approach as it allows for a focus and in-depth exploration into this particular issue.

The study utilizes data from key interviews conducted with two urban planners in the Kumasi Metropolis; one
from the TCPD and one from the Metropolitan Planning Coordinating Unit (MPCU); and seven faculty members
of the Department of Planning, Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology. The study will also
examine seven metropolitan plans for the Kumasi Metropolis— three Kumasi Metropolitan Assembly Mediumterm Development Plans ranging from 2006-2009, 2010-2013, and 2014-2017 from the MPCU and four urban
development plans namely Greater Kumasi Comprehensive Plan Final Reports Vol.1 to Vol.3 and The Kumasi
City Development Strategy 2007-2022 - Creating a Better Future for the City of Kumasi from the TCPD.
Globally, cities will continue to urbanize especially in developing countries and the call for sustainable cities
through increased access to urban greenspaces places the onus on urban planners. This research will contribute to
the discussion on the role of urban greenspace in promoting sustainable cities in developing countries by
examining the barriers to urban greenspace planning to inform a framework that can help urban planners
mainstream urban greenspaces within the Kumasi Metropolis.
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This paper investigates tensions between international and local planning actors and local residents concerning
how best to manage rapid urbanization in developing world cities. It does this through a case study of
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, and focuses on the city’s ger districts, the site of numerous plans for large-scale urban
transformation (Gotov, 2010). Ger districts are rapidly growing areas named for the felt tents that frequently
house residents (Byambadorj et al., 2011). Ulaanbaatar serves as a useful case for understanding the tensions
between international and local planning actors and residents because, like many other developing world cities, it
is growing rapidly in spatial and population terms (World Bank, 2015) and is experiencing marked environmental
and health challenges associated with this growth (Allen et al., 2013). Furthermore, many of the internationally
supported plans for the city focus on issues of densification, which provides an opportunity to understand how
densification strategies, premised on models developed in the Global North, play out in developing country
contexts. As Dempsey et al. (2012, 136) state: “density and its potential impacts on the resident population are not
fully understood by academics, practitioners, decision-makers or residents.” This is particularly true outside the
United States and Europe.

The paper first looks at the competing perspectives of international and local planning organizations with respect
to the spatial allocation of land and housing in Ulaanbaatar. It then looks at how plans for the city, and
particularly those that are supported by international organizations and which advocate for densification, intersect
with local residents’ perceptions of housing and land use. Interviews were first conducted with representatives of
18 international and Mongolian planning organizations. These interviews reveal that, while there is broad
agreement concerning the city’s main challenges, there is also a lack of consensus about how best to tackle them.
This has led to a proliferation of plans, in which local organizations’ perspectives are often given relatively little
attention. Nonetheless, local government acts on particularly Mongolian perspectives on land use and housing,
leading to a divergence between plans and action. We argue that this divide between international and local
organizational actors perspectives on how best to approach planning is likely to further reduce the city’s ability to
effectively cope with rapid urban growth. The study then interviewed 120 ger districts residents across central,
middle and outer areas of the city. The results reveal migration patterns different from those typically reported,
with the highest proportions of migrants and renters living in the central district. Interviewees generally held
positive views of apartment living, while preferring low density land use. These preferences diverge starkly from
those embodied in plans for the city, including the internationally-supported masterplan, which emphasize both
high unit and land-use density. Residents’ views of density were strongly influenced by Mongolian attitudes to
land and open space. The paper concludes by discussing the reasons for, and consequences of, residents’ and
international policymakers’ different framings of urban density and the implications of these differences for the
successful implementation of compact city plans in the developing world.
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Community remains a widely used word in planning (it appeared 825 times in 2015 ACSP abstracts), but what
"community" actually means often remains ambiguous. This paper examines the state of community,
development, and land reform policy in Scottish public and political discourse as well as new, formal rights and
recognition given to local communities in new Scottish land law.
Land reform in Scotland under the newly devolved national government, an effort which has emerged as a
response to the most inequitable distribution of land ownership in Europe, has consistently emphasized the role of
local community. In particular, the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 created the "community right-to-buy" for
large private estates in rural areas, one of many new land policy rights given to local communities. In 2014, in a
continuation of land reform efforts, the Scottish government's Land Reform Review Group proposed a framework
for further legislation that provided additional new rights for communities. Noting how difficult the definition of
community can be, the published consultation explicitly engaged with the question of how to define community,

particularly for new regulations requiring certain large land owners to consult their local communities before
making major land use changes.
I present a content analysis of a selection from the over 1,100 published responses to this consultation as well as
the subsequently passed legislation, the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2016, which extended the legal rights given
to community. In these responses, I find a strong difference in the way in which supporters of land reform efforts
and opponents of those efforts consider community, with supporters embracing a broad and inclusive
understanding while opponents work to limit or minimize it. Further, while all respondents indicated that policy
should work towards economic growth, land reform divided respondents both along what other goals policy
should pursue and the mechanisms by which that should happen. Specifically, opponents emphasized the
institutions of the market and private ownership as the preferred means of reaching policy goals. Supporters, on
the other hand, emphasized the importance of sustainable development, environmental stewardship, ending outmigration, employment growth, and social cohesion.
I provide further examination of the newly passed legislation, the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2016, and the way
in which it continues to provide a new, formal role for community. These findings suggest that in Scottish
political discourse, community may represent more than a geographical or demographic designation, but may also
act as an alternative and rival economic institution to private ownership and market-centric policy.
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A large volume of literature has documented the marginalized experiences of rural-to-urban migrants in China,
largely attributed to the discriminative hukou institution (e.g. Huang and Tao, 2015). More recent studies also
found that migrants may take own initiatives to overcome the hukou-based exclusion by actively seeking
information, resources, and support embedded in one’s social network (e.g. Liu, Wang, Tao, 2013). However, as
have been observed among marginalized populations in western cities (e.g. Coleman, 1988; Curley, 2009; Kleit,
2001), social networks – as a multi-dimensional, multi-scalar concept – may render fairly complex consequences
with respect to rural migrants’ integration into mainstream urban societies. Although it is not surprising to observe
more successful integration among migrants embedded in a wide and diverse social network in the host city, the
effects of neighborhood-base social networks can be more complicated.
On the one hand, rural migrants tend to build up strong ties with other migrants living in the same urban
neighborhood, who are often from the same villages or even from the same extended families. These

neighborhood-based strong ties constitute a crucial source of bonding social capital for rural migrants to acquire
necessary material and psychological support to get by in their marginalized daily lives. On the other hand, such
dense and strong ties built at the neighborhood scale may also create a “dragging” effect in a way that rural
migrants may feel reluctant to more actively engage with the wider urban society and thereby seek upward
mobility opportunities.
In this paper we seek to address this puzzle by empirically testing the effects of neighborhood-based social
network on Chinese rural migrants’ engagement with the urban society and their sense of attachment toward the
host city. Using data derived from a twelve-city migrant survey conducted in 2009, we measure different types of
social ties in the neighborhood – including kinship ties (e.g. extended family members and relatives) and nonkinship ties (e.g., fellow villagers, colleagues, and friends). Controlling for socio-demographic variables as well
as the size and structure of city-level social network, statistical analysis is expected to reveal that (1) kinship and
non-kinship ties have different effects on a rural migrant’s social integration; (2) kinship ties may not be a
prohibiting factor for a rural migrant’s urban integration even though they are an important source of social
support; (3) a dense network with non-kinship ties may have a more significant “dragging” effect on rural
migrants, who may maintain a less frequent interaction with local residents and possess a lower level of sense of
attachment toward the host city.
We believe that our findings contribute to the ongoing debate regarding the complex dynamics of rural migrants’
marginality and agency in Chinese cities, as well as the international literature on the double-edge effects of
neighborhood social ties on disadvantaged urban populations.
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After the nuclear-deal in 2015, Iran is gradually opening its market to foreign investment. Real estate sector is one
of the most attractive investment opportunities in Iran. However, it is an unknown territory for most international
real estate companies and design/planning consultants. This paper is an attempt to demystify some local policies,
challenges, and opportunities in this sector. Traditionally real estate development has been perceived as one of the
most secure and profitable industries in Iran. That is why not only large organizations, banks and government are
highly involved with real estate development, the ordinary citizens, even those with very low familiarity with the
construction process and basic principles of development, invest in small projects to ensure the prosperity of their
future (Madanipou, 2006). So far, this industry has not disappointed its investors. Real estate market in Iran might
have had some relatively short-period recessions, but after its recovery, the market is always hotter than ever. Just
the residential sector attracts between 20 to 40 percent of the total capital investment of the country. That shows
the significance of this industry in the gross domestic product (GDP), employment, and the overall progress of the
country.

The value of land is more than 50 percent of the total cost of development in the residential sector, and this
number is even more than 70 percent in big cities such as Tehran. However, one of the biggest challenges in this
industry in Iran is the outdated system of property records, which causes many problems for collecting property
tax, vulnerability against potential frauds, and difficulty for comprehensive planning and research in this area.
Because the value of land is normally higher than structure, the need for a rigorous policy regarding managing
parcels is even higher than the permitting process of construction. The nature of ‘autocratic control’ in Iran is
another challenge for any intervention and development (Mazumdar, 2000). In another words, how power,
decision making process and ideology in Iran can have impact on the growth, morphology and fortunes of cities
will be discussed in this paper.
This paper is organized in three parts. First, we present a brief history of residential real estate market in the past
four decades, and the main reasons behind its ups and downs. In the second part, we discuss the property
management, and land use regulation in Iran and the related policies for the post-Islamic revolution period. In the
third part, we discuss some of the key differences between Iran with the United States (as a developed country)
and the United Arab Emirates (as a country in the region with high emphasis on real estate development) in terms
of developments policies.
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BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE AND ACTION: THE RETURN OF THE TOWN PLANNER IN GURGAON,
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The paper asks how town planners, in the context of Gurgaon's current planning crises, define their roles, identify
knowledge gaps, and take action. In particular, the paper examines how attempts to adapt to a changing context
are mediated by a certain degree of individual learning on the job, but also, conversely, by a need to conform
within the planner's “community of practice.” Gurgaon, a satellite of Delhi, has often been described as a city
without planning. Despite its million plus population, the city only reached Municipal Corporation status in 2008.
This rapid urbanization was largely achieved by way of public-private partnerships with real estate corporations.
Local and state town planners acted as the facilitators of this process through licensing and zoning activities,
while providing some basic goods and services. In recent years, however, the state of Haryana has issued a series
of ultimatums, demanding developers hand over maintenance of completed projects to local government, a new
responsibility that many fear Gurgaon's planning agencies are ill-equipped to handle. In exploring why this
decision was taken and how public officials understand its implications for their work, one must also ask: is the
return of the planner in Gurgaon a learning opportunity for professionals, or does this shift actually serve to
maintain the status quo of public planning in India?
In charting this process as it unfolds, the paper addresses several theoretical claims. First, in addition to a planner's
initial training, Schon (1984) observed that education and practice are joined, reflexive processes that continue
throughout one's professional life. The practice of planning, however, does not operate in an idealized reality of
learning-by-doing, but is also heavily influenced by the location or context of the planner and their involvement
within specific “communities of practice” (Kudva, 2008). The planning community of practice, as one

administrative arm within a larger framework of urban governance in India, is often criticized for an appearance
of formality that belies informality (Roy, 2009), for strict adherence to hierarchy, and for professionally
circumscribed ways of approaching or defining what constitutes a planning problem, and therefore, the planner's
problem. In India, town planning is primarily about physical planning and the drafting of comprehensive plans.
The implementation, enforcement or adaptation of such plans, once they are generated, often falls outside the
planner's purview. The paper articulates a new perspective, that is, how town planners respond to or make sense
of a case, such as Gurgaon, while cognizant of the above-mentioned criticisms. The paper first describes
Gurgaon's planning history and the events leading to the transference of privatized governance and service
provision back into the public realm. It then engages the perspectives of planners themselves as they define their
stake in this process. Methodologically, the paper is informed by fieldwork conducted over 10 months, from the
spring of 2015, comprised of structured and semi-structured interviews and observation with over 75 participants,
including government officials, planning professionals, and members of residential organizations. The paper
concludes, in line with primary accounts, by explaining a gap between planning education and practice that is
both acknowledged and, in some ways, enforced by the profession as a community of practice. As political
exigencies at the state-level mean increased responsibly for local actors, town planners must figure out how to
apply knowledge and navigate the complex terrain of Indian public service and membership within a profession
often resistant to change.
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EAST ASIA’S RURAL DEVELOPMENT CAMPAIGNS AND SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE:
LEARNING FROM KOREAN NEW VILLAGE MOVEMENT AND CHINESE NEW SOCIALIST
COUNTRYSIDE CONSTRUCTION
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How did East Asia’s strong top-down campaigns support the social-ecological systems of rural villages against
the rapid urbanization? Did the campaigns provide more resilience or vulnerability to the rural villages? In order
to answer these questions above, this paper investigates East Asia’s rural development campaigns such as Korean
New Village Movement in 1970s and Chinese New Socialist Countryside Construction since 2006. East Asia
including Korea, China, and Japan has such a long history of agrarian society over thousands of years: Agriculture
had been the society’s main economic base. Rural villages had been main dwelling areas for most of the
population in the whole society. However, East Asia’s urbanization less than 100 years fundamentally
transformed the agrarian society into the urban society, which has been compact, rapid, and intensive in
comparison to those of Europe and North America. In the meantime, East Asia’s countries have confronted with
social dilemma between promoting rapid urbanization for economic growth and supporting rural developments. In
the historical context, East Asia’s governments have taken the similar approach of strong-top down campaigns of
rural developments in order to support the rural villages. This paper aims to identify social-ecological resilience of
rural villages supported by strong political campaigns to rapid urbanization with a comparative and contextualized
framework of East Asia and draw specific lessons and detailed implications from a case study of representative
campaigns.
For this, the paper takes the following three steps. First of all, the paper establishes a theoretical framework based
on social-ecological resilience. More specifically, the paper assumes that East Asia’s rural development
campaigns were reaction to rapid urbanization because they were implemented to support rural villages. Then, the

paper clearly develops the framework in order to answer to what extent rural development campaigns has
contributed to the social-ecological resilience of rural villages. Given the fact that the strong top-down campaigns
were large-scale and rapid, the social-ecological resilience’s cross-sectoral and/or cross-scale interactions are also
examined along with the social-ecological resilience of rural villages.
Second, the paper identifies rural development campaigns such as Korean New Village Movement and Chinese
New Socialist Countryside Construction in terms of background, nature, and mechanism under the above socialecological resilience framework. These two cases have interesting similarity: national-scale strong top-down
governance, radical built environments transformation, rapid resource management change, and so on. However,
they also have the distinctive contrast: time gap, political system difference, land ownership difference, residence
system difference, and so on.
Third, the paper analyzes the data and interviews collected from village-scale field survey in Korea and China,
especially focusing on population change (number of population/population age structure) and resource
management change (building materials/type of home fuels/electrification). The field research was respectively
conducted in Hongcheon, a county outside Seoul Metropolitan Area in 2014 and in Pujiang, an outlying county of
Chengdu in 2013. The two areas were selected as actual village-scale samples to show rural development
campaigns in Korea and China: Hongcheon for Korean New Village Movement in 1970s and Pujian for Chinese
New Socialist Countryside Construction since 2006.
Although village modernization based on national-scale strong top-down implementation is an important and
interesting topic to relevant scholars, the complex and dynamic relationship between rural development
campaigns and social-ecological resilience has not been fully addressed with the comparative and contextualized
framework of East Asia. Thus, the paper’s comparative and multi-scale approach can be challenging but
meaningful exploration toward new and rigorous research agenda. Further, the paper may provide new lessons
and implications for better rural developments which are unavoidably faced during the urbanization period.
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COMMUNITY RESILIENCE IN THE PEDDA JALARIPETA (JP) SLUM IN VISAKHAPATNAM,
INDIA
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Pedda Jalaripeta (from here on PJ) is the largest and oldest slum in the city of Visakhapatnam India. The slum
survived two disasters in the past three decades, a fire in 1983 and a threat of gentrification since early 2000.
Despite these challenges, the community retains its identity as a low-income fishing village and provides quality

affordable housing for the inhabitants. This paper, explores how the residents of the PJ slum collaborated with
government and non-government organizations to maintain their identity and integrity.
Based on a qualitative ethnographic research in the PJ slum, this paper explores the resilience of the PJ slum from
three perspectives. The temporal perspective addresses the question Resilience to What? it narrates the history of
the PJ slum, disasters it faced and its survival strategies over the past three decades. The spatial perspective
demonstrates ‘Why’ the PJ slum is physically resilient, and why the residents fight for their community as their
turf. The social perspective attempts to understand the 'How’ in resilience. How did the PJ slum residents survive
multiple disasters. While many urban slums are considered vulnerable (Davis 2006), this paper illustrates that
slums can be resilient and survive multiple catastrophes, if and when they engage with external agencies.
The slum resilience literature focuses on disasters such as flooding (Chatterjee 2010; Wilhelm 2011; Ajibade et al.
2013), or food security (Keck & Etzold 2013), which residents have endured. This literature often stops at the
question, resilience to what, and has not attempted to answer other issues including why or how residents with
modest resources fight for rebuilding or protecting their community. We explore these questions in the PJ slum of
Visakhapatnam, India.
Urban poor are not vulnerable victims; they can be fearsome warriors who can fight for their human rights, their
community rights, and cultural rights. Slums can be resilient temporally, spatially and socially. The multiperspective conception of resilience proposed in this paper challenges the view of slum dwellers as passive
disaster victims and focuses on their ingenuity and adaptability to overcome external circumstances.
This paper illustrates that resilience on the ground is a long and laborious process, the PJ slum residents
collaborated with the government and non-government organizations to improve the physical and social
infrastructure of their slum. The residents invested time, money and labor to rebuild their community from ground
up. The PJ case is an exception, in that it was able to collaborate with government and non-government
organizations at two different times in its history. Collaboration with government agencies is not possible for all
urban slums especially when governments consider them as a hindrance to urban development. When
governments and city municipalities reject the subalterns’ claims on urban space, the urban poor’s hardships are
further exacerbated.
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AGRICULTURAL RESILIENCE IN THE FACE OF RAPID MARKET CHANGES FOR COFFEE
GROWERS IN COSTA RICA
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Resilience in agricultural clusters connected to global value chains requires productive adaptations that help
maintain a local industry's place in the evolving structure of the global economy. Here we examine how variations

in institutions, social networks, and locational advantages influenced long-term success in the face of an epochal
crisis coffee industry. We document the recovery of Costa Rican coffee regions in the period between 2003 (after
a global price trough) to 2013 (after a global price peak).
This research attempts to document the extent to which coffee land use change is associated with variations in
local firm relationships and global value chain relationships.
We will explore 1) the institutional structure of key relationships between local mills and key exporters varied
among Costa Rican coffee regions, and impacted land use change in the period between 2000 and 2013, 2) how
key institutional variation (measured by the selection of regions with cooperatives and regions without
cooperatives) impacted local knowledge networks and resilience, measured through land use and production
changes at the regional level, and 3) how these factors interacted with locational advantages for production.
Coffee is an ideal industry in which to study local industry resilience in commodity chains as relates to social
networks, because it is both geographically sensitive and global in terms of production, has recently emerged
from a period of international market restructuring, and is especially sensitive to environmental and global shocks.
Previous research suggests such resilience emerges in part from cooperatively structured industry governance
linked to more open knowledge and collaborative networks, and also emphasizes the importance of connections to
global centers. In particular, during this restructuring period, the ability of different regions to exploit relationship
networks in the specialty coffee market has been crucial for resilience.
Our research is novel because of the incorporation of the association of geographically linked detailed national
longitudinal sales data between mills and exporters, a comprehensive network analysis of inter-firm social
networks (based on interview data gathered between 2013 and 2014), and land use change data.
First we will link sub-municipal sales data to mills, and exporter networks, aggregated to a two mode network
between geographies and exporters. We will then compare how institutional configurations within regional coffee
clusters – the ways in which coffee growers organize themselves to process and market their product as well as
manage local threats to coffee growing – impacts network openness and strength, as well as trust, using Social
Network Analysis (SNA) of local mills.
With SNA we measure the horizontal and vertical relationships of the industry’s key local actors and local coffee
mills in four different regions.
To triangulate findings, we also relate this information to coded interview data regarding collaboration and
adaptation strategies regarding market, production, and environmental practices.
Hypotheses:
1) Regions which develop stronger relationships with key industry innovators and power brokers in the global
value chain will demonstrate more resilience.
2) Regions with higher levels of cooperative governance will have more cohesive local-firm networks, and will
display greater levels of resilience to land use conversion away from coffee.
3) The relationship between social embedeness of the industry and resilience will be tempered by locational
advantages.
The rationale for these hypotheses is as follows: (1) firms benefit from social capital when trust reduces
transaction costs and creates knowledge exchange, (2) a local industry's openness and capacity to connect to
outside networks is important for efficient and resilient relationships higher-up commodity chains, and (3)
cooperatives promote trust and reciprocity within members of a community an economic cluster, which allows for
social networks of collaboration to form that enable productive relationships furthering prosocial behaviors.
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SOCIAL STRATIFICATION SYSTEM AND THE BUILT FORM. RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION
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During the 20th century, Bogota, Colombia, and other Latin American cities became characterized by extreme
social and geographic polarization between rural migrants and urban elites. In Bogota, elites primarily located in
the north close to transit infrastructure, services and employment opportunities, while low-skilled migrants settled
in neighborhoods in the south with limited services, in environmentally polluted areas, and far from the central
business districts. These patterns of social and geographic polarization have translated into differences in built
form between elite areas, which are characterized by suburban homes and multi-family buildings; and low-income
areas dominated by neighborhoods of informal origin and self-help housing. These differences in built form
include different sized lots, building footprints and heights, differences in facade elements and materials, and
different street, sidewalk and park dimensions.
In Bogota, these differences in built form between higher income and lower income areas are so pronounced that
they have been used as a basis for the so-called Stratification system. This national policy was developed in the
1980s as a social equity tool to distribute subsidies to low-income groups for utility payments. It is based on the
classification of urbanized land in six different levels, or strata based on building characteristics at the block level.
Although this policy was intended for utility subsidies, during the past twenty years, Stratification has become
extensively used to classify households for distribution of other financial support, including property tax breaks,
housing subsidies, and education grants. Stratification has also been used as a reference for land use plans and
building regulations, resulting in the disaggregation of the city into areas characterized by different physical form,
housing typologies, and mix of businesses and urban amenities. In addition, the production of spatial divisions
based on income levels has contributed to the perception of wealth differentiation between different urban areas,
exacerbating spatial segregation in Bogota with a variety of severe social, political and economic implications that
include over-pricing of middle and higher income areas, generational social immobility, concentration of poverty
and unequal access to employment and urban services.
However, very limited research has been conducted to assess the effects of Stratification in the recent urban
development of the city. Furthermore, no research has addressed the ways in which developers are both
perpetuating and disrupting the traditional residential segregation patterns in Bogota, and conversely, how
Stratification may have shaped developers' strategies. While research has determined that Stratification has
become embedded in social codes and reproduced residential segregation, it is not clear how Stratification
influences the decisions of developers and hence how it impacts unevenly the built form and urban redevelopment
in the north and south of Bogota. We used a mixed methods approach that included exploratory spatial data

analysis and interviews with developers to approach these questions. This study contributes to current research on
the impact of neoliberal policies on urban development in Colombia and elsewhere in the developing world. We
also seek to inform the debate about how the built form influences patterns of residential segregation and/or
gentrification in Latin America.
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This paper seeks to understand land value capture tools in comparative perspective through the lens of social
benefits, based on cases in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and Toronto, Canada. Land value capture refers to the public
sector's recovery of part or all of the land value increments through taxes, fees, exactions or through
improvements to benefit the community. Despite variations in terminology, similar practices are used globally
(Ingram & Hong, 2012). While privately-held land often increases in value due to public investments in
infrastructure, economic development, changes in land use or population growth, a justice-oriented rationale holds
that such profit should belong to all city inhabitants (Fainstein, 2012). Indeed, increases in land value do not result
from private developers, reinforcing the case for capturing some or all of that value for the public sector (Smolka
& Amborski, 2000). Using land value capture, municipalities may both promote social benefits and gain a
strategy to further urban development, services and infrastructure.
In the two cases under study, Sao Paulo and Toronto, land value capture has been used to pay for public
investments such as urban services and infrastructure. Both cities are undergoing urban development and growth
and are the principal cities within their respective countries. In Sao Paulo specifically, a tool called solo criado
allows developers to pay for development rights in exchange for social goods and local urban services. In
Toronto, Section 37 of Ontario's Planning Act allows developers to trade development rights for cash or in-kind
contributions. When viewed from the perspective of land value capture, the case of solo criado in Sao Paulo
provides an interesting juxtaposition to the case of Section 37 in Toronto. In recent years, Section 37 has been
referred to as 'let's make a deal planning,' and there have been critiques of Section 37's transparency,
accountability, and the planning rationale of the tool. Indeed, Section 37 is highly politicized, given the influence
that city councillors have in negotiating the agreements (Moore, 2013). In the case of solo criado in Sao Paulo, by
contrast, funds raised by solo criado are pooled into a fund and benefits are decided based on a participatory
council. Despite this more institutionalized structure, the use of solo criado in Sao Paulo has at times contributed
to contradictory results and there have been challenges around the tool's transparency and its accountability
(Sandroni, 2011).
The paper has four goals: (1) to understand the effectiveness, challenges and benefits of land value capture for
generating urban financing while promoting social equity objectives; (2) to explore where such funds are

allocated and the politics behind such decisions; (3) to understand who benefits from such decisions; and (4) to
explore what can be learned to improve practices in both cases. The paper is based on quantitative data to
understand the benefits derived from the tools and expert interviews to explore the politico-historical background
associated with the use of both tools. Thinking through a lens of social benefits, this paper compares two cases to
understand and learn from both experiences. Indeed, looking at the way cities in different planning contexts
manage land value capture may shed light on improvements in both locales and perhaps even the way forward for
implementing new tools in both places.
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Urban revitalization policy history encompasses a complex set of interactions among stakeholders and public
institutions; some have emphasized the importance of people-based strategies and others have focused instead on
physical redevelopment, political and economic restructuring (Sutton, 2008; Hackworth, J. et al., 2001).
Exploring contemporary urban development policies, special purpose zoning, and what is the role of power
relations in the conception and implementation of the strategy is imperative to articulate new inclusionary
planning approaches within Latin-American Cities.
Some scholars have argued that class segregation were embedded into the spatial discourse and reality of the
Caribbean colonial city (Moreen, L., 2013). Following this line we will argue that this reality did not change with
the regimes shift; and that the different urban revitalization proposals have caused residential segregation, citizen
polarization, and distrust in government institutions. These reactions, causes, are exacerbated under conditions of
“economic crisis” were aggressive and broad neoliberal policies amplified exclusionary scheme. The municipality
of San Juan, a multicenter city in Puerto Rico which resembles the particularities of past colonial actions of Spain
and the U.S. New Deal era intervention in the cities, result in a perfect scenario to explore urban revitalization
policy patterns.
This paper aims to analysis new redevelopment policies for two of the oldest “barrios” (districts) and urban
centers of San Juan; Santurce and Río Piedras. The proposed study will be conducted using a descriptive case
study design. The study will commence with a thorough review of the new policies and compare then with past
urban policies proposed for the areas using relevant institutional documents, as well as an in-depth review of
newspapers, blogs, and other social media sources.
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Due to an increase in the number of natural disasters, reconstruction has recently been studied by a significant
number of researchers and practitioners in various fields. In particular, the experiences of reconstruction from
mega-natural disasters that brought about devastating destruction and human loss in this century, such as the
Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami, Hurricane Katrina, and the Great East Japan Earthquake, have significantly
expanded our knowledge and understanding of the reconstruction process. Planning scholars and practitioners
have been actively involved in the reconstruction process, searching for solutions that would build better and safe
places to protect people's lives without losing a sense of community. Currently, reconstruction is understood to
improve the resilience and reduce the vulnerability of communities, including physical and nonphysical
dimensions, under the slogan of "build back better." However, reconstruction projects do not necessarily result in
reduction of the vulnerability and enhancement of adaptive capacity of communities to prevent disasters.
Especially, it is not an easy task to reduce the social, economic, and political vulnerability of communities to
disasters and to provide sustainable livelihoods.
Compared to reconstruction following natural disasters, reconstruction from conflict has not been well-studied.
Because conflict is caused by nonphysical reasons, such as political, economic, or social factors, reconstruction of
war-torn societies focuses not on physical facilities or settlements, but on peacebuilding and designing political
institutions, such as an electoral system, regional autonomy, revenue sharing, and promotion of economic
development, as well as disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR). Though political scientists have
extensively discussed the design of democratic political institutions, the post-conflict reconstruction process has
rarely been managed in a comprehensive manner that integrates the development of political institutions with
other elements of reconstruction. In particular, DDR is criticized as lacking theoretical foundation, as an exercise
to buy peace for a short-term and as reintegration into poverty. Therefore, it is worthwhile to examine an approach
of reconstruction after conflict, which would provide meaningful insights to the discussion of reconstruction from
disasters, specifically in regards to the previously insufficient exploration of elements of vulnerability.
This research aims to explore a holistic approach to reconstruction by comparing two reconstruction models of
natural disaster and conflict. The case of Aceh, Indonesia, which experienced both types of reconstruction, is
examined through the field research that took place from February to March 2016. The research results are
expected to contribute to the advancement of theories and practices of reconstruction from natural disasters as
well as conflict.
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The field of urban studies is challenged by the dichotomous split between cities of the ostensibly "developed"
world and those of the (presumably "developing") rest of the world (Robinson 2002). This is an issue of great
relevance to understanding urban Asia, as the region contains a number of the world's largest urban
agglomerations and fastest urbanizing societies. Resolution to this dichotomy has been sought through various
efforts to build an overarching narrative that encompasses both the west and the rest (for example, Rimmer and
Dick 1998; Graham and Marvin, 2001, Brenner and Schmid 2011) or, alternatively, through the analysis of
aspirational tendencies within Asia (Roy and Ong 2011) to articulate a regional form of urban modernity as cities
across the region seek to position themselves within the rapidly emerging era of urban Asia.
Despite such efforts, the language of urban theory is still very much couched in the experiences and terminology
of those societies that got there first, cities of the developed world, which have completed their urban and
demographic transitions, their shifts to being fully urban societies with once again low natural population growth
rates. Mainstream urban theory, therefore, refers to a body of conceptual thinking essentially derived from the
western experience of urbanization that is now being reinterpreted to fit observed conditions in the rest of the
world. One may point to a number of analytical concepts first articulated in the west and then carried outward to
the rest whether or not they are contextually relevant (including gentrification, suburbanization, middle class
formation, infrastructural splintering, post-fordism, neoliberalism, capitalist territorialization). Meanwhile,
analytical categories that may be of use for understanding urban processes in the erstwhile third world, or in Asia
in particular, are left off the table. If this were not the case, one should expect to find a parallel body of writing on
"rural theory."
As one step toward an alternative, Asia-centric urban theory, this paper examines implications of national
positions within the aggregate global urban transition. This transition - as with the global demographic transition
with which it is tightly intertwined - is marked by significant spatial and temporal unevenness, such that one may
even speak of two (or more) waves of transition, those of what are now the developed countries of the world,
beginning in the 18th century, and those of the current developing world whose transitions are largely phenomena
of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
This lag between the two waves has significant follow-on effects, including differences between urbanized and
urbanizing countries in terms of: population growth and labour force formation; presumed economic
underpinnings of urban development; possibilities for adaptation, rather than invention of, technologies and
institutions which shape the outcomes of these transitions; and the expression of capitalist relations in the
resulting socio-spatial makeup of the urban.
I examine these implications with regard to how they might be addressed in the analysis of and teaching about
urbanization in Asia, and consequently, the organization of planning practice. Expressed as a research question,
the purpose of this paper is to understand: how might the analysis of urban and demographic transitions provide
insight into how Asian urban experiences differ from those of the west, and consequently, how might a form of
urban theory derived from this experience differ from current tendencies in urban theory writ large?
Methodologically, the paper will draw upon national and local level population data sets and review the literature

addressing these transitions.
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Founded in 1978, Shekou was one of the first industrial zones established by China after the advent of the reform
era. It was a joint venture between China’s central government and China Merchants Group, then a multinational
corporation based in Hong Kong and now one of China’s largest state-owned enterprises. Over the subsequent
decade, Shekou served as an urban laboratory for experiments with new approaches to urban governance,
development, and planning.
Based on archival documents and oral histories collected from 2014 to 2016, this paper explores Shekou’s process
of urbanization during the long decade from the founding of the industrial zone in 1978 to Deng Xiaoping’s
Southern Tour in 1992. The paper argues that the planning and development innovations piloted in Shekou,
including market-oriented approaches to land use planning, housing provision, real estate development, and
construction management, were a direct result of experiments in democratic governance, including electoral
politics, deliberative policy formulation, and freedom of information and expression. Though Shekou’s
governance experiments were abandoned after the June 4th Incident in 1989 and Deng’s Southern Tour in 1992,
many of the industrial zone’s innovative planning and development practices were subsequently propagated to
other parts of the country, forming the foundation of contemporary Chinese planning practice.
Shekou’s experiments thus shed new light on the relationship between markets, democracy, and planning in
contemporary China. The conventional narrative gives primacy to China’s process of economic liberalization,
relying on two principal hypotheses: (1) contemporary planning practices evolved in response to the growing role
of markets in the production of Chinese urbanization and (2) the affluence and urbanization resulting from
economic liberalization will produce a “democracy dividend” in Chinese society. These parallel claims have
resulted in a widespread (and often frustrated) effort to introduce democratic practices from Europe and America
into Chinese planning processes. Shekou inverts the logic of these arguments: in Shekou, (1) new planning
practices evolved in response to experiments in democratic governance and (2) these planning practices
introduced market mechanisms into the production of Chinese urbanization. This counter-narrative suggests a
more contingent relationship between China’s planning and market institutions than has been previously assumed,
and it points to the early reform era as a potential source for home-grown approaches to participatory planning in
China.
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author
One billion people in the world practice open defecation, either due to lack of access to toilets, or behavioral
preferences (UNICEF and World Health Organization, 2015). Open defecation and the unsafe disposal of human
waste can have adverse effects on human health, both in terms of morbidity and mortality. Until recently, the
prevailing approach of governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) was to address the lack of
access to sanitation by providing free or subsidized latrines, especially to households in rural communities. The
consensus among key stakeholders is that while the subsidy-based approach may have increased access to
latrines, it did not address the crucial role of behavior change in generating demand for latrines.
As a response to unsuccessful attempts to increase latrine demand and adoption in rural communities, the
community-led total sanitation (CLTS) approach, which aims to end open defecation at the community level, was
developed (Kar and Chambers, 2008). CLTS attempts to trigger collective change through the use of facilitators
who encourage and motivate people to analyze the impact of open defecation in their communities and take action
on their own. Since its inception in Bangladesh in 2012, CLTS has been adopted by numerous international NGOs
involved in improving access to sanitation. It is now the predominant rural sanitation intervention practiced in
over 50 countries, and has been incorporated into the national policies of many governments. However, a
systematic review of the literature found that available evidence on the effectiveness of CLTS was minimal, and
details of program implementation were documented poorly (Venkataramanan 2012).
Drawing on data from seven case studies of CLTS (Indonesia, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Nepal, Uganda, Niger, and
Haiti), I identify different models of CLTS implementation based on interactions between the main stakeholders:
local government, NGOs, and communities. I explore the question of how the interactions between these three
stakeholders affects the implementation of CLTS. What are enablers and barriers in each of these models, and
how does the capacity of each stakeholder affect the quality of implementation? I find that although CLTS is
labeled as “community-led,” existing models tend to either be NGO-led or government-led, resulting in different
levels of stakeholder participation in different stages of CLTS. While CLTS is acknowledged worldwide as an
adaptable approach, thereby validating the existence of different models, I find that adaptations are not always
designed to improve outcomes. A government-led model is only likely to be successful given proper planning,
capacity building of district government staff, and recognition of the limits of government involvement in
participatory activities at the community level. On the other hand, an NGO-led model raises important questions
of sustainability and community dependence on external actors. By exploring the roles and interactions between
the main stakeholders in different implementation models, this analysis sheds light on how implementers (NGOs,
government) can better design sanitation behavior change programs given the particular context and capacity of

all stakeholders. I also hypothesize reasons for certain implementation models having led to better outcomes than
others.
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STREET LEVEL BUREAUCRATS AS ANCHORS OF COMMUNITY MANAGED WATER SYSTEMS
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Over the last few decades governments, non-governmental organizations, and international develop agencies have
worked to provide drinking water infrastructure to those without access. What happens, however, when
communities are left to maintain water services on their own? After a year or two, many of these systems,
especially those involving water infrastructure that requires maintenance, fail to provide sustainable quality
services long term. This is particularly true for facilities serving poor and marginalized communities, or the so
called last mile service (Lockwood 2003). The UN (United Nations) addresses the need to improve these services
and sets out in Target 6.1 of the UN Sustainable Development Goals to "achieve universal and equitable access to
safe and affordable drinking water for all," by 2030 (UN, 2015). They go on to define successful implementation
as "policy coherence and an enabling environment for sustainable development at all levels." (UN, 2015).
Drawing on Michael Lipsky's concept of Street Level Bureaucracy (Lipsky, 1980), and on the notion of 'last mile
regulators' and implementers, I will explore what policy coherence for sustainable service actually looks like at
the last mile of service in the rural and peri-urban context in Honduras.
In this paper I specifically examine the role of operators, plumbers, tariff collectors, and other intermediaries who
interact with and are responsible to the beneficiary communities where community scale piped drinking water
systems have been managed by small utilities and volunteer community water boards for a range of two to eight
years. In these systems surface water is treated and piped to household taps, either directly to the household or to
a "pila" or outdoor tap with a concrete storage basin and built-in washing board. Operators and plumbers are paid
through the collection of monthly tariffs from users and managed by a by volunteer "Juntas de Agua" (water
boards), and the small cities and municipal heads are managed by municipal appointed or independent water
utilities. Within this system, exists a built in feedback mechanism that has served to foster accountability. When
water treatment fails, and the water at the tap is visibly turbid, users have a mechanism to provide feedback either
directly to the operators or to members of the water board or utility who live in their communities.
Community water management has proven to be essential in maintaining rural water systems in low income
settings (Schouten and Moriarty, 2003). In these cases, community management has been scaled up and diffused
at 13 unique sites using a similar technology but varying management structures in towns with populations
ranging from just over 2,000 inhabitants to over 15,000. By examining the customization, translation and
diffusion of community management in the provision of this unique technology and analyzing how operators,
system maintenance workers, and community board members and utility workers who interact with users form the
backbone of its implementation, the paper draws more general lessons about what works and what does not in the
delivery of effective last mile management of simple systems of supply that get water to poor residents in a
sustained way.
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The professional water and sanitation community is bearing witness to a rise in two distinct international
mechanisms targeting improvements to the accessibility and adequacy of these basic needs, particularly for the
poor. Namely, both globally comparative indices for water and sanitation performance and South-South learning
networks among water and sanitation professionals have experienced increased international attention and funding
over the past ten years. For example, the UN Member State-led Inter-agency and Expert Group on Sustainable
Development Goals (IAEG-SDGs) is currently developing an indicator framework to assess six water and
sanitation targets on outcomes across the entire water cycle, and two targets on the means of implementing
outcomes. Relatedly, the University of North Carolina's Water Institute very recently created a Water, Sanitation,
and Hygiene (WASH) Performance Index. Through the use of proxy or dummy variables, such indices and targets
allow for the integration of quantifiable and qualitative (often human rights-based) indicators into standardized
values and/or rankings, making them attractive tools for international water and sanitation advocates seeking
signposts or benchmarks of comparative performance in water and sanitation to help spur increased attention on
these sectors at the national and international levels.
A focus on improving water and sanitation systems through learning opportunities, such as South-South peer
knowledge exchanges, typifies another international growth trend in the activities of professional networks in the
water and sanitation sector. For example, in March 2006 the UN's Water and Sanitation Advisory Board presented
the Hashimoto Action Plan, which launched the formation of Water Operators' Partnerships (WOPs) as "a highpotential" approach to reduce the proportion of the world's population under-served by water and sanitation
services. This initiative is now led by UN-Habitat, which launched the Global Water Operators' Partnerships
Alliance (GWOPA) in 2009. GWOPA supports regional WOPS in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and South East
Europe, and records almost 200 WOPs at a national level throughout the globe. These partnerships establish peermentor groups of water operators within and across global regions aiming to support the spread of good practices,
with a special emphasis on how operators can better serve communities lacking basic services at present.
This paper investigates the constituencies for these distinct international mechanisms aiming to support
improvements in the water and sanitation sector. Which groups are served by comparative indices of water and
sanitation performance and which are served by professional network platforms? What and whose values are
implicit and explicit in each mechanism? Finally, how are both mechanisms shaping (or ignoring) practices on the
ground? Based on process-tracing, content analysis, and semi-structured interviews with participating
stakeholders, this paper investigates the drivers advancing the launch and ongoing work behind both the UN's
SDG water and sanitation indicator framework and WOP platforms in Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa. By

shedding light on the differential construction of 'performance' within these two mechanisms, even in the very
physical sector of water and sanitation, the paper aims to contribute to discussions in planning concerned with
how the international community of researchers and development practitioners can facilitate a move from goal
generation to implementation in improving poorer communities' access to adequate and affordable water and
sanitation systems.
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The construct of water scarcity has been used to call for the urgent reform of urban water sectors in developing
countries such as Nigeria and India since the mid-1990s. A number of reforms were undertaken that focused on
infrastructure construction and urban governance, including broader use of public–private partnerships (PPPs).
The literature on private participation in the water sector is inconclusive with respect to the effect of such reforms
on key outcome measures such as performance and public health. Most studies use coverage as a measure of
performance, failing to capture the multi-dimensional nature of access reflected in human rights based indicators
such as affordability, reliability, availability, acceptability and non-discrimination. Still, the number of PPPs in
infrastructure provision continues to grow, with the backing of international finance institutions. There have been
fewer water-related PPP schemes in African countries compared to other regions. However, the number of such
projects has been growing since 2005, while the nature of these contracts, their outcomes and impacts in the
region remains under-examined.
One factor that merits closer attention is that an estimated 75% of public goods and services in most African cities
are provided via activity that is unregulated or characterized as informal, disaggregated or co-produced.
Moreover, scholars examining the variety of arrangements in the water sector have pointed to the work of nonstate actors who take on the responsibility of providing public functions such as water provision amid deficient or
inequitable public services are deeply engaged in the kinds of street level reforms that offers more opportunities
for impoverished residents to control, allocate and distribute public goods and services.
Given that reforms to water infrastructure and infrastructural services are being carried out simultaneously by
state and non-state actors, this paper asks, how do local institutions shape the politics and possibilities for urban
water reform? In what ways is scarcity “manufactured through political processes and institutions that
disadvantage the poor” (UNDP 2006, p. 3)? To answer these questions, the paper carries out two analyses. First,
the nature and structure of PPP contracts undertaken in African countries are defined using data from the PublicPrivate Infrastructure (PPI) Project Database and recent PPP advisory contracts undertaken by Benin,
Mozambique and Nigeria, where pressures from civil society and labor groups led to the cancellation of an
advisory PPP contract in Lagos. This is followed by a case study of the conflict leading to the cancellation of the
privatization plan in Lagos. Primary data gathered in 2015 from observations and interviews with activists, water

officials, community leaders and residents in Lagos, along with policy documents and household data on water
access and coverage are in turn used to assess the regulated institutional environment and everyday institutional
arrangements of the water sector and implications for ongoing urban water reform. The findings suggest new
goals for urban water reform and how planners and policymakers could take a broader approach to the policies
and institutional interventions they could mobilize to achieve desired outcomes.
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International leaders set new Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) last fall and water sustainability is at the
foundation of several of them, including human health and wellbeing, ecological stability, economic development,
and most directly Goal #6, ensuring the availability and sustainability of water and sanitation for all. In the
context of increasing water scarcity, rapid urbanization and contamination of water sources, improving water
management will be crucial to achieving the SGDs. In fact, calls for urban water sector reform are not new, and
development agencies have been calling for a comprehensive water management approach (Adeel, 2015; Closas,
et al, 2012; Varis, et al 2006).
However, given the existing socio-economic inequalities and power asymmetries, the approach’s
recommendations are difficult to implement politically, a fact often ignored by agencies proposing them, and a
fact that can lead to pessimism regarding the possible achievement of the SDGs related to water.
This paper examines these issues in the context of Mexico Citys recent efforts to push through reforms that look
like the best practices recommended by international agencies, seeking a way past the political difficulties that
have plagued global reform efforts with regard to water provision. Using a combination of in-depth interviews, an
extensive survey of the main actors in the citys water sector and a social multi-criteria analysis, the paper
identifies the nuances of the actors' key grievances and compares their perceptions of water sustainability issues.
In doing so, with the goal of uncovering key reform obstacles, the paper aims to go beyond the anti-privatization
explanations posed by the Geography literature (Bakker 2007) and the anti-commercialization dynamics in the
Political Science literature (Herrera, 2015). Specifically, drawing on Environmental Justice and Urban Political
Ecology (Domenech, March, and Sauri 2013), the paper explores the hypothesis that different actors draw mainly
on two different paradigms when attempting to solve Mexico Citys water problems: one characterized as local,
participatory, and based on flexible and small scale technologies, and another characterized by mainstream, largescale, capital-intensive, and top-down interventions.
Building on the planning literature on consensus building and participatory planning, which puts forth ways to
arrive at the public interest and address conflicting views over policy and planning decisions (Susskind 2013;
Connick & Innes, 2003; Innes, 2004), the paper concludes inquiring about the extent to which it is possible to find

common ground across different groups. By identifying the actors' key tensions as well as areas of shared
concern, the paper aims to provide some guidance to policymakers and planners trying to navigate between the
recommendations of international agencies and political realities on the ground, in attempting to achieve the
SDGs related to water and sanitation.
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Under what conditions do public sector bureaucracies perform well? How and under what conditions do they
learn, adapt to new demands, and transform traditional practices especially in sectors burdened with chronically
constrained budgets, inadequate infrastructure and deep service level deficits such as in the water sector in large
low- income countries? Since the 1980s there has been broad agreement among both proponents and skeptics
alike that service provision by state monopolies is inefficient, infeasible and undesirable precisely because
performance is hampered by the very nature of the bureaucracies charged with program implementation and
management (Joshi and Moore 2004). As a consequence many governments responded by bringing to bear market
discipline into bureaucracies to provide pubic goods by adopting the (New Public Management) agenda of
privatization, corporatization, contracting out of services and rewarding achievement on the basis of precise
targets or service level benchmarks (Sabel 2012). India adopted just such organizational reforms and service
benchmarks in the mid-1990s including experiments with a series of 24x7 water supply upgrades through private
contracts (Misra and Kingdom 2012).
In the shadow of this public turn towards private and PPP-centered pilots for continuous water supply upgrades by
the Indian government in the 2000s, one case stood out as exceptional. In one town, Amravati (population:

700,000) the state’s water utility, slated to be dismantled and scaled down, managed all on its own to successfully
provide 24x7 water to 100,000 residents in 4 wards of the city much faster and at a fraction of the cost that
privatized operators were providing 24x7 water at to similar towns, at about the same time. Drawing on findings
from field work centered on detailed interviews with state level officers, local staff at all levels -- from the chief
engineer to deputy engineers, assistant engineers, supervisors, meter readers, valve-men, timekeepers, jalsevaks,
plumbers, and consumers, analyzing billing data records and household surveys this paper examines the social
construction of learning within MJP, the state utility that implemented the Amravati pilot. The paper compares
sequences, side-effects, trait-making practices, attitudes and skills, as well as perceptions of the task (“24x7 is
asking us to ‘climb mount Everest’ vs. Dasahasra: “the point is, don’t say 24x7. By doing the things to get to
24x7, you’ll get there eventually, automatically”) that altered professional attitudes and changed the standard
conception of the task that led to new practices. It also examines roadblocks, bottlenecks and surprises that the
project itself generated which indirectly became ‘blessings in disguise’ in that they generated new knowledge and
brought to the fore hidden complications that could have tripped up the project later. This institutional
ethnography reveals more general lessons about the conditions under which water sector utilities and
bureaucracies in general, can learn, innovate and perform well.
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It is widely argued that a sustainable future, in large part, depends on the capacity of cities to substantially alter
how they grow and consume natural resources (Rees and Wackernagel 2009, UNEP 2013). Research on
sustainable cities has typically emphasized how change ought to be achieved, outlining specific interventions in
the form of new policies and technologies. Problematically, we know far less about why urban institutions change,
when they do, in the support of sustainability objectives (Portney 2011). Why have some cities progressed in
translating ideas about environmental sustainability into enduring institutional reforms while other similarly
situated cities persist under the status quo?
Over the past two decades, for example, the environmental community in the United States has touted green
stormwater infrastructure (GSI)— a decentralized network of rainwater capture and infiltration systems—as a
more sustainable and less costly alternative to building more and bigger underground pipes for urban runoff and
sewer overflow reduction, as required under the Clean Water Act. Yet the extent to which cities facing very
similar municipal pollution problems adopt green infrastructure varies widely (NRDC 2011). This paper seeks to
account for the disparate adoption of this innovative, land-based practice in four U.S. cities: Boston, Philadelphia,
Portland, and Washington D.C. My analysis relies on a qualitative multi-case study method. I use within-case
process tracing to make causal inferences over a time period of twenty-five years— beginning with the adoption
of two key EPA water quality policies in the early 1990s.
Some observers characterize the development of urban sustainability programming as contingent on the

commitment of environmentally minded local decision makers or the engagement of environmental advocacy
organizations (Berry and Portney 2013). In contrast my research shows how the adoption of GSI is a function of
the structure of local and regional water governance, which determines the extent to which there are
organizational incentives for investments in land-based controls of stormwater. Furthermore, best practices in the
regulatory community influence what cities consider reasonable approaches as they seek to achieve permit
compliance. Therefore, how and when the regulatory community, specifically the EPA, has accepted green
infrastructure as a best practice has influenced its implementation in cities. Lastly, the existence of a policy
entrepreneur—an individual within the water utility bureaucracy who persuasively advocates for new approaches
to organizational problems— is critical to GSI adoption. Based on this analysis, I provide recommendations for
how innovative stormwater management technology and practices might be stimulated in varied municipal
planning contexts, and discuss how these findings are applicable to transformation in other urban sectors.
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Water utilities can take many organizational forms, including local government departments, local governmentowned autonomous corporations or authorities, state-government regional utilities operating systems in multiple
cities, and private corporations operating single or multiple city systems. Water utilities in low and middle-income
countries are commonly local government departments or higher-level government multiple-system organizations,
and typically supply water at low coverage rates, low quantities, and intermittent service hours (van den Berg and
Danilenko 2011). To address this problem, many government institutions and international donor organizations
advocate for organizational reforms including decentralization, corporatization, and privatization of water utility
operations. These reforms are meant to align incentives such that water utilities meter their water, reduce nonrevenue water, increase water tariffs and operating revenue, and operate more efficiently (World Bank 2003;
Baietti, Kingdom, and van Ginneken 2006; Water and Sanitation Program 2012). I investigate the relationship
between the organizational forms addressed by these reforms and water utility performance and efficiency using
an administrative dataset of service quality indicators and inputs from every urban water utility in the Indian states
of Maharashtra and Gujarat from the period 2009-2013, as well as from water utilities representing service to over
75% of the population of Brazil over the same period. I construct technical efficiency scores using data
envelopment analysis and stochastic frontier analysis. Then, using panel regressions, I relate these scores with
organizational form, metering and other revenue-enhancing activities, and direct performance outcomes such as
service coverage and average daily hours supplied. In the Indian utilities I find no significant differences in
efficiency between centralized (multi-city, state-level organization) and local corporatized and non-corporatized
water utilities, while metering activities were associated with increased efficiency. Notably, while no utilities in
the Indian data were operated by private companies in the period the data covers, I find that utilities that were

privatised in the years after were more efficient on average, which is evidence for self-selection of more efficient
utilities for privatization in the Indian context. I conduct a similar analysis of the Brazilian water sector using a
national dataset covering municipal water and sanitation utilities. In contrast to the Indian utilities, in Brazil,
centralized utilities are the most efficient, and local non-corporatized water utilities are the least efficient. This
indicates important contextual heterogeneity in institutional environments that can affect the performance of
otherwise similar organizational forms.
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SPLINTERED URBAN WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS: AN EXPLORATION OF POLITICAL,
ECONOMIC, AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT PATHS
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Many megacities in the South have highly fragmented, unsustainable water supply systems. Residents have to use
combinations of different sources of varying drinking water quality; poor residents often pay more than rich ones
do; and public health risks are increased. Existing research debates the determinants of splintering water
infrastructure as being (1) the rise (and fall) of the modern infrastructural ideal (Graham and Marvin 2001), (2)
colonialism/post-colonialism (Kooy and Bakker 2008, Gandy 2008), or (3) the usual suspects – urban diversity,
population growth, institutional weaknesses (Jaglin 2008). This paper joins this set of conversations by applying
the theory of techno-economic paradigm shifts and describing the different development paths towards an
efficient, equitable, sustainable piped network system (Geels and Schot 2007).
The broad question this paper seeks to answer is why some cities in developing countries have more fragmented
water supply systems than others do and to assess how path dependent water supply regimes are. This paper tests
a hypothesis that centers around two causal conditions: first, a landscape change that allows for the intrusion of a
new socio-technical regime; and second, the presence of a strong, existing regime before the landscape change
that survives and competes with the new regime. These two conditions are argued to be sufficient for the
incidence of splintered water infrastructure, because network infrastructure systems are natural monopolies. With
a competing system, number of customers and market power is reduced.
To test this hypothesis, I will first assess the relationship between the initial conditions and the outcome in context
by comparing the most similar and most different cases with respect to the independent variables using mixed
methods. Fuzzy set qualitative comparative analysis will be used here, and the key causal conditions will be
transformed into fuzzy set membership scores using theoretical, substantive knowledge and statistical analysis.
Then, I will utilize process tracing within each case to confirm the theorized causal mechanism or to determine
alternate mechanisms.
The universe of cases is constructed allowing for causal homogeneity: the city should be a large urban center in
the country, of adequate importance to national interests (or to outside actors), and the setting should be after the

advent of modern water systems. A representative sample of these cases will be chosen, given the availability of
data. Indicators for the level of fragmentation will be collected: access to piped water, market power of private
water vendors, and differentiation of water sources by income. Indicators for the causal conditions will also be
collected. For the first proposed condition, data on recent wars (instability of institutions) and amount of
development aid (as a proxy for new regimes) can be collected. The second proposed condition will try to capture
the strength of the old technology. Data will be collected using mixed methods: interviews, archival research,
econometric analysis of survey data, and an examination of case studies conducted by other researchers.
By achieving a better understanding of how path dependent and why cities do or do not have reliable, equitable,
and efficient access to water, city planners can implement targeted mitigation strategies and strengthen desirable
aspects of water managing institutions. The results can also lend guidance to international donors when changing
existing institutions and socio-technical regimes.
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EXPANDING SHOPPING SPACES IN THE INFORMATIONAL AGE: AN EMPIRICAL STUDY ON
THE MORPHOLOGY OF COMMERCIAL FUNCTIONS IN BEIJING’S CENTRAL CITY AREA
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In the last decade most Chinese cities underwent great impact of the booming on-line economy. This impact is
normally considered as a threat to the retails. This paper is dedicated to study the morphology of shops under this
transformation by comparing the number and distribution of shops in 2005 with 2015 based on detail field work
survey in 222 urban blocks inside the 3rd ring road of Beijing. Base on the types of functions, this research made
a distinction between local shops (food market, local clubs, groceries, seasoning store, etc.) and city-scale shops.
The research findings suggest that in the last decade for most of the urban blocks the number of both city-scale
and local shops have substantially increased. While the expansion of these two type os shops reveals different
spatial mechanism: The city-scale shops on super grids retains its vitality. Meanwhile they also tends to penetrate
into the urban blocks which is well-linked by metro stations. On the other hand, the morphology of local shops
reveals more complex situation which is affected by both the penetration of city-scale shops and the
intensification on some well integrated local streets. To illustrate this complex spatial morphology of city-scale
and local shops, this paper focuses on some cases such as Dongsi, Xisi, Yonghegong and Nanluoguxiang,
examining the detail spatial mechanisms using the space syntax tools. It shows that in the informational age the
re-scaling effect of shops following two distinct scales of accessibility, for vehicles and pedestrians.
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A CASE STUDY ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL PLANNING MEASURES, MODELS AND BARRIERS TO
BUILDING COASTAL RESILIENCE IN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO.
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Small island nations are highly dependent on and simultaneously face multiple stresses from their marine
environments. Physical exposure to processes such as coastal flooding, erosion and changes in sea level are
compounded by concentrations of economic activity, critical infrastructure and human settlements along the coast
as well as inadequate capacities to mitigate and recover from the impacts of these hazards (Oliver-Smith 2009;
Burby et al. 2000). A changing climate poses complex risks to coastal areas and requires innovative, sustainable
planning strategies to build resilience. Resilience as a concept has evolved beyond the traditional definitions of the ability to bounce back- and can be defined as adaptive states where communities build the internal capacity to
assess, plan for, withstand, respond to and recover quickly from disruptions (Deyle and Butler 2012). Failure to
adequately plan will decrease overall coping capacities and exacerbate the probability of severe consequences for
the populations, built environment and economies occupying low-elevation coastal zones (Oliver-Smith 2009;
Burby et al. 2000). However, most island nations have limited success in advancing locally appropriate planning
models due to lacking financial resources, constrained institutional capacities and the absence of formal
comprehensive plans. As a result of these limitations, there is growing need for research around the possible
planning pathways which national and local actors in these vulnerable localities can pursue to protect their coastal
assets and build resilience to rapid and slow onset changes (Meheux et al. 2007).
This paper presents a case study analysis of the planning processes, models and barriers to building coastal
resilience, in the twin-island nation of Trinidad & Tobago which faces tremendous pressures on its ecologically
diverse coastal environment as a result of population growth and increasing urbanization, industrialization and
tourism activities and where formal comprehensive land use plans and controls are traditionally absent.
Specifically, the paper seeks to answer the following questions:
1. What is the nature of formal planning efforts developed to build coastal resilience nationally?
2. How are the barriers to planning for coastal resilience addressed? The research study utilizes qualitative site
observations of three “critical sites”, document analysis of planning and technical reports and 20 in-depth semistructured interviews with government officials, planning practitioners, multi-lateral agency officials and nongovernmental stakeholders.
While there has been much academic and policy-based research on national planning efforts to build coastal
resilience in high resource, continental contexts, there is a need to develop comparative models on how this
planning process evolves in low resource, developing and small island contexts (Beatley 2009; Oliver-Smith
2009). A main finding from this research is that officials preferred the use of integrated “no regrets” measures
aimed at improving living conditions in order to build resilience, even in the absence of climate change.
Additionally, national initiatives highlighted the central role that rational planning models played in guiding plan
formulation, consultation and technical analyses. Another finding which emerged is that conceptualizations of

coastal resilience, planning time horizons, policy vehicles and benchmark planning outcomes differed along
project scales of impact. Finally, officials struggled with similar financial, technical and bureaucratic barriers to
plan implementation. However, variability in efforts to build social capital in the planning process to connect
initiatives with the needs of local communities emerged as the most significant barrier. Findings from this
research may provide valuable lessons to Caribbean national governments and other small island states working to
develop locally appropriate planning models to build coastal resilience at the national and local scales.
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China's urbanization and national urbanization policy has entered a new third phase following twenty-two years of
contradictory policies and slow urbanization under Mao's rigid centrally planned economy and thirty-five years of
rapid development and urbanization during reform and opening up from the late 1970s until 2013. In the years
just before and just after the current Chinese leadership came to power in 2013 mainstream Chinese and foreign
experts projected continued rapid urbanization, however, it now appears that China is at a crossroads, facing
change from its export-based economy, a slowdown in GDP growth, and fundamental economic restructuring that
will alter the pace and pattern of urbanization and force new thinking about appropriate urbanization policy
throughout China at every level. Therefore, this research aims to address how fast will China urbanize in the next
two to three decades and what should government at all level do to shape urbanization in China?
The phenomenon of Migrant Labor Shortage was first observed in coast Eastern China in 2003 and has persisted
and spread to other parts of China since that time. The shortage signals a slowing of surplus labor supply from
rural areas, suggesting a trend contrary to the optimistic predictions on China's urbanization. In the meantime,
previous research has also concluded an abundant rural labor supply. Scholars have used the Lewis Model to
explain this paradox of coexistence of migrant labor shortage and surplus rural labor, however, their conclusions
are conflicting. This research describes the paradox, the debate, and our criticism of existing mainstream
explanations. The authors developed an alternative conceptualization, a new methodology that combines the
macro-level structural analysis and micro-level fieldwork findings in China's migrant-sending and receiving
regions, challenging recent mainstream urbanization projections as unrealistic when they were made and still less
realistic given the great structural changes facing China today. The authors conducted quantitative methods-statistical and spatial analysis of primary and secondary data at the national, provincial, and sub-provincial levels

and qualitative methods--survey research, interviews, and case studies in Eastern, Central, and Western China.
The findings shed light on the paradox, and our alternative view of China's urbanization momentum.
It argues that overly optimistic projections of how rapidly China is likely to urbanize in the next 30 years failed to
consider that: 1) In the demand side, there has been a slowing in absorption of surplus rural labor as labor markets
in some parts of China approached or reached the Lewis Turning Point so that rural laborers had no economic
incentive to migrate to urban areas, and they have failed to recognize that China's demographic dividend has
ended, neglected the reduction in low skilled labor that will occur as the most advanced regions of China shift to
capital intensive, highly automated production of high value added products and advanced producer services. 2)
In the supply side, the growing attraction of many places in Central and Western China and the new socialist
countryside are changing motivations of economic households in rural areas of migrant-sending regions.
Therefore, tens of millions of rural workers are able to and choose to live in the countryside and work both in
agriculture and in nearby urban places (towns and cities).
For policy makers, in place of deterministic policy to achieve unrealistic urbanization targets as quickly as
possible we propose flexible policy for more regionally balanced development and higher quality urbanization.
China now has a window of opportunity to pursue slower urbanization tailored to regional realities that can
improve livability and quality of life as well as build a strong, sustainable economy and a harmonious society.
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The rise in population and economic growth has significantly increased energy consumption and associated
greenhouse gas emissions at the global level. The recent international agreement under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change, namely “Paris Agreement”, requires the participation of all the
countries in mitigating climate change after 2020. As the 7th largest emitter of greenhouse gas emissions in the
world, Korea also committed to reduce its emissions by 37% under the business-as-usual level by 2030. Thus, it is
urgent for the local municipalities in Korea to develop and implement effective policies and measures to reduce
their energy consumptions and associated greenhouse gas emissions.
Energy consumption in a local municipality is affected by its socio-economic and spatial characteristics;
therefore, a thorough investigation of energy consumption patterns and their associations with the characteristics
of local municipalities is a prerequisite for the energy planning. However, most of the previous empirical study in
Korea has been conducted at a national or regional scale due to the lack of energy data. Against this backdrop, the
study aims to assess the energy consumption structures of 230 local governments in Korea based on their energy
consumption by sector using newly published energy data by Korea Energy Economic Institute (2014) and

investigate their relationship with socio-economic and spatial characteristics. A cluster analysis has been
performed based on the energy consumption profiles of the local municipalities in four sectors- industry,
transportation, household and commercial, and public sector. Furthermore, a statistical analysis has been
conducted to identify the relationship between the energy consumption patterns and socio-economic and spatial
characteristics of the local municipality including population, population density, the number of houses, housing
density, road ratio, the income level, and the number of industry.
The results demonstrate that energy consumption patterns of the Korean local municipalities can be classified into
three groups: the one with high energy consumption in the household and commercial sector, HC group, which
includes most of the municipalities in Seoul metropolitan areas, the second one with high energy consumption in
the industrial sector, ID group, which includes most of the industrial cities in Korea, and the last one with
relatively similar proportion of energy consumption from each sector except the public sector, MIX group. The ID
group consumes the most energy both in total and in per capita value among the three groups on average. The
correlation analysis reveals that the total energy consumption has positive relationships with socio-economic
variables such as population, area size, the income level and the number of industry. However, the per capita
energy consumption of ID and MIX groups does not have strong relationships with the local characteristics, while
the per capita energy consumption of HC group is significantly influenced by the local characteristics. The
findings from the study indicate that the local municipalities in Korea have different energy consumption patterns
and relevant local socio-economic and spatial characteristics should be considered in the development of the local
energy policies and measures given their energy consumption pattern. The study is expected to be a stepping
stone to the future in-depth study on the analysis of energy consumption at the local government level in Korea.
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As a driving force of urbanization in China, migrant workers from rural to urban have been continuously
increasing since the early 1990s. As urban employees may experience rising income and higher professional
status with no occupational change, this is usually not the case for migrant workers. Hence job change becomes a
rational choice for migrant workers if they want to gain higher economic and social status. Some studies show
that they often change job voluntarily because low wage level or little skill enhancement are associated with the
previous job. Due to the special market segmentation system in China，until now the effect of job change on
wage of migrant workers isn’t clear：Some related literature finds that job change has a positive effect on the
income for migrant workers, while some reveal insignificant or even negative impacts. This paper answers the
following questions: what are the effects of job change on the wage rate of migrant workers? What are the roles of
factors like human capital in shaping their wage rates? The paper analyzes career instability of migrant workers in
a comprehensive perspective, and examines determinants of their wage rate over a job change.
Human capital theory shows that job change reduces return of specific human capital, and workers seldom obtain
same earning level after job change, the return of general human capital might be higher after job change, as it is

not affected by a job change. Hence the overall effect depends on concrete conditions. However, both job-seeking
theory and job-matching theory support positive effects of job change on wage rate. One intentionally targets a
better position by job searching, which might lead to a higher return or productivity based on one’s human capital.
Even with no general human capital investment, one’s wage in the new position can increase with her working
experience, a better searching strategy aided by familiarity with labor market.
Attempts to examine the relationship between job change and income level after their arrival in urban areas, we
develop a specification from the familiar form of the Mincerian wage function (Mincer 1974). Based on a survey
of 1700 peasant migrant workers in nine Chinese cities, We find that job change has positive impacts on the wage
level of migrant workers, as the number of their job posts are strongly associated their wages. However, the
frequency of job change in a given period does not have a significant effect. The correlation between the length of
work experience and income level can be depicted as an inverted "U" shape curve.
The benefits of job change significantly differ by groups, education level, and modes of job shift. The gain from
job change is considerably reduced for migrant workers in central and west China, female workers, and senior
workers. Workers with a college degree and above experience higher income increase by changing their jobs, an
advantage cannot be found among people with lower education levels. Social capital has no major impact in job
change significantly, while entrepreneurship has a notably positive effect on income increase. Job change within
same industry can bring considerable increase of income, and a job change with higher professional status also
leads to significant income increase.
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There has been a rapid growth of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) systems in the world over the last two decades with
more than 200 cities currently with this type of transportation system. Empirical evidence of BRT’s effects on
land use and development is still limited and its relationship with affordable housing is largely unexplored.
Likewise, very few studies have examined the influence of the built environment on BRT ridership.
The first aim of this dissertation examines land use and development impacts of BRT in Bogota and Quito using a
multi-method approach. The quantitative approach estimates the average treatment effect of BRT on built-up area
and land uses with a difference-in-difference research design. The analysis runs propensity score weighted
regression models with treatment and control land parcels. In Bogota, parcels with BRT had lower built-up area
changes and mixed results of changes on residential and commercial uses in relation to control corridors. In Quito
mixed results were found, with similarly positive and negative effects of the BRT on new developments in
relation to the control corridor. The qualitative approach examined semi-structured interviews with key
participants in both cities finding five themes explaining the mixed results of development impacts of BRT:

coordination, expertise, development, management and equity issues.
The second aim of this dissertation examines whether population density and built environment attributes explain
ridership in a sample of 120 BRT stations in seven cities in Latin America. Results found no association between
population density and BRT ridership but adding the built environment attributes around stations increased the
explanatory power of the model. Two built environment factors as a result of factor analysis suggest high-rise
multifamily developments, mixed land uses and presence of facilities are positively associated with BRT
ridership. Six BRT station typologies as a result of cluster analysis suggest transit oriented development features
like non-motorized transport infrastructure also play an important role explaining ridership.
Based on this work, this dissertation recommends the implementation of BRT as urban development projects
including value capture mechanisms associated to commercial land uses with an equity perspective, and an
assessment of built environment attributes around stations for predictions of BRT ridership.
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The rhythms of twenty-first century urbanization and the exponential rise of both domestic and cross-border trade
in Xinjiang make clear that development in the region is viewed as both a worthy end in itself and, perhaps more
importantly, a means of answering China's so-called 'ethnic question.' In other words, the Chinese state wagers
that development is a can buy, if not a wholehearted embrace of Chinese governance, then at least its material
buy-in and de facto acceptance among Uyghurs. Yet this focus on reworking state-society relations seems to come
at a cost: to date, there has been little political or academic consideration of the ways in which development, with
its particular system of constraints and rewards, complicates and reworks intra-ethnic relations in Uyghur society.
This paper makes use of fieldwork observations, semi-structured interviews, and cognitive mapping exercises
conducted in Urumqi from 2013 to 2014 to more closely examine the evolution of class in contemporary Uyghur
society and the impact of these changes on the city itself. I find that development has made (or perhaps made
more obvious) a gulf between those Uyghurs who align with the state - at least insofar as they engage with
institutions of the state in education, employment, and housing - and those who do not. Insofar as the rich and
poor work in the private sector and have a differing degrees of cultural and religious autonomy, there is a
qualitative tie that binds these groups and separates them from a middle class composed largely of salaried publicsector employees. These divergent means of accumulating social capital lead to different, often antagonistic,
answers to the question 'what does it mean to be a 'good' and 'modern' Uyghur'? In this paper, I explore this
positionality and its relationship to increasing socio-spatial self-segregation within Tianshan District, a portion of
the city often uncritically differentiated to outsiders only by its status as a Uyghur-majority area. I find that

enclave urbanism in Urumqi is a both a product of and a response to an 'us-them' division based primarily not on a
household's level of economic capital, but on whether that capital was through public- or private-sector work.
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Extensive decentralization since 1999 has fundamentally changed planning and development in Indonesia by
transferring roles and responsibilities from the national to local governments (Miller 2013). Like decentralization,
since 2007 disaster management (DM) responsibilities have also moved to local and provincial levels (Djalante et
al. 2012). Decentralization seeks more efficient and accountable planning and development through
democratization and greater participation of communities and non-state actors (Devas 2001). DM, which followed
decentralization, and with its larger focus on building resilience (Cutter et al. 2008), though has not adequately
articulated the role of the multiple stakeholders involved (Jabareen 2013; McEntire et al. 2002). This paper
investigates the on-the-ground effectiveness in Indonesia of implementing local DM by analyzing its
complementarity and incongruence with the institutional structures and frameworks of decentralization. It
explores how: (1) decentralization has impacted local governance in Indonesia; (2) the new DM framework is
expected to alter local government roles, responsibilities, and capacities; and (3) the unique Sidoarjo mudflow
disaster, Lusi, offers lessons for improving local DM. This qualitative research utilizes interview data, secondary
literature review, and document analysis. The findings show that although decentralization and DM frameworks
are quite structurally similar, the former’s shortcomings yet in building the capacity of local institutions and
attaining regional coordination constrain the latter; this leaves local DM institutions less proactive and more
dependent on their provincial and national level counterparts. Also, the DM structure affords less transparency
and accountability than what decentralized and democratic local governance has achieved. Decentralization has
increased the participation of non-state actors, including NGOs, universities, and CBOs in local planning, but
their contribution to DM is limited, sporadic, and uncoordinated. The paper concludes with suggestions for
strengthening local DM capacity through greater collaboration between the state, civil society, communities, and
the private sector.
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The paper investigates the technopolitics of preservation zoning in George Town on Penang Island, Malaysia. A
prosperous nineteenth-century port under the British rule, George Town is home to an impressive range of
heritage buildings, colonial and vernacular. The UNESCO inscribed George Town as a World Heritage Site
(WHS) in 2008 in recognition of its historical significance. Since then, George Town commands attention from
the Malaysian state as a site worthy of protection. The government devises plans, policies, programs to curate the
WHS, from heritage festivities to public education. Of particular interest to this paper is zoning. A range of
zoning techniques are proposed to regulate the district’s built environment. As the paper’s central theme, the
theoretical framework is the intimate connection between planning knowledge and planning action (Huxley,
2007). To tease out this connection, I seek to answer three related questions. First, what kind of knowledge is used
in preservation zoning? Second, how does such knowledge circulate as ‘truths’ to endorse planning action?
Alternatively, through what means is such knowledge used to justify or inform planning intervention. Third, if the
knowledge-action may be viewed as selections, what then is omitted from the vision of the preservation zoning?
In this sense, the term ‘technopolitics’ (Mitchell, 2002) used here does not simply refer a political contestation or
conflict writ large, but a contestation over techniques of preservation zoning.
To bring empirical material to bear upon these theoretical questions, I attend to three planning techniques: 1)
cluster zoning, 2) heritage inventory, and 3) architectural guidelines. I seek to evaluate the rationale behind these
techniques to see what they seek to accomplish. First, cluster zoning is an attempt to zone the WHS into ‘thematic
zones’, e.g. ‘Leisure and Tourism Zone’, ‘Waterfront Zone’, ‘Trade Zone’, among others. Second, the
government appropriates UNESCO’s distinction between tangible and intangible heritage. They take the
dichotomy quite literally to guide all of its operations. Third, the government authenticates six official
architectural typologies as the ‘authentic Penang architectural heritage’. The guidelines tightly associate each
typology with each phase of George Town’s immigration history, and thus closely align space with linear time.
To supplement the guidelines, the government publishes a didactic discourse of do’s and don’t’s formulated to
guide the residents’ attitude and building maintenance, directing their way of seeing towards architectural
decorum and impropriety.
These techniques, I argue, are conceived through a particular form of knowledge. If knowledge is a way of seeing,
the authoritative knowledge (of which zoning is an example) risks excluding other ways of seeing. In this regard,
I theorize zoning as a curatorial technology. Akin to a museum exhibition, curation implies selection as the
government chooses which aspects of heritage to display. However, unlike the museum context, the city is not
simply meant for display, for there exist a range of concerns associated with heritage that remain unaddressed. I
show that the term heritage is not only multivalent and contested, but also too limited and inadequate as a basis
for planning intervention. Narrowly conceived, zoning opens up space as site of technocratic struggle (LawrenceZúñiga, 2014; Leffers and Ballamingie, 2013).
The paper is a result of my multiple fieldworks in George Town, Malaysia over the past few years. I draw upon a
range of methods and materials e.g. archival records of zoning; heritage inventories; and stakeholder interviews.
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This paper borrows from Bordieu's (1986) concept of social capital, which relates to social networks that provide
access to capital. Bordieu's conceptualization links capital to power, which allows a certain set of relationships to
reproduce social classes (DeFilippis, 2001). This contrasts with Putnum's (2001) conceptualization of social
capital, which conceives of social ties and networks as something that individuals possess, not something that
they acquire, as suggested by Bordieu.
Bordieu’s conceptualization of social capital is more relevant in communities in developing countries where
bonding capital – the ties between close friends, family, and neighbors – is extremely high – yet access to capital
and power is much more varied. The unequal access to capital and power thus contributes to the reproduction of
social classes.
This study analyzes 414 household surveys conducted in 2015 in four communities (Quan Ba, Yen Minh, Meo
Vac, and Dong Van) in the Dong Van Region in Vietnam to determine which individual and household
characteristics best predict access to capital and/or power. Access to capital is measured as owning a business and
access to power is measured as being employed in government. We use business ownership as a measure of
access to capital because individuals must raise a large proportion of capital to start a business due to low levels
of available bank financing in the country. Being employed in a government position is a measure of power
because these jobs are extremely coveted in a low-income mostly agriculturally-based economy as found in Dong
Van and accessing the social networks provided by government employment is a form of power in a socialist
regime.
Employing multivariate statistics, we examine differences in access to power and capital among individuals living
in a low-income agricultural based region of Vietnam. We examine sociodemographics (age, gender, ethnicity,
education, years living in community, and whether born in the community), individual capacity (English skills,
computer and internet skills, social media skills), bonding capital (an index comprised of 8 questions), and
bridging capital (an index of 5 questions).
This study attempts to understand whether there are differences in who has access to power and capital in Dong
Van and if there are differences, what individual and household characteristics best predicts access to power and
capital. Findings from this study have implication for whether equity exists in access to power and capital and
where the government can intervene to create a more equitable distribution of social capital – across communities

and social groups.
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This paper explores tensions between ideas of heritage preservation and urban development by asking: how can
community-based tourism preserve and leverage cultural heritage for equitable local economic development?
Accelerated urbanization has brought many cities of the global South to a crossroads of heritage preservation and
urban development. The homogenizing forces of modernity and globalization are eroding the distinctiveness of
traditional urban form – a powerful contributor to a ‘sense of place’ (Logan, 2002; Jackson, 1994; Hough, 1990).
A growing, fiercely competitive global market for heritage and cultural tourism is luring nations to exploit their
vernacular built heritage to woo international investment (AlSayyad, 2001) and increase attractiveness to ‘the
tourist gaze’ (Urry & Larsen, 2011). Reducing such lived-in cultural spaces to landscapes of consumption
threatens to marginalize vulnerable groups by rendering them invisible.
Despite persistent challenges, it is possible to leverage a neighborhood’s vernacular culture for economic
development, particularly in the presence of strong community-based organizations (Carr & Servon, 2009).
However, conventional preservation efforts have remained largely inadequate in pursuing equity (Minner, 2016).
While recognition and inclusion of underrepresented groups’ historical and cultural heritage—particularly
intangibles such as folk art, language, and congregation spaces—allow minority groups to preserve their ways of
life and help them resist untrammelled development forces (Buckley & Graves, 2016), an equity preservation
agenda will need to go beyond inclusion of groups and histories to look at how the benefits and costs of
preservation are distributed (Minner, 2016).
In 2009, the Dong Van Karst Plateau International Geopark joined the Global Geopark Network, and threw open
a remote region of northern Vietnam to tourism development. A proposed project to develop sustainable tourism
seeks to enhance residents’ quality of life while protecting the resources that fuel local tourism and earn the region
its geopark designation. Analyzing primary data from design and planning charrettes; on-site observations; and a
survey (of residents’ perceptions of tourism, economic diversity, social capital, ecological resilience, and
community-based tourism) illuminates the dialectics of preservation and planning. The emergent lessons reaffirm
that the relationship between the theories of preservation and planning, and their practice is, at best, tenuous,
especially in the global South where unprecedented transformations are underway.
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Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) play an outsized role in the economies of lesser developed countries. In
rural areas that lack major extractive activity, and where the quality of infrastructure is poor, they may be the sole
source of economic diversification and growth beyond small-scale agricultural production. These same areas often
prioritize tourism development because of sometimes unfounded assumptions about its low barriers to entry and
ability to attract foreign revenue. Therefore, the role of SMEs in the rural tourism sector in developing countries is
an important determinant of how such places develop, and how the gains from that development are distributed.
One common characteristic of SMEs is their lack of connection to the formal financial sector (Macmillan 1931).
The implications of this for SMEs in rural tourism development are unclear. On one hand, the tourism sector
consists largely of services, so financial capital may be less important to it than are social or human capital. On
the other hand, some critical components of the sector like accommodation require considerable financial
investment. If larger tourism firms are absent, as they often are in rural parts of developing countries, even
relatively capital-intensive tourism services may be provided by SMEs. The ability of these SMEs to attract
capital is likely to be an important determinant of regional growth.
This paper presents findings from a study of SMEs in a rural region in northern Vietnam with a small but
expanding tourism sector. Using statistical analysis of data from a survey of over 200 SMEs, it describes how
factors such as prior business experience, interaction with firms outside the region, and business type influence
the propensity to secure financing from the formal sector.
Most SMEs in the study relied on informal financing, as they do in other countries. Several other relationships
were also apparent. Specifically, small hotels and SMEs with trading partners in adjacent urban areas were more
likely to use bank financing. Past business experience, on the other hand, had no effect.
The results of the study suggest that SMEs are able to secure formal financing when it is absolutely necessary, but
that connections outside the region are more helpful in this regard than is long-term business experience. For
policy, this suggests that those wishing to support MSEs in rural areas ought to support trade outside the region,
since it may foster relationships that provide access to a wide range of resources including formal capital
financing.
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Since 1988, China has been constructing high-tech zones-- special areas that are designated for high-tech
industrial development, planned and managed by the governmental agency called “administrative committee”,
levied on low tax and low land use price. In the past China has of course attracted many manufacturing and
service firms and industries, and it is now attempting to follow the path taken by more advanced industrializing
countries, moving up the “food chain” from basic manufacturing based on low wages to more sophisticated
activities based on skills and technology. To further this aim, the Xiamen Torch High-Tech Zone was founded by
the Xiamen municipal government in 1990 for the purpose of developing high-tech industries, improving
scientific research abilities, and establishing parks that seek to provide agglomeration economies and suitable
infrastructure to such firms. In 1998, the zone implemented the “One Zone with Several Parks” strategy and
started to construct technology parks in different locations. By 2015, the total number of parks was 11.
Meanwhile, the Xiamen municipal government has undertaken a series of other development policies which have
determined the framework for future development of the zone. The zone is now in a transition period and is facing
pressure to reconstruct its spatial structure. To examine the parks’ past, present and future successes, failures,
challenges, and opportunities, and to provide recommendations for their future development, this paper analyzes
spatial conditions to show how public resources are allocated and shared between the parks and the city, and to
track the parks’ spatial development trends. Analyzing public service facilities (including schools, hospitals and
malls) and transportation facilities (including public transport hubs and bus stops) using ArcGIS, the paper
evaluates each of the 11 parks’ internal and external spatial conditions. Facilities are set as base points, then
facilities’ service areas and accessibility are calculated on the basis of the road networks. Next, the paper
considers overlaps in each facility’s service area and calculates the ratio of overall service area to each park’s
area. Based on their locational and spatial characteristics, future growth trajectories for the parks can be estimated,
and policy recommendations made. A key to this is that the parks can be categorized as one of three spatial types:
inner parks, peripheral parks, and independent parks, with considerable heterogeneity between them that
necessitates nuanced policies tailored for each group. The inner parks have good locational and spatial conditions,
for example because they are all located on Xiamen Island and are closely connected to the city. Thus the inner
parks should become integrated into the surroundings as regular urban areas in the future. The peripheral parks
still partly rely on the support of the city. As the built-up areas keep expanding, the parks will eventually be
embraced by them. At this stage in the development of the parks, they must strengthen their connections with the
adjacent areas by coordinating the infrastructure arrangement, for example. The independent parks have poor
locational conditions, with little spatial connection with the adjacent areas. They will have to develop with greater
self-sufficiency, internally providing multiple functions to meet the needs of on-park population. The paper
concludes with general thoughts and policy recommendations for other similar high-tech zones in China and
elsewhere. For example, high-tech zones have common points in terms of the spatial relation with the city.
Generally, they can be classified into the three spatial types mentioned above. Also, many of the newlyestablished high-tech zones are distant from city center with large sizes. The construction of them should be townoriented, which means the parks will have all kinds of urban functions and eventually grow into new towns.
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Non-state agents continuously intervene in the social and built environments of cities to bring about changes in
social relations and the urban form that can help address socio-spatial inequality. Of particular importance in the
Global South are progressive planning and the non-state agents that pursue it: grassroots and business elites,
acting within the confines of existing law, who create and manage urban spaces in ways that improve the material
wellbeing and the exercise of substantive citizenship of low-income individuals. In recent decades many Latin
American cities have become important referents of progressive planning. From participatory budgeting in Porto
Alegre to social urbanism in Medellin, change agents in Latin American cities have challenged embedded
governance structures and evidenced, at least for some time, that alternative approaches to planning and managing
the city are possible. Despite significant achievements, scholars have shown that even paradigmatic cases of
progressive planning can see their continuity challenged (e.g. Gilbert, 2015; Melgar, 2014). Concerns over the
institutionalization of progressive practices are not lost to the individuals engaged in collaboration, contestation,
and negotiation over the knowledges, values and interests that should shape the city. Most of the planning
literature analyzing institutions focuses on how they impact planning processes and outcomes, with less attention
paid to how individuals use their agency to give continuity to formal and informal institutions once they emerge.
This knowledge gap has led to calls for greater scholarly attention within the discipline to the emergence and
change of institutions (Healey, 2007; Kim, 2011; Lowndes, 2001). This paper seeks to contribute to this literature
by addressing a key question: how do non-state agents pursue the institutionalization of progressive planning
practices, why do they privilege certain strategies, and why are they more or less effective in their pursuits? Using
Medellin, Colombia as a case study, this paper analyses the actions taken by grassroots and business elites in an
effort to institutionalize progressive planning practices related to public space and mobility. In-depth semistructured interviews, direct observation, and document analysis were employed to understand how change agents
interpret the experiences and environments they are involved in, and how this understanding influences their
behavior. The research reveals attempts to give continuity, through formal and informal institutions, to
progressive practices through two key mechanisms - networking and framing - and through mainly three
strategies: constituency creation, layering, and displacement. Findings on the strategic actions employed by
change agents in Medellin contribute towards refining our understanding of institutionalization at the local level
in light of competing theories that explain it as the product of rational, sociological, or historical factors. From a
practitioner's perspective, this research offers the possibility of identifying a set of strategies and actions used in a
particular context that could serve as guidance for non-state planners in similar settings.
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In a globalizing world, the spaces around international boundaries are increasingly complex. On the one hand,
border regions have become magnets for what might be generally labeled “cross-border integration,” in the form
of labor markets, trade relationships, tourism flows, cultural exchanges or ecosystems that call for innovation.
Scholars have thus begun to understand cross-border space, not as a zone that merely separates two nations and
needs to be defended, but as a setting for “debordering” or the removal of fortified boundaries. On the other hand,
global terrorism, border crime, narcotics smuggling and other developments have caused some nations to engage
in what scholars term “rebordering”, the building of new fences, walls and other forms of border security. Given
these different forces at play we are moving toward an era of “bordering dynamics,” the interplay of the forces
that seek to reinsert the physical border as a kind of barrier, and those that would imagine cross-border daily
urban systems or what some call the “transfrontier metropolis.”
This paper seeks to unpack the debordering vs. rebordering debate using the empirical example of urban planning
in the Tijuana-San Diego cross-border metropolis. With a population of 4.9 million, this is the largest transfrontier
urban agglomeration along the nearly 2,000 mile international frontier, the third largest conurbation on the west
coast of North America, and the largest cross-border metropolis in the western hemisphere. The challenges for
cross-border planning are greater here both because of the sheer size of the region and the sharp socio-economic,
cultural, and morphological contrasts, from north to south. Critical planning issues facing this international region
include ecological management of water basins and airsheds, transportation, land use, housing affordability and
public safety.
The paper analyzes three selected case studies to better understand debordering/ rebordering dynamics in the
Tijuana-San Diego cross border metropolis. The three cases explored include: a) the role of security in transit
planning at the boundary; b) the border fence and management of the Tijuana River estuary; c) the impact of the
boundary and security in planning downtown Tijuana’s redevelopment. Each case draws from field research
interviews, site analysis, and archival sources over the last decade. The first case, transit planning, explores major
transit infrastructure projects for the ports of entry between Tijuana and San Diego, and the degree to which
project planning reflects security. The research analyzed Federal, state and local agencies roles in the planning of
two existing and one future port of entry, sorting out both examples of cross-border integration (debordering), or
concern with protecting national sovereignty (rebordering). The second case focuses on the controversial building
of a fence across the Tijuana River Estuary, a national wildlife refuge, deconstructing the debates between
environmentalists and Federal security agencies. The final case explores the long awaited redevelopment planning
for downtown Tijuana, and its relationship to the nearby international boundary. Here one must confront the
dilemma of planning the resurgence of a downtown in an international zone where the implications are raised to a
higher level. The case involves understanding the nature of urban space across the San Ysidro-Tijuana border
crossing zone, and larger global and geopolitical forces that have continued to shape the space. The paper
concludes by reviewing the findings of the three case studies, and the implications for the field of cross-border
planning. It concludes by reevaluating some of the ways in which debordering and rebordering continue to be
both inextricably linked but often contradictory.
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In recent decades, the significance of technological innovation of small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
has increased considerably in the fast-changing and increasingly competitive global market. Since technological
innovation of SMEs has been recognized as the main engine of urban and regional economic growth, researchers
in urban and regional economics have highlighted the role of innovation activity at the firm level. In this vein,
there has been a substantial body of innovation literature which has attempted to discover which factors drive
firms’ technological innovation. Traditionally, researchers have considered a number of explanatory variables
related to firms’ general characteristics to explain innovative behavior of firms. However, indeed, although
environment (e.g., government and public policies, surrounding culture, knowledge/technology acquisition,
networking) has a determining direct and indirect impact on firms’ strategies, structuring and behavior (Lanjouw
and Mody, 1996; Doloreux, 2004; Becheikh et al., 2006; Bergman, 2009; Mayer, 2010), very few relevant
empirical works have conducted.
This study empirically explores the relationship between innovative performance and the internal and contextual
factors driving technological innovation in manufacturing SMEs in Korea using a structural equation modeling.
Specifically, there are two main objectives: (1) to investigate the direct effects of internal and contextual factors
on innovative performance, and (2) to examine the mediation effects of contextual factors on innovative
performance. We control for firm’s general characteristics (i.e., firm size, sales) which might significantly affect
the results of this study. This study uses a research framework suggested by Becheikh et al. (2006) for integrating
innovation findings and presents research hypotheses to test the role of internal and contextual factors in
facilitating firms’ technological innovation.
•Hypothesis 1: The higher the level of firm’s research capacity in terms of the number of graduate and R&D
workforces, the more it results in higher numbers of innovations.
•Hypothesis 2: The firm’s R&D technological innovation activities has a positive impact on firm’s innovative
performance.
•Hypothesis 3: The more the government and public policies provides incentive in terms of tax credit and other
fiscal stimuli, the more it results in higher numbers of innovations.
•Hypothesis 4: Networking has a positive impact on firm’s innovative performance.
•Hypothesis 5: Firm’s R&D technological innovation activities has positively influence innovative performance
via government and public fiscal policies.
Our analysis is based on firm-level data from the Korean Innovation Survey conducted by the Science and
Technology Policy Institute in 2014, and we use a sample of 1,082 manufacturing SMEs. In an effort to assess the
hypotheses, we employ structural equation modeling which enables to decompose the effects results. According
to the results of structural path coefficients, firm’s research capacity in terms of the number of graduates and
R&D workforces exerts a significant effect on firm’s innovative performance (hypothesis 1). In accordance with
hypothesis 2, the firm’s R&D technological innovation activities also positively influence firm’s innovative
performance, as expected. In the relationship between government fiscal policies and innovation, the findings
show that government fiscal policies have a positive effect on firm’s innovative performance. The findings also
reveal that networking between firms has a positive impact on firm’s innovative performance. Thus, hypothesis 3
and hypothesis 4 are all supported. In addition to the direct effects of the hypothesized paths, we estimate the
indirect effects. As a result, firm’s innovative performance is positively influenced by firm’s R&D technological
innovation activities via government and public fiscal policies.

This study investigated the relationships between drivers of innovation at the firm level and the mediation effects
of government fiscal policies in manufacturing SMEs in Korea. This study contributes to a theoretical extension
of antecedents regarding government fiscal policies and innovation, moving forward with empirical findings.
Based on the our results, this study also provides implications for policy makers in terms of innovation policies
that act in combination in both direct and support roles for fostering and sustaining innovations that drive regional
economic growth and development.
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There is little doubt that convergence of extreme natural events and societal vulnerabilities leads to major loss of
life and property such as those witnessed following Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans (2005), Earthquake in Haiti
(2010), and more recently, the Nepal earthquake (2015). Previously, a number of researchers have alluded to
challenges during response to recovery transition in disasters (Jaques, 2007; Peacock, Dash, & Zhang, 2007;
Quarantelli, 1999), and more so in regions dependent on external aid (Coppola, 2006; Linnerooth-Bayer, Mechler,
& Pflug, 2005; Moore, Eng, & Daniel, 2003). But, not much field research has been done to document and
analyze the challenges faced by the major actors involved during this phase of the disaster. By rapidly deploying
field teams during this transitional phase of disaster management in Kathmandu, Nepal, we attempted to capture
the ongoing political and policy dialogue, specifically with respect to evolving organizational networks, and
policy frameworks that are likely to have a significant impact on the future trajectory of recovery. Some of the
key issues that this effort sought to explore include: What are the challenges that local governments face in
ensuring that response aid transitions into development-focused assistance with local policy support while
sustaining funding and international attention; and, how can we ensure that local voices are heard in the
formulation of a recovery agenda during this transitional phase? Through gathering data during this critical stage
of disaster response, we explored the ongoing process of recovery policy formulation during the responserecovery transition, as well as identified specific obstacles and challenges that influence subsequent community
recovery actions.
We conducted interviews with 44 key informants from international as well as local non-profit organizations
(NGOs) involved in response and recovery, for the purpose of understanding their perceptions of community
recovery, collective efficacy, and participation in recovery planning and processes. In addition, we gathered
names from newspapers to ensure sampling that covered the full frame of involved recovery groups and

organizations. The research identified several important challenges that Nepal faced as a historically aiddependent country in the midst of transition period from disaster response to recovery. First of all, the centralized
power structure was found problematic in that it does not allow enough authority and flexibility for the local
governments to work on the damaged infrastructure whose proper functioning is crucial in the process of effective
and coherent recovery. Second, the lack of partnership between the foreign donors and the Nepalese government
institutions was also a crucial issue. There was a constant tension between international NGOs accusing the
government of red tape or inefficiency and the government offices accusing international NGOs of not fully
sharing their plans, making it difficult for the government to regulate what is happening on the field. These results
contribute to the existing literature on disaster recovery in developing countries context, and have important
implications on planning practices especially during the transition period from disaster response to recovery. At
the same time, the research also identified the potential topics for future research, especially regarding the mixed
impact of democracy on the disaster recovery in a developing country context. While the introduction of
democracy brought about the recent emergence of local civic organizations working on disaster responses in
Nepal, it also resulted in uncoordinated actions which have been caused by a coalition government with different
parties and ministries pursuing different priorities. Future research could explore these mixed impacts of
democracy on disaster recovery in attempts to ascertain how the roles of organizations and institutions can be
better coordinated to enable successful transition from an aid rich response phase to balanced long-term
community recovery.
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Political economists and planners have long emphasized the role of industrial transformations as drivers of
development in the Global South (Amsden 2001), emphasizing the importance of the coordination strategies
necessary to overcome the variety of obstacles to these changes (Sabel 2012). While such upgrading usually
increases the value-added and profitability for employers, there is evident variation in its consequences for other
firm stakeholders, most notably workers (Barrientos et al 2012). In weakly regulated and impoverished
environments, how can we explain the coordination strategies adopted and their varying consequences for labor?
Drawing on the case of the Nicaraguan cheese industry, this paper addresses this question. During the 1990s,
successive Liberal governments wholeheartedly reformed the Nicaraguan dairy sector, liberalizing trade and
deregulating the market. This new context spawned an industry of middle-sized, rural cheese processors, capable
of transforming the copious raw milk produced in the impoverished and war-torn north-central region of the
country. Yet, despite their shared location and environment, the industry’s new processors adopted two
contrasting coordination strategies which, though similarly successful in terms of output and exports, entailed
varying outcomes for workers: “unequal distribution” and “mutual gains.” Building on detailed qualitative

comparisons, I trace this divergence to the firms’ institutional imprinting, a result of the distinct “institutional
logics” (Thornton et al 2012) of their original decision-makers. That is, I show how these decision-makers created
long-lasting coordination strategies consistent with their values and beliefs, and rooted in divergent professional
experiences, that were conducive to contrasting labor conditions. Revealing this mechanism through which
coordination strategies arise broadens our understanding of the processes leading to industrial transformations.
Examining the consequences of contrasting coordination strategies for workers, in turn, moves the discussion of
their role in industrial transformation beyond the traditional emphasis on economic growth, to emphasize the
extent to which they distribute the gains.
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Religion has often been considered a monolithic institution that inherently supports or obstructs social policies.
The notion of functional differentiation—and emancipation—of the state from the religious sphere constitutes the
conventional understanding of how social policies are to be planned and implemented. There exists a marked
disparity between this secular understanding of social policy and the lived reality in many societal contexts, where
the blurred and porous boundary between the secular and the religious spheres constitutes the larger political
economy and organizational structure within which social policies are embedded. Iran is one such composite
society, wherein social policies have usually been crafted as a result of peculiar forms of relationship between
religion, the state, market and society with varied outcomes. In such contexts, understanding how religion
influences social relationships and how religious beliefs and institutions can either help or hinder social policy
making remain crucial issues.
By conducting a historical analysis, this paper examines varied ways in which religion has affected social policies
for the poor in Iran since the formation of the (modern) nation-state in the 1870s: As an organized set of beliefs,
religion has cultivated a moral-spiritual discourse to help the needy among state officials in charge of social
policies. As an institution, religion has established, mediated, and unsettled various relationships between the poor
and the principal agents of poverty alleviation, such as the role of religious authorities to represent the grievances
of the poor against the state. As an instrument, religion has been used by the state to serve populist or security
purposes.
The present study shows that if the ‘guiding hand’ of the state and the ‘divine hand’ of religious institutions are
joined, the impact can be either regressive (particularly for religious minorities) or progressive, depending on a
host of variables among which the central one is the historically produced power relationship between the two sets
of dominant institutions. Herein lies a central dilemma for development planners: if modernization efforts do not
take into account religious sentiments, which are primary sources of meaning for people, such efforts are bound to
fail in the long term; and yet, if religious sentiments dominate state-making efforts, it can at best lead to
‘charitable efforts’ without deep constitutional groundings of the rights of the poor to state resources. How to

blend state policies and religious beliefs is a crucial issue if both religious extremism and state monopoly are to be
avoided in crafting social policies.
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Over a half-century has elapsed since calls for community participation (Arnstein, 1969) and user control over
housing (Turner & Fichter, 1972) first radicalized shelter pedagogy, planning, and practice. Yet, unaffordable,
inadequate, and culturally inappropriate housing in developing countries continues to bedevil the poor. In
reviewing shelter interventions over this period in Surabaya, Indonesia, this paper attempts to resuscitate a critical
but now ignored aspect of affordable housing, design. The voice of design is all but inaudible among the
loudening noises of affordability, legality, and participation within contemporary shelter policy. Ironically, the
effectiveness of self-designed dwellings and incrementally developed informal settlements was what inspired
John F. C. Turner’s strident reproach of evictions, and advocacy of aided self-help (Turner & Fichter, 1972).
Several promising Asian and Latin American experimentations premised on self-help gave Panglossian hope to an
Augean task: that participatory design in shelter and upgrading projects may afford the poorest livable habitats.
Today that hope may be wavering. Extensive urbanization and neoliberalism are exacerbating urban inequality,
and the unprecedented commodification of land markets is dispossessing the poor, emasculating the notion of
housing as a right and social good (Rolnik, 2014). Heaped evidence exposes how displacement irreparably frays
intricate social webs that foster culture, communitarian values, social capital, livelihoods, and safety nets (e.g.
Ghafur, 2001). Contemporary shelter wisdom recognizes these as tangibles, and views in situ participatory
upgrading as the shelter intervention most likely to sustain them. Yet, shelter policy has drifted away from
Turner’s vision of housing as a verb, one where good design enlarges shelter’s socio-cultural stimulus, and
demands a phenomenological approach to planning it (Franklin, 2001; Seamon, 2000).
This paper finds that Surabaya’s weakening pro-poor shelter disposition is disconcerting; yet, new resources and
emerging coalitions for claiming shelter are also encouraging. Surabaya pioneered the KIP, an upgrading paragon,
and implemented it for three decades. KIP’s institutional arrangement encouraged design innovations through
targeted participation to attain uniquely livable environments. Bereft of community input, today’s public housing
projects create socially, culturally, and economically unsuitable habitats. Therefore, this paper revisits shelter
projects from different places that exemplify good design, and illuminates novel efforts led by civil society
organizations (CSOs) to engage Surabaya’s marginalized communities in designing and upgrading their own
habitats. It recommends that Surabaya rekindle community participation and design in mutually reinforcing ways
to reclaim its pro-poor shelter legacy. This qualitative case study analyzes primary data (interviews, photographs,
and observations) from field research over a decade; planning and policy documents; architectural drawings; news
articles; and secondary sources. With good design becoming an elusive objective of social housing, the insights
behoove rethinking shelter policy, practice, and pedagogy in the global South.
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Labor markets in middle-income countries in Latin America and other regions are threatened by unsteady job
formation, unstable employment, polarized job quality (Berg, Ernst, & Auer, 2006). Propelled by the pressures of
automation, rapid technological change and the globalization of work (Acemoglu & Autor, 2011), urgent
questions are being raised today about the conditions under which good jobs can be created and especially how
workers with low educational and skill attainment can be better integrated into labor markets and economies that
offer shared prosperity (Clark & Christopherson, 2009). This issue is particularly acute in many low and middleincome economies with younger populations where larger numbers of new job seekers enter the labor market
daily.
In this paper I present case study evidence addressing these topics, drawing on fieldwork in the Northeastern
Brazilian state of Pernambuco, where successful job creation has not only anchored local growth but has done so
in ways that are broad-based and income-distributing. Northeastern Brazil is a region that has long been
characterized by both high labor market inequalities and disappointing economic growth. In recent years,
however, economic development planners in Pernambuco, in partnership with the federal government and
institutional partners, have succeeded in not only posting growth rates that exceed the national average during the
recent boom years of 2004-2013 but have also substantially reduced wage inequalities in the labor market through
a strategy in which the creation of good manufacturing jobs has been central. I will focus on two planned clusters
in particular: the Suape Industrial Complex, focusing on the shipbuilding and oil and gas industries; and the Fiat
automotive cluster in the town of Goiana. In both clusters, leading firms and their suppliers successfully
incorporated thousands of workers with no prior manufacturing experience and at the same time achieved
exceptionally rapid speed to production. Thus these cases offer an instructive lens on the challenges of promoting
employment and equity in apparently adverse contexts.
In explaining these cases, this paper will consider, on the one hand, the role of labor processes in producing
competitive firms and regions. On the other hand it will focus on the institutional dynamics that balance the
competing goals of inclusion and equity with those of firm competitiveness and investment. That is, I will
examine the embedded networks of firms, civil society, and the state within which industry and labor operate.
This nested analysis helps shed light on the role of the state in structuring and organizing markets and the
investment process (Amsden, 1989), as well as using its technical and vocational training institutions as
intermediaries to shape workforce quality so that the trajectories of labor better interlock with the trajectories of
firms. The paper will conclude with some lessons about how to promote the formation of good jobs in developing
countries within industries confronted by the twin challenges of global pressures, softening export demand and

technological change.
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In 2014 and 2015, “lack of a skilled workforce” was the challenge most reported by Economic Development
Organizations (EDOs) to the International Economic Development Council (IEDC). Part of the challenge is that
as U.S. manufacturing firms increasingly compete in technology-intensive production of quality-differentiated
products, they rely increasingly on well-educated and well-trained employees. While large firms have many
advantages in recruiting and retaining employees, including name recognition and the ability to pay competitive
wages, smaller firms have more limited capability to attract and maintain a skilled and committed workforce and
to affect regional policy (Christopherson and Clark 2007). In fact, we know very little about how smaller firms
might gain regional labor market advantage.
While the literature on labor market intermediaries has demonstrated how non-profit organizations, interfaith
coalitions and state-sponsored institutions have influenced workforce development systems (Giloth 2005), we
know little about how small firms might attempt to mediate labor market challenges and influence workforce
development systems. What are the mechanisms for and the limits of small firm influence?
My research on the introduction of the German model of apprenticeship in the U.S. South focuses on
understanding how small multinational firms have shaped regional workforce development systems to their
advantage. Through their engagement with public workforce development institutions, these firms have
influenced labor market development.
In this paper, I compare processes of institutional change in three cases of apprenticeship program development in
the U.S., across different state and local institutional environments. The three cases, developed through interviews
with local experts and organizational leaders, are focused on the activities of firms and other organizations in
automotive clusters in Tuscaloosa, Alabama; Greenville/Spartanburg, South Carolina; and Chattanooga,
Tennessee. I look particularly at regional economies that feature a large, German automotive OEM or lead firm to
compare how smaller suppliers have engaged with regional institutions to introduce German-style apprenticeship
programs. I focus on the role of small- and medium-sized multinational corporations as conduits for policy
transfer.
Building on the research on policy convergence and policy transfer in the varieties of capitalism and business
management literature, my focus on small firms helps address a recognized gap in our understanding of the
process of skill upgrading in regional economies embedded in global industrial structures (Ramirez & Rainbird

2010). My research suggests that small firms can be more powerful than current models and earlier empirical
research suggest. Attention to the relational/associational power dynamics, between local and global actors,
highlights processes of incremental change that shape skill upgrading processes in regional workforce
development systems. This paper recognizes meaningful differences in firm size, origin of capital, ownership
structure, global value chain position and establishment location, as well as local industrial and institutional
structure.
While not all regional economies feature a high concentration of small, German firms, my research indicates that
it would be useful to consider integrating models of small firm coordination into regional economic development
plans, especially to address skill gaps in labor markets. This paper points to the potential for knowledge transfer
among smaller firms through technical training coordination and recommends that economic development
practitioners look to small multinational firms as workforce development partners.
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In Medellin, Colombia, income inequality and urban fragmentation are persistent problems. While high-end
privatized enclaves for affluent classes have become increasingly common in neighborhoods located in the South
of the city, underserviced informal settlements typically disconnected from key infrastructures keep sprouting and
consolidating in the peri-urban hillsides, particularly in the North.
In Latin America, planning (or its lack thereof) has historically been criticized for contributing to this type of
segregated development (Caldeira, 2000). In Medellin, from the enactment of the city's modernist Pilot Plan in the
1950s, until recently, investments in infrastructure served the interests of elites and the business class. Similarly,
private developers have been allowed to achieve high densities and development uses with very few charges
imposed. Despite loud controversies in the 1980s, municipal by-laws ratified developers' benefits at the time,
which politicians justified by arguing that the construction sector would keep the economy afloat. Overall, the
cooptation of planning institutions by urban elites has been blamed for conforming to exclusionary property rights
institutions and failing to correct housing policies and land markets that worked to the detriment of the urban
poor.
In the period 2004-2011, however, a multi-class 'progressive regime' (Stone, 1993) rose to power: a mix of
activist reformers and coalitions across government and society outside the city's traditional bipartisan politics.
Led by two consecutive left-leaning politically independent mayors, Sergio Fajardo (2004-2007) and Alonso
Salazar (2008-2011), this regime was concerned with redistributive urban policies, and managed to gather the

support of an unusual mix, such as trade union organizations, private foundations, Medellin's Chamber of
Commerce, NGOs, and neighborhood associations representing low-income areas of the city. Despite a long
history of orthodox politics, the exceptional circumstances that gave rise to a progressive multi-class regime
enabled the adoption of a comprehensive city strategy called Social Urbanism, which was aimed to redirect
investments to the poorest areas and changed some of the rules for private developers.
Lately, Medellin's state-led and participatory urban policies have been the focus of both practitioners' and
scholars' attention. However, little is known about how elites and private developers have reacted to policies
disrupting their business as usual privileges; what strategies have they employed to resist or negotiate new rules;
or whether they have new found ways to adjust and participate of social urbanism's contracts and investments.
This paper answers these questions through a mix-methods approach involving document analysis and semistructured interviews with stakeholders, planners, and government officials. By examining elites' and
stakeholders' responses to redistributive planning agendas, this paper revisits, from a new angle and geography, a
classic concern for urban scholars: the question of 'how and in whose interests do local space economies are
produced and reproduced' (McCann, 2002, p. 385).
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Promoting access and mobility for low-income populations is an important and increasingly a stated objective of
many public transport systems investments. Lack of access to affordable and efficient transport generates social
exclusion, impeding access to employment opportunities, services, and markets. As poor populations often live on
the periphery of Latin American cities, they must travel long distances to reach jobs and services in the center;
thus they tend to have the longest travel times and incur more transfers. Spatial segregation of the poor from skill
appropriate job centers decreases the affordability of job search and access and increases unemployment.
We assess the effects of two bus rapid transit (BRT) systems in South American cities -Cali, Colombia and Lima,
Peru - on mobility and access for the poor. Using a probit model and travel survey data on low-income residents
living in the area of influence of the system, we estimate the determinants of BRT use, and the relative roles of
access times, in-vehicle time and monetary costs in explaining mobility preferences in Lima and Cali. We utilize
geo-statistical models to estimate the degree of the system coverage, affordability, and accessibility.
Both cities are characterized by high concentrations of the poor populations in increasingly outlying areas and
often in informal settlements characterized by a lack of or low quality transportation infrastructure, presenting a
challenge to the cities’ ability to provide formal public transit coverage for the very poor. We find a fragmented
planning process among local governance institutions responsible for public transport and a disconnection in
service provision between the formal and informal sectors.

Our analysis finds that system coverage of low-income areas is substantially wider in Cali than in Lima. In Lima
the system coverage and frequency tend to benefit the middle class the most but also the poor; coverage among
the very poor, however, is sparse. System usage by the poor, particularly the extreme poor is lower compared to
other socio-economic groups, in part due to gaps in coverage, low service frequency in peri-urban areas, where
the poor are concentrated, and fare affordability for shorter trips in the case of Lima.
Service quality is an issue in both cities. In Lima, the service frequencies are lower among feeders, which are
designed to reach poor neighborhoods, while for trunk services, were perceived as very fast. In Cali both feeders
and trunk buses were considered much slower than alternative public transit modes. Overcrowding was a
significant concern in peak hours in both cities.
While the poor rated the price of the system as affordable in both cities, the extreme poor more often cited
affordability concerns. In Lima, where the vast scale of the city implies longer trip distances to reach jobs, the
poor self-select into public transit modes in a way that tends to minimize costs, maintaining a travel budget of
around 22% of income and tend to take a higher share of shorter trips to achieve this. Nevertheless, the BRT has
increased affordability for longer trips, relative to the distance-based fares of the traditional system. Similar to the
findings in Lima, the poor in Cali tend to favor the BRT for longer trips requiring transfers, and trips to attend
work or school. The system is generally benefiting areas that are farther from the center and in specific
peripheries, irrespective of strata. The integrated fare provides a significant cost advantage. Users of Cali’s MIO
system tend to pay less than users of other public transit modes, even taking into account the tendency to use the
MIO for longer trips. Both systems were predominantly used for longer trips and for work and school.
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What can planning styles (Innes Gruber 2005) tell us about urban planning ideologies and their outcomes?
Brazilian political culture is permeated by a strong discursive and imagined border between partisan and
community politics (Mische 2008). With the end of the dictatorship in 1985, neighborhood leaders adopted a
confrontational style of addressing government officials. The deliberative meetings of Participatory Budgeting
(PB) had been typical of this antagonistic communicative style. Porto Alegre’s PB is a mechanism of municipal
resources allocation, which transfers some decision-making power from the City Council to public assemblies
(Pimentel Walker 2015). The Workers’ Party, who designed and administered PB for four consecutive terms in

Porto Alegre (1989-2005), fostered conflict talk at the deliberative meetings as a sign of their accountability in
public office.
Scholars characterize government and community interactions at PB during the Workers’ Party administrations as
“contestation among friends” since a significant proportion of PB participants belonged to the Workers’ Party
(Baiocchi 2005; Wampler 2007). However, a shift in communicative interactions between city officials and
neighborhood leaders has been taking place since 2005 when a coalition of political parties from the opposition
took office. Conflict talk and confrontational styles of communication have been framed by the new governmental
officials as partisan and selfish. An alternative way of conducting deliberative meetings, which emphasizes
harmonious styles of deliberation between neighborhood leaders and city officials, became gradually hegemonic.
Projects promoting the creation of “strong communities,” “harmonious cities,” and “unified governments” have
proliferated. These projects underscore the emerging emphasis on notions of consensus and civility achieved by
minimizing conflict for the sake of unity. Constant calls for unification recall Laura Nader’s (1990, 1996) notion
of the “harmony ideology” of legal models, pointing to the way that “harmony” can pacify social unrest and
deepen inequality. For Nikolas’ Rose, “Increasingly, it is the language of community that is used to identify a
territory between the authority of the state, the free and amoral exchange of the market and the liberty of the
autonomous, ‘rights-bearing individual subject” (1999: 475). As Gerald Creed (2006) acknowledges, the concept
of “community” is an obscure term that takes on a variety of meanings. This paper highlights a case study in
which the term community is used to hide conflict and promote conformity to cuts in social spending.
The findings are based on fieldwork that took place from July 2009 through March 2011. Methodologies included
participant observation of over one hundred PB meetings, archival research of PB meeting minutes and
transcriptions for the past 15 years, and 75 interviews. With these data, I could document the changes in the styles
of planning and communication fostered by competing municipal governments and political parties in office.
Finally, I compare the expenditure and capital investments budget before and after the Workers’ Party
government in order to compare longitudinally the relationship between political party ideology and discursive
practices on one hand, and resources allocation on the other hand.
Besides reinforcing imagined boundaries between politicians and communities, the discourse of community unity
provided by the “harmony ideology” (Nader 1996) facilitated the preservation of PB as an institution during the
government transition. The fact that PB started out as a government program and became an institution is positive
for local democracy (Avritzer 2009). However, the use of coercive harmony ultimately harmed the participatory
process because municipal officials equated complaints about PB with partisan politics. The use of coercive
harmony in PB pacified protest against unfulfilled housing demands by silencing dissent. The communicative and
planning styles and sociality practices fostered by municipal officials greatly influence participatory planning
mechanisms, including their legitimacy, longevity, and redistributive outcomes.
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The idea of sustainable development has taken a center-stage in growth-centric debates all over the world in
general and in developing countries in particular. Recent higher rate of urbanization has caught developing world
completely unprepared resulting in unplanned growth in majority of urban centers. However, some of the
developing countries have taken some extraordinary initiatives to improve sustainability and equality. For
example, Delhi was ranked one of the most polluted cities in the world and Delhi responded with odd-even traffic
scheme. There was a very successful 15 day trial period to see the level of public support for the scheme before
full implementation. Similarly, Malaysia has important green policies such as utilization of renewable energy,
adoption of energy efficiency, and promotion of green technology for sustainable development and towards
environmental protection. Now, developing countries are becoming proactive to tackle these issues. However, this
may not be enough and we need more comprehensive planning paradigm with targeted intervention on continuous
basis.
This roundtable’s purpose is to debate the existing form of development and it’s consequences and to discuss
different styles of development taking place around the world. We will examine the challenges and select
initiatives from different region as a way to demonstrate potential interventions that address ongoing urban
inequalities within the context of a more sustainable city. Developing countries are growing at an alarming rate;
it‘s the right time to have a hard look at the outcome of the development process in developed countries and to
learn what and what not to do.
This session will brings together the international development planning scholars specializing in different regions
to discuss and explore issues in sustainability and inclusive urban development from the regional perspective.
This roundtable will include – Christopher Silver, who will bring Singaporian and Indonesian perspectives,
Abhinav Alakshendra, the Indian perspective, Jocelyn Widmer (Caribbean perspective), Barbara-Brown Wilson
(USA perspective), Andrea Frank (Europe).
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How can state institutions coordinate over long periods of time to implement large scale urban changes?
Implementation and enforcement are classic problems in developing countries that have been muse and master for
many policy makers and academics alike. Large scale urban changes typically require coordination between

government agencies, private firms and residents. Complicating implementation further is the higher density of
interwoven institutions, infrastructure and built structures in urban areas in comparison to less urban ones. In
general, the size, complexity and growth of cities can demand a sustained commitment to resolving the problem
of implementation over decades. Urban air pollution in rapidly growing cities, such as Beijing, Shanghai, Sao
Paolo, Mexico City, Islamabad, Mumbai and Delhi among others, is a contemporary example of such a problem.
Successful conversions are few and far between.
In this paper, I document the successful case of how New Delhi converted its entire public transportation network
to use Natural Gas (CNG) from Petrol and Diesel over a period of twenty years. By focusing on the fleet of
75,000 three wheeler auto rickshaws (Autos), I demonstrate how the process played out for privately owned
passenger carrying vehicles in contrast to those which were publicly owned. This was a complex process led by
the Supreme Court of India and involved the largest manufacturer of Auto Rickshaws in India, and the City
Government - among other institutions. I base my account on court orders, public data as well as documents
obtained through Right to Information (RTI) requests along with interviews with auto rickshaw drivers.
Overall, the court resembled a planning agency more than a passive judiciary. It played the role of facilitator
between agencies, adjudicator of disputes regarding resource allocation between government departments, and
enforcer of penalties through its right to declare any citizen in contempt of court. Its orders make clear that far
from an activist court that know what it wanted, the court was itself learning and allowing for experimentation
within government and the private sector - such as for the development of CNG engines. While apex authority
allowed it to threaten even the Chief Minister, the scope of its powers were ultimately limited. On one side its
orders were bound by public opinion and on the other it could implement nothing itself, relying instead on
government agencies to follow orders. The court was able to facilitate the eventual conversion, and it publicly
addressed the challenges faced by Delhi's vocal residents. However, it was blind to the disproportionate burden
faced by the auto drivers themselves, who were the poorest participants in the process. This case suggests that
while the involvement of the highest court presents significant opportunities for implementing big plans, there
may be important limitations to both its authority and its idea of justice.
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With respect to urban planning, it is widely accepted to adapt successful foreign planning concepts, models, and
policy frameworks. Despite such practice, the risk and opportunity are not fully scrutinized when replicating a
foreign urban development model in other places. My research investigates the role of international planning
experts tailoring South Korean River Development Model (Han River and its branch, Cheong-gye Stream) in Red
River, Hanoi City, Socialist Republic of Vietnam. In 2005, Hanoi city signed a bilateral agreement with the city

of Seoul in order to obtain the technical and financial assistance for Red River River Development. With a
projected cost of $7 billion, plans involve construction and upgrading of more than 75 km along river banks on
both sides of the river. The research applies a qualitative methodology to explore the dynamic narratives of South
Korean planning experts and Vietnamese parties who had worked to develop the Red River Development Plan in
Hanoi, Vietnam. The narratives suggest that international planning experts take an important role in interpreting
the previous success, trials and errors in South Korean Development Model and envisioning the future for the Red
River based on their own knowledge, experiences and professional ethics. The research provides practical
suggestions for international planning experts in their future field works: taking into consideration of coordinating
institutional conflicts of interests; accommodating local knowledge (environmental/legal/financial/cultural
knowledge); and scrutinizing the lessons examined through the development pathways along the River in Seoul
City, South Korea.
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In this paper we argue that ostensibly ambitious planning attempts to enhance city’s resilience encounter the risk
of generating institutional and political vulnerabilities in cities. This process may alter the risk profile and can
even deepen the initial risk that threatens the city’s resilience. We draw on the theory of risk society to explore the
dynamics shaping the planning environment for building resilience. Basically, risk society refers to ‘a systematic
way of dealing with hazards and insecurities induced and introduced by modernization itself’ (Beck 1992, p. 21).
We study the transformative power of risk and insecurities discourse on local institutions that function within the
complex global interactions. We analyze how the risk mitigation strategies vis-a-vis the 'big earthquake' that will
hit Istanbul imminently have evolved into a megaproject over the course of 10 years. Our objective in this paper is
twofold. We first explore the epistemology of planning for risk mitigation as a part of the process of ‘global city’
formation in the context of risk society. We use this framework to explain intrinsic vulnerabilities of the
governance structure in risk mitigation policies. Then, we report our case study findings on the aspiring global
city Istanbul’s Seismic Risk Mitigation and Emergency Preparedness project (ISMEP). Our findings lay out the
evolution of ISMEP from a World Bank-designed local risk mitigation project to a megaproject, funded by a
network of multilateral development organizations. We argue that this transformation highlights the consolidated
power of indisputable technical knowledge in shaping and reshaping our cities, not only physically but also
institutionally, politically, and economically.
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Life satisfaction is a valued goal in urban policy. Evidence from highly urbanized countries like U.S. and Western
European countries indicates that urban residents who have better objective well-being paradoxically have lower
SWB than their rural counterparts after controlling for individual-level determinants like age, income and
education (Berry & Okulicz-Kozaryn, 2009; Chen et al., 2015; Echenique et al., 2012; Ng, 2016) However, most
studies in rapidly urbanizing countries suggest the converse: SWB is higher among city dwellers than elsewhere
but the gap would be narrowed along with urbanization(Chen et al., 2015; Najafpour et al., 2014). The
controversial differences in rural-urban SWB have received systematic attention in the planning domain,
especially in countries experiencing fast urban growth.
This study provides a test of the hypothesis: whether migrating to cities can promote people's SWB (i.e. life
satisfaction)? This study simultaneously models individual-level determinants and the effects of geographic
settings at various scales on rural-to-urban migrants' SWB through employing a multi-level logistic regression
analysis. The scales examined are the region, urban versus rural environment, the neighborhood, and the dwelling.
Using a nationwide representative biannual survey: Chinese Family Panel Survey (N=33,140), which has been
conducting in China from 2010 to 2016, this study finds that rural-to-urban migrants reported lower SWB than
urban dwellers as well as their rural counterparts, after controlling for the individual-level socio-demographic
characteristics. The trends in dissatisfaction of rural-to-urban migrants with urban life have grown moderately
from 2010 to 2016.
This study tested three categories of factors which affect people's SWB suggested by literature: (1) individuallevel factors : experience of discrimination, perceived discrimination, socio-economic status, expectation of socioeconomic status, demographic characteristics; (2) neighborhood-level indicators: segregation, community
infrastructure; aggregate socio-economic status; position or place; (3) regional-level characteristics: regional
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita (Najafpour et al., 2014). After including an interaction term between
geographic settings and migrant status, this study indicates that migrants who settled in regions with higher GDP,
neighborhoods with better infrastructure, and mid-size cities (population from 200,000 to 500,000) are more
satisfied with their lives. At the same time, the increased dissatisfaction associated with migration can be
attributed to the following factors: (1) less overall objective well-being than urban residents; (2) perceived
institutional and interpersonal discrimination; (3) isolated residential location from urban residents' concentrated
neighborhoods.
These results urge urban planners to exercise caution in making and implementing urbanization and rural-to-urban
migration related policies. Over the next dozen years, China prepared to move 250 million rural people to urban
area with a sweeping plan. The urban policies related to the education, health care, and pensions of the new urban
dwellers will be significantly important for promotion of their life satisfaction with city.
Key Words: Subjective Well-Being; Life Satisfaction; Rural-to-Urban Migrants; Longitudinal Logistic
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Why, despite a growing economy and intense focus on open defecation from politicians, aid organizations, and
international news media, are Indian cities still crippled by sewage? In this paper, I interrogate our current
understanding of the problem of human waste and its proposed solutions by tracing the political economy of
sewage in Agra, one of the most waste-ridden cities in northern India. This research, drawing on 13 months of
fieldwork conducted between 2012 and 2015, employs case study methods including interviews, plan analysis,
participant observation, and historical data collection.
I argue that narrow understandings of the ways in which urban sewage manifests as problems lead policy makers
to focus almost exclusively on infrastructure building. This myopic view of infrastructure as salvation reaches
even the highest level of Indian politics with Prime Minister Narendra Modi pledging to build one million
household toilets. He proclaims, "first toilets, then temples." Further, large-scale policy initiatives such as the
Yamuna Action Plans and the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission allocate public funds and aid
monies for the construction of physical infrastructure such as sewage treatment plants, septic systems, and sewage
pipes. However, the existence of sewage infrastructure does not necessarily lead to improved sewage conditions.
Instead, implementation of these plans has led to disconnected sewage pipes, underutilized treatment plants, and
unused toilets.
Further, many funding bodies, both government and aid organizations, measure the success of their actions by the
completion of infrastructure. If a sewage treatment plant, for example, is constructed using project funds, the
organization claims success. When the problems of sewage persist, they look outside themselves to cast blame,
frequently citing inadequate maintenance or lack of community understanding. This blame shifting absolves the
organization of responsibility for poor service delivery outcomes.
In general, urban sewage remains under-theorized and largely neglected in the social sciences. (Loftus 2009)
However, some research recognizes the problem of failed infrastructure and examines the phenomenon of unused
toilets, calling for attention to the 'software' of sewage rather than the 'hardware'. (Jewitt 2011) Current
discussions of ‘software’ generally do not extend beyond culturally differentiated toilet practices, leading many to
offer education of those who defecate in the open as a means to increase toilet use and solve the sewage problem.
Although this may be an effective solution in rural areas, this research indicates a high and unmet demand for
toilets in urban areas, even among slum-dwellers. All interview respondents expressed a strong desire to have a

toilet in their home or, at the very least, have access to a community toilet. Those who had access to a toilet, but
were not using it explained that there were obstacles to usage - the toilet was dirty or not working; someone was
living in the toilet; the lines were too long. Education of open defecators cannot remove any of these obstacles.
Additionally, claiming that education of those who defecate in the open is the way to remedy the situation places
the blame for urban sewage problems entirely on the defecators.
Using the Foucauldian concept of problematization (1984), I analyze the interview and document data to examine
the variety of ways in which sewage materializes as a problem for different stakeholders. My research identified
six discursive frames used to understand sewage as an urban problem: convenience, public health, dignity, safety,
pollution control, and urban renewal. Far and away the most common complaint about insufficient sewage
services expressed by residents was that defecating in the open is inconvenient - a concern that is rarely given
voice in planning documents. Broadening our understanding of urban sewage will lead to more sustainable and
just development outcomes.
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Rapid and unplanned urbanization has been a big challenge for India. India has added 17 new million plus cities
between 2001-2011, however, they are not necessarily livable, sustainable, and inclusive. In India, urbanization
brought higher consumption demand and rapid environmental degradation, negatively affecting quality of life of
urban dwellers. Many scholars have argued that lack of clear urban planning focus in India’s policy formulation
has resulted in this unmanaged growth.
This paper looks at one of the most common outcome of rapid urbanization in developing countries – formation
of slums. Slums are often looked upon as an eyesore and slum dwellers have been treated unfairly in the name of
resettlement. Various state governments are actively pursuing policies to make India ‘slum-free’. Recently,
various cities have witnessed violent clashes between slum dwellers and police during evictions.
This research will use primary data collected from 4 most populated cities in Bihar, India to understand the
political economy of slum formation. Among major states, Bihar is the poorest and least urbanized state in India;
however, Bihar has the highest population density in the Country. The slum population in major urban center in
Bihar has been increasing, however, there is no consensus on the accurate slum population due to definitional
issues and data paucity.
Overall, 800 individual households living in slums would be surveyed. A principal sampling method will be
applied to identify the informal settlements in the 4 most populated cities of Bihar.
Slum residents survey includes questions on basic demography, household employment including economic
activities in the slum, expenditure on different categories, housing information, level of public subsidy and
services, their expectations from the government, etc.
The main objectives of this study are: 1) understand the direct and indirect determinants of these informal

settlement locations and 2) To understand the impact of various slum related policies on the economic and social
activities. Understanding the informal settlements process in a state like Bihar could contribute to aligning
political efforts to the government to plan for these settlements as to have inclusive and sustainable cities.
This paper also discusses the strategies to make slums part of sustainable development goals and policies which
could work in achieving inclusive cities rather than ‘slum-free’ cities. This paper further argues that the slum
upgrading will make cities more inclusive than other strategies such as forced rehabilitation.
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RELAXING BUILDING REGULATIONS TO INCREASE SUPPLY OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING: A
CASE STUDY FROM AHMEDABAD, INDIA
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PATEL, Bimal [CEPT University] bimal.patel@cept.ac.in, primary author
BHATHA, Brijesh [] brijesh@groundwork.in, co-author
Much of the discussion on affordable housing in developing countries has focused on the supply-side constraints
within urban land markets that raise the cost of serviced urban land, making housing unaffordable. There is
limited understanding about the role that building regulations play in making low‐income housing unaffordable in
the context of developing countries. Building regulations establish minimum standards for formal sector housing
such as FAR, building height, setbacks and margins, open spaces, parking, elevators, and other minimum
requirements. These increase the cost of construction and the quantity of habitable floor space that can be built on
a parcel of land. Unreasonable or absurdly high building standards increase the construction cost and prevent land
from being developed intensely. Building standards directly determine how much it costs to build the cheapest
formal sector housing and the share of affordable housing that is built within the formal housing market. The rest
of the share of affordable housing is then pushed into the informal housing market.
In a bid to ensure higher levels of safety, sustainability and comfort, local authorities in developing countries are
quick to ratchet up construction, infrastructure and space standards that buildings in their jurisdictions have to
mandatorily meet. While mandating higher standards, cities seldom consider the cost increases that these
standards impose on buildings or examine their impacts. This poster demonstrates how building regulations
considerably constrain the supply of affordable housing and increase housing costs. A recent study found that
many of the 30% urban dwellers in India that live in slums can actually afford to live in better quality homes
small homes, but there is no supply of affordable housing in the formal sector.
In a detailed case study of a low‐income housing project in the city of Ahmedabad in India, we demonstrate that
low‐income housing built legally in accordance with the prevalent building regulations is too expensive. A myriad
of unreasonable and absurd building standards applied together prevent developers from consuming the
permissible FAR and raise costs. We illustrates using alternative designs that just by relaxing a few key
regulations it is possible to reduce the cost of the cheapest formal sector housing by 34%, and increase supply by
as much as 75%. We also demonstrate that existing building regulations are absurdly high and constrain supply of
affordable housing, and suggest that cities need to relax their regulations in order to increase its supply.
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DENSITY AND VULNERABILITY: COMPARISON OF GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF
VULNERABLE POPULATION WITHIN ACTUAL AND PRESCRIBED RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES
ON THE U.S. - MEXICO BORDER. CASE STUDY OF BROWNSVILLE & MATAMOROS TWIN
CITY.
Abstract ID: 1466
Individual Paper Submission
SAFAROVA, Bara [Texas A&M University] barasafa@gmail.com, presenting author
The population within the U.S. - Mexico border 'municipios' and counties has grown faster on both sides than
within their respective countries, and by 2045, the total population will reach 29 million (Woodrow Wilson,
2013). The border region on the U.S. side is plagued with chronic unemployment, and higher poverty levels than
the rest of the nation. On the other hand, the Mexican side of the border region has lower poverty and
unemployment levels than the rest of Mexico (Woodrow Wilson, 2013). The U.S. - Mexico border is where the
rich of the developing world meet the poor of the developed world. Unincorporated settlements outside city limits
are a shared symptom of lack of affordable housing and poverty on both sides of the border. Substantial parts of
Mexican cities have been built as unincorporated settlements (colonias) at the outset, which was the only
affordable housing avenue for low-income population (Ward, 1982; Connolly 1982; Regalado 1995; Villarreal
and Castaneda 1986). These areas have been consolidated over time and now form functioning parts of cities in
Mexico (Ward, 2010). This study henceforth deems it pertinent to assess the housing fabric on both sides of the
border to look for clues for future development patterns in light of anticipated rapid population growth. This study
is contributing to the range of literature on the public benefit of compact cities for vulnerable populations (Burton,
2000; Gordon & Richardson 1997). For this research paper, I shall focus specifically on the relationship between
prescribed and actual residential density zones with the geographic distribution and clustering of vulnerable
populations on both sides of the border.
Central theme or hypothesis: research question:
This study is using GIS analytical methods to compare the geographic distribution of vulnerable populations in
the crossborder region of the Brownsville - Matamoros twin city metropolitan area. The central question asks
whether there is a difference in the location of vulnerable population with respect to prescribed residential density
zones on either side of the border, The study hypothesizes a form of spatial discrimination against vulnerable
populations.
Approach and methodology:
The study utilizes tax appraisal district at the parcel level data from 2015 for Brownsville and 2015 INEGI socio economic indicators at the 'manzana' - city block - level for Matamoros to create comparable vulnerability
indicators. 2015 zoning maps with prescribed residential density districts are coordinated across the international
border and actual residential density maps were generated using data from both cities. Descriptive statistics and
spatial regression analysis have been used to describe the spatial distribution of vulnerable population and to
determine whether there is a relationship between the residential density values and vulnerability indicators.

Preliminary results:
Preliminary results show that overall, residential density in Matamoros is higher than in Brownsville, where
highest comparable density is being occupied by multi-family housing units only. Overall vulnerable population is
more segregated from other income strata of population in Brownsville and more intermixed with other income
groups in Matamoros. The geographic distribution of vulnerable population in Brownsville is predominantly
surrounding downtown and less so on the edge of Brownsville City limits, in medium and low density zones. In
Matamoros, vulnerable population is located predominantly along the edges of the city in high and medium
density zones. No evidence of spatial discrimination against low-income population was found. Further network
analysis shall be conducted in that regard.
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GPEIG ROUNDTABLE ON MIGRATION, DISPLACEMENT AND THE GLOBAL FLOW OF
REFUGEES: FRAMING AN EMERGENT PLANNING DISCOURSE
Abstract ID: 1520
Roundtable
Organizer/Moderator: TEWARI, Meenu [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mtewari@unc.edu
ISKANDER, Natasha [New York University] natasha.iskander@nyu.edu
STEIL, Justin [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] steil@mit.edu
FAWAZ, Mona [American University, Beiruit] mf05@aub.edu.lb
The ongoing exodus of Syrian and other refugees from the Middle East represents one of the most pressing
refugee crises in a generation. This mass exodus of men, women and children has brought into sharp relief not
only the deepening plight of the millions that are displaced, but it has raised numerous complex intertwined with
urban theory and planning practice. While there is considerable political debate over the ongoing migrations, the
actual processes and their consequences, both immediate and longer term, are not well understood. In order to
better grasp the realities of contemporary global migration and deliberate over potential responses at the national,
cross national and local levels, there is an urgent need for deeper and more critical exploration of how particular
urban contexts and urban policies shape immigrant incorporation, and how immigrants in turn transform the cities
in which they settle. This panel proposes to begin such a conversation by bringing original research and grounded
evidence to bear on this important debate of our times.
Key Words: refugees, Middle East, global migration, displacement

TRACK 7 - LAND USE POLICY AND
GOVERNANCE
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS IN TRACK 7
PART 1 - ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF ZONING IN NEW YORK CITY AND BEYOND: CAN
PROGRESSIVE IDEAS SURVIVE A TIME OF GOVERNMENT AUSTERITY? THE 1916
ORDINANCE AND ZONING IN NYC
Proposal 14 with abstracts 217, 221, 264
Organizer: BAIRD-ZARS, Bernadette [Columbia University] bvb108@columbia.edu
Discussant: SILVER, Christopher [University of Florida] silver2@dcp.ufl.edu
In 1916, New York City approved the nation’s first comprehensive zoning ordinance. That ordinance, and zoning
generally, reflected progressive-era values and the wide acceptance that only an active government could improve
cities. Zoning held out the promise that urban space could be rationally developed to serve the greater public
interest. One hundred years later, government intervention is less popular, yet the formal institution of zoning
abides. How well has this progressive-era reform fared over the past century? The 100th anniversary of the 1916
ordinance is an opportunity to take stock. How do we reconcile strong regulatory state power with contemporary
needs to leverage urban real estate markets to serve public ends? With limited resources, cities increasingly turn to
zoning to achieve social goals. How can planners today critically frame zoning as a strategic instrument for
change? In this panel we present a series of papers that reflect on what is perhaps planning's most powerful and
enduring tool. Largely drawing on new studies of land use in New York City over the life span of the ordinance,
the papers chart zoning’s past, present and future.
Objectives:


Reflect on the practice of zoning, perhaps one of planning's most powerful and enduring tools. Drawing
on new studies of land use, critically chart zoning's past, present and future

PART 2 - ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF ZONING IN NEW YORK CITY AND BEYOND: CAN
PROGRESSIVE IDEAS SURVIVE A TIME OF GOVERNMENT AUSTERITY? THE IMPLICATIONS
OF ZONING BEYOND NYC
Proposal 56 with abstracts 218, 281, 819
Organizer: STAHL, Valerie [ ] valerieestahl@gmail.com
Discussant: LOWERY, Bryce [The Ohio State University] Bryce.c.lowery@ou.edu
In 1916, New York City approved the nation’s first comprehensive zoning ordinance. That ordinance, and zoning
generally, reflected progressive-era values and the wide acceptance that only an active government could improve
cities. Zoning held out the promise that urban space could be rationally developed to serve the greater public
interest. One hundred years later, government intervention is less popular, yet the formal institution of zoning
abides. How well has this progressive-era reform fared over the past century? The 100th anniversary of the 1916
ordinance is an opportunity to take stock. How do we reconcile strong regulatory state power with contemporary
needs to leverage urban real estate markets to serve public ends? With limited resources, cities increasingly turn to
zoning to achieve social goals. How can planners today critically frame zoning as a strategic instrument for
change? In this panel we present a series of papers that reflect on what is perhaps planning's most powerful and

enduring tool. Largely drawing on new studies of land-use in New York City over the life span of the ordinance,
the papers chart zoning’s past, present and future.
Objectives:



Planning process
Planning history

UNDERSTANDING PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: GOVERNANCE, URBAN DEVELOPMENT
AND SPATIAL JUSTICE
Proposal 17 with abstracts 237, 238, 239, 240, 335
Organizer: SCHALLER, Susan [City College of New York] sschaller@ccny.cuny.edu
Discussant: SCLAR, Elliott [Columbia University] eds2@columbia.edu
We aim to begin to build a transnational network of scholars and planning practitioners investigating publicprivate partnerships (PPP) involved in urban design and redevelopment. Entrepreneurial public authorities rely on
the financial capacity as well as the know-how of for-profit and not-for-profit private interests to (re)develop land.
Private cooperation generates relationships and networks, providing resources for public action. These projectbased regimes embody negotiated interests that shape the values, principles and goals guiding redevelopment and
urban design. Depending on their constellation, PPPs may primarily focus on the profitable gains to be generated
through urban space, essentially privatizing benefits. Yet, PPPs might also offer alternative perspectives and new
governance tools, opening political space to imagine new spatial possibilities. We seek to put together a panel of
international cases that dissect the variegated ways PPPs function in different political, institutional and regulatory
contexts. The papers should place the case in relation to concept of the “just city” or “the right to the city.”
Objectives:


To analyze redevelopment PPPs contextually and identify factors that enhance equity outcomes.

RE-MAPPING RACE: CONTEMPORARY SPATIAL PATTERNS OF RACE AND ETHNICITY IN US
CITIES
Proposal 54 with abstracts 746, 854, 879
Organizer/Discussant: SIMPSON, Sheryl Ann [University of California, Davis] ssimpson@ucdavis.edu
This session brings together three major research projects that seek to illuminate the contemporary spatial patterns
of how race and ethnicity still play powerful roles in shaping US cities by introducing new questions and data. In
dialogue with the long history of excluding minority populations in the US, Waldner and Smith’s Cities of Color
project shares 45 underreported cases of recently incorporated majority minority municipalities. Kim’s ethniCITY
project drills down to analyze how specific ethnic identities shape claims to specific parts of Los Angeles in the
midst of residential mobility. Chapple et al’s Urban Displacement Project Toolkit examines how traditional as
well as real-time and crowd-sourced mapping might engage with the public and political process to better predict
and address gentrification in the San Francisco Bay Area. We will also collectively discuss the possibilities and
limitations of cartography to analyze the spatiality of race and ethnicity and how we incorporate mixed methods.
Objectives:




New insights on contemporary urban spatial patterns of race and ethnicity in US cities
Re-considering how we map race and ethnicity in urban planning
Re-considering the sources of data and mixed methods in research about race and ethnicity

LAND USE, LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND MARKETS
Proposal 64 with abstracts 943, 944, 945
Organizer: BALAKRISHNAN, Sai [Harvard University] sbalakrishnan@gsd.harvard.edu
Discussant: POPPER, Frank [Rutgers University] fpopper@rci.rutgers.edu
Around the world, local government land-use planning is in flux. Both due to the increased scale of externalities
generated by urban development (whether it is rapid urbanization in the global south or expanding sprawl in the
global north) and due to the turn to more market-oriented policy regimes, traditional land-use planning
instruments that were used to carry out the public interest have had to adapt to new market conditions. Focusing
on a range of land-use cases ranging from the buying and selling of credits for water quality in Oregon, the
changes in federal tax policy and state redevelopment law and their effects on local economic development in
California, to the trading of development rights as a new fiscal policy for local governments in the Mumbai
region, this panel explores themes such as jurisdictional fragmentation, new sources of local government finance,
and public accountability in local land-use planning.
Objectives:




New instruments in land-use planning in the context of market-oriented policy regimes
Changes in local government law and finance in the context of new economic development pressures
Comparative land use planning

ABSTRACTS IN TRACK 7

THE RECENT WEIRDNESS IN OREGON: PLANNING PERSPECTIVES ON THE SEIZURE OF
MALHEUR WILDLIFE REFUGE
Abstract ID: 29
Roundtable
Organizer/Moderator: ABBOTT, Carl [Portland State University] abbottc@pdx.edu
SELTZER, Ethan [Portland State University] seltzere@pdx.edu
HIBBARD, Michael [University of Oregon] mhibbard@uoregon.edu
LEV, Esther [The Wetlands Conservancy] estherlev@wetlandsconservancy.org
In early 2016, a group of self-identified property rights activists took armed control of the Malheur Wildlife
Refuge in southeastern Oregon. The occupation lasted forty-one days before state and federal officials arrested the
participants. It disrupted Harney County and the small town of Burns, damaged cultural resources of the Paiute
tribe, interrupted conservation work, and ended with the death of one of the occupiers.
This roundtable is an effort by longtime Oregon planning scholars and environmental activists to provide
perspective on the episode. We want to explore the occupation in the specific context of southeastern Oregon and
in the larger context of the changing economy and society of the rural West.
Michael Hibbard, Emeritus Professor of Planning, Public Policy, and Management at the University of Oregon is
deeply knowledgeable about the changing dynamics of rural resource economies and the challenges and
opportunities for new approaches to rural planning in Oregon and around the world.
Ethan Seltzer, Professor of Urban Studies and Planning at Portland State University, has published extensively on
issues of regional planning in the Pacific Northwest. Along with Michael Hibbard, he was an organizer of

“Toward One Oregon: Rural-Urban Interdependence and the Evolution of a State,” a multi-faceted project that
involved a conference, a book, and a number of community dialogues around the state.
Esther Lev is the director of The Wetlands Conservancy in Portland, and has been working on issues of
environmental protection and restoration for more than two decades. The Wetlands Conservancy has been
developing successful partnerships with landowners, land managers, and environmental groups around the state,
including the Harvey Basin.
Carl Abbott, who will serve as moderator, is Emeritus Professor of Urban Studies and Planning at Portland State
University. He has written extensively about the relationships between metropolitan growth, rural change, and
regional planning, and will draw on this work to discuss the economic, political, and cultural divides within
Oregon that frame the Malheur issues.
We hope to stimulate discussion around several key questions:
• What are the specific circumstances that made Malheur Wildlife Refuge and Harney County the focus of antigovernment action? How accurately did the occupiers, from other states, read the history and politics of Oregon?
• Is Oregon equipped, through formal planning institutions and/or private initiative, to address underlying
problems?
• How do the specific issues in Harvey County resonate in other parts of Oregon, the Pacific Northwest, and the
West more generally?
• What lessons can other planners, public officials, and nonprofit organizations in other states and regions draw
from the Oregon experience?
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HOW WE CAN GET SMART ABOUT INDIGENOUS PLANNING – FROM PRINCIPLES TO
PRACTICE
Abstract ID: 42
Roundtable
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Indigenous cultural and economic resurgence, internationally, are prompting a voracious appetite for
understanding the principles and practice of Indigenous planning, set against a backdrop of reconciliation between
non-Indigenous and Indigenous peoples. This roundtable will address Indigenous planning, what it means, why it
matters, and by whom it is put into practice. Roundtable participants will synthesize and assess the state of
knowledge on the emergent paradigm of Indigenous planning, including how the paradigm is framed in
scholarship and specific examples of its application and innovation in planning practice across the USA, Canada,
New Zealand, and Australia. Two of the roundtable participants will briefly address the question: What does
Indigenous planning mean as a concept, and what are its principal facets? Three others will respond to the
question, each using a recent example of planning practice from their nation: How is Indigenous planning being
put into practice? The final two roundtable participants will address the question: In what ways can nonIndigenous and Indigenous planners, both academics and practitioners, support Indigenous planning within their
spheres of influence? Time will also be allocated to audience participation and debate among roundtable
participants. With some planning schools across all four countries now offering specific courses in Indigenous
planning, and others offering full specializations in the sub-field, assembling this roundtable of leading
international planning scholars (and scholar-practitioners) presents an opportunity to take stock of the states of
knowledge and practice, and also encourage audience participants to consider how they might introduce
Indigenous planning content to their educational or research programs. For practitioners and researchers of
planning the roundtable will be an excellent way to discuss how Indigenous planning is being applied
internationally, de-mystifying what remains for some a complex cultural terrain of professional practice.
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DO REGULATIONS CONSTRAIN HOUSING PRODUCTION? AN ANALYSIS OF ZONING AND
TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT IN LOS ANGELES
Abstract ID: 54
Individual Paper Submission
GABBE, Charles [University of California, Los Angeles] cj@cjgabbe.com, presenting author
Many economists, urban planners, and environmentalists argue for urban densification based on efficiency, equity
and/or environmental rationales. But, while we know that regulations commonly hinder housing production, there
are gaps in the scholarly literature about how specific zoning requirements affect new housing development. In
this paper, I analyze (1) if density restrictions constrain multifamily housing production, and (2) which regulations
shape multifamily development near rail transit.
I combine a regression approach with a case study of new residential development near four rail stations in Los
Angeles. I first create a citywide dataset of new housing units, regulations, amenities, accessibility, and other
neighborhood characteristics by Census tract. I specify negative binomial regression models of multifamily
housing production citywide, in neighborhoods within a half-mile of a transit station, and in neighborhoods
farther away from a transit station. Citywide, I find a strong positive association between high-density zoning and

multifamily production. For every additional acre in which high-density apartments were allowed, there was
between 2.1% (TOD tracts) and 3.3% (non-TOD tracts) more multifamily built. There is also largely a positive
relationship between upzoning and multifamily production. Citywide and in non-TOD tracts, for every additional
acre upzoned, multifamily production rose by 2.4% and 2.7% respectively. There was no significant relationship
between upzoning and housing development in TOD neighborhoods.
I use the case study to examine more closely how zoning and housing development are related. I pilot an approach
that provides more detailed comparisons between regulations and actual building characteristics than currently
available in the literature. I analyze the land use entitlement process and documents for recent residential
developments in Los Angeles's oldest transit-oriented development planning area, and by interviewing local
planners and developers active in the area. In the four Vermont/Western rail station areas, most recent
developments met or exceeded the baseline zoning limits. The average development was built at 132% of the
baseline allowable residential density, 107% of the allowable floor area ratio, and 102% of the allowable height.
The average development included the minimum number of parking spaces, and slightly more open space than
required. To exceed the baseline limits, developers primarily used state-mandated density bonus incentives. This
is evidence that a set of zoning provisions constrain multifamily housing production, and that developers would
build more densely if land use regulations were more permissive. If densification near transit is the goal of
policymakers, I recommend that cities ease baseline density limits in these areas, and state governments adopt
policies, if needed, to supersede exclusionary local regulations.
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THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE IN COORDINATING LAND
USE PLANNING
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GRANT, Jill [Dalhousie University] jill.grant@dal.ca, presenting author
TAYLOR, Amanda [Ta'an Kwäch'än Council] ataylor@taan.ca, co-author
WHEELER, Christina [Dalhousie University] christinakwheeler@gmail.com, co-author
Based on interviews with over 90 planners in five Canadian city-regions, we explore the real politics of the
planning work environment to understand how leadership and power may affect planners' ability to coordinate
land use planning activities in a context of sometimes divergent departmental priorities and multiple political
jurisdictions. Canadian communities today have large numbers of plans to manage, complicating the task of
coordinating objectives (Burns and Grant 2014; Taylor and Grant 2015). Hatzopoulou and Miller (2008) note that
institutional relationships may affect planning integration. Others describe the challenges of departmentalization
(Argote et al. 2000) and lack of trust (Willem and Buelens 2007) within and among governments. We explore
how practitioners socially construct power relationships in the organizations and networks within which they
operate as they work with others to coordinate sometimes contradictory policies. What role does leadership and
organizational structure play in shaping interactions and advancing priorities? How do formal and informal

networks and linkages influence outcomes? The paper sheds new light on planners' perceptions about the way that
institutional arrangements affect their practice.
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IS URBAN SPRAWL ASSOCIATED WITH SOCIAL INEQUALITY?
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Individual Paper Submission
TIAN, Guang [University of Utah] guang.tian@utah.edu, presenting author
Urban sprawl is well known as the urban expansion in the form of low density, segregated uses, and leapfrog or
scattered developments. Some studies argue that there are some benefits of those kinds of developments. For
example, sprawl can reduce congestion by shifting road and highway demand to less congested routes and away
from core areas. Sprawl can provide more affordable housing due to the cheap land. However, there are more
studies that show a lot of negative impacts of urban sprawl including higher vehicle miles traveled (VMT), more
emissions and energy consumptions, higher facility rate, lower physical activity level, higher obesity rate, etc.
People living in sprawl areas are highly dependent on automobiles to access resources and opportunities. This
may be a problem for certain socioeconomic groups, like low income and low automobile ownership people.
Urban sprawl may be not affordable for them. There are very few studies about the social impacts of urban
sprawl. Ewing et al. (2016) tested the impact of urban sprawl on upward mobility and found that upward mobility
is significantly higher in compact areas than sprawling areas. What are the other social impacts of urban sprawl?
Based on these observations, I ask the question – is urban sprawl associated with social inequality or segregation?
In this study, I propose to test the relationship between urban sprawl and social inequality in metropolitan areas in
the U.S. I will use the compactness/sprawl index developed by Ewing and Hamidi (2014) to measure the urban
form and Equality of Opportunity database developed by Chetty et al. (2014) to measure social capital, income
segregation, racial segregation, and other social issues. It is not the goal of this study to tell whether urban sprawl
causes social inequality or not. Instead, this study aims to examine whether urban sprawl is associated with the
social inequality.
The results of this study will help planners and policymakers to better understand the impacts of built
environment on social equality. Policies proposed to improve social equality tend to emphasize education and
health care, rarely considering neighborhood and built environment (Corak, 2013; Rothwell & Massey, 2015).
This is particularly an important factor for urban areas in the US that are experiencing population growth and
developing countries that are rapidly urbanizing.
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CAMPUS PLANNING AT THE CROSSROADS
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author
HAJRASOULIHA, Amir [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] ahajraso@calpoly.edu, coauthor
RIGGS, William [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] wriggs@calpoly.edu, co-author
Campus planning is a unique aspect of professional practice. While there are many similarities with municipal
planning, both campus planners and the communities that host colleges and universities need to make the most of
important differences that distinguish campus planning. This paper develops a framework for understanding
campuses within the context of their missions and their settings. It addresses both internal factors that affect
campus design, such as learning environments, residential settings, and campus ecosystems; external
relationships, such as surrounding districts and campus-community partnerships; and connectivity at the towngown interface, particularly infrastructure and mobility.
Studying campus planning is particularly timely as traditional place-based models of higher education are
challenged by new technologies that claim to replace much face-to-face learning. Concerns about student success,
social justice on campuses, climate change, and the advent of the autonomous vehicle are also challenging campus
planners and their communities.
The primary purpose of the research is to develop a framework that explains what we know about the factors and
forces that affect campus planning, and ultimately, the success of their students and educational institutions.
Information sources include comparative research, case studies, and databases, such as the Carnegie Classification
of Institutions of Higher Education. The published literature about campus planning has taken two primary forms:
case studies (e.g., articles in Planning for Higher Education, or in anthologies like Perry and Wiewel, 2005), and
professional manuals on how to do campus planning (e.g., Dober 1996, Dalton 2015) – with only occasional
efforts at synthesis (e.g., Hajrasouliha 2015).
Universities with academic programs in planning offer a unique opportunity to both engage in and study campus
planning. Planning faculty and students may provide guidance through their involvement in the planning process;
engage students directly through campus-based studios, independent study, and capstone projects; and/or conduct
research regarding the process, or key dimensions of it, such as sustainability or mobility. This paper will include
several examples of campus planning cases in which academic planning program faculty and/or students have
been involved directly in shaping the process and outcomes.
Based on the assessment of research to date, the authors then induce key lessons for professional practice for both
campus and community planners and recommend areas for more systematic study.
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CASTLES IN THE AIR: TRANSFERABLE DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS AND THE PRIVATIZATION
OF ZONING IN NEW YORK CITY
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ideas survive a time of government austerity? Part 1 The 1916 Ordinance and Zoning in NYC
SCLAR, Elliott [Columbia University] eds2@columbia.edu, presenting author
At its inception, the intention behind the creation of urban zoning was clear: permit state regulatory power to
order the teeming density of people and land uses that had become the American city. While intentionality was
clear, practice was always more complicated: zoning practice was never purely regulatory. Instead practice was an
uneasy compromise between the desires of the market participants driving urban real estate values and
progressive era policy makers seeking to regulate the market’s shape and direction to better serve the public
interest. For much of the last century that compromise informed the newly born planning profession’s efforts to
shape building codes, building uses and building bulk. The goal was always to reconcile resident needs for light
and air, building safety and separation from noxious land uses. Beginning in the closing decades of the 20th
century that compromise unraveled. As center cities began losing population and economic base to surrounding
suburbs post World War II, new regulatory compromises shifted the zoning balance away from market regulation
and towards market incentivization. By the close of the last century incentive zoning came to dominate the zoning
process. No longer were progressive era concerns with enhanced overall social welfare primary. Instead these
became secondary to a newly found primary concern with center city economic development, which in turn
became conflated with real estate development. Nowhere has this shift been more apparent than in New York
City. Using its historic experience as case material, the shift is analyzed as an exercise in the institutional
transformation of regulatory policy. Using conceptual approaches derived from institutional economics and
focusing on the historic evolution of incentive zoning, and transferable development rights, the implications of
this transformation of zoning policy for the practice and pedagogy of urban planning are explored. For all intents
and purposes this institutional change has effectively resulted in the privatization of zoning. Privatization here
means that the zoning policy process is larger dictated by the needs of the development industry. Social welfare
concerns are secondary. This institutional transformation of zoning is in accord with the large change in the
dominant public policy debate away from progressive notions of service to the public interest and towards
neoliberal beliefs that markets invariably know best when it comes to matters of social governance.
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THE PRIVATE HOME IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL AND PLANNING DISCOURSES, 19091929
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The detached individual home—a home occupied by a single household and separated from its neighbors by
privately owned greenery on all sides—has for decades played a special role in the American imagination. This
home has been explicitly or implicitly romanticized by a long line of American intellectuals. Today, the detached
single-family home remains the most popular form of housing in the United States, constituting about two-thirds
of all American dwelling units. This share significantly exceeds what we find in other Western nations, such as
those of Europe, although European levels of industrialization and urbanization are roughly similar to those in the
United States (Hirt 2013, 2014). The US distinction comes not only from the predominance of detached homes in
far-out suburbs and ex-urbs; American cities also stand apart from their European brethren. Whereas the
percentage of detached homes in Europe’s largest metropolitan areas tends to be in the single digits, in New York,
this type of home comprises about one-third of all occupied dwellings; in Chicago, about half; and in Pittsburgh,
over two-thirds of all units. This paper posits that the fascinating thing about the American detached home is not
so much how it first became a primary architectural element of the urban composition, but how it remained so,
even after significant pressures on land prices piled up on fast-growing and fast-industrializing American cities of
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Why did the detached home not wane in American metropolitan nodes as it
did in the large cities of Europe? The paper seeks to highlight how ideas embraced by US professional
organizations aided this phenomenon. These ideas favored government interventions to promote a certain type of
housing. Specifically, I refer to the package of US government interventions that Stern (2009) calls policies of
“housing exceptionalism” or “residential exceptionalism.”
My interest is in the intellectual foundation of the single-family housing exceptionalism policies that developed in
the United States. As Von Hoffman (1998) and others have shown, America’s leading urban reformers and, more
broadly, the educated classes had already come to a consensus that the detached home was the best form of
housing by the late 1800s. But it was in the early 1900s that urban reformers worked most energetically to sell the
vision of the detached home as the supreme type of habitat for the American masses and, therefore, as worthy of
systematic and multi-level government intervention. I turn to the discourses of American built-environment
professionals, such as architects, housing reformers and urban planners (in short, “the experts”), who during the
early decades of the 20th century shaped the trajectory of modern-day American housing policy in significant
ways. The paper is based on analysis of the experts’ discourses roughly between 1909 and 1930, as these
discourses were recorded at the annual conventions of the National Conference on City Planning, the American
Institute of Architects and the National Housing Association.
My claim is that the experts told a story—a story of text and images. Like other good, persuasive planning stories
(Throgmorton 1996), theirs had a plot, a protagonist, and a perspective. The authors of the story—the collective
body of early 20th century experts—used these rhetorical devices effectively. I analyze some of the experts’ key
argumentative strategies, including plot, protagonists, antagonists and perspective.
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AN UNEQUAL GEOGRAPHY OF EXCEPTIONS: ZONING VARIANCES AND SPECIAL PERMITS
IN NYC, 1998-2015
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New York City's 1916 comprehensive ordinance set the stage for a nationwide love affair with regulating land
use, cementing zoning as a key tool of urban development. Existing literature describes how zoning is a valueladen process (Hirt 2015) that interacts with property markets (Fischel 2014) and reinforces existing power
structures (Boyer 1986). Despite its faults, zoning remains one of the few tools local governments in the U.S.
have to achieve a range of policy goals, from fostering social and economic inclusion to creating affordable
housing. Few studies in planning scholarship have gone beyond the rules themselves to look at the messiness of
implementation. While exceptions to the zoning code appear to exist only at the margins of practice, in actuality,
variances and special permits embody land regulation in action. How do exceptions amplify institutional and
social discrepancies across the city, specifically in terms of access to the planning process?
This paper examines the use of zoning variances and special permits in New York City between 1998 and 2015.
Working from a newly-assembled database of over 7500 entries filed with the Board of Standards and Appeals
and US Census data, the paper shows that exceptions to the zoning code have heterogeneous yet structured
impacts on the urban environment. Through the use of descriptive statistics and geographic analysis, the paper
shows how exceptions to the rules reinforce an uneven geography of development and highlight discrepancies in
access to the planning apparatus. More specifically, five storylines emerged in the use of variances and special
permits in NYC: single-family expansions, manufacturing to residential conversions, increasing residential
density, responding to natural disasters, and conflicts between regulatory departments. The empirical examples
align with existing theories of how urban change occurs in tangent with market pressures, governance priorities,
and the collective capacity of specific neighborhoods (Sampson 2012).
The distribution of variances and special permits across the city ultimately demonstrates inequalities in access to
regulating institutions, echoing other forms of zoning. By starting with the patterns of implementation, this paper
offers a retrospective approach to planning ideas as well as a potential model for examining planning practice. To
form a more complete picture of how ad hoc regulatory actions shape the urban environment, variances and other
exceptions should be problematized for planning practitioners, students and scholarship. This paper is the first in a
larger research project responding to this challenge.
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PUBLIC PRIVATE SYNERGIES: RECONCEIVING URBAN REDEVELOPMENT IN TUEBINGEN,
GERMANY TO PRODUCE A MORE JUST CITY?
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Spatial Justice
SCHALLER, Susanna [The City College of New York] sschaller@ccny.cuny.edu, presenting author
The public private partnership (PPP) relationship organized to redevelop the Franzoesische Viertel and the
Loretto Areal in Tuebingen, Germany points to a well-calibrated urban regeneration strategy. Beginning in the
1990s, Tuebingen embarked on a redevelopment adventure, which has been recognized for its strategic approach
to Brownfield areas. Paying attention to the particularities of context (Sagalyn 2007; Blanco 2013), this paper
examines the redevelopment of former military installations. When the French vacated the barracks and training
grounds (148 acres) in the 1990s, the City seized the opportunity to declare the area an urban renewal site with
specific regulatory parameters to secure public benefits; it then created a PPP arrangement in which the public
sector maintained a strong hand throughout all of the development phases. This created a positive synergy
between the regulatory authority, administrative and fiscal capacity of the local state and private sector and
community entrepreneurialism. This paper asks how the case holds up against Feinstein's (2010) "just city"
criteria.
In an era of austerity, bolstering tax bases has been a priority for public authorities both in the US and Europe
(Brenner 2004); consequently, urban development strategies have focused on creating more 'livable cities' to offer
amenities to higher income consumer markets (Florida 2006). Cities, thus, devised urban design and management
strategies to harness their competitive advantage (Porter, 1995): aesthetically rich, architecturally diverse, and
walkable districts. Planners in the US and Europe also looked to smart growth, new urbanism and transit-oriented
development to stem further sprawl and suburbanization. Much of this development is driven by entrepreneurial
PPPs to reinvent downtowns as well as neighborhood districts and to restructure remaining Brownfield areas.
Moreover, 'successful' cities have shared best practices in place-making, but this place-making increasingly results
in policy convergence and monotony, homogeneity and the suppression of diversity in the urban fabric (Fainstein
2005; Zukin, 2011). As a result of such trends, Andreas Feldtkeller, the lead planner in Tuebingen, warned, cities
are losing their ability to fulfill an integrative function (Feldtkeller 1994, 2001); instead these projects contribute
to the further fragmentation of urban space (Harvey 2005; 2008). Drawing on Jacobs (1961), Feldtkeller proffers,
that successful integrative urban environments require a complex understanding of diversity created through a
"close-grained" planning strategy (Jacobs 1961; Feldtkeller, 2001). He, further, argues that public sector planners
have a crucial role to play in guiding development, especially through the control over land (Feldtkeller, 2001).
The Tuebingen urban renewal plan articulated clear public goals, managed the controlled sale of smaller land
parcels to cooperative building groups, mandated mixed-use at the building level to support local economic
activity and paid attention to the design of the public realm and semi-private open spaces (Feldtkeller, 2001; Paetz
& Soehlke, 2001). This paper's aim, following Sagalyn's (2007) advice, is threefold: 1) to deconstruct the PPP,
identifying public and private actors and their roles at different stages in the process; 2) to dissect the financing
strategies, homing in on the ways public and private monies flowed into the project at different phases; and 3) to
critically relate the project to Feinstein's (2005, 2010) discussion of the just city, analytically separating out
democracy, equity and diversity as criteria to assess this planning approach both with regard to the decisionmaking processes shaping the project and to some of the substantive outcomes.
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Within US cities PPPs consisting of government agencies and for-profit developers have been driven by the
profit-driven goals of the private partners. In sharp contrast Singapore’s PPPs are state-dominated and aligned
with general policy goals. They exist for both residential and commercial projects. As elsewhere they are project
specific and oriented toward promoting economic development. State land ownership and capital contributions,
however, limit the leeway of the private partners, and the impetus for the project as a rule comes from public
agencies.
This paper will examine three Singapore projects:
1. The Telok Ayer district in Singapore represents an intentional effort by the Economic Development Board
(EDB) and the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) to cultivate a hub of “creative industries” involving ICT firms,
designers, music and film producers, advertising agencies, etc. Telok Ayer’s designation as a heritage site and the
consequent preservation of its structures underpinned its appeal. Government initiative and design guidelines
provided the framework for its success, but its mix of industries was not the result of deliberate planning.
2. Jurong West—a “second downtown”—is a complex integrated center of housing estates, offices, retail outlets,
new-industry complexes (e.g., bio-engineering and info-technology), an expanding university center (Nanyang
Technological University—NTU), ample parklands, and a transport hub that will in the future anchor both a
cross-island express transit line and the terminus for the Kuala Lumpur-Singapore high-speed rail.
3. In the eastern part of Singapore, state-owned enterprises are the principal components of an extensive project.
They include the campus of the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD), the Singapore Expo
Convention Center, Changi Business Park and the expanding Changi Airport as well as new public and private
housing estates.
In relation to principles of justice—defined here as equity, democracy, and diversity--the projects ensure that
benefits will be realized by the public sector. The Urban Renewal Authority receives a land rent, causing
increases in land values to revert to the public. Inexpensive public transport further contributes to equity. The
newly constructed areas on the east and west include both private condominiums and large tracts of public
housing (HDB), which build on Singapore’s established commitment to publicly managed, subsidized housing,
with individual households owning their own units and a requirement for ethnic diversity in each structure.
Failures of equity, however, are involved in the lack of rights for the foreign construction workers building the
projects, while the exclusion of the public from the planning process constitutes a failure of democracy. In sum,
then, PPPs in Singapore show that public land ownership gives the public sector much more control over the
distribution of benefits within PPPs, but at the same time the government’s decision making, for better and worse,
is relatively unchecked.
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South Street Seaport, the historical merchant port of New York located at the southern tip of Manhattan, is subject
of a massive redevelopment scheme. As local actors, residents, associations and even local political organizations
and representatives oppose the new vision for the area, Howard Hughes, the developer, in partnership with the
Economic Development Corporation of the City of New York, so far has imposed his own historical narrative of
the place, selectively drawing on historical memories and incorporating elements of the still existing urban fabric.
As Gordon explains in his writing (1997), memory carries traces of past temporal and spatial relations that can be
traced to present time. Indeed, some of these projects’ histories can be traced back to layers of negotiations,
decisions, conflicts, events, plans, etc. However, when a new developer or agency takes over a site for urban
redevelopment, these traces of history are often selected or left behind: either because the developer uses the
pieces, consciously obliterates them or because transmission of history does not occur. However, memories play
an important role as they allow to look back, reflecting on the different layers leading to the present. History,
constituted through stories, rooted in memories are part of the immaterial dimension and narrations of the built
environment. They make for the “History” of the place, shed light on whose stories and memories get placed in
the forefront and “contribute to transform and reproduce major ideological and structural conditions that mediate
the everyday lives of individuals and communities (Dickinson and Aiello, 2016: 1295)
This paper looks at how the immaterial dimension (through memories and history) affects the production of space
and the public realm. It examines to what extend this process does in fact participate in a marketing and
communication strategy (Denning, 2005) aimed at attracting a certain category of social profiles. The paper
argues that the storytelling process (Salmon, 2007) being used by the developer risks the possibility that alternate
histories, memories and its social fabric fade away, creating a space of exclusion. It raises the question of private
intervention vs. collective ownership and entitlement (Blomley, 2004). The paper is grounded in qualitative
research based on the analysis of official documents, field observations and discourses and representations drawn
from in-depth interviews with key stakeholders. Looking at the immaterial dimension embedded in the urban
environment and how the predominance of private interests might shape it, brings important insights for planners
and urban designers regarding the political production of space. Namely, it sheds light on the necessity to better
take into account this dimension (memories, values and history) in order to prevent ruptures, discontinuities and
exclusion in new redevelopment projects.
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PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS, AFFORDABLE HOUSING POLICY AND THE RIGHT TO
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This paper explores the appearance and outcomes associated with adoption of the public-private partnership (PPP)
mechanism in Brazil's affordable housing sector. It is based on the case study of a PPP recently implemented in
the city of São Paulo - Casa Paulista. Findings draw from primary data based on interviews with public officials,
developers and local community members between 2013 and 2015. Secondary data include policy documents and
media reports. Broadly defined, PPPs consist of cooperative agreements between public and private entities for
the provision of public goods and services. Contemporary PPPs are associated with economic scenarios of fiscal
austerity and shrinking public resources and aim to leverage private investments and incorporate business
practices for program delivery. PPP proponents argue that private financing can help overcome growing
infrastructure gaps, boost national economies and grant market efficiency to the public sector. Critics contend
such model involves the use of very complex contracts, for which governance and accountability measures follow
a corporate logic that can restrict social control over program scope and management. Due to these changes in
financing and accountability rules and procedures, Shaoul (2005) argues that PPPs have facilitated the transfer of
resources away from the general citizenry and to private elites. These arguments put into question PPP's ability to
enable urban infrastructure and service provision in a way that addresses ongoing social and geographical
inequality. This debate is central to urban theory and practice concerned with the fulfillment of land and
property's social function and the development of planning models revolving around the concept of social justice
(Fainstein 2010). PPPs were introduced to Brazil in the 2000s to support large-scale infrastructure projects. Casa
Paulista is Brazil's first affordable housing PPP. In programmatic terms it follows the federal program My Home
My Life (PMCMV), implemented in 2009 to finance production of new housing units, which are commercialized
for first-time homebuyers at affordable mortgage rates. This large-scale program has funded over three million
housing units nationwide until 2014, but is also associated with rising social and spatial segregation (Rolnik et al.
2015). It is argued that PMCMV has favored the business expansion of large-scale development firms that, thanks
to federal-level institutional reform and market deregulation, were injected with private financial capital through
initial public offerings (IPOs) in Brazil's stock exchange. According to this view, PMCMV offered the public
financing necessary for capitalized companies to expand their businesses towards the affordable market sector,
however without commitment to a view of affordable housing as a platform for further social and economic
inclusion (Shimbo 2014). Following PMCMV's approach, the state of São Paulo launched Casa Paulista in 2012
with the aim of producing around 20,000 affordable housing units in the city of São Paulo's historic downtown
area and surrounding neighborhoods. The difference between these programs is that Casa Paulista sought to
leverage new sources of private financing. Research findings indicate that Casa Paulista did not leverage private
investments at the originally intended rate and has relied primarily on traditional funding sources. Still, during the
modeling stage, state actors worked in a way to attract large-scale real estate developers with access to financial
capital, while presenting lower levels of engagement with small-scale developers. Due to such a practice this
paper argues that the state has favored the financialized sector of the real estate market, hindering competitiveness
and market innovation potential. Similarly, little was done to address the local population's concern for more
participation during the policy design stage. This outcome is in line with criticisms that PPPs can reinforce state-

market alliances while marginalizing local communities, limiting local group's ability to benefit from such
endeavors (Miraftab 2004).
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Vacant land is a significant issue in virtually every country across the globe. The urban studies literature is full of
descriptions of and prescriptions for vacant land and abandoned structures (VLAS). Vacant land (VL) can be
described as dead space, derelict landscape, and/or wasteland. Simultaneously, abandoned structures (AS) are
typically considered symbols of neglect and decline (Accordino & Johnson, 2000). Prescriptions are equally
abundant. VL can be transformed into green infrastructure, implemented with public space or urban agriculture.
Alternatively, land with AS can be redeveloped into urban villages or individual parcels suitable for commercial
or residential development. As insightful as these descriptions and prescriptions are, they signify that vast swaths
of space exist in urban areas whose potential is being limited (Schindler, 2014). An important first step to
alleviate this condition would be determining just how much and what kind of urban VLAS exist.
In cities rapidly growing in population and expanding their political borders (e.g. Orlando, Florida) or cities with
fixed boundaries that may be depopulating (e.g. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), existing VLAS can be a key
competitive asset for urban growth. Information on U.S. urban VLAS remains imprecise. There have been no
comprehensive, systematic studies assessing these conditions in over 15 years (Pagano & Bowman, 2000) and
prior to that, in nearly a quarter century (Neidercorn & Hearle, 1964; Northam, 1971). Consequently, current
national data on amounts of VLAS do not exist. This research seeks to rectify this condition by reporting the
results of a national survey on urban vacancy in large American cities. The survey was designed to inform urban
practitioners and scholars about the current supply and characteristics of urban VLAS. Of interest are the amount,
condition, designation, types, and causes of increases or decreases of urban VLAS.
This study presents a current inventory of vacant land and structural abandonment in the urban United States.
Using survey data, it analyzes vacant land trends by region and city type. Nationally, an average 16.7% of large
U.S. cities’ land area is considered vacant, with approximately 4% of city addresses unoccupied. The ratio of
vacant land to city size has increased by 1.3 percentage points since 1998 but decreased by 3 percentage points
since 1963. Regional variations exist in both the amount and kind of vacant land, suggesting that any ameliorative

actions should be designed to fit specific conditions. Cities also reported that most vacant parcels are small, odd
shaped, and disconnected, making them difficult to regenerate. Disinvestment, suburbanization and annexation
are the primary causes of increases in vacant land supply while growing local economies, population in-migration,
and city policies tend to help reduce the amount of vacant land.
Over the past several decades, metropolitan areas globally have engaged in a multitude of initiatives aimed at
upgrading urban form, infrastructure, services and land use regulation in an effort to create better environmental,
social and economic conditions while enhancing cities' attractiveness and competitiveness. If this trend of
increased VL continues, some urban areas may begin to experience problems such as blighted blocks, high
maintenance costs, and uncollectable taxes. Older neighborhoods may become distressed unless approaches
seeking to improve properties and regenerate blocks are implemented. In other cities however, increased VL may
simply signify an abundance of greenfields suitable for future development. Ultimately a city’s fate depends on
the kind of VL it has at its disposal, the strength of the local economy, and the policies the city enacts. A
comprehensive inventory study like this one helps to advance both research and practice in urban land policy.
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THE GERMANIFICATION OF AMERICAN ZONING
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FISCHLER, Raphaël [McGill University] raphael.fischler@mcgill.ca, presenting author
Many still believe that zoning was imported to the US from Germany. It is true that American planning pioneers,
for instance those who fought for the adoption of zoning in New York City in the 1910s, referred to German
planning as a precedent that ought to be emulated. The “import” thesis was consecrated in Thomas Logan’s
classic article on “the Americanization of German Zoning” (Logan 1976) and has been repeated in countless
historical accounts. However, several historians of North-American planning (for instance, Fischler on Montréal,
Toronto and New York City, and Kolnik on Los Angeles) have documented the adoption of land-use regulations
before the advent of comprehensive zoning (Fischler 2000, 2007, 2013; Kolnik 2008). They have shown that the
largest North-American cities had zoning codes on their books, albeit partial ones in most cases, before New York
City adopted the first comprehensive code in 1916. (The municipality of Westmount, a suburb of Montréal, had a
comprehensive zoning code seven years before New York City did.) Despite the frequency and intensity of
transatlantic exchanges, land-use regulation in North America was largely home-grown; from the middle of the
19th century on, it grew more substantively and geographically comprehensive.
In this paper, I build on my earlier work on the history zoning in North America, on the work of colleagues
(especially that of Sonia Hirt [2014]) and on new research on primary sources from the 1900s and 1910s. When
we broaden the focus from New York City to a larger set of North American cities, the evidence shows that the
reference to Germany, which was especially important in the campaign to adopt zoning in New York City, was
not necessary from a functional perspective; i.e., German zoning was not a basis for American and Canadian
zoning. Rather, the German example was useful from a political perspective; i.e., the reference was used to try

and convince the North-American public and its elected officials that a comprehensive approach, already
advocated by Olmsted, Burnham and others, was needed and that the constraints of law and jurisprudence ought
to be lifted to make it possible. In short, the reference to German planning was more a rhetorical ploy in the battle
for planning than a practical proposal in policy-making. North-American zoning was the product of several
decades of local experimentation and innovation, and references to German efficiency served to legitimate public
intervention in capitalist urban development.
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RACIAL BIAS IN ZONING: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FROM DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA, 19262014
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WHITTEMORE, Andrew [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] awhittem@ad.unc.edu, presenting author
Researchers have had difficulty articulating the role of race in zoning decisions, despite zoning’s evident
influence on segregation. This paper examines the initial 1926 zoning of Durham, North Carolina, and then uses
City Council Minutes’ documentation of subsequent zoning matters to present evidence of racial bias in the city’s
zoning since then. In order to quantitatively measure the role of race in the city’s zoning decisions, research
involved recording the locations and dates of two types of more insulating zoning actions and two types of more
exploitative zoning actions. It finds that the insulating actions – actions that kept high residential density and
potentially noxious uses out of neighborhoods - were usually more common in White-majority census tracts. It
also finds that the exploitative action types – actions that introduced higher residential density and potentially
noxious uses into neighborhoods - were usually more common in non-White census tracts. The quantitative
evidence, considered in light of further qualitative evidence gathered from city council minutes, shows that zoning
has given greater protection to White neighborhoods. The paper thus suggests a theory of race’s role in zoning,
wherein planners and legislators more consistently treat White neighborhoods according to their social, or use
value, while treating African-American neighborhoods more according to the exchange value of the land they
occupy.
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RECLAIMING VANCOUVER CHALLENGES OF RESTRUCTURING, RESILIENCE AND
SUSTAINABILITY IN THE TRANSNATIONAL METROPOLIS
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This roundtable brings together academics who have studied the trajectory of Vancouver, Canada’s planning
legacy. The discussion will focus on the city’s evolving approach to urban planning and development and the
growing tension between sustainability, livability, and social justice. These issues are central to current urban
studies discourses and planning debates. Vancouver’s distinctive experiences of urbanization and urbanism or
“Vancouverism,” has been lauded (and critiqued) by scholars and practitioners as a model for a more sustainable
and walkable urban placemaking. The roundtable will assess this legacy and position it within debates on urban
governance, policy, and planning, and impacts on affordability and quality of life. The global economy and
transnational flows of people and capital has had a disproportionate impact on Vancouver amongst North
American cities. Growing inequalities within the city and the region, the disconnect between housing and labour
markets, the lack of an integrated transportation infrastructure, competing regional and provincial transportation
and economic objectives, questions related to transparency and community involvement in public decisionmaking, and high resource consumption are all counterpoints to the typical narrative on Vancouver.
The panel will be composed of:
Penny Gurstein, Professor and Director of School of Community and Regional Planning (SCARP), UBC, will be
the Moderator and panel discussant on housing affordability and its impact on the Vancouver model. She will
focus on the effect of rising housing costs on livability, and the challenge of creating urban forms that are
sustainable within a housing market that is disconnected from the region’s labour market, and a weak federal,
provincial and municipal regulatory framework to address the problem.
Larry Frank, Professor and Bombardier Chair in Sustainable Transport, SCARP, UBC, will be a panel discussant
on transportation planning in Vancouver. He will discuss how regionalism has been impacted by provincial (state)
interests, increased dominance of a non-urban power base, and adverse impacts on funding for transit, and will
focus on efforts to link active transportation and transit investment and sustainable development with reduced
health care costs, and reduced per capita GHG emissions.
Jordi Honey-Rosés, Assistant Professor, SCARP, UBC, will be a panel discussant on municipal water
management in Metro Vancouver. He will discuss the equity issues pertaining to water pricing that affects the
sustainability goals of the region.
Neal LaMontagne, Adjunct Professor, SCARP, UBC, panel discussant on Vancouver’s governance. He will
discuss Vancouver's discretionary planning system and how an at-large council operating with a unique charter
relationship with the Provincial government and an emphasis on participatory planning has enabled an innovative
approach to regulating development through negotiation and collaborative design practices, including negotiated
value capture to fund public amenities. He will also discuss the state of regional planning in Metro Vancouver and
the shift from a consent/coordination to conformance-centric approach to planning and protecting key resources
including agricultural and industrial lands.
Maged Senbel, Associate Professor, SCARP, UBC, will be panel discussant on urban form, climate change and
public engagement in Vancouver. He will discuss the limitations of the complementarity between the slendertower-podium model and aggressive GHG reduction targets and particularly how the urban form that created

walkable mixed use neighbourhoodds with quality public amenities in reclaimed central city industrial land
became a catalyst for public opposition that derailed development plans in established neighbourhoods with lower
density urban form.
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CREATING SOCIAL VALUE THROUGH INNOVATIVE PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: THE
CASE OF THE RED DOOR SHELTER IN TORONTO
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Spatial Justice
SIEMIATYCKI, Matti [University of Toronto] siemiatycki@geog.utoronto.ca, presenting author
In an era of fiscal austerity, can public-private partnerships be leveraged to finance and deliver much needed
urban social services that contribute to a more just city? The rise of public-private partnerships (PPPs) has been
among the most important trends shaping urban redevelopment and design. PPPs represent a fundamental shift in
the way that large urban redevelopment schemes are planned, financed, governed, delivered and operated
(Sagalyn, 2007). PPPs transform the role of government from a provider of public services into an entrepreneurial
actor within a networked, relationship driven approach to land redevelopment. Over the years urban development
PPPs have been widely critiqued as a form of neoliberal urban governance that prioritizes private profit ahead of
the public interest, contributing to gentrification, greater inequality and social polarization (Harvey, 1989;
Miraftab, 2004).
And yet we are also seeing the emergence of new forms of partnership that more meaningfully attempt to deliver
public benefit through the development of creative mixed-use buildings that combine private market
condominiums, grocery stores and offices with large-scale public schools, recreation centers and cultural facilities
(Siemiatycki, 2015). This paper explores one such example of a PPP to mix a private condominium project and
the Red Door family homeless shelter into the same building as an example of a partnership model to provide
much needed social services in the City of Toronto. Through a series of in-depth interviews with key stakeholders
involved in the project and a review of planning documents, I will identify the factors that motivate the private,
non-profit and public sectors to enter into complex partnerships. Studying the integration of a homeless shelter
into a new private condominium development represents a unique case, and points to important insights for
planners about the political, regulatory and institutional context that make it possible to leverage partnerships to
deliver critical social services.
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PROPERTY RIGHTS ADVOCACY IN WESTERN EUROPE: THE AMBIGUOUS ROLE OF PROMARKET THINK TANKS
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In the U.S. there has been a renewal of public and public policy discourse about property rights. Much of this has
been initiated by pro-market advocacy groups who argue that governmental action has grown both too expansive
and too intrusive; this argument is bolstered by their interpretation of the role of property rights in the U.S.
Constitutional framework.
The discourse from the right has resulted in substantial federal non-action and the adoption of so-called property
rights laws by a majority of the U.S. states. And following the U.S. Supreme Court's 2005 Kelo decision 43 states
adopted state laws intended to blunt Kelo's impact; these actions were directly facilitated by these advocacy
groups.
At the broadest level this level of advocacy is linked to an integrated agenda on the political right which argues
for smaller government, less regulation, lower taxes, flexible labour markets, job creation, strong borders and
anti-immigration. A key component of traditional rightist rhetoric is about the foundational basis of land-based
property rights to assure political freedoms and the functionality of markets.
In Europe, the situation of property rights vis-a-vis the relationship of the individual to government and the
impact on spatial planning is undergoing substantial change. Much of the attention to the reason for this change
has focused on decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, under Article1, Protocol 1 of the European
Convention of Human Rights.
As in the U.S. there exists a large and networked system of think tanks advocating the type of policy agenda
outlined above (for example, the Stockholm Network list over 100 such groups). Preliminary research suggested
that the ideas flowing from these groups was affecting thinking on the ground about the property rights issue.
Further work evidenced a more ambiguous view. There are some think tanks focusing on property rights issues,
while many appeared to not have property rights as a priority in their research and advocacy.
In 2014 interviews were conducted with leading pro-market think tanks in Brussels and London. The types of
questions explored included how and why property rights related policy proposals are being promoted by these
think tanks. This paper is the first presentation of this research to an ACSP audience.
This research relates to planning practice via the public climate for planning. In the U.S. pro-market think tanks
and their activist arms have significantly affected media and public attitudes about plans, regulation and the
acceptability of governmental action. Throughout the 20th century Europe has had a much commodious position
for planning, and as a result much stronger local, regional and national planning, especially spatial
(comprehensive or land use) planning. However, for multiple reasons individual European nations are reassessing
the planning function. To the extent the actions of pro-market think tanks are successful, these actions could
create a public and policy mood which delegitimates planning and contributes to a more market directed (U.S.style) planning process with potentially far reaching results for urban and regional form.
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BEYOND THE PLANS: EVALUATING TARGETED INTERVENTIONS TO INCREASE PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION
Abstract ID: 464
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LOH, Carolyn [Wayne State University] cgloh@wayne.edu, presenting author
For the past three years, the Michigan Municipal League (MML), a local government advocacy group, has
provided technical assistance to local governments to create “PlacePlans.” These placemaking plans are intended
to “[promote] a comprehensive understanding of a community’s place-based assets, and [provide] the tools and
strategies to best leverage them” (MML 2016). The planning process involves significant public visioning and
stakeholder engagement components, and seeks to identify the features that make each client city unique so that
the city can use those features as foci for economic development.
Over the course of the program, MML has provided assistance to 22 cities. The nature of the assistance has varied
over time, and we do not know which types of assistance have been most helpful. In this study, I evaluate which
types of technical assistance were the most effective in helping the cities move from plan to implementation. I
investigate this question using a combination of surveys and interviews of local government planners and officials
and MML staff.
Previous work on implementation suggests that certain factors make implementation more likely. For example, I
expect that assigning a dedicated local staff member to supervise implementation efforts will have a strong effect
on the level of plan implementation. I also that expect cities where MML was able to help generate the most
significant levels of public participation will exhibit greater implementation progress, and that cities with higher
planning capacity in general will have made more implementation progress. But very few studies, if any, have
ever tested the effect of interventions specifically aimed at increasing implementation. The evidence from the
results of this study will help state, regional, and national organizations target the planning assistance they provide
for the greatest impact on the local governments they serve.
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CAN CEDING LAND USE REGULATIONS DELIVER METROPOLITAN PLANNING GOALS? A
SURVEY OF 82 MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SYDNEY METROPOLITAN REGION
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In the context of rapid house price growth and perceived mismatches between housing demand and supply, the
Australian state of New South Wales (NSW), which is home to the Sydney metropolitan region, has introduced a
number of major changes to land use policy and development permitting processes in recent years. Designed to
address perceived regulatory impediments to new development, one important and highly controversial legislative
change, referred to as Part 3A, granted the NSW Minister for Planning discretionary power to determine
residential and mixed use development applications deemed to be of state significance on a merit basis. In effect
from 2005 to 2011, Part 3A enabled developers of applicable projects to bypass local land use planning controls
and, in many instances, negated the need for formal land rezoning. At the time of its introduction, the then
Minister for Planning claimed that the legislation would not only reduce bureaucratic red-tape, but would better
enable the state government to implement the planning strategy for the Sydney metropolitan region (covering 43
local government areas, all with different land use plans) (Parliament of NSW, Legislative Assembly, 2005).
This research examines these claims by asking whether ceding land use regulations worked to support the
delivery of metropolitan planning goals across the Sydney region, including increased overall housing provision
in line with anticipated demand; more compact, transit oriented development forms; and, more diverse and
affordable housing. Through an in-depth analysis of 82 major residential and mixed use developments that were
approved under Part 3A between 2006 and 2011, the paper addresses the following questions: (1) What type of
new housing was approved and built under the legislation and in what locations?; (2) To what extent was this
housing additional to what would have been permitted under local planning schemes?; (3) To what extent did
permitted developments address the housing goals defined in the 2006 Metropolitan Plan for Sydney?
The research uses varied methods, including content analysis and statistical and spatial analysis. An excel based
questionnaire template containing over 40 fields was used to collect consistent information on each development
from a range of sources, including development application and determination documents and scheme marketing
material. The location of development proposals and their progress was analyzed spatially using Geographic
Information Systems. Information collected via the questionnaire template was coded and analyzed to generate
frequencies and descriptive statistics. These were then examined in relation to the qualitative objectives and
numeric targets for housing defined in the 2006 Metropolitan Plan for Sydney.
The preliminary research findings suggest that the approach has enabled higher density infill housing that may not
otherwise have been permitted under local planning schemes. Overall, however, the developments in the sample
are found to perform poorly in relation to some important metropolitan planning goals. These include proximity to
public transport and the inclusion of diverse and affordable housing forms.
While the research provides important evidence to inform ongoing reforms to land use policy in relation to
housing in NSW, the research findings are potentially relevant for other regions seeking to address housing supply
and affordability concerns by loosening development controls. As a counterpoint to the large body of research that
has sought to measure the impact of restrictive land use planning policies and processes on rates and patterns of
new housing development (Mayer and Somerville 2000, Glaeser and Ward 2009, Bramley and Watkins 2014),
this research provides unique evidence of the outcomes of ceding land use regulations to enable market led
housing development, and the potential benefits and risks this approach might hold for achieving common
metropolitan planning goals.
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The effects of urban expansion and population change on vacant land patterns are not fully understood. The
quantity, characteristics, and location of vacant/abandoned urban parcels are not immutable; at any given point, a
vacant parcel can become active, or an active parcel vacant. This fluidity can make vacant/abandoned lots difficult
to study, especially longitudinally. While the majority of previous research documents that depopulation can
result in increased vacant urban areas, there are conflicting findings in regards to the effects of urban expansion.
What remains unclear is whether higher urban elasticity (expansion in size) contributes to increases in urban
vacancies, or the inverse (Bowman & Pagano, 2004; Meligrana, 2007; Rusk, 2006). While elastic cities extend
their boundaries and develop outwardly, inelastic cities contract or stay the same in size and utilize infill
development (Farris, 2001).
This research sought to determine if urban elasticity plays a significant role in contributing to urban vacancy
increases through an exploratory, quasi-experimental longitudinal analysis of vacant address data from 40 U.S.
cities of over 100,000 persons from 2000-2010. We compared the top 20 elastic (boundaries expanded the most)
and inelastic (boundaries contracted the most) cities. While there are more than 200 cities in the U.S. with over
100,000 people, this research sought to compare drastically different cities in regards to growth/contraction. It
was determined to rank each and select the most contradicting circumstances in regards to elasticity in an effort to
assess if it was a significant contributor to urban vacancies.
Since 2008, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has collected vacant addresses data
quarterly based on the United States Postal Service (USPS) mail delivery system. Vacant addresses are defined as
addresses that delivery staffs of USPS urban routes have identified as being vacant (not collecting their mail) for
90 days or longer. Using the HUD vacant address measure insures a uniform application of the concept “vacant”
across the cities thereby increasing the accuracy of the data (Silverman, Yin, & Patterson, 2013). A fixed effects
panel model was developed to observe changes over time and differences in total, residential, and business land
uses. A balanced panel data composed of 240 observations (40 cities over a 6 year time period) was used as the
analytical dataset.
The panel model showed potential as a longitudinal approach to evaluating urban vacancy through a crosssectional and time series approach. Results indicate that aggressive urban expansion can contribute to increased
urban vacancies, specifically in reference to residential land uses. Therefore, elasticity should be included as one
of several causal factors contributing to urban vacancy, and growing cities should also be wary of potential

increases in urban vacancies, not simply shrinking ones. This finding clarifies what had heretofore been a murky
aspect of the urban studies literature. Moreover, since elasticity appears to be a primary cause of increased vacant
addresses it becomes an important tool in manage expanding supplies of urban vacancies. In the U.S., the actions
of governments at all levels have a local impact whether it is federal funding for infrastructure projects that fuel
metropolitan deconcentration or state growth management policies that attempt to contain sprawl. Based on this
findings, growth management policies such as urban growth boundaries and less aggressive annexation could go a
long way in helping alleviate issues involved with excessive urban vacancies.
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Advocates of smart growth and New Urbanism encourage mixed-use developments that place residential and
commercial land uses within close proximity. Changes in real estate development patterns following the boom of
the 2000s and the recovery from the subsequent Global Financial Crisis have in some instances resulted in
increased multifamily home construction, higher-density commercial development near transit centers, and the
construction of mixed-use developments themselves – often supported by specific policy initiatives (Brown,
2015).
This research uses tax assessor data on residential land parcels in Long Beach, California and regression analysis
to analyze how property-level characteristics such as unit size, value, age, type, and amenities as well as
neighborhood-level socioeconomic characteristics impact the proximity between homes and commercial
establishments. Rather than relying on data sources like WalkScore which are not developed for social science
applications and may be more reliable at larger spatial scales (Duncan, Aldstadt, Whalen, & Melly, 2012), we use
a disaggregated spatial dataset of business establishments to create a typology of 32 different types of
neighborhood-level establishments for which proximity to residences is a goal of New Urbanism and smart
growth. These include grocery stores, service shops, drug stores, doctor’s offices, specialty stores, financial
institutions, and 26 others. Distance from each residential parcel to businesses is measured in a GIS using a street
network topology with a variety of conceptualizations of proximity: the nearest establishment of each type, a
count of establishments within walking distance, and a weighted density measure.
Long Beach is a city of ½-million residents just south of Los Angeles, California with a high level of
socioeconomic mixing and a wide variety of neighborhood types ranging from traditional suburbia to a historic
downtown undergoing a residential building. Access measures are compared between 2006 and 2015 to gauge
how built environment changes might impact accessibility between homes and various establishment types.

Similar research has explored accessibility to nearby retail establishments, often analyzing the relationship
between neighborhood-level racial and income characteristics to establishment density, with a particular emphasis
on accessibility to grocery stores (Schuetz, Kolko, & Meltzer, 2012). However this is most commonly done at an
aggregated level using census tracts or ZIP codes as observations, making such studies subject to aggregation
errors and making them unable to distinguish how individual property characteristics such as age, value, and
housing type impact accessibility city-wide.
With this in mind, the goal of this paper is to systematically understand the effects of residential built environment
characteristics on city-wide levels of accessibility. Zoning policies and incentives which encourage mixed-use
development, urban infill, and downtown revitalization often have such goals in mind and must consider broaderarea impacts. Furthermore, economic development policies such as business improvement or tax increment
financing districts often target neighborhood-level businesses specifically (Chapple & Jacobus, 2009). In addition
to illustrating the case of a medium-sized Sunbelt city undergoing substantial change, this study should assist
planners in understanding the utility of increasingly available individual-level data on homes and businesses for
analysis of this important outcome of development policy.
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Problem Statement. The value of ecological and cultural heritage as part of the social and economic development
of communities and regions is consistent with the principles of sustainable development, strengthening the
historical continuity of a place and its people, and guiding development in ways consistent with the values and
characteristics of these natural and cultural resources. The protection of integrated natural and cultural systems
(increasingly referred to as cultural landscapes) is receiving increasing attention by citizens, non-profit interest
groups, local and national governments, and international development agencies. This attention is a response to
pressures and threats to land from the expansion of international markets, mass tourism, rapid urbanization, global
economic restructuring, the homogenization of culture, and poor planning. As institutions and governments
embark in integrated culture and nature protection schemes, a number of critical concerns emerge: (a) Cultural
heritage and environment protection have historically been addressed in isolation from each other despite
recognition of symbiotic links between cultural and natural heritage resources that suggest that they should be
addressed in an integrated fashion. (b) Cultural and ecological resources are location-specific, and their physical
area – land – is often subject to private ownership and control, leading to conflicts between the private and public
use of land, especially in relation to protection of the cultural and ecological resources. This conflict results in a
complex set of issues of private-public land use and access management, the resolution of which is still in its
infancy. (c) Even when the land containing the cultural and ecological heritage resources is in the public domain,
conflicts may exist between the need to protect the cultural and natural heritage and the necessity of safeguarding

the livelihoods and the ways of life of populations inhabiting the area (use rights). This is a critical economic and
social development issue because the long-term sustainability of an area depends on the continuing survival and
advancement of these populations and the long-term protection of the ecological and cultural resources on which
these populations rely. Therefore the purpose of this paper is to describe, systematize and analyze a number of
these hybrid regimes (i.e., legal and regulatory instruments, ownership regimes, land use controls, innovative
forms of private and public access and use) designed to protect and manage cultural landscapes that include living
settlements and economic activities. Analyzing and interpreting these data will help us understand the range of
application of different protection and management systems for addressing critical issues of land ownership,
control and access in cultural and natural heritage areas.
Approach/Methodology. This paper is based on a five-year study of international, national, and local designations
and approaches to identify, protect and manage cultural landscapes. Over 30 comparative case studies of these
approaches were developed mostly as desk studies, but several were field verified as funding became available.
These case studies will be analyzed to create a typology of approaches with respect to: characteristics of what is
protected, both the natural and cultural components; characteristics of the current human processes on that land
and in surrounding areas; characteristics of the protection scheme, including governance, finance, and
management. The paper will conclude with a discussion of implications of these different approaches in either
facilitating or interfering with long-term sustainable development of a region.
Relevance to planning. Analyzing and interpreting these data will help us understand the range of applications of
different legal and regulatory systems for addressing critical issues of land ownership, control and access when
cultural and natural heritage resources are in need of protection.
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As many cities spatially expanded, urban sprawl has been an issue in many metropolitan areas in Korea. As a
result, low-density development in fringe areas has caused many social and economic problems such as increasing
financial burden for installation and management of infrastructure, energy consumption and public health due to
the increase of travel distance and time, and environmental pollution. For these reasons, many researchers have
studied urban sprawl focusing on its measurement, possible effects, and control methods. Among these studies,
measuring urban sprawl is the most important because it would be the base on which researchers can analyze
diverse issues related to urban sprawl. Many studies have tried to measure urban sprawl by developing diverse
indices. Most studies used physical and social indices such as changes of population and urbanized areas.
Although these indices are useful because of easiness to measure, they have limitations to address functional
characteristics of regions.
In this context, the purpose of this study is to measure urban sprawl in Korea using functional distances calculated

from commuting flows and contribute to existing studies on methodologies of measuring urban sprawl.
This study uses origin-destination data of commuting flows for administrative boundaries (Si-Gun-Gu) through A
Markov-Chain Model. A Markov-Chain is a stochastic process that undergoes transitions from one state to
another on a state space depending on only the current state and not on the sequence of events that preceded it.
Using commuting flow data forming origin-destination matrix, each transition of each step can transform to
conditional probability through Markov-chain process. And then, if the probability is multiplied by times of
transition, those numbers show Mean First Passage Time (MFPT). The MFPT can be translated into the
functional distance and identify the areas of influence from central areas of regions.
The study compares the areas of influence between 2006 and 2011 and analyzes the patterns of urban sprawl. The
result shows a new perspective that considers functional relationships of geographical units, and it is expected to
provide policy implications, upon not only delineating metropolitan areas, for establishing urban growth
management policies.
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This paper presents one of the sub-projects of a larger research project, ethniCITY, which posits that ethnic
identity is a powerful shaper of how Angelenos navigate the geography of Los Angeles. To reveal the
cartographies of LA, the project explores re-mapping beyond the usual practice of using four racial categories and
primarily relying on household census tracts of where people sleep at night. It posits that contemporary spatial
patterns have moved beyond the static concept of ethnic enclave neighborhoods that eventually secede to new
waves of immigrants. Given greater urban density, elaborately developed generations of immigration, and
residential mobility, patterns should be more dynamic and intersecting.
The core of this particular study mined 7736 online LA city council files searching for proposals by members of
the public requesting that the city create a public sign with text recognizing their ethnic heritage. Some of these
involved “community naming” projects such as Little Ethiopia, Chinatown, etc. Others involved memorial signs
and the re-naming of public buildings. After developing a criteria, we culled 261 such official text projects
involving 34 ethnicities and geo-coded their location. We then analyzed the 1980, 1990, and 2000 population
censuses which are the years that the census provides the most detailed information about the population’s selfidentified ethnicity in order to study the relationship of these sign projects with the residential location of

ethnicities over time. We also conducted content analysis of the proposals which must provide a narrative
justifying the reasons for the proposal as well as respond to questions and criticisms raised in public meetings and
by the city council.
Our study asks several research questions. In contemporary Los Angeles, which ethnic groups are interacting with
city government in order to physically inscribe their identity on to the city? What are the typologies of projects
groups use to make their mark? What are the spatial patterns of these inscription projects? How do ethnic groups
interact in their claims for city space?
Our study has several findings that cause us to re-consider urban theory. When racial categories are disaggregated,
we find distinct patterns of ethnic residential location, i.e. Thai, Filipino, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, etc. are
living in different areas of the metropolitan region but these patterns would have been masked by the category
“Asian.” Over time, ethnic groups have migrated, often into polycentric locations within the metropolitan region.
And yet they still actively propose and vie for officially recognized spaces in the city where their populations may
not live. Rather groups commute to perform their ethnic group identity. We find that some ethnic groups approach
the city for these signage projects at far greater rates than other ethnic groups. We find a possible trend of groups
now proposing smaller corridors rather than larger districts or entire neighborhoods. Given increasing densities
and the clustering of these proposals for central city space, we find that ethnic groups are sometimes coming into
conflict over these signage projects and having to re-define their symbolic territories.
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Land use law can be readily conceptualized as reflecting one or more of three distinct ideologies, or bundles of
‘values, attitudes, assumptions, [and] hidden inarticulate premises’: protection of private property, service of the
public interest, and advancement of public participation (McAuslan 1980: 2). Each of these ideologies is, at core,
homocentric/anthropocentric and tends toward a pro-self/self-regarding posture. Private property emphasizes the
individual landowner at the expense of the community. Public interest, while theoretically scaleless, is
predominantly expressed at the local level and is, consequently, about advancing the interest of a parochial,
insular community at the expense of a geographically broader, regional society. Even the public participation
ideology tends toward a narrow conceptualization. In assessing the ideological nature of land use law in an era
when sustainability and resilience are often at odds with localism and anthropocentrism, we argue for a new
typology of land use law in which the three ideologies are further parsed to reflect the extent to which we find
values that are indeed anthropocentric (versus ecocentric) and pro-self/self-regarding (versus pro-social/otherregarding) within each base ideology. We believe our framework can help encourage a more careful and
meaningful comparative analysis of land use regimes both among the U.S. states and between the U.S. and other
countries. Importantly, our approach also aligns work on legal ideologies - which is overdue for renewed attention
in the wake of systemic, structural crises over the past two decades that have spurred a proliferation of new
legislation and responsive case law - with advances in environmental and social psychology.

In this paper, we use content analysis of legislative products (statutes, regulations, and ordinances) and judicial
and quasi-judicial decisions about land use law in Michigan and Florida. We focus on three categories of land use
decisions: comprehensive plans, baseline rules (local zoning ordinances and subdivision regulations), and
supplemental tools (e.g., transfer of development rights). We consider both the de jure and de facto expression of
the law. Our effort is primarily exploratory and targets three questions. First, what is the contemporary balance of
law among the private property, public interest, and public participatory ideologies? Second, what is the balance
of law among the ideological fissures we have identified - anthropocentric/ecocentric, and pro-self/pro-social?
Third, how have these ideological balances shifted over the last quarter century?
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The use of land use regulations to create and sustain racially differentiated urban spaces has a long history,
especially when viewed from a global perspective. In the colonial cities of Asia, the segmentation of cities by race
and ethnicity was widespread. From the late nineteenth century in industrial cities in the west, especially (but not
exclusively) in North America, one of the earliest objective of utilizing zoning as a planning tool was to enforce
residential segregation by race and ethnicity. Treatments of this prevalent foundation of modern planning in
multiple cultural contexts has not been given the attention it deserves since racial residential segregation remains
such an enduring of the modern city. Why? What role has planning played? Has the earlier explicit racial zoning
(now longer legally sanctioned) become embedded in prevailing zoning processes in ways that reinforce these
exclusionary tendencies. This paper draws upon a range of examples of racially-motivated zoning practices from
the colonial era in Asian cities to the industrial era in the United States to shed light on the origins of current
segregated urban conditions even in the aftermath of nearly five decades of fair housing laws and the enforcement
built into their implementation.
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This paper focuses on households’ implicit willingness to pay for the visual accessibility of scenic and privately
owned voluntarily protected lands in a single family detached housing market. These protected lands are
environmental amenities with natural, historic and scenic characteristics. The premium price effect was captured
using visual accessibility variable -- Gravity Inspired Visibility Index (GIVI), a combined weighted measure of
visibility and proximity. A comprehensive review of eight environmental amenity types from multidisciplinary
sources focusing on proximity, and view, and methodology on spatial interaction based visual accessibility
variable using 3D GIS and viewshed technology is provided to estimate the capitalized premium from preserved
lands. Both global (adjusted R2= 0.52, AICc= 29828) and geographically weighted regression (GWR) models
(adjusted R2= 0.59, AICc= 29729) were employed to estimate marginal price effect. The results indicate average
3.4% price premium on mean home value from GWR model. The paper offers useful framework of evaluating
effect of land protection for planning and real estate scholars, and offers useful insights to conservation agencies,
local governments and professional planners interested in land use planning, and real estate professionals for
prioritizing development sites with scenic views.
Several studies (Mittal and Byahut 2016) have documented the effect of environmental amenities on house price.
Extending the literature, this study was conducted in the City of Worcester in Massachusetts, the second largest
city in the state. A cluster of 26 privately owned Conservation Easement (CE) properties with historically
important sites and land parcels with scenic amenities were the focus of this research, and estimates externality
effect of these voluntarily protected lands, on surrounding 1,243 home prices. These protected lands serve as
public amenity and offer several indirect and direct environmental and health benefits to the local community.
Several parks, trails, waterways, and wildlife areas in the past have been protected in this way in the United
States. CE in United States are legal agreements between private landowners and non-profit or government
agencies, and perpetually restrict the future development rights on such preserved land. The landowners, however,
are allowed to retain their land title, continue with their right to own and use lands, and also have option to donate
or to sell the restricted development rights and claim equivalent federal tax credits (Mittal 2014; Wright, 1994;
Gustanski and Squires, 2000). Billions of dollars’ worth of public money is involved as tax credits to incentivize
private landowners; therefore, estimating any direct monetary benefits to the local property tax base due to value
enhancement of surrounding homes would motivate conservation organizations and local governments to promote
land preservation activities.
In this research, a Gravity Inspired Visibility Index (GIVI) is used as a weighted measure of visibility of protected
lands and the distance decay function to incorporate their proximity. The methodology of distance weighted view
variable, application of GIS and viewshed, and use of gravity based measurement offers a new conceptual
foundation to real estate and planning scholars and professionals, application of which is not limited to CE parcels
only but can be applied in evaluating other amenities too. This article is useful not only to the American audience,
but can also be applied in other places and context. Both global and geographically weighted regression (GWR)
models (Nakaya et al. 2014; Fotheringham et al. 2002) were calibrated to estimate the marginal price effect of the
CE parcels, and the GWR model provided an average premium of 3.4% on mean price.
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In the U.S., many local zoning/growth management policies have, unfortunately, assisted in expanding lowdensity urban land use patterns, causing significant land area expansion and unsustainable urban growth (Ziegler,
2009). Cities that have the ability to expand their physical boundaries actually report more vacant land rather than
cities that do not (Newman, Bowman, Lee, & Kim, 2016). A vacant parcel’s context is an important indicator of
its ability to be regenerated - a parcel within a highly distressed/highly vacant area makes the possibility of
investment in said lot much smaller, as surrounding blight can decrease the development potential of a parcel
(Eppig & Brachman, 2014).
Fort Worth, Texas, USA, one of the fastest growing cities in the U.S., has annexed over 38,000 acres from 1990
to 2010. This substantial expansion has resulted in large amounts of vacant land in the urban core area – almost
20% of the total land within the core urban (Newman, 2012). Like many other growing cities, Fort Worth has a
revitalization plan for promoting economic growth and appropriating land uses, particularly in the urban core,
with an objective to create strong neighborhoods and safe/diverse communities: 1) Lancaster Avenue, 2) Berry
Street Corridor and 3) North Main Street Corridor. Each area is located in the central city, development began
after 2000, development was completed prior to 2010, and each focused on developing pedestrian-oriented streets
with residential, retail and office uses and encouraging economic activity. The Lancaster Avenue project was a
multifamily residential complex and with a focus to transform a declining downtown area. The Berry Street
Corridor, as part of urban village regeneration program, focused on the stimulation of new economic
development. The North Main Corridor, as a historic district, focused on increasing tourism revenue and local
business enhancement.
This study examines how revitalization plans have influenced vacant land regeneration efforts in the urban core
area of Fort Worth, observing the differentiation of land context between 2000 and 2010 through spatial analyses
using GIS. It compared land uses (residential, commercial, industrial, and vacant) in each project, using a 0.5-mile
buffer to define research areas in each revitalization plan. In regards to land use parcel counts, the North Main
Street Corridor and Lancaster Avenue showed huge increased in vacant land uses (10%); while the only Berry
Street Corridor showed decreased vacant land uses (8%). The North Main Street Corridor and Lancaster Avenue
showed huge decreases in industrial land uses (7% and 14%, respectively) while the Berry Street Corridor showed
increases in industrial land uses, (3%). Simultaneously, average industrial parcel sizes in the North Main Street
Corridor and Lancaster Avenue increased twice as much in the former and five times as much in the latter. The
Berry Street Corridor showed a huge decrease in average industrial parcel size, by nearly one-third.
In regards to vacant land uses, the North Main Street Corridor showed huge decreases in average vacant parcel

size (increased by more than one-third) while the Berry Street Corridor increased by over 1.5 times it original
amount. Among all three revitalization plans, only the Berry Street Corridor decreased in vacant parcel counts;
but it increased in average vacant parcel size. This study will examine the characteristics of each project area
using Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) and Raster analyses at the parcel scale to determine the exact
location of the regenerated parcels for each land use. The socioeconomic characteristics of these parcels are
compared by year in each project area (prior to and after revitalization); the degree of revitalization and its
associated impacts are also discussed.
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ZUK, Miriam [University of California, Berkeley] mzuk@berkeley.edu, co-author
During this time of urban rapid change, communities often debate policies related to housing and land use
changes without a deep understanding of how neighborhoods are changing. Thus, in 2015, we introduced the
Urban Displacement Project, an interactive map and resource portal that helps San Francisco Bay Area
communities understand how they are changing, specifically, the changing income and racial/ethnic profile of
residents, and the relationship between the influx of capital and exodus of residents. Similar toolkits – albeit not
all interactive -- have emerged in Portland, Chicago, and other rapidly changing metropolises.
This paper will discuss the emergence and evolution of early warning toolkits for gentrification and displacement,
with particular attention to how they address race and ethnicity. After a brief overview of research on
neighborhood change, we discuss the evolution of early warning systems and urban data capabilities. Next, based
on interviews with the architects of 6-8 such toolkits, we explore the different ways that toolkits have been used.
To the extent possible, we also evaluate their predictive capability: Are the warnings prophetic or false alarms?
Next, we provide an in-depth case study of the Urban Displacement Project tool. Following a discussion of its
development, we evaluate its accuracy. Based on a survey of users, we discuss its different uses, strengths, and
weaknesses.
Finally, we lay out next steps for tool development. The next generation of these neighborhood change prediction
systems has an opportunity to incorporate new forms of data and also to increase the relevance of the tool to
planning and development decisions that elected officials and communities are facing. The conclusion of the
paper will examine four issues in order to lay out a future research agenda: (1) How can we refine and improve
our predictive models? (2) What additional real-time data on neighborhood change should we incorporate? (3)
How might we make use of crowd-sourced data? (4) And finally, how might these new interactive tools deepen
democratic governance and community engagement in urban decision making?
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WILL URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARIES WORK IN CHINESE CITIES? A COMPARATIVE STUDY
OF UGB ADOPTION IN PORTLAND OR AND FOUR CITIES IN CHINA
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TANG, Peng [Chengdu Institute of Planning and Design] swanytang@hotmail.com, co-author
Many Chinese cities in the past two decades have witnessed rapid urban physical expansion which not only
exceeded their urban population growth but also manifested typical urban sprawl patterns characterized with low
land-use mixture and low land-use efficiency (Wang et al., 2012). There has been a growing effort in the
academic and professional realms to identify and explore effective urban containment strategies compatible with
China’s planning and institutional frameworks. Some scholars suggested that Chinese cities should emulate
Portland’s UGB approach, while others doubt such transferability because of the extremely rapid urban growth in
Chinese cities and the substantial contextual differences between the US and China (Huang, 2002; Wu and
Zhong, 2014).
This paper is a comparative study aimed at systematically investigating the transferability of the Portland UGB
approach to urban China. It first studies the critical factors in legal, institutional, and technological aspects that are
considered to facilitate the successful implementation of UGBs in Oregon (esp. Portland Metropolitan Area). The
paper then reports the efforts made by four Chinese cities in their recent attempts to adopt UGBs. Based on the
comparison of how urban growth boundaries are applied in the two countries, the paper then discusses the legal,
institutional, and technological conditions that are necessary to support effective UGB implementation in Chinese
Cities.
The research methodology employed in this paper involves content analysis of plans and legal documents, as well
as interviews with legal experts and planners from Portland Metro and the selected four cities in China. The four
cities, Suzhou City, Chengdu City, Kunming City, Guizhou City, are among the 14 large cities that have recently
been chosen to work with the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development to explore methods of charting
UGBs.
Preliminary research results show that the Chinese cities encountered a series of challenges in the UGB adoption
process: the ambiguity in the operational definition of spatial control tools, the inadequacy of technological
support, and the absence of a national standard of and prescription for implementation. Furthermore, the
separation of urban planning system from the land use planning system in China presents additional institutional
and political obstacles. Finally, the role played by public involvement in enforcing implementation, a factor
critical to Portland UGB’s success, was generally not given adequate consideration in the cities' UGB adoption
process.
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IS SEEING BELIEVING? USING THE CITY AS A LABORATORY TO EVALUATE THE IMPACT OF
TACTICAL URBANISM
Abstract ID: 866
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DAVID, Nina [University of Delaware] npdavid@udel.edu, presenting author
Placemaking is a comprehensive strategy that allows us to re-imagine spaces by improving their sociability,
livability, imageability, use, linkages, and access. Over the past decade, there has been an increased push to create
livable communities and to treat “streets as public places.” Consequently local governments have adopted urban
design guidelines, form based codes, historic preservation ordinances, and complete streets policies. These ideas
are not entirely new. For example, (Jacobs 1961) and (Whyte 1980) have long argued for the creation of streets
that are more conducive to the development of social capital, surveillance, and pedestrian-driven commerce using
processes that involve the community from the outset. In order to create more vibrant urban spaces and increase
community participation in the process, a new type of complete street visioning tool is being utilized- the shortterm street installation. Sometimes called “guerrilla urbanism” or “city repair”, these visioning projects are by
definition temporary, sometimes sanctioned, demonstrate livability on the ground, and reconfigure a community’s
perception of its streets and public spaces. Those projects that are implemented with wide stakeholder
participation with the aim of sparking long-term efforts to permanently improve the space and produce lasting
impacts on the ground are grouped under the banner of “Tactical Urbanism” (Lydon et al. 2012). My research
explores the dynamics of such a tactical project, and seeks to answer some fundamental questions about this new
type of urbanism. The primary research questions are as follows: Can perceptions of the urban environment /city
landscape be altered through physical changes to the urban environment? Do temporary urbanism experiments
allow participants to adequately envision alternative urban environments?
This research will be conducted on one block of Union Street, Wilmington, DE. In partnership with the City of
Wilmington and other local community organizations, I will conduct a field experiment by implementing tactical
temporary changes and installations on this block of Union Street. The changes will be designed using the
literature to re-imagine this block as a complete, livable, and sociable place. For example, planters, art, activities,
seating, crosswalks, bike lanes, and sidewalk cafes will be added to the block segment of Union Street. City
residents (primarily residents from the neighborhood encompassing Union Street) will be administered a “pre”
survey (online) to document perceptions of Union Street prior to any physical changes to the street. When the
changes have been implemented, a “post” survey will be administered to determine whether perceptions of Union
Street as a whole would change if the temporary installations were to be expanded to other block segments and
made permanent. The surveys will focus on perceptions of safety from crime, safety from traffic, cleanliness,
attractiveness, use, and walkability. In addition to documenting changes in perception, I will use an environmental
audit before and after the event to quantify the changes that have been introduced to the block through the event
(Mehta 2007, Ewing 2009).
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NEW CITIES OF COLOR: SPATIAL PATTERNS AND FINANCIAL CONDITIONS OF MAJORITYMINORITY MUNICIPAL INCORPORATION EFFORTS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1990-2009
Abstract ID: 879
Part of Pre-organized Session: Re-mapping Race: Contemporary Spatial Patterns of Race and Ethnicity in US
cities
SMITH, Russell [Winston-Salem State University] smithrm@wssu.edu, presenting author
WALDNER, Leora [Troy University] lwaldner@troy.edu, co-author
Central theme or hypothesis: what research question are you trying to address?
Between 1990 and 2009, 45 new cities of color (Black, Hispanic, Asian or Native-American majority) formed in
the United States. Interestingly, the majority of the literature on municipal incorporation tends to portray new
municipalities as largely a white phenomenon. This paper seeks to expand the theory of municipal incorporation
by acknowledging the presence of Cities of Color (CoC) in the US. To that end, two research questions are
addressed in this study. First, where are CoCs being established? Secondly, are these new municipalities still
financial viable? Specifically, this study seeks to explore the spatial distribution of majority-minority
communities in comparison to all municipal incorporations within the United States between 1990 and 2009. The
research examines the regional, state and local geographic distribution of new Cities of Color compared to all
Newly Incorporated Municipalities (NIMs) created during the study period in an effort to identify any patterns.
Additionally, this study will investigate the financial characteristics of the resulting CoCs to determine the
viabilty of these new local governments.
Approach and methodology: how will you address that question?
A mixed methods research methodology will be employed to identify the spatial distribution of CoCs and the
financial conditions associated with these new cities. An independent t-test will be utilized to explore statistically
significant differences between CoCs and NIMs at a variety of geographies. Additionally, a survey and qualitative
interviews will be conducted with the 45 CoCs in an effort to dissect the financial stability of these new
municipalities.
Relevance of your work to planning education, practice, or scholarship
The municipal incorporation of cities of color has implications for planners. Demographers forecast that White
residents of the United States will become the minority of the population by 2044, altering the political landscape
of America's cities, towns and villages (U.S. Census 2015). As a result we can expect to see the incorporation of
more communities of color in the future and this study may identify the beginning of a new era in municipal
incorporation. Secondly, studying new cities of color can aid in understanding complex issues gripping our urban
areas, such as political redistricting or excessive use of police force. Recent court cases in Texas and North
Carolina have exposed the gerrymandering of political boundaries around race and place. Meanwhile, events in
Ferguson, MO, New York, NY, Baltimore, MD and Charleston, SC have highlighted the growing uneasiness
between race and place throughout the country. Exploring new CoCs provides important insight into the
relationship between race and place in the urban and political fabric of the United States and can help planner
begin to understand this underexplored phenomenon.
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POLICIES AND PRAXIS OF LAND ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT IN A TRANSITION
SOCIETY: A CASE STUDY OF ETHIOPIA
Abstract ID: 908
Individual Paper Submission
WUBNEH, Mulatu [East Carolina University] wubnehm@ecu.edu, presenting author
Land ownership and the right to use land in Ethiopia is defined in the 1995 Constitution, which states that land is
owned by the Peoples (defined as Nations and Nationalities of Ethiopia) and individuals have the right to free
usage of land, protection from eviction, and the right to be compensated in case of expropriation (FDRE 1955).
However, by not granting free holding of land with the rights of exclusivity and transferability, the land
ownership system in Ethiopia still retains some of the relics of the socialist system of the Derg era.
Although the constitution has tried to define the basic rights to land, the land holding system in Ethiopia has
become so complex that there is a growing feeling of uncertainty among land owners and potential investors. This
problem is related to the fact that the land holding system does not guarantee the core property rights associated
with land ownership – the right to own and transfer land; the right to mortgage and the right to exclude others.
Land in rural areas have major restrictions on how one can use and maintain land, whereas land in urban areas is
subject to a lease system limited to a specified number of years (ranging from 30 to 90 years) depending on land
use type (FDRE 2002, 2005, 2011). More importantly, there is no clear provision for a land market nor are there
clearly identifiable institutions to provide the necessary legal security for land market to function (Nega 2000). In
general, one can identify three major types of land holding systems based on geographic areas – rural, urban and
peri-urban areas. There are major differences on how one acquires and develops land in these areas. The
differences are related to the rights and privileges granted in the Constitution and other legislations governing
land, the land management systems of the regional and local governments and the reaction of land owners at the
regional and local levels to deal with problems of uncertainty and land management.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the land holding system in the three areas mentioned above, the problems
that have precipitated as a result of uncertainty created by different policies and programs of government and the
measures taken by property owners to deal with problems of land acquisition and management . The analysis will
be based on data collected on the land holding systems in different regions, the formal and informal land
transaction systems that have developed and the challenges that governments in rural and urban areas are facing
as the demand for land continues to increase beyond the capacity of the system to provide land for development.
Land acquisition in Ethiopia has become so difficult that young families in rural areas are migrating to cities in
droves. At the same time the urban governments have not been able to provide land and other services to
accommodate the increasing population in their cities. This study will try to identify the core issues and problems
of the current land ownership system and provide solutions on how one can address some of the intractable
ownership and development problems that the country is facing.
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TRANSLATING CLIMATE CHANGE KNOWLEDGE TO LAND USE PLANNING: ADDRESSING
CHALLENGES IN QUY NHON CITY, CENTRAL VIETNAM
Abstract ID: 935
Individual Paper Submission
GHIMIRE, Jiwnath [University of Hawaii at Manoa] jiwnath@hawaii.edu, presenting author
Most planning systems in developing countries are incapable of responding to complex disaster challenges likely
to increase with climate change. That planning institutions are not ready and able to mitigate this real but
uncertain risk is especially worrisome in urban areas. One major cause is the lack of context-appropriate
knowledge of the issue itself. Approaches for translating knowledge from research to policy and planning are
knowledge driven, interactive, tactical, political, and problem-solving (Weiss, 1979). But there exists a major gap
between the production and use of knowledge in developing countries: the production of knowledge is centralized
and its application highly decentralized; whereas, the source, content, medium, user, and context all influence the
use of knowledge (Green, Ottoson, Garcia, & Robert, 2009). Similarly, the scientists who produce such
knowledge poorly understand the needs of decision makers and planners (von Winterfeldt, 2013). Land use
planning has a strong and proven role to play in adapting to and mitigating climate change impacts (Tang, Wang,
& Koperski, 2011) and reducing disaster impacts by guiding development to safer areas (Burby, Deyle,
Godschalk, & Olshansky, 2000). However, there is very little research on how climate change knowledge
influences planners and policymakers, especially in developing countries, to mainstream relevant issues in land
use plans and policies.
This research strives to fulfill this gap with a case study of Quy Nhon City in Central Vietnam. Heavily
influenced by national and provincial priorities, in Vietnam the bedrock for managing urbanization is master
planning, which guides land use and development priorities. This research uses three different types of data and
methods to analyze how climate change knowledge influences local land use plans to address climate risks: 1)
content analysis of Quy Nhon Master Plan 2015 to evaluate how the plan recognizes climate change threats and
addresses them; 2) semi-structured interviews with 27 provincial and city government organizations help assess
how they receive and use climate change information in land use decision-making; and 3) 360 household surveys
and 4 focus group discussions to understand people’s vulnerabilities and experiences of climate-related disasters
such as flooding, typhoon and drought. The unique triangulation achieved is a key methodological contribution of
this research. The findings have special implications for how climate change science and planning action can be
better integrated to inform urban land policies toward creating resilient coastal cities in developing Asia.
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REGULATORY HYBRIDS: TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS IN MUMBAI
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BALAKRISHNAN, Sai [Harvard University] sbalakrishnan@gsd.harvard.edu, presenting author
Regulating density has long been a core land-use function of local governments. The traditional zoning instrument
for density regulation is the FAR (floor area ratio, which specifies the maximum built up area permissible on a
zoning lot). This paper analyzes a new form of density zoning – the transfer of development rights (TDR) – which
promises to make zoning more flexible and market-oriented. The TDR program divides cities into subdistricts,
and market players are free to allocate and trade development rights within these subdistricts. The earliest
advocates of TDRs saw them as an innovative solution to protecting urban resources that are of collective value to
society (such as parks, affordable housing, ecologically sensitive lands), but without disproportionately imposing
the regulatory burdens of maintaining these resources on a few landowners. Since these low-density resources are
situated in locations where the market demand for high-density use is high, TDRs allow landowners to recoup
their unused development value through either using it on another eligible receiving site or selling it on the private
market. More recent critics see TDRs as a new form of land financialization, where investors purchase air rights
in anticipation of future gains. As air futures, TDRs become a financial instrument that is abstracted from the
material, physical built environment below.
This paper analyzes the TDR program in Mumbai. It specifically focuses on the conflicts and trade-offs between
regulation and fiscal imperatives: the FAR is intentionally kept low in Mumbai. Some argue that this gives the
public sector stronger control over the development process. Bureaucrats themselves admit that in a context of
fiscal austerity, the restrictive FAR allows them to raise some much needed sources of revenue for new
infrastructural development. Market-oriented critics argue that these FAR restrictions distort the market and lead
to high land prices and rent-seeking collusions. How public sector planners negotiate these challenges between
land/development rights as an instrument of finance and land/density as a collective resource that has to be
regulated in the public interest remains a central challenge for these rapidly urbanizing regions.
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POLITICS IN SPACE AND TIME: LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND GRADUAL INSTITUTIONAL
CHANGE IN A FEDERAL SYSTEM
Abstract ID: 944
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MARANTZ, Nicholas [University of California, Irvine] nmarantz@uci.edu, presenting author
In the past decade, scholars of national politics have devoted increasing attention to mechanisms of gradual
institutional change, but the relevant analyses have not focused on the role of local government in such change.

Tracing the influence of federal tax policy and state redevelopment law on a local economic development project
in California, this article elaborates distinctive implications of federalism and jurisdictional fragmentation for two
forms of gradual institutional change: drift (i.e., changed effects of existing rules due to new social conditions)
and conversion (i.e., changed effects of existing rules due to exploitation of ambiguities in those rules) (Hacker et
al., 2015; Streeck and Thelen, 2005). Because local governments can form in order to advance the interests of a
relatively homogenous group, formally public projects may have largely private benefits (Burns, 1994). In the
U.S. federal system, the same process might therefore accurately be characterized as one of both drift and
conversion. From a local perspective, government formation intended to put existing state and federal policies to
new uses is a modality of conversion. But, from a state or federal perspective, the resulting outcome can appear to
be a product of drift. This example demonstrates how, due to the unique traits of local government (as
distinguished from state or national government), the study of urban governance can make a distinctive
contribution to the study of gradual institutional change in federal systems.
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NEGOTIATING ECOSYSTEM SERVICE MARKETS: A ROLE FOR PLANNERS?
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VAN MAASAKKERS, Mattijs [The Ohio State University] vanmaasakkers.1@osu.edu, presenting author
The buying and selling of credits for wetlands, endangered species habitat or water quality has drawn a lot of
interest from policy makers, advocates and scholars in ecology and economics. While these Ecosystem Service
Markets (ESMs) can play a significant role in how and where land is developed and restored, planning scholars
have devoted relatively little attention to them (BenDor and Doyle, 2009 and Robertson, 2006), especially
regarding Water Quality Trading for nonpoint source water pollution. In this type of ESM landowners are credited
for changes in land management or use with a positive effect on water quality. They can sell those credits to
downstream water dischargers like water treatment utilities or factories who are required to reduce the level of
certain pollutants in their effluent. While these trading regimes have long been discussed in theory, over the last
decade a number of prominent examples have been developed. The question this paper answers what the
implications of this emerging ESM are for land use planning at the local level? By analyzing the development of a
prominent Water Quality Trading regime in Oregon, this research finds that there are three broad effects of WQT
on land use planning. The first is the emergence of an influential new type of stakeholder, namely the credit
broker. The second effect of this kind of ESM is the changing role of local government, from a central actor in
land use planning to a buyer of credits. The third effect is the increased importance of measurement systems and
models used in the calculation and verification of credits. Together, these three developments indicate a potential
shift in the spatial distribution of environmental investments, the consideration of variables relevant to land use
management and the type and frequency of public participation in land use planning.
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RURAL RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN: SPATIAL PATTERNS
AND PROCESSES IN A CHANGING POLICY CONTEXT
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VOWELS, Bradley [University of Wisconsin-Madison] Vowels@wisc.edu, presenting author
Human settlement patterns are significantly influenced by public policies, environmental management
technologies, and other locational factors such as urban service boundaries and infrastructure improvements like
water supply and sewage treatment facility expansions. In the United States, advances in wastewater treatment
have played a major role in transforming rural landscapes by reducing the influence of environmental constraints
on exurban development. On-site wastewater treatment systems (OWTS) are designed to collect, treat, and release
wastewater effluent in close proximity to where the wastewater is generated. Advances in OWTS technologies
have facilitated residential construction on sites where soil conditions previously restricted development. Yet
recent research suggests that these systems may not always be reliable in filtering effluent, thus increasing the risk
of failure as the system ages. Failing OWTS present environmental and public health risks by contaminating
ground water, surface water, and privately owned wells. These risks increase as these systems age, were not
properly maintained, were installed under less stringent regulations, or are located in densities that surpass the
soil’s ability to safely treat wastewater. In this paper, we examine major policy changes for the use of OWTS in
the state of Wisconsin over the past six decades. We also use a geographic information system (GIS) approach to
present findings from a spatial analysis of unsewered residential development, groundwater contamination
vulnerability, and the type and age of OWTS installed in southeastern Wisconsin’s Ozaukee County. Our study
reveals that at least three clusters of OWTS in this region are at high enough densities to raise environmental and
public health concerns. The implications of these findings for land use planning and management are discussed.
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The rise of sea level has been a major challenge to coastal states. It increases the risk of temporary and permanent
flooding of coastal areas, which leads to loss of valuable lands, properties, and human lives. Therefore, states
have initiated adaptation policies and programs to address the rise of sea levels and to reduce, mitigate, and/or
manage its impacts.
This research paper compares land use strategies adopted by four coastal states to respond to sea level rise:
Maryland and Delaware having Smart Growth programs, and New York and Virginia without such programs.
Also, it explains strengths and weaknesses of current state policies. The research examines two major questions:
what are state land use strategies adopted to address the problem of sea level rise? and do these strategies vary
across states with/without Smart Growth Programs?
The comparative study relies on case study analysis, and depends on three sources of evidence: findings of the
content analysis of state plans/programs to address the problem, interviews with state planners, and analysis of
secondary data obtained from state planning and environmental agencies, the US Census Bureau, and the U.S.
Geological Survey among others.
Research findings present a comprehensive list of state land use policies to adapt and mitigate impacts of the rise
of sea levels, explain major strengths and weaknesses of current policies, and point to variations in state land use
policies to address the rise of sea levels. States with smart growth programs seem to be more pro-active in
addressing sea level rise. Research findings provide important implications that can help coastal states respond
effectively to urban and regional challenges resulting from the rise of sea levels.
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Floods have been the costliest and most disruptive among all natural hazards worldwide. In particular, urban
flooding continues to be a concern for both developed and developing countries. Increasing physical risk
associated with environmental change combined with rapid land use change and development make many urban
areas more vulnerable to floods (Jha et al., 2012).
Floods are not solely based on hydro-meteorological conditions, but result from human activities as well such as
unplanned land use or haphazard development (Brody et al., 2011; Mileti & Gailus, 2005). While there is a
growing body of research focused on understanding the role of human systems on flood impacts in the United
States, little empirical research has been conducted outside of the country although many other nations
experiencing urban flooding. In particular, many countries in South and East Asia with warm and humid climates
have experienced intensive floods. As these localities underwent rapid urbanization concurrent with
industrialization and population growth, the flood problem worsened over time (Kundzewicz & Takeuchi, 1999).

Recent attention has been given to flood impacts in several Asian megacities, but few studies have been
conducted in these areas to examine the impact of human activities that cause urban flooding.
To address this knowledge gap, this study statistically examines the factors contributing on flood loss in Seoul,
Korea, with particular focus on the built environment. Seoul is the capital and largest metropolis in South Korea
with 10 million populations. This megacity has recently suffered from floods occurring at the center of the city
due to unusual localized heavy rains since 2009. For over ten years the total economic loss was approximately
$65 million and more than $50 million occurred in 2010 and 2011. Regular flooding and impact in the same area
in Seoul suggest that these events may be driven not solely by biophysical factors, but also by human behaviors
and the built environment.
The research questions of this study are: 1) What are the significant factors influencing flood damage in Seoul and
which factor is the most influential; 2) Does the built environment have statistically significant impacts on flood
damage in Seoul; and 3)What can make Seoul a more flood-resilient urban community? To answer these
questions, I analyzed panel regression models using actual flood loss data in Seoul from 2003 to 2012. The
dependent variable is observed property loss from floods recorded each year across 25 administrative districts
(gu) and the impact of built environment variables are estimated by land use category data. To consider the
socioeconomic and political context of the study area, several control variables are included in the model. The
control variables are analyzed along four dimensions: natural environment factors, socioeconomic characteristics,
flood mitigation factors, and local government organizational capacity. Results indicate that urban built-up land
with higher impervious surfaces causes more flood damage than any other land use analyzed in the study.
However, when controlling other factors, Central Business District (CBD) with high development density
decreases damages from flooding. These two results seem contradictory at first, but it was expected because CBD
is more likely to be well-equipped with drainage infrastructure and better able to manage stormwater runoff
compared to less developed outlying areas. Also, hourly maximum precipitation significantly increases flood loss
while total precipitation is not statistically significant. This result indicates that the intensity of rainfall has more
impacts on flooding rather than quantity of precipitation. The overall study findings provide an important signal to
local governments that they should focus on improving the capacity of drainage infrastructure within urban cores.
Overall, this study provides insights to planners and decision makers how they can effectively reduce flood risk
and associated adverse impacts.
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In 2011, Portland area developer, Randy Sebastian, announced that his firm, Renaissance Homes, was no longer
going to create the sprawling subdivisions that had once been its trademark (Njus, 2011). Instead, the firm's CEO
announced its new product would be infill housing in the city of Portland. In a virtually fully built out city,
accessing parcels of land for new housing has meant the purchase and demolition of existing structures and often

splitting the parcel according to underlying lot lines to accommodate additional residences. The replacement
residences are larger than the previous structure--in 2014 the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability calculated that
the average demolished home was 1,119 square feet and its replacement was 85% larger at 2,075 square feet
(BPS, 2014). The Portland Chronicle, an anonymously run website that tracks demolitions in the city, estimates
that in 2014 a total of 288 residential demolitions occurred. BPS estimates the total number of demolitions
completed in 2015 at 400. However, the extent of neighborhood change is probably larger as the city only
classifies a total tear down a demolition. Developers can also apply for "addition and alteration"permits for
projects in which just a few original walls stand.
The specter of teardowns that has so riled residents of Portland, Oregon, is hardly a new phenomenon in
economically vibrant cities in the US. Over the last decade, the National Trust for Historic Preservation has
identified 100 communities in 20 states where teardowns were negatively affecting architecturally significant
neighborhoods. Few would argue that most of the structures being lost in Portland rise to level of historic
significance. Rather what has angered activists is the impact teardowns are having upon neighborhood character,
displacement of long-term residents, and housing affordability. The environmental costs also seem antithetical to
the city's image as the estimated 400 units of 2015 will generate 23 million pounds of waste for Oregon landfills
(Spencer-Hartle, 2015).
This research examines the residential tear down phenomenon in the City of Portland with a geographic focus on
select neighborhoods in SE and NE Portland. We ask three questions: 1) What is the real scale of the teardown
phenomenon in Portland? In this analysis we take into account housing renovations conducted under addition and
alteration permits. 2) What is driving the resurgence in teardowns in the city? The literature on tear-downs
elsewhere indicates that house size, lot coverage, and changing land values play a significant role (e.g., Dye and
McMillan, 2007; Weber et al., 2011), but special considerations in Portland include the regulatory environment
(the urban growth boundary and the rule on underlying lot lines) as well as documented investment by private
equity. 3) How are different parties reacting to the teardown phenomenon? While some evident fault lines have
emerged (demolition opponents versus infill developers), the impact of these changes on neighborhoods is only
anecdotal. How deep and widespread is opposition to demolition? How do residents describe their neighborhoods;
what role is demolition playing in neighborhood identity and feelings of belonging? The research utilizes a mixed
methods approach, namely spatial mapping and physical observation (Question 1); multivariate analysis
(Question 2) and key informant interviews and focus groups (Question 3).
The paper presents the findings from key informant interviews and focus groups. We find that opposition to
teardowns is widespread in our target neighborhoods, with the greatest objection arising in regards to the changes
to urban form and the city's neighborhood fabric due to the scale of the replacement structures. Affordability is a
second commonly cited concern with informants worried that opportunities for homeownership for city residents
are being lost to more well-healed newcomers from outside.
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Oregon is well-known for its long standing Statewide Planning Program that requires each city in the state to
create an Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) to protect farm and forestland and contain the outward expansion of
cities. Not all land in a city's UGB is immediately available for urban development. Land must be annexed to city
limits before urban development can occur. Oregon allows each city to draft its own annexation policy. One type
of annexation policy, called a voter-approved annexation policy or VAAP, requires voter approval to bring land
into into city limits. Voter-approved annexation was first adopted in Corvallis in 1976 and in 36 additional cities
across the state since the 1990s. Communities adopt VAAPs to allow citizen involvement in land use issues.
Political theory states that voters will be averse to annexing land for development because annexing land is
perceived to strain urban services and diminish quality of life for existing residents. Because the costs and
benefits of annexation are difficult to assess, voters tend to vote negatively on annexation (Coe, 1983). This
suggests that cities without VAAPs will more easily approve annexation, allowing for efficient annexation of land
to accommodate urban development.
Economic theory suggests that UGBs will constrain the supply of land immediately available for development and
potentially impact the price and density of development. (Brueckner, 2009) Because political theory states that
voters are adverse to annexing land, VAAPs potentially acts like a second growth boundary, further constraining
the availability of land.
Previous literature has examined the impact of Oregon's UGBs on housing prices and other studies have examined
the impact of annexation policies on development. (Phillips & Goodstein, 2000; Downs, 2002; Edwards, 2008)
However, no studies have examined the dual impact of a VAAP and UGB.
Using tax assessor's data and Census data for 107 cities, this study examines the impact of VAAPs on the amount
of vacant land within city limit, the quantity of housing produced and the value of single family housing. Further,
this study examines the differential impact of VAAP on lower-than-median value housing and higher-thanmedian value housing. Based on the statistical analysis of a panel city level land supply dataset and a crosssectional tax lot level housing price dataset, the results show that cities with VAAPs have less vacant land within
city limit and higher density. In addition, single family homes have higher values in the cities that adopted
VAAPs. VAAPs are associated with increasing the value of lower-than-median value houses and decreasing value
of higher-than-median value houses. This finding suggests that annexation policy has equity impacts for
communities by driving up the cost of lower-value housing. Based on these findings, we offer policy
recommendations for better integrating annexation policy into a UGB regime.
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As people design, build, and manage urban environments, they alter biophysical patterns and processes. In urban
regions, residential lands are a dominant land use. Thus, development and management of residential lands plays
a large role in shaping the urban environment and its vegetation. However, many studies of urban residential
landscapes relate parcel scale vegetation patterns to homeowner decisions (Blaine et al. 2012) and to
neighborhood norms (Larson and Brumand 2014), not recognizing that developers set the initial site template.
Although profit motivated, individual developers have their own preferences and values (Coiacetto 2001) and
interact with the consumer market and planning regulations (Healey and Barrett 1990, Talen 2012). Thus, the role
of the individual developer as shaper of residential space and its vegetation is poorly understood.
This on-going study fills this literature gap by characterizing the initial site and landscaping decisions of
residential developers and homeowners in 60 newly built (2014-2015) and sold single family residences in a
single watershed in the Seattle Metropolitan Statistical Area. Study objectives are 1) to describe the developer
decisions that set the initial site template, 2) to characterize homeowner decisions as they manage their new space,
and 3) to characterize the newly plant communities. Linking these decisions and their outcomes may help
planners, developers, and homeowners better understand how their actions may facilitate more biodiverse,
functional, and resilient landscapes and communities.
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Co-creation is an increasingly popular term in European urban planning research. Current research programs
feature the term co-creation as a proxy of ‘inclusiveness’, ‘participation’, ‘self-organisation’ and ‘smart
governance’ characterised through the involvement of citizens and private interests (European Commission,
2015). The propaganda attributes the increased adaptation of such concepts in both planning practice and research
as a democratising of ‘top-down’ and blueprint planning, in line with a desire to accommodate a diversity of
needs from the public to increase public support. The flip side to this narrative is however the neoliberal turn of

planning regimes in which the post-financial crisis European governments can no longer afford to do top-down
planning processes. This lack of capacity comes from two interrelated parts; the first being the lack of funds at the
national and regional level and thereby the need to devolve responsibilities through to local government and
preferably to citizens and businesses in an attempt at ‘governance-beyond-the-state’ (Swyngedouw, 2005). In the
Netherlands, this has translated into a ‘participation rage’ in the form of rising demand for community
participation and consultation, from better informed and socially active citizens and their lobby groups.
Co-creation in planning practice and research can occur on two levels;
1. As an object, in the form of community-linked incremental urban developments (CLIUDs). Common examples
include community gardens to self build developments.
2. As a method, by engaging stakeholders (both public and private actors) though either problem-based research
or practice-academic research consortiums.
In reality, both instances are not mutually exclusive. The idea of collaborating and shaping research questions and
structures have roots based in the community planning discussions of the 60s and 70s and later as the
communicative and collaborative planning turns in the 80s and 90s (Innes and Booher, 1996; Healey, 2003) and
later discussions on deliberative and consensus planning. On the other hand, the term co-creation originates in
recent years from a business perspective, based on the evolution of passive consumers towards active ‘cocreators’ of value (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2000). The organisational management and economic perspective it
is derived from carries underlying assumptions that does not necessarily translate to planning processes and
objects as a product with tangible and measurable values. The co-opting and adoption of this concept thus
requires better understanding for eventual translation.
This paper therefore aims to understand the provenance of the current co-opting of co-creation planning practice
as observed in the Netherlands. The discussion starts with tracing of how co-creation came into use in planning
doctrine and seeks fundamental differences between related concepts such as community planning, participatory
planning, communicative and collaborative planning, and deliberative and consensus planning. The paper
develops an overarching theoretical framework through a literature review for a better understanding of the
phenomenon of co-creation in planning practice and research and juxtaposes these through two cases in the
Netherlands. The findings provide insight into an up-and-coming trend in planning practice and policy and offers
critical reflection on the possibilities of co-creating research.
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Touted as “Portland’s living room” since its opening in 1984, Pioneer Courthouse Square (PCS) – a plaza and
transit hub at the center of Portland’s downtown business and tourism district – is, to many minds, one of the most
successful public urban spaces in the United States (Bunnell, 2008). Operated since its inception by Pioneer
Courthouse Square, Inc. (PCSI), a non-profit private entity, the space attracts more than 9.5 million visitors each
year. However, like many spaces run on the public-private model of funding and management, the Square is
increasingly de-funded by the city over time, and the shortfall is made up by private entities. To wit: in 1987, the
public sector provided half of operation costs; in 2008/2009-year budget, the percentage of operation funds
dropped to 17%, and the City Council continued requesting a reduction of 4% in 2010/2011-year budget (Portland
Parks & Recreation, 2009). In this way, private entities sponsor not only the space, but the way time in the space
is allocated to particular activities.
In this paper, I ask: what the effect is on Portland’s “living room” on public life as the physical space of PCS is
dedicated to events for a ‘programmed’ public at least 300 days per year? What is the long-term effect on the
public character of the square of so many activities (some free, some at a cost) that effectively push out more
quotidian activities, and a wider array of users?
In The Right to the City (2003), Don Mitchell asserts that in order to argue for more just access to the spaces of
the city, “attention needs to be paid to the specific practices through which public space is produced and how the
power to determine its use is arrayed" (130). By studying the everyday governance and use of the square, through
media and budget analysis, as well as some direct participant observation, I attend to those specific practices here
in Portland, Oregon. Madden (2010) goes further, arguing that the big questions around public space must
“concern not the degree to which a space is accessible, visible and inclusive, but instead the character of the more
general political project through which public space emerges” (191). It is that larger political process, of which
private control is only one part, and through which spaces transmit meaning, which I address and elucidate here.
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Numerous studies have shown that the built environment influences travel behavior, auto travel in particular.
Although the individual built environment effect (e.g., density, diversity, design, etc.) appears to be modest, many
notable scholars have demonstrated that the combined effects of two or more built environment factors can be
significant (Ewing & Cervero, 2010). However, very little is known about how the individual built environment
factors may interact with each other to reduce automobile use. The synergetic and interactive effects of the built
environment have been given relatively less attention (Rodier, Haydu, Linesch, Alemi, & Circella, 2014).
In reality, however, the compact development alone cannot be a sufficient strategy to reduce automobile use. The
efforts on the mixture of land use and non-motorized friendly environment should be accompanied. It would be
also considered that the combination of the compact development with a high-quality transit service can help
substantially reduce auto-dependency and increase the use of travel with other modes of transportation (e.g.,

walking, bike, and transit) (Senbel, Giratalla, Zhang, & Kissinger, 2014).
Thus, we set two research objectives in this study. First, we will examine how the built environment factors
interact to each other by testing possible combinations of the built environment characteristics, and second, we
will quantify these interaction effects on reducing automobile travel. We will conduct a case study of the Austin,
TX region by utilizing the 2009 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) Add-on data.
We expect that these interaction effects may not lead to the proportional combined effects. In other words, some
interaction effects can be larger or others can be smaller than the combined effects of individual effects. We also
expect that the findings from this case study will contribute to not only a better understanding of the relationship
between urban form and travel behavior but also an effective design of land use policies.
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Florida Forever is the current iteration of a long line of land acquisition programs undertaken by the state of
Florida. Citizens and politicians have expressed bipartisan support for both growth management (the Growth
Management Act of 1985) and state-funded land protection and acquisition programs. Florida’s land conservation
legacy began in 1964 when the state established a $20 million bond program for outdoor recreation land
conservation. 1972 marked the start of the Environmentally Endangered Lands Program (EEL), which was
ultimately integrated into the 1979 Conservation and Recreation Lands Program (CARL). Preservation 2000 was
enacted in the early 1990s and initiated the Florida Communities Trust (FCT) grant program. In 1999, seventytwo percent of voters approved an amendment that lead to 2001’s Florida Forever Act, which continued the
legacy of previous initiatives (McLeod, 2011). FCT in particular represents a marriage of growth management
and land conservation by providing fiscal support to local governments that seek to implement conservationrelated comprehensive plan initiatives through land acquisition.
The Florida Department of Environmental Protection reports that over 2.5 million acres of land have been
purchased under the Preservation 2000 and Florida Forever programs. This acreage represents diverse types of
preserved areas, with 11,880 acres located within urban service areas. In 2009, Florida Forever became essentially
an unfunded mandate. However, with the passage of the Florida Water and Land Conservation Initiative in 2014,
some funding has returned to Florida Forever programs. 21% of Florida Forever funding is slated to support FCT.
As evidenced by the 2014 vote, citizens still support land conservation programs but little is known about the
outcomes of these programs in terms of connectivity to other plans and local government integration.
Purchasing millions of acres of land has a significant price tag. In order to determine whether or not these funds
have been and are being spent efficiently, it is important to evaluate the outcomes of the program in a variety of
ways. Pure acreage may be used to hail a land acquisition a success, but there are other ways to assess the efficacy

of these types of programs. For example, Lewis and Knaap (2012) evaluated Maryland’s Rural Legacy Program
to determine its impact on development outcomes and its ability to further smart growth goals. Coutts (2011)
considered whether FCT supported projects that furthered public health while Lee and Feiock (2011) investigated
the relationship between local political and demographic characteristics and participation in FCT. These types of
studies help tell the full story of land conservation programs and their outcomes.
This paper seeks to evaluate the FCT program for integration with local comprehensive plans by using project
scores reports to conduct a quantitative assessment to highlight the relationship between project scores related to
comprehensive planning and the distribution of grant funding. Further, it utilizes a number of qualitative case
studies involving interviews and review of local comprehensive planning documents to investigate how local
governments considered the availability of grant funding in their comprehensive planning process and what types
of outcomes local communities experienced by applying for and receiving funding. It goes beyond acreage as a
measure of success and considers questions such as: Were partnerships formed? Did the acquisition of land help
the locality further its comprehensive planning goals? Did local communities integrate the possibility of funding
into long term goals or did they apply for the funding as opportunities for land purchase presented themselves?
The work helps to identify how FCT worked in practice and offers insight into strengths and weaknesses that may
be relevant not only to Florida but also other jurisdictions interested in enacting similar grant programs.
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In a 1982 New York Times Magazine article, “The Limits of Urban Growth,” architecture critic Paul Goldberger
lamented that “shoehorning new skyscrapers into midtown Manhattan is endangering the quality of life and
raising questions that bother other American cities as well.” Many people were bothered indeed and they, fearing
the “Manhattanization” of their central cities, worked long and hard to control it with various degree of success.
Fast forward a little more than thirty years and we are struck by a relentless process of densification, in the same
cities – Seattle, San Francisco, Boston and others - that tried to stop it before. There are good the reasons for it;
but what about “endangering the quality of life” that Glodberger warned about? And if land use planning is about
protecting QOL, has it been lost in this frenzy of upward expansion?
I will argue that planning has not disappeared, but it is quickly adapting to this new demand by changing plans en
masse to allow greater densities in exchange for community benefits. But how do we know that cities in their

search for public amenities will disregard the disamenities that higher density produces?
Higher densities generally come at a public cost. From shadows cast by tall buildings
to increased street congestion, development exceeding plan-established densities is likely to lower the quality of
life in a particular community. Since positive externalities are also possible, planners should determine whether
the value of the amenities to be gained is significantly higher than the public cost of the additional densities.
Given the political-economic context of growth in American cities, it is likely that in most cases this calculation
will privilege densification over good planning.
The paper will present and evaluate case studies in San Francisco, New York, San Diego, Seattle and Santa
Monica.
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REMAKING LEGACY REGIONS – A COMPARISON OF STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNING IN THE RUHR, GERMANY AND SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN, USA
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Using the lens of de-industrialization, the paper examines how these two metropolitan regions have sought to
remove the scars of industrial legacy and redefine their future. Comparing how each region has addressed these
challenges over the past 35 years, the paper uses three interconnected narratives: (i) examining how effective
spatial planning has been in directing environmental improvement; (ii) assessing the role and impact of informal
and formal planning agencies in the implementation and delivery of redevelopment projects; (iii) measuring
environmental improvement across the respective metropolitan areas.
Each of these narratives will be further developed through a comparison of planning agencies in the Ruhr, now
lead by the Regionalverband Ruhr (RVR), and the MPO in southeast Michigan, the Southeast Michigan Council
of Governments (SEMCOG). Each of these quasi-governmental planning entities have witnessed, in different
ways, shifts in public policy affecting their roles and effectiveness in changing environmental conditions.
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Central Theme and hypothesis:
Sprawl is without a doubt a central issue in planning. Though studies of sprawl have yielded a diverse volume of
definitions and interpretations of the term, an established and widely cited paper by Ewing et al. identifies urban
sprawl as embodying four predominant features: a population that is widely dispersed in low-density
development, a rigid separation of residential, commercial and office uses, a lack of well-defined activity centers
(including town and neighborhood centers), and a road network typified by large blocks and poor connectivity
(Ewing et al., 2002). More recently, Ewing and Hamidi (2014) quantified and categorized the physical features
into four dimensions: density, mix-use, centering, and street network connectivity. Efforts to measure and tackle
sprawl have led to the development of growth management strategies.
Growth management programs, however, vary widely. According to Feiock, Tavares and Lubell (2008), there are
two generations of growth management programs: the first focused on exclusion through growth moratoria and
development restrictions, and the second focus on redirecting growth, not limiting it. While controlling sprawl has
long been identified as the “principal spatial objective” of growth management measures, the efficacy of
regulations in realizing such intents remains largely debatable (Landis 1999). “Despite their considerable promise
for reducing sprawl, growth management programs remain controversial because there is little rigorous empirical
evidence of their effectiveness” (Carruthers, 1992, p. 391). To the contrary, many land use controls have been
found to encourage, and even incentivize, urban sprawl (Cowan 2006; Landis 1992; Litchtenberg 2007; Pendall
1999; Quigley et al. 2004).
Many states with the most comprehensive of growth management regulatory structures lack basic performance
measures to gauge efficacy (Aagaard et al., 2006). Though cities and towns have instituted a great number of
regulations and incentives in hopes of eliminating sprawl, a lack of empirical evaluations of growth management
policies has handicapped efforts to accurately measure overall effectiveness (Bengston et al., 2004).
What growth management measures, if any, effectively restrict sprawl patterns of development and trigger the
building of compact, mixed-use centers shown to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and promote center city
revitalization? Though the question is one that has long been at the center of debate in urban planning and
correlate fields, its answer remains largely elusive.
Approach and Methodology:
This research performs a critical review of regulatory mechanisms and planning practices in successfully
achievement growth management purposes. We seek to answers to a series a questions: What are the growth
management tools available to planners? How, and do they work? To what extent do they successfully restrict
sprawl patterns of development? Our methodology is designed to answer those questions. We review several
tools, programs and policies in their design, intent, and evaluate their effectiveness in mitigating sprawl and/or
managing patterns of development based on empirical research. We also critically report the adverse effects
associated with some of these tools. Our critical review is indented to be exhaustive and to provide insightful
lessons to practitioners.
Relevance to planning education, practice, or scholarship
Addressing sprawl can be very challenging to planners. Many growth management tools exist and the research
findings on the effectiveness of these tools is dispersed. This research is constructed to unify research efforts on

the topic and to offer guidance and insights to planners and professionals seeking to develop growth management
strategies. The research is intended to be a go-to- source of information on growth management tools for
professionals.
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Since 1990, over 100 new major league sports facilities have been built across the US and Canada. Most large
cities have grappled with the planning issues that accompany these large-scale and specialized developments. In
turn, many city planners have engaged in debates over the principles of planning for sports-anchored districts, the
role of public funding in project delivery, the negotiation of community benefits agreements, and so forth (Long
2012, Zimbalist and Long 2006, Long 2005).
Less well understood is the fate of the more than 60 former facilities left in the wake of this sports construction
boom. Stories about specific facilities have occasionally emerged, though mainly as cautionary tales. The Pontiac
Silverdome, home of the NFL Detroit Lions from 1975 to 2002, made national news as it sat vacant for years and
was finally sold by the City of Pontiac for $583,000 in 2009—a bargain by any reckoning. A similar situation has
been unfolding in Houston, where debates over the future of the iconic Astrodome have fueled numerous planning
and historic preservation visions but implementation plans have been derailed by cost.
This research examines the relationship between the fate of former major league sports facilities and the land use
planning decisions that shaped their outcomes. This is an important topic because the redevelopment of former
ballparks, stadiums, and arenas offer lessons about the challenges and opportunities of transforming these sites.
Moreover, since current planning initiatives centered on major league sports facilities pay little attention to the use
of the site 30 years in the future (which is the average length of a major league facility lease), then it is reasonable
to anticipate difficulties transitioning these sites for more traditional land uses and patterns of development when
the time comes. Thus, this case may inform our understanding of how decisions made in the near-term to
accommodate large-scale and specialized developments may turn out to compromise subsequent long-range
redevelopment efforts.
In response to these issues, this paper begins by enumerating and classifying redevelopment outcomes for former
major league facilities, giving context to a phenomenon that is not widely understood beyond the most highprofile cases, such as the Silverdome and the Astrodome. My data set includes captures the current use of all
facilities replaced by the round of new facility construction between 1990 and 2015, which includes over 60
venues in total. Four categories emerge: 1) facilities that are in still use for sports-oriented uses, 2) facilities that
have been adapted for other uses, such as entertainment, 3) facilities that have been demolished and their sites
redeveloped, and 4) facilities or sites that remain vacant.
Building on the narrative revealed through examining the full set of redevelopment outcomes, I describe in detail
one particularly illustrative example from each category. Next, for each example I identify a set of planning

decisions—including facility type, ownership structure, location, land use and site planning principles—that have
shaped the present day use of these sites. Based on this evidence, I argue that host cities need to pay more
attention to long-range issues of disposition and redevelopment when planning for major league sports facilities,
adapting the lifecycle approach used in real estate asset management. I conclude by offering a set of
recommendations for major league host cities as they plan for post-major league phase of large-scale sports
facilities.
*I should like to note that this is the same abstract I submitted for the 2015 ACSP conference. (It was accepted.)
Due to the death of my father, I was unable to present this paper at that time. I would appreciate the opportunity to
do so this year.
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Efforts to reduce the magnitude of climate change has focused attention on how different sectors contribute to
GHG emissions. California has been a leader in climate change mitigation policy across the nation with its
passage of the Global Warming Act of 2006, with a major focus on the energy sector. Directly linked to climate
change, the Energy-Travel-Urban Land Use nexus in California is well recognized and the density/compactness of
land use is subject of 2008 state policy (Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act, SB 375). The
Water-Energy nexus is also well-recognized, given that about 19% of electricity use in State is water-related, and
water scarcity in the State has led to increasing policy guidelines, e.g., California's 2009 water conservation plan,
with a target of reducing urban water use by 20% by 2020; as well as the 2014 Sustainable Groundwater
Management legislation. Since 40-50% of urban water in California is consumed by outdoor water use, the
character of urban land use, its compactness and density, have important effects on water use and resulting energy
impacts. However, policy attention to the water-urban land use nexus has focused primarily on water-conserving
outdoor watering devices, and landscapes. Adequate recognition of the interrelationships among energy, water use
and the character of urban development has yet to occur (Gober et al. 2013). This paper will address several
research questions: a) What are the major existing connections and disconnects among water management, urban
land use planning and climate change in California? b) What are the various institutional mechanisms proposed or
available to connect urban land use planning, water resources, and climate change, e.g., requirements for a water
element in the general plan (Waterman 2004) or water supply concurrency requirements for new development
(Hanak 2006); and, c) How do the institutional options for closer linkages differ in their relative ease or difficulty
of implementation? Methods used include a literature review of relevant articles and of California documents, and
a set of interviews with State officials. The paper has relevance for planning education, practice and scholarship.
Over the past two years, APA has convened a Water Task Force to focus on the increasing importance of water
resources in urban planning, and to assess how adequately the profession is addressing the topic (APA 2016).
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THE ROLE OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ACTORS IN THE SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT OF FLOOD
RISKS IN FLANDERS (BELGIUM): TOWARDS A CO-EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH IN FLOOD
RISK MANAGEMENT
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Recent challenges in flood risk management, call for the diversification of measures and the responsibilization of
spatial planners and civil society in dealing with flood risks. Until recently it was the water managers’
responsibility to provide protection, but it is becoming clear that increasing risks due to climate change and
urbanization make sole governmental responsibility and protection financially and technically untenable. The
broadening of flood risk management is aimed at emergency planning on the one hand and spatial planning on the
other. This paper focuses on the spatial development of flood risks, both in terms of properties at risk, as in terms
of urbanization causing increased run-off and therefore increasing flood frequencies and intensities. The actors
involved in this field include residents, architects, contractors, insurers, real estate agents, etc. Therefore, it is
expected that including these stakeholders can make managing flood risks more effective and increase overall
resilience to flooding.
However, water managers in Flanders (Belgium), the case study in this paper, are often not familiar with
relational approaches that include non-governmental actors. Also flood risk management research has mainly
focused on the isolated study of (mostly technical) systems. Therefore, knowledge on the role of nongovernmental actors in the development of flood risks and on how they can be involved in policy-making is
lacking. The question is thus how can these actors contribute to flood risk management in an effective way, so
that they not only serve the individual, but also the public interest. And how does this relate to governmental
actions in flood risk management?
This papers aims to understand the complex interactions between the different non-governmental actors, flood
risks and governmental flood risk management, and how these interactions affect options for policy makers.
Understanding these interactions can help the transition towards the inclusion and activation of non-governmental
stakeholders in flood risk management.
In order to analyze these interactions, different types of non-governmental actors (residents, real estate agents,
businesses, farmers, insurance brokers and environmental organizations) were interviewed and a survey was
conducted amongst residents of flood-prone areas in Flanders. The main questions were how these stakeholders
deal with flood risks themselves, to what extent they rely on governments and whether they are involved in policy
processes. On the other hand, also policy documents on the role of non-governmental actors in flood risks
management were analyzed to determine what kind of involvement of these actors they envision. The different
attitudes and actions are then analyzed and weighed against each other. It is discussed how this affects flood risk
management options and overall resilience, and what could be done to improve their role in flood risk

management.
The analysis shows that each of these actors has their own flood risk management strategy, based on their framing
of the problem and possible solutions, within the boundaries of their (perceived) competences and capabilities.
This strategy is not always a conscious choice and co-evolves with the context, which is for each actor composed
of what others (including governments) do on the one hand, and societal processes such as urbanization, financial
crises, climate change, etc. on the other. Therefore, it is not one actor (such as a government in a hierarchical
structure) that determines how flood risks are managed. Rather, the co-evolutionary process between all the actors
involved defines how flood risks develop and are managed.
This co-evolutionary view on the development of flood risks calls for different processes in governmental flood
risk management. Inherent uncertainties and complexities related to extreme weather events and spatial
developments makes linear policymaking based on cause-effect relationships and a hierarchical operational
structure untenable. Within this view, policy makers need to position themselves within the co-evolutionary
processes, anticipate the feedback they can expect from their decisions and adapt to this feedback when necessary.
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Due to urbanization, more than ever the land area is covered with impermeable surfaces and rapidly converted for
development to meet demand. To mitigate the problems associated with urban development, many cities have an
urban forest plan because green space provides a wide range of benefits. In 2012, the city of Des Moines largely
implemented a planting seed program and started tree inventory. This study attempts to estimate the impact of
Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) on nearby residential property values. With approximately 50,906 single and double
family home sales from 2000 to 2015, the hedonic price model is used to estimate the effect of UTC on residential
property values in Des Moines, Iowa. We also utilize two-stage spatial autoregressive with a spatial
autoregressive disturbance (SARAR) model to handle spatial autocorrelation and neighborhood effects.
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The inner city represents a critical domain of the metropolis, from site of nineteenth-century industrialization, and
signifying zone of the Chicago School of Social Ecology, to the industrial disinvestment and rise of a new middle
class that characterized the lineaments of the postindustrial city. Our account of the contemporary Seattle and
Vancouver experiences demonstrate the continuing saliency of the inner city in urban growth and change,
exhibiting both general processes and more contingent effects. We observe that for Seattle and Vancouver
contrasts are more consequential – and more instructive – than commonalities. Vancouver’s inner city
redevelopment has been shaped principally by a residential trajectory enabled by the City’s ‘Living First’
planning program, by international immigration, and by transnational capital, and only secondarily by new
enterprise formation. Seattle’s inner city incorporates new housing, but is more decisively reconfigured by new
industries, including both SME firms in the culture and technology sectors, and by the land use needs and
externalities of corporations such as Google, Adobe, and more especially Amazon. Our presentation includes an
assessment of key development variables observed in our two case studies, and theoretical conjecture.
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This paper examines what progress had been made in reconstruction of small fishing communities along the
Sanriku coastline in northeast Japan that were damaged by a devastating tsunami following the Great East Japan
Earthquake of March 2011. The study argues that in the case of the Sanriku coast, local leadership by mayors has
been an important factor influencing the rapidity of recovery.
Conceptually, the paper addresses the complexity of long-term reconstruction planning, which is seen as an
understudied planning issue (Daly and Feener, 2016). Following devastating natural disasters many local
politicians promise to `build back better’; but what does that mean and how would you measure it? Kim and
Ohlshansky (2014: 292) have addressed this issue by asking a number of questions of their own: “How long does

recovery take, and how do you know when the process is over? Has the community in question “bounced back,”
or is there a “new normal”? In what ways is it better than before, and do the improvements exceed the losses?”
The specific role of mayors and local leadership is addressed in this paper.
Empirically, this paper explores these theoretical and empirical issues in the first five-year period of
reconstruction in an area of Japan that was tragically impacted by one of the most devastating disasters in the last
100 years. The study is based on over 50 interviews with government officials at the national, prefectural and
local government level, together with NGOs, academics and private sector agencies involved in the Tohoku
reconstruction. This study builds on previous research into the Japanese setting of reconstruction planning
following the 1995 Hanshin-Awaji (Kobe) earthquake (Edgington, 2010).
Questions in this study were posed in interviews relating to the Sanriku communities’ reconstruction plans,
programs and opportunities to `build back better’, including: (a) to what degree were there specific problems at
the local level that were not fully perceived by national planners in Tokyo? (b) to what degree were local
problems being met with local resources (human resources and budgets) or were they beyond the capacity of
municipal governments. The research also identifies key empirical markers of recovery for each of 11 major
communities in the Sanriku coast (from Taro, Iwate Prefecture in the north to Ishinomaki in Miyagi Prefecture in
the south) in terms of population levels, new permanent housing, fishing recovery, and improvements in the city’s
infrastructure, facilities and environment. The research provides answers to whether or not there will be local
opportunities to `build back better’ meaning more equitably as well as for long-term sustainable development?
Does the lack of human and financial resources and expertise in the smaller cities in the study affect their
implementation strategies and effectiveness? The study will answer these questions though case studies focusing
on local techniques used to purchase land and resettle communities inundated by the tsunami, and on programs
for the building of permanent housing for displaced survivors, as well as revival of local economies and jobs,
either in traditional farming and fishing sectors, or in new industries.
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Central theme or hypothesis: what research question are you trying to address?
Land use planning can play a central role in guiding land use and development in areas exposed to hazards and
climate change. Communities that invest in planning can be more resilient because they are better able to
anticipate and adaptively respond to extreme events, to rapidly recover, and to reduce future vulnerability. Land
use policies can be found in many community plans, including comprehensive plans, hazard mitigation plans, and
stand-alone plans like parks and recreation, transportation, housing, and capital improvement plans. The
combined impact of multiple plans that coordinate mitigation can decrease community vulnerability. However,

when these plans fail to align or respond to areas most prone to hazards, they can have the opposite effect,
increasing community vulnerability.
We apply a resilience scorecard developed from our prior research (Berke et al. 2015) to a set of highly vulnerable
communities threatened by coastal hazards and sea level rise. Application of the scorecard allows us to address
two core questions: How well do local networks of plans target areas most prone to hazards? To what degree are
local plans coordinated to address hazards in these areas?
Approach and methodology: how will you address that question?
We select six to eight highly vulnerable coastal communities along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. We then apply
the resilience scorecard based on a three-phase process:
1) Delineate local planning districts in hazard zones. Districts include, for example, residential neighborhoods,
downtowns, and conservation areas.
2) Determine the physical and social vulnerability scores for each planning district located within current
floodplain hazard zones and future zones impacted by sea level rise. The scores are derived using building tax
values and variables from a social vulnerability index.
3) For each policy district assign a score for the land use policies in each plan. Each policy is evaluated based on
how the policy will affect future vulnerability, either positively or negatively.
Relevance of your work to planning education, practice, or scholarship
Planners can assume critical roles in improving planning for hazards by using the resilience scorecard to reveal
compatibilities among plans, and identify conflicts and whether local plans focus on hazard areas most vulnerable
to current hazards and future threats from climate change. Planners can inform the public and decision makers
about missed opportunities to improve local mitigation planning. To support application of the scorecard efforts
federal agencies, notably FEMA and NOAA, should consider developing additional databases that are widely
available and readily applicable.
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TRACK 8 - FOOD SYSTEMS, COMMUNITY
HEALTH, SAFETY
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS IN TRACK 8
FOOD JUSTICE, FOOD SOVEREIGNTY AND PLANNING
Proposal 24 with abstracts 234, 236, 504
Organizer: HORST, Megan [Portland State University] mhorst@pdx.edu
Discussant: MCCLINTOCK, Nathan [Portland State University] n.mcclintock@pdx.edu
One of the main goals of planning is supposedly to foster justice. This session examines the relationship between
planning and food justice and food sovereignty. Food studies scholars and activists argue that a transformative
approach to food systems change requires going beyond the concepts of food security, local food, and
sustainability to include a food justice and food sovereignty orientation. Food justice places access to healthy,
affordable, culturally appropriate food in the contexts of institutional racism and racialized geographies. Food
sovereignty, a global social movement, involves a critique of the neoliberal industrial corporate food system.
Since Pothukuchi & Kaufman’s call (2000), planners are engaging more explicitly in food systems issues. Papers
in this session will engage in dialogue about the role of planning and government in food justice and sovereignty.
We will interrogate planning pedagogy, research, and practice, both for examples of failure and potential to
contribute to radical food systems transformation.
Objectives:


Participants will be better able to understand planning's potential for fostering food justice and food
sovereignty

HAZARDS IN REGIONAL PLANNING: PRE-ACTIONS BEFORE POST-DISASTERS
Proposal 27 with abstracts 546, 547, 548, 549,
Organizer/Discussant: WUERZER, Thomas [Nova University] twuerzer@nova.edu
Hazards in Regional Planning: Pre-Actions before Post-Disasters is focusing on opportunities, struggles, and
efforts of planning in hazards mitigation and implementation processes. In concert with the conference theme, this
session presents contribution from statewide risk perception and public outreach on wildfires, disaster resiliency
issues connected to housing and social vulnerability, failure of SmartCode on planning and long-term recovery as
well as the insights of creating a Masters in Disaster Risk and Resilience. In sum, the session is dedicated to the
prior disaster phase of planning and mitigation for hazards, and how scholars can utilize their research as critical
information toward public and practitioners’ education. Papers presented in this session have a global geographic
context.
Objectives:


Increase awareness of education needs in Planning for Hazards

ABSTRACTS IN TRACK 8

THE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO ASTHMA MORBIDITY OF ELDERLY POPULATION: A CASE
STUDY OF SEOUL, KOREA
Abstract ID: 48
Individual Paper Submission
KIM, Do [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] dohyungkim@cpp.edu, presenting author
AHN, Yongjin [Daegu University] dadaist21@gmail.com, co-author
Although asthma has a relatively low fatality rate compared to other chronic diseases, it lately received attentions
from public health and urban planning professionals due to its strong relationship with socio-demographic
backgrounds of asthma patients and urban built environment. Much research addressed high-risk population
factors associated with asthma morbidity. The population risk factors include poverty, ethnicity, and age (Weiss et
al., 1992; Miller, 2000). Regarding built environment, some research identified traffic- related air pollution as the
contributing factors to asthma morbidity (Künzli et al., 2000; Bråbäck et al., 2009).
The purpose of this paper is to examine contributing factors to the asthma morbidity of the elderly population in
the City of Seoul. Unlike much previous research that treated children as a vulnerable age cohort in association
with asthma morbidity, this paper sheds light on the asthma morbidity of the elderly population. Although the
elderly is vulnerable to exposure to poor living environments as much as children are, the asthma morbidity of the
elderly population has been relatively underestimated. This is also important since the public health concerns with
the elderly become a significant issue for the cities that confront the phenomenon of aging society. Furthermore,
this paper will explore a variety of built environmental factors in addition to automobile traffic. It will include
land use and public transit factors in association with air quality.
This paper quantifies a variety of build environmental factors including transportation, air quality, and land use
factors as well as socio-demographic factors by “Dong”, an administrative boundary of Seoul. Then, it analyzes
the correlation between those factors and asthma patients of the population age 70 and older by employing the
geographically weighted regression (GWR) method. The City of Seoul becomes an interesting study area for this
study in many aspects. Ethnically homogeneous population in Seoul helps to control asthma morbidity factors
from ethnicity. The dense, intense urban built environment of Seoul can facilitate this study to measure the
impacts of built environment on asthma morbidity. Based on the case of Seoul, this paper will discuss insight into
the development of asthma mitigation strategies that take consideration of both socio-demographic characteristics
of asthma patients and built environment.
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OLDER ADULTS’ PERCEPTION OF NEIGHBORHOOD WALKABILITY IN NORCS
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There is a growing concern in the United States about the rapid increase of older adult (65 year and older)
population, which is estimated to represent almost 20% of the U.S. population in 2030 (Aurand, Miles, & Usher,
2014). Also, it has been indicated by the literature that older adults prefer to age in place, which is taking place on
rural areas and small towns (2014; Abbott, Nancy, Carman, & Scarfo, 2009; Cutchin, 2003). These settings are
usually auto-dependent and does not offer quality infrastructure for walking or cycling, which disproportionally
hinders older adults’ mobility (Park, et al., 2010). The lack of mobility, especially from walking and cycling can
have serious impacts on health in the form of chronic diseases and the lack of physical activity, which are among
the leading causes of death around the world (Winters, et al., 2015).
The objective of this research is to understand the relationship between walkability indexes and older adult’s
perception of neighborhood walkability. The walkability indexes used in the study will be Walk Score™
(walkscore.com), the AARP Livability Index, and the walkability index developed by Frank et al. 2010. The
findings of this research will help answer the questions of (1) whether or not walkability indexes are appropriate
to measure how walkable a neighborhood really is for older adults and (2) from the perspective of older adults,
how walk-friendly their community really is?
This research will analyze data from Neighborhood NORCs (NNORCs), which are communities that were not
designed for older people, but that have evolved over time to include a relatively large concentration of older
residents (Hunt & Gunter-Hunt, 1985, p.4). The data for the study will come from the “Older Adult
Neighborhoods survey” to better understand older adult’s perceptions of walkability. The survey was carried out
in 2013-14, and involved face-to-face structured interviews with 445 adults aged 65 years or older and living in
NNORCs in Leon County, Florida, including the mid-sized, low-density city of Tallahassee. The information and
data on the Walk Score and AARP Livability index will be collected for each census block present on the data set.
The research will comprise of a quantitative section that will examine the results from the regression of the
variables found in the Walk Score™, the Livability Index, the walkability index (Frank et al., 2010), and survey
responses. The analysis will incorporate the interpretation of the regression results and an assessment of the
descriptive statistics from the survey responses. This comprehensive assessment will allow for a better
understanding of how NORCs may or may not provide walking opportunities for older adults. In addition, this
research is going evaluate if there is any difference between the perceptions among cohorts of different income
levels and how these possible differences reflect against the characteristics of each census block, based on the
Walk Score™, Livability Index, and the walkability index (Frank et al., 2010).
The findings of this research will be important to comprehensively understand walkability for older adults and
how their environment is contributing to their overall health through physical activity. Moreover, the analysis will
also help identify any type of inequality between low-income neighborhoods and wealthier ones. The results will
allow for better planning strategies on how to further develop and improve the areas where older adults choose to
live. It has the potential to educate city planners, city officials, and developers on how mitigate and prevent
chronic diseases for the older adult population. Moreover, this type of study has not been done, to my knowledge,
for this type of neighborhood setting and urban size.
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ACTIVE BUILT ENVIRONMENT: FORM-BASED CODES OR CONVENTIONAL ZONING
REGULATIONS?
Abstract ID: 74
Individual Paper Submission
NOH, Soowoong [University of Florida] nswscott@gmail.com, presenting author
Background:
Most Form-based Codes (FBCs) were introduced as an alternative method of addressing the problems created by
conventional zoning, in particular the lack of support for physical activity. However, necessary evidence is
required to support this claimed FBC capability. This paper examines the questions whether FBCs are conducive
to creating active built environments, urban forms that can provide more opportunities for physical activity. This
is because FBCs have been spotlighted as a possible solution to mitigate physical inactivity contributed by urban
sprawl. In order to answer the research question, the following objectives were established. First, determine and
operationalize in Geographic Information System (GIS) the built environment variables that affect physical
activity. Second, employ GIS suitability modeling to develop composite scores and apply them to compare two
different urban forms that have resulted from FBCs and Conventional Zoning.
Study Design:
The methodology for this study consists of four parts. First, to develop a comparative analysis, this study selects
multiple study sites based on two groups: FBCs and Conventional Zoning. Florida was selected as the study area
because Florida has played a precursory role in the development of FBCs in the U.S. and has experienced the
gradual evolution of various phases of planning approaches. Second, based on prior studies, this study categorizes
and aggregates GIS variables, which are relevant to active built environments, such as land use mix index, open
spaces, public transit, and sidewalks. Third, this study builds a GIS suitability model to assess the two urban form
groups. GIS modeling yields a suitability map ranked by composite scores, reveals the spatial distribution of
scores, and provides cell-based quantified outputs. Fourth, this study performs a statistical comparative analysis
between two groups. Based on research question, the null hypothesis is that mean of each group is identical. The
independent-samples t-test is used to determine if a difference exists between the means of the two independent
groups.
Results:
The independent-samples t-test results show that there is a statistically significant difference of mean scores
between FBCs group and Conventional Zoning group. Given the statistically significant difference between the
means, we can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis.
Conclusion/Contribution:
The results indicate that urban forms created based on FBCs are more likely to lead to active living than urban
forms created as a result of Conventional Zoning regulations. Moreover, the GIS-based visualization method
provides an expanded set of tools for urban planners and public health professionals to understand the relationship
between urban form and active built environment. These map-based visualized results are useful not only to

identify areas that lead to inactive built environments, but also to provide more valuable information to health and
urban policy makers and professionals to work together to address mutual challenges.
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PATRONAGE AND ACCESS TO A LEGACY CITY FARMERS’ MARKET: A CASE STUDY OF THE
RELOCATION OF THE FLINT, MICHIGAN MARKET
Abstract ID: 76
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MORCKEL, Victoria [University of Michigan--Flint] morckel@umflint.edu, presenting author
In late June, 2014, the Flint, Michigan farmers’ market moved from an isolated, historic structure just outside of
Flint’s downtown into a newer, larger facility in the city’s center. The 105 year old market was located at its
former site for 74 years, and voted America’s most beloved farmers’ market in 2009. Consequently, moving the
market from its old location to the heart of downtown was controversial at the time, due to concerns about who
the new market would serve and whether it would continue to be viable. Despite the initial skepticism, the number
of patrons markedly increased, providing one indicator that relocating the market was the right decision. While
the old market drew approximately 275,000 patrons annually, the new market attracted over 600,000 in its first
year. Even with this initial success, a number of questions remain about the effects of moving this market, and
farmers’ markets in general.
Surveys of market patrons (n = 1830) were conducted for a full calendar year and were used to explore questions
about the scale of the market, patron demographics, reasons for visiting the market, seasonal variations in
outcomes, and healthy food access. Existing classifications of markets tend to focus on the types of products sold
and the physical characteristics of the markets (Brown, 2001). Here, the focus is the geographical scale of market
(i.e. whether the market functions as a neighborhood, city, or regional market), to be determined by patron home
locations and how far patrons travel. By examining the new market’s demographics (race, gender, and age
distributions), and comparing these results to a prior study of the Flint market at its old site [Sadler et al. (2013)],
this study provides insight into how market location affects who visits a market. This study further examines the
reasons why people visit the new market, and whether the reasons vary by race, gender, or age. Since attendance
at the Flint market fluctuates seasonally (with the highest attendance in the summer, and lowest attendance in the
winter), the author hypothesized that seasonal effects existed in terms of the geographic scale of the market,
patron demographics, and reasons for visiting. Additionally, given that the city of Flint has been described as a
“food desert”, and given that the market has the potential to impact the food environment and health status of the
local community, the study examines questions of food access by comparing market patrons’ home locations to
low income low access (“LILA”) census tracts as defined by the United States Department of Agriculture’s
Economic Research Service.
This study demonstrates that it is possible to relocate an already successful farmers’ market to a new location, and
to experience even greater success. In this case, moving the market to the heart of downtown to a location that is
near other businesses and a major university seems to have made a substantial difference. The results indicate that

this market is successful in large part because it satisfies multiple community needs. It provides people with
access to food; it serves as a community gathering place and social space; and it provides additional lunch options
to downtown workers and students. The study further demonstrates that farmers’ markets in legacy cities can
serve a large region, attract diverse peoples, and be sustainable year round. These results should be of interest to
planners, policy makers, and market managers who are considering opening or relocating a farmers’ market for
community health and economic development purposes.
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IMPLEMENTING DEMENTIA-FRIENDLY LAND-USE POLICY: AN EVALUATION OF CURRENT
LITERATURE AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS FOR GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT IN
SUBURBAN CANADA
Abstract ID: 138
Individual Paper Submission
BIGLIERI, Samantha [University of Waterloo] sebiglie@uwaterloo.ca, presenting author
CONTEXT:
The World Health Organization calls Alzheimer's disease and related dementias (ADRD) "the leading cause of
dependency and disability among older persons in both high-income countries and LMIC," (1,p.8). This
accelerating crisis has sparked research on how to design neighbourhoods for those with mild to moderate
dementia, and how to empower them through built environment (BE) changes to remain in their community for as
long as possible. Baby boomers have expressed the desire to age-in-place and this applies to those who have or
may develop ADRD and choose to live in their communities over live-in care facilities. Accordingly, it is
imperative that planning practitioners seek to make neighbourhoods accessible for this vulnerable population.
Planning dementia-friendly (DF) BEs is a relatively new and underdeveloped research area as most literature in
this area has focused on residential and medical care settings rather than public spaces (3). Seminal work in this
area completed in 2006 (2) called upon researchers to examine the economic cost of implementing DF urban
design and land-use recommendations. This paper answers that call by calculating the individual features and
overall cost of implementing dementia-friendly BEs in the Canadian context, while examining the relevant
planning and design literature and principles in addition to creating policies for future implementation.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
(I) Can best practices of urban design and land-use organization for building a DF community on greenfield be
identified?
(a) Do they each represent good planning principles?
(b) Do they fit with existing planning legislation?

(c) What are the economic implications of implementing each?
(II) How could these findings be incorporated in the current planning process?
METHODOLOGY:
The overall approach to this work is based on the concept of place integration, in which professionals restructure
the context of the environment, instead of forcing someone to adapt to it. This paper examines 17 DF
recommendations based on evidence from (2) and design and planning literature. Each is then examined against
the existing planning policy frameworks for Whitby, Ontario, Canada and assessed for its economic impact on a
base case greenfield subdivision using pro forma analysis.
RELEVANCE:
This paper makes a significant contribution to planning scholarship through its identification and evaluation of the
current literature on the role of land-use policy and urban design on the health of people with ADRD. Second, it
makes a significant contribution to planning policy/practice in that it creates context specific land-use policy
changes to implement not only each individual feature, but also how to protect the municipality as a whole from
policy amendments. In addition, the paper uses pro forma analysis to determine the cost of DF design to private
property owners, and thus, presents a method that gives municipal staff leverage in developing and requiring these
policies. Above all, this paper makes a compelling case for why DF planning is necessary and further translates
these findings directly into legislation and land-use policies that can be employed by professional planners, who
are the true change-makers.
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EXPLORING THE GEOGRAPHY OF FAMERS’ MARKETS IN OKLAHOMA: DO FARMER’S
MARKETS PROMOTE FOOD SECURITY AND FOOD SOVEREIGNTY AMONG VULNERABLE
POPULATIONS?
Abstract ID: 234
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LOWERY, Bryce [University of Oklahoma] bryce.c.lowery@ou.edu, presenting author
Farmers’ markets are a potentially important but understudied component of local food systems. Some suggest
that farmers’ markets have the potential to alleviate food insecurity commonly found in low-income, non-white
communities however contradictory evidence suggests this may not always be the case. I investigate the spatial
location and availability of fresh vegetables and fruits at farmer’s markets in Oklahoma to answer the question: do
farmers’ markets promote food security in urban and rural parts of the state, particularly in at-risk communities
and in communities working toward food sovereignty?
Local communities experience a number of positive health benefits and a better quality of life when residents are
able to access and prepare healthy food. A diet rich in fruits and vegetables increases the likelihood of
maintaining a healthy weight and decreases the risk of chronic disease, however fruits and vegetables are an
increasingly under-consumed component the American diet (CDC, 2016). Residents at risk for food insecurity are
of increasing interest to planners, public health professionals, and communities. Food insecurity represents a
complex set of interacting natural, social, and physical factors that contribute to whether people are willing to eat,

or can pay for healthy food, or can access locations where it is sold (Jones, Ngure, Pelto, & Young, 2013). Food
insecurity manifests in many ways including malnutrition, hunger, and paradoxically obesity as residents turn to
more affordable, prepared, and quick food options.
There is still much to learn about the role of farmer’s markets with in the context of community development.
Much work remains to be done to better understand whether or less permanent components of a neighborhood
have an impact on the well being and quality of life of of local communities. It has been suggested that farmers’
markets are one way of encouraging the consumption of healthy foods particularly in communities who have
limited access to fresh vegetables and fruit (Glanz & Yaroch 2004). Some suggest farmers’ markets can be
particularly effective in low income non-white communities disproportionately affected by food insecurity
(Ruelas, Iverson, Kiekel, & Peters, 2012) but other evidence seems to suggest that farmers’ markets may not be a
the solution to disparities seen in the availability of healthy food in these neighborhoods (Lowery, Sloane, Diaz,
Illum, Lewis, forthcoming). My work builds upon these ideas with a particular focus on American Indian
communities, rural communities, and populations vulnerable to food insecurity.
To understand whether or not farmers’ markets contribute to the availability of fresh vegetables and fruits equally,
in all communities of Oklahoma, I assembled a spatial database of the addresses of approximately 105 farmers’
markets across the state. I plan to audit the quantity of products available at each of the markets. Geographic
Information Systems and data from the 2010 Census and 2010 American Community Survey
estimates will be employed to understand the location of farmers’ markets with a particular focus on at
populations at-risk when for experiencing food insecurity (children, the elderly, non-white, low-income
populations) as well as tribal communities working to address food sovereignty. Data for this work is still being
collected but we anticipate that results may be consistent with previous studies that demonstrated spatial
inequality in the availability of healthy food across different types of communities.
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FARMLAND CONSERVATION, GENTRIFICATION AND THE FUTURE OF COMMUNITY FOOD
SYSTEMS IN OREGON
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HORST, Megan [Portland State University] mhorst@pdx.edu, presenting author
There is growing interest in community food systems around the country, evidenced for example by the growth in
direct farm sales in recent years. A community food system "is a collaborative effort to integrate agricultural
production with food distribution to enhance the economic, environmental, and social well‐being of a particular

place (i.e. a neighborhood, city, county or region)" (Feenstra & Cambell, 1997). The future of community food
systems, however, is uncertain. I argue that traditional farmland protection tools are insufficient to protect or
foster community food systems. In fact, many were not designed to do so.
To examine this further, I take the case of Oregon, a state often identified as a leader on community food systems
issues. Oregon’s land use planning program, which includes agricultural zoning of over 16 million acres of land
and strong urban growth boundaries, has helped protect farmland from development over the past 45 years (Kline,
2005). Three ongoing trends may affect the future ownership and use of farmland in the United States and in
Oregon. One trend is farmland consolidation and capitalization (MacDonald, 2013). A second trend is the
acquisition of farmland by wealthy people, including those engaged in hobby farming and those seeking rural
lifestyles (Sutherland, 2012). A third trend is that of the financialization of farmland, or purchase of farmland by
domestic and foreign investors (Fairbairn, 2014). These trends suggest major changes to land ownership and
practices on Oregon farmland, and suggest negative consequences to community food systems. One impact is that
of rising land values, which is already challenging access by aspiring farmers.
This paper addresses the following questions:
1. Who is buying Oregon farmland?
2. What are their motives and practices?
3. What are the implications for community food systems?
4. What are the implications for aspiring farmers, including those who historically have been excluded from
farmland ownership?
5. How can land use planning, including farmland protection, better support community food systems?
To answer the questions, I conducted a pilot study of four counties (Benton, Clackamas, Polk, and Washington) in
the Willamette Valley. Three sources of data were used. The first was data from secondary sources including the
United States Department of Agriculture and the Oregon Departments of Agriculture and Conservation and Land
Development. Second, I examined farmland sales records obtained from each county. Third, I conducted
interviews and focus groups with key informants including realtors, lenders, planners, landowners, aspiring
farmers, and representatives of organizations with a focus on farming and farmland issues
The findings suggest that without intervention, the future of Oregon farmland is that of increasing ownership by
commodity and export-oriented producers, domestic and international financial investors, and non-farmers. Such
ownership trends are likely to make it more difficult for aspiring farmers to access land, and to have negative
implications for community food systems. In the interests of the public good, social justice, and sustainability,
planners should re-focus their farmland conservation efforts to support community food systems. The paper
concludes with suggestions for policy change and other tools.
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Consensus is growing among scientists and public health experts that numerous unregulated hazardous chemicals
threaten human and ecosystem viability (e.g., Bergman et al., 2013). The United States (US) is the second largest
producer of industrial chemicals, yet few of these chemicals have been tested for safety due to ineffective
regulations. Empirical evidence suggests the American public is largely unaware of the health and environmental
challenges posed by toxic substances, and many people are ignorant about chemicals policy and chemical use in
consumer products. While wealthy people who are educated about toxics in products can attempt to ‘buy their
way out’ of the problem (Szasz, 2007) and people of lower socioeconomic status are more severely impacted by
certain chemicals (e.g., Zota et al., 2010), everyone is ultimately affected through pollution of common natural
resources. Chemicals policy reform is under negotiation in the US Congress for the first time in 40 years, with
little public input or engagement in the process; the public must be educated about the significance of the various
potential policy outcomes as well as how it can engage in reform efforts. Formulating and implementing effective
public outreach and engagement methods will require integration of numerous scientific and professional
disciplines and communication across traditional disciplinary boundaries.
This paper initiates a dialogue about why hazardous chemicals in consumer products do not appear a significant
concern to the general public and how advocates, academics, scientists, and the media can better work together to
improve public education and engagement on chemicals in consumer products and chemicals policy reform.
Using interview and focus group findings, evidence of limited science literacy among the American public, and a
quantitative analysis of media coverage, we begin to address these issues. We find that chemicals issues do not fit
within journalistic norms of reporting, resulting in scant coverage by the nation’s major media outlets and limited
public discourse; without media attention to help drive public attention and policymaking, chemicals are low on
the priority list of health and environmental concerns. We invite others to build on this initial work by adding
their insights, data, and knowledge to help promote public awareness and engagement on exposures to hazardous
chemicals in everyday life and the need for reform of our current system of chemicals management.
This paper builds on previous research that demonstrates the problem of hazardous chemicals in consumer
products and the need for policy reform (e.g., Scruggs et al., 2014). From this foundation of academic literature,
we have engaged policy makers and academic and practitioner colleagues in a call to action regarding public
engagement and awareness on US chemicals policy reform in order to create political will for change; we also
emphasized the need to take the equity issues identified in this paper into account when crafting new policies. Our
efforts are stimulating public discourse on these topics (e.g., McCormick, 2016).
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One in six people in the U.S., or about 49 million Americans, are food insecure (Feeding America, 2015).
Meanwhile, approximately one third of food mass (measured in tonnage), or one quarter of food energy
(measured in calories) grown for human consumption is wasted (Lipinski, 2013; Buzby et al., 2014). Only 5% of
discarded food is recovered or reused (U.S. EPA, 2015). Energy, nutrients, and water that are embedded in the
discarded food mostly end up in final disposal facilities, which requires additional energy and water for waste
hauling, compaction, processing, and site maintenance. Landfilling or incinerating is suggested by the U.S. EPA
(2012) as the last resort along the food waste management (FWM) hierarchy. In practice, however, priorities are
not given to alternative FWM options with higher end values, such as human consumption, animal feed, industrial
uses, and composting (Girotto et al., 2015).
Evidently, there are missing linkages between FW generators ("supply") and potential users ("demand"), which
directly result in economic inefficiencies (e.g., foregone resources, wasteful infrastructure, transportation and/or
disposal costs), environmental pollutions (e.g., GHG emissions and wastewater), and social inequities. Limited
(and decentralized) sources of re-usable food and time-sensitivity of edible food contribute to the logistical
challenges of FW reuse and recovery (Staley, 2015). More importantly, community-wide FW generation volume
is not generally known (U.S. EPA, 2015) to foster FWM partnerships that match the "supply" and "demand"
locally.
This interdisciplinary study aims to promote neighborhood-based sustainable planning programs in the case of
FWM, which represents complex challenges in urban areas. In a case study in the City of Chicago, we
demonstrate the potential opportunities of connecting FW generated from urban neighborhoods with local reuse
and recovery options. Essentially, the challenges of urban waste management (e.g., enormous volume) can be
transformed into opportunities of efficient FWM, given the diversity of end users and potential economies of
scale.
Numerically, we estimated FW generation volume at 14,025 locations in Chicago using the Material Flow
Analysis method (Leigh et al., 2007; Griffin et al., 2008) that couples generator type (e.g., residences, restaurants,
food retails, and institutions) with generation rate (e.g., lbs per person, per employment, or per square footage)
(Ai, 2015; Ai and Zheng, 2015). Next, we examine its spatial distribution and adopt the Affinity Propagation
method (Frey and Dueck, 2007) to identify the clusters of food discards. Two types of Affinity Propagation
models - by distance and by FW volume, are tested in this study. Hierarchical clusters are generated by zonal sum
of FW volume and by potential use type (e.g., edible for donation and human consumption, industrial uses, or
composting). Lastly, we resort to the Network Analysis in ArcGIS to spatially match discarded food clusters to
the highest end uses in proximity. By overlaying FW clusters and demographic data, we also identify the
neighborhoods that are under-served in terms of either FW collection for donation/recycling (e.g., high income
communities), or edible food donation (e.g., low income communities and food banks).
Results from this study are anticipated to provide critical references for local FWM, including the efficient
location of FW collection/drop-off centers, FWM zone delineation that reflects the heterogeneity of urban
neighborhoods, and zonal sum of FW volume by potential use types. Given that FW bans from landfills have been
adopted by an increasing number of cities and states, we anticipate that our empirical study will provide timely

support for local and regional initiatives of FW planning with harmonized goals of efficiency, effectiveness, and
equity.
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Urban agriculture (UA) programs have been promoted as a public health tool for improving wellbeing and health
outcomes, especially to curb the tide of childhood obesity and diet related diseases. While recent studies have
shown UA programming to have a positive effect on fruit and vegetable consumption and healthy eating behavior
in some instances (Oxenham, 2010), contradictorily other studies demonstrate no significant change in healthy
eating patterns (Poston ,2005). With behaviors such as healthy eating contributing to one's overall quality of life
(QOL), the effects of UA programs on youth QOL becomes a question of interest.
Despite numerous studies examining the health outcomes for youth participating in UA programs, few have
investigated the long term (greater than one year) influences of UA programs on QOL and well-being (Raj,
Accepted). QOL considerations are important in evaluating the multi-faceted effects of UA programming; this
project adds to the UA discourse by drawing attention to the QOL outcomes of UA programming among innercity youth from low-income neighborhoods who are typically underrepresented in public health studies.
This paper presents the results of a study evaluating the QOL effects of the Massachusetts Avenue Project's
Growing Green summer program on youth in Buffalo, NY. The study is informed by self-reported surveys
collected between 2005-2012. Responses from youth who only attended the program 1 year (n=97) were
compared to responses of those engaged for multiple years (n=12). The researcher used qualitative coding
methods to analyze the open ended responses. Results demonstrate engagement in a UA program leads to
perceived health benefits, while continual participation leads to improved perceptions of QOL and well-being.
Future investigations should be conducted in assessing how perceived QOL relates to measurable objective health
outcomes.
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The causes of the obesity epidemic are complex and one possible contributor is the decreasing rates of physical
activity over time due in part to communities that are built in ways that make it difficult or unsafe to be physically
active. Much interest in research that focuses on active living has developed to address the obesity epidemic in the
U.S., however there are still significant gaps in the understanding of mediators to physical activity. Neotraditional
Development provides hope as a way to promote daily physical activity. By creating a welcoming built
environment, more walking and bicycling are expected. Creation of a sense of community is another expected
outcome. Sense of community, studied widely in community psychology, has not been as apparent in the field of
urban planning. While many studies have shown associations between built environment characteristics and
physical activity, little is known about the influence of sense of community.
This study expects to contribute to the understanding of subjective built environment characteristics and their
association with bicycling and walking. Furthermore, it will contribute to the understanding of the role of sense of
community in planning for physically active communities through two specific aims. The first aim will attempt to
determine the association between individual perceptions of the built environment and sense of community within
six counties in Wisconsin. The second aim will attempt to determine the association between individual
perceptions of the built environment and biking and walking within the same counties and the extent to which this
association may be mediated by sense of community.
This study will analyze data collected from 1418 participants in 2013 from Kenosha, La Crosse, Manitowoc,
Marathon, Rock, and Winnebago Counties. To collect this data a version of the Survey of the Health of Wisconsin
(SHOW) was conducted. This is a statewide household survey modeled after the National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES). Study participants are representative of the Wisconsin population ages 21-74.
Data on health determinants and outcomes are collected at the individual and household level.
Sense of community will be assessed using SHOW health questionnaire data, which measures four factors: needs
fulfillment, membership, influence on others, and emotional connection. Neighborhood perceptions will also be
assessed using the SHOW health questionnaire data, measuring how people perceive their neighborhood in terms
of ease to get around by foot or by bicycle and what types of places are nearby. The amount that people walk or
bicycle will be assessed using the SHOW in home interviewer administered health questionnaire data on physical
activity and physical fitness. Amount will be defined as number of days per week that an individual either walks
or bicycles for leisure or walks or bicycles for transportation. Because the SHOW surveys walking and bicycling
for transportation and walking and bicycling for leisure separately, the study will have two outcome variables to
determine how the built environment and sense of community play a role in bicycling and walking for different
purposes. Multivariate regression modeling with progressive adjustment will be performed on this data, testing for
the mediating effect of sense of community on bicycling and walking.
Results are expected to show that perceptions of the built environment will be positively associated with a sense
of community. Moreover, perceptions of the built environment will be positively associated with bicycling and
walking and the sense of community will play a mediating role in this association. Findings from this research are
expected to contribute to the scholarly literature on the built environment and ultimately inform policy

interventions to increase physical activity.
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According to 2012 American Heart Association statistics, Alabama is the fourth most obese state in the United
States, with an adult obesity rate of 32.3 percent. Obesity and other diet-related diseases are among the major
public health problems faced by the state’s population. It has been suggested that these problems may be worse in
some communities because access to affordable and nutritious foods is difficult, particularly for individuals and
families living in low-income neighborhoods and communities of color. Previous studies suggest that some of
these households may have easier access to fast food restaurants and convenience stores with limited access to
supermarkets and grocery stores. Lack of or limited access to nutritious food and relatively easier access to less
nutritious food may be linked to poor diets and, ultimately, to obesity, heart disease and other diet-related
conditions. Limited access results in food insecurity, which means that all people at all times do not have enough
food for an active and healthy life and often have to skip meals, cut back on quality and quantity or rely on
emergency sources for food. Food insecurity, considered one of the most challenging social justice issues with
which families struggle on a daily basis, is a pervasive problem in Alabama.
The intent of this research is to assess the relationship between the rate of food insecurity and a number of dietrelated diseases. Preliminary results show a strong correlation between food insecurity and obesity with a
correlation coefficient of 0.80 and r2 value of 0.63. Also, a strong correlation exists between food insecurity and
diabetes with a correlation coefficient of 0.71 and r2 value of 0.5. Stratifying the data by rate shows that food
insecurity is observed to have a positive correlation with Blacks and a strong but negative correlation with
Whites.
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Promoting walking has been recognized as an effective and inexpensive way to increase total physical activity
(PA) (Sallis, Frank, Saelens, & Kraft, 2004) and there are increasing national and international policy
interventions related with walking (U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2015). Previous studies
reported mixed results of the contribution of active commuting (mostly walking) to total PA (Foley, Panter,
Heinen, Prins, & Ogilvie, 2015; Rodriguez, Khattak, & Evenson, 2006). It is not clear whether increased walking
results in a commensurate increase in total physical activity or has substitution effect on other types of physical
activity. We assessed the associations between a change in walking (utilitarian/transportation purposes) and a
change in total physical activity of an urban living adult sample, to understand the contribution of walking to total
physical activity and to test whether a change in walking had substitution effect on other types of PA.
Participants living in the greater Seattle area were recruited in Wave 1 (2008-2009) and Wave 2 (2010-2011).
They wore accelerometers and GPS units, recorded travel diary for 7 consecutive days, and completed a survey
including International Physical Activity Questionnaire questions in both waves. Using objective and subjective
physical activity measurements, regression analyses assessed the associations between changes in walking and
total physical activity.
In total, 437 participants provided valid data. On average, a 1-min increase in utilitarian walking was associated
with 1-min increase in total physical activity based on objective data (P<.001). A 1-min increase in transportation
walking was associated with 1.6-min increase in total physical activity based on subjective data (P<.001). We
found no evidence of substitution effect. An increase in walking contributed to a net or more increase in total
physical activity. Our findings confirmed the net contribution of utilitarian/transportation walking to total PA.
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Increasingly, the inequities of the urban food system are receiving popular attention through the actions of social
movements, namely the food justice and food sovereignty movements. As cities become explicitly involved in
food systems planning, the question arises as to how city governments can work with these activists to better the
food environment for all. In this paper, I call upon ethnographic research with Food Not Bombs Free Market, an
urban food justice network that meets in the glossy, growth-fueled South Lake Union neighborhood of Seattle
each week to share free food. The philosophical tenet of the group is that food is a right. I ask how planners and
city government can make space, in both a literal and figurative sense, for grassroots food projects such as this
one. There are two specific issues I address. First, the spatial struggle for justice: how do cities reconcile the
inevitable conflict that arises with such DIY tactical urbanism? And second, I discuss the political struggle
highlighting the demand for food as a right, which brings into question social and cultural values. If FNB is
inherently conflictual in its messaging (anti-capitalist, anti-professionalism), what relationship can the city of
Seattle cultivate with this network other than making space, backing off, simply allowing this tactical urbanism to
draw attention to issues of hunger, poverty, and excess? I suggest some means of involvement on the part of city
government and planners inspired by the work of FNB but also caution against what might be lost by
institutionalizing their message.
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Sustainable infrastructure and policies have basis in individual behaviors and historical cultural concepts. In this
study I research how the Japanese communities of Kyoto and Aya integrate the cultural concept of “mottainai”
into food systems planning, with a focus on food waste and resident behavior. Mottainai is a word of Buddhist
and Shinto origins, and in English translates to “what a waste” or “don’t be wasteful”. It reflects a spiritual
veneration of objects; it is believed that all natural and human made objects and resources have intrinsic value
(Minobe 1982). This concept is a well-known and accepted value in Japan so much so that it is part of the
country’s environmental policies. The key research questions I aim to answer are: how do the Kyoto city and Aya
town policies and residents define “mottainai” and how do they apply it to their food waste policies and
strategies?
Since 1997 Kyoto has become well known in Japan for being a leader in sustainability (Kusakabe 2013). In 2008

Kyoto adopted a plan to become the Environmental Model City (EMC), with a commitment to significant
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. Kyoto has also implemented a food systems program that collects
organic waste and converts it to biofuel, which is used to fuel the city’s garbage trucks and buses. The much
smaller town of Aya in the southern island of Kyushu also has a variety of sustainability initiatives, which are
based on the city’s philosophy “to create a vibrant city in harmony with nature” (Terauchi 1999). Aya challenges
megaregional governance strategies relying on large-scale infrastructure and insists on small scale, community
engagement sustainability strategies that focus on aesthetics and beautification, community participation and
engagement, working in and with nature, and land preservation (Terauchi 1999).
I use social practice theory as the framework for this research. Social Practice theory looks at social practices and
how they have changed over time (Goel and Sivam 2014). Social Practice theory has recently become popular
amongst geographers and planners to understand sustainable, and unsustainable, behaviors. The theory is
appropriate because the relationship that an individual has with their food is a cultural and social practice
(Pothukuchi and Kaufman 1999). The benefit of using the social practice theory for this type of research comes
from the combination of examining food systems at the individual and community scale.
First I discuss the research of the food waste management strategies and policies in each city. Second, I will
present data gathered from in-depth guided interviews and observational analysis of food waste management
strategies and policies in Kyoto city and Aya town. In each case I identify community-based food waste
management strategies; find the common interpretations and perceptions of mottainai in each city; and analyze the
local and global implications of mottainai as an environmental philosophy.
Despite the two cities’ very different approaches to sustainable practices, social practice theory helps us see how
“mottainai” influences community engagement and pro-environmental behaviors in each case. This Japanese
cultural concept bears some similarities to Western notions of frugality (“waste not, want not”) and environmental
stewardship, and its use by Japanese authorities may shed light on how North American and European
municipalities can use similar cultural constructs within social marketing campaigns aimed at behavior change.
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Improved assessments of local built environments and health outcomes provide the opportunity to assess
relationships between the two at increasingly fine scales. This work combines the National Cancer Institute's
(NCI) Index of urban sprawl/compactness at the Census tract scale with individual health data from the Survey of
the Health of Wisconsin (SHOW). SHOW is a statewide study modeled after the National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES) that annually gathers health-related data from a representative sample of
Wisconsin residents. SHOW data is professionally collected diagnostic data including blood pressure, blood draw,
urine collection, and height and weight measurements. Each SHOW participant also completes in-person
interviews and both self-administered and computer-assisted questionnaires regarding physical and mental health
history, demographics, and behavior, including diet and occupation, household, environment, and healthcare
access and utilization. Previous work with the NCI Index demonstrates an association with obesity, heart disease,
high blood pressure, and diabetes. This work builds on previous research by examining similar associations using
neighborhood (census tract) level built environment data and high quality health information.
The 2008-2013 samples from SHOW produced 1,922 individuals living in tracts with an NCI Index value. Using
generalized linear models we assess the association of census tract sprawl with obesity, diabetes, hypertension,
asthma, high cholesterol and heart disease while controlling for important demographic and socioeconomic
determinants of health. Additionally we examine the associations between the NCI Index and moderating health
behaviors including amounts of moderate physical activity and activity specifically for transport.
We find stronger associations between the county level sprawl metrics previously examined with individual
health outcomes. Census tract levels do not show the same associations with health outcomes and behaviors.
There appears to be some interaction between county and tract level built environments such that high
compactness at both the tract and county levels are mutually reinforcing for health. The findings from this work
suggest that county level built environments are necessary, but not necessarily sufficient criteria for supporting
healthy behaviors and improved health outcomes. More local environments supportive of health can enhance the
effects of regional efforts to encourage and build compact and connected places.
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Risk perception matters! Smaller local governments often lack knowledge, planning and legal resources to
develop land-use policies that reduce fire risk in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI). The research presented
seeks to understand and address households’ risk perceptions (Barata et al. 2005) on wildfires and provides a new
approach to planning resources for rural communities where demand for new developments in the WUI is high
(Martin, Martin, and Raish 2011). Allocated within five of Idaho’s 13 Priority Landscape Areas (PLAs), a
statewide risk perception survey across 20,000 invited households was conducted as platform for a future public
education outreach program. These PLAs are designated as the highest areas of need for increasing the planning
capacities to address development pressures and wildfire risks found in watersheds, forests, and communities
(Hessburg et al. 2010; Idaho Department of Lands 2012). The PLAs are exemplar for Idaho’s landscapes and
forests, as many of Idaho’s counties are at high risk for wildland fire and face significant development pressure in
the WUI; but are mostly of rural character and lack planning capacity.

Hence, survey results are georeferenced, findings are transferable to spatial statistics to advance fire mitigation
efforts and gaining better understanding of people’s perceptions and their physical environment. The presentation
shows the findings of investigating Idahoan’s risk perception across the five PLAs and for the state. Other regions
in the North Pacific West and Western States with similar urban/rural development patterns and topology will
likely benefit from findings. The presentation also presents preliminary stages of the three-year public outreach
series as pre-disaster planning efforts and application of research toward community education.
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CONNECTING DISASTER RESILIENCY WITH HOUSING NEEDS AND SOCIAL VULNERABILITY
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Oklahoma, similar to Texas, is known for some of its extreme weather including tornadoes, increasing
earthquakes, wildfires, long periods of drought followed by flooding, and hail and ice storms. These natural and
man-made risks that can lead to disasters are a part of the landscape, however, efforts to improve planning to
reduce losses was a focus of a recent housing study for the state. Critical issues in housing needs, disaster
resiliency and the intersection with social vulnerability were included the 2015 Oklahoma Statewide Housing
Needs Assessment. The previous statewide study completed in 1999 focused solely on the housing market and
housing needs within the state. For the 2015 study, the Oklahoma Housing Finance Agency directed that the study
include other key aspects of housing that directly impacted the building, maintaining and health of housing in the
community. The 2015 study included assessment of all 77 counties addressing housing market potential, housing
affordability needs, homelessness, fair housing and disaster resiliency related to housing. The disaster resiliency
section of this report consisted of an analysis of available hazard mitigation plans, resources for emergency
preparedness, risks within the counties and the use of a social vulnerability index developed by Dr. Shannon Van
Zandt et al. The social vulnerability index was calculated by county and by census tract using the key socioeconomic components from 2009-2013 American Community Survey data that contribute to social vulnerability.
These components of this index included: child care needs (Single parent households with children/ Total
Households and Population 5 or below/Total Population), elder care needs (Population 65 or above/Total
Population and Population 65 or above & below poverty/Pop. 65 or above), transportation needs (Workers using
public transportation/Civilian pop. 16+ and employed and Occupied housing units without a vehicle / Occupied
housing units), temporary shelter and housing recovery needs (Occupied housing units / Total housing units,
Persons in renter occupied housing units/ Total housing units, Non-white population/Total population, Population
in group quarters / Total population, Housing units built 20 years ago / Total housing units, Mobile Homes/ Total
housing units, and Persons in poverty / Total population) and civic capacity needs (Occupied housing units
without a telephone/ Total occupied housing unit, Population above 25 with less than high school/ Total pop
above 25, Population 16+ in labor force an unemployed/ Pop in Labor force 16+, Population above 5 that speak

English not well or not at all / Pop >5). This index was then overlaid with historical physical hazards, particularly
tornadoes, to identify issues that may be overlooked when solely focusing on housing needs or the housing
market. Using this lens, the overall discussion of where pre-planning needs for emergency management and
appropriateness for housing locations allows for better decision-making in the future for building housing for
vulnerable populations within the state. This paper will discuss the findings of this study for the 77 counties
including deficiencies in hazard mitigation planning in many counties, lack of resources for emergency
preparedness in many areas, and potential directions in housing to avoid past mistakes.
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WHY PLANS FAIL: IMPLEMENTATION AND THE ROLE OF EXPERIENCE, EXPECTATIONS,
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Hurricane Katrina devastated the Mississippi Gulf Coast in August 2005. In October 2005, the Mississippi
Renewal Forum and New Urbanists captured the hearts and minds of Katrina survivors by outlining a Better Than
Before vision for what the Gulf Coast could be like in 20 years. Gulfport, the second largest city in the state of
Mississippi, and its Mayor bought into the ideas proposed and utilized SmartCode to achieve that vision. Gulfport
adopted SmartCode in February 2007, but five years in to implementation, and five Community Plans later, the
City of Gulfport abandoned SmartCode and vacated all but two Community Plans. In addition, two
Comprehensive Plans developed for the city to replace a 2004 Comprehensive Plan adopted before Hurricane
Katrina were left languishing, and have yet to be adopted. The SmartCode experiment in Gulfport failed; this
presentation explores the reasons why, and its effect on long term post-disaster planning.
Using a case-study approach built on a grounded theory methodology, this research fills the why gap in
knowledge by adding a implementation case study of to the scarce body of plan implementation literature (Ryan,
2006). It relates knowledge in plan implementation to the three-generational public policy structure (Winter,
2003). In doing so, it examines the role and relationships between experiences, expectations, and externalities to
link the concepts of Kingdons (1984) classic streams of Problem, Policy, Politics which form Policy Opportunity
Windows. To explain why plans fail, research applies the APAs Comprehensive Plan Standards for Sustaining
Places Framework, Plan Reading Analysis (Ryan, 2011), extant text analysis, and semi-structured stakeholder
interviews. It also introduces new, and easily applied methods to understand governance tenure, as a proxy for
governance experience, and its effects on planning opportunities, struggles, and implementation.
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FROM DISASTER RESEARCH TO RESILIENCE PEDAGOGY - EDUCATING NEW ZEALAND'S
FIRST 'MASTERS OF DISASTER'
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The United Nations' 2015 Sendai Framework (United Nations 2015) confirmed a global shift from disaster
management to disaster risk management and associated resilience. This places emphasis on preplanning to
reduce the risk of disaster. A similar shift had occurred in New Zealand following the sequence of seismic events
in Canterbury that commenced in 2010 and resulted in 185 deaths and the destruction of large areas of
Christchurch, New Zealand's second largest city (Beaven et al., 2015). Such a shift requires a move from an
emphasis on hazard identification and emergency management, an area traditionally dominated by the biophysical
and engineering sciences, to the social science-based policy and planning sphere associated with developing
resilient communities. Two questions that arise are (i) how to build a stronger engagement between the traditional
disaster researchers and the social scientists—particularly those engaged with planning practice and research; and
(ii) what shape an educational programme might take to facilitate a focus on disaster risk reduction and resilience
while retaining its integrity as an advanced interdisciplinary qualification. Specifically, we examine and report on
the context and processes that led to the development of a Master of Disaster Risk and Resilience (MDRR), a
graduate degree jointly taught between the geology and planning programmes of two traditionally rival
universities in Christchurch, the University of Canterbury and Lincoln University.
The MDRR is a 12 -18 month degree that aims to produce graduates that are knowledgeable and skilled in
analysing the geophysical and socio-political causes of both slow onset and sudden disasters, and who can
develop effective and acceptable strategies for building resilience to future disasters. In the first nine months
students take courses in geophysical hazard identification, investigation, risk and resilience, GIS, planning and
risk management. They then move to advanced level research projects or course work in self-selected specialist
areas. The 'risk and resilience' and planning courses are part of Lincoln University's existing professionally
accredited Master of Planning (MPlan) and the hazards and risk management courses are part of a previous
University of Canterbury degree in Natural Hazard and Disaster Management. The MDRR and MPlan students
are therefore studying alongside each other for the first time.
We draw on a combination of document analysis and the retrospective interviews of key individuals involved in
both driving the shift in research focus from disaster management to risk and resilience in New Zealand and
championing the MDRR as a pedagogical approach.
We also report on the initial student evaluations of the implementation of the MDRR and assess it in terms of
Bloom's taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002). We argue that the MDRR is a 'boundary object' (cf Berkes 2009) that
facilitates interdisciplinary and inter-university collaboration.
The first intake of ten students were almost exclusively geologists, a legacy of a hazards management

qualification at the University of Canterbury that the MDRR replaced. Preliminary results suggest that the
students' initial nervousness at being faced with the new jargon, theory and practice of planning, gave way to an
excitement as hitherto 'taken-for-granted' assumptions were challenged and they developed a greater appreciation
of the difficulties faced in building community resilience in contested social arena.
We anticipate that the greater shared understanding and increased interdisciplinary appreciation and networks
forged by the MDRR and MPlan students and researchers will significantly aid in shifting the planning profession
from 'business-as-usual' thinking to a risk-management approach and community resilience practice that directly
contributes to implementing the Sendai Framework.
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While public health and urban planning were closely linked in the past, today both domains are institutionally
separate. Although both professions serve the public interest, the respective sources of praxis and theory differ
greatly. Despite of its unquestioned achievements in preventing serious environmental conflicts, the
institutionalization of environmental health criteria in formal laws and regulations seems to have difficulties in
dealing with the rapidly changing spatial conditions of our complex society, the growing awareness of
environmental impacts and the increasing empowerment and engagement of citizens. As such, due to
institutionalization the relation between planning and urban health issues has turned into a lock-in of two
procedurally interrelated, but in fact separate domains of knowledge and action.
The paper aims to move beyond this lock-in and explores ideas for a more context dependent, adaptive and coevolutionary urban planning perspective regarding environmental health. The absence of a detailed policy
framework to reconnect both disciplines led to developing a matrix of planning management approaches, that
builds on recent ideas of co-evolutionary and adaptive planning. Central to the matrix is the expansion of the
current institutional management approaches to environmental health conflicts with additional approaches that
capture the self-organizing capacity and expertise of grassroots initiatives. At the same time the combination of
institutional and actor-related approaches allows for adaptive planning solutions. Thereto a flexible attitude of the
government is needed to look beyond the strict environmental regulations and rigid procedures.
To verify whether these academic and theoretical insights could help to solve urban environmental health
conflicts, a case study was carried out in the city of Ghent (Belgium), on which the conference paper will report.
This case study intended to use an action-research approach and to connect to current environmental conflicts in
the city. The methods to detect and analyze possible conflicts reflect recent approaches in environmental justice
research.
First, a GIS analysis was carried out to compare the distribution of environmental impacts (air pollution and

noise) with the distribution of vulnerability (socio-economic characteristics) and responsibility (e.g. car
ownership) indicators, allowing the detection of spatial and social inequalities in exposure. Secondly, based on the
analysis, and together with a group of experts, a micro case was selected where inequalities in exposure are most
present and citizen protest is growing, i.e. a suburban area in the south of the city which is cut through by two
highway viaducts. Next, in the micro case, the environmental inequalities were examined thoroughly, using more
detailed sources to get an overview of the context. In a following step a survey among residents was carried out to
get insight into subjective aspects, the processes behind the environmental inequalities and the potential for
innovative planning approaches. Consequently in a last part all results were combined and the situation was
evaluated, to incite a redevelopment track making use of a combination of the four planning management
approaches, and supported by bilateral and multilateral consultations with all stakeholders.
The results of the case study indicate that the developed matrix of planning management approaches could help to
change the paradigm of tackling urban environmental health conflicts, by providing open and co-evolving
planning strategies to practically support a more central place for health in urban planning.
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Landscape preference has become an increasingly important topic with researchers in the fields of planning,
conservation, geography, and related disciplines examining place attachment and more generally, the
psychological connections that exist between people and place. This study explores the extent to which where one
lives may impact their environmental preferences, asking participants to rate desert scenes, mountain scenes, and
savanna-like hill scenes, and exploring how a “natural” landscape could be perceived. Studies have consistently
found that people have a preference for environments perceived as natural to those perceived as human-made. In
such studies, “natural” has related to the presence green elements - foliage, vegetation, and trees – as well as the
absence of overt human intervention. This study also sought to explore the issue of associating green with
naturalness by exploring the differences in attachment to the landscapes from varying geographic areas of the
country – some of which have little to no green in the landscape. While previous studies have found perceived
naturalness has been correlated with the presence of green growth, this type of naturally green landscape is not, in
fact, present in many geographic regions of the country. Finally, this study looked at the affective appraisal of the
various scenes; for examples, whether the scenes were perceived to be relaxing or, conversely, exciting. This
study used a survey, which 227 participants completed. The majority (54%) of participants reported having lived
in their region of the country for more than ten years. Respondents in all represented regions of the U.S. reported
liking the mountain scenes best, but the Southwest group rated the desert scenes higher than the other groups did.
Respondents in all regions were mixed in their affective appraisal of the desert and mountain scenes, with some
respondents rating them as relaxing and others rating them as exciting. The savanna-like hill scenes were

consistently rated as relaxing. This study can help planners, landscape architects, and related professionals
understand the ways that people relate to nature.
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Gourmet food trucks roaming the streets of U.S. cities have become a common sight over the last ten years and
are an essential part of the food scene in places as diverse as New York City, Seattle, Chicago, and Durham,
North Carolina. Many cities have responded to the food truck trend by writing and adapting local ordinances to
support the proliferation of gourmet food trucks. There is no single approach to regulation in terms of how trucks
will are inspected, where they are allowed to locate, and costs of fees. This paper compares the street vending
regulations in Chicago and Durham, NC, cities that have pursued different policies.
The research questions of this paper are as follows: (1) how do local street vending policies influence the
economic practices and social dynamics of the industry?; (2) What do the regulations of food trucks tell us about
the geographic and social dynamics in each city?; (3) what can planners and policymakers learn from the variety
of approaches to regulating the industry when these practitioners construct or refine ordinances for their own
cities?
This research is situated within the literature on creative class cities and urban boosterism, and the search to create
equitable and inclusive cities within this policy paradigm. City governments promote and market restaurant and
nightlife options to city residents and tourists. Cities seek a competitive edge marketing themselves as so-called
foodie cities. The food scene, including food trucks, is therefore intertwined with strategies of urban promotion
and growth. The literature on food trucks finds that the regulatory environment impacts the daily lives and
economic practices of street vendors. While my findings agree to a point, I also find considerable deviation from
this thesis. In crucial respects Chicago and Durham have a similar (but not identical) ecology of street vendors, in
spite of significant regulatory differences. This points to other factors besides regulation in creating a bifurcated
industry structure. The pre-existing ethnic and racial relations, neighborhood geography, and patterns of
regeneration are key factors that are explored in order to explain this bifurcation.
Through GIS analysis, interviews, and observation, I find a bifurcated industry in both Chicago and Durham,
divided by race, ethnicity, immigration status, the use of technology, and geography. These longstanding divisions
in U.S. society are reflected in and created by both city's industry, despite the regulatory differences. This finding
points to how policy change is both an effective, but also a limited, means of creating greater social justice among
vendors. The paper concludes with a consideration of the right to the city for populations divided by race,
ethnicity, and immigration status.
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Street trees can advance the physical activity conduciveness of urban settings by providing shade and offering a
pleasant ambience for mental restoration. The link between physical activity and the natural elements of cities,
including trees, has received growing attention for the past decade. At the street scale, scholars have studied the
association between physical activity and objectively measured tree canopies or aesthetic characteristics of the
street (Almanza, Jerrett, Dunton, Seto, & Pentz, 2012; Franzini et al., 2010). However, there is very limited
literature on how people subjectively assess street trees for physical activity. In this research, I investigated how
trees and their aesthetic qualities affect people’s choices about physical activity in Denver’s residential streets.
The results of this research can inform City of Denver’s and other cities’ streetscape guidelines about how the
selection of plants and arrangement of landscape features can advance streets in terms of walkability and sun
safety.
This project was conducted as the second phase of a broader ongoing study. The first phase was carried out using
a population-based survey and neighborhood audits that were conducted across 58 block groups in Denver,
Colorado (Comstock et al., 2010; J S Litt, Schmiege, Hale, Buchenau, & Sancar, 2015; Jill S Litt et al., 2011).
The preliminary statistical analyses of the key outcome of the first phase provided a basic understanding of the
correlation between physical activity, trees and their attributed aesthetics. The second phase of the project aimed
to examine the green space aesthetic concept and its relationship with physical activity in detail. I applied a
mixed-method approach in this phase. First, I selected a sample of five neighborhoods that better represented a
variation in SES levels, tree canopy density, and morphological characteristics. These case studies were selected
from the studied neighborhoods in phase 1. Next, focus groups were conducted in each neighborhood. Through
visual landscape assessment and mental mapping techniques, I identified a list of variables that were predicted to
affect people’s choices about physical activity on residential streets. I applied both qualitative and quantitative
methods to interpret these data and make conclusions. Urban streetscape guidelines relevant to these
neighborhoods were further analyzed for physical activity and sun safety considerations.
My preliminary results suggest that street tree desirability for physical activity is a function of the type and size of
trees, available shade, the type of surrounding landscape (natural vs. manicured), landscape condition (kempt vs
unkempt), sidewalk type, and street vista points. Users’ level of engagement in outdoor activities and socioeconomic status influence their choices of streetscape for physical activity. The diversity of trees on the street is
shown to be an important factor in attracting more people for physical activity. Landscape design guidelines were
found to contain little reference to physical activity promotion and sun safety, and there is considerable
opportunity for consideration of behavioral factors in further rule development.
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Background:
A foundational value of Health Impact Assessment (HIA) is a commitment to the ethical use of rigorous evidence.
Yet the HIA field is dominated by reports that primarily utilize qualitative estimates of direction and magnitude of
impact of planning and policy decisions. As HIA practice and practitioners have matured and become more
comfortable with the procedural aspects of HIA, some have turned to including quantitative health impacts.
Embedding health impact models (HIM) into HIA during the analysis step can be helpful in estimating the
specific magnitude of impact. This is particularly true for decision-support HIAs that seek to provide scientifically
grounded predictions to augment the information on which a decision is made.
Methods:
This paper seeks to understand the role of HIM in HIA by (1) reviewing foundational values of HIA; (2) outlining
the historical use of quantitative modeling in general and HIM tools specifically in HIAs in the transportation
context; and (3) investigating the expectation and functionality of technical skills in HIA trainings and
curriculum. To understand the appropriate roles and limitations of HIA and HIM, this paper also discusses the
ways in each are similar and different. For example, those seeking to defend HIAs often wish to evaluate how
well the HIA “predicts” impacts. Yet, HIA is not necessarily the appropriate context in which to “validate”
specific HIM tools. Instead, HIM tools should be scientifically validated using appropriate statistical methods and
peer review.
Conclusions:
Ultimately, this paper finds that HIM tools can bring legitimacy to HIAs in the policy-making context by

providing predictions in planning processes dominated by quantified information. Barriers to HIM adoption
include the multi-disciplinary nature of HIA practitioners and topics of interest; uneven technical skills; and
limited time and resources. Resource-heavy HIM tools are particularly unlikely to be adopted by local,
community-based advocacy organizations in the HIA context without academics providing professional expertise
and in-kind support. Finally, HIM tools are more likely to be utilized in the HIA context if training emphasized
appropriate methodologies as much as process; careful attention to curricular design could help elevate and spur
adoption of more rigorous evidence supplied by HIM tools in HIA practice.
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Previous studies have shown that residential segregation affects individual well-being, especially for minority
populations. Residential segregation often represents the concentration of poverty in space with low quality
schools and public services and high unemployment rates (Massey & Denton, 1993). However, little attention has
been devoted to the relationship between residential segregation and obesity. It is hypothesized that residents
living in segregated neighborhoods are more likely to be overweight or obese because they have limited access to
recreational facilities and healthy food (Acevedo-Garcia et al., 2003). Residential segregation could be an
important determinant in providing inequalities in various opportunities across different neighborhoods and
racial/ethnic groups (Acevedo-Garcia et al., 2003).
This study addressed the research gap by examining the influence of racial residential segregation on obesity. The
hypothesis is that minority populations (i.e., African Americans and Hispanics) in segregated neighborhoods are
more likely to obese. This study used two-level logistic regressions, based on multilevel nationally representative
data from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) (individual-level) and County Health
Rankings & Roadmaps (county-level), to estimate the probability of being overweight or obese (body mass index
≥ 25) and obese (body mass index ≥ 30) for various racial/ethnic groups (i.e., non-Hispanic African Americans,
Hispanics, and Asians). The county-level residential segregation was measured by two indices – isolation and
dissimilarity. The isolation index represents the extent to which minority group members are exposed to other
minority group members (Massey & Denton, 1988). It varies between 0 and 1. The dissimilarity refers to the even
distribution of two racial groups among census tracts in a county; it measures the segregation of any one racial
group from any other mutually exclusive racial group (Massey & Denton, 1988), ranging from 0 to 1. The
individual-level overweight or obese and obese were categorized as binary variables with body mass index ≥ 25
as overweight or obese and body mass index ≥ 30 as obese, separately.
The findings showed that both non-Hispanic African Americans and Hispanics living in counties with high levels
of isolation and dissimilarity were more likely to be overweight or obese, while the relationships were not hold for
non-Hispanic Whites and Asians. It illustrated that non-Hispanic African Americans and Hispanics may have
limited opportunities (e.g., schools, public services, jobs, parks, healthy goods) in their segregated neighborhoods,

and in turns affect their weight statuses. The results also demonstrated that residential segregation could have a
contextual influence on weight status.
The obese-reducing effort for minorities may be attenuated in segregated areas. The programs that reduce the
obesity for minority populations should consider the potential contextual influence and target on minorities in
high segregated neighborhoods. Planners should take actions in order to reduce health risks caused by residential
segregation and design more equitable, healthier communities.
Planners should work in partnership with health professions to identify the health needs in each area and prioritize
the area for further investment to reduce health disparities. Specifically, planners and health professions may
place a great deal of effort into providing public transportation services in segregated neighborhoods to increase
the opportunities to access to healthy food and recreational facilities for minorities. Furthermore, planners may
eliminate exclusionary zoning regulations that limit a variety of housing options (e.g., affordable housing) and
exacerbate residential segregation.
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China started to formulate national comprehensive disaster prevention and reduction plan in 1998 so as to
construct comprehensive disaster prevention and reduction system and reinforce comprehensive ability of disaster
prevention and reduction. With the increase of population scale and urban built-up area, city resilience
encountered new challenged in the planning of disaster prevention, how to improve city resilience so as to
reinforce ability of disaster prevention and reduction, and efficiency of resuming after disaster are the key points
of urban disaster prevention and reduction plan in the future. At present, Chinese economy entered into the new
normalcy of low-speed development and population aging, thus, the disaster prevention plan formulated during
economic upward period cannot totally adapt to the new situation. By summarizing the disadvantages of former
disaster handling and post-disaster reconstruction, this article proposed to recover post-disaster city resilience: ①
To evaluate the components of the QOL (quality of life) during disaster; to partition the victims’ demands in each
stage such as in-disaster response, post-disaster recovery and post-disaster renaissance; to satisfy supply at one
time aimed at the different hierarchical demands in the living environment in various period. ② To partition
several disaster support hubs according to city size and population density by taking community as unit. Usually,
this disaster support hub is the place of neighbourhood support and community organization for executing soft
measures of disaster prevention; in disaster, it is used as refuge for distributing relief materials, and obtains postdisaster information as well as public service. ③ By taking Smart Shrink as thinking, and slowing down the
disorder expansion of residences around urban and village to keep the control of residence scope within certain
region, reinforce relationship among crowds, and exclude the infrastructures that are unnecessary to disorder
residential district. ④ To introduce the catastrophe insurance aimed at the residences that are easily to be attacked

by disaster or have weaker disaster resistance so as to shorten the financial support oriented reconstruction aging
of relief fund and recover QOL quickly.
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Background & Research Objective:
Numerous transportation and urban planning studies show that land-use patterns and transportation networks are
consistently related to physical inactivity that contributes to populations' health outcome (Ewing, Schmid,
Killingsworth, Zlot, & Raudenbush,2008; Gordon-Larsen, Nelson, Page, & Popkin,2006; Jones, Moore, Moore,
Zagorski, Brines, Roux, & Evenson,2015; ). One consequence of physical inactivity is related to chronic diseases,
such as diabetes and heart disease, across sociodemographic of populations and cause health disparities (Ewing et
al, 2008; Frank, Andresen, & Schmid, 2004; Sallis, Floyd, Rodríguez, & Saelens, 2012). Many researchers have
looked at health disparities affecting ethnic and racial minorities and other vulnerable populations (GordeonLarsen et al., 2006; Sallis et al., 2012), however, few studies have investigated urban form characteristics in
relation to their spatial clustering.
The aim of this study is to assess the spatial clustering of poor health outcomes- specifically mortality from heart
disease - and its relationship to urban form while controlling for sociodemographic covariates.
Study design:
The state of Florida is used as a case study. The urban form is measured using four major components– density,
mixed use, street network and proximity. The heart disease mortality is provided by at the census track level for
years 2006-2010 by the Florida Department of Health. To examine the spatial concentration of health disparity,
this study measures clustering using Moran's I at the global level and Anselin's Local Moran's I at the local level
using the Geographic Information System (GIS). The Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) model is used to assess
the impact of urban form characteristics on heart disease mortality and to test the null hypothesis that areas with
compact urban forms are less likely to be associated with hot spots (areas with greater variance of low health
outcomes among neighboring individuals). The control variables comprise populations' socio-determinants of
health. All measurements and analyses are conducted at the census tract level. Clustering was measured using
Moran's I at the global level, Anselin's Local Moran's I at the local level, and geographically weighted regression
(GWR).
Preliminary Results:

The global-level spatial analysis reveals no significant clustering for the attributes of obesity or moderate physical
activity. Within individual neighborhoods, there is moderate clustering of obesity and/or physical activity but
these clusters do not achieve statistical significance. In some neighborhoods, local clustering is restricted to a
single pair of respondents with moderate physical activity. In other neighborhoods, any moderate local clustering
is offset by negative local spatial autocorrelation. Importantly, there is no evidence of significant clustering for the
attribute of obesity at either the global or local level of analysis. The GWR analysis fails to improve significantly
upon the global model—thus reinforcing the negative results.
The global-level spatial analysis reveals significant clustering for the attributes of mortality from heart diseases
(Moran's I index= 0.013, z-score= 3.82, P-value<0.05). The local level statistics show that clusters of high
mortality rate from heart diseases are seen in the central city areas of Orlando and West Palm Beach metropolitan
statistical area (MSA) and these clusters are statistical significance. The results suggest that there may be a
correlation between urban form and the clustering of populations' health status.
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In March 2015, Los Angeles adopted the city's first ever Health and Wellness Element to its General Plan; one
step toward integrating health into its planning system. What makes the success of the Element a pioneering effort
is that it was achieved through the combined actions of city officials and community organizations. This case
study explores the role of those community organizations, particularly Community Health Councils (CHC), in
expanding the local planning department's priorities to incorporate health and equity in the city's local planning
framework leading to two outcomes: 1) the creation and adoption of a Health and Wellness Element and 2) the
integration of broad health language, specifically regarding healthy food systems, in the city's 35 Community
Plans. We use a comparative research design and a pre/post methodology to evaluate the impacts of communityempowered participatory governance (CEPG) on the integration of health into the city's updated planning
documents. Empowered participatory governance is defined as democratic governance processes that "rely upon
the commitment and capacities of ordinary people to make sensible decisions through reasoned deliberation and
tie action to discussion" (Fung & Wright, 2003). We add the "community" qualifier because the empowerment is
derived and initiated by the community itself, not bestowed by the planning institution. This important
differentiation serves as the primary focus for this study. We conduct both a process and outcome evaluation

using a combination of participant observations, 10 key stakeholder interviews, and a comparative analysis of
over 40 comprehensive plan documents.
A substantive portion of the plan evaluation literature focuses on assessing plan efficacy through a uniform set of
"objectively" defined principles. Post-modern planners have increasingly recognized the impracticality of
evaluating plans with a uniform formula when the varying social and environmental contexts in which these plans
are derived contribute to an immense diversity of values, goals and objectives for plan outcomes (Baer, 1997). In
response to the need for a more subjective approach, Berke establishes a broader two pronged strategy for
assessing plan outcomes that centers on: (1) plan performance- the degree to which plans impact decisions and (2)
plan conformance-the manner by which future outcomes conform to plan projections (Berke et al, 2006).
A limited portion of the plan evaluation studies focus on the planning process. Some studies evaluate plan
efficacy based on alignment with social justice issues such as equality, transparency, human dignity, public
interest and consistency (Alexander, 2002). Others highlight best practices for "authentic participation" and
"accountable implementation" including: diverse stakeholder engagement throughout all phases of the planning
process, cultivation of leadership in under-served communities, establishing implementation benchmarks and
establishing inter-agency cooperation to guide the implementation of plan provisions (APA, 2015). These studies
fail to connect effective participatory planning processes with impactful plan outcomes, however. Moreover, these
approaches often situate planners as the primary brokers of collaboration and the sole entity responsible for
engaging community stakeholders in planning processes. In this study, we demonstrate that community
institutions can also serve as leaders in brokering collaborative processes and in empowering historically
marginalized stakeholders to effectively participate in these processes.
Central to our approach for evaluating the effectiveness of planning processes is studying the participation and the
actors involved. Who is leading the participatory governance process? Are marginalized communities actually
engaged? What is the role of community-based organizations, such as CHC, in influencing the planning process,
and its outcomes? Through the lens of CHC's Model for Social Change we find that CEPG enhances the plans'
political efficacy, supports expanding paradigms, increases policy innovation and leads to health equity-centered
provisions more reflective of community needs and desires than previous plan iterations.
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In 2014, Frank and Reiss called for reestablishing the rural planning perspective and emphasized the need for an
integrated community-based perspective for rural planning (Frank and Reiss 2014). We attempt to answer a piece
of this call in regard to food systems planning by forming a preliminary framework for building capacity of rural
communities to engage in food systems planning. Much scholarly and practitioner attention has focused on
perfecting singular pieces of food systems planning, such as healthy corner store initiatives, farm to institution
programs, farmers markets, and Community Supported Agriculture in urban areas. Many of these goodintentioned popular ideas are tweaked slightly and attempted in rural areas with low-capacity local governments
who struggle to implement them and experience only minor success (Schafft, Hinrichs, and Bloom 2010). Yet,
rural local governments are in fact still choosing to engage in food systems planning activities even in the face of
underdeveloped policies and tools to address rural food insecurity and agricultural viability (Whittaker, Clark, and
Raja In Review). Before framing an approach to food systems planning that is effective for rural areas, we attempt
to understand why rural low-resource local governments are choosing to engage in food systems planning.
This article builds on previous work documenting innovations in planning that simultaneously promote rural
agricultural viability while making affordable healthy food accessible for rural populations (Whittaker, Clark, and
Raja In Review). In this article, we utilize in-depth interviews with rural local government elected officials,
planners, and community development officers from across the country who are implementing, or immediately
intending to implement, forms of food systems planning in their communities. We specifically explore their
motivation for action, their perceived benefits, their methods for measuring success, and their efforts at
coordinating within low-capacity local governments.
We report on data from Growing Food Connections (GFC), a five year collaborative planning research initiative
seeking to understand local government's role in the food system. GFC is building local government and
community capacity to engage in policy and planning efforts to strengthen community food systems by
connecting underserved consumers and small and mid-sized farmers. By partnering closely with Communities of
Innovation (COI), communities already using creative strategies to strengthen their food system, and Communities
of Opportunity (COI), communities who are poised to improve their food system, this study utilizes scores of
interviews from rural communities who are, and who immediately seek to be, growing food connections. By
engaging with both COIs and COOs, we are able to draw broad conclusions on why rural low-resource local
governments choose to undertake different forms of food systems planning and how they make the process
authentically suited to their low population density geographies. By expanding our understanding from how rural
planners and local government undertake food systems planning to gaining a deeper understanding on the
motivations, we conclude with suggestions on how rural planners, and non-planners, can better facilitate the
actions of low-resource rural governments and encourage genuine, homegrown solutions to strengthening
community food security.
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The intersection between transportation and public health has a particular focus on the relationship between
element of the built environment with safety, air quality, and physical activity. This paper focuses on making
stronger connection between public health objectives in the regional transportation planning with selection of
performance measures at the neighborhood project-level. Road segments infrastructures design and different land
uses can either increase or reduce safety risks associated with road traffic injury (Stoker et.al. 2015). Although
causal relationships between the built environment and health outcomes is complex—built environments
contribute in reducing health risks for illness related to lack of physical activity (Ewing et al. 2014). Furthermore,
health risks associated with lower rate of physical activity are greatest in lower income and minorities, yet at the
same time, resources to promote active living in these communities are least available (Day 2006). Therefore,
there is a need to make stronger connection between regional planning strategies and what can be done at the
neighborhood level to address communities with higher health risks in metropolitan regions.
The paper addresses the following questions: 1) what do practitioners prioritize when considering which elements
in the built-environment mostly affect safety and physical activity in decisions about neighborhood-level
infrastructure investments; and 2) what are the ways an analysis of the degree to which different elements in the
built environment promote safety and physical activity can be implemented in neighborhood-level decisions about
infrastructure improvements. We develop performance measures that have been benchmarked and calibrated
using expert feedback obtained from surveys of professionals from national transportation, planning, and public
health agencies and advocacy organizations. We received 47 responses out of 132 experts identified through
outreach to nonprofit organizations, Metropolitan Regional Planning (MPOs) organizations, and review of state
and public health websites. The survey utilizes a scenario approach on the relationship between different
transportation elements, elemental options and their relationship to safety and physical activity. The analysis
employs a fuzzy scaling approach to experts’ feedback in developing the safety and physical activity performance
measures. The results contribute to the development of three-dimensional performance measures that integrate
considerations of safety, physical activity, and air quality. The paper is significant in that it contribute to
understanding how a stronger connection between public health objectives with planning and decision-making in
the regional and local scale can be more sensitive to the specific needs and resources of communities at risks.
Additionally, selection of performance measures should consider which elements in the built-environment are
prioritized by planning, transportation engineers, and public health practitioners in improving safety and physical
activity. This is particularly important in coordinating efforts between planning, transportation engineering, and
public health practitioners.
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Immigrants’ effect on US cities is largely studied through their contribution to the labor force, local economy,
population growth and demographic changes (Sampson 2015, Myers 2007, Vigdor 2016). While these studies
shed light on the role of immigrants as transformers who revitalize urban areas, little is known about the ways
immigrants (re)shape the industries they are involved with. Immigrants have had a long and persistent
engagement with the US food industry, from early Italian immigrants in the late 19th century to the recent Asian
and Latin American immigrants. They contribute significantly to the production, processing and distribution of
foods as migrant farm laborers, small business owners, and processing and food service workers. However, their
role in shaping the food industry has been invisible in both food system and community development literature,
except for those instances that study them as victims of abuse and oppression and not as active players who
restructure the industry around their own needs, culture and social relations. This study expands the discussions of
immigrants’ roles in transforming the US cities by unfolding the ways in which immigrants contribute and shape
the food system in US communities, and how planning and public policy might play a facilitative role in
strengthening both food systems and immigrant communities.
Food system practices provide a setting where the impact of the immigrants’ cultures and social relations on their
new environment is the most evident. Food is an essential tool used by immigrants to maintain their (dietary)
culture, join the job market, self-identify in a multiethnic country, and integrate into the culture of the host
country by modifying and mainstreaming their ethnic foods (Kwik 2008). The increasing growth of ethnic food
markets in the past decades, concurrent with the growth of immigrant population post 1970s, is a prime example
of the ways immigrants shape the industry around their own needs and cultures. However, few studies
demonstrate how immigrant entrepreneurs have been shaping the Americans’ perceptions of (healthy) foods by
producing new tastes, introducing new agricultural practices, forming specialized firms in ethnic food markets,
and contributing to the prosperity of the US food industry. This study, by focusing on Philadelphia and its
surrounding region, intends to understand how the farming practices, management of supply chain, and food
distributions have been changed due to the contribution of immigrants.
Philadelphia’s position as a re-emerging immigrant destination (Singer et al. 2008), while undergoing
revitalization after experiencing decades of decline, allows the findings of this study to be applicable for many
post-industrial and immigrant-recipient communities across the US. This study employs a qualitative research
design, consisting of a multi-case study of immigrant food entrepreneurs, local government agencies, and non-forprofit organizations to understand the impact of immigrants in shaping the Philadelphia’s food system, and the
ways public policies and local agencies reinforce their roles as agents of change. Italian, Mexican and Vietnamese
food markets in South Philadelphia are chosen as the sampling frame, enabling a comparison among old and new
immigrants’ roles in transforming Philadelphia’s food system. The data relies on interviews with immigrant food
entrepreneurs in retail, supply and production sectors to understand how the cultural practices and ethnic identity
of immigrants impact their individual businesses, the food industry, and consequently their urban neighborhoods.
This study carries policy implications for those cities with increasing immigrant population interested in
strengthening both their food system and immigrant communities.
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In 2015, the Buffalo Public Schools administered the biennial Youth Risk Behavior Survey. Designed by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and administered nationally, the survey provides district leaders an
understanding of key health indicators comparable across New York and the broader United States. The results of
the survey's questions on nutrition allow for an understanding of change in student nutrition behavior since 2011,
when the survey was first administered in Buffalo. The continued administration of this survey in the Buffalo
Public Schools coincides with the continued persistent practice of community leaders to advocate for and achieve
systemic changes in local food systems (Raja, Picard, Delgado, and Baek, 2014).
In addition to changes in nationwide nutrition policy through the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act, the district, with
support and advocacy from food policy advocates in Buffalo, initiated two key community-led interventions with
strong potential to improve student nutrition outcomes. The first initiative, which originated in 2014, is a
formalized, replicable school garden program that was made available to all Buffalo Public Schools through a
Community Food Project Grant from the National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA). The school garden
program, building off the longstanding work of dedicated volunteer school gardeners, resulted in 17 district
schools operating a school garden in 2016. The second initiative, which began in 2015, was the initiation of a
pilot farm to school program through funds from a Farm to School Planning Grant. The result of a youth-led
effort to improve school nutrition, the grant allowed the district to offer farm to school products in 10 schools and
the potential to apply for an implementation grant.
This paper seeks to understand the emergence of school-based food policy in Buffalo, and the role food policy
initiatives play in changing nutrition outcomes at schools with and without interventions. We seek to do this in
two ways: through analysis of the results of the Youth Risk Behavior Survey from 2011-2015, and through the
analysis of interviews with district and food systems stakeholders, in order to understand the effectiveness of
school-based interventions.
Seeking to not only understand the impact of the interventions, but to understand them within the context of their
place in Buffalo, this paper seeks to explore the role of community advocates and to quantify their efforts. In a
district challenged by issues of governance, schools under state mandate for improvement, persistent poverty,
structural racism, and a high percentage of students with limited English proficiency, the district's ability to keep
food on the table is of strong benefit to the students of Buffalo. These longstanding concerns precluded the district
from addressing food-related concerns for a significant period of time; federal and state mandates and grassroots
pressure resulted in a greater energy around food policy in the school district. The efforts of both grassroots
advocates and district leaders provide an example for school districts that seek to improve their food
environments concurrently with the other challenges they seek to resolve.
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Over the past several decades, there have been substantial changes in neighborhood food access in the U.S1.
Currently, our environment provides more opportunities for accessing all kinds of food, especially those
convenient, relatively inexpensive, highly palatable, energy-dense ones2. Yet, what shapes neighborhood access to
food is far from clear. A large body of literature has found that local food access varies substantially by
neighborhood socio-demographic composition3. A limited amount of studies have identified strong differences in
access to foods across urban, suburban and rural settings, suggesting built environment (BE) also plays an
important role on shaping food access. Yet, the cross-sectional nature of the previous studies limits our
understanding of the relationship between the change in neighborhood characteristics and the associated change in
food density3.
Using two-period panel data (1990 and 2010), the present study strengthens our understanding of the causal
relationship between the change in neighborhood characteristics and the associated change in food density by
asking two questions: (1) were changes in neighborhood types, from less to more urbanized, associated with
greater increases in food density? (2) were neighborhoods with higher baseline levels of urbanization associated
with greater increases in food density? We hypothesized that changes of neighborhood type from less to more
urbanized ones were associated with greater increases of food density. We also hypothesized that higher baseline
levels of urbanization were associated with greater increases in food density over time.
We used pattern analyses to characterize neighborhood, which allowed us to examine neighborhood sociodemographic (SE) and BE factors simultaneously4. The SE and BE data was derived from the Census Bureau and
the Minneapolis Metropolitan Council. The food establishment data was derived from the records of Dun &
Bradstreet, a commercial data set of U.S. businesses. Using the Geographic Information System, we measured SE
and BE factors and food densities in the Census block groups. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) selected 15
key SE and BE factors (e.g., income, education, street connectivity, mix use, distance to highway). Using these 15
variables, cluster analyses identified six robust time-varying neighborhood types, which were urban core, inner
city, older suburbia, high-income suburbia, low density suburbia, and rural.
We used linear mixed-effects models to estimate the associations between baseline levels of neighborhood type
and a change in neighborhood type and a change in food density. We developed four models for four types of
food establishments, which were fast food, sit-down, supermarket and convenient store.
We found that both change of neighborhood type and baseline neighborhood are associated with food density.
The associations varied among different types of food establishments. We also found both old urban
neighborhoods (urban core and inner city) and neighborhoods with higher increases of urbanization (low density

suburban) experienced a greater increase of food establishments (supermarket and sit-down) that sell healthier
food than other types of neighborhoods. Our research findings suggest that urbanization can be used as an
effective strategy to shape a healthier neighborhood food environment.
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Cooperative extension’s history of involvement in agriculture and community and economic development make it
a natural locus for innovation in community and regional food systems. In fact, as food system planning has
gained recognition, it has found numerous champions among cooperative extension faculty and staff, many of
whom have long been involved with issues now regarded as the domain of food system planning, e.g., urban
agriculture, food-based economic development, and community health and nutrition.
Because extension faculty and staff engaged in food system planning often work in rural areas and across multiple
jurisdictions that span an entire foodshed, they have the potential to provide a valuable complement to city and
metro-scale food planning, which typically occurs at the sub-foodshed scale. In addition, extension’s tri-part
mission of research, education, and outreach make state and local extension colleagues logical partners for
planning scholars. Through their close contact and relationships with area residents and partners ranging from
local businesses and non-profit organizations to local elected leaders, local extension educators can help identify
community-driven issues and facilitate meaningful community engagement in planning processes. However, due
to the fact that the field is relatively new, food system planning remains under-theorized and few practitioners,
including extension staff, have received formal training in food system planning.
This paper seeks to explore and illuminate the relationship between food system planning and cooperative
extension by answering three questions: How does cooperative extension’s scale and nexus of research,
education, and outreach activities advance planning priorities detailed in such as documents as the American
Planning Association’s Policy Guide on Community and Regional Food Planning, e.g. the creation of food-related
economic opportunities for low-income residents? In what ways can planning scholars contribute theory and rigor
to cooperative extension food system research and programming? And how might these lessons be incorporated
into food system planning pedagogy?
This paper draws on interviews, document review, and participant observation from an in-depth qualitative case
study of the University of Wisconsin – Extension interdisciplinary Community Food System initiative to highlight
organizational innovation and learning in support of extension-led food system planning and programing. As
such, it examines one state extension system’s effort to improve the coordination and impact of its food system
planning activities. This paper also identifies particular ways that theory could enhance extension programing and
help frame and focus future food system planning research agendas and planning pedagogy, particularly for

faculty at land grant institutions.
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What happens when an urban school district has to repurpose land during a housing crisis in a region experiencing
significant economic and demographic changes? What happens when that land is located in a vulnerable
community with a long history of economic and environmental injustices? How can planning practice and
community development strategies inform an urban school district’s efforts when siting and developing its
facilities? This paper explores the Oakland Unified School District’s (OUSD) school meal reform initiative, and
discusses how a public entity without a planning department incorporated planning practice and community
development strategies into its land use development. This research was conducted using a case study analysis
involving interviews of community residents, OUSD leadership and staff, elected officials, and non-profit
organization leaders, participant observation of 2 years of community meetings, and analysis of key legal and
policy documents.
OUSD recognized the chronic diet-related public health challenges impacting its student body and the critical link
between nutrition and academic achievement. In 2009 OUSD identified school meal program improvements as
part of its strategic planning to become a full service community school district that serves the whole child.
OUSD worked with the Center for Ecoliteracy (CEL), a nonprofit advancing ecological education and
sustainability in K-12 schools, to facilitate the District’s Nutrition Advisory Council and launch the Oakland Food
Web with educators, parents, and community members.
CEL and OUSD recognized that a school meal systems reform strategy could increase a vulnerable population’s
access to nutritious food and support agro-ecology. OUSD students often consume more calories at school than
the average student nationwide, with the vast majority of students qualifying for free or reduced lunch and many
students eating breakfast, lunch, and dinner at school. (In 2014, 73.4% of the student body qualified for free or
reduced lunch.) CEL also knew school meal programs are often the largest local restaurants in their communities.
(California public school districts serve nearly 900 million meals annually.) CEL found that OUSD was no
exception. (For example, OUSD served 28,196 lunches and breakfasts daily in SY2014-15. Its annual operating
budget that year exceeded $16 million, if public funding through the National School Lunch Program is included.)
CEL completed an RSLO Feasibility Study with a roadmap, budget and timeline for comprehensive reform that
posited a significant overhaul of facilities as the central effort in advancing the District’s vision. The multipronged RSLO approach would bring children living in low-resource communities, instructors, and nutrition
services staff into a new relationship with food while having a direct and significant impact on the local food

system. The study detailed the development of a district-wide network of school kitchens, gardens, and produce
markets, with a Central Kitchen, Instructional Farm, and Education Center at the hub of the network. OUSD
adopted the study recommendations into a Nutrition Services Master Plan, part of the OUSD 2012 Facilities
Master Plan, and received unanimous approval from the Board of Education.
The realization of RSLO and the centerpiece Central Kitchen, Instructional Farm, and Education Center presented
several hurdles, including generating city-wide public support to pass a bond measure financing, repurposing an
appropriate 4+ acre OUSD-owned site, and completing environmental review under the California Environmental
Quality Act. This paper will discuss how OUSD incorporated planning practice and community development
strategies to overcome these hurdles and will provide critical insight into how planning and community
development practice can inform and educate other urban school districts interested in attempting similar change.
This work will also inform the pedagogy as it proposes that students should be equipped to understand how
planning practice can operate in non-traditional settings.
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One of the challenges for environmental justice activists is to address the professional demand for proof that
requires a proven relationship between environmental injustices and health. This conflicting issue is sometimes
referred to as “etiological uncertainty,” which means that the relationship between a specific disease and an
environmental effluents is unclear (Kroll-Smith, Brown, Gunter, 2000). Furthermore, there is no conventional
method or check list on what should be measured. However there are some aspects of the environment that have
attracted more attention from both EJ advocates and policy makers. In this paper, first, I provide a review of these
indicators, their significance, and the main discussions on their health effects in urban areas (e.g. Air pollution,
Hazardous Waste).
But while these factors are measurable, their effects on human health may be the most challenging issue in EJ
research because uncertainty casts a shadow over the most important step of the analysis: proving the relationship
between an environmental factor and human health, which is simply not a battle that is easy to win.
The use of geospatial analysis techniques in the study of Environmental Justice (EJ) and health has increased
tremendously in recent years. On the other hand, there has been increased emphasis on demonstrating and
incorporating indigenous environmental knowledges in different areas of planning, particularly environmental

planning (Robbins, 2003), emphasizing the epistemological issues in GIS research that are best embedded in
questions such as whose data and whose analysis? (e.g. Chambers, 2006).
To discuss this issue, I focus on EJ as a social problem the framing of which is closely associated with a complex
chain of interactions between ‘‘claims makers’’ or ‘‘agents of framing” (Kriega & Faberb, 2004). Finally,
drawing on the case of environmental justice advocacy in Dallas metropolitan area (focusing in one neighborhood
in south Dallas), I discuss how Participatory GIS (PGIS) helps integrate local knowledge and experiences with
expert/ traditional GIS data to examine the environmental justice status of communities.
The main activities during PGIS are: (1) mental mapping of environmental vulnerabilities and health issues, (2)
mapping the community as ecological spaces and analyzing land-use patterns, and (3) mapping the socio
economic data (and health data if possible) to identify areas exposed to possible risks. Additionally the qualitative
data from interviews and focus groups are stored in GIS. The maps will be added as another layer or, if
appropriate, added to the original layer. However, using the local knowledge is not possible in all areas. In
mapping the ecological spaces or environmental vulnerabilities, obtaining local knowledge provides an
understanding of different realities. For example an area might be considered a vacant land, a walking space or
playground, or a brownfield. In other words, the results of PGIS activities are largely dependent on participants’
knowledges, experiences, and impressions. Incorporating different layers of local and expert knowledge results in
what planning calls “ground truth” (Pickles, 1995).
At this point the initial interviews are done and before the focus group I will make my GIS analysis results
(standard analysis including environmental features, socioeconomic and health factors) available to participants
and the community via the Internet. Hard copies of the results will also be distributed to the participants and
during neighborhood meetings. During the focus group, the community discusses the maps, a participatory map
will be created, and the main factors for the analysis will be selected. This map will also be stored in GIS. The
results will be available to all participants for further comments or feedbacks.
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This study examines how political fragmentation in local governance can affect the size and composition of
public health expenditure. Literature has examined whether fragmentation constrains public spending at local
level, as suggested by the well-known Tiebout’s (1956) model and the Leviathan hypothesis. Although a number
of studies have tested the hypothesis empirically, they have reported mixed results that vary with sample size,

analysis scale, and measures of fragmentation (or decentralization). Previous research has also typically focused
on competitive efficiency in public service delivery rather than social equity implications.
In the present study, we analyze the impact of political fragmentation on public spending with emphasis on
health-related expenditure, which is crucial to promoting population health and their equity (Mays, 2011). Given
that the structure of local governance is complex and multidimensional (Boyne, 1992, Hendrick et al., 2011), we
focus on horizontal competition among general purpose governments that is likely to take place under
fragmentation, while controlling for possible “overlap effects”. More specifically, we investigate how the
horizontal fragmentation is associated with changes in public health expenditure per capita and the proportion of
health-related spending at the county and Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) level, using the data for the years
1997, 2002, 2007, and 2012. This is accomplished by employing generalized estimating equations model that
allows us to detect patterns of spatial and local characteristics. Our results show that political fragmentation tends
to induce a decrease in health expenditure. From a social equity perspective, however, a decrease in health
expenditure may provoke an adverse effect on community health by allocating less financial resources to public
services for health and health system functions among local governments.
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In community planning research, a considerable amount of studies have been devoted to linking social capital and
neighborhood structural inequalities of participation and safety. However, relatively small attention has been paid
to the nature of spatial dependence and social processes in empirical researches.
This study analyzes the complex relationships and spatial dynamics among social capital, civic engagement and
neighborhood outcome. The research question is “Do social capital and civic engagement contribute to
neighborhood outcome (lower crime rate)?” This work examines the spatial dynamics of social capital (resource
and participation in civic action) and neighborhood outcome (crime) at a more disaggregated level, i.e. parcel
level. The geographic patterns and spatial relationships are visually analyzed using cell based GIS (Geographic
Information System) model, and are statistically examined using path models.
Methods used to measure social capital are varied, reflecting the diversity of its interpretations. The survey
method that is commonly adopted in literature is not necessarily well suited to capture the spatial dynamic nature
of neighborhood characteristics at a finer level such as a parcel level. In this research, the social capital index is
comprised of individuals who choose to be become collectively efficant through community action. Active
community organizations, its members, community leaders, and stakeholders are identified, grouped, ranked, and
weighted. This study used the social capital density because the higher density may lead to the higher
interconnected networks that provide the more chances of social resource exchange. The study area is Lincoln,
NE.

The analysis results showed that social capital and civic engagement are important factors to understand spatial
variation of neighborhood outcomes-crime. The cell based raster analysis clearly showed that there are strong
spatial relationships between social capital, civic engagement and neighborhood crime. This study contributes to
the knowledge of the relationship of social capital and neighborhood´s social inequalities such as political
participation and neighborhood safety. It also contributes to the methodological improvement in neighborhood
researches. From the planning practice perspectives, this study has important planning implications for
community analysis and urban development policies as communities move towards comprehensive community
initiatives.
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It is not a coincidence that in urban areas across the United States low-income communities of color lack adequate
access to affordable and healthy food. The overall poor quality of the food environments in the underdeveloped
neighborhoods inhabited by low-income communities of color--with limited options that lead to disadvantaged
outcomes--mirrors the housing, educational, employment, and health, and transportation environments in these
same neighborhoods. When the community food system is examined within a broader context of neighborhood
planning and community development processes, the food environment is properly understood as a manifestation
of structural inequities that have been created and reinforced over time. As a result, community food planning
should be enacted and evaluated through a structural racism interpretive framework.
The structural racism interpretive framework allows planners to examine how multiple actors and institutions are
involved in producing racialized outcomes such as higher rates of food insecurity among Black populations and
land loss among Black farmers compared to White populations (Powell 2008; Gilbert and Sharp 2002). At the
same time, this framework suggests that planning solutions to racial inequities in the food system require local
government policy. Within this framework, financial, housing, land use and transportation policies are examined
as barriers to food security and agricultural viability, as well as potential sites of planning and policy intervention
to strengthen community food systems. In theory, community food systems planning viewed through a structural
racism lens provides a much more systematic and comprehensive approach to identifying food systems challenges
and opportunities within some of the most underdeveloped and vulnerable communities throughout the country
(Campbell 2004).
The complex and interrelated physical, social, and institutional conditions of low-income communities of color
have provided the impetus for a growing body of planning research and practice in recent years that emphasizes

food justice (Wekerle 2004). The concept of food justice reflects key tenets of the structural racism framework as
applied to community food planning by shifting focus to systemic change and critical engagement with policy
processes. Many studies of food justice have employed case studies of community-based food systems work to
examine how low-income communities of color throughout the US have developed responses to increase
production of and expand access to affordable and healthy foods for residents. However, these studies have failed
to seriously engage with critical questions of how community food planning addresses problems created by
population and economic decline and public and private disinvestment in underdeveloped low-income
communities of color (Pothukuchi 2015).
However, these studies have largely avoided critical questions for community food planning suggested by the
structural racism framework such as what, if any, connections exist between food systems planning and
comprehensive neighborhood planning and community development processes in low-income communities of
color? What kinds of interventions, if any, do community organizations and local governments engage in outside
of traditional food systems planning, and how do they understand the relationship between the community food
system and other systems? What are the possibilities for creating racial equity in local government policy through
food systems planning in urban areas? This study explores these questions by reporting on data from Growing
Food Connections, a five-year national planning education, research, and policy initiative seeking to understand
the role of local government policy in strengthening community food systems. Drawing upon interviews with
local government and community-based stakeholders in the urban counties of Dougherty County, Georgia and
Douglas County, Nebraska, this study provides in-depth analysis of: 1) current challenges and opportunities in the
community food system in low-income communities of color and 2) the responses of local governments and
community organizations to these conditions, through a structural racism lens.
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It has now been established that the built environment matters in inducing physical activity, which leads to lower
obesity and related morbidity. However, what is less clear is the extent to which this relationship holds across
different socioeconomic groups and at different points in an individual's life. In addition, most studies of the
impact of the built environment on health are cross-sectional studies that are less robust for inferring causality and
often suffer from self-selection bias. More longitudinal studies are still needed to address critical questions for
urban planning and neighborhood revitalization such as: What forms of investment will trigger better health
outcomes? And, how such investments could be tailored to meet the specific needs of the demographic profiles of

the neighborhoods?
This study addresses these questions with the help of a unique dataset that captures physical activity related
mortality and morbidity over two decades for Atlanta and its suburbs. The health data are matched to a variety of
built environment and socio-demographic variables at the census tract scale to develop models showing how
changes in explanatory variables have impacted changes in health outcomes. Given the very local scale of
analysis, the study is able to highlight areas within the region that responded well to built environment changes
over decadal time-frames. The results can help prioritize particular forms of neighborhood investments and show
how these investments could vary across the urban region. This project is part of the Partnerships to Improve
Community Health (PICH) grant awarded by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to Fulton County
Department of Health and Wellness (FCDHW) and its partners, which include a team from Georgia Tech.
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TRACK 9 - PLANNING EDUCATION AND
PEDAGOGY
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS IN TRACK 9
TRANSNATIONAL PEDAGOGY 1: LEARNING FROM LATIN AMERICAN URBANISMS
Proposal 11 with abstracts 141, 142, 1173
Organizer: TUCKER, Jennifer [University of California, Berkeley] jennifertucker@berkeley.edu
Discussant: DAVIS, Diane [Harvard University] ddavis@gsd.harvard.edu
What can planners and scholars based in the US learn from the urbanisms of Latin America cities? There are good
reasons to diversify our sites of knowledge production, beyond the demographic reality of concentrated urban
growth in the Global South. First, Latin American cities are home to urban experiments: from BRT in Bogotá to
Hometown Associations out of the Dominican Republic. These experiments include dynamic interactions
between state planners and civil society, from which we can learn. Secondly, we need theoretical and practical
strategies to grapple with the transnational production of cities made through relational connections across space
and through histories of uneven development. Finally, critical scholars argue that global urbanism’s interventions
repeatedly fail to deliver prosperity for all. The problem may originate in urban and planning theory, rather than
result from inadequate policy implementation. Here, Latin America scholarship can be a resource for the US
planning academy; for instance, Boaventura de Sousa Santos’ strategies to translate between diverse
epistemologies (2013) or Anibal Quijano’s “coloniality of power” (2000).
Objectives:


Gather empirical research from Latin American cities, complementing critical theories of urbanization,
planning practice and urban justice

(UN)LEARNING PLANNING COMPETENCIES: EXPERIENCES OF SERVICE-LEARNING IN ‘LESS
FAMILIAR’ CONTEXTS
Proposal 42 with abstracts 482, 483, 484, 486
Organizer: BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] Janice.barry@umanitoba.ca
Discussant: UMEMOTO, Karen [University of Hawaii] kumemoto@hawaii.edu
Planning curriculum is often designed with reference to the standards of professional competence defined by our
accrediting bodies. Many of these competencies are difficult to develop through teacher-centered approaches,
with many (if not most) planning schools incorporating service-based learning. Many of these courses include the
formation of collaborative learning partnerships with community organizations whose experience is shaped by
ongoing histories of socio-economic marginalization, systemic racism, and political upheaval. This pre-organized
session is one of two “sister” sessions on (un)learning planning competencies through studio and service-based
learning. Both sessions explore how these approaches to teaching and learning relate to and potentially expand
notions of professional competence. This particular session draws together papers that reflect on how studio and
service-based learning can used in contexts that are often less familiar to planning students and their instructors:
smaller cities, rural and Indigenous/tribal areas, as well as international contexts.
Objectives:




To explore how service-learning relates to and potentially expands notions of professional competence
To explore how service-learning can result in a productive unsettlement of deeply embedded planning
norms, values and practices.

(UN)LEARNING PLANNING COMPETENCIES: EXPERIENCES OF SERVICE-LEARNING IN THE
CITY
Proposal 41 with abstracts 490, 491, 492, 493, 494
Organizer: BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] Janice.barry@umanitoba.ca
Discussant: SCHLOSSBERG, Marc [University of Oregon] schlossb@uoregon.edu
Planning curriculum is often designed with reference to the standards of professional competence defined by our
accrediting bodies. Many of these competencies are difficult to develop through teacher-centered approaches,
with many (if not most) planning schools incorporating service-based learning. Many of these courses include the
formation of collaborative learning partnerships with community organizations whose experience is shaped by
ongoing histories of socio-economic marginalization, systemic racism, and political upheaval. This pre-organized
session is one of two “sister” sessions on (un)learning planning competencies through service-based learning.
Both sessions explore how these approaches to teaching and learning relate to and potentially expand notions of
professional competence. This particular session draws together papers that reflect on how studio and servicebased learning can be used in urban planning contexts, and how planning students and their instructors might
learn to develop new kinds of collaborate partnerships with vulnerable communities, youth, and/or other citybuilding professionals.
Objectives:



To explore how service-learning relates to and potentially expands notions of professional competence
To explore how service-learning can result in a productive unsettlement of deeply embedded planning
norms, values and practices.

ABSTRACTS IN TRACK 9

THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF PLANNING AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
Abstract ID: 26
Individual Paper Submission
BRINKLEY, Catherine [University of California, Davis] ckbrinkley@ucdavis.edu, presenting author
This research traces the development and regression of planning specialties. Veering from the theory of his
predecessor, Harvey Perloff, that we “train planners to be generalists with a specialty” (1957), John Friedmann
proposed in 1996 that that the “grand objective of planning education [become] the mastery of a specialty.” As the
staid, yet non-uniform, core of planning cirrcula have remained unchanged, specializations have come and gone,
defining the field in response to its dramatic shift in objective and context.
Compared to the 1950s, planners today cater less to governmental agencies and more to civil groups and the
private sector, competing for jobs against a cadre of other urban professionals in management, law and design.
The profession has opened to women and minorities, while simultaneously incorporating the voices of these
citizens in the planning process. The economy has shifted from one of an industrializing nation to one focused on
technology and “the creative class” (Florida, 2004). And with the economic shift, comes pressing needs to
maintain old infrastructure set up during Perloff’s New Deal era while responding to market changes and growing
‘sharing economies.’ Friedmann argued that the while the core of planning programs had no single required

subject matter across planning schools, it was also immobile in the winds of change. Conversely, the birth and
death of planning specializations may offer an indicator of where planning was and where it is headed.
I use the framework of pre-professionalization issue-based planning history and federal planning initiatives to
contextualize planning education specializations within their time period. By querying the 76 accredited planning
schools on the earliest concentrations and certificates offered, I assess the educational response to historical needs
and federal mandates. Following the arc of program creation and retirement, pedagogical trends in the planning
profession are identified.
Preliminary findings indicate that planning subfields do not develop as a response to federal funding streams
mandating planning involvement and training. Instead, most schools organize specialties around professorial
interest and perceived community needs. Drawing parallels from the most well-established subfields of
Environmental and Transportation Planning, this research concludes with recommendations for formalizing new
subfields, such as Food Systems Planning.
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FLIP, MOVE, TWEET: A BLENDED COURSE DESIGN FOR DIFFERENT LEARNING
ENVIRONMENTS IN URBAN PLANNING, SUSTAINABILITY, AND CLIMATE CHANGE
UNIVERSITY COURSES
Abstract ID: 30
Individual Paper Submission
KASSENS-NOOR, Eva [Michigan State University] ekn@msu.edu, presenting author
While much academic work has focused on how a singular teaching practice impacts student engagement and
learning, synergies among innovative teaching practices have largely been ignored by the academic community. I
seek to address this gap by proposing a new blended course design and report on the impact three innovative
teaching practices (flipped class, movement, and twitter) combined had on ten undergraduate students taking an
urban planning course focused on sustainability and climate resilience. I explore advantages and disadvantages of
this course design through pre- and post-diagnostics, audio and video recordings, tweets, assignments, student
feedback, and personal reflection. Because students adapt to their learning environments and showed learning
gains especially in environments they had not been taught in before, I suggest that students need to learn in the
places they ultimately work.
Description of the presentation.
Teaching in a flipping, moving and tweeting manner, poses significant learning and engagement challenges to the
students and to the instructor. For students, these include focusing on the task at hand, being prepared to fully
engage with the content of the course by completing the online material, avoiding distractions from other
technologies as well as their learning environments, being capable of correctly responding to the instructor’s
prompts given the flipped session, just to mention a few. For the instructor, they basically are choosing suitable
learning environments in which the flipping, moving, and tweeting classroom enhances instead of hinders student
engagement and learning.
Recommendations from the session will provide general guidance on how to select suitable learning
environments, how to identify strengths and weaknesses of the flipping, moving and tweeting classroom given the

learning environment, how to enable participants to invoke counter measures to enhance student engagement and
learning despite existing learning environments.
Theoretical foundation:
Three teaching practices are combined to create a new learning experience for students and session attendees. The
first teaching practice is the idea of the flipped classroom, in which traditional, lecture-style course content is
provided to students online prior to each class, to save in-class time for discussion (Fulton, 2012). The second is
the idea that students retain more knowledge when they move – walk, exercise etc. (Doyle and Zakrajsek, 2011).
The third is the idea that students learn better when they can frequently engage with the instructor and their peers
throughout class (McKinney and Heyl, 2008). While much academic work has focused on a single teaching
practice and its impact on student engagement and learning, the synergies among innovative teaching practices,
carefully and sensitively chosen to suit the topic, may yield new insights into advancement of teaching and
learning.
The three teaching practices were enacted in an urban planning course about sustainability. This hybrid class, in
which the classroom was split between flipped, outside, tweeting and non-flipped, inside and face-to-face
discussions, can meet the needs of diverse learners (Elder Hinshaw and Sakalli Gumus, 2013). The outside
communication mechanism was twitter, which can be beneficial during field trips (Kassens-Noor, 2012).
Three learning goals. Be able to
1) State the rationale for use of these three teaching methods together to maximize impact on student learning
2) Evaluate strength and weaknesses of the flipping, moving and tweeting practice given different learning
environments
3) Apply the flipping, moving and tweeting teaching practice to *suitable* learning environments
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REFLECTING ON URBAN NATURE: JOURNALING AS COMPLEMENT TO LECTURE-STYLE
PLANNING PEDAGOGY
Abstract ID: 85
Poster
TRIMAN, Julia [University of Virginia] jgt2js@virginia.edu, presenting author
BEATLEY, Timothy [University of Virginia] tb6d@virginia.edu, co-author
One challenge of contemporary planning education is engaging students with actual conditions in the types of
settings where they will work as planners and other professionals. While studios and other small-scale classes

offer hands-on opportunities, typical large lecture-style courses and associated homework assignments are often
sedentary and computer-based. As planning departments increasingly are under pressure to increase enrollment,
large classes will continue to be an important part of planning education, particularly at the introductory level,
which may be some undergraduate students' only exposure to planning ideas during their time at a university.
Journaling is one way for students in planning courses to experientially explore their environment and reflect on
what they are learning in a lecture-style course through their own experiences of place and the everyday.
This poster will review lessons learned from a semester-long journaling assignment in a mixed undergraduate and
graduate planning class titled "Cities + Nature" at the University of Virginia School of Architecture in Spring
2016. The class examines evidence for why nature is important, and the many creative ways in which cities can
plan for and design-in nature and foster meaningful and everyday connections with the natural world. The class
essentially aims to develop and present the science and practice of Biophilic Cities or Biophilic Urbanism.
Approximately 170 students from a variety of disciplines, including planning, architecture, environmental
science, and others, kept urban nature journals for the duration of the course. The assignment was open-ended,
and required students to complete a specified number of journal entries documenting Charlottesville or other cities
they visited throughout the term using a mix of formats including narratives, hand-drawn sketches and maps, and
an original poem, among others. Journals will be scored using a detailed evaluative rubric to understand the range
of materials students chose to include in their depictions and descriptions of urban nature and to what degree
selected frames reflect the course material and/or larger discourses of "nature" and "the urban." Particular
attention will be paid to how students conceptualize nature and cities as dichotomous or use a more blended
approach to see the city and nature as continuous and co-produced. A brief open-ended exit survey will elicit
students' self-reported evaluation of the journaling experience, allowing us to reflect on the power of journaling as
a pedagogical tool for planning education.
This poster will explore the potential of journaling as pedagogy particularly as a way to deepen learning
experiences in large lecture courses. As daily contact with the natural environment is essential to leading happy,
healthy, productive and meaningful lives, planners and designers must begin to put nature at the core of their
work. The poster will have particular relevance to academicians teaching lecture classes where some mechanism
is sought to engage students in seeing nature and cities outside of class, but the parameters of the assignment
could be adapted to suit other types of courses, planning-related or other topics, and could also be modified to
collect highly detailed qualitative data for research projects.
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LIVELIHOOD OUTSIDE THE LAW: STREET VENDOR POLITICS & URBAN RIGHTS IN CIUDAD
DEL ESTE, PARAGUAY
Abstract ID: 141
Part of Pre-organized Session: Transnational Pedagogy 1: Learning from Latin American Urbanisms
TUCKER, Jennifer [University of New Mexico] jennifertucker@berkeley.edu, presenting author

This paper follows calls to upend entrenched ‘geographies of theory’ (Roy, 2009) by building urban planning
knowledge out of ‘ordinary’ cities (Robinson, 2006). Too often, planning theory misidentifies how planning
practice actually works in troublesome zones understood as unplanned or ungoverned. I counter this tendency
with ethnographic research in one of the most active border economies in the hemisphere on the Paraguay-Brazil
border where non-compliance with trade and use-of-space laws is widespread. Brazilian buyers known as
sacoleiros seek cheaper prices on consumer goods for resale, often traveling thousands of kilometers from
northeastern Brazilian cities. Electronics, fake Gucci handbags, or cell phones travel farther, arriving from Japan
and China. Thus Ciudad del Este, Paraguay is a key node in global commodity circuits as well as a lynchpin of
national development.
In this paper, I address two questions. How is the street market ordered and managed? How do street vendors
legitimate their extralegal claims to city space? I draw from 15 months of participant observation and eighty openended interviews. Ethnographic methods enable analysis of how actors create meaning through everyday practice.
In this case, street vendors and municipal officials negotiate the boundaries of legitimate economic practice and
urban belonging. I also analyze competing notions of urban rights and discursive battles over what sorts of work
belong in the city.
My research demonstrates how municipal officials manage urban space through uncertainty over vendors’ legal
status and negotiability over how urban space is used to connect to the border trade, governance practices I call
regulation by ambiguity (Tucker, 2015). One consequence of regulation by ambiguity is that the boundaries of
legitimate urban work are fought through discourse, on the terrain of ideas about who belongs in the city. I
explain how street vendors conceive of their urban right to work, justified by livelihood need rather than by law.
The spatial rights claimed by vendors are different than Henri Lefebvre’s right to the city, which calls for the
radical democratic distribution of the power to produce city space. Rather, these are spatialized claims of the right
to work in urban space, claims that emerge from vendors’ everyday experiences. I argue that vendors’ claims of
the right to work in the city are useful challenges to Anglophone urban planning theory, pushing us to imagine
cities where livelihood is a fundamental, rather than a subsidiary or secondary, right.
With this paper I bring the perspectives of critical urbanism to debates about informal economies. Oren Yiftachel
shows how the designation of legality or formality reflects social contestations worked out through relationships
of power, emphasizing ongoing processes of informalization or formalization (Yiftachel 2009). Ananya Roy
argues that informality is a mode of urbanization, shaped by ‘unceasing negotiability’ in the boundaries of
legitimate urban occupation and construction (Roy, 2002: 18). However, keeping these designations negotiable
can be a source of value. State actors are part of these contested processes, rather than neutral mediators. I bring
these theories of negotiated legalities from housing to my study of urban work with the concept regulation by
ambiguity. Understanding the social mechanisms which regulate extralegal work is a precondition for intervening
to construct more equitable economies. Further, my findings contribute to scholarship on state practice under
democratization in Latin America, detailing how old authoritarian state practices articulate with new urban
priorities of formalization and competitive global cities. I suggest the concept of regulation by ambiguity as
directed spatial management can be generalized to other settings where informal and extralegal work is the norm.
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TRANSNATIONAL EXPERIMENTATION AND LEARNING: HOMETOWN ASSOCIATIONS AND
THEIR PURSUIT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Abstract ID: 142
Part of Pre-organized Session: Transnational Pedagogy 1: Learning from Latin American Urbanisms
LAMBA-NIEVES, Deepak [Brown University] deepak_lamba-nieves@brown.edu, presenting author
Although the origins of American city planning can be traced back to the plight of immigrants in the expanding
industrial cities of the early 20th century, their voices and interests have been mostly absent from the field's
literatures today. A more recent strand of work has begun to fill this gap by employing and advocating for the use
of a transnational perspective to make sense of the complex social dynamics that emerge in places where
migration is a way of life. Some of the more eloquent projects in this vein explain how migrants and those left
behind help weave complex webs of interaction that link home and destination communities and the resulting
opportunities and challenges that emerge across borders (Sarmiento & Beard 2013, Sandoval 2013).
According to Roy (2011) the transnational turn within the planning discipline opens new opportunities to rethink
the discipline's claims of being a global enterprise, where world-spanning trends turn into fashionable models and
normative templates of the trade. In doing so, it opens the possibility to rethink some of the conceptual categories
that planners often use when designing their interventions, and to come up with novel examples of how to address
challenges and opportunities brought about by increased migrant flows.
This paper employs a transnational optic to examine how three Dominican hometown associations (HTAs)-which can be defined as voluntary organizations whose members share a common place of origin and generate
support to carry out projects in home and migrant communities--engage in transnational community development
through a series of projects pursued in their hometowns, located in the southern region of the Dominican
Republic. It focuses specifically on the routines that HTAs employ to achieve their goals and how these
organizations have a tendency to seek answers to complex development issues through experimentation. This is
due, in great part, to the absence of a specific set of national programs or formal policy structures that encourage
and prioritize specific HTA investments or steer community organizations towards specific development
solutions--like Mexico's 3-for-1 matching funds program.
As the ethnographic data collected throughout a 5-year period in Boston, New York, and the Dominican Republic
shows, being able to experiment and troubleshoot allows the organizations to sidestep the strictures of ‘fast
policy’ (Peck and Tickle 2002) and programmatic ‘monocropping’ (Evans 2004), which in turn, provides them
opportunities to engage in ‘slow learning’ (Roy 2011). That is, in the absence of formal structures, learning
becomes a continuously evolving exercise. Nevertheless, learning opportunities come in many guises, so
development trials can lead to important process innovations, but also costly mistakes. In light of this, the ability
to identify and make the most out of unforeseen development consequences stemming from experimental projects
becomes a fundamental community planning skill for HTAs.
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A PREDICTING MODEL OF INFORMAL URBAN GROWTH: LEARNING FROM 40 YEARS OF
SELF-BUILD IN MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA
Abstract ID: 143
Individual Paper Submission
SAMPER, Jota [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jota@mit.edu, presenting author
Scholars have vastly explored informal settlements incremental growth as one of its defining features. Most of
this work focused on the family unit scale. They concentrate on housing asset growth as related to the family
historical narrative, legal status, social image and financing. However, little has been explored about what does
this implies at the neighborhood scale and more importantly how the type of density growth impact urban form
and community social ties, elements essential for the development of resilient communities. This research maps
the relationship between the urban growth of informal settlements and its impact social networks, using semistructured interviews and historical mappings of informal settlements in Medellin, Colombia for the past four
decades. This research present urban informality growth as following predicting patterns. It argues that the
exponential density growth found in these settlements as the move thru the distinct phases of the predictive model
played a major role on the fragmentation of social ties. This finding raises important questions about the role of
exponential density growth in connection with existing governance structures, not only in the context of urban
informality but also in the context of global population growth.
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STUDYING PARTICIPATION IN ITS ABSENCE: FOCUS GROUPS AS A LABORATORY FOR
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN TRANSIT PLANNING IN BOLIVIA
Abstract ID: 144
Individual Paper Submission
KASH, Gwen [University of North Carolina] gwenkash@email.unc.edu, presenting author
While Latin America has been a leader in such innovations as bus rapid transit (BRT) and ciclovias,
transportation planning has lagged behind other sectors in terms of social inclusion in both planning processes and
project benefits (Vasconcellos 2001). This paper examines public involvement in transport planning in Colombia
and Bolivia using heterogeneous focus groups facilitated by the investigator. By bringing together planners and
community members to engage in dialogue, these groups serve as a laboratory for examining conversations that
would not otherwise occur.
Successful public involvement depends on effective two-way communication between planners and the public
(Forester 1999, Healey 2006). While more empirical study of the barriers to such communication is needed in
both developed and developing countries, the magnified power differentials in Latin American societies likewise
increase the challenge of reducing distortions in communication. This challenge provides a learning opportunity
for how and when public participation can serve as a tool to reduce, rather than reproduce, inequality

(Vasconcellos 2001, Fainstein 2010).
Comparing the focus groups and individual interviews with transit users and professionals, the study goes beyond
critiquing non-participatory planning to examine how public involvement could function within existing
institutions. The investigator also engages in participant observation, taking on a hybrid role of researcherpractitioner. This reflective practice (Schon 1983), combined with formal academic analysis, works to bridge the
divide between the academic and the every-day.
Two cases are considered. The first is the world-famous TransMilenio BRT in Bogota, Colombia. TransMilenio is
a pioneering system that has been in operation for more than fifteen years. While initially successful,
TransMilenio is currently facing a crisis stemming from poor quality of service and, as a result, high amounts of
user discontentment. Due to a lack of opportunities for formal input, this discontent has boiled over into frequent
protests by transit users and high levels of fare evasion.
The second case is the attempt by El Alto, Bolivia to introduce a city-run bus service known as Bus Sariri; most
public transit in the region is provided through the informal sector. El Alto planned Bus Sariri with no public
involvement. However, shortly after the service was implemented, a mayor facing electoral pressure abruptly
changed policies and implemented a community route proposal literally overnight. Service was severely disrupted
and the already-tense relationship between the transit planning agency and FEJUVE, the principal citizen
advocacy organization was severed completely. In spite of the animosity, the planners of Bus Sariri were still
willing to participate in a dialogue with users who were not affiliated with FEJUVE.
In both cases, the researcher-practitioner worked to facilitate respectful two-way communication between
planners and transit users. As a result, most participants took the opportunity to share their views. However,
differences in framing and norms about acceptable information meant that not all participants heard the same
things. Through the focus groups, planners and community members communicated imperfectly across what
many locals viewed as an insurmountable divide.
This paper provides insight for researchers who wish to engage more deeply with the practice of planning. It also
offers guidance to planning professionals as they navigate the complicated power dynamics in the communities
where they work. It builds our understanding of how to study, reflect on, and facilitate more effective two-way
communication between planners and the communities we serve.
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LEADERSHIP AS PRAXIS: A MODEL FOR SMALL-SCALE URBAN INTERVENTIONS AND
COMMUNITY ORGANIZING AMONG LATINO IMMIGRANTS
Abstract ID: 156
Individual Paper Submission
GARCIA ZAMBRANA, Ivis [University of Utah] ivis.garcia@utah.edu, presenting author

Like many other working-class and immigrant neighborhoods, the west side of Salt Lake City has historically
experienced marginalization and uneven development. Westside neighborhoods have undergone significant
changes over the years. For instance, the Latino population has more than doubled in the last 10 years, and now
totals more than 40 percent of the area population. This increasing diversity is both an asset and a challenge.
While minority communities are vibrant and full of life, formalized institutions have a difficult time addressing
the language and cultural differences (Burayidi 2000). Moreover, there is failure of integration (Cashin 2004) and
very little participation by minorities in public decision-making, whether on local community councils, parent
teacher associations or city government. All of these conditions, became the drive to develop the Westside
Leadership Institute (WLI), a partnership between academics and non-profit organizations, seeing to foster
leadership skills and their increase participation among residents of west side neighborhoods.
The WLI philosophy operates from an understanding that assets exists in every neighborhood; in other words,
each individual possesses unique skills and abilities that can benefit their community (Kretzmann and McKnight
1993). Given the lack of state involvement, the goal of WLI is to produce catalysts for positive community
change and leadership. Change is triggered by teaching participants effective ways to engage in their community
and how to: identify community assets, manage conflict, establish media relations, conduct project planning, a
successful meeting, write grants and analyze a project outcomes. Residents are taught to frame and understand a
community issue, determine the role of leadership, then develop and employ process management strategies in
order to implement a much needed community project.
WLI participants have implemented a number of small-scale urban interventions from community gardens to
installing new streetlights, just to mention a few. After graduation, WLI alumni are connected to local decisionmaking bodies, funding sources, and further support. WLI graduates have gone on to chair parent teacher advisory
boards, join the boards of organizations, participate in community councils, elected to serve on City Council and
work as advocates for their communities. Over the years, curriculum and methodologies of presentation change to
fit the particular needs of west side residents, but the concept of a asset-based community development remains a
guiding theme for the Westside Leadership Institute. The researcher spent over a year conducting ethnographic
work including, participant observation, interviews, and surveys.
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A critical component of planning curriculum is the emphasis placed on problem-based and service-learning
oriented experiences for students (Angotti, Doble, and Horrigan 2011). Referred to as “community servicelearning,” this form of experiential learning combines community services with classroom learning (Speck 2004)
to “offer very useful services to neighborhoods while offering future professionals vital skills for working with
multiple publics” (Forsyth, Lu and McGirr 2000, 236). More recent trends in service-learning not only address
crossing boundaries between the university and the outside world (Angotti, Doble, and Horrigan 2011), but also

between multiple courses and disciplines (Katz-Jameson, Clayton, and Bringle 2008). There are also calls for
transforming community service-learning from works of charity to social justice, where community-university
partnerships become “catalysis for larger societal change” (Marullo and Edwards, 901).
Our poster illustrates the power of community-university partnerships that provide genuine, empowering
opportunities for students and residents that result in tangible benefits for both partners. Furthermore, we discuss
how the strong track-record of community service-learning between an academic planning program and local
community inspired a university-wide program to promote partnerships promoting sustainable development with
communities state-wide.
Since 2010, the Urban Transition Studio (UTS), a collaborative partnership between Western Washington
University’s (WWU) Urban Planning and Sustainable Development program, the City of Bellingham,
Washington’s Office of Planning and Community Development, and Sustainable Connections, has empowered
citizens and students to enhance community sustainability through idea-sharing and capacity building. UTS,
which is committed to a philosophy of bridging knowledge in sustainability practices within an applied context to
help citizens directly engage in planning their communities, has had several lasting impacts. After a brief history
of UTS, the poster lists projects and identifies impacts, which range from planting ideas to implementing
recommendations. An example of the UTS’ impact is the role the program played in shifting WWU’s long-term
planning from expansion into a well-established neighborhood to collaborating with the Port and City of
Bellingham to acquire use rights to five acres of land on the transitioning waterfront for a satellite campus. The
poster concludes with a short discussion of how UTS laid the ground work for institutional change at WWU. The
2016-2017 school year is WWU’s Sustainable Cities Partnership’s inaugural year (modeled after the University of
Oregon’s Sustainable Cities Initiative). The Partnership coordinates multi-course community service-learning
across the universities’ curriculum with communities around the state of Washington to support the adoption and
implementation of sustainable planning, policy and design.
Sharing WWU Urban Planning and Sustainable Development program’s experiences with community servicelearning is relevant to the on-going conversation about the role of experiential education in the planning field. Our
experience highlights both the importance of multi-course involvement and capacity building for supporting
citizens’ aims to see a range of sustainability principles and practices implemented by local government.
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The inability of cities to innovate often comes not from a lack of knowledge about better solutions to pressing
problems, but in limited capacity to put knowledge into practice effectively and efficiently. There are three causes
for this gap: 1) city staff and city leadership lack access to the latest evidence and examples of best practice; 2)
administrative silos prevent creative approaches to fixing pressing social issues that span departments; and 3)
cultures of risk aversion internally and externally prevent creative problem solving and implementation.
Universities generally have the exact opposite qualities: 1) faculty have access to and are often the creators of the
latest evidence from their field of expertise; 2) through applied coursework, students can translate and apply that
knowledge to city-identified quality of life issues; and 3) students are both capable of and encouraged to be riskier
and more innovative in their thinking than city staff or local consultants typically can be. While these qualities
exist, student project work is often hypothetical and does not leave the real or virtual space of the university or
applied classroom-based projects are pursued as one-off projects by individual faculty or departments. In either
case, the approach significantly and unnecessarily limits the potential impact such efforts can have on the
community or on the students undertaking the work.
Most sustainability and quality of life issues play out for people at the community or city level, so overcoming
this gap between knowledge and practice is key for effective and innovative city operation that meets community
quality of life goals. Issues of sustainability, resiliency, affordable housing, access to social services, building
supportive social networks, integrating historically disenfranchised voices into public decision making, sustaining
a viable local economy, providing clean air and water, maintaining public safety, and pursuing a series of other
livability variables are all within the domain of local government. The trick has been in finding a way to
systematically match city needs with university capacity in ways that benefit all parties, work within
administrative structures, and at a scale that can have lasting and sustainable impacts for all involved.
In 2009, the University of Oregon pioneered a radically simple framework to solve this match-making problem
called the Sustainable City Year Program (SCYP), a framework based around a year-long partnership between a
university and a city in which existing courses are directed towards that city’s self- identified ‘real-world’ quality
of life projects and plans. Projects often combine multiple disciplines to address problems from diverse
perspectives; and a large-scale approach provides a wide range of benefits for all stakeholders. The scale of
engagement – typically 500+ students across 10+ disciplines and 20+ courses giving 50,000+ hours of effort to
15-25 city-identified vexing issues – expedites the introduction and adoption of innovative thinking into local
government, increases a city’s capacity to move priority projects forward, accelerates adoption of new policy and
practice, re-charges city staff toward their public sector work, and trains the next generation workforce in
effective, applied, multi-disciplinary approaches toward solving local quality of life issues.
More than twenty-five other universities have subsequently adopted and adapted this model or are in the
formulation stages of model implementation, and the model has now transformed from “the Oregon Model” to the
“Educational Partnership for Innovation in Communities (EPIC)”. This session will share this work by two
established programs, two starting programs, and one city representative from a past partnership. Session
participants will address issues of equity and community engagement, working with faculty across disciplines,
and will share insights of how and why this model works within the administrative structures of universities and
cities.
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Compassion, widely understood as the awareness and desire to reduce suffering, is a potentially transformative
concept for planning practice and education. Scholars in psychology, philosophy, and related fields identify
multiple dimensions of compassion: 1) reframing outlooks to consider suffering 2) increasing awareness of
suffering, 3) enhancing the capacity for empathy, and 4) promoting behaviors to reduce suffering. Longstanding
efforts in planning to promote social justice and equity have tended to be legalistic, systematic, and relatively
impersonal. Compassion complements social justice and equity by awakening and motivating individuals to take
action here and now to improve the condition of others. Moreover, the need for compassion is foundational,
although often unstated, for so many theories, techniques, and tools in planning practice and pedagogy, directly in
line with the organizing themes for the 2016 ACSP conference.
Challenging sometimes deeply held notions of human nature, recent empirical research in psychology and
neuroscience has demonstrated that compassion can be cultivated in individuals of all ages. Compassion
cultivation practices, such as targeted mindfulness meditation techniques, can result in pro-social behavioral
changes, as well as improvement in mental and physical health. Compassion can not only be cultivated to
generate individual and societal benefits, but the positive impacts often arise over short periods of time; one need
not be a nun or monk living in solitary retreat to generate increased compassion!
Yet, there has been limited research examining baseline levels of compassion in planners and limited research on
if and how compassion-building practices are effective in planning and policy. The core research question this
paper addresses is: do compassion building planning practices (CBPPs) – non-secular practices adapted from
existing compassion training programs– increase the four dimensions of compassion among planners?
As part of an ongoing research program around compassionate planning, this paper summarizes exploratory
research being conducted with graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in planning courses at the University
of Kansas. Students learn about and use a set compassion building planning practices (CBPPs) available to
students via an online portal that supplements existing coursework. Using results from pre-test and post-test
surveys of participating students, this paper examines variation in the four dimensions of compassion in planning
students, the effectiveness of CBPPs in increasing compassion, and factors explaining variation in the impacts of
CBPPs.
In addition to conceptual benefits to scholarship, research into compassion cultivation interventions can inform
how we train future (and current) planners to understand their own outlook, awareness, empathy, and behavior
and how we go about the daily work of planning practice in ways that more effectively reduce suffering and foster
lasting happiness.
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There are many calls to foster understanding of the global perspective in planning practices, education, and
research. However, the pedagogies and academic curriculum of planning programs tend to be limited still to
national boundaries where it concerns global perspectives of planning. My paper explores the global perspectives
of a diverse group of senior undergraduate students, where it concerns planning practices, education, and research
abroad, and the meaning of planning in Southern California and the Brazilian savannah (Cerrado) through the
students’ perspective.
The case study is the 2008-2015 United States - Brazil Consortia, for which I was the principal investigator (PI).
The Consortia was funded by the Fund for Incentive of Post-Secondary Education (US DO/FIPSE). This crossnation programmatic initiative engaged planning programs from California State University Northridge (CSUN)
and the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass), and the Brazilian Federal Universities of Goiás (UFG)
and Uberlândia (UFU), in a transnational network of practice of faculty, students, policy makers, and expert
planners in both the United States and Brazil. The purpose was to advance collaborative learning and research on
planning and social and environmental sustainability, which included core elements of urban quality of life.
CSUN, UMass, UFG, and UFU, exchanged a total of 32 senior planning students, and a total of 9 faculty
members (including myself) mentored students and or participated in joint research, and conferences abroad.
The theoretical framework advances the internationalization of curriculum suggested by a growing number of
educators and researchers in both the education and planning fields. Where it concerns planning programs, the
literature discusses and explores pedagogic approaches to foster global perspective in planning education and
research through study abroad initiatives. The leading research question is “How can planning programs more
effectively advance global perspectives in planning education and research, and how it can be done in ways that
are meaningful to faculty, and more so to students who are in pursuit of academic or professional endeavors in
planning?”
The paper advances the qualitative paradigm. The research has an exploratory design and I draw analytical and
coding techniques from grounded theory literature. I integrate these techniques in a methodology to explain the
global perspective in planning practices, learning, and research, of a selected cohort of undergraduate exchange
senior students from CSUN, in the aftermath of their academic experience while attending urban planning
programs at UFG and UFU. Learning portfolios are flexible and evidence-based collaborative activities that
document and provoke reflexivity for both faculty mentoring and student learning. In the research I use eportfolios as the main source of data. They compile journals, essays, and photovoice activities, produced by 10
CSUN students prior and through their academic and cultural experience in Brazil. Additional data source include

bi-national curriculums, and student reports from hosting planning programs, among others.
This is a work in progress. At this stage in the analytical process pilot findings suggest the relevance of
transnational networks of practice of faculty, students, policy makers, and expert planners, and opportunities to
contribute to global perspectives scholarship in planning. Students were the main protagonists in the Consortia. A
key goal of the FIPSE grant was to engage and incorporate diverse populations and perspectives. This goal was
realized as CSUN outbound student cohort was made of an even number of female and male students, from which
five were Latinos, two African-Americans, and one Filipino-American, Indian-American, and white North
American. Three students later pursued masters degree in urban planning. The findings from my investigation
shine light on the significance of multiculturalism in planning through inclusiveness, gender equity and diversity
in student centered global planning initiatives.
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Urban planning is multi-disciplinary with a tradition of debate about its academic and professional knowledge
domains. It includes consideration of social, economic, technological, environmental, and political systems that
are highly sophisticated, which are reflected in a far-reaching body of academic literature. Planning also has a
professional dimension where scholarship has practical application. This produces a body of literature that is itself
a fascinating system that can be mined for insights about faculty scholarship and used for faculty evaluation. This
paper provides an updated evaluation of urban planning scholarship using citation analysis. The paper argues that
Google Scholar is a valuable source of citation data for urban planning because its coverage extends beyond
traditional peer-reviewed publications. Using these data the analysis answers the question about the level of
scholarly activity currently taking place within the urban planning discipline. The paper concludes by encouraging
planning scholars and administrators to not only track citation analytics to understand scholarly impact, but also to
undertake more analysis of planning scholarship to understand the interdisciplinary connections of research topics
and scholarly impacts represented by this scholarship.
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Today’s world is both increasingly specialized and increasingly pluralistic. In such a world, we need to educate
students of the publicly oriented professions, including planning, so that they learn the culture and craft—the
specialization—of their own disciplines. However, that training brings with it professional blinders, heuristics and
values that students forget are more artifact of their professional training than a singular and universally accepted
version of truth and rigor. In training them to be specialized professionals of their discipline, we also need to
enable them to recognize, value, and work with the cultures and crafts of allied professions.
Building on Argyris and Schon (1974), planning educators have developed a variety of community service
learning programs and courses (e.g., Vakil et al. 1990; Roakes and Norris-Tirrell 2000; Sletto 2010). These efforts
have focused especially on the benefits of experiential or pragmatic learning, including the inculcation of a deeper
understanding of identity (people and place) through self-reflection, as well as greater reflection on the inherent
uncertainties, contingencies, and complexities of modern practice. While much of this work is framed within the
context of multi-culturalism and inter-disciplinarity, most has focused primarily on the relationship between the
professional planner and the client/stakeholder community. Very little work has been done to understand, and few
if any systematic programs have been developed, to advance pedagogy on integrating disciplinary experiential or
service learning courses to foster deeper multidisciplinary professional learning (see, e.g., Kelsch and Schilling,
2011).
The University of Michigan’s “Michigan Engaging Community through the Classroom” (MECC) initiative was
designed to convey this deeper multidisciplinary, experiential, and community service learning perspective for
students from allied, publicly oriented professional disciplines. Since its inception in early 2011, the initiative has
facilitated four separate sessions of courses working together on related projects in Washtenaw County and
Detroit, engaging about 125 undergraduate and about 100 graduate students from urban and regional planning,
public policy, public health, engineering, law, and architecture.
The key goals of the initiative are to:
• Engage communities that could benefit substantially from the coordinated efforts of community-focused course
projects involving multiple academic units;
• Enhance the multidisciplinary educational benefits provided to students;
• Facilitate interactions among the course instructors to promote additional collaborations; and
• Facilitate interactions among community clients to build relationships and create commitment to carrying
forward the students’ work once the courses are done.
The following approach is used to achieve these goals:
• Identify courses that are experiential and client-based and that serve the particular pedagogical goals of their

respective units (e.g., capstone, workshop, and other applied courses);
• Bring two or more of those courses from multiple units together in one community for one or more terms to
work with their individual clients addressing their own particular projects;
• Provide coordination and additional student class meetings at regular intervals throughout the term to ensure
robust multidisciplinary student learning; and
• Continually evaluate, revise, and improve the initiative to enhance student-learning, community-benefit, and
administrative outcomes.
This paper first surveys the literature and presents the reasoning behind the MECC initiative. It then describes the
array of structures explored through the initiative’s genesis, the structure ultimately adopted, and the variations on
that structure that have already formed. It then presents results from analysis of MECC’s implementation to date.
Analysis will include assessments of student learning outcomes, instructor assessments, and community/client
assessments. The paper concludes with observations on the potential role for community-based, engaged-learning,
and deeply multidisciplinary teaching initiatives engaging allied professional disciplines such as MECC, and the
role that schools of urban and regional planning in particular can plan in fostering and leading such initiatives.
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Studio courses have become common tools for introducing planning students to the knowledge, skills and values
that will guide their future professional practice - and, as Nemeth and Long (2012) found in their study of
American syllabi, the majority of these courses tend to include a real client or community partner. While these
partnerships are often very beneficial in terms of student learning, other literature in this area (see, for example:
Reardon 2006) - and even the theme of this year's conference - underscores the potential for inauthentic and
exploitative relationships. These are tremendously important questions that ought to inform any discussion of
studio and service-based learning. Yet, as a recent Planning Theory & Practice "Interface" on community-engaged
teaching (Porter 2015) suggests, these approaches have the potential to generate multi-directional learning, and to
promote more nuanced understandings of the nature of planning. This paper responds to this potential and
explores how service-learning might productively "unsettle" (see: Barry 2015, drawing upon Regan 2010) deeply
embedded planning norms, values and practices, opening up new ways of planning with (and not for) our

community partners.
This paper has its origins in my own contribution to that Interface, where I offered some preliminary reflections
on the University of Manitoba's Indigenous Planning Studio, which I have been teaching since September 2013.
This paper draws in the voices my students and examines how this service-learning studio contributes to the
development of - but also challenges - the competencies articulated by the Professional Standards Board (PSB)
for the Planning Profession in Canada. It draws on the 2015/16 cohort's self-assessment of their level planning
competence at the beginning and end of the course. Eight of these students also gave their permission to use their
end-of-term reflective writing assignment in the development of this paper. While the students did report an
increase in their level of planning competence, several reported that the Indigenous Planning Studio also led to a
deep sense of unsettlement, followed by a more critical line of questioning about the competencies that dominate
and define professional planning practice in non-Indigenous contexts. Many of the students went on to identify
new skills and sensitivities that they felt were essential to working with and supporting the planning goals of selfdetermining Indigenous nations - almost all of which would necessitate a significant expansion and
reinterpretation of the planning competencies articulated by the PSB.
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International service-learning is shaped by often unpredictable encounters between students, residents, and
governance actors, and even more so in contexts characterized by fractured, neoliberal governance regimes. Due
to the decentralization and the state’s retreat from traditional governance functions under neoliberalism, urban
planning in Latin America is increasingly driven by shifting assemblages of planning actors including community
organizations, NGOs and activist groups, the private sector, public agencies, and academia (Swyngedouw, 2005).
In the case of Santo Domingo, the Dominican Republic, these planning actors knit space, people and materiality
into complex and emergent infrastructures (Simone, 2004) which unsettle predominant conceptions of social and
spatial boundaries and constructions of rights, citizenship, and responsibility. Such fractured urban governance
regimes produce “invented spaces” (Miraftab, 2009) which may be appropriated for emancipatory thought and
action by urban activists and their supporters, including students engaged in collaborative projects with a radical
planning orientation. In the case presented here, students in five service-learning studios have conducted
participatory research and plan-making to address the severe challenges stemming from inadequate storm water
infrastructure and lack of municipal solid waste collection in the informal settlement of Los Platanitos, Santo
Domingo. This work has involved numerous encounters with actors whose roles and political influence are often
unclear and changing and whose activities cross traditional governance and spatial boundaries. Because of the
unpredictability and emergent nature of neoliberal governance assemblages, it is necessary to critically examine

the implications of such encounters for knowledge production and planning practice. Such encounters have the
potential to foster reflective and emancipatory co-productions of knowledge, but because of their disruptive nature
they also produce an affective atmosphere Anderson (2009) that leave emotional traces among students and other
governance actors in Santo Domingo (Thrift, 2004), and, in so doing, serve to disturb these emergent governance
assemblages in unexpected ways.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING IN A RURAL CONTEXT AND THE CHALLENGE FOR
UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Abstract ID: 484
Part of Pre-organized Session: (Un)Learning Planning Competencies: Experiences of Service-Learning in ‘Less
Familiar’ Contexts
TOCHTERMAN, Brian [Northland College] btochterman@northland.edu, presenting author
This proposed pedagogy paper illustrates various problems students and communities encounter when sustainable
and smart planning theory confronts conventional practice. It is based on the experience of two undergraduate
community planning courses that collaborated with local planning officials to develop a public participation
component for the city’s comprehensive plan development. While the students relied on previously successful
practices, emergent technologies, and prevailing theories on how to maximize community participation and input
in order to shape their plan, and despite the fact that their vision was met with enthusiasm and praise when
presented to the local Plan Commission, the city’s resulting public participation plan, influenced in part by the
student’s vision and approved by the City Council, removed several key community engagement components and
reframed other strategies in a decidedly unpublic manner. As such, the planning process, and most likely the
subsequent smart growth plan as well (it is currently in the writing phase and will be completed prior to the
presentation of this paper), suffered.
Place, in terms of both institution and community, differentiates this work from similar collaborations. Northland
College, a four-year liberal arts institution located in Ashland, Wisconsin known for its decades-long
environmental mission, offers a unique and evolving major in Sustainable Community Development (SCD) with
required coursework in physical and land use planning, community organizing and advocacy, and global
sustainability. Ashland, a small city of approximately 8000 residents, is nestled on a large bay of Lake Superior
and wrestles with a variety of challenges facing U.S. small towns in the 21st Century, including a former
manufacturing-based economy navigating deindustrialization and the new service economy, fears about a brain
drain, a declining tax base, etc. But as a rare rural region with a political culture best described as “progressive,” it
also makes for a promising laboratory for sustainable development. Indicative of that optimism is a budding
collaboration between the SCD program and the city of Ashland.
This paper then offers an in-depth assessment of the planning, process, and outcome of the undergraduate
experience in rural comprehensive planning. Despite significant optimism at the outset from both partners, the
results on the pedagogy side have been mixed, and have required a certain amount of unlearning regarding the
idealism of innovative planning theory. Since the last comprehensive plan revision took place in 2004, the

planning agency sought student input on engaging the public through social media; recommendations which the
city heeded. Yet, although the students recommended public input sessions, the city organized those meetings at
mostly private venues, including residents’ homes at great cost to healthy public discourse. Moreover, articulating
the value of smart, sustainable development and educating the public on recent innovations, replicable models,
and the qualitative and quantitative benefits are central in SCD pedagogy and the students built in a structure to do
just that through panels and talks on various planning topics. The city left that piece out of the plan despite a
significant knowledge gap regarding successful development strategies going on elsewhere. Testimony at public
meetings reflected this gap as old and arguably unsuccessful and unsustainable strategies were rehashed and
participation in the planning process declined. This latter issue, so significant from the pedagogy end, seemingly
defines and shapes the thesis of the paper.
As presenter, my goal is to receive enough constructive feedback to transform the paper into a pedagogy article
for the JPER.
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MAKING THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MAORI VALUES AND PLANNING
Abstract ID: 486
Part of Pre-organized Session: (Un)Learning Planning Competencies: Experiences of Service-Learning in ‘Less
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THOMPSON-FAWCETT, Michelle [University of Otago] mtf@geography.otago.ac.nz, presenting author
In this research we asked how might a planning degree programme seek to achieve the integration of te ao
mārama (Māori worldview), mātauranga Māori (Māori knowledges) and ngā tikanga (Māori customs and
protocol) better in the undergraduate and postgraduate experience? The research involved speaking with 32 key
informants including students, graduates and employers of planning graduates (government departments, local
authorities, environmental agencies, consultants, indigenous tribal groups, etc.) regarding the Māori related
knowledge/competencies that would be most highly valued in planning graduates. The project also involved
speaking with other universities already taking innovative approaches to student indigenous education.
The results indicate that for graduates in the planning workplace, a significant understanding of mātauranga
Māori, te ao mārama, and the history of Colonialism would make interactions with Māori and Māori agencies
much more meaningful. Such interactions are integral to all employers with whom our graduates take positions.
Informants paint a clear picture of the potential for academic departments to incorporate Māori values and
environmental knowledges; to practice ngā tikanga – especially for the purposes of fostering meaningful
engagement; to present critical understandings of the Treaty of Waitangi (a treaty between Māori tribes and the
Crown) and colonialism; and to connect in explicit terms Māori conceptualisations of environmental and human
processes as they relate to disciplinary and subdisciplinary subject matter. Highly tailored dovetailing is being
sought here between indigenous and western understandings. The building up/scaffolding of Māori knowledge
throughout the undergraduate and postgraduate years would lead to an integrated and familiar experience of
gaining competency in things Māori. Academics are being asked to make the connection between Māori values
and planning; between tikanga and engagement practices; between Māori world views and western ideologies. In

this paper we elaborate on the specifics of refreshing the planning programme via such mechanisms as
community engaged-learning in response to the steer given by the research.
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UNLEARNING PLANNING AND LEARNING TO CARE ABOUT PEOPLE AND PLACES: SOME
REFLECTIONS FROM SHEFFIELD
Abstract ID: 490
Part of Pre-organized Session: (Un)Learning Planning Competencies: Experiences of Service-Learning in the City
CROOKES, Lee [University of Sheffield] l.crookes@sheffield.ac.uk, presenting author
INCH, Andy [University of Lisbon] a.inch@sheffield.ac.uk, co-author
Is planning a caring profession? The notion of planning as a caring profession – of planners demonstrating that
they ‘care’ for people and places – clearly implies some form of emotional engagement with practice but, as
Baum (2015) reminds us, professionals have long been keen to resist emotion, preferring to take refuge in the
‘rationality’ of technocratic planning and the comparative ‘safety’ of objective data. Whilst there may be
recognition that “planners are dealing as much with people’s passions as with their own earnest technical
predictions”, planning scholars and practitioners have generally demonstrated a reluctance to further engage with
emotion, leading Sandercock and Lyssiotis to conclude that planning is “a profession in a state of arrested
emotional development” (2003: 77, 79).
This aversion to emotion means that “few planning faculty members talk about emotion with their students and
that, as a consequence, few practitioners enter the field inclined and prepared to plan with attention to their own
and others’ emotional thinking and action” (Baum, 2015: 512). We recognise that, in certain situations, it may be
necessary for planners to maintain a degree of professional distance but they must also have the skills to deal with
the emotions that frequently arise in the course of their day-to-day work. Our failure to provide students with an
awareness of the emotional dimensions of planning and the skills to engage with the place-based passion or
“loving attachments” that are inherent to planning (Porter et al, 2012) is deeply troubling and leaves students with
an unduly narrow and managerialist view of the planning endeavour.
In this paper we therefore concern ourselves with the challenge of making space for ‘care’ in planning education,
situating our argument within the context of broader changes in the English planning system, UK higher
education and local communities. With a focus on engaged scholarship and building on work on planning and
emotion, we are concerned with understanding and advancing the notion and practice of ‘care’ in the theory,
practice and pedagogy of planning so that we might “make change happen with humanity and love” (Ellis and
Henderson, 2014: 6). Unsettling the presumption that planning students (and planners) necessarily care about
people and places, we consider the extent to which service-learning and community engagement by planning
schools can cultivate an ethos of care and introduce students to the ‘emotion work’ that pervades “the messy
business of anticipating the future and attempting to change it for the good of society” (Ellis and Henderson,

2014).
We address these questions by reflecting on our experience of developing a long-term community-university
partnership with Westfield, a low-income community on the edge of the city of Sheffield in the UK. Drawing on
interviews with residents and practitioners and comments and feedback from students, along with our experience
of initiating, developing and sustaining the partnership, we highlight the challenges of nurturing caring
relationships in a context where a hard-pressed community and an increasingly performance-driven university can
find it difficult to make the space for such relationships. We further argue that the unsettling dynamic of learning
and unlearning that we seek for our students, veering uneasily between proximity and distance, is also something
that the community, ourselves and the university must go through, in order to make progress in developing more
effective community-university partnerships. We conclude the paper by offering some broader thoughts on the
prospects for developing a more emotionally-sensitive, people-centred approach to planning practice and
pedagogy at a time when reforms are pushing in an alternate direction.
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HEALTH AND PLACE: FOSTERING A MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDENT PERSPECTIVE
Abstract ID: 491
Part of Pre-organized Session: (Un)Learning Planning Competencies: Experiences of Service-Learning in the City
EDWARDS, Mary [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] mmedward@illinois.edu, presenting author
Health in relationship to the built environment has become critical to the work of both planners and architects.
This paper explores learning outcomes specific to two service-learning courses, both engaged with a single
community in central Illinois and focused on issues of health and place. Students enrolled in an urban planning
workshop completed a neighborhood wellness plan for Peoria, Illinois, while students in an architecture studio
developed site plans for a specific neighborhood node within the same city. Due to a number of institutional
obstacles precluding a single studio, these courses were conducted as stand-alone and distinct, although
coordinated due to the efforts of the instructors. A key goal for each cohort was to ensure student engagement
across the two disciplines in order to foster a greater appreciation and understanding of the importance of multidisciplinary thinking and work, especially as it relates to human health and the built environment. As a result of
the collaboration, we identified a broader list of desired student outcomes related to this specific topic of health
and the built environment. Using student surveys and individual student journals, we assess these learning
outcomes. We also propose a series of recommendations for instructors working in this area of health and the built
environment (or in the studio context) who may be up against similar institutional constraints yet desiring to bring
a multidisciplinary focus to their work.
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ALLYSHIP AS A LEARNING OBJECTIVE: TECHNIQUES FROM TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEARNING THEORY
Abstract ID: 492
Part of Pre-organized Session: (Un)Learning Planning Competencies: Experiences of Service-Learning in the City
WILSON, Barbara [University of Virginia] bbw5w@eservices.virginia.edu, presenting author
For those students wanting to learn how to use their design and planning skills to assist underserved communities,
grappling with their own privilege can be a challenge. When attempting to build partnerships with extremely low
income communities of color, students must also navigate through the waters of structural racism and classism
early on. In a town with where the university is still referred to as “the plantation” by local residents and social
mobility rates are remarkably low, power relations and implicit biases alter the tenor of every conversation. In this
paper, the concepts of transformational learning theory (Mezirow 2000) will be applied to the case of an emergent
community-university partnership attempting to support a resident-led redevelopment project in an extremely low
income community. During the early days of this partnership, students attempted to not only empower residents
through increasing their technical literacy of planning jargon through unconventional methods of engagement, but
also to lay a foundation of trust on which this partnership could continue to be built through their personal
interactions.
Community-university partnerships are messy, complex, and unpredictable (Baum 2000). They do not always
lead to beneficial outcomes for either the university or the community side of the partnership, if something
generative cannot emerge from the disorder. Porter (2015) refers to this disorienting condition as “beautiful
messiness” because they “shake up all our expectations about who is learning what from whom.” Drawing from
pre-post engagement surveys, journal entries by the students, curricular mapping exercises, and participatory
action research techniques, this paper will consider the use of implicit bias training, pedagogical student
reflections, and a horizontal approach to the teacher-student relationship as tactics meant to further a
transformational learning environment. Questions about the best methods for altering the meaning schemes of
students (and teachers) in ways that contribute to a community-university partnership built on mutual respect will
be pursued.
In order for planning to remain relevant to the immense socio-environmental challenges that so often
disproportionately affect lower income people of color, its pedagogy must better embrace the development of
these soft skills that push beyond simple approaches to reflective practice. Students should graduate ready to
approach global problems with humility, with sensitivity, and also with a level of cultural competency that allows
them to directly engage with the full implications of structural inequities perpetuated in the built world. Further,
planning educators must refine their approaches for evaluating the efficacy of the methods they use to impart
these skills, and to ensure that the community-university partnerships through which so much of this learning
often takes place are positively beneficial for the vulnerable populations engaging on both sides of the studentresident relationship.
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FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE AND BACK AGAIN: HOW THE Y-PLAN SERVICE-LEARNING
PROGRAM IS CHANGING THE WAY WE THINK ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CITIES AND SCHOOLS
Abstract ID: 493
Part of Pre-organized Session: (Un)Learning Planning Competencies: Experiences of Service-Learning in the City
MCKOY, Deborah [University of California, Berkeley] debmckoy@berkeley.edu, presenting author
Operating out of the University of California, Berkeley Center for Cities + Schools (CC+S), Y-PLAN (Youth –
Plan, Learn, Act, Now!) is an award-winning initiative for civic engagement and policy advocacy designed to
prepare UC Berkeley Planning students, and local high school students to work in partnership with local civic
leaders on real world urban planning problems.
Y-PLAN partners young people and multiple stakeholders including community and civic leaders, university
students, schools and other community members who work together on a authentic community development
challenges in order to effectively confront structural racism and inequality across communities and regions.
Y-PLAN was originally inspired by a combination of theoretical frameworks that fully recognizes the relationship
between who a student/learner is, where they study/learn and the relationship between the two (Lave and Wenger
1993; Hart 1992).
This paper presents a careful analysis and interpretation of the theory and practice of this award-winning
methodology in order to reframe the way that we think about service learning and the complex relations between
diverse stakeholders. Central to our findings is that Y-PLAN offers students a real-world opportunity to
significantly impact the built environment around them, transforming any sense of disempowerment into agency
and civic capacity while revitalizing neighborhoods and improving schools. We argue that service learning must
be understood in terms of how it [can] lead to reciprocal outcomes for all stakeholders across city and public
school lines, rather than as “charity” for under-served populations. Service learning must be seen as valuable and
useful for multiple actors; therefore, it must reflect multi-directional participation, rather than a one-directional
flow of services.
Y-PLAN rests on three central conditions that lead to successful youth participation in community planning
projects: (1) Authentic problems engage diverse stakeholders and foster a “community of practice” that includes
local elected officials, government agencies, planners, neighborhood residents, teachers, and young people; (2)
Adults share decision making with young people, valuing their input and giving them a noticeable role in
outcomes; and (3) Projects build individual and institutional success that together creates equitable, healthy, and
sustainable communities. Together, these three conditions constitute a framework and theory of change for
involving young people and adult allies in community transformation that simultaneously provides powerful,
rigorous and relevant educational experiences for all.
While tackling real city planning issues from housing redevelopment and gentrification to park design and climate
change action planning, each Y-PLAN project aims to create “trajectories of opportunity” for disadvantaged
residents of target communities, especially young people. Such trajectories are the product of aligning and
leveraging people, place-making, and policies in new and profound ways.
During the past decade, more than 12,000 young people across 11 cities from Brooklyn to Beijing have been
invited to engage as legitimate participants in more than 100 city planning projects as a result of the Y-PLAN
initiative. Throughout the Y-PLAN process, young people conduct community-action research and develop
proposals directed at a real community problem. Each of these youth-driven projects aims to build healthier
communities by creating collaborative partnerships between civic leaders and public school teachers while
helping students fulfill core academic goals and graduation requirements. In doing so, Y-PLAN prepares students
to challenge the status quo and recognize young people and school institutions as critical actors in place-making
and city building.
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THE CITY AS TEXT: SERVICE-LEARNING AS A WAY TO RE-PLAN THE URBAN LANDSCAPE
Abstract ID: 494
Part of Pre-organized Session: (Un)Learning Planning Competencies: Experiences of Service-Learning in the City
CARRIERE, Michael [Milwaukee School of Engineering] carriere@msoe.edu, presenting author
This paper uses the author’s experiences as director of the Milwaukee School of Engineering’s (MSOE)
University Scholars Honors Program as a jumping-off point to discuss a new approach for thinking through urban
planning in the twenty-first century. With a curriculum based on the theme of “Urban Food Security/Urban Food
Systems,” the University Scholars Program allows undergraduate students the opportunity to engage in servicelearning projects that speak to the ways that urban agriculture is remaking America’s urban centers. MSOE
students have designed and built agricultural community parks, worked on an urban homesteading project, and
constructed a solar food dehydrator for an urban farm in Milwaukee. Such work takes place after introducing the
students to the relationships between food, urban planning, race, and civil rights in the American city.
With such emphasis on these important relationships, students begin to understand the benefits of a “bottom-up”
approach to urban planning, one that sees urban residents as partners in the process. No “master plan,” is authored
– and work done is not seen as any sort of correction or intervention. With the work of Michel de Certeau as their
guide, students come to see themselves as co-authors, along with the community members they are working with,
of new urban narratives.
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MANOMANO KA IKE A KA HAWAII: AN EXAMINATION OF INDIGENOUS METHODOLOGY
AND ITS APPLICATION TO PLANNING IN HAWAII.
Abstract ID: 551
Individual Paper Submission
FREITAS, Antoinette [University of Hawaii Manoa] antoinet@hawaii.edu, presenting author
The Hawaiian proverb, or olelo noeau, manomano ka ike a ka Hawaii, is a reference to the vast knowledge
possessed by the Hawaiian people. The central theme of this presentation speaks to this proverb by addressing

Indigenous planning methodology through Hawaiian knowledge, or ike Hawaii. I question, how do Indigenous
methodological frameworks redirect our attention towards a “(k)new old” knowledge, such as ike Hawaii?
Second, how has Hawaiian knowledge been applied to planning contexts in Hawaii?
Under the rubric of Indigenous planning, the task of widening planning’s epistemic lens presents worldviews that
recast its practices and processes. The goal is to transform practice and process in order to arrive at a third space
of sorts that offers new interpretations beyond established and often times restraining spatial territories.
Indigenous planning may generally be composed of common themes: the primacy of the collective (versus private
property or individual rights), the importance of shared historical experience, epistemology, knowledge creation
and its transmission, collective agency and process in the conceptualizing of space and the making of place.
This paper will outline methodological frameworks from among Indigenous scholars as a way to redirect “(k)new
old” knowledge, such as ike Hawaii, to a contemporary planning practice. For example, Matunga (2013)
maintains that for planning to be Indigenous, it must be done according to Indigenous analysis, frameworks,
values, and process. To exemplify Matunga’s point I will highlight two Hawaiian methodological approaches.
Oliveria (2014) applies Hawaiian language to their spatial meanings in her native homeland of Maui. Beamer
(2014) proposes the analytical concept of Hawaiian optics as a way to explore, question and re-discover how his
Hawaiian ancestors treated an activity, event or problem.
The paper will then focus on an urban-based planning project in Hawaii as a way to trace the impact of Hawaiian
knowledge to a present day case. The Kakaako makai project is located on Oahu island. The project was the result
of a transfer of approximately 30 acres of land to the Office of Hawaiian Affairs as a settlement of revenue claims
on behalf of the Indigenous Hawaiian people. The Kakaako makai case will study the tensions between planning
an urban waterfront community while adhering to Hawaiian values and practices that are seemingly ill-fit in an
urban context.
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AT THE INTERSECTION OF EXPERIENTIAL PEDAGOGY AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT:
A PERMANENT SUPPORTIVE HOUSING PILOT STUDY
Abstract ID: 591
Individual Paper Submission
AUDIRAC, Ivonne [University of Texas at Arlington] audirac@uta.edu, presenting author
BREWER, Flora [University of Texas at Arlington] flora.brewer@mavs.uta.edu, co-author
ADIL, Ali [University of Texas at Arlington] alimohammed.adil@mavs.uta.edu, co-author
Inspired by the work of David Kolb (2015) on experiential learning and Peter Checkland's (2000) Soft Systems
Methodology, our service learning Community Development and Planning graduate course uses a socioecological framework and action research to guide community-engaged teaching and learning.
In the heart of a deteriorated inner-ring suburb of booming Fort Worth, Texas, the Six Points Urban Village is on
the cusp of rapid gentrification. Amid the city's 10-year plan to end homelessness, a variety of community DIY

initiatives, and arts and culture activism poised on preserving and attracting locally owned businesses, the Palm
Tree Apartments (PTA), a 1955, 24 unit structure, has been remodeled into a housing-first alternative for
chronically homeless and unsheltered citizens.
In this community development and planning course, graduate students from the University of Texas at Arlington
College of Architecture, Planning and Public Affairs must balance the goal of supporting the newly housed
residents' health and stability without detracting from local area improvement. Using Soft Systems Methodology
(Checkland 2000), they develop integration and impact assessment plans of the PTA project with the surrounding
community, as well as recommendations for this pilot project's replicability. The project forms the centerpiece of
an instructional design that integrates community development concepts (class readings) framed in socioecological systems thinking and action research practice, concurrently applied to the class project. The client and
service learning partner, the developer of the PTA project, is embedded in class discussions and brings to class
private developers, city planners, community arts leaders, social work practitioners, scholars working in the field
and homelessness advocates to provide input for in depth discussions. The students engage with the community
participating with the developer in meetings with local community leaders and business owners, offering their
own skills and insights for building relationships with the project and the community.
This experimental pedagogical model offers an integrated experience giving masters and Ph.D. planning students
an opportunity for a deep dive into a multi-faceted urban problem only available through participation in a real
world, real time project, enlightened by scholarly reading, skills training, and reflective team discussion. This
paper offers a case study of experiential learning and action research instruction in planning. It assesses the
pedagogical value of soft systems methodology, its implementation and results in terms of benefit to students,
project participants, and educators. The paper will offer a replicable model of pedagogy for bringing planning to
life through community engagement in the training of both researchers and practitioners, while contributing to the
solution of real-world urban problems.
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URBAN HUMANITIES AS A MODEL FOR PLANNING PEDAGOGY AND SCHOLARSHIP
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COLLINS, Brady [University of California, Los Angeles] collins.bradyj@gmail.com
The complexity of contemporary urbanism, particularly in the context of global megacities, is such that typical
modes of urban planning pedagogy and scholarship fail to register many of its nuances. How does one quantify
the daily life of a migrant worker in Shanghai? Or the unique form of sociality found in the five-seat bars of
Tokyo's Golden Gai neighborhood? A number of scholars have long used experimental modes of pedagogy and
scholarship to overcome these limits from Kevin Lynch and his use of cognitive mapping, to Dolores Hayden and
her creation of physical spaces as a form of public engagement. A field called urban humanities, straddling
architecture, the humanities, and urban planning, has emerged at several schools around the world, building on
this lineage. Initiated with funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, each school has developed novel
strategies for teaching about, studying, and intervening in cities by merging practices from these disciplines.
Organized around a series of collaborative projects--including curricula, research, and public engagement--these
strategies blend the speculative and material orientation of design, the embodied and cultural emphasis of the
humanities, and the spatial and analytic strengths of urban planning.
This roundtable will introduce urban humanities as a model for planning pedagogy and scholarship, rooted in
issues of cultural specificity, spatial justice, and lived space. Participants representing several schools with an
urban humanities program will present case studies of urban humanities pedagogical or methodological strategies
which reveal new insights about the potentials and limits of urban planning in the classroom and in the field. For
example, "thick mapping" will be posed as one particular method to emerge from UCLA's program in urban
humanities, drawing on GIS capabilities from urban planning and on cultural-critical capacities from the digital
humanities, while the potentials of publicly engaged, interdisciplinary co-teaching will be posed by participants
from UC Berkeley.
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LOCATING UNDERREPRESENTED PERSPECTIVES IN INTERDISCIPLINARY PLANNING
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Interdisciplinary programs that integrate planning and architecture education at the undergraduate level are
prevalent. When it comes to incorporating underrepresented perspectives (i.e. inclusivity and multiculturalism) in
their curriculum and pedagogies, these programs face a significant challenge: can they effectively teach
underrepresented perspectives across the disciplines? Are such topics assumed to be the purview of planning
courses alone? Or are underrepresented perspectives seen as the domain of community engagement courses
alone?
From studies in planning and architecture education, we know that multicultural curricula and pedagogies better
prepare students to engage with the communities they work for, which are increasingly diverse groups of people.

Such studies demonstrate ways that the inclusion of multicultural perspectives benefit intercultural competencies,
reduce discrimination, aid the development of critical understandings of knowledge production, and productively
challenge the canons ossified in our courses.
In this paper, we report on an analysis of an interdisciplinary undergraduate program that has disciplinary
disparities in its curricular and pedagogical approaches to incorporating underrepresented perspectives. We
conducted in-depth, semi-structured interviews with approximately one dozen faculty members across planning,
architecture, and landscape architecture disciplines. We paid particular attention to courses and pedagogies that
engaged community members. The interviews with faculty were used to identify common themes, concerns, and
ideas around underrepresented perspectives in planning and design education. At the same time, we conducted an
extensive literature review to investigate the disciplinary disparities in approaches to inclusive pedagogical and
curricular models. The literature we analyzed extended beyond the planning and architecture fields to examine
research in cognate disciplines such as engineering, studio arts, history, and social sciences.
First, we found that faculty in planning and architecture see their agency in cultivating underrepresented
perspectives differently. Faculty who integrate community-engagement into their courses treat inclusivity with
more urgency. Second, the structure of the curriculum, including the sequence by which students are introduced to
the various disciplines, has the potential to affect students’ perception of the agency of planning vs. architecture
professionals in engaging underrepresented perspectives. Our findings suggest that small to medium sized
interdisciplinary programs have the added challenge of overcoming biases that are more readily institutionalized.
Our results force us to question if interdisciplinary programs—with a difference in how their sub-disciplines
approach inclusivity—are at risk of prioritizing a concern with underrepresented perspectives as the purview of
one field over the other (e.g. planning over architecture) or of one mode of engagement over the other (e.g.
community engagement over traditional courses and studios).
Planning education is experiencing a shift toward incorporating service learning and community engagement. The
ACSP theme reflects this. A number of programs, included our case study program, are participating in this shift.
As such, this project is unique in its exploration of the challenges of locating underrepresented perspectives in an
interdisciplinary program.
This research contributes to the literature on underrepresented perspectives in planning and architecture education
by placing work in these fields side-by-side. With more university programs seeking creative ways to connect
both fields in their curriculum, the interdisciplinary view of the problem that this study offers is a timely one. This
study tells us that it is not sufficient to explore inclusivity in planning education solely by studying planning
curricula and pedagogies. With interdisciplinary programs growing, the fields of planning and design are
transforming—this is certainly a view students enrolled in these programs are often encouraged to take. In this
context, the difference between disciplinary approaches to incorporate underrepresented perspectives becomes
increasingly significant.
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Current requirements for professional planning competencies in Australia fall well short of preparing planners to
productively engage with Indigenous people. Research has shown that the professional institutes in Australia and
also in Canada still fail to recognize and appreciate the competencies and attitudes required for planning with
Indigenous people (Porter and Barry 2016). Especially since the 1960s and 1970s, claims by Indigenous people
for the restitution of their lands, resurgence of their cultures and languages suggest the need for major changes
and radical action from settler societies. This is particularly pertinent for planning, given the role of planning in
land use and management decisions, and the central importance of land to Indigenous society, as a now wellestablished literature attests (Walker, Jojola and Natcher 2013; Porter 2010).
In Australia, legislative and policy frameworks have also changed substantially. While problematic and limited,
Australian land law now includes a category of ownership that recognizes the pre-existing and surviving title of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Combined with other land restitution legislation, this has placed
more than 30% of the Australian continent back in the control of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
(Altman and Markham 2015). Protection of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural heritage is of increasing
importance and in some States now a statutory requirement of the land-use planning system. Partnerships and comanagement agreements between land managers and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are now a
significant part of the land management regime. All of these changes position Indigenous people in Australia as
important actors in land use planning and development systems.
Yet it is remarkable that these shifts arising from the long struggle of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
have barely penetrated the consciousness of the vast majority of the professional planning community. Planning
education, practice and methods in Australia are in the main unchanged despite these significant shifts (Wensing
and Porter 2015). Accreditation for planning programs does not require any planning curriculum to educate
planning students about native title, cultural heritage, or the importance of partnering with Indigenous people. The
Planning Institute of Australia remains mostly silent on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander policy affairs.
This paper details the contemporary position and recent history of the professional planning community and
especially the Planning Institute of Australia in regards to Indigenous people and planning. Analysing policy
briefings, public debates and planning curricula across the country, the paper provides a critical perspective on the
extent to which planning is engaging with the struggles of Indigenous people, where the critical gaps are, and
what must urgently change in the near future if the planning profession is to more justly engage with Indigenous
rights.
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TEACHING URBAN DESIGN STUDIO WITH LEGOS…SERIOUSLY!
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LEGOs have rapidly gained in popularity as a higher order design tool in recent years. This can be attributed to
further development of the product. The LEGO Group refined its bricks and related pieces to allow flexibility in
project design; this includes the Architecture Studio set and other kits which provide an opportunity to construct
more elaborate structures. Most LEGO design applications have been covered in architectural, planning, art or
engineering disciplines. LEGO applications range from building and site-specific projects to the CityScope system
that utilizes an electronic platform to simulate and analyze the impacts of alternative building configurations on
metrics including mobility, job access and energy. In spite of these developments, little research has been devoted
to a more practical and cost-effective use of LEGOs as a basic teaching tool for the urban design studio.
This paper explores how instructors can utilize LEGOs in teaching urban design principles, allowing student
teams to creatively teach themselves and apply various design concepts. The work draws upon learning
paradigms, classroom experience and student evaluations. Utilizing LEGOs in teaching has its roots in
pedagogical works devoted to design studios. LEGO exercises facilitate reflection in action practicums where
students can experiment on the spot and reflect on design alternatives. These exercises also employ constructivist,
experiential problem-based learning, where learners construct rather than absorb knowledge from their
experiences. Instructors can also assign successive LEGO exercises growing in complexity, culminating in the
grande composition of the Beaux Arts tradition. Students can easily assemble and re-assemble structures and
configurations to accommodate and test various design alternatives. LEGO bricks and other pieces including
plates, arches and slopes are precision molded to allow more accuracy in construction and can be measured in
architectural and engineering scales. In addition, LEGOs add physical reality to abstract hand-drawn or computer
generated axonometric renderings from SketchUp. LEGO exercises also facilitate studio team approaches with
various disciplines including planning, architecture and engineering to provide an environment of mutual
learning. Further, most students, regardless of nationality, are already familiar with LEGOs and enjoy revisiting
the product.
However, LEGOs as instructional tools are subject to certain limitations. Due to the shape of the LEGO brick,
projects can result in primarily block-shaped structures which cater more easily to modernist design. Buildings
and other end products are mostly rudimentary in appearance; developing more refined and aesthetically
appealing models out of LEGOs can be very time-consuming. Regardless, these limitations are outweighed by the
ease of use, precision and the simplicity of LEGO products. LEGOs allow students to experiment and practice
basic urban design concepts which can lead to a finished capstone product in other media.
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COMMUNITY-ENGAGED TEACHING AND LEARNING: PERSPECTIVES FROM NORTHERN
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Planning academia maintains a significant tradition of engaging students in project-based courses primarily for
two reasons. One reason is to offer some alternatives that would contribute to community revitalization and
improving quality of life in places where some groups lack the necessary resources and attention accessible to
others. Another reason is to enhance graduate education so that connections between theory and professional
practice become evident; thereby, setting the stage for the entrance of more reflective practitioners into the field.
However, sometimes ambiguity makes it difficult to adequately distinguish the specific influence of planning
from other professions involved in urbanization and what has or could be accomplished by planners (Fainstein
and Campbell 2012).
The literature discusses major research university involvement in the urban revitalization process; and, in several
instances, academic urban planning programs help initiate and remained in the forefront (Rubin 1998,
Gilderbloom and Mullins 1995). Less prominent in the planning literature are cases involving urban planning
programs at Historically Black Colleges and Universities (Lowe 2008). The gap is even wider pertaining to
project-based efforts by these two institutions of higher learning types in the same place.
This panel brings into focus the complementary efforts of two planning programs (one at a state-supported
historically Black university and the other at a private predominately white institution--one of the prominent U.S.
institutions of higher learning in the USA) working with the same community groups. Both Texas Southern
University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology conducted project-based courses with Project Row Houses
and Emancipation Economic Development Council in northern Third Ward, Houston, Texas. Taking into
consideration the ambiguity of planning in Houston, Texas, and the influence (or the lack thereof) of planning in
northern Third Ward, in particular, this panel seeks to respond to two of the following questions raised by the
organizers of this conference: 1) what pedagogies are planning programs articulating for project based
courses/community-engaged teaching and, 2) how are planning programs working effectively with communities
in authentic, non-exploitive ways that produce real benefit? Insights and lessons will be generalized from the
context of these project-based efforts in northern Third Ward that informs the academy’s approach to facilitating
the growth of reflective practice and improving quality of life in lower-income communities of color.
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Urban planning is a global occupation and planning programs seek to enable world-ready graduates.
Simultaneously, countries around the world deliver programs which are accredited by their local professional
planning body. Accreditation is a draw card attracting both international and domestic students, contributing to
intake numbers and diversifying the student cohort. However, accreditation can dictate alignment of the curricula
with local planning practice and conditions. The evolution in teaching across the globe indicates that planning
programs are shifting and responding to meet the perceived needs that are associated with globalisation
(Goldstein, Bollens, Feser, & Silver, 2006). In this way changes to planning education have occurred in different
ways and with different emphases seemingly driven by different interpretations on what is meant to be globalising
education (Pezzoli & Howe, 2001). For instance, incorporating international content into units of study, the use of
comparative analysis as the preferred method to make a program truly global and the emphasis on globalisation
occurring at the institutional level with universities articulating visions of global graduates (Afshar, 2001; Peel et
al., 2008). However, there is little consideration of the impact that practice accreditation has on the curricula in
terms of the apparent conflict between local practice specialisation and world readiness (Zinn, Lyons, & Hinojosa,
1993). As such, this paper will explore this apparent dilemma by examining curricula and seeking the opinions of
students and Faculty. Firstly, a literature and policy review will demonstrate the fraught and complex ground in
which globalisation and curriculum alignment to accreditation is responded to by the international tertiary sector.
Secondly, Australia provides a contemporary exploratory focus as its professional planning body, the Planning
Institute of Australia, commenced a review of its accreditation policy in 2015. An analysis of readily available
current Australian curricula offerings will demonstrate the conflicts between the local requirements (both existing
and proposed) and global graduate outcomes. The results of semi-structured interviews (n=35) with both students
and faculty members of the University of Sydney, specialists in post-graduate planning studies, are presented. The
findings have international resonance particularly in light of student expectations of planning programs as means
to achieve their ambition to work in places beyond the accredited jurisdiction. Faculty insights and understanding
of the dilemma reveal the proactive use of teaching tools, such as assessments and course content, to support
student ambition and comply with local accreditation requirements. In conclusion, the paper offers that the
alignment of graduate outcomes and attributes, as set at an institutional level higher than the planning program, is
a readily available mechanism to enable world ready graduates from locally accredited planning programs.
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The paper examines the nature and outcomes of, and views on, community collaborations in the teaching of food
systems planning courses in the United States. Analysis of surveys of and interviews with instructors of such
courses (and whenever possible their students or alumni) will illuminate the nature of collaboration in course
design; instruction; assessment; outcomes for the community, food system, and planning pedagogy; and the
overall relationships around teaching and learning. Instructor and student satisfaction with the collaborations, their
opinions on the value and limitations of the collaborations, and implications for strengthening collaboration from
the perspective of teaching, learning, and community and food system change will be discussed.
Projected to be completed in summer 2016, the study’s preliminary findings show multiple positive outcomes for
student learning and community food systems, depending on the nature and width and depth of collaboration
across course activities, types of deliverables, and the nature of relationships between instructor/s and community
partners beyond the course itself. For example, student learning about food systems planning concepts and
practice is enhanced by collaborative instruction in which community issues and goals are made more accessible,
concrete, and achievable. Students are also inclined to or actually become engaged in community food actions
following the course due to the introduction to local organizations and partnerships showcased in courses.
Challenges include appropriately balancing pedagogic and community interests; articulating and delivering on
community partner goals; and effectively integrating conceptual frameworks, local food system applications and
issues, and classroom and field/project based work.
The paper will discuss implications of findings for community and food system planning, and planning education
as a whole.
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For the last three years, I have been developing a Graduate Certificate in Historic Preservation for the Department
of Architecture, Urban Planning + Design at the University of Missouri-Kansas City (UMKC). The task has been
to capitalize on the expertise and interest in preservation among faculty in both planning and architecture as well
as to meet an untapped demand in the larger region for preservation education. With the program approved and
about to formally launch, this paper reflects on the development process and rationale for a twenty-first century

historic preservation planning curriculum and pedagogy.
Most, if not all, preservation programs in the United States conform to the National Council for Preservation
Education (NCPE)’s membership standards. NCPE standards are flexible enough to promote diversity among
programs. Reflecting the history of historic preservation practice, most programs appear allied primarily with
architecture. UMKC’s program purposely roots its curriculum and pedagogy within urban planning, in line with
preservation’s more recent trajectory and future for greatest impact as an essential component in planning
processes.
UMKC’s curriculum development process considered a number of questions: What does a cutting-edge, twentyfirst century historic preservation planning curriculum look like? The program arrives at a time when traditional
preservation job opportunities (such as architectural historians in government agencies and private consulting
firms or project managers in nonprofits and government agencies) are not expanding even as interest in
preservation is as a sustainable ethos gains traction. What are the components of a preservation curriculum to train
a coalition of professionals allied with preservation across many fields and disciplines? UMKC’s program
endeavors to educate not just planners, architects, and historians but also engineers, lawyers, public
administrators, and those employed in communications.
Kansas City has a rich legacy of urban planning and architecture dating to the late nineteenth century, and federal
and state historic preservation tax credits have fueled a robust downtown revitalization. Yet, there is a weak
planning culture here; the preferences of developers determine preservation or demolition for urban
redevelopment. Meanwhile, the eastern, disinvested urban core--where the majority of residents are Black and
earn less than the city median income--continues to decline as suburban sprawl marches relentlessly in all
directions on the metropolitan fringe. These challenges confront both preservation and planning. How do we
employ a place-based curriculum and pedagogy that is portable beyond the local context and prepares
professionals across disciplines?
In summation, this paper examines the existing literature and scope of preservation programs and then details the
process for developing a specific historic preservation planning curriculum to illuminate and engage a
conversation about the future of preservation and planning curriculum and pedagogy.
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This roundtable will engage the changing career prospects of PhD students in planning. In particular, three topics
will be discussed: (1) current academic employment conditions for PhDs; (2) attitudes toward PhDs within nonacademic employment settings and professional planning bodies; and (3) potential approaches for revising
doctoral program curricula, with a focus on Canada and the United States. These topics are proposed in response
to the decreasing number of academic job prospects for all PhDs, which is creating new expectations and realities
for PhD students in planning. Advocating for diversity of choice in PhD programs is not new (Innes, 1993), but
insufficient action has been taken to match program models with the demands of the current job market. In
Canada, for example, universities increased the number of PhDs by 68% between 2002 and 2011 (Edge and
Munro, 2015); however, there has been little growth in the number of permanent academic positions as
universities opt to employ contract faculty to capitalize on cost savings. As of 2011, only 18.6% of Canada’s
PhDs were employed as full-time university professors (Edge and Munro, 2015). Accordingly, students, faculty,
and departments alike currently face ongoing challenges to re-calibrate the orientation of the PhD so that
programs can address the challenges of today’s economic climate (Maldonado et al., 2013; Rose, 2012). With
many PhDs being funneled into non-academic employment, re-visiting PhD planning programs’ intents and
curricula, the goals of PhD students/graduates, and how they are perceived in non-academic employment settings,
may help programs to better enable PhD graduates to develop and apply their expertise through non-academic
employment opportunities. The roundtable asks: how are doctoral programs in planning addressing the current
economic climate, and its effects on the employment of PhDs? Other questions include: how can planning PhDs
work to better bridge the theory-practice divide? What are some potential steps that can be taken to better support
PhDs pursuing non-academic employment?
Short five-minute presentations will be made on each of the abovementioned topics. Each presentation will frame
the roundtable discussion, and will be informed by three main inputs: findings from an in-depth literature review,
a survey of planning program faculty and PhD students, and outcomes of a workshop on this topic undertaken at
the 2016 Canadian Association of Geographers Annual Meeting. Presenters will then moderate a discussion with
the audience - PhD planning students, planning program faculty, and local planning practitioners. Significant time
will be allocated for audience participation and concluding remarks about key lessons learned from the
discussions. The overarching goal of this roundtable is to show the current conditions of (non-)academic
employment for PhD planning graduates, identify issues and opportunities, and to facilitate constructive dialog
that helps to synthesize ideas between academic (faculty, students) and non-academic (practitioners, professional
bodies) planning contexts in Canada and the United States.
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URBAN PLANNING AS A CAREER PREFERENCE FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS: RETHINKING
EFFORTS TO IMPROVE AWARENESS ABOUT THE PROFESSION
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Child and youth career preferences are influenced by a number of factors that encompass their immediate family
environment, the school environment, and systemic environments (Howard et al., 2015). Studies show that such
choices are often made based on a parent’s occupation, television and real-life role models, socio-economic status,
and teachers, as well as perceptions of gender-roles in society. While these choices are sometimes influenced by
more than one of these factors, studies show that school counselors, teachers (Kenny & Bledsoe, 2005; Hutchison
et al., 2014) and the student’s family (Kenny & Bledsoe, 2005) often play a major role in shaping the career
preferences of children and youth.
For professions like urban planning, this pattern of environmental influence implies that many children and youth
will probably miss out on the opportunity to know about, and then choose the profession as a career preference.
As emerging arguments suggest, there is a general unfamiliarity with the planning profession among high school
teachers, guidance counselors, students and their parents, and the public (Rodriguez, 2009). Beyond the challenge
of awareness and familiarity with the profession is its lack, historically, of an academic “home”. Urban Planning
programs, both around the United States and internationally, are often located in various schools or colleges,
ranging from design to geography, engineering, or public policy. Student recruitment to these programs is
influenced by their academic location and (mis)perceptions about matriculation criteria, curriculum content, and
employability, to the detriment of urban planning programs. Unfortunately, this challenge is compounded by
institutional and societal barriers to enrollment, particularly the enrollment of students of color.
National planning associations such as the American Planning Association, the Canadian Institute of Planners,
and the Royal Town Planning Institute all have dedicated resources and programs to help raise awareness of the
planning profession and its related concepts among children and the youth. Yet there continues to be a need for
more efforts to confront this challenge; the actions of planning schools around the United States and
internationally is vital to addressing this missing cohort of students.
Against this backdrop, the School of Planning at the University of Cincinnati (UC) developed ACE (Activating
Community Empowerment), a high-school outreach program. Through ACE, faculty and students, ranging from
bachelor to PhD-level, initiated a series of “Power Lunches” and design-charettes to introduce concepts as
disparate as community engagement, democratic participation, environmental analysis, networking, leadership,
physical design, and public speaking to students at a public high school near the UC Campus. A high school
student-identified problem on their campus was taken as the focal issue of a 4-day design workshop aimed at
empowering high school students to engage with, and make changes to, the urban places in which they live.
Using the ACE outreach program as a case study, this paper’s aim is to answer two main questions (i) how can
high school students be educated, outside their K-12 core curriculum, to become active agents of community
change in their immediate environments and neighborhoods? and (ii) how can planning schools collaborate
effectively with high schools to inspire students to choose planning as a career preference? The paper will explore
challenges and opportunities that can form the basis for improving ways to encourage high school students to
become community change agents and potentially, future urban planners.
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Professional planners have historically been bound up in the reproduction of local and regional racialized spatial
exclusion. A half century of anti-racist organizing and community development have drawn attention to these
practices, while planning scholarship increasingly focuses on questions of equitable development, environmental
justice, and racial inclusion. Planning educators introduce their students to these complex histories in the
classroom, and can play significant roles cultivating antiracist awareness and sentiment among their students
through several proven means: the selection of critical historical documents and case studies (Thomas 1998);
adopting antiracist theoretical frameworks (including departmental emphases on social justice, collaborative
planning, community development, environmental justice, and equity planning); and launching community-based
studios and service learning projects which demand that students grapple with localized issues of racial inequality,
uneven development, and injustice (Reardon 1998).
Today, Urban Studies and Planning students tend to be politically liberal or progressive, and many come to the
field because of personal interests in social justice. Yet common interest in social justice does not mean that the
politics of race and privilege does not surface in the classroom. Indeed, the planning classroom is among the few
spaces where racism and inequality are actively and regularly discussed. Once students enter the professional
workforce, many of these conversations are sidelined. In public sector planning practice in particular, taking hardlined anti-racist or equitable development approaches are not always possible: research has shown that for
planners working in settings where political neutrality and rational objectivity are valued, to be vocally anti-racist
is to take on a professional risk (Hoch 1993).
Processing racism demands that students reflect critically upon their chosen profession and critically self-reflect
upon their own biases and privileges. To cultivate antiracist learning in the classroom, then, educators often must
integrate pedagogical techniques that help students process their feelings of frustration, anger, guilt, guiltlessness,
repentance, or trauma with respect personal experiences with race and racism (Umemoto 2001, Sandercock 2003).
Autobiographical techniques have been used in other disciplinary settings to cultivate long-term antiracist
commitments. This study asks how the integration of critical autobiographical techniques, including essay and
cognitive mapping, impacted first year students’ understandings of privilege, place, and racialized spatial
inequality in one classroom setting. The mixed method study examines the impacts of two assignments on
students’ understandings of racism and privilege. The “Race and Place Autobiography” and “Everyday
Mobilities” cognitive mapping assignments were administered to first year students enrolled in an introductory
urban studies seminar entitled “Storytelling the City” (held twice in consecutive semesters during the 2013-2014
academic year). The course was part of Cornell University‘s Knight Institute for Writing in the Disciplines, and
was open to students from across the University.
The study includes three elements: 1) a critical content analysis of the essays and artwork produced; 2) a short
survey of those students two years later, and 3) qualitative interviews with a random stratified sample the
students, designed to gain further depth and context about their individual survey responses.
Though results are still being analyzed, preliminary assessment suggests that the exercises had impacts on the
students that went beyond the one semester terms, and which continue to influence their thinking about and
commitments to social justice-- regardless of the profession they are pursuing. This research suggests that the
integration of autobiographical writing activities into the urban studies/ planning classroom can be effective

means for fostering greater personal commitments to social and spatial justice over the longer term, helping them
to understand their own positionality and understand how individuals interface with larger structures of
inclusion/exclusion --- understandings which are needed to advance social justice and equity planning beyond the
classroom.
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CITY BUILDING AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN CIUDAD JUAREZ: THE ROLE OF PLAN
ESTRATEGICO DE JUAREZ
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presenting author
Following the 2008-2012 period of violence in Ciudad Juarez, El Plan Estrategico de Juarez emerged as one of
the most prominent NGOs implementing innovative urban planning initiatives ranging from public participation,
to requests of public infrastructure, accountability in urban projects, and democratic governance. This paper
delves into the national, international and transnational relations that Plan Estrategico has established with
international think tanks, prominent national and international NGOs, and with the US government, as a way to
identify actors, transfer of knowledge, replication of urban planning and policy and so-called best practices. The
role of Plan Estrategico in making the city accountable for current urban renewal, urban infrastructure and the
lack of community participation, in a city that once was classified as the most dangerous one, allows us to explore
and learn how urban planning is taking place in the border city of Ciudad Juarez. It also allows us to identify new
actors and new urban planning agendas within a political framework that makes us critically rethink the new
relations, projects, and urban planning outcomes.
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THE (WALKING) TOUR AS A PEDAGOGICAL TOOL AND AS PLANNING INTERVENTION
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Almost all planning schools have engaged students in walking tours around their city or in visiting other cities (or
suburbs) nationally or internationally. This roundtable calls for participants to explore how walking tours are not
only a planning pedagogical tool, but also a community engagement activity, and a planning intervention as well.
Planning faculty immerse students in place as a way for them to experience and/or understand a city, a problem, a
project, a neighborhood, or an urban transformation. Pedagogically, the walking tour connects real places with the
theory and or practice of planning. It also brings future planners into the streets and out of their desks, which has
implications for learning and, consequently, for future planning practice and theory. Furthermore, walking tours
can have a positive or negative impact on the communities or places visited, either by bringing attention to an
overlooked place, to an unfolding project or event, or by promoting unintended consequences. Through walking
tours, planning education can take place not only along with students but also with the communities engaged.
Among the questions to explore in this panel are: What are the current pedagogical basis or planning theories and
practices on which planning faculty design a walking tour? What are the objectives to accomplish? What kind of
community or place is involved? What is the reflection, report, or paper that students elaborate as a result of their
participation in the walking tour? What is the pedagogical contribution of different tour modalities? Do planning
programs engage communities in the design of tours for students? What planning programs engage students in
designing tours along with communities? What are the skills, knowledge, and values that a tour exercise provides
for planning education? What is the response of students to walking tours depending on their identity and the
cultural and demographic composition of the visited place? How can a walking tour affect planning practice,
community participation, or urban policy? Papers dealing with bus tours or other pedagogical tours are also
welcomed.
Participants:
Clara Irazábal -Zurita, irazabalzuritac@umkc.edu, Director of the Latina/Latino Studies Program; Professor of
Urban Planning, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Department of Architecture, Urban Planning and Design,
phone: (917) 539-9828
Rebecca Kemper, rebecca@futureurban.org, Graduate Student, Ohio State University, Knowlton School, City and
Regional Planning, phone:)
Nihal Perera, nperera@bsu.edu, Professor, Ball State University, College of Architecture and Planning, phone:
(765) 285-8606.
Maria Teresa Vazquez Castillo, ma.tere.vazquez@gmail.com, Associate Professor, Universidad Autonoma de
Ciudad Juarez, Instituto de Arquitectura, Diseño y Arte, phone: (818) 312-3665.
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Reflective practice became a focus of planning education in the 1980s. It allows professionals to engage with and
learn from their practice. Through a “reflective conversation," planning students are taught to learn by doing and
tailor their practice to the issues they address, the spaces they occupy, and the people they interact with. However,
the emphasis here is on the professional context, including what the planner brings to the table in his or her
professional capacity. Reflective practices’ emphasis on the professional context fails to stimulate deeper
reflection regarding the impact of personal experience and motivation on practitioners' professional approaches.
Consequently, planning education provides little room for self reflection, including consideration of individuals’
initial draw to the planning profession. We believe that this type of reflection is essential for planners, particularly
those working with marginalized communities and/or on issues of equity that require greater sensitivity and self
awareness. Oftentimes planners that engage in this work are emotionally driven. It is important that they
understand the root of these emotions to be effective in their practice.
In this paper, we use the "wounded healer" archetype, often emphasized in psychotherapy, to develop a
framework for thinking about the importance of self reflection in the field of planning. The wounded healer
paradigm suggests that a healer’s own wounds can carry curative power for clients. It is used in the field of
psychotherapy to (1) understand the benefits that a therapist’s personal struggle might have on work with clients,
and (2) to comprehend the potential vulnerability of some therapist to experience personal struggles through their
work, including compassion fatigue and professional impairment (Zerubavel & Wright 2012).
The wounded healer focuses, not on the degree of woundedness, but on the ability to draw on woundedness in the
service of healing. It is a framework that suggests that past experiences of suffering enable us to understand other
individual’s suffering and develop an empathetic practice (Clark 2010). Empathy is notably distinguished from
sympathy, with empathy enabling the practitioner to develop sense of understanding of the client’s experience and
acknowledging the client’s agency in addressing problems at hand, and sympathy primarily functioning as an
expression of concern or sorrow about distressful events in another person’s life (Clark 2010). Lastly, drawing on
past experiences of woundedness is seen as a way to help the therapist address his or her own unresolved issues.
Therefore, through practice the professional is able to address his/her own personal obstacles or concerns.
Planning education lacks an intentional analysis of what draws planners to their work and how their personal
experiences impact the type of practice they engage in. For instance, how do we understand the work of a planner
who grew up in substandard housing and now builds affordable housing or the planner that always felt
marginalize who now focuses on community building efforts. We draw attention to the added value of framing
planners’ work within a wounded healer framework. Through professional experience in the classroom and in
depth interviews with planning practitioners, we examine how (1) planners' personal experiences dealing with
issues of marginality and/or injustice draws him or her to professional work targeting issues of equity, and (2) the
way that these past experiences contribute to a practitioner's' practice, including interactions with community
members and professional goals. We pay particular attention to the manner in which sympathy may bring a
person to equity focused work, but empathy is what truly allows this work to be transformative.
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This paper will review and analyze the instructors’ experience teaching a five week graduate course with students
who are geographically dispersed across the U.S. and other countries. The class is a studio/workshop focusing on
the creation of a land use management plan. It is taught as a blended class (online and residential) and emphasizes
experiential learning. The course includes two weeks of online instruction and video conferencing, a one week
residency where students are on site, and a two week recommendation and report preparation stage where the
students work together via the video conferencing software and online tools. The residency week includes
intensive training in GIS, land use controls, economic impact analysis, noise and air quality abatement issues,
benefit-cost analysis, and transportation and traffic analysis.
This studio/workshop focuses on the creation of a land use management plan for the area surrounding the third
largest United States Naval installation in the U.S. The Crane Naval base (Naval Support Activity-Crane) is home
to over 3,000 employees in southwest Indiana and is the third largest employer in this region. Crane Naval base
spreads out over a number of surrounding counties that have limited or no local zoning or land use controls in
place. NAS-Crane has some control over land use in a surrounding three mile fringe. The recently completed
Interstate I-69 connects the base to area and regional markets with major economic spin-off opportunities.
A major aspect of the paper is the description of the innovative teaching methods used for the course, including
video conferencing with the client and local elected and planning officials prior to the on-campus instruction,
remote access and use of ArcGIS, and experiential learning methods that are employed while the students are
physically present for the residency. The paper will also evaluate the success of these methods and the client’s
reaction to the studio/workshop and final deliverables.
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Preparing students for planning practice is a key challenge in planning education. Partly as a result of the greater
emphasis in the 2006 Planning Accreditation Board guidelines on plan-making skills, and partly in response to the
increasing demand from students for hands-on learning, most planning schools have incorporated practice
oriented courses into their core curriculum by now (S. Vidhardi, et.al. 2012). Depending on how each program
defines what planning is or ought to be, the strategies to incorporate practice oriented learning into the curriculum
ranges from workshops, to internship requirements, to studios, to different combinations of those (J. G. Long
2012). As John Forester (2012) argues in relation to critical pragmatic approach, studio settings can provide
students the opportunity to learn to “think critically about outcomes as well as processes, about institutional and
process designs, about power and performance… [and to] reconstruct possibilities where others might initially
perceive or presume impossibilities.” While there is now broad consensus on the benefits of studio learning,
several questions remain on how to define, incorporate, and assess the benefits of studio pedagogy in planning
education (M. Wiggins et.al. 2009, J. Nemeth and J.G. Long 2012). Moreover, since most studio projects involve
working with a client, several authors question how the community engagement takes place within an academic
setting (N. Frank 2008, B. Ferman and T.L. Hill 2004). Others point out that service learning courses tend to
focus on the learning aspect, and the service aspect and impacts on the community are neglected (T. Angotti, et
aI., 2011; M. Bose and J. Wilson).
Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York, has a long legacy of working with low-income communities around the
city through its Pratt Center for Community Development, a university-based community technical assistance
organization established in 1963. This paper builds on and expands a 2014 study we have conducted on Pratt’s
Planning Program, and provides a brief comparison with other planning programs in the region. We explore how
the activist planning model of the Pratt Center has influenced the planning program’s pedagogy and approach to
engaging communities. After a short discussion of the importance of the academic context in shaping the
program’s approach to community engagement and service learning, we critically analyze different components
of Pratt’s planning program. We first look at the three required studios: We provide an in depth assessment of the
effectiveness of the pedagogy and outcomes of a unique first semester seminar/studio course based on a survey of
both the students and community based clients over the past seven years, using the criteria proposed by Nemeth
and Long (2012). We then discuss specific examples of advanced interdisciplinary studio courses offered over the
same period. The next components considered include the final thesis or demonstration of professional
competence requirement, a range of internship opportunities, and the recently established Spatial Analysis and
Visualization Initiative (SAVI); all of which enable students to develop their action oriented research skills.
Finally, we consider how these components are articulated at other programs to draw some conclusions and
recommendations.
The paper will contribute to the debates on how to incorporate practice-oriented pedagogies into planning
education, and on service learning and community-university partnerships.
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The environmental planning decisions that communities make today will leave a lasting imprint on the landscape
of the future. Increasingly, particularly in light of climate change, communities undertake visioning processes in
an attempt to develop sustainable future visions for their community (Bruening et al. 2014). This development has
been accompanied by digital tools that help participants understand local issues and articulate options for the
future (Kwartler & Longo 2008). The visioning process attempts to describe a desired outcome or alternative
future for a 20 to 40-year time frame. If these participants are over thirty, chances are they will be observers of the
vision when it plays out. If visions for our future communities are to meet the needs of the people who are
actively living them, then we must involve young people in the process.
But can teenagers sufficiently understand the complexity of the issues and the consequences of environmental
decisions on the future community and landscape? Geodesign offers a collaborative, iterative process to propose
change, which can be rapidly assessed during the planning discussion (Steinitz 2012). Past case studies of the use
of the Geodesign software show that it successfully supports interdisciplinary groups of experts, planners and
university students in developing scenarios for future change, as well as negotiation and decision–making among
the participants (Rivero, et al 2015). Can Geodesign be used to teach young people who are not planning students
or professionals about complex environmental issues and collaborative decision making?
This paper discusses a case study in which the Geodesign software, developed by Hrishi Ballal and Carl Steinitz
(www.geodesignhub.com), was used in the workshop context to develop proposals for future development of
Cache County, Utah. Graduate students from Landscape Architecture and Bioregional Planning prepared and
participated in a one-day workshop led by Prof. Carl Steinitz in October 2015 together with local stakeholders.
The paper reviews the experience of using Geodesign to teach design and planning students, the lessons learned
from the workshop preparation, as well as the experience in the workshop. Also of interest is the capacity of
Geodesign to bridge design and planning approaches and scales in the teaching environment (WarrenKretzschmar et al. 2012). Finally, the experience gathered provides the background for adapting a Geodesign
project to the secondary educational setting. The results of the workshop form the basis for developing an
environmental planning learning module for secondary education.
Surveys of workshop participants and students of the Geodesign studio experience were used to evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of the learning experience with the Geodesign software as a teaching model at the
graduate level. The results indicate that the software promotes collaborative group work among diverse
stakeholder groups. However, the terminology became a stumbling block between design and planning students.
Interestingly, the MLA students gravitated to working with the human systems, while the MsBRP students
focused on the natural systems. Both groups, identified the Geodesign as an important tool to discuss future
landscape changes.
The Geodesign project module was the basis for an environmental planning learning module for high school
students. It is planned to test the module with local high school student s in early 2016.The graduate students who
participated in the workshop will help guide high school students through environmental decision-making

activities. The learning effectiveness, appropriateness for the high school curriculum, and the impact on
environmental attitudes will be evaluated. Also the students’ understanding of how their environmental decisions
impact the future of their community is another measure of the learning module’s effectiveness. Such educational
tools can help high school students become active voices in the visioning of their future communities.
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Urban planning has evolved into a discipline with many fields of studies ranging from urban design and
transportation planning to policy planning and economic planning. This wide range of studies now encompasses
many planning theories, methods, and tools that we teach in planning programs. No matter in which field,
geospatial technologies have become increasingly important in data collection, data visualization, and data
analysis. The importance of geospatial technology is also manifested by job requirements and new research
approaches. However, textbook-based and tutorial-based pedagogies are far from meeting the needs of future
practitioners. Big challenges, including the dilemma between breadth and depth, the focus on contents versus
technologies, and the connection between academia and practice, compel educators to think what pedagogies
could provide students with better learning experience and results.
In this paper, the author explores an innovative approach in teaching advanced GIS to urban planning students
who have taken only one introductory GIS course previously. In the course of 15 weeks, students work on three
projects that instructor carefully chose based on years of collaboration with different planning agencies,
organizations, and firms. These projects included urban viewshed analysis for the city Richmond, bikeability
analysis for the city of Charlottesville, and urban resilience analysis for the Atlantic City. To begin with, guest
lecturers from the sponsoring organizations introduced the context and issues of the project to the students,
enriching their understanding of the problems and making sure that the classroom exercises would have practical
applications. During lab sessions of the stage, students learned some commonly used advanced techniques to see
how GIS could be potentially applied to solve these issues. In the next stage, the class formed teams based on
individual interests to work on individual projects in depth. In this stage, each student was engaged in three
different roles: first as a student to learn some particular GIS skills tailored for each project, second as a GIS
consultant to find innovative solutions to address the project problems, third as a reviewer to review other teams’
progress. Students often find themselves challenged by the complexity of the real-world tasks at this stage.
However, the combination of lectures, demos, student presentations and class discussions provided an engaging
environment for all students to overcome these challenges. Finally, the course ended with the third stage about
presentation and publication. Students learned advanced skills to present complex analysis and result as paper

maps, digital maps, and web maps. They also got opportunities to develop web-based geoprocessing apps for the
sponsoring organizations.
The design of the course allows students to learn the complete project cycle from problem definition, data review,
project planning, to data analysis, procedure automation, presentation and web publication. Because each project
features one set of advanced GIS skills, either 3D analysis or network analysis or spatial analysis, students got the
opportunity to dive into their favorite GIS application but also are exposed to other realms of GIS applications.
Different roles they play during the course ensure their understanding of the contents while applying different
technologies. Such a course also becomes the students’ training ground and the sponsoring organizations’
problem-solving test bed.
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REWARDS AND HURDLES OF STUDENT ENGAGEMENT IN COMMUNITY PROJECTS WITH
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This paper presents an interdisciplinary urban design and planning studio where interdisciplinary teams of
students worked on community based projects. Our analysis and reflections seek to clarify how this type of studio
can be organized for the greatest benefit of both the students and the community entities involved. Based on
interviews with students and community members, we recommend pedagogical implications for preparing
students for interdisciplinary teamwork and real world work experiences.
This one-semester interdisciplinary course was for graduate planning and landscape architecture students, as well
as undergraduate architecture students. The first purpose of this course was to expose students to interdisciplinary
teamwork. Our approach was guided by the principle that the different disciplinary approaches that each
participant brings to the group would produce innovative and better solutions than projects situated only in one
field (Bossio et al. 2014). Student teams worked collaboratively on four community-based planning and design
projects. These projects included: future transit corridors; cultural placemaking; major streets and routes planning;
and open space and park projects. They were challenged to work collaboratively bringing together the skills they
have learned in their respective fields
The second purpose of the course was for students to gain practical planning and design experience by
collaborating on real projects with real clients. For many, this was their first encounter with project management,
scoping a project, and working with clients. Through qualitative interviews with the student team leaders as well
as with community members working on each project, we examined what they learned, what they felt worked in
this studio and how they feel the studio could be improved in the future.
Results demonstrate important implications in preparing students for real world interdisciplinary experiences. In

particular, the course demonstrated the benefits of experiential learning projects for the students. The community
partners also benefited from the experience by receiving high quality work products at no monetary cost. We also
suggest pedagogical strategies that can be used in similar courses to assure the desired outcomes of
interdisciplinary work. The products of this research reveal the rewards and hurdles involved in experiential
planning education projects and ways to effectively collaborate with community organizations. Ultimately,
student exposure to interdisciplinary, real world projects provides important and invaluable preparation for
planning students entering professional practice.
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Urban planning education in North America has a long history in grappling with how to best develop actionoriented practical skills. As Long (2012) documents, studio pedagogy dominated planning education in the first
half of the 20th Century, fell out of prominence in the 1960s and 1970s, and reemerged in the 1990s as part of a
"renewed interest in practice-based education" (p. 436). By 2009, according to Long (2012), 84% of the
accredited US-based graduate planning programs required some form of field- and/or client-based course such as
a studio, workshop, client-based course, and/or "practicum." At the same time, planning education has long
struggled with how to "internationalize" itself, not only because a large number of foreign students attend
planning programs in North America, but also because of more fundamental questions about how to properly train
planners for problems they will face that have inevitable global dimensions, how to ensure mutual learning across
distinct contexts and how to best prepare future practitioners to work in other settings (e.g., Hinojosa et al, 1992).
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Master of City Planning (MCP) introduced a practicum
requirement in 2001, institutionalizing a studio-type requirement in its planning degree for the first time since the
1960s. Eight years later, 40 practica had been offered, just under half of which focused on planning contexts
outside North America (25% Asia, 13% Latin America, 5% Africa, 5% Europe). Based on the goal of building
students' practice-based skills in synthesizing interdisciplinary solutions to real world planning problems, the
practicum is a semester-long course which should be client-based with a field-based component, interdisciplinary,
committed to furthering reflective practice, and capable of giving students an opportunity to apply, test and refine
theory. The international practica often involve partnerships with local universities, but none had ever comprised
a fully integrated class, with a common syllabus, integrated cross-university teams, collaborating on a common

set of problems for the entirety of a semester.
In 2013 MIT partnered with Pontificia Universidad Catolica (PUC) de Chile in a practicum experiment: a
semester-long urban design and planning workshop implemented simultaneously at both schools. The Workshop
examined bus rapid transit (BRT) corridors in two contexts (Zegras et al, 2015), Santiago de Chile and Boston,
and involved faculty and students from the School of Architecture and Planning (SAP) and the Dept. of Civil and
Environmental Engineering (CEE) at MIT and the Schools of Engineering and Architecture, Design, and Urban
Studies (FADEU) of PUC-Chile. While most students were from Chile or the USA, students from Brazil, China,
Colombia, Guatemala, India, Mexico, Peru, and Portugal also participated.
This paper describes the collaborative pedagogical mechanisms used in the course and assesses the learning
outcomes, based upon an end-of-class on-line anonymous survey completed by students. The survey intended to
assess the perceived development of technical skills and the multicultural and interdisciplinary exchanges of the
class. The results suggest significant knowledge gain (regarding BRT) for students of all disciplines and cities.
We also find variation across students of different disciplines; for instance, for transportation students, design of
stations and corridors, which was not perceived as a barrier before the workshop, gained relevance. The results
also emphasize the difficulties in long-distance teamwork; the MIT students, for example, rated higher the
teamwork among their fellow MIT students than that between the two universities. The results also show that
most students felt they learned more from the knowledge exchange in the practicum than that which they
contributed in terms of knowledge gain. Several additional insights come out of the analysis, relating to team
dynamics, reflection exercises, and team organization.
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Study abroad programs offer a unique opportunity to evaluate pedagogic models in any discipline. Planning
programs, together with other disciplines that study the built environment, can greatly benefit from study abroad
programs that enable students to test their scholarship and the concepts they have learned in class in foreign
environments. The cultural contextualization of built environments encourages students to re-evaluate their
assumptions and to conceptualize their ideas in diverse ways.
One such program is Urban Planning and Design in Brazil, a program established 12 years ago. Sponsored by the
University of Florida and open to students from any university, this program has offered more than a hundred
students the opportunity to participate in community-engaged teaching and learning in several cities in Brazil.
This is a studio-based program, customized to allow students from, not only urban planning programs, but also
from design, architecture, landscape architecture, geography, and other disciplines, to re-conceptualize ideas and
test new assumptions. The central purpose of this research is to assess this urban planning and design study
abroad program and to illustrate the potential for place-based studios.

The effectiveness of the program is evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitative data shows
participation rates and involvement of partner institutions, practitioners, and communities that make the program
possible. Qualitative data shows socio-economic, cultural, academic, and specialized knowledge characteristics of
participants and partners, exploring the different types of experiences resulting from the program and reflecting on
feedback received from them. Ultimately, the goal is to demonstrate that study abroad programs, particularly
those structured as a studio, can offer students a unique experience that would not be possible in a different
learning environment.
This paper also discusses how interdisciplinary studios expose students to diverse thinking processes and
approaches, giving them the opportunity to consider creative alternatives outside of their disciplinary paradigms.
An analysis of learning outcomes supports the conclusion that studios abroad offer a fertile ground for students to
experiment and develop ideas and are thus essential to design, architecture, and urban planning education. In
addition, I argue that study abroad programs not only can help students expand their horizons, but also allow them
to develop a deeper perspective on their profession.
This research is relevant to all planning programs looking for innovative ways to provide students with practical
experience while exposing them to environments that are alien to their everyday education. The 12 years of
experiences afforded by the Urban Planning and Design in Brazil program suggest that studios can provide an
enabling environment for urban planning and design students to develop fundamental professional and life skills
and that the impact of such experiences extends well beyond their time in the university.
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Planning scholars must increasingly work across disciplinary boundaries to theorize environmental planning,
especially in politically charged contexts with clear race and class-based inequities. And planning programs are
confronted with the task of creating opportunities for interdisciplinary, experiential learning to incorporate such
complexities into undergraduate teaching. Yet, despite being the next generation of urban planning faculty,
graduate students have limited opportunities to learn how to incorporate real-world learning in course
development for undergraduate students.
This paper investigates the development of two interdisciplinary undergraduate courses at Portland State
University (PSU) that provided space for graduate students to build their interdisciplinary teaching and

curriculum design capacities, while introducing undergraduate students to environmental planning and
environmental justice concepts revolving around large-scale urban river restoration projects. PhD student
instructors - three from PSU’s Toulan School of Urban Studies and Planning and one from the School of the
Environment - designed and taught “Justice, Environment, and the City” (JEC) and “Urban Rivers:
Environmental Policy, Planning and Activism” (UR). The PhD student instructors’ collective experience
designing and teaching these courses raises three important questions:
-What challenges and opportunities emerge in the process of graduate students learning to effectively facilitate
real-world, interdisciplinary learning for undergraduate students?
-What impact does teaching interdisciplinary applied courses have on PhD students instructors’ own scholarship,
teaching philosophies, and pedagogical practices?
-How might graduate programs better facilitate opportunities for their graduate students to participate in
interdisciplinary and experiential teaching opportunities?
Both PSU courses incorporated foundational planning theories, including those addressing public participation
(Arnstein 1969; Innes and Booher 2004), equity planning (Krumholtz 1982), integration of local knowledge in
planning (Corburn 2005), and environmental justice (Taylor 2000). Recognizing that concepts related to these key
planning theoretical areas cannot be understood in isolation from policies, politics, and biophysical scientific
analysis, however, the courses revolved around the ongoing politics surrounding urban riverine Superfund sites in
the Pacific Northwest. The Portland Harbor and Duwamish River Superfund Sites provided ample opportunities
for students to witness theoretical concepts as they unfolded in real time. Focusing on these cases also allowed
students to meaningfully participate in community development/organizing and environmental planning
processes. While diverging in their scalar foci - JEC primarily addressed grassroots community development and
organizing around the Portland Harbor Superfund Site, and UR the formal and informal roles of “the public” in
environmental planning in both the Portland Harbor as well as the Duwamish River Superfund Site - field trips,
participatory action research projects, guest speakers, and daily media updates engaged students and brought
concepts to life. This comparative case study provides insights into developing an environmental planning
pedagogy that equips students to address today’s urban social-ecological challenges.
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Community engagement practices in planning and related fields serve as valuable tools for student learning and to
address the needs of local communities. Through application of theory to practice and development of
professional skills, these learning experiences can strengthen student capacity to navigate the planning challenges

of the twenty-first century. These practices also allow students and local community members to develop a shared
understanding of and solutions to real world problems.
According to Holland (2001), institutions with community engagement as a central purpose have 1) a philosophy
and mission that emphasizes engagement; 2) faculty involvement and support for the research and teaching
associated with community engagement; 3) opportunities for students to involved themselves in these high-impact
practices; 4) an infrastructure to support the engagement practices; and 5) partnerships that are sustainable as well
as mutually beneficial. How can these mutual benefits be assessed at the course, program, institution, and
community levels?
Furco and Miller (2009) focused their work on institutionalizing community engagement and argue that
assessment should be a central focus of this process. Applying assessment practices to courses employing
community engagement represents a unique opportunity for faculty in planning and related fields to document the
importance of their teaching to their students, programs, institutions, and communities (Holton and Jettner, 2015).
Multi-level assessment strategies are needed to assess outcomes at the course, program, and institutional levels as
well as at the community level. For more than 20 years, assessment in higher education has become a central
focus of accountability and accreditation and also, more importantly, for understanding, documenting, and
enhancing student learning. Applying assessment practices to courses and programs employing community
engagement practices represents a unique opportunity for educators to document the importance of their teaching
to their students, programs, institutions, and communities in which they engage.
The proposed poster will describe the development of learning goals, outcomes, and assessment techniques used
in courses and programs with community engagement experiences. These assessments focus on the ability of the
community engagement experience to enhance course content knowledge, further develop the relationship of the
student to the community and their work group, and measure the benefits to the community being served.
Examples will be provided from planning courses (particularly studio courses) and other university-community
partnerships.
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While there has been growing attention paid to the intersections of LGBTQ interests and planning processes in
recent years (Doan 2011), in this paper I take a slightly different tack to think about the challenges and
opportunities of teaching queer things within planning, community development and environmental design
curriculums. Following Berlant and Warner (2002) I am interested in the pedagogical value of introducing:
'the radical aspirations of queer culture building: not just a safe zone for queer sex, but the changed possibilities of

identity, intelligibility, public, culture, and sex that appear when the heterosexual couple is no longer the referent
or privileged example of sexual culture.' (p187)
Understanding this radical aspiration can be particularly fruitful as sexual culture necessarily extends into
questions of family, community and the built environment that develop around these categories. Additionally,
communities are already more queer than planning practices regularly acknowledge, as growing numbers of
households and intimate relationships fall outside of the pattern of heterosexual couples. Alongside same-sex
spouses and families, other examples include divorcees, renters and roommates in their 30s and 40s, women over
50 increasingly living alone, households led by single mothers, and extended families forged through adoption
and choice.
How do we help students understand, plan and design for these actually existing queer communities, how do we
teach students about queer things when they are often also sexual things that must come with a warning, and what
do students get out of this exposure? These are the questions I address in this paper, which draws on my own
teaching in community development and environmental design, reviews of pedagogical literature, and student
reflections. Two important themes emerge from the work 1) the importance of including of queer things in the
curriculum to introduce students to, and/or support student self-recognition in this sexual culture. 2) From a more
analytical perspective the ways in which exposure to queer things helps students think about alternatives to the
normative divide between private and public that often masks the political in all homes and home spaces, and in
acts of care, intimacy, and counterintimacy.
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A practitioner, academic, and two recent graduates of city planning programs will present lessons from their
analysis of the Pearl District. A recent PBS documentary recognized Portland’s acclaimed infill neighborhood as
one of “10 Towns that Changed America.” The Pearl District marks the culmination of an experiment initiated 43
years ago with the passage of Oregon’s Senate Bill 100, which required cities to establish Urban Growth
Boundaries, and meet 19 goals to develop a more efficient and sustainable land use pattern. The path-breaking
legislation turned Portland into the nation's planning laboratory, and the Pearl District is a tested prototype of a
new urban future.
The transformation of a decaying industrial warehouse district into a thriving model of urban sustainability holds
a cache of lessons in place making, citizen participation, and economic development. The Pearl District is a point
of orientation, the beginning point for advancing ideals that must run the gauntlet of profit and democracy, a test
that can be experienced but not taught.
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In October 1985, a four-year effort to construct an intentional community in eastern Oregon collapsed in a flurry
of criminal charges and arrests of its leaders, including the Indian spiritual leader Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh. At its
peak, Rajneeshpuram housed or hosted up to 15,000 followers of the Bhagwan, and its influence extended to the
nearby town of Antelope, which Rajneeshees took over and renamed Rajneesh. It was, in effect, a walled
community, separated from the rest of Oregon by armed patrols, lawsuits, and manipulation, deep cultural
differences. The community attracted adherents from around the world but eventually imploded because of
overreach that included acts of bioterrorism and conspiracy to murder by a small leadership clique. Was this
curious place an environmentally sensitive intentional community or a thinly disguised yuppie playground? Was
it the manifestation of a powerful spiritual movement or a dangerous and aggressive cult? Was it a tragic example
of betrayed hopes or a hypocritical effort to exploit the good will of the surrounding community?
Scholars have approached Rajneeshpuram from the standpoints of religious studies, social psychology, and
sociology, but the episode is also a compelling story of planning history. The builders of the community utilized
the institutional apparatus of land use planning to support the new city, while opponents mobilized the same laws
and institutions to block its development. This paper draws on newspaper and magazine reports, interviews,
public documents, and previous scholarship to evaluate the roles of planners and planning in rise and fall of
Rajneeshpuram.
On one side, the organizers of Rajneeshpuram realized quickly that their settlement could best control its
development by incorporating as a city, so as to be free from county-level land use regulations and to gain
standing within the Oregon planning system. The community successfully incorporated and hired consultants to
prepare a comprehensive plan, as required in the Oregon system. The plan was forward-looking in its vision of
environmentally sensitive development, but also limited by the constraints of isolation, by the rugged, arid
environment, and by the need to create urban infrastructure on the site of a run-down cattle ranch.
On an opposing side, the land use watchdog group 1000 Friends of Oregon challenged the validity of the
incorporation on the grounds that Rajneeshpuram was not a real city, since residence was limited to followers of
the Bhagwan and all land was owned by a single nonprofit foundation. That challenge forced the Rajneeshpuram
plan to the attention of the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development and the Land Use Board
of Appeals (the state’s special court for land use disputes). The resulting legal maneuvers and enforcement actions
by Rajneesh lawyers and planners, Wasco County planners, state planners, and state building officials played out
over the course of three years. The challenges led the city’s leadership to increasingly aggressive and ultimately
criminal actions that brought its collapse.
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EXAMINING RURAL PLANNING IN CITY-CLUSTER AREAS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
URBAN-RURAL RELATIONSHIPS: EVIDENCE FROM SUZHOU, CHINA
Abstract ID: 574
Individual Paper Submission
FAN, Lingyun [Suzhou University of Science and Technology] Yun1223@163.com, presenting author
XIAO, Yang [Tongji University] yxiao@tongji.edu.cn, co-author
Rural research and planning in China has been well studied in city-cluster areas, which usually are the driver of
economic development and rapid urbanization. As cities and villages in these areas interact extensively, many
serious issues have emerged. Thus, it is urgent to review, summarize and anticipate rural planning issues from the
perspective of urban-rural relationships, in order to guide policy and practice of rural planning and promote
urban-rural developments. Many studies in and outside of China have explored problems and countermeasures
from the perspectives of model, system, technology, and key stakeholders. However, most researches focus on the
planning of a single village without a holistic view of a larger area and urban-rural relationships. Further, most
studies rely on cross-sectional data and largely ignore the evolution and future trends of rural planning. This paper
aims to fill these gaps.
This paper chooses Suzhou as a case of city-cluster areas. Suzhou is a national experimental area of urban-rural
integration and rural planning has been studied for more than fifteen years. This study reviews the evolution of
rural planning in Suzhou, summaries innovative experiences, analyzes existing problems and proposes
corresponding strategies of rural planning to promote urban-rural coordination. It also discusses the emerging
trends in rural planning. Overall, it enriches theory and practice of rural planning, and offers guidance for
developing areas in China as well as the world.
In particular, from the perspective of urban-rural relationships, this paper classifies the rural planning process in
Suzhou into three stages and analyzes the characteristics of the stages. Overall, rural planning in Suzhou has
undergone three stages since 1978: from “urban-rural separation” to “urban-rural collision” and now in the
budding stage of “urban-rural integration”. Accordingly, urban-rural spatial characteristics changed from “strong
village and weak city with villages encircling cities” to “strong city and weak village with cities encircling
villages” to “coordinate cities and villages with suitable density.” At the same time, rural planning has
experienced a transition from “individual village plans to develop villages” and “integrated town-village plans to
demolish villages.” The future practice is oriented toward “integrated urban-rural plans with equal consideration
to cities and villages.” The concepts of planning have evolved from “emphasis on villages” to “emphasis on
cities” to “equality between cities and villages” gradually. Governments and policies play a more and more
important role in promoting rational rural planning and equality between cities and villages.
The paper further summarizes successful contemporary experiences of rural planning in Suzhou, including the
urban-rural planning formulation system, facility planning and technical guidelines. They represent successful
planning efforts and greatly promote urban and rural integration in city-cluster areas. However, many problems
have also emerged, such as the divergence between the values of rural planning and the new urban-rural
relationship（urban-rural equality）, and the mismatch between rural planning and the logic of rural
development.
In conclusion, by examining the evolution of rural planning, the paper attempts to propose emerging trends in
rural planning under the new urban-rural relationship, offer further thoughts to guide rural planning policy and
practice, in order to promote rural development and urban-rural integration. The strategies contain setting up the
new urban-rural relationship as the planning value, understanding the uniqueness of rural planning through
research, and creating heterogeneous places between urban and rural areas with special techniques and methods.
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EVOLUTION OF OPEN SPACE IN STEIN AND WRIGHT’S COMMUNITIES – EXAMINING
IDENTITY AND PROTECTIONS THEN AND NOW
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LARSEN, Kristin [University of Florida] klarsen@ufl.edu, presenting author
Clarence Stein and Henry Wright's iconic community designs at Sunnyside Gardens in New York City, Radburn
in New Jersey, and Chatham Village in Pittsburgh reflect a sophisticated understanding of open space. The
relation between interior and exterior spaces, connection between private and public space, and protections to
safeguard these vital character defining elements play a key role in the architects' collaborative plans. Experiential
and functional, they connect community in key ways. The architects intended to safeguard these spaces as
enduring, integral elements of these projects.
Given the aesthetic and monetary value associated with these open spaces, their design and function have been
challenged over the years. Some have endured these challenges; others have undergone incremental and more
significant change. All listed as historic districts at the national and local levels, the designations established for
these projects have offered varying degrees of protection. Best known among these are the various easements,
restrictions, incentives, and designations applied at Sunnyside Gardens to safeguard the iconic interior courts.
Recognizing the prominence of these communities, and the significance of the open spaces within them, this
paper explores their history and current status. Doing so offers insight on the distinctiveness of the controls
originally established at these sites, including the value the architects clearly placed on these integral design
elements, and the role current planning tools can provide to address emerging challenges on these landmark
properties.
In addition to reviewing historic primary and secondary sources and recent documents associated with these
communities, this paper interviews key stakeholders involved with the protection of these sites. Thus an
interpretive-historical methodology is enhanced through targeted interviews, which are expanded through a
snowball sampling method to identify others who can provide insight on the details surrounding the evolution and
current condition of these places. Previous fieldwork entailing visits to all three sites will augment analysis of
their current status. This study adds to the more detailed examination of Stein's lifework in the upcoming,
Community Architect: The Life and Vision of Clarence S. Stein.
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CITY PLANNING’S REOCCURRING OBITUARY: WHY WRITERS REPEATEDLY MISDIAGNOSE
THE ‘DEATH OF PLANNING’
Abstract ID: 659
Individual Paper Submission
CAMPBELL, Scott [University of Michigan] sdcamp@umich.edu, presenting author
"The report of my death was an exaggeration." Mark Twain (1897)
This paper does not argue that planning is dead, nor that planning is either committing professional/scholarly
suicide or should be euthanized. I instead revisit the long history of both planners and outsiders making these
exaggerated declarations and examine their broader implications for a field that continues to show vital signs of
life.
These obituaries have shifted over the course of planning's history: I trace the changing narratives of planning's
"near-death experiences" as mile markers of planning's intellectual history. I focus on three specific "crisis"
moments: the early cold war years when anti-planning/anti-Soviet rhetoric replaced New Deal centralized
planning (Hayek 1945); the later attacks on planning and modernist urban renewal (Glazer 1958); and the
contemporary era where either neoliberalism, privatization, or "self-organizing systems" ostensibly are displacing
old-school planning (Fokkema and Nijkamp 1994).
How do we interpret these reoccurring declarations that "planning is dead"? Some might simply dismiss such
statements as rhetorically disingenuous, given the uneven but nevertheless sustained proliferation of municipal
planning departments, commissions, professional associations, academic departments and journals, etc. Now that
planning is over 100 years old, even the habitual refrain that planning is a "young" (and therefore, by implication,
a still tentative or unrooted) discipline increasingly feels passé.
These "end of planning" statements alternately express lament, nostalgia, distain or malevolence. Authors employ
a variety of terms: "dead", "irrelevant," "antiquated," "obsolete." Some declarations of planning's death are
internal and reflect a disciplinary crisis of confidence. Other declarations are external: challenges to planning's
budget, authority, or status. I identify several schools: (1) End-of-life-cycle: Planning was a child of the modernist
industrial era. It had a good run, but it has been unable to free itself from these early 20th century origins and is
ill-equipped to handle the complex post-industrial, globalizing information age. (2) Loss of Power: Planning has
lost its authority, leading to a slow decline by marginalization and impotence (Hall 2014; Campanella 2011).
Notoriously, Frank Gehry exclaimed: "Look, I went to city planning school at Harvard and I discovered that you
never got to change a fucking thing or do anything. Urban planning is dead in the US" (Williams 2009). (3) The
"walking dead": the "soul" of planning has died, long sold out: it's the handmaiden of capital (see, for example,
Harvey 1985). (4) Attempted homicide: Vested interests aim to dismantle planning as an impudent impediment.
(5) Old planning must die to make way for the new: "I do not lament the loss of the old city planning. I do hail the
new city planning that is emerging" (Angotti). "The American model [of city planning] is dead and the sooner we
wipe it out the better, simply because you do not have the natural resources to make sprawling cities" (Kant
2012).
Writing the obituary of planning has long been an irresistible trope in ideological battles over the control of cities.
Planning remains relevant by being a malleable, adaptive discipline; it reinvents itself despite -- or even because
of -- these "near death" experiences.
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URBAN RENEWAL, PUBLIC OPPOSITION, AND THE ROLE OF NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSOCIATIONS IN PRESERVING LEXINGTON’S HISTORIC BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Abstract ID: 1006
Individual Paper Submission
APPLER, Douglas [University of Kentucky] douglas.appler@uky.edu, presenting author
POOLE, Lauren [Cultural Resource Analysts] laurenarpoole@gmail.com, primary author
Understanding the relationship between the federal urban renewal program (1949-1974) and the post-war historic
preservation movement in the United States requires a willingness to embrace the varied political environments of
the communities in which this relationship flourished. Recent work has highlighted the role of the professional
planner as an unwitting preservationist, effectively supporting rehabilitation as a rational way of making the most
with limited budgets during the urban renewal era (Ryberg 2013). This emphasis on the role of the professional
planner challenges the more frequently encountered narrative – one that prominently features the role of small
preservation organizations created in response to the losses incurred through local use of urban renewal funds for
demolition (Greenfield 2004; Morley 2004). But given the diversity of cities (and counties) touched by urban
renewal, there is no reason to suspect that a “one-size-fits-all” story would be applicable to all communities. This
research will use the city of Lexington, KY to provide nuance to the story of how losses incurred as a result of
urban renewal helped to spur the development of a local preservation ethic. It does so, however, not by
emphasizing the role of the professional planner or the credentialed preservationist, but by exploring the role of
formal and informal neighborhood associations organized in opposition to the clearance of their members’ own
houses and businesses. It will also explore the effect of that opposition on what would be considered “historic”
within the City’s preservation practice in the years that followed.
The field of preservation in the mid-20th Century still very much prioritized the stories of the elite members of
society, emphasizing grand architecture and industrial, commercial, or political success stories. As a result, in
many cities it was the loss, or threat of loss, of a particular grand building that spurred local preservation
organizations into action. While this narrative is present in Lexington, it is paralleled by a second narrative, in
which the threat of urban renewal in the Short Street and Vine Street projects led to the expanded use of historic
districting to help protect not only the houses representing the top of the social ladder, but also what might be
considered the “second” or “third tier” of houses and businesses. It was the embrace of the historic district that
truly characterized the preservation movement in the post-WWII era, and this shift would not have been possible
without the broad base of popular support developed during opposition to clearance proposed during the urban
renewal era.
This research will make use of archival data, including newspaper articles, city urban renewal maps, Lexington
Urban Renewal Agency records, personal correspondence, court documents, oral histories, and federal and local
legislation. The resulting study will present a more accurate account of the relationship between renewal and
preservation in Lexington. It will also demonstrate the importance of the local narrative in understanding the
relationship between urban renewal and historic preservation, and will encourage the creation of a more
individualized representation of the interaction of these two forces in order to discourage the over-generalization
of a complex relationship.
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COLLECTIVE MEMORY AND PLANNING: THE CONTINUING LEGACY OF PARK PLANNING IN
MEMPHIS, TN
Abstract ID: 1032
Individual Paper Submission
ROAKES, Susan [University of Memphis] sroakes@memphis.edu, presenting author
In 1971, a community group in Memphis, Tennessee filed a lawsuit against the Secretary of Transportation that
stopped interstate 40 from cutting through Overton Park. As Mohl (2014) recounts, "the antifreeway organization,
Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, led by relentless activist and park preservationist Anona Stoner, outwitted
opponents for years with appeals, demands for reviews or modifications, and eventually litigation that ended up,
successfully, in the U.S. Supreme Court" (p. 870). Mohl (2014) concluded that "Timing had a lot to do with [this]
success...citizen opposition began early in Memphis with a large turnout at the public hearing in 1957,
and...relentlessly opposed the expressway through Overton Park" (p.886). Mohl (2014) decided the "almost
obsessive persistence paid off for Memphis...[and] road opponents...managed to delay and appeal and postpone
and get new reviews and alternative route studies...so, they were able to take advantage of new federal legislation
between 1966 and 1970...that protected parks and historic districts and that privileged environmentally sensitive
areas" (p. 886). Gibson concluded "the Supreme Court's removal of the Secretary of Transportation's broad
discretion for highway construction projects involving parklands was a seminal decision in administrative and
environmental law and continues to serve as the basis for review of administrative decisions in many contexts" (p.
743). This case placed Overton Park within PBS' recently broadcast film, 10 Parks that Changed America.
In 1901, the City of Memphis purchased 342-acres and hired landscape architect George Kessler to design
Overton Park. The original design included a 21 acre field called the Greensward, which was intended for active
and passive recreation.
In 1994, the Memphis Zoo began to use the Greensward for overflow parking on busy days. Citizen opposition
has grown as the overflow parking has slowly expanded over the years. The conflict over the use of the
Greensward reached a critical point early in 2016 when a lawsuit was filed and citizens heard the City Council
planned to give the Zoo control of the Greensward. Citizens from the surrounding neighborhoods attended the
meeting in protest. Some have suggested it appeared the battle lines were drawn over race during the meeting
(Silver, 2016). The leaders in the protest, who are predominantly white, were shocked at this portrayal and
requested a survey to show the interracial use of the park. Since then, more lawsuits have been filed and the
protest has increased. While early survey determined high numbers of both black and white visitors to Overton
Park, there was indication that the usage and the concern over the Greensward may be different.
This paper explores the role of history as the reason for the current citizen activism and inactivism to save
Overton Park. Specifically, how has collective memory framed citizen activism/inactivism and community
motivation to participate or not participate in local planning (Tighe & Opelt, 2016). This study will analyze four
data sources: (1) archival information, (2) newspapers and television, (3) social media (Facebook), and (4)
interviews with park visitors. The first three sources will be used to determine historical records of events and
range of perspectives. Interviews will be conducted with a sample of current and recent park visitors who have
attended unorganized and organized events in the park within the past year. The goal is to interview people of
different races with varied histories (long and short) with Overton Park to determine how their history with the
park influenced their perspective on the current conflict over the Greensward. By identifying the influence of

history on discussions of municipal responsibility, citizenship, and public space, this article provides insight into
how collective memories of different communities continue to affect public plans and policy today.
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3401 FRANKLIN ST.: RACE, SPACE AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE
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WARNKEN, Charles [University of Oklahoma] cwarnken@ou.edu, presenting author
October 2016 marks the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Black Panther Party (BPP). Using the location of
Black Panther Party National Offices in 1969, the paper provides an in-depth analysis of changes in the
neighborhoods that served as locations of BPP Party Offices. Neighborhood change is conceptualized at the
socio-economic and demographic level, as well as through documentation to changes in the built environment.
The role of neighborhood organizations and institutions, municipal policies, local leadership, and area site
characteristics relative to regional growth trends, four areas identified in literature as being critical to the process
of managing neighborhood change, are examined. 3401 Franklin St. in Denver, CO, serves as the focus of the
paper to appraise and illustrate the intersection of race, space and neighborhood change.
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FROM SALT MARSH TO CITY NEIGHBORHOOD: LESSONS FOR PLANNING FROM AN
ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF EAST HARLEM
Abstract ID: 1298
Individual Paper Submission
MOGA, Steven [Smith College] smoga@smith.edu, presenting author
Planners focused on sea level rise, climate change, and severe weather hazards have devoted increased attention to
urban lowlands, especially in large coastal cities, in the early twenty-first century. At the same time, urban
environmental historians continue to probe the relationship between cities and their physical settings, chronicling

physical and economic development histories and environmental change over time. Yet relatively little attention
has been directed towards the analysis of how environmental history might inform planning for sustainability and
resiliency. This research paper examines the case of East Harlem in New York City, developing an environmental
history of the neighborhood and exploring its implications for planning practice—particularly the ways that nature
and natural process is framed in relation to historic patterns of development.
East Harlem remains an understudied area of the New York City landscape, particularly its nineteenth century
transformation from salt marsh into made land. Tenements, factories, warehouses, stores, churches, and streets
sprung up on the newly deposited earth, much of it comprised of street sweepings, refuse, and other waste
materials, between 1870 and 1885. Elected officials, waste haulers, real estate speculators, and civil engineers
each played a role in transforming the area known as Harlem Flats from a salt marsh into an urban lowland
neighborhood. This land filling and land making process was contested, sporadic, odiferous, and ultimately
successful in the sense that it nearly obliterated all traces of the estuarine environment. In contrast, in the mid1860s, on the western edge of the neighborhood, a new nature emerged. Frederick Law Olmsted Sr. and Calvert
Vaux’s Central Park offered a naturalistic environment—including a twelve-acre lake at the far northeastern
corner that would become known as Harlem Meer. The juxtaposition of these two urban landscapes, pleasure
ground and tenement-factory neighborhood, with Fifth Avenue as the dividing line between them, points to how
ideas of nature figured in the design and development of the nineteenth century urban landscape. The Park and
The Flats emerged from the interaction of structures of political economy, processes of urban expansion, and
engineering of urban systems.
This paper investigates how and why Harlem Marsh was filled, including factors such as urban expansion within
the framework of Manhattan’s grid, real estate speculation, waste disposal practices, public health and sanitary
concerns, corruption and political conflict, smell, greed, and expediency. Using archival research and field
investigation, I examine newspaper articles, government reports, maps, real estate documents, and local histories.
Contemporary neighborhood plans, technical reports, studio projects, and other documents that include references
to neighborhood history and environmental history will be reviewed. Exploring both the history and the
representations and uses of that history, this research aims to develop a critical and applied historical analysis that
is relevant to practicing planners and neighborhood residents.
Questions of urban nature, natural processes, city design, and public safety dominate recent debates about the
future of cities. The paper concludes with a discussion of how planning’s nineteenth century “birth” in sanitation,
engineering, landscape, and public health—and how planning developed in response to the environmental crises
of the period—has never been more relevant to planners.
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LEGITIMACY AND THE QUEST FOR REGIONALISM IN PORTLAND, OREGON, AND
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Abstract ID: 1392
Individual Paper Submission

TAYLOR, Zack [Western University] zack.taylor@uwo.ca, presenting author
North American institutions of urban-regional planning and governance have struggled for legitimacy. Regardless
of their specific construction--as state agencies, councils-of-governments, upper-tier municipal governments,
special districts, and so on--regional institutions have often competed rather than collaborated with institutions at
other scales, often resulting in their ineffectiveness. Regional institutions such as Portland Metro, Metro
Vancouver, Metro Toronto, and the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council have achieved results not simply because
they possess coercive authority. In fact, some possess no virtually no binding legal powers. Rather, they have
wielded influence on the basis of their legitimacy. To understand where legitimacy comes from and how it may be
deployed, this paper analogizes from Scharpf's (1999) institutional legitimacy framework, later extended by
Schmidt (2013). Their empirical focus is on criticisms of the European Union as non-majoritarian 'expertocracy'
that suffers from a 'democratic deficit' relative to its constituent nation-states. They propose that legitimacy may
be produced and reproduced through three mechanisms. Input legitimacy accrues through direct or representative
democratic participation in governance; output legitimacy through effective performance, or delivering desirable
outcomes; and throughput legitimacy through the management of competing interests. On the basis of archival
and interview research, this paper compares the historical pathways by which regional institutions and planning
policy frameworks accrued legitimacy in two regions that are today celebrated as regional planning paragons:
Portland, Oregon, and Vancouver, British Columbia. I conclude that while standard debates on regional
governance reform have largely focused on improving inputs and outputs--that is, representation and results--the
legitimacy of regional planning and governance has largely been derived from throughput. This has implications
for the design of regional institutions, and provides an alternative ground for collaborative planning models in
planning theory and practice (Healey 1997).
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OLMSTED PLANS FOR PARK SYSTEMS IN ESSEX COUNTY AND UNION COUNTY, NEW JERSEY
Abstract ID: 1428
Individual Paper Submission
PANGALLOZZI, Laura [NYC College of Technology] laura@pangallozzi.org, presenting author
This paper explores the planning, development, and preservation of two linked urban park systems in New Jersey.
The government of Essex County, which includes Newark, commissioned plans for the first county park system
in the United States from Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux in 1867 as the pair was working on Central
Park in New York. But it was not until 1895, as Olmsted was retiring, that state enabling legislation made
possible the creation of a park commission that could fund and manage the construction of the parks. The Olmsted
firm, now run by his heirs, supervised expanded plans and implementation of the Essex parks as adjacent Union
County commissioned a similar system. In Essex alone, more than 20 parks, playgrounds, and scenic reservations
were built. The involvement of the Olmsted firm extended from the mid-1890s into the 1950s so that the park
systems grew alongside a mix of urban and suburban settlement.
The initial design of the Essex park system was a practical expression of the romantic veneration of nature that
motivated the New England transcendentalists to whom Olmsted had many connections. Yet, both park systems
were also from the beginning urban planning projects, much like Central Park, which was a commission for the
development of upper Manhattan, not just the park proper. As with Manhattan, the plans for the Essex and Union
county systems included not only lawns and open meadows but also proposed street layouts intended to connect

residential areas directly with parks and to guide streetcars and later automobiles past scenic views. In addition,
plans for both county systems incorporated land along waterways and a reservoir in an effort to both protect water
supply and to mitigate flooding along the Rahway River. These were planning decisions in keeping with
Olmsted’s view that his line of work was not “landscape gardening,” and certainly not “landscape art,” but
“landscape architecture,” a profession that created buildings and infrastructure as well as gardens.
Inevitably, the plans of Olmsted and Vaux and of the Olmsted successor firm were amended as the parks were
built or, in portions, not built at all. The paper describes the main outlines of the plans for both counties, the major
deviations from the plans as development proceeded, and analyzes the gap between plan and implementation.
Reports, correspondence, and plans from the records of the Olmsted firm available at the Olmsted archives in
Brookline, Massachusetts, and at the Library of Congress are the primary sources.
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TRACK 11 - PLANNING PROCESS,
ADMINISTRATION, LAW AND DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS IN TRACK 11
COLLABORATIVE PLANNING: ASSESSMENT, EVALUATION, AND INNOVATION
Proposal 65 with abstracts 1016, 1017, 1018
Organizer/Discussant: RUMORE, Danya [University of Utah Law] danya.rumore@law.utah.edu
This session will examine efforts to advance the practice and theory of collaborative planning by enhancing our
understanding and assessment of collaborative practice and the theoretical constructs underpinning arguments for
collaborative efforts. Papers will explore the notion of “shared understanding,” including what it means and its
importance for effective collaborative planning; methods and practices for rigorously evaluating the effectiveness
of collaborative processes; and action research efforts aimed at advancing the scholarship of collaborative
planning while providing planning support at the local and regional scales. Note: We have a couple potential
discussants identified and are waiting for confirmation. In the meantime, Danya Rumore is listed as our
discussant, since we had to list someone.
Objectives:




To advance the rigorous assessment of collaborative planning practices
To further understanding of some of the critical concepts underpinning collaborative planning, such as the
notion of "shared understanding"
To introduce applied efforts to advance the theory and practice of collaborative planning through action
research and related lessons learned
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BUILDING LEGITIMACY FOR COLLABORATION IN THE TRANSITION FROM PLANNING TO
IMPLEMENTATION: INFORMALITY, INCLUSION AND CONSENSUS
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In their overview of three decades of scholarly work on collaborative planning, Innes and Booher (2010) claim
that successful collaboration is an adaptive process in which diverse and interdependent stakeholders come
together to engage in authentic dialogue to address complex policy problems.
Collaborative planning scholars clarify that the informality of collaboration can be an effective strategy for
influencing policy decisions (Innes, Connick, & Booher, 2007), that collaboration should be inclusive of a diverse
array of stakeholders (Gray, 1989; Healey, 1997), and that dialogue should be undertaken in a context which
seeks consensus on preferred actions (Innes & Booher, 1999a, 1999b; Margerum, 2002). While these attributes

yield agreements on plans of action as well as build social, political, and intellectual capital and institutional
capacity (Healey, 1998; Innes & Booher, 1999a), the question of how these attributes contribute to ongoing
legitimacy of collaboratives as they transition to implementation has not been thoroughly addressed.
In this paper, we explore how variation across dimensions of informality, inclusivity and consensus decision
making reinforce or challenge assumptions about normative collaborative planning theory and practice. We draw
on comparative case studies of the first ten landscape projects participating in the Collaborative Forest Landscape
Restoration Program (CFLRP). In 2009, President Obama signed into law the Omnibus Public Lands
Management Act. Title IV of the act authorized the USDA Forest Service (USFS) to create and oversee the
management of the Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Program (CFLRP), a bold experiment in
collaborative public lands management. Congress limited program funding to implementation and monitoring of
landscape scale restoration projects on USFS managed lands over a ten year period. The legislation emphasized a
new process of governance for undertaking those projects as it required collaboration throughout planning,
implementation and monitoring. Thirty-three projects submitted proposals for funding; and, in August 2010, the
first ten landscapes were chosen and enrolled in a program that was designed to fund landscape scale restoration
activities on priority forests over a ten year period.
The CFLRP requires a heretofore untried approach in national forest management. Prior to this program, the
USFS had undertaken public participation and collaboration for numerous planning efforts from Land and
Resource Management Plan processes to projects requiring National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
documentation and comment and review from the public. However, under most circumstances, agency personnel
retreated into their organizational confines to undertake implementation and monitoring, either through
outsourcing, contracting, or agency staff actions. CFLRP changed this context by requiring collaboration through
implementation and multi-party monitoring—in essence, it opened the black box of implementation to greater
scrutiny and broader accountability.
We begin with an overview of collaborative planning theory with a focus on informality, inclusivity and
consensus. We then provide a brief synopsis of collaborative implementation and the role and sources of
legitimacy. Our analysis describes tensions and opportunities for maintaining legitimacy of collaborative input
into the policy process in relation to informality, level of inclusivity, and decision making processes. We conclude
by drawing implications for both planning theory and practice related to the procedural mechanisms utilized by
collaborative groups that undertake planning and implementation work over an extended period of time. Our
findings suggest that formalization of collaborative structures can provide consistent opportunities for interaction;
mechanisms for systematic inclusion can ensure balanced representation; and supermajority voting with
dissenting opinions can provide timely input without completely marginalizing minority voices. These
characteristics suggest that legitimacy of collaborative processes from planning through implementation can be
sustained with key design features, some of which align well with prevailing wisdom of collaborative planning
theory and others that are modifications of those normative claims.
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In the eight years between 2007 and 2015, seventeen new historic districts were created in Brooklyn, New York,
doubling the borough’s total number, with its first district, Brooklyn Heights, designated in 1965. The context of
the latest wave of designations distinguishes it from earlier waves; whereas in the 1960s and 70s, historic
districting was part of a general movement of people back to center city areas, which they rehabilitated, today,
historic districting helps to maintain low-rise neighborhoods facing development pressure. Focusing on these
newly designated districts, this study poses that the recently introduced preservation regulations are proving to
have social utility. Though the regulations themselves pertain exclusively to the built environment, communities
can channel them to protect and support their social fabric as well. From a planning process point of view, the
most basic example is that the required community testimony at Landmarks Preservation Commission public
hearings can be quite influential (though not binding). Preservation also provides a legal framework and a rich
cultural context for communities to oppose building to highest use, which can serve social goals. Drawing from
research conducted over an eight-month period in 2014 in Central Brooklyn, where the new wave of designations
originated, and from previous years of work with a local preservation agency, this study provides specific
examples from the field to demonstrate our main premise.
While some studies have paid attention to the process of preservation from a development point of view, finding it
too restrictive, a community perspective is missing in the literature. This study aims to fill that gap. Though
communities continue to value the architectural regulations in their own right, they are also leveraging, or perhaps
defining, significant co-benefits in the social sphere. This connection appears to be self-evident on the ground, yet
remains to be firmly established in the literature. The social dimensions of preservation that emerge in action
draw the practices of Planning and Preservation more closely together, creating new common ground between the
two fields. Collaboration will be key in the pursuit of shared goals.
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The push for infill housing is at the forefront of sustainable development in planning discourse, yet many
communities are rallying to push back against infill development, or any development that brings increased

housing density to their home neighbourhood. Planning scholars continue to ask whether this instance of
community opposition can be explained as NIMBYism (Bedford et al. 2002) and what motivates community
resistance (Ruming 2013; Schively 2007). Others suggest that the trust and social capital requirements of a
successful and authentic public engagement process have been lost with the force of urbanization, globalization,
and neoliberal approaches to planning and urban development. This paper helps to move beyond these ‘what’ and
‘why’ questions by examining the ‘how’: whatever communities’ rationales for opposition or skepticism may be,
what processes and conditions facilitate ‘bringing the neighbours into infill’?
To get a handle on the leading edge of public engagement around infill development, we identified two recent
model processes in the Metro Vancouver region: the Grandview-Woodland Citizens’ Assembly and the
Southlands Community Planning Team process. Both processes are path-breaking for their sensitivity and careful
crafting of forums to elicit and accommodate diverse professional and public perspectives on urban development
processes and neighbourhood forms. We provide a comparative case study analysis of the techniques employed
and the reasons for cautious optimism about their legitimacy and the prospect for further application of these
models. Theoretically, we begin with a collaborative planning approach, ground tested with an understanding of
social licence (Parsons & Moffat 2014) and agonistic pluralism (Mouffe 2000), and use the cases to question how
far collaborative planning process must go in sharing power with participants to achieve community ownership of
community planning.
The case studies are primarily informed by in-depth interviews. To move beyond these model cases to the existing
potential within the region as a whole, we also conducted a representative survey of a panel of 500 Metro
Vancouverites, both urban and suburban residents, in order to find out the mix of attitudes and experiences with
public engagement around proposals for new medium-density development in their home neighbourhoods. Both
methods were further informed by a review of the theoretical and planning practice literature and a full-day focus
group of key informants.
We identify the strengths and weaknesses of our case study models and contribute to the engagement and
collaborative literature with empirically rooted principles and lessons, most notably around tools, language, and
clarity of scope and mandate. Unlike survey studies of British Columbia as a whole, we find that the Vancouver
region is evenly split between support and opposition vis-à-vis four-storey infill in their neighbourhoods: a critical
mass of members of the public are open to a pro-change argument in favour of gentle densification. The grounds
for genuine collaborative planning are compelling in demonstrating that grassroots approaches need not be
stigmatized in favour of top-down policy. This research reveals that a participatory, deliberative planning processone that amends broken trust, promotes dialogue, and empowers previously disenfranchised citizens-can be infill
housing’s best advocate. It mitigates the stress of significant change by making the ‘small’, or sustainable,
housing agenda a bottom-up discovery, not a top-down ordinance. Social licence in community planning is
achievable: when engaged under the right conditions, citizens step up to take responsibility and ownership over
challenges and complex decisions that are often otherwise rejected.
Public engagement exercises are key opportunities to increase our collective understanding of pressing issues and
solutions that demand change to our behaviour and of one another in a diverse, densely-populated society. Testing
these theories in Metro Vancouver, we problematize the paradigm of consulting rather than collaborating and
provide further evidence in support of asking ‘what do you want?’ questions over yes-no consultation.
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THE PLANNING STAFF REPORT AND THE CONSISTENCY ISSUE: WHERE THE RUBBER
MEETS THE ROAD
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The concept that certain land use implementation tools, such as zoning, should be consistent with the local
comprehensive plan has been a cornerstone of planning thought and practice for many decades. (Harr 1955a,
1955b.) Operationalizing the concept requires that decision-makers understand the contents of their
comprehensive plan and be able to analyze whether a specific proposed development is consistent with the local
comprehensive plan. (Ohm, 2005.) This paper explores the question of the effectiveness of the planning staff
report in educating decision-makers about the public policies articulated in plans and analyzing whether specific
actions further those pubic policies.
The paper uses legal research methodology to document the growing body of state and federal laws (recent court
cases, statutes, and administrative rules) that require an increasingly sophisticated analysis of how a particular
action by a community complies with these laws. The legal developments touch upon a broad set of issues
ranging from telecommunications, fair housing, to global climate change.
The paper then explores how legal developments are encouraging the need for more analytical staff reports.
Recent scholarship found a lack of attention to the planning staff report by planning scholars (Johnson & Lyles,
2016). The paper builds upon that research and uses content analysis of planning staff reports from a national
sample of jurisdictions to evaluate current approaches used by planning practitioners to engage decision-makers
in analyzing how the proposal relates to the policies articulated in the local plans. Finally, the paper articulates a
framework for how practitioners could approach analytical issues in the staff report.
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Collaborative processes in the public sector involve multiple parties and occur at the very local, city-wide, and
regional scales (Forester, 1987; Innes and Booher, 2009; Nolon, et al., 2013). Collaborative planning entails joint
decision making, which in turn entails negotiations (Shmueli et al., 2008). Therefore, design and implementation
of collaborative processes draws heavily on negotiation theory. However, much of the negotiation research is
experimental, capturing well “all else being equal” effects of changes in one variable on parties’ behavior and on
the quality of agreements. By necessity, such work has focused on two-party one-time interactions. The reality
planners confront as they engage in collaborative projects is complex, with many moving, interacting parts.
Experimental negotiation research has yet to capture rich interactions in time between issues, contexts, parties’
characteristics and interests. Therefore, it seldom illuminates collaborative planning situations or provides directly
applicable advice. We explore here how (mostly dyadic, mostly transactional, mostly one-time) negotiation theory
prescriptions translate to multiparty planning situations.
We identify some key differences between dyadic and multiparty negotiations to develop prescriptions adapted to
the multiparty context that planners face in collaborative processes. We illustrate multiparty-specific challenges
with three collaborative planning cases that differ in scale. The first case began as a site-specific land use dispute
in Israel; the second is a city-level transportation/land use conflict in Oregon; and, the third is a regional planning
effort for twelve counties in Northeast Ohio. We pit several (dyadic) negotiation prescriptions against situation
specifics in each case to identify to what extent they are relevant to the multiparty collaboratives, or what
adaptations might be necessary.
We propose that although certain elements of negotiation theory apply to multiparty negotiations (arguably at a
heightened level of intensity), there are important qualitative differences between dyadic and multiparty
negotiations that have been understudied and under-appreciated in practice. We build on work by Susskind,
Mnookin and Fuller (2005) to highlight differences whose robustness is illustrated well by patterns that emerged
in our three cases, despite their striking differences in issues, location, scale, and other contextual aspects. We find
six categories of characteristics of multiparty negotiations, apparent in each case, which are distinct from dyadic
negotiations and warrant different treatment: 1. complexity, 2. long time frames and changing contexts, 3.
multiple and sometimes parallel processes, 4. representation/alliances/coalitions, 5. information imbalances, and
6. intervention processes/decision rules/products. The first five multiparty traits drive the sixth category, which is
most relevant to planning education and collaborative planning practice. Together, the six characteristics point to
the need to develop tools that are specifically adapted to the needs of the increasingly prevalent collaborative
planning processes at all scales, from local to regional.
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Hurricanes Ike (2008), Katrina (2005), Rita (2005), and Ivan (2004) were four of the most devastating natural
catastrophes that have struck the United States (Sigma, 2013). These disasters resulted in 2,130 deaths and over

$125 billion in insured losses (Sigma, 2013). Reducing the adverse impacts from coastal disasters calls for
increased attention to hazard mitigation efforts. There is a growing literature in evaluating the nature and quality
of hazard mitigation plans (Berke et al., 2006; Brody et al., 2009, 2010; Kang et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2011). This
study examined problems and issues the local officials, at the municipal and county levels throughout coastal
Texas face while trying to undertake mitigation planning and seeking to adopt and implement mitigation policies.
This research was a qualitative study. Data were collected using face-to-face and semi-structured interviews to
obtain in-depth information from informants. Key informants were urban planners, planning directors, emergency
managers, city administrators and managers, and planning specialists who were knowledgeable about land use
and development regulations.
Results from this study indicated that education and outreach programs can enhance hazard awareness and
information dissemination. Close communications and discussions can increase the possibility of collaborations
among stakeholders. In addition, council of governments, educational and research organizations can play
important roles helping jurisdictions and communities in mitigation planning, and enhance the actual adoption and
implementation of mitigation practices at the local and regional levels. It has been recognized that mitigation can
help reduce risk, save lives, and protect properties in the long run. But the challenges continue to impact the
adoption and implementation of mitigation practices along the Texas Gulf Coast.
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Experimentation has a long history in planning. Yet unlike other disciplines, planning scholars and practitioners
have limited experience with systematic or controlled experiments. Integrating experimental research designs into
planning programs and policies could improve our understanding of program impact and help maximize learning
and knowledge generation. In this paper, we review the literature on experimentation in planning, with a focus on
systematic experiments designed to maximize learning. We find that while experimentation is common in urban
studies, sociology, criminology, public health, psychology, organizational behaviour, economics and political
science - planners have been slow to adopt experimental designs in their policies and programs.
In this paper and presentation we aim to:
-Review the history of experimental work in the planning discipline, dating back to the early use of randomization
of social policies in the 1970s.

-Review how systematic experimental designs have recently been used in a planning context (Ahmed and
Hammarstedt 2008; Nomura et al. 2011; Ferraro and Price 2013)
-Provide examples of how scholars outside the field of planning are adopting experimental designs to learn about
relevant planning policies (Katz et al. 2001, Wantchekon 2003).
-Describe the types of municipal planning policies and programs that may be amenable to experimental designs.
-Generate curiosity and enthusiasm for the adoption of experimental research methods in planning scholarship.
-Discuss the limitations of experimental research and planning practice.
-Provide suggestions for planners interesting in developing experimental research.
We see ample opportunities for planning scholars and practitioners to advance policy innovation, gain insight, and
learn about program impacts through experimental work. While not all planning programs and policies are
amenable to experimentation and randomization, we see that in many instances, these program designs have
untapped potential.
We recognize limitations to the adoption of experimental work in planning practice. We do not argue that every
plan and policy should adopt experimental methods. But we do argue that at least some of them should, and
certainly more than we observe are being implemented currently.
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As local historic districts evolve and are revitalized, the question of what form alterations to the contributing
resources and new construction will take becomes more prominent (Semes 2009). Adaptive reuse and infill
development within most local overlay historic districts require that new construction not only respects the area's
history, but also meets changing market demands. Design guidelines are often the implementation tool used to
achieve this goal by providing criteria for alterations, and redevelopment of structures within the district (Punter
1999). For property owners, planners and developers, it is important to gauge the residents' attitudes towards
design guidelines to not only evaluate their effectiveness, but also to strengthen community awareness of the
guidelines and whether they achieve their stated purpose of preserving the district’s character.

This study of residents in local historic preservation districts of Greenville, Columbia and Georgetown, South
Carolina analyzes stakeholder perceptions of design guidelines. The study sites were selected to compare whether
there are geographical differences in the perceptions across the Upstate, Midlands and Lowcountry of the state.
The survey research revealed opinions about the impact of design guidelines on the physical form of the historic
district, their ability to alter personal residences, and the character of the historic district. Six themes were
addressed in the survey: a) awareness of the guidelines, b) the role of design guidelines to maintain a district's
character, c) enforcement, d) incompatible alterations, e) green building practices, and f) property rights.
Outcomes of the study provide a better understanding of attitudes and perceptions of the local community and
which elements of the design guidelines are most controversial or most useful. The survey results are relevant to
practicing planners, researchers, property owners and developers when examining the potential impacts that
resident perceptions might have on revitalization efforts within historic districts, such as attracting new businesses
and residents, gaining support for infrastructure and civic improvements, and promoting investment in
rehabilitating historic buildings.
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Resident engagement is one of the goals of planners in agencies around the world (Carmon & Fainstein, 2013).
This goal comes in response to calls for more participatory processes and open government. Many cities in
developed countries, have implemented web-based strategies such as social media to engage, and inform residents
regarding planning concerns. On the other hand, few local governments in developing countries have adopted
social media as a tool to engage, serve and inform residents. Social media holds great potential, as an Internet
based participation tool, for improved engagement and communication between residents and planners (EvansCowley & Hollander, 2010). Assessing the performance of government-managed social media efforts to support
participatory and transparent government, especially by pioneers in developing countries, can inform theory and
practice in these and other contexts.
In this study, we analyze social media use by a local government agency in Mexico. While local governments in
Mexico do not typically have planning departments, planning does occur in other local departments involved in
development and service delivery to the city. We chose to examine the Facebook profile of the water agency in La
Paz, Mexico, because water is a major constraint to growth and development in the City. The profile was created
and maintained by the agency in 2010; we studied the profile from its inception to its 18th month in operation.
The data include all posts made to this agency's Facebook profile. These data were coded to examine their
purposes and associations with communication types (i.e., unidirectional or multi-directional).
Our analysis provides both descriptive and evaluative results. It documents a range of purposes for posts, while
revealing a unidirectional dominance in information provision by the agency. However, it is the relationships
among posts (multi-directional) that provide the most intriguing results, suggesting the strength of citizen
participation in local affairs such as urban planning.
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Attempts to improve public and process accountabilities in the late twentieth century have led to shifts in
governance models (Hood, 1995) (Dubnick, 2005). From the New Public Management model that emerged in the
late 1980s to the New Public Governance models that evolved since the late 1990s; such ‘democratization’ of
governance opened up active roles to non-state actors such as private companies, NGOs, households and citizens.
An emphasis on democratization in governance seems a great fit to the changing view of water governance as
composed of multiple service modalities co-produced by users, providers, institutions, technologies and
biophysical conditions (Ahlers, Cleaver, Rusca, & Schwartz, 2014). Active engagement of these many coproducers calls for network based institutional structures that enable information transfers among them. However,
critiques claim that the institutionalization of such a “democratic” governance model is still far from complete
given the continuing dominance of top-down institutional structures in urban water governance.
Organizational theory based on Transaction Cost Economics and Social Network Theory stipulate exchange
conditions and social mechanisms conducive to network-based information transfers. Exchange conditions
including high demand uncertainty, high task complexity, high human asset specificity etc. have been identified to
enable network based transfers; while social mechanisms such as restricted access, collective sanctions, reputation
etc. are found to reduce problems associated with network based information transfers (Jones, 1997). This paper
applies organizational theory to develop an institutional framework for network based water governance to benefit
planning professionals. A meta-analysis of peer reviewed articles on organizational behavior (since 1995) is
conducted along two streams of inquiry: 1. Exchange conditions for network based knowledge transfers and 2.
Social mechanisms that solve for exchange problems in network based organizations. A comprehensive set of
exchange condition defining variables and social mechanism variables is built using results from the metaanalysis. The resulting framework is empirically validated through case study of Best Management Practice in
storm water management - Philadelphia in Pennsylvania (EPA, 2010). The framework validation is based off
results from online surveys administered to key stakeholders including the Philadelphia Water Department.
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Brownfield revitalization - reusing potentially or actually contaminated properties - has been a strategic urban
regeneration practice and has now expanded into sustainable community development. The planning mechanism
that connects brownfield revitalization to sustainable community development is integrated planning of
environmental remediation and economic development. However, policy dynamics among diverse actors involved
in this integrated planning process are ambiguous; thus, many post-industrial communities experience hardship
while revitalizing abandoned industrial sites. Particularly, local actors such as municipalities and community
organizations urge innovative financing and technical supports to repurpose contaminated and underutilized local
properties. The research captures this gap between policy background and local brownfield revitalization needs.
Thus, this study sets explanatory research inquiry in two ways: first, the research investigates the policy
environment created by actors involved in local brownfield revitalization practices; second, the investigation
identifies dynamics of the policy environment that form integrated planning processes.
A case study is conducted by examining a local brownfield revitalization practice that is recognized as a best
practice: the Fairmount Indigo Community Development Corporations Collaborative (the Collaborative) and the
Fairmount Corridor in Boston, Massachusetts. The research builds an analytical framework, which consists of
explanatory variables (institutional actors, policy instruments, and outside settings) and a responsive variable (the
Collaborative and the Fairmount Corridor). The Collaborative, a coalition of three Community Development
Corporations, has implemented environmental remediation and community redevelopment projects in the
Fairmount Corridor, which comprises zones within a half-mile radius of each station on the Fairmount Indigo
commuter rail line. Federal, state, and city agencies (institutional actors) support the Collaborative through policy
instruments (brownfield remediation and redevelopment programs). At the same time, the change of brownfield
laws and regulations, as well as other local planning projects (outside settings) correlate with brownfield
redevelopment projects along the Fairmount Corridor. Based on this framework, the research analyzes each
outcome that resulted from dynamics between each explanatory variable and a dependent variable. The findings
of this analysis identify an integrated planning mechanism that is created by interactions among federal, state,
city, and local actors' interests in and plans of reusing brownfields. The research conducts interviews with staff
and a senior director of the Collaborative to trace analytical processes of this study and supplement evidencebased investigation. Lastly, this study builds a theory on policy environment and integrated planning process in
brownfield revitalization.
Preliminary findings of this case study show that federal and state agencies are major funding sources for
environmental remediation projects in the Fairmount Corridor. Particularly, the state agencies of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts have active and flexible brownfield programs rooted in the Massachusetts
Brownfield Act of 1998. Those state programs accommodate financing platform with a loan system that links
public (federal grants) and private funding sources to the Collaborative. Furthermore, the state brownfield tax
credit program induces economic development on rehabilitated properties by allowing a credit against tax liability
of those contaminated properties for business purposes and located within an economically distressed area. On the
other hand, the US Environmental Protection Agency's brownfield cleanup grants relieve payback burdens of the
Collaborative; however, housing or economic development after cleanup lacks promise. In dynamics between the
city and the Collaborative, the relation between the two is collaborative and competitive. The city and the

Collaborative co-operate to develop a plan and envision the future of the Fairmount Corridor; however, financing
environmental remediation and subsequent economic development make the two local actors compete.
This study identifies that financing environmental remediation is a crucial mechanism that integrates
environmental remediation into economic development; however, loan programs may decrease local actors'
redevelopment activities. This study will complete drawing a conceptual path of integrated planning mechanisms.
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Planners are often asked to devise and implement various public engagement tools to reduce power differences
among political actors involved in policy-making processes. Decisions to implement certain public engagement
practices are highly consequential as they reinforce divisions and inequality between actors, or create new
community of engagement. And yet, as the theme of this conference implicitly suggests, the consequences of
public engagement practices reveal in hindsight. What are the political consequences of exclusive public
engagement practices in the context of facility-siting disputes? The paper explores this question by tracing the
unusual geographical expansion of opposition against relicensing Kori 1 nuclear reactor located near one of the
largest cities in South Korea. Based on both the process-tracing method and in-depth interviews with stakeholders
involved in relicensing processes, this paper recasts public engagement practices employed at two critical
junctures during the license renewal dispute. In particular, it examines narratives and strategies that were
developed to transgress the underlying norms and logic of these stakeholder engagement practices.
The burgeoning facility-siting scholarship on Not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY) opposition to siting locally
unwanted land uses (LULUs) have recently suggested that local opposition to these projects rises not just from
selfish interests but also from non-economic motivations such as place-based attachments and perceptions about
the fairness of siting processes. Yet, they have seldom paid due attention to: who are defined and classified as
“communities at risk” or “affected parties” in the first place, and the institutional logic used in that definition, and
how and why those who challenge the exclusive nature of the engagement practices that are grounded upon this
logic manage to expand the scope of local opposition, having decisive impact on siting outcomes.
In this paper, I show that public engagement practices employed at two critical junctures of the license renewal
dispute have been politically consequential because local activists created the right to the safe city claim to
transgress the rules that had predominated these practices. These rules were grounded upon the proximity
presumption—an assumption that areas within a certain radius might be affected by an accidental release of
radioactive materials, and that communities living within this geographical boundary must be consulted during
regulatory proceedings because they were the ones (and only ones) most likely to be affected in case of a severe

accident. In nuclear facility siting and relicensing processes in South Korea, proximity presumption was the rule
that has consistently excluded other political actors. In response, the right to the safe city claim was developed to
create a new conceptual and larger spatial boundary of communities at risk. Used in conjunction with protests and
scientific reconstruction of the proximity presumption, this narrative helped recruit various political and nonpolitical actors and form a broad, bipartisan coalition. In short, the right to the safe city, initially created in
response to exclusive public involvement procedures of nuclear relicensing processes, became the discursive basis
of opposition that had decisive impact on Korean government’s recent decision to shut down the plant.
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This research is an exploration of planning methodology in post-earthquake reconstruction, specifically
restructuring land ownership in a Tibetan minority area through planning and design approaches.
The 2010 earthquake in Yushu city, Qinghai province posed serious challenges on the rebuilding process for this
land-locked, environmentally fragile region with distinct cultural and Tibetan Buddhism customs. The disaster
had brought nearly 3000 deaths and destroyed 85% of the buildings in Gyegu, the city center. The area that
requires rebuilding is expansive, a total size of 380 hectares, which accounts for 76.4% of all residentially land
citywide. Located in a high altitude of 4,500 meters with thin air and extreme weather, the time suitable for
construction activity is from April to September only. Moreover, due to historical reasons, the land system in
Yushu is extremely unusual compared to the rest of China, as 83.7% of the population resided in courtyard
settlement, having private ownership over their land (approximately 12500 land parcels). Transaction of
homestead, while extremely popular, were often undocumented. Rebuilding such a city in a timely fashion under
these complicated circumstances is a daunting task, the most difficult part being reestablishment of land
ownership and property right.
As many scholars have pointed out, a well-function land tenure system is one of the most crucial factors in
ensuring a plan's implementation. Gyegu's post-quake master plan was completed and approved in mere 56 days.
The subsequent implementation and construction was finished within four years (April 2010-December 2013).
This would not have been possible without the local residents' approval and support. A five-fingerprint approach
was devised for each household involved as a fail-proof way to ensure public participation during five stages of
the rebuilding, simplified as follows:
The first set of fingerprint is taken for confirmation on pre-quake land ownership status, a process based on a
series of survey, record checking, public hearing and announcement.

The second set of fingerprint is for confirmation of the designated size of collectively shared area, which is used
for hosting public facilities for things from basic safety, utility to space-enhancing features. A household
representative's fingerprint is taken when he or she agrees to the proportion of collectively shared area designated
to his or her household.
The third set of fingerprint is for selection of courtyard types. The entire pool of residential houses consists of
several courtyard types and a household representative's fingerprint is taken to confirm his or her type of choice.
The fourth set of fingerprint is for selection of housing layout available to his or her choice of courtyard types.
The fifth set of fingerprint is before final construction takes place as a household's confirmation of the building
plan.
The unique characteristics of Yushu had indicated that traditional planning approach was not to last. The planning
team underwent a great deal of trials and errors in the exploration of a methodology that would greatly improve
the efficiency of the planning and design process while not sacrificing considerations for the complexity at hand.
The five-fingerprint approach was a process of extensive communication with the residents in a variety of ways,
resolving conflicts and solving problems through technical and civic means.
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This paper presents the results and capacity building outcomes of a community-engaged learning project that
engaged graduate studio students and residents in an innovative community engagement process for an EPA
funded Brownfield Area Wide Plan (EPA BAWP) for the Kensington neighborhood in northern Philadelphia. The
EPA BAWP project includes two phases of community engagement to inform the redevelopment of five catalyst
sites in a former industrial district. The first phase of engagement occurred during the spring semester 2016 and
will inform the second phase – a community-based design charrette scheduled for fall 2016. The purpose of the
first phase of engagement, the subject of this paper, is to understand how the brownfields impact stakeholders and
their sense of place, to assess the needs of the community, and to document suggestions on how to redevelop
catalyst sites to meet the identified needs.
The first phase of community engagement conducted between January and May 2016, is informed by the Human
Centered Design (HCD) approach, which prioritizes the needs and values of the people who live immediately
within the area of a proposed project. The value of HCD is that it is based on engaging the community in realtime feedback throughout the course of a project instead of seeing the community as simply providers of one-time
information flowing one-way. This informed the choice of engagement process – photovoice. Photovoice is a
style of engagement that yields input from community members usually disenfranchised from the planning
process. In photovoice, community members are trained to use photos to record their experiences of place and
their community’s positive and negative aspects. The process allows for stakeholders to engage in decision

making using their own voices and experiences while enhancing participants’ understanding of community assets
and drawbacks, as well as the tools needed to create change. It is this enhanced understanding and lasting change
that provide the largest incentive for employing such a method in the BAWP in Kensington. As such, photovoice
was the central method of Phase I of the project, accompanied by focus groups before and after the photographing
experience.
This paper reports on the students’ and residents’ experiential learning outcomes as leaders and participants of the
photovoice community engagement process. Direct outcomes from the engagement process resulting from the
capstone graduate planning studio project are presented to set the context for a broader set of outcomes that were
discerned through interviews conducted by the author. Two sets of interviews were conducted after the conclusion
of the studio-led engagement process and include interviews with students and residents. The findings identify
linkages between the photovoice engagement process and increases in student’s confidence and in resident’s
knowledge of their community and the planning process as well as residents expressing greater confidence to
contribute to ongoing planning activities in their community.
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This paper is based upon collaborative, ethnographic research with four American Indian tribal governments in
Minnesota to examine diverse stakeholders' perceptions of roadway safety within their reservations. Nationally,
the rate of fatalities from motor vehicle crashes is considerably higher for American Indians than for any other
ethnic or racial group in the U.S. (Pollack et al. 2012), and for several decades was increasing rapidly at the same
time the incidence for the U.S. population as a whole was decreasing (Poindexter 2004). This study is one effort
to analyze whether there is something special happening on roadways in reservations that might help to explain
and address this disparity.
Pivoting around the question "What's special about roadway safety in American Indian reservations?" I use this
project to illuminate and explore the implications of several types of boundaries in planning practice and
scholarship. Previously, I problematized boundaries in collaborative planning as either potential barriers that
promote separation or as potential junctures that enable connection and resilience (Quick and Feldman 2014). In
this paper, I carry that work forward and respond to Barry and Porter's (2011) invitation to conceptualize
indigenous recognition in planning as a "contact zone" that necessitates a thoughtful exploration of methods,
theoretical frameworks, and the politics of engagement by planning practitioners and scholars.

The question that is the title of this paper makes visible boundaries of two distinctive, yet closely related types.
The first type of boundary concerns the policy problem and its collaborative governance context, and turn
empirically in the data. In 102 hundred interviews with key stakeholders, quick surveys of 199 reservation
residents at community events, and 77 days of fieldwork in Ojibwe reservations (thus far), my collaborators and I
have persistently asked some version of this question. Collectively the study participants comprise a broad variety
of points of view on tribal transportation safety concerns, both in terms kinds of knowledge (experiential
knowledge as residents and expert drivers, and specialists in planning, engineering, law enforcement, driver
behavior education, and emergency response) and jurisdiction (tribal, county, township, city, and state
governments (Narvaez and Quick 2016). The data reveal: a) on- and off-reservation stakeholders' widely
divergent ways of knowing and managing risk on reservation roadways; and complex and often contested or
nervous dynamics in inter-jurisdictional negotiation over legal or moral responsibility for roadways and residents
in reservations.
The second set of boundaries relate to stances of practice and scholarship regarding planning by, for, or with
indigenous people. Generally, there has been limited recognition of American Indian tribal sovereignty and interjurisdictional governance issues in professional training or academic scholarship within the fields of urban and
regional planning or public management in the United States (Ronquillo 2011), even as "planning by and for
Indigenous peoples" is "strengthening progressively" in many places, including the United States (Ugarte 2014:
410), and there are positive opportunities for inter-jurisdictional cooperation (Webster 2016).
Porter (2010, 153) has called for the "decolonization of planning" as a "complex renegotiation of values,
knowledge, meaning, agency and power between planning and Indigenous peoples, and within planning itself." I
choose to take this up in this paper by reflexively exploring several ways in which planning practitioners and
scholars -- both those inside and those (like myself) who are outside American Indian communities -- might
critically approach the question of what is "special" about practice, teaching, and scholarship on, with, or about
with American Indian communities.
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Collaborative planning is presented as a promising approach to action research. When done well, efforts can
embrace the full range of stakeholders and help them to devise fair, efficient, stable and wise solutions to their
planning and policy challenges (Schenk and Susskind, 2014). From a research perspective, directly engaging in
collaborative processes provides opportunities to learn from stakeholders and test various tools and approaches.

However, collaborative planning and policy-making processes are not immune from the challenges associated
with action research in general, including: Small sample sizes, as action researchers are typically working with
one or at most a small group of communities; (potential) researcher bias, as those involved are usually invested in
the outcomes; poor data collection, as the focus is on the process at the cost of rigorous research; and a heavy
reliance on post-process reporting rather than ongoing monitoring. While the—often case-based—research
findings generated may represent invaluable contributions to the evolution of best practice, the current literature
lacks consistently applied criteria; norms or standards around how evaluation will be conducted; clear means to
connect process (decisions) and outcomes; comparative data on various tools and approaches; and a
comprehensive debate around how ‘pracademics’ in this space can best balance their obligations to the immediate
processes and actors they are involved with and the desire to generate more generalizable insights.
This paper examines how collaborative efforts undertaken as action research can integrate more rigorous
assessment and evaluation. It builds on previous efforts to develop criteria and methods for evaluation in
collaborative planning (e.g., Emerson et al., 2009). In particular, it builds on our recent work to establish clear
criteria and methods for joint fact-finding (JFF) efforts, which are a type of collaborative process employed when
policy and planning challenges are particularly scientifically and/or technically complex (Czaika et al.,
forthcoming).
This paper proposes a set of criteria collaborative efforts might employ, including but certainly not limited to: A
strong and supportive convener that all stakeholders accept; a facilitation team that holds adequate process and
substantive expertise; accommodation of multiple forms of knowledge and ways of knowing; and requisite
interdependence and commitment to participate among the key stakeholders. Building off of Czaika et al.
(forthcoming), it distinguishes between ‘input’ and ‘output’ criteria, and aims to link them. It also outlines how
the assessment of processes against these criteria might be conducted in practice, introducing various approaches
to evaluation, including the effective use of survey data. It also suggests some methods that may be taken from
other disciplines, including social psychology.
This paper sets out to support the systematic analysis of the extent to which implementing various ‘best practices’
actually leads to the intended outcomes, under what conditions, and in which kinds of situations. The goal is to
advance discussion among practitioners and scholars around what characterizes ‘success’ in collaborative efforts,
and how we might facilitate honest assessment of when, why and how we have achieved it (or not).
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Zion National Park (ZNP) in southern Utah has experienced exponential growth in visitation over the last few
years, which has led to a variety of challenges for the national park and communities in the western Zion corridor
(WZC). These issues range from traffic congestion and illegal parking to illegal camping and overuse of public
lands. The impacts on the region have been exacerbated by continued drought, and climate change will make
future environmental conditions increasingly uncertain. Taken together, these issues present a set of compounding
wicked problems and integrated risks that are currently taking a toll on ZNP and the gateway communities and
ecosystems of the WZC region. Unfortunately, similar impacts are being experienced in gateway regions outside
of national parks and other nature-based amenities throughout Utah and nationwide.
Effectively and sustainably addressing the complex social and environmental challenges the WZC faces will
require high levels of regional collaboration as well as forward-looking planning that takes into account socioenvironmental change and related uncertainty. To help inform such collaborative action, the Environmental
Dispute Resolution Program and Ecological Planning Center at the University of Utah undertook a situation
assessment in spring 2016. The aims of this research were to (1) identify the key stakeholders with interest in land
use, transportation, and planning in the WZC; (2) determine the type and scale of risks, challenges, and
opportunities perceived by and facing these stakeholders; and (3) identify the types of information and capacity
needed by stakeholders to tackle key regional challenges and risks. The situation assessment consisted of in-depth
semi-structured interviews with a more than 20 key informants representing diverse key stake-holding interests in
the region, as well as secondary data analysis.
Problematically, the findings of our work indicate that various stakeholder groups in the WZC hold significantly
different mental models about what the key transportation and planning issues are and how best to address them.
In part as a result, multiple transit, planning, and land use approaches for dealing with regional issues are being
considered, but none address the full range of impacts, they are not well coordinated, and potential unintended
consequences of different actions across scales have not been explored. Our findings suggest that differing
stakeholder mental models present a considerable challenge for effective and coordinated regional planning in the
WZC and likely elsewhere.
In light of our findings, we suggest that collaborative regional scenario planning has significant potential as an
approach for helping support more sustainable planning in the WZC and other heavily impacted gateway regions,
in part through generating greater shared understanding and reconciling mental models of regional planning
issues. We are now undertaking a participatory action research project that will empirically test this hypothesis.
Additionally, our results speak to the value of situation assessments as an approach for illuminating stakeholder
mental models and understanding regional and local planning challenges, so as to effectively inform appropriate
planning- and decision-support interventions.
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Flood risks currently inflict billions of dollars of annual damages on coastal cities and towns. Worse, the
frequency and magnitude of flooding have been climbing and are predicted to increase substantially over the next
century (Hallegatte et al. 2013). When combined with the legacies of urbanization – from impervious surfaces to
aging infrastructure – the financial, social, and ecological risks are hard to ignore. While communities would like
to become “flood resilient,” few have taken action to mitigate long term flood risks (Carmin et al 2012).
Financial and technical barriers are often cited as key reasons for delay (Bierbaum et al. 2014). However, our
research reveals that more often than not, the advancement of technically accurate flood risk forecasts gets locked
into local appeals and disagreements between scientists at different agencies who “just want to get the science
right” (as explained by Warrenton’s Mayor Kujala, defending his community’s appeal of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency’s flood risk delineation maps (DePledge 2015). Our expectation is that there are substantial
differences in decision makers, managers, affected parties, and technical experts’ understanding of what their
flood risks are and what ought to be done to reduce them. We hypothesize that these differences function as the
most significant barrier; preventing communities from taking action, or resulting in actions that are at crosspurposes.
This paper focuses on the role of a shared understanding in facilitating collective flood risk management in
coastal communities. In the field of collaborative planning, shared understandings of meanings and values are
expected to help communities reach agreement on complex issues in a more routine way (Innes and Booher,
2010). To investigate this claim, we are conducting stakeholder assessments in coastal New England towns that
characterize differences in how stakeholder groups conceptualize flood risks and link them to flood risk
management action taken. In each community are conducting interviews with 30 stakeholders and technical
experts, including councilmembers, the directors of conservation groups, business associations, city engineers,
community planners, and local scientists. We ask participants to describe what they think are the major flood risks
they face and what actions they can take to make their community more “flood resilient”. Pairing NVivo (a mixed
qualitative and quantitative analysis software) with conceptual modeling and network diagrams we are evaluating
the areas and extent of disagreement. We are comparing the results of this analysis with a review of the
approaches that each community has taken towards collective flood risk management.
This research is aimed at helping local governments build their capacity to overcome perceptual differences and
take action to become more flood resilient. Our initial findings show that there are remarkable similarities in
underlying objectives and approaches to reduce risks. However, parties feel tied down by their agency’s limited
capacity and the counterproductive action of other agencies and actors, often at the federal level. There is also a
fair share of agreement on the dynamics of the system and inclusion of major drivers and impacts. However, there
is a critical disconnect between coastal and riverine systems, and equivocal interpretations of nuisance or urban
flooding. Perhaps most alarming is sharp division in parties’ use and trust of FEMA’s flood risk delineation maps.
Instead of supporting a greater awareness of risks, these maps have become a leverage point to undermine
effective progress. We see Devising Seminars as a possible way forward toward collaborative risk management
through getting parties to the table to engage in a risk dialogue and imagine mutually beneficial collective actions.
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Many municipal governments in the US has been portraying themselves as the ground zero for innovation and
progressive policy making whereas the Federal government has been extremely slow to catch up. As a result, it is
not surprising to see the renewed interest on the idea and genesis of the “progressive" planning and governance
(Goldberg, 2014; Clavel, 2013; Schragger 2009, 2013) since the first seminal work on this issue by Clavel (1986).
In his first seminal work on the “progressive city,” Clavel (1986) explored five smaller American Cities i.e.
Hartford, Cleveland, Santa Monica, Berkeley, and Burlington to understand how redistributive and participatory
reforms push the cities towards “progressive” direction.
Douglass (2016) proposes to envision cities through "progressive" lens that anchors around municipal policy
making around human flourishing by moving forward from Friedmann's (2000) "good city" narratives. This
research conceptualizes “progressive city” as one that is defined in two ways: (a) by processes of inclusive and
participatory governance; and (b) by the outcomes it achieves terms of social justice. On both counts the
“progressive city” is understood to be a public city with a broad public sphere with an active civil society and its
representative organizations, along with government and the private sector. I use this conceptual framework to
explore two main research questions: a) how cities become “progressive,” and b) what are the ways we can
measure outcomes of a “progressive” city. In another words, the overarching inquiry of this research is to
investigate the historical processes that are involved in making a city "progressive" and to explore the criterion in
measuring the successes of the "progressive cities" (or lack thereof). In this research, I use three case studies to
investigate the anatomy and drivers of the “progressive city” as well as to measure the successes. This research
explores three American cities i.e. Portland, OR; Austin, TX; and Madison, WI.
I used archival and historical document analysis method to answer the first research question. I analyze among
other documents- the municipal legislation, city general plans, and newspaper articles to investigate the genesis
and drivers of the “progressive city.” I track back the planning and governance history of these cities from 1900
up until recent years. I divide the time in three distinct phases for the sake of brevity. The first phase deals the
history of each of city from 1900 to the Second World War. The second phase constitutes the post Second World
War period that ends in 1980 and finally, the last phase explores with the contemporary history from 1980 and
onward. I also collected and analyzed secondary data by using Census and American Community Survey (ACS)
data to address the second research question. At the same time, I also conducted semi-structured interviews with
the city mayors, council members, planners, residents, activist groups, civil societies and grassroots organizations
in those three cities. I measured two main "progressive city" outcome criterion: a) participation and inclusion, b)
distributive justice and equity. Preliminary findings of this research show promising results in understanding the
genesis of the "progressive city" as well as outcomes these cities achieve under social justice rubric. This research
is very timely and important because it demonstrates how different historical governance and policy milestones
drives the cities in certain direction and the innovative ways we can measure the successes of the "progressive"
cities.
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Collaborative planning processes aim to create more efficient and just plans and policies. However, critics argue
that these processes fail to produce racially just outcomes. In this research study, I ask: How can collaborative
planning processes work to create racial equity? I examine this through case study research into A Home for
Everyone (AHFE), a collaborative governance project aimed at ending homelessness in Portland Oregon on
which I serve. AHFE brings together various stakeholders—including government, nonprofit, private sector, and
homeless community members—on a coordinating board to make and implement plans to end homelessness. This
paper focuses on one part of this study: what planning for racial equity means to process participants.
Collaborative planners argue that through the careful selection of diverse government institutions, for-profit and
nonprofit organizations, and community members to co-manage fractured places (Healey 2003), processes can be
developed that bring together disparate perspectives to create just plans and polices (Innes and Booher 2004).
However, critics argue that ensuring that marginalized populations are present during planning processes does not
address long standing historic inequity (Mouffe 2000; Young 2001). Instead, process designers must create
processes where marginalized voices, who may lack the training to offer input that is respected and considered
equally to traditional conceptions of expert knowledge (Umemoto 2001, 2009; Sandercock 2000).
Even if power inequalities during discussions can be overcome through stakeholder selection and process design,
planners have yet to answer what it means for collaborative bodies to address inequity in the outcomes of their
projects. Critics challenge collaborative planners for the assumption that even if a just process can be created, just
outcomes will not simply occur (Fainstein 2008). Instead, these scholars suggest looking at policy and planning
outcomes that planners create, either through a collaborative planning process or outside of it. These instances
focus on planners as advocates (Davidoff 1965; Krumholtz 1982) or political strategists (Chapple & Goetz 2011).
Here, the emphasis is on the racial equity plans and policies adopted and implemented. Thus planning scholars
have developed models for planners committed to just outcomes that occur outside of collaborative planning
processes. However, there are no examples that describe how justly designed processes can produce equitable
outcomes. This study helps answer that question.
AHFE is concerned about the racial disparity found in homelessness rates. Early on board members adopted a
racial equity analytical tool that disaggregates data to highlight this disproportionality. AHFE participants
intended to use the tool to formulate policy that eradicate racial disparities. However, a year later the tool has yet
to be applied, staff members state they do not know how to use it, and coordinating board members from
communities of color say that racial equity is not being considered. I assess what AHFE participants envision as
the outcome of a planning process that addresses equity through a survey and then follow-up interviews with
AHFE coordinating board members and supporting staff. The findings demonstrate that there is limited agreement
amongst participants about what it means to plan for racial equity, or what the outcomes of a process that plans
for racial equity looks like. These findings point to an inherent tension in the collaborative planning literature:
That effective planning processes build on the knowledge and goals of their participants (Faehnle & Tyrväinen
2013); and that just planning processes ensure that the perspectives of all participants, especially marginalized

groups, are understood and acted upon (Umemoto 2009).
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Achieving authentic public participation remains a goal of public service and as argued by many, a critical
component to enhancing democracy and trust in local government (Hall, 2009; Rowe & Frewer, 2005). Planners
and city administrators have access to a number of tools that can be used to design and implement public
participation processes to accomplish this goal. However, a major challenge for practitioners, particularly in
diverse urbanized areas, is selecting public participation tools that meet the diversity needs of the local context. In
localities where diversity is low, public participation processes may be authentic even if they only rely on one or
two tools. Conversely, in highly diverse municipalities, the public participation process needs to be more complex
to achieve the goal of authenticity. For example, wide variations in age, race, income and language ability can all
influence how citizens interact with government, and preferences for particular tools. While researchers have
identified the characteristics of authentic public participation (King, Feltey, & Susel, 1998), there remains a need
for a framework that considers the relationship between tool usage, diversity and authenticity.
In this paper, we ask, what mix of public participation tools achieve the goals of authentic public participation in
diverse local and regional contexts? And, secondly, to what extent do the practices of local governments reflect
these needs? To answer these questions, we first develop a framework for understanding authentic public
participation and residential diversity. The framework considers the types of tools necessary to promote
authenticity in the public participation process, as well as the specific requirements of a diverse context. Next, we
gather interview data on the characteristics of public participation processes from a heterogeneous sample of 25
municipalities in the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) metropolitan area. The DFW metropolitan area is selected because
it provides a large metropolitan area characterized by a wide range of municipalities that vary in terms of their
diversity. The qualitative interview data are coded and converted into an index to represent the level of
authenticity for each municipality. Finally, using Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM), we analyze the
relationship between a municipality’s public participation process, authenticity and residential diversity. Data on
diversity are obtained from the 2010 Census data and include factors such as population, race/ethnicity,
educational attainment, access to vehicle, internet and computer availability, ability of household to speak
English, median household income, per capita income, and income distribution. HLM is used to capture dynamics
at the community level (block group), while controlling for intervening variables at the municipality level.
The preliminary findings suggest that, with the exception of median household income, there is a tradeoff

between achieving a higher level of authenticity of public participation and the diversity of socioeconomic
variables such as, population, race, access to the vehicle, computer, and Internet, educational attainment, and
ability of the household to speak English. Specifically, access to the computer and higher level of education is
significantly more related to the overall authenticity of the public participation process when compared to other
variables. We conclude that if local governments aim for authenticity, the mixture of public participation tools
must match the diverse needs of its citizens.
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Planners confront ethical dilemmas commonly in their practice (Upton 2002). The American Institute of Certified
Planners (AICP) Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct (Code) is structured to facilitate ethical practice, but
the code is complicated and can be confusing and thus difficult to internalize. Our research evaluates whether a
game can assist planners in understanding and internalizing the AICP Code. While there is no consensus whether
games improve learning, some educational game theorists argue that they improve learning (Garris, Ahlers, and
Driskell 2002: 441). Our teaching experience leads us to believe that role-playing games make a large impression
on a participant’s memory as well as providing them risk-free practice in facing planning dilemmas. A game
allows participants to not only read and memorize the code (a standard pedagogical approach), but to participate
(albeit in a simulation), in a situation where they maneuver through a dilemma while applying the AICP Code.
The game used in this research is a score-able role-playing game. The game is based on the American Planning
Associations (APA) ethics case-of-the-year, The Big Box is Coming (https://planning.org/ethics/caseoftheyear).
Although this case is the basis for the game, it had to be modified extensively to produce a score-able game useful
in our research. The game centers on a big box store applying for permission to move into an economically
challenged neighborhood in a medium sized city. There are six roles: two council people, three planners (all with
their AICP certifications), and a representative for the big box store. Each role has differing goals and a point
system to ensure the players pursue their goals and to allow integrative bargaining (Fisher, Ury, and Patton 2011).
During the debriefing, participants are questioned about the ethical dilemmas faced and the AICP Code Rules
they considered during the game. This reflexive practice is meant to improve learning and integration of ethical
approaches in similar dilemmas planners face in practice.
The research sample was graduate students in a graduate program of City and Regional Planning. Each participant
was given their role and their possible point allocation depending on outcome of the game. A pre-test, post-test,
quasi-experimental design (a questionnaire on their knowledge of the Code both before and after the game) was
used to assess participant learning.
In addition to experimentally testing whether role-playing games are useful in teaching planning ethics, this

research has practical implications. The role playing process and debriefing can be used for planning students who
have limited experience. It will give them realistic simulated practice using the Code and re-evaluating their usage
in a risk-free environment. At conferences, the game can be used in workshops providing AICP Continuing
Maintenance (CM) credits in ethics, thus helping practicing planners improve their ethical awareness in everyday
situations in which they are likely to face.
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In recent years, the “participatory turn” in urban planning has become popular around the world. Some of the
most influential examples of participatory democracy have come from Brazil, including participatory budgeting
(PB), municipal housing/health councils, and master plan elaboration processes (Arvitzer, 2009). As these
examples have become recognized “best practices,” they have been adopted and adapted in numerous other cities
beyond South America (Peck and Theodore, 2015). Nonetheless, as these practices of policy mobility occur, so
too occur processes of “translation” into the new social, political, governmental context of their deployment
(McCann and Ward, 2011). Over the past four years a growing number of aldermen have provided a portion of
discretionary funding spending to be determined by localized participatory budgeting proceedings in their
respective districts.
Building upon research conducted on forms of participatory democracy in Brazil, this research examines four
years of PB experiences in the city of Chicago, Illinois and compares how governance structures influence the
participatory budgeting process and differ from those in the policy “origin” location of Brazil. Research on these
experiences is important in that: (1) although much is known about the networks and processes that promote
policy—and specifically PB—transfer between localities, not much is known about the specific differences
between its use across contexts; and, (2) this research expands understandings on how governance structures and
the scales in which PB occur influence both its process and outcomes.
In Brazilian participatory bodies, seats on participatory councils often favor actors that are politically connected to
elected officials and governmental departments (Lavalle et al, 2005) where the poor are often not self-representing
(Hernandez-Medina, 2010). Thus, the inclusion of civil society actors—rather than the extent of their
participation—serves as the legitimizer of the process (Pupo and Bueno, 2012). Given the above findings on
participatory governance in the Brazilian context, this research paper asks: (1) How does a municipal
government’s representative structure for councilmembers (district-based or city-wide) influence PB practices?
(2) And, how does the scale of PB processes (city-wide/independent districts) impact PB outcomes?
This paper relies on semi-structured interviews with numerous local actors, along with participant observation
through attending various meetings. To supplement these methods, I analyzed meeting minutes, planning
documents, and internal government and community group documents. Finally, I developed a thematic coding
system to analyze these materials across all sources.
This paper offers a number of conclusions that deepen both understandings of policy transfer processes and the

dynamics of PB practices. Specifically, despite the localized scope of practices in Chicago, neighborhoods still
must collaborate in order to achieve shared project goals and outcomes—a common practice in the Brazilian case.
Nonetheless, since PB projects occur in just a few alderman districts in Chicago rather than at the citywide scale
in Brazil, a second stage of project framing and negotiation must occur with relevant city departments in order for
projects to be actually realized. This decentralization, however, does provide for an added level of flexibility,
whereby PB coordinators are able to tailor proceedings to the specific cultural, socio-economic, ethnic, and
planning needs of the community. Finally, unlike in Brazil where political orientations of citywide leadership
often dictate the types and levels of participation of civil society groups, Chicago’s case has been borne out of the
mobilized efforts of civil society and the willingness of specific aldermen to open discretionary funding to the
process in their districts. Together, these examples point to the varied ways in which higher levels of public
participation can be achieved in urban areas and cities can create more democratic decision-making processes for
a more just future.
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Urban sustainability plans typically outline ambitious goals and meeting these goals involves joint action by local
government, the private and non-profit sectors, and individual residents. This shared model of implementation is
necessary because local government regulation and programs alone cannot fully meet typical objectives such as
cutting GHG emissions and creating green jobs. If local governments alone can’t fully implement sustainability
plans, what can planners do to encourage non-governmental actors to join the effort to move their city toward a
more sustainable future? This paper argues that the concept of coproduction captures the complex partnerships
that sustainability plan implementation requires. Through a comparative case study, the paper further argues that
coproduction can be encouraged by the structure of public engagement after a sustainability plan is adopted.
Coproduction was first defined by Elinor Ostrom in relation to public service provision as “the process through
which inputs used to produce a good or service is contributed by individuals who are not “in” the same
organization.” (Ostrom, 1996). Applying this definition to the goal of “greening” a city’s building stock captures
contributions from city agencies, real estate developers, non-profit organizations such as the local chapter of the
Green Building Council, and individual homeowners. Scholars have studied co-production in public
administration and international development studies but rarely in the field of urban planning (Watson 2014).
Additionally, planning scholars have been historically preoccupied with public participation during plan creation,
but infrequently focus on the public’s role in planning implementation (Margerum 2011), where coproduction is
most likely to occur. Despite limited attention from scholars, in planning practice, coproduction has emerged as
cities across the country attempt to implement sustainability plans. The paper’s case studies draw from the most

successful of these innovators.
This paper is part a larger study on the relationship between public engagement and sustainability plan
implementation in the US. The larger study showed that approximately half of large and medium American cities
manage sustainability plan implementation in partnership with a group of citizen volunteers, either in a traditional
advisory committee or a more complex organizational structure. The larger study developed a typology of
different roles citizen groups play in the implementation of sustainability plans. The typology was used to select
the case study cities discussed in this paper, which feature the highest level of implementation by nongovernmental actors and have each engaged in coproduction in a different way.
The cases focus on the Pasadena Environmental Advisory Board, the Boston Green Ribbon Commission, and the
Sustainable Cleveland 2019 Working Groups. The strongest examples of coproduction, Boston and Cleveland,
facilitate direct implementation by networking existing groups and advocates into new organizations, while also
creating pressure for local government policy change. In contrast, the Pasadena Environmental Advisory Board
takes a more traditional form and its work is related primarily to policy change. This suggests that to encourage
coproduction, planners must consider more complex forms of public engagement during implementation than the
traditional citizen advisory committee.
Each city’s approach to coproduction had a different impact and each left at least one aspect of implementation
unaddressed. Therefore, rather than recommend one of the three models as the best way to encourage
coproduction in sustainability plan implementation, the paper identifies success factors seen across the case
studies. The success factors are: 1) incorporating individuals with existing leadership skills into implementation;
2) creating a network of relationships that extends beyond City Hall; and 3) encouraging independence from city
staff while maintaining focus on the plan goals, rather than sustainable development broadly.
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Planners create opportunities for public participation and engagement to satisfy statutory requirements, establish
legitimacy for future policy implementation, and create an active citizenry and an engaged public (Abelson et al.,
2003; Innes & Booher, 2004; Laurian & Shaw, 2009). As part of this work, planning agencies are investing in
their social media presence; from Facebook, to Twitter, to Instagram and beyond, social media platforms are
ubiquitous, and have become, anecdotally, a fundamental way for agencies to reach their target audience. Yet,
almost no systematic research has been conducted to evaluate how social media has impacted the framework of
citizen engagement within the planning realm. Research has been conducted to test how participation on social
media sites portends civic activism and political participation (Gil de Zúñiga et al, 2012), and planners have

examined the potential for social media to be used as platform to solicit input and improve negative perceptions of
public services (Schweitzer, 2014; Sieber, 2014), but we have not yet put forth a framework for its use in practice
and how it relates to predominant planning theories.
This paper broadly categorizes the most popular social media tools by their deliberative nature to determine which
ones might allow for “authentic dialog” (Innes & Booher, 2004). The purpose of this work is to consider how
social media platforms can be leveraged to create opportunities for citizens to provide input to planning processes
and how use of these platforms can lend legitimacy to planning decisions.
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Central Theme and Questions
Communication and conversational skills are declining due to the interjection of technological information and
gadgets into communication space according to Sherry Turkle, a sociologist, clinical psychologist and professor at
MIT. How do electronic devices and processes impact the communication skills of individuals, families, friends,
at the workplace, in school and during communicative, deliberative and participatory processes in planning? What
are the direct and indirect implications for social and professional conversations and communication in
community settings and planning processes?
Employing technology and social media in participatory planning processes is useful when considering how a
technological tool can assist achieving participation objectives. Polling through keypads, participatory GIS
processes, and websites that document and store proceedings of meetings, are a few ways technology supports
participation and planning processes.
Turkle (2015) illustrates, however, how smartphones and other types of technology have interrupted and cut down
the time for face-to-face conversation and social connections with others. Thus, adults, young adults and kids are
unable to communicate comfortably and instead experience awkwardness. However, if adults and children do not
engage themselves, their family and friends, in the workplace, school or other settings, what about their ability to
listen and engage in authentic communication? What happens to communication and planning processes when
people with different viewpoints refuse to or are poorly prepared to engage in dialogue, communicative action,
deliberation and specific participation techniques that bring people together to be involved and/or collaborate with

others.
The objectives of this research are to:
1. Examine and assess the role and impact technological tools and information have on public participation during
planning processes.
2. Assess if and how communication skills are declining due to technological tools and how re-examining and
practicing conversation skills might strengthen participatory planning processes.
3. Identify participation techniques that use authentic communication, deliberation, dialogue and conversation to
provide genuine opportunities for face-to-face communication.
4. Identify and explain how to move forward to re-introduce conversations and reconsider how to implement and
manage appropriately technological tools in planning processes.
Methodology
I will review literature about communicative action, deliberative democracy, and dialogue in relation to
technology and participation. I will collect case study information from personal experiences of planners to
illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of conversational and communication skills in planning. At the conference
I will have an interactive poster, asking attendees to submit their own experiences about the interaction and results
between technological information and communication in planning processes.
Results and Relevance to Planning Practice
Results will show how personal and community technological information affects communication and
participation in planning processes. Suggestions will identify how and when technological information and tools
can support rather than overtake or replace communication and conversation in participatory process. The
research will look at the ways, benefits, and drawbacks of “reclaiming” conversation in planning processes.
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WAYS TO IMPLEMENT A ROLE-PLAYING SIMULATION GAME “PLAY AMES!” IN URBAN
PLANNING PROCESS WITH COLLEGE STUDENTS AT ISU
Abstract ID: 1417
Individual Paper Submission
REASONER, Marina [Iowa State University] reasoner@iastate.edu, presenting author
POPLIN, Alenka [Iowa State University] apoplin@iastate.edu, co-author
Role-playing simulation games can be effectively used in the planning process as public participation tools. They
allow to involve disparate populations, initiate discussions and encourage collaboration. Game environments

allow participants to approach challenging situation in a playful way and can help to minimize conflicts. The
advantages of role-laying games as public participation tools have been actively discussed during the past several
years. Josh Lerner (2013) evaluated participatory urban planning model in Brazil and described the process of
using of using a game as a democratic tool which can help to facilitate urban reform in developed and developing
countries. Bishop (2011) discusses the collaborative character of games which allows different groups of
stakeholders to engage in knowledge exchange and helps to facilitate meaningful discussion. Gordon (2014)
describes the process of using interactive online game platform Community PlanIt as a public engagement tool;
using the game can stimulate civic engagement process and allows to build mutual trust between the participants.
Our research focuses on the process of creating, testing and evaluating a role-playing game “Play Ames!” in the
urban planning with college students. The research tests whether a role-playing game can be used as an effective
tool which can help participants to understand planning situations, consider different opinions about further
development of places in the city, make decisions, and, eventually lead to the improved results in the planning
process. The research questions are: 1. Is a developed role-playing game effective at encouraging students’
participation in urban planning processes? 2. Does it help to collect diverse feedback which represents a variety of
students’ opinions? 3. Can the developed role-playing game be used as an effective public engagement tool? The
theoretical branch of the research is participatory action research and cooperative planning games. Research
methodology includes creating, describing and testing a role-playing simulation game with a group of college
students. The game was tested with a group of students at Iowa State University in spring 2016. The intended
audience was international and American students’ population. In order to collect diverse feedback the game Play
Ames! was tested with a group of international and American students.
The research has the following takeaways: (1) an improved understanding of the process of game development
and implementation; (2) a game evaluation process; (3) suggestions for the future use of a role-playing game as an
effective public engagement tool; (4) reflections upon using games for civic engagement in urban planning in
general and based in the testing of the developed role-playing game. Research results suggest that role-playing
simulation game “Play Ames!” has a potential to be used in the urban planning process as a public engagement
tool. The collaborative structure of the game allows to address existing problems and find creative solutions. The
feedback collected from the participants suggests that the created game can be effective in stimulation urban
planning discussions. We conclude that role-playing simulation games are innovative planning techniques which
help to streamline democratic principles and can be used at all levels of the planning process while involving
diverse populations.
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BARGAINING FOR DEVELOPMENT: DO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS ENABLE
DEVELOPERS TO AVOID ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION IN CALIFORNIA?
Abstract ID: 1444
Individual Paper Submission
SWAYNE, Madison [University of Southern California] swayne@usc.edu, presenting author
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), enacted in 1970, was intended to protect the state’s natural
resources and communities. Much of the environmental planning around development in California occurs within
the framework set by this law. CEQA requires that project developers analyze, disclose, and mitigate for
potentially significant environmental impacts prior to project initiation (Bass, Bogdan, Rivasplata, 2012). CEQA

has since been expanded to apply to most large development projects in the state, including all projects that
require a zoning code change, general plan amendment, or conditional use permit. As CEQA has expanded, the
number of CEQA documents being prepared and the number of CEQA practitioners have also skyrocketed
(Olshansky 1996). Many argue that CEQA deters essential development in the state, contributing to the worsening
shortage of housing units and skyrocketing rents. Environmental Impact Reviews (EIRs) prompt litigation more
often than other CEQA planning documents, and only 43% of EIRs survive in court (Holland & Knight 2015). To
this end, many developers have sought ways to circumvent the law and related litigation or otherwise avoid the
delays and costs associated with compliance (Holland & Knight, 2015; Barbour & Teitz, 2005).
Community development agreements may be one way to forestall CEQA litigation and related project delays.
Community development agreements, including community benefits agreements (CBAs) and project labor
agreements (PLAs), emerged in the early 2000s as a means to facilitate development, reduce opposition and
ensure local benefits delivery (Marantz, 2015; Parkin, 2003). Under this strategy, developers, local government,
community representatives and/or labor unions negotiate to govern how land development in specific contexts
occurs. Community and labor stakeholders leverage their influence within the development process to gain local
benefits, in exchange for project support (Marantz, 2015). Support from the community and labor unions should,
in theory, pave the way for project approval and construction. In this way, community development agreements
can change planning and development significantly, altering the means by which public scrutiny occurs and
avoiding opposition that might otherwise occur entirely through CEQA litigation.
When promised benefits as a result of the process, community and labor stakeholders bargain away their ability to
oppose the project on other grounds, including environmental oversight that could otherwise occur under CEQA.
Scholars such as Selmi (2010) have noted that land development agreements introduce a contract model to land
use regulation, which fundamentally alters the land use approval process toward bargaining. However, no
research on community development agreements has yet examined the way in which these agreements may alter
the development process by reducing opposition to development projects, including community leverage under
CEQA.
Therefore, in this research, we ask:
a. Do community development agreements, including CBAs and PLAs affect the likelihood of CEQA litigation?
b. Do community development agreements alter the time to project approval under CEQA?
We address these questions using a primary dataset of all CEQA project environmental impact review documents
filed from 2010 to 2012 (N=1,234). We draw from primary documents on EIR litigation and quantitative
methods, to understand if there is significant difference between projects with and without community
development agreements (explanatory factor) and the subsequent presence/absence of litigation (outcome
variable) or the time to approval (second outcome variable of interest). Preliminary impressions from the data
suggest that development agreements potentially do not change the likelihood of litigation, but they do seem to
change the likelihood that the EIR will survive a court challenge. If so, community development agreements
represent a new form of land use contracting that enables new projects to succeed.
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LEARNING NETWORKS AND TRANSFORMATIVE RESILIENCE
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GOLDSTEIN, Bruce [University of Colorado Boulder] brugomail@yahoo.com, presenting author
Learning networks combine multistakeholder collaboration in place-based communities with communityspanning interaction and exchange across sites and scales. As inter-organizational voluntary collaboratives,
learning networks support innovation and social learning to promote systemic change. Learning networks are
often attempted in situations where existing institutional arrangements cannot address looming challenges, and is
thwarted by a combination of lack of capacity and a powerful status quo. They enhance transformative resilience
by purposefully reconfiguring social-ecological relationships to promote a new desired state. In this paper, I will
explore how learning networks can deepen our understanding of transformative resilience.
First, I will reflect on the implication of transformative learning networks for the ontological status of the socialecological systems they seek to transform. Does a system exist in the world prior to those in the network defining
system parameters, their place and purpose within it, and their role in bringing about a desired transformation? I
will explore how social-ecological systems are material-semiotic, an understanding of social-ecological systems
that combines the determinism of structural and biophysical constraints with freedom of imagination and active
meaning-making.
In addition, in a multi-sited and multi-level learning network, there are many perspectives on how to bound a
system in space and time, and what actors and organizations to take into consideration, and these perspectives
may not be entirely coherent with one another. I will describe how a learning network not only supports
maintaining heterogeneity across sites and scales, it also mediates the relationship between sites with divergent
conceptions of the system, connecting them in ways that can promote higher-order coherence as well as
community autonomy. I focus on the way that “netweavers” engage in ontological choreography (Cussins 1996),
mediating across durable boundaries between different ways of system knowing, being, and organizing. As they
weave, transformative resilience emerges from interaction between partially-shared understandings within and
between sites, and across scales of the learning network.
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TRACK 12 - PLANNING THEORY
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS IN TRACK 12
THE POTENTIAL AND PITFALLS OF PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN ANCHOR INSTITUTIONS AND
COMMUNITIES
Proposal 20 with abstracts 282, 283, 284, 285
Organizer: EHLENZ, Meagan [Arizona State University] Meagan.ehlenz@asu.edu
Discussant: WOLF-POWERS, Laura [City University of New York] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu
Because of their size and place-rootedness, anchor institutions such as universities and hospitals have vested
interests in—and outsized influence on—local development landscapes. As such, they represent great potential for
catalyzing community development through their political influence and their capacity to leverage public and
private investment into nearby communities. However, the sheer size of anchor institutions can sideline the
efforts, interests, and agendas of local community-based organizations and the resident populations they intersect
with. The papers in this session consider the roles of anchor institutions in community development efforts across
local and national scales, in particular probing the intersections between anchor institutions, neighborhood
organizations, community residents, and local development trajectories. For planners, community leaders, and
community development practitioners, the potential and pitfalls of partnering with anchor institutions are great.
The benefits of tremendous professional and capital resources must be weighed against concerns of
marginalization and displacement.
Objectives:




Attendees will learn about the potential that lies in involving anchor institutions in community
development efforts.
Attendees will learn about the risks for communities stemming from the tremendous power imbalances
inherent when anchor institutions engage with local communities.
Attendees will consider the possibilities for planning and policy strategies that amplify the voices of local
communities and organizations in partnering with anchor institutions.

THINKING REAL ESTATE, HOUSING AND CRISIS BEYOND NEOLIBERALISM
Proposal 55 with abstracts 829, 830, 831, 840, 860
Organizer/Discussant: GONICK, Sophie [New York University] Sophie.gonick@nyu.edu
Planning and urban studies scholarship has often emphasized the rubric of neoliberal urbanism as a means of
understanding recent and rapid urban transformations of land, property, and development, particularly following
the Great Recession. Yet we find that analytic can be homogenizing and de-historicizing, assigning agency to an
overarching logic of capital. Further, it ignores scholarship in both the Global South and North Atlantic that has
elucidated the deeply historical, contextual, and cultural configurations exacerbate these trends. In the process,
many situated questions of gender, ethnicity, race, and sexuality become subsumed within greater categories of
class and capital. Further, many counter-cases have emerged that work against the neoliberal story of increasing
financialization and state-capital collusion in urban development to demonstrate processes of resistance,
creativity, and collaboration. This panel will explore how phenomena related to real estate, housing, and crisis
either resist the hegemonic descriptor of neoliberalism or are best elucidated when read outside of narratives of
neoliberalism.

Objectives:


Problematizing neoliberal urbanism

EPISTEMOLOGIES TOUCHING GROUND: PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS AND THEIR PRACTICAL
CONSEQUENCES
Proposal 58 with abstracts 971, 972, 973, 975
Organizer: RIVERO, Juan [ ] jj_rivero@yahoo.com
Discussant: FAINSTEIN, Susan [

] sfainstein@aol.com

This session explores planning epistemologies and the consequences of their application. Through theoretical
engagement with knowledge grounded in specific cases, the participants trace the way assumptions hamper or
enhance planning as a set of material practices. The papers presented in this session trace the origins and
consequences of epistemological assumptions concerning the concepts of "creative placemaking" and "blight."
They consider how planning knowledge is constructed, mobilized, and challenged throughout the planning
process. And they explore dilemmas resulting from cultural differences in the production, representation, and
perception of planning knowledge. Sustained engagement with planning epistemologies and their real world
consequences suggests a need for spaces of reflection and critical understanding in the service of formulating
more responsive and equitable plans.
Objectives:


This session offers both theorists and practitioners a guide to moving forward amidst uncertainty,
complexity, and contestation.

MUTATING URBAN PROBLEMS: HISTORY AND GENEALOGY IN PLANNING
Proposal 60 with abstracts 1160, 1162, 1163, 1283
Organizer: TERESA, Benjamin [ ] beteresa@gmail.com
Discussant: WEST, John [ ] johnwest1980@gmail.com
From its inception, planning has set out to resolve the problems of urbanization, but the same dilemmas have
recurred throughout history. This session traces the mutation of problems and their solutions to learn about the
changing role of planners over time. Leonie Sandercock has noted the importance of challenging historical master
narratives. However, in the place of a triumphant modernist story, planning theorists have focused on the episodic
work of planners; their role deliberating in real-time, and fostering undistorted communication. Focus on the
momentary comes at the expense understanding both stability and change in how planners articulate and propose
to solve problems. These four papers examine the historical, material, and intellectual factors that frame recurring
planning problems. The characteristics of such transformations and reoccurrences are useful for tracing the role of
the planner and planning at different historical moments.
Objectives:



To understand how planning problems are framed and change over time, and how this affects current
planning theory and practice.
To understand how recurring urban and planning problems can serve as a pedagogical tool in planning.

ABSTRACTS IN TRACK 12

PLANNING IN FAVELAS AND SQUATTER SETTLEMENTS IN RIO DE JANEIRO: PRACTICE,
PEDAGOGY, AND AUTONOMY
Abstract ID: 6
Individual Paper Submission
COUTINHO-SILVA, Rachel [Federal University of Rio de Janeiro] rachelcc@acd.ufrj.br, presenting author
This paper deals with alternative planning strategies for squatter settlements in the city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
and aims to discuss specific methodological tools to understand the social and political dynamics of favelas in
order to be able to propose upgrading plans and designs. The central theme is the conflict and violence in favelas
as those relate to spatial segregation and social inclusion. The ultimate objective is to reflect upon planning
strategies for inclusion and integration. Since the 1990s there has been many programs for slum upgrading in
many Latin American cities, and Rio has been experimenting different strategies. At the same time, violence and
armed conflict in favelas have been growing steadily since the 1990s as well as population living in these
communities. It is estimated that two million people live in 968 squatter settlements in the city. At least 6 favelas
have more than 50,000 inhabitants.
I intend to present briefly the underlying causes of violence, segregation and exclusion in favelas and the main
planning programs proposed since the 1980s for informal settlements. Then, I will discuss the concepts of conflict
in a risk society (Giddens, Beck and Lash, 1997), order and disorder in the urban space (Lefebvre, 1970) power
and control (Foucault, 1979) and finally oppression and autonomy (Freire, 2007). The goal is to propose a
methodological approach for planning in informal settlements that considers the aspects of conflict, risk and
vulnerability as they relate to order, disorder, power and oppression, and that in the end may promote
empowerment and awareness to favelas’ dwellers. This discussion is relevant to planning education and practice,
since mainstream methods have failed to improve living conditions in favelas. It is part of an ongoing research
about planning strategies in favelas, and field practice in 4 favelas of Rio de Janeiro.
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TRANSFORMATIVE INCREMENTALISM- A GROUNDED THEORY: IMPLICATIONS FOR
PLANNING CURRICULA
Abstract ID: 17
Individual Paper Submission
BUCHAN, Robert [University of Victoria] rbuchan@shaw.ca, presenting author

This paper presents the results of a grounded theory dissertation in the subject area of local food system planning.
The primary research goal was the development of a theoretical model, grounded in the experience of
practitioners, elected officials and members of the public, to describe the process of planning initiatives for
transformative change in local food systems. The paper discusses the value of Glaserian classic grounded theory
methodology (Glaser, 1978) in planning research and its potential for bridging the academic/practitioner rift
(Faustein and Campbell, 2012) by developing theory that fits with and is relevant to the everyday work world of
practitioners. The emergent grounded theory is called Transformative Incrementalism. This theory reveals and
describes the principal role and modalities of power in the recursive and multi-directional paths of transformative
change initiatives. The change process is driven by power in long-term efforts to respond to and influence values
towards states of convergence within the public, bureaucratic and political spheres of actors through praxis and
outcomes. Once there are convergences, windows of opportunity open for effective, incremental change initiatives
that contribute to achieving a transformative change in the food system.
The implications of the central, and often unspoken, role of power (Flyvbjerg, 2012) and the nature of
transformative change initiatives in food system planning have significant implications for planning pedagogy. To
be effective in praxis, planning students must develop awareness and skills that enable them to navigate the power
driven world of planning, exercise appropriate and ethical leadership and create and nurture the long term
relationships necessary to bring about transformative change. Planning curricula is recommended to specifically
include skills that include: engagement strategies, interpersonal communication, relationship building, network
management, policy formulation, facilitation, education, advocacy, negotiation, diplomacy, and monitoring.
This research shows that power permeates everything and needs to be gathered, used, and theorized more directly
and openly by academics (Friedman, 2011) and planning practitioners. In fact, planners need to shift away from
the Westminster model where they remain neutral and objective and move into a more overt advocacy and
entrepreneurial role using power more purposefully and self-consciously and taking advantage of opportunities in
a principled fashion when policy windows open.
With both planning practice and pedagogy in mind, this research developed a five-point change model that
incorporates ideas about power into local food system initiatives so that local government planners can improve
strategies to move these initiatives forward. Successful use of this change model will necessitate planners moving
into a new role of assessing power structures, and negotiating relationships and advocating and educating to help
shift values and beliefs to build power. Further, in their new role as advocates and educators, senior bureaucrats
must also take a stronger role in promoting alignment of values and objectives in any planning process across the
three spheres, public, bureaucratic, political in order to move local food policy initiatives forward. To make these
new processes effective it is essential to retain and maintain key staff in order to maintain the ongoing
relationships necessary to move the planning process and change initiatives forward.
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DEEPENING DEMOCRACY: PLANNING FOR DIFFERENTIATED SOLIDARITY
Abstract ID: 31
Individual Paper Submission

NEMETH, Jeremy [University of Colorado Denver] jernem@gmail.com, presenting author
Cities are increasingly marked by deep structural inequalities in power, wealth, and opportunity. In response,
marginalized groups are taking to the streets to expose and contest these inequalities with a frequency and
intensity not seen for decades. Indeed, "there is an epochal quality to the current wave of street protests" taking
place in public parks, corporate plazas, streets, and college campuses in cities as diverse as Cairo, Ferguson,
Istanbul, Columbia, and Baltimore (Sassen 2011, 574). With these acts, underrepresented groups are demanding
that we move beyond our reliance on traditional practices common to liberal democracies, such as voting and
public hearings, recognizing that these conventions are often unresponsive to the needs of the least well off,
tending instead to reinforce structural inequalities and privilege the voices of the powerful. Viewed in this way,
this collective mobilization is a demand for representation and a fervent call for a deeper democracy, one that is
more responsive to the needs and demands of marginalized individuals and groups.
What role can planners play in enabling such democratic practices that promote justice? All democratic acts are
performed, and all performances need stages, or physical locations. In a deeper democracy, these stages move
outside of the voting booth and polling place into the community gardens, libraries, sidewalks, and public plazas
that constitute the broader public realm. Insofar as planners (at least theoretically) manage the use of land in cities,
they are deeply implicated in shaping democratic performance. In this regard, I argue that planners should move
beyond their attachment to prevailing practices of participation and deliberation; while well-intentioned, the
standard communicative processes lauded by academics and practiced by professionals are not resulting in the
redistributive or procedural benefits that they could or should: freeways are still being built through poor
communities, polluting facilities are still sited in minority neighborhoods, and healthy food is nearly impossible to
procure in the low-income areas. In short, planners can play another important role in advancing justice: fostering
the spaces and places of collective mobilization and active citizenship.
The theoretical bases of my argument are drawn from work by political scientist Iris Young, who argues that "the
normative legitimacy of a democratic decision depends on the degree to which those affected by it have been
included in the decision-making processes and have had the opportunity to influence the outcomes" (5-6). I argue
that these two norms -- inclusion and influence -- tend to thrive under conditions of differentiated solidarity, or
"togetherness in difference" (Young 2000). This ideal of social and political inclusion is unique in that it affirms
both respectful engagement and mutual identification with diverse others, while also simultaneously celebrating
group-based differentiation and residential clustering. In its reliance on both segregation and interaction, on both
bonding and bridging, differentiated solidarity needs multiple stages on which such engagements occur, from
barbershops and card clubs to community centers and dog parks.
I examine three interrelated case studies of planning in diverse, conflict-ridden neighborhoods in Spain and the
U.S. experiencing significant increases in recent immigrants, among them refugees from around the world. In
these neighborhoods, material space itself has played an important role in building solidarity among diverse
parties. Through these cases, I show how professional planners can deepen democracy not only by holding
mandatory public meetings or conducting related public engagement activities, but also by providing and
protecting the physical urban spaces that play a critical role in the performance of democratic discourse.
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CITIES OF HOPE? URBAN ORGANIZING IN A GLOBAL AND PRECARIOUS WORLD
Abstract ID: 96
Roundtable
Organizer: HINKLEY, Sara [University of California, Berkeley] hinkley@berkeley.edu

Moderator: DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu
TUCKER, Jennifer [University of California, Berkeley] jennifertucker@berkeley.edu
TILLY, Chris [University of California Los Angeles] tilly@ucla.edu
KUDVA, Neema [Cornell University] kudva@cornell.edu
PURCELL, Mark [University of Washington] mpurcell@uw.edu
HUQ, Efadul [University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign] ehuq2@illinois.edu
This roundtable brings together a diverse group of researchers all looking at emerging forms of urban organizing
around the world. We will discuss new and familiar ways that city residents organize and make claims on the city,
focusing on a diverse set of related issues: housing, labor, right to livelihood, food access, and public goods
provision. The roundtable will spark dialogue around the shape and potential of such campaigns, including how
movements learn from each other across borders and how new forms of organizing are situated within
conventional models of community change.
In recent years, new models of employment and service provision have collided with growing public outrage
about income inequality, urban austerity, and housing costs. Observers often attribute these changes to growing
popular concern with inequality as reflected in Occupy Wall Street. But individual organizing movements have
deeper roots. Many of those movements draw from traditional models of social change – anchored by churches or
labor unions – but others present new strategies and ways of thinking about the potential of the city as an arena for
demanding and achieving change.
Within the urban literature, there have been several approaches to theorizing the role of popular organizing in
producing city space and shaping urban politics. Everyday practices of city residents as they make their
livelihoods and engage in urban space were of great interest to diverse urban theorists: early work by Castells
(1983) and Lefebvre (2003) explored the political possibilities of urban-based campaigns for justice and
redistribution. In recent years, new approaches to organizing focus on access to housing, social services, public
space, education, and justice. In some cases these have responded to increasing precarity by developing what Peck
and Theodore call “politically generative” forms of politics (Peck & Theodore, 2012). Some of these models have
been termed “revolutions from below,” that is, challenges to the orthodoxies of global urbanism and contestations
over urban life itself (Sheppard et al., 2015). Scholars have drawn connections between these new arenas of
organizing and long-standing theories of urban politics (Purcell & Tyman, 2015). Roundtable participants have
been engaged in empirical research on such models in California, Paraguay, New York, Mexico and Chicago.
We will explore several questions in our discussion, including:
• Do these multiple fronts of urban “revolution from below” reinforce the longstanding observation that cities are
hotbeds of social organizing, or is there something new to be learned about how cities are constituted and relate to
geographical and political scales? In other words, what can we learn about the continual changing nature of the
city through these organizing efforts?
• How do these emerging models of organizing and claim-making resonate with the theoretical
reconceptualizations of the city that have captivated recent debates among planning theorists?
• How has the importation of organizing models developed elsewhere change organizing tactics, strategies and
targets, both in the U.S. and abroad?
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REPRESENTATIONS OF URBAN NATURE IN PLANNING
Abstract ID: 171
Individual Paper Submission
TRIMAN, Julia [University of Virginia] jgt2js@virginia.edu, presenting author
BROWN WILSON, Barbara [University of Virginia] bbw5w@virginia.edu, co-author
Cultural theorist Raymond Williams identifies the term "nature" as the most complex word in the English
language. Contemporary urban planners and plans deploy the term and its associated meanings in different ways
to support a variety of planning goals. Social construction theory suggests that each construction of "nature" is
situated in a particular historical and cultural context, and represents a conscious choice about meaning that is
neither universally accepted nor innocuous. What discourses of "nature" are constructed in contemporary urban
planning scholarship, and how do they relate to larger conversations in multiple fields including urban ecology,
urban design, and landscape architecture? What material aspects of urban landscapes do planning scholars
identify as "nature," and what particular historical and cultural narratives do these assignations privilege? To what
degree do spontaneous plants, entangled with remnants of human activity, figure in to notions of urban nature?
This paper will consist of a mixed-methods appraisal of academic discourse, combining quantitative analysis of
the frequency and distribution of the term "nature" in contemporary urban planning scholarship with qualitative
textual analysis of how the term is deployed. Literature for analysis will be drawn from prominent planning
journals including the Journal of Planning Education and Research, the Journal of the American Planning
Association, the Journal of Urban Studies, the Journal of Urban Affairs, and Environment and Planning A using
the search term "nature" in the article title, subject headings, and/or abstract. Additional searches using the same
fields will be conducted in scholarly search engines with the combined search terms "urban planning" and
"nature" to capture relevant papers outside the major planning journals. Resulting articles will be evaluated for
relevance, and those using the term "nature" in ways not germane to the study will be excluded. The text of
selected articles will then be analyzed to determine the ways in which "nature" is used, the material aspects
identified as "nature," and historical and cultural narratives that are privileged. Particular attention will be paid to
the degree to which visions of "urban nature" reflect narratives of order, predictability, and human intentionality
as opposed to agency of non-human things, natural succession, and spontaneity.
This study is relevant to planning practice and scholarship because it will unpack the way scholars and
practitioners use a complex term, "nature." Understanding the way contemporary planning scholarship addresses
ideas of "nature" will be a sort of proxy for the state of the field of urban and environmental planning discourses
more generally, revealing both promising directions and deeply held biases. Finally, examining orientations
towards spontaneous vegetation inhabiting marginal and less maintained places might expose implicit values and
attitudes about the status and role of planning for "nature" in cities, complicating otherwise seemingly simple, but
always politically motivated justifications for planning and design decisions.
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WHEN PLANNERS SLEEP
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That planning is political is beyond refutation. Widely accepted, also, is that such a politics involves people and
their various associations such as city councils, community groups, office cliques, and development corporations.
Rather than focusing on a politics of humans, I argue that a politics of planning has to be a politics of things with
humans and non-humans given equal ontological status. It is not just that things such as affordable housing have
politics and that politics have things such as government vehicles to bring planners to public meetings, but that the
assembling of humans and non-humans makes politics both possible and central to how politics happens.
I focus on one aspect of the politics of things – power. Power is a slippery concept. Oft-used – bantered about one
might say -- it is as frequently left under-theorized, so obvious in meaning that it needs no definition. My concern
is how planners amass and exert power. What is the source of their influence? What enables what they propose,
alone or with others, to be adopted and implemented?
I make three claims: (1) politics is embodied (that is, centered in what actors do), (2) power is distributed across
networks rather than confined to single actors, and (3) influence (or power) emerges from entanglements in which
humans and non-humans collaborate while delegating actions and responsibilities. Most importantly,
collaboration and delegation enable planners to have influence even when they are absent. My intent is to indicate
how power is actualized and influence obtained in and through heterogeneous relationships and settings. I treat
power and politics as socio-material events.
For its conceptual armature, the argument draws on actor-network theory, science and technology studies, and
political economy. The presentation, however, will focus less on justifying theoretical claims than presenting
examples that illustrate how planners project influence through time and space by partnering with non-human
things. The examples will be drawn from various aspects of planning practice: efforts to build a sea-wall around a
waterfront urban community, the building of a pedestrian bridge from a hillside neighborhood to a riverside park
in order to assure accessibility, the stabilization of an inclusionary zoning ordinance in law, the establishment of a
planning department web site, and the posting of signs along rural roads indicating to passers-by that “zoning is
enforced.”
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ANCHORING OUR ASSETS: DREXEL UNIVERSITY, MANTUA, AND THE PLACE OF
NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS IN UNIVERSITY-LED REVITALIZATION
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Part of Pre-organized Session: The Potential and Pitfalls of Partnerships between Anchor Institutions and
Communities
GOOD, Ryan M. [Rutgers University] ryan.good@rutgers.edu, presenting author
In this paper, I explore the role of local public schools in Drexel University's revitalization efforts in the Mantua
neighborhood of West Philadelphia. As I will show, for Drexel's project of community civic engagement and
revitalization, schools have represented assets critical for leveraging external development funding into a
disinvested neighborhood and, conversely, also amenities whose transformation could help draw higher-income
families into the area. However, these same schools--under-enrolled, underfunded, and underperforming--are also
neighborhood institutions with historic ties to the local community. When, in 2013, two of the three public
schools on the north side of Drexel's campus were recommended for closure by the school district, the university
and community responses to the proposed closures revealed (1) the critical role schools play in the politics and
economics of redevelopment, and (2) the high stakes and double-edged implications for local communities
experiencing university-led revitalization.
This paper represents one piece of a larger project exploring neighborhood-based responses to the recommended
closure of approximately one-sixth of the traditional public schools in Philadelphia in 2013. I consider,
specifically, how neighborhood stakeholders invoked place in protesting the closure of a local school and the
implications for our understandings of the roles that schools play in place identity, community development, and
claims to space. The overall project is designed as an embedded case study of the school closure process, with
neighborhoods as the unit of analysis. I studied stakeholder responses in three neighborhoods: Germantown,
Fairhill, and Mantua. The data I draw on for this paper include video and transcription records of public meetings
on the recommended closures; semi-structured interviews with 12 university, school, and community stakeholders
subsequent to the closure process (2014-2015); and observation at four civic meetings or events in Mantua in
2014.
Within community development theory and practice, schools present a complex set of issues, rooted in part in the

multidimensional character of neighborhood public schools: (1) as underfunded institutions embedded in and
reproducing historic place-rooted inequalities (Squires & Kubrin, 2005), (2) as community institutions and social
hubs that root and legitimate community identity and claims to space (Witten, Kearns, Lewis, Coster, &
McCreanor, 2003), and (3) as resources and sources of potential for local communities--institutional assets whose
possibilities might be leveraged to foster neighborhood improvement (Warren, 2005). When infused with the
capacity and capital resources of a major university, a neighborhood public school can become one cornerstone of
a community's revitalization. What was once a burden becomes an asset. Conversely, however, an improving
school--especially when driven by the powerful, place-rooted interests of a local university--can catalyze
neighborhood development capable of spinning beyond the control of the local community (Silverman, 2014).
I argue that schools play critical roles in the politics, economics, and effects of revitalization efforts, with
significant consequences for local communities. Better understanding the multidimensional implications of
neighborhood schools for community development theory and practice--particularly in the context of universityled revitalization initiatives--will help planners, community development practitioners, and local community
leaders to integrate schools into their development strategies and to constructively navigate relationships with
university partners.
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THE INFLUENCE OF GOWN ON TOWN: HOW UNIVERSITY INTERVENTIONS CHANGED
NEIGHBORHOODS, 1990-2010
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EHLENZ, Meagan [Arizona State University] meagan.ehlenz@asu.edu, presenting author
Urban universities have long, often contentious, histories in neighborhoods, characterized by demolition,
displacement, and expansion. Since the 1990s, however, they have become important players in urban
revitalization (Bose 2015; Taylor and Luter 2013; Perry, Wiewel, and Menendez 2009). By adopting place-based
identities, universities have directed their development expertise and resources towards distressed areas,
transforming them into amenity-rich assets (Ehlenz 2015a). But what does it mean for neighborhoods when
universities elect to embrace place?
This study considers the neighborhood-level outcomes of twenty-two university revitalization interventions,
located in nineteen cities across the US. The analysis asks two questions. First, how did university neighborhoods
change between 1990 and 2010? And, second, how did they change relative to their host city and proximate
neighborhoods? The study uses a progressive sequence of quantitative methods to develop a rich story of change,
including cross tabulation analysis to trace change over time, difference-in-difference models, and regression
modeling. The study considers the trends illustrated in the national sample, but then contextualizes these
outcomes with a city-by-city evaluation.

The study offers two primary findings. First, the outcome evaluation suggests that university intervention
neighborhoods are changing in ways that are substantially different from their counterparts. These neighborhoods
are experiencing greater appreciation in home values than areas without university interventions and their
improvement extends beyond what one might expect given citywide growth trends. Further, regression models
predict that the presence of a university intervention gives a meaningful boost to median home values.
Second, observed market changes support the idea that university preferences for physical investments — real
estate projects and corridor enhancements — are driving change. The influx of new capital stimulates
corresponding increases in the residential market. Descriptive statistics, however, do not give the impression that
the existing population is improving (Ehlenz 2015b). Amenity-rich university neighborhoods are, instead,
attracting new populations who can afford the more expensive housing choices.
This work lays the foundation for the million-dollar questions. First, who benefits from university interventions in
neighborhoods? And, perhaps more importantly, who does not? Second, what can and should communities be
expecting from anchor institutions when they enter the realm of place-based intervention? How might these
interventions be harnessed for mutually beneficial outcomes in place?
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FROM 'INSTITUTIONAL RAPE' TO 'THE MONEY'S ON THE DRESSER': RECONFIGURING
COMMUNITY CONTROL AND ANCHOR RELATIONS IN THE BRONX
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CASPER-FUTTERMAN, Evan [Rutgers University] evan.casperfutterman@gmail.com, presenting author
The aim of this paper is to better understand and explain the political-economic power relations that operate
among urban anchor institutions and their adjacent neighborhoods. I address this through the Bronx Cooperative
Development Initiative (BCDI), a multi-stakeholder community and economic development collaborative, and
their development of a social enterprise 'vendor platform' that offers matchmaking and business services for
anchor institutions and high-road local businesses in the Bronx.
In the 1970s, critical literatures on urban political economy from Social Justice and the City, to The City as
Growth Machine and Worthy’s muckraking treatise, The Rape of Our Neighborhoods, drew battle lines between
rapacious, land-grabbing non-profits (of which anchors are one type), and urban neighborhoods that valiantly
resist or are passively exploited. More recent scholarship has taken a turn towards evaluating these anchor
institutions with greater complexity (Martin 2004; Silverman et al 2014), while practitioners have focused on the
role anchors can play in local economic development and revitalization (Serang and Thompson et al 2013; Schildt
and Rubin 2015). This form of 'benevolent' anchor engagement is enacted often through targeted localization of

procurement practices, such as the paradigmatic Evergreen Cooperative initiative in Cleveland.
This paper is part of a dissertation focused on the broader organizing work and political orientation of BCDI.
Rather than evaluate anchor institutions as forces for good or bad in their proximate urban neighborhoods, I ask
questions such as 'who governs', and 'who benefits' from their local political and economic activities. The vendor
platform is a joint venture between a collaborative of Bronx-based community organizations and a triple-bottomline social entrepreneur. The governance of the platform is accountable to a board of Bronx community organizers
and leaders with deep roots across a broad swath of Bronx geographies. The majority of profits from the platform
will be returned to this collaboratively governed entity to further support a broader program for tenant organizing,
economic justice, economic democracy, and community ownership of assets and wealth in the Bronx. The
anchors themselves have no governance role in the platform, but are offered benefits in the form of a dashboard
that provides them with data and visualizations of their local procurement impact.
I intend to describe and analyze how BCDI’s leadership approaches its relationship to anchor institutions, with
both their promise as local partners and challenges as players in New York City’s real-estate-led growth machine.
Most important among my early conclusions is that a context in which anchors are under pressure to perform
benevolently can provide neighborhoods important opportunities to pressure them to relinquish some non-trivial
governing control of the local political economy in favor of the legitimacy and positive optics that harmonious
neighborhood relations provide. Recalling Worthy’s provocative metaphor, I argue that these contemporary
dynamics in the Bronx have more in common with the complex, strategic, and negotiated relations of autonomy
and control found in sex work than they do with the coercive violence of rape.
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THE FALSE PROPHET: MEDS AND NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT—REFLECTIONS ON THE
BUFFALO NIAGARA MEDICAL CAMPUS EXPERIENCE
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Over the past quarter century, universities, hospitals and medical institutions (Eds and Meds) are increasingly
seen as “anchor” institutions whose relative immobility gave them a special stake in the development of central
cities and their metropolitan regions. This notion evolved rapidly during the 1970s when higher education was
sandwiched between student rebellions on-campus and an urban crisis off-campus. In this setting, higher
education was challenged to renew its civic mission by finding solutions to urgent social problems, while
simultaneously advancing the local economy and bolstering the community’s social life. This creation, of what
economist Michael Porters called shared value, was meant to conjoin the fates of anchor institutions and their host
community. The secret to building this bonding relationship was the cultivation of mutually beneficial
partnerships.

Progressive scholars argued that anchor institutions, especially Eds and Meds, had a larger purpose than just being
engines of economic growth. Anchor institutions, they said, should also play a vital role in building a better, more
democratic, equitable and just society. For urban institutions, such as the University of Pennsylvania, this meant
that Eds and Meds should be architects of the radical reconstruction of their host community. This view of Eds
and Meds as community builders and agents of social change became the mantra of a generation of progressive,
university-based scholars.
The Clarion call for higher education to embrace the engaged university model did not go unchallenged. It was
contested by the entrepreneurial university model. Increasingly, as Eds and Meds became involved in the
metropolitan city building process, they adopted a growth rather than social justice model of urban development.
This approach to metropolitan city building was not only reflected in the mutually beneficial partnerships that Eds
and Meds developed with local government and the private sector, but also it was reflected in their approach to
rebuilding the “underdeveloped” neighborhoods in which their institutions were located.
Eds and Meds, rather than engaged in mutually beneficial partnership with their “underdeveloped” host
neighborhood, pursued a strategy of land-use conversion and displacement that altered fundamentally the
character of these communities. Neighborhoods were either gentrified, or they were consciously underdeveloped
to make way for more profitable high-end land-uses. This paper will examine this hypothesis by discussing the
relationship between the Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus and its host community, the Fruit Belt, an
underdeveloped black neighborhood. The study examines change over time in the Fruit Belt neighborhood, using
an analysis of census data, land-use changes, along with an assessment of reports, newspaper articles and other
documents.
The role of Eds and Meds in metropolitan city building poses two interrelated urban planning questions. First,
how do planners leverage the resources of Eds and Meds to build the “Just City,” and how do they recreate and
revitalize “underdeveloped” black, Latin and other community of color without fundamentally altering the
neighborhood’s character to accommodate white millennials and the creative classes?
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PLANNING FOR CLIMATE CHANGE - UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGING RATIONALITIES
AND VALUES AMONG DIFFERENT PLAYERS IN CONFLICT
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AHMAD, Farhana [Cornell University] fta8@cornell.edu, presenting author
Bangladesh is one of the most climate prone countries in the world. Community and family rights to land in this
country are not well-protected through formal law; which has resulted in people being displaced from the land
they believed to be theirs either through dispossession or through climate-induced land degradation. Fertile land
in the climate vulnerable regions are gradually becoming dramatic sites of struggle between multiple stakeholders.
I use an example of conflict over land in the shrimp industry in Bangladesh to demonstrate that a complex
framework, using multiple planning theories, can be useful to capture the diversity of values and actions of the

stakeholders and help improve their capacity to deliberate. I also argue that climate change impacts will make the
conflict situation more difficult to manage in the future.
In my paper, I evaluated several planning theories to understand the values, rationalities and actions of four
groups (farmers, landowners, NGOs, and government officials) involved in the conflict. In doing so, I found the
concept of bounded rationality from incremental planning theory useful in explaining the actions of the
government who do not have full knowledge and accept less than optimal results (Simon 1972). While, the
rationality of inventiveness from communicative planning helped describe the actions of the NGOs who are using
diverse sources of information to find solutions to deal with the conflict (Whitmore 2015). In turn, radical
planning explained the violent actions of the shrimp farmers who are using instrumental rationality for radical
ends (Castells 1977). I however found that planning theories can be limited in explaining the fluidity in the
processes through which these values and rationalities are formed, which I will attempt to capture in my paper.
My preliminary finding is that the values and rationalities do not operate in isolation but are embedded in the
broader economic and political context of the country. An instance is that the local planning officials work in
constant friction and variability as elected officials influence their policy directions, budget allocations and
program implementation. A second finding is that these values and rationalities are being defined through the
power struggles in both formal and informal spaces. In particular the informal spaces are the ones through which
the communities contest the actions of the state. A third is that the values and rationalities are being constantly
shaped by the natural resource constraint of the country and will become more conflicted as the natural resources
(e.g land and water) become more constrained. It is in this context, that climate change will become important.
My research used qualitative methods including focus groups and exploratory interviews of the shrimp farmers,
landowners, NGOs, and government officials. I used government and other secondary documents to supplement
the information. Finally I used the ATLAS-TI software to structure the final analysis of the documents and
construct rationalities and values in the conflict process.
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“JUST ADD WATER”: UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF SOCIAL JUSTICE IN WATERFRONT
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS THROUGH THE CASE STUDY OF JAFFA PORT
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The discussion on the just city has been revived in recent years. Scholars are engaged with finding ‘just’
characteristics, values and policy measures in planning (Carmon & Fainstein, 2013; Fainstein, 2010; Marcuse et
al., 2009). My doctoral dissertation builds on this theoretical body by examining the concept of social justice in
urban redevelopment. By analyzing cases of waterfront redevelopments that involve racial, environmental and
economic conflicts in cities around the world, I answer the following questions: 1) How is social justice
conceptualized and operationalized in urban redevelopment projects, and in city-building more broadly? 2) What
factors enable planners to achieve social justice goals in their redevelopment projects? Waterfronts are ideal sites
for the investigation of social justice issues due to the coexistence of economic, social, cultural, and
environmental forces that operate in these symbolic and contested spaces (Wessells, 2014). My research shows

that while waterfront redevelopment is a global phenomenon, there is room for agency on local and global
demands for social justice (see Campbell, Tait, & Watkins, 2014); thus, it is important to understand how values
and approaches may shift over time and space.
This paper focuses on a completed case study of a waterfront redevelopment in Tel-Aviv-Jaffa, Israel. The port of
Jaffa, one of the most ancient ports in the world, is located at the heart of a former Palestinian city facing strong
development pressures. While the port no longer serves as an industrialized port since 1965, it has continued to
function as a fishing port since. A successful civic campaign prevented the privatization of the port, following
which the port was handed over to the city. In 2006, the port has been redeveloped as a cultural and recreational
center. The vision of the redevelopment promised to integrate the new uses with the existing ones, mainly fishing
and maritime, as well as to respect the port’s heritage and significant place in the community.
I draw on historical accounts, policy documents, planning minutes, master plans, public media, visual
observations and interviews with key informants (planning officials, developers, community representatives and
NGOS) to sketch out the process of deliberation, decision-making, and implementation that led to the current
redevelopment project. My findings show that despite the initial promises, the redevelopment failed to create an
inclusive environment that benefits the existing users of the port. The findings trigger the following discussion
questions: how does the lens of social justice contribute to the understanding of global phenomena, such as
waterfront redevelopment? What is the importance of the historical context, in this case an ethnic conflict, to
today’s urban planning practice? And how may planners, officials and activists use certain approaches and
strategies to create more socially just waterfront redevelopments? Grounded in theory but aimed at change in
actual policy and practice, this research will contribute to the understanding urban redevelopment projects and
their role in developing greater justice in diverse, if not divided, societies.
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Why make plans when you can't implement them? This question underlies the existential angst of planning as a
profession. Buffeted by critiques of Altshuler (1965), who argued that planners have no legitimacy because they
have no political and institutional support, and of Davidoff (1965) that plans should function as advocacy tools
that marshall arguments to support partisan positions, planners (especially in the public sector) have been 'reduced
to the role of umpire or a schoolyard monitor' (Campanella 2011). The purpose of the article is to examine the
claims that planning profession is on its way to obsolescence due to its abdication of technical expertise,
commitments to vague generalities, and unimplementable products that are sullied through political processes
beyond its control.

Is the situation so dire? We review the literature on implementation within organisations and provide evidence
that even in a hierarchical organization with clear delineations of authority, such as a firm, strategic planning has
often `failed' because of internal and external uncertainty(Mintzberg 1994). These problems are compounded in a
multi-organisational framework where there are a number of actors are planning, acting and modifying plans and
commitments, all in response to one another (Kaza and Hopkins 2009).We make the case that plans are used for
variety of purposes and their role depends on the type of plan, the user of the plan, the information within the
plan, and the author of the plan. We make a case for thinking beyond implementing plans, where plans are
thought of as fully worked out designs. We argue that plans should be viewed as partial commitments on the part
of planner to elicit responses from other parties to the urban development process. The extent to which plans get
implemented depends upon usefulness of the plans to various parties in reducing their uncertainty and for
signaling commitments. We give examples from variety of types of planning ranging from transportation plans to
hazard mitigation plans, where plans are not implemented, nevertheless, are useful.
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In recent years critical theory has sought to rediscover a ‘politics of hope’ as an antidote to neoliberal fatalism,
fears of catastrophic climate change and a general loss of faith in societies’ ability to purposively shape alternative
futures. However, established social research methods often seem ill-equipped to explore the uncertain terrain of
the future, leading to calls for new modes of engagement with how our futures are constructed and might be
reconstructed (e.g. Appadurai, 2013). Planning should be well placed to contribute to this agenda, yet in spite of a
foundational commitment to the “organization of hope” (Baum, 1997), the discipline’s explicit engagement with
anticipatory/ futures thinking arguably remains underdeveloped (see e.g. Freestone, 2012).
In this paper we set out to further debate about what is required to develop planning as an active principle and
practice of hope and care for the future. We do so by questioning the demands that engagement with the future
make of different actors in planning processes, and discussing why this matters for planning theory, pedagogy and
practice. Our central argument is that fulfilling any normative commitment for planning as the “organization of
hope” requires: 1. recognition that the “capacity to aspire” to a better future is not equally available to all
members of society (Appadurai, 2013); 2. Enhanced understanding of the profound ways in which various forms
of social experience shape and limit different actors’ capacity to aspire and engage with the future (Bourdieu,
2000); 3. A commitment to developing modes of engaged social research that acknowledge these challenges as an
integral part of reimagining planning’s all-important, but under-explored future orientation.
We develop these claims through reflection on a series of workshops, consultation events and interviews

conducted as part of a community-planning process in Westfield, a planned housing estate in the south-east of the
city of Sheffield in the UK. Built in the 1970s, Westfield was initially highly regarded but is now struggling with
many of the challenges that too often face marginalised communities in post-industrial cities. For the last three
years we have been working with local residents to produce a plan for change as part of an ambitious, nation-wide
programme to foster community-led regeneration.
Critically considering our engagement in this process of deliberation over probable, possible and desirable futures
for Westfield, we acknowledge some frustrations with a plan that ultimately struggled to engage many of the most
pressing challenges facing the area and which glossed over significant tensions by retreating into a nostalgic
vision of the future based on restoring a lost sense of community (cf. Baum, 1999). Contrasting these frustrations
with those of residents for whom, despite everyone’s best intentions to make the process creative, inclusive and
accessible, producing a plan remained a challenging and often unwelcome burden, we confront how the capacity
and desire to engage in certain forms of futures-thinking are far from universal and may require careful
cultivation.
Drawing from Pierre Bourdieu’s (2000, 14) critique of the 'social weightlessness' of academic worlds that enable
us to “deal seriously with questions that 'serious' people, occupied and preoccupied by the practical business of
everyday life, ignore”, we suggest that existing academic and professional debates under-play serious challenges
involved in bringing future-imagining and future-shaping practices into contact with everyday lived experiences
in places like Westfield. Arguing that these challenges have significant implications for normative invocations of
a renewed politics of hope, we conclude by offering some recommendations to develop practices that might
quietly cultivate “the capacity to aspire as a social and collective capacity without which words such as
“empowerment”, “voice” and “participation” cannot be meaningful” (Appadurai, 2013, 289).
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This round table works to advance ideas and multiple meanings of ‘unsettlement’ in planning theory and practice.
Recognizing that planning is deeply imbricated in physical processes of settlement and unsettlement, we are also
drawn to the cognitive and emotional resonances, and the political and critical potential of unsettling practices.
The panelists are all early career scholars, who each work in different planning contexts and on very different
substantive issues, from ecological resilience to large infrastructure projects to housing and community planning.
Each of the panelists are drawn to the idea of unsettlement in different ways and for different reasons, but share a
common commitment to working within and against existing systems of planning and governance, to further aims
of inclusion, justice, economic opportunity, environmental protection, and public health. Each of us is also

committed to exploring new ways of becoming constructive critics, questioning how critical analysis might help
us to move forward, towards action.
This round table is not, however, a conventional panel discussion. In fact, it deliberately works to unsettle the
processes of knowledge creation and dissemination that occur at major academic conferences such as ACSP. The
panelists will have all prepared a short piece of writing that outlines their own ideas about unsettlement as a
theoretical concept. These written ‘provocations’ will be shared amongst a broader network of early career
scholars who have all agreed to arrive in Portland in advance of the conference to discuss and further develop the
idea of unsettlement. The four panelists will not be presenting their original pieces of writing, but rather a
reflection on how their ideas of unsettlement have themselves become unsettled through the conversations had at
the pre-conference workshop.
The round table and pre-conference workshop’s focus on early career scholars speaks to yet another form of
unsettlement – or (more aptly) transition. The community of scholars who are actively engaged in questions of
planning theory is changing, and we believe that important debates that have defined the field are themselves in
need of unsettling. The round table and pre-meeting seek to create a space for the next generation of planning
theorists to test out ideas, challenge and support each other, with the hope that other early career academics will
organize similar events at future ACSP conferences.
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a. Central theme
The import of ANT, assemblage and the new materialism into planning has provoked a proliferation of objects
pulling on planners’ attention. Buildings, cables, plastic bottles, sidewalks have become interesting points of
entrance to explore the complexity of urban life.
For planners, taking an empirical stance to the study of cities and regions opens up new opportunities to look at
the proliferation of things and how they affect social relations and actions. At the same time, this approach
implies diminishing the influence of general categories on how planners figure out the working of ‘the real
world’. Shifting from social totalities as general discourses about the urban – like the neoliberal or the postcolonial city – to discrete series of material particularities challenges both planning’s moral orientation and
normative function.
In this paper I take such a materialistic and empirical approach to reflect on urban objects and how they affect
informal practices in the city. Drawing on the idea of the city as a socio-material ‘gathering process’, the
traditional formal/informal divide blurs, and everyday practices in urban space, straddling between formal
planning rules and their transgression, become disentangled from general, divisive analytical categories
(legal/illegal, regular/irregular, planned/unplanned).
Urban informality as a material affair means, at large, that informal practices occur in the assembling of humans
and things, collaborating in action, making change effective and thus producing socio-material arrangements that

seldom escape the normative grip of urban planning.
b. Methodology
To develop this argument, my specific perspective is that urban objects have affordances. The affordance of
objects generally refers to the perception of actual properties of things that determine how they can be possibly
used. Affordance relates to the amount of information one has about the appearance of an object, but what we
know about urban objects is not limited to what we see: our knowledge is also produced within assemblages
where affordances can be ‘discovered’ by means of practical associations, depending upon the stability and
quality of the networks where objects are located and knowledge is produced.
The focus on affordances provides a different context of research on urban informality, where the language of
norms addressing the ‘script’ of objects’ usability and the ‘creoles’ of informality revealing new affordances of
the same objects interact and produce a different understanding of urban informality, not as residual or vestigial,
but as active part of the formal world of planning rules and regulations.
Such a perspective is developed in the paper through empirical cases: the informal economy of canners in New
York City related to waste recycling, and irregular practices of building alteration to create additional or different
home spaces in Napoli.
c. Relevance for planning scholarship
Focusing on urban objects and their relational materiality implies a shift from encompassing categories
underpinning planning research to the proliferation of discrete singularities pointing at broader processes where
the urban occurs as a performance more than a stabilized form. This move questions planners’ universalistic
ambitions to bring back the irreducible difference of places to general explanations suitable to their moral
engagement with public life and their aspirations to the just city.
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Loss and grief are an inevitable part of community change. As a neighborhood gentrifies, a city shrinks, a housing
project closes, a town is destroyed by a disaster or a community is displaced by rising sea levels, residents
experience profound loss as they grapple with change. People who experience loss go through a process of
bereavement, a period of grief and mourning that marks the passage of the people, relationships and places they
knew, and expresses uncertainty about the future.
Planners regularly work with people who have experienced loss. They might have lost social and political power

as their neighborhood changed, their friends and loved ones through natural disaster, or their social networks
through urban development. They might have lost their health, jobs neighborhood or community. Yet planners
rarely consider planning processes as sites where people collectively grieve. Instead, they might mistake
residents’ responses to loss as resistance to chance and become frustrated with residents who appear unwilling to
face new proposals for their neighborhood, city or region.
What would be different if planners recognized grief as an unavoidable but important component of community
change? Because much of planning engages with processes that cause loss and grief, it is important that we
understand how loss and grieving shape the work that planners do, the decisions that people make, and possible
outcomes. This roundtable will center on loss and grief as important dimensions of planning. The participants will
briefly explain how loss and grief shaped planning in different contexts, including catastrophic disasters and
environmental migration to urban redevelopment, housing closure, and neighborhood change. This will begin a
conversation about planners’ and planning approaches to loss and grief and discuss ways to improve planning
processes and outcomes.
Questions for Panelists
1. How does loss and grief affect planners’ efforts and planning processes?
2. How do planners—and planning—acknowledge loss and grief?
3. How would actively incorporating grieving change planning practice?
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The deficiencies of consensus-oriented planning are well known within planning theory (Purcell, 2009). In the
face of such critique and by situating conflict at the centre of planning, agonism offers a critical departure from
consensus processes highlighting the structural inequalities and power relationships that beset planning (Hillier,
2003). Yet agonism has also attracted its share of critical research; in particular its part in establishing a
conceptual binary relationship to deliberative planning (Bond, 2010). While at the intersection of this binary a
platform is produced to consider the politics that affect planning, further research is needed into how urban
politics can also disrupt socially and environmentally oriented consensus. By drawing on two fiercely contested
public transport investment decisions that departed from an established policy consensus to build public transport
– the Vancouver 2015 plebiscite and the expansion of a light rail line in Toronto - this paper explores the complex
relationship between urban politics and progressive consensus.
This paper aims to problematise the counter-hegemonic underpinnings of agonism, by considering how the
politics of consensus can undermine social and environmental planning outcomes from manifesting. This paper
explores the departure from car-oriented planning that characterised the 20th Century. Today, some cities are
showing signs of a public transport renaissance marking a transformative, but consensus based agenda founded

upon an environment and social sustainability ethics. As cities such as Vancouver and Toronto confront
significant mobility challenges, and observe a growing economic, health and environmental interest to reduce the
dependency on the car, it is important to consider how planning has failed to engage directly and thoughtfully
with the political within reformist, yet consensus-driven decision-making spaces.
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The notion of a gulf between planning practice and planning education is longstanding. We seek to understand
this presumed divide by asking: do practitioners and academics share the same point of view on what planners
"ought" to do? To explore this topic, we compare the ideals and norms for the behavior of planners espoused in
both practitioner codes of ethics and academic planning journals from the 1940s to the present. These pieces
represent the worlds of practice and academia and what each thinks planners "should" do.
We look at codes of ethics because they clarify, for organization members and the public, "the norms that ought to
govern professional behavior" (Frankel, 1989, p. 109). A code articulates "the profession's commitment to a set of
values (and) reflects its interpretation of the world" (Frankel, 1989, p. 113). Code functions include: guidance for
members when unforeseen circumstances arise, enhanced public trust, deterrents to unethical behavior, and
accountability (Frankel, 1989). Whenever a professional organization adopts a code of ethics it is a time of selfreflection and a chance to debate what members "ought" to do and be like (Frankel, 1989; Freckelton, 1996). We
examine planners' codes of ethics over time to see the results of practicing planners' self-reflection.
In the United States, the first official code of ethics put forward by a professional planning organization was in
1948 by the American Institute of Planners (AIP). We collected what we believe are all official versions of the
AIP codes, from 1948, 1959, 1971, and 1976. When the AIP merged with the American Society of Planning
Officials in 1978, the newly formed American Planning Association (APA) continued to recognize and revise
planners' codes of ethics under APA's American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP). AICP codes are from
1981, 1991, 2005, 2009, and 2016.
We look at planning journal articles from the same timeframe. We start with the Journal of the American Institute
of Planners, which began in 1935 later becoming the Journal of the American Planning Association in 1979. We
concentrate on articles written by academics regarding ethics, planning theory, and planning education. Planning
academics and practitioners were in one organization, the American Institute of Planners, until the formation of
the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning (ACSP) in 1969. Practitioners and academics held joint
conferences until ACSP started holding its own annual conference in 1981 and created its own journal, the
Journal of Planning Education and Research (JPER) (Lauria, 2010). We include JPER articles from 1981 to the
present.
Using direct content analysis for the codes and articles, we look through different ethical lenses to uncover values
and behavioral norms for planners. One ethical lens may emphasize the results of an action (teleology), another

the act itself (deontology), and yet another, broad principles such as justice (Harper & Stein, 1992; Howe, 1990).
We will then compare the values espoused in the articles with those in the codes of ethics to track changes over
time and note whether there is an academic/practitioner divide.
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How we go about planning action or communicating planning may differ from location to location within the
same state. Framing in context is an important aspect of communicating about planning (Schon, 1982). By
engaging in planning activity, planners give effect to socio-political and institutional structures of planning while
simultaneously carving out "spaces for novelty and creativity to bring about change" (Davoudi, 2015, p. 323).
To better understand how planners frame action and communication in different settings, we explore the
relationships between context, culture, and planning in the state of Queensland in Australia and the state of
Kansas in the United States. Both states vary from one end to the other; decreasing dramatically in population
density as you move north in Queensland and west in Kansas. The urban to rural contrasts within each state brings
variations of local ideologies, opportunities, expectations, and ultimately approaches to planning. Planners and
related professionals working in each state are called upon to be sensitive to, and at times transcend and navigate
through the changing contexts of various in-state localities and the requirements imposed from higher levels
within multi-level governance systems. This means they are constantly juggling a juxtaposition of statewide and
local regulatory and normative frameworks. This planning hurdle is by no means unique to Queensland or
Kansas, rather the two states, serve as cases to learn and generalize from.
To understand how planners operate within their contexts and across vastly differing geographies we collected
narratives from planners in both states. The research dataset consists of 34 face-to-face interviews with planners
and related professionals from urban areas, suburban communities, small towns and rural settings in Queensland
and Kansas. The semi-formal interviews were conducted as casual style "coffee talks" drawing on MaynardMoody & Musheno (2003). This format allowed the asking of deliberate questions for comparative study and
allowed stories to emerge naturally through conversation.
The application of the narratives found that planning contexts and the attitudes of a planner within each state took
on very different meanings based on location setting. Through comparisons between the collected narratives this
paper presents similarities, differences, and nuances between planners and planning in Queensland and Kansas.

From our paper, the audience will better understand how context affects planners and planning activities.
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The complicity of western mainstream planning with Indigenous dispossession and settler colonialism has
received increased attention among planning theorists over the last fifteen years. Colonies were the places where
European settlers refined the task of imposing spatial order and regulating the interaction between people and
their environments (Matunga, 2013; Porter, 2010). Land dispossession made settler nation-building on Indigenous
territories possible, and land use planning was one of the main mechanisms European colonizers –and later settler
governments– used to appropriate Indigenous lands (Hibbard et al., 2008; Toledo, 2005). While planning's
involvement in the colonial project occurred first and foremost at the territorial level, it went beyond land
acquisition only, also encompassing techniques of social, cultural, political, and cognitive control (Jojola, 1998;
Sandercock, 2004). This paper seeks to extend the conversation beyond acknowledging planning’s complicity
with colonialism, starting from the premise that such involvement is still ongoing (Alfred, 2005; Dorries, 2012).
Our societies are built on –and still operate within– legal, institutional, governmental, and decision-making
systems that are direct colonial products. Indigenous nations and communities continue to see their own planning
traditions forcefully disrupted by principles and practices that have been imposed on them (Matunga, 2013;
Jojola, 2013). Planning practitioners are trained in schools and work in environments where, for the most part, the
links between their field and colonialism are not made explicit, not to say questioned. In that context, how can we
theorize planning’s involvement in colonial domination as an ongoing process today? How does this complicity
look like in everyday planning practice? What possibilities do planners have to challenge and transform the
colonial cultures of planning (Porter, 2010)? Conceptually, I suggest that institutional theory (Barry, 2012;
Healey, 2007) offers important theoretical and empirical tools for delving into planning’s current role in
perpetuating colonial violence through state-led action in settler contexts. Empirically, I build on my extensive
fieldwork in Chile, where I examined an ambitious three-year participatory planning process aimed at developing
a national regulatory framework on Indigenous consultation. Drawing on participant observation and dozens of
in-depth conversations with government officials and Indigenous leaders involved in the process, this paper offers
a glimpse into how contemporary planning activities continue to replicate colonial patterns in practice, although
in subtler ways than in the past. I highlight the key role played by regulatory and legal regimes in this regard,
which through their enforceability actively support a dynamics of subjugation of Indigenous peoples and
generally undermine Indigenous self-determination. In the light of these discussions, I reflect on some of the
tensions planning practitioners face when engaging in processes where Indigenous and state interests meet. While
the transformative goals of planning (Friedmann, 1987; Healey, 2007) remain among people doing planning work
in these contexts, they coexist with deeply ingrained, unquestioned colonial rationalities. In an international
context of increasing frictions between settler states and Indigenous peoples, planners’ lack of familiarity with
Indigenous realities, inexperience working with Indigenous communities, ignorance about planning’s complicity

with colonialism, the presence of hierarchical political cultures, and the existence of an aggressive economic
model contribute to the continuation of these colonial trajectories. While some of these deep-rooted issues cannot
be addressed through planning education and research, there is still an important role for pedagogy in awakening
the sensitivity of future practitioners and training them to be immersed in these realities.
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The role of the neighbourhood in urban planning and development has regained prominence as the spatial scale of
greatest leverage for model sustainable developments. In the words of Manuel Ruano, such ecourban
neighbourhoods are “multi-dimensional sustainable human communities within harmonious and balanced
environments.” An admirable goal for urban planners, designers, and developers, even for residents; but would
any of us even be able to recognize such a place if we made one? Our research into the phenomenon of ecourban
neighbourhood development worldwide has revealed a large number of frameworks stipulating criteria to be
addressed within these model areas, and outcomes on which they may be certified. These and the resultant
districts have been criticized more often than praised for lack of balance, lack of inclusion of key features of a
sustainable neighbourhood, particularly social ones, and lack of a resemblance between plan and reality (Caprotti,
2014; Sharifi, 2016). This research paper makes use of an experiential learning and research-based pedagogy
approach to shed new light on the nature of visitor experience of a number of model sustainable neighbourhoods.
With an ultimate view to improving our understanding of the lived realities and “street-level success” or outcomes
of model sustainable neighbourhoods within existing cities, we report here on a data collection effort organized
through student field experiences in 2015-16.
Students from three different universities engaged in four different courses related to sustainable cities and
planning, employed a common place-based observation tool in order to reflect upon the key outcomes of the
following model sustainable urban neighbourhoods: Hammarby Sjostad, Western Harbour, Hafencity, Village at
False Creek and Dockside Green. The observation research instrument was designed to rely upon Kevin Lynch’s
concept of ‘imageability,’ seeking to locate and recognize the value of the landmarks, nodes, paths, and edges of
each of these districts. Importantly, model sustainable neighbourhoods are intended to be both a place apart from
the mainstream of the city, worthy of recognition as a model of sustainability and suggestive of behaviour change.
Also importantly, for reasons of imageability, equity, and efficiency, they have to fit within and be recognizably
connected to their surrounding city. These neighbourhoods attempt to find balance within this core set of spatial
contradictions: as places that are attempting to set new standards on the one hand, and to recognizeably conform
to an emerging global standard of ecourbanism, on the other, to stand out from the dominant pattern of the local
context while still fitting within it.

The observation tool designed for observation and understanding of these ecourban neighbourhoods probes
students’ understanding of key dynamics within the districts (Morckel, 2014). The observations permit a better
understanding of the imageability of the district as a model sustainable neighbourhood in four specific respects:
1. as a place where individuals from different starting points will have different experiences,
2. as a place where both ‘ordinary’ and ‘extraordinary’ life are experienced,
3. as a place seeking both integration with the city as a whole and seeking distinctiveness from the city
surrounding it;
4. as a place undergoing ‘authentication’ by occupants, ‘sinking in’ to its model status as well as ‘breaking free’
from it.
Through our broader study and this particular observation exercise, we seek to apply a critical pragmatic approach
that questions common assumptions made about a prospective transition to sustainable urbanism. That is, our
approach opens up rather than foreclosing debate about how model sustainable neighbourhoods -- new pieces of
cities – embed within and distinguish themselves from a broader urban fabric. We document the diversity of
opinions about ‘street level success’ and social dynamics within model sustainable neighbourhoods. Our study is
underpinned by questions surrounding equity, justice, governance, inclusion, and the vagarious interpretations of
community within and beyond these new pieces of cities.
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The career of John Friedmann has spanned more than half a century over which time his contribution has become
a major thread of debate in planning and urban theory on topics ranging from regional development, the good
society, planning pedagogy, radical action and more recently, Chinese urbanization. This roundtable uses

reflections and insights from the recent book Insurgencies and Revolutions (Rangan et al 2016), to discuss and
debate the ongoing relevance of Friedmann’s work for thinking about planning as a vocation today. The
discussion will be focused on four particular challenges for contemporary planning research, practice and
pedagogy that have also been key themes in Friedmann’s work.
Participants will engage Friedmann in questions and debate about: the role of hope in planning theory; transactive
planning and social learning to inform models of alternative development; urban planning and development in
China; world cities; and the enduring but enigmatic notion of the good city. The contributors (listed below) will
make a brief provocation arising from their reflection on one of these aspects of Friedmann’s work and then use
that statement to pose a question to which Friedmann will be asked to respond. The conversation will be
facilitated and moderated by Haripriya Rangan.
The session is co-sponsored by the Global Planning Educators Interest Group (GPEIG) members of which will
join the floor discussion.
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At its core planning is a speculative practice. Imagining alternative urban futures has long been viewed as a step
towards addressing urban problems. Dolores Hayden (1980) provides an example of such speculation in her
landmark essay What Would a Non-Sexist City Be Like? In this essay, Hayden develops a feminist analysis to
confront the sexist ideologies that shape American cities and imagine an approach to urbanism that would
encourage new forms of non-sexist social and economic organization. In this paper, I take up the spirit of
Hayden’s thinking by asking What Would a Decolonial City Be Like? While Hayden’s target is a feminist
reimagining of urban design, in this paper I take an approach to theorizing planning which foregrounds
Indigenous epistemologies, methodologies, and political goals.
Having recognized planning’s role in historical and ongoing imperial projects, planning scholars have begun to
grapple with the question of how to decolonize planning theory and practice (Ugarte, 2014). While planning
theorists have made important progress in tackling this problem, many questions remain unanswered. For
instance, much of this work has focused on planning and resource co-management in remote settings, while the
urban dimensions of decolonization have yet to be fully worked out (Porter, 2013). Moreover, the work of
Indigenous scholars working the field of Indigenous studies has often been absent from these debates. Drawing on
key works from the field of Indigenous studies, this paper fills this gap by showing how Indigenous intellectual
traditions can provide a normative basis from which to critique planning practices as well as a means for
imagining a decolonized approach to planning.
The primary question explored in this paper is: what would it mean to make urbanism and planning a target for
anti-colonial struggle? The central argument of this paper is that if the city is to be target for anti-colonial
struggle, planning and urbanism must begin to prioritize the political agenda that has been set by Indigenous

peoples. I argue that concepts such as sovereignty and resurgence, which have served as key organizing concepts
in Indigenous studies (Byrd, 2014), can be applied to planning theory to produce the “long overdue paradigm
shift” (Jojola, 2008: 45) that planning theorists have called for. Drawing on scholarship from the field of
Indigenous studies, this paper contemplates possibilities for an “Indigenist urbanism” which foregrounds the
intellectual traditions of Indigenous peoples, and proposes alternative ways of organizing urban social, economic,
and environmental relations. Thus, this paper considers how sovereignty and resurgence might provide an avenue
for decolonizing planning practices, and more crucially, provide a vision for the flourishing of Indigenous urban
life.
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In April of 2016, developers announced plans to build a series of skyscrapers at the northernmost edge of Madrid,
Spain. The Distrito Castellana Norte project will include the tallest building in the European Union and will rely
on a complex web of public-private partnerships, foreign investment, and audacious architecture. For economic
forecasters, this project announces the city’s recovery; only recently mired in crisis, Madrid now once again
attracts outside money. Much of that money is invested not in industry or innovation, but rather in the built
production of the city itself. For critics on the left, however, this is but one piece of a larger puzzle in which the
logics of international capital encroach upon and transform the city for private interests. In recent years, the city’s
recovery has meant the wholesale divestment of existing patrimony and speculative initiatives that see
opportunity in crisis. If we confine our analysis to Spain’s recent moment of boom and bust, these developments
wholly follow the analytics of neoliberal urbanism and austerity (Aalbers, 2013; Peck, 2012; Tabb, 2014), in
which private, elite interests take advantage of the shock and awe of crisis (Klein, 2007). Yet to confine the scope
of analysis in this way belies the ways in which Madrid has long produced itself through similar projects that seek
to create spectacular urban experiences.
In this paper, I take the Distrito Castellana Norte project as a starting point from which to consider this city’s built
history. I examine the ways in which historical development has since the early Franco dictatorship privileged
private interests over integrated planning for the public good, often exacerbating inequality in the process. I
investigate the Cuatro Torres (2008), the Torres KIO (1989), and Edificio Espana (1958), three built projects that
illustrate this point, demonstrating how urban development during the authoritarian regime, the early democratic
era, and the millennial moment of Europeanization betray certain continuities in their aim and scope. To do so, I
draw upon several years of ethnographic and archival research, in which I consider planning documents, historical
legislation, and the popular press alongside the experiences of everyday citizens. Additionally, I employ examples
from cinema and literature to uncover the surprising and often contradictory entanglements of madrileño

urbanism.
Throughout, I argue that Madrid has long utilized the built form to attain certain international aspirations tied not
only to capital and entrenched questions of economic development, but also identity, aspirations of modernity,
and changing notions of cosmopolitanism. In doing so, this analysis disrupts now ubiquitous understandings in
critical planning and urban studies scholarship that read recent moments of neoliberal urbanism as somehow new
and novel. Instead, I reveal how the edicts of neoliberalism, ushered in during Spain’s embrace of first democracy
and then the European Community, provide tools through which longer questions could make themselves
manifest in space. I conclude by considering the ways in which the city’s new municipal government—which
emerged out of a citizens’ coalition from the recent years of urban activism—has sought to contest and remake
these processes, imagining other forms of producing a more egalitarian city.
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Cities in Latin America like Quito address transportation concerns with innovative solutions to achieve
sustainable and low-cost outcomes that improve the daily lives of urban residents. As a vital part of a person’s
life, public transportation is the means to which people move around to access the city. Yet in the wake of global
financial crises, cities in Latin America responded to transportation infrastructure affordability through creating
institutional arrangements such as public-private partnerships (Hidalgo & Huizenga 2013) or continued proposed
developmental projects funded by multilaterals like the World Bank or Inter-American Development Bank (Davis
1989). Such collaborations, on the one hand, have historically created dependency and allowed public
transportation projects to connect citizens to urban resources, and on the other, continued to promote
transportation as a speculative strategy for the city to transform under the rubric of transportation planning
policies that favor the automobile (Gakenheimer 1999).
However, this paper seeks to use public transportation infrastructure as an object of analysis to uncover how
transportation can be read as a site for collaboration in a moment of crisis. Drawing on 15 months of ethnographic
fieldwork and transit survey data, it seeks to use public transportation infrastructure as a counterfactual to
analyses that look at transportation as either an investment or speculation tool for urban growth. First, while large
transportation infrastructure projects are funded by PPPs and international finance, these same mechanisms
require the projects to be stalled, halted, and jolted. They suffer, stop, and even sometimes become spatial artifacts
from the waves of crisis, but also reveal collaboration and creativity in its ruins. I demonstrate how historically
large transportation megaprojects in Quito do not just move people around, but rather indicate how transportation
infrastructures are reused for creative collaboration. Second, I argue and evidence how citizens collectively
organize to get to their destinations. These organizing strategies are outside of the written transportation master
plan, elucidate how citizens have always moved around the city, and create transportation solutions when the state
fails to provide, or stops the project.
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In the past two decades, the real estate industry has become increasingly internationalized and financialized,
which has produced new anxieties about increasing injustice in the city (Fainstein 2016). In East and Southeast
Asia, scholars often attribute the increasing imbrication of international capital with real estate production to the
rise of a system of neoliberal urban competition, and the production of megaprojects that now characterize Asian
megacities (Olds 2001; Ren 2008; Marshall 2003). Finally, this shift has been attributed to broader neoliberal
changes in urban capitalist production and the increasing marketization of the state (Brenner 2014; Hsing 2010).
However, despite the hugely profitable real estate market, Indonesia stands as an outlier, and has experienced a
relatively miniscule flow of investment into the real estate sector in Jakarta. Following my research in Jakarta, I
investigate how the Chinese Indonesian family emerges as a critical actor in the production of megaproject real
estate. I show how Chinese Indonesian family firms emerged as major developers in Indonesia, and how they
have effectively monopolized the real estate market. This monopoly marginalizes would-be foreign investors and
preempts processes of financialization that characterizes real estate investment in other cities. Further, I show that
megaproject real estate development in Jakarta relies entirely upon the investment of the middle class Chinese in
urban real estate projects, as individual presales of units typically provide more than half of the financing for any
given project. Rather than the calculative reasoning of risk and optimization associated with neoliberalism,
developers engage actively in the production of affect surrounding middle class Chinese aspirations and
insecurities about the prosperity and wellbeing of the family. Developers play on the particular Chinese
Indonesian experience with ethnic violence to promote elite residential and consumerist enclaves. Further, they
utilize the anxieties about the volatility of capital assets following the Asian Financial Crisis to promote
investment in material assets. It is this economy of affect that transforms speculative real estate projects into a
sense of security and profit for middle class Chinese families. This paper demonstrates the particularities of
capital formations and the production of the global city, where mega-development is premised not on
financialization but upon circulations of ethno-local cosmologies of family, fortune, and future.
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Since the collapse of the housing market in 2008 select cities throughout the United States have seen a return of
real estate prices to 2007 levels. If the lenders and investors who lost money in the crash are adopting a new, more
cautious approach to investment, and the issuance rate of commercial mortgage-backed securities is only at 2003
levels, then how do we explain this phenomenon? Taking a modified institutional approach (Pryke, 1994;
Henneberry and Rowley, 2002), this paper uses an analysis of investment patterns in Boston and San Diego, along
with interviews with investors and developers, to gain insight into these recent growth spurts. Particular
importance is put on sources of capital, the relationships between different institutional actors in the development
process, and the tendency of particular sources of capital to follow particular logics of investment and risk
assumption. It is argued that a better understanding of the patterns of investment and the rationale behind them
will aid planners in their dealings with developers on a day-to-day basis. It should also help planners and others
move away from the sometimes monolithic view of capital that informs both theories of neoliberalism and,
sometimes, the growth machine literature as well. Attention is also given to the role of local development
agencies.
The paper is grounded in the literature on financialization-the increased importance of the financial sector and
financial instruments in the economy-and the ways it has been remaking real estate development and investment
(Ashton, 2009), particularly through a set of investment vehicles including Real Estate Investment Trusts,
sovereign equity, and hedge funds, which have made it easier for non-experts to invest in real estate (Downs,
2010). Other than the writings of Anthony Downs, and the recent work of Rachel Weber (2015), most of the
literature on this topic has been tied to the residential rather than the commercial (non-single family development)
sector of the real estate industry. This paper takes up the question of how these financial options are reshaping
commercial development, examining their role in the recent rapid growth in the Boston area, as well as in San
Diego, where, by contrast, growth measured by both sales and price increases has been slower.
The findings are drawn from transaction records in both cities and interviews with market participants there. They
point to a changing set of investment agents (both people and tools) at work in real estate markets. Insights from
investors and the trade literature help explicate how the nexus of financial instruments, investors, and institutions,
as well as developers is producing both the rapid increase in pricing and the investment patterns in the data.
For planners it is crucial to know the mechanisms that drive real estate development in different contexts, and to
learn to ask questions to determine if a project is likely a speculative investment. The risk associated with the
choice of investor can be as important as the choice of soil on which to build. The investors should be considered,
for instance, when the possibility of economic development subsidies comes into play. Moreover, it has long been
too easy for city officials to look to construction as a principle engine of economic growth. A clearer
understanding of how real estate developers and investors work should help planners be somewhat more sanguine
when approached with new projects for their community.
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In recent years cities have become key sites in global efforts to improve sustainability and fight climate change. In
this urban turn, transportation has received particular attention as a central component of much needed
infrastructural transformations. Along with this renewed interest in urban transportation, a constellation of
development actors¬–experts, INGOs, global philanthropy and multilateral institutions– have entered local
policymaking and located themselves in strategic positions to shape urban agendas. In cities of the Global South
the transportation sector is often characterized as heavily politicized and conflictive, loosely regulated and
technologically obsolete and efforts to transform transportation services and infrastructure have become
entrenched in larger questions of modernization, regulation, efficiency and rationalization of service provision.
More importantly, in many cases transportation improvements have been conceptualized as interventions that can
help reverse patterns of inequality and spatial fragmentation, foster spaces for civic interaction, and make possible
the democratization of urban space. Despite the progressive character that officials, experts and NGOs attribute to
green policies, sustainable infrastructure projects are often implemented as highly targeted interventions, through
privatizing schemes and executed in top-down fashion. Thus, livability improvements are also reinforcing
inequalities and enabling market-led urban regeneration, at the same time that they mobilize multiple state and
non-state actors around struggles to transform the meaning of public space, spatial inclusion and citizen
participation. This paper takes the case of Mexico to examine how a group of international and local NGOs and
think tanks are promoting and positioning policy innovations, such as concessions and Land Value Capture
mechanisms, to make possible the financing of BRT-centered integrated transport systems. Whereas the
integration of transport, land use and real state development can be taken for granted in other contexts, in Mexico
the existing regulatory, financial and legal conditions require extensive local and federal legal retrofitting. This
work focuses on the work that these actors do at local and national level as advisors to lawmakers and active
promoters of constitutional reforms. Rather than thinking of transport financing innovations as simply another
case of neoliberal policymaking, this paper takes the practices of green transport reformers as telling of the
complex political work and contradictory agendas in which sustainable transportation experts are engaged. This
work argues that in promoting particular transport technologies and their accompanying legal and financing
infrastructures, sustainable transportation experts are also shaping the prospect of inclusive real estate and
economic development schemes. In specific, this work asks: What are the political spaces through which transport
financing innovations are promoted? What are the models of real estate and housing development that these
experts are encouraging? How do these proposals intersect with different demands for housing and infrastructure
coming from other civil society sectors? How do these actors and proposals transform imaginaries of sustainable
living, modernization and social inclusion? This analysis contributes to a more complex understanding of the role
of development actors and local experts in local and national policymaking. The paper draws from ongoing
qualitative fieldwork involving extended interviews with policymakers, experts, activists and officials in Mexico
City, and participative and non-participative observation of expert forums and planning meetings.
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Approaches concerned with self-organization are profoundly fashionable and attractive in contemporary urban
governance modes. Self-organization in an urban governance context can be understood as spontaneously
originated initiatives through autonomous community networks without the influence or control of established
governmental regimes (Boonstra & Boelens, 2011; Kisby, 2010). However, in current theories those selforganizing approaches are mostly not critically discussed or viewed from a legitimacy governmental point of
view. Practice shows that self-organizing initiatives are not necessarily initiated by citizens but may be initiated
by governmental or private agencies that link up with communities. As a result, this paper uses the concept of
Community-Linked Incremental Urban Development Strategies (hereafter CLIUDS). Moreover, the popular idea
of self-organizing initiatives tends to overlook the legitimacy role of governmental regimes in promoting social
justice, the public good and vital urban spaces in strategic planning interventions (Kisby, 2010). Strategic urban
planning is defined by Hillier (2007) as the combination of pathways of the longer-term future and place-based
specified plans and projects that have cooperatively predetermined aims. Strategic planning interventions of
governmental regimes as such are not necessarily consistent with action-oriented, shorter-term and small-scaled
self-organizing initiatives. This mismatch consequently results in self-organizing projects without strategic
reflection and strategic planning interventions that are not supported by direct actions. This paper argues that a
reciprocal relationship between these two levels is necessary in order to establish sustainable and efficient urban
planning practices. However, a clear understanding of the relationship between these two levels is currently
lacking. In this research the relationship between the two levels is examined by focusing on the capacity to
mainstream CLIUDS into strategic urban planning practices. In order to get a comprehensive understanding of the
relationships between strategic planning and CLIUDS, this paper firstly examines the existing theories on the
Multi-Level Perspective (hereafter MLP) (Næss & Vogel, 2012). The following research question is used
accordingly: How can the relationship between strategic planning and CLIUDS be understood by using existing
theories on the multi-level perspective?
As mentioned by Coaffee & Healey (2003) local initiatives have the potential to be mainstreamed into wider
governance modes as alignments between the micro-level, meso-level and macro-level can be activated. Current
governance modes are identified through institutional and organisational dimensions. The theory on MLP is
therefore considered as a useful starting point to identify the relationship between strategic planning and
CLIUDS. Applying the MLP to enhance the understanding of the relationships between the two levels leads to a
conceptual framework, which proposes that CLIUDS are able to mobilize alignments between all levels and have
the ability to be mainstreamed into strategic urban planning practices. Focus groups are held in order to test the
value of the conceptual model. The conceptual model is also tested on one case – Marineterrein Amsterdam – that
illustrates the capacity to mainstream local incremental urban developments into strategic planning aims.
Moreover, this research aims to close the gap between new governance modes and the realization of strategic aims
in urban spaces. This paper ends with an examination of strategies and innovative mechanisms for practitioners to

facilitate mainstreaming processes of CLIUDS. Introducing innovative mechanisms to mainstream CLIUDS
facilitates and improves current practices of realizing strategic urban goals.
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The informal city, most visible expression of socio-spatial exclusion conditions faced by a significant part of the
global urban population, occupies most of the territories of the cities in the Global South and it is increasingly
present in the Global North. The dominant narrative, in the form of official documents, however, summarize the
informality as a product of poverty and of state's absence, and end up spreading a belief in a redemptive planning,
one that is able to control all the city's formation processes and to resolve conflicts resulting from these. This view
ignores the complexity of the city and the spatial dynamics involving the various agents of the production of
urban space. There is, however, a growing awareness - both in Brazilian and international literature - that
informality has also been produced by the state itself and, more specifically, that territorial regulations and
planned investments are relevant factors for the persistence of informality. The contradictory and complex nature
of informality contrasts with the dualist vision that sees informality as a denial of formality, when in fact the two
concepts are dependent and overlapping (Mukhija & Loukaitou-Sideris, 2014; Rolnik, 2015; Roy, 2009). Mukhija
& Loukaitou-Sideris (2014) offers an insightful point when discussing the ability of informality status of being
either productive or exploitative, according to each circumstances. While some US-based literature tend to
highlight informality’s ability to challenge exploitative nature of restrictive regulations (i.e. Mukhija &
Loukaitou-Sideris, 2014), Latin America Literature have focused on the burdens of informality (i.e. Fernandes,
2011) highlighting its exploitative nature, probably due to greater legitimacy of informal activities in that context.
An important component of its exploitative nature is its relative invisibility: official plans don’t put the
phenomenon as one of the major challenges of urban policies and even the most basic planning steps such as
understanding its causes and building data is seldom undertaken. Recognizing the structural role of such planning
approach, Roy (2009) has called it a process of “unmapping”. Within this broader discussion on the role of
informality in planning policies we are interested in discussing to what extent invisibility contributes to the
exploitative nature of informality. To discuss such question we employ a case-study-based approach, using
geoprocessing and urban modeling resources in Fortaleza (Brazil) to suggest that invisibility is an structural
component in explaining the inadequacies of urban planning to address the urban needs of precarious informal
settlements in major cities of the Global South. With the institutionalization of urban reform agenda in Brazil,
recent Brazilian policies have made efforts to overcome this obstacle by producing data on informal settlements,
even though, much of the informally occupied urban areas still do not exist in the municipal registers,
compounding the detachment of formal codes and regulations to the real city. While acknowledging that defining,
measuring and quantifying the phenomenon is far from sufficient to solve it, we claim that they comprise essential
steps toward reconnecting the planning process with the real urban dynamics, steps that are often overlooked by
critical urban theory studies (Freitas, 2013). Although the awareness of the contribution of these relatively new

geotechnologies to urban planning is spreading, the reflection about its use in order to render visible the informal
city and to enable more inclusive decisions has hardly begun.
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Creative placemaking has become prevalent in cultural planning and policy, bolstered by public, private and
corporate funders in the United States. While the definition of placemaking remains unfixed, an initial
formulation emphasizes arts and cultural activities that shape places through the actions of diverse, cross-sector
partnerships (Markusen and Gadwa 2010, 3). Creative placemaking is enacted by artists, planners, policymakers,
and communities – yet it remains a “fuzzy concept” (Markusen 2013), open to interpretation and myriad forms of
implementation. Indeed, each participant in the rapidly emerging field of creative placemaking seems to
understand it in different ways. This paper interrogates the concept, asking how the epistemological assumptions
that undergird planning concepts shape instances of practice and community life.
The debate over creative placemaking has several elements, including the relationship between economic
development and community sovereignty, the scales at which creative placemaking is practiced, the role of artists
in the process, and ways to evaluate impact. The term placemaking itself is contested, with some actors eschewing
the “creative” prefix, and others preferring terms like “placekeeping” (Bedoya 2013). This paper explores the
range of activities that fall under the rubric of creative placemaking, as promoted by a variety of actors, including
the National Endowment for the Arts, funder consortium ArtPlace America, the Project for Public Spaces (PPS),
and the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC). It seeks to provide a narrative understanding of creative
placemaking as a set of rhetorical as well as material practices. It considers how planning knowledge is shaped
and transmitted, how narratives and epistemologies delimit practice, and the power of actors, particularly funders,
to fix concepts.
I will contrast broader national narratives with data derived from LISC’s creative placemaking work in
Philadelphia, begun in 2015 as part of a multiyear, multisite project funded by the Kresge Foundation. In my
research, I interviewed over 30 local stakeholders involved with LISC’s placemaking activities in North and West
Philadelphia, as well as citywide cultural leaders. I explore the nuances of creative placemaking as defined by
these stakeholders, which include artists, planners, policy makers, academics and neighborhood activists. I
contrast their visions of creative placemaking with narratives prevalent in the emerging field of practice. I hope to
begin the work of synthesizing top-down perspectives on creative placemaking with those that emerge from
ground level practitioners to challenge and enrich creative placemaking as it evolves.
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This paper examines the origins of a planning controversy over the redevelopment of Coney Island, a worldfamous, historic, seaside amusement district in Brooklyn, New York. In 2009, the Bloomberg Administration
passed a major rezoning of the neighborhood in an effort to attract development to the area. This measure inspired
opposition from individuals who felt that the proposal did not honor the neighborhood's history. My research
focuses on the hegemonic rationality that shaped the City's plan and on the competing logics and desires that
inspired its opposition. Wide agreement about Coney Island's heritage value and foremost attributes -- its
diversity, authenticity, and historicity -- masked profound disagreement about the proper uses of the district and
about the plans for its future.
To explore this disconnect, I trace it back to an interplay between divergent sets of images and experiences of the
neighborhood, as mediated by its materiality, and then show how these divergences helped shape the planning
process. Viewed through this lens, qualities like diversity and authenticity become not points of agreement, but
windows for examining sources of contention. They help us explain why neighborhood physical structures
dismissed by the City as obsolete and disposable were regarded by others as useful and historic. In this way, my
project points planning practice beyond the question of which places matter and toward questions of how and why
they matter. This focus on subjective experience facilitates a deeper understanding of people's relation to places,
making possible the formulation of more responsive and equitable plans. It also allows us to envision forms of
conflict resolution based not on zero-sum adversarial trade-offs, which invariably favor the powerful, but on a
negotiated reconceptualization of a place and of its future.
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In this paper we examine the unspooling of planning logics through various local publics in connection with the
proposal by a Chinese energy company to build the largest methanol plant in the world in the industrially-zoned
tide-flats of the Port of Tacoma, WA. While attention has focused ostensibly on the principled resistance to
environmental consequences of methanol production (resources consumed, wastes produced), preliminary
research reveals strong undercurrents of anti-industrial bias, NIMBYism, and Sinophobia that warrant additional
attention. Combining archival research of academic literature, media coverage, planning reports, and other local
public records with semi-structured interviews with a selection of local representatives, this paper aims to make
sense of the ground-swell of negativity produced in response to the proposed plant. In doing so we place the
conflict in the context of Tacoma's urban development trajectory and recently updated comprehensive planning
goals, focusing on efforts to “balance" ecological resiliency with economic opportunity and urban livability.
Specifically, we examine how these arguments situate Tacoma's development past (heavy industry, shipping,
manufacturing) in relation to its desired future (high technology, professional services) in the context of intense
intra-regional competition for capital investment, and we consider how these reactions represent planning
knowledge and expertise with regard to urban development. We suggest that this conflict is emblematic of a neoindustrial planning landscape that exposes the increasingly uneasy relationship between planning and industry in
the US.
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In 2013, Yale law professor Dan Kahan published a study demonstrating the ability of political passion to
significantly undermine rational thinking, including intelligent people’s ability to do math when the right answer
goes against their beliefs. Political scientist Brendan Nyhan has put out a number of papers that respond to the
question “do facts matter to the public?” in areas ranging from health care to economy, with a resounding “No”.
The popular press has covered these stories with headlines such as “The Most Depressing Discovery about the
Brain, Ever”.
These are familiar sources of irritation for planners working in the public domain. “How could the public not be
onboard with initiatives that make environmental, social and economic sense despite the data and analysis clearly
showing the need for such initiatives?” planning practitioners scratch their heads, asking. From the standpoint of

epistemology, we might recognize this problem as a mismatch between cognitive ways of knowing, and
emotional ways of knowing. The planning theory literature, notably Leonie Sandercock’s work beginning with
Towards Cosmopolis (1998), attempts to give legitimacy to both these (and others) ways of knowing. Charles
Hoch (2006) rejects the separation of the two altogether, and makes a strong case for combining cognitive and
emotional ideas about planning, drawing on the work of neuroscientist Antonio Damasio and philosopher Marth
Nassbaum. The practical question of how to combine cognitive and emotional ways of knowing continues to be a
necessary site of inquiry for planning researchers with significant implications for planning education and
practice.
In this paper I describe some of my experiments at the intersection of cognitive and emotional knowledge at
various public forums as a scholar-practitioners, including my venture into the area of therapeutic planning. I
draw heavily on the insights from psychology, particularly the work of late planning scholar Peter Marris (1974),
and of developmental psychologists Bob Kegan and Lisa Lahey (2009), to make sense of the emotional reactions
that appear alongside rational planning discussions. These emotional reactions, what Marris calls “the
conservative impulse” and Kegan and Lahey talk about as the “immunity to change”, have a practical function
currently underappreciated by planners. I use narrative research to show how planning discussions can unfold
differently when emotional reaction are given weight and space as legitimate forms of knowledge, in the interest
of more fully rational decisions that can be broadly supported.
To fully recognize and work with passionate, emotional ways of knowing alongside rational, cognitive ways of
knowing, planners need a toolkit of skills and sensitivities that presently have little presence in planning
education. Emotionally-engaged planning requires a type of education far more introspective and reflective, far
more focused on who planning students are becoming rather than what they know. I reflect on the implications of
this inquiry for how we train planners and suggest some ways forward.
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HOW PLAN ADVICE WORKS: CROSSING THRESHOLDS FOR PRACTICAL JUDGMENT
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Problem
Spatial planning analysts often criticize plans because they failed to persuade their target audience of decision
makers to make public commitments to projects, strategies or policies proposed in the plan. The debate may focus
on the inadequacy or irrelevance of the plan or the failure of the planners to provide adequate or persuasive means
for implementing the projects, strategies or proposals. I argue that many expect plans to do more than offer
advice. I want to show how this ambition distracts from understanding the complex ways that plan making shapes
what people want and do and how the institutions they inhabit may change focus and direction.
Argument
I will focus on cognitive judgment abstracting from the institutional complexity that accompanies any spatial
plan. I adopt a normative functional conception of plan making that envisions a sequence of intermediate
judgments that people take who make and receive plan advice. The empirical stories will offer examples of
intention building thresholds along the plan making continuum. The plan making craft anticipates and fosters a

developmental sequence of practical judgments that people who are the target for such advice should follow as
they move from ignorant indifference to informed action. These are not rational formal requirements, but rather
practical accomplishments that analysts have tended to overlook
I will try and show that this conception of plan making is not a process, but a cognitive activity that uses
knowledge and experience to craft persuasive plan advice. The table below provides a scheme to visually display
the challenge for plan making advice to successfully traverse all the cognitive thresholds overlooked in the ‘plan
then act’ maxim. I will use research from cognitive science to provide support for the cognitive complexity of
plan making and how judgment shifts attention from a false divide between fact and value; logic and emotion to
focus on practical plausibility, fit (coherence) and consequence.
Plan making -- Fail Signal Conceive Believe Choose Act
Cognitive
Thresholds
Listen? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Grasp? No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Take? No No No Yes Yes Yes
Intend? No No No No Yes Yes
Commit? No No No No No Yes
Method
I identify and analyze spatial plans about water issues: aquifer depletion, water quality and flooding. I argue
against the view that spatial planners make plans independent of implementation, but rather that their plans offer
different kinds of advice to inform the intentions of different people responsible for water provision and use. The
plans will provide examples for clarifying plan making distinctions and not offer evidence for empirical
generalizations.
Literature
I will use work by Lew Hopkins who studies how professional planners should consider making spatial plans
attending to the complex interaction among the many plans already in play. So good spatial plans anticipate other
plan issues and ideas along the continuum. Also I will use Bob Beauregard’s recent work using insights from
Bruno Latour to show how plans bind us to the material world. So plan making is not ‘just’ talk, but uses many
modes of representation and experience to show how change to physical objects and their environment involve
practical judgments that enact consequences.
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The interaction of social-ecological systems is consistently characterized as creating some of the most pervasive,
complex and challenging problems facing communities and society. These challenges include understanding
dynamic feedback loops between social and ecological systems, interactions and feedbacks that can be
challenging to detect, mismatches in spatial and temporal scale, and the lack of governance systems that align
with resource boundaries. These challenges are apparent as we consider examples such as the impacts of
urbanization on habitat, the effects of agricultural practices on water quality, and the consumption of forest
resources for energy production. These kinds of challenges and the social-ecological interactions are at the core of
what environmental planners and designers address on a day to day basis. These fields offer important
contributions to solving social-ecological problems through the integration of theory and practice that accounts
for the way that people think and learn about each other and about the systems within which they live and work.
Applied in practice, these integrated theories can offer critical pathways for designing and facilitating decisionmaking processes that are more applicable to social-ecological systems.
Theories of thinking and learning have been incredibly influential in shaping approaches to decision making,
processes for engagement, and institutions for managing environmental and natural resource problems. Social
learning theories acknowledge the social process of learning that can occur over time through interaction with
others, and is at the core of the call for more collaborative decision making processes in environmental planning.
Transformational learning theories help us to understand the nature of learning as individuals evolve assumptions
and worldviews, offering deep views into how people engaged in decision making processes might change their
perspectives over time. Among theories of thinking, systems thinking has been applied across a wide range of
contexts. Relative to social-ecological contexts and adaptive management, systems thinking gives us tools for
building our knowledge of the complex and interactive nature of both the ecological systems and social systems
that govern them. Last, design thinking offers insights into the iterative nature of problem solving that can be
effectively applied under the uncertainty challenges of planning for social-ecological systems.
As described above, thinking and learning theories emphasize that building understanding and changing
perceptions takes time. When applied, these theories allow people to interact with information and complexity in
ways that facilitate the accumulation of knowledge and positions communities and society to more effectively
account for the interplay of impacts between humans and the environment.
The paper’s conceptual framework, which addresses the theories and prospects described above, will be
positioned relative to findings from a recent collaborative environmental planning process in south-central
Minnesota, focused on engaging stakeholders to explore systems-level changes across agriculture, water quality,
habitat, climate change, and economic development. The findings point to the significance of interaction among
stakeholders, as well as the role of iterative planning and design processes to gain knowledge through designing
and then gaining feedback on potential scenarios. Interacting with each other and learning through practice
positions participants to envision social and ecological changes on the landscape and in their communities that
more effectively account for systemic interactions and maximize across multiple considerations.
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THE POTENTIAL OF URBAN ASSEMBLAGE TO CHALLENGE CONCEPTIONS OF PLACE:
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Teenagers engage in diverse activities and play multiple roles in families, schools, and neighborhoods. They
spend much of their time navigating and inhabiting public and private spaces and typically intimately know their
neighborhood’s character. However, this local knowledge and youth’s narratives about identity, belonging, and
community historically have been ignored in planning processes that largely represent the interests of those with
money, power, and resources.
This article discusses findings from a case study where the author worked with forty-six teenagers over two
months in Reston, Virginia. Using an arts-based research process as an alternative and ethical method of coproducing and articulating teenagers’ knowledge about communities, the students were tasked with examining
various types of public spaces throughout their neighborhood. Findings from the study demonstrate that the sociospatial theory of ‘assemblage,’ from geography and critical urban theory, might be useful for simultaneously
conceptualizing teenagers’ lived experiences in communities, in this case their relationship to and understanding
of various types of play spaces. Specifically, the article deploys the relational concept of ‘translocal assemblages’
(after McFarlane) to understand the emergent characteristics of play that are revealed through collective group
analysis, at the same time that agency of the students’ individual projects are maintained. In this way,
‘assemblage’ thinking accommodates the liminal position of teenagers between child and adult in explaining their
particular socio-material understandings of playgrounds.
For planning, findings from this study contribute to literature that challenges the concept of place as static and
bounded. Rather, the study suggests that materiality is experienced through memory, remembrance, and nostalgia,
suggesting fluidity in definitions of play and play spaces that is rarely discussed in planning. Additionally, the
study suggests that, if a goal is plan truly inclusive public spaces, greater research is needed on the sociomateriality of such spaces, and its implications for typically marginalized groups or ‘unintended users’.
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Through analysis of major theoretical benchmarks within the fields of Urban Planning and Policing, this
theoretical review argues that policing and police studies warrants a larger share of analytical attention within the
field of planning. Though both fields share a concern with spatial governance and order maintenance, police are
unique in their possession of powers denied others that can be deployed for this spatial order maintenance
function (Brodeur, 2010). Through thorough content analysis of major theoretical works, and a case study, this
paper attempts to bridge the gap between these bodies of theory.
Theories explaining the work of policemen and planners share a similar metatheoretical foundation in
contemporary social sciences theory. Unsurprisingly, the eras of many dominant paradigms within each field
overlap. For example, the ascent of the scientific rational planning professional dovetails with the ascent of the
professionalized scientific policeman in the early part of the 20th century; the turn towards community policing
coincides with the communicative turn in planning in the 1990s. Both professions share a central concern with
social reproduction within shared space, and the negotiations and management of diverse publics.
Both fields also share, to varying degrees, the central focus on public order, or order maintenance. Besides law
enforcement, order maintenance is the other primary task of police work (Manning, 1999). The primary difference
between the two fields remains the extent of the powers each actor has. Through the modern course of planning
theory, the planner’s role has contracted from the organizer of urban space to a communicative and negotiator role
necessitated by governance changes (Healey, 1992). Meanwhile, policing theory has evolved to understand the
police as a multi-faceted body: originally understood as the constabular “boys in blue,” today’s theorists
acknowledge the police as a wide variety of actors whom by their very nature possess special powers denied
others (Brodeur, 2010).
When linking planning to policing, this paper argues that the central question becomes the definition of “order
maintenance” employed by both the police and the publics. Frequent criticism of the definition of “order” arises,
as its fuzziness begets both misguided theoretical debates (Thacher, 2014), legislative oversight, and overreach by
the police officers themselves. Much like how order maintenance is necessary for diverse people to co-exist in
shared space, the security provided by order creates the present-moment stability that enables planning to occur
(Pedersen & Holbraad, 2013). However, given the diversity of public conceptions of order, a role exists for
planners to engage in consensus-building exercises to determine the orders to be enforced. This is a task ill-suited
to the police, whose nature as more-powerful agents would compromise their position in a good-faith negotiation.
This will be supported by data from a case study on policing in the Hyde Park neighborhood of Chicago, and
public relations efforts of the University of Chicago. This paper will show how residents, the city, and the
university (and its police) negotiated different conceptions of order through the process of university expansion,
Hyde Park gentrification, and university policing.
Public-sector planners need to better understand how police work performs a crucial spatial governance function,
and should take care to map and determine how different “orders” are maintained by police work. Future research
should use case study methods to consider 1) the character of spatial order created by policing, and 2) the role
planners can have as negotiators of the definition of “order” to be policed.
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What theoretical and methodological insights emerge form the everyday acts and reflections of non-normative
black youth? How can participatory research based on the mundane and intimacies of everyday life shift our
conversations about what counts as critical planning knowledge and who has a stake in shaping urban space and
planning processes? Through participatory, interdisciplinary research in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, I analyze the
spatial politics that create and rework the conditions of everyday life for black LGBTT youth. I then center black
LGBTT youth as geographical actors with a significant stake in the everyday production of space. In this paper I
contend that the everyday acts and stories of black LGBTT youth-a population seldom considered insightful in
planning-constitute spatial knowledge about the contradictions of planning for diversity and the conditions of
their/our own lives.
These epistemological and methodological lessons are based on my current research, which interrogates
contradictions between (1) pro-LGBTT discourse through tourism, planning and LGBTT activism and (2) black
LGBTT youth’s particular experiences with violence. Despite many pro-LGBTT political gains, many black
LGBTT youth still navigate a homophobic landscape segregated by race and class. A geographical and discursive
divide emerges between spaces of gay tourism and social life-ensconced in affluent, white neighborhoods-and
majority-black peripheral neighborhoods, which are both sites of gendered anti-black violence targeting nonnormative black youth. I am particularly interested in black LGBTT youth’s strategies to negotiate gendered antiblack violence-even in places that claim to be inclusive and safe for them. Secondly, I examine where and how
black LGBTT youth create sites of pleasure, kinship and support amidst this violence.
My work demonstrates that black LGBTT youth in Rio de Janeiro consistently appropriate urban space in order to
refashion themselves and create sites of potential through social media, performance, music and political
demonstration. These remappings explain how anti-blackness is central in ordering urban space, even when black
bodies are not visibly present. Thus, cities’ promises of diversity and inclusion through gay-friendly tourism and
planning are often naive, even suspect. Through the spatial stories told by black LGBTT youth, these projects
become complicit with gendered, anti-black violence (taking interpersonal, intra-group and structural forms)
orchestrated by society and the state.
Theoretically, my research draws upon feminist, queer and black feminist engagements with geography and
planning. According to feminist and queer geographers, space, identity and inequality are processes inflected by
gender, race, class and sexuality, and are just as global as they are intimate and relational in nature, emerging
from the mundane experiences of everyday life-the ‘global intimate’ (Mountz and Hyndman 2006). Black
feminist geographers contend that peope’s identities and sense of place are informed by racism, sexism, and
homophobia, and work simultaneously within and against traumatic racial-sexual histories (McKittrick 2006).
Even actions and spaces that suggest diversity can be complicit with the gendered, racialized exclusion of othersin this case, black LGBTT people. Amidst this paradoxical landscape, black people must carve out spaces of
everyday survival and political intervention.
My interdisciplinary methodology is based on knowledge co-production that takes as a starting point young
adults’ intimate, everyday experiences of place. Beyond traditional ethnography, I utilize participatory mapping,
photography, video, art and social media-through ‘photovoice’ (Wang and Burris 1997), ‘body mapping’ (Sweet

and Ortiz Escalante 2015) and spatial storytelling-to construct ‘way[s] of knowing the city through the senses and
emotions rather than through...theory’ (Sandercock 2003). More broadly, this paper will help construct a black
feminist and queer lens--a ‘remix’--to planning theory, methodology and practice.
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When talking about the attachment people have to their environment, one should keep in mind the community at
hand, the identity of the place in question, and the social networks present in that specific place as they contribute
directly to the sense of place. Hidalgo and Hernández (2001) state that the attachment people have to their
neighborhood is weaker than the one to their social context. This paper shows that in the case of disasters,
individuals demonstrate an attachment to both, especially in the case of the Lower Ninth Ward post Hurricane
Katrina in New Orleans.
Human relations vary and they follow two major trends, one defined as community and the other as society.
Tonnies (1957) puts forth a differentiation whence community (Gemeinschaft) is the result of “real and organic
life”, and society (Gesellschaft) is the result of “imaginary and mechanical structure”. According to Gans (1962,
p. 105), “the specific institutions that constitute the community are the church; the parochial school; formal social,
civic, and political organizations, some of them church-related; and some commercial establishments.”
Home and place attachment become crucial when a region is hit by a disaster. A home reflects upon the identity
of the people inhabiting it, thus whom they are and what their traditions are. When a home is destroyed by a
disaster, the identity of the home is compromised; all the memories that took place under this roof are erased;
sometimes lives are lost “if you have organized your lives around the shape of that house. To lose it is to lose a
part of you”(Convery & Bailey, 2008, p. 101). This is applicable at the level of a home, a neighborhood, or a city,
all things to which people can develop attachment to. This attachment is a reflection of the identity of the people
and their environment. Tuan (1990) refers to this attachment as Topophilia and he defines it as “the affective bond
between people and place or setting” (p. 4).
An important element to be considered when talking about disasters and post-disaster situations is the presence of
social networks as they help in the creation of a stronger attachment to place. Topophilia and social networks—
whether formal or informal—go hand in hand when defining the identity of a place. The presence of strong social
networks generates an attachment to a home, a community, and a neighborhood.
When a disaster occurs, cultural identity is not an element that is taken into account; the main priority goes to
rebuilding infrastructure. Managing the crisis at hand preoccupies planners and decision makers, who are caught

up in restoring the order. This state of emergency often makes many things slip away from their attention,
especially culture. This is unfortunate, since the residents’ primary incentives for returning are the attachment
they have formed with their environment, and the networks they are a part of. If decision makers do not prioritize
these aspects of rebuilding, then how can people restore their lives and move on?
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Urban informality is often theorized as a distinctly global South phenomenon, so much so that poverty, inequality,
and urban informality have long been metonyms for cities in the global South (Roy 2011; Robinson 2002; Parnell
and Robinson 2012). Not only have scholars questioned this essentializing construction of cities in the global
South, but there is also growing interest in, informality in the global North (Mukhija and Loukaitou-Sideris 2014;
Donelson and Esparza 2010). However while these two bodies of literature grow, the global South continues to be
theorized as the location of ethnography, whereas the global North is seen as the location of theory – with these
two literatures remaining separated. This bifurcation of urban informality theory along geographic lines merits
investigation. This roundtable comparatively discusses urban informality across the Global North/South divide by
first debating and questioning the theoretical underpinnings generating this territorial divide. Specifically, here,
we will reconsider what it would mean for urban informality studies to follow a more “relational understanding of
North and South” (Roy 2015). Two main questions will guide the discussion in this roundtable:
1. What kind of problem is urban informality?
2. How could a relational approach to the North-South divide contribute to the study of urban informality?
We invited planners and researchers from diverse backgrounds who research urban informality in the global
North or South to join us in this discussion. Participants will openly debate answers to the questions posed above
and can also pose their own theoretical questions as related to their empirical observations from communities
across the world.
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This review essay examines the literature on anchor institutions, community development corporations (CDCs)
and international non-governmental organizations (INGOs). In their respective contexts, each represents a mode
of planning practice and a shift to a dependence on non-governmental organizations and non-profits to lead and
manage planning processes in distressed neighborhoods and post-disaster contexts. The planning literature on
each topic belongs to separate intellectual traditions. The writing on anchor institutions is most often associated
with the planning specialization of economic development, studies of town-gown relations and the field of
education. Analysis on the performance and success of CDCs belongs squarely within the community
development literature, social work and political science. And, studies of INGOs are most often discussed in the
international/global planning literature and the field of geography. Although these topics and their intellectual
traditions appear disparate, they are bound by a neoliberal logic which delegitimizes the state, and by some
extension the field of planning's, ability to coordinate large-scale, long-term responses to economic decline, mass
migrations, disasters and more. The risk for planning practice and thought in this shift is that the growing
dependence on third-sector organizations may obscure definitions of what planning is, who and what planners are,
how the public can control and influence planning processes, and how the public interest is defined and pursued.
Comprehensive, long-term planning, that is initiated and driven by non-profit and NGOs, often lacks the
transparency and multiple layers of public accountability input that state-driven planning processes may have.
Further, the socio-political context each type of organization, anchors, CDCs, and INGOs is not well understood
by the planning literature. Each type of organization is increasingly and highly subject to various constituents-funders, clients, students, etc.-- and may not be able to pursue the public interest as state agencies. Lastly,
assessing the impacts of non-profit and NGO-driven planning become more difficult with diminished
transparency. The paper will conclude with some discussion of how planning theory can critically assess this
shift, how the pursuit of the public interest might be preserved and/or strengthened, and how planning education
will be forced to adapt under this new paradigm.
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This paper is the result of ethnographic, archival, and participatory action research conducted in places called
Freedom Colonies or Freedmen’s towns founded by former slaves. The study area encompassed settlements in
Newton and Jasper counties in East Texas. What initially began as an inquiry into how communities were
founded, became a study of Freedom Colony founders’ descendants and their various approaches to preserving
settlement’s built and intangible heritage. The principal research goal was to ascertain the ways descendants are
mobilized to achieve their historic preservation and planning goals. Qualitative data showed that descendants,
particularly those who no longer live in settlements, have sustained their attachments to and nurtured stewardship
of social bonds, cemeteries, and homesteads, through annual celebrations and oral tradition, even as physical
manifestations of place dissipate and population declines. This paper will describe descendant planning methods
and “translate” those practices not traditionally recognized as planning to explicate implications for planning
history and “official” planning.
This project is primarily situated among the work of insurgent planning and planning history. In insurgent
planning and planning history, emphasis is placed on challenging planning definitions, diversifying planning
history, describes activities occurring outside the state, and documenting bottom up planning innovations. To
understand how bottom up planners and planning in these largely rural settlements operate, I use theoretical
concepts associated with memory transfer (Connerton), performance (Taylor), and Antonio Gramsci’s concept of
organic intellectuals. Working with these theories, I explain how the diaspora of settlement descendants conduct
planning by reproducing identity and sense of place through cultural performance, tactical subversion of formal
planning, and kinkeeping.
Oral histories, event proceedings, and interviews were recorded along with archival research. The study
discovered three types of organic intellectuals whose planning methods and roles will be discussed in detail:
kinkeepers, cultural workers, and asset builders. These organic intellectuals operate in networks which keep
descendants connected to one another, addressing contemporary challenges, and preserving settlement heritage.
Action research performed in partnership with organic intellectuals produced a tentative planning agenda and a
map reflecting the abundance of Freedom Colonies and historic sites invisible to formal planners, exposing
differing conceptions of place, identity, and historic significance.
To succinctly describe the complex networks and practices that comprise planning practice among descendants of
Deep East Texas ex-slave settlements, I theorize their approach as arising out of what I call a Freedom Colony
Repertoire of Planning. More than a “list” of planning methods, repertoire connotes the knowledge forms and
epistemological perspective informing Freedom Colony planning approaches. The way the repertoire is deployed
(with a focus on orality and performance) to address Freedom Colonies’ challenges and how those approaches
confound formal planning’s operating definitions of identity and place are discussed.
The implications for practice and social justice are substantive. Illuminating the contrast in descendants’
approaches to place preservation and community building with that of formal planning make apparent the need to
revise the role of formal planning and historic preservation in communities with declining built environments and
populations. The study also brings Freedom Colony spaces of insurgent citizenship into discursive (and later
policy making) space to contemplate these fundamental yet complex questions of agency, recognition,
sovereignty, and planning practices in free Black spaces which formal planning and disciplinary silos often
obscure.
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Political discourses on new localism and liberal individualism often argue that citizens must be central in the
shaping of the city (Gofen et al, 2014). Self-organization, coproduction and co-creation are current buzzwords in
this DIY (do it yourselves) urbanism discourse focusing on governing beyond or even without the government
(Watson, 2014: 7).
The concept of self-organization is derived from complexity theory (Portugali et al, 2012) referring to
autonomous networks independent from the government. It is often argued that self-organization and
coproduction should be facilitated as driver of urban developments as much as possible by the government,
emphasizing the positive aspects of these initiatives. Yet, enthusiasm for bottom-up initiatives results in rosecoloured approaches to the reality of urban development at times and sometimes – from a neoliberal perspective –
seen as an important way to further limit governmental powers. Citizen-driven development and service provision
might however result in exclusion of specific groups or situations in which all individual developments are highly
supported but – from a different perspective – the sum of these initiatives (e.g. over development in buffer zones)
does not necessarily result in high quality places. However in literature and in practice, these – private - citizen
initiatives are often uncritically applied and have hardly been systematically discussed or conceptualized in
relation to the ‘public good’, in contrast to traditional urban development. Compared to the progress in literature
on state-market relations, a gap in literature exist when it comes to the current manifestation of these local,
bottom-up initiatives that are aimed to contribute to economic growth and quality of life through ‘place-based’
development strategies.
The aim of this paper is to address this gap in knowledge. For this, the concept of CLIUDs (Community-linked
incremental urban development strategies) is coined to conceptualize and theorize these small-scale and bottomup local initiatives. With the term link, the study emphasizes the search of market and public actors of urban
development for new ways to engage with civil society networks where developments take place. This relates
explicitly to the idea of ‘linking social capital’ - indicating the capacity of people and groups to engage with those
who are in power and is related to the power of communities to retract resources from formal institutions and also
to the challenge of institutions to engage in new and different relations with communities and individual citizens
(Woolcock, 2001).
The paper develops – based on literature review - an innovative theoretical framework that connects bodies of
literature from different disciplines that will enable researchers as well as practitioners in this field to gain a better
understanding of how these private arrangements for public goods contribute to a vital and inclusive city. Firstly,
the paper will further the discussion of how these community-linked initiatives currently affect local urban
development strategies based on two case-studies in the Netherlands (participatory observation, document
analysis and interview) and secondly, the paper will explore the potential and challenges of this approach by

developing a research agenda.
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Planning for housing is a moving target. Housing problems and their policy responses change across place and
time in their focus, ambition, governmental scale and mechanism. For example, as tenement laws gradually
eliminated the crowded, unsanitary and substandard housing of the late 19th and early 20th Century, problems of
housing quality gave way to problems of affordability for the poor and working class. Postwar planning efforts in
slum clearance under urban renewal displaced the marginalized and poorly-housed, only for planners to
rediscover “concentrated poverty” decades later and propose demolition and relocation (Steinberg, 2010). Since
the late 1960s, housing for the poor has been transformed from publically-owned housing into private mortgage
subsidies, vouchers and tax credits; homeownership became simultaneously a source of individual wealth and a
mechanism for building community. Problems in the security of home faced through the 2008 foreclosure crisis
have been predominately addressed through mortgage modifications (Immergluck, 2013).
This fraught history of housing policy has not gone unnoticed; lingering problems are often attributed to “high
ambitions” unrealized, a result of well-intentioned, but ultimately misguided, benevolent state intervention, or
conversely, a state that meddles in private housing provision (Von Hoffman, 1996). Instead, this paper argues that
at the heart of planning and policy “failure” rests the “housing question” (1872): the solutions to housing
problems have not addressed underlying causes, and consequently they reproduce problems in different forms,
move them geographically, or shift them over time. Moreover, grouping together multiple, contradictory, and
oblique policies into a discrete field of “housing policy” assumes an intentionality and coherence that does not
exist. “Housing policy” rarely addresses problems of housing, but historically has been used to achieve other
goals, such as employment, land development, community and economic development, and stability in the
banking system.
To demonstrate how the “housing question” can be used as both research and pedagogical tool for clarifying the
relationship between planning problems and solutions, the paper outlines a “genealogical pragmatist” method
(Koopman, 2011), which relies on deconstructing how problems have been defined in historical and geographic
context in order to reconstruct solutions. First, drawing from research on the transformation of affordable, rent
regulated housing in New York City from analysis of financial and property records for more than 100
multifamily buildings and interviews with city housing agency officials, private and non-profit real estate
development experts, the New York City case shows that increased private investment in low-income housing
does not solve recurring problems of affordability and displacement. Second, using experience from two years of
teaching an undergraduate US housing policy course, the paper demonstrates how the “housing question” can
serve as a pedagogical method that encourages students to draw connections between problems, planning, and
policy across time and place. Classroom activities and course assignments engage students in analyses of current

problems in housing in ways that foster reconstructing future solutions that may address underlying causes of
housing problems, rather than leaving them to be posed in new forms.
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This paper analyzes the relationship between planning for social housing and efforts to incentivize private
philanthropic investment in social housing. As Friedrich Engels argued in “The Housing Question” (1872), the
propertied and moneyed classes have long had an interest in “solving” – albeit in a temporary fashion – housing
shortages and other housing problems of the working classes. Engels’ evisceration of “partly philanthropic and
partly speculative” London building societies and urban elite and state officials’ co-implication in the
perpetuation of housing injustice in 19th century Britain foreshadowed a recurring problem of Anglo-American
planning: in the absence of political will or adequate public finance for social housing, cities and states must work
with private interests to provide housing for people who are priced out of or otherwise excluded from the housing
market. Despite historically recurrent framings of the wealthy classes’ interest in social housing as born out of
benevolence or a sense of social duty, social housing funded by private philanthropic investments has, since the
Victorian age, inevitably required a financial return for its funders (Harloe, 1991). Then, as now, the problem of
housing the poor was articulated by planners as an issue of creating the proper state incentives for private
initiatives to address the need for social housing.
In this paper I connect the Victorian social housing framework of “philanthropy at five percent” to contemporary
financial instruments that seek to exchange profit for the good graces or good works of private investors in social
housing. Such instruments include the low-income housing tax credit, impact investing, and social impact bonds
(see Lake, 2015). Guaranteeing profitability for private investments in social housing has long been a problem of
planning (Achtenberg and Marcuse, 1986; Marcuse, 2012). Based on document analysis and interviews with USand UK-based philanthropic investors, city planners, financial intermediaries, and policy researchers, this paper
presents a comparative analysis of contemporary social housing planning and that of the Victorian age. Through a
comparative deconstruction of how the problem of planning for social housing has been defined and solved, I
show that the effort to marry profit-making and social change is a recurring technique of urban planning. I argue
that state and private disciplining of tenants’ morals and behaviors in order to ensure social housing’s profitability
is a recurring ‘solution’ to the problem of housing the urban poor.
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This paper engages with a new generation of research, conducted largely but not exclusively by urban historians,
on the subject of urban renewal. It aims to assess how this body of work might better inform - and, in turn, be
enriched by - contemporary debates in the interdisciplinary oeuvre of urban theory.
With some exceptions (Fainstein, 2005; Hyra, 2012), urban renewal has principally been conceived of in much of
the urban studies and planning literature as a temporally bounded, over-and-done-with phenomenon: one
definitively interpreted as an irredeemable catastrophe that combined the worst excesses of high modernism's
aesthetic austerity with the technocratic elitism of pro-growth urban boosterism. Endless adaptations of this
eternally-recurring narrative are generally accompanied by well-worn and all-too heroic portrayals that invariably
illustrate how urban renewal came to a grinding halt by the end of the 1960s amidst (1) the rise of grassroots,
quality-of-life community organizing and activism - usually typified by Jane Jacobs and the proliferation of antifreeway protests associated with her - and against (2) the backdrop of a descent into "urban crisis" for which it
was, to a significant extent, held responsible.
Against this insufficiently problematized, overly simplistic, and all-too-starkly demarcated attempt at
periodization, I argue that recent reappraisals of the contradictions and consequences of the urban renewal era in
the United States and beyond (Avila and Rose, 2009; Zipp, 2010; Klemek, 2011) offer the potential to deepen our
understanding of contemporary urban processes and policies relevant to the planning milieu - such as those
pertaining to gentrification and neoliberal urbanization - by casting light on a number of embryonic conflicts and
political trajectories that would become increasingly dominant in the turbulent years ahead.
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Temporary plazas and parks and other placemaking practices have become de rigueur for municipalities. The
recent revival of the idea of the commons, and especially the “urban commons” variant offers a valuable
opportunity to investigate the rise of placemaking and temporary placemaking in particular as a regime of practice
that combines the planned and the taken for granted.
This paper combines a theoretical investigation of the idea of the urban commons with an empirical case that
illustrates the implicit and often unacknowledged assumptions that undergird its deployment in planning practice.
Scholars have started to advance a conceptual framework that connects temporary placemaking to larger
processes such as “austerity urbanism” as well as earlier “self-help” urban movements. Others have drawn
parallels with the informal urbanism that characterizes many cities and the public space protests of Tahrir Square,
Gezi Park, and Zuccotti Park.
Practitioners in fact often explicitly describe temporary placemaking projects as a reclamation of the commons.
Recent examples include the 2014 compilation Make Shift City: Renegotiating the Urban Commons and the 2015
conference Designing the Urban Commons. As architectural critic Michael Sorkin wrote for the 2012 exhibit
“Spontaneous Interventions,” temporary projects invite city residents to engage in “remakings of the city, each of
which is a deliberate commoning, a grassroots intervention in our shared urban realm to rapidly render physical
some form of a collective desire for a better life.”
Two of the most popular justifications for such projects are accessibility and activation of public space. As such,
placemaking advocates have embraced the idea of the urban commons because it seems to encompass the
democratic ethos of inclusivity as well as participatory governance, but its ambiguity has lent the label to projects
that run the gamut from picnics to political theater. In taking seriously the resurgence of the idea of the urban
commons, I look at how it has been identified as the coming together of people in public space. This conviviality
is the immediately desired outcome of temporary practices in public space -- public spaces are now valued for and
designed to increase their attractiveness to people. However, a closer look quickly reveals that conviviality is
conditional, offered only to those who “count” as the public.
I seek to expand the robust scholarly dialogue on public space as well as gently nudge planning practice toward
considerations of equity by offering a revaluation of conviviality and urban space as a radical urban commons.
Given that urban sociality is far from a 21st century urban design innovation, I employ the literature on public
space as well as festivals and parades to examine how conviviality is currently configured in urban planning
practice. By importing Ivan Illich’s definition of conviviality, we can escape the “cappuccino commons” (to
remix Sharon Zukin’s memorable analysis of gentrification as “pacification by cappuccino”).
I also borrow from and extend the policy mobilities literature to examine how the circulation of urban design
“best practices” have converged to produce particular regulations and relationships to public space and urban
conviviality. The ubiquity and uncontestability of phrases such as “activating under-utilized public space” obscure
the political and ideological groundwork necessary for such justifications.
The empirical case draws on materials from my dissertation research which is an extended case study of
temporary placemaking in Honolulu that makes use of ethnographic observation, open-ended interviews, and
archival and textual analysis of media coverage and social media. This excerpt of the case study focuses on how
conviviality and urban space are produced by temporary placemaking in a neighborhood characterized by massive
high-profile redevelopment, "creative class” entrepreneurialism and homeless encampments.
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As coastal lands erode, as sea level rises, and as storms become more severe, planners are facing an urgent global
challenge that they can no longer ignore. Political, structural, and ideological barriers to resilience often
complicate long-term mitigation efforts for vulnerable coastal communities (Beatley 2009). Deep in the bayous of
Southeast Louisiana lives the indigenous fishing community of the Isle de Jean Charles Band of BiloxiChitimacha-Choctaw. The island they have lived upon since the early nineteenth century is nearly gone due to
erosion, oil exploration, natural disasters, and sea level rise. In fact, "the Island" shrank from 22,400 acres in 1955
to its current size of 3oo acres. While the tribe clung to hope for their traditional land, the Army Corps of
Engineers found structural hurricane protection for the Island to be financially unfeasible, further extinguishing
hopes for adaptation-in-place. For nearly two decades, the Corps, the state, and the parish government sought
ways to assist in relocation.
Even the good intentions of public agencies cannot erase histories of distrust (Corburn 2005). American Indian
relocation is contentious, as it conjures memories of the Jacksonian-era removal policies that pushed these
communities to isolate themselves in the bayous centuries ago. Deliberative planning in the multicultural milieu
certainly comes with its own challenges as ethnic differences require alternatives to the dominant mode of
decision making (Umemoto 2009; Sandercock 2004). Furthermore, dramas of dispute in public processes are
wrought with political posturing, exaggerating, withholding of information, and the belief in winner-take-all
outcomes, compounding challenges of collaboration and consensus-building (Forester 1989, 2003, 2009; Innes
2004). This paper sifts through this complexity and explores the research question: How do planners, agencies,
and Native communities learn to navigate the social and political challenges of climate-induced community
relocation?
For twelve months, I lived in Southeast Louisiana where I interacted with three state-recognized American Indian
Tribes, planners, and other local government officials of Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes. Using ethnographic
field methods, including interviewing and participant-observation, I worked directly with tribes. Concurrently, I
collaborated with a nonprofit group, the Lowlander Center, which assisted state and local planners in writing a
grant proposal to HUD through the National Disaster Resilience Competition, which in early 2016 resulted in $48
million to move forward with relocation planning. I also attended regular tribal meetings, social events, informal
gatherings, shrimping excursions, and cross-country trips. I formally interviewed approximately 70 tribal
members, planners, agency leaders, researchers, nonprofit leaders, lawyers, and state officials.
This paper begins by exploring local perceptions of indigenous relocation as a concept. Then it analyzes two
failures in planning for relocation: one by the Army Corps of Engineers and state government, and one by the
parish government. While the relocation project itself serves as an educational tool and precedent for other

vulnerable communities to follow, this research derives important lessons on pitfalls of collaborative planning for
practitioners facing challenges of relocation planning, while advancing a new scholarly dialog.
Ultimately, the case study yields a number of insights for collaborative practice: When public authorities facilitate
tribal consultations for relocation and neglect to address longstanding histories of land takings and institutional
distrust, latent conflicts amplify, undermining the goals of consensus-building. Having previously lost the
opportunity to relocate due to a lack of consensus, stakeholders may then become more apt to posture and
withhold information to try to “win” as new opportunities for relocation funding arise. Where government
facilitation fails to elicit consensus among skeptical indigenous groups, decolonized, collaborative approaches
meditated by trusted community organizers tend to prove more unifying, as this case demonstrates.
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This paper explores the challenges of planning in the context of open spaces and communities. An open space is
any space that (1) is permeable to potentially anyone who wants to participate in its development and (2) whose
inner functioning and relationship with its context are open to debate and therefore are in the process of
construction. The notion of open space is also associated with the notions of autonomy and self-organization.
Examples of autonomous projects and open spaces include non-institutional neighborhood assemblies, Zapatista
autonomous municipalities, self-organized social centers, occupied factories as well as protest encampments and
communes. Open spaces should not be confused with public or outdoor spaces, as there could be open spaces in
indoor or private spaces (i.e. neighborhood assemblies, social centers); in the same way that some spaces that are
visible and accessible to anybody are sometimes regulated in a way that do not allow for self-organization.
This paper particularly focuses on analyzing the following dilemma: if spaces and communities remain open to
anyone, they can potentially grow in diversity and complexity, but compromising their initial coherence. On the
other hand, if space and community are bounded, then they keep coherence but cancel the possibility of
renovating themselves with external contributions. Thus, the question arises: exactly how much complexity can
open spaces and communities host without losing coherency? And moreover, how can spaces and communities
renovate themselves when their internal logics and discourses become obstacles for creativity and innovation
(even though they might provide coherency)? Interpreting how boundaries operate between communities and
spaces, and their contexts is key to understanding this dilemma.
This dilemma is often present in planning processes in the context of autonomous communities, and participatory,
horizontal and direct democracy social movements. In a world in which social groups and spaces are increasingly
interconnected and interdependent (virtually and spatially), and identity and physical boundaries are blurred, the

so-called dilemma of openness becomes a crucial one to understand for planning theory and practice.
Building on theories of autonomy (Chatterton, 2005, Lotringer, 2007) and the work of Deleuze & Guattari (1987)
applied to planning theory (Hillier, 2005, Purcell, 2013), and drawing from fieldwork that examines the conflicts
that arose in identity building and placemaking processes in two recent social movements (i.e. the Spanish
Indignados and Occupy Wall Street), the objectives of this paper are (1) to explore the potential for innovation
and creativity in planning processes in open spaces and autonomous projects, (2) to analyze the implications of
opening spaces of participation for the democratization of city-making, and (3) to explore possibilities to
transcend the dilemma of openness in participatory planning processes.
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This paper develops a cartography of planning by focusing on the contemporary experience of planning in Brazil.
It understands planning as a multiple, relational and mixed social process for dealing with the contingencies of a
dynamic and complex world. In this view, planning is not limited to the institutionalized activity of formal
planners, but it also includes the action of informal networks of agents seeking to promote their own social life.
Based on the philosophy of Deleuze and Guattari (1995, 2010), this paper understands planning as a ‘rhizomatic’
network of connections that evolves in several directions through the action of different actors, working along
(lines of flight) in order to deconstruct (to deterritorialize) old social codes and re-territorialize them as a more
democratic, inclusive and just society. This (rhizomatic) kind of planning proceeds through a haphazard process
of growth with no hierarchical structure, no central command or control. Emerging experiments in Brazil, shows
that planning as a creative, interactive and fluid process were essential for keeping both, the process of social
transformation and the ways by which planning is actualized and turned into a democratic, participative and
collaborative assemblage. The paper takes as empirical case several formal and informal planning experiences
carried out by many agents, acting either inside or outside institutional boundaries.
In an increasingly complex and conflicting world, government (institutions are often under constant pressure to
adjust their decisions and procedures to the new social imperatives. This paper identifies the main elements
interwoven in this process of adjustment and institutional transformation. By taking the propositions advanced by
Deleuze and Guattari (1995), which advocates for a permanently changing and contingent world. They propose a
number of interrelated concepts intended to reveal the pervasiveness of the difference/heterogeneity in relation to
the idea of unity and homogeneity. For them the world is but a succession of moving scenarios composed by an
ever-increasing diversity of entities. In this ontology, concepts should do something very specific, and the aim of
theorizing is not to explain what something is, but what it does. Essentially, it should inform how they might

affect what other things (actants) do. With reference to planning, the aim is to understand what a concept does for,
and how it affects planning practice.
Along these lines, planning becomes a task for dealing with a fluid and contingent plane and the emphasis is the
process by which the change is created and evolves. “There is always the potential for unforeseen lines of flight to
emerge” (Hillier, 2013). This means that planning as a social process, should not be led by models, ideal visions
or prescriptions, but by a process of experimentation, which requires investigating problems, exploring relations
between elements “and being open to what might happen if ….; what differences might emerge” (Hillier, 2013).
This paper explores those ideas in the first part of the text by analyzing the main concepts that comprise their
ontology. The second part evaluates the implication of their approach for planning practice. It discusses several
experiments of planning as a free, collaborative and rhizomatic process as extracted from diverse contexts of the
Brazilian experience with participatory planning. The aim is to set the basis for understanding planning not as an
idealized activity of plan making, but as a democratic, relational and often unforeseen process for dealing with a
complex and fast changing world.
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In community engaged research, stories have power to change citizens' understanding of themselves, their
communities, and the meaning of events. When shared and built upon, stories also have the ability to move people
towards a state of action, helping to foster capacity building in communities. In this presentation we reflect on our
experiences in working with and evaluating community stories to delve into how they mobilize and facilitate
citizen engagement and change community actions. We explore how the development of these narratives may be
supported through publicly funded processes and how these processes can or do support the development of
community awareness and ownership of those stories.
Narrative and community story have been written about in planning theory (Sandercock, 2003; Throgmorton,
2003) as constitutive of our understanding of self, community, other, and plans themselves. More recently,
reflections on story, history, and narrative in (Porter et al., 2015) demonstrate, though, how stories can be tricky,
encapsulating and carry exploitive and colonialist structures. There is a more definitional aspect to story, though,
and that is the question of whether it can be deployed, or understood to be a nurturable device or as an avenue for
change, an issue that knowledge mobilization theory has been grappling with (Vasileiadou, 2012).
We draw on two research projects to explore a cycle of community story development and action: the first

focused on a review of a set of two-year grant-funded community partnerships that addressed mental health and
substance use issues, and the second on factors that influence a rural group of citizens as they work to improve
their community's hospice care needs. The telling of stories about community issues appears to contribute to a
cycle of action, and it is this process of "how" community stories work as planning process that we explore here.
It appears that one person's story is shared with another, and then another, until a collection of stories begin to
build. These multiple stories contain similarities and differences, but this diversity appears to build toward a state
of action to improve something that needs to be addressed. The content becomes clearer as the collection of
stories grows. We suggest that recording community stories is necessary to provide fora (virtual or otherwise) for
story sharing and celebrating success.
Story as action is more than identity constituted in story, and it is more than knowledge mobilization. Reflecting
on the conference theme, we suggest that planning and planners do a "double dance" engaging with story as
moment of action, while also inviting story as a generative process that informs plans and outcomes. We suggest
that planning theory has something to contribute in thinking about how utilizing cycles of story and relationship
develops toward community outcomes. Finally, we argue that planning educators and researchers must publish in
research methodologies to contribute sophisticated knowledge of community action to broader research discourse
on knowledge mobilization.
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Across the history of this nation, interest groups have vied for space, and a right to place, in the American city
(Purcell 2002). Whether along the urban margins or on Main Street, this contest is over space planned and
designed by a dominant power that gravitates its practices to a single like interest group (Frisch 2002; Sandercock
2003). As the diversity of our nation increases and priorities change, the idea of planning for a homogeneous
public loses viability. With increasing frequency, planners are expected to understand and respond to a wider
range of place-based agendas, and interest groups increasingly expect responsive planning (Umemoto 2001). At
the forefront of a paradigm shift in planning is an effort to evolve from a culture of universal standards to a
culture of pluralistic context sensitivity. This shift includes involving ever-more diverse publics in the planning of
places that meet their place-specific social and spatial needs and wants.
It is proposed that the degree or speed with which planners adapt and evolve to this new paradigm is a factor of
the planning culture. Understanding planning culture as “the collective ethos and dominant attitude of
professional planners…toward the roles of the state, market forces, and civil society in urban, regional, and
national development” (Sanyal 2005, p. 3), frames a general understanding of planning theories, practices, and
education within national contexts. Yet planning in the U.S. is primarily a local endeavor, reflecting local values

and historical social and spatial conditions. This research complements the broader paradigm shift in planning by
proposing that in addition to a national planning culture there is an equally important local planning culture.
This research defines contributing aspects to national and local planning cultures using a literature review and
synthesis. These definitions are used in case study research to examine public realm planning in for Latino
communities western U.S. cities. The overarching question explored is the relationship between local planning
culture in the context of a diversifying public and planning outcomes in terms of socio-spatial fit. Through the
course of research, the contributing forces to planning culture are more thoroughly identified and described,
including planning education (Hibbard et al. 2011). This poster presents the findings of this research in
graphically vivid images.
The conceptual framework of planning culture (general/national and specific/local) is vividly depicted in this
poster. Represented at the core is a national planning culture that connects literally and figuratively to local
planning culture. Constituting this national planning culture are core (national) founding principles and values,
several national institutions (legal, academic and practice) and legislation, and state and regional institutions and
legislation. Depicted as a circle with concentric layers that move from the center outward, these aspects contribute
to a multifaceted, coherent national planning culture that corresponds to the concepts identified by Sanyal and his
contributing authors (2005). Rounding out the conceptual framework of planning culture is a series of
multicolored circles in different sizes with concentric layers of varying thicknesses representing different local
contexts, each with their own planning cultures. The visual variation in local contexts depicts the unique and
varying political, economic, social, and material conditions inherent to specific places.
This research explores the relationship between a national planning culture and local planning cultures. It
proposes that while planning culture in the U.S. has its roots in core, foundational nation-state values and
believes, there are additional mediating layers at the state, regional, and local levels that result in locally specific
planning cultures. And, that just as a national planning culture informs local planning culture, the additional
mediating layers act like filters, informing planning at the municipal level.
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In a recent essay, Forester (2015) asks “what kind of research might help us become better planners?” This
question could be further explored in, at least, two ways. The first would entail a discussion on how to define and
identify “better planners.” The second engagement with this question might focus on the “kind of research”
helpful to practitioners. This paper explores the second approach. Forester has suggested, in his recent essay and
in numerous previous work, that qualitative research focusing on situated practices should provide the basis for

normative theories to inform practitioners. This type of work involves in-depth interviews and participatory
observation of planners practice in an attempt to grasp their rationality, resources, values, feelings, and struggles.
Given the disparities between normative ideals, formal planning processes, and the reality of planning practices, it
is imperative that researchers emerge their analysis in the real contexts of practices, as actors perceive them.
In this context, a number of scholars have joined what Liggett (1996) called a “practice movement.” Thus,
theories based on the analysis of planning practice have flourished (Watson 2012). The call for diving into the
analysis of practice acknowledges the roles of situated actions, relationships, power dynamics, and structures in
what planners actually do. Most practice-based studies also highlight planners’ agency, feelings, rationales, and
struggles. While this approach to theorizing has produced a nuanced understanding of the real workings of
planning in various contexts and have brought to light vivid stories that may inform practice and encourage
reflectivity, there has been very little concern for methodological and conceptual underpinnings. In this way,
planning theorists seem to study and use practice in different ways and for different purposes. More importantly,
some questions remain unanswered, while others were never asked: what constitutes practice in a practice-based
study? What is a practice and what is not? How may scholars study practice in a way that the unique value of a
practice lens becomes apparent? What is distinctive about a practice theory approach? How may researchers
account for both agency and structure when focusing on practice?
In this paper, I discuss these and other questions and propose some methodological and conceptual basis for
theorizing from practice. I do so based on insights gained from my participation in a multi-disciplinary practicetheory reading group led by Dr. Martha Feldman at the University of California, Irvine. I also discuss examples
and lessons learned from my recent study on planning practices in Brazil.
The paper first reviews the adoption of a practice lens in planning theory. Then, it discusses the main
assumptions, concepts, and methods of practice theory as a methodological and analytical tool. It provides some
examples from my own and others’ research. Finally, the paper concludes with some thoughts on the use of
practice as a unit of analysis in planning theory.
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The concept of resilience in planning is increasingly contested. In a recent theoretical examination, the term is
connected to planning in the wake of natural disasters as well as economic and social crises (Fainstein 2015), but
disconnected from the concept of trauma. Drawing from planning practice as well as planning and social theory, I
argue that there is no ability to practice resilience planning without addressing trauma.
Resilience thinking is part of the emerging post-positivist scientific framework for planning theory (Allmendinger
2002). In this essay I explore the connections between trauma and resilience, making a case for a planning

practice that takes into account the inter-relationships between trauma and resilience (Marris 1986). By
integrating insights from social theory and psychology research into our understanding of resilience, important
aspects of the concept are distinguished from efforts to simply replace sustainability with resilience.
Communities of color, households impacted by concentrated poverty, and other marginalized neighborhoods are
often on the front line of the economic shocks, natural disasters and social crises that require attention to
resilience in planning. Resilience is too important for equity and social justice planners to ignore precisely
because of the structural vulnerabilities of these populations and their communities. The long history of
environmental injustice and disasters has shown that communities of color and low wealth populations are the
most vulnerable to natural, social and economic crises. Further, the social realities of racism have created intergenerational experiences of historical trauma that remain unresolved and unacknowledged in many planning
processes.
Resilience planning is not automatically or essentially based on the avoidance of equity or social justice. While
resilience planning may be claimed by planners who avoid discussions of equity or social justice, it is too
important to be ceded to them. Drawing on the work of Peter Marris, Mindy Thompson Fullilove, Clyde Woods
and others, I outline a theory of planning for resilience that includes awareness of the traumas that make resilience
a necessary and different concept from sustainability.
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CHOICE IN URBAN PLANNING HISTORY: FROM THE SOCIAL TO THE INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT
Abstract ID: 1283
Part of Pre-organized Session: Mutating Urban Problems: History and Genealogy in Planning
From its inception, planning has set out to resolve the problems of urbanization, but the same dilemmas have
recurred throughout history. This session traces the mutation of problems and their solutions to learn about the
changing role of planners over time. Leonie Sandercock has noted the importance of challenging historical master
narratives. However, in the place of a triumphant modernist story, planning theorists have focused on the episodic
work of planners; their role deliberating in real-time, and fostering undistorted communication. Focus on the
momentary comes at the expense understanding both stability and change in how planners articulate and propose
to solve problems. These four papers examine the historical, material, and intellectual factors that frame recurring
planning problems. The characteristics of such transformations and reoccurrences are useful for tracing the role of
the planner and planning at different historical moments.
Objectives:



To understand how planning problems are framed and change over time, and how this affects current
planning theory and practice.
To understand how recurring urban and planning problems can serve as a pedagogical tool in planning.

WEST, John [Ball State University] jhwest@bsu.edu, presenting author

The changing use of the concept of choice reveals a material and ideological transformation in urban planning and
policy making. Historically, planners created alternative visions of the future that groups, collectivities or society
as a whole could select among (Davidoff, 1962). Increasingly, choice refers to individual decisions and the role of
planners is to shape or guide them to optimal ends using incentives, subsidies and prices. This model of action is
apparent in transportation planning with congestion pricing and parking fees; in housing policy with vouchers; in
public health with sin taxes (cigarettes and soda) and restaurant grading systems; and in public education with
school choice (Rose 1990). Drawing on archival research at Columbia and Stanford universities and interviews
with top administrators in the Bloomberg Administration that formed the basis of my dissertation, I argue that this
transformation reveals a concurrent and crucial change in the imagined subject of planning and necessitates a reexamination of processes of public participation.
In 1962 Paul Davidoff and Thomas Reiner wrote A Choice Theory of Planning which argued that “choice
permeates the whole planning” process and that “planning stresses choice as its characteristic intellectual act”
(103, 106). The planning process was one of individuals delegating decision making processes to “to
administrative and executive hands” (Davidoff and Reiner 1962, p.105). This delegation was an impingement on
“the pure democratic ethos” of individual, decision-making. The planning process offered the public choices to
“widen and publicize” discussions about how to achieve future goals. In this classic use of the concept of choice,
individuals ceded authority to planners who produced urban forms and policies, as with the example of the
development of public housing. The imagined subject of planning was groups of people who were planned for
and had a political say in how their urban environment should change.
Policy-making focused on individual choice had its origins with post-World War II intellectuals who were
troubled by the inefficiencies and opportunities for corruption in planning (see William Vickrey 1951, Milton
Friedman 1962). It grew with the ascendance of miro-economic and behaviorist economic thinking in planning, as
well as the rise of political discourses of individual responsibility (Rodgers, 2011). Thaler and Sunstein argued
that desired social policy outcomes could be achieved by restructuring “choice architecture that alters people’s
behavior in a predictable way” (2008, p. 6). In this individualized version of planning the aim is to influence
individual behavior and market dynamics, as is the case with housing vouchers. The imagined subject is an
individual, rational consumer of public and private goods.
Planning is based on the proposition that through processes that combine expert analysis and deliberation,
collective solutions to public problems can be found. Further attention to deliberative processes and equity is
required to make individual choice theories of planning both equitable and fair. Literature on public participation
remains focused on the kinds of social and political choices imagined by Reiner & Davidoff. This paper
concludes by proposing that individualistic policies require new forms of public participation. Participation must
give citizens the opportunity to contest the rational, individual, consumer identity that planners propose for them.
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BLACK COUNTERPUBLICS AND DETROIT INSURGENT PLANNING
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My larger project explores the theoretical foundations and conceptual resources Detroit counterpublics employ in
insurgent planning, insurgent practices, and insurgent spaces. This paper analyzes preliminary ethnographic data
to map out a terrain of counterpublics in Detroit’s insurgent spaces.
Counterpublics is a concept popularized by Nancy Fraser (1991) to critique Habermas’s theory of public space.
Taking a feminist lens, Fraser argues that the notion of a single public space as the only meeting ground for
democracy is overly bourgeois and masculanist. Many publics exist, and they do not share equal access to The
Public Space due to structural constraints, particularly constraints imposed under capitalism and sexism.
Succeeding scholars have extended Fraser’s conceptual innovation by exploring the characteristics of black
counterpublics in the United States. Such work is particularly relevant to counterpublics in Detroit, an 80%
African American city by population. Black counterpublics have been crucial to advancing American democracy
and have taken various forms throughout the eras of slavery, Reconstruction, Jim Crow, and the civil rights and
black power movements (Squires, 2002). In the post-Reagan years, Dawson (1994) determined that a black
counterpublic was functionally defunct. More recently, Harris-Lacewell (2004) argued that black counterpublics
are not defunct and that they must be seen in the context of regular community spaces, such as barbershops,
churches, and other places in people’s everyday lives. Harris-Lacewell’s (2004) findings demonstrate hand in
hand 1) the ongoing presence of several black counterpublics, 2) the centrality of various ideologies undergirding
black counterpublic makeup, and 3) the critical contribution ethnographic investigation may make to research on
black counterpublics.
This paper investigates how black counterpublics form the terrain of insurgent planning in Detroit. Insurgent
planners are people who seek to disrupt the domineering status quo maintained by hegemonic structural relations
(Miraftab 2009). In other words, insurgent planners pose a critique of unjust power relations as they work to
create a more just city. Detroit enjoys an array of gnarly problems, which manifest for the residents in retraction
of city services accompanied by heightened policing and economic pressures. Imagine living in Detroit today, in
the midst of large-scale housing foreclosures and evictions, accompanied by gentrification. Food deserts persist,
and the city continues to shut off water to homes of families and the elderly. 150 public schools, in addition to
many libraries, closed in the last six years. Jobs are scarce. Insurgent planners in Detroit notice these kinds of
problems, frame them conceptually, and organize in response. Such organizing may take the form of protesting
power, resisting the status quo, or concocting alternatives. For example, in answer to the problems outlined above,
the pro-bono group Detroit Eviction Defense advocates through legal defense and popular protest to keep people
in their homes. Black urban gardeners not only grow fresh food for market, they also run education programs
about food sovereignty. Teachers across dozens of schools this past winter staged “sick outs” to protest their
decaying educational spaces. When there are no jobs, home grown yet high tech manufacturing efforts seek to
build capacity for community-based production.
This paper 1) addresses whether various insurgent planning efforts are organized by a single counterpublic or
multiple counterpublics; 2) characterizes counterpublic(s) and insurgent spaces; and 3) identifies what kinds of
counterpublic spaces host insurgent planning.
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UNHOLY ALLIANCES: BRIDGING COMMON GROUND THROUGH AGONISM IN PRACTICE
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With increasing political polarization in the United States and abroad, finding common ground between citizens
from across the spectrum will be tantamount to be moving forward planning processes and programs. This
research uncovers unexpected areas of convergence and "unholy alliances" between citizens related to planning
topics of concern including climate change, resiliency, social equity, disaster relief, and sustainability. The
research is framed within political theory and planning scholarship related to agonism which considers reworking
antagonistic relationships into agonistic ones where enemies are reframed as legitimate adversaries against which
to spar (e.g., Mouffe, 2013; Hillier, 2002). To uncover agonism it practice, I develop a taxonomy of agonistic
coalitions that span from local to national groups and considers key characteristics of these alliances by
geography and scale; mission, sector and issues areas, organizing tactics online and in person; participants, board
composition, funders, founding date; alliance-identified main accomplishments and outcomes; key shifts over
time of the alliance's core activity areas; and areas of convergence with planning scholarship. The research is
based on in-depth interviews and content analysis of documents and internet communications/social media of 15
alliances in the United States.
This research finds that when expected alliances emerge, it is more difficult for each side of a planning issue to
dismiss the Other when activists from across the political spectrum align on substance and process, even more so
for planners and researchers when activists' position statements align with planning scholarship.
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INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF SUSTAINABILITY IN URBAN
COMMUNITY PLANNING PRACTICE: CASE STUDIES FROM THE U.S., DENMARK AND JAPAN
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Sustainability has become one of the most dominant paradigms guiding urban planning theory and practice
(Davidson, 2010). However, theory on the social dimension of sustainability has been largely overlooked.
Characterized as a “concept in chaos” (Vallance, Perkins, & Dixon, 2011), little theoretical framing of the social
dimension exists upon which to guide or inform planning practice (Godschalk, 2004; Littig and GrieBler, 2005).
As a result, much of sustainability practice is carried out without regard to the importance of the many deeply
embedded social contexts of urban life (Campbell, 1996). Urban social problems persist even in the most, socalled, “sustainable cities.” Further developing sustainability planning practice to incorporate social dimensions
offers an opportunity to address long-standing social problems in urban communities. Some innovative planning
practitioners and community leaders are forging a new path for sustainability planning that intentionally brings
the social dimension into focus. This research explores case studies of neighborhood-scale sustainability planning
projects in Portland, Oregon; Copenhagen, Denmark; and Nagoya, Japan to describe the ways in which the social
dimension of sustainability has been conceptualized and implemented. Findings discuss the structural and

contextual elements of the social dimension that these communities found to be crucial in planning for
sustainability at the neighborhood scale. This research informs both sustainability theory and urban planning
practice. By further developing theoretical conceptualization of the social dimension of sustainability, future
practice will benefit from what these communities have learned through their planning processes.
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EMPOWERING RESIDENTS THROUGH A ‘PUBLIC ACADEMY’: LESSONS FROM A PLANNING
EXPERIMENT IN HONOLULU, HAWAII
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Construction cranes and towering buildings fill the skyline of a Honolulu neighborhood, raising anxiety and
prompting questions among locals. Who can afford to live in these expensive highrises? Can the infrastructure
handle such density? Who's controlling development decisions? How can the public have a greater say in
planning? In fall 2015, planning faculty and students from the University of Hawaii organized a "public planning
academy" in the heart of this redevelopment district. The 6-week seminar series was called Kakaako: Our
Kuleana. The purpose was to empower citizens to take a more effective and active role in shaping the future of
their communities through greater understanding of planning issues and the planning process. Based on theories
of deliberative democracy and communicative planning, the logic followed that public planning education could
enrich civic engagement in planning processes and enhance deliberative planning.
The broad topic of this study is the impact of public planning education on participatory planning and civic
engagement. How might public planning education ameliorate some of the obstacles to participatory planning in
the face of complexity and power inequalities? What are the benefits and limitations of public planning
academies? And what lessons could be gleaned from Kakaako: Our Kuleana? Various methods of data collection
were used to measure increases in human, social, cultural, and political capital, including workshop feedback
forms, participant observation during and after the workshop series, a post-workshop survey, participatory
workshop activity outputs, and key informant interviews with participants.
Over 100 people attended each of the workshops, including residents, workers, landowners, business owners,
planners, real estate agents & developers, nonprofits, educators, government agencies, and students. Concerns
ranged from affordable housing and open green spaces to the viability of small businesses and the adequacy of
stormwater infrastructure. There was a high level of engagement in the sessions and participants valued the access
to information provided by the presenters as well as meeting and interacting with other attendees. Participants
drew a wide range of conclusions, from realizing the need for stakeholder input and wanting to participate to

understanding the complexities and wanting to move out. While the public academy scored high for its
educational value and did lead to the formation of an organizing group that continues to meet, the paper details
lessons learned about the transition from education to organizing and from knowledge to power in a weak state in
which the prospects of meaningful participation are highly contingent on localized politics.
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF URBAN RUNOFF POLLUTANT ON VULNERABLE POPULATION IN
THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REGION: INTEGRATING EPA’S BASINS PLOAD MODULE AND
SCAG LAND USE DATASET WITHIN GIS FRAMEWORK
Abstract ID: 10
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Water quality has been one of the most discussed topics and is certainly an important subject in California (Farzin
and Grogan, 2013). Non-point source (NPS) pollutants from urban runoff, which are hard to monitor and manage,
exert significant impacts on watersheds in the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) region
and have caused concerns from local jurisdictions about water quality and meeting regulatory requirements;
however, in California, they do have land use authority for local planning decisions. This study argues that
pollutants generated from urban runoff can be reduced through a form of effective and efficient land use strategies
and implementations; and its potential impacts on environmental justice (EJ) populations.
SCAG developed the 2016 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) for the
Southern California region; this is a comprehensive long-range plan for the regional transportation and land use
network with the goal of balancing the region’s future mobility and housing needs with economic, environmental
and public health goals (2016 RTP/SCS). According to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, SCAG is
mandated to perform EJ analyses on low income or minority populations regarding benefits and burdens of
proposed projects in the region. Urban runoff pollutant is one of the important areas that need to be investigated to
identify any potential impacts on the EJ population.
Several literatures have mentioned about the association between urban growth, imperviousness, and runoff
pollutant. Urban growth changes land use pattern overtime, which is related to the urban imperviousness pattern
and NPS spatial distribution (Moglen and Sunghee, 2007). For NPS pollutant control, imperviousness as an
indicator is widely used in local and regional environmental planning efforts (Gwang and Heaney, 2003).
Different urban growth scenarios will most likely generate different impervious patterns and urban runoff, which
ultimately leads to various extents of impacts on the watershed environment (Park and Stenstrom, 2016; Paule et
al, 2014).
We have utilized the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s Better Assessment Science Integrating point and
Nonpoint Sources (BASIN) Pollutant Loading Estimator (PLOAD) model to estimate and spatially visualize
urban runoff pollutant, total phosphorus (TP), in Orange County, California. To estimate TP, we use the simple
method approach of the PLOAD model to calculate the pollutant loading in GIS environment; this particular
method has several factors including runoff coefficient, precipitation, ratio of storms producing runoff, event
mean concentration (EMC) for land use type, and area of land use type.
By spatially and statistically analyzing the changes of TP under different land development scenarios (i.e.,
baseline scenario and preferred scenario) and EJ variables, we found that the preferred scenario promoting transitoriented land use strategy significantly reduced the region wide urban runoff pollutants from the baseline
scenario; and its impacts on environmental justice populations. The study also found that there may be a
significant burden on local communities in transit-oriented development area and emphasize the planning effort to

discuss the balance local impact and regional benefit. We need further research on the link of the built
environment to sustainable water quality and watershed management.
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Most of the work written about Dubai in the urban planning literature describes either the city’s history or its
rapid pace of development. There is an untold story of Dubai and this research will debunk the myths surrounding
the city’s urban form and evolution. This built landscape–oriented analysis, which aims to understand existing
city form, has not been common within the region. For that reason, this research is designed to articulate and
explore the morphological characteristics of Dubai. In particular, the research aims to answer the following
questions: (1) What are the different patterns and forms of Dubai’s built landscape; and (2) What are the major
driving forces or factors that influenced Dubai’s urban transformation and its current landscape?
The “built landscape” refers to an area at a neighborhood scale, often 0.25 to 0.4 square mile (Wheeler, 2015,
167). This area is large enough to explore how formal attributes shape people’s lives, behavior, and movement.
The analysis of Dubai’s urban form identifies nine main patterns of neighborhood forms created from the 1960s to
present, based on street systems and building form: the organic dense city; organized, planed apartment blocks;
large single family neighborhoods; the linear contemporary downtown; labor dorms or complexes; gated
communities; tower complexes; island and off-shore developments; and exclusive waterfront developments. The
scope of work is structured into three different sections: (1) Intensive 3D modeling and GIS mapping and analysis
exploring different patterns of Dubai’s landscape; (2) Intensive review of government documents and literature;
and (3) recommendations for developing a sustainable city region. Understanding the progression and
morphological physical characteristics of the built environment is critical to the future development of Dubai’s
regional growth
Cities are being transformed and built at a massive pace and scale, which often precludes forethought and
justification. Dubai, some argue, is a case where numerous mega-scale developments were constructed in record
time without being contagious or integrated into the existing urban fabric. With this extreme and intense form of
urbanism, the magnitude of ecological, economic, and social concerns has increased rapidly, leading to pressing
spatial and physical challenges. This study will explore the evolution and the transformation of Dubai’s Builtlandscape in the last 6 decades. The city’s form during this period transformed from a compact urban
configuration to a fragmented and segregated landscape that extends several miles into the desert landscape.
Investigating the history of urban form and the contributed factors that influenced this trend of urbanism could

provide a direction and guidance for drafting new policies and strategies for the development of a sustainable city
fabric.
The study begins with a brief review of Dubai’s history, growth, and decision making system. We then describe
the spatial characteristic of Dubai’s urban evolution from the late 1960s to present. This GIS analysis and
modeling section will analyze the arrangements of streets, blocks, buildings, land use, and open space at each
formal typology of Dubai. After that the paper discusses the different political, economic, environmental, and
cultural factors that shaped/influenced the general outcome of Dubai’s built landscape. The outcome of this
research is to build a nomenclature of Dubai’s urban form and explore a sustainable urban model for the future
development of Dubai and the region.
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Factors contributing to urban shrinkage have been widely discussed in the urban studies and planning literature,
however the emergence, influence and interaction of these factors in urban shrinkage processes have received
little attention. This paper builds on the established circular causality of urban shrinkage processes by empirically
examining the time series relationship of fifteen demographic, migratory, labor and built environment factors. The
causes of urban shrinkage are inherently context dependent, however many decisive contributing factors, such as
low birth rates and economic restructuring, are often considered to be outside of the influence of the local context.
Empirical knowledge of how these factors manifest and interact with other factors at the local level is limited. A
novel cross-correlation network analysis is developed to disentangle the complex processes and explore the
regional differentiation of urban shrinkage. Two Canadian shrinking cities, Chatham-Kent, Ontario and Cape
Breton Regional Municipality, Nova Scotia are examined over a period of seventeen years from 1997 to 2013.
The results of the cross-correlation network analysis in the two case studies demonstrate three outcomes. First,
they provide empirical confirmation to Hoekveld’s (2012) conclusion that the processes contributing to urban
shrinking are much more complex than the oft relied upon linear narrative assumes. The results from both case
studies showed extensive connectivity between the variables. Many of the variables were strongly interrelated and
the networks displayed numerous feedback loops between all four types of variables. These circular trends
potentially indicate self-propagating mechanisms within the urban shrinkage process.
Second, the analysis provides empirical confirmation of the individuality of urban shrinkage trajectories.
Chatham-Kent and CBRM each had a distinct set of relationships between variables. The two cities are
comparable in geographic and population size and in recent years have both experienced symptoms of urban
shrinkage. However, it is possible that significant differences in migration trends play an important role in the
differentiation of their shrinkage trajectories. The pattern of migration followed national economic trends and
reflects the distinct difference between urban shrinkage within a context of growth and shrinkage within a

shrinking region. Living and trying to compete in the shadow of a large growing city or region can be challenging,
however it also provides enormous opportunities for regional coordination. Multi-scalar initiatives have been
shown to be instrumental in stabilizing urban shrinkage (Rink et al., 2012). Chatham-Kent’s proximity to the
Greater Toronto Area allows residents to commute to a number of employment centers and offers an affordable
alternative to newly landed immigrants in Toronto. It offers enormous regional economic development and
planning opportunities with the Greater Toronto Area, but also with other industrial urban centers such as Sarnia
and London.
Last, a number of similarities arose from the analysis of the cross-correlation networks, even though the shrinkage
trajectory in each case is clearly unique. Unemployment rates were strongly linked to housing permit rates in both
cities. Predictably higher unemployment was correlated with fewer housing permits. The built environment
provided additional similarities between the cities’ trajectories as intraprovincial migration rates were strongly
linked to housing starts and completions. A rise in intraprovincial migration led to more housing starts and
subsequent completions. And in both locations, labor variables (unemployment, employment and labor
participation rates) were found to be strongly indicative of immigration trends. Specifically, a decrease in
employment and labor participation (with a parallel increase in unemployment) led to a decrease in immigration.
This suggests that the perception of poor employment prospects acts as a disincentive for immigrants to choose to
live in either of these locations.
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The internal migration in China has been mostly studied focusing on the group of migrants without hukou, who
look for job opportunities in larger cities. Treating them as a separate group has greatly hampered the process of
population projection, which failed to support the urban development planning and resource allocation in Chinese
cities. It is therefore very urgent for Chinese cities to understand the internal migration net flow patterns of
different regions so that the result can provide foundations for regional resource allocation distribution in the
future.
In this paper, we adopted the “forward survival model” that was widely used in net migration research, to
understand the population composition of China’s regional net migration between 2000 and 2010. We use 2000
and 2010 census provincial data to estimate the annual net migration by different age and gender groups at
provincial level. Our preliminary findings reveal that there are three main types of migration patterns across
provinces. First is the high economic development provinces which attract large number of young and working

age population, and corresponding with the losing younger population in less developed provinces. Second is a
second round of internal migration similar to the earlier one but later in life, which we believe is related to
households family formations that some choose to migrate again when their kids grow older. The third is a much
smaller scale migration away from northern more harsh climate provinces after retirement. As China is reforming
its hukou policies, these findings are certain to shed lights on the regional population redistribution, and the
overall resource allocation at a national level.
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There has been much debate over the past two decades on measuring the costs and benefits of urban compactness.
Particularly, due to the recent refinement of compactness indices, urban compactness literature has extended to
measure impacts on other characteristics of the built environment such as transportation, public health, housing
affordability, air quality, and so on (Ewing and Hamidi 2014; Ewing et al 2014). In fact, studies comparing the
benefits of urban compactness with the costs of urban sprawl argue that compact and high-density development
bring desirable impacts to future urban growth - such as reduction of commuting distance, better air quality, and
lower public service costs.
From an economic perspective, many studies mention that excessive spatial expansion of cities causes increasing
income inequality, increasing housing costs, decline in inner city areas, lower job accessibility, and even market
failure in controlling land supply due to reckless farmland development outside the urban boundary (Brueckner
2011; Galster et al 2001). Economic costs and benefits caused by urban sprawl suggest that in the long term,
greater urban compactness prevents the outflow of jobs from urban centers to suburbs and increases the
possibility of bringing new firms into urban centers as well as relocating existing firms (Moeckel 2009). These
firm growth and relocation dynamics can be used to measure the level of entrepreneurship and agglomeration
economies within cities, which helps us better understand the other dynamics of urban compactness and economic
growth. Nevertheless, little research actually analyzes the impacts of urban compactness on new firm formation
and existing firm relocation. Furthermore, few studies quantify how the degree of urban compactness relates to
business location choice which is known to optimize levels of entrepreneurship and clustering effects of
agglomeration economies.
To address this gap, this paper analyzes firm and establishment characteristics data from the Business Dynamics
Statistics (BDS) dataset created by the U.S. Census Bureau. This dataset records annual changes in firm job
creation and destruction, firm births and deaths, and firm entries and exits. Considering that both firm
characteristics and urban compactness indices data are available over two time periods, 2000 and 2010, a
multilevel modeling analysis is employed for this study. The two time periods are a level-2 variable in the
multilevel model, whereas firm, compactness indices, and other control variables within all metropolitan
statistical areas (388 MSAs) in the U.S. will compromise level-1 variables. Through multilevel analysis, this

paper assesses how degrees of compactness are associated with firm growth and relocation over time. This paper
intends to demonstrate whether or not more compactness in an area plays a driving role in attracting new firms
and relocated existing firms.
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China in 2016 "No 1 Central Document" proposed to improve rural living environments, building an even more
livable and beautiful countryside, pay attention to the effective utilization of ecological environment resources,
focus on the construction of rural livable environment, emphasizing the harmony between human and nature,
landscaping residents living environment, promote sustainable rural development. With the action of building
beautiful countryside to carry out, the living conditions of farmers and the environment of village gradually are
improved.
The paper takes the Changbai County, Jilin Province, China as case. Firstly, we analyze the current situation of
rural human settlements in county, and found that the Changbai rural have so many problem，such as the low
quality roads and public services, lacking infrastructure security and village environment landscaping，poor
sanitary conditions, and all buildings in this region without any distinguishing feature. Secondly, we use the
Analytical Hierarchy Process, to evaluate and analyze the 2 subsystems which are "situation habitat
environmental assessment" and "habitat conditions for development evaluation", 8 second level indexes which are
housing, roads, infrastructure, public services, landscape environment, population and economy, traffic location,
terrain environment, 27 third level indexes. Infrastructure security - village renovation focuses mainly rural
housing reconstruction, smooth road planning, improve water supply and drainage, electric power communication
full coverage. Habitat environmental remediation Village pays attention to the rural sewage treatment and
sanitation improvement. Beautify green demonstrative village renovation type focus river system, drying site
remediation, environmental optimization of landscape, architecture and garden landscaping. Based on analysis
and evaluation of the results，the Changbai county’s 77 villages are divided into three different regulation type
which are infrastructure security, living environment improvement, beautification and greening demonstration
type. For different types of village renovation, the paper proposes specific regulation contents, remediation
strategies and implementation procedures.
Finally, from technical measures, government and administration, management and rural planning, public
participation, the paper proposes the implementation of environmental management plans to build safeguards
habitat. Through these measures，the feasibility planning content is improved，enforcement plan has been
strengthened, and evaluation program implementation monitoring mechanism set up, the villagers participation

also increased.
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Despite a highly organized and institutionalized planning framework, regions in Germany are widely considered
the most experimental layer of planning and vary quite extensively in terms of their organizational composition,
strategic purpose, and administrative competencies (Furst, 2005). This research examines the role of German
regional level planning in explaining urban spatial structure and development patterns. Regions are often justified
as the appropriate scale to implement growth management as local regulations often produce undesirable spillover
effects in adjacent communities. Our unit of analysis consists of the 114 planning regions in Germany. We model
change in urban structure and density as a product of a number of demographic, political economic and policy
variables. We utilize data from the CORINE land cover dataset for the years 2006 and 2012. In addition, we use
the Raumordnungsplan-Monitor (ROPLAMO) dataset from the Federal Office for Building and Regional
Research, a unique dataset that includes a number of continuous and bivariate metrics to capture variation among
the 114 regions. Similar to other researchers (Wassmer, 2006, Paulsen, 2014) this data allows us to rank the
regions based on the relative restrictiveness of their growth management approach. The outcomes of this research
are two-fold; first, a typology of regional level planning from stronger, more institutionalized planning regions, to
those that are more accommodating of growth; and second, a better understanding of the role of regional planning
in explaining land use patterns. We find that while controlling for population, economic, and geographic
variations, regions do play a significant role in shaping urban spatial structure. This study contributes to the
debate on growth management and regional planning in important ways. Many studies have focused on the
situation in the US, where available data, substantial state and local variation in growth management tools, and
politically contentious nature of the debate about urban sprawl and quality of life have led to a robust and topical
discussion. This study focuses on Germany, where there is a long tradition of managing growth at the regional
level, but very little in terms of internationally visible research on the performance and success of such policies.
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In Iowa and other parts of the former tallgrass prairie (Illinois, Missouri, Minnesota, Indiana, the Dakotas,
Kansas, and Nebraska), the ecological diversity of the prairie gave way to intensive cultivation of two row crops:
corn and soy beans. Rivers and streams became soiled with foreign substances, in particular nitrates from the
nitrogen fertilizer applied heavily on row crops. What had once been amenities, paths of transportation, and
important natural systems, gave way to watery dumps of foul substances and sediment.
What can cities and towns do? Because the sources of water pollution are upstream and non-point in origin, the
answer is not much.
One point of friction and leverage that has begun to emerge in Iowa and elsewhere in the former tallgrass prairie
is the impact of nitrates on drinking water. A recent analysis showed that over 60 Iowa water utilities had elevated
concentrations of nitrates in their source waters. Among these, Des Moines is the best known. Faced with the
impact of row cropping, as well as artificial drainage that fed nitrates directly into its primary sources of drinking
water, the Des Moines Water Works examined options for assuring the public’s safety. In response to repeated
violations of EPA’s drinking water standard, DMWW purchased the “world’s largest ion exchange nitrate
removal facility” for $4.1 million in 1991. Recently, DMWW has faced increasing nitrate concentrations from the
two rivers from which it draws water, the Raccoon and the Des Moines. By July 2015, the DMWW had spent
$1.5 million since December 2014 on nitrate removal and throughout 2015 the DMWW needed to run its nitrate
removal equipment 177 days, more than in any other year.
Faced with increasing expenses to remove nitrates, a state government that refrained from challenging Iowa’s
politically powerful agriculture lobby, and indifference from its Des Moines and Raccoon River basin neighbors,
the DMWW filed suit in federal court in March 2015 against three counties in north central Iowa that supervise
numerous drainage districts whose underground pipes convey both ground water and nitrates into the DMWW’s
drinking water sources.
This case, which goes to trial in August 2016, has implications beyond Des Moines. Much of the Corn Belt was
once wetland and drainage districts have helped make this fertile land farmable. The suit challenges the
assumption that agriculture, at least in the Midwest, is a non-point source of pollution and therefore exempt from
the Clean Water Act that more tightly regulates industrial point-sources. Moreover, it challenges the assumption
that cities and their agricultural regions have no responsibility to each other for the quality of water. And given
the demonstrated impact that Midwestern agriculture has had on the growth of the Hypoxic Zone in the northern
Gulf of Mexico, the law suit purposely identifies the impact of agriculture on a region much larger than central
Iowa—the Mississippi River Valley and the Gulf of Mexico.
The case is therefore about regionalism and begs the question of whether regional cooperation can be obtained via
a lawsuit. The methodology in this paper will be historical, setting a context for the case in the history of
Midwestern agriculture and the location of Des Moines at the downstream edge of the state’s former wet prairie.
The paper will speculate on the possible legal implications of the case for water quality regulation in Midwestern
agricultural areas. And it will place the Des Moines case in the full context of the national effort to significantly
reduce Gulf Hypoxia.
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Scholars, government officials and legislators support increased regional coordination of transportation and land
use to address serious environmental issues. It has long been argued that regional planning benefits outweigh the
costs of overcoming political roadblocks, and transportation policy has always been a key element in debates over
regionalism. Smart growth initiatives at the regional level have proven difficult to pursue, while environmental
law has been shown to guide transportation planning activities and influence land use. As problems such as global
warming, water quality, and loss of species habitat have been perceived as more pressing, a consensus has
emerged that regional planning organizations must be empowered to address environmental problems that are not
limited to jurisdictional boundaries.
We know very little about how meeting regional environmental requirements changes the transportation planning
process. It is unclear to what degree, if any, obtaining regional environmental results is dependent upon
institutional change that increases regional thinking, or how meeting these requirements changes the
transportation planning process. My research aims to understand whether environmental requirements impact the
ability of regional transportation planning organizations to influence regional transportation and land use
decision-making.
I propose to explore the of mechanisms by which environmental laws interact with the regional transportation
planning process through a case study of in regional habitat conservation plans under the Endangered Species Act
(RHCPs). RHCPs are frequently coordinated between many stakeholders and provide conservation plans that look
forward up to 75 years, outlining growth that maintains biodiversity while allowing for economic growth. RCHP
planning is often challenged by difficulties common to collaborative planning, but is critical to forming strong
partnerships that will persist over long-term implementation of the conservation plan.
Proposal
I will examine the extent to which transportation agencies are participating in regional conservation initiatives,
and whether this participation is increasing coordinated regional planning efforts more broadly at participating
transportation agencies. How do RCHPs encourage the participation of transportation agencies in regional
conservation initiatives, and does this participation change the agencies’ planning process or outcomes? Has
participation in RHCPs increased interagency/intergovernmental partnerships? Is there evidence that meeting
regional conservation goals encourages regional planning and decision-making by participating transportation
agencies?
I employ multiple qualitative research methods, which are increasingly used in applied policy research. I use
original data drawn from policy and planning documents, and interviews to analyze the institutional and planning
process impacts of environmental law. My research will include all RHCPs that cover transportation projects
(currently, ~25 RHCPs), to allow a comparison that draws broader conclusions on the role political economy and
funding availability plays in regional transportation planning for environmental goals. Situating my findings in the
regional planning literature, I will evaluate whether environmental goals can create institutional change that

strengthens regional actions in transportation planning.
This research aims to contribute to the literature on regional integration of transportation and land use planning.
The goal of this analysis is to guide transportation agencies on how to successfully promote institutional change to
address environmental requirements and planning challenges that are increasingly regional. The policy
implications of this research extend to other environmental objectives, for example addressing the goals of the
Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act, as well as climate change mitigation under SB 375. In the end, my research
aims to strengthen the often-ignored link between great ideas and their implementation to best take advantage of
such opportunities for institutional change that improve regional outcomes.
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City-county consolidation has become a political issue again in South Korea with the enactment of ‘special act on
the reform of local administrative system’ in 2010. The act emphasizes the necessity of consolidation based on
population, geographical conditions, historical homogeneity, settlement areas of regions and so on, assuring a
various kind of administrative and financial supports for regions that accomplish city-county consolidation.
During the period of rapid economic development in the past, the central government in Korea had pursued
separating city and county and promoted major towns of many urbanized areas to formal incorporated areas. In
this way, many ‘doughnut’ shaped counties have formed. Later on, it turned out that this structure has caused
inefficiency problems and generated negative external effects. Therefore, the Korean government introduced citycounty consolidation system preparatory to settling the local autonomy in 1995. Through the system, 40 pairs of
cities and counties, where each pair has formed a single settlement area with common characteristics, were
consolidated.
One of the purposes of city-county consolidation is to promote mutual development between city and county
region and consequently accomplish an efficient use of land. However, little is known about whether the purposes
have been achieved. Previous research mostly focused on economic effects of city-county consolidation from a
fiscal point of view. Therefore, analyzing city-county consolidation in terms of urban growth including its
physical and non-physical aspects will help identify its impacts on regional economy and efficient use of lands.
In order to identify the relationships between city-county consolidation and urban growth and the growth pattern,
this paper examines three types of city-county units: consolidated, considered for consolidation but failed, the
others. For the analysis, firstly, multiple regression models with dummy variables are employed. Dependent
variables include change rates of population, employment, and urbanized areas for three different models.

Independent variables include dummy variables of consolidation types along with other factors associated with
urban growth. Secondly, additional multiple regression analyses are performed using interaction terms that
combine the dummy variables of consolidation with the ratio of difference between city and county in terms of
population change rate, employment change rate, and urbanized areas change rate. Using the models, it can be
identified how consolidation affects urban growth patterns of city and county and how the patterns affect urban
growth.
The results show that there are significant differences in the aspects of urban growth between consolidated regions
and the others. In addition, it is found that growth patterns of city and county are different depending on
consolidation, and the patterns also have a relationship with urban growth. In a nutshell, the study empirically
identified that a consolidation between a city and a county that has formed a single settlement area gave relatively
bigger influences on urban growth and its pattern compared to other types. The results may give implications for
the direction of policies for local government system and reorganization of administrative districts.
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The city-region growth based on urban systems is closely related to urban spatial structure and has been a main
interest in urban planning, regional economy, and geography. Recently, Network city and Central Flow Theory
have been suggested as an alternative to the Central Place Theory since interurban complementarity has more
emerged from the functional relation with the improvement of transportation and IT technology. Although these
theories have separate approaches having different degrees of horizontal or vertical spillovers, all of them seek
interurban complementarity through spillovers. Also, since interactive horizontal spillovers of similar-sized cities
is more importantly conceived in these theories than one-sided vertical spillovers from hierarchically-ordered,
studies of spatial diffusion based on spatial structure have recently increased.
In this context, the purpose of this study is to estimate the effect of functional spillovers for higher and lower level
regions within the capital region of Korea. The region consists of lower level administrative boundaries (Dongs)
and higher level cities and counties (Si and Gun). In particular, since functional relation is more appropriate than
physical relation, such as proximity, in understanding the spatial structure of contemporary complex urban
systems, interurban functional relation is employed in the analysis. To measure the interurban functional relation,
weight matrix generated using commuting origin and destination data and Moran’s I index are used to identify
functional autocorrelation of urban systems. And then, this paper uses the hierarchical spatial autoregressive
model where employment growth is used as a dependent variable to estimate the spatial interaction of lower level
units. Such spatial interaction would be the effect of functional spillovers in consideration of spatial heterogeneity

of higher level units.
The results show that functional spillovers are estimated differently by spatial hierarchy, implying that direct and
indirect effects of functional relations should be considered in developing policies for sustainable spatial structure
of metropolitan areas.
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This study analyzes the relationship between the urban containment policies and non-motorized mode choices
(i.e., walk and bicycle) for 350 metropolitan areas from 2000 to 2010 in U.S. In particular, this study hypothesizes
that urban containment policies would have a positive impact on non-motorized mode choices.
The improvement of transportation has played an important role in the physical and economic growth of cities.
The expansion of auto-dependent lifestyle with an uncontrolled suburbanization, however, has been one of the
most significant causes of urban sprawl in U.S. metropolitan areas. Many studies have already attributed much of
the urban problems to urban sprawl in terms of land use, transportation, environment, and public health.
For controlling the negative effects of urban sprawl, urban and regional planning initiatives such as development
impact fees, congestion pricing, and urban containment policies (e.g., urban growth boundary, urban service
areas, or greenbelts) have been developed and implemented over the past several decades in U.S metropolitan
areas. Among these, urban containment policy and its long-term effect on travel behavior have been interested in
urban and transportation planning fields.
Many studies have already addressed the relationships between urban form and travel behavior (Ewing and
Cervero, 2001) and the relationship between urban sprawl and physical activity (Garden and Jalaludin, 2009).
Notably, Aytur et al. (2008) documented that households in compact cities have the higher rate of commuting by
walk and bicycle than that in sprawl cities. However, little research has been conducted to examine the
relationship between urban containment policies and non-motorized travel for U.S. metropolitan areas with the
recently available database of Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) 2010.
The results of this study confirm that metropolitan areas with urban containment policies show higher rate of nonmotorized travel modes over other metropolitan areas without such policies. This finding emphasizes the
importance of regional planning policies to promote non-motorized transportation modes such as walking and

biking in metropolitan areas.
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This paper presents a draft outline of India’s contemporary regional planning approach. Early decades of India’s
regional planning experience, perhaps most prominently articulated in the planning for country’s National Capital
Region [NCR]—an inter-state rural-urban area roughly the size of US state of Maryland centered upon the capital
city of New Delhi—are well documented (e.g., Banerjee 1996). Literature also describes how the postindependence elites imported and imposed planning ideas and modalities like the state-centered comprehensive
master planning approach that envisaged a hierarchy of planned areas from self-contained ‘neighborhood units’ to
the entire region (Banerjee 2009). Recent scholarship has described how local actors adapted these planning ideas
in line with their cultural preferences and practical needs over time (Vidyarthi 2015) and the manner in which a
diverse range of informalities have continued to subvert many of the formal planning efforts, like elsewhere in the
so-called Third-world, ever since (Shatkin 2011). Then, how exactly are Indians planning these fast-growing
regions?
I began this project with two hypotheses: Ongoing economic growth has created room for emergent planning
actors (city and regional agencies, entrepreneurs, builders, township developers, investors and more) to play along
with the state and national governments that have customarily maintained a strong grip on Indian cities and,
second, that the planning and development action is shifting to peripheral areas (owing to various factors like
increasing complexities in central cities and easy availability of relatively cheaper land on the urban edge). I
employed a mix method approach including archival research, more than fifty open-ended and semi-structured
interviews with planners, developers, local residents and development intermediaries, and content analysis of
various plan documents during the fieldwork conducted over a yearlong sabbatical in AY 2015-16.
As I initiate the process of analyzing the field-notes and collected data, two insights have begun to take shape.
First, the remarkable diversity of planning processes at work, which can be broadly categorized into four major
kinds of planning: state-centered plans, public sector driven sectoral planning efforts (e.g., roads, public education
and health infrastructure, and utilities like electricity), project-level private plans and a diverse range of informal
and spontaneous planning efforts. Second, the tacit yet dynamic manner in which these disparate plans work with
(and often against) each other and, in the process, are collectively shaping the region at the fine-grained level of
individual settlements and open spaces. Employing Robert Fishman’s assertion (2010), that large-scale national
and regional planning in the US largely works silently yet profoundly, as a hook; this paper will present a
tentative outline of India’s contemporary regional planning approach from a comparative US perspective.
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The landscape of spatial governance has changed dramatically over recent decades, as territorial governance units
have proliferated and an increasingly complex network of subnational actors and agencies has replaced the more
ordered and uniform political and institutional geography that characterised spatial Keynesianism. This
transformation has involved a shift from a territorial governance model rooted in hard and bounded units, to one
that acknowledges the open and networked configurations of relational spaces. This new model assumes a state of
'spatial pluralism' and recognises the existence of both territorial and relational spaces. As this mode of spatial
governance has become more embedded, so increasing attention has been afforded to the ways in which various
policy challenges are imagined and reimagined under different politico-spatial configurations.
In this context, the paper employs a longitudinal analysis to examine the wide range of strategic spatial
imaginaries that have developed over the past forty years or so in the urban-industrial belt connecting the
conurbations of Liverpool and Manchester in the North West region of England. The object of the paper is to
interpret transitions in spatial policy and governance by assessing the Mersey Belt corridor in light of ideas
around hard-territorial and soft-relational spaces. In doing so, the paper seeks to connect interpretations of hard
and soft spaces to a rich body of work focused on the practices associated with the construction of spatial
imaginaries, and the tactics that advocates employ to destabilise existing imaginaries and to implant alternatives.
In interrogating these issues, the paper focuses on the interrelationships, temporally and spatially, between
different spaces of governance and their underlying imaginaries. Drawing upon a programme of 28 semistructured interviews with policy elites, covering 34 participants from the public, private and voluntary sectors,
conducted between 2012 and 2014, the paper considers the ways in which different spaces of governance
coincide, and the complementary and conflictual consequences this can engender.
The paper (a) considers debates on evolving governance cultures and strategies in the context of territorial and
relational spaces; (b) explores ideas underpinning spatial imaginaries in relation to different territories around
which land-use planning efforts are organised; (c) establishes a conceptual framework through which to
understand the variable configurations of hard and soft spaces informed by multiple complementary or conflicting
visions propounded by different policy actors; (d) examines empirical experience of spatial imaginaries , from the
inception of the Mersey Belt to the subsequent Atlantic Gateway initiative; and (e) concludes by considering the
implications for wider efforts to theorise the evolution of sub-national territorial governance and policy.
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The Greater Toronto Region, now referred to the Greater Golden Horseshoe is one of the largest and fastest
growing regions in North America. More than ten years ago the Provincial Government passed several policy
documents to control and guide growth in the Region. They are the Greenbelt Act and the Growth Plan Act. These
documents along with several others are part of current co-ordinated plan review. The Growth Plan was awarded
the American Planning Association’s Burnham Award for the best Smart Growth plan of the year.
As might be expected, after 10 years the |Growth plan needs to be evaluated in terms of what it has achieved, and
how it needs to be revised to better address the objectives that were not fully achieved. Also revisions are required
for the polices to reflect new market conditions, changes in objectives, and other issues that may have arisen over
the past ten years.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the coordinated plan review in terms of the implementation of the growth
plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe. The future implementation of the plan needs to be considered in the
context of infrastructure planning needs especially public transit. This was not adequately considered in the
original plan as Metrolinx, the Provincial Planning Agency for the region has not prepared its transit plan at the
outset of the plan. The Transit Plan, “The Big Move” (2008), is now also being reviewed in the context of need,
funding, and political realities.
The implementation issues that will be addressed include how to integrate the transit components into the plan as
well as how to implement the plan in the current market context which includes a number of issues in the current
housing market as well as the advent of a large millennial population in Toronto, a large influx of new immigrants
(50% of the population of the City of Toronto was born outside on Canada), and the current fiscal pressure on
local governments. Depending on the timing of when the Province’s new plan is created and the paper is
prepared. The paper will either critique the key aspects of the new plan with regard to the above aspects or make
recommendations for the new plan.
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Traditional immigrant destinations in the US, like New York or Los Angeles, have had a historical orientation to
one or more “ethnic enclaves” – inner-city neighborhoods that were transformed at some point (usually in the late
1800s or early 1900s by an influx of one particular co-ethnic population of migrants). However, today’s
immigrant settlement patterns, particularly in the United States, are markedly sub-urban in their orientation, and
have led to bigger, regional scale levels of demographic change. Buford Highway, once used mainly to transport
goods from the Port of Savannah to the Atlanta metropolitan area, has transformed into a 20-mile stretch of multiethnic businesses, running from the City of Atlanta to ever-expanding ethnoburb (majority immigrant) cities in
Georgia. The efforts of ethnic-entrepreneurs, coupled with the impact of chain migration post 1970, have driven
the economic revitalization of the Atlanta’s older “inner-ring” suburbs.
The majority of immigrants to the Atlanta MSA are legal residents, but the state legislature also often conflates
authorized and unauthorized immigrants. Even then, there is significant evidence that calculates the benefits of
unauthorized immigrant contributes to the state: the Georgia Budget and Policy Institute (GBPI, 2015) estimated
that there are roughly 250,000 undocumented immigrants in Georgia, who contribute about $250 million in state
tax dollars (ranking 10th in the country for taxes received from undocumented immigrants).
The disconnect between the local/regional demographic, economic, and political changes in the Atlanta MSA and
the rest of the state, has also led to the creation of bills attempting to restrict the mobility, employment, and civic
engagement opportunities of both authorized and unauthorized immigrants – most of whom live in relatively
“immigrant-friendly” Georgia cities that are already majority-minority Asian or Latino. What is the impact of
conflicts of scale over immigration policy (Federal, State, Local) on cities, immigrant residents, and immigrant
businesses in the Atlanta metropolitan area? Can local integration lead to regional scale and state-scaled
integration of diverse immigrant groups?

New destinations for minority groups mirror destinations for people overall – pointing to the importance of
understanding the relationships between immigrant driven demographic change in “emerging gateways” (Singer,
2004) and urban/suburban growth patterns. In response to the rapid change coming to non-traditional immigrant
destinations, national initiatives like Welcoming America have prompted place-based approaches to immigration,
and the development of local and municipal programs that seek to integrate immigrants through civic engagement
and economic development programs. However, local efforts are hampered by anti-immigrant legislation at the
state level, and in tandem with the emergence of new immigrant gateways, an equally robust growth in antiimmigrant state policies (2002-2015) has occurred across the country (Ramakrishnan, 2015).
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This research aims to address four questions regarding the spatial distribution of urban settlement or
territorialization within a strongly urbanizing region in China. As such it seeks to advance understanding of
regional urbanization in general, as well as within the specific territory of the Changjiang Delta in China. Each of
the four questions taken in turn also provides a general methodology for regional analysis of an urbanizing region
as well as, specifically, that of the Changjiang Delta. In what follows each question is elaborated and approaches
to each’s resolution is defined. For the sake of clarity and immediate applicability, this discussion is couched in
the Changjiang Delta region.
The four questions are:
1. How to define a regional scale appropriately?
2. What are the salient characteristics of the Changjiang Delta region?
3. What are potential future development patterns of Changjiang Delta region?
4. How to interpret the changing pattern of urban growth?
Change of geometric shapes of growth
One of the distinct characteristics of spatial modeling using cellular automata is clear revelation of a geometric
shape to increments of settlement growth and change. In fact, it can be manipulated in a manner that allows
timing approximately to one-year increments to be displayed. Resulting mappings also bear striking resemblances
to what appear to be relatively routine depictions of urban growth in the form of expanding or contracting areas of
urban coverage. One important interpretative question that is raised by these depictions is the shape of urban

change and what possible construals might be placed on such patterns. The broader point here is that this study
will seek to develop a systematic approach to characterizing shape changes and potential implications in urban
land cover.
Environmental policy implications
One more or less certain outcome of the modeling exercises will be an ability to assess changes with regard to
baseline environmental land cover within the Changjiang Delta region. This baseline has already been developed,
at least partially, in the form of a geographic information system with image data at 1 km square grid cells (Kim
and Rowe, 2012). Spatial resolution of the cellular automata output with this database can readily be performed,
relevant important areas of resource loss calculated, and a measure of environmental performance, with policy
implications advance.
Hypotheses
1. While big cities should grow larger in order to minimize resource consumption per capita, a well-developed
network of large, mid-sized, and small cities and towns will likely perform better by offering advantages of
alternative life style diversity, more compact and intense development, less pervasive cover of non-urban-assets
and lessened diseconomies of excessive scale and over population of particular cities.
2. The shape of incremental changes of patterns of urban spread can be seen to exhibit an underlying logic
explicable in terms of dynamics such as rates of spread, infrastructural development, regulatory control and
economic advantage. Further, continuous outward expansion can be put down to simultaneous growth pressures
overcoming the shaping effects of particular factors, whereas, extensive linear expansions are likely shaped by
particular features like infrastructure development and may even be seen to be undetermined.
Potential contributions:
1. Enhanced understanding of the Changjiang Delta region’s likely future patterns of urban development in
particular and the behavior of urban networks of large, medium-sized, and small cities and towns in general.
2. Further testing of the applicability of cellular automata to produce computer modeling outcomes that can apply
to ranges of policy decisions regarding patterns of urban settlement
3. Enhancement of the study of the shape and geometry of patterns of urban settlement.
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Entrepreneurial ecosystems have become an increasingly prominent topic of interest to the investment
community, economic development practitioners, scholars and policy makers charged with building and
maintaining strong economies. The explosion of engagement in entrepreneurship and corresponding interest in
ecosystems has coincided with an upsurge in the number and variety of organizations, institutions and groups
engaged in this space and connected to it. I call these loosely entrepreneurial assisting organizations (EAO).
Entrepreneurs learn about opportunities and resources both through their personal networks (informal) and
through the organizations created to assist their businesses (formal networks). “Actors’ differential positions
within the network structure has an important impact on resource flow and hence entrepreneurial outcomes”
(Hoang and Antoncic, 2003). This means that the connectedness of the EAOs can have a direct impact on the
outcomes of the entrepreneur. While a substantial body of scholarship has documented the importance of
connection between entrepreneurs and advisors (informal networks), there is limited research on connection
between EAOs (formal networks) and the implications of those connections.
A key question for understanding how information and resources flow becomes what factors influence the formal
networks within a region’s entrepreneurial ecosystems. I propose that the differences between the three cases in
this study can be partially explained by differing patterns of “organizational proximity”. Organizational proximity
manifests in shared values and norms (institutions) which facilitate efficient exchange of knowledge, information
and resources between organizations (Boschma, 2005; Letaifa, et al. 2013). Hence, the organizations within the
ecosystem that depict and reinforce those institutions are central, well connected, well-resourced and powerful.
Further, the institutions governing organizational proximity in each ecosystem are created, validated and
legitimated by the leader organizations governing the ecosystem (or the lack there of).
This study uses in-depth comparative case studies of Pittsburgh, Chicago and Richmond to analyze the
relationship between leadership characteristics, partnership patterns and regional culture in entrepreneurial
ecosystem. Three research questions guide the study:
1. What are the partnership patterns among EAOs in each ecosystem and how do they differ across regions?
2. Who are the leaders in each ecosystem and what is the model of leadership?
3. What is the relationship between partnership patterns and leadership characteristics in each system?
4. What is the role of history and culture in shaping leadership and partnership outcomes?
This study uses a mixed methods answer the research questions. One hundred and fifty semi-structured,
confidential interviews were conducted with key stakeholders across the three entrepreneurial ecosystems
between March 2015 and March 2016. On average, interviews lasted between 45 minutes to an hour and focused
on topics including, leadership, partnership, challenges and innovation. Interview participants consisted of key
stakeholders in each ecosystem including EAO administrators, government administrators, leaders of local
chambers and venture firms. All interviews were recorded, transcribed verbatim and coded using Dedoose
qualitative analysis software. The analytic approach was inductive theory building rather that hypothesis testing.
The second data source was an online survey of distributed to EAO managers in each study region. The survey
was primarily closed-ended and asked about the organizations characteristics, services offered, ecosystem
partnerships, ecosystem outcomes and ecosystem challenges. The primary purpose of the survey was to provide
empirical data for social network analysis.
Preliminary results confirm that partnership patterns in Richmond, Chicago and Pittsburgh can be largely
explained by the nature of leadership within each ecosystem and the resultant institutions and norms embedded by
the leader organizations. Further, history and culture in each region has largely determined the content and
structure of the leadership circle. Understanding the flow of resources and information in entrepreneurial
ecosystems in crucial for encouraging both innovation and regional growth.
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Theme: The interaction of regional analytics with the real world of politics and advocacy is a necessary element
of creating forecasts and projections to inform the regional planning process.
Background: Sophistication and accessibility of modeling resources for regional planning have advanced with the
widespread availability of computer hardware and analytic software, coupled with ever more resolution in
available datasets. Multi-equation models that required a mainframe forty years ago can be run in minutes on a
laptop. The broad range of data now available at the individual observation and small area level are used to create
models of the geographic distribution of activity that can inform a wide range of issues from sustainability to
economic prosperity to equity. Models that project long term growth of the region’s population, households and
employment, or that estimate likely distribution of that growth within the region, are often either developed in an
academic environment or by analysts with strong academic credentials. Yet the information provided by such
analytic work is likely to go through a “seasoning” process where it faces ground truthing by business, advocacy
groups, and elected officials. The planning process that begins with this modeling can become a publicly visible
engagement and mediation process, as much an art as a science, toward a long term vision of the region that is
part “projections,” part aspirations. We argue that while the technical nature of the models remain indispensable
to the integrity of the projection process, the “softer” engagement side is critical not only on the grounds that
localities need to “buy in” to the spirit of the projections in order to make common planning goals achievable, but
also to bring reality and dynamics to an otherwise static modeling framework. The soft side, off-model
adjustments can serve as a triangulating alternative to in-model changes in development assumptions that
ironically supports the legitimacy of the whole modeling exercise.
Methodology: Using the San Francisco Bay Area as a case, this paper describes and analyzes academic, policy
and political aspects of projecting future employment, population and household growth in the San Francisco Bay
Area. This case study, based on our work as analysts at the Council of Governments, explains the different
approaches underlying the regional economic analysis and the strategies used to bridge the chasm between the
results based on sound analytic techniques and local policy debates and constraints. The projections process is
itself based on three analytic tools, the Regional Economic Modeling Inc. REMI model, UrbanSim (a land use
distribution model) and the Pitkin-Myers population projection model. The results that inform the planning
process, however, are not the analytic output but the interpretation of model results in the context of the
perceptions and goals of local residents, firms, jurisdictions, and regional organizations, gleaned through a
systematic process including advisory committees, communications with jurisdictions, elected officials and
advocates, public meetings and workshops, and social media. A dialogue develops between the academic
understanding of economic and demographic forces, the regional goal of sustainable land use and transportation
planning, and sometimes contradictory local, individual, and organizational goals of neighborhood preservation,
equity, and economic opportunity. The “forecast” that emerges is not necessarily the future most likely to occur,
but a picture of future regional conditions that can be used as the target for planning at the firm, jurisdictional, and
organizational level.
Relevance to Planning Theory, Education and Practice: This paper opens up the sausage factory of regional

analysis to illustrate how planners conversant with complex models will need to retain the soft skills necessary for
engagement with their diverse communities in order to result in a more successful planning process.
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The Columbia River Crossing (CRC) freeway megaproject is a failed joint project in the interstate Portland, OR
and Vancouver, WA metropolitan area. The 5 mile bridge project started in 2005 and proposed to widen the I5
across the Columbia River and to resolve a traffic choke point. . However, the project was terminated in July 2013
by Republican opposition in Washington State Senate as they declined to vote on financing the bridge
replacement, immediately followed by the orders of the – democratic – governors of Oregon and Washington to
halt further planning work.
Yet, the local leaders - having witnessed the region’s transportation challenges – stepped forward. The City of
Portland took the lead, following the pattern of other cities where the downsizing of regional and national
government downsizing have pushed local leaders to the front lines of change (Katz and Bradley, 2014).
Eventually, a group of citizens, the community and environmental activists developed a climate-smart initiative.
But this initiative has not evolved into a project with enough support, let alone that it was able to raise financial
funding (that eventually has to come from regional, federal or even national funds).
Currently the project is deadlocked, but we believe that this project not only represents a watershed moment in the
metropolitan region, but also will involve a critical decision for sustainable growth of the region. Given the nature
of the transportation problem, the question thus is not whether there will be a new CRC project in the future, but
when it will start.
By reconstructing the planning process of the Columbia River Crossing Project, this paper will identify the factors
that eventually resulted in the deadlock of the project. The paper will discuss not only the facts and problems of
the mega-project, but will also discuss the multi-level planning and power relations challenges of a two-state
metropolitan area. Experiences from cross-border planning (De Vries, 2008) and the development of
megaprojects in Europe (Giezen et al. 2015) will then be used to reflect on the CRC project and formulate lessons
that will be relevant for a CRC 3.0 project. If planning gets increasingly devolved to local and regional levels,
while the funding remains at state and federal levels, the European reflection and insights on such a bi-state –
cross-border – megaproject will be of great importance for professional planners and academics.
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Our overarching research question is: how do smaller to mid-size municipalities in global city regions that are
dominated by prominent core cities develop identities that allow them both to cooperate and compete in the region
and the world? Our hypothesis is that they accomplish this through innovative planning policies and economic
development strategies that set them apart from other municipalities in the region and make them recognizable
beyond the territory of the region. We argue that municipal elites have considerable influence on the formation of
spatio-territorial and institutional identities through which those municipalities define themselves; the identities
serve to provide local businesses and entrepreneurs with a basis from which to operate in larger-than-regional
economic arenas and to bypass, if necessary, the hegemonic imaginaries of the central cities on which the global
city region is usually built. Furthermore, we demonstrate that planning plays a prominent role in shaping the
identity-building discourses in the region, especially in terms of influencing the built environment and
transportation.
Specifically, this paper discusses the formation of municipal identities of mid-size, suburban municipalities in the
global city regions of Frankfurt and Toronto. Those cities – Eschborn and Hanau in the Rhein-Main region and
Barrie and Markham in Southern Ontario – position themselves aggressively as competitors and collaborators
alike in a regional arena which is structured by institutional and procedural processes of governance and economic
activity. Regional and local planning regimes are at the core of local elites’ attempts to shape both the identity and
the composition of the population in those places by class, ethnocultural origin, immigrant status, and even age.
We are guided by a political economy approach to urban planning and development and by newer literature on
regional governance and planning (Addie and Keil 2014; Keil and Addie 2015; Keil et al. 2016; Hamel and Keil
2016). Our methodology is qualitative and our evidence is derived from a series of elite interviews in the
communities in question. We asked planners, bureaucrats, politicians, community activists and developers in the
four case study municipalities how they imagined their cities to distinguish themselves in the regional context and
how the identities they created for their municipalities helped their cities to compete and collaborate in the region
and beyond.
Our work is relevant to planning theory and practice because it demonstrates that the implementation of growth
plans and directives in thriving polycentric global city regions such as Frankfurt and Toronto rests centrally on the
preferences of municipal elites for particular built environments and demographic profiles. Planning provides the
set of rules through which identities and demography are determined.
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Sustainability initiatives vary broadly in scope, ranging in focus from individual buildings and neighborhoods to
municipalities and metropolitan areas. This place-based research focused on two fundamental regional planning
questions (Kates et al., 2005): What is to be sustained? What is to be developed? This presentation examines these
questions through a case study of a regional sustainability planning initiative in the Upper Midwest, illustrating
how an inclusive and collaborative process – built upon a social ecological theory of change – can produce a
place-based set of pathways to advance social, economic, and environmental sustainability. This research
contributes to scholarship on sustainability transitions by examining the policies, institutions, and ideologies that
inhibit advances to a more resilient, equitable, and sustainable future (Geels & Schot, 2007).
The Partnership for Sustainable Communities is a federal initiative to advance sustainability in the United States.
Formed in 2009 by HUD, DOT, and EPA, the Partnership coordinates programs, policies, and legislative
proposals that build local and regional capacities to create prosperous, sustainable, and livable communities
(Pendall et al., 2013). Between 2010 and 2013, nearly fifty regional sustainability planning grants were funded by
HUD. Wisconsin’s Capital Area Regional Planning Commission (CARPC) received one of these grants, which
provided $2 million in funding over a three-year period. This funding launched the Capital Region Sustainable
Communities (CRSC) initiative, bringing together a consortium of local governments, higher education
institutions, business associations, and non-profit organizations. The CRSC’s collaborative planning process had
five steps: 1) organize a collaborative learning network to assess regional strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats; 2) select regional sustainability priorities and bellwether indicators, and collect baseline data to assess
existing baseline conditions; 3) back-cast to develop a long-range theory of change to advance the region’s five
sustainability priorities; 4) design intervention “pathways” to target future planning, investment, and policy
reform; 5) monitor system performance metrics and adapt intervention strategies, as needed, to improve system
performance outcomes.
An effective regional sustainability initiative guides a complex adaptive system toward a more sustainable
trajectory, as measured by an array of social, economic, and environmental indicators. By engaging partners in the
public, private, non-profit, and higher education sectors, this research yields nine lessons to inform the planning
of future regional sustainability planning or implementation initiatives.
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In 2008, when the US was faced with increasing economic distress, the Obama Administration called on its
federal agencies to find better ways to leverage agency financial investments that could facilitate economic
recovery initiatives. In response, the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the Department
of Transportation (DOT), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) established the Partnership for
Sustainable Communities, recognizing their collective ability to influence community-level conditions and
heighten the potential for local economic opportunity.
Although HUD, DOT and EPA each acted as the lead for different policy investment opportunities, all three
agencies agreed to promote and pursue a set of six policy principles related to sustainable development and
livability.
As part of this, HUD’s Sustainable Communities Initiative (SCI) provided grants in 2010 and 2011 to support
regional planning and development efforts that coordinate planning and investment in housing, transportation,
infrastructure, economic development, natural resources, workforce, and other critical community development
issues. Funding was targeted to regions that outlined approaches to increase regional collaboration and prioritized
inclusive processes to engage underserved or marginalized populations.
To be considered for the regional planning grants, applicants had to design a consortium of cities, counties,
private and non-profit partners who would govern the project and work collectively to achieve intended outcomes
of the grant. Further, a local nonprofit was required partner of the consortium in order to increase opportunity for
meaningful engagement. A total of 74 regions were funded through SCI’s three-year regional planning grant
program.
Now, with little guidance or resources from the federal government, regions are expected to start implementing
the plans. Using survey data, interviews and document analysis (e.g., progress reports, models and plans), this
project examines the community investments and outcomes of the SCI regional planning grants. As regions move
from planning to implementation, what factors help facilitate plan outcomes and which policy or project areas
face implementation challenges? To what extent are the regional consortium partners still working together on
their common agendas? Has the structure of SCI grant enabled broader collaboration, support and aligned
investments within the region?
Beyond providing new evidence of the impacts of the SCI program on US communities and regions, the results
from this research inform our understanding of regional planning and policy, the role of federal incentives for
sustainable regionalism, and structures for cultivating regional and cross sector collaboration.
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Background: Human labor has continuously been replaced by machine from computer, internet, automation to
even artificial intelligence over the last few decades. In particular, routine tasks such as record-keeping,
calculation, and picking or sorting are most subject to machine displacement in the current era. By contrast,
machine is less substitutable for human labor in carrying out non-routine tasks, which require human abilities
such as interaction, creativity, and intuition. This technological change leading to decline in demand for routine
task workers is referred to as routine-biased technological change. Routine-biased technological change can give
rise to job polarization, a disproportionate rise in employment shares in top and bottom class jobs.
Objective and research questions: This paper considers the impact of routine-biased technological change on job
polarization at the level of local labor market. The relationship between the technological change and job
polarization has become a topic of increasing interest, but little has been done to discover whether the relationship
between the two vary with local labor market conditions. The impact of the technological change on job
polarization can differ across local labor markets. Local labor markets specialized in routine tasks are at a high
risk of losing middle class jobs. On the other hand, the other local labor markets may be almost immune to the
routine-biased technological change. The aim of this study is to examine the impact of the routine-biased
technological change on job polarization at the level of 121 local labor market areas between 2000 and 2010. We
consider the following three research questions: (1) Do the degree of job polarization vary across the local labor
market? (2) Do the speed at which job polarization occurs vary with the local labor market?; (3) Do local labor
markets specialized in routine tasks have experienced the rapid job polarization?
Method: We employ a latent growth model as a basic modeling framework. A latent growth model is a
longitudinal analysis technique to estimate change over a period of time, so it can be used to investigate
systematic change, and inter-local labor market variability in this change. Unlike the traditional research methods
in prior works, a latent growth model offers a means of answering a question about whether the technological
change has exerted important effects on job polarization at the level of local labor market.
Results: Our analysis confirms that routine-biased technological change has affected employment structure of
local labor markets between 2000 and 2010 in Korea. We find that local labor markets statistically differ both in
degree and speed of job polarization. Local labor markets with higher routine task specialization in 2000 have
experienced greater exacerbation of job polarization throughout the 2000s. This result implies that regional impact
of the technological change on job polarization is not the same for all local labor markets.
Conclusion: Since our analysis shows that in local labor markets specialized in routine tasks the employment
structures have been rapidly polarized, it is useful to inform practitioners where place-based regional policies
should be made to combat structural unemployment by the sudden changes. Implementing massive retraining
programs in these regions is likely to be an effective way to help displaced workers to learn new skills and gain

experience with new technologies.
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Fifty years ago, G. William Skinner wrote of the marketing hierarchy in China, and linked the towns of marketing
significance to the social and travel patterns of peasants: travel to the nearest market town and other villages in its
sphere was far more likely than to the villages of adjacent towns, and merchants traveled to higher levels of the
marketing hierarchy. This paper uses cell phone call detail records (CDR) from a Chinese city to test the
continued validity of this model. As such, it explores the extent to which administrative boundaries reflect the
actual boundaries of travel, both at the sub-city level (townships and counties) as well as at the national level
(travel to other cities). By evaluating a model developed primarily using data from before 1949, we also provide
insight into changes over the past half century in rural China.
The paper emphasizes the importance of counties as a geographic unit of rural life, with travel concentrating into
communities roughly coterminous with counties. Moreover, urban districts combine to function as a single
community of travel, including suburban districts that are often perceived as less integrated into the urban core.
We also explore travel within and between townships, observing preliminarily that few townships split neatly into
multiple communities, despite widespread township mergers over the past several years. Nevertheless, the
function of townships appears to have changed markedly, as we are unable to identify the travel to periodic
markets that Skinner emphasized in his earlier work. Combined, these findings suggest that administrative
boundary changes in China have not resulted in boundaries that are at odds with residents’ travel patterns, a far
more optimistic finding than suggested by the existing literature, which tends to see administrative boundary
changes as political power grabs or administrative streamlining.
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Decisions about regional transportation are at the heart of many persistent metropolitan and urban problems,
including the spatial mismatch of jobs and housing, the inability of low-income households to access basic
services, the unevenness of transportation infrastructure development and maintenance, the degradation of
ecological resources, and the quality of public health. While regional bodies exist to deal with these large-scale
problems, they vary greatly in their capacity to act independently from other levels of government, especially the
local governments in which considerable planning and regulatory power resides. In short, regional bodies vary in
the degree of autonomy they enjoy relative to local governments, and we would expect this variation to
correspond to measures the regional effectiveness, efficiency, and equity of the metropolitan transportation
system.
We use autonomy as our lens for three reasons. First, it allows us to engage with and synthesize multiple
dimensions of regionalism that are often treated discretely in the literature, including revenue raising and
spending, the composition of the decision-making body, the decision mechanisms used, the degree of initiative
and immunity in non-funding decisions, the ease of non-participation and exit, and the ability to enforce
compliance. Each of these dimensions can vary independently of the others, and each suggests a different policy
response if it proves significant in shaping regional outcomes. Second, autonomy is a variable that can be
meaningfully compared for both regional bodies and local governments. The coupling of weak regional autonomy
and strong local autonomy, for example, would be expected to yield different outcomes than alternate
combinations of regional/local autonomy. Third, while our exploration focuses on transportation, a theoretical
framework grounded in autonomy readily translates to other policy domains and informs the ongoing debate
between reforms, public choice theorists, and new regionalists over the optimal path to metropolitan governance.
We illustrate our framework and demonstrate how its core hypotheses can be tested by comparing two
metropolitan regions —Southeast Michigan and the Twin Cities. These regions were chosen specifically for the
variation they exhibit in regional and local autonomy in transportation decisions. We examine the extent to which
the existence or lack of regional institutions with autonomy to perform functions like collecting taxes, planning
transportation and managing it across local boundaries may help explain cases where transportation fails to
provide adequate connections across local jurisdictional boundaries. Key explanatory variables include the
dimensions of autonomy outlined earlier, and the outcome variables include measures indicating crossjurisdictional accessibility, such as the number of transfers when crossing county lines, or the institution of a
universal fare pass, among others.
The study concludes with presentation of a research plan for quantitative testing of our framework across multiple
metropolitan regions.
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Central theme:
Since the birth of regional planning with Patrick Geddes at the turn of the 20th century, civic infrastructure has
been recognized as an important element in supporting the evolution of sustainable human environments and
collective well-being. From the regional survey to the Outlook Tower, Geddes emphasized the importance of
civic infrastructure that could integrate expert knowledge from diverse fields with local knowledge from the
streets, support multi-scalar civic awareness, and help “release the creative responses of individuals towards
solving modem urban problems” (Munshi, 2000).
Although the tensions between regional-level v. neighborhood-level change making and top-down v. bottom up
processes are often highlighted in contemporary planning discourse, there is increasing recognition that equitable,
sustainable regional planning requires civic infrastructure that integrates both sides of these binaries.
Contemporary discussions of civic infrastructure emerged in response to both the failures of top-down planning in
the urban renewal era to equitably advance social well-being and the erosion of civic life associated with
suburbanization (Parr, 2008). Furthermore, given the nature of the social, ecological, and economic problems
facing regions and the general lack of regional planning authority, top-down planning is insufficient; collaboration
across jurisdictions through multi-sector networks of diverse, engaged citizens is also essential (Innes, Booher, &
Di Vittorio, 2011). Building on the need for integrated approaches to civic infrastructure, the regional grantee
program of HUD’s Sustainable Communities Initiative has emphasized capacity building and public participation
(Chapple & Mattiuzzi, 2013; U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2015).
Given these trends, what innovations in civic infrastructure for regional planning have been developed and how
do they support sustainable regional change?
Methodology:
To address this question, the research team 1) conducted a literature review of civic infrastructure and civic
engagement related to regional planning, 2) categorized and assessed the civic engagement strategies of all 74
HUD SCI regional grantees, and 3) conducted a case study of one region’s nationally recognized efforts in civic
engagement.
The census review of civic engagement strategies included a typology of activity types and rated them using the
International Association of Public Participation (IAP2)’s Spectrum of Public Participation.
The case study provides an in-depth review of the Buffalo-Niagara Region’s efforts to integrate a range of
innovative civic engagement strategies through its regional planning process, One Region Forward (1RF). This
case study focuses on an evaluation of 1RF’s Citizens Planning School (CPS) and Champions for Change (CFC)
programs which were supported significantly by the University at Buffalo, a regional anchor institution. Although
most region's ended their civic engagement programs after plan adoption, the CPS and CFC programs are

intended to support ongoing implementation efforts. Focus groups and interviews were conducted with these
program participants.
Relevance:
The challenge of designing effective civic infrastructure to support sustainable regional planning is as salient
today as it was at the turn of the 20th century. The role of universities as regional anchor institutions in supporting
such civic infrastructure is of particular importance for the field of urban planning. This research contributes to
both of these research priorities.
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Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) – federally mandated transportation planning agencies in urban
regions with populations of 50,000 or more – have become leaders in regional planning for sustainability. The San
Francisco Bay Area’s MPO, long a national leader in connecting planning for transportation, land use, and
environmental quality, took a dramatic step in its most recent regional transportation plan (RTP) by directing
more than two-thirds of new residential and job growth over the plan’s duration to targeted zones for infill
development, located near transit. To implement this compact growth objective, the MPO established the One
Bay Area Grant (OBAG) program, which conditions close to $100 million a year in funds for local governments
upon expenditure in the targeted growth zones, and also upon demonstrated local effort to facilitate housing
production, including affordable housing. By linking compact growth goals to stipulations for affordable housing,
the OBAG program goes further than most MPO programs nationally to connect the “3 E’s” of sustainability – to
advance economic, social equity, and environmental goals simultaneously.
Why did the Bay Area MPO take this aggressive stance favoring compact growth, and what implementation
challenges does it face? This paper examines the motivations for the MPO’s strategy as a combination of bottomup and top-down factors. Bottom-up factors include budget pressure to meet mobility and accessibility needs in
the region within tight funding constraints. Top-down factors include federal and state environmental mandates
such as for air quality “conformity,” to ensure that RTPs advance air quality goals. In California, a new
environmental constraint was introduced in 2008 with passage of Senate Bill (SB) 375, a law that requires that

RTPs meet state-mandated targets for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through more efficient
development patterns.
All of California’s MPOs face these pressures, and yet the Bay Area’s post-SB 375 RTP calls for significantly
more compact growth than other MPO plans (Barbour, 2016). Furthermore, the Bay Area plan includes the most
institutionally innovative implementation methods, particularly in the new OBAG program. What accounts for the
Bay Area MPO’s aggressive compact growth strategy and what lessons are applicable for other MPOs seeking to
induce equitable, sustainable development patterns?
The paper addresses these questions by presenting findings from qualitative and quantitative research comparing
post-SB 375 plans and processes across the four largest metropolitan regions in California. It determines that the
Bay Area MPO faced the most significant challenge among the MPOs for meeting the GHG requirements of SB
375, in part because of the region’s already more efficient development patterns, a harbinger of challenges for
other MPO regions in the future. At the same time, institutional challenges of the OBAG program point to
obstacles and opportunities for integrating land use and transportation planning. Heated debates arose about the
OBAG program, as some localities complained about intrusion into local control over land use, while other
regional stakeholders raised social equity and economic feasibility challenges. The paper considers these
challenges, which are relevant for planners and scholars interested in institutionalizing transport and land use
planning integration.
Finally, in considering top-down and bottom-up pressures on MPOs, the paper also evaluates the institutional
effects of SB 375 on the Bay Area MPO’s sustainability planning approach. The paper concludes that SB 375 has
helped enable the MPO to develop a “sweet spot” in its OBAG program between regionally determined policy
guidance and locally defined plans and priorities. This finding should interest planners and scholars who focus on
inter-governmental aspects of sustainability planning. The finding aligns with recent research on regional
planning which concludes that a combination of carrots and sticks, and bottom-up plus top-down decision-making
arrangements, may be most effective in advancing sustainability (Wallis, 2008; Knaap and Lewis, 2011; Wheeler,
2013; Chapple, 2014).
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Although risk assessment and vulnerability analysis have been studied for decades, it is still poorly understood
how capable they are of reflecting the true damage induced by hazards (Vincent, 2004). The uncertainty about the

impact of hazards is still left unresolved and it makes decision makers hesitant to take actions (A Patt, Klein &
Vega-Leinert, 2005). The accuracy of existing risk assessments is questioned because they wildly used deductive
approach, based on existing theory, to select risk indicators, assessed the risks at a large scale and tried to assess
the potential risks in response to general environmental hazards including but not limited to fire, sea level rise,
storm, drought and earthquake (Hinkel, 2011). The deductive approach-based risk indicators could cause the
incorrect estimation of local risks. The assessments conducted at parcel level should vary with county level, and
most importantly, the varying hazards have different impacts and what affects the risks differ from each other
(King, McGregor, & Whittet, 2016). For instance, the influential factors determining the Earthquake Risks should
not be completely used for Hurricane Risk Assessment. Hurricane Risk Assessment can only precisely reflect the
potential damage induced by Hurricane with correct determinants. To depict the significance of using inductive
approach and specific objective, this study is aiming to integrate inductive approach, based on data of observed
damage, with deductive approach to identify the risk indicators, which will be used to assess the hurricane risk
intensified by sea level rise for Miami-Dade County. It will collectively look into the historical loss induced by
Hurricanes such as Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Sandy, employing Regression Analysis and Correlation
Analysis to find out the influential factors affecting the damage such as household income, geographic location
and etc. Moreover, it will use systematic review to identify the most common used factors in previous risk
assessments and vulnerability analysis, which will be used to cross-validated with inductive approach-based
results. The risk indicators then will be used to assess the Hurricane Risk in conjunction with Sea, Lake, and
Overland Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) Model and Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The exposure resulted
from SLOSH Model and DEM is one of the risk indicators. The impact of sea level rise will be taken into
consideration as well. Specifically, the impact of hurricane with different sea level rise scenarios will be estimated
using SLOSH Model and DEM. Afterwards, the risk indicators will be processed into an overall risk ranking with
Pareto Ranking. Pareto Ranking is a multi-objective optimization to classify the patterns without need to
arbitrarily assign weights (Rygel, O’sullivan, & Yarnal, 2006). The arbitrary weighting scheme will tend to
overestimate or underestimate the impact of typical factors. Pareto Ranking can then generate a properly objective
risk assessment. The results will be compared with previous studies to indicate the effects of using inductive
approach and conducting assessment for specific hazard as well as smaller scale. It found the impact of catrgory-5
hurricane like Hurricane Katrina will inundate the whole Miami-Dade County and the majority area is flooded by
over 9 feet surge. 15 variables were most widely used to estimate the risks such as the geographic location, age,
ethics, income, and employment. This study will further identify the truly significant factor in risk assessment and
relates the assessment to the potential damage induced by the specific hazard. Additionally, the different scale at
which the risk assessment conducted would further differentiate the risky areas from others. This study asserts
that the inductive approach-based Risk Assessment in response to a specific hazard is able to better help local
decision makers purposefully prepare for this specific hazard.
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One of the emerging strategies in metropolitan regions to address regional transportation and land use is
collaborative visioning approaches (Allred & Chakraborty, 2015; Goetz, 2013; Jonas, Goetz, & Bhattacharjee,
2014). In particular, to integrate land use with transportation investment some regions are promoting development
around higher density mixed use centers (metropolitan centers) (ARC, 2010; Denver Regional Council of
Governments, 2016; Envision Utah, 2003). Considerable research has focused on the design and performance of
centers, but there has far less analysis of regional influence on local centers, especially “emerging” centers not
served by fixed transit. The goal of this project is to assess the influences affecting the designation and
development of centers over time across the metropolitan regions of Denver and Salt Lake City. Both regions
have collaborated to develop center policies and goals, are developing light rail in coordination with these centers,
and are using a range of voluntary and incentive based approaches. A multidisciplinary team from the University
of Oregon and the University of Utah analyzed ten cities in Denver and seven cities in Salt Lake City. The team
reviewed comprehensive plans over time (including plans created before the adoption of the regional centers
policy) to see how the policies guiding centers have changed over time. We also interviewed planners in each
jurisdiction to assess the current supporting and constraining factors. Finally, we are using population, housing,
employment and property data to assess the relative investment in these centers over time.
First, our findings reveal an evolution of centers in planning documents over time as they evolve from centers of
single use activity (employment, retail) to mixed use centers offering more urban amenities. This evolution is
occurring more quickly in some cities than others and in general the cities in the Denver region are further along
than the Salt Lake City region. Second, some of the significant barriers to centers are the locations for light rail
lines and stations, the existing urban form, and community opposition to higher density and multi-family housing.
We suggest a typology of centers that present very different challenges and strategies for their development over
the long term. Third, while the concept of centers and financial incentives have had some influence; the most
important drivers of centers are transit investment and market forces that are demanding more urban living. In
particular, many communities cite the goal of capturing investment from the emerging millennial housing market
and tech sector. Interestingly, some jurisdictions cite general public investment in centers with urban amenities as
a key catalyst in attracting private investment—and suggest this might occur without transit investment. Fourth,
the analysis of spatial data reveals mixed findings regarding the changes in demographics and investment in
center areas. Trends in this data are difficult to assess due to the lag time of investment, the impacts of the last
recession, and the lag time in the property purchase, demolition, and redevelopment process. Finally, the findings
reveal changing political views across both regions about the patterns of urban development, but a lack of
consensus on the role of growth management efforts at the regional level.
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TRACK 14 - TRANSPORTATION &
INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS IN TRACK 14
CARS VS. BIKES? RESOLVING CONFLICTS BETWEEN DIFFERENT ROAD USERS
Proposal 19 with abstracts 195, 196, 197, 198
Organizer: PIATKOWSKI, Daniel [ ] dan.piatkowski@gmail.com
Discussant: HANDY, Susan [University of California, Davis] slhandy@ucdavis.edu
The proposed session covers new research on bicycling in the context of a transportation system has traditionally
favored automobiles; focusing on strategies to create a system that supports all road users. The studies presented
cover bicycle and driver interactions, perceptions of bicycle infrastructure, and attitudinal determinants of
bicycling using multiple methodological approaches. Session presenters include practitioners, planning faculty,
and PhD students. Dr. Rebecca Sanders will discuss perceptions of bicycling and bicycle infrastructure drawn
from a stated-preference survey. Tara Goddard will present research on driver’s attitudes and behaviors toward
bicyclists, using an online survey that included an Implicit Association Test of bias toward bicyclists and drivers.
Calvin Thigpen will discuss a qualitative analysis of travel behavior among families living in a highly bikeaccessible community. And Dr. Daniel Piatkowski will present a mixed-methods study examining driver
aggression toward bicyclists. The session is framed around understanding and mitigating significant barriers to
bicycling in the United States.
Objectives:


This session will be of value to those interested in practical approaches to encouraging bicycling as well
as behavioral researchers interested in current methodological advancements in travel behavior.
Participants will learn about how attitudes and perceptions of different road users impact behavior across
varying geographies and different demographic groups. Session takeaways can then be applied to
fostering more sustainable, healthful, and equitable transportation systems.

MILLENNIAL TRAVEL TRENDS AND PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
Proposal 21 with abstracts 214, 216, 277
Organizer: KLEIN, Nicholas [Temple University] nick.klein@temple.edu
Discussant: SMART, Michael [Rutgers University] msmart@ejb.rutgers.edu
Since the mid-2000s, car ownership, use and drivers licensing has been declining in the United States and peer
countries, particularly among the young. This session examines these trends and the implications for transport
planning, the environment and Millennials themselves. Topics will include travel trends in the US and United
Kingdom, transitions to adults and planning and policy lessons.
Objectives:



Contemporary transportation trends
Transport planning and policy issues

HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION AFFORDABILITY
Proposal 22 with abstracts 222, 223, 224
Organizer: SMART, Michael [Rutgers University] mike.smart@rutgers.edu
Discussant: KLEIN, Nicholas [Temple University] nick.klein@temple.edu
In recent years, the question of the combined affordability of housing and transportation has come to the fore.
Where housing is affordable (for instance in the suburbs and exurbs), transportation may be costly. In urban areas,
housing may be costly while many residents spend little on transportation. This session critically explores these
trade-offs, focusing on where and under which conditions these trade-offs exist, as well as the implications for
low-income and vulnerable populations.
Objectives:


Housing markets and transportation costs

TRANSPORTATION AND JUSTICE
Proposal 46 with abstracts 286, 531, 665, 1269
Organizer: MANSURY, Yuri [Cornell University] ysm3@cornell.edu
Discussant: MANVILLE, Michael [mkm253@cornell.edu
Equity is one of the important concepts that should be included in transportation infrastructure planning.
Investment priority, access allocation and impacts distribution can all raise justice issues. However, decisions and
evaluations on transportation projects, made by the local and national governments in many developing countries,
mostly do not take equity into consideration. Furthermore, current academic and professional literature specific to
transportation evaluation is mostly based on an engineering perspective instead of social and environmental
justice. This pre-organized special session invites papers that address social and environmental justice in realworld transportation planning practice. The session targets innovative methods that incorporate equity
considerations in transportation planning and project evaluation. Of particular interests are the assessment of
projects in under-developed regions, the spatial distribution of social and environmental impact, and the equity
implications of alternative forms of project and program delivery, such as public-private partnerships and
privatization in developing countries
Objectives:




To gain insights into the current state of practice in transportation planning that leads to the
unprecedented spatial, social and environmental reform in developing countries
To develop an understanding of the justice issues existing in the current real-world transportation
planning in developing countries
To learn innovative policy strategies and evaluation frameworks that incorporate social and
environmental justice from the successful practices in developing countries

DEEPENING UNDERSTANDINGS OF TRANSPORTATION EQUITY
Proposal 44 with abstracts 513, 514, 515, 516
Organizer: BARAJAS, Jesus [University of California, Berkeley]
Discussant: GOLUB, Aaron [Portland State University] agolub@pdx.edu

This session includes four papers on the theme of transportation equity that take different approaches to analyzing
the connection between transportation, socioeconomic disadvantage, and planning. The first paper presents results
from a survey of over 50 households in Denver, Colorado, which asked whether they used transit to various
destinations and how they would rank their well-being on a standard scale. The second presents results from a
spatial analysis of the extent to which low- and moderate-income households can afford housing in areas of nine
US metros well-served by transit. The third studies the role of school choice in travel behavior. It asks whether an
increase in charter schools in Philadelphia has created disproportionate travel burdens for disadvantaged families.
The final paper analyzes how the built environment, attitudes, and social networks interact to help explain
immigrant motivations for bicycling, and how these factors differ between immigrants and the US-born.
Objectives:



To explain the multiple ways that transportation both impacts and is impacted by socioeconomic
disadvantage
To illustrate multiple policy areas related to transportation equity

THE RECENT GROWTH OF HIGH SPEED RAIL IN CHINA CAN BE A DRIVING FORCE IN
PROMOTING COORDINATED METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT
Proposal 53 with abstracts 706, 707, 708, 709, 710
Organizer: XIA, Haishan [

] xiahaishan@163.com

Discussant: WANG, Xinhao [University of Cincinnati] xinhao.wang@uc.edu
High speed rail system has experienced rapid growth in China recently. While the travel time between cities is
substantially reduced, the travel time is often longer because the new stations often built at outskirts of a city. A
proposed solution is to develop non-stop HSR stations where passenger boarding occurs between a feeder tram
and the high speed train. Inspired by this idea, this panel of planners and designers present the potential of
integrating this feeder tram lines and stations into a new urban form for polycentric city region we have yet to see.
Papers in this pre-organized session explore the feasibility of an integrated rail-land use system that can reduce
travel time, promote healthier and more resilient urban development. Using the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei megaregion in northern China as the study area, presentations introduce such a system at different scales ¨C from city
level land use and urban form to feeder tram line and stations, the potential of ICT on commuting behavior, as
well as the agent-based simulation of passenger flow. The session challenges planners and designers take a
holistic approach to bring HSR into city and regional development.
Objectives:



Bring high speed rail into city and regional development
Provide implications on how high speed rail and urban metro change urban form

PLANNING FOR WATER: INFRASTRUCTURE, URBANIZATION AND RESILIENT
DEVELOPMENT
Proposal 61 with abstracts 887, 888, 889, 890, 891
Organizer/Discussant: SPENCER, James [Clemson University] jhspenc@clemson.edu
To date, the planning field has not emphasized the broad role of water in setting the stage for development, and
the importance of managing this critical natural resource for resilient and sustainable development and
urbanization. Scholars have accepted the concept of “resilience” in thinking about infrastructure, development and
planning more generally (e.g. Burby, Deyle, Gottschalk and Olshansky 2000; Cutter, Mitchell and Scott 2000;
Vale, Campanella, and Ebrary 2005), in large part because of its emphasis on dealing with uncertainty. However,
the field has difficulty finding the link between this conceptual shift and implementation beyond the creation of
“resiliency officers” and “resilience plans.” To further define the concept, this panel explores the infrastructure

planning and management practices surrounding water, within the context of a range of complementary
development objectives.
Objectives:




Greater appreciation of water management as a primary platform for broader development goals
An understanding of the inter-related network of urban services
A more focused lens through which to understand a resilient urban system

ABSTRACTS IN TRACK 14

DOLLARS AND POLICY-MAKING FOR RESILIENT INFRASTRUCTURE ON THE QUICK:
FEDERAL TRANSIT DISASTER FUNDING IN A POST-SUPERSTORM SANDY ERA
Abstract ID: 2
Individual Paper Submission
TRAPENBERG FRICK, Karen [University of California, Berkeley] kfrick@berkeley.edu, presenting author
FORSCHER, Edward [University of California, Berkeley] forscher@berkeley.edu, co-author
The concept of resilience has garnered attention in the public eye and academic scholarship in the past decade
with increasing calls for research on the implementation of resilience in practice (e.g., Fainstein, 2015; Pizzo,
2015; Vale, 2015). In response, we critically examine a federal transit funding program that dramatically shifted
how the U.S. federal government funded transit projects. The program is the $10 billion Federal Transit
Administration’s (FTA) Public Transportation Emergency Relief Program. It was established in the wake of
recovery from infrastructure damage that resulted from Superstorm Sandy, a major hurricane that struck New
York and New Jersey in 2012. Not only was the $10 billion level funding nearly equal to the FTA’s annual
budget, the program created a new transportation funding paradigm for emergency-related funding by directing
dollars to not only direct recovery projects but also to climate adaptive infrastructure and services to prepare for
the next, rather than merely recover from the last disaster. Such forward-looking preparation can allow
stakeholders to work more effectively during and after disasters, when processes become compressed in time
(Olshansky, et al., 2012).
We look specifically at the projects and programs FTA has funded to date, and through categorical accounting and
a geographic assessment of storm surge vulnerability. Our analysis is framed within scholarship on resiliency,
time compression and policy mobilities/policy transfer research (Olshansky, et al., 2012, Marsden et al 2011,
Peck, 2011). We find three interrelated issues that emerge through our examination of this new program that may
transferrable to other programs that may be established in the wake of future disasters or during calls for
resiliency planning, which we term as: raincloud funding – an unanticipated major infusion of one-time funding
becomes available that leads public agencies to scramble to submit grant applications; leapfrog planning –
projects get funded that were not previously planned activities or potentially of less priority when compared to
more immediate basic transit system needs, such as state of good repair work; and, project selection tunnel vision
– funders establish restrictions on project eligibility to incentivize project proposals for what they perceive as
most advantageous. In response, agencies strategically propose projects that seem to compete well for limited
funds, thereby creating tunnel vision that excludes consideration of other projects.
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PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT AROUND SCHOOLS AND TRAFFIC SAFETY: SOCIAL DISPARITY
ISSUES IN CHILD PEDESTRIAN CRASHES IN AUSTIN, TX
Abstract ID: 4
Individual Paper Submission
HWANG, Jinuk [Texas A&M University] j.hwang@tamu.edu, presenting author
JOH, Kenneth [Texas A&M University] k.joh@tamu.edu, co-author
WOO, Ayoung [Texas A&M University] ayoungok@tamu.edu, co-author
Pedestrian safety from the motor vehicle traffic crash is one of the major concerns of the transportation planning
and public health fields. Especially, school-aged children are more vulnerable to being struck by a motor vehicle
than other age groups. Many American cities have devoted time and effort to improve the pedestrian safety,
providing a desirable pedestrian environment to their neighborhoods. However, there are some controversies
about the unequal distribution of the benefits from a quality pedestrian environment. Thus, we investigated: 1)
whether school neighborhoods provide safer pedestrian environments than other neighborhoods in terms of
school-aged child pedestrian crashes, and 2) whether there are social disparity issues in the safe pedestrian
environments around schools in Austin, TX. Using both bivariate and multivariate analyses, this study examined
differences in contributing factors of child pedestrian crashes across neighborhoods with contrasting sociodemographic characteristics. Results show that child pedestrian crashes occur less frequently near school
neighborhoods. However, those school neighborhoods with higher proportions of Hispanic populations and
lower-income households showed higher likelihood of crashes than their counterparts. Also, this paper identified
that significant contributing factors of child pedestrian injuries varied by neighborhood characteristics. These
findings suggest that planners and policy makers should pay more attention to the provision of safe pedestrian
environments and the equitable distribution of their benefits to ensure the social justice.
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WHAT TRIPS DO PEOPLE USE BIKESHARING FOR? AN ANALYSIS OF ORIGIN AND
DESTINATION PAIRS USING NEW YORK CITI BIKE DATA
Abstract ID: 5
Individual Paper Submission

NOLAND, Robert [Rutgers University] rnoland@rutgers.edu, presenting author
SMART, Michael [Rutgers University] mike.smart@rutgers.edu, co-author
GUO, Ziye [Rutgers University] ziye.guo1990@gmail.com, co-author
In the last ten years, bikesharing has expanded to hundreds of cities and locations throughout world. The data
provided by these systems provide an opportunity to evaluate many components of travel behavior that were
previously difficult to track. The Citi Bike system in New York City is one of the largest in the word, with some
stations having well over a thousand customers using the bicycles each month. Previous work has linked the
generation of these trips to various demographic and land use factors, proximity to subway stations, and nearby
bicycle infrastructure. In general it is found that being proximate to residential areas, employment zones, and
subway stations leads to more trips, with some variation between weekday and weekend usage, as well as those
who are subscribers versus casual users.
Little is known about the type of origins and destinations that are most common; that is, do customers generally
take short trips? Do they take trips with a subway station as either an origin or destination? Do they tend to take
trips between residential and commercial areas? And how might the provision of bicycle lanes influence this? The
research presented here seeks to answer these questions. Specifically, we examine the most common trips, that is
those trips between origins and destinations that are repeatedly made. Our goal is to classify these trips and
determine what correlates might be associated with them. In addition, we examine how these trips vary
throughout the year, as there are seasonal differences in usage patterns due to weather conditions.
Understanding these issues is useful for those planning new bikeshare systems or extensions to existing systems.
It also provides an understanding of the type of bicycle travel patterns that occur in a city, which can provide
information on where to provide safe bicycle infrastructure. It may also be able to provide information on how
bikesharing is linked to public transit usage.
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MONITORING URBAN FORM WITH SMARTCARD DATA: A BRISBANE CASE STUDY
Abstract ID: 14
Individual Paper Submission
ZHOU, Jiangping [University of Queensland] zhoujp@gmail.com, presenting author
SIPE, Neil [University of Queensland] n.sipe@uq.edu.au, co-author
DARCHEN, Sebastien [University of Queensland] s.darchen@uq.edu.au, co-author
IDERLINA MATEO-BABIANO, Iderlina [University of Queensland] i.mateobabiano@uq.edu.au, co-author
Urban form is defined as the distribution and composition of different land uses, which generate and/or attract
different types passenger trips at different times and in different quantity. Many scholars and decision-makers
have a lasting and strong interest in urban from because it is regarded as highly correlated to passenger travel,
land preservation, economic agglomeration, energy consumption and the environment. This research uses halfyear smartcard data between 2012 and 2013 from TRANSlink, the transit agency of Brisbane to quantify, monitor
and visualise the urban form of the Southeast Queensland Region. Four metrics: the actual, minimum, maximum
and random commutes, are calculated to quantify the urban form. The variations of these metrics over time are
used to monitor the urban form. The urban form is visualised using the passenger flows associated with the four
metrics. It is found that the urban form varies significantly over time and over space. The variances are caused by
a series of factors such as the total number of passengers, the purposes/destinations of these passengers, month of

a year and day of a week. Thus, if we only use several days’ data to monitor/quantify urban form and to
manage/plan urban form, it could be problematic. Big data such as smartcard data are recommended to be used to
better monitor urban form across cities.
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PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING FOR AN ANALYSIS OF THE
MEDIATING AND MODERATING EFFECTS OF RESIDENTIAL SELF-SELECTION ON INTERNAL
AND EXTERNAL VALIDITY
Abstract ID: 15
Individual Paper Submission
GIM, Tae-Hyoung Tommy [Seoul National University] taehyoung.gim@snu.ac.kr, presenting author
Empirical studies on residential self-selection (e.g., Cao 2009, 2010; He and Zhang 2014; Zhou and Kockelman
2008) have mainly focused on how strongly selection bias threatens internal validity, that is, the confounding
effect of the bias on the relationship between land use and travel behavior. However, the bias also harms external
validity, that is, the generalizibility of the research findings from the sample to the population, through its
interaction with the explanatory variable (i.e., land use).
This study analyzes residential self-selection regarding its effect on external as well as internal validity by
modeling the relationships among land use, socioeconomics, and travel time through PLS-SEM (partial least
squares structural equation modeling). Its strengths over conventional covariance-based SEM are that PLS-SEM
is capable of handling non-normal data (all research variables for this study are non-normal), specifying a large
number of indicator variables per construct (the interaction construct requires 54 indicators = 6 indicators of the
land use predictor * 9 indicators of the socioeconomic moderator), and carrying a formative construct (in the
literature, socioeconomics are almost always a formative construct). In a conceptual model, the socioeconomic
construct is included not only to estimate its effects both on land use and travel time (or mediating effect)--it is a
threat to internal validity--but also to consider its moderating effect, that is, the land use * socioeconomics
interaction; this is a threat to external validity. The conceptual model is tested in Seoul, South Korea, using data
from the Seoul subsample of the Capital Region Household Travel Survey and land use GIS.
In terms of the effect of residential self-selection on internal validity, the empirical results of this study support
the hypothesis that people in particular socioeconomic groups tend to self-select into a compact neighborhood and
subsequently, they are more likely to reduce automobile travel and increase transit travel. Different from previous
Western studies (e.g., Cao 2009, 2010; He and Zhang 2014; Zhou and Kockelman 2008), this study finds that the
confounding effect of the self-selection is larger than the land use effect. The finding actually supports Wang and
Lin's suspicion (2014) that the conclusion of the Western studies may not be generalizable to other high compact
areas and He and Zhang's argument (2014) that the self-selection effect becomes stronger in more compact areas.
Regarding the effect of the self-selection on external validity, a major finding is that if an area has more selfselected residents than Seoul--the area could be deemed more typical--compact land use may exert a stronger
effect on reducing automobile travel and promoting transit travel. In this vein, further study is recommended to
see if the results of this study are repeated in different settings.
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CHARACTERIZING THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT: FROM SPRAWL INDICES TO
NEIGHBORHOOD TYPOLOGIES, AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
Abstract ID: 18
Roundtable
Organizer/Moderator: RALPH, Kelcie [Rutgers] kelcie.ralph@rutgers.edu
TURLEY VOULARIS, Carole [University of California, Los Angeles] caroleturley@ucla.edu
BROWN, Anne [University of California, Los Angeles] aebrown0316@ucla.edu
SALON, Deborah [Arizona State University] dsalon@asu.edu
MILLARD-BALL, Adam [University of California, Santa Cruz] adammb@ucsc.edu
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington] shima.hamidi@uta.edu
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu
It is well-established that the characteristics of the built environment influence the travel patterns of people who
live, work, or pass through the area. Many planners use words beginning with D to refer to characteristics of the
built-environment. This convention began with Cervero and Kockleman (1997), who identified 3 Ds: density,
diversity, and design. Ewing and Cervero (2010) added two more: destination accessibility and distance to transit.
Yet these characteristics are not independent, they tend to co-vary in predictable ways. Moreover, rather than
considering each of these characteristics separately, household decision-makers are likely influenced by how the
confluence of these characteristics combines to create to an overall sense of place.
For these reasons, scholars have endeavored to characterize multiple facets of the built environment in a single
variable. Perhaps the most well-known example is the Sprawl Index, which combined information on density,
land use mix, centering, and street connectivity into a single numerical score. The original Sprawl Index was
recently updated with new data and refined methods. Other scholars have set out to measure sprawl in other ways
and with slightly different areas of focus. Adam Millard-Ball, for example, uses emphasizes street network sprawl
in his analysis and concludes that sprawl fell in the United States by nine percent between 1994 and 2012.
Other efforts to describe the built environment have taken a typology approach. In this approach, scholars use
factor analysis and cluster analysis to identify distinct types of neighborhoods. Voulgaris et al. (2015) identified
five factors that measured the extent to which a census tract was 1) Dense, 2) Diverse, 3) Transient, 4)
Established, and 5) Accessible. These factors were then used to identify seven distinct neighborhood types
ranging from Rural areas to Old Urban areas. Deborah Salon employs similar methods in her forthcoming
typology.
This roundtable discussion will bring together these distinct efforts to characterize the multifaceted nature of the
built environment. Participants will reflect on previous efforts to measure and describe the built environment and
review how those measures have been used in research and practice. Participants will also look forward to
deliberate about and anticipate the future of our collective efforts.
The following individuals have all conducted research in this area and have agreed to participate in the
roundtable.
•Shima Hamidi, University of Texas Arlington (Sprawl Index)
•Reid Ewing, University of Utah (Sprawl Index)

•Deborah Salon, Arizona State University (Neighborhood Types)
•Carole Turley Voulgaris, UCLA (Neighborhood Types)
•Anne Brown, UCLA (Neighborhood Types)
•Adam Millard-Ball, University of California Santa Cruz (Street network Sprawl)
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THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND WALKING BEHAVIOR: ADDRESSING RESIDENTIAL
SORTING THROUGH MATCHING IN THE CARDIA STUDY
Abstract ID: 21
Individual Paper Submission
BRAUN, Lindsay [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] maurerbraun@unc.edu, presenting author
RODRIGUEZ, Daniel [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] danrod@email.unc.edu, co-author
SONG, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] ys@email.unc.edu, co-author
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Background: Over the past decade, a growing body of research has shown the built environment to be associated
with walking behavior (McCormack and Shiell, 2011; Ewing and Cervero, 2010). However, accounting for
residential sorting (e.g., residential self-selection, socio-spatial segregation) is an ongoing challenge in this area of
research (Boone-Heinonen et al., 2011), as people are not randomly distributed across space. Residential sorting
may result in different types of individuals (e.g., by demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status, attitudes
toward walking) living in different types of neighborhoods (e.g., by level of neighborhood walkability). Because
these individuals are not necessarily comparable, traditional methods such as regression analysis may lead to
biased estimates of the relationship between the built environment and walking behavior (Cao, 2010).
Research objectives: We examined the implications of residential sorting using coarsened exact matching (CEM),
a method that compares individuals who have similar characteristics but are exposed to different "treatments"
(here, different levels of neighborhood walkability). Specifically, CEM is a non-parametric matching approach
that coarsens continuous variables into categories to allow for exact matching (Iacus et al., 2012). Our objectives
were to (1) understand the extent and nature of residential sorting and (2) assess the direction and magnitude of
bias that residential sorting may cause in traditional regression analysis.
Methodology: We used data from 2,840 participants in the Year 20 (2005-2006) examination of the Coronary
Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study. The primary independent variable was a walkability
index created from GIS-based measures of population density, land use mix, street connectivity, and parks,
validated with existing walkability measures. Outcomes included a binary measure of walking participation
(yes/no) and a continuous measure of walking exercise units derived from the CARDIA physical activity
questionnaire. Covariates included sociodemographics (age, gender, race, education, income, household size,
marital and employment status), general health status, and neighborhood selection factors (self-reported selection
of residential neighborhood for reasons related to its built environment). We used CEM to match a subset of
participants who had the same covariate values but lived in different neighborhood walkability types (low,

medium, high); unmatched participants were dropped. We used two-part models for mixed discrete-continuous
outcomes to estimate associations between walkability and walking before and after CEM.
Results: We found statistically significant differences by neighborhood type for most covariates prior to CEM.
After CEM, approximately 60% of participants were dropped for not having matches in the other neighborhood
types; non-white individuals and those with lower socioeconomic status were somewhat less likely to be matched.
The association between walkability and walking exercise units was consistently larger (by up to 76%) when
using CEM to account for residential sorting on observables, suggesting that, in the subsample of participants who
could be matched, traditional regression analysis underestimated the association between walkability and walking.
Implications for planning research and practice: Significant covariate differences across neighborhood types, as
well as the proportion of the sample that could not be matched, suggest a notable degree of residential sorting by
sociodemographics and neighborhood selection factors. This creates methodological challenges and raises
potential concerns about equity and socio-spatial segregation. Traditional regression analysis is insufficient to
account for residential sorting and underestimated the association between walkability and walking among
participants who could be matched in this analysis. Although only 40% of the sample could be matched using
CEM, the estimates from this matched sample have greater internal validity because they are based on more
comparable individuals. CEM thus provides a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between the built
environment and walking behavior.
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Transit policymakers have turned to service contracting as a means of reducing labor and other operation costs,
thereby potentially improving the cost effectiveness, service effectiveness, and service productivity of their transit
services. While much of the US literature on contracting has focused on documenting the cost and other outcome
measures of contracting efforts, there has been remarkably little attention paid to the role of planning and other
organizational factors in affecting the ultimate success or failure of a contracting effort.
There have been widely divergent outcomes among the metropolitan areas that contract out more than 20 percent
of their fixed-route transit services. Amongst these cases, performance outcomes and the role of planning and
other higher level functions vary significantly. Cases such as San Diego and Denver, which retain higher level

planning and operating functions, have experienced high levels of ridership and low costs per unit of service. By
contrast, New Orleans contracts out the entirety of its planning and operations functions and experiences higher
costs per ride and per unit of service than in the prior two cases. The planning and operational dimensions within
contract arrangements may affect the ultimate success or failure of contracting efforts. Given the seeming
importance of these different planning and organizational approaches to the perceived success of contracting in
some cases and weaker performance elsewhere, and the relative absence of a focus on these issues in the US
scholarly or practitioner literature, this is an important area of investigation.
The authors use a set of eight US cases to better understand whether there is relationship between the particular
approach to fixed-route service contracting and the cost effectiveness, service effectiveness, and overall service
productivity of the contracted transit service. Appropriate cases were identified by utilizing data from the National
Transit Database (NTD) in order to identify highly populated metropolitan areas whose transit providers contract
out a minimum of 20 percent of their fixed-route transit services. Eight cases resulted, which include Las Vegas,
Denver, San Diego, the Twin Cities, New Orleans, Austin, Houston, and Phoenix. This study employs a
combination of quantitative and qualitative methods, including basic statistical analyses of key ridership, service,
cost, and other performance indicators, the review of key documentary materials, and semi-structured interviews
with key informants. A profile was developed for each study area which summarizes performance outcomes for
directly-operated and contracted fixed route transit services. These profiles were developed using a combination
of NTD data, transit agency data, and customer survey data. Once performance outcomes were identified, the role
of planning and other organizational structures within contract arrangements were explored. This was done
through the review of documents and various in-depth interviews with key informants. Themes which emerged
from the qualitative analysis were evaluated against performance outcomes in order to relate institutional and
organizational approaches to contracting to performance outcomes.
By focusing on planning and operational issues, this study represents a very different approach than current
literature on contracting, which evaluates only the outcomes of contracting in terms of its ability or inability to
reduce costs when compared to in-house service provision. This project explores the importance that less visible
planning and operational choices may have on the success of contracting efforts. Lessons learned from this study
can help improve US transit practice by providing a clearer understanding of the relationship between planning
and organizational factors and contract performance outcomes. Understanding this relationship can contribute to
the development of improved contract arrangements. This is essential as more agencies begin to consider and
dedicate resources to implement contracting strategies as a part of service delivery.
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Vienna, Austria reduced the car share of trips by 13 percentage points between 1993 and 2014: from 40% to 27%-more than other large European cities such as Paris (-10 percentage points), Copenhagen (-9 percentage points),
Amsterdam and London (-8 percentage points); Munich, Stockholm, and Zurich (-7 percentage points); Hamburg
(-6 percentage points); or Berlin.
This paper focuses on a detailed analysis of Vienna and examines not only the range of policies implemented but
also the political process that enabled their implementation. As shown in this paper, the implementation of
sustainable transport policies has been a long-term, multi-staged process requiring compromises, political deals,
trial and error, and coalition-building among political parties and groups of stakeholders.
The key to success in Vienna has been a coordinated package of mutually reinforcing transport and land-use
policies that have made car use slower, less convenient, and more costly, while increasing the safety,
convenience, and feasibility of walking, cycling, and public transport. During 32 in-person interviews in Vienna
in May 2015, a wide range of politicians, bureaucrats, transport planners, and academics almost unanimously
identified the expansion of the metro (U-Bahn) network and parking management as the two most important
policies accounting for the dramatic reduction in car mode share since 1993.
The implementation of sustainable transport policies in Vienna has been a long-term, multi-staged process
requiring compromises, political deals, trial and error, and coalition-building among political parties and groups
of stakeholders.
The continuity of Social Democratic governments in Vienna since 1945 has served as a crucial political basis for
these policies. The Greens, however, have played a key role since becoming part of the ruling coalition
government in 2010. Transport policy has been the central focus of the Greens, who control the transport
ministry. The progressive political environment in Vienna has been essential to its increasingly sustainable
transport system.
As discussed above, several other cities in Western Europe have also reduced the share of trips by car. Together
with Vienna, they provide useful lessons for other cities throughout the world on how to reduce car dependence.
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It has been argued that urban transportation externality could either lead to urban agglomeration of industries
because of the realization of internal and external benefits gains marked as Marshallian and Jacobsian
externalities, or contribute to industrial decentralization from urban core resulting in free forms of urban clusters
or low-density employment distribution (Gardner & Marlay, 2013; Ewing, 2008). Studies delving into these two
directions are diverse providing an overall image of how urban clusters interact with transportation system, yet the
number of studies that have looked into the spatial distribution pattern in regards to individual industry is scarce.
In specific, of many reviewed literature, region employment density is a commonly accepted proxy to measure
urban agglomeration. While employment density could evaluate densification level of economic activity, it
assumes that industries are evenly distributed in different regions instead of showing information for individual
industry (e.g. financial, manufacturing or real estates etc.), such as how employment of specific industry is
concentrated or dispersed at subarea level. This spatial pattern should be examined since it is observed by scholars
that decentralization drives industries to spring up further away from high density employment areas and scatter
throughout urban areas (Lang, 2003). Therefore, this study aims to revisit the concept of agglomeration and fills
the research gap in understanding the spatial pattern of transportation and industry-specific cluster by introducing
a different method to define agglomeration.
Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area, Texas is chosen as the study area since urban development in this region is
booming in all corners of the city, in parallel with sprawling as far as where transport infrastructure goes. Its
extensive transit system, Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART), which began its first service dating back to 1996, is
believed to have significant influences on local economy. This poly-centric metropolitan also holds several
famous industry clusters, including The Telecom Corridor, a major high technology industry cluster served by the
US Highway 75 and the DART Red Line. In this study, cross-sectional 2014 employment data are collected from
Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) at block level. Location Quotient(LQ) is introduced since
it bears local information compared to a larger region's average and indicates regional industry specialization.
With detailed employment data at block level available, location quotients of major North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS) industries are calculated for each individual block. We then introduce spatial
cluster test, Getis-Ord Gi* statistic, to measure the intensity of agglomeration to identify if LQ of blocks are
clustered or not in a statistically rigorous sense instead of using arbitrary threshold values to define intensity. The
authors expect that benefits gained from proximity to transportation infrastructure is non-linear within a threshold
distance, beyond which proximity effects attenuate sharply; and a binomial logistic regression model is applied to
explore the probabilistic relationship of industry cluster formation and transportation proximity including
highway ramp, public transit station or airport (with binary outcomes implying if a region is cluster or not
identified by the spatial test).
With a different approach to measuring agglomeration this research depicts a picture of industry clustering around
important transportation nodes with the enjoyment of transportation proximity benefits. Other research outcomes
will confirm the general trend of urban sprawl, or highlight of the recent rising interests in attributing public
transit development to urban agglomerations and confirm positive externalities from successful public transit
investment and development. In addition, in practice this study delivers an empirical analysis of cluster pattern
that could guide and shape urban development decision making, suggesting directions for appropriate public
financing strategies such as value capture frameworks or future transit and highway investment.
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The neighborhood represents metropolitan region's basic building block. Concomitantly, paradigms of a
sustainable urbanism highlight the physical qualities of the neighborhood--the land-use mix and density that
promotes proximity and walkability, viability of the civic facilities and amenities, sense of place, and multimodal
accessibility--factors that are commonly cited but rarely examined empirically, particularly for their effect on
retailing viability at the neighborhood scale. It turns out, walkability and the proximity of housing to shopping
facilities are aspects of urban form that are also highlighted in retail studies. This paper builds on previous studies
that identify a beneficial nexus between retailing and housing exits and sets out to determine statistically if the
relationship is mutual, that is, retail sustains viability due to proximity to residential land-use, a significant
determinant of urban form, in urban and suburban neighborhoods. We examine the nexus of retail and urban form
expansively with land-use mix, density, multi-modal accessibility, and the proximity of housing to the
neighborhood shopping center. Block-level, GIS-aided spatial data reveal the physical qualities of the retailcenter's built environment and its surrounding land use, as well as employment and sales. Retail-sales data
indicate the viability of businesses in a pair of neighborhood shopping centers, urban and suburban, each
anchored by an identical big-box retailer downsized to a neighborhood supermarket, with pedestrian-friendly
orientation and proximity to housing. The paper concludes with regression estimates of the space-economic
determinants of retail viability by various distances from the neighborhood shopping center, beginning with the
quarter-mile pedestrian shed.
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One of the iconic images of the urban planning field, from Peter Newman and Jeffrey Kenworthy, shows a
relationship between gasoline use per capita and gross population density. At one extreme is Houston; at the other
is Hong Kong. Data points lie so close to a negative hyperbolic curve that it seems to represent a universal truth
about cities. This study tests three hypotheses related to the work of Newman and Kenworthy using data for 158
large U.S. urbanized areas. We find that density continues to be significant when controlling other variables, but
only marginally. Other variables are actually more significant. In addition, we find that a more complete metric
than gross population density alone has a stronger relationship to per capita VMT. So this one finding is
supportive of Newman and Kenworthy’s theories, while the other two are not. In conclusion, Houston and Hong
Kong differ in many ways other than density alone, or even density and transit service availability. They differ in
terms of per capita income, fuel price, highway capacity per capita, and myriad other factors, including culture.

This suggests an apples and oranges problem in Newman and Kenworthy’s dataset and this may be most serious
limitation of their original analysis.
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Although travel demand management (TDM) has featured more prominently in transportation planning and
programs, its role in a university context is still emerging. University TDM efforts hold much potential to
meaningfully shape the travel patterns of major regional trip generators, but they also have unique challenges to
implement a TDM approach. Given the frequently progressive and sustainability-oriented values of millennials
and their educators, universities appear to be ripe markets for changing travel behavior by improving non-auto
alternatives. But can supplying better walking, bicycling, and transit services meaningfully shift a university mode
share? Or are blunter instruments, such as raising the price of parking, reducing transit fares, and constraining
parking supply necessary?
This study explores whether available travel demand management tools can meaningfully lead to auto travel
reductions by analyzing data from a 2015 travel survey of student, faculty, and staff from McMaster University in
Hamilton, Ontario. McMaster University is a large (approximately 30,000 students and 6,000 faculty and staff)
public research university approximately 70 kilometers west of Toronto, Canada. This study focuses on the extent
to which a) transit service improvements (travel times, transfers, and prices), b) walking and biking service
improvements (travel time equivalents), or c) auto convenience (parking capacity, parking prices, and congestion)
can reasonably deliver sufficiently meaningful changes to accommodate expected campus growth within existing
resource constraints. Results indicate that although improving non-auto travel services is important, meaningful
shifts in mode share are out of reach without, 1) constraining parking supply, 2) increasing the price of parking,
and 3) reducing the monetary price of transit for faculty and staff without sacrificing service quality.
This study employs data from an individual travel survey representing a 5% student sample (N=1,480) and a 15%
faculty/staff survey sample (N=676) at McMaster University during the spring of 2015. Using the revealed
preference (RP) data, multinomial logit models are estimated to explore predictors of mode choice, including
mode-specific service levels, land use controls, household characteristics, individual characteristics, auto or
bicycle ownership, and holding a parking permit (through which demand is also estimated as a function of
parking supply). In addition, multinomial logit models are estimated to explore students’ and faculty/staff

members’ sensitivity to changes to monetary costs associated with mode choice using results from a stated
preference (SP) survey administered to existing drivers. Using results from analyses of both the RP and SP
surveys, forecasts of mode choice and parking demand are developed for 2025 given expected university growth
under a range of alternative future transportation policy scenarios. Results highlight the key roles of constraining
parking supply, increasing the monthly price of parking, and decreasing the monthly price of transit. While results
indicate that better transit services and improvements to the walking and cycling experience lead to shifts in mode
split, their impacts pale in comparison. In short, although simply improving transit, walking, and bicycling
services represents a politically palatable means of encouraging alternatives to driving, even travelers in a
university context are most responsive to price signals and parking capacity constraints.
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American cities prioritize cars over people every day, even in people’s own backyards. While cities require
housing for cars, they dramatically undersupply affordable housing for people. At the same time, a largely
untapped supply of affordable housing exists in nearly all neighborhoods: garages that could be converted into
backyard cottages. Previous research finds that backyard cottages--including garage conversions--increase the
affordable housing stock, generate revenue for homeowners and cities, and densify neighborhoods without
changing neighborhood character. Despite their promise for affordable housing, garage conversions continue to
face highly restrictive regulations in most cities, chief among them, off-street parking requirements. Although offstreet parking requirements often prevent homeowners from adapting their homes to meet changing needs, some
neighbors continue to support them and oppose backyard cottages out of fear of increased on-street parking
congestion. As a result of stringent parking requirements, most garages cannot legally be adapted for housing, and
most garage conversions are done without permits. The illegal units hidden from city code enforcement are not
subject to important regulations, such as safety codes.
In this paper, we ask: how can parking reforms ease the legal conversion of garages into housing while assuaging
resident concerns about congested on-street parking? In other words, instead of requiring off-street parking to
prevent spillover onto streets, how can cities better manage on-street parking? Utilizing examples from cities and
city codes across the United States, we draw from the affordable housing, urban design, and parking literatures to
propose and evaluate a two-step parking policy reform. The parking reform would first, relax single-family offstreet parking requirements to allow uncovered and tandem spaces. And second, create neighborhood residential
parking permit districts that limit the number of permits to homes with backyard cottages. We conclude that these
reforms can pave the way for legal backyard cottages, address on-street parking concerns, and increase the supply
of affordable housing.

Findings from this study have parking, land use, housing, urban design, and environmental policy implications.
Reforming parking policy will ease legal garage conversion and provide renter, homeowner, and citywide
benefits. Renters will have more, and more affordable housing options, homeowners will receive rent that can be
used to finance mortgages, and cities will add affordable housing and density without public subsidies. In
addition, legal garage conversion can densify neighborhoods without altering their character to create more
efficient cities.
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At both the federal and state government level, interest is growing in the potential for replacing per-gallon fuel
taxes with a new road usage charge assessed on all miles traveled. One key advantage of this new source of funds,
often termed a "mileage fee," is that it would permit governments to collect transportation revenues from drivers
of very efficient gas/diesel vehicles and alternative-fuel vehicles. In most states, alternative-fuel vehicles do not
pay any equivalent to fuel taxes. As the number of vehicles using little or no motor fuel grows, there will be
increasing interest in finding some way to assess their drivers a reasonable tax, equivalent to fuel taxes, that raises
revenue for maintaining and expanding transportation infrastructure.
Among the many challenges of switching to an entirely new tax structure, one key issue is to understand how the
concept will be viewed by the public. Understanding public opinion will allow policymakers to craft versions of a
mileage fee that are more acceptable to the public. To date, most transportation officials have a sense that the
mileage fee concept is unpopular, but there has been no definitive study that collected the available evidence on
the topic and looked in detail at the specific views the public holds.
This presentation addresses the following research questions related to public opinion about mileage fees:
1. To what extent does the public support mileage fees?
2. What are the most common reasons that people support or oppose mileage fees?
To answer these questions, the presentation will draw from our recently-published report, Public Perception of
Mileage-Based User Fees (NCHRP Synthesis 487, 2016). The study analyzed three sources of information on
public opinion about mileage fees: 12 qualitative research studies, such as focus groups; 38 public opinion

surveys; and 359 media stories covering mileage fees. The qualitative research and media stories were analyzed
following a content-analysis process used to identify the substance of people's opinions about mileage fees. As for
the surveys, these were analyzed through a quantitative meta-analysis process, looking for patterns in opinion
across multiple surveys.
The study found that the majority of people do not support mileage fees, though some evidence suggests that
support may rise over time, especially if more pilot programs are administered. Key concerns about mileage fees
are that they invade privacy, are unfair, won't be administered accurately, take away the gas tax as a policy tool to
incentivize the purchase of efficient vehicles, and will create hardships for households by requiring infrequent
lump-sum payments. There was also a general sense that raising the gas tax rate is a better option than a mileage
fee. Despite these many negative sentiments, though, there were positive views that emerged as well: mileage fees
are a tool to fairly charge drivers of alternative-fuel vehicles for road use, mileage fees could be a "solution" to the
problem of raising transportation funds, and mileage fees are "sustainable" or "innovative" revenue sources.
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With the rising rate of childhood obesity in North America, it is vital to find ways to increase the physical activity
levels of children and adolescents. To achieve this goal, numerous studies focused on increasing the bicycling
frequency among elementary schoolchildren (Guliani et al., 2015). A smaller portion of these studies focus on
adolescents. This study aims to fill this gap by focusing on both children and adolescents. In addition to
promoting physical activity levels, bicycling may offer more freedom to adolescents. Since driving is not an
option for this demographic group, bicycling may provide access to destinations which may not be possible by
walking. Existing literature states that bicycling choice is determined by not only built environment characteristics
and socio-demographics, but also individuals’ attitudes and perceptions (Ewing & Cervero, 2010; Akar & Clifton,
2009). Recent research also points out to the effects of social networks: the bicycling choices of others
surrounding an individual will affect the individuals’ own bicycling choices (Wang et al., 2015). This study tests
the hypothesis that the impacts of the environmental networks are similar to the effects of social networks (Wang
& Na, 2015). Investments in bicycle infrastructure in a given area can promote bicycling not only in that area but
also in neighboring areas due to the spillover effects of improved bicycling environment. To our knowledge,
spillover effects of built environment characteristics on bicycling decisions are systematically taken into account
in only a limited literature. This study adds to the existing literature by developing models that focus on
examining the bicycling activity of schoolchildren under 18, accounting for spatial spillover effects from the built
environment.

The bicycling data used in this study are derived from 2010–2012 California Household Travel Survey (CHTS),
including 7384 children under 13 years old and 3649 adolescents between the ages of 13 to 18 years from 3692
census tracts in California. Features of built environment, such as intersection density, bicycle route length, green
space are collected from July 2012 Vision California (UrbanFootprint) Base Grid Variables. Key transport system
and built environment characteristics are linked to the household survey data by individuals’ residential locations.
A gender-based hierarchical model is estimated to investigate the impacts of socio-demographics and the built
environment characteristics of the immediate surroundings (using a 0.5 mile buffer), as well as the built
environment characteristics of the individual’s own and neighboring census tracts on bicycling frequency. These
effects are examined separately for boys and girls. Results show that nearly 20 percent of the variance in
schoolchildren’s bicycling frequency is explained by underlying factors at their own residential and surrounding
census tracts. This indicates that the impacts of larger scale neighborhood environment cannot be ignored even
when immediate neighborhood characteristics are taken into considered. Analysis results show that
schoolchildren’s bicycling frequency is not only affected by the built environment features of their own
residential census tract but also by the surrounding census tracts. Consistent with the literature, we find that the
contributing factors to schoolchildren’s bicycling activity include population density, land use mix, road density,
bicycle route length, and green space. We find that built environment characteristics have varying effects on boys
and girls. For instance, road density at the residential census tract turns out to be significant for the bicycling
decisions of boys but not girls.
This study adds to existing literature by using gender-based hierarchical models to explore the direct and spillover
effects of the built environment on schoolchildren’s bicycling frequency. The findings provide insights for
creating bicycle friendly neighborhoods and pointing towards directions to increase the bicycling mode share
among both children and adolescents.
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Our knowledge of bicycle-friendly communities skews toward urban places, cosmopolitan lifestyles, and
bicycling for transportation. Bicycling outside of cities, in what we call rural, small, and low-density (RSLD)
places, has received less attention from transportation and is more likely considered a problem of tourism, or not a
problem at all. Nonetheless, bicycling can be a culturally significant form of transport and recreation for RSLD
residents (Loh et al., 2012). This is consistent with findings showing that urban and rural residents are equally
likely to be physically active (except in the South), and that sprawl is not associated with physical inactivity
(Ewing et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2005). Notably, in certain RSLD places, bicycling can operate within a value

system that is distinct from that of urban bicycling, particularly with respect to how bicycling is positioned with
respect to automobility, the environment, and private property.
In this study, we focus on the differences between bicycle systems in urban and RSLD places with respect to
users, advocates, designers, and infrastructure. Specifically, we investigate three research questions:
1. What are the differences between RSLD bicyclists and their urban counterparts with respect to bicycling
frequency, skill, trip purpose, perceived barriers, and community values?
2. What are the differences between RSLD policy/planning processes and those of their urban counterparts?
3. How do differences in behavior, culture, and policy/planning communities result in different strategies to
develop bicycle systems? Are RSLD strategies different and why?
Our aim is to identify gaps in knowledge and practice that arise from an urban-focused bicycle agenda. These
gaps are important because an implicit urban bias can marginalize RSLD residents from bicycle planning
discourse and prevent bicycle planning efforts from realizing equity goals. A second motivation is to better
position bicycle systems planning within the context of contemporary patterns of urbanization, especially
migration to RSLD places that offer attractive natural and recreational amenities (Johnson and Beale, 2002).
In this study, we draw upon our evaluation of Kaiser Permanente's Walk and Wheel program, which funded ten
local governments in Colorado to increase physical activity in their communities (Litt and McAndrews, 2016).
Uniquely, the program included a range of RSLD places in addition to urban places, and all focused on increasing
bicycling. The ten communities in our sample span the Front Range in Colorado and have population densities
ranging from 63 to 6,000 persons per mi2. We use mixed methods and combine data from a survey of community
members' bicycling knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors, with in-depth interviews with stakeholders (e.g.,
planners, organized bicycle activists, elected officials) to answer our research questions. In addition to data from
Colorado, we use the 2009 National Household Travel Survey to analyze the cycling behavior of RSLD and urban
residents across the U.S. to assess whether patterns for Colorado apply more widely.
Preliminary analysis shows that RSLD places prioritized recreational cycling, families and youth, faith-based
organizations, and infrastructure networks based on trails and shoulders of county roads. In addition, the politics
around bicycle planning, policy, and advocacy were contentious. RSLD places were less likely to have explicit
political support for bicycle policy and planning, and as a result they were less likely to use formal policy to
advance bicycle-oriented improvements. These cases from Colorado suggest that: (1) RSLD places are host to
robust bicycling communities, and (2) that they are still outside of mainstream conceptualizations of bicycling and
bicycle planning.
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Several studies have observed an optimistic bias in cost and ridership forecasts for rail transit projects around the
globe (Flyvbjerg, Skamris Holm, and Buhl 2005; Kain 1990; Richmond 2005; Lewis-Workman et al. 2008;
Pickrell 1992), which has led to billions of dollars of public investment in projects that have not performed as
promised. This bias has been a major cause of concern for the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), which
spends about two billion dollars per year on new rail transit projects through its Capital Investment Grants
program, commonly known as New Starts. Partly in response to credibility concerns raised by forecast bias, the
FTA has made changes to the New Starts program over the years to both increase forecast accuracy and reduce
reliance on forecasts in selecting projects for funding. For example, the FTA introduced a requirement for ex-post
analysis of cost and ridership for completed projects and has introduced several new criteria in addition to cost
and ridership to evaluate proposed projects. Unfortunately, there has been no research to date that has examined
how these changes in Federal policy have influenced forecast accuracy for rail transit projects that receive New
Starts funding.
This study addresses this gap in the literature through a mixed-methods approach involving semi-structured
interviews with a dozen transit planning and forecasting professionals and a quantitative analysis of 65 completed
transit projects to determine whether and to what extent forecast accuracy has changed over the past 40 years and
the degree to which these changes can be attributed to specific Federal policy changes.
Interviewees include current and past staff from six different transit agencies, three different consulting firms, and
the FTA (and its predecessor, the Urban Mass Transit Administration). Data on completed transit projects were
gathered from reports published by the FTA.
I find that forecast accuracy has improved over the years, although forecasts continue to be optimistically biased.
Improvements in forecast accuracy can be attributed to a variety of factors, including greater FTA oversight,
increased experience on the part of local project sponsors, and changes in the types of projects that are selected for
funding. Furthermore, I find that the New Starts program has been successful in creating a more results-oriented
mindset among local project sponsors, such that local goals are in better alignment with those of the FTA than
they were in the earliest years of the New Starts program. However, the continued positive influence of the New
Starts program on transit planning practice is threatened by uncertainty about the future availability of Federal
funding for public transit.
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Many studies have explored the correlates of transit users' propensity of walking to transit stops and the correlates
of walking distance (Chia et al., 2016; O'Sullivan and Morrall, 1996). However, most of the studies either focus
on access trips at the home end and overlook egress trips from transit stops to destinations, or do not distinguish
the access and egress trips (Daniels and Mulley, 2013; El-Geneidy et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2007). Transit users
can access transit stops by different modes of transport, such as biking and park and ride, but once they reach
destination stops, their egress trips are mainly by walking. Therefore, the egress trips can be even more important
than the access trips, and any barriers for egress trips may deter transit users from taking transit. However, few
studies have examined built environment correlates of walking distance of transit egress trips. Furthermore, the
correlates may differ for trips ending within downtown areas, compared to those made outside of downtown
areas, which carries implications for planning practices.
Using the 2010 Transit Onboard Survey in the Minneapolis and St. Paul Metropolitan Area, this study examines
the effects of the built environment around transit stops on walking distance of egress trips and presents two
models to compare these effects for stops within and outside of downtown areas. We found that the direction of
built environment effects on the walking distance is consistent for the two models. In particular, mixed land use
and high job accessibility around transit stops have significantly positive impacts on walking distance, while the
number of intersections and job density are negatively associated with walking distance. However, these built
environment variables show different magnitudes of the impacts in the two models. Based on the results, we
discussed the implications for transit stop location choices and land use planning around transit stops.
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Accessibility, as a conceptual and operational definition, has gone through several iterations. However, it still
remains as an often misunderstood and poorly defined and measured construct (Geurs and Van, 2004). It general,
it is understood that accessibility is a measure of spatial distribution of potential destinations, the ease of reaching
these destination (individually or collectively) and the magnitude, character, and quality of various activities
existing in that particular geography (Handy and Niemeier, 1997). Although the measure of accessibility varies in
sense of its operationalization, the outcome of evaluating accessibility remains the same. It relates to the
interaction of land-use and transportation systems which provides individuals or groups of individuals the
opportunity to participate in activities in different location. This study thus uses measures of land-use and
transportation, as planned in Masdar City, an epitome of sustainable city in the Middle East, to predict the
accessibility by walk, bike and other models of public transit. Measuring accessibility provides a benchmark for
the evaluation of future scenarios for its population (Albacete, et al, 2015). Henceforth, accessibility can evaluate
the accessibility as planned and its drawback and provide recommendation to make changes to enhance
accessibility in Masdar City.
Currently, four perspectives of measuring accessibility exists: Infrastructure-based, location-based, person-based
and utility based. Since, this study predicts accessibility for a population that does not currently exists, it will
analyze location-based approach to predict accessibility. Location-based (also termed as neighborhood, zonal or
place-based) measures using the cumulative-opportunity approach evaluates the accessibility with regards to
number or proportion of opportunities accessible within certain travel distance or time, with all destinations in the
geography weighted equally (Makri and Folkesson, 1999).
Location-based accessibility is the most commonly used measure of accessibility because it is easier to access
since it is less data intensive and easy for researchers to communicate and comprehend the implications of this
measure to achieve transportation planning objectives (Curl et al, 2011).
Masdar city, when developed as planned, will consists of several types of sustainable transportation options
including walking, biking, personal rapid transit (PRT), group rapid transit (GRT), bus/light rapid transit, and
metro. This analysis presents the accessibility measure for each modes of travel for a given threshold distance of
accessibility (Litman, 2003). Each hierarchy of accessibility includes the accessibility measure for its lower
level(s) of mode of travel in additive approach (personal rapid includes accessibility of walk and bike, group rapid
includes accessibility of personal rapid, walk and bike, etc), with the assumption being that every higher level of
travel mode is influenced by the combined effect of availability and accessibility of all its lower modes and the
activities.
The planned city area is divided into grids of 400m (0.25 mile) and 1200m (1 mile) to measure the accessibility
by walk and bike respectively using the contour approach. Transportation and land use components are used to
calculate the accessibility index ranging from 1 to 5, with 1 being least accessible and 5 most accessible grids.
Cumulative-opportunity approach is used to evaluate accessibility for other public transit services such as PRT,
GRT, Bus and Metro using accessibility index values from its hierarchically lower order modes of travel.
An advanced integrative approach to analyze accessibility will provide insights into the range of transportation
problems and potential solutions that can be considered in providing an efficient and sustainable transportation for
Masdar City and such cities world over.
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Environmental justice in warehousing location has attracted increasing attention from the government, the public
and researchers. While a few studies have investigated cross-sectional spatial relationship between warehousing
distribution and disadvantaged population, none of them has attempted to address the issue of interdependence. A
longitudinal analysis is needed to solve the classic "who comes first" question: whether warehouses are
proportionately sited in neighborhoods with high percentages of disadvantaged population, or the neighborhoods
with new warehousing development attract more disadvantaged population.
Compared to other locally undesirable land uses, warehouses and distribution centers are more land intensive but
their environmental impacts on local communities might be less sensible. Therefore I hypothesize that
environmental injustice in warehousing location is more of a "pre-selection" issue instead of a "post-effects"
issue. It is more likely that warehouse developers choose to locate their facilities in areas with low land rents and
political awareness, where coincidentally disadvantaged population concentrate. However, the existence of
warehouses does not necessarily lead to a further influx of disadvantaged population.
Using the data of Los Angeles Metropolitan Area in 2000 and 2010, this study have two major objectives. First, it
tests whether neighborhoods with higher percentages of poor or minority people would have higher probability of
being the targets of warehousing location, with other factors controlled. Second, it tests whether the percentages
of poor or minority people in a neighborhood would increase after warehouses are sited in close vicinity, with
other factors controlled. The results show that compared to medium level income white-dominant neighborhoods,
warehouses are more likely to be sited in medium level income minority-dominant neighborhoods. However,
there is no such tendency for other groups of neighborhoods. On the other hand, after warehouses are located, the
percentages of poor or minority population in the hosting neighborhoods do not significantly increase. Instead,
demographic churning (sum of absolute changes in the percentages of different races) is stronger in
neighborhoods with recent warehousing development.
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Transportation planning is about more than just mobility, or increasing the possible distance individuals can
travel. The goal is to provide people with access to a greater number of opportunities and interactions with other
people and places (UN Habitat, 2014). In developing countries where data are limited or unavailable, there are
very few empirical studies looking at access and even fewer that incorporate semi-formal bus systems. This study
uses a new dataset on Nairobi's bus and matatu systems to study transportation accessibility in this vibrant and
growing city in Africa (See the Digital Matatus Project www.digitalmatatus.com). Specifically we visualize what
accessibility looks like in Nairobi, determine if accessibility differs across income groups, and develop a map of
accessibility that better reflects actual constraints.
Because of the multi-faceted nature of access, there is no one metric that captures the full extent of accessibility,
and measures should be chosen based on the specific situation. A perfect measure of access would take into
account land-use systems, changes in service, temporal constraints, and individual preferences (Fol & Gallez,
2014; Geurs & van Wee, 2004). To measure accessibility we use a gravity-based measure, because it strikes a
balance between being simple enough to interpret and use in practice while capturing key features of true
accessibility. We use the number of parcels of each land use type as a way to capture the richness of activities
located nearby. We calculate all types of land use parcels that are within 30 minutes of each point in a 1km x 1km
grid for each transport mode (walking, transit, and driving). Because the measure we chose weighs closer
locations more heavily and determines weights based on the total distribution of land use across the city, it is easy
to understand, while retaining the complexity needed for quantifying this concept. We create a heat map for each
mode. These maps present a spatially explicit visual representation of the level of access that a person has at any
given location in Nairobi.
One potential limitation of the heat maps is that they do not capture constraints across modes. In a city where only
about 20% of households own an automobile and where transit can be prohibitively expensive for low-income
households, these barriers are a reality for many. From travel survey data we use mode share information by
neighborhood to create a composite map. This composite map weights the accessibility level we calculate for
walking, transit, and driving, by the actual modal share at that location. Even though this revealed preference
approach takes into account preferences as well as constraints, it gives a better picture of the reality within
Nairobi and can be compared to the first set of heat maps.
Nairobi is a city in which inequality has been embedded into the spatial organization of its infrastructure (Klopp,
2012). Since the matatu bus system is a semi-formal transit system, we want to understand if it perpetuates
existing inequalities or if it provides more equitable service. To understand who the system is serving, we use
census data and calculate if there is a statistically significant difference in the levels of access in high- versus lowincome neighborhoods.
Understanding how accessibility varies spatially as well as how it varies across demographic groups is important
for making targeted transportation investments and for raising important questions about whom the city is being
built for and how inequality is reflected in the city's infrastructure.
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Bicycling is increasingly popular in the US with growing awareness of its health and environmental benefits.
However, the propensity of bicyclists’ involvement in collisions remains high in the US. This study compares the
risks in various built environments. The selected US cities include Seattle (Relatively High), San Francisco
(Relatively High), Minneapolis (Medium), Baltimore (Medium), and Miami (Low). The empirical analysis
intends to identify the built environment factors that tend to increase the severity of bicyclist injury, as well as
examine the applicability of the theory of safety in numbers in the US context. The findings include: (1) bicycling
in areas with more mixed land use has a lower propensity of involving severe injuries; (2) biking in areas with a
denser street network is safer; (3) bicyclist age, speed limit, and vehicle types are key independent variables in
explaining injury severity; (3) bicycle popularity is associated with lower injury risks, as a greater bike mode
share creates a safer bicycling environment; (5) helmet use can only protect bicyclists from severe injuries and
fatalities, but cannot prevent less serious injuries. The policy implications are that, to create a more bicycling
friendly atmosphere, cities should further densify the streets, encourage mixed land use, restrict large vehicles
entering bicyclist-concentrated areas, and build separate bicycle lanes to isolate road traffic from bicyclists.
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Contemporary conventional wisdom holds that Americans hate taxes, including the tax that the nation has used
for more than a half a century to fund much of its roadway infrastructure: the gas tax. Since 1956, the federal
government and all 50 states have levied a cents-per-gallon excise tax on gasoline and diesel - popularly referred
to as "the gas tax" - and used the proceeds to fund transportation. Despite the long history of the gas tax as a very

successful source of transportation revenue, today's popular media and transportation industry stories regularly
include statements about how much people hate the gas tax, giving this as a key reason that elected officials are
reluctant to raise the rate. For example, a 2017 article in the San Francisco Chronicle begins with the statement
"Most drivers despise gas taxes" (Michael Cabanatuan, "California to road-test new fees that would replace gas
tax," February 17, 2016). But is the conventional wisdom that the general public hates the gas tax actually true?
This research contributes to the research on public sentiment about increasing transportation taxes by presenting
the results from six years of telephone surveys that investigated public opinion about a variety of transportation
tax options at the federal level. The surveys were conducted annually from 2010-2015. We use a binary logit
model to analyze the survey data, looking at support for two variations of a new mileage fee and seven variations
of a gas tax increase. The specific research questions addressed are:
1. How do support levels vary according to the specific features of a transportation tax?
2. How do support levels vary over time?
3. How do socio-demographic characteristics, attitudes, and travel behavior influence support?
Despite the research and policymaking value of answering the three research questions, relatively little published
literature explores these questions with high-quality data and rigorous methodological tools. This research takes
two unique approaches to answering the research questions. First, we use a very large data set (almost 9000
respondents) enabling us to analyze the opinions of population subgroups who are often not surveyed in large
enough numbers to permit statistically significant findings. In addition, because the surveys ask identical
questions year after year, we can track how opinion changes over time.
Researchers and policymakers both benefit from understanding the answers to these questions. For example,
looking at whether people from different socio-demographic groups hold different opinions helps evaluate the
equity of raising transportation user fees. Further, a thorough equity analysis looks at the opinions people in
groups of special concern (such as low-income families), as well as estimating whether the tax burden falls
unreasonably on certain groups. Also, if politicians are going to consider voting to increase transportation taxes,
they will want to know if the public supports such action. Finally, assessing how tax support correlates with
attitudes related to transportation and travel behavior helps policymakers and researchers identify communities
likely to support or oppose a tax increase.
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Active transportation planning aims at addressing the urgent need for inclusiveness, equity, health, and
sustainability under the context of automobile-oriented life style and urban sprawl in the U.S. Bicycle friendly
community is an important component of active transportation planning, which benefits families in terms of
commute time saving, better transit accessibility, and health improvement. Although all these merits theoretically
enhance the capacity and opportunities of next generations to have better welfare than their parents, the qualitative
evaluation on the effect of bicycling friendly community is still in need. This paper examines whether children
living in a bicycle friendly community are able to achieve outcomes equivalent to higher income groups compare
to their parents in particular and social mobility of the children from the families of different income group differs
in general in 57 American mega cities. The baseline regression is based on the assumption of a household incomeconsumption equation, in which government-afforded bicycle friendly community serves as the subsidies in the
household’s budget equation and the average daily household expenditure are controlled. We use the result of the
log-log income difference between parent and child from Chetty, Hendren, Kline, & Saez (2014) as the index of
social mobility of children from 1981 to 1986 birth cohort, and college enrollment rates as the indices of children
from 1984 to 1993 birth cohort. The two types of bicycle friendly community status used here, one is in scale of 1
to 5 and the other is binary, serves as independent variables. We also compare the results with the regressions in
which the walk and bike scores from Zillow and Walk Score Data Service serves as independent variables. This
paper finds that children of 1981-1986 birth cohort, 1984-1993 birth cohort who are from families under 25%,
50%, and 75% income level have higher upward social mobility due to the positive impact of bicycle friendly
community and higher bicycle usage. However, children from families under 25% income level receive less
benefit than children from higher income level. The impact of bicycle friendly community is more significant for
children born in 1980s than in 1990s. The older the children are, the greater positive impact they receive. The
paper not only supports the necessity of creating bicycle friendly communities, but also empirically verifies the
important role bicycle friendly communities in promoting more inclusive community/society.
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Estimating exposure to risk and assessing crash risk is necessary to understand and prevent crashes and injuries
(Schepers et al 2014). Researchers have measured exposure to risk in multiple ways (e.g., Yiannakoulia et al.
2012; Miranda-Morena et al. 2011), and numerous studies have explored the link between measures of exposure

(e.g., motor-vehicle and bicycle volumes) and crash occurrence. However, the measures of exposure to risk used
in most studies have had a number of limitations. For example, some measures have been computed for large
areas at the macro level (e.g., for cities (Robinson 2005)) or the measures have been estimated from small and
geographically-limited samples of bicycling traffic (e.g., manual counts at intersection or on road segments
(Jonsson 2005). Few studies have examined the impacts of the built environment around intersections on
bicycling crashes in the United States where urban environments differ from those in Europe or Asia.
The study measures exposure to risk using estimated bicycle traffic and vehicular traffic volumes at intersections
and explores the relationship between exposure to risk and crashes. Bicycle traffic volumes are estimated with
facility demand models developed from hundreds of peak-hour counts in Minneapolis, MN. The results illustrate
the feasibility of using facility demand models to estimate exposure to risk and confirm non-linear effects of both
vehicle and bicycle traffic volumes on bicyclist crashes. Incorporation of measures of the built environment into
crash analyses after controlling for exposure to risk yields additional insight into crash risk. A limitation of the
models is that they do not control for intersection turning movements. The results have implications for future
studies to estimate exposure to risk and for planning and management of bicycling infrastructure.
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With public resources more scarce across all levels of government, transportation agencies are turning to the
private sector (U.S. DOT, 2015). Private funds still account for a limited share of transportation spending, but
financial constraints and the increased prominence of the private sector could shape the nature of government
planning for public goods. While economic development interests have long shaped public infrastructure choices
(Altshuler & Luberoff, 2003) and businesses can be key proponents of transportation projects (Alpert,
Gainsborough, & Wallis, 2006), we examine this new direct role in which businesses and sometimes foundations
use their own funds to leverage substantial public investment for their favored projects. We expect that equity
objectives receive scant attention in these new funding arrangements, but that non-profits at times could help
bring attention to the needs of low-income populations.
This case study focuses on the emergence and influence of private funds and stakeholders in the M-1 project in
Detroit to understand how the private sector, for- and not-for-profit, can shape regional investment choices.

Businesses, foundations, the State of Michigan, and the United States Department of Transportation all are
providing capital funds for the 3.3 mile streetcar, with a cost of $140 million. Findings are based on semistructured interviews with transit agency staff, metropolitan planning organization staff, state department of
transportation officials, business leaders, foundation representatives, civic and neighborhood organizations, and
Federal Transit Administration officials. We triangulated interview findings with document review of government
documents, project specific materials, and news media coverage. We suggest this and other privately funded
projects primarily enhance land values, and thereby shift the transportation choices of the public sector, as
privatization of infrastructure has shifted transportation planning (e.g., Farmer, 2014). Findings suggest that
equity goals may be undermined in this turn from the public provision of collective goods to private infrastructure
in the built environment (Graham & Marvin, 2001).
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Numerous studies have shown that public transit has a positive effect on the values of nearby properties
(Bartholomew & Ewing, 2011). Such an effect is widely viewed as an economic benefit for property owners and
is the key to justifying the high cost of building transit (Cervero & Duncan, 2002). In recent years, however, there
has been increasing concern about transit acting as a gentrification trigger (Kahn, 2007; Talen, Menozzi, &
Schaefer, 2015). One consequence of transit-induced gentrification is the affordability paradox of TOD: those
who need transit the most are too poor to take advantage of it. Furthermore, because people of color, low-income
households and renters tend to own fewer cars and use transit more often, the displacement effect of TOD may
undermine its promise of increasing transit ridership (Pollack, Bluestone, & Billingham, 2010).
In this study, I evaluated the effects of rail transit on neighborhood change and home affordability in suburban
Portland through a quasi-experimental design. I used the propensity score matching method to estimate control
neighborhoods for transit-served neighborhoods. I then made pretest-posttest comparisons between treatment and
control groups at multiple observational points between 1990 and 2014. The purpose of this study was to answer
the following three questions: 1) Does rail transit change the demographic composition and housing patterns of
nearby neighborhoods? 2) Does rail transit make nearby neighborhoods less affordable? 3) Does rail transit
reduce vehicle ownership and increase transit use?
In general, the results from this study have not provided strong and consistent evidence for rail transit acting as a
gentrification trigger and causing the affordability paradox. Instead, I found that two older rail transit lines
installed before 2000 in Portland attracted lower-income and minority households to their station areas. There was
no consistent evidence showing that rail transit led to faster growth of home values or more rental units in
surrounding neighborhoods in suburban Portland. The effects of rail transit on home affordability in suburban

Portland are quite consistent: rail transit did not show a significant and consistent effect on home affordability for
home owners, no matter they had home mortgages or not. A similar conclusion can be drawn for renters. The
most pronounced effect of rail transit on nearby neighborhoods was the promotion of transit use, but such an
effect was not through the reduction of vehicle ownership.
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As children's active travel to school has declined over recent decades (McDonald et al., 2011), transportation
scholars and practitioners have sought to better understand the factors behind the decline (Stewart et al., 2012).
The immediate benefits of increased children's active travel are compelling: improved attention spans and
academic performance (Spitzer and Hollmann, 2013) and health (Lubans et al., 2011). But further justification
comes from considering the long-term, lasting changes to children's motility which may influence their later travel
behavior.
"Motility" is defined as "access to different forms and degrees of mobility, competence to recognize and make use
of access, and appropriation of a particular choice" (Kaufmann et al., 2004). We investigated how children build
motility and how it influences their bicycling behavior by conducting 24 interviews with parents and their 14 to
15 year-old teenagers in Davis, CA during the summer of 2015. Given Davis' extensive bicycle infrastructure,
these interviews offered an opportunity to analyze motility's psychological constructs and causal influences in a
context where infrastructure is not a severe limiting factor, unlike most other American cities.
The teenagers had high levels of bicycling motility. All of the teenagers owned a bicycle, and all felt "very
comfortable", the highest category, riding a bicycle. The teenagers also had positive attitudes towards bicycling:
20 of the teens liked to ride a bicycle. Their bicycling motility appeared to stem from three sources of
interpersonal influence: parents, friends and peers, and community norms.
Parents have the capacity to enhance or restrict their children's motility. Parents helped build their teen's motility
through their own attitudes, skills, and knowledge. All of the parents reported that they were "very comfortable"
riding a bicycle, all parents reported that they enjoyed riding a bike, and 21 of the parents owned a bicycle
themselves.

In contrast, parental rules can also limit teenagers' motility. A small portion of the parents curtailed their
teenager's independent bicycling due to concerns with their teenager's safety from crime and traffic, which
suggests that even the best bicycling cities have room for improvement. Additionally, some of the parents
identified family schedule constraints as a barrier to their teen's bicycling.
The attitudes of friends and peers seemed to reinforce bicycling as a normal way to get around. The teenagers'
friends were nonchalant about bicycling; one interviewee remarked: "A lot of kids are just like, 'Yeah, I ride to
school'." And rather than an image of bicycling to school as either "cool" or "uncool", it is a school travel mode
that isn't even noticed by peers: "'Oh, you bike to school?' There's nothing [noteworthy about it]."
Descriptive norms in the Davis community also helped establish bicycling as an ordinary travel mode. Most Davis
teenagers were bewildered when asked to describe a "typical" bicyclist; they felt anyone could be a bicyclist.
Some perceptive Davis teenagers articulated broad stereotypes of bicyclists as "environmentalists", "hip" young
people, or spandex-clad recreational riders, but then qualified that observation by saying that they "know that's not
true."
These interviews demonstrate that bicycle infrastructure is a necessary but not sufficient condition for bicycling
among teenagers, let alone bicycling motility. Rather, a corresponding level of support from parents and
normative influence from friends, peers, and the community serve as crucial components to build teenagers'
bicycling motility. Our results therefore suggest new avenues for programs such as Safe Routes to School to
pursue, beyond building bicycle infrastructure, to increase rates of bicycling to school.
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Safety is consistently reported as a primary barrier to bicycling in the US. Individuals considering bicycling are
particularly worried about bicycling in mixed-traffic with automobiles where a driver may, either unintentionally
or intentionally, intimidate or strike a bicyclist with their car (Winters, et al., 2010). While there is a great deal of
research on inattentive driving and aggressive driving in general, there is little empirical research addressing
aggressive driving that specifically targets (or is motivated by) bicyclists. This exploratory study seeks to specify
determinants of aggressive driving behaviors toward bicyclists and then build testable hypotheses regarding
motivators for such behaviors. We use: i) quantitative methods to identify correlates of aggression toward

bicyclists; and ii) qualitative methods to understand underlying rationales for such behaviors.
The data is drawn from an online survey of nearly 15,000 collected via a snowball-sampling approach. While not
generalizable, this sampling frame has been long-recognized as ideal for our purposes (i.e. reaching a specific
population that engages in rare behaviors, such as our population of interest that indicates a propensity for
aggressive and intimidating driving behaviors toward bicyclists) (Van Selm and Jankowski, 2006). The survey
combined stated preference questions with photo-enhanced hypothetical scenarios. Presented with common
roadway situations, respondents were asked how they would navigate the situation and their rationale for this
choice. We then isolated a small subset (n = 59) based on two criteria; i) the respondent reported a propensity to
drive too close to bicyclists they feel "do not keep to their side of the road;" and ii) the respondent consistently
indicated aggressive responses to bicyclists in hypothetical bike/car interactions. The survey included a number of
open-ended questions asking individuals to explain their behaviors.
Quantitative findings indicate that driver aggression toward bicyclists has little to do with who a person is or
where a person lives. Instead, aggressive tendencies are associated with an individual’s preconception of
appropriate bicyclist behavior. Descriptive statistics show that the aggressive population does not differ
significantly (p<0.05) from the larger sample population across most demographic variables (p<0.001). However,
the aggressive subset tends to report significantly higher levels of unsafe driving behaviors such as rollingthrough stop signs (p<0.034), neglecting to use a turn signal or seat belt (p<0.001), and texting while driving
(p<0.004). Similarly, this subset reported reduced helmet use and lower incidence of stopping at stop signs
(p<0.001) when riding a bicycle themselves (which they tended to do significantly less than the rest of the sample
population).
The qualitative portion of this study aims to shed light on the aggressive driver population subset. Our analysis is
informed by sociological theories regarding aggressive, dangerous, and criminal behavior as purposeful to achieve
moralistic ends (e.g., the theory of social control (Black, 1983)). We identify a common thread within our sample:
a desire to "teach them [bicyclists] a lesson." That is, the driver rationalizes their aggressive behavior as a means
to enforce a social norm. A behavior described by sociologists as altruistic punishment (Fehr and Gachter, 2002).
Movements such as "Vision Zero," the road safety project aimed at reducing traffic fatalities to zero, indicates the
increasing relevance of safety as a policy priority. Research has identified a “safety in numbers” effect where
more bicyclists on city streets leads to increased safety for all users (Jacobsen, 2003). Successfully mitigating
driver aggression toward bicyclists removes a substantial barrier to bicycling, potentially leading to more
bicycling and safer streets. This research provides an important first step in the process of fostering a safe
transportation system in the US that can accommodate all users.
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Bicycling for transportation continues to grow in popularity in the United States, and many cities are aggressively
pursuing new bicycle facilities and programming to accommodate and further encourage such growth. These
changes are not uniformly welcomed, however. While surveys have shown that motorists support bicycle-specific
infrastructure in many cases (Monsere, 2014; Sanders, forthcoming), bicycle facilities have also been the subject
of so-called bikelash that has, at times, resulted in their removal (Goodman, 2010; Gootman, 2011). The bikelash
tends to be grounded in impressions of bicyclists disproportionately breaking laws, or the fact that there tend to be
fewer cyclists than motorists on the roadway. However, research has established that the former is actually not
true (Cooper et al., 2014), and the latter is the natural result of a vicious cycle created when there is no safe
bicycling network for cyclists to use. Because goals for decreased congestion, increased physical activity, and
greater access to inexpensive transportation are unlikely to go away, and because achieving all of those goals may
depend in part on increasing bicycling, urban planners and transportation professionals desperately need a more
nuanced understanding of support for cycling in their communities. This paper aims to help fill that gap.
This paper presents the results of an internet survey examining perceptions of bicycling safety and support for
cycling among 335 motorists and bicyclists in the San Francisco Bay Area. The study used a structural equation
model (SEM) to test the direct and indirect effects of experiences, attitudes, and behaviors via multiple causal
pathways on support for bicycling. The model revealed that support was significantly negatively and directly
affected by beliefs that cyclists should only ride on off-street paths and that cyclists are the biggest danger to
themselves, as well as perceptions that bicycling is personally impractical and having experienced needing to
avoid a cyclist who was running a red light. Perhaps more meaningful, however, are the results of the
simultaneously detected indirect effects, which showed that beliefs that bicycling is unsafe, which are themselves
fueled by worries about fast or aggressive drivers, significantly influenced the direct effects. Negative experiences
with cyclists also had significant negative indirect effects. Conversely, and not surprisingly, frequency of
bicycling for utilitarian purposes was significantly positively and directly associated with support for cycling.
These results point to a complex web of influences on support for bicycling and provide greater insight into how
experiences with cyclists and beliefs about bicycling safety influence attitudes toward cyclists and cycling within
communities. The paper concludes with policy recommendations, as well as next steps for research. Ultimately,
this study contributes to a greater epistemological understanding of barriers to bicycling in general, and
particularly support for cycling-specific infrastructure, so that these impediments can be more thoroughly
understood and addressed in practice.
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Introduction
Although overall traffic deaths in the United States have declined since the 1970s, car crashes remain a leading
cause of death. Vulnerable road users (VRUs) like bicyclists and pedestrians continue to be injured or killed at

rates that outpace their mode share or miles traveled. Planners, engineers, and advocates are increasingly adopting
Vision Zero approaches, and Secretary Foxx and the US DOT's Mayors' Challenge for Safer People and Safer
Streets calls on cities to adopt Complete Streets approaches and better understand the underlying causes of
dangerous roadway interactions. However, existing research into crash causation has focused on instrumental
factors (e.g. intersection type, vehicle speed) but little research has probed the role of attitudes or socio-cognitive
mechanisms in interactions between roadway users (Musselwhite, 2010). Previous research has demonstrated that
drivers' attitudes or safety-related behaviors like passing distance, gaze, and yielding behaviors are affected by the
social identity (e.g. gender or race) of vulnerable road users or the mode of the observer (Goddard et al 2015;
Gatersleben et al 2013; Walker 2007; Walker 2005a, 2005b). Social psychology suggests that attitudes and social
cognitions may play a role in conflict that influences safety of VRUs. The dimensions of drivers' attitudes, and the
effect of those attitudes on safety-related behaviors toward bicyclists in particular, are a largely unexplored area of
research. Bringing together social psychological theories with existing techniques for measuring driver attitudes
and behavior, this research utilized an online survey to measure drivers' explicit attitudes and self-reported
behaviors and an Implicit Association Test (IAT) to evaluate drivers' implicit attitudes toward drivers and
bicyclists.
Methodology
The online survey was conducted in partnership with Project Implicit, a non-profit organization and international
collaboration between researchers interested in implicit social cognition, that is, thoughts and feelings outside of
conscious awareness and control. A study out of MIT found that implicit methods measured additional biases
toward bus use not captured by explicit survey measures (Moody et al 2016). This study is the first use of a
similar implicit method to examine transportation biases between drivers and bicyclists. The survey included
measures of drivers' attitudes toward their own driving behavior, other drivers, and bicyclists. The attitudinal
measures included both global stereotypes of bicyclists and potential sub-groups (e.g. the "avid cyclist") and
whether drivers' differentiated between bicyclists based on social identities. The survey also asked drivers to
report their safety-related knowledge and behaviors around bicyclists, and to report crashes or near-misses
involving bicyclists. The IAT portion of the survey examined whether people demonstrate implicit biases toward
bicyclists, and whether those implicit attitudes were consistent with their explicit (self-reported) attitudes.
Discussion
Results from the initial phase of this research demonstrated that the majority of all people, whether or not they
drive, evaluate other drivers positively and bicyclists negatively. Encouragingly, one of the biggest predictors of
more positive attitudes toward bicyclists was not demographics, but any amount of personal bicycling experience.
The full research effort represents the most comprehensive exploration to date of United States drivers' attitudes
and self-report behaviors toward bicyclists. Drivers' attitudes toward bicyclists, and the relationship of those
attitudes on self-reported safety-related behaviors, suggest potential educational, legal, programmatic, and
infrastructural interventions to improve bicyclist safety.
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Bicycling is a mode of travel that not only has the potential to reduce air pollution, congestion, GHGs, and noise
pollution, but it also has tremendous potential for increasing the public health of communities (Garrard, Rissel, &
Bauman, 2012). With growing attention to bicycle planning in many US cities as a strategy for designing
sustainable communities, the need for research to inform and direct these efforts is also growing. It is generally
accepted that the success of efforts to increase bicycling is not dependent on one strategy or measure but instead
on an integrated approach incorporating both infrastructure and programs (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010).
However, because infrastructure investments are often the most costly element of any integrated approach, they
merit the most scrutiny. In this paper we aim to add to existing knowledge about the relationship between bicycle
infrastructure investments and bicycle travel behavior, and to provide policy guidance for future investments. We
examine this relationship using a before-and-after quasi-experimental design of bicyclists route behavior using
GPS data (as described by Charlton, Sall, Schwartz, & Hood, 2011) and infrastructure investment in San
Francisco, CA. San Francisco was chosen as a study location because of its large investment in bicycling
infrastructure starting in 2009 following numerous years of little investment due to legal injunction.
This study utilized two main sources of behavioral data: (1) repeat cross-sectional and longitudinal route choice
data on a sample of bicyclists in San Francisco who volunteered to download a smartphone application
(CycleTracks) and record bike routes from either November 2009 to March 2010 (phase 1, prior to major
investment), and/or November 2013 to March 2014 (phase 2, following major investment); and (2) an online
survey of travel behavior and attitudes for a subsample of CycleTracks users.
We show evidence that San Francisco bicyclists are able to ride on bicycle infrastructure for a greater portion of
their routes through the city in 2014 than they were 5 years prior, and that infrastructure investments have likely
influenced route choices. Our results suggest that in general, a combination of targeted planning (i.e. planners
putting infrastructure where bicyclists currently ride) and route change (i.e. infrastructure placed on alternative
routes causes changes in chosen routes) best describe the increased use of San Francisco bicycle infrastructure,
rather than being caused simply by changes in the characteristics of our samples. Observed route differences from
phase 1 and 2 indicate that bicyclists are more influenced by conventional and buffered bike lanes than shared
road markings (sharrows). We concluded that because of the relatively small availability of more innovative
infrastructure such as safe-hit posts, concrete curb and parking separated bike lanes, we cannot draw strong
inferences from our observed routes as to their influence on route behavior. However, our survey results suggest
that these innovative features do in fact influence route choice. Although we find evidence for targeted planning at
the corridor/route scale, our results also indicate a citywide geographic mismatch between bicycling activity and
investments in San Francisco. Finally, we demonstrate how these results can inform and improve current
bicycling policy with regard to type and placement of future bike infrastructure.
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In the past decade, Americans cut back on driving. Total vehicle miles traveled per capita peaked in the United
States in 2004, declined rapidly, and has only recently begun to rebound. The decline in driving has been most
pronounced among young people, many of whom have begun to delay or avoid obtaining drivers licenses and
own cars at much lower rates than previous generations. At the same time, walking, biking and transit use are
increasing, especially in cities.
Why have travel patterns changed? Some argue that Americans drove less because of a poor economy. Others
posit a fundamental change in travelers' attitudes and preferences, particularly for urban living and a car-light
lifestyle. Unfortunately for transportation planners and policy-makers, these explanations imply very different
policy responses. The economic explanation suggests that these changes are a hiccup. When the economy
rebounds for young people, driving rates will go back up. The second explanation suggests that the demand for
driving will not come back and, that, unless we update our current transportation plans, forecasts, travel demand
models, cities and regions may oversupply automobile infrastructure and underinvesting in transit, bicycle and
walking infrastructure.
The purpose of this research is to develop a richer understanding of how these changes play out in the
Philadelphia region so that planners and policy-makers can make more informed decisions about how best to
invest scare resources. We use household travel surveys collected by Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission (DVRPC) in 2000 and 2012 to explore the changing travel behavior in the Philadelphia metropolitan
area. The surveys offer snapshots of the travel behavior before and after travel behavior peaked and provide a
complete picture of daily travel for many households in the region.
Philadelphia is an ideal place to look at the relative importance of changing preferences, demographics, and
economic opportunities. The city had its first recorded population growth since 1960 between the 2000 and 2010
Census. Most of this growth has occurred in central neighborhoods with good transit access and expanding
bicycle infrastructure. The new residents are disproportionately white or Asian, and are wealthier and better
educated than Philadelphia as a whole. Poor neighborhoods outside the city center have continued to lose
population. Nevertheless, Philadelphia still has high concentrations of poor households who often rely on transit.
In short, the city has experienced enough demographic and spatial change in a short period of time and has
enough demographic and travel variation to begin to unpack questions about the relationship between changing
preferences, the economic conditions, and travel behavior.
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Central Theme
Transport options are rapidly shifting. The advent of shared mobility services has challenged the traditional
reliance on vehicle ownership and the resulting high fixed-cost structure of the transport market. Increasingly
travellers can pay for transport as they need and use it. Travel behaviour is simultaneously being altered by shifts
in lifestyles and economic conditions. Today's young adults spend more time in education and delay employment,
partnering, and parenthood. The labor market for young adults features more precarity with growth in retail sector
employment without regular or guaranteed hours. These shifts have already been linked to decreased driving
across the global North with per capita declines observed in the United Kingdom, United States, and Germany.
Future patterns are highly uncertain and depend on technological advances, economic growth, and the price of oil.
Despite global discussion of future evolution of the transport system, less attention has been paid to what the
observed changes and rapidly-evolving mobility options mean for the future of transport infrastructure planning
practice. Currently, evaluation of infrastructure investments relies on forecasts of travel behaviour 20 to 40 years
in the future. These forecasts require assumptions about where firms and people will locate in the future as well as
how and where individuals will travel. Models are calibrated to current conditions with the presumption that the
embedded behavioural relationships will hold in the future. This assumption -- that the past can predict the future
-- is increasingly tenuous as we enter an age with unanticipated modal options, changing cost structures, and
increasing economic divides.
This article looks at the practice of national and regional long-range travel demand forecasting in the United
Kingdom to assess challenges to current practice, how practitioners have adapted forecasting procedures, and
strategies and challenges to adapting demand forecasting to increased uncertainty. We focus on the UK because
there has been public debate about how travel forecasts should be made in the face of changing mobility patterns.
This dialogue involves transport elites from government and academia and focuses on issues of model
specification and planning processes. We then link the UK experience to the academic literature on planning
under uncertain conditions to assess how infrastructure planning practice might evolve.
Research Questions and Approach
This project addresses three research questions:
1. How have changing mobility patterns impacted discussion and critique of long-range forecasting tools and
practices in the UK?
2. How have long-range forecasting tools and practices been adapted in response to criticism? What has guided
the selection of changes made?
3. What does the UK experience suggest for the ability for transport planning to adapt practices and techniques to
address uncertainty in future travel behaviour?
We use a qualitative approach to answering these questions that relies on reviewing published information and
conducting interviewees with practitioners, academics, and advocates. Debates about UK forecasting practices are
well-captured in academic journals, websites, transport newsletters, and governmental reports. Relevant items
were identified through online searches. Further items were identified through snowball sampling as materials
referenced other relevant articles.
Interviews were conducted with individuals familiar with UK transport modelling practice. These individuals
include current and former governmental staff involved with demand forecasting at the regional and national
levels as well as academics and advocates concerned with forecasting practices. Interview protocols were
approved by the institutional review boards of the University of North Carolina and University of Leeds.
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In recent years, researchers and advocates have turned their attention to the tradeoffs between housing
affordability and transportation costs. While the concept is not new--classical models of urban structure have
relied on the concept for at least two hundred years--today's scholars seek to reanimate the research within the
context of contemporary patterns of suburbanization. The adage "drive until you qualify" for a mortgage, they
suggest, may be an empty promise if the transportation costs of suburban living outweigh the benefits of cheaper
housing.
However, these studies typically use summary data from the U.S. Census, and produce rough estimates of
transportation--and sometimes housing--costs. The estimates of transportation costs often rely on commuting
distance, though commute trips account for fewer than one in five trips in the United States. Similarly, high rates
of transit commuting do not imply that the same people do not drive when they go shopping, go out to eat or visit
friends and family.
We seek to improve on prior studies by using the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, a nationally representative
panel study of U.S. families' sources of income and expenditures. The dataset contains detailed information on
both housing and transportation costs biennially for the same families. We use eight waves (1999 through 2013)
from a confidential, geocoded version of the PSID that enables us to identify the specific Census Tract where
families live in each wave. Using the PSID allows us to analyze over 9,000 families housing and transportation
expenditures across different neighborhood types and over time.
In this paper, we focus on two questions. First, we test whether families' housing and transportation burdens are
inversely related to one another, as previous studies have suggested using Census data. Second, we examine how
housing and transportation costs change when a family moves to more or less transit-friendly locations. Do
transportation costs go down when families move to transit-rich neighborhoods?
Our initial findings suggest that for families, the relationship between housing and transportation expenses may be
more complex than a simple inverse relationship. We find that for most families, housing and transportation
expenses are positively correlated. We also find that when families move from transit deserts to transit-rich
neighborhoods, their transportation costs decline, but only slightly, while their housing costs increase
meaningfully.
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For the last several decades affordable housing policy has undergone a shift toward programs aimed at
deconcentrating poverty by providing low-income households with access to low-poverty opportunity areas. More
recently, transportation and housing planners have begun to recognize the importance of considering more holistic
conceptions of affordability that include housing and transportation costs, which can easily make up more than
half of low-income household expenditures. Because location efficient places with lower transportation costs are
often centrally located, it is possible, however, that efforts to promote affordable housing in location efficient
neighborhoods are at odds with efforts to deconcentrate poverty.
This study uses several tract-level data sets from HUD, EPA, and the U.S. Census to explore the spatial
relationships between transportation costs, location efficiency, and concentrated poverty in CBSAs over 1 million.
Our hypothesis is that patterns of location efficiency co-occurrence with concentrated poverty vary by region.
Dependent variables were calculated as the ratio of the share of location efficient and low-poverty tracts to the
share of location efficient and high-poverty tracts. We then used regression analysis to control for the degree of
concentrated poverty in each CBSA and to test for the significance of other regional and local factors.
Preliminary findings suggest that tensions between location efficiency and poverty deconcentration promotion
may be a valid concern in some regions, but not in others. Notably, rust belt cities appear to have the highest rates
of location efficiency and poverty concentration co-occurence. For example, location efficient census tracts in
places like Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, and Rochester are evenly split between high- and low-poverty
tracts, whereas location efficient tracts in western cities like Los Angeles, Seattle, San Francisco, and Denver are
all nearly 10 times as likely to be in low-poverty tracts. Large east coast and southern cities fell somewhere in
between, with location efficient tracts between two and five times more likely to be in low-poverty tracts.
These findings suggest that efforts to promote location efficiency within affordable housing programs are not
necessarily at odds with efforts to deconcentrate poverty. But in certain regions, efforts to identify affordable
housing locations should take this nuance into account to avoid working at cross-purposes.
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There has been much research done on the potential of higher density, "smart growth", "new urban", and "transitoriented" style development to reduce driving in cities (e.g., Cervero & Murakami, 2010; Hankey & Marshall,
2010). There has also been considerable concern that the high cost of living in these neighborhoods could price
out lower income households (e.g., Downs, 2005; Alexander & Tomalty, 2002).
The trade-off between urban housing and transportation costs is well-known. In general, housing closer to the city
center will be more expensive, but commuting and other transportation costs will be lower in those locations. In
the simplest theoretical model of a monocentric city, these costs - including both money and time costs of
transportation - exactly balance out.
In the real world, however, the relationship is more complex. Cities are not monocentric, and people, housing
units and neighborhoods are all heterogeneous in many ways. Understanding the relationship between housing
and transportation costs in real cities is important. Cost of living helps determine where people actually choose to
live, and where people choose to live contributes to the environmental impact of their everyday lives - in large
part because of differences in vehicle use for daily travel.
This study explores the following question: Does the spatial distribution of affordability in US metropolitan areas
encourage car dependence? To put it another way, within a metropolitan area, is it cheaper to live where you have
to drive a lot (even counting the cost of that driving) than it is to live where you don't?
The answer has important implications for the future environmental sustainability of our urban areas. If the cost of
living is systematically lower in more car dependent neighborhoods, then households relocating in urban areas are
more likely to choose car dependent neighborhoods, and our metropolitan areas will become increasingly car
dependent over time. If, however, the cost of living is higher in car dependent neighborhoods, then our
metropolitan areas will become increasingly car independent over time, leading directly to an improvement in
environmental sustainability.
To determine whether or not the spatial distribution of affordability encourages car dependence, I first created
census tract-level estimates of both affordability and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) that control for both housing
unit size and key household characteristics. I did this for each of three housing submarkets (low, mid-range, and
high cost) in each of 12 major metropolitan areas in the US. I then calculated the correlations between these cost
estimates and VMT.
Negative correlations tell us that the cost of living is systematically lower where people drive more, and the
spatial distribution of affordability is encouraging car dependence (more car ownership and use). Positive
correlations tell us that the cost of living is systematically higher where people drive more, and the spatial
distribution of affordability is encouraging car independence (less car ownership and use).
When looking only at the monetary costs of housing and car transportation, I find that it is cheaper to live where
you have to drive more - for most housing submarkets in most US metropolitan areas. Considering only the
monetary costs, then, the spatial structure of affordability in many US metropolitan areas does indeed appear to
encourage car dependence. However, this presents an incomplete picture because driving has both money and
time costs. When the time costs of driving are included, the results are more mixed.
To reduce fossil fuel use, pollution, and traffic congestion, the cost structure of our metropolitan regions should
encourage car independence. However, this work shows that the spatial distribution of neighborhood affordability
in most US metro areas for most residential submarkets does not do so.
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The availability of alternative transportation options is particularly important for older Americans who for reasons
of disability, income, or choice are not able to drive themselves. While older Americans living in most
metropolitan areas have access to traditional public transportation services to help meet their mobility needs,
nearly one out of five older adults live outside metropolitan areas and lack easy access to such services. Many
rural and small communities rely on paratransit to help meet this critical transportation need; however, such
services have serious limitations, including their high cost to service providers, the need for users to schedule
rides in advance of actual travel, and service quality and reliability issues.
In several states, organizations have begun to experiment with alternative transportation services that seek to
address the limitations of the paratransit model in communities that lack fixed-route services. These services
range from publicly funded, quasi-formal service networks to alternative approaches that include volunteer-led
transportation linkages that operate using personal vehicles, on-call scheduling, and existing social networks to
provide rides to older adults who need one. However, these alternative services are understudied. There is a need
for assessment of the effectiveness of their organizational structures and service delivery strategies for providing
mobility services for the older population, the sustainability of their funding models, and the applicability of such
approaches for other communities.
This study explores the alternative transportation services available in rural and small communities through a
comparative analysis of seven cases that are located in different parts of the country and provide different types of
transportation services. Drawing on a combination of key informant interviews with 14 individuals representing
transportation service providers and older adult-serving organizations, documentary review of agency surveys and
reports, and analyses of ridership, financial, and other data, the authors identify several key findings about
alternative transportation services in these rural and small communities:
1. Agencies provide a wide array of transportation services, many of which are adapted or modified from
conventional transit services to better fit the specific needs of their communities.
2. Agencies rely on a combination of funding sources to support their services. They rely extensively on federal
funding and on local funding. Rural and small community agencies tend to be much less reliant on fare revenues
than their more urban counterparts.

3. Partnerships often exist to leverage fiscal resources or professional expertise. Services are primarily organized
and delivered through partnerships between transportation providers and other units of government, social service
organizations, and/or other community partners.
4. Agencies tend to have very limited data on who is using their service or for what purpose; few collect any data
whatsoever on older adult use of their service.
5. Direct personal outreach and word-of-mouth marketing are regarded as the most effective methods of
increasing older adult service use.
The findings highlight the need for better ridership data so that the use and effectiveness of these services can be
better assessed and improvements made. The findings also suggest the need for more investigation of how older
adults can be encouraged to use these transportation services when they need to do so, the inner workings of the
partnerships between transportation service providers and user-serving organizations, and the potential impacts of
reliance on different funding sources for the organization, delivery, use, and performance of these services.
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Research Question and Relevance:
Employment accessibility has been established as an important factor that explains employment status (1) and
travel behavior (2). The number of employment accessibility indicators has proliferated, as a variety of theoretical
considerations have been incorporated within various job accessibility measures (3). For example, there are
accessibility indicators consider matching employee with job in terms of skill level or occupation, or that consider
competition between employers for the limited number of jobs.
This paper will investigate if competition-based accessibility measures are better at explaining employment
outcomes than accessibility measures which do not account for competition. Theoretically, a location that is close
to many potential jobs but also close to much many competing, similarly qualified job candidates could result in

decreased employment opportunity (4). What is interesting is that despite a strong theoretical basis for
competitive accessibility measures, the predictive capacity of such alternative accessibility indicators has not been
compared via an empirical analysis. This research project proposes to compare a competitive and non-competitive
accessibility indicators with respect to how well they explain employment outcomes for a population of interest.
This research will therefore answer two questions of interest. First, is there any empirical evidence to support the
theoretically preferred competition-based accessibility measures? And second, are simpler, non-competitive
accessibility measures “close enough” to substitute for the more complex competitive measures for practical
purposes?
Relevance to Planning Practice and Research:
The central tension within the accessibility research and practice concerns the trade-off between complexity and
precision of appropriate accessibility measures. Complex accessibility measures are capable of being more precise
and having stronger theoretical justifications. Simpler accessibility measures, on the other hand, are easier to
implement within planning practice and often have a more straightforward interpretation.
If simpler job accessibility measures explain employment outcomes equally well than more complex ones, then
the simpler measures would clearly be preferred for the professional planner. However if more complex measures
demonstrate a superior performance or explaining unemployment levels, researchers may need to promote and
explain the benefits of these more complex measures.
Methodology:
Data on unemployment, accessibility, and other demographic factors related to employment outcomes will be
gathered at the Census Tract level for the 5-county Los Angeles area for 2012. The Los Angeles region presents a
suitable study area because of the vast range of urban forms available and a diverse population with highly
varying levels of mobility. Data on the location of employment and interzonal travel times will be used to
calculate a suite of accessibility measures, including cumulative accessibility, gravity or potential accessibility,
and variations of the competitive accessibility measure. Both auto and transit accessibility measures will be
computed. Multiple formulations of the competitive accessibility measure will be tested, including the Joseph and
Bantock version of competitive accessibility (5). Multiple regression will then be used to evaluate how well
accessibility helps explain geographic patterns of unemployment for various populations while holding other key
demographic factors fixed. The population will be analyzed by level of education, because this is a variable that
has more long term stability than current year income, which may fluctuate with employment status. It is
hypothesized that accessibility will have a greater effect on unemployment levels for populations with lower
levels of education, as these populations also are likely to have fewer mobility resources and more limited job
search networks.
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Many large-scale public transportation projects have proved contentious, often due to differences between how
planners and members of the public define the problem to be solved. A failure to communicate across divergent
perspectives can imperil the success of a project (Schon and Rein 1994). This study explores how
incompatibilities between stakeholder visions of public transportation can be identified, how these differences can
impede communication, and how the resulting barriers can be overcome.
This study examines two cases where dissonance between transit user and transit planner visions of public
transportation (Kash and Hidalgo 2014) created friction and adversely affected the success of major transit
reforms: a recent crisis of user dissatisfaction with the previously well-regarded TransMilenio Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) system in Bogota, Colombia and an abortive attempt by El Alto, Bolivia to introduce a city-run bus
service. Extended interviews with 104 transit users and planners are used to illuminate a wide range of
perspectives on the problems with local public transit.
The project employs a non-traditional interview guide to identify areas of incompatibility between different
framings of the problems with public transportation. Interview participants commented on a series of show cards
containing photographs, statistics, and excerpts from previous interviews. Participants expressed their own views
on the problems with local transit and reacted to alternate perspectives. Because the interviews were a private
conversation between the researcher and participant, interviewees were candid when reacting to perspectives with
which they disagreed. This strategy was particularly successful when discussing contentious social issues such as
sexual assault on transit.
Both the content of the cards and the format in which information was presented were discussed. This allows an
examination of both substantive disagreements and discrepancies in, as Schon and Rein put it, "what counts as a
fact and how one makes the normative leap from facts to prescriptions for action" (1994, p. xviii). Even
photographs, which most participants perceived as objective, often solicited conflicting interpretations. However,
respondents were typically certain that other people would agree with their interpretation. While some of the
differences in perspective could be reconciled, others were incommensurate; no consensus would be possible
without some parties adjusting the lens through which they viewed the issue. In both cities, the discrepancies
identified through the interviews are directly connected to policy controversies that have generated considerable
tension between planners and transit users.
While many planning theorists focus on building shared understandings (Forester 1999, Healey 2006), others
have argued that perfect communication may not be possible or even desirable (Mouffe 1999). Some argue that,
so long as some minimal level of mutual understanding is achieved, dissonant perspectives can actually produce
innovations. Regardless of which of these stances is taken, an ability to communicate across initial differences in
perspective is paramount. This project identifies some of the challenges to such cross-perspective dialog.
In addition to differences in opinions about the substantive issues, respondents also showed sharp differences in
their preference for the format of information. In particular, there was a divide between participants who viewed
statistical evidence as the most valid types of information and those who prioritized information from people who
had personally experienced a problem. When discussing how to explain the problems with transportation to
another person, participants often chose the pieces of information they, themselves found most salient. This
tendency is a powerful obstacle to communication because it causes participants to select the information least
likely to convince someone with an opposing perspective. To avoid this pitfall, planners must step outside of their
own perspectives when attempting to connect with stakeholders with differing views.
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Research in the field of autonomous vehicle technology focuses on its enhanced safety and convenience for
vehicle occupants. The present paper seeks to establish a line of inquiry that addresses the implications of
autonomous vehicle technology for non-vehicle occupants, in the present case, bicyclists. Studies show that
motorized traffic volume and speed affect non-motorized agents’ behavior and facility preference, but the degree
to which this will apply to a driverless environment requires further study.
We developed a stated-preference survey that had respondents select their preferred facility in a variety of
scenarios with and without the presence of driverless vehicles and on street types of varying motorized traffic
volumes and speeds. Ordered logistic regression analysis suggests that as traffic volume and speed increase, street
type may have a strong influence on bicyclists’ preferences for more separated facilities. The presence of
driverless vehicles amplifies this preference. Controlling for other factors, under driverless vehicle conditions the
odds of selecting protected facilities, such as buffered bike lanes and cycle tracks, were more than double the odds
found under current conditions. We conclude with recommendations for infrastructure and policy and suggestions
for future research in this nascent field of study.
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Using data from the National Household Travel Survey, Ralph (2016) developed a traveler typology to
characterize the travel patterns of young adults (ages 16 to 36) in the United States. According to this research, the
vast majority of young people in the United States use an automobile to meet their travel needs and very few
young people use non-automobile travel modes. When presented with these findings, some planning students and
professionals expressed dismay and even hostility about the results. Specifically, many people drew on personal

experiences to claim that the results substantially underestimated the share of young people who travel by nonautomobile modes.
What could explain this response? We suspect that the travel patterns and residential location of the average
planning professional differ markedly from those of the general public and that the planners’ personal experiences
act as an anchor that biases their judgement of public behaviors (Epley et al. 2004). Misjudging public behaviors
has troubling implications for planning and public policy because planning professionals may discount or dismiss
data that does not align with their personal experience. This may hamper professionals’ ability to recognize and
appropriately frame important issues and, in turn, to develop solutions to those issues.
To assess the role of anchoring, we commissioned a survey of transportation planners and professionals.
Respondents were asked to indicate their own travel patterns and to estimate the travel patterns of three
generations (Millennials, Generation X, and the Baby Boomers). This dataset allowed us to achieve two related
aims: to compare the travel and residential location patterns of urban planning professionals to those of the
general public and to determine how well urban planners understand travel patterns.
Specifically we address six hypotheses. First, we hypothesize that planning professionals travel differently on
average than the American public. Specifically, we expect that planning professionals are more likely to walk,
bike, or use public transit than the general public. Second, when it comes to residential location, we hypothesize
that planning professionals live in different types of neighborhoods than the American public. Specifically, we
expect that planning professionals are more likely to live in dense neighborhoods with more alternative travel
options than the general public. Third, when it comes to estimating public travel patterns, we hypothesize that
planners tend to overestimate the extent of walking, biking, and use of public transit in the United States and tend
to underestimate the extent of driving. Fourth, due to the role of anchoring based on personal experience, we
expect that planners who walk, bike, and ride transit provide worse estimates of the public’s travel patterns than
planners who drive regularly. Similarly, we expect that planners residing in urban areas provide worse estimates
about national travel than planners who live in suburban and rural areas. Finally, we hypothesize that planners are
more inaccurate when estimating the travel patterns of Millennials than the travel patterns of Generation X (age
35 to 51 in 2016) or the Baby Boomers (age 52 to 70 in 2016).
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Access to opportunities among ethnic minorities has been a key focus of the literature on social equity, which has
maintained that limited access to opportunities aggravates preexisting disadvantages. However, these studies have
concentrated on only a few types of opportunities, especially job access, and studies on access to non-work
opportunities are still in the infancy stage. The purpose of this study is, therefore, two-fold: (1) to investigate the
spatial and modal disparities in access to diverse types of opportunities in ethnic neighborhoods, as compared to
white-majority neighborhoods and (2) to identify accessibility issues associated with different types of ethnic
neighborhoods. The Los Angeles region provides a germane empirical setting, since the investigation of this

subject in a polycentric and racially diverse region is missing in the existing literature. The spatial patterns of
ethnic neighborhoods and opportunities that vary across racial/ethnic groups and opportunity types, respectively,
make it difficult to predict the relative level of accessibility to opportunities in different types of ethnic
neighborhoods. Using the travel time matrices for each travel mode obtained from the Southern California
Association of Governments, I measure the accessibility of various opportunities such as schools and retails at the
neighborhood level. A cumulative opportunity measure is used to compare levels of accessibility across
neighborhood types and travel modes.
Results of the present study indicate that all types of low-income ethnic neighborhoods have greater access to
most opportunities by car compared to non-low-income white neighborhoods. Yet, the findings also indicate that
accessibility patterns differ across ethnic neighborhood types. For example, low-income Asian neighborhoods
have significantly higher car and transit access to most opportunities than white and other ethnic neighborhoods
do. However, Hispanic and black neighborhoods, especially low-income ones, tend to have poorer access to
several opportunities, such as arts/recreational opportunities and quality education, by public transit. Meanwhile,
the degree of modal disparities in access to opportunities is, overall, found to be much larger than that of spatial
disparities, which points to the critical role of automobile availability in access to diverse opportunities. This is in
line with previous findings on job accessibility. The findings of this study can be used to help planners address
equity issues related to accessibility in this particular region as well as in other regions, since increased racial and
ethnic diversity and polycentricity have become widespread phenomena.
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Capital investment planning (CIP) is a tool for prioritizing infrastructure needs with available financial resources
(Whittington & Young, 2014). CIPs, generated by cities during each budget cycle, determine how funds are
appropriated for capital assets. Infrastructure development such as energy, education, transportation, water,
communication, public health, and waste are strong influences on the location and future growth of population
settlement. Climate resilient city governments and communities understand the hazards faced by the community,
manage growth and development while systematically addressing disaster risks, and adapt to the local impacts of
climate change. The choices regarding infrastructure development have the potential to place populations at risk
or protect them from it. Low-income and communities disadvantaged by other factors often disproportionately
vulnerable to climate impacts with a lower capacity for adapting (Morello-Frosch et al. 2010; Cutter et al. 2009 ;
Shonkoff et al. 2011).

CIPs can be made “climate-smart” by directly integrating resilience planning into the CIP process used to
prioritize infrastructure needs. Infrastructure investments are climate-smart when they serve the public purposes
for which they were intended, while also reducing greenhouse gas emissions and increasing resiliency to any
number of disturbances a city could face. Climate-smart CIPs place the evaluation of infrastructure, which is
designed to last for long periods of time, on the same long-term timeframe given to climate impact projections.
With this methodology, projections of climate impacts become integral to the process of prioritizing investments.
As a result, the CIP process reveals opportunities to reduce the cost and extend the life of facilities. This provides
fiscal benefit to municipal governments, and to the citizens who rely on the services and settle proximate to a
given facility such as a school or hospital.
A climate-smart CIP uses citywide data, oftentimes in GIS, along with analyses of projected climate change
impacts, to identify and map locations at risk of hazardous climate-related events, such as flood, drought, urban
heat island effect, sea level rise, landslide, wildfire, and storm surge. Proposed capital investments are analyzed
for the purpose of identifying sites or site designs that reduce the losses forecast from climate-related hazards.
Each project has one or more proposed locations, and each location may be subject to one or more hazards during
the designed life of the proposed facility. Future losses, such as damage to the capital asset and neighboring
development, can be estimated and used as the basis for selecting alternative sites or site designs, and for setting
aside capital reserves to use when extreme events occur.
This paper summarizes and reviews use of the climate-smart CIP model in Kampala, Uganda; Arusha, Tanzania;
Temeke, Tanzania; and Kinondoni, Tanzania. The purpose of the paper is to convey the utility and ease with
which cities can adopt a method for resilient decision-making that speaks to budgetary and financial officers as
well as directors of planning and engineering departments. Regardless of their financial capacity, cities
everywhere can use their capital investment plans to avert crises, prevent disruptions from escalating into
disasters, and continue to provide public infrastructure services despite disruptions.
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The pedestrian is a vital component of urban life and they are important for the social, economic and
environmental well-being of cities. Urban planners promote compact urban forms because they encourage
sustainable modes of travel other than driving – public transit, biking and walking. Many physical features of the
built environment influence travel behavior including density, design of the street network, diversity of uses, the

distance to destinations and to transit and the availability of parking. Walkability has become a central planning
issue in both scholarship and in practice. The link between walkable urban forms and transit is well studied within
this vast literature. In low density US cities, planners advocate for transit as a viable alternative to the automobile,
and research often concludes that if the urban fabric is more walkable, more people will use transit. My research
proposes to study the opposite scenario – how transit availability and use affects walkability and actual walking.
This approach argues that walking is the ultimate goal of a sustainable transportation network and suggests the
emergence of a walkable city planning model. As an emerging paradigm, the walkable city is one in which
walking is the dominant mode of travel and is supplemented by bicycling and motorized transport. This model
reflects walking as an increasingly important planning issue and as part of a broader social and cultural shift, as
evidenced by an increasing percentage of people who would prefer living in walkable urban neighborhoods and
prefer walking as a mode of transportation over driving. This approach also highlights walking as a distinct mode
of transportation, and allows urban planning scholarship and practice to consider different ‘sustainable’ modes of
transportation as distinct and separate modes of transportation.
This research project focuses on two related topics: the interaction between walking and transit as two distinct
modes of transportation and the broader role of walking in contemporary urban life. I ask the following: How
does access to different types of transit affect walking behavior? How does neighborhood morphology and the
location of transit affect walking? How have people changed or anticipate changing their walking and general
travel behaviors based on the increasing availability of transit? How do pedestrians conceptualize the act of
walking?
I will answer this question using an exploratory case study research design with mixed methods. The urban core
of the City of Seattle serves as my case study. The study area is highly walkable and offers a range of transit
options, including bus, light rail, streetcar, monorail, ferry, and bike sharing. Also, the City is actively engaged in
pedestrian planning and has multiple community groups advocating for walkability. My methodology includes:
(1) neighborhood mapping and morphological analysis, (2) non-participant observation, (3) short surveys of
neighborhood residents and users (i.e. pedestrians), and (4) in-depth interviews with residents, neighborhood users
and professionals involved in planning for walkability. Neighborhood mapping and observations seek to address
how the specific form of a neighborhood (i.e. the street network, uses, building sizes, proximity to and types of
residential, and the location and types of transit in the neighborhood) affects walking and street life. Observations
and interviews will address how walking and street life vary between different neighborhoods – whether each has
similar patterns of walking and transit use or if each one has different characteristics. Lastly, using interviews and
surveys, I seek to understand how people have changed or intend to change their walking behavior based on
changing availability of transit and resulting changes in urban form, how individuals make decisions about
walking and transit use, and what walking means to them as an urban resident.
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There are many different definitions and variations to fully grasp the extent of what constitutes autonomous
vehicle (AV), and describing the level of human involvement during the driving process. The National Highway
Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) have released 5 soft guidelines to designate levels of autonomy:
Level 0 describes zero automated components while Level 1 maintains that the driver retains overall control while
utilizing certain features such as anti-lock brakes and electronic stability control. Level 2 maintains that a
specified amount of driving responsibilities be relieved from the driver while they simply monitor the roadway
until driving responsibilities must once again be assumed. Level 3 allows for the control of all safety-critical
functions under certain traffic or environmental conditions without the need for the driver to continually monitor
the roadway. An example would be advanced parking assist where the vehicle utilizes roadside infrastructurebased systems to self-park itself. Level 4 is full self-driving automation (NHTSA, 2013).
Along with creating safe regulatory provisions, the core of NHTSA’s forward direction is to encourage and direct
the efforts of all interested parties in a cooperative manner to safely realize the full benefits of AVs. Although the
NHTSA is successful in creating a unified authoritative effort, many states have yet to commit. As of July 2014,
California (SB 1298), and Nevada (AB511) have enacted legislation allowing AV certification, while Florida
(CS/HB1207), Michigan (SB0169), and Washington D.C.’s (B19-0931) have enabled AV testing. Furthermore,
Georgia, Hawaii, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, South Carolina, South
Dakota, and Washington show signs of pending legislation to conform to the momentum carrying forward
(Fagnanta and Kockelman 2015).
While the demographics of each state vary, the national emergence of millennial class, those born between 1980
and 1999, may play a vital role to the successful integration of AV technology. So the primary question is: will
the technologically-adept millennials be the first to adopt the fully autonomous car? A finding from the previous
study suggested that those who frequently used technology more, were not as concerned about giving up control
as those who used technology less frequently (Howard and Dai 2013). Schoettle and Sivak (2014) investigated the
matter and reported that different age groups held different sentiments towards AV with younger respondents
were more interested in having AV technology, and less likely to say that they would not ride in an AV. While
generational differences have always existed, millennials have distinctive qualities that are intrinsically embedded
into their behavior. Millennials are digital natives, which resulted from being raised within an era where
computational technology was the normative paradigm.
We hypothesize that millennials, whether by trust, fascination, dependency, or even conformity, are more likely to
adopt autonomous technology. Thus, the purpose of this research is to investigate the perception of the millennials
to the AV technology.
In order to discover any possible relationships between the several attributes of millennial and AVs, primary data
will be collected from university students as experimental group and from Gen X and Baby boomers as a control
group. Based on a comprehensive descriptive analysis and a multi-variable regression analysis it is expected that
there is a statistical relationships between tech-fluency and positive perception about autonomous vehicle.
As the technology itself, the literature on AV is at an infant stage. Even the handful literature available focused on
the technology, with little or no attention to the social aspect of AV. Therefore, studies regarding autonomous
vehicle technology among millennials who possess the unique characteristic of technological fluency may prove
to be highly beneficial to contributing to current efforts.
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In Manhattan, the prospering real estate market has only left 29 gas stations, down from 39 in 2014 and 60 in
2004. This development has limited motorists’ accessibility to fuel and, accordingly, escalated the disutility
corresponding to driving internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs).
ICEV users have responded differently. Some motorists have switched to other traveling modes, either utilizing
public transportation or driving alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs). This is the case when the utilities corresponding
to alternative modes are large enough to convince a random driver for modal shift. In other cases—if the marginal
utility of switching to the alternative mode is not considerable or if an alternative mode of transportation is not
available—ICEVs’ drivers assume the disutility imposed by the fuel accessibility shortage and continue using the
previous mode of choice. If otherwise, commuters forewent trips altogether.
Under any of these three circumstances, the commuters, as well as the metropolitan area, experience a range of
dysfunctionalities. For instance, the motorists who, despite the limited fuel accessibility, continue driving ICEVs
have to make either an extra fuel-seeking trip or deviate from their daily routes to refuel. In either case, the
motorists not only undergo extra travel, but the metropolitan area is also hampered by a higher social cost of
driving and larger environmental impacts due to the greater vehicle miles traveled (VMT).
Therefore to neutralize or otherwise control the negative consequences of this trend, an aggregated planning
response can provide the New York metropolitan area with a line of strategies to enhance the transportation
network’s functionality. Employing the projected market share of en-route alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs) and
the forecasted real estate market in the borough of Manhattan, we take on this challenge and investigate a
responsive-strategic plan to manage the imposed inoperability discussed. To do so, a set of investing strategies is
proposed and accordingly, a facility location problem (sitting and sizing) is modeled to develop the optimum
investment portfolio for an adoptive transportation network.
The proposed model features a bi-level framework. Within the top-down model, a two-stage nonlinear stochastic
mathematical program is embedded to find an investment plan for the most efficient traveling behaviors. Within
the optimization model, the first stage represents an asset allocation model seeking an investing portfolio which is
optimal against the traveling decisions of the commuters (second stage). In the second stage, variables are
conditioned on the first stage’s decisions and represent the traffic assignment yielding the user-equilibrium
condition. In the bottom-up level, a Bayesian, multinomial logit model with a panel-data structure estimates
commuters’ choice of preference. In this level, the heterogeneity across random commuters is modeled through a
time-series, cross-sectional dataset. The estimated choice preferences represent travelers’ aggregated mode choice
in response to the investing decisions made in the first stage of the top-down model.
A number of experiments have been developed to examine how technical and budgeting scenarios impact
decision variables, and how dynamic planning enhances the adaptive capacity of the transportation network.
Results show resources are optimally allocated towards adaptive transportation infrastructure and emphasize the
importance of strategic planning in managing such phenomena. Also, a line of comparison can be made between
different budgeting scenarios and estimated dollar value of marginal utility corresponding to investing decisions.

For further studies, uncertainty in demand can be built-in, though the computational cost may force the modeler to
use heuristics.
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Road traffic injuries are one of the leading causes of child death and childhood disability worldwide. In Korea, the
fatality rate of children by traffic accident is approximately 50% higher than the fatality rate of other developed
counties, and 65% of children killed by traffic accidents are victimized in a pedestrian crash.
One of the interventions for reducing pedestrian crashes is the modification of the road environment. The existing
literature has focused on identifying the built environment or road design characteristics that potentially decrease
the police-reported pedestrian crashes (Retting, 2003). In contrast to police-reported pedestrian crashes, risk
perception is a subjective assessment of the probability of experiencing a negative event (Lund and Rundmo,
2009). The main advantage of using perceived crash risk in research is that it provides the possibility of assessing
road safety even when crashes have not occurred. Since pedestrian crashes are relatively rare events, perceived
crash risk can provide predictive information on the potential risk of pedestrian crashes and guide the
development of proactive countermeasures to reduce their possibility (Schneider et al., 2004).
Aiming to inform policy for creating safe routes to school that reduce the crash risk to children in school zones,
this research examined how environmental attributes near intersections influence the perceived crash risk among
school-aged children.
The study participants were fifth and sixth grade students (10-12 years old) enrolled in eight elementary schools
in Ulsan, Korea. The final samples used for the analysis are 799 students who commuted to school by walking.
This study used four complementary data sources for the analysis: 1) survey items asking school-aged children’s
perceived crash risk, 2) locations perceived to have a high-risk of pedestrian crashes, 3) walking routes to schools,
and 4) intersection audits. Intersection audits included measures in five categories: 1) risk exposure, 2) traffic
calming devices and traffic signs, 3) road infrastructure, 4) buildings at intersections, and 5) building use. The
number of intersections located in the study area was 546. To examine the association between perceived crash
risk and the built environment, two count data regression models were used. The first model is the negative
binomial (NB) regression and an alternative count data model to handle problems related to excess zero counts is
the zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) model (Ukkusuri et al., 2012).
A descriptive analysis showed that students’ most pressing concern about road safety was the high traffic volume
and speed near school sites. Compared to girls, boys consistently reported a lower level of risk perception for

sidewalk conditions. The analytical results in the NB and ZINB models indicated that a higher pedestrian volume,
a wider width of a road, the presence of crosswalks, commercial facilities, and four-way intersections were
significant and positively associated with a higher perceived crash risk among school-aged children. The findings
related to building characteristics indicated that a higher number of entrances at an intersection increased
perceived crash risk while higher visibility at the intersection reduced the perception of risk. To ensure safety for
school-aged children, particular attention should be given to pedestrians through the provision of an adequate
sight distance. Associations with traffic calming measures were weak, suggesting that the measures used in the
study areas were not effective in reducing perceived crash risk.
The major contribution of this paper is identifying the potentially hazardous environmental attributes of
intersections based on perceived crash risk as reported by school-aged children. Future work should incorporate
more in-depth monitoring, comparison, and investigation of police-reported pedestrian crashes along with data on
perceived crash risk to understand more definitively the role of perceived crash risk among school-aged children
in enhancing pedestrian safety.
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To increase the efficiency, effectiveness, and financial sustainability of transit service, the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) works on transit-oriented development (TOD) strategies around
its Metrorail stations. While many scholars and practitioners support the coordination of transportation with land
use to stimulate economic development, and reduce automobile dependence, the impacts of such approaches on
transit ridership are still an important subject for research. Particularly, although the directional peaking in transit
demand by time of day is well-known for most intra-regional rail system, there have been only few studies that
have gauged the net effects of influential factors on ridership by time of day, clearly distinguishing trip generating
factors, attracting factors, and those that affect both.
In this study, we developed an Origin-Destination (OD) Direct Ridership Model and identified the determinants
of Metrorail ridership between OD-station pairs in the WMATA metro system. This approach was made possible
by the data collected from WMATA’s smart fare-cards (SmarTrip) that include trip origin/destination stations,
time of travel, and fare-payments. To address statistical complications arising from the use of OD-station pairs as
the unit of analysis, we applied a multilevel (or hierarchical) modeling method, taking into account the crossclassified structure of the data.

Data were collected from multiple sources including WMATA, U.S. Census, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), and National Center for Smart Growth (NCSG). Built environment data were gathered for each
Metrorail station area, defined as the area within a 0.5 mile walking distance through the street network
(“walksheds”). Types of variables examined in the study range from transit service levels, characteristics of
station area environments, and the cost of travel between OD station pairs to identify influential factors—
including transit fares.
The results show that different sets of factors affect Metrorail travel demand by time of day (AM peak, PM peak,
and off-peak) in different magnitudes. While not surprising, the number of households within a walkshed works
as a trip generating factor in the AM peak period, while the number of jobs works as a trip attractor. These two
factors switch their roles in the PM peak period. In general, jobs were found to have higher positive coefficients.
In contrast, the number of households works as both trip generator and attractor, the number of evening and
weekend jobs replaces the total number of jobs as a trip attractor in the off-peak, but with a smaller effect. Other
variables with substantial effects include fare per track mile, travel time between OD-stations by car and by bus,
parking capacity, the level of feeder bus service, and train service level.
The model developed for this study provides a platform to estimate the level of transit demand (or ridership)
return on investments in TOD approaches, as well as service level increase, and help planners and decision
makers of transit agencies assess the expected outcome from their future plans and decision making.
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Agglomeration economies can arise more easily in areas with high firm concentrations and potentially in
proximity of transit facilities. The latter one is related to Transit-Oriented Development (TOD), which is one of
important tools to create compact, high density, mixed-use and pedestrian friendly built environments in areas
with access to public transit. Although the literature on TOD has been increasingly showing positive effects on
residential development and property values, its effects on commercial and industrial development, firm locations,
and associated agglomeration economies are less clear and require more empirical studies.
This study analyzes firm location patterns by industry in the metro rail service area in the Washington DC region
to examine the agglomeration effects of same and cross-industry firms, as well as the proximity of metro rail
stations. More specifically, we examine whether industry types of firms are associated with (1) the presence of
specific industry firms in the earlier year and (2) the proximity to a metro train station, using kernel density
analysis and multinomial logit (MNL) model.

The main data were obtained from the National Employment Time Series (NETS), which provides geo-referenced
information on individual firms, including firm name, birth year, North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) code, the number of employees, and annual sales in each year when a firm was present. Data from 1994
and 2009 were used to establish baseline trends and capture any slow developing trends. Demographic variables
at the census block group level for 2009 were obtained from American Community Survey data (ACS 2005-2009
5-year estimates) of the US Census Bureau. The spatial patterns of industry-specific firm densities were
examined, using the kernel density analysis in GIS. Multinomial logit (MNL) model was used to examine the
effects of industry types of firm in the previous year and metro station accessibility, controlling for other factors,
such as population density, highway accessibility, demographics of residents, distance to downtown Washington,
D.C., and general firm growth trends by industry.
In the kernel density analysis, we found substantial variance in the distributional pattern in firm density by
industry category, as well as the substantial density increase in the proximity of WMATA metro stations—
especially in downtown DC and along one specific metro line—for some industries. In the MNL analysis, we also
found the positive self-agglomeration effects for most of the industries and the positive cross-industry
agglomeration effects between a number of pairs, including a pair of retail and entertainment/ accommodation/
food service industries and a pair of information/ professional/ management and public administration industries.
The detailed analysis of distance to the closest metro station showed that its effect on firm’s presence was more
substantial within 5 km than outside 5 km, indicating a potential threshold for a range of station proximity effect.
The findings of this study contribute to the better understanding of which industry sectors are more likely to be
located in proximity of metro rail stations and TOD areas and benefit from agglomeration effects within the same
industry and/or from other industries.
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Many cities around the world have implemented programs and policies to increase walking and bicycling as
means of urban transportation. Correspondingly, transportation planners have growing needs for analysis
techniques to forecast active travel behavior beyond mode choice (e.g. route and speed choices). Unfortunately,
most planning analysis tools use constant-speed assumptions and shortest-distance bicycle and pedestrian routing.
Better models of intra-modal active travel behavior are important for volume forecasts used in infrastructure and
service planning, for quantifying health benefits and risks of active travel, for assessing the impacts of route
quality on mode and destination choices, and for assessing active travel as a means to enliven public spaces and
spur commercial activity, among other applications.
Several utility-based models of bicycle routing behavior have been developed that include influences such as road

grade, facility type, and trip type on route choice (Broach et al., 2012; Hood et al., 2011; Sener et al., 2009).
However, these models neglect the endogenous speed choice, and so for certain route features such as hill ascents
and road crossings the disutility of additional travel time is combined with the utility effects of other factors (such
as energy expenditure, comfort, and/or safety) into a single parameter. This conflation is an issue for forecasting
when the relationships among these factors might change, due to new intersection treatments or the proliferation
of e-bikes, for example. Modeling joint speed and route choices could lead to more accurate, sensitive, and useful
analysis tools, but requires an understanding of how active travelers choose their travel speed.
For motorized modes, the choice of travel speed is generally considered trivial: a simple minimization of travel
time costs, which implies the highest available travel speed (limited by network conditions). For active travelers,
the choice is more complex, because it involves non-negligible trade-offs among travel time, energy expenditure,
safety, and stability, among other factors. Two previous papers developed regression models using highresolution bicycle travel data to investigate correlates of bicycle travel speed, finding significant relationships
with road grade, facility type, trip type, and rider gender, among others (El-Geneidy et al., 2007; Strauss et al.,
2016). While informative, these studies use many of the same variables as the route choice models, and still
conflate individual factors that can be expected to influence speed choice, such as time and energy expenditure.
This paper frames and formulates a utility-based bicycle speed choice model. A mathematical framework is
presented, and trade-offs among energy expenditure, travel time, and stability/risk are formulated and discussed.
Observational data from past research on bicycling are used to support the hypothesis of a rational speed choice,
and to estimate marginal rates of substitution between energy expenditure and travel time. These data provide
evidence that the marginal utility of energy expenditure is not constant, and so also support the possibility of a
‘preferred’ rate of energy expenditure during bicycling. This paper lays the foundation for future development of
operational active travel speed and joint speed-route models. In addition, by quantifying the rate at which
bicyclists trade off time and energy, the findings have implications for bicycle network planning and for modeling
the impacts of emerging bicycle technologies.
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Central theme or hypothesis
This research informs metropolitan land use planning by studying a heretofore understudied variation of land use
- travel behavior interactions: how access to jobs in employment sub-centers influences household vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) in the five-county Los Angeles Combined Statistical Area (CSA). There is a large literature on
land use and travel behavior, dating back almost three decades. Of those land use variables, the association
between employment access and VMT has one of the largest magnitudes. However, employment access has not
differentiated jobs in and outside of sub-centers.
Metropolitan areas in California have highly sub-centered employment patterns. The current literature has not
evaluated the impact of employment sub-centers on household-level VMT. Specifically, the employment access
variables in the research literature have not differentiated between whether drivers have access to jobs that are
clustered in an employment sub-center or jobs that are non-centered, i.e. dispersed throughout a metropolitan area.
This overlooked distinction may be important, because the economic geography of employment sub-centers can
facilitate chains of trips (e.g. to stop and shop while going home from work) and the agglomeration economies
inherent in sub-centers may generate their own travel patterns.
Approach and methodology
We used data from 2009 National Employment Time Series to identity 46 employment sub-centers in Los
Angeles CSA. We also used data from the 2012 California Household Travel Survey to measure household VMT.
We then modified a standard land use - travel behavior regression to include, as explanatory variables, measures
of access to jobs that are in and not in employment sub-centers. Here we used Tobit models since the distribution
of the household VMT is left-censored.
Relevance to planning education, practice or scholarship
Our results show: (1) Accessibility to jobs outside employment sub-centers often has a larger impact on VMT
than the accessibility to jobs inside the sub-centers. (2) The effect of accessibility on household VMT varies in
core counties and peripheral counties. (3) Accessibility to jobs within 5 miles from a household’s residence has a
larger association with household VMT than accessibility to jobs beyond 5 miles from the residence. (4) Moving
a representative household from the centroid of Moreno Valley in Riverside County to the centroid of Koreatown
in Los Angeles is associated to a 46.6 percent reduction for household-level VMT. The results of our study can
inform local governments about effective land use policies to reduce greenhouse gas emission from the
transportation sector.
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Traffic crashes led to over 32,000 traffic-related deaths and 2.34 million injuries in 2014 (National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, 2016), making these a leading cause of death and injury in this country. Area-wide
traffic calming implements lower speed limits and traffic calming devices in entire areas, as opposed to individual
streets, and has the potential to improve traffic safety (Bunn et al., 2003). New York City’s Neighborhood Slow
Zones (NSZs) program is the first area-wide traffic calming scheme in the US, and the first of 27 existing NSZs
was implemented in 2011.
This paper provides a comprehensive description of the NSZ program and the zones themselves, and then presents
results on their effectiveness in terms of reducing traffic casualties. This paper seeks to: 1) discover the goals of
the NSZ program, and the processes that lead to the selection of the NSZ for implementation, 2) provide a
comprehensive description of the zones in terms of area, population characteristics, miles of streets in the zones,
traffic calming measures used and their density of use, and pre-implementation injury rates, and 3) determine if
traffic casualties in Neighborhood Slow Zones decreased after implementation.
The data for the first question will come from an analysis of policy documents and interviews with key
stakeholders from the municipal government and an advocacy organization. The second and third questions will
be answered using spatial data on population, street characteristics and crashes. After describing the NSZ program
and presenting empirical data on the zones themselves, this paper uses a quasi-experimental research design
(Shadish et al., 2002) to analyze the effects of Neighborhood Slow Zones on traffic casualties. Specifically, this
paper employs a pretest-posttest analysis, with a comparison group (“nonequivalent control group,” Hauer, 1991,
p. 609) The unit of analysis is street segments, and treatment segments are those within the zones (n=~240) and
the comparison group consists of segments that share similar characteristics (in terms of lanes and direction of
auto traffic, parking and pre-implementation casualty rates) but are not in the slow zones. The dependent variables
are traffic casualties for three categories: motorized vehicle drivers and passengers, vulnerable users (pedestrians
and cyclists), and total (the sum of the previous two categories).
This paper is “intervention research” (Finch, 2012, p. 619) in that it evaluates the effectiveness of a policy
intervention to determine whether it has achieved its goals; in this case, evaluating whether the NSZ program has
improved traffic safety. It is part of a larger research project on NSZs that the author is conducting for his
dissertation.
Because NSZs are the first such scheme in the US, little is known about the effects of this measure here. The
research is relevant for practitioners because of the potential of area-wide traffic calming to reduce traffic
casualties. This paper will also inform scholarship, providing additional evidence on the effects of traffic calming
in general, and initial evidence on area-wide traffic calming in particular.
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Travel behavior is linked to a wide range of environmental and social concerns. Planning efforts to modify travel
behavior have focused in part on changing features of the built environment. Existing summaries of research on
the effectiveness of such efforts are subject to methodological limitations that can lead to distortions in our
understanding of the relationship between travel and the built environment.
I employ meta-regression analysis to synthesize quantitative findings from 109 studies into elasticity estimates
that (1) express the sensitivity of travel behavior to changes in the built environment and (2) are corrected for
three sources of distortion, including publication selection bias, residential self-selection bias, and omitted
variables.
After correcting for these sources of bias, I find that (1) vehicle miles traveled is most strongly related to distance
from downtowns and population density; (2) walking is most strongly related to business density, population
density, and block size; (3) transit ridership is most strongly related to population density and jobs-housing
balance.
The elasticity estimates I present can guide planners in recommending changes to the built environment intended
to produce desired changes in travel behavior. Planners can use the estimates for such purposes as projecting
changes in VMT that would result from increasing allowable development densities, changes in walking trips that
would result from changing street design standards to promote smaller block sizes, or changes in transit ridership
that would result from increasing the number of stops along a transit line. While the estimates are more robust
than previous estimates, they represent just 'the next step' in measuring the sensitivity of travel behavior to
changes in the built environment. The estimates should be updated as more information is made available.
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Introduction: Severe traffic-related injuries among children are entirely preventable. Every hour, nearly 150
children between the ages of 0 and 19 are treated in emergency departments for traffic injuries. Traffic safety was
found to be the top concern identified by parents when considering the possibility of their children actively
commuting to school in a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) project. Traffic injuries are a significant public health
problem, yet they receive little attention both in urban planning and public health fields. Previous studies have
demonstrated greater risk for child-pedestrian injuries in areas with high traffic volumes, near schools and parks,
and densely packed residential streets with parked vehicles. In this study, we aim to examine the risk on the road
and built environment characteristics that could be attributed to child pedestrian and bicyclist injuries in the
Western New York Region (WNY).
Methods: Retrospective review of the trauma registry and emergency department records from a regional
children's hospital in WNY was conducted for patients younger than 19 years of age who were in a pedestrian or
bicyclist versus motor vehicle collision from February 2015 through January 2016. The variables collected were
age, gender, race, admission and discharge dates, injury mechanism, and location of injury occurrence (a street
address, an intersection or a zip code). Using ArcMap 10.2.2, a 100-meter buffer around the street segment or the
intersection where the injury occurred was identified to assess land use and street characteristics within the buffer.
The presence and conditions of infrastructures for pedestrians/bicyclists (the number of lanes, presence of traffic
signals, pedestrian signals, marked crosswalks, sidewalks, and pedestrian buffers at the location of the accident)
were collected using Google Street View.
Results: There were a total of 30 pedestrian and 19 bicyclist traffic injuries during the one year time period. A
non-white and male child is more likely to be injured from traffic accidents than a white and female counterpart.
Traffic injuries most likely occur between May and September and their hospital stay due to the accident ranged
from 1 day to 27 days. Higher occurrences are found in zip code areas with low median household income, low
percent of White, high percent of Black population, low educational attainment, and high poverty level among the
population. Twenty five victims were included in more detailed built environment analyses as the accident
locations of the rest are still being collected. About a half of the pedestrians and bicyclists were injured in a
midblock location and another half occurred at an intersection. Male victims were likely to be injured where there
are no traffic and pedestrian signals than female victims. At intersections, more accidents were observed in areas
without a crosswalk, while the presence of street parking is an important characteristic of midblock accident
locations.
Conclusion: Programs aimed at enhancing healthy living by encouraging children to walk or bike through their
environment need to first assess the baseline rate of accidents occurring in those locations. In order to provide safe
environments for developing healthy habits, the data presented need consideration. Urban planning interventions
are the opportunity for injury prevention. There are risks of being injured from traffic accidents both at the
intersection and midblock and we found that different factors between intersections and midblock locations
contributed to the accident occurrence. The study demonstrates the need for focused education efforts on healthy
and active living and infrastructures for pedestrians and bicyclists especially accident-prone streets and
neighborhoods. The findings can inform the current practices of complete streets projects/policies to enhance
safety of the roads.
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In California, where transportation accounts for over half of ozone precursors and particulate matter emissions, as
well as nearly 40 percent of greenhouse gas emissions, the Governor has set the ambitious goal of reducing
transportation petroleum use by 50 percent by 2030. One of the proposed strategies is to increase the share of
alternative fuel vehicles on the road. In 1999, legislation removed occupancy requirements to access HOV lanes
for vehicles meeting emission standards. Other incentives include parking privileges and workplace charging
facilities for Hybrid Electric and Electric vehicles. However, one drawback of these incentives is that they might
indirectly induce additional driving since HEVs and EVs have lower variable costs. This paper analyzes the 2012
California Household Travel Survey using structural equation modelling (SEM) to understand the impact of these
incentives on household ownership of alternative fuel vehicles while accounting for residential self-selection,
household demographic characteristics, and environmental behavior. Preliminary findings suggest that, on
average, households with alternative fuel vehicles drive approximately 12 miles more on weekdays than otherwise
similar households. In addition, households who live closer to a freeway with HOV lanes, work closer to a
charging facility, and are likely to support pro-environmental measures are more likely to own alternative fuel
vehicles. After controlling for residential self-selection, these households would drive 17.35 miles more on
weekdays for each additional alternative fuel vehicles they own. These results suggest that, while enhanced access
to HOV lanes and parking incentives increased the adoption of alternative fuel vehicles, they may worsen traffic
congestion and possibly will slightly increase the pollutant emissions of conventional vehicles as a result.
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Parking profoundly affects placemaking, social justice, and sustainability. Long viewed as a minor technical
aspect of zoning regulation, parking has emerged as a critical policy issue for cities (Shoup 2011). While research
has focused on problems with parking oversupply and techniques for better parking management, the parking
evaluation metrics adopted in academic and consultant studies have been taken for granted (Willson and Irish
2016). In particular, the peak occupancy metric used in most parking analyses frames the problem in a way that
leads to parking oversupply. It only identifies parking oversupply (should it exist) during the peak use period.
Most parking studies are blind to the bias this metric introduces, as shown in the problem frames that are
institutionally embedded in the Institute of Transportation Engineers Parking Generation Handbook and academic
and consulting analysis techniques (Weinberger and Karlin-Resnick 2015). This research introduces and
demonstrates an alternative metric for parking studies, parking occupancy-hour. This is a measure of the level of
parking occupancy on a 365-day-per year, 24-hour basis. It changes the emphasis from avoiding parking
shortages during the peak period toward an efficient use of land and building area for parking. This is similar to
the shift in roadway planning and design philosophy that avoids sizing infrastructure for peak-of-peak demand.
The paper uses office, retail mall, and multifamily housing sites in suburban Southern California to develop and
compare peak parking occupancy and parking occupancy-hour metrics. Occupancy data from field studies and
time-of-day occupancy data from the Urban Land Institute Shared Parking model are employed to develop and
compare the metrics. Currently, there is no guidance on what an appropriate parking occupancy-hour level should
be for different land use types and districts. This paper is a first step in developing these guidelines. Land use and
transportation planners can use this alternative metric in setting parking requirements, repurposing parking to
more socially beneficial land uses, and developing parking management strategies.
The use of a parking occupancy-hour metric supports mixed-use environments and shared parking, and it reveals
the inefficiency of isolated, single land use sites. Its use will help avoid wasteful parking oversupply. The paper
concludes by suggesting parking techniques that can be used to manage the parking peak demand problem and
providing ways of addressing the greater data requirements of the parking occupancy-hour technique. The paper
supports the growing body of scholarship concerning reform of minimum parking requirements and parking
management.
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Because the demand for transportation derived--that is, transportation is used primarily to access activities across
space--the proper measure of a successful transit system is the accessibility to destinations that it provides. In one

of the first statistical investigations into the determinants of transit accessibility across regions, this paper
examines the covariates of the average resident’s transit accessibility across 46 of the top 50 metropolitan areas in
the United States. As expected, average transit accessibility increases with greater service in bus and fixedguideway transit, with a higher share of the population living at high densities, and with an even spread of transit
accessibility across the population. Contrary to expectation, focusing transit service in higher density areas was
not shown to increase accessibility.
Previous intermetropolitan accessibility analyses required either painstaking metro-by-metro data assembly or the
use of simplified macroscopic measures. However, measurement of transit accessibility has progressed rapidly in
recent years, in particular with the release of the Google Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) in 2006. This data
source enabled the standardized analysis of transit travel times between points in a network and became the
foundation of intermetropolitan comparisons of transit accessibility. The study analyzes data developed by
Minnesota’s Access Across America: Transit 2014, which employs GTFS data to measure job accessibility via
transit with cumulative opportunity metrics across metropolitan regions in the United States. Attributes of transit
service provision for metropolitan areas are gleaned from the National Transit Database (NTD) and relationships
modeled with multiple regression.
Measures of metropolitan transit service provision include vehicle revenue miles for bus and for fixed-guideway
transit (including light rail, heavy rail, commuter rail, and in some cases bus rapid transit). Various measures of
urban form were analyzed including gross metropolitan population density, weighted population density, and the
percentage of the population living in high density Census Tracts. In addition, two measures of the spatial
distribution of transit were analyzed.
The project tested a variety of regressions to understand how these various factors correspond with higher average
metropolitan accessibility, achieving high levels of explanatory power (R2~0.95). Variations on the regression
include dropping metropolitan New York as an outlier, and examining metros with recent transit expansions (after
1972) to avoid the potential distortions of legacy transit systems.
Results suggest that a vehicle revenue mile of fixed-guideway transit contributes about twice as much job
accessibility as a vehicle revenue mile of non-fixed-guideway transit. However, capital costs of fixed-guideway
systems are on average many times that of non-fixed-guideway systems, while operating costs are about 2-3 times
higher than for non-fixed guideway. The NTD data suggest a great deal of variability in capital costs of fixedguideway systems, which may be attributable to acquisition of exclusive right-of-way. Based on this preliminary
analysis, bus likely outperforms the fixed-guideway modes of light rail, commuter rail, and heavy rail on the basis
of average accessibility generated per dollar spent.
The paper demonstrates the feasibility of evaluating transit with metrics of accessibility, a dimension that has
largely been missing in debates over the appropriate technologies to deploy in US metropolitan regions. Transit
accessibility can be increased by raising the number of high density residential areas, and by distributing transit
service broadly across the metropolitan population. Accessibility analysis can also help guide choices between
transit technologies: on a marginal per-dollar basis, an incremental investment in bus transit will generally
outperform a marginal investment on various kinds of fixed-guideway transit in production of metropolitan
accessibility, unless there are opportunities to procure exclusive guideway without high land-acquisition costs. If
fixed-guideway transit can be expanded economically, such fixed-guideway services offer increased transit
accessibility benefits on a per mile basis, and may induce high density developments which also contribute further
to transit accessibility.
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By 2030, one in five people in the U.S. are projected to be 65 or over (JCHS, 2014). Fulfilling daily needs of
older adults portends many challenges, in particular as their driving skills deteriorate. Challenges faced by older
adults are even worst because the majority of them live in a built environment that does not facilitate the provision
of adequate services such as reliable public transportation, recreational opportunities, social connections, and
adequate and affordable housing (Wiles, Leibing, Guberman, Reeve, & Allen, 2011).
Research finds that aging population may become isolated as driving cessation occurs, resulting in reduction of
quality of life and possible economic hardship (Bailey, 2004). A possible solution to older adult's transportation,
housing and recreational challenges could be found in Transit Oriented Development (TOD). TOD is defined as a
walkable, compact, and mixed-use development within a walking distance of a transit facility (CTOD, 2015). The
combination of good transit and pedestrian access found in TOD has the potential to provide older adults with
basic, everyday activities (e.g. shopping, dining, and personal services) within a walking distance; and transit
access to major regional centers and business districts with more specialized activities (e.g. government services,
hospitals, and recreational activities).
The purpose of this study is to obtain information of the ways in which transit agencies and local governments are
actively promoting TODs for older population. In addition, this study seeks to identify specific types of TOD
characteristics (e.g. certain types of commercial activities, mixed land uses, and transit) that might attract or deter
older adults from residing within a TOD neighborhood.
To obtain the data, surveys with representatives from a sample of transit agencies and local governments will be
conducted with the purpose of discovering which actions, if any, they are taking to attract older adults to this type
of development. In addition, this study will conduct case studies of TODs that have done a particularly good or
poor job of attracting older adults. This includes a detailed examination of the built environment and demographic
characteristics around the stations, the broader context of the neighborhood and the city in which the station is
located, and the relevant policies and practices of the transit operators and local governments.
The information obtained in this study will provide a better understanding of the degree in which practitioners see
TOD as a way to enhance accessibility for older population and which TOD characteristics are attractive to older
adults. Evaluating trends and effective practices with regards TOD for older adults can provide important
information for scholars, DOTs, community leaders and other entities interested in better meeting the
transportation needs of older adults.
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Research on travel behavior continues to be one of the most prominent areas in the transportation area. Planners
and policymakers try to understand and manage travel behavior. Making and implementation of travel demand
management (TDM) policies greatly rely on understanding of the determinants of resulting travel behavior. A
tremendous amount of academic research has regarded trip chaining, joint travel, trip generation, and vehicle mile
traveled (VMT) as different aspects of travel behavior and explored these focusing on the effects of sociodemographics and urban form. Trip chaining is one of these aspects and is one way to measure the complexity of
a home-based tour which connects multiple trip segments (Noland and Thomas 2007, Schmöcker, Su, and Noland
2010). Joint travel is often defined as traveling with other household members and is used to capture intrahousehold interactions in existing studies (Ho and Mulley 2015, 2013, Vovsha, Petersen, and Donnelly 2003).
Individuals often regard these activity-travel patterns as ways to reduce travel cost and achieve more efficient time
use. From research standpoint, investigating the mechanism of trip chaining improves the understanding of links
between activity participation and mobility. Studies on joint travel help decision makers while evaluating TDM
strategies such as high occupancy vehicle lanes (HOV). Although there are studies on the role of activity-travel
patterns in shaping home-based tour generation, joint trips and household VMT, it is still unclear how urban form
factors affect resulting tours, VMT and the activity-travel patterns as mediating factors in this process.
By using 2012 Household Travel Survey data of the Cleveland metropolitan area, this study aims to analyze the
relationships among trip chaining, joint travel, home-based tour generation, and household VMT by controlling
for socio-demographics and urban form. The socio-demographic variables included in this study cover a set of
characteristics related to the households such as household size, household vehicle ownership, household income,
and household children presence. Urban form factors measure the characteristics of the residential neighborhood,
which include residential density, retail and non-retail densities, transportation connectivity, public transit
accessibility, and land-use mix. This research examines the determinants of travel behavior by using trip chaining
and joint travel as mediating variables of tour generation and VMT at household level. Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM) is used to examine these complex relationships.
The model results reveal significant relationships with expected signs among the hypothesized variables. Trip
chaining is negatively associated with home-based tour generation and positively associated with VMT. As the
percentage of joint tour increases, the number of tours increases and VMT decreases. Consistent with the existing
literature, socio-demographic characteristics turn out to be significant factors. For example, as income and
number of vehicles owned may be treated as resource constraints for travel, both variables pose negative effects
on joint travel but positive effects on tour generation and VMT. Model results also reveal that the indirect effects
of urban form variables around residence through mediating activity-travel patterns may reinforce the direct
effects on the resulting travel demand. For instance, the negative indirect effects of retail employment density
through joint travel and trip chaining reinforce its negative direct effect on household VMT. This research
concludes that activity-travel patterns play an important role and should be taken into consideration as mediating

factors while analyzing travel demand. The findings provide better understanding of the relationships among
travel behavior to improve the future evaluation of transportation projects and help planners use land-use planning
strategies as tools to change people’s travel behavior.
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Understanding travel behavior is an essential component of transportation planning in order to address various
urban issues, such as traffic congestion, air pollution and spatial mismatch. Instead of focusing on the well-known
travel behavior indicators such as vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and number of trips, some scholars have been
shifting attention to indicators measuring people’s capability to reach different activities and examining how
people’s movements interact with their destinations and the built environment (Axhausen, 2007; Botte and Olaru,
2012). Activity space has been studied as such an indicator to measure and describe the interactions among
individuals’ activities, destinations, travel routes and modes (Harding et al., 2012; Schönfelder and Axhausen,
2003). To address both physical problems and social issues derived from travel and activity participation, it is
extremely important for policy makers to gain insights into how the activity space is influenced by different
factors. Therefore, this study focuses on better understanding the relationships between the built environment,
socio-demographic characteristics, travel time and resulting average activity spaces for all activities and non-work
activities separately using data from the 2012 Northeast Ohio Regional Travel Survey (NORTS).
Based on the Horton and Reynolds (1971)’s definition, activity space is essentially a geographic space which
includes activity locations utilized by an individual or a household during a given time period. Some studies
compare different social groups’ activity spaces and how they are affected by socio-demographic characteristics
and built-environment factors (Harding et al., 2012; Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2003). However, they assume
that these relationships are fixed everywhere within the study area. The possibility of spatial heterogeneity has
been neglected in past research, which might mislead policy-makers to provide and implement uniform policies
across a region. Our study aims at filling up this gap by examining the spatial variations of built-environment
effects that shape individual activity space, while controlling for socio-demographics and travel time. The builtenvironment features include population density, intersection density, bus stop density, land-use diversity and jobpopulation balance.

A grid-cell approach is developed to measure individuals’ average activity spaces for all activities and non-work
activities separately. Two geographically weighted regression (GWR) models are then estimated to account for
the spatial variations in the effects of the built-environment features on average activity spaces for all activities
and non-work activities. Thus, each observation has its own estimated coefficient for each independent variable.
These results can be mapped to help policy-makers better understand how the built-environment features locally
influence people’s usage of space.
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There is growing interest in young adults’ changing transportation patterns as an increasing share of young adults
delay getting their driver’s license, instead relying more frequently on transit, walking and cycling as their main
modes of transport (Polzin et al., 2014). While this trend is being observed in North America and Europe, there is
some disagreement as to the permanency of this shift or its underlying causes. Also, nationally most young adults
still use the automobile for their main mode of transport. But preliminary research to date does suggest that at
least for one segment of the young adult population--such as those associated with the “youthification” and
gentrification of high density areas--there is reason to believe that we are observing the beginning of a more
permanent shift toward less auto-intensive lifestyles, even if not for all trips or all days of the week (Moos, 2015).
In this paper, we aim to make methodological and empirical contributions to this area of research. The ‘classic’
survey question that transportation researchers rely on to examine individual transportation decisions asks people
about their ‘most frequent’ or ‘most common’ mode of transport (Schwanen & Mokhtarian, 2005; Pinjari et al.,
2007). While there may always have been daily variations, we propose that as a result of socio-economic
restructuring the changing characteristics of work, prolonged young adult lifestyles, and increasing blending of
work and education (e.g., part-time work while going to school), there is a new segment of the population that
relies on a variety of transportation modes, even for the same kinds of trips. This raises the question as to how
transport surveys should be asking respondents about their mode choices, balancing the need for additional data
with a potential decline in response rates.
We conduct statistical analysis of novel primary data from an on-line survey of almost 600 people aged 18 to 40
in the US and Canada to a) investigate the variability in respondents’ mode choices in a given time frame, b)

create a typology of people by their demographic characteristics and the daily variability of their mode choices
(e.g., is there a specific demographic and employment profile of those who drive everyday versus those who drive
to work one day, bike the next and take the bus for the remainder of the week?), and c) to critically examine how
differences in what we call “mode flexibility”--not being constrained to any one transportation mode for a given
trip--may relate to structural inequalities.
We draw on John Urry’s (2000) “motility capital” and “network capital” that position mobility as a unique form
of capital. These concepts offer useful framing devices. They structure our analysis to consider socio-economic
differences in modal split and mode flexibility as not solely outcomes of individual choices but also the result of
systemic constraints (and privileges) with unequal impacts for different social classes. We position mode
flexibility (e.g., having the choice in the morning to drive or bike to work depending on the weather) as a form of
motility capital.
This kind of analysis involves, for example, examining the extent to which having access to a highway, cycling
lanes, and a subway system near one’s home to travel to work or school is the outcome of structural conditions
with distributional consequences. The implications for planning lie in a) the limitations of current transportation
surveys that ask about ‘dominant’ transport modes only, and b) the ways policy ought to consider how the
geographies of existing and new infrastructures produce different levels of motility capital.
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Demographic change resulting from immigration compels planners to address transportation needs unique to new
and growing population groups. In the aggregate, new immigrants to the United States bicycle more than
American-born residents when controlling for socioeconomic status and residential density, although the gap
declines the longer they remain in the country (Smart 2010). Yet, there is no clear consensus on what accounts for
the difference between immigrants and non-immigrants for cycling or other modes of transportation, or whether
those differences exist at sub-national scales (e.g. Chatman 2014). Some scholars have pointed to the role of
social networks as strong determinants of immigrants' travel behavior (Smart 2015; Blumenberg and Smart 2013).
Others also find attitudes and perceptions to strongly predict bicycling (Handy and Xing 2011), though few have
tested their roles specifically in immigrant travel. Moreover, because most immigrant travel studies rely on
nationally-representative data, they have been unable to test how small-scale geographic features might impact
their travel. Better understanding the motivations for immigrant cycling can help planners both meet sustainable
transportation goals and address the transportation needs of vulnerable population groups.
This paper begins to fill these gaps, analyzing how the social environment, preferences and attitudes, and the built

environment interact to help explain immigrant motivations for bicycling, and examining how these factors differ
between immigrants and non-immigrants. Specifically, this paper presents findings based on an intercept survey,
conducted primarily in Latino immigrant neighborhoods in the San Francisco Bay Area. The analysis relies on
structural equation modeling to test what influences the choice to bicycle, whether those influences vary across
nativity groups, and how they interact with one another. I find that social and individual factors--those related to
social networks, personal and travel characteristics, and preferences--explain nearly all of the decision to bicycle
among factors tested. Few of the built environment characteristics tested show any relationship to the propensity
to bicycle for either group. I also find significant differences between immigrants and non-immigrants in the way
that social factors influence cycling.
Based on these results, I argue that planning scholarship and practice needs a stronger focus on addressing other
factors that motivate cycling beyond physical infrastructure. In immigrant communities in particular, equitable
planning might mean policymakers take advantage of already-existing social-support networks to fund
community-based programs that aim to increase cycling. Furthermore, ensuring that the physical attributes of the
built environment align with people's perceptions of the environment for bicycling may have strong impacts on
their likelihood of cycling.
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Research on the travel behavior of students and parents to schools has contributed to robust scholarly and
practitioner dialogues around barriers in the built environment to walking and biking to school, the importance of
active transportation in the health and well-being of youth, and the impact of school trips on environmental
sustainability goals (see e.g., Krizek, Wilson, Wilson, & Marshall, 2014; McDonald, 2008; McDonald & Aalborg,
2009). A large focus has been on walking to school; research finds children who attend a neighborhood school
with supportive built environment features are much more likely to walk there than others.
The landscape of public education is rapidly shifting, however. The neighborhood school is no longer the norm.
Many districts have moved to models of school choice that allow students to attend schools outside of their
residential neighborhood catchment area, as a way to increase access to higher quality schools that were
previously unavailable to low-income and other marginalized families. The literature on active transportation has
accounted for this new educational landscape of choice in only limited ways (Krizek et al., 2014). But access to
public or private transportation is a central consideration in thinking about the potential and actual impacts of
school choice policies (Makarewicz, 2013). Further, some scholars have critiqued school choice policies for

creating transportation burdens for low-income families and families of color, who are the intended beneficiaries
of these policies (Pattillo, 2015). These critiques have underspecified this transportation burden.
This study extends prior research on school transportation and these critiques of school choice by looking
specifically at student travel behavior in a large urban district with a robust school choice program. Using the case
of Philadelphia, we ask: How does an increase in charter schools affect household travel behavior in a large urban
district? What are the travel time and cost burdens associated with choosing charter schools? How do these
burdens differ by household size, race, and income? How are these travel burdens linked to school characteristics
and performance?
We rely on data from two household travel surveys conducted in 2000 and 2012. Over this 12-year period,
Philadelphia’s charter school enrollment tripled. We link this data to school composition data from the National
Center from Education Statistics and academic performance data from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The
analysis uses descriptive statistics to characterize trends and changes in school travel between 2000 and 2012 and
regression models to identify the role of school choice and other factors on travel time and distance for school
trips. Thus far, we have found that children who attended charter schools in 2012 are significantly less likely to
walk, have longer travel distances, and have longer travel times than children who attend district-run public
schools. Our ongoing additional analysis will explore how those trends compare to travel in 2000, and how these
increases in travel time relate to school characteristics and academic performance.
This study is the first to use household travel survey data to look at student travel behavior to charter and
traditional public schools. Our findings reveal the extent to which school choice policies create a burden to lowincome families and families of color, and can point towards impacts of school choice policies on transportation
infrastructure in the City of Philadelphia.
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There is growing interest by researchers and governments in tracking subjective measures of social well-being
(SWB) in order to better understand the influence of objective characteristics of people and place on what matters
most to people. SWB measures incorporate multiple domains of life, including economic, health, community,
relationships, happiness, learning, and satisfaction. To date, there is limited research on the relationship between
transportation accessibility and SWB. These links are potentially important to understanding the SWB of lowincome communities in particular, who may benefit from transportation accessibility through increased access to
opportunity and increased active travel. However, given that low-income residents face other barriers to SWB

(e.g., lower educational attainment, negative health outcomes, etc.), could high transportation accessibility
improve SWB for low-income residents? In this study we explore whether the association between transportation
accessibility and transit use and between transit use and other modes of active travel extended to higher levels of
SWB.
To test this question, we surveyed 230 households in three neighborhoods in the city of Denver, Colorado with
similar demographic characteristics, but varying levels of transportation accessibility. We used the socioeconomic
(SES) characteristics of neighborhood households, including income, wealth, education level, employment status,
and share of income on housing, to identify low SES neighborhoods. From this group, we then selected three
neighborhoods that represented low, medium, and high transportation accessibility. The survey had 36 questions
covering demographics, seven measures of well-being (living standard, health, achievement, relationships,
community, safety, and future), reasons participants did or did not take transit, and specific information about
travel to twelve of the most frequent daily or weekly trips.
We use the survey answers, as well as data on the neighborhood characteristics to compare the subjective
measures of SWB to objective measures of people and place, such as transportation accessibility, income, age,
and job status. As expected, the data revealed a positive association between places with high levels of
transportation accessibility and greater use of active travel modes; walking, biking, and transit. Further, those who
used transit were also more likely to report walking and biking to destinations. This confirms the associations
identified in the active living research that urban form, amenities, and use of transit can promote more active
travel. However, while the active living research finds improved health from more walking, in this research, only
income had a significant association with the SWB measure of satisfaction with health. Transit users and those
who reported walking and biking, who also tended to be low income, did not report high levels of satisfaction
with their health. They also reported lower satisfaction with what they were achieving in life, their standard of
living, and their future. However, high transit users - those who regularly used it to access at least six of the 12
destinations - were significantly more likely to report greater satisfaction with feeling a part of their community.
Having at least one job was related to higher levels of satisfaction with health, relationships, feeling a part of the
community, and future prospects. Surprisingly, job status was not associated with living standard, feeling safe or
secure, or what they had achieved in life.
This research shows the importance of looking at additional outcome measures when identifying the benefits of
the physical characteristics of place. For low income households, social determinants may exert a stronger
influence on the different dimensions of SWB. Further applied research could help to identify how to use the
people and place interactions to better target social services and place based supports along with physical designs
that improve accessibility.
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In the last decade, large metropolitan areas across the U.S. have increasingly justified investments in regional rail
transit as means of promoting social equity. Often these investments are developed as part of large regional ballot
initiatives designed to appeal to voters in all corners of the metro (Pendall et al., 2012). Given recent trends
suggesting that low- and moderate-income households are becoming more likely to locate in suburban areas as
opposed to urban centers (Kneebone & Berube, 2013), many planners and policymakers assume that in achieving
geographic equity, regional rail transit expansion will naturally lead to the promotion of social equity. However, it
is remains unclear whether this is the case. This paper therefore seeks to understand the extent to which regional
rail transit furthers social equity goals by exploring the affordability of market-rate rental housing in areas with
high transit accessibility in nine U.S. metros with regional rail implemented after the passage of the Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991.
Social equity analyses associated with transit projects typically evaluate specific socio-economic population
characteristics to identify who benefits (and who does not benefit) from investments (Karner & Niemeier, 2013). I
take a different, and arguably, better approach by analyzing the spatial distribution of affordable rental housing
across the region and assessing how that distribution relates to transit accessibility. To do so, I first introduce a
novel measure of housing affordability that accounts for variations in the financial circumstances likely to be
experienced by low- and moderate-income households of different sizes and compositions living in different parts
of a region. Unlike more standard measures that rely upon a normative threshold to define affordable housing
(e.g. 30% or less of income), I adopt a residual income approach to define housing as affordable when a
household is able to pay for rent while still meeting its essential non-housing needs within the bounds of its
income (Stone, 2006). In doing so, my measure is sensitive to childcare costs, which in many cases constitute a
household's largest expense, as well as variations in transportation costs based on a household's location within
the region.
Using the resulting data, I then explore the extent to which housing in areas with high transit accessibility is
affordable to low- and moderate-income households across the nine metros using descriptive statistics, as well as
univariate and bivariate Local Indicators of Spatial Autocorrelation. Preliminary findings suggest that among the
nine cases, current stocks of affordable, market-rate rental housing are generally distributed throughout regions,
and in many cases are concentrated in areas of central cities with high transit accessibility. However, the regions
exhibit varied patterns which most likely reflect different socio-political contexts, and possibly different
"landscapes" of advocacy around transit equity. Findings also point to emerging patterns of exclusionary
displacement in areas targeted for rail expansion, suggesting that without proactive steps taken to protect and
create affordable housing in suburban, as well as urban areas, regional rail transit is unlikely to contribute to
lasting social equity outcomes.
This research adds to a literature on transit accessibility and housing affordability that is surprisingly thin given
the growing public discourse around gentrification and displacement associated with transit investment
(Revington & Townsend, 2016). In particular, by more accurately accounting for the financial realities faced by
low- and moderate-income households in securing affordable housing, my research greatly enhances knowledge
around the spatial distribution of affordability and its relationship to transit accessibility. My findings provide
important and useful insights for practitioners as they seek to develop policy interventions targeted at creating and
preserving affordable housing in areas with different affordability and accessibility dynamics.
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Though developed only in the last 20 years, Chinese high-speed rail (HSR) has overtaken many of its forerunners
in its unprecedented scale. However, such scale raises questions about its implications for regional economic
development. Previous studies have discussed the HSR impact on region and city levels, but few have addressed
its impact on individual level which is crucial for understanding the distribution of impact. To fill the gap, this
study focuses on the economic impact of recent HSR development between 2009 and 2012 on Chinese household
income and discusses its significance, magnitude and, most importantly, distribution. The paper utilizes the
survey data from China Family Panel Survey and implements a quintile regression approach. Three measurements
of inter-region accessibility, namely, weighted average travel time, weighted average travel cost and number of
travel options, are tested in the model separately to investigate the direct impacts of HSR on different income
groups. Probability of living proximate to HSR stations is also included in the model to examine the spillover
impact of HSR. The study shows that different income groups have different travel preferences, and thus are
affected differently by HSR. For the low-income and high-income groups, the impacts of HSR are either
insignificant or negligible in magnitude. For the impact on the middle-income group, the direct effect and
spillover effect, while both significantly contributing to the HSR impact, affect urban and rural regions and
production sectors differently. In particular, spillover effect or the agglomeration effect contributes the most of the
impact and favors more urbanized regions with stronger service sectors. Based on the analyses, the paper suggests
that HSR projects need more comprehensive studies for the full spectrum of its impact to ensure both economic
growth and regional balance and coordination.
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WHAT ATTITUDES SHOULD GET THE CREDIT FOR BICYCLING? EXPLORING THE
RECIPROCAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ATTITUDES AND THE DECISION TO BIKE
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Campus commute has received increasing attention over the past decade (Akar et al., 2012). Increasing auto trips
for campus commute are associated with traffic congestion, parking shortage and negative environmental impacts.
Planners and decision makers have been seeking ways to increase the share of alternative modes. They present
bicycling as a promising alternative as it allows moderate speeds, flexibility in travel time management, and
opportunities for exercise. Bicycling is also preferred by cost and environmentally conscious university students,
faculty and staff members (Akar and Clifton, 2009). Within these considerations, researchers and decision makers
seek to understand the factors that affect bicycling decisions.
Related studies have explored a wide range of factors to identify the determinants of bicycling choice. These
studies focus on built environment, socio-demographic characteristics, attitudes, and neighborhood effects (Akar
and Clifton, 2009; Heinen et al., 2011). The effects of residential self-selection on transportation mode choice led
much research to disentangle the mixed effects of diverse factors (Cao, 2009). As a result, a series of research
studies have examined the causality between built environment, attitudes and mode choice. Many of them report
that personal attitudes well explain travel behavior as much as the built environment itself and confirm the
existence of predispositions towards specific mode of travel (Heinen et al., 2011).
Mutually reinforcing relationships between individuals' attitudes and actual choices have not been fully
investigated yet. Bicyclists are more likely to have positive attitudes towards commuting by bicycle and related
facilities along their routes, while non-bicyclists are more likely to have negative perspectives or even repulsion to
commuting by bicycle. That is, more bicycling tends to arouse more optimistic and favorable attitudes towards
bicycling. This causation may lead to overestimating the influence of individual attitudes and preferences on the
decision to bicycle (Keshk, 2003).
In this paper, we examine to what extent an individual's attitudes matter in bicycling choice after controlling for
possible reciprocal causation between attitudes and bicycle choice. This is a departure from the assumption of
one-way influence of covariates (i.e. attitudes) on the dependent variable (i.e. bicycling choice). We make use of
the Campus Travel Pattern Survey data of The Ohio State University. Data were collected online, from April 27,
2015 to May 11, 2015 and a total of 1,189 respondents provided information on a variety of topics, including
socio-demographic characteristics, their attitudes towards their own neighborhood characteristics, commute
modes and behaviors, and attitudes towards commuting-related environments.
Based on 41 extensive attitudinal survey questions that ask levels of agreement with each statement regarding
commute modes, facilities, and associated environment, 12 attitudinal components are generated using Principal
Component Analysis as proxies for campus commuters' evaluative attitudes. These components include: bicyclefriendliness of neighborhoods, sensitivity to time management, willingness to use bicycles, perceived obstacles to
bicycling, social network related to bicycling, perceived benefits of bicycling, sensitivity to safety in mode choice,
preference for alternative commute modes, attitudes towards bicyclists on roads, concerns about theft, availability
of facilities, and familiarity with bicycle-related services.
The built environment surrounding respondents' residential locations is also considered in our models. We create
a set of discrete neighborhood types using K-means cluster analysis based on built environment variables
collected at the Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) level. These variables include population, employment and
housing densities, land-use characteristics and socio-demographic profile. Two-stage Probit Least Square
(2SPLS) models are estimated to control for the interactions, namely the simultaneity, between attitudinal
covariates and mode choice. The results contribute to further clarifying the unique roles of attitudes towards
neighborhoods and travel modes in bicycle choice and give detailed clues on which types of attitudes deserve
attention.
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The ways in which people think and how they feel about transportation alternatives play a large role in
determining their transportation choices. While it is clear that in many situations people prefer to use automobiles
instead of public transport, there is a lack of understanding as to the attitudes that drive people to do so, especially
when public transport presents tangible benefits. Understanding these issues is extremely important, particularly
considering the deleterious effects of automobile dependence, such as anthropogenic climate change. This study
seeks to investigate attitudes and perceptions about public transport through examination of social media data,
specifically from Twitter. The following research questions are addressed:
• What attitudes and perceptions about public transport can be observed via social media?
• Do these observations indicate new strategies to make people more likely to use public transport?
A tool called Massmine is used to extract large Twitter datasets on a daily basis over the course of approximately
two months. An artificial neural network-based textual analysis tool called Catpac is then used to obtain relevant
attitudinal and perceptual data from these datasets. Outputs are generated in the form of “dendograms,” which are
visual representations of conceptual clusters distilled from the input text. These clusters are indicative not only of
what concepts are most prevalent in the input text, i.e. social media data, but the relationships between concepts
as well. This means that large quantities of data, beyond which a human being could reasonably read, can be
analyzed for content.
There are two major results of this project: First, the data obtained over the course of this study suggest that transit
users who express opinions on social media are often driven to do so by social aspects of public transport use, i.e.
other people. Second, this study demonstrates for the first time the viability of a novel method for observing
attitudes and perceptions via social media. Possible avenues for targeted improvements to public transport
services are then suggested. Finally, this paper proposes several directions for future research, both in learning
more about public transport via social media, as well as in applying the methodology here used to other spheres of
urban life.
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Although bicycling has been the subject of increasing academic attention, particularly in the areas of mode choice,
benefit analyses, and discussions of policies/treatments, much less attention has been devoted to actually studying
how communities have made decisions about whether and what they’ll implement in regards to bicycle
infrastructure. Policy entrepreneurs are theorized as actors centrally responsible for either creating an opportunity
or capitalizing on an opportunity to pair a public problem with a policy solution. A survey instrument solicited
directly the participation of the 200 most populous municipalities within the United States. Using a variety of
analytical tools (and merged data sources) a model of municipal transportation policy change is developed that
contributes an important perspective to the existing paradigm of policy process theory. Neither individual policy
entrepreneurs nor their role or qualities were not significant forces of change, despite being regularly present.
However, where networks of supportive actors (including strong champions/policy entrepreneurs) were present
they played a critical role in making projects happen and at larger scales. This finding puts additional emphasis
moving forward on the collaborative nature of municipal policy change. Advocates and planners may be more
successful by being attuned to these networks and political contexts and taking advantage of open windows of
engagement, or by manually opening these windows. Lastly, city population was also associated with
implementation, suggesting underlying factors to be explored in the future.
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The ability to influence active transportation behavior offers an opportunity to address societal issues such as
transportation congestion, air quality, and public health issues such as obesity. As a result a body of working is

beginning to explore the behavioral dimensions that drive travel, including both social and behavioral norms
(Carrel, Ekambaram, Gaker, Sengupta, & Walker, 2012; Jariyasunant et al., 2015). Research suggests that social
forces may play an equal or paramount role to price / economic levers (Ariely, 2008; Heyman & Ariely, 2004;
Sherwin, Chatterjee, & Jain, 2014) and that the psychological pull of social but more work is needed evaluate how
financial verses social market nudges work together to influence transportation decisions.
To evaluate this a group of roughly 500 participants were offered differing incentives in 4 identical trials. These
incentives included various monetary amounts, a free gift or a social nudge tapping into altruistic values, in our
case benefits to the environment. After tests for homogeneity, the results indicated that the social nudge had a
high degree of effectiveness, as compared to both the financial incentives and gifts. Furthermore the results
indicated that mixing market and social norms caused both to be less effective. These findings that travel
incentive programs that focus solely on fiscal may be missing out on a significant opportunity. A focus on social
norms and value may provide a tool to facilitate greater changes in travel behavior that can nudge individuals to
more healthy and climate-sensitive modes of travel such as walking, biking and transit.
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According to the Texas Transportation Institute, the Los Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan areas rank as
the second and third most congested regions in the U.S., respectively. But does chronic traffic congestion impede
the economic performance of regional economies? Somewhat surprisingly, the answer to this seemingly obvious
question is remarkably complex. The conceptual links between transportation and economic activity are well
established. Transport is so central to all economic activity – in moving raw materials to factories, labor to
worksites, inputs and outputs along supply chains, consumers to services, and products to consumers – that
studying the role of transportation in the economy may seem to some an exercise in the obvious. What is less
obvious, however, is how delays on road networks induced by traffic congestion affect the performance of local
economies. Despite great interest in this area of research, there is little consensus about the impact of traffic
congestion on regional economic performance.
Metropolitan areas exist largely because they facilitate economic transactions and social interactions among firms,
households, and individuals, and the transportation network directly affects the quality and cost of these

interactions. Thus, delays on road networks reduce regional economic efficiency. However, in this paper, we
suggest that the relationship between traffic congestion and economic activity may be both less significant and
more subtle and complex than is widely assumed. This work draws from two bodies of research and theory that
have been largely considered in isolation from one another: research on congestion is largely the handiwork of
transportation economists, engineers, and planners, whilst economic development has largely been the domain of
economic geographers and urban economists. By considering these two bodies of research in concert, we seek to
develop a more complete understanding of how traffic congestion affects economic prosperity.
Just as commuters use the road network to access jobs, firms use road networks to access their suppliers, labor,
customers, and peers. One key feature of national economies is the extent to which different regions specialize in
the production of different goods and services (such as finance in New York and automobiles in Detroit). A key
feature of such regional specialization is the extent to which thousands of firms and workers of the same industry
cluster in close proximity to one another for productive advantage. Yet what are the consequences when traffic
congestion hinders the ability of these economic actors to interact?
In this study, we examine the location decisions of new business establishments for key, basic industries in the
Los Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan regions, for the years 2008 and 2010, respectively. We seek to
determine the extent to which proximity to same industry activity and the level of peak-hour traffic congestion
(measured as the average two-way driving speed from a given transportation analysis zone (TAZ) to other zones
within a 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 45 kilometer distance) affect a new business establishment’s decision to locate in a
given TAZ within each region.
This study employs a zero-inflated negative binomial model and relies on National Establishment Time Series
data, travel time data from the Metropolitan Transportation Commission and the Southern California Association
of Governments, in addition to data from the American Community Survey. Across the two regions, we find
strong and consistent effects of proximity to other similar firms on the likelihood of a firm start-up in a given area.
However, we find inconsistent and uncertain effects of traffic delays on the location of start-ups across our
industries of interest.
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Urban form and transportation are two interrelated elements of urban planning. Infrastructure and design for
circulation greatly influence the physical patterns of cities. Emphasis on slower modes of movement, such as
bicycles or walking, and public transportation, especially with hard infrastructure, supports more controlled and
dense urban form, whereas designing for the automobile has proven to promote sprawl. After experiencing
centuries of urban sprawl, cities now seek a sustainable, manageable, and denser urban future. There is a growing
popularity among cities to use transit as a densification tool hoping to attract populations back to blighted urban
cores as well as to designate future growth paths. However, such attempts require going beyond physical
infrastructure planning and incorporating various other planning interventions for successful results. We can learn

such techniques from best practices in this approach.
Bordeaux, France can be considered as one of such best practices that portray an efficient attempt of recreating
lost density of the city using a tramway network. Losing urban density for decades during the automobile era, the
city re-introduced the tramway in 2003 to facilitate a denser, more directed and sustainable urban fabric for the
future. While the tramway project was mostly physical infrastructure planning, various other projects and agents
accompanied it for the development of densification projects in the city. This paper reports the results from a case
study on Bordeaux that investigated the factors influencing the successful implementation of the tram as a
densification tool. The study included field observations, interviews, data collection, and mapping that were then
analyzed in order to describe the Bordeaux case.
We used three different analytical techniques to explore the relationship of the tram with the densification process
through three different lenses. These lenses consist of descriptive, quantitative and qualitative approaches that
answered these two guiding questions: 1) How the transit-density relationship was established in Bordeaux? 2)
What factors contributed to the success of that relationship? The descriptive case study explored the historical and
contextual advantages in successful implementation of the tram. The quantitative analysis measured urban
density, including housing and population density, coverage, spaciousness, and land use, and ascertained their
patterns with respect to the tramlines. The qualitative analysis provided visual evidence supporting positive
densification outcomes of the tramway project.
These analyses indicate that Bordeaux effectively used the tram as a tool to recreate the lost density along the
tramlines focusing on the inner ring areas of the city. But it becomes apparent that this transportation planning
implementation was successfully supplemented with other planning interventions. Physical infrastructure
planning (tram) was accompanied by: 1) housing and neighborhood development, 2) economic development, 3)
regional and national connectivity linkages, as well as 4) demand side management of modal choice. The case of
Bordeaux lies in a middle ground between hardcore physical planning approaches on one side, and incremental,
market influenced approaches on the other side. Transit works as a powerful densification tool when the
infrastructure is coherently planned with these other policies that create market incentives to develop along that
infrastructure achieving the desired urban form.
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Across cities, neighborhoods, and individuals, the built environment influences how, where, and how much
people travel. Barring some radical non-linear differences in a population—e.g., everyone above median income
drives, while everyone below takes the bus—differences in urban form are likely to have the strongest influence
on aggregate mode choice where roughly the same proportion of people chooses each option. In Mexico’s 100
largest regions, there is substantial regional variation in form, industrial composition, and travel behavior. The
proportion of non-motorized trips ranges from 9% to 57% with an average of 24%. Public transit use ranges from
12% to 67% with an average of 43%, and private car use ranges from 9% to 62% with an average of 34%. This
variation and modal share suggest that there is likely an opportunity to influence transportation outcomes by
shaping urban growth. Since the public sector subsidizes and regulates most new housing construction, central
and local governments have a substantial ability to influence transportation opportunities through their control of
urban growth.
This paper examines the relationship between aspects of urban form—such as compactness and spatial
contiguity—and transportation outcomes—such as mode choice, average travel times, and fatality rates—across
Mexico’s 100 largest urban agglomerations over the last two decades, where in 2015, 65% of all Mexicans lived.
The study’s purpose is to develop a better understanding of how urban structure relates to travel in understudied,
small- and medium sized-cities. Although Mexico’s smaller cities have experienced substantial urban expansion
and a rapid increase in car ownership, many continue to rely primarily on non-motorized modes and public
transportation. Understanding the relationship between how these cities grow and how people travel is essential to
comprehend whether and how directing future growth might influence fuel consumption, traffic fatalities, and
public transit use. As in other low- and middle-income countries, nearly all of Mexico’s recent and projected
population and economic growth is occurring outside of the largest city centers (United Nations Population
Division 2014).
Most knowledge about the relationship between urban form and travel behavior in low-to-moderate income
countries comes from the largest, most transit-friendly cities such as Mexico City (Guerra, 2014), Hong Kong
(Zhang 2004), Santiago de Chile (Zegras 2010), Bogota (Cervero, Sarmiento, Jacoby, Gomez, & Neiman, 2009),
or Mumbai (Shirgaokar 2015). These studies find statistically significant associations between quantifiable
aspects of the built environment, car ownership, car use, and non-motorized travel. However, large cities are
distinct from medium and small cities in many ways, e.g. longer average trip distances, better transit services,
more specialized industries, and higher wages.
At present, national household travel surveys that provide detailed individual-level data are rare outside of the
wealthiest nations. For example, Mexico, a relatively wealthy country with a well-regarded National Statistics and
Geography Institute, does not collect national household travel diaries. The national Census asks only one
transportation related question: whether households have one or more cars. Thus, the present study instead relies
on aggregated data (mode share, transportation costs by mode, travel times by mode, traffic fatalities, and fuel
consumption) from a national household consumption survey, a national crash statistics database, and the national
census.
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Austin is one of the most auto-dependent cities in the U.S. Not surprisingly, Austin had the 13th highest fatality
rates per 100,000 people for pedestrians killed among cities with populations over 500,000 in 2013, based on the
report of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. In addition, according to the website measuring
walkability (www.walkscore.com), the average walk score in Austin is only 35, which means trips in the city
require a car. Considering that safety plays an important role in shaping travel behaviors, an appropriate safety
action should be taken to encourage more people to walk in the built environment where collisions take place
frequently.
The purpose of this study is to examine the pattern of pedestrian-vehicle collisions in the City of Austin to suggest
strategies for safe walking. The study starts with the assumption that pedestrian collisions do not occur equally
throughout the city. If there is a high-risk area, it is essential to investigate the characteristics of the area and
mediate the impact of the negative factors. To explore the patterns of pedestrian collisions, various factors should
be analyzed: traffic conditions, socio-demographic and built environmental factors, etc. In the study, the last two
factors are addressed.
There is another hypothesis with respect to the relationship between the frequency of collisions and walkability;
the high level of walkability implicates more walking trips. Under the supposition, the study will further examine
whether more walkable urban spaces are likely to represent more pedestrian collisions. If the hot-spot’s walk
score is higher than the other areas, there should be more effective and powerful actions in the hazardous areas to
ensure pedestrians’ safety.
For this study, data on collisions in Austin between 2013 and 2015 are used; they are obtained from the Texas
Department of Transportation. After geocoding collisions on the map, socio-demographic and built environmental
factors are overlaid with the geocoded map to primarily find out the characteristics of neighborhoods with the
high percentage of collisions by census block group. Household income, poverty status, walking trips, land uses,
etc. are gained from the U.S. Census Bureau and the City of Austin. To measure walkability, the study boundary
is narrowed down to the hot-spots determined through the Kernel Density analysis. Walk scores of the hot-spots
are collected from the website, www.walkscore.com, and then compared by the collision density.
The study results show that collisions are clustered along the major arterials and commercial corridors. More
collisions are observed in the neighborhoods with low-income, high poverty level, and frequent walking trips to
work. However, regardless of those factors, it is possible to examine a consistent pattern that a significant amount
of collisions are concentrated on downtown Austin. The results of Kernel density analysis confirm the pattern; the
downtown area reports the highest density of collisions across the city. Further, the average walk scores in the
downtown area are much higher than that of the City of Austin. Higher walk scores show more collisions.
These findings substantiate that particular neighborhoods and built environments are more vulnerable to
collisions. The high walk scores imply that pedestrian-friendly environments are linked with the increased chance
of accidents. Based on the results, it seems that the city of Austin needs to apply customized strategies for
neighborhoods susceptible to collisions. For the downtown area with a high concentration of collisions, particular
attention should be given to protect pedestrians from crashes and thus promote walking. Streets within downtown
Austin should be spaces for pedestrians rather than vehicles by implementing traffic-calming measures or
designating a pedestrian-safety zone, at least during the time when more collisions are reported.
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To curb greenhouse gas emmisions and reduce the burden on aging street infrastructure, North American
municipalities are (re)investing in public transit to increase ridership. Meanwhile, studies have shown that riding
public transit offers valuable opportunities for daily physical activity (PA) and weight loss, since walking is
usually required at both ends of the journey. Thus, within the context of epidemic levels of obesity in North
America, public transit offers a promising option for improving urban health at individual and population levels.
To date, the majority of studies that have examined the health benefits of commuting by public transit have
focused on larger metropolitan regions (i.e., over 1 million residents) and/or more sophisticated transit systems,
such as subways or light rail. In midsized municipalities (i.e., those with populations ranging from 100 to 500
thousand), use of the private automobile is often easier and more efficient than riding public transit; transit
systems tend to be more basic (e.g., bus service only); and transit improvements, when they are made, tend to be
more modest. As such, the potential of transit service improvements in midsized municipalities to increase
ridership and improve health is unclear.
In the midsized city of Kingston Ontario, three new express bus routes have been introduced to improve the
existing network and increase ridership, particularly among key employee groups that are geographically
concentrated in the city. The objective of this study was to longitudinally examine changes in commute patterns,
physical activity levels, and health status since the introduction of these routes among Queen's University
employees.
An online survey was administered to the same population of Queen's University employees in October 2013
(RR=43%), 2014 (RR=33%), and 2015 (RR=43%). 443 employees completed the survey in all three years, and
are the focus of our analysis.
We observed a 3.7% increase in year-round transit ridership from year 1 to year 2, and a further 2.0% increase
from year 2 to year 3, representing a total increase of 5.7% in 2 years (p<0.001). Most of the mode shifting was
observed among employees who drove/carpooled, parked off-site, and walked in (p=0.02), though there were
modest reductions in those using entirely passive and active modes in previous years. Transit riders reported the
lowest number of leisure-time physical activity (LTPA) minutes per week. However, when leisure time physical
activity (LTPA) was combined with their commute-related physical activity, transit riders accrued 30 more
minutes of PA per week than entirely passive commuters. Despite accruing more minutes of PA per week, transit
commuters' perceptions of their overall PA levels were the lowest compared to those that commute by other

modes. Among shifters (i.e., those that became year-round transit riders in 2015 that were not in 2014), we
observed non-significant increases in commute-related PA levels, along with a modestly significant worsening of
self-rated mental health and stress levels.
Our study demonstrates that investments in public transit can stimulate ridership and increase physical activity
levels in a low-density midsized city context. However, our findings regarding worsening self-reported mental
health and stress levels among those that shifted to transit are worrisome, and warrant further investigation.
Subsequent surveys of this group will allow us to track whether these shifts in commute patterns, physical activity
levels, and health status are sustained over time.
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Many cities are currently seeking to encourage bicycling as a mode of transportation that can help address
environmental and public health problems. Bicycle research has primarily examined the role of bicycle
infrastructure in influencing bicycle mode choice (Heinen et al., 2010), and consequently robust efforts to
construct conventional and innovative bicycle lanes are underway in many cities. Simultaneously, funding for
transportation at all levels of government has deteriorated, leading to repair and maintenance backlogs on vital
infrastructure, particularly roads. This has led some states and municipalities to further investigate the potential
for aggregate seal coats (chip seals) to maintain roads in an economical manner. Chip seals often have higher
macrotexture than asphalt, which provides excellent skid resistance for motor vehicles but can prove
uncomfortable for bicyclists. These two complementary trends led us to examine the role of pavement
macrotexture and roughness on bicycle ride quality. Our study is one of the first to robustly examine this topic;
the existing literature in this area focuses either on vibration-caused damage to bicycle frames and handlebars
(McKenna et al., 2002). Our results may help with the development design guidelines for pavement resurfacing
and reconstruction that provides acceptable ride quality for bicyclists on urban and rural bicycle routes.
To understand the relationship between pavement characteristics and bicycle ride quality, we measured
macrotexture and roughness on different local government and state highway treatments, surveyed bicycle riders
regarding their comfort on those treatments, and collected vibration and power measurements from a bicyclist on
an instrumented bicycle on the treatments. A pre-ride survey asked the participants demographic questions, such
as age, gender, and income, as well as questions about their bicycle and typical riding habits. The in-ride survey
asked the riders to rate each section, first in terms of whether they considered it “acceptable” or “not acceptable”

(with no further instructions given to define those terms), and second on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being the worst
possible condition and 5 being the best.
This methodology was implemented in two phases. The first phase surveyed recreational bicyclists from six
California bicycling clubs in the summer of 2013 and the second included transportation bicyclists in five cities in
the summer of 2015. The bicycling club participants were volunteers on an organized recreational ride, while the
city participants were recruited by email, through social media, and by local agencies. A total of 96 bicyclists
participated in the first phase and 155 in the second.
We have pooled the two phases’ data in our statistical model relating pavement characteristics to bicyclists’
perceived comfort and acceptability ratings. The study’s repeated measures sampling scheme (also called
“longitudinal” or “clustered” data) resulted in a hierarchical data structure. A multi-level/hierarchical binomial
regression model structure was chosen because it pools the within-person and within-segment variance, resulting
in models which have been shown to increase out of sample prediction (McElreath, 2015).
Our results show that, even after controlling for socio-demographic characteristics and bicycling experience,
macrotexture and roughness are the strongest determinants of a participant’s predicted acceptability rating. The
effects are cumulative, meaning that it is possible for macrotexture to be too high for any level of roughness to be
found acceptable and vice versa.
This study provides pavement treatment designers and pavement managers with the necessary information to
select treatment specifications for bicycle routes that will result in a high probability of being found “acceptable”
by bicyclists. Beyond pavement specifications, it also has further implications for the frequency of resurfacing
and for potential synergies between the timing of resurfacing and the installation of bicycle infrastructure.
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Public transportation accounts for a large and growing share of all transportation investments in the US, and such
critical investments should be evaluated partly on their economic benefits. Taking such benefits into account
could alter capital investment and service restructuring decisions taken by transit agencies. A longstanding body
of research has addressed the relevant questions in a general sense by investigating whether rail investments
increase the values of land, primarily residential home sales (Cervero 2003, Graham 2007, Chatman, Tulach and
Kim 2012). A more recent body of research has shown relationships between economic productivity, transit and
agglomeration at the metropolitan level (Chatman and Noland 2013). But the relationship of public transportation
to economic productivity, and spatial patterns of industrial location, at the small area level within metropolitan

areas is understudied (Chatman, Noland & Klein 2016).
This paper investigates how changes in rail service in three California metropolitan areas--Los Angeles, the San
Francisco Bay Area, and San Diego--is associated with firm clustering by industry and with commercial property
values, by carrying out a time series analysis of microdata on firms and property values. This analysis examines
two main dependent variables, measured at the Census block level—change in firm clustering by industry and
change in commercial property values—along with two main sets of independent variables: measures of transit
accessibility and measures of local agglomeration. The data used in this analysis includes National Establishment
Time Series (NETS) data from 1990 to 2011 for all firms in California as well as the Assessor's Property Value
data. We assembled a pooled cross-sectional dataset over a 21-year period of employment changes and repeated
property sales in the three metropolitan areas. We estimated time series models with lagged rail accessibility
variables to examine the impact of rail investment on agglomeration and land value.
We find that in these metropolitan areas, rail service is related to employment agglomeration and increases in land
values with a one- to two-year lag. The magnitude of the relationship differs across regions. The relationships are
largest in San Francisco County, and to a lesser extent the Bay Area as a whole. The Los Angeles region also
shows relatively strong associations between rail development and both employment density and property value.
Rail development in the southern Bay Area, including Silicon Valley, appears to have minimum effect on
employment densification, but does have a positive effect on land value appreciation. On the contrary, rail
development in the San Diego region is positively associated with employment density, but negatively associated
with land value appreciation. We discuss why the factors for such differences may lie within the differing urban
forms and policy landscapes in the regions.
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Many U.S. cities are making investment in rail transit and promoting transit-oriented development in hopes of
making neighborhoods transit accessible and economically vibrant. Previous empirical studies on the effects of
transportation infrastructure on economic growth were mostly carried out at the macro level (e.g. country, state
levels) where cross-sectional observations of aggregate output are regressed against private capital, labor and
stock of transportation infrastructure. It is ever more critical to better understand the economic outcomes of transit
improvements by addressing the highly localized nature of the impact. This study in Charlotte (NC), Los Angeles

(CA) and Dallas (TX) aims to examine the effects of light rail transit (LRT) on employment at the fine-grained
census block level, through a spatial-temporal framework.
The primary data source for measuring employment is the US Census Bureau Longitudinal Employer-Household
Dynamics program. Employment growth is examined yearly from 2002 to 2013, during which several new LRT
stations were opened. GIS (Geographic Information Systems) spatial analysis and panel data analysis methods are
used to understand the employment growth patterns in a spatial-temporal framework.
It is expected that the employment density within LRT catchment areas (e.g. 1/4 mile and 1/2 mile from an LRT
station) grows faster than that outside the impact zones. However, the growth depends on the level of earnings,
industry categories, land uses, and socio-economic characteristics. The methods developed by this study could be
implemented to study the employment impact of LRT (or other types of public transit infrastructure) in other
cities or regions.
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Why do people travel? The traditional transportation paradigm assumes travel is a derived demand (from the
demand for spatially-separated activities), traveling is a means to an end, and travel is a disutility to be minimized.
Recently, scholars have questioned these axioms, noting that some people may like to travel, use travel time
productively, find other benefits in traveling, or travel for non-utilitarian reasons. The idea that travel can provide
benefits and may be motivated by factors beyond reaching activity destinations is known as "the positive utility of
travel" (Mokhtarian & Salomon, 2001) or PUT. This PUT concept brings together a number of other concepts
relevant to travel behavior: utility maximization, motivation theory, satisfaction and subjective well-being,
multitasking, etc. In a previous paper (Singleton & Clifton, 2015), I proposed two major components of PUT: (1)
travel activity factors, benefits due to engaging in activities while traveling (multitasking; e.g., listening to music
while driving, reading a book while riding transit); and (2) travel experience factors, benefits due to emotional
enjoyment of or meaningful fulfillment from the experience of traveling (hedonic and eudaimonic well-being;
e.g., feeling excited or happy, driving an expensive car to express social status).
For this paper, my objective is to present an increased understanding of the positive utility of travel and its
measurement. Since the PUT concept was coined (Mokhtarian & Salomon, 2001) and gained broader attention
(Mokhtarian, 2005) in the travel behavior research arena, many studies have examined various aspects of PUT,
both empirically (e.g., Ory & Mokhtarian, 2005) and more conceptually (e.g., Mokhtarian, Salomon, & Singer,
2015). Despite this small but growing area of interest, no single source comprehensively reviews methods of
analysis and evidence related to PUT, and no study has empirically investigated both travel activity and travel
experience factors of PUT in detail. Through a careful synthesis and critique of existing theories and empirical
evidence, as well as an analysis of a 2016 PUT-focused travel behavior survey of commuters in Portland, OR, I
aim to influence and further research in this area of study.

First, I tackle a fundamental question: What is the positive utility of travel? Drawing upon economic and
psychological perspectives, I conceptually detail and expand upon Mokhtarian and Salomon's (2001) "tripartite
nature of the affinity for travel." I describe what PUT is, and (more importantly) what it is not. Next, I address an
important issue: How is the positive utility of travel measured? I examine various measurement methods and
types of evidence for PUT, categorizing them according to their role illuminating different aspects of PUT
(general, travel activity, and travel experience factors) and their convincingness. I also present preliminary
evidence from a confirmatory factor analysis of Portland commuter survey data that shows how PUT and its
components can be effectively measured using an augmented travel survey questionnaire. Finally, I deal with
practical and scholarly questions: Why and how should the positive utility of travel be studied? I offer potential
implications of my findings and guidance for future research on the positive utility of travel.
Improving the study of PUT can have important implications for transportation research, planning, policy, and
practice. PUT may affect economic willingness-to-pay measures that are crucial to the assessment of
transportation projects. A more complete understanding of PUT might help to better forecast demand for walking,
bicycling, and transit use or help to design interventions to increase the use of these active transportation modes.
In the future, increases in productivity made possible by autonomous vehicles have the potential to dramatically
change how people get around. Studying PUT today can help us better anticipate these changes tomorrow.
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The gender gap in bicycling for transportation has been documented repeatedly, at least in countries and cities
with low bicycling rates (Pucher & Buehler, 2008). Women are less likely than men to bicycle in most places in
the United States (including Oregon), sometimes by a ratio of 3:1 (Dill et al., 2015). Researchers have proposed
many explanations for the gender gap in bicycling (Garrard, Handy, & Dill, 2012), including: (a) a mismatch
between existing bicycle facilities and the types of facilities that women view as safe and comfortable; (b)
different household responsibilities and more time constraints that restrict women's abilities to bicycle; and (c)
social normative gender roles.
This study illuminates the gender gap in bicycling by exploring differences in bicycling among women and men
in Oregon. By identifying factors potentially associated with a smaller or larger gender gap in bicycling, this study

can contribute to a stronger understanding of that gap and inform strategies to increase bicycling among women.
Data came from the 2009-2011 Oregon Household Activity Survey, a statewide one-day travel diary survey
(OMSC, 2011); we focused our analysis on the more than 30,000 adults surveyed. Comparisons of individual,
household, and trip and activity characteristics for people grouped by self-reported gender (women vs. men) and
bicycling (made a bicycle trip or normally commute by bicycle vs. did not bicycle) were assessed using bivariate
chi-squared tests of independence. These four tests were designed to identify potential gender differences among
bicyclists and potential gender-specific associations of explanatory factors with bicycling.
Many significant differences were found. In particular, women living alone, not working, without a high-school
degree, without a driver license, and living in low-income households or zero-vehicle households were less likely
to bicycle than other women. Men with similar characteristics did not exhibit the same trends and sometimes were
even more likely to bicycle. Women bicyclists were more likely to have a higher income, be employed, have a
driver license, and have access to a motor vehicle. Regarding responsibilities, women making trips for household
maintenance and living with adolescent children were less likely to bicycle, while men with these characteristics
were more likely to bicycle.
These findings are consistent with a perspective that women who bicycle are more likely to do so by choice,
whereas women with fewer economic and mobility means are less likely to turn to bicycling than their male
counterparts. More broadly, the data suggested that the women and men are not homogenously affected by sociodemographic and mobility characteristics. In addition, there was partial support for the idea that women's roles
and responsibilities (for household maintenance and escorting, but not necessarily the presence of children) may
contribute to this deficit.
There are a number of potential policy implications of our analysis. Levels of personal characteristics where the
gender gap in bicycling is accentuated highlight potential demographic groups of women to target with
interventions. Such groups may be harder to reach by traditional targeted marking and may not benefit as much
from bicycle facilities designed and installed in locations to support bicycle commuting to the central city or
bicycling amenities in the workplace. The study's results begin to suggest a rethinking of bicycle-promoting
policies and interventions to better target certain women, although further research is needed to more fully
understand bicycling's gender gap.
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In August 2013, all transportation-eligible Minneapolis high school students began using public transportation for
school-related trips instead of yellow school buses under the Go-To Student Pass Program. The program is a
partnership between Metro Transit (the primary public transit operator in the Minneapolis-St. Paul region) and
Minneapolis Public Schools. With a Go-To Student Pass, high school students can take unlimited rides on
regular-route buses and light rail from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily during the school year. The traditional student
transportation delivery using the yellow school bus only provide students a single trip to and from school. With
public transit systems, students have greater time flexibility in making the trips to and from school as well as
expanded transportation options to participate in after-school and out-of-school educational opportunities.
Locally, both Metro Transit and Minneapolis Public Schools are interested in assessing the impacts of their
student transportation partnership. Nationally, similar approaches have been implemented in several other cities
including Boston, MA; Seattle, WA; Portland, OR; Oakland, CA; Lakeland, FL; Washington, DC; Baltimore,
MA; Philadelphia, PA; and Columbus, OH. Evidence in these cities suggests that the cross-sector approach is
associated with new operation efficiencies, effective use of limited public resources, and expanded regional
transportation access for students (Vincent et al, 2014). However, no study to date systematically examined how
student transportation using city buses and trains may contribute to school attendance and academic success.
This research is a direct response to the local and national need for rigorous empirical examination of the
educational impacts of student transportation using public transit. Multiple data sources are used, including
primary data on student pass use behavior collected from 2,453 students (including 1,789 pass users and 644 nonpass users) in spring 2015 using an in-class online survey tool, student attendance and academic GPA data from
the Minneapolis Public Schools, and student pass transaction data from Metro Transit.
Two regression models are used to estimate the impact of the student pass program on student attendance
(measured by total number of absent days) and GPA. Key explanatory variables for both models include whether
or not the student was a Go-To Student Pass user, if the student regularly used the Pass to get to and back from
school, and if the student used the Pass to access other educational opportunities (i.e. after-school programs and
extra-curricular activities away from school). Control variables include socio-demographic variables, school
characteristics, and general transit use patterns.
Results show that the student pass program helps students attend school more regularly. Total number of absent
days are found to be 23 percent lower for students enrolled in student pass program after controlling for sociodemographics and other factors. The program also provides students the opportunity to access after-school
learning opportunities at and away from school that may contribute to their academic success. GPAs of those who
attended such activities using the student pass was 0.28 higher than those who did not.
These findings have important policy implications for providing student transportation. In major cities with a
robust public transit system, providing students access to public transit may come with significant education
benefits. The educational benefits associated with expanded transportation options also indicate that expanded
transportation options may help to narrow the student achievement gap. Students from disadvantaged families
with limited transportation options and students with less family support for after-school and out-of-school
educational opportunities are likely to benefit most from expanded transportation options.
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Climate change disproportionately threatens residents in informal settlements, who, ironically, contribute
relatively low to greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)(Shrestha, Ojha, McManus, Rubbo, & Dhote, 2014). In the case
of Mexico, GHG emissions from consolidated informal settlements are comparatively low. This is in part because
consolidated informal settlements located in the central city usually offer access to high-capacity transportation
systems, such as the subway, that connect to job-rich areas. At the same time, some residents of consolidated
informal settlements have jobs in the vicinity of or within their neighborhood, and thus they use less energy. This
accords with previous research, which suggests that the location of housing units within cities is a key factor that
influences the extent to which residents use energy to commute (Fuller & Crawford, 2011), reflecting the
importance of spatial factors in terms of mitigating climate change.
Climate change is also expected to exacerbate the current social inequities of the urban poor, who continue to
struggle with limited access to housing opportunities (Shrestha et al., 2014). Over the past four decades, residents
in central-city informal settlements have gradually consolidated the housing stock (Ward, Peter; Jimenez, Edith;
Di Virgilio, 2014), but now such so-called colonias populares are being heavily impacted by redevelopment
undertaken by profit-driven developers. This private sector-led development is resulting in the construction of
unaffordable housing units in the central city, leading to displacement of poor residents of colonias populares to
newly-built housing units in government-financed subdivisions on the urban fringe (Monkkonen, 2011). In
addition to forcing residents to marginal, isolated areas on the fringes of the city, this government-financed
process is in fact leading to increased levels of GHG emissions. My Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) research
showed that the increasing use of private cars resulting from the development of such housing subdivisions is the
main contributor to GHG emissions, followed by the use of electricity and gas, respectively. The LCA findings
suggest that one possible avenue to reduce GHG emissions in Mexico City in a climate-just way is to support the
incremental densification of central-city colonias populares while avoiding displacement of long-term residents.
In order to explore the extent to which colonias populares located in central Mexico City represent climate-just
forms of urban densification, this paper focuses on energy use from commuting in consolidated informal
settlements. To that end, I am conducting an origin-destination survey in Isidro Fabela, a consolidated informal
settlement located in Tlalpan in Mexico City, to estimate energy use in terms of gasoline and diesel usage. Isidro
Fabela not only offers relatively good access to light rail and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), but also to a major inner
freeway. The origin destination-survey includes questions regarding transportation modes used by residents to
commute to job locations, including walking, biking, bus, BRT, subways, and private cars, as well as items to
measure time spent in each transportation mode. Based on this survey, I estimate gasoline and diesel usage in
order to calculate GHG emissions from commuting in Isidro Fabela and compare these findings to results from
the LCA study of GHG emissions from peripheral settlements. Finally, I critically assess these findings on energy
use in Isidro Fabela in terms of built form in order to analyze the role of incremental housing as a strategy for
climate-just densification. From the perspective of climate justice, fostering urban self-help densification in
colonias populares located in central urban locations not only helps mitigate GHG emissions but also prevents
displacement to peripheral residential developments, which have been shown to exacerbate GHG emissions
(Steele, Maccallum, Byrne, & Houston, 2012).
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Growing evidences have shown multiple benefits of cycling, including improving public health, reducing air
pollution, carbon emission and other harmful impacts of car use, which leads strong advocates toward pro-bicycle
policies and programs to support cycling as mean of transport. Many cities across U.S. have implemented
different types of bicycle infrastructures, such as bike lanes, buffered bike lanes, Bike Boulevards, and off-street
bike path among others. There are studies investigated the impact of provision of bicycle facilities, along with
other factors, on bicycle level using cross-sectional data of different cities (Buehler & Pucher, 2012; Dill & Carr,
2003). Results showed that there were positive correlations between bicycle facilities and bicycle level controlling
for other factors, including land use, climate and characteristics of other modes. However, no causality
relationship had been proved from these studies. In addition, studies use longitudinal data to infer causal
relationship, which compare bicycle use (either measured in aggregated city bike mode share or individual bike
activities) before and after bike facilities improvements (Barnes, Thompson, & Krizek, 2006; Dill, McNeil,
Broach, & Ma, 2014). However, lack of robust research approach design, in terms of well-defined control and
treatment group and appropriate timeframe that capturing impacts due to infrastructure investment, still prevent
these studies to infer clear causal relationship between bike facilities and bicycle level. Therefore, this study is
going to investigate the causal relationship between bike facilities and bicycle use based on experience from
Portland to fill the gap.
Annual Portland bike counts data (trace back to 2000) from over two hundred location sites (intersections) are
available to represent the bicycle use level in different locations. In addition, turn counts for each intersections are
available, which can provide bicycle volume in each bikeway segment. The impacts of different bicycle facility
types on bike use level will be examined by econometric analysis across all bike count locations, controlling for
geographical and socioeconomic factors. The interaction and bidirectional effects will also be considered here. In
addition, an interrupted time-series analysis will be designed to compare the bicycle level before and after bike
facilities improvements in specific locations to infer the causality relationship between bicycle facilities and
bicycle level.
This study will help to reveal the causality relationship between bike infrastructure and bike level through timeseries data, which fills the gap of lacking time-series analysis on this topic. It would inform policy-makers the
factors of promoting bicycle use, and thus, provide appropriate bicycle facilities to achieve goal of advancing
active transport in future.
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With the rapid development of high speed rail system in China, the mega-region urban form also experience
dramatically changes in recent years. Especially in the capital surrounding area, rail transportation becomes one of
the most important driven factors to regional and urban development. Borrowing the theoretical framework, and
based on traditional data such as population census survey and economy basic unit survey, combing with big data
from smart phone online check-in records, this paper applies spatial statistic, network analysis and scenario
analysis method in GIS to explore the influence of high speed rail to cities in different location and developed
stage. Specifically, it traces the change of population and employment opportunity with the accessibility change
due to construction of high speed rail. It also evaluates the connectivity between various levels of rail network,
specifically how high speed rail system connecting with local urban metro system. Results show that the high
speed rail together with urban metro system has more and more influence on urban form in terms of urban
density, mixed land use and development modes. This paper provides implications for urban planning and
transportation planning integration, and making sustainable policy for Chinese mega-region areas in the future.
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In the era of the Internet, information and communication technology (ICT) has not only changed urban space
significantly, but also change commuting behavior fundamentally. Selecting Beijing as case study, this paper
explores the influence of ICT on commuting behavior characteristics through the use of a small sample
questionnaire. Most of the current literature shows that with the ICT technique, commuting can be multifunctional and fragmented. Analysis of the questionnaires shows that younger, highly-educated and higherincome individuals had higher frequency access to the internet. In addition, higher-frequency internet users had
longer commuting distances and times; will use a navigation APP more frequently; and are more likely to adjust
their trip plan according to real-time traffic information. Commuters would accept longer commuting times if they
have access to smartphones and the Internet. Regression analysis indicates that both weekly frequency to the
Internet and use of smartphones are associated with significant increases in commuting distance. These results
support the hypothesis of a digital technology gap, with passengers who have better access to the Internet on a
smartphone gaining an advantage in making the best use of their time while commuting, and being able to better
adjust their route based on real-time traffic information. The result of this paper shows that commuting behavior
changes as a result of ICT, based on the Beijing case. This suggests that the traditional transportation model
should be updated for the information era. The presentation ends with a discussion of the potential of combining
ICT with the high speed rail feeder tram system for improving commuting quality and making better urban
planning and transportation decisions based on enhanced information in the era of the Smart City.
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After a number of years’ of high-speed rail (HSR) development, many cities in China are now enjoying the
benefits of fast and efficient rail connections. Yet, the slower speeds associated with departing and approaching
high-speed rail stations reduces the potential benefits of travel with high speed rail. A proposed solution is to use
docking trams for on- and off-boarding between a feeder tram and a high speed train
(http://mashable.com/2011/06/23/nonstop-high-speed-trains/). It is critical that this HSR network includes the
most efficient linkages to existing and future local, regional and international inter-modality transportation
systems (Liu, Jie & Su, 2015). In addition to serving the high-speed train passengers, a well-planned spatial
arrangement of the feeder tram line and stations may serve to enhance the connections among multiple centers of
a metropolitan area. This presentation proposes an approach of integrating transportation corridor planning with
land use planning in the City of Wuqing, in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei mega-region (Jing-Jin-Ji) in northern
China. The HSR network is expected to provide essential transportation infrastructure for the economic and social
development of region.
The central theme of the study is that decisions on land use, transit lines, and transit stations can be coordinated in
developing a metropolitan development plan (Suzuki, Cervero, and Iuchi, 2013). To demonstrate this, the study
uses an integrated scenario-based resiliency planning support system (RPSS) as a tool to evaluate land use

changes resulting from the use of a feeder tram system. The analysis utilizes scenario generation, land use
simulation and resilience capacity evaluation to visualize and assess the influence of a HSR-driven urban
development on general resilience capacity. Based on the estimated changes in social, built and natural
environmental factors resulting from the feeder tram line and station development, a cellular-automata-Markov
Chain model is used to predict the future land use (Mitsova-Boneva, Shuster, and Wang, 2011). In the second
step, major population and employment areas (hot spots) will be identified based on the simulated land use. In
Step Three, a suitability analysis is conducted to delineate possible rail connections among the multiple city
clusters. In addition to the population/employment clusters, other factors to be considered in the suitability
analysis include status of the existing transit system, physical limitations, and promotion of green infrastructure.
Step Four consists of estimates of ridership on docking trams using a simplified forecasting model. At least two
scenarios will be developed and compared – with or without the feeder tram system. The product is a scenariobased planning support system to assist community leaders as well as the general public to participate in planning
process and decision making.
This study will provide the necessary initial justification for further study of integrating HSR network in
improving connections among employment/residential clusters outside the city center (Mo, Wang, and Shen
2015). Cities may take the opportunity provided by the rapid development of HSR to improve function and
efficiency. The results demonstrate the potential of the RPSS as a tool for evaluating more efficient HSR
passenger transfer systems, and the importance of integrating land use and transportation planning when
considering the role of high speed rail as part of the development of Chinese mega-regions.
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The research discusses experiential outcome in the application of crowd simulation technology to analyze the
pedestrian circulation in the high-speed rail train station to facilitate design and planning decisions. The
presentation describes how to connect Building Information Model (BIM) with agent based simulation (ABS) for
various design and planning applications. It describes the process of visualizing and representing pedestrian
movement, as well as the pathfinding and behavior study.
An ABS consists of numerous agents, which follow simple localized rules to interact within an environment,
thereby formulating a complex system. The concept of the ABS has been widely used computer science, biology
and social science, such as swarm intelligence, decentralized social networks simulation, and economic growth
modeling. The simulation consist of interacting rule-based agents which can create real-world-like complexity. In
terms of spatial modeling, agents can be defined as autonomous “physical or social” entities or objects that act

independently of one another (Batty 2007). As the basic element in a self-organizing system, the most popular
behavior of an agent is movement. “The agent-based system with motion behavior mechanisms can be influenced
by the other steering behaviors, at any moment; this is, to change the agent’s location and orientation” (Baharlou,
Menges 2013). Many research projects have been done to examine how agents “sense” the landscape and “walk”
through it, such as the study on shopping malls and pedestrian flows by Sehnaz Genai (Genai 2008), as well as the
migration pattern by Batty in the Sugarscape exploitation. The external rules also were used to evaluate the
purposive movement of agents in Clayton and Yan’s panic evacuation simulation (Clayton, Yan, 2013).
This paper describes research on using local interactions to generate passenger flow analysis. An ABS is used to
optimize the pedestrian flow and construct the micro-level complexity within a simulated environment. We focus
on how agent-driven emergent patterns can evolve during the simulation in response to the “hidden hand” of
macro-level goals. The research extends to the agents’ interactions driven by a set of rules and external forces.
Our research method includes data collection, quantitative analysis, and crowd simulation on several proposed
train stations and surrounding areas in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Metropolitan Region, China. By connecting highspeed rail with local public transport system, the new system is integrated into both Inter-city network and crossregional network. The new system is designed to promote the future development of and solve various planning
issues caused by over-concentrated population, employment, and public resource in the region. Through the
multi-agent simulation, we evaluate the traffic efficiency coefficient related to the run time in orbit, total travel
time, and public accessibility. We compared the proposed non-stop transfer system with the traditional centralized
transportation hub. Based on the result of ABS, we discussed whether the non-stop transfer system can improve
travel efficiency and passenger experience, as well as shortening transfer time, and reducing passenger walking
distance.
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Motivation: Reasonable classification of urban rail transit stations is of great significance to land use planning,
designing and ridership forecasting at station-level. Current classification methods are mostly based on qualitative
analysis or simple quantitative analysis using data collected manually (Kyung et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2015).
Exhaustive smart card data allow new approaches (Utsunomiya et al., 2006). The purpose of this study is to
develop and apply a method to classify metro stations into not only arbitrary types but also mixed types using
more detailed trip information of the stations. To this end, a quantitative metro stations classification method
based on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is proposed. This model can assign stations to a cluster by maximizing
the posterior probability using various features. Beijing is selected as a case and the method established is applied.
Clustering results are generated, analyzed and visualized with GIS approach.

Methodology: Methodology based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and GMM is developed in this work.
PCA is introduced to deal with the extremely large amount of data set. We can get many variables from card data
for each station, as many as 13 in this work. PCA can reduce the dimension of the data set to make it more
appropriate to be clustered. GMM is applied to generate more detailed classification. In GMM cluster analysis,
the appropriate number of clusters is decided based on a specified metric using cluster evaluation technique. A
station can be assigned to a cluster by maximizing the posterior probability that its variable set belongs to the
cluster. Thus, stations in each category generated by this method hold similar ridership characteristics.
Meanwhile, the posterior probabilities of a station belonging to all clusters can be determined, thus we can
identify mixed type of stations according to the probability structure. Combining Total Probability Formula and
Bayes Formula of probability theory, posterior probability of a station can be calculated.
The data set used in this paper derives from the AFC system of Beijing metro. Variables relevant to the boarding
or alighting patterns are extracted from smart card data. A total of 13 factors are derived from smart card data.
These parameters are reduced to two common factors with PCA for further clustering using GMM.
Results and conclusions: In this study, a quantitative measurement of classification of metro stations was
explored. It focuses on the characteristics of station ridership extracting from smart card data. The method can
make full use of the information mined from a large amount of smart card data, taking various trip patterns into
account. We clustered all the stations on Beijing Metro network and achieved reasonable results. The
classification generated demonstrate that once the variables such as one-trip-card usage, one-week temporal
ridership distribution were considered, more detailed station clustering can be determined. Five clusters were
determined and all the stations’ possibilities belong to each cluster are visualized. We can find that most of the
stations in suburban area were classified into the same category. In particular, we identified the mixed type
stations according to the probability structure, such as Guomao Station, serving both industrial area and local bus
interchange. By overlapping the results on GIS map, we can label the five clusters as low density residential
station, working area station, high density residential station, urban transport hub and inter-city transport hub or
tourism station according to their locations.
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Could electric bicycles be the next minivan? Electric bicycles (e-bikes) remain a novel transportation mode in the
United States. Studies show that e-bikes can reduce reliance on cars and support a healthy lifestyle (Dill & Rose,
2012; Langford, Cherry, Yoon, Worley, & Smith, 2013; Pierce, Nash, & Clouter, 2013; Popovich et al., 2014).
While some studies have identified e-bikes as potential transporters of children (Dill & Rose, 2012; Hiselius &
Svenssona, 2014; Rose, 2012), few studies have specifically asked if children are being carried (Fishman and
Cherry 2016). This study focuses on family users of electric bikes to learn how this mode could be a viable
substitute for the family car.

To date, most electric bicycle research has focused on China, as it remains the largest e-bike market (Fishman and
Cherry, 2016). Only a few of these studies shown that e-bikes are used to transport children in China (Weinert et
al., 2007a). Europe is the second largest market and is gaining in popularity. Some European countries, such as
Germany and Austria, see e-bikes as a sustainable transportation mode and also a way to improve mobility for
older cyclists (Wachotsch, Kolodziej, Specht, Kohlmeyer, & Petrikowski, 2014; Wolf & Seebauer, 2014). Despite
extensive research and increased use in Europe, none of these studies have considered the role electric bikes could
play in family travel or broached the subject in their surveys.
Overall, family travel behavior remains an understudied subject, particularly the impact children have on parents
and caretakers’ travel choices. Children’s influence on travel behavior remains unclear. On the one hand, research
has shown that the arrival of children spurs parents who bike to start driving cars and abandoning their bikes
(Heinen, van Wee, & Maat, 2009). On the other hand, studies also point out that this is not an inevitable path
(Chatterjee, Sherwin, & Jain, 2013; Lanzendorf, 2010). More research is needed to understand the relationship
between children and travel choice. The recent surge in electric bicycle sales also provides an opportunity to
understand how electric bicycles can alter family travel behavior. While electric bicycles are a sustainable
transportation mode, parents’ use of this mode will also serve to influence children’s future travel choices (Heinen
et al., 2009).
This study is a first step to understanding who family users are and what motivates them. I conducted in-depth,
semi-structured interviews of twenty San Francisco Bay Area family e-bicyclists. Questions included length of
ownership, reasons for choosing an electric bicycle, how it has been incorporated into their daily lives, and the
challenges or difficulties they faced.
Initial findings suggest that e-bikes are a viable alternative for cyclists with children; however, experience played
a strong roll as all participants were previously biking before they switched to electric. Children did have a major
influence on their decision, as the added weight encouraged parents to seek out alternative transportation.
Respondents view their bikes as a utilitarian object that makes their daily commute manageable.
Despite the benefits, they identified the following as major barriers: price, parking, others' misconceptions of ebikes, and storage. Recommendations to address these issues include providing subsidies to offset costs,
increasing parking infrastructure to accommodate diverse bicycle types, and disseminating more information on
electric bikes to overcome misconceptions as well as to provide parents/caretakers with an alternative to cars.
Findings from this research will be used to inform a larger national survey on electric bicycles that will include
questions targeting family users.
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The spatial mismatch hypothesis and excess commuting have been an important issue in urban planning,
transportation, and housing. Over the past several decades, we have witnessed the growth of the body of literature
on excess commuting including the analyses of excess commuting on worldwide metropolitan areas, comparative
analysis on excess commuting indices, and debates on a more appropriate estimation method of excess
commuting (Chowdhury et al., 2013; Kanaroglou et al., 2015). Furthermore, issues of measuring excess
commuting were raised in terms of the scale (zonal) effect, modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP), estimation of
the travel cost, and etc. Recently, studies have made attempts on capturing those effects, mostly focusing on the
scale effect and the estimation of travel cost. Applying Monte Carlo simulation that controls for MAUP, we
examine the changes of excess commuting from 2000 to 2010 in the 350 U.S. Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(MSAs).
Using the Linear Programming (LP) approach proposed by White (1988), we analyze not only the changes of
excess commuting, but also the relationships between job-housing mismatch and excess commuting. Our research
uses the 2000 and 2010 Census Transportation Planning Packages (CTPP) data, which provides the detailed
origin-destination flow of commuting. As a methodology, we adopt the Monte Carlo simulation proposed by Hu
& Wang (2015), which enables to compute excess commuting on the individual level. In terms of travel cost, we
consider both travel time and distance. Travel time is available from the CTPP data reported by each survey
respondent. Network-based travel distance can be calculated by ArcGIS. Lastly, we also consider demographic
and socioeconomic status of each resident (e.g., age, gender, income, education, race, etc) and the characteristics
of jobs.
The results of our study reveal the relationships between jobs-housing mismatch and excess commuting for U.S.
metropolitan areas. With recent CTPP data and advanced methods, this study contributes to academic issues of
urban form, spatial mismatch and commuting efficiency and suggests policy implications to reduce excess
commuting in the metropolitan areas.
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Transport has been a major contributor to the dramatic rise of carbon emissions worldwide. Approaches to
reducing carbon emissions from transport thus have received considerable attention. In addition to technology
innovations to improve the energy efficiency of vehicles and economic approaches to increase the cost of driving,

land use control policies that aim to reduce vehicle dependence by changing the built environment have been
widely considered an effective means to reduce transport emissions.
The amount of CO2 emissions generated from urban transport is determined by multiple factors, such as vehicle
usage, vehicle efficiency, and fuel type. The dramatic increase in vehicle usage, often measured in vehicle miles
travelled (VMT), is suggested to be one of the most important factors affecting transport. This has sparked
numerous studies into the influence of the built environment on VMT, especially in the context of global
warming. However, VMT is not equivalent to CO2 emissions due to the substantial heterogeneity in vehicle
emission levels. Ignoring the vehicle type effect might yield significant bias in transport CO2 emission studies. In
the meantime, existing research targeting directly on transport CO2 emissions tends to use an aggregate approach
to investigate the relationship between the built environment and transport energy consumption or emissions at
the neighborhood, city, or country levels. Such studies have provided useful insights into transport emission
reduction by revealing the general trends in the land use and transport interactions. However, statistical analyses
based on aggregate measures generally ignore the individual heterogeneity within a specific area and do not allow
for an exploration of the underlying mechanisms by which the built environment may influence individual
decisions.
Our study aims to fill these gaps by discerning the complex interactions among the various factors that could
influence individual transport emissions using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM). Specifically, our study
examines the effects of the built environment and socio-demographic characteristics on individual transport CO2
emissions through two mediate variables – vehicle usage and vehicle type choice. We find that new-urbanismtype built environment characteristics including high density, mixed land use, good connectivity, and easy access
to public transport systems help reduce transport CO2 emissions. Such mitigating effect is achieved largely
through the reduced VMT and is enhanced slightly through the more efficient vehicles owned by individuals
living in denser and more diverse neighborhoods, all else being equal. The SEM techniques allow researchers to
decompose the total effect of one variable on another into direct effect and indirect effect through other
intermediate variables. We find that by considering all the direct and indirect effects, the built environment has a
larger impact on VMT and a smaller impact on vehicle type choice compared to that of individual sociodemographic characteristics. Overall, the built environment affects transport emissions to a larger extent than that
of individual socioeconomic and demographic attributes.
Our research findings provide some new evidence to support the design of policies aiming to relieve transport
emissions.
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The Millennial generation, which comprises young adults who were born between the early 1980s and 2000, is
increasingly reported to prefer residential locations in cities, or denser suburban neighborhoods, own fewer cars
and make more non-motorized trips than older cohorts. Also, Millennials tend to postpone marriage, childbearing,
and homeownership, tend to pursue more high education and often struggle in positioning themselves in the job
market. What is less clear, to date, is what factors are behind these trends. Previous studies suggest that
millennials’ behaviors might be explained by either economic factors (and temporary struggles) or
cultural/attitudinal differences from previous generations. According to the “economy-centered” theories, it is
likely that millennials would move to lower-density auto-oriented suburban neighborhoods, once they pay back
their student loans, improve their economic conditions, and move on with their stages of life. In contrast, other
researchers have highlighted that the trends in declining auto use and increasing walking, biking and use of transit
of young adults predate the recent economic recession of several years, and therefore may be mainly attributable
to non-economic factors. Accordingly, the “culture-centered” theories predict that even when Millennials reached
economic stability, they would continue to make different decisions from the members of the previous
generations in terms of their residential location choices, and dependency on automobiles. Since these two
explanations provide policy implications in different directions, planners are seeking to understand better whether
Millennials’ urban resurgence will be transformative in the future.
The literature offers few clues about the future choices of Millennials: in particular, qualitative characteristics
such as attitudes and preferences are often attributed an important role in explaining millennials’ behavior.
Unfortunately, information about these variables is often missing in most travel surveys, including the National
Household Travel Survey (NHTS) data used in many studies. A relatively small number of academic papers
employed focus group interviews and data collected through in-depth surveys with questions on values,
perceptions, and preferences of Millennials on automobiles and driving. However, the samples in these papers are
often quite small, and not representative of the target population.
This study addresses these gaps in the literature by employing a rich set of sociodemographic, economic, and
attitude/preference data that was collected from 2,400 millennials and members of the previous Generation X in
California with a comprehensive online survey during fall 2015. A quota sampling approach was employed to
obtain enough cases from each region (including the less dense and rural areas) of California. For additional
information on the survey content and data collection efforts for this project, see Circella et al. (2015). This study
attempts to understand (1) the reasons for the “current” residence type and travel patterns, and (2) the aspiration
for the “future” residential location (neighborhood type) and expected levels of travel (by mode). We classify the
respondents’ residential location by major neighborhood types, and use factor- and cluster-analysis to classify
traveler types, e.g. habitual drivers vs. multimodal travelers, based on their frequency of use of various travel
modes for commute and non-commute purposes. We estimate a bivariate ordered probit model to investigate the
effects of individual and built environment characteristics on both the current residence type and travel patterns.
We conduct a similar analysis of the stated preferences for the future “desired” residence type and amount of
travel by mode. The study provides insights into the impact of individual attitudes and expected changes in living
arrangement (e.g. independence from parents’ home, graduation, a new job, marriage, and parenthood) on current
behaviors and future aspirations. The study will help understand how much of the current urban-oriented
preferences of millennials will survive as they age.
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Traffic delay and its mitigation represent an ongoing preoccupation of transportation professionals (Lomax et al.,
2015). Both transportation professionals and communities have frequently treated vehicular speed as an end in
itself, rather than as a byproduct of participation in the localized activities that people and firms value.
Conventional wisdom among planners and planning scholars, however, has begun to turn against this focus on
speed, emphasizing instead “access” to destinations as the more meaningful outcome.
This distinction between mobility and accessibility is important because travel speed is just one component of the
latter, with the other primary component being proximity to destinations. While higher travel speeds and a greater
density of nearby destinations can both contribute to greater accessibility, the two factors oftentimes work at cross
purposes. Areas that enjoy high travel speeds often exhibit low density and few nearby destinations, while dense
hubs of activity often feature clogged roadways and slow travel.
The potentially complex interplay between density and speed means that gaining a functional understanding of
accessibility is necessarily an empirical undertaking. Despite accessibility’s increasingly prominent status, its
empirical investigation is only just catching up to its theoretical importance. Empirical efforts have recently
included inter-regional comparisons of accessibility, examining region-level interactions among density, speed,
and access (Levine et al., 2012), as well as fine-grained neighborhood-level assessments of vehicular, transit, and
non-motorized accessibility (Shen, 2001; Levinson, 2013). Still, the interplay of speed and density at the
neighborhood level remains understudied. At this scale, an understanding of the relative influences of speed and
density in access to destinations can have the greatest implications for policy and planning, particularly as this
understanding relates to our treatment of traffic congestion. Assuming localized accessibility to be largely a
function of speed may lead us to inappropriately prioritize congestion reduction at the expense of more effective
land use considerations.
In this paper, we closely examine relationships among vehicle travel speed, job proximity, and job accessibility,
using travel demand modeling data, National Employment Time Series records, and population data at the
neighborhood level in both the greater Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay regions. With these data, we first
predict a standard measure of job accessibility in terms of a linear combination of speed and proximity variables,
demonstrating that differences in proximity generally account for a great deal more of the neighborhood-level
variance in accessibility than differences in peak-hour speeds. Building on this descriptive analysis, we then
examine the mechanistic effects that planning and policy decisions can have on access. Specifically, we apply a

set of structural equation models to our data, estimating the total effects of changes in neighborhood job proximity
on job accessibility both through direct effects and indirect effects routed via corresponding expected changes in
peak-hour travel speeds. These structural equation models also allow us to examine the comparable effects of
changes in local road capacity on accessibility, controlling for the local abundance of private vehicles.
Additionally, to assess the likely upper limit of expansions in auto infrastructure capacity in promoting greater
levels of access, we conduct a comparative analysis of accessibility levels under off-peak, largely free-flowing
traffic conditions. By comparing this latter accessibility measure to that derived using peak-hour travel speeds, we
estimate the greatest plausible effect that congestion mitigation might have on accessibility levels, framing this
figure in terms of the previously estimated proximity-based effect. The end result of these analyses is to provide
practitioners with a much clearer understanding of the relative effectiveness of different strategies to improve job
access, while also pointing toward a useful mode of analysis for potential land use and transportation
infrastructure decisions.
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Bike sharing are becoming increasingly popular in the United States with over 50 US cities operating bike sharing
or similar systems as of 2016. They can be used for short utility trips, recreational trips, or connecting transit
network to address the “last mile” problem. However, it is unclear how built environment and socioeconomic
characteristics affect the bike checkouts at different stations. This study aims to fulfill this research gap by
investigating the impacts of built environments and socioeconomic characteristics on bike checkouts in different
stations in four major Texas Cities (Austin, Fort Worth, Houston, and San Antonio). The results will help urban
planners and government officials evaluate the usage of existing bike sharing stations and better plan the future
sharing systems in different cities.
The bike stations locations and the weekly checkouts data for each station in 2015 were collected from the bike
sharing agencies in Austin, Fort Worth, Houston, and San Antonio, where each city has 45, 35, 28, and 53 bike
sharing stations, respectively. After obtained these information, these stations were geo-coded to GIS system and
four different service areas were created around each station. These service areas are defined as ¼ mile, ½ mile
airline buffer and ¼ mile, ½ mile network buffer. These distance thresholds, which will be used as the areas in
which the built environment and socioeconomic characteristics are measured, are based on empirical studies of
average walking/biking distance to bike and transit stations. Service areas of varying size and shape were used so
that researchers would be able to precisely differentiate the impact of different variables based on their proximity
to researched bike stations. Then built environment and socioeconomic variables were measured and obtained
around each station and within these four different buffers.

The statistical analysis included three different steps. First, correlation and chi-square analyses were used to
determine the relationship between built environment/socioeconomic variables and average weekly checkouts at
each bike sharing station in these four cities. Significant correlated variables were included in the following
analysis. Second, four separated multiple regression models (airline and network buffer model for ¼ mile and ½
mile respectively) were built for each city to quantify the impact of these variables on weekly bike checkouts in
each system. In total, sixteen regression models were built in this step. Third, researchers combined all the data
within the same type of buffer in these four cities and formed four pooled models as ¼ and ½ mile airline and
network buffer models.
The results showed that built environment (BE) variables had a similar but modest impact on bike checkouts in
these four cities regardless of the buffer type or size. BE variables measured in ½ mile buffer zones (airline and
network) better explained the bike checkouts at each station than those measured in ¼ mile buffer zones in all
cites except Fort Worth. The length of bike path and having a nearby park were significantly correlated with
checkouts in contrast to the negative impact of the sidewalk length and the number of intersection, regardless of
the buffer size or shape in all four cities.
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According to urban economics, metropolitan employment tends to concentrate in employment centers due to
various scale economies and other agglomeration economies. There are several empirical studies exploring the
emergence and growth of employment centers in large metropolitan areas, like Los Angeles (Small and Song
1994, Gordon and Richardson 1996, Giuliano and Small 1999, Giuliano et al. 2012), Chicago (McDonald and
McMillen 2000), Denver (Goetz 2013), Houston (Craig and Ng 2001), San Francisco (Cervero and Wu 1997),
and Cleveland (Bogart and Ferry 1999), etc. However, very few of them study the same area over time to identify
the determinants of center growth. There are even fewer, if any, that compare different regions on how their
employment centers grow or decay over several decades. This research aims to fill the gap in the empirical
literature by investigating the change of employment centers in the large US metropolitan areas for several
decades. It employs the 1990, 2000, and 2010 Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) data for largest
US metropolitan areas to test the factors suggested in the literature that are thought to affect the emergence and
growth of employment centers, including physical characteristics, industrial configuration, and accessibility or
location of the centers, etc. A revised two-stage minimum cutoff point approach is utilized to identify
employment centers. A step-wise regression method is adopted to find the major contributors to the change of
employment centers. Based on the results for the top 10 US metropolitan areas between 1990 and 2010, it is

possible to identify trends that describe change among employment centers and also better understand the major
factors associated with the change. The findings should be valuable for urban planners and policy makers as they
try to better understand trends and allocate resources wisely.
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Introduction: Over the course of the 20th century, Americans’ life expectancies increased by three decades. With
retirement rates projected to plateau for this generational cohort in 2020, and not expected to subside until 2033,
important aspects of housing, healthcare and social services are undergoing major changes. Research has shown
that communities supporting active lifestyles and transportation can promote greater health, mobility and
wellbeing for their residents — issues of particular importance for older adults (Fishman, Schepers, & Kamphuis,
2015; Garrard, Rissel & Bauman, 2012). Bicycling has been identified as an underutilized means of active travel
and recreation that could help achieve these outcomes (Garrard, Rissel & Bauman, 2012). But among many
communities of older adults, environmental, cultural and physiological barriers against bicycling may prevent
these benefits from being realized.
Context: This research documents the existing environment for bicycling in The Villages, Florida, America’s
largest retirement community and fastest growing city. Additionally, it provides an overview of the origins and
structures of master-planned retirement communities and documents planning processes that can encourage
greater degrees of active recreation, transportation, road safety and mobility in those areas.
Methodology: Following consultations with a core group of recreational bicyclists currently seeking “gold”
certification for The Villages from the League of American Bicyclists’ (LAB) – whose Bicycle Friendly
Community program recognizes achievements in education, engineering, enforcement, encouragement and
evaluation — and an extensive literature review, an online survey was distributed to members of the community’s
major bicycling clubs. Respondents (n = 330, 55 – 86 years, M = 68, 95% CI) answered a series of questions
indicating riding preferences, habits, perceptions of safety, and crash prevalence, perceived causes of crashes and
perceived fault of crashes. Additionally, GIS crash data was obtained from the Florida Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles (DHSMV) to compare the incidence of self-reported crashes to the number of
documented crashes.
Results: Significant findings of the survey of bicycle club members include: 47% of respondents reported they
often rode with other cyclists, while 25% reported always riding with others; fitness was the most frequently cited
reason for riding, but 28% of respondents reported having been involved in one or more crashes. The majority of

these crashes involved other road users (user error/distraction was reported as the most common cause of crashes).
Feelings of safety were reported to be highest on neighborhood streets and lowest on multi-lane roads, with
women respondents (n = 87) reporting significantly diminished feelings of safety on the latter type. The Florida
DHSMV reported no bicycle crashes in the area from 2011 – 2015 despite the relatively high number of selfreported crashes (n = 169), crashes involving motor vehicles or golf carts (n = 47), and sustained injuries
requiring medical attention (n = 49).
Relevance to Planning Practice: While the proprietary nature and public participatory process in The Villages may
differ from many communities, its social and demographic homogeneity lend unique opportunities and insights
into the roles of bicycling among an aging population. The second phase of the research, currently underway,
seeks to obtain similarly robust survey results from the wider community of residents in The Villages (the most
recent American Community Survey estimates the population at 114,350 residents). With these surveys, it is
hoped to identify the total number of bicycle owners in The Villages, gauge attitudes towards bicycling and
bicyclists, and understand levels of traffic law and safety awareness. Taken together, the survey results and
research findings will inform the preparation of The Villages’ bicycle master plan. The research can also inform
our understanding of the challenges of encouraging bicycling as a form of recreation and utilitarian travel for an
aging population.
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Introduction
Social relations play important roles in our emotional and economic wellbeing. Nurturing these relationships
requires allocating time for traveling and engaging with others. In this study we look at individuals who have a
mobility barrier and how that impacts their social life. The study will use a 2013 time use data on Disability and
Use of Time (DUST), a supplementary data set to the Panel Study of Income Dynamics. The data focuses on
couples in the PSID who were 50 or older at the time of the survey. We investigate the patterns of social
engagement (time allotted, frequency, as well as whom they meet often (e.g. family vs. others), etc.) for sampled
households and how that is shaped both by disability type and the mobility options available to respondents. We
then investigate the policy and programmatic interventions that can be used to address any impacts. Below we
provide a brief background, description of the data and methodology, and the potential implications.
Background
Mobility is critical for cultivating social ties as well as creating the opportunities to form new relations and

acquaintances. A growing number of studies are looking at the connections between social networks and travel
(e.g. (Larsen et al., 2006; Urry, 2003)). Limited mobility may affect the size of ones social network, the strengths
of relationships, as well as the variety of members in the network. Some research has shown that the size of the
social network may have an impact on the physical functioning of elderly persons (Unger et al., 1999). Others
have argued that those with a variety of casual contacts tend to be better informed about health (Erickson, 2003) .
Understanding the role of mobility in shaping the network then is critical to enable us to identify how it may
impact those with mobility disadvantages and indicate the strategies to overcome them. In this study, we
particularly look at how mobility disadvantage may impact face-to-face meetings by studying the meeting
attributes and the social relations that are reported in these instances while controlling for the mobility constraints
and the disability experienced by reporting individuals.
Data and methodology
The data for this study comes from the 2013 Disability and Use of Time (DUST) data from the University of
Michigan. The respondents are 50 years old or above at the survey time with different levels of physical
disabilities. The DUST data contains information about activity time use over a 24-hour period. We focus on the
time allocation for face-to-face social meetings and socializing. The data provide additional information about
people's physical conditions that can be a measure of the disability as well as mobility constraints. The analysis
contains two main parts: an examination of the factors influencing people's decisions to engage in face-to-face
social meetings and an analysis of the network members (the type of relations) they engage with. In both cases,
our aim is to understand the impact of level of disability or mobility constraint on the decision to engage in a
meeting as well as whom the respondents meet most. The methodology will mirror that of earlier work by
(Yamamoto and Kitamura, 1999) on time apportionment for different discretionary activities.
Implication
The study aims to contribute to the growing body of research on the interdependencies between travel behavior
and social networks. The analysis may also shed light on how communications technologies may be playing
competing or complementary roles in socializing. Based on the results of the analysis, it could also inform
policies that may be able to address impacts that mobility disadvantages may have on people's social networks.
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Urban multiuse trails serve as the backbones of non-motorized transportation networks in many metropolitan
areas across the United States. These trails provide opportunities for recreation and utilitarian travel, increase

access to important destinations, and serve other public purposes such as economic development. Federal, state,
and local transportation and recreation agencies, private foundations, and nonprofit organizations have invested
billions of dollars in multiuse urban trails over the past thirty years. Trail managers and advocates need
information about factors that affect travel demand of trails to manage these trails effectively. In response to this
need, the literature on monitoring and modeling urban trail demand is growing rapidly. From the modeling
perspective, studies split into two main categories: (1) choice-based models and (2) count-based models. The
former typically uses the information of surveys or travel-behavior inventories, while the latter is based on
volume counts gathered in urban trail sites. Variables that have been shown to affect urban trail demand can be
divided into five categories: (1) socioeconomic, (2) built environment, (3) trail facilities, (4) weather, and (5)
temporal. The majority of studies to date have focused on samples of individuals or traffic counts from a single
facility, city, or region; few studies have explored how non-motorized travel demand varies at the national level.
Many studies of trail demand have also focused on mixed mode counts. Comparatively, little is known about
factors that contribute to differences in travel patterns between bicyclists and pedestrians on the same types of
facilities.
Our contribution to this literature is twofold: (1) We report trail traffic demand results for 33 monitoring stations
on multiuse trails in 14 cities in the United States. The monitoring stations are located in each of general climate
regions and zones classified by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the U.S. Department of
Energy. The monitoring results include estimates of annual average daily bicyclists (AADB) and annual average
daily pedestrians (AADP) for the period, January 1, 2014 through January 30, 2016. (2) We develop negative
binomial models to examine travel demand of walking, biking, and mixed modes. Our models summarize the
effects of variation in annual average weather conditions (e.g. temperature, precipitation, wind speed, and dew
point) and built environment variables at the block level (e.g. diversity, density, design, and accessibility) on
AADB and AADP. We compare regional elasticities of each variable for both bicyclists and pedestrians. Our site
monitoring shows the AADB fluctuates between 43.1 and 2335.0, and the AADP ranges from 29.7 to 1177.5 over
regions. Our modeling results show that bicyclists and pedestrians respond differently to variations in weather and
built environment variables on the same trails. These variations also vary regionally. Transportation planners can
use these models not only to assess pedestrian and bicyclists demand, but the effects of weather and built
environment characteristics on urban trail traffic throughout the United States. Further, local managers can use the
trail-specific models to estimate volumes for these trail segments when the automated monitors fail to operate.
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Over the course of the 2015-2016 academic year, the authors have taken a comprehensive and multi-tiered
evaluation of the bicycle infrastructure at the University of Texas at Austin in order to develop a campus plan to
address current and future issues in pursuit of the University sustainability goals. The goal of this research is to
help the University convert automobile drivers to bike riders. With the 2012 Parking and Transportation Services
(PTS) Modal Survey stating that the cycling/skateboarding mode share was only 12%, there is much room for
improvement. This project has analyzed the existing campus bicycle environment and bicycle usage with a threephase approach.
First, the researchers inventoried current bicycle support infrastructure on campus, including, but not limited to:
bike lanes, bike racks, bike lockers, showers, and campus-adjacent City of Austin provisions serving the UT
Austin community. In addition, the authors analyzed University data concerning shuttle usage, parking pass
purchases, and other relevant available data from PTS in order to identify the campus population to be targeted in
future phases. This inventory was mapped using GIS to establish the University’s baseline bicycle framework,
which provided detailed insight about existing bicycle infrastructure on campus. The built environments around
existing bicycle infrastructures were measured through GIS.
Second, the researchers collected campus bicycle usage data through multiple channels. Two smartphone apps
(Strava and Ride Report) were employed to collect bicycle usage data from current and past bicycle users from
the whole university. Riding data of eight hundreds bicyclers were collected during the eight months period.
Further, two online bicycle usage surveys were distributed to the whole university in 2015 Fall and 2016 Spring
semester, respectively. The average response rates were 25%. The researchers also initiated data collection in a
few distinct areas using in-person surveys, bicycle tube counters, and old-fashioned manual counting. These data
provided greater clarity for the true inclinations of bicyclists and helping our evaluations of current and desired
infrastructure.
Third, statistical analyses were used to understand the relationship between existing bicycle infrastructure and
bicycle usage on campus. Overall, the researchers identified the following key issues including: a) the spatial
mismatch between current infrastructure and actual usage, b) dangerous, missing or faulty areas of bicycle
infrastructure and traffic patterns, c) specific measures for attracting and retaining bike commuters, and d) areas
for smart expansion of bicycle facilities (i.e. showers, lockers) and infrastructure (i.e. lanes, way-finding). The
findings will benefit similar universities or large communities with sustainability goals and provide possible
solutions on how to convert car drivers to bike commuters and increase the bicycle transportation on campus.
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This study evaluates the effectiveness of California’s Sustainable Communities Act (SB 375) and the Oregon
Sustainable Transportation Initiative (SB 1059). The statutes are the first statewide measures in the United States
that attempt to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from automobiles using the transportation-planning

process. Both states require metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) and the municipalities that comprise
them to produce development scenarios that reduce per capita GHG emissions from private automobiles. The
emissions-reductions targets for each metropolitan region are determined through negotiation with state agencies
and are updated periodically. We assess how these pioneering laws have changed the attention paid to climate
change mitigation by looking at differences in long-range regional transportation plans (RTPs) produced before
regional emissions-reduction targets were set and RTPs produced after. This analysis shows whether the laws
have affected planning processes, and provides a glimpse at how likely they will be to influence future
development patterns.
Previous research (Berke & French, 1994; Hoch, 2007) categorizes laws like these as state planning mandates
because they require local-level governments to incorporate state-specified goals into their plans. Empirical
studies (Bedsworth & Hanak, 2013; Brody & Highfield, 2005; Dalton & Burby, 1994) suggest that the structure
of state planning mandates – particularly the way their “carrots” and “sticks” encourage full adoption of the
mandate’s goals and objectives or allow for just minimal compliance – are key to their success in changing
development patterns. This is because greater planner commitment tends to result in higher quality local plans and
better plan implementation.
We employ content analysis to evaluate SB 375 and SB 1059’s influence on RTPs produced by 24 MPOs in
California and Oregon. RTPs are federally mandated documents that plan improvements to regional transportation
infrastructure, typically over a 20-year period. We compare RTPs produced before the introduction of regional
emissions-reduction targets for each state’s metropolitan regions to RTPs produced afterward. A team of coders
rated each plan’s focus on climate change by examining how frequently words representing key analytical
constructs appear in each RTP and assessing their context. We also assess how MPO spending on transportation
infrastructure and levels of state aid to MPOs have changed over the two periods. The result is a score for each
RTP that represents its focus on reducing GHG emissions that cause climate change.
Comparing content-analysis scores for RTPs approved before and after the planning mandates took effect allows
us to assess how the plans have changed due to the laws. For instance, some MPOs produced RTPs that showed a
strong focus on climate-change mitigation both before and after state agencies set emissions-reduction targets for
their region. Others shift from a weak focus to a strong focus, while still others maintain a weak focus in both
periods. Identifying which RTPs fall into which category shows where the laws are having the intended effect and
sheds light on how the laws’ carrots and sticks influence decision-making at MPOs. Regression models using the
scores as the dependent variable also reveal what characteristics of metropolitan areas are associated with RTP
score deltas in each category (i.e., strong to strong, weak to strong, and weak to weak).
On a policy level, evaluating the degree to which state planning mandates in California and Oregon have changed
local planning documents and practices is the best available indicator of how they will influence development
patterns in the future. Furthermore, tracing how the mandates affect decisions made by local planners informs the
suitability of California’s SB 375 and Oregon’s SB 1059 to serve as a model for policy in other states, or at the
national or international scale.
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Searching for parking, colloquially known as cruising, has been a concern almost since the beginning of
automobile mass production. Excess vehicle travel from drivers searching for a space implies additional
congestion, air pollution, time wasted, and driver frustration (Shoup 2005).
The extent of cruising, however, remains unclear. Several attempts have been made to quantify how much
cruising takes place, and how much it contributes to vehicle travel, congestion and air pollution (e.g. King 2010).
Such research, understandably, has been conducted in the locations where cruising is known to be an issue.
Unfortunately, results are then extrapolated across wide regions. For example, it is often taken on faith that 30%
of urban traffic comes from cars hunting for parking spaces (for a critical discussion, see Barter 2013).
Moreover, policy solutions to reduce cruising may need to take into account the underlying reasons why drivers
cruise, and the spatial and temporal patterns. In San Francisco, for example, meter prices have been adjusted
based on demand, with the aim of improving parking availability and reducing cruising. But recent analysis
suggests that there was very little cruising on metered blocks to begin with, and cruising may be primarily a
problem after meters are turned off in the evening, and on residential, unmetered streets (Millard-Ball et al. 2014).
In this paper, we use the case study of San Francisco to examine the incidence and spatial patterns of cruising for
parking. We ask (i) what proportion of trips involve cruising for parking, and how that varies over time and space;
and (ii) how much excess vehicle travel can be attributable to cruising. We also analyze how cruising varies with
parking availability and price. For example, does the availability of off-street parking limit the amount of cruising,
with drivers abandoning their search for a curb space after a period of time?
We measure cruising as the ratio between actual distance and shortest-path network distance, for the last 400m of
a vehicle trip. If a driver takes the most direct route to their parking location, no cruising is involved. The more
circuitous the path, the more likely cruising is to occur. Our primary data source is a large sample of 173,000 GPS
traces for four months in 2013 and 2014, which we obtain from a commercial provider. We process the traces in a
spatial database, apply our cruising algorithm, and calculate covariates such as whether the trip ended at a parking
meter, another on-street space, or off-street.
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Urban sprawl exacerbates a host of social and environmental problems, from climate change to obesity. At the
heart of these relationships is the way dispersed land-use patterns promote the use of the private car, through
increasing travel distances and making transit, walking and cycling unattractive or infeasible.
Sprawl has been studied extensively in single countries, predominantly in North America and Europe (e.g.
Burchfield et al., 2006; Hamidi & Ewing 2014). Cross-national or global comparative work, however, is rare. The
few studies that exist usually employ remote sensing data to infer the extent or density of urban areas (e.g. Seto et
al., 2011). But these measures of urbanization do not necessarily capture the reach of sprawl. Large cities, for
example, are not necessarily sprawling. Moreover, global studies are often limited to a small sample of cities. In
short, it is still far from clear whether the conclusions from studies in the West generalize to the rest of the world.
This paper quantitatively characterizes one dimension of sprawl - which we call street-network sprawl - at the
most disaggregated scale possible, for most of the globe. We ask: What are the cross-national patterns of streetnetwork sprawl? Is it primarily a U.S. phenomenon? To what extent does street-network sprawl also occur in fastgrowing cities in Asia and Latin America? What is the relationship between street-network sprawl and other
measures of urban form, such as density, in different parts of the world? We focus on describing spatial patterns
and analyzing spatial associations, and defer causal implications to future work. However, we draw some
qualitative conclusions about the nature of the relationships between sprawl, demographics, and energy and
greenhouse gas emissions.
We measure sprawl as street-network connectivity, with our primary metric being the nodal degree (number of
connected legs) of each intersection. A deadend has nodal degree one, while a four-way intersection has nodal
degree four. Such street connectivity measures are well established as a valid measure of sprawl in the urban
planning literature (e.g. Marshall & Garrick 2010). In contrast to alternative metrics of sprawl, such as the
contiguousness or extent of an urban area, our measures make no restrictive assumptions about the size and shape
of cities, such as monocentricity, and can be computed at any geographic scale.
The underlying data source is OpenStreetMap (OSM), a crowd-source geospatial data source that is sometimes
described as the "Wikipedia of maps." A key part of the paper, therefore, is to assess the completeness of the data
source, through a visual comparison with satellite imagery. Our preliminary results show that for most of the
globe, OSM has a street network that is more than 95% complete. In some places, OSM is more comprehensive
than proprietary sources such as Google Maps. Our algorithm to measure street-network sprawl ingests the
underlying OSM data, and computes nodal degree and other connectivity measures at the level of the street
intersection.
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Subjective Well-being (SWB) has received significant attention across disciplines including psychology, public
health, and economics given its social, health, and economic benefits (Diener, 2009). However, its importance in
planning remains largely unexplored as geographic and spatial concerns, specifically at finer-grained levels of
disaggregation, have not received much attention. Studies looking at SWB and geography typically focus on
countries as a unit of analysis (e.g., Gallup World Poll, Happy Planet Index, etc.). Limited research exists as
spatial disaggregation moves from the national level to the city level (Brereton et.al, 2008). Given the growing
recognition of the importance of SWB, this poses a particular problem for planners who typically design and
intervene at smaller geographical scales. How do we as planners promote SWB?
Existing SWB studies have focused on a number of factors contributing to SWB including economic conditions,
education, health and nutrition, demographic variables, etc. While urban infrastructure has been identified as a
contributing factor, it remains predominantly unexplored. Anecdotal evidence does suggest that various
dimensions of infrastructure such as the quality of living areas, housing conditions, and quality of services impact
SWB (EQS, 2011). However, these claims have not been tested. This study is aimed at bridging this knowledge
gap by exploring the role of infrastructure in determining SWB of urban residents. Using in-depth interviews we
contribute to planning literature by examining (1) if SWB varies across urban neighborhoods with different levels
of infrastructure, and (2) the infrastructure priorities for residents in these neighborhoods.
The study team conducted 60 interviews in Delhi, India between December 2015 and January 2016. Based on
infrastructure provision and neighborhood characteristics the study was conducted in four neighborhoods
classified as, high, middle, low and very-low infrastructure neighborhoods. Fifteen in-depth interviews were
conducted in each neighborhood. The study incorporated two cognitive SWB measures, the Cantril Ladder and
the Satisfaction With Life Scale (Diener,2009) and one affective measure, the Consumption Emotions Set
(Richins,1997). Respondents were asked to discuss their responses in detail to gain a deeper insight into what
factors, conditions and events impact their SWB. Questions relating to infrastructure at the respondent’s home,
neighborhood, and city were discussed where access, importance and associated emotions were reported.
Examples of infrastructure components discussed include, electricity, food supply, water, housing conditions,
sewage, sanitation, transportation, safety, educational facilities, government facilities, medical facilities,
community facilities, parks/recreational facilities, greenspace, etc.
While this study is ongoing, preliminary findings from the study show limited differences across neighborhoods
in cognitive SWB measures as factors impacting them were mostly family or work-related (income, success at
work, health, child’s wedding, etc.). High priority city-level issues associated with negative emotions were
consistent across neighborhoods and included overpopulation, congestion and air pollution. Infrastructure
priorities across neighborhoods was found to vary. In the lower infrastructure neighborhoods, almost all
respondents prioritized and associated negative emotions with a lack of availability and access to education,
parks, greenery, community facilities and financial institutions. Respondents in the higher and middle
infrastructure neighborhoods had comparatively more positive emotions related to infrastructure. However, in
these neighborhoods negative emotions were associated with the quality of neighborhood infrastructure such as
streets and garbage disposal. At home, the emotions associated with infrastructure were generally positive.
Despite lower access and quality of infrastructure such as water supply, electricity, and garbage disposal in low
and very-low infrastructure neighborhoods, residents were found to have developed methods of self-provision
such as shared submersible wells, private garbage disposal, etc.
Through this exploratory study on infrastructure and its impact on SWB, we hope to start a conversation on how
policymakers/researchers can study and formulate successful interventions to promote SWB for urban residents
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In this paper, we investigate the characteristics and explanatory factors associated with intra-metropolitan
variation in highway and arterial system performance. Measuring multi-modal system performance and analyzing
performance variation is important for improving both day-to-day operations and long-term planning, and for
supporting integrated system management (Shaw, 2003). Although there is a large literature on traffic
performance measurement (e.g. Pratt and Lomax, 1996), mainly for highways, measures are highly aggregated in
space and time (e.g. National Transportation Statistics, TTI Annual Urban Mobility Scorecards, etc.), and there is
no organized framework or comprehensive set of measures for performance assessment that can meet the full
range of uses or satisfy the full range of audiences (Margiotta et al., 2006).
Integration of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) across modes and agencies provides new opportunities for
urban transportation planning, operations and management. The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority sponsored RIITS (Regional Integration of Intelligent Transportation Systems; see riits.net) network is a
unique initiative that supports real-time information exchange between highway, arterial, transit and emergency
service agencies across the Los Angeles region. The network facilitates real-time system management and traveler
information services.
We have designed and implemented a scalable, queryable comprehensive historical archive (Archived Data
Management System) of real-time data from the RIITS system, and demonstrated its benefits for regional/subregional multi-modal system performance monitoring and analysis (Giuliano et al., 2014), and impact assessment
of new investments and policies (Giuliano et al., 2015). The archive has few parallels in the US in terms of
variety, granularity, and database architecture.
This study applies and extends the regional monitoring framework for examining intra-metropolitan variation in
highway and arterial system performance across highly granular units of space and time. We use Los Angeles
County as the study region, 2014 as the test year, and traffic speed, flow and buffer index as test performance
measures.
We first investigate the extent of performance variation across functionally comparable roadway sections, across
various times of day/days of week/time periods of the year. This helps identify which groups of roadway sections
have relatively higher within-variability in performance, and when (or under what conditions) such variability is
high. Differences in variability across groups is also analyzed.
Second, we analyze characteristics and causes of intra-group performance variation. Although we use a large set
of fixed (time-invariant) attributes for identifying similar roadway sections and group assignment, there are other
deterministic (expected) and stochastic (random) factors that do not affect all sections within a group equally at a

given time. We therefore examine systematic differences across locations such as proximity to employment
centers, population density, merger of two or more freeways, distance between on/off ramps, roadway geometry
and surface conditions, etc. that contribute to performance variation among otherwise similar roadway sections.
We also examine idiosyncratic variation within a group – e.g. due to accidents, incidents and events, or even
random/unpredictable fluctuations in demand. We perform a series of statistical tests to analyze and identify
factors that contribute to variations, at various times of day/days of week/time periods of the year. This analysis
helps determine problem sections that perform significantly below than their group (or even sub-group) averages,
and issues that cause problems.
Finally, we consider how our results could be used to improve system performance across modes, locations, and
times. We expect that our research and recommendations will lead to implementation of practical cost-effective
strategies that system managers can adopt to increase throughput, minimize delays, and improve travel time
reliability in Los Angeles and beyond.
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According to Statistics Canada, half of the Canadian population is comprised of women, and 61% of women 15
years and over participate in the labor force. Commutes have changed over the decades and researchers discuss
specific locational and cohort variability, suggesting that using commute time to discuss gender-specific
transportation policies may not be appropriate. Additionally, scholars studying family and gender show that
women tend to spend more time in both work and non-work activities, particularly in family maintenance tasks.
We hypothesize that with the shrinking time budgets Canadian women face, this large group’s ability to choose
sustainable and healthy means of travel such as transit, bicycling and walking is negatively impacted. We ask two
interrelated questions in this study: Do men and women have different time budgets for maintenance, leisure,
work, and travel? Are employed women’s time constraints influencing their travel behavior and mode choices?
We used a mix-methods approach to answer these questions. In the first phase, we asked employed men and
women working at the City of Edmonton (public sector) and a large consulting firm (private sector) to fill out a
48-hour time diary that also included socio-economic questions. We relied on focus groups to gain an
understanding of how gender, and to a lesser extent income and corporate culture, influenced the relationship

between time and transportation. We analyzed this data using a coding methodology during which we drew key
themes from participant responses in order to identify recurring topics, concerns, and considerations. In the
second phase, we rely on the 2010 General Social Survey, which focuses on time use of Canadians. Using the
findings from the focus groups and the time diaries to gain insights, we run regressions on two variables of
interest in the General Social Survey data — general travel mode and travel time.
Initial findings suggest that gender roles are not the main determinant of time constraints, and are not a major
factor in mode choice, although gender does seem to influence mode choice in subtle ways. Men appear more
likely to walk and bus than women, while women seem more likely to drive than men. Although focus group
participants were generally open to public transit and active transportation for commuting to and from work, the
majority of participants relied largely on a private vehicle for the majority of trips in the evenings and on
weekends. Participants with children, younger children in particular, seemed more likely to feel constrained for
time. Those with children also mentioned that the nature of destinations that they travelled to with children, such
as athletic activities, or even the fact that they were travelling with children at all made them more dependent on
private vehicles than they had been in the past or would like to be.
Policy makers at various levels of government make claims about equality that are largely constructed around
income, race (aboriginal rights), age (especially for seniors), immigrant status, and recently LGBTQ rights. This
has translated to specific policies for transportation providers, particularly transit agencies, in the form of off-peak
ridership programs for seniors or subsidized trips for low-income riders and immigrants. Many agencies focus on
women’s concerns with safety on (and off) transit, and spend resources towards better security and marketing
campaigns. Yet there is lack of understanding at the level of disaggregate choices women make, given their time
poverty. Our mixed-methods approach aims to add new insights to the question of time budgets and travel
choices. The need for vehicle ownership, short trip making and trip-chaining behavior are highlighted in this
paper, with implications for investments in specific programs and strategies.
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Communities throughout the United States are taking actions to reduce reliance on private automobiles and realize
the economic, environmental, equity, and personal health benefits of pedestrian, bicycle, and public transit modes.
These actions include multimodal transportation projects, travel demand management programs, and land use

planning. Impacts of these strategies vary by neighborhood, so it is important for planners to have tools to
estimate future walking, bicycling, and transit levels at this detailed geographic scale.
However, such tools are unavailable to most planners. On one hand, many regional travel models do not consider
pedestrian or bicycle travel (Singleton and Clifton 2013). On the other, most pedestrian and bicycle models do not
include transit or automobile modes (Buehler and Pucher 2012; Strauss and Miranda-Moreno 2012; Clifton et al.
2015; Hankey and Lindsey 2016). Further limitations are hard-to-gather data inputs, insufficient validation,
specialized software requirements, or being created in one specific metropolitan region or state, limiting
transferability to other communities. Therefore, there is a need for practice-ready mode share models that are
based on data available data throughout the United States.
This paper asks: is it possible to develop a reasonably-accurate neighborhood commute mode share model using
data that are available nationally? We gathered neighborhood-level transportation data for the entire United States
from the American Community Survey (ACS) 2009-2013 five-year estimates. Workers who respond to the ACS
report their most common means of transportation to work in the previous week, and these data are summarized
for approximately 73,000 neighborhood-sized census tracts. Therefore, our model applies specifically to work
commuting.
Our model is designed to estimate the share of workers who commute using the following modes: automobile,
walk, bicycle, and public transit. People who work from home (4.3% of all US workers) or commute by other
modes (0.86%) are excluded. Since ACS data are aggregated at the census tract level, they provide the proportion
of workers in each tract who commute by each mode. These proportions are estimated by the fractional
multinomial logit (FML) model (Papke and Wooldridge 1996), which has a structure similar to a standard
multinomial logit model, but it is applied to aggregated data and the dependent variable proportions are
constrained to sum to one.
We gathered than 20 nationally-available variables from the ACS, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics,
and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration datasets to consider during the modeling process. The
final model, based on 5,000 randomly-selected, non-adjacent tracts, found higher levels of walk commuting in
neighborhoods with higher population and employment densities, lower median incomes, fewer cold-weather
days, higher proportions of houses built before 1940, and more residents who were below age 65, in college,
White, unemployed, renters, and born in a different state or country. Walking was also positively associated with
being in a Northeastern state. Bicycling was associated with similar factors, though age, income, and
unemployment were not significant. Further, bicycling was positively associated with being in a West Coast state.
Transit commuting was associated with similar neighborhood environment characteristics as walking and
bicycling, but had several contrasting socioeconomic characteristics. While transit was more common in tracts
with a higher percentage of residents who were in college, renting, and unemployed, it was also more common in
tracts with more non-White residents and tracts with higher median incomes. Transit commuting was positively
associated with Northeastern states. Validation of the model using 1,000 census tracts showed promise for
practice, but the model could be improved with better neighborhood environment variables that are not currently
available at the national level, such as roadway design characteristics and pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities.
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Batavia, the colonial capital of the Dutch East Indies in the first half of the 20th century, was a small urban area of
approximately 150,000 residents. In the second half of the 20th century, Batavia became Jakarta, the capital of
independent Indonesia. Today, Jakarta is a megacity of 28 million residents and is the largest and one of the most
dynamic metropolitan areas in Southeast Asia; it is also beset with most of the urban problems experienced
throughout the region. The increasing intensity of annual flooding is a major concern that has plagued Jakarta
over the past two decades. In 2007, the worst floods in memory inundated about 70 percent of the city, killing at
least 57 people and causing about 340,000 to flee their homes. The estimated annual damage due to flooding in
Jakarta is approximately USD 321 million (Budiyono et al 2015).
Jakarta’s geographic location makes it prone to flooding: the city lies in a lowland area through which 13 rivers
flow; as a lowland area, high tides in the coastal area have also generated floods (Marfai et al 2015). In the last
few decades, industrial estates and new towns have proliferated in the peripheries of Jakarta and many of them
have converted water catchment areas, green areas and wetlands. Such land conversions have affected the severity
of flooding in Jakarta.
Flooding has had critical impact on the infrastructure and population of Jakarta. In 2008, floods inundated most
parts of Jakarta including the Sedyatmo toll road; and nearly 1,000 flights in the Jakarta International Airport
were delayed or diverted while 259 were cancelled. In 2012, floods submerged hundreds of homes along major
Jakarta waterways, including the Ciliwung, Angke and Krukut rivers, and displaced 2,430 people. In January
2013, many parts of Jakarta were inundated following heavy rain; and, as reported by the National Disaster
Mitigation Agency, the ensuing floods killed at least 20 people and sent at least 33,502 fleeing their homes.
In the aftermath of these annual floods, the government normally attempts to dredge the rivers and release
floodwater as quickly as possible into the sea via the East Flood Canal. Construction of the East Flood Canal
began in the aftermath of major floods in 2002, and reached the sea in December 2009 after very slow progress
due to the complicated land acquisitions. The government also pursued implementation of flood management
infrastructure such as the Jakarta Urgent Flood Mitigation Project/Jakarta Emergency Dredging Initiative
(JUFMP/JEDI) and initiated a program to improve discharge and retention capacity of streams and floodplains
(Padawangi and Douglass 2015). Yet, despite these efforts to alleviate flooding, the severity of flooding in many
parts of Jakarta has not decreased.
Recent flood management approaches recognize the importance of community-based coping capacities and
adaptation strategies. Thus far, government responses to flooding in Jakarta have lacked public participation,
particularly in land acquisition and environmental management. Despite democratization and decentralization
measures that began after 1999, no inclusive government or community empowerment has been developed in
Jakarta’s neighborhoods (Voorst 2016). Most flood mitigation activities in Jakarta have been pursued with lack of
public participation particularly in land acquisition and environmental management.
This paper discusses the extent to which rapid urbanization in Jakarta and its peripheries has contributed to the
annual flooding and how the various flood management infrastructure developments have not addressed flooding
in Jakarta. Annual flooding in the last two decades are documented. The urbanization and suburbanization in the
megacity of Jakarta are discussed and all efforts of mitigating the annual flooding including the participation of
affected residents of Jakarta are also critically analyzed.
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As one of the largest rivers in the world, the Mekong supports high rates of biodiversity, a wide range of
important ecosystem services, and a dynamic hydrological system linking communities across China, Myanmar,
the Lao PDR, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam (Gaughan, Binford, & Southworth, 2009; Smajgl, Foran, &
Dore, 2015). The defining feature of the Mekong River is its flood-pulse regime in which annual monsoonal rains
and snowmelt at its source in the Tibetan Plateau contribute to pronounced fluctuations in water levels and
nutrients as well as dramatic shifts in the areal extent of floodplain habitats. As a result of its flood-pulse
hydrodynamics, the Mekong system is responsible for producing one of the largest floodplain areas in Southeast
Asia and some of the world's highest rates of biodiversity and productivity for freshwater ecosystems (Arias et al.,
2012). Correspondingly, the Mekong River supports a wide range of ecosystem services for millions of people
including drinking and irrigation water, hydroelectric power, livelihoods based on fishing and agriculture, and
cultural resources. The river supplies the primary source of dietary protein for over 60 million people in the
Mekong River basin (Piman, Lennaerts, & Southalack, 2013).
However, biophysical and anthropogenic stressors are currently transforming Mekong hydrodynamics with
serious implications for long-term sustainability of the riverine system and its ecosystem services. Active and
planned hydropower projects, especially the construction of upstream dams, could significantly impact river flow
and flood-pulse dynamics with serious ramifications for habitat ecologies, ecosystem services, and the
socioeconomic livelihoods of communities. Projected consequences of hydropower development include lowered
productivity of fisheries and agriculture, shrinking of floodplain areas, shorter flooding periods, and groundwater
recharge reduction (Arias et al., 2012; Piman et al., 2013). Climate change scenarios predict increases in
temperature and shifts in weather patterns that highlight the potential vulnerability of the Mekong flood-pulse
system in the form of lowered agricultural productivity, changes in inter-annual and seasonal river flow, water
shortages, increased occurrences of droughts and floods, decreased resilience of habitat ecosystems, and threats to
human health and livelihoods (Arias et al., 2012; Stone, 2011). Further, rapid economic development and rapid
land and fisheries transformation by legal and illegal logging, mining and fishing agents is rapidly impacting the
lives of millions of rural village residents who depend on those resources: extensive legal and illegal logging for
both timber and charcoal production has cleared large areas of forest and displaced local communities (Gaughan
et al., 2009; Smajgl et al., 2015; Stone, 2011). All of these changes are likely to have large impacts on rural
village economies and traditional ways of life and livelihoods, as well as having large impacts on regional
economic development.
This paper presents the outcomes of a Workshop funded by the US National Science Foundation (NSF) to identify
and prioritize the most important scientific and management issues related to water sustainability planning for the
Lower Mekong Basin. Held in the Cambodian city of Siem Reap, a team of more than 20 interdisciplinary experts
on the Lower Mekong from around the world was assembled to A) identify the most important scientific research

foci to allow for a better understanding of the interdependent socioeconomic and biophysical dynamics driving
the Lower Mekong region today and B) to inform better planning and policy to facilitate improved management
to achieve balanced socio-ecological outcomes. The outcomes from the Workshop included:
i) priorities for planning and policy for management of the trans-national region;
ii) key inter-disciplinary modeling priorities for current and scenario-based assessments of changes to the socioecological dynamics of the region;
iii) the most important scientific research questions related to water sustainability for the region.
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This paper provides an overview of clean water supplies, development, and planning. It begins with a definition
of the global water crisis, its significance, and the position of clean household water supplies within the broader
context of fresh water for industrial, agricultural, and other use. It goes on to provide some conceptual
background necessary for understanding both formal infrastructure systems and community-level provision by
reviewing concepts and cases of “the commons,” natural monopolies, multiple demands, hydrologic recharge,
public-private partnerships and cost-recovery. The validity of these concepts, however, are challenged by the
rapid development, peri-urbanization (e.g. Allen, Davila and Hoffman 2004; McGee 1991; Kontgis, Schneider,
Fox, Saksena et al 2014; Labbe 2011; Harms 2011), and urban transition (e.g. Saksena, Fox, Spencer, Castrence,
et al 2014; Spencer 2012) that is common to many rapidly developing and urbanizing countries. Water supply is
an excellent lens through which one can assess the inter-relatedness of basic infrastructure and resilient
urbanization and development.
There is much discussion of water infrastructure, especially in poor countries, but not much discussion of water
infrastructure beyond providing a minimum amount and quality for as large a percentage of the population as
possible. While it often takes a back seat to discussions of the national economy, infrastructure systems such as
water supply are usually the spark for broader economic development. Because of this, the need for water
infrastructure development in poor countries is huge. The OECD, for example, estimates that by 2025 water will
make up the lion’s share of global infrastructure investment: for OCED countries and Russia, China, India and
Brazil, water spending will top $1 trillion that year and developing countries will require $103 billion per year in

water, sanitation and waste water treatment through 2015 (OCED, 2012 and Yepes 2008 in Rodriguez, van den
Berg and McMahon, 2012). Thus, understanding how to provide water services in rapidly urbanizing contexts is
one of planning’s “grand challenges.”
Unfortunately, building the heavy infrastructure to broaden access to piped water does not always solve the
problem of human insecurity. Beyond simple access, water supplies must be safe, sufficient for everyday needs,
regular, convenient, and available at a price that residents – even the most poor - can afford. If these “softer” sides
of infrastructure development in water services are not provided, the value of the piped water flowing through the
hard infrastructure of pipes, wells and plants is diminished significantly. Even with perfectly functioning physical
delivery systems, if the water flowing through them is irregular or of poor quality, the entire system is threatened
with disuse.
Because of these challenges, many community-based approaches to water infrastructure have been described in
the literature. These associations, characteristic of both peri-urbanization and the urban transition are not simply
pragmatic approaches to solving the immediate questions of water supply – and its cousin sanitation – but rather
reformulated and relatively new community-based associations that ultimately serve as community-based
institutions to solve a wider range of local government and governance problems. Because of the presence of
these associations and their essential function in communities, the conventional theoretical underpinnings of
public goods – e.g. natural monopolies, unified demand structure, cost-recovery, resource management, and
public private partnerships – must be adapted to the distinct institutional and locally integrated environment of
peri-urban neighborhoods undergoing an urban transition.
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FORECASTING MORTALITY AND THE ECONOMIC LOSSES FROM POOR WATER AND
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Previous research has shown that in most low and middle-income countries deaths and episodes of illness due to
poor water and sanitation conditions are falling rapidly and seem likely to continue to decline over the next few
decades (Jeuland et al. 2013a). By 2050 WASH-related deaths will largely disappear in many parts of the
developing world as economic growth and the demographic transition combine to expand coverage with
improved water and sanitation services, and as better nutrition, health services, and housing all contribute to

enhanced human well-being. The primary exception to this good news is Sub-Saharan Africa.
In this paper we develop a dynamic, country level simulation model to examine forecasts for WASH-related
outcomes for Sub-Saharan Africa, looking carefully at the underlying dynamics behind the high mortality from
WASH-related diseases in Africa, as well as the economic losses associated with poor access to water and
sanitation services. We show that the regional averages for Sub-Saharan Africa obscure important differences in
WASH-related outcomes among countries. Specifically, we use recent data to identify four groups of countries
with different WASH-related mortality rate trajectories. We then examine the economic losses associated with
WASH-related mortality and morbidity as well as time spent collecting water.
The results of our simulations have implications for the planning of WASH interventions in Sub-Saharan Africa.
In particular, our simulations raise important questions about how the international community can best target
resources to countries that lag behind. Our simulations also highlight the importance of non-health benefits (e.g.,
the burden of time spent collecting water) associated with improved water supply. Even as countries reduce or
eliminate the disease burden associated with inadequate access to water and sanitation infrastructure, WASHrelated economic losses will persist as rising incomes increase the opportunity cost of time spent collecting water
from outside the home. In these countries, planners will need to pay careful attention to non-health benefits of
improved water supply when evaluating investments to improve access to water and sanitation infrastructure.
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THE “ENHANCED HYBRID APPROACH” – FACING WATER CHALLENGES BY BUILDING
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Over 1 billion people in developing countries have no access to safe drinking water, and many more have only
more have only intermittent access (WHO/UNICEF, 2012). Approximately 97 million of the two billion live in
India (WHO/UNICEF, 2012), which is also the world's second most populous country. With its increasing urban
share of the population, just over 70 percent of Indian urban households obtain water through piped access (via
individual or communal taps) (NSSO, 2013). Piped access however does not assure reliable water; most piped
water service is intermittent, or the water pressure is irregular, or the water is of questionable quality. Further,
water is not the only basic service that lacks at this scale; approximately 3 billion in the world do not have
sanitation facilities. Increase in population and economic growth are resulting in an increase in demand for such
infrastructure services. At the same time, there are rising risks from climate change such as droughts and floods.
Further, pollution and excessive groundwater withdrawals are reducing freshwater supplies (United Nations,
2012). This context highlights the strong need for building resilience in our systems.
This paper applies the essence of planning as described by Levy (2012) through the complexities and
interlinkages of the water service delivery process and provides insights into building resilience through an

examination of local municipal practices. The paper highlights the tremendous potential that the local practices
offer to delivering reliable water to scale and sustaining it over time. Using a representative case study of a
growing city of Hubli-Dharwad in India, this paper examines water service delivery practices of the HubliDharwad Municipal Corporation (HDMC). The findings show two approaches: one, the traditional approach
newly implemented as part of a pilot project through a large centralized water system has managed to reach only
10 percent of the population; and second, a “hybrid approach” that involves an – but not only – ageing centralized
water system for the remaining 90% of the population. The paper discusses how the local “hybrid approach” has
mass application, i.e., has a strong potential to reach the growing scale of population and in an urgent time frame.
Further, enhancements to this approach can build resilience and pave innovative ways to reduce risks from
climate change through diversifying resources and forming effective institutions. The paper also offers valuable
insights into policymaking through systematic and effective planning and design for reliable water delivery and
harnessing the linkages with other infrastructure services. This study therefore has strong implications to largescale water and other infrastructure provision in growing urban regions.
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THE PASSENGERS’ TRANSPORTATION MODAL SPLIT: AN EXPLORATION OF PASSENGERS’
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Passenger transportation modal choices are always a fundamental issue for airport planning and regional
transportation system planning. The paper explores passengers mode choices at ShanghaiPudong International
Airport.
The passenger volume of Shanghai Pudong International Airport(SPIA) has continued to increase by 10%
annually since 2004 and reached 60.08 million in 2015. As a regional air hub in the Asian-Pacific area, SPIA also
provides service for passengers from Jiangsu and Zhejiang province besides the Shanghai Metropolitan area.
However, the ground transportation of SPIA have faced more and more serious challenge during the past several
years. The challenge followed as high proportion of private transportation, too long time getting to airport, heavy
congestion etc., although the public transportation such as rail transit, bus routes, high-speed maglev had been put
into operation for long time.
Why the public transportation modes failed to attract passengers? It is said that time, cost and convenience are the
major decision-making factors(Harvey,1986), and when new-built airport rail links that provided travel times
most comparable to personal vehicles (at non-peak hours) can have the highest mode shares(Schank,1999).
Previous studies also tried to clear the influence of link effectiveness(Mandle et al, 2000), carriers(Schank,1999;
Dresner, 2006), employment(Taking Flight, 2008; Hudson and Ritchie, 2002) etc(Qin et al, 2004 & 2007).
However, the increasing volume of private transportation, which could be known from the crowded parking

volume data at SPIA, didnot indicate obvious advantages of public transportation, concerning time, cost and other
factors.
Passenger transportation modal choices are directly affect the transportation infrastructure planning, construction
and policies, and relate to the service quality of airport ground transportation system. It is essential for the
government, airport authorities and transportation companies to pay more attention to the modal split structure of
airport ground transportation system.
In this study, we explored the key factors and their interactions of passengers mode choices at SPIA. Firstly, we
selected main factors and indexes, such as time, cost, safety, reliability, convenience etc., based on previous
research. Then, we prepared comprehensive questionnaires to passengers, and launched surveying of all
transportation modes at the same time cross-section at SPIA, including relative infrastructure and facilities
surveying such as parking, roads network capability and curbsides etc. Afterwards, the Logit Modeling method
was conducted for analyzing the modal split, and dynamic programming method was utilized to study the
interactions of key factors of passenger mode choices. Finally, with dividing the entire municipal area of
Shanghai into over 100 passenger cells, calculating and checking time and costs from the centroids of each cell
point to SPIA, we reviewed the passenger OD flowing and check the aforementioned modeling.
We found that there were specific interactions among main factors and then influenced the passengers mode
choice decision-making process. For example, lower parking fee at SPIA obviously stimulated growth of private
transportation, even it took longer travelling time and meant higher cost. Therefore, we concluded that the modal
split related to the integrated interactions among above-mentioned main factors. Consequently, it is necessary to
combine the influence of infrastructure and facility fee into the mode choice decision-making process, thus we
could obtain a reasonable evaluation index system for the planning of airports and ground transportation systems,
and make applicable policies to improve ground transportation service quality.
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SPATIAL INFLUENCES OF HIGH-SPEED RAIL: MEASURING TRANSIT NETWORK
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High-Speed Rail (HSR) development programs have increasingly been introduced and funded along with airport
improvement programs and urban (intracity) transit projects in American, European and Asian city-regions,
including Hong Kong and Mainland China. Such multibillion-dollar intercity transportation projects are often
justified not simply based on their direct passenger benefits but rather their indirect economic development
benefits conferred in first-tier cities of the regional or global economic system. Despite the increased importance
of HSR in urban and regional planning, its spatial impacts remain uncertain and debatable due to the complexity
of polycentric and redistributive economic development processes in global-status cities.
This research attempts to understand dynamic changes in intercity access and intracity agglomeration features, so-

called "node-place" characteristics of global cities in a topological (both macro- and micro geographic) manner.
More specifically, a set of network and agglomeration indicators based on classic graph theory (e.g., number of
circuits, connectivity, complexity, extensiveness and intensiveness) and contemporary urban economics (e.g.,
location quotient, effective density, Moran's I, and Ellison-Glaeser/ Maurel-Sedillot indexes) are applied to
mathematically and geographically illustrate changes in high-speed rail and connected urban transit systems and
cross-industrial employment locations for the last 10 to 15 years in selected global cities or their extensive
metropolitan areas.
The spatial measures could imply that the influences of intercity and intracity passenger transportation networks
on intra-city business agglomeration patterns are highly redistributive rather than generative within a metropolis.
While some claim that the net economic development benefits of HSR alone will unlikely be large enough to
cover the full lifecycle costs of HSR in an automobile-oriented society, this study discusses that the indirect
network and agglomeration benefits leveraged by intermodal transportation planning and transit-supportive land
policies that maximize geographic efficiency and appeal to high value-added businesses could help tilt the
benefit-cost equation in HSR's favor, particularly in global-status cities (e.g., Hong Kong, Tokyo, and New York).
This research also gives rise to the issue of whether HSR encourages the spatial division of business entities and
leads to social inequity problems within a global city-region, accompanied by other multibillion-dollar
investments in urban rail and regional airport systems.
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ACCESS TO FEDERALLY QUALIFIED HEALTH CENTERS USING DDOT BUSES IN DETROIT:
THE CHALLENGES OF LIVING IN POOR NEIGHBORHOODS
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Even as Detroit shows signs of revitalization (Danielsen and Lang, 2014), access to health care remains difficult.
In this research, my focus is on access to Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs), a reimbursement
mechanism for facilities that provide care to the poor. This issue has taken on more significance since the
Affordable Care Act of 2010 (Hasselt, 2015). While my primary concern is about access to health care, a
secondary concern is the financial feasibility of the clinics themselves: health care facilities depend on visits from
the poor, who in turn depend heavily on public transportation systems to access health care (Wang, 2012).
With a freely available road network from OpenStreetMap, the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS), and
publicly available ArcGIS scripts by Morang (no date), I calculate the time it takes to get from the centroid of
Detroit’s neighborhoods, defined as census block groups, to the nearest FQHC using public transit buses operated
by the Detroit Department of Transportation (DDOT). I focus on time because it has long been considered the

most important cost, but the lack of data and convenient modeling tools hampered these efforts. I explore different
GIS configurations, including network and raster analysis and other measures of “cost” to get to the nearest
FQHC.
In combining the GTFS—a dataset that planners are increasingly trying to incorporate into transit planning—
OpenStreetMap, and the ArcGIS scripts provided by Moran (no date), I contribute to improving planners’
knowledge about using publicly available information for planning purposes.
In analyzing the data, I focus on access from the city’s 40 poorest neighborhoods, as measured by the percent of
the neighborhood living under poverty. I also focus on access from the 40 neighborhoods with the lowest
percentage of car ownership.
The results show that for the poorest neighborhoods, service levels as measured by time are too low to encourage
users to forego cars in favor of public transit. Access by DDOT ranges from 1.5 to 8 times longer than it would
take by car, with a mean of 3.4 times longer. The results are worse when we consider the point of origin to be
neighborhoods with the lowest car ownership: the average time to access a FQHC using a DDOT bus is now 4
times longer than by car.
Finally, I explore how relatively minor changes may improve service. These changes require both changes in
routes and higher levels of service to some areas.
The results are best presented in graphical form, hence the abstract submission to the poster session.
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Airport expansions are major infrastructure investments that reshape U.S. metropolitan areas' connectivity with
the rest of the world, which is essential in an era of global urban competition, for both passengers and goods.
Nevertheless, local government officials and economic development actors have a wide range of opinions
regarding the airport's role in local and regional economies. These various conceptions are likely to influence
views on the importance and the necessity of airport expansions. In order to understand under what circumstances
airport expansions contribute to economic development, it is necessary to examine to what extent airports
contribute to economic development or resilience in different contexts. Existing literature suggests two scales for
airports' economic spillover effects: the local scale, in areas in immediate proximity to the airport, coined "airport
zones", and the regional scale, throughout the metropolitan area.

The overarching research question is the following: Under what circumstances do airport investments support
economic growth, at regional and local scale? Two additional research questions address more specifically the
role of airport, regional and city planners: at macro-level, does the air transportation system, on the infrastructure
supply side, mediate macro-forces of aggregate demand and supply or does it tend to respond to entrepreneurial
pressures? At local level, what is the effect of local economic development policies supporting business location
near the airport?
This paper presents in-depth case studies from three out of 17 physical airport expansions that occurred between
1998 and 2013. A typology of airports based on regional employment and air traffic changes led to a choice of
three airport expansion cases representing the different types - Denver, Minneapolis and Cincinnati. In order to
better understand airports' local spillovers, I chose for each type airports zones performing better economically
than their metro areas.
The analysis of each case builds on four sources of evidence. Interviews of key actors at airport, business and
municipal government lead to a better understanding of the political economy of airport expansions. These
interviews unveil local actors' motivations regarding airport expansion, their expectations of its local and regional
effects and whether or not these expectations were met. In order to put these local actors' statements into
perspective, I triangulate the content of these interviews with three additional sources: (1) a detailed air
transportation and economic statistic profile for each airport and metropolitan area; (2) maps of air-transportation
intensive firms showing their geographic distribution throughout the metro area, shedding light on the role of
airport proximity; (3) an analysis of local media at the time of the expansion decision and in its aftermath, which
provides information on the debates regarding the expansion and its potential and actual effects.
Preliminary results suggest that regional strategies based on developing logistics and warehousing, manufacturing
or producer services successfully use airport expansions to support growth. A diversity of situations emerges:
while Denver's airport shows the success of an entrepreneurial move to attract domestic traffic and boost a local
economy oriented toward technology, attracting coveted international flights has been difficult while local
development around the airport has been mired in inter-jurisdictional conflicts until 2015. Minneapolis' airport has
struggled to maintain its status of a major hub because of difficulties with its dominant airlines while remaining
one of the most economically dynamic metros in the nation, suggesting a disconnect between passenger air traffic
and economic growth. Cincinnati's airport has struggled after its main airline stopped operating a hub, but the
airport has reinvented itself as a logistics hub center, which might benefit the airport's surrounding counties in
Kentucky, which govern the airport, rather than the city of Cincinnati, the metro area's largest municipality.
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Although more studies have extended the US-centered spatial mismatch hypothesis to Chinese cities, little
research has examined the trend in spatial mismatch in Chinese Cities. This research is a direct response to the
knowledge gap and uses longitudinal population, employment, and transit network data to examine decade-long
changes in the patterns and magnitudes of spatial mismatch in Beijing, China. Besides the longitudinal nature,
another unique aspect of this research is its focus on spatial mismatch between population and transit-accessible
jobs, as opposed to the mismatch between population and any jobs. Results show worsening spatial mismatch
conditions among all population groups in the past decade in Beijing, China. When comparing across population
groups, spatial mismatch worsened to a much higher degree among disadvantaged groups including migrant
population without local hukou and low-skilled population without college education. Further analyses show that
changes in population distribution was primarily responsible for the worsening spatial mismatch conditions.
Changes in job distribution and transit networks had very limited impact on changes in spatial mismatch. Policy
recommendations to mitigate spatial mismatch in Beijing China include reconfiguration of transit networks and
transit-oriented affordable housing provision.
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Background:
According to a report from the Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles from 2011 - 2015, the
number of pedestrian related traffic crashes in the state of Florida have greatly increased from 7,046 to 9,067
between years 2011 and 2015. A report from "Dangerous by Design" by the Smart Growth America and the
National Complete Street shows that MiamiFort Lauderdale-Pompano Beach is one of the urban areas with the
largest percent of people commuting by foot and also has the highest number of pedestrian deaths in Florida. The
safety of pedestrian has become an urgent issue in Miami Dade County. Previous research have studied some of
the built-environment variables that influence pedestrian crashes, however, studies regarding generating a
comprehensive framework and then identifying the hot spot areas based on the combination of statistical and
Geographic Information System (GIS) methods are limited.

Study Design:
This study looks at understanding how the build-environment factors impact pedestrian crashes at a local level,
typically census block group level, and then identifies the hot spot areas of pedestrian crashes, using Miami Dade
County, Florida as a case study. In order to analyze the impact of built-environment factors on pedestrian crashes,
geospatial statistics and Negative binomial regression model are applied. The geospatial statistics is used to
measure the level of spatial autocorrelation in the observed pedestrian crashes in each census block group. The
built-environment factors are classified into four categories, which are Roads and Traffic-Related Factors,
Demographic and Socioeconomic Factors, Travel Mode, and Land Use Index. The land use index was adopted
from the finding of Ouyang, Y., & Bejleri, I. (2014), who employed the entropy index. The statistical significant
variables and the estimated pedestrian crash numbers are determined by the statistical model. The hot spot area
analysis is adopted from Montella, A. (2010) who applied Empirical Bayesian (EB) Method to calculate the hot
spot index based on the estimated pedestrian crash numbers and the observed pedestrian crash numbers.
Results:
The result shows 13 statistically significant variables: the number of people using public transit and walk to work,
housing unit with no available vehicle, number of intersection per census block group, number of segments per
census block group, Annual Average Daily Traffic per census block group, proportion of road in medium speed,
traffic signals density, public transit station density, housing density, and length of roads with sidewalk. Among
them, more intersections per census block group and higher housing density increases the block density and
reduces the number of pedestrian crashes. Increasing number of road with sidewalk will also decrease pedestrian
crash numbers and safety risk. The hot spot analysis shows that the areas with higher safety risk are mostly
residential and with high density of median speed (31-54 miles per hour) roads.
Contribution:
The findings of this study identified specific variables influencing the pedestrian safety using a framework that
combines statistical analysis and GIS. The specific variables that affect pedestrian crashes can inform planners
and engineers in their effort to address pedestrian safety.
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While there is a continuously growing body of academic literature on accessibility research, knowledge about the
practical implementation of these performance measures is generally lacking. Accessibility has first been
discussed in the literature almost 60 years ago, but its wide implementation in research only became possible with
recent advancements in computational capabilities. Accessibility, understood as the potential for interactions or

the ease to reach desired destinations, is hence increasingly used in research to assess the performance of land use
and transportation systems in a region. From a planning perspective, accessibility metrics are useful tools to
assess the benefits provided by projected transportation improvements, and can be included in social equity or
cost-benefit analyses. They are however, to our knowledge, seldom used by planners.
For transportation planners and decision-makers, choosing appropriate metrics is central in order to evaluate
desired goals and develop effective policies. A plethora of accessibility measures have been developed, ranging
from simple accessibility metrics, such as cumulative opportunities measure, which counts the number of jobs that
can be reached using a specific mode (public transit for example) within a certain travel time threshold, to minuteby-minute gravity-based measures accounting for daily fluctuations in transit service or road congestion, jobs
availability and local commuting patterns. However, very few studies have assessed the design and
implementation of accessibility metrics in planning practice, especially in a North American context.
Accordingly, little is known on how accessibility metrics are actually used by cities or transport agencies, hence
limiting potential knowledge transfer and further practice-oriented studies.
The overall aim of this study is to bridge the gap between accessibility research and planning practice to foster
accessibility-based decision-making. To achieve this objective, the following research questions will be
addressed: i) how are accessibility metrics used to inform transportation planners and decision-makers, and ii)
what are the barriers and opportunities to incorporate accessibility metrics into land use and transportation
planning practice? The research will include a qualitative assessment of North American transport plans and the
extent to which accessibility is incorporated in these plans and used as a key performance measure. The second
phase of the study will consist of an online survey disseminated to around 800 North American transportation
planners, followed by in-depth interviews with key respondents. The aim will be to understand how and to what
extent accessibility is included in the different planning processes by different agencies. The barriers faced by
transportation planners to conduct accessibility analyses and the opportunities that can be drawn from to foster
accessibility planning will be identified.
This study will benefit transportation planners wishing to learn from the experiences of others in the design and
implementation of accessibility metrics. Furthermore, the study is of relevance to researchers and academics
aiming at developing practice-oriented work that will contribute to fill the current gap between research and
planning practice in the field of accessibility.
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Women’s travel patterns are significantly affected by their household status. Women are still predominantly
responsible for household responsibilities including childcare, shopping, and caring for the home. And the
majority of American women engage in work outside of the home, meaning that women’s journeys to work are
likely more complex than home to work trips of traditional male commuters. Women’s work trips are also shorter
than men’s, their labor markets are smaller, and their employment opportunities are accordingly more limited
(England, 1993). The explanation being that women’s traditional gender roles inhibit their labor market status by
constraining their space-time budget (Kwan, 1999). Women have less time to travel to and from work than men
thereby reducing the quantity and quality of jobs to which they have access. This is found to be especially true for
married women (Rapino & Cooke, 2011; Kwan, 1999). The rationale is that men, particularly married men, have
longer commutes because of their traditional role as family provider which affords them fewer domestic
responsibilities, higher labor market status, and consequently more transportation options (Rapino & Cooke,
2011).
The triple burden hypothesis expands on spatial entrapment theory to incorporate the spatial structure of a
woman’s community as an additional constraint to her mobility and employment options (Micklow & Warner,
2014). This poster tests the impact of land use on women’s commute time and distance using a 2011 household
travel study of the New York metropolitan area using multivariate regression. This expands on previous
commuting studies by incorporating a dummy variable for single-family zoning. The inclusion of this variable is
of particular importance to the study of gendered travel patterns because it acknowledges the power of land use
regulations on gender roles. This research moves the discussion of gendered differences in planning from a
theoretical discussion of the embeddedness of family values in municipal zoning regulations to a testable
hypotheses: that women living in lower density areas, or those regulated by conventional zoning ordinances, will
face different spatial constraints than men, than women in different locations within the study area, and this will
vary by age, race, and income.
This poster utilizes an existing household travel survey of the New York metropolitan region conducted in 2011
by the New York Metropolitan Transportation Council of Governments. The final dataset contains information for
43,558 individuals in 18,965 households identified at the census tract level. Additional data for the regression
analyses is pulled from American Community Survey 5-year estimates. Preliminary results indicate that white,
married women with children have significantly shorter commute time regardless of location within the
metropolitan area (city or suburb), and black women had longer commute times than other women. Women with
higher levels of educational attainment or income and those women with a reliance on public transportation have
the longest commute times. After accounting for differences in individual and household level characteristics,
single-family zoning is positively correlated with commute time. This finding provides empirical support for the
triple burden hypothesis. Further analysis is required, however, this poster will visually illustrate the difference in
women’s commute time and distance by location within a metropolitan area and by residential zoning type.
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Investigating the built environment determinants of commuting behaviors to and from the workplace has long
been of interest to transportation planners. Specific attention has centered on an examination of how smart growth
policies encourage both trip-chaining and active travel. However, the role of the built environment on travel
decisions once an individual has arrived at the workplace has received inadequate inspection when compared to
behavioral studies linking travel to the residential environment. This research gap exists despite important
transportation-land use motives for improving the pedestrian environment within employment districts.
First, urban policies aimed at altering the built environment of a commercial center are less likely to meet local
opposition than those increasing the density and diversity of activity locations within a residential neighborhood.
Second, a more compact and complex workplace built environment would decrease the distance to non-work
activity locations; consequently, making walking to perform the travel needed to fulfill non-work activities more
competitive with driving. For these reasons and others, planning efforts to increase activity density, diversify
activity locations, and enhance the design of these environments will likely increase both the attractiveness and
feasibility of walking to participate in non-work activities during the workday. A connection made more
important by the indication that individuals are less likely to choose a workplace based on its surrounding
environment; subsequently, an individual who is reluctant to reside in an urban environment may have fewer
qualms with working in a dense, mixed-use setting.
Our study investigates these identified gaps by analyzing how the built environment near an individual's
workplace as well as personal, household, and tour-related attributes relates to work-based sub-tour activity
participation and walking for activity fulfillment. A bivariate selection model estimates the workplace built
environment determinants of work-based sub-tour participation and the likelihood to initiate travel for these subtour activities via walking. Findings from this Portland, Oregon study reveal that design and diversity features
predicted work-based sub-tour participation; while, the decision to walk to start a sub-tour was strongly linked to
a workplace built environment characterized by a traditional neighborhood design and increased residential
density. We believe our study's findings will provide planning practitioners with a better understanding of how
non-work commute travel may be shifted from the morning and evening peak periods to the mid-day with
modification of the built environment. Looking forward, we also believe interest in transportation policies related
to the sharing economy (e.g., bikeshare, carshare) will also increase the demand for work-based transportation
research since less importance will be placed on an individual's commute mode as all travel modes may now be
available near his/her workplace regardless of ownership.
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1. Objective
Transportation investments are often justified by their positive contributions to economic development. It is
therefore critical to the decision-making process to fully understand the economic impacts of these investments.
There is no consensus on the magnitude of impacts that public transportation infrastructure have on the location
decisions of newly formed firms. One main reason for this lack of consensus is the aggregate scope of the
majority of studies examining such impacts. This study examines whether intra-metropolitan area passenger rail
systems in the state of Maryland have stimulated economic activities (of firms). Specifically, the study analyzes
whether areas within a walking distance buffer, or a half-mile radius, from passenger rail stations have higher
rates of firm formation. Two aspects are unique to this study. First, the study focuses on the question of causality
by using an advanced statistical method, namely propensity score matching. Second, location decision impacts are
measured for multiple industry sectors to account for any variation in their sensitivity to the presence of passenger
rail stations.
2. Data and Methodology
Because treatment assignment is often not random in studies that rely on observational data, conventional
regression models are subject to potential biases induced by systematic difference between the treatment group
and the control group. This bias problem arises also in the evaluation of firm formation around rail stations since
the location of the stations were decided based on conditions before the construction of transit service. To correct
for this, the study uses propensity score matching (PSM) method that constructs counterfactual control groups
similar in characteristics to treatment groups, or rail station areas, prior to their placement. The impact of the
presence of rail stations is then measured by the difference between control and treatment groups. The proposed
method is applied to analyze newly formed firm counts at census block level for multiple industry sectors.
The study area includes five jurisdictions in Maryland that contain heavy and light passenger rail stations. The
main data source for this study is the National Establishment Time-Series (NETS) dataset derived from Dun &
Bradstreet (D&B) records for year 1991 through 2009. The 2-digit NAICS code is used, which extends the
analysis to multiple industry sectors. Data from American Community Survey (ACS) are also used for the sociodemographic variables.
3. Results
After accounting for the spatial and socio-demographics variables, some of the expected results of this study are:
1) areas within a half-mile buffer from passenger rail stations experience higher rates of firm formation compared
to areas with similar characteristics but without the presence of a rail station; 2) the rates of firm formation near
stations differ from one location to another due to variation in local government policies across jurisdictions.
4. Policy and Research Implications
The integration of transport and land-use development is now a priority within metropolitan planning
organizations and other planning agencies in the United States. Focusing new developments in proximity to rail
stations has been one of the objectives of regional planning in many metropolitan areas. The clustering of
economic activities near transit stations is seen as a way to address the mounting concerns regarding the negative
effects of car-dependent urbanization, i.e. traffic congestion, land consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions.
Understanding the connection between transportation infrastructure and firm formation has important implications
for the decision-making process surrounding the provision or improvement of transportation infrastructure. This
study provides valuable information about the extent to which passenger rail investments stimulate the quantity
and diversity of economic activities. The results will be relevant to transportation planners and policymakers who
are interested in using transit stations as a vehicle for economic development.
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People in the US are among the most mobile in the world (Molloy et al., 2011). Annual migration rates, on
average, were close to 20% from 1947-1983 (Frey, 2009); however, this rate has steadily fallen, reaching a low of
13% in recent years. Regardless of the scholarly debates surrounding the determinants of this recent trend (e.g.
Painter and Yu, 2014), we argue that the decline in population mobility (or increasing stability), and its variation
across cities and regions, has important implications for transportation planning and policy. In this study, we
present recent inter-urban migration trends in the US, empirically investigate how migration affects urban travel
demand focusing on public transit ridership, and discuss implications for urban travel demand forecasting and
future investment/policy decisions.
Although there is a large volume of literature analyzing the effects of [changing] demographic factors (e.g.
Blumenberg et al., 2012) on travel demand, and the dynamics of immigrant travel behaviors (e.g. Blumenberg and
Smart, 2010), we still have limited information on how inter- (or intra-) urban migration affects transportation
system supply, demand, and performance by altering sociodemographic landscapes. Theoretically, declining (or
any change over baseline condition/level) population mobility should have a separate effect on demographic
trajectories of urban areas (and sub-regions), and hence on travel demand trends, including transit ridership,
vehicle miles traveled, etc. Consideration of migration patterns and characteristics can therefore improve
transportation decision-making.
The first part of our research focuses on understanding the extent to which changing demographic compositions
of US urban areas is linked to migration, using American Community Survey (or ACS via IPUMS;
www.ipums.org) data. Second, we conduct a longitudinal (2008-2013) analysis to estimate how in- and outmigration of transit-dependent populations (e.g. recent immigrants, lower-income workers, etc.) are associated
with changes in aggregate transit ridership across US urban areas. We use data from the National Transit database
(NTD) and ACS (IPUMS) for this analysis. We address major geospatial incongruencies in this study. For
example, NTD (transit supply and consumption) data is available for Census-designated urban areas, while
ACS/IPUMS migration data is available at the PUMA/MIGPUMA (Public Use Microdata Area) level. The
geographies are largely independent, and are also not consistent over the study period. We have developed a new
method for geospatial matching to solve the issue. Third, we explore whether previous experience affects present

travel behavior. We conduct a disaggregate analysis estimating the effect of environmental characteristics of
previous residential location on current commute mode choice of movers/migrants, holding other established
determinants of present mode choice constant. We use ACS (IPUMS) data, and contribute to the literature on the
effects of built environments, past experiences, and habits on travel behavior. Fourth, we use estimated effects,
along with prediction of future migration and other demographic trends, to forecast the demand for transit use in
Los Angeles. Finally, we explore and discuss about various supply and demand side strategies aimed at managing
auto travel demand and encouraging transit use effectively in Los Angeles.
This research aims at enhancing our fundamental understanding of the determinants of transit travel demand. It
contributes to more accurate demand forecasting and better (more reliable, carrying fewer risks) investment
decisions. As declining productivity of US public transit systems necessitates more prudent investment decisions
under resource constrains, and as growing congestion and unreliability increases the demand for large investments
in integrated multi-modal corridor and regional management, we show that consideration of migration patterns
and trends may be advantageous. We hope that the study will be useful for transit agencies and regional/state
planning authorities as they develop policies and programs for the future.
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Researchers have long observed that immigrants have their unique commuting patterns (e.g., Blumenberg and
Shiki, 2007; Blumenberg and Smart, 2010). In this paper, I use the 2008 to 2012 (5-Year) American Community
Survey (ACS) data to investigate the phenomenon that immigrants are more likely to use public transit than the
native born (e.g., Blumenberg, 2009). More specifically, this paper studies the determinants of the use of public
transit among immigrants in the U.S. along two dimensions. First, I establish a regression model that include both
a large variety of explanatory variables surveyed in ACS and the interaction between these variables and the
dummy variable that indicates the status of immigration. The results of the regression model show that while
many variables explain the propensity of using public transit for both immigrants and natives (e.g., certain types
of jobs, area of living, earnings, age, gender, educational attainment), some variables --- for example, educational
attainment --- do have particular impacts on commuting options of immigrants.
The above baseline statistical investigation is followed by my second empirical strategy. Keeping in mind that
immigrants generally have substantially different individual characteristics compared with the native born, I then
employ the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition model to examine gaps of public transit use by migration status. This
counterfactual decomposition technique examines how the gap of public transit use between immigrants and the
native born can be explained by the difference in individual characteristics (e.g., job type, earnings, educational
attainment, English proficiency) between two groups of people, as well as other unexplained factors.

Results show that the systematic difference between immigrants and the native born indeed well explains the gap
of public transit use between two types of people. For example, immigrants will be more likely to use public
transit should they have the similar level of English proficiency as the native born. On the other hand, however,
an even larger fraction of the gap of public transit use should be explained by unobservable factors that are not
surveyed in the data set. This means that although ACS has asked questions about a large variety of individual
characteristics, the major mechanisms behind the gap is still not captured by the systematic difference in these
observable characteristics between immigrants and the native born.
The remainder of the paper discusses these unobservable factors, i.e., the other possible mechanisms that account
for the gap of public transit use between immigrants and the native born. Suggested by planning and
transportation theories, and more broadly economic and sociological theories, these unobservable factors might
include, e.g., the lack of language-friendly guides in public transit services, racial and ethnic discrimination,
immigrants’ degrees of cultural (non-)assimilation, psychological effects, the impact of ethnic social networks,
and others.
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Many major urban areas rely upon transit before, during and following flooding events so the ability of these
systems to withstand floods is critical. These systems have the advantage of potentially moving large numbers of
people and those with limited access to private vehicles. Flooding is one of the major sources of societal
disruptions from extreme weather, according to National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) data,
is also a major cause of deaths that increase with exposure to flooding (Jorling and Vrijling 2008), and flooding is
expected to increase in connection with climate change.
The research question addressed is how capabilities of urban transit serve users in the context of floods by
promoting technological service features and user flexibility through multimodal connections. These are essential
to place-based planning for resilience in extreme events such flooding. The approach uses NYC transportation
modes to identify technological adaptations and user flexibility to reduce flooding consequences. The findings are
transferrable to other areas. The NYC transit system is one of the largest and also has environmental benefits in
having low energy intensity per passenger mile relative to other large rail systems and motorized travel (Davis,
Diegel and Boundy 2015). The NYC subway system has been flooded numerous times resulting in closures
(MTA 2007). It was pre-emptively shutdown prior to the onset of Hurricane Sandy but recovered relatively
quickly (Zimmerman et al. 2015).
The methodology combines a NYC database from the previous research of the author that contained bus stops and
subway locations and usage (Zimmerman et al. 2015) with the location and usage of additional modes, namely
bike share stations and pedestrian density. First, the vulnerability of the system to flooding is defined as the
location of subway stations relative to FEMA flood zones, Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes
(SLOSH) zones based on the author’s databases, MTA designations, and NYC evacuation zone designations.

Second, these locational designations for flooding vulnerability are combined with multimodal data described
above for buses, subways, bike share stations, pedestrian traffic, and selectively to the road network (for other
modes such as motorized vehicles and other biking). Third, physical proximity of the modes is analyzed
statistically relating multimodality to flooding vulnerability and the ability of resident populations and selected
worker populations to make the connections among modes. Logical connections often do not coincide with the
behavior of system users (Guo and Wilson 2011), and the method compares physical usage and actual usage to
begin to identify that disparity. Fourth, various technological and user adaptation measures from NYC elsewhere
are evaluated to improve resilience to flooding, their feasibility, cost and compatibility. These measures include
structural and natural (“green”) methods to reduce water inflow and flexible routing and mode combinations for
users from this research.
This work benefits planning practice and planning education. Planning courses in infrastructure and emergency
and disaster planning for students and planning practitioners are growing in importance as part of planning
curricula and the transportation components are a key part of that.
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Affordable and efficient urban public transport is one of the pillars of a sustainable urban environment. While
public transit is generally an unprofitable service, the financial success of a public transit agency largely depends
on the number of passengers which the system is able to attract and retain. To monitor customer perceptions of
transit service quality, customer satisfaction surveys are regarded as an effective means of understanding transit
ridership, and can be analyzed to determine the relative influence of service attributes on a customer’s overall
assessment of the service, and to prioritize future quality of service initiatives. This study presents a new method
to spatially evaluate customer satisfaction survey data through examining satisfaction with bus service across
neighbourhoods of varying levels of socio-economic status (SES). The central question driving this research is
whether there are discernable differences in the quality of bus service provided in areas of higher and lower SES
in the Greater London Area, UK. This analysis is conducted using five years of customer satisfaction survey data
collected by Transport for London (TfL) between 2010 and 2015, of individual’s satisfaction with their most
recent bus trip, and responses were limited to adult respondents travelling for the purpose of work. A social
indicator was developed based on SES characteristics measured at the middle super output area (MSOA) level
(equivalent to North American Census tract) to measure the level of social deprivation of the area in which every
bus route operated in, to examine the relationship between overall average route satisfaction of each bus route and
social deprivation. Given the volume of questions related to specific characteristics of the service, principle

component analysis was used to derive factors of related responses. This is followed by a statistical analysis to
estimate the effect of each factor component and neighbourhood level of social deprivation on average overall
satisfaction. Significant differences were observed between average satisfaction across levels of SES, where
average satisfaction was highest in areas of high SES and lowest in areas with poorest social outcomes. The
model results indicate that lower levels of satisfaction in low SES neighbourhoods is attributed to low satisfaction
with service characteristics related to an individual’s experience on the bus and perceptions of the condition of the
bus. Performance measures such as reliability are monitored by TfL for contract performance, which appears to be
an effective means of providing a reliable transit service, where customers are rather consistently satisfied with
those service quality attributes across different SES neighbourhoods. At time when bus contracting is receiving
interest around the world, the findings from this research shows the importance of including cleanliness and bus
internal quality as one of the performance indicators when contracting bus services, to ensure that all customers
receive the same quality of service in the region regardless of their SES, of course in addition to other widely used
reliability measures.
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Cities around the United States are taking a renewed interest in high quality transit, with the nation in the midst of
an historic building boom, particularly of the light rail and bus rapid transit lines favored by moderately-sized
regions without legacy rail systems. Central among the goals of these new transit lines are enhancing access to
jobs and expanding opportunity for transportation-disadvantaged workers. Transit improvements hold the
potential to simultaneously advance overall prosperity and social equity if they achieve these goals. Doing so
requires jobs in transit-served areas - a simple statement, but one at odds with the present geography of work in
most US regions. After decades of (continuing) job suburbanization (Glaeser, Kahn, & Chu, 2001), robust
employment in transit station areas - especially at a regional scale outside central business districts - will require a
reorientation of job growth. Existing research indicates substantial accessibility benefits from regionally increased
concentration of employment in transit station areas, greater even than from an equivalent concentration of
housing in station areas (Tilahun & Fan, 2014).
Increased interest in high-quality transit corridors among moderate-sized and non-coastal regions, and the rise of
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) as a complement to rail complicate understanding of favorable conditions for station
area job growth. From an overall, regional perspective, station area job growth is less a direct creation of transit
than a consequence of regional economic demand spatially influenced by new transit infrastructure (Adams &
Van Drasek, 2007). This research proceeds from a normative assumption, however, that a job created in an area
with excellent transit access is more socially beneficial than an otherwise similar job created in an area with poor
transit access. As such, the authors explore the following two research questions: First, what characteristics of
stations areas predict robust station area employment? Second, how does station area employment differ in terms

of numbers of jobs, sectors and wages by transit mode?
The authors examine job growth around new Light Rail Transit (LRT) and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) stations from
2002 to 2012 using Longitudinal Employer and Household Dynamics (LEHD) data in 15 U.S. regions. To
consider equity impacts, jobs are divided into "blue collar" (low skilled, productive), "pink collar" (low skilled,
service) and "white collar" (high skilled, service) categories, as well as into jobs paying less than and greater than
or equal to $40,000 per year. Five Poisson regression models estimate jobs per station area per year in each and
category as a function of transit mode, years post-implementation, built environment and metropolitan economic
and population factors. LRT is a more consistent positive predictor of positive station area job change than BRT.
The positive effects of LRT compared with BRT are strongest for lower-skill service industry jobs and low wage
jobs. Racial disparities unexplained by poverty appear in station area job growth.
The results allow practicing planners to refine estimates of the station-area economic development prospects of
transit improvements based on mode, location, regional and local economic and social factors. Further, the results
suggest particular potential for LRT-focused economic development to serve as a highly transit-accessible bottom
rung on career ladders for disadvantaged workers; they also call for aligning station area economic development
expectations with transit project investment levels and goals. Consistently lower employment across sectors and
wage levels in areas with more residents of color call for targeting economic development efforts both towards
minority neighborhoods and in areas with high transit accessibility from such neighborhoods.
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Taxicabs are a critical aspect of the public transit system in New York City. The yellow cabs that are ubiquitous
in Manhattan are as iconic as the city’s subway system, and in recent years green taxicabs were introduced by the
city to improve taxi service in areas outside of the central business districts and airports. Approximately 500,000
taxi trips are taken daily, carrying about 800,000 passengers, and not including other livery firms such as Uber,
Lyft or Carmel. Since 2008 yellow taxis have been able to process fare payments with credit cards, and credits
cards are a growing share of total fare payments. However, the use of credit cards to pay for taxi fares varies
widely across neighborhoods, and there are strong correlations between cash payments for taxi fares, cash
payments for transit fares and the presence of unbanked or underbanked populations. These issues are of concern
for policymakers as approximately ten percent of households in the city are unbanked, and in some neighborhoods
the share of unbanked households is over 50 percent. In this paper we use multiple datasets to explore taxicab fare
payments by neighborhood and examine how access to taxicab services is associated with use of conventional
banking services. There is a clear spatial dimension to the propensity of riders to pay cash, and we find that both
immigrant status and being ‘unbanked’ are strong predictors of cash transactions for taxicabs. These results have
implications for local regulations of the for-hire vehicle industry, particularly in the context of the rapid growth of
services that require credit cards. Without some type of cash-based payment option taxi services will isolate

certain neighborhoods. At the very least, existing and new providers of transit services must consider access to
mainstream financial products as part of their equity analyses.
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Many researchers and advocates have argued over the past decades that the traditional mobility-centered approach
to transportation planning needs to be replaced with an accessibility-centered approach. In this paper, I aim to
demonstrate the pervasive consequences of this accessibility turn for transportation planning if it is taken
seriously. I will do so in three steps.
First, I will argue that the assessment of accessibility is not merely an option for transportation planning, but
actually a moral obligation. I will do so by distinguishing three, partly overlapping, goals of transportation
planning (activity participation, economic development, and environmental quality) and exploring the
interrelationship between accessibility, accessibility measurement, and each of these goals. That exploration leads
to the conclusion that the measurement of accessibility is not of intrinsic value if a government seeks to promote
economic development or environmental quality. The analysis results in a radically different, and perhaps
counter-intuitive, conclusion regarding the goal of activity participation: if governments are interested in the goal
of activity participation, as arguably they should be, the measurement of accessibility is an absolute necessity.
Second, I will argue that the accessibility turn will inevitably open up the Pandora box of social justice. Indeed, if
accessibility is considered relevant because it enables activity participation, merely maximizing average
accessibility across a population becomes unacceptable. Building on the capability approach developed by Sen
and Nussbaum, I will contend that an accessibility-centered approach to transportation planning has to define
explicitly what constitutes fairness in the domain of accessibility. The discipline can no longer hide behind the
technical ambition to guarantee a ‘well-functioning’ transportation system. Indeed, given the fundamental
relationship between accessibility and activity participation, I will claim that transportation planning should
guarantee a sufficient level of accessibility for all.
Finally, I will end the paper by stipulating more precisely the duties that befall on all members of society jointly if
the claim is accepted that transportation planning should guarantee a sufficient level of accessibility. I will argue
that, while the exact level of a sufficiency threshold is in a sense arbitrary, the mere existence of a threshold has
profound consequences. It delineates government interventions that are warranted based on considerations of
justice from interventions that constitute a violation of justice. This distinction sheds a radically new light on
transportation planning as it is typically practiced around the world.
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The people-oriented urbanization of China was first proposed in 2002 and was officially high-lighted in the Main
Function Plan in 2010 by the Chinese central government. The concept on which the plan is based encourages
people to live and work in local urban areas rather than in big cities via cross-regional migration. In addition,
people-oriented urbanization encourages compact development rather than land expansion. Meanwhile, one of the
policies adopted by the central government to achieve the above goal is High-Speed Rail (HSR). As a regional
transportation system that can increase intercity accessibility and connectivity, HSR helps firms and people to
resettle in middle or small cities and provides convenient access to regional centers such as Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou to meet their business and travel demand. However, contrary to the original intention, the introduction
of HSR has severely accelerated population loss in middle or small size cities according to recent census data.
Taking this unintended outcome as its motivation, this paper focuses on the interaction between the city system
and HSR system, discussing the impact of transportation system changes on urbanization. The research reported
in this paper uses city-level data of 107 cities from year 2009 to 2014 according to China City Construction Year
Book and corresponding HSR O-D pair data from daily HSR schedule. This paper implements a structural
equation modeling approach with observed variables including urbanization index, HSR network connectedness
and urban transit system connectedness, and latent variable, the inter-connectedness between HSR system and
urban transit system, to indicate whether the HSR system penetrates well into local urban transit system. The
impact of four key variables, urbanization, HSR network connectedness, urban transit system connectivity,
intersystem connectivity is examined in the model. The urbanization index comprises three measures, including
residential population, residential population density, and a principle component approach based urbanization
index. HSR network connectedness is determined by both network connectivity based on graph theory and city
accessibility measured by average travel time weighted by local GDP. Urban transit system connectedness is
determined by the number of rail station locations and total operation length of the transit system. Other control
variables include transportation fixed asset investment, GDP per capita. Spatial effects are tested by sub-sample
sets. Based on the analysis, the research reveals that the HSR system solely could not significantly accelerate the
urbanization in middle or small size cities in China, unless it is well integrated with the city system. Moreover,
HSR would appear to play a limited role in people's location choice which is jointly determined by city system
and transportation system. these findings suggest that decision makers should not only rely on HSR but also
improve city attractiveness and local urban transportation system in order to truly realize people-oriented
urbanization and regional balance.
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Young adults are increasingly reported to have different lifestyles and travel behavior from previous generations
at the same stage in life. Among the observed changes, millennials postpone the time they obtain a driver's
license, often choose to live in central urban locations and not to own a car, and use alternative means of
transportation more often. Several explanations have been proposed to explain millennials' behavior, including the
difficulties in getting established in their careers, the changes in the household composition (e.g. postponing
marriage and procreation), the substitution of travel with telecommuting and social media, and the preference for
urban lifestyles and locations closer to the vibrant parts of a city. It is still unclear, though, the extent to which
these patterns are the effect of temporary conditions or more permanent changes in society.
The tech-savvy millennials who live in urban neighborhoods, are heavy users of Uber or Lyft and do not own a
car are certainly a popular figure in the media headlines, and a common presence in major cities. But not all
millennials fit this stereotype, and large masses of young adults behave in a way that is more similar to older
cohorts. Understanding the reasons behind millennials' choices, and their likely impact on housing and travel
demand, and future vehicle sales, is of extreme importance to researchers, planners and policy-makers. Similarly,
the topic has attracted strong interest from government agencies, developers, and car manufacturers. However, the
debate in this field is often dominated by speculations about the potential factors affecting millennials' behavior,
and their likely persistence. Previous studies have been limited by the lack of information on specific variables
(e.g. personal attitudes and preferences, for studies based on National Household Travel Survey data), or the use
of convenience samples (e.g. studies on university students).
This study builds on a large research effort undertaken to investigate the relationships among millennials'
residential location, individual attitudes, lifestyles, travel behavior and current vehicle ownership, the adoption of
shared mobility services, and the aspiration to purchase (and use) a vehicle vs. use other means of transportation
in California. A rich dataset was collected in fall 2015 with a comprehensive online survey administered to 1400
millennials (i.e. young adults, 18-34) and 1000 members of the Generation X (i.e. middle-age adults, 35-50),
selected using a quota sampling approach from the six major regions of California and three neighborhood types.
The study is part of a longitudinal study of the emerging transportation trends in California, which is designed

with a rotating panel structure, with additional waves of data collection planned in future years. For additional
information on the survey content and the data collection effort, see Circella et al. (2015).
The study provides a unique opportunity to investigate the relationships behind millennials' behavior and recent
emerging trends in transportation. In this paper, we investigate the impact of individual and household
characteristics, the characteristics of the built environment, the adoption of shared mobility and other components
of travel behavior among different groups of individuals, and model the propensity to change the level of vehicle
ownership through purchasing an additional vehicle, replacing, or getting rid of a currently owned vehicle, while
accounting for differences in geographic characteristics and transportation accessibility, and the stage in life and
impact of major events (e.g. getting a child, etc.). The study contributes to better understanding the impact of
various factors, including lifestyles, individual preferences, living arrangements and stage in life of respondents,
on several components of millennials' behavior, and provides important information of interest to the planning
community on the likely future effects on travel demand and vehicle purchases.
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Lefebvre’s focus on the active appropriation of urban spaces for collective use has provided urban planners a
useful frame to understand emergent political strategies such as Reclaim the Streets, the Occupy Movement and
Tactical Urbanism as enacted alternatives to neoliberal development. These interventions mostly occur at lived
spaces and serve as dialectical openings for reimagining a postcapitalist city. However, cities are continually
constructed through visual technologies, which hold particular power in establishing legitimacy due to its ability
to convey ‘data’ to policy-makers and the public (Tironi 2015). This is particularly problematic in transportation
planning where transportation needs are determined by specific technologies championed by technical planners
and engineers. Furthermore, the most widely used approach, the Four-Step travel demand model, reflects
assumptions that privilege particular representations of spaces while subjugating others (Nostikasari 2015). As
such, the Right to the City must be broadened to include how urban inhabitants might appropriate both lived and
conceptual transportation spaces in order to produce just development outcomes.
This paper addresses the following questions: (1) how does the use of dominant transportation modeling
technologies affect representations of transportation needs?; (2) how do we inhabit conceptual space produced by

these technologies?; (3) how might claims for technical information and challenges against dominant
transportation policies lead to the appropriation of transportation knowledge production and spatial production?
Data were collected by GPS recorders, photographs, and interviews with participants from a variety of
neighborhoods in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area. These data along with analysis of planning
documents and public hearings, interviews with planners and modelers suggest that the assumptions of traditional
transportation modeling result in the illusion of mobility and mode choices particularly for those perceived to
have less access to transportation. We also examine a distinct case of opposition to a proposed privately-financed
tollway project suggesting that questioning transportation data sources is essential for citizens to generate new
political claims. We argue that struggles over just city begin not only with the right to data, but the right to
produce that knowledge. Challenging the legitimacy of institutionalized knowledge production processes
consequently forms part of a larger claim to the right of the city.
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Planners often advocate light rail transit (LRT) as "green" transportation. Taking LRT is encouraged over car
driving as it helps reduce harmful traffic emissions for the environment. But, does switching from car to LRT help
us breathe clean air? Analysis of environmental impact with respect to mode switch can be analyzed in two parts:
(1) amount of traffic emissions released, and (2) exposure to traffic emissions (Schweitzer & Valenzuela, 2004).
While traffic emission studies focus on total net emissions reduction, traffic exposure analysis calls for
understanding microenvironmental differences in traffic environment (Knibbs, Cole-Hunter, & Morawska, 2011).
This paper focuses on the traffic exposure aspect of mode switch as it is directly related to environmental risk of
individual commuters. Previous studies have focused on either modal differences of traffic exposure or exposure
patterns of specific mode (de Nazelle et al., 2012; Hudda, Kostenidou, Sioutas, Delfino, & Fruin, 2011).
However, few studies have systematically examined how traffic exposure varies between car and LRT, and under
what circumstances these microenvironmental factors affect traffic exposure.
In this study, I investigate whether traffic exposure differs between car and LRT through a controlled experiment
using state-of-the-art mobile monitoring equipment. I employed real-time instruments to monitor five traffic
pollutants (fine particle mass, ultrafine particle mass, black carbon, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide) while
driving a car and taking an LRT simultaneously for 20 week days (40 trips). Simultaneous measurement allowed
us to control for daily variations in meteorological condition and other unknown confounders. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) tests were performed to compare the difference in the measurements, and to examine the
effects of different microenvironment and travel conditions on traffic exposure between car and LRT. Further, a
Monte Carlo simulation was used to test the effects of other vehicle-specific factors.
The results indicate that the car generally exhibits higher exposure than the LRT; however, traffic exposure was
significantly altered by ventilation status and, to a lesser extent, traffic microenvironment and vehicle-specific
factors, such as fan strength, vehicle speed, and vehicle age. These microenvironmental factors were the key to
understanding the modal difference in exposure between car and LRT. The results from this study suggest that
mode shift from car to LRT will be particularly beneficial to those owning an older vehicle with a sub-par
ventilation system. Given that old vehicle stocks happen to be the highest polluters on the street, it would be

desirable from an environmental policy perspective to expedite a retirement of old vehicle stocks through a
vehicle subsidy program, such as Car Allowance Rebate System (CARS) or "cash for clunkers." Furthermore,
because households in lower income strata can seldom afford to upgrade their vehicle, early vehicle retirement
program or transit subsidy program targeted to low income households will help poor families avoid exposure to
higher traffic emissions, providing implications for both social and environmental justice.
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Modern streetcars are an increasingly popular public investment in US cities. Over the past 15 years, ten systems
have opened, with 12 more projects currently in the planning stages. Despite the strong policy debates
surrounding modern streetcars in U.S. cities, we have limited knowledge about the perspectives of local planners
and public sector staff implementing streetcar projects. Since modern streetcars are complex amalgams of public
goals and policies related to urban transport and economic development (Smith-Heimer and Golem 2010), the
ability of a streetcar project to deliver on its promises is largely contingent on the ability of local actors to work
cooperatively across government sectors and to leverage a range of resources that have been traditionally isolated
from one another.
Using semi-structured interviews from planners and policymakers in Kansas City, MO, this paper documents the
key factors shaping streetcar implementation. Evidence from other transport projects aimed at spurring property
development –i.e. transit-oriented developments - suggest that attempts to coordinate land use and transportation
policies face severe barriers (Curtis et al. 2009). However, findings from the Kansas City case suggest that
bureaucratic divisions in the Kansas City region have not hindered streetcar implementation as has been the case
in other types of TOD projects and efforts.
The majority of respondents cited financing as a dominant element that shaped implementation decisions,
including the choice of a streetcar and the creation of an independent non-profit governing board. As federal funds
for transit have decreased in the past few decades, urban areas have been forced to finance transit operations and
expansions from local or regional sources (Wachs and Sciara 2007). But the funding mechanisms available to
localities and regions are products of state and local laws related to taxation and public resource allocations. In a
state - like Missouri – where voters have constrained the ability of the state and localities to raise funds for
specific uses, the devolution of transit financing may have perverse impacts, including an extreme fracturing of
the planning apparatus and a move toward a spatial planning framework that approaches planning holistically in
specific corridors (King and Fischer 2016) but often at the expense of city or region-wide service.
It is well acknowledged that planning is a political process that must submit to the political will of the populace.

However, the Kansas City case shows that how that populace is defined and how they can be approached by
planners and elected officials is a product of state and federal regulations that may not reflect local or regional
priorities and may even serve as barriers to the realization of both local and national policy goals. While calls for
localities to focus on the transportation qualities of streetcar service are important (Ramos-Santiago et al. 2015)
they may ignore these political and financing constraints facing localities. In the Kansas City case, project
financing (for both capital and operational expenses) was a main determinant in decisions about what to build,
and where to invest, as well as decisions related to which actors will operate and be responsible for the
investment. Without the ability to raise funds at the regional level the devolution of transit financing and the rising
popularity of streetcar systems threatens a regional, integrated approach to urban transit investment. Changes to
federal transportation policy, including the ability for discretionary grant applications to consider the impact
investments have on real estate create incentives for localities to pursue transportation projects whose main
impacts are concentrated in property value increases in already affluent areas with only limited benefits on transit
mode share or travel behavior.
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The principles of new urbanism, smart growth, and compact city have expanded efforts in promoting urban forms
such as Transit Oriented Developments (TODs), which are believed to induce higher rates of travel by nonmotorized modes. While TOD is a key planning tool used for increasing active modes of travel, the literature has
been focused primarily on testing the effect of TODs on automobile travel. This paper, in contrast, aims to
specifically investigate whether TOD areas generate more non-motorized trips compared to non-TOD areas. This
central question is tested for MARTA rail stations that have TOD characteristics compared to other stations that
do not in the Atlanta Metropolitan region. The analysis determines which specific attributes of TOD influence
non-motorized trips by employing a logistic regression model, controlling for socio-demographic variables. By
understanding the contribution of particular characteristics of TOD that lead to a shift to more active
transportation modes, we can ensure that future developments will be able to maximize the benefits of sustainable
transportation and better public health.
The analysis uses novel estimates of non-motorized transportation obtained from a synthetic households table
generated with the help of 2010-2014 ACS PUMS data. Given the detailed household table together with many
social and demographic characteristics, our models are able to examine many explanatory variables that were
previously difficult to engage because of data deficiencies in travel surveys. The objective is to review and
improve TOD plans to include attributes deemed essential in promoting active transportation.
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Background:
While associations between built environment features and active travel have been documented; limited evidence
exists of a causal impact of land use and transportation investments on physical activity (PA)(1). Pre-post
assessments of natural experiments are required to establish causality(2). There is a growing movement in many
cities to prioritize active transportation. The City of Vancouver has reassigned road space to pedestrians and
cyclists to promote active transportation. The study examines the Comox-Helmcken Greenway in downtown
Vancouver's West End; a highly diverse community home to people of all ages, incomes, ethnicities, and sexual
orientations. This is among the first causal assessments to date and supports an emerging global PA agenda(3).
Objectives:
The study investigated the PA impact of constructing a dedicated pedestrian and cyclist rout on travel patterns and
PA among residents in a highly walkable neighbourhood.
Methods:
The study utilized a pre-post design to explore causal relationships between the built environment and PA.
In 2012, during pre-greenway construction, residents living within a kilometer of the Comox-Helmcken
Greenway were recruited. Participants completed a survey and trip diary. The survey consisted of questions
including participant self-reported PA. The trip diary documented trips completed within a two-day period. Travel
days were assigned to ensure a balance across the days of the week in the study. Following construction in 2013,
participants were re-recruited during the post-greenway period in 2014/15 to repeat the survey and trip diary.
Participants living within 500 meters of the greenway were included in the treatment group, and those living
outside the 500 meters were controls. Trips that had an origin or destination outside of Metro Vancouver were
excluded.
Results:
In total, N=549 residents participated in the study during both pre- and post-greenway periods. Of the N=549
participants, n=473 participants lived within 500 meters (pre: M=46.17 years old, SD=14.94; post: M=48.17,
SD=14.94). The control group consisted of n=76 participants (pre: M=42.97, SD=14.47 years old; post: M=44.99,
SD=14.44).

The mean number of daily bicycle trips in the treatment group had a statistically significant increase (p=0.0462),
from M=0.10 trips, SD=0.10 during the pre-period to M=0.15, SD=0.15 trips during post-period. Walking had a
statistically significant decrease (p=0.0273; pre: M=2.08, SD=1.60; post: M=1.91, SD=1.60). Mean transit trips
remained the same (pre: M=0.59, SD=0.86; post: M=0.59, SD=0.85), and auto trips decreased (pre: M=0.73,
SD=1.16; post: M=0.70, SD=1.19), but were neither were statistically significant.
In contrast, the control group saw no statistically significant changes across the four modes. Mean daily walking
trips declined (pre: M=2.02; SD=1.76; post: M=1.89; SD=1.48), similarly for bicycle (pre: M=0.12, SD=0.51;
post: M=0.08, SD=0.29) and transit (pre: M=0.43, SD=0.80; post: M=0.36, SD=0.72) trips. Auto trips increased
(pre: M=0.90, SD=0.90; post: M=1.0, SD=1.00).
Participants also self-reported days of moderate PA in the past week, defined as activities that take moderate
physical effort and make you breath somewhat harder than normal. The greenway caused a statistically significant
(p=0.0271) increase (pre: M=2.29 days; SD=2.04; post: M=2.54; SD=2.26). In contrast, the controls showed a
non-significant decrease (pre: M=2.52; SD=2.22; post: M=2.28; SD=2.16).
Conclusions:
Significant increases in PA was observed in residents, even within a dense environment that ranks highly on
standard measures of neighbourhood walkability(4) and bikeability(5). Conducted in partnership with the City of
Vancouver, the evidence will directly inform future transportation improvement projects in Vancouver and
elsewhere.
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From 2011-2013, both Los Angeles and San Francisco carried out trials of “performance priced” street parking—
parking where prices were set by demand. This paper reviews lessons learned from those trials. Based on both
existing evaluations of these programs and original data analysis, I make five broad points. First, both of these
programs were substantial improvements over conventional revenue-drive approaches to street parking. Second,
however, for political and practical reasons, neither trial used “true” performance prices, and the results in each
city must be interpreted in light of that fact. Third, in setting the price, cities confront a tension between accuracy
and stability, and resolving this tension might reduce pricing’s ability to reduce cruising for parking. Fourth,

compliance matters: both trials suffered from heavy amounts of nonpayment. And fifth it remains unclear what
the ideal next step in street parking reform will be. In total the trials suggest that performance pricing is an
extremely promising policy intervention, but also one that requires more fine-tuning.
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Many observers have argued that the planning community needs to transition its urban development practices
away from suburban-oriented communities and toward communities that embody Smart Growth principles. Smart
Growth developments, featuring more mixed land uses, more varied housing typologies and greater emphasis on
providing non-automobile transport options, are not only linked to social, environmental and health benefits but
are increasingly demanded by large segments of the American population (Nelson 2013; Handy et al. 2008). To
measure preferences for Smart Growth residential options, many planning researchers have employed stated
preference surveys to a priori examine both the willingness of households to live in Smart Growth areas as well as
their attitudes toward engaging in active travel. Since they were first used in the 1990s, stated preference surveys
of Smart Growth residential options have become more rigorous in terms of their sampling and research design
(Leinberger 2008). However, these studies still rely on cross-sectional approaches that may introduce bias to the
measurement of residential preferences. Building off behavioral economic theory, one possible source of bias that
single time point surveys fail to capture is that people’s preferences and attitudes are not static (Tversky, Slovic,
and Kahneman 1990). Plausibly, people who undergo a residential move might adjust their preferences for
neighborhood environments and their attitudes toward active travel to more closely align with the built form
realities of their new. This scenario would challenge conventional thinking in transportation research, where predisposed attitudes toward Smart Growth neighborhoods or active travel are treated as separate and distinct from
the built environment in which people reside (Schwanen and Mokhtarian 2005; Frank et al. 2007).
In this paper we report the preliminary results from a two-phase longitudinal study of 140 residential movers and
100 non-moving controls from Metro Vancouver, Canada. Our research question asks whether households who
experience a change in the built environment after a move also undergo a change in residential preferences and
attitudes toward active travel. We examine this using trip diaries, a survey of residential preferences and travel
behavior, and objectively-measured data on the built environment of residential neighborhoods (Frank et al. 2013)
administered six weeks prior to, and six months after, participants moved houses. For researchers, these results
could inform the interpretation and design of future studies on the impacts of the built environment and attitudes
on travel behavior.
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U.S. public transportation providers have limited capital investment budgets and large service areas, which means
that decisionmakers are under significant pressure to demonstrate meaningful returns on the investments they
choose to make. Improving existing bus stops by adding amenities such as shelters, benches, sidewalks, etc. is
relatively inexpensive and is popular with local officials and transit riders, but do such improvements lead to
measurable improvements in system effectiveness or efficiency? Our research measures quantifiable returns on
bus stop amenity investments by looking at ridership levels, paratransit service demands, vehicle maintenance
costs, customer satisfaction levels, and other measures associated with recent investments by the Utah Transit
Authority (UTA) in bus stop enhancements along its #41 bus line. During 2014-15, UTA upgraded every stop
along the 41’s route – 3900/4100 South, between Meadowbrook Station and Redwood Road. The upgrades
include creating ADA-compliant concrete pads and installing a variety of fixtures, including trash cans, benches,
shelters, better connections to sidewalks, and (at a grocery store) a shopping cart corral. We analyze qualitative
and quantitative data along this corridor to determine whether, and the degree to which, the investments can be
associated with changes in both traditional effectiveness measures (e.g., ridership and customer satisfaction), as
well as less traditional measures (e.g., reductions in paratransit demand, vehicle maintenance costs, customer
complaints, and liability claims). Preliminary comparisons of data from before and after the improvements
suggest that the amenities are having some level of impact.
In an anticipated second phase of the research, we will be assessing similar data from other corridors in which
UTA has made similar concentrated bus stop investments, e.g. 200 South in Salt Lake City. By adding additional
corridors across a range of development conditions (e.g., suburban vs. urban), we anticipate getting more
variation in the data, which will likely increase our understanding of the associations between investment and
outcome. The research team anticipates using the results of this research to: (1) establish analytical and data
collection protocols for studying future bus corridor investments, and (2) develop a data-driven decisionmaking
matrix for future bus stop investment decisions .
Stated-preference studies, in the forms of surveys, interviews, focus groups, visual preference surveys, and
crowdsourcing show stop amenities are important to current and potential riders (TCRP, 1999; Ewing &
Bartholomew, 2013). Talbot (2011) observes that transit riders react positively to amenities intended to enhance
the riding experience. This positive orientation, potentially, can influence individual choices on whether to ride.
This causal chain is echoed by Walker (2012) and others. Litman (2013) notes that wait time, which already
creates an impedance to transit ridership, can have an even greater negative influence on transit ridership if the
transit stop conditions are unpleasant. This observation fits with studies examining the “experiential qualities” of
a passenger’s transit riding experience.
In one of the few studies analyzing associations with bus stop amenities, Talbott (2011) assesses relationships

between numbers of bus stop and the presence of bus stop amenities with numbers of bus riders and a series of
demographic characteristics. The author finds significant positive correlations, indicating that the number of bus
stops and presence of bus stop amenities tends to increase with increases in ridership and the presence of the
selected demographic characteristics. The study does not, however, attempt to establish any causal association to
answer the question of whether and to what extent can changes in the level of amenities be connected to changes
in ridership. By using before and after data and controlling for possible confounding variables, this study attempts
to shed some light on possible correlations between amenity costs and benefits.
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Americans who visit Europe are often struck by the many vibrant pedestrian malls and pedestrian friendly streets
across the Atlantic. People walk these streets for utilitarian purposes or just to experience street liveliness.
Healthful walking is integrated into their daily lives. Why aren’t there more pedestrian malls and pedestrian
oriented streets in the United States? What has made some pedestrian streets around the country not only endure
but prosper? On the other hand, why are a number of pedestrian malls being re-opened to car traffic? In the 1960s
and 1970’s main streets across the United States were closed to automobile traffic in an attempt to compete with
the emerging regional shopping centers. For the most part they failed and were eventually re-opened to
automobile traffic. Other pedestrianized streets have been notably successful. Why? This paper reviews the
history of pedestrianized streets in the US and evaluates factors that have contributed to their success or failure.
The aim of the paper us to elicit lessons learned from the history of pedestrian streets around the nation so as to
inform contemporary urban planning policy.
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Tailpipe emissions from cars constitute the major source of air pollution in urban areas. To bring the urban air
pollution problems under control, regulatory agencies have implemented demand-side strategies, such as tolling
and congestion pricing, with some limited success (Albalate & Bel, 2009). Some cities have adopted supply-side
strategies, such as traffic calming and road diet, to restrict traffic flow and speed. Recently, traffic regulation at
local level has gained significant traction around the world. In 2015, Paris implemented a city-wide traffic ban to
combat severe episodes of smog and achieved about 40% drop in nitrogen dioxide levels (Willsher, 2015). In
U.S., reduced traffic during the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games led to a significant reduction in daily peak ozone
concentrations by 28% (Friedman, Powell, Hutwagner, Graham, & Teague, 2001). In Los Angeles, a car-free
street initiative, referred to as CicLAvia, launched in 2010 to temporarily ban cars from streets and open them to
other modes of transport. To our knowledge, few studies have comprehensively investigated the impacts of carfree streets, and evaluated the effectiveness of temporary traffic ban as a viable strategy to combat chronic urban
air pollution problems.
In this study, we use CicLAvia as a natural experiment to investigate the effects of temporary traffic ban on local
air quality. Using a novel mobile monitoring platform, we monitored air pollution levels during CicLAvia
Sundays, separately held in three urban locations (Pasadena, Culver City, and Downtown Los Angeles). The
CicLAvia measurements were compared against pollutant levels monitored during typical Sundays. A backpack
outfitted with portable monitors was also used to measure the direct effect of street closure by walking along and
around the CicLAvia routes. In addition, we monitored traffic volume along CicLAvia corridors and their
adjacent streets using pneumatic tubes installed on major arterial roads within the study area. We expected that the
impact of roadway closure will occur within an immediate vicinity of the closed streets, and that surrounding
traffic condition will significantly affect air pollution levels at the neighborhood level.
Based on the empirical results, we found consistent and statistically significant downward trends in particulate
matter levels during the Culver City event. A large magnitude of traffic reduction appears to contribute to lower
particle levels during this event. However, the mean particulate matter levels significantly increased during the
Pasadena and the Downtown Los Angeles events, partly due to the increase in traffic delays and congestion. Our
results suggest that, unlike region-wide air pollution control measure, local-scale interventions, such as CicLAvia,
may have unintended spillover effects by pushing through traffic to some other locations within a proximate area,
resulting in no net effect in air pollution reduction. Our findings imply that more careful traffic management plans
and air pollution mitigation efforts will be needed to yield positive environmental outcomes from local
interventions like car-free streets program.
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As cities aim to be more sustainable by promoting policies that support alternatives to the automobile, the
common methods used in the development review process to assess transportation impacts of new or
redevelopment projects often create barriers to achieving the desired ends. The Institute of Transportation
Engineers’ Trip Generation Handbook (2014) is the predominant resource for estimating and assessing
transportation impacts generated at urban development. The Handbook is often criticized for its inability to
account for changes in demand in urban locations, which often result in the over-estimation of vehicle traffic and
parking (Millard-Ball, 2015). The reliance on these questionable methods has implications for many different
aspects of new development, including site design, traffic mitigations, parking requirements, project scale/scope,
system development charges, impact fees, and emissions estimates.
This paper focuses on a myriad of issues in marrying transportation and land development often ignored in the
practice of evaluating transportation impacts. The purpose of this paper is to provide the reader with an overview
of the state-of-the-practice and state-of-the-art methods for urban trip generation estimation. First, the types of
applications for trip generation data and methods are discussed. Second, we evaluate the differences between
standard trip generation data (vehicle-based) and urban multimodal data, expanding and comparing the evolution
of more multimodal approaches as addressed in the literature, e.g. (Currans & Clifton, 2015; Ewing, et al., 2011;
Schneider, et al., 2015). Third, a critique of the traditional (vehicle-based) and modern (multimodal with
sensitivities to urban contexts) methods is provided, outlined by the sensitivities and capabilities based on a
number of different aspects: human activity, multimodal trip types, mixed use (multiuse) development, scale of
analysis (e.g., site-level versus neighborhood-level), built environment, socio- and economic-demographic
characteristics of the trip maker, regional accessibility, and land use categorization and classification. Fourth, this
paper concludes with further recommendations for practice by identifying potential gaps in research and
pinpointing problematic approaches and methods conflicting with the existing urban planning and transportation
engineering literature and theory.
The objective of this research is three fold. First, we will link transportation impacts estimation methods with
theory, bridging the gap between traditional estimation of trip generation and travel behavior research. Second,
the outcomes derived from this research will provide a foundation for developing more robust methods for
practice, affording greater sensitivity toward planning goals and outcomes (e.g. accessibility, equity), extending
the life of data by being more efficient with how it is being used. Third, while the data available for research is
expensive and limited, the lessons learned from this paper will influence the types of information we collect from
future studies, focusing our efforts on known and tested characteristics shown to actually influence travel, thus
providing an improved understanding of urban development that allows agencies, developers, and practitioners to
recognize which elements of a new development and surrounding urban form influence the transportation impacts
which allows for more appropriate mitigations to be considered to achieve planned results.
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While transportation plays a critical role in the economy, costs incurred by vehicle crashes are one of the
significant negative externality. Providing appropriate countermeasures at high vehicle crash locations might help
in minimizing the number of crashes and crash severity. With that said, the development of a reliable and easy-toupdate crash frequency model will benefit state and local safety planners. The release of the first edition of the
Highway Safety Manual (HSM) has enabled practitioners and researchers to use standardized safety performance
functions (SPF) with local calibration factors (LCF) (AASHTO 2010). However, the HSM’s predictive methods
have been criticized mainly due to a heavy data collection burden, although following the manual’s procedure is
straightforward. No state transportation agencies maintain the databases that fully meets the manual’s requirement
such as, to name a few, liquor store density, driveway density, and roadway obstruction density. Several states
have begun developing their own state-specific SPFs.
The objective of this study is to develop SPF specific to Maryland’s rural two-lane-two-way highways and
compare the developed MD SPFs to the HSM’s base models calibrated for Maryland by the authors. A rural-twolane-two-way roadway network of the entire Maryland, a point data for mile posts and intersections were
processed and merged with crash data in geographic information systems (GIS) for the base years 2008 to 2010.
After identifying segments whose geometric information remained unchanged for the three-year period, a sample
was drawn at the 95% confidence level. The sampling frame was based on a recent study by Shin, et al. (2015).
Crash frequency models were built using most widely regression models for safety analysis—e.g., multiple,
Poisson, and binomial regressions. They were compared based on performance criteria: the predictive power and
minimal data collection burden for easy and regular updates of the best performing model.
The study found MD-specific SPFs would provide more reliable models with lower data collection burden. The
study will help transportation planners in making model-based decisions on roadway geometry designs and
policies for better resource allocations by crash hot spot prioritization.
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This study discusses alternative government incentive programs to promote faster diffusion of connected
autonomous vehicles (CAV) and to narrow the technology divide from CAV affordability. Quantitative and
qualitative evaluations were drawn from two main tasks: (1) a review of literature on the effectiveness of tax
credits for purchasing electric vehicles (EV) and plug-in hybrid cars (PH); and (2) analyses of three surveys to
identify socio-economic characteristics, preferences and perceptions of EV/PH/combustion engine vehicle owners
and simulating drivers’ decision making and willingness-to-pay for purchasing future vehicle technology. Early
adopters and various population groups for tax incentive programs were identified.
CAV has become a buzzword in transportation planning. The U.S. Department of Transportation has been
discussing potential deployment roadmaps. Automakers and researchers have been developing numerous
innovative technologies that may be equipped with future automobiles. Government reports estimated huge
economic, environmental, and social benefits from the full deployment of CAVs. However, these discussions
have been influenced too much by technology interests, which are missing a critical task for public policy
formulation. No or minimal, if any, considerations of the needs and acceptance of the general public and a
potential technology divide were not included.
Some researchers argue that we can learn from the past innovation diffusion stories (e.g., seatbelts, airbags, antilock braking systems, etc.) and past incentive policies (e.g., federal and state tax credits for purchasing EV/PH) to
develop a CAV deployment roadmap. The author argues, however, that the past as a guide is not a realistic
strategy. First, the benefits of innovation will not be visible until a critical mass is driving CAVs. Driving a car
equipped with seatbelts, airbags, and/or anti-lock braking systems could ensure drivers that they will get
immediate safety benefits. These benefits are clear to individual drivers. However, the benefits of CAV that are
based on the real-time information exchange among the nearby vehicles and infrastructure will not be achieved
unless a majority of traffic on the road consists of CAVs. Some dangerous events to CAVs caused by non-CAV
drivers may not be preventable. Thus, people do not have an incentive to buy CAVs. Second, the current incentive
policies for EV/PH owners may have a very limited impact on boosting the market share. Publicly available
market share data shows that EV/PH annual sales remain between 2.5% and 3.5% of the total annual vehicle sales
between 2007 and the first quarter of 2016. This data confirms past studies arguing for no or limited effectiveness
of the current tax credits. While many survey-based studies found tax credits to be one of the most important
decision factors, those findings are biased since they are only based on EV/PH owners’ statements. We conducted
three sets of surveys – 1) a survey of EV/PH owners, (2) a survey of combustion engine vehicles, and (3) an
adaptive choice-based conjoint survey (ACBC). Analyses of the survey data found price levels to be the
insurmountable barrier for a new vehicle purchase. Nearly 70 percent of EV/PH owners are annually earning over
$100,000. This implies that vehicle prices are still unreachable by many population groups even after taking tax
credits. Further analysis based on the structural equation model reveals that various population groups with
different socio-economic characteristics should be targeted with better-targeted incentive programs.
Findings provide strategies to narrow the gaps in CAV market penetration that should be considered by planners
and policy makers. As Pressman and Wildavsky (1984) argued, many policies built on sound ideas often fail in
practice. We should contemplate how to make policies on CAV diffusion succeed to get full benefits quickly.
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One of the main challenges facing transit agencies is offering consistent, reliable service with minimum number
of interruptions and disruptions. The capacity of a system to absorb and recover from disruptions (i.e., incidents)
defines its resilience. Although improving transit system resilience has recently emerged as a top priority for
society, there has been little effort to address it. As a response to this gap in knowledge, the study aims at
understanding the impact of incident and interruption delays of the subway system on surface transit system
performance in Toronto. The study will utilize two statistical models to capture the change in surface transit
system speed and its deviation from schedule after subway service interruptions occur. In Toronto, the surface
transit system includes bus routes as well as streetcar routes. This study mainly uses two datasets. The first dataset
includes a detailed subway system interruption data collected in 2013 by the TTC, the public transit provider for
the City of Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The second dataset comes from the TTC Automatic Vehicle Location
(AVL) system for bus and streetcar routes that are within a walking distance from some subway stations.
More specifically, this study focuses on investigating the impacts of subway incidents in May 2013 that occurred
at 18 subway stations. These stations were selected according to a composite indicator that was generated to
identify the most vulnerable stations in the subway system. Findings from this research can be of interest to public
transportation planners and managers as it highlights the effects of subway service interruption on other
functioning transit systems (i.e., surface transit) in a multimodal environment. This study should also help identify
threshold delay levels for subway service interruptions that would likely cause adverse impacts on nearby surface
transit service performance.
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We are on the cusp of a new era in mobility given that the enabling technologies for autonomous vehicles (AVs)
are almost ready for deployment and testing. Multiple companies, including Google, Audi, Nissan, Tesla and
BMW, have announced plans to have fully automated cars by 2020. Recently, the U.S. Department of
Transportation unveiled a new policy guidance that reflects the reality that widespread deployment of AVs is now
feasible (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2016). The vehicle automation technology, combined with the
sharing economy, is set to give birth to a new travel mode – Shared Autonomous Vehicles (SAVs), a taxi service
without drivers, which is more affordable and environmentally friendly to operate than privately owned
Autonomous Vehicles (AVs). This new travel option provides numerous advantages over the conventional taxi
and mobile-based on-demand systems, such as Uber and Lyft. The SAV can provide more affordable and
accessible mobility to the general public and optimize operation processes via centralized service strategies.
Previous studies of the SAV system has been shown to reduce the average waiting times and improve ridematching experiences (Shen & Lopes, 2015; Zhang, Guhathakurta, Fang, & Zhang, 2015b). Therefore, it promises
to provide a larger share of car-sharing and ride-sharing mode splits in the future.
This ubiquitous transit system will inevitably lead to changes in urban built environment, especially the quantity
and distribution of urban parking land use as well as the preferences in residential location choices. One Previous
study, based on an agent- based simulation of SAV operations in a hypothetical grid-based city, reveals that the
SAV may eliminate a significant amount of parking demand for participating households and alter the spatial
distribution of parking demand (Zhang, Guhathakurta, Fang, & Zhang, 2015a). However, up to date, a limited
number of studies have been conducted to inform the potential impact of such technologies on residential location
choices under a real world context. Once implemented, the availability of SAVs will not be evenly distributed
within the city. In other words, the SAV system will change the accessibility of land, which has long been
recognized as an essential and significant variable in residential location choice utility functions (Schirmer, van
Eggermond, & Axhausen, 2014). This study will contribute to the existing knowledge regarding the impact of
SAV system on the urban form by developing a discrete event simulation model using the real transportation
network with calibrated link-level travel speeds, travel demand origin-destination matrix, and synthesized
household profiles from the City of Atlanta. This real world data-driven model will be used to determine the
influence of SAV system on land accessibility and its implications for urban residential location choices under
different scenarios, including different market penetration levels and car-sharing and ride-sharing strategies. The
results can help better prepare planners with potential land use and urban form changes in the era of shared
autonomous vehicles.
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Emerging transportation technologies and shared mobility services are quickly changing the way individuals
travel, in particular in large urban areas. These services expand the set of transportation alternatives, allow for
more flexibility in travel schedules, and provide access to transportation without bearing the costs of auto
ownership. Among the most controversial and rapidly growing form of technology-enabled transportation
services are on-demand ride services, also known as ridesourcing or transportation network companies (TNCs),
such as Uber and Lyft. Understanding the impact of on-demand rides services on passenger travel, and on the use
of other modes, is not easy due to the lack of comprehensive data, the continuously evolving characteristics of
these services, and the multifaceted impacts they may have. For example, on-demand ride services may increase
the attractiveness of using public transportation through offering convenient access on the first and last mile
(Shaheen et al. 2015; Taylor et al, 2015), but they could also cannibalize transit ridership in places where public
transportation is inefficient, too slow or inconvenient. To date, shared mobility services account for a rather small
portion of mode share, but their popularity is increasing as the availability of these services expands. Previous
studies show that young adults (“millennials”) who live in dense urban cores are among the most frequent users of
these services (Rayle et al., 2014). This matches other characteristics of millennials, who are increasingly reported
to own fewer cars and drive less, possibly due to differences in their lifestyles, household characteristics, shifts in
attitudes and familiarity with modern technologies (McDonald, 2015).
This paper investigates the factors affecting the adoption on-demand ride services among both millennials, i.e.
young adults 18 to 34 years old, and the members of the previous Generation X, i.e. middle-aged adults between
35 and 50 years old, in California. We analyze the circumstances under which individuals are more likely to use
on-demand ride services, and the travel patterns and behaviors associated with using these services, using data
collected in fall 2015. The study builds on a research project that investigates emerging travel patterns and
residential location decisions among various segments of the population. As part of the project, we designed a
comprehensive online survey that was distributed to a sample of 2400 residents of California, including 1400
millennials and 1000 Gen Xers. For additional details on the survey content and data collection efforts for this
project, see Circella et al. (2015).
Millennials are found to report higher awareness, adoption and frequency of use on-demand ride services, than the
members of the older Generation X, across all regions of California. Interestingly, millennials more often report
that their last trip with Uber/Lyft replaced a trip they would have otherwise done by walking or biking, whereas a
larger proportion of Gen Xers reports that their Uber/Lyft trip replaced the use of a personal vehicle. To
understand the behavioral and attitudinal factors affecting the adoption of these services, we employ a latent class
choice model to endogenously group individuals based on the characteristics of their lifestyles and attitudes, and
to estimate a model of the adoption of on-demand ride services that controls for the impact of numerous
explanatory variables. The integration of latent lifestyle’s constructs provides a behavioral rationale to investigate

the taste heterogeneity observed in these choice processes. The study provides useful insights into the
relationships among the adoption of new on-demand ride services and individual and household characteristics,
accessibility and availability of different travel modes, the awareness, familiarity and use of other technologyenabled transportation services, the characteristics of the residential neighborhoods, and households’ auto
ownership, among different segments of the population.
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Transportation infrastructure, particularly neighborhood streets and roadways, plays a critical role in
neighborhood sustainability and is a basic asset in spurring economic growth, maintaining well-being, and
supporting resiliency. However, prior research in planning, social vulnerability and environmental justice suggest
that the quality of infrastructure systems may not be equitably distributed. Infrastructure conditions may be
associated with the distribution of wealth, geographic patterns of racial and economic discrimination (e.g.
redlining), housing practices, and a lack of comprehensive planning. Past studies have assessed whether all
demographic groups in a particular area are equally endowed and affected by the existing spatial distribution of
environmental benefits and burdens to determine if principles of environmental justice have been violated. This
study furthers that work.
In order to explore this phenomenon, multivariate regression models are the first step in examining these
relationships. However, non-spatial models may yield biased and inconsistent estimates when broader spatial
circumstances aren’t considered. The problem inherent in ecologic studies is spatial autocorrelation, lag, or error,
which expresses the non-independence of geographic observations. Very few studies in both infrastructure and
environmental justice consider spatial dynamics, although it is essential in avoiding false inferences and having a
robust understanding of these associations. More specifically, when it comes to transportation infrastructure there
is a need for incorporating measures of effects that cross boundaries resulting from spatial interactions. Spatial
techniques that might illuminate broader spatial effects include spatial spillovers (or lags), spatial multipliers, and

spatial autocorrelation, all which can be addressed through the empirical tools of spatial econometrics.
This study examines the condition of transportation infrastructure across Census blocks in Houston Texas to
addresses two questions: (1) How do social variables associated with hazard vulnerability and environmental
justice (i.e., race and class) drive the condition and distribution of transportation infrastructure at the
neighborhood level? And (2) Is there a spatial association in infrastructure condition at the neighborhood level?
First, a non-spatial OLS model using race, housing value, tax expenditures, and neighborhood age as explanatory
variables is used to predict the Pavement Condition Rating (PCR) of transportation infrastructure at the
neighborhood level. Then, Moran’s I is used to test for spatial autocorrelation. Expected findings are that
transportation infrastructure condition varies by neighborhood race and class even when controlling for tax
expenditures and neighborhood age. More specifically, it is hypothesized that higher concentrations of blacks
have a negative effect on PCR. Lastly, due to the interdependent nature of infrastructure systems, spatial
autocorrelation is expected. Preliminary results support these expected results. The non-spatial model shows
variation in infrastructure condition across neighborhoods. The Moran’s I and the LM test indicate that there is
spatial dependence in the PCR variable.
Further research on infrastructure inequalities is important to environmental justice as infrastructure decay and
inequality are increasing. Determining appropriate models to capture this relationship and ensure appropriate
investment of public funds are crucial. Identifying empirically the spatial associations between urban
neighborhoods and the quality of neighborhood infrastructure becomes essential in advocating for needed
maintenance and rehabilitation efforts and capital improvement planning, especially for communities of color.
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The conventional planning of our urban regions emphasize the shift away from auto-dependency and the need to
halt suburban sprawl. Increasing the use of public transit, especially rail transit, is championed as one of the ways
to achieve this. However, as traditional revenue sources of transit funding are shrinking, many transit agencies are
moving away from government subsidies and are turning to more innovative funding instruments to cope with the
costs of broadening policy goals. One of these innovative instruments is the use of local taxes or charges
hypothecated to public transport, for example development charges (DC), which are collected from developers at
the building permit stage to pay for growth-related capital infrastructure. This research specifically looks at the

funding of the Scarborough Subway Extension in Toronto which is partially funded through development charges
adopted on a city-wide basis. Based on the principle of “growth pays for growth”, developments all over the city
will be subjected to the DC for a subway extension in a district within the eastern part of the City of Toronto.
Through interviews with practicing planners and developers affected by the implementation of the DC, this
research will attempt to measure stakeholder buy-in for hypothecated charges as a transit funding instrument.
Based on the example of the Scarborough Subway Extension, this work endeavours to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of hypothecated charges in order to create a guide for the replication of such innovative funding
strategies in the creation or continued operation of transit systems in other municipalities.
As the new generation of planners are taught how to develop policy and design urban developments that wean the
public from its auto-dependency, it is crucial to recognize the importance of the intersectionality of land
development and public transportation. This work shed lights on creative ways of raising capital for public transit
systems amidst decreasing governmental subsidies, especially from the development of land itself.
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Automated vehicles are coming. Yet the forms they will take and how they will interact with the city remains far
from certain. The past few years have seen an explosion of interest in Shared Automated Vehicles (SAVs) and
related concepts as an alternative to the current norm of privately owned and operated vehicles. This SAVs could
act like taxis, picking up and dropping off a passenger (or set of passengers) before going off to serve more
people. There will always be a mix of private and shared vehicles, but a greater proportion of shared is desirable,
reducing emissions, VMT, and total transportation costs, increasing accessibility, and preventing some of the
negative effects for fully-private AV adoption, such as increased sprawl and endlessly circulating empty vehicles
waiting for their wards.
As focus on this concept has increased from academia, government, and the private sector, most notably Google,
Lyft, and Uber, research has struggled to keep up. An increasingly popular method, and one adopted by this
paper, is to use agent-based modelling (ABM) to help understand the operation of SAV systems in a city context.
This paper though, proposes a few unique contributions. First, it includes the effects of urban density on SAV
system performance, showing that the two are positively correlated (i.e. shorter wait times and less empty
vehicles), though not in a linear fashion. To help accomplish this, it is also the first SAV model to explicitly
include mode choice; passengers have the option to take SAVs, privately-owned AVs, privately-owned traditional
cars, and traditional taxis. The inclusion of private AVs is important; even though, as past work has shown, SAVs
may be superior to many current options, if they are not more attractive than a privately-owned AV, then their
ultimate adoption is dubious. Lastly, the models links system viability to fleet size, trying to identify the minimum
fleet that can reasonably service an area.

Other research teams have developed detailed models of a single city (i.e. Lisbon, Austin, and Zurich), and made
a host of assumptions to be able to run detailed models of SAV performance. However, since each model and its
assumptions is unique, comparisons between them can be challenging, and none have attempted to answer the
question at which this question is looking, namely how SAV might differ in different cities. As such, this model
takes a broader approach. Coded in NetLogo, it simplifies the assumptions as much as possible, and creates a
hypnotical city that allows for variations in density. More expansions can be made in the future to test other
variations in city parameters. This flexible city may not be a perfect representation of either LA or NYC, but it
can hopefully allow for the effects of the differences between these two cities and more to be tested. Additionally,
while changes over time are not directly considered in this model iteration, by looking at variations in fleet size,
especially at the very low levels, this model also hopes to shed light on the importance on initial iterations of SAV
systems. Even if, as shown by much of the past work, SAV systems are good solutions to take a large percentage
in total trips in an area, it is still necessary for there to be a viable path to get from here to there.
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Central Theme:
This paper will examine the adoption of stand-alone bike and pedestrian plans by municipal governments across
the US. More specifically, I seek to identify the types of characteristics that make a municipality more likely to
adopt one of these plans.
Approach:
Regression models will be used to predict the likelihood and timing of bike or pedestrian plan adoption by a
nationwide sample of municipal governments (separate models will be estimated for each type of plan). A hurdle
model will be applied where it will first be predicted whether a city has adopted a plan, and then for those cities
that have adopted a plan, a second step is to predict how many year ago the plan was adopted. Plan adoption will
be predicted based on the demographic, political, and institutional characteristics of municipalities. Case studies
will also be conducted for outliers (those cases with large model residuals) to explore possible factors associated
with plan adoption (or non-adoption) that the regression model may miss.
Relevance:

Biking and walking are sustainable forms of transportation. They do not directly generate any carbon dioxide or
other harmful emissions, they are inexpensive (both from the perspective of an individual traveler and in terms of
the infrastructure costs), and they promote public health by engendering physical activity. Given the various
benefits described above, it behooves planners to figure out ways to make non-motorized travel more feasible and
more attractive. The creation and adoption of comprehensive bike/pedestrian plans ostensibly would serve this
purpose. While there is an increasing trend towards the adoption of these plans, many cities still have not made
this type of formal commitment to bike and pedestrian planning. Understanding the different municipal
characteristics that correlate with plan adoption can help in understanding and overcoming barriers to the adoption
of such plans.
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For a number of reasons--congestion, public health, greenhouse gas emissions, energy use, demographic shifts,
and community livability to name a few--the importance of walking and bicycling as transportation options will
only continue to increase. Currently, policy interest and infrastructure funding for nonmotorized modes far
outstrip our ability to model bike and walk travel. In particular, models to date have rarely included route-level
infrastructure measures, even though a large portion funding for active travel goes to improve conditions along
specific walking and biking travel networks. To ensure scarce resources are used most effectively, accurate
models sensitive to key policy variables are needed to support long-range planning and project evaluation, and to
continue adding to our growing understanding of key factors driving walk and bike behavior.
This research addresses key questions of both practical and academic modeling of decisions to use active travel:
where and at what scale should we measure walking and bicycling environments? In doing so, it attempts to tie
together the threads of existing bicycle and pedestrian mode choice modeling with the emerging area of walk and
bike route choice modeling to create a new mode choice framework that better incorporates nonmotorized
alternatives.
Over the past fifteen years, efforts to model the decision to walk or bike on a given trip have been hampered by
the lack of a comprehensive behavioral framework linking the built environment with individual travel
decisionmaking and inconsistency in measurement scale and scope. This project develops a mode choice
behavioral framework that acknowledges the potential importance of attributes along the specific walk and bike
routes that travelers are likely to consider, in addition to more traditional area-based measures of travel
environments.
The proposed framework will be applied to a revealed preference, GPS-based travel dataset collected from 20102013 in Portland, Oregon. Mode choice models will be estimated using discrete choice techniques to explain

observed choices of how individuals travel on specific trips--by walk, bike, auto, or public transit. The unique
dataset also includes specific items to capture self-selection, choosing a home location based on an existing
preference to walk and bike. Specific research questions to be addressed include: 1) Do models that include routelevel information (such as the presence of specific pedestrian and bicycle accommodations, traffic levels, land
uses, and terrain) outperform similar models using more traditional area-based measures (such as built
environments within defined zones around origins and destinations)? 2) What policies aimed at improving
walking and bicycling environments are likely to have the largest impacts, and do such policies have differential
impacts by gender? 3) To what extent are built environment impacts on active travel mediated by residential selfselection?
Results will contribute both to a better understanding of the role of built environments in travel decisions and to
ongoing regional planning efforts to better incorporate walking and bicycling in travel modeling practice. This
inquiry will also connect to long running debates about the connection between built environments and travel
choices.
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Since 2008, China has engaged in an aggressive transportation infrastructure planning and campaign. The
expansion of China’s High-Speed Rail (HSR) has been especially spectacular as it provides connectivity among
urban centers within and across regions. Yet the evidence suggest that cities and regions in China have been
adversely affected, experiencing 4%-6% reduction in GDP and GDP per capita (Qin, 2014). At the same time,
China has also experienced rapid urbanization with the share of the urban population rising from 43% to 54%
between 2005 and 2015, an enormous increase of 150 million people (Qin, 2015). The main question this paper
addresses is “how do the economic activities brought about by HSR expansion lead to changes in land use
pattern?” More specifically, we look at whether HSR expansion in China has led to significant changes in the
conversion of arable land.
This study assembles a new longitudinal (panel) dataset method to examine the relationship between HSR’s
expansion and the cultivated land area in Chinese cities where both HSR trunk and branch lines are present.
Geographic information systems (GIS) is utilized to map the intersection of HSR expansion with the boundaries
of each city where the lines pass through. Panel data regression analyses then reveal a statistically significant

relationship between cumulative HSR investment in a city and its cultivated land area. The surprising result
challenges the conventional wisdom prevailing since the start of HSRs expansion. While local land financing has
been inextricably linked to HSR expansion, China has continued to push real estate development in new towns.
The paper discusses the social justice implications of infrastructure-driven economic growth aimed to promote
transportation accessibility.
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The “Pedestrian shed” of public transit has been widely studied particularly its role in facilitating transit-oriented
development. However due to the limited size of most transit networks in American cities, pedestrian sheds,
defined as areas walkable from transit stops, often cover limited population and activity opportunities. When
emerging transportation technology, which include but not limited to ride-sourcing and autonomous vehicle,
transforms people’s travel behavior, it also provides new possibilities for improving multimodal connection.
Though new travel modes like ride-sourcing is often criticized for competing with public transit, it also reveals
the potential as a new form of multimodal connection to public transit (Rayle et al., 2016; Smart et al., 2015).
However, since the relationship between automobile and transit was traditionally considered as competitive, very
little research has examined the complimentary relationship between automobile and transit, which makes it
difficult to better understand whether the new emerging travel modes can play a role in facilitating transit use.
On the other hand, taxicabs have been neglected in most transportation mobility and multimodal connection
studies, mainly due to its small mode share, but in many cases taxicabs can serve transit-complimenting trips
(King, Peters, & Daus, 2012). With the noticeable similarity between taxi rides and the ride-sourcing services and
the promising autonomous vehicle, taxi trips are a good resource for studying the complimentary relationship
between automobile trips and transit. Taxi trips can be analyzed to provide insight and serve as a source of data to
analyze the relationship that these new modes may represent.
This study explores the complimentary relationship between these new ride –services and mass public
transportation and identifies the potential “automobile shed” of transit. The study will rely on the newly available
taxi trip dataset that contains information about all taxi trips’ pickups location, drop off location, travel time, and
price in New York from 2009 to 2015. By data mining this huge longitudinal dataset, this study attempts to
address the following research questions: (1) What are the characteristics of the taxi trips that are intend to
connect to transit? (2) Is the land use pattern different between places that generate more transit-complimentary
vs. transit-competing taxi trips? (3) How do we define “automobile shed” with given waiting time, travel costs,
and the quality of the new travel modes and ride sourcing trips? The result of this study will have policy
implications on improving multimodal connection and strategies of harnessing new travel modes.
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Considerations of protected lands cannot stop at the official borders of those lands. Bordering communities
support the lands, and the lands support those communities. In these symbiotic relationships, residents of gateway
communities provide a service to land managers when they work on the lands and locally serve visitors to those
lands by providing lodging, supplies, and dining. In turn, residents benefit from the power of protected lands to
attract tourism to the local area.
Transportation issues fundamentally transcend the boundaries between protected lands and gateway or inholding
communities. Roads link these spaces, and public transit serves both people and places in both realms. Planning
transportation in and around protected lands requires attention to the many stakeholders who feel the effects of
transportation decisions.
Proactive communication can generate support for alternative-transportation initiatives. The need for
communication between protected areas and gateway communities emerges when transportation services cross
boundaries, but collaborative partnerships and planning processing involving local stakeholders can contribute to
joint financing schemes, land use supportive of transportation initiatives, and strategies for disseminating public
information (Dunning 2005).
For many public lands, the greatest traffic congestion and related safety issues occur in internal parking areas and
at entrance gates. Coordinating transportation planning in conjunction with gateway communities can help
alleviate these internal problems by considering both the resources of a larger area and the full travel needs of
visitors. If alternative transportation systems can keep private vehicles from entering public lands, congestion
points dissipate. Keeping private vehicles away from entrance gates requires encouraging visitors to choose
alternative transportation outside the border in gateway communities. How locals represent and endorse
alternative transportation systems to tourists can significantly impact the degree to which visitors use alternative
transportation. Gateway communities are critical partners in transportation systems.
This paper examines strategies for land managers and community leaders to encourage collaboration in planning,
supporting, and using alternative transportation systems. Many of the documented strategies have covered cases
in the United States although this paper has incorporated international references where available. To date, two
key reports have assessed how public-land managers can best engage and interact with gateway communities.
• National Park Service Alternative Transportation Program (2003). “Partnering for Success: Techniques for
Working with Partners to Plan for Alternative Transportation in National Park Service Units,” prepared by the
USDOT Volpe National Transportation Systems Center.

http://ntl.bts.gov/lib/48000/48200/48216/NPS_Partnering_for_Success_2003.pdf
• Texas Transportation Institute and Cambridge Systematics (2009). “Innovative Transportation Planning
Partnerships to Enhance National Parks and Gateway Communities,” a report prepared as part of NCHRP project
08-36 of the National Cooperative Highway Research Program, Transportation Research Board.
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/docs/NCHRP08-36(83)_FR.pdf
These reports, which are freely available on the internet, offer strong reference material for land managers. The
documents provide observations and analysis from case studies for interaction among public lands and gateway
communities.
This paper conflates, classifies, and elaborates on the findings of these reports, incorporating information from
other sources within this structure. Subsections of this paper have explored characteristics of gateway and
inholding communities as well as techniques and considerations for engaging local stakeholders.
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Ballot box planning can be a wild card in the policy-making process. In ballot box planning, voters utilize direct
democracy powers to enact policy during elections. This bypasses traditional planning processes and decision
makers. Caves (1990) outlines several reasons that ballot box planning can hold appeal. For instance, direct
democracy can be a response to beliefs that representative democracy has failed or that their voices are
disadvantaged in local government review processes. It can also reflect anxiety over drastic changes to
communities and an overall desire from citizens to take more active roles in deciding the fates of their
communities.
Past research has examined the effect of ballot box planning on land use policy and finance. However, the effect
of ballot box planning on transportation policy is relatively unexplored. This paper explores transportation policyrelated ballot measures contested in California over the past decade. California is one of 15 states that allow all
three major types of direct democracy: initiatives, popular referendums, and legislatively referred referendums.
What types of transportation policy topics have attracted ballot measures? How are voters wielding their direct
democracy power? Do their choices reflect preference for continued auto-orientation in transportation policy, or

do they support policies friendly to alternative transportation? Are the positions of voters similar or in opposition
to those of planning practitioners and researchers?
Overall, it appears that direct democracy has a similar impact on transportation policy as it does on land use
policy. In particular, ballot measures often have the effect of constraining policy options or lengthening the
policy-making process. For instance, six measures proposed to add voting requirements while only one proposed
to remove a voting requirement. Several other measures sought to remove options from transportation planning
toolboxes. Such measures primarily sought to limit contemporary transportation planning tools such as
roundabouts, red light cameras, and parking pricing.
These findings may reinforce the argument by Goldman (2007) that ballot box planning represents a shift away
from expertise-led planning towards general public opinion and, more cynically, the special interests that have
been organized to mold public opinion. Burke (2009) further argues that ballot box planning can be considered as
a deliberative failure. She reasons that the planning issues are too complex for citizens to have sufficient time or
contextual knowledge to make good decisions.
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Central theme or hypothesis
This study examines whether and how elderly Americans' health conditions impact their decisions to stop driving,
using a dataset which has not been widely used in transportation planning and policy. Currently, the BabyBoomers are entering their retirement age, and the aging of the American population is accelerating. Based on
projections of the US Census Bureau, the proportion of Americans age 65 or above will increase from 13.7%
2012 to 20.3% in 2030. Thus, studying whether and why American senior citizens will stop driving has huge
implications in projecting the future level of aggregate travel demand in the United States.
The Health and Retirement Survey (HRS) is a biannual, national-level survey on the health conditions of
Americans age 65 or above. There is rich literature applying this dataset to explore the determinants of senior
citizens' levels of physical activity. However, the HRS has not been widely used to explore the health correlates of
the decisions to stop driving among the elderly. In addition, most of literature on mobility of elderly Americans
focuses on temporal trends rather than regression analysis. Analyzing data from HRS creates a good opportunity
to fill these two aforementioned gaps by examining the health correlates of driving for elderly Americans.
Approach and methodology
The HRS is a national-level longitudinal survey with a large group of variables on the health conditions of the
elderly. The health information includes, but is not limited to: body mass index (BMI), blood pressure and selfrated health status. I constructed a longitudinal dataset using multiple waves of the HRS from 2004 to 2014. I

used different longitudinal analytical methods to identify whether and how change in health conditions impact the
decision to stop driving for the elderly. The methods include lagged dependent variable models, fixed effects
models and random effects models.
Relevance to planning education, practice or scholarship
Preliminary results show that health conditions have larger impact on a person's decision to stop driving than built
environment patterns and income. The study provides evidence on health correlates of elderly driving using a
dataset which has not been widely used in transportation planning and policy. This study can also help policy
makers in transportation and health work together to predict the potential mobility assistance needs for senior
citizens, based on their health conditions.
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Gentrification is a classic wicked problem in urban studies. While some scholars argue that gentrification should
be seen as a cure of blighted urban area by de-concentrating poverty and upgrading amenities, the perspective on
gentrification have been redirected towards who benefits from the improvements with a social equity lens. In the
context of gentrification, planning scholars and planners have reached the consensus of opinion that public transit
investment can induce significant neighborhood change, such as gentrification or displacement. While early
studies of TOD were focused on urban formations and land use patterns adjacent to transit stations, currently,
achieving equity against gentrification and displacement has emerged as a significant issue. Because when TOD
increases property values due to better access to transit, it can bring the involuntary displacement of the
populations that are most dependent on transit – low-income households, people of color, and renters.
The Metro Gold line in Los Angeles area runs from Azusa to East Los Angeles via Downtown Los Angeles. With
twenty-seven stations, the line passes through the affluent neighborhoods in Pasadena and disadvantaged
neighborhoods in Downtown and East LA. Moreover, the corridor also traverses a large number of low-income
ethnically diverse neighborhoods in the city. Through a case study of the Metro Gold line, the paper aims to
examine how TOD differentially affect marginalized communities of color compared to others along the corridor.
In order to investigate whether the low-income communities of color are more vulnerable to gentrification,
comparison analysis will be employed to observe the pattern of change in the corridor. Through looking closely at
social equity consequences of TOD, the study will contribute to the debate about achieving equitable TOD,
especially in marginalized ethnically diverse neighborhoods.
Under the frame of case study, this research utilizes a comparative analysis between Los Angeles County and
selected neighborhoods adjacent to the Gold Line. Comparative analysis of socio-economic change will be
performed in two stages to figure out to what extent the neighborhoods changed and how the change occurred

disproportionately to marginalized communities of color. While looking at change through time series data
analysis vertically, the performance of each station area will be examined horizontally. The study plans to
construct measure of gentrification using secondary datasets to assess the vulnerability of populations,
precariousness of housing, and commercial displacement due to TOD in the study area. Based on assessment of
displacement risks in the neighborhoods, the study seeks an empirical evidence of whether the marginalized
communities of color became affected more negatively than others due to TOD.
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The aging of the ‘Baby Boomer’ population will continue to impart drastic changes on the demographic profile of
the United States in the coming years (Rosenbloom, 2003). One particular challenge will be the question of
transportation and how aging adults will conduct their travel after their driving skills begin to deteriorate.
Participating in basic out of home activities such as shopping, accessing medical care, and maintaining a social
life are all essential to the health and well-being of aging adults (Farber & Shinkle, 2011; Paez, Gertes Mercado,
Farber, Morency, & Roorda, 2010). Transit Oriented Developments (TOD) have been suggested as one possible
solution for helping to meet aging populations’ transportation needs (Cervero, Ferrell, & Murphy, 2002). Previous
research offered a preliminary examination of the demographic age profile for all TODs within the aggregate
United States from the years 2000 and 2010 in order to explore how aging populations’ concentrations have
changed over time at the national level. If TODs are a preferable solution to meeting the needs of aging adults
more research is required in order to understand how to attract aging populations to these communities.
In this study we aim to reveal important differences across TODs by further disaggregating them by their
locations in various Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA) and by the public transport mode(s) they offer their
residents. We analyze the population growth of aging adults for the years 2000 and 2010 across specific MSA
features in order to target specific characteristics that may attract aging populations to certain TOD areas.
Specifically, we examine whether MSA size, the number of public transit stops, and types of transit available
(modality) in MSA’s have affected the proportion of aging adults that reside within TOD neighborhoods. We also

include urban activity information about the geographical extent directly around TOD neighborhoods in order to
assess environmental characteristics in adjacent TOD areas. Additionally, we look at the density and diversity of
activities within each TOD area utilizing Walk Score data in order to assess the urban form of TOD areas within
MSAs and as a means of assessing the types of opportunities that might be attractive to the aging population.
Results indicate that currently, TODs do not seem to be attracting aging adults but they do seem to be attracting
adults nearing retirement age (55-64). Another key finding is that transit systems with multiple stops and a variety
of transit modes had an increase in adults aged 55-64 and a decrease in adults aged 85 and up compared to the
adjacent TOD areas. Since the 55-64 age cohort predominantly makes up the baby boomer population who will
soon make up the majority of older adults, future work surrounding TODs should specifically examine their travel
behavior within TODs.
The results from this research will deliver practitioners key insights into the specific TOD areas that would be
more attractive to older adults or pre-retirement adults looking to downsize and relocate to areas resembling
TODs. Assessing current trends among older adults across TOD characteristics will provide essential information
to transportation and community planners and also those who are interested in serving the needs of aging
populations.
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Freight provides the physical connections necessary for the exchange of goods, which underpins dispersed
production and consumption networks. However, not all places benefit from the same level of freight
infrastructure or services, which gives some locations better, cheaper, or faster access to faraway markets. This
recognition of transportation's impact on development is fundamental to economic development theory, all the
way from monocentric regions with von Thunen to the historical development of cities around ports and other
freight transshipment locations.
There are reasons to believe that air freight's importance for economic development may be large and growing.
Although aircraft move just a fraction of global freight tonnage, the items are disproportionately high-value and
time-sensitive, which reflects the high-value or high-skill nature of the industries shipping and receiving the
goods. In the past decades, a series of intertwined ideas have emerged under names such as airport city or
aerotropolis that seek to harness air cargo's economic potential (Kasarda and Lindsay, 2011). These and related
literatures suggest that passenger and freight air connectivity provide cost and time advantages in economic
processes whose components are spread over the globe, and that individuals and companies engaged in these
processes will converge around the most connected airports just as seaports anchored business centers born in past
eras like New York and Shanghai. Airport-centric development has taken hold as an economic development
model among airport managers and government officials. Passenger-focused implementations abound, and recent
attempts to follow a freight-based model can be seen around Huntsville International Airport, Alabama; North

Carolina Global TransPark, Kinston, North Carolina; Rickenbacker International Airport, Ohio; and Dubai World
Central in the United Arab Emirates. While much research has addressed airport's impacts on regional
development, and a few have addressed passenger network connectivity (Irwin and Kasarda, 1991; Brueckner,
2003), the intricacies of air cargo connectivity on economic development models remain almost entirely
unexplored.
This research seeks to answer the following questions: under what conditions does air cargo connectivity cause
local and regional economic development? What is the relative importance of different types of connections and
the spatial locations of impacts that are observed? The study builds on similar research in the passenger realm to
ensure that results are causally valid (Allrogen and Moline, 2010; Irwin and Kasarda, 1991). We use aviation
network data for domestic and international routes as well as network analysis to quantify air freight connectivity.
The statistical analysis methods use exogenous variables to analyze causal direction between air connectivity and
economic impact, and they assess connectivity according to many measures to grasp the relative importance of
different types of connections by such factors as frequency, reliability, and the ability to process outsized cargo.
This research adds to regional development theories and the airport-centric development literature, which have
hardly explicitly included details of air connectivity in development models. At the same time, it provides
practical guidance to airport managers and city officials who may use public funds to grow an airport or attract an
airline for regional economic purposes by probing the value of those investments and their likely payoff.
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In 2012, Las Vegas was awarded a $3.5 million HUD Sustainable Cities award to do large-scale regional
planning. The grant resulted in a consortium named Southern Nevada Strong that developed a comprehensive
plans for metropolitan Las Vegas. The plan was so successful that Southern Nevada Strong became the permanent
metropolitan planning organization under the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada. One
reason for the plan's popularity is that it used an innovative method for public outreach that allowed tens of
thousands of Clark County, NV residents to weigh in on the region's future. In 2016, this effort was recognized at
the American Planning Association Annual Conference via an award for public outreach. A key part of Southern
Nevada Strong's public input concerned a very high level of support for the region to begin a light rail system. Yet
all of the planning and public input was cast aside by the Clark County, NV Commission, which is pushing to
build a brand new 4-plus mile elevated highway system between the airport and the Las Vegas Strip.
This paper will perform an in-depth case analysis on how a successful regional plan was ignored by county
politicians who instead propose to build an outdated elevated expressway to relive traffic between McCarran

Airport and the nation's largest tourist corridor. The method will include structured interviews with all key players
involved in transportation decision making throughout Southern Nevada. A comparative analysis of how peer
cities to Las Vegas arrive at their transportation decisions will also be included-especially to regions in the
Mountain West such as Phoenix, Denver, and Salt Lake City. Las Vegas, which ranks as the 29th most populous
metropolitan area in the U.S., is now the largest American region that lacks either heavy rail transit or light rail
systems. The fact that there are political forces within the region that are actively working against rail will be
explored in this paper. The politics behind this disconnect between voter preference and political action will prove
instructive to the planning literature on understanding power in large metropolitan areas.
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An analysis of fatal traffic crashes of older drivers in Florida (conducted by the authors) indicate that a great deal
of these crashes occur in census block groups with smaller percentages of elderly residents. This suggests a
possible spatial mismatch between the location of crash occurrence and driver’s residence. A survey of 11,000
drives conducted by Progressive Insurance, showed that 52% of crashes in United States occurred within five
miles or less from home, with 23% within a mile or less and 29% between two and five miles (Progressive
Insurance, 2002). Moreover, while the majority of crashes close to home tends to be relatively minor, their injury
severity tends to increase as the distance from home increases. Prior research has extensively studied the behavior
and patterns of age-related crashes, however, the literature that explores the spatial analysis of old drivers’ crashes
in relation to the home is very shallow. One study (McGwin & Brown, 1999) finds that younger drivers are most
likely to be involved in crashes close to home while for middle-aged and old drivers the distance is comparable
and within a 25-mile radius. However, such study doesn’t provide a detailed analysis and the findings are not
supported by statistical analysis.
This paper aims to determine whether there is a distinct pattern between the age groups of drivers when
considering the average distance between crash locations and driver’ home locations. Separate models are
developed for different injury severity types to understand the relationship between crash severity and the homecrash distance. A secondary goal of the study is to conduct a detailed analysis of the spatial-temporal patterns of
older drivers’ crashes. Utilizing GIS, the study applies several tools to determine hot spots and spatial distribution
of vehicle crashes. The study also applies cross-sectional analysis to better capture the difference among age
groups in terms of the home-crash distance by comparing areas with socioeconomic similarities.
This study contributes to the expansion of the understanding of transportation challenges for elderly, especially
regarding to safety as it pertains to urban form characteristics. The results of the study can inform urban and
transportation planners on where and how to improve transportation safety for older drivers. The analysis of
home-crash distance can also inform researchers for a proper geographic scale for aggregated crash analysis at the
planning level.
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Since the reform and opening up, China has made significant efforts on reducing poverty. Especially in terms of
reducing extreme poverty, the percentage of population below the $1.25 per day line considerably dropped from
84% in 1981 to 11.8% in 2009. However, many severe and new issues emerged in the process: inequality has
drastically widened and the income of the bottom 40% of the population has grown little [about 7% between 2006
and 2011]. The ability to acquire basic goods and social service for survival (including lack of access to medical
centers and education) has improved little for this group. Most recently, China has been implementing one of the
most ambitious railway investment programs in the national railway network (average $115 billion investment per
year in the past six years) as key instrument for regional development as well as sustainable transport. This new
network is now reaching the under-developed middle and western provinces. Nevertheless, its effectiveness in
reducing poverty and boosting shared prosperity has not been assessed. To fill this gap, we propose to develop a
novel method using the Guiyang-Guangzhou high-speed railway project as the main case study. This railway
connects an economically advanced Guangdong province (per capita GDP $8,311) and with Guizhou, one of the
poorest area (per capita GDP $2,685). We start by creating an interactive map of poverty through the corridor
using detailed local population, income, expenditure, travel catchments and social opportunity data to monitor the
poverty reduction trends in the railway corridor. We will then tag poverty reduction stories to this map using data
collected from field interviews, in order to better understand the driving forces that are connected to the railway
projects. Ultimately, the research will identify from the grassroots level the key mechanisms for maximizing
social and economic benefits and identify any missing links. The experience in China may also inform projects in
other regions where major rail investments are being considered.
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Transportation planners routinely rely on surveys or other self-report measures to understand people’s mode
choice attitudes. This understanding helps shape informational campaigns and other policy interventions to nudge
travel behavior toward more sustainable modes and away from single-occupancy, gasoline-powered vehicles.
However, respondents may hold implicit attitudes that differ from their expressed answers to surveys because of
social desirability bias, self-enhancement, or self-ignorance (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Nosek, Greenwald, &
Banaji, 2007). This mismatch between attitudes measured through surveys and the actual preferences underlying
behavior could have wide-ranging impacts on the shape and efficacy of the policy interventions meant to shape
people’s behavior.
With results from an Implicit Association Test (IAT) and a survey exploring sociodemographic characteristics
and travel behavior, we generate implicit and explicit measures of social status biases in the mode choice between
car and bus. By social status bias we refer to people’s association of a mode with differing levels of success,
wealth, or image that is often subconsciously influenced by the cultural context surrounding the travel decision.
Using a novel two-part experimental design, the differences between implicit and explicit measures of bias are
examined to understand how the IAT may complement or improve upon traditional survey methods to capture
attitudinal biases and explain mode choice behavior. We corroborate previous research on the idea of pride as a
factor in explaining car mode choice (Steg, 2004; Zhao & Zhao, 2015) as well as propose a new way to quantify
these inherent or implicit social status biases that are controversial or difficult to consciously identify and
articulate.
We explore the sociodemographic and cultural variables that help explain variation in the magnitude and direction
of ‘car pride’ in New York City vs. Houston. We'll map levels of car pride throughout the five boroughs in NYC
and discuss the policy implications of these variations at the municipal level. We lay the foundation for future
work comparing motivation and formation of car pride across cultures (Shi et. al., 2015; Zhao & Zhao, 2015) and
its impact on car ownership and usage.
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Industrial countries are aging rapidly; aging travelers today make more air trips than any previous cohort of
seniors. These travelers face multiple problems at every link in their air travel, from parking or drop-off to checkin to security to their initial gate, and from one gate to the connecting flight gate at another airport, from their final
arrival gate to baggage check to parking or local travel options. The problems that challenge seniors only partially
overlap with those of people with disabilities. We have only limited understanding of the specific problems that
older air travelers face both land-side and air-side at US airports.
A graduate seminar at the University of Texas at Austin investigated the extent to which US airports had
recognized and were addressing the needs of older travelers, in response to a student design competition created
by the TRB Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP). Our goal was to understand how airports were
responding to these demographic challenges and to identify what was considered best practice in the air transport
sector in addressing the needs of older travelers who were not, or did not consider themselves, to be disabled.
Our first challenge was the paucity of peer-reviewed research on the topic; there is almost none on the specific
needs of older air travelers, although there are bits and pieces on the general mobility problems that older travelers
have: wayfinding, walking long distances or standing, anxiety, and requiring different or additional information
and better signage at all stages of travel. There is almost nothing about what airports are doing to address these
issues or even the needs of travelers with disabilities.
We undertook a five pronged research approach; 1) we reviewed research on the non-airport mobility problems of
older travelers, and solutions advocated to address those problems, to gain elevation on the issues we needed to
understand, 2)we spoke with industry experts, 3)we conducted five focus groups with older travelers from diverse
backgrounds, 4) we toured the Dallas-Fort Worth airport to see specific accessibility services, and, 5) we
conducted case studies of a sample of 12 airports across the US designed to represent multiple operating
environments (for example we chose Las Vegas and Phoenix because they are known to have a large number of
elderly travelers; we chose San Francisco because the city has mandated that the airport itself hire workers to
assist older travelers and those with disabilities rather than contracting with private companies, which are
criticized for poorly trained workers and frequent turnover.
Our focus groups showed that older travelers generally did not want, and were insulted by, being asked to travel
in wheelchairs. They also were challenged because most services they could use were hard/impossible to access in
parking lots or even at curbside; they experienced wayfinding problems and reported great anxiety in air travel.
Most airports with which we spoke did not make these issues a priority; in most airports older travelers could use
wheelchairs generally provided and paid for by the airlines; there was limited interest in providing different
services for those seniors who wanted to ambulate through the airport. Many airports could not answer basic
questions about available services. Websites were often inadequate/inaccurate.
Airports already hosting many older travelers did recognize the need to develop additional services for older
travelers and provided examples of best practices--marked routes, benches and senior waiting areas, information
devices, formal cart systems, and services available in parking garages. App technology combining information
provided by the airport and airlines has great potential for seniors familiar with such technology.
Note that ACRP has two related projects ongoing--see the references.
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Integrated land use and transportation model system has experienced a revival since the early 1990s as it is being
adopted in regional transportation plan process, transit ridership forecasts, and other envisioning and planning
processes (Miller, et al, 1999). While some approach the modeling process as a consensus building process,
various forecasts from such systems have been relied upon as the basis for scenario selection and project
prioritization, or one of the major criteria for project funding decision. However, forecasts from integrated models
have subjected to varying degree of validation, ranging from comparing results of separate model components, to
assess the capacity of the overall models to replicate base year conditions, to validation with backcasts (see, for
example, Sevcikova, et al. 2007). To the best our knowledge, there is no post-mortem analysis of real forecasts
from any integrated models.
In this paper, we will use the pioneering Making the Land Use, Transportation and Air Quality Connection
(LUTRAQ) project as a case study in a post-mortem analysis of the application and performance of their
integrated land use and transportation modeling system. The LUTRAQ project originated from the need to assess
alternative scenarios to highway capacity expansion in Washington County, Oregon (1000 Friends of Oregon,
1991). Led by 1000 Friends of Oregon as a national demonstration project from 1988 to 1997, it "helped develop
state-of-the-art transportation modeling to better forecast travel behavior associated with land use patterns and
was instrumental in encouraging the development of integrated land use and transportation development scenarios
across the country" (Fregonese Associates, 2009, page 1). As of 2015, most of the projects in the Recommended
LUTRAQ Alternative have been constructed or are committed (Washington County, 2015), which gives us a rare
opportunity for a post-mortem analysis of the process and performance of integrated models. We will review the
application of land use and transportation models, compare the land use, transportation, and emission forecasts
from the LUTRAQ study with actual observations, and assess the performance of the original forecasts via
document analysis and interviews of key participants, as well as statistical analysis. We will conclude with
lessons learned from the landmark forecasting process with an integrated land use and transportation models.
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To provide personalized and dynamic passenger information (e.g. travel alerts, recommendations) is crucial for
transit agencies to improve demand management and enhance customer satisfaction. This requires understanding
and predicting individual travel behavior in the public transportation system, which is challenging because of the
diversity of the users and the variability of their behaviors. We examine the characteristics of individual mobility
in the public transportation context, and develop a methodology to dynamically predict individual passengers’
travel behaviors in the immediate future by extracting patterns from transit smartcard data.
Prediction of human mobility has received significant attention in recent years. Most related studies used mobile
phone data (Calabrese et al., 2010) or social media data (Noulas et al., 2012). To our knowledge, there has not
been any published work on predicting individual mobility in public transportation using smartcard data. When
making a trip in a transit system, a passenger needs to make three basic decisions – when to travel (starting time
t), where to start (entry station o) and where to end (exit station d). For computation convenience, we assume a
certain order of the choices where the choice of time precedes the choice of entry station followed by the choice
of exit station: t -> o -> d. The trips generated by the same passenger are likely to be correlated. Instead of
analyzing trips on their own, it is more meaningful to model the sequences of trips made by each passenger. We
represent a passenger’s daily travel behavior as a chain of travel choices, allowing us to apply standard stochastic
process models to estimate the probability distribution of the next choice based previous ones. Specifically, we
employ a modified version of n-gram models. N-gram models are commonly used for language modeling, by
assuming the upcoming word only depends on the previous n-1 words (Jurafsky & Martin, 2008). Due to data
sparsity at the individual level, Bayesian inference is applied to smooth the probability estimation. For a specific
passenger, the n-gram estimation for his behavior will be adjusted by two priors – his own (n-1)-gram estimation
and the population n-gram estimation.
To test the methodology we use a dataset of smartcard (Oyster card) of 1,000 users in the London metro system
during 2013. Our results show that we can correctly predict a passenger’s next travel choice over 60% of the time
on average. Trip starting time is less predictable than origin and destination stations. Predictability varies vastly
across passengers. In demand management practice, we don’t have to target every passenger. Instead we may
want to focus on the passengers with a higher correct prediction rate, say, above 90%.
This paper extends the study of travel behavior by exploring the sequential patterns of individual travel behaviors
for mobility prediction and applying language processing methods in transportation studies. Our paper also
contributes to the predictive customer analytics in public transportation by enabling personalized information
provision and dynamic service control and demand management strategies.
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Assessing whether a given configuration of public transit service can be said to equitably provide service across
all demographic groups residing in a region is an ongoing challenge. Yet emerging data sources are expanding
analytical possibilities and opening up exciting new avenues of inquiry. Specifically, advances in the spatial and
temporal representation of public transit supply, combined with new datasets that provide highly resolved
information about the location and socioeconomic nature of transit demand are creating new possibilities for
analyses of public transit operations, planning, and optimization. These newer datasets allow for performance
measures to be calculated at the level of individual stops in a transit network at any moment of the day. The key
sources that reveal these precise understandings of public transit systems are route, schedule, and realtime
position and trip updates from the general transit feed specification (GTFS) and GTFS-realtime formats. The
former provides a static picture of expected service, while the latter provides precise information about vehicle
positions and expected delays system-wide.
The goal of this study is to demonstrate how these realtime data can be applied to provide insight into the
distribution of public transit service across a region. A common approach to measuring transit performance is to
perform a “gap analysis” that examines mismatches between supply and demand, with the goal of identifying
locations where demand for transit is high and supply is low. Prior to this work, these measures were often created
using expected or scheduled service which provides no information about the service actually delivered to
patrons. For this study, we assembled both GTFS and GTFS realtime feeds for the metropolitan Boston area,
gleaned from the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) to provide a more realistic picture of how
transit performs in a region by incorporating realtime delay information into the analysis.
For comparison, a traditional gap analysis was conducted using expected service information obtained through the
static GTFS feed for bus trips during the morning peak period (7-9am). Using American Community Survey data,
demand was operationalized using standardized race and income proportions that are summed and grouped into
deciles at the level of census tract. A frequency-based measure of public transit supply was also deployed at the
census tract level; supply was measured as the number of trips per hour reachable within 0.5 miles of a transit stop
as measured by distance along the pedestrian network. Consistent with the literature, transit supply and demand
were found to be correlated. However, the traditional gap analysis does not take into account actual service
provision. A novel measure of supply was developed by incorporating bus stop level delay using GTFS-realtime
data, aggregated by census tract, where supply is measured as the difference of the standardized supply score from
the standardized delay score. The results of the gap analysis with integrated delay show a much more even
distribution of transit service across demand deciles with no significant differences. This result shows that when
service delivery is considered, the results of schedule-based gap analysis is reversed due to the diminished quality
of service cased by actual delays. The results can be used by transit planners to guide the location of
improvements or by academic planners seeking to replicate our method in their own jurisdictions.
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Traffic congestion has been a significant issue across the major cities in the US. Congestion leads to travel delay,
extra fuel consumption, air pollution, and road rage, and other negative impacts. According to the Texas A&M
Transportation Institution, the annual cost of congestion in America is up to $121 billion (Schrank, Eisele &
Lomax 2012). Substantial transit investments are generally believed to be effective to deliver congestion relief
over long term (Beaudoin, Farzin & Lin 2015), while helping achieve many other objectives. Though a large and
growing body of research has investigated the relationship between transit and congestion, most research only
consider the effect at a corridor level or for localized areas and they rarely examine the long term effect of large
transit projects on congestion. For example, Rubin and Mansour (2013) argue that the transit investment in
Portland might have worsened the traffic congestion in downtown Portland.
This study constructs an empirical analysis of the impacts of New Starts projects on traffic congestion in large and
very large Urbanized Areas (UZAs). To capture the effect of New Starts transit projects on traffic, we use a
difference in difference estimation method, and control for size of the UZAs, capacity of transportation systems,
quality of transit services, characteristics of UZAs with data sources including 1982 – 2011 time series data of
large and very large UZAs, conditions of transportation systems, New Starts projects etc. We also introduce
instrumental variables to account for potential endogeneity between New Starts investment and traffic congestion.
Results of our analysis provide empirical evidence for the effect of large transit investment on traffic congestion
and contribute to the ongoing debates concerning the effectiveness of transit to relieve traffic congestion across
Urbanized Areas in the US.
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University students are sometimes provided with free or discounted transit passes to increase transit’s commuting
share (Brown et al., 2003). While Rotaris and Danielis (2015) found that fully subsidizing bus fares was both the
most effective and efficient policy, a variety of policies are used. In Montreal, Quebec, students must be aged less

than 26 to benefit from a 40% rebate on monthly bus and subway passes. Commuter rail passes (run by a different
agency) are discounted by 20%. While these discounts have the potential to reduce car trips and increase transit
use to campuses, their effects on active transportation trips to campus and on travel between campuses are have
been studied less often. Letarte and colleagues (2016) identified a pre-post reduction in minutes of physical
activity and no reduction in greenhouse gas emissions after a Universal buss pass was introduced. Hence,
understanding targeted transportation and planning objectives should be investigated more closely.
This paper assesses differences in commuting access modes to campus and between campus travel based on
access to discounted transit passes in a sample of University students with and without reduced transit fare. We
also assess a number of other potential drivers of different modes used to access campus to ensure that living
conditions, home distance or other factors are not what distinguishes choices between student groups (Whalen et
al., 2003). The objectives are 1) to understand the impact of reduced transit fares on use of varying modes to
access University campuses and 2) to assess the results of the policy in terms of target population. As many
younger students still live with their parents in suburban location less served by public transit, the use of an age
cut off may yield less than optimal results with respect to encouraging transit use, and with respect to the practice
of active transportation.
A travel survey of University of Quebec in Montreal’s (UQAM) students was conducted during the spring of
2014. Students aged less than 26 with access to reduced fees are compared to older students based on travel and
other relevant characteristics. Information on access mode frequency during the year as well as on the week prior
to the survey was captured along with information on between campus travel, purchased transit passes over the
year, car and bicycle ownership. Socio demographic characteristics, housing situation and reasons for living at
current location as well as home location characteristics and distance to campus were compared to potentially
explain observed differences in travel outcomes.
Students that access discounted transit passes do tend to use transit at higher rates, use it more frequently and
purchase more monthly passes during the year. This is the case even though younger students on average live
farther from campus and transit stations and stops because many still live at their parents’ home, typically in
suburban areas outside of the island of Montreal. These circumstances do increase auto use, even between
campuses.
Older students without reduced fares also have high rates of transit use but purchase fewer monthly passes and
use active modes more frequently than younger students. A higher share rent housing closer to campus and fewer
own and use automobiles.
While using public transit to access campus inherently involves active transportation, fewer students exposed to
transit passes accessed campus using these active modes by themselves. Such policies should thus be understood
in terms of their benefits in terms of accessibility and travel costs, but also with respect to their implications on
the travel patterns and housing choices of those not receiving discounts. The dominant policy objective of this
system should be clearly identified.
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While transportation project appraisals typically assume that travel time is of negative utility—that is, wasted
time—a growing body of literature reinforces the idea of positive utility of travel (PUT) beyond simply access to
a destination. Productive use of travel time is one important way of ‘reclaiming’ commute time, and is often cited
as a key benefit of public transit over the private automobile. While the potential to be productive is an important
factor in shaping travel decisions, lesser explored is the quality of such productive time, and its implications on
travel satisfaction and future behavior. This research seeks to develop a robust theory on the quality of time use
during travel, drawing on existing PUT research and productivity analysis in other sectors, and presents empirical
analysis using a nationwide commuter survey.
Distinct from the quality of transportation service provision (often the concern of transit operators), the quality of
time use during travel is by nature a highly individualistic and subjective measure. It is influenced by both
environmental and personal factors, and is shown to be an important decision variable for mode choice. While the
specific activity conducted during travel—such as working, reading, or sleeping—is helpful in categorizing the
nature of travel time use, a broader typology is developed to link time use with outcomes of overall satisfaction.
Such classification includes the role of information and communication technology, the degree of activity
spontaneity, the type of work output (production vs. consumption of knowledge), as well as the cognitive and
affective impacts of activity choice.
An nationwide internet survey was administered to automobile, transit, bicycle and pedestrian commuters
(N=2539) to understand how individuals perceive their quality of time use and its impact on their travel decisions.
A series of ordinary least squares regression and ordered choice models are applied to operationalize the proposed
theory, and provide empirical evidence to quantify the importance of effective time use during travel. It was found
that on average, over two-thirds of commuters perceive their time as effectively used with an average quality of
46%, where this percentage reflects the relative quality of an activity conducted while traveling compared to
being at home or in the office (where such quality would be 100%). Rail commuters most often reported
productive time use, with an average multi-tasking rate of 2.2 activities, most commonly including the use of a
smartphone and other work or leisure-related reading material. While only a fifth of travel activities are work or
school-related, a majority of travel time is reportedly spent on activities that are not done simply to kill time, but
rather would have been done regardless of travel. Principal determinants of time use included demographic
attributes such as gender and age, as well as aspects of commute experience including comfort and reliability.
Advancing our ability to define and measure the quality of travel time use will have ever-growing implications on
transportation planning as technology provides increasing opportunities for productivity. Transit providers are
recognizing the importance of providing an environment conducive to productivity, much as many long-haul
carriers have achieved. Further, with the nascence of autonomous vehicles promising a reclamation of productive
travel time, the very essence of travel time savings may become less important as PUT outweighs the ostensible
cost of congestion. Finally, the methods used to quantify the economic benefits of transportation infrastructure
improvements will require fundamental reconsideration, as traditional benefits in the form of cost per minute
saved do not consider the possibility of simultaneous travel time and productive time.
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Background:
A certain segment of the population, referred to as the transportation disadvantaged (TD), which includes elderly,
people with disabilities, and people who do not own a vehicle, face mobility challenges because of the lack of
alternative transportation options (Currie, 2010). To identify transportation deficiencies and communicate them to
policy makers, transportation accessibility for TD should consider all modes of transportation, including public
transportation, on-demand para-transit services, and special (taxi-type) services. Previous studies have typically
been focused on a single aspect of transportation accessibility for TD (Litman, 2003) or have pointed out only
broad geographic gaps at the state or county level (Mercado, Páez, & Newbold, 2010).
Study Design:
This study develops a GIS-based methodology for calculating a comprehensive transportation accessibility index
that takes into account public transportation, on-demand services, and special services, at a finer geographic scale.
Layers of geographic service areas are created for each category of service provider on the network travel
distances, bus routes and stations, and a serviceability index by census block group. Each service category layer is
normalized using standardized scores, and the three layers are combined into a composite layer that presents a
comprehensive measurement of transportation accessibility. Finally, by overlaying locations of TD with the
composite transportation accessibility index, this study determines transportation service availability gaps - high
demand and low supply - for the TD. The study area is Alachua County, Florida, selected for its high priority
issues regarding lack of choices for TD in Florida. The analysis are conducted at the census block group spatial
unit.
Results:
The overall accessibility map shows that the city of Gainesville (the largest city in Alachua County) has more
transportation availability than other areas in the county. The gap analysis results show that 10,852 elderly or
40.8% of 26,627 total, 19,042 people with disabilities or 32.0% of 59,454 total, and 584 housing units without
access to a vehicle or 0.08% of 7,463 total, are underserved.
Conclusion/Contribution:
This study develops a composite transportation accessibility for elderly, people with disabilities, and people
without access to an automobile in order to identify service gaps. It also develops a GIS model can be used to
identify areas that are inadequately served by alternative transportation options for TD and can guide policy
makers in fostering equitable provision of transportation.
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Transit Oriented Development (TOD) has become the dominant planning paradigm for developing land around
transit stations. Central to the concept of TOD is a retail core wrapped around the station. Yet successful retail
near light rail transit stations has been elusive. We hypothesize this is because the development around most
transit stations does not meet the criteria to be transit oriented development. Using the Transit Station Precinct
(TSP) index from Renne (2009), this study tested if status as a TOD had an effect on retail employment from
2002 to 2013 at in 219 TSPs in 11 different metropolitan areas. Because only a few metro areas are building
heavy rail ('metro', 'rapid rail') we focus on light rail and streetcar systems.
New lines in metro areas with 'legacy' tram, trolley or streetcar systems (New Orleans, Philadelphia) are excluded,
to eliminate bias that network effects might introduce. Because TSP's are nested within metropolitan areas, we
used Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) to apportion variance between metropolitan level and station level
effects. We hypothesized that TOD-type stations experience greater positive change in retail employment after
controlling for the initial endownment of retail and the number of years of transit operations at the TSP. We used
the 'D-variable' framework (Density, Diversity, Design, Distance to Transit, Destination Accessibility,
Demographics) to control for built environment factors known to affect travel behavior that might otherwise bias
our results. (The first 3 are already included in the TOD index.)
Our results suggest several thing: First, they confirm our hypothesis that TOD-type Transit Station Precincts
experience greater increases in retail employment. Second, the initial endowment of retail is a strong predictor of
future increases in retail employment. The number of years of transit operations was not significant, which seems
to imply that transit is not important. However, the 'activity density' of population, jobs, students and patients
tends to be a powerful predictor of retail employment. This suggests that activity density acts as a mediating
variable between transit service and retail employment. Without additional 'footfall' activity, retail employment
near transit does not prosper. Finally, the count of retail employment within TOD-type Transit Station Precincts
varies widely, suggesting that a single model for TOD is in appropriate. We suggest that rather than attempting
TOD to recreate the mono-centric metropolis with a high density mix of uses in a single location, it might be
simpler to create Transit Oriented Corridors, different uses are clustered, at high density, at different stations.
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During the last two decades Bus Rapid Transit has revolutionized urban transportation planning worldwide. BRT
is especially ubiquitous in the cities in the Global South, not just because it is less expensive than rail, but also due
to it is considered as a mechanism to restructure their preexisting loosely regulated public transportation (also
known as paratransit). Because paratransit vehicles are generally old, compete for passengers on streets, and
vehicle ownership is highly fragmented, their operations contribute with many urban ills including traffic
accidents, congestion, and air pollution. During public transportation restructuring processes, questions faced by
planners include whether they will choose to incorporate the paratransit sector in the new BRT-based network,
and second, if they choose to incorporate the informal sector, what approach they will pursue for integration.
Because integration involves complex negotiations with incumbent paratransit operators, as noted by Flores
Dewey (2013), and complete transformation require extended period of time to be implemented, which generally
expands over multiple administrations, cities are left with hybrid systems where paratransit and BRT coexist.
Salazar Ferro et al (2013) presented a case for policy recognition of hybrid systems, and explored how such
systems might best be managed. Although potential for different schemes for integration has been also explored
(Salazar Ferro et al, 2012), there is not enough empirical evidence that provides a better understanding of how
these hybrid systems operate, emphasizing on who are the winners and losers.
In order to provide evidence of how hybrid systems work after a restructuring process, we conducted 1,300
surveys in Barranquilla Colombia to users and non-users of the city’s BRT. Question asked included modes used
nowadays and 5 years ago, before the BRT was implement, change in home and work location, and degree of
satisfaction with the public transportation, among others. Our research seeks to identify outcomes of the public
transportation restructuring process in Barranquilla.
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Historically transportation planning in the United States has focused on promoting mobility as its central
principle. Extensive investment in highways and roads and promoting car as the centerpiece of the American
Dream have created hypermobile communities. Benefits of mobility have environmental costs as well as social
costs. High mobility levels cause disadvantaged individuals who are financially, culturally or physically restrained
in increasing their mobility patterns to become even more disadvantaged (Handy, 2005). Transportation systems
can provide some with high levels of mobility and freedom while preventing others from accessing essential
activities to fully engage in society. Therefore transportation planners need to not only focus on mobility but also
take into consideration the social context of transportation. There are currently not adequate measures to address
social issues including transportation inequality.The FHWA is developing guidance on new performance
measures to evaluate the impact of transportation funding given to the states, and among this will be measures of
social disparity. The main objective of this study is to develop a set of measures and indices that assist in
evaluating and studying transportation inequality with an application in Los Angeles County. Transportation
inequality is a concept with many components. It can refer to the unfair distribution of costs and benefits of
transportation systems including but not limited to governmental subsidies in favor of private vehicles versus
transit; unfair burden of transportation projects on low income and minority communities through discriminatory
the disparate distribution of traffic externalities; and, unequal participation of communities in decision making
processes, among others etc. Unequal access is also an important part of the inequality problem mainly because
how it can exacerbate social exclusion. Transport related social exclusion is defined as the process by which
people are prevented from participating in the economic, political and social life of the community because of
reduced accessibility to opportunities, services and social networks. In the United States, concerns about
providing equal access to social and economic opportunities has mostly centered on the issue of access to
employment, health care, and food (Hansen, 1959; Blumenberg & Ong, 2001; Guagliardo et al., 2004; Walker et
al., 2010). The main gap in the existing literature, however, is the lack of multidimensional indicators of
accessibility from a social exclusion point of view and indices to measure unequal distribution of these indicators
across communities. This paper is organized in 2 sections. The first section is dedicated to developing a set of
indices of transportation inequality. Statistical correlation studies and GIS tools are utilized in this step to develop
alternative composite indices to measure access and how it is distributed across different population groups’
unequal distribution of it. An essential part of developing the composite indices of accessibility is weighting
different aspects of access which is done through expert interviews and utilizing Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP) with transportation professionals in County of Los Angeles. The second section tests developed indices in
evaluating policies. To do so LA County is selected as the case study before and after implementation of Measure
R projects. I expect to have a set of inequality indices at the end of this research that can expose strengths and
weaknesses of a policy such as Measure R in alleviating transportation inequality and social exclusion. These
multidimensional indices can highlight which areas of the county do not have sufficient access or which services
are not accessible enough yet. This will help planners and policy makers to recognize areas in need of further
attention and guide funding.
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Recent advances in information technology have drastically lowered the threshold for people to participate in
ridesharing. The mobile phone app-based ridesharing services, like UberPool, Lyft Line, and GrabHitch allow
travelers to pair single rides with strangers as fellow passengers in real time, and expands the sharing base from
separate local communities to metropolitan areas. On one hand, the expansion of sharing base greatly increases
the probability to be paired for a ridesharer, especially in cities with high densities of vehicle trips, like New York
City. On the other hand, however, people may not have the same level of willingness to share their trips with all
potential fellow passengers. For each single ridesharing passenger, she or he may prefer fellow passengers with a
certain type of characteristics to others, and this preference may directly impact her or his travel experience.
Therefore, to add preference in the matching of fellow passengers in ridesharing needs to be further investigated,
and improving passengers’ ridesharing experience can further increase the acceptability of ridesharing, and thus
increase the benefits of it—reducing congestion, carbon emission, and energy consumption. Current ridesharing
models only use efficiency as the passenger-matching criterion—for example, minimizing the number of cars
needed to accommodate all the ridesharers, minimizing the total kilometers traveled, or maximizing the number of
passengers successfully paired—but have not used the preference of fellow passenger for each other in the
matching process. However, in order to include preference in ridesharing models, the question how much
efficiency shall be compromised if preferences for fellow passengers considered needs to be answered. The
compromises include extra kilometers traveled or more cars needed. To answer this question, in this research we
propose a ridesharing model using preference as the matching criteria based on the matching theory in economics,
which is discussed in marriage, college admission, and kidney donation but not in ridesharing, as the starting
point. Then we compare it with the efficiency-based ridesharing matching model, and estimate the bounds of
tradeoffs between the efficiency-based models and the preference-based model. We use simulation models on the
taxi trips of New York City, as a proxy of vehicle trips in a city with high trip density, to illustrate the process. As
the first stage of this model we simplify people’s preference as a ranked order of potential fellow passengers and
consider this as known to us. Without losing generality, in the simulation model we randomly assign preference to
each passenger, and by running the simulation repeatedly estimate the upper and lower bounds of this tradeoff.
We consider this model as a first step towards understanding the role of human preference in mobility sharing,
and would like to open the discussion of adding preferences for fellow passengers in ridesharing model—the
structure, heterogeneity, and dynamics of people’s preference for fellow passengers—and also a first step to
understanding the peculiarity of ridesharing-initiated social interaction, which is a very different of social
interaction from social interactions in all other circumstances. The model and results of this paper can be used to
initiate the discussions for ridesharing service providers on a new type of service scheme, and for policy makers
on ridesharing regulation when preference is included in ridesharing model—implications on what problems may
arise, and what opportunities are ahead.
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Public transit investments are a large and growing share of all transportation investments in the US. Such critical
investments should be evaluated partly on their economic benefits by measuring changes in property values, firm
productivity and firm clustering over time (Chatman and Noland 2011, Chatman, Tulach and Kim 2012, Chatman
and Noland 2014). Understanding how and why rail service is valued by firms, however, is impossible with
secondary data. In order to obtain such an understanding, this paper relies on interviews with experts in the
relevant real estate markets. We investigated how developers, real estate brokers, and tenants value passenger rail
transport in the Los Angeles metropolitan area (LA) and the San Francisco Bay Area (Bay Area).
We conducted interviews with about 25 real estate professionals, including developers, investors, tenant broker
representatives, and in-house researchers of real estate professional services firms, roughly split between the Los
Angeles metropolitan region and the Bay Area. Interviewees had varying degrees of real estate experience,
ranging from a newly hired broker to senior executives with three decades of experience. We explored possible
explanations for firm location, expansion, and contraction decisions near and farther away from rail transport. We
were particularly interested in identifying which agglomeration mechanisms - such as information sharing,
disaggregated production processes, or labor pool transport access - may affect decisions to locate near or far
away from transit-served areas. Topics included the role of public rail transit in making investment and tenanting
decisions; the reasons for why transit is valued; the types of industries, tenants, and owners that value rail access;
the transportation amenities that employers provide; and other factors that contribute to firm location. Interview
duration ranged from approximately 30 minutes to two hours.
Our interviews suggest that the value of rail transit varies distinctly between and within LA and the Bay Area. In
LA, rail transit is more highly valued in the downtown area. In the Bay Area, rail transit is most highly valued in
San Francisco. Outside of these urban cores, there was consensus that public rail transit is becoming more highly
valued, but not so much that development decisions were dependent on rail access, or so much that developers or
tenants were willing to forego high parking supply. In both metropolitan areas, rail transit access is particularly
highly valued in commuting markets with high road congestion. It is also seen as an important "amenity" among
industries employing young, college-educated, technical workers who prefer to walk, cycle or take transit to work,
some of whom avoid owning cars at all and rely on taxis or ride-sharing services for automobility. Attracting this
labor force is a motivation for intense development in rail served areas. Interviewees in both metropolitan areas
emphasized the importance of walkability, particularly among this cohort of millennial workers, and the high
correlation of walkability and mixed uses with access to rail transit.
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Autonomous vehicles (AV) have been gaining traction as technically feasible and testing begun by Google and
others. It is promised that the technology could potentially revolutionize transportation by improving safety and
efficiency by eliminating human error.
The assumption that AVs will lower crashes and injuries, as well as demand for parking, heralds them as
unqualified benefits for urban life. Although technology may eventually solve remaining problems, AVs tend to
perform better in places with strict rules and guarantees of others' following such rules. This has led some to
predict a future of grade-separated cities along the lines of Le Corbusier's Radiant City, which has found
implementation in some American downtowns' skywalks and Asian cities' profligate overpasses.
Using doctrinal legal and policy analysis, we analyze the limits and likely pitfalls of current technology and
implications for street design and pedestrian safety, as well as the legal rules which might shape outcomes. For
instance, it is possible that cities will adopt more grade separations or stricter enforcement of jaywalking laws, or
shift liability to the sentient actor in an accident.
Policies such as these could retrograde progress made in recent years toward more livable cities built for people.
We instead suggest legislatures and courts adopt strict liability rules which ensure manufacturers are held liable
for any defects that lead to injuries.
Transportation technology has changed cities in the past, and it is possible that this major transformation will
change them again - and not necessarily for the better.Although autonomous vehicles have the potential to make
our cities much safer for people, the right legal rules and commitment to urban design which does not
compromise principles of livability must ensure that is the case.
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International tourism organizations have been addressing the issue of contribution of tourism activities in GHG
emissions. Many countries, such as France and USA, GHG emissions in tourism have been confirmed mostly
from transportation system (Dubois and Ceron, 2006). Moving to the new century, the trend of SLOW is getting
noticed by the tourism industry, and employed in tourism products as one of avenues to reduce emissions
(Dickinson et al., 2011; Lumsdon and McGrath, 2011). Low-emission travel initiatives have been implemented in
an active pace in Taiwan, such as low-carbon tourism and LOHAS (the Lifestyle of Health and Sustainability)
slow travel through shuttle or bus travel and electric, and biking modes. Researchers have discussed proenvironmental travel behavior and sustainable mobility of tourists and expected their findings helpful to
encourage tourists to be apt to relatively low-emission or greener transport modes. However, little research
attention is put on how the built environment influences this kind of tourists’ sustainable choice through direct
function and interaction function with tourist’s perception of mode and tour characters.
In addition, there have been more than 110 certificated attractions of manufacture tourism in cities all over
Taiwan, which were redeveloped through renovating abandoned or lowly-utilized industrial establishments to
accept tourism and recreational activities. The estimates of more than 10 million visits and more than 70 million
US dollars of revenues in 2013 show the popularity of the attractions; however, demonstrate the great amount of
GHG emission because visitors mainly drive cars to these destinations. Researchers and tourism industrial leaders
are calling for the implementation of low-carbon or sustainable travel methods, such as bus or shuttle routes to
encourage slow travelers. Therefore, relevant empirical studies focusing on how to encourage these tourists’ shifts
to the sustainable way of travel are in an urgent need.
Aiming to understand how the built environment and individual attitudes towards shuttle tours directly and
interactively affect industrial tourists’ intention towards this kind of sustainable travel, this research surveyed 710
industrial tourists in 15 destinations. There were 3 main factors at the individual level, including environmental
concern, slow travel mode, and tourism benefits constructed based on relevant literature (Dickinson et al., 2011;
Lumsdon and McGrath, 2011). In addition, the 5Ds concept was applied to develop the contextual factors based
on the notes of Cervero (2003), Cerevro and Kockelman (1997), and Ewing et al. (2009). The HLM analysis was
applied to analyze the direct effects and interaction effects of factors at individual and contextual levels. Several
factors, such as characters of modes and the experience in tours at the individual level and street designs and the
destination accessibility at the contextual level are found significantly and directly influence tourists’ intention
towards slow travel.
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In the quest for sustainable buildings and neighborhoods, increasing attention is being paid to the inherent
sustainability of historic buildings in regard to aspects such as durability of materials, design features, and
embodied energy. Yet, when looking beyond a single building to a street, a neighborhood, or a broader
community of buildings, an added value is often overlooked. This value can be described using the term
Embodied Culture. From an urban planning perspective, embodied culture is the past layers of social and physical
history that together frame the ways in which buildings in a defined area are used today. Embodied culture is an
important, but sometimes difficult to articulate, component of what ‘makes the place’ for a geographically defined
area.
This session will illustrate the interdependence of social content and urban form, and how the two cyclically
imprint on each other. The urban form helps dictate the use and social content, and these in turn direct the ways in
which the urban form adapts and evolves. Neighborhoods are not static; but as they change and age the embodied
culture carries forward the essence of a neighborhood to new generations. Embodied culture provides a base upon
which to introduce new ideas and sustainable concepts to ensure continued neighborhood resiliency.
Developed using perspectives from the sociology field/theory the conceptual framework of embodied culture as
defined from an urban planning perspective demonstrates why new ideas need to be grounded in both the physical
and the social aspects of an area. And why some projects are more successful than others. Case studies from
neighborhoods in Salt Lake City are used as examples to illustrate the concept. In particular, the Sugar House
neighborhood with a new streetcar and adjacent linear greenway will highlight the notion of embodied culture and
demonstrate how embodied culture can help lead to resilient neighborhoods.
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Today’s developed cities depend increasingly on complex urban systems, yet they also face growing uncertainty
about the ability of these systems to function without interruption. This uncertainty comes from a variety of
sources (e.g., natural disasters, terrorist threats, and infrastructure failures), all of which can disrupt the normal
way urban residents go about their lives. Individuals’ abilities to weather or adapt to such disruptions is
determined in part by their access to resilience resources, i.e., their ability to utilize a viable Plan B. Theoretically,
the more resilience resources available, the better individuals can cope with uncertainty. Unfortunately, a growing
body of evidence suggests that resilience resources tend to be scarce among those with lower socioeconomic
standing (Morrow, 1999).
As a recent example of a disruption in a vital urban system, the Washington, D.C. area’s Metrorail subway
system—which normally handles roughly 750,000 trips/weekday—shut down for emergency maintenance on
March 16th, 2016. In this paper, we aim to build knowledge about the potential role of nonmotorized
infrastructure as a resilience resource by examining changes in nonmotorized traffic on the day of the Metrorail

shutdown across socioeconomic strata, and to explore the planning implications of what, at first examination,
appears to be an inequitable distribution of transport-related resilience resources in the D.C. region. In theory,
nonmotorized modes play a critical role in determining cities’ capacity to withstand and recover from such
disruptions, due to their low barriers to entry, independence from fossil fuels, and lack of susceptibility to
congestion; however, research into this particular function of nonmotorized travel is quite limited.
The D.C. region boasts an extensive network of nonmotorized travel infrastructure, including 364 miles of multiuse trails. Many of these trails follow key CBD-bound commuting corridors and carry substantial commuting
traffic. Preliminary observations suggest significant increases in use of this trail system on the day of the
Metrorail shutdown compared to typical commuting days. However, the magnitude of those increases varies
widely across the city, suggesting that the trail system’s capacity to absorb transit trips—and its utility as a
resilience resource—is spatially heterogeneous across the region. Building on this observation, we address the
following research questions.
(1) Are variations in usage of the region’s trail network on the day of the shutdown associated with poverty levels
and/or automobile ownership levels in trail-adjacent neighborhoods? Using weekday counts from 15 automated
traffic counters distributed across the trail network, we employ a fixed effects regression model to examine
variations in trail traffic across the study area on the shutdown day relative to ‘normal’ days, controlling for
weather and week day. Independent variables include proximity to Metrorail and socioeconomic characteristics of
surrounding neighborhoods.
(2) Is access to the trail network distributed equitably across the region? The overall increase in trail use suggests
that the trail network did function at least as a temporary alternative to Metrorail for some travelers in some areas
of the region. We use geographically-weighted regression to explore variations in access to the trail system vis-àvis neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics and alignment with key commuting corridors across the region.
While acknowledging limitations in this study, we do expect this research to have implications for planners
working in both the transportation and resilience arenas. Taken jointly, findings from these analyses will provide
generalizable knowledge about the potential for nonmotorized facilities to absorb transit traffic on a short-term
basis. We also expect that this study will help provide a resilience¬-based argument for improving access to
nonmotorized infrastructure in lower wealth neighborhoods.
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Expounding on Knaap, Ding, and Hopkins (2001) earlier work, I examine the affects light rail transit (LRT)
Transit Oriented Development (TOD) plans have on businesses in St. Louis, MO. This research is important as I:
1) identify the impacts multi-jurisdictional TOD plans may have on a politically fragmented and sprawling region
such as St. Louis; 2) detail why adequate plan-making and implementation is important for community economic
development in a slow-growth region; and 3) indicate the usefulness of undertaking a mixed-method approach to
examine transit related planning issues.
St. Louis’s LRT began operation in 1993. However, TOD plans were produced almost twenty years later
beginning in 2011. St. Louis planners initially expected LRT to spur business and economic development in the
station areas. However, without clear plans fully embracing public transit and TOD, station area development
remained relatively stagnate. Only recently, however, have planners begun to actively engage in TOD planning
activities. The recently developed plans include: Transit Oriented Development Plan (2013), St. Louis Regional
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Best Practices Guide (2011) and the St. Louis TOD Framework Plan
(2013).
I thus ask: 1) What is the relationship between business growth and the presence of a LRT station before and after
the development of St. Louis TOD plans? And 2) What principles guide TOD planning activities in the St. Louis
region? To answer the first question, I use spatial regression analyses. I examine the relationship between
business licenses granted and the presence of a light rail transit station before (2008) and after (2015) the
development of light rail TOD plans. Initial results indicate a positive relationship between business licenses and
LRT stations, but only prior to the development of the TOD plans. This indicates that more business licenses were
granted before the development of TOD plans in LRT and TOD station areas than in areas without LRT stations
or TODs. Such results lead me to ask question #2: What principles guide TOD planning activities? To answer this
question, I use a content analysis of the plans to identify the principles guiding St. Louis TOD planning activities.
Initial results indicate that the guiding principles are inconsistent amongst the different plans, with no clear
activities indicated to support economic development at the TOD sites or overall station areas. Such results help
explain why I found no statistically significant relationship between businesses and LRT stations after the
development of TOD plans.
These findings overall suggest the need for planners to establish key principles and strategies to guide successful
TOD implementation projects for beneficial neighborhood and economic development in LRT station areas.
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In March 2016 the American Public Transportation Association (APTA) released a report arguing for efficient
transportation outcomes resulting from transit agencies using shared mobility options such as ride-hailing taxi
services and Transportation Network Company Services (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft, to add capacity during
off-peak hours and resolve the first and last-mile problem. This neoliberal approach may mark the emergence of
an innovative response to transit enhancement in an era of shrinking transportation budgets. Even as many transit
systems see increased ridership, transit agencies, especially in small jurisdictions, are under considerable pressure
to manage with limited resources. When faced with cutbacks, policy makers are often swayed by efficiencycentered arguments.
On the 21st of March - The same month that APTA released its report - after a two million dollar request to the
State of Florida to fund an on-demand bus system was denied, the City of Altamonte Springs, FL began an
experiment: Could providing a 20% subsidy to passengers using Uber to make trips within city limits substitute
for provision of a public transportation network? While it is too soon for a definitive answer to this question, this
strategy raises a host of issues. In this paper, we hypothesize that these responses to outsourcing public services,
without minimal regulatory standards, are likely to create significant impacts on the mobility of technologically
challenged and financially vulnerable populations.
Relying on policy documents and data available in the public domain, including public agency proceedings,
coupled with content analysis of topical news, we explore some of these issues through the lenses of
governmental responsibility; social equity implications; transportation impacts; and the role of regulation in
neoliberal public-private partnerships. More specifically:
-State, or Local Responsibility: Utilizing discourse analysis of the dynamics between levels of government with
regard to budgetary priorities we ask: If cities and counties are responsible for the provision of local
transportation, what are the policy consequences of state decision-making on local budget priorities?
-Social-Equity Implications: What are the potential social equity impacts of turning public transportation
provision over to a private vendor that subcontracts with individual providers for the actual service provision? For
example, how will populations with low smartphone ownership rates and/or without credit cards access ‘public’
transport that requires these tools to make reservations? Where does responsibility lie for ensuring that antidiscrimination laws are followed?
-Transportation Impacts: Can TNC services reasonably parallel or improve on transit supply both spatially and
temporally? Do TNC services reduce or induce demand, particularly in the evening and night hours? Will TNCs
increase vehicle occupancy, reduce congestion, and positively impact air quality and emissions?
-Regulation: In the aggregate, should society think of regulating TNC services? Is this a state or regional
government function? Who pays when surge pricing negatively impacts consumers? What is a passenger's
recourse in the event of problems?
By tracing the brief history and evolving transportation experiment in Altamonte Springs, examining its
implementation, and interrogating its effects, both current and potential, we will seek to understand if Altamonte
Springs is at the forefront of a new public-private partnership model for service provision, or whether this is a
harbinger of a new form of governmental retreat from infrastructure construction and management.
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With the expansion of the Panama Canal, port cities along the U.S. Eastern Seaboard—from New York to Miami
to Houston—are competing to attract the increased trade expected once the project is complete. East-Coast ports
are either engaged in, or proposing projects that include port expansion, dredging, and multimodal transportation,
which are estimated to cost $20 billion (Schwartz, 2012; Spivak, 2011), to accommodate supersized freighters
travelling from the expanded canal. An American Association of Port Authorities (AAPA) report shows that in
2011 U.S. ports generated more than thirteen million direct and indirect jobs, $650 billion in personal income, and
$212 billion in U.S. federal, state, and local taxes (AAPA, 2012). With the majority of the U.S. population living
in coastal regions, it is clear that efficient, frictionless port functions and their ancillary activities are closely tied
to the larger macro-economic health of the country (Hall and Jacobs, 2012; Rappaport and Sachs, 2003).
The Savannah Harbor Expansion Project (SHEP) is a $706 million joint state and federal project will dredge
thirty-two miles of the Savannah River from forty-two to forty-seven feet. The port of Savannah is the country’s
fourth busiest container port and the second busiest on the U.S. eastern seaboard. Georgia ports contribute $32
billion to the Georgia state economy and serve as the export center for goods being transported throughout the
Southeast. Although the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers reports that every $1 spent on the expansion will return
$5.50 in national economic benefits, the local economic impact has not been determined. The ability of
surrounding communities to keep pace with the expansion will impact the port’s long-term success.
The paper explores the geographic coastal impacts of port competition, and looks at the unique circumstances of
the Greater Savannah Metropolitan Region in planning for future growth of its port. It incorporates geographic
spatial analysis, historical archives, and secondary sources to construct a case study of the Savannah port and
expansion project. I establish baseline land use and transportation information, along with local municipal city
planners throughout the Georgia Coastal Region, as a way to then measure future local impacts of the harbor
expansion once the project is complete in 2018.
The methodology investigates future land use planning, metropolitan transportation forecasts, and wetland
protection policy for the ten regional Georgian coastal counties with these stakeholders, as a measure of how local
actors are planning for potential regional changes that the expansion will bring on land use change and
transportation needs. The ambiguous “Planned Development” land use category, which is widely used in the
region and historically open-ended for more flexible responsiveness to Georgia Department of Economic
Development complicates the power relationship state and local actors in planning for the port expansion.
The paper concludes with policy and planning recommendations for national port strategy, which would establish
more rigorous economic and environmental risk assessment for port expansion projects. The case illustrates the
tensions of uncoordinated maritime freight and logistics planning with fragile coastal and riparian ecologies,
complicated by historic, entrenched economic geography. Dramatic interventions in port excavation demonstrate
how global forces of technological change and port expansions in other parts of the world are reshaping local port
regions.
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Traffic-related air pollution (TRAP) is dangerous to human health. This has been supported by the proliferation of
recent air pollution research focusing on PM2.5, and ultrafine PM. The smaller the particle size, the more harmful
it is to human health. Vehicle emissions are major sources. While transportation and land use planning policies
focus on pedestrianization, there is a lack of research on pedestrian exposure to air pollution levels.
Air pollution data have largely relied on fixed site monitors, following EPA guidelines, to capture ambient air
quality rather than the microenvironment and neighborhood-scale air quality in metropolitan areas. Recently,
several studies have made progress on how microscale air quality could be measured in real world situations, and
how they might be compared with ambient air pollution measurements from fixed site monitors: A study in
London, Kaur et al. measured the pollution concentration levels of PM2.5, UFP and carbon monoxide at the
intersection of a busy urban canyon street (Marylebone Road) in Central London. They found the pollution levels
of personal exposure on the sidewalks of busy streets were slightly higher, but statistically insignificant, than
those on the back streets that run parallel and perpendicular to Marylebone. Hong and Bae studied bicyclists’
exposure to air pollution in the Seattle area via AE-51 measuring black carbon (size 0.1- 1.0 µm). The results
showed similar findings, where personal monitoring values were greater than the nearest fixed monitoring station.
This paper focuses on pedestrian exposure to particulate matter (PM2.5) in the International District (ID) adjacent
to downtown Seattle. It presents the methodology, data collection and the results of how pedestrian exposure to
air pollution could be conducted and its implications in the future. We used several types of equipment: (1) a
portable nephelometer (M903) mounted on a backpack (arranged by the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency); (2) an
Aircasting application (by Habitmap) in a cell phone to record the researcher's location and exposure levels while
walking; and (3) a GoPro Hero camera to record visual images of the surrounding built environment, traffic
volume and other activities. The field data were collected three times a day (morning, midday and evening) for
one week during winter (December 31, 2014-January 9, 2015) and spring (March 21-30, 2015) on selected routes
in the ID. The study found seasonal and time-of-day variability of exposure levels: higher PM2.5 concentration
levels during the winter (57.77 µg/m3) than in the spring (6.99 µg/m3), and higher in the morning (25 µg/m3)
than in the evening (17 µg/m3). Also, the average PM2.5 of ID data were slightly higher (20.7 µg/m3) than those
of the nearest EPA monitoring station (19.0 µg/m3). The research concludes that the key contributors of
pedestrian exposure to air pollution are traffic, construction activities and smoking on sidewalks.
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Providing real-time information about the predicted arrival of the next transit service is one of the most important
factors in improving rider experience (besides actually improving service frequency and reliability). Over the past
decade, the penetration of smart-phones and the ability for transit agencies to provide next-bus predictions has
expanded exponentially. But are the poorest, most transit-dependent population able to enjoy access at the same
rate as everyone else? While smart-phone penetration among the poor continues to grow rapidly, anecdotal
evidence suggests that the barrier is the lack of a data-plan (most low-income users access the internet using WiFi
when they can.) This begs the question: Is the lack of smart-phone data plans a barrier to obtaining real-time bus
information for low-income transit riders? This study aims to help answer that question using Boston's MBTA
transit system as a case-study.
The methodology behind this research project is to develop a custom-made mobile phone texting service that
allows users to text a bus stop number to a certain phone number and receive a text back indicating the predicted
arrival time of the next bus. In addition, a follow-up question, "Is this a smartphone with a data plan? (reply Y or
N)" is included with the next bus arrival information with the hopes to determine more explicitly the availability
of a data plan. Signage will be deployed at a number of bus stops with instructions. The customized system will
record the number of requests received from each bus stop. Post-experiment analysis will normalize the number
of requests by estimated boarding data provided by the transit agency. Ten low-income and ten high-income
neighborhoods in Boston will be selected to look for a correlation. A finding that a higher (normalized) usage at
low-income stops compared with high-income stops would suggest that there is a barrier to using a data-plan
enabled smart phone by low-income population. Though it would not be conclusive as to the exact barrier, it
would point to the existence of a disparity and the need for transit agencies to better advertise text-based
information systems.
It should be noted that "NextBus" already provides this service, but it is not expected that this service is frequently
being used because instructions are not easily available at the bus stops themselves (new signage that is currently
being rolled out, though, does provide the stop number but still not the texting information.) This texting service,
though, cannot be monitored by researchers. Instead, an identical system is being programmed by the author for
use in this research study to provide the same service to users but allowing the requests to be monitored. The
custom "next bus arrival" application is being written in Python, utilizing an existing NextBus API interface to
obtain bus arrival predictions in xml via a web interface. The texting (SMS) interface with the user was done
through the "TextMarks" service.
Two indicators will be used to determine which stops to include in this project. The first method is to use GIS to
overlay the bus network over low-income census blocks. A second methodology uses data from the automatic fare
collection (AFC) system to determine which stops have the most frequent "cash value added on-board" activity,
as a proxy for low-income with the assumption that low-income riders tend to pay for each ride one at a time

rather than load their smart-card with larger values. This type of analysis has not yet been conducted, and is
expected to provide insights into system usage beyond the scope of this project.
This research will be completed by July 2016 with results and paper available by August.
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REDESIGNING SUBWAY MAP TO MITIGATE BOTTLENECK CONGESTION: AN EXPERIMENT
IN WASHINGTON DC USING MECHANIC TURK
Abstract ID: 1492
Individual Paper Submission
GUO, Zhan [New York University] zg11@nyu.edu, presenting author
This paper explores the possibility of using subway maps as a planning tool to influence passengers’ route choices
so as to mitigate the congestion at bottleneck points. Specifically, it tests whether stretching an overcrowded
subway line on the Washington DC subway system map would switch passengers away to other underutilized
lines.
The experiment was conducted at the Mechanical Turk platform for 30 origin-destination (OD) station pairs on
six new map designs for the DC system. Each OD station pair has two viable travel routes, one overcrowded and
the other underutilized. Depending on the particular map, the two routes are stretched in different ways. Each of
the 3,056 participants were presented with 8 OD station pairs randomly selected from the 30, producing a sample
size of 21,240 route choice decisions.
Results show that the redesigned maps significantly affect participants’ route choices. For example, a 20 percent
stretch on the length of the overcrowded line could switch up to 5.7 percentage points of ridership away to an
underutilized line, corresponding to 2,608 trips in the whole system. When the curve of the under-utilized line is
streamlined (a 12 percent reduction of the length), it attracts 2.6 percentage points of ridership from the
overcrowded line.
If these changes were made to the official DC map, they would remove 10 and 5 passengers per car, respectively,
during the afternoon half-hour peak, reducing the number of highly congested periods (100-120 passengers per
car) on the overcrowded line from 4 to 1, and the number of crush periods (>120 passengers per car) from 3 to 1.
Results also show that salience of “distortion” matters more than the exact length or shape of distortion. For
example, one sharp turn is more deterring to passengers than two smooth turns even their length is the same.
Contrast between a curve and a straight line is often over-estimated by passengers, resulting to an over-preference
to the straight line even the difference between the two is minor.
The map effect also varies across population groups. People who are familiar with the DC system or who use
transit frequently in general are less conducive to the map changes. People with a strong ability of reading map
and a strong sense of direction are less likely to be “manipulated” by map changes. Female and Youth are less
sensitive to the map changes.

Overall, transit maps are proved to be an effective planning tool in changing people’s route choice within a
system. If designed appropriately, they may help mitigate system congestion and improve operation efficiency
tremendously often at the minimum or even zero cost.
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LESSONS FROM HOUSING POLICY DEBATE'S SPECIAL ISSUE ON LOCATION
AFFORDABILITY
Abstract ID: 1517
Roundtable
Organizer: RENNE, John [Florida Atlantic University] jrenne@fau.edu
Moderator: SANCHEZ, Tom [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] sanchezt@vt.edu
HAAS, Peter [CNT] pmh@cnt.org
DAWKINS, Casey [University of Maryland] dawkins1@umd.edu
GANNING, Joanna [University of Utah] Joanna.ganning@utah.edu
Housing costs are the single largest expense for households in the United States with transportation costs ranking
second. Standard measures have classified housing as affordable if housing costs do not exceed 30% of a
household’s income. However, there has been the realization that housing costs are closely linked with
transportation costs, and both should be included in measures of affordability.
A recent special double-issue of Housing Policy Debate on ‘Location Affordability’ features 15 peer-reviewed
articles which expands knowledge and provides direction for researchers on future research on the relationship
among affordability, opportunity, and policy. This roundtable will help build on a new and emerging dimension of
research and policy debate on housing and transportation that spans the academy, government, advocates, and
practitioners. For too long, the fields of housing and transportation have remained independent.
Moving beyond simply describing combined housing plus transportation costs, the authors utilized location
affordability and other datasets to shed light on key issues including the effectiveness and potential for federal
housing subsidies to connect low-income households to location-efficient neighborhoods. It also seeks to better
understand the relationships between federal housing programs and a number of housing and neighborhood
characteristics, including neighborhood quality and stability, employment access, opportunity, relocation,
expiration of subsidies, and state policy. It also examines displacement, gentrification, mortgage risk, foreclosure,
and shrinking cities to better understand the trajectories of housing affordability and opportunities in declining
and recovering areas.

The roundtable discussion aims to highlight key findings from the special issue, foster dialogue about theoretical
debates regarding transportation and affordable housing, and advance discussion about methodological issues for
building on an emerging topic of research. Finally, the discussion will seek to advance policy that can break
down barriers for coordinating affordable housing and transportation policy.
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TRACK 15 - URBAN DESIGN
PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION DESCRIPTIONS IN TRACK 15
SUSTAINABLE URBAN DESIGN
Proposal 7 with abstracts 201, 202, 203, 204
Organizer: LARCO, Nico [University of Oregon] nlarco@uoregon.edu
Discussant: OC, Taner [Journal of Urban Design] t.oc@ucl.ac.uk
While sustainability in urban design is attracting significant attention in both academic and professional spheres,
it is currently characterized by a broad range of definitions and approaches. Key topics in this area range from a
focus on the urban built environment to the natural landscape, physical design to planning and policy, individual
elements to more generalized and holistic models, and the integration of actions across different scales of design.
This session will present a range of approaches to sustainable urban design followed by a discussion of how these
approaches overlap, research needs in this area, and possible directions for the discipline.
Objectives:




Understand range of current approaches to sustainable urban design
Understand areas of overlap and conflict between these approaches
Identify research needs and future directions for this field

URBAN DESIGN AND STREETS
Proposal 50 with abstracts 595, 597, 598, 703
Organizer/Discussant: AL, Stefan [University of Pennsylvania] stefanal@design.upenn.edu
In America's "urban renaissance," street design is high on the agenda. What are some of the ways American
streets have evolved, and what does this mean for urban design? This session brings together urban design
researchers studying streets, including their urban morphology, active facades, pedestrian safety, and sidewalk
activities.
Objectives:


Street design

ABSTRACTS IN TRACK 15
TORONTO’S ‘VANCOUVERISM’: DEVELOPER ADAPTATION, PLANNING RESPONSES, AND
THE CHALLENGE OF DESIGN QUALITY
Abstract ID: 24
Individual Paper Submission
WHITE, James [University of Glasgow] jamest.white@glasgow.ac.uk, presenting author
PUNTER, John [Cardiff University] punterj@cardiff.ac.uk, co-author

Vancouver, Canada is widely recognised for its design-sensitive approach to city planning and development
management. Since the early 1990s, the city has witnessed the transformation of the margins of its commercial
core and industrial waterfront into a high-density residential and mixed-use inner city endowed with a network of
high quality waterfront public spaces. New development is characterised by slender condominium towers that
respect designated views of mountains and water, integrated with townhouses or commercial units and generous
public amenity space. This ‘design-led’ typology is exemplified by Concord Pacific Place, a 70-hectare ribbon of
mixed used development, built by the developer Concord Pacific on Vancouver’s False Creek waterfront, that
incorporates over 8,000 residential units, commercial space and a necklace of parks and recreational facilities
along a celebrated seawall (Punter, 2003).
Vancouver has become a ‘place of pilgrimage’ for planners and designers and elements of Vancouver’s built form
have been reproduced around the world, beginning in Seattle, San Francisco, San Diego and Dallas and thence to
Dubai, Abu Dhabi and some Malaysian, Indian and Chinese cities (e.g. Khirfan and Jaffer 2014). As a result,
various Vancouver developers, architects and planning consultants have discovered a lucrative global market for
their skills. Commentators have termed this global mobilisation ‘Vancouverism’, and it might be argued that the
apparent influence of the typology is emblematic of the globalisation of development practices and techniques of
masterplanning as cities compete for global investment (Gospodini 2002).
This paper focuses on one of the primary actors involved in the production of Vancouverism during the 1990s and
2000s, Concord Pacific, and examines the extent to which the developer employed the typology on a postindustrial site in the Canadian city of Toronto. The research, which adopted a qualitative case study methodology,
was conducted between 2008 and 2015. Semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders were held at various
junctures during the development process and archival research and direct observations were also completed.
The paper will illustrate how ‘Vancouverism’ helped the developer secure the purchase of the site, largely
because Toronto politicians bought into the success of Concord’s Vancouver development. It will further argue
that, in broad terms, Toronto and Vancouver actually employ similar tools to shape development outcomes, but
that the crucial difference between the two cities lies in the thoroughness of the negotiation process and,
importantly, the evidence of a more rigorous approach in Vancouver. The longitudinal nature of the research will
also reveal that the City of Toronto has slowly embarked upon an increasingly interventionist approach at
CityPlace, which has seen the architectural and urban design quality improve as a result.
The paper will offer final thoughts on the ‘mobility’ of urban design ideas, and conclude that the reproduction of a
concept such as ‘Vancouverism’ is contextually grounded and shaped as much by local politics, institutional
practices and development norms as by the power of a particular design typology. However, the paper will also
argue that, despite an increasingly sophisticated system of design control, the City of Toronto’s ability to shape
outcomes remains limited and, overall, the quality of development falls short of that achieved in Vancouver.
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BRAIN RESPONSES TO URBAN DESIGN: A NEURO-ASSESSMENT OF THE PEDESTRIAN
EXPERIENCE IN BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Abstract ID: 37
Individual Paper Submission
HOLLANDER, Justin [Tufts University] justin.hollander@tufts.edu, presenting author
FOSTER, Veronica [Tufts University] Veronica.Foster@tufts.edu, co-author

New research is opening up novel understanding of the neuroscience behind how people perceive and experience
the built environment (Sussman and Hollander 2015; Robinson and Pallasmaa 2015; Zeisel, 2006; Wells, et al.
2007). One such work, Cognitive Architecture: Designing for how we respond to the built environment (Sussman
and Hollander 2015), argues for a set of four testable principles for architecture and planning practice. Using the
laboratory of Boston, Massachusetts, we equipped college students with EEG brainwave sensors and had them
walk predefined routes through two distinct neighborhoods. Each route was characterized for the presence or
absence of design characteristics exemplary of the four Cognitive Architecture principles (like narrow streets,
complex facades, and bilateral symmetry). We recorded the subjects’ brain waves (used as a proxy to measure
meditative state and attention) during their walks. Our hypothesis is that certain design characteristics can
influence attention-related brain wave production. Specifically, we test whether the presence of design
characteristics suggestive of Cognitive Architecture principles are associated with certain brain wave production.
The subjects, on average, experienced measurably higher levels of attentiveness and meditation while in the North
End, relative to the West End and Control areas. We performed statistical tests to corroborate the apparent
emerging relationship between the two routes. An ANOVA test demonstrates that the relationship between the
Scores variable and the Location variable is statistically significant at the 0.013 level—that is, it is unlikely to be
explained purely by chance. We also took advantage of the information provided by all of the variables together
through a Multinomial Logit Regression. The Maximum Likelihood Estimates show a statistically significant
relationship holding up. For both the North End (for positive scores) and the West End (for both positive and
negative scores), the estimates were statistically significant at the 95% level and higher.
This research has important implications for planning, urban design, and architecture practice and pedagogy.
While only a beginning, the results suggest that the principles outlined in Cognitive Architecture are more than
just a good distilling of the scientific literature—the principles may be have real validity.
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RELATION BETWEEN URBAN DESIGN CRITERIA AND EMOTIONAL RESPONSES
Abstract ID: 95
Individual Paper Submission
OZDEMIR, Burcu [Istanbul Technical University] ozdemirbu@itu.edu.tr, presenting author
OCAKCI, Mehmet [Istanbul Technical University] mocakci@itu.edu.tr, co-author
Urban designers may make urban design decisions based on knowledge gleaned from their education and practice.
Study of user responses to urban form can supplement such information with evidence on how physical attributes
of places affect user impressions of those places. To avoid overlooking some important physical attributes, such
research should consider a comprehensive set of physical attributes and emotional appraisals to learn how that
attributes relate to salient aspects of human response. Drawing on findings from environmental psychology, the
present study sought to develop a comprehensive design model for use as a decision support system in the design
of public open spaces. The theoretical approach applied Nasar’s (1989) extension of the Lens Model to a field
study of urban public places. Based on the research, the present study considered five aspects of the form of urban
open space: diversity, legibility, imageability, comfort, and coherence. I assessed the attributes two ways, through
physical measures and through perceptual/cognitive judgments of them. The present paper does not cover the

physical measures. For emotional (affective) impressions, the study considered ratings of atmosphere, emotional
appraisals, and mood related to each place. The study centered on six parks in the Istanbul Metropolitan Area. It
included three urban parks and three neighborhood parks. In each park, the researcher conducted face-to face
interviews with 50 participants for a total of 300 (150 men, 150 women) participants.. The survey had 95 items:
43 five-point Likert-type items assessed perceptual/cognitive judgments of the urban design attributes, 12 fivepoint Likert items and 16 11-point bi-polar adjectives assessed the atmosphere of the park, and 24 bi-polar
adjectives assessed emotional (affective) appraisals of the park. It also had 21 questions about the background of
the participants and their use of the park. I applied structural equation modeling to evaluate the probabilistic
relationships between the perceptual/cognitive aspects and the affective appraisals of the urban outdoor spaces.
The resulting best-fit model revealed associations between some perceptual/cognitive aspects of the parks with
the emotional appraisals. It also revealed some individual differences. Such results suggest both directions for
future research (controlled studies), and design directions to meet the psychological needs of users in urban space.
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RECONSIDERING THE LEGACY OF PEDESTRIAN MALLS
Abstract ID: 97
Individual Paper Submission
AMOS, Dave [University of California, Berkeley] daveamos@berkeley.edu, presenting author
Pedestrian malls are typically remembered as a planning fad aimed at revitalizing Main Streets across the United
States in the 1960s and 1970s. Communities built over 150 pedestrian malls, but most failed to achieve their goals
and were removed. Their legacy of failure has lingered and new pedestrian spaces, even the newly-pedestrianized
Times Square in New York, face criticism that they may suffer the same fate as the mid-century pedestrian malls.
Is this legacy of failure a fair characterization? Should all pedestrian spaces be compared to old pedestrian malls?
This paper updates the history of pedestrian malls and presents new research on the pedestrian malls that have
survived and thrived against the odds. Pedestrian malls can provide a cautionary tale for planning fads, and
remaining pedestrian malls can provide model for new pedestrian spaces.
Planning scholars documented pedestrian malls at two key moments in time. Scholars in the 1970s (Brambilla and
Longo, 1977, Rubenstein, 1978) cataloged and described pedestrian malls at the peak of their popularity and
considered many of them successes. By the 1990s, when scholars turned their attention back to pedestrian malls
(Rubenstein 1992, Robertson, 1990, 1994) the picture was bleak. Some pedestrian malls were hanging on, but
many had been removed or remained as unsuccessful public spaces. The popular narrative around pedestrian
malls solidified at this point. Pedestrian mall removals have continued since the 1990s and the total number of
pedestrian malls has stabilized at around 40.
This paper updates the timeline of pedestrian malls that Brambilla and Longo, Rubenstein, and Robertson
contributed to in the 20th century. This paper does not consider transit malls or other pedestrian mall hybrids that
some of the authors included in their publications. The historical data show that communities adopted pedestrian
malls as a revitalization strategy rapidly while removal occurred slowly as communities debated their existence
and secured funds necessary for their conversion. This paper also reports the results of a survey of downtown

business organizations and city planners in communities with pedestrian malls and the results of site visits to
several pedestrian malls. The results show that many communities perceive their pedestrian malls as vibrant,
successful spaces. Pedestrian malls, like other pedestrian spaces, can be successful in the right context, but should
not expected to save Main Streets in scores of communities across the country.
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CAMPUS SCORE: MEASURING UNIVERSITY CAMPUS QUALITIES
Abstract ID: 181
Individual Paper Submission
HAJRASOULIHA, Amir [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] ahajraso@calpoly.edu,
presenting author
This research proposes an index, called Campus Score, which measures the main physical qualities of university
campuses. Campus Score is composed of three latent variables representing Urbanism, Greenness, and OnCampus Living, with 10 indicators. This index has been calculated for 103 research-intensive universities in the
United States of America. Columbia University, Princeton University, Lehigh University, Duke University, and
Emory University had the highest Campus Scores and University of Nevada at Las Vegas, University of Colorado
at Denver, University of Texas at Arlington, University of Texas at San Antonio, and Wayne State University had
the lowest Campus Scores. Two linear regressions show that Campus Score has significant associations with
freshman retention rate and 6-year graduation rate. Considering control variables, a 1% increase in Campus Score
is associated with an increase of the freshman retention rate by 0.0689 and an increase of the 6-year graduation
rate by 0.0899. Interestingly, as compared to the Academic Ranking of World Universities (Shanghai Ranking),
Campus Score has stronger associations with freshman retention rate and graduation rate. The one-way ANOVA
test and post-hoc analysis reveal that private universities, on average, have significantly higher Campus Scores
than public universities, Research I universities have significantly higher mean scores than Research II
universities, and universities in the Northeast census region have significantly higher mean scores than
universities in other census regions.
This finding may raise certain questions, such as whether campus form has any true influence on freshman
retention rate and 6-year graduation rate, or is it simply that better institutions have better campuses, and physical
campus has no true influence on students’ overall satisfaction and graduation rate. To answer this question, I
controlled for all the main control variables in the literature for measuring university qualities, such as average
SAT score as a proxy for student selectivity, the percentage of classes with fewer than 20 students as a proxy for
faculty resources, a dummy variable for Research I or Research II universities as a proxy for research capacity,
and finally the total number of undergraduate students as a proxy for the size of the institution. After controlling
for these factors, Campus Score still had significant associations with freshman retention rate and graduation rate.
There might be a simple explanation for these relationships. Although it is hard to imagine that one student
decides not to continue his or her education solely due to the campus qualities, it is much more likely that a green,
urban, and livable campus provides such an enriching experience that students are convinced to pursue their
education against all the potential negative factors, such as financial or academic issues. The fact that the
universities in the northeast region have higher Campus Scores is not just because of the eminence of their
institutions in general; it can also be due to the type of urbanism in that region and, most importantly, the age of

the campuses. Most campuses in that region were almost fully developed before the mid-20th 6 century when
campus planning was following certain established formal typologies rather than being dominated by autooriented development patterns and star architects. However, not all universities in the northeast region have high
Campus Score. For example, Rutgers campus ranking is 71. Also, from the top 20 campuses, seven of them are
not in the northeast. Exploring the relationships between Campus Score and university objectives, such as
students’ satisfaction, safety, and campus sustainability, can give campus planners fresh insight into the impacts
of campus form.
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BUILT LANDSCAPE TYPES AND SUSTAINABILITY
Abstract ID: 201
Part of Pre-organized Session: Sustainable Urban Design
WHEELER, Stephen [University of California, Davis] smwheeler@ucdavis.edu, presenting author
The twenty-first century metropolis can be seen as composed of a limited number of built landscape types that are
repeated with variations the world over (Wheeler, 2015). These neighborhood-scale landscapes can be
distinguished from one another by typical street and block patterns, types and mixtures of land uses, types of
buildings, placement of structures on lots, street and parking design, and balances of “gray” and “green” elements.
Historians of urban form (e.g. Mumford, 1961; Morris, 1972; Kostof, 1991; Hayden, 2003) have identified certain
built landscape forms that have been present throughout history. These include Organic patterns, Urban Grids,
Rectangular Block Grids, and formal, grand-scale Civic landscapes. Other built landscape forms are more recent,
a product of the explosive spatial development made possible by twentieth century transportation innovations,
economic globalization, and postmodern culture. These more recent types include Airport landscapes,
Commercial Strips, Malls & Boxes, Workplace Boxes, Campuses of various types, and New Urbanist
neotraditional landscapes.
Urban and regional planning can encourage or discourage specific built landscape types. If some forms have
negative sustainability implications, societies are likely best off avoiding them. If other types offer advantages for
sustainability or can be easily retrofitted so as to yield these, societies can encourage them. The aim of this paper
is to further analyze the sustainability implications of particular built landscape types so as to support such
actions.
Previously I mapped built landscape types in ArcGIS for 24 global metropolitan regions and compared their
prevalence (Wheeler, 2015). Here I analyze the implications of specific types for key sustainability indicators
including greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, motor vehicle use, ecological habitat, economic diversity, and social
equity. In addition to synthesizing secondary literature, this paper analyzes examples of built landscapes within
metropolitan regions worldwide and develops correlations with available datasets such as Landsat temperature
data and neighborhood-scale GHG emissions.
The overall finding of this research is that “built landscapes matter.” Although larger in scale than many planners
and urban designers typically consider, these distinctive building blocks of the postmodern region have strong
impacts on many dimensions of sustainability. Rural Sprawl, Upscale Enclave, Loops & Lollipops (Southworth
and Owens, 1993), and Malls & Boxes landscapes have multiple negative effects. Gridded and Organic landscape
types tend to have more positive impacts, albeit with frequent weaknesses in areas such as ecological habitat. The
sustainability impacts of some types are strong and immutable. It is very difficult, for example, to retrofit Loops

& Lollipops landscapes to reduce motor vehicle dependency. Impacts of other types can be altered more easily.
Many recent commercial landscapes for example can be redeveloped relatively easily into entirely new types.
Regional design should therefore focus on built landscape dynamics in addition to the smaller-scale “place types”
considered within many recent planning processes.
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SUSTAINABLE URBAN DESIGN: A FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN AND EVALUATION
Abstract ID: 202
Part of Pre-organized Session: Sustainable Urban Design
LARCO, Nico [University of Oregon] nlarco@uoregon.edu, presenting author
While sustainable urban design has been developed and richly debated in the last few decades, it is still largely a
dispersed subject covering a broad range of disciplines and scales. Much of the discussion regarding sustainable
urban design has either focused on narrow aspects of it, or, when discussing the field at large, often fails to relate
distinct parts. This makes it difficult for practitioners and researchers to identify and prioritize what needs to be
addressed and evaluated. This is true of most of the general literature, of research studies, of professional
publications, and of rating systems developed both in the US and Europe.
Built on an extensive literature review of both academic and professional sources, this paper presents an overall
framework for sustainable urban design that addresses specific goals/focus areas and organizes these based on
scales of intervention (Regional, Neighborhood/District, Block/Street, and Project/Parcel).
The five primary goals/focus areas include:
1. Energy Use and GHG Emissions (based on transport related uses)
2. Water Quality and Recharge
3. Habitat and Ecological Quality
4. Energy Use and Production (based on non-transport related uses)
5. Equity and Health
This framework attempts to create a road map or guide for the range of issues related to sustainable urban design and its specific elements - and organizes them in a way that engages the design and evaluation process.
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Sustainable urban form is a topic of enormous importance in the current era of climate change, human population
increase, and widening social and economic inequality. Research related to sustainable urban form is being
undertaken by academics in many fields and efforts to develop and apply principles of sustainable urban form are
being undertaken by many practitioners working within the numerous professions involved with urban form
development. Within the urban design field, efforts are underway to define the scope and emphasis of sustainable
urban design. In a paper recently published in the Journal of Urban Design, Nico Larco proposed a draft
framework for sustainable urban design that lays out the elements of sustainable form implementable at different
urban scales. The framework focuses on the physical form elements of sustainability because these elements lie at
the core of what urban design deals with. Larco's well-conceived framework is a useful start, but I contend that
the framework would be considerably strengthened and more helpful to practitioners if it incorporated more
nuanced discussion of the planning dimensions of sustainable urban design. Behind many, if not most, of the
recently built neighborhoods that are being lauded for their sustainability features lie planning policies and
regulations that mandate sustainable urban design. A robust framework for sustainable urban design must
specifically link the physical elements to be achieved at each urban scale with the planning policies, regulations,
and processes that make that achievement possible and probable.
Supportive planning policies, regulations, and processes make it possible to develop sustainable urban form;
conversely, non-supportive policies, regulations, and processes make it difficult or impossible to achieve it. In real
world situations, a community's policy and regulation particulars influence, may even mandate, what design
moves are possible at the various scales of urban design. For instance, many existing street design standards and
norms run contrary to sustainability. Street design standards that call for wide travel lanes, or the practice of
maintaining excess vehicle throughput capacity in urban streets, leads to wide roadways that not only waste urban
land but also create barriers to pedestrian movement. The cumulative effect of regulations that call for holding
street trees back a considerable distance from intersections, from driveways, from parking meters, and from
underground utility lines often frustrate efforts to create an urban forest. On the other hand, enacting a policy that
mandates no further increases in roadway vehicle throughput capacity, like the policy adopted in Vancouver,
British Columbia, can free up land stored in overly wide lanes and street rights-of-way for other purposes that
contribute to sustainability, such as widening sidewalks to create a better pedestrian realm, planting street trees,
installing on-site water retention and filtration storm water drainage systems, and the like.
In another vein, well-considered and well-crafted regional, citywide, and neighborhood plans that focus on
sustainable design help give over-arching structure and coherence to the sustainable city-building efforts of many
different individuals. Furthermore, participatory community planning processes can help accomplish cultural
shifts toward sustainable city building.
This paper presents a preliminary framework of the planning dimensions of sustainable urban design that builds

upon and expands Larco's draft framework. A review of the planning and urban design literature, along with
review of professional planning studies and adopted plans, was undertaken to uncover key planning approaches
deemed important for sustainable urban design. The data is analyzed and findings are assembled into a matrix that
identifies key planning approaches for sustainable urban design across urban scales. It is intended that this draft
framework will further the academic discourse on the dimensions of sustainable urban design and offer guidance
to urban design practitioners on the planning dimensions of sustainable urban form that should be considered
along with the physical form elements.
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Ecosystem services have been defined as the benefits people obtain from the natural world. These include
provisioning services such as food and water; regulating services such as flood and disease control; cultural
services such as spiritual, recreational, and cultural benefits; and supporting services such as nutrient cycling that
maintain the conditions for life on Earth. Ecosystem services provided the basis for the design of the Sustainable
Sites Initiative, or SITES, now administered by the Green Business Certification Inc. This paper illustrates how
ecosystem services and SITES can contribute to sustainable urbanism.
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PASSIVE SURVIVABILITY, AN EMERGING CLIMATE CHANGE CHALLENGE, AND URBAN
DESIGN RESPONSES: A CARIBBEAN EXPERIENCE
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Climate change adaptations are often related to variability and extreme weather events (e.g., hurricanes) not just
changed average conditions. Impacts during and immediate after disasters pose the greatest challenge to human
survival especially in cites, that may lack basic urban amenities, such as power, heating, or water. In the context
of climate change, passive survivability refers to a built environment’s ability to offer critical life-support
conditions for its users until rescues. For example, Chicago’s 1995 heat wave killed more than 700 people who
lacked air conditioning, and Eastern Canada’s 1998 ice storm left 4 million people without power and forced over
600,000 from their homes. More recently, in New York City Winter Storm Jonas left 150,000 people without
power. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change confirms the chance of such occurrences with a high
level of confidence, and urban areas, representing the complex intersection among bio-physical agents, human
systems, and urban amenities, are particularly vulnerable. City dwellers depend on the resilience of their built
environment and infrastructure supporting their survival last for an extended periodup to two to three days.
Urban planning and design are often considered the key determinants to improving this resilience; however,
planning interventions are still limited to increasing urban resilience as to ensure such critical life-support. The
lack of precise information on extreme climatic impacts poses further challenges in determining appropriate urban
design and planning actions to deal with passive survivability.
Addressing this shortcoming, this paper aims to answer how urban design and planning can facilitate climate
change the resilience of built environments to promote passive survivability reactively and pre-emptively. What
urban design tools can be used to measure and so enhance passive survivability? Accordingly, this paper
investigates “redundancy”, a socio-ecological concept, analogues to superfluity, excessive, or too much, to
develop an interdisciplinary framework that integrates adaptation, resilience, and urban design and planning for
determining appropriate design variables of passive survivability. With regard to planning and design,
redundancy, which is similar to diversity, asks for multiple systems that can serve the same functions, and thus
facilitates spreading risk across graphical areas, across time, and across multiple systems. In general, an optimal
level of redundancy and diversity is essential to balance enhancing urban resilience and promoting sustainability.
More specifically, the study uses redundancy as an urban design tool to investigate how the design of urban form
can influence redundancy and so enhance urban resilience and passive survivability in a sustainable way. The
framework considers urban morphology, which encompasses street networks, blocks, building footprints, and
land use patterns, to develop a theoretical framework. This framework is then operationalized in the context of
Negril, a small coastal city of Jamaica, highly vulnerable to sea-level rise and its associated impacts. In-depth
interviews are undertaken with planning and design professionals representing different agencies responsible for
adaptation planning in Jamaica. Negril’s street networks are found to be rigid with limited accessibility to
different points of interest. The entire settlement depends on a single street-network and livelihood and thus
exhibits minimal redundancy and indeed lacks passive survivability even though urban design could potentially
increase redundancy. Accordingly, this study proposes a few urban design models to integrate the potential
application of redundancy in supporting passive survivability and contemporary place making theories applicable
to coastal areas.
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The purpose of this presentation is to understand the factors that contribute to the establishment of Latino
neighborhoods in urban areas, and to explore how these Latino communities contribute to the creation of social,
economic, and cultural resilience for their residents. To address the research objectives, this presentation
examines a series of commercial corridor case studies in different urban areas across the U.S. in order to learn
from best practices, and to draw out some lessons on cultural, social, and economic resilience among immigrant
neighborhoods. These cases show public policy makers, academics, and business owners examples of how Latino
communities can revitalize retail corridors and improve both the economy and quality of life. An overview of the
steps that planners and policymakers can take include responding to an urban population’s increasing diversity
and changing demands, examining the processes and mechanisms that contribute to ethno-cultural alienation in
Latino neighborhoods, and guaranteeing that any revitalization efforts in Latino communities will enhance local
assets. Some prominent urban scholars argue that the idea of creating community via deterministic designs must
be re-evaluated and that urban patterns of class, culture, race, and ethnicity should be part of the redevelopment of
urban places (Marcuse 2000, Harvey 1997). The study areas are currently part of a transformation process
resulting in areas with vibrant commercial centers, and these centers help maintain the social networks that
provide ties to Latin American home countries while working to acclimate new immigrants. A detailed analysis of
business activities and census data in the case studies illustrate changing spatial patterns and demonstrates how
ethnic minority entrepreneurs are giving new meaning to such abandoned and dilapidated landscapes as strip
malls and older, unmaintained neighborhoods. This presentation also investigates the specific ways in which
urban spaces are being transformed and modified to suit the needs and cultural preferences of their residents.
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Sustained and engaged debate on the question of urban design has been a glaring omission in recent urban
planning scholarship. Urban design occupies an uncomfortable position in academic research. It is lodged
between disciplines, straddling urban planning and architecture. When situated in urban planning, it is often seen
as falling within the purview of studies of practice, instead of theoretical debates and social science-oriented
research. There are simply too many assumptions about what urban design is. On the one hand, en vogue tropes of
physical planning, including transit-oriented development, smart, compact, walkable cities, mixed-use
development, and "placemaking" dominate the planning discourse about designed and desired urban
environments. On the other, world-renowned practices of urban design often resort to an approach best described
as architecture at the scale of the city. These mega-urban projects, far from remaining as speculations, find form
in reality as globally mobile developers and strong states assert powerful agendas through reshaping the built
environment. Additionally, we still confront now tired debates among proponents of New Urbanism, Smart
Growth, and Ecological Urbanism. These trends neglect the interdependencies between restructuring built
environments, deepening socioeconomic inequality, environmental vulnerability, and the spatial logic of capital
expansion. Almost a decade since Cuthbert (2007) critiqued the lack of relationship between urban design and the
spatial political economy, there has been little change in urban design scholarship.
A serious interrogation of designed urban environments is more critical than ever. First, urban design now
confronts a set of intertwined challenges that test its core theoretical lineages - primarily consisting of variable
interpretations of CIAM's modernist/functional doctrine, the social complexity of Jane Jacobs and Kevin Lynch,
and more recent ideas about ecology and urbanism. These challenges include the threats to cities from, and city
and state responses to, climate change; the pervasiveness of globalization, particularly accelerated flows of
information and capital; the liberalizing of urban governance and the financialization of the built environment;
rapid urbanization, in places and patterns not conforming to any previous notion of city-making and designing;
and increasingly globally-connected grassroots social movements, lately propelled by anti-austerity, antiglobalization, and environmental protests.
Second, design is often the platform through which contesting visions of the future of the city are visualized,
debated, and prioritized. Design does not only dictate desired physical outcomes. The marshaling of varying
design agendas exposes the fault lines behind power relationships in cities and the ways through which policy
solutions are formed. The production of design documents - site plan drawings, visualizations and renderings,
implementation schedules and strategies - generates not only powerful claims on space, but also claims on identity
and belonging. This is the case whether in Mumbai and Jakarta, or New York and New Orleans, in the face of
modernization, rapid urbanization, or post-disaster recovery. These cleavages in envisioning urban futures are
particularly important as urban centers confront global environmental exigencies, and urgent levels of inequality.
This roundtable discussion aims to reassert a theoretical and methodological agenda in urban design research,
within the urban planning discipline. Drawing from theories of political economy, political ecology, development
studies, urbanization, and spatial justice, and case studies from South Asia, Southeast Asia, and North America,
participants will address key questions informing current and future urban design research. These include, 1) the
incoherent conceptualizations of urban design, 2) the new sites, scales, and financing of urban governance that
urban design research and practice confront, 3) the sociopolitical processes intertwined with urban spatial
interventions, and, 4) the intersection of urban design research with pressing concepts of urban change, including
"worlding" cities, relational urban studies of Global South and North, and gradients of informality in cities.
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New investments in "livable streets" (Appleyard et al., 1981) are part of a global shift away from automobileoriented urban design and planning. Influenced by competition to attract the so called "creative class" (Florida,
2002), along with changing travel preferences, global cities such as New York, London, and Paris have been
redesigning street space formerly devoted to motor vehicles to create more bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure
and new public spaces. This research documents the promotion and implementation of such livable streets in
Mexico City where the change in planning orientation over the last 10-12 years has been particularly rapid.
The planning context of Mexico City differs from northern global cities, with extreme social inequality being
especially pronounced (Bayon and Saravi, 2013). Still, Mexico City has one of the most aggressive livable streets
programs in the world, including: more than two miles of pedestrian only streets in its core along with numerous
shared and compete streets projects; one of the world's largest ciclovia programs with ten miles of streets closed
to motor vehicles on Sundays; a large and expanding bike-share program with more than 6,000 bikes; and active
programs creating new separated bicycle lanes, new pocket parks, and other new pedestrian oriented public
spaces. It appears that in line with competitive cities strategies, however, most of these projects are oriented
toward wealthier, segregated neighborhoods (Villanueva, 2015), and not where infrastructure is poorest or
walking and biking are more important transportation modes.
Given this context, this paper surveys these changes, focusing on pedestrian and public space projects. It asks the
following questions:
(1) How has the government been restructured to support creating livable streets?
(2) What has been the role of global urban design models, including the involvement of high profile organizations
such as Bloomberg Associates in affecting the shape of change?
(3) What kinds of designs and projects are being implemented, where in the city are they located, and, given the
context of social polarization and mobility inequality (Hidalgo and Connolly, 2015), what social groups are they
primarily designed for?
Livable street investments in Mexico City are carried out by a complex and dynamic network of actors distributed
through a large number of political and bureaucratic government units, with many non-governmental
organizations and actors also involved. In this initial wave of research, we focus on two innovative city units, the
Autoridad del Espacio Publico (AEP), and the Laboratorio para la Ciudad. AEP was established in 2009 to design
and implement public space improvements to the city's historic center, but their mandate continues to expand to
other high profile pedestrian and public space projects. The Laboratorio was established in 2012 with a broad
mandate to promote citizen engagement and undertake experimental and pilot programs and projects, the majority
around pedestrians, cycling, public space, and public transportation. The researchers have excellent contacts
within these units and have obtained internal documents and carried out semi-structured interviews with staff.
This will be supplemented with interviews in additional agencies as resources allow. Citywide policies and laws
related to street design and use will also be reviewed and supplemented with field observations of projects.

Despite the impressive progress to make Mexico City streets more livable, there is currently little documentation
on what investments have been made, even within the agencies responsible. This study helps to fill this gap and
advance our understanding of the implementation of new planning practices for street and public space design in
an important but understudied global city.
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From the literature, a public open space such as a park in a station area is assumed to be a multiplier boosting the
benefits of transit-oriented development (TOD), such as promoting more walk trips and physical activity,
enhancing place attractiveness, and increasing property values. In general, the literature says that access to transit
stations encourages transit use and walking (Ewing and Cervero, 2010; Handy et al., 2005). Also, access to a park
is associated with higher level of walking (Frank et al., 2007; Owen et al., 2004). In the particular context of
station areas, however, there is a lack of empirical research on the relationship between park availability and
sustainable travel behavior, one of the primary goals of TOD. It has resulted in that a park is not considered as an
important land use element in TOD projects, but avoided for a reason of lack of lands or budgets.
Thus, this study examines the impacts of a park on residents' transit use and walking in station areas using
household travel survey data for eight urban areas in the U.S. In those regions, study samples are 2,703
households living in a half mile from 549 stations of heavy rail, commuter rail, and light rail systems. This study
utilizes two-stage hurdle models consisting of logistic regression models for any walk/transit trips (binary
variables) and negative binomial regression models for walk/transit trips (count variables) in order to handle the
excess zero values in trip count variables (Green, 2012). For both stages, multilevel modeling (MLM) approach is
incorporated to account for the dependence of households in the same region on shared regional characteristics.
After controlling built environment factors - 5D (density, diversity, design, destination accessibility, and distance
to transit) - and household characteristics, this study finds that both transit and walk trips are significantly
associated with the total area of accessible parks near households, but not with park presence. This result shows
that not only park accessibility, park characteristics such as park size should also be considered to predict travel
behavior and park uses. Also, this study demonstrates that a TOD needs more parks to meet its goal of promoting
sustainable travel behavior. Local planners, developers, and decision makers could incorporate parks in the TOD

planning and design, and consider park availability as one of the factors to decide the location of new transit
stations.
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Green infrastructure has gained international prominence for its purported functions, benefits and services for
built environments. Benefits can have social, economic and environmental implications (Matthews, Byrne & Lo
2015). These include, but are not limited to, reducing urban heat, cultivating social ties, improving sense of place
and promoting walking for leisure. At present, there is a lack of empirical evidence on the capacity of green
infrastructure to promote park use, social-interaction and walking in suburban neighbourhoods. In this study we
investigate the interplay between green infrastructure, park use, social connectedness and walkability. We
investigated the perceptions and experiences of residents living in Upper Coomera, a suburb of Gold Coast City,
Australia. Gold Coast City has grown rapidly in recent decades, with suburban expansion driven by burgeoning
population growth.
The over-arching research question addressed by this study is: What role does green infrastructure play in
determining park use, social connectedness and walkability? The study employed a mail-back survey of residents
of Upper Coomera. Surveys were distributed to 1,291 households, with a 12% response rate. The survey
questionnaire consisted of 43 questions in four parts and took on average 15 – 18 minutes to complete. Measures
included psychometric scales (values and attitudes) and socio-demographic measures. Factor analysis was used to
aggregate items into the key dimensions of ‘green infrastructure’, ‘social connectedness’ and ‘walkability’.
Variables were analysed using nonlinear multivariate models, informed by relevant research (e.g. Berry & Welsh
2010, Leslie et al. 2005, Shields et al. 2009). Results show that green infrastructure, while imprecisely linked to
park usage, is positively and statistically significantly linked to higher levels of social connectedness and
walkability in the neighbourhood. Results further suggest that a more walkable neighbourhood is also a more
convivial neighbourhood and the converse. In other words, green infrastructure plays an important role in
neighbourhood connectedness and walkability and may also foster park use.
This study contributes to a growing and important facet of contemporary planning activity, which seeks to

understand the role of green infrastructure in built environments. Our findings can inform both planning practice
and scholarship. It is one of the first studies to explore a suburban locale, expanding beyond other research
focused primarily on inner-city areas. Results suggest planning practitioners could benefit from employing green
infrastructure to promote social and health outcomes in built environments.
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This paper challenges the dichotomies between urban planning and architecture, and between public and private
space, by revisiting a traditional analytical method. Using the hybrid mapping technique introduced by
Gianbattista Nolli in 1748 to study the urban fabric of Rome, the transformation of four blocks across the Atlantic
is studied over the span of a century, demonstrating a remarkable fluidity of publicness and disciplinarity.
Contemporary discourse has increasingly focused on the hybridity of postmodern architecture and urbanism (e.g.
Koolhaas, 1995; Ellin, 1999; Harteveld, 2014), yet the boundary between buildings and the city has blurred over a
far longer timespan. Through mapping the public and private realms in two key central retail blocks and two
peripheral urban renewal blocks in Detroit and The Hague over the course of a century, the transformation of the
urban ground floor through built interventions is investigated. Increasingly large commercial buildings ignore the
traditional divide between indoor and outdoor space and hence between architecture and urbanism, introducing
public arcades, display circuits, cut-throughs and atria to entice various audiences to enter. Meanwhile, privately
owned and managed plazas redefine the urban tissue. Public space enters buildings; private space moves outdoors.
While commercial megastructures redefine publicness through their sheer scale, their gradual consolidation and
appropriation of space dilutes the entropy and diversity that defines urbanity. In both cities, large-scale private
commercial failures have hence threatened the vitality and viability of their public environments, yielding insights
on the limits of sustainable growth for the public-private ecosystem.
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FESTIVAL MODERNISM: CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT PLANS AND PEDESTRIAN MALLS,
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Between 1956 and 1974, sixty cities in the United States pedestrianized their main streets in an effort to revive
retail, draw middle-class white consumers back to the central city, and emulate the increasingly popular and
profitable suburban shopping centers burgeoning at the fringe. By the late 1980s, pedestrian malls, once ‘a
panacea for downtown planning,’ had become the quintessential failed urban project. The rise and fall of the
pedestrian mall marks a critical moment in the trajectory of modernism and foreshadowed the emergence of the
popular festival marketplaces built in the 1970s and 1980s. The recent and controversial demolition of one of the
era's foremost pedestrian malls, Fresno's Fulton Mall (1964), planned by Victor Gruen Associates and designed
by Garret Eckbo, calls for a review of this largely overlooked phase of American city planning and merits a
critical reappraisal in an era when ‘complete’ streets have emerged on the policy agenda of U.S. cities and
downtown partnerships.
By coding the visual material of downtown plans published from the late 1950s through the early 1970s, this
paper traces the evolution of critical motifs, themes, and ideas embedded within plans that featured pedestrian
malls. Five case studies, including Victor Gruen's seminal plan A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow (1956), Gruen's
central area plan for Fresno (1960), Knoxville's Market Square Mall (1961), I.M. Pei's central business district
plan for Oklahoma City (1964), and the plan for downtown Buffalo by Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd
(1971), demonstrate how different plan makers conceptualized pedestrianization as part of downtown renewal.
This paper makes two contentions. First, it identifies the pedestrian mall as a critical precursor to the postmodern,
urban marketplace as well as an expression of a ‘festival’ or ‘townscape’ modernism, which represented a middle
ground between the oppositional paradigms of clearance and preservation. The second contention, based on close
reading of downtown plans from the era, is that pedestrianization served as a short-term, cosmetic remedy whose
implementation was undermined by consistent failure to pursue broader programs of reform, infrastructure
building, and regional planning. Together, these findings provide planners and policymakers reshaping streets
today with a critical historical context for revitalization efforts and important lessons relating to the scale, scope,
and challenge of long-term plan implementation.
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Ιn 1996, the US Surgeon General highlighted the importance of physical activity and walking as a means of
combating obesity, diabetes, and other diseases. A wealth of public health studies have extolled the virtues of
walking. In addition to its positive health impacts, walking is also beneficial for the environment as it can replace
short automobile trips, thus reducing congestion and fossil fuel consumption. Yet despite a general consensus
about the benefits of walking, it represents a miniscule and declining share of our trips in U.S. cities. US
sidewalks are mostly empty, but this was not the case in the 19th and early 20th century, when central city
sidewalks were vibrant spaces hosting a number of social activities.
Throughout the 20th century, a series of municipal ordinances in cities strictly denoted sidewalks exclusively as a
transportation infrastructure, using the goal of unrestricted pedestrian movement as a justification for the
restriction of other sidewalk activities. This view of sidewalks as solely a transportation route, combined with
policies and street designs that overwhelmingly favored motorists over pedestrians converted sidewalks into
“single-minded” spaces and inadvertently made walking a less valued dimension of urban living.
This perception has started changing, however. Indeed, in the last decade, we have witnessed a number of efforts
by municipalities around the country to bring back pedestrians to their streets. Such efforts have ranged from the
designation of pedestrian destination districts, to “complete” and “living” streets, creation of parklets and other
“pop-up” installations.
The paper will synthesize the literature and also draw from empirical studies by the author to address the
following questions:
• How policy and design in the 20th century have contributed to the emptying of US sidewalks of people and
activity?
• What have been the design and policy impediments to walking in US cities?
• What strategies have cities used in the last decade to refill their sidewalks? What are the problems and prospects
of these strategies?
• What purposes should US sidewalks fulfill? How can planners use policy and design to reinvigorate city
sidewalks?
Relevance for Planners: The paper deals with a topic that is of concern to planners as attested by the multitude of
recent municipal initiatives throughout the US that seek to re-conceptualize the street as public space.
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THE HIDDEN NARRATIVES OF POST DISASTER COMMUNITIES
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KAWANO, Yoh [University of California, Los Angeles] yohman@gmail.com, presenting author

The increased relevancy of digital technologies in the humanities and visual literacy through the use of rich
media–maps, photography, video composition, big data, and interactive web platforms–can serve as
representations to communicate the study of spaces and urban life. How then does the integration of scientific,
visual and sensorial research methods become associated into the curriculum of Urban Scholarship?
I contextualize Spatial Ethnography as a method that provides a multisensorial depiction of transformed urban
spaces. The perspective of risk and resiliency is evaluated through a case study following the catastrophic events
of 3.11 within a government-sanctioned 20-km ‘evacuation zone’ in Fukushima, Japan. Five visual research
methods–participatory observations, measuring risk, interviews with stakeholders, film documentaries and
photography, and the process of ‘thick mapping’–complete an ethnographic dossier that tests new discoveries
between scientific data and the humanities into academic discourse. In doing so, untold narratives from
communities suffering from both natural and anthropogenic risks are exposed, offering a deeper understanding on
the impact that disasters have upon vulnerable populations.
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ANALYZING THE EFFECTS OF GREEN INVESTMENTS ON LOCALIZED CRIME USING A
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Abstract ID: 678
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TROY, Austin [University of Colorado Denver] austin.troy@ucdenver.edu, presenting author
A growing body of research has found that the spatial distribution of crime is associated with indicators of urban
environmental design. After adjusting for numerous socio-economic and built environment control variables,
localized crime levels have been found to be inversely correlated with tree canopy (Donovan & Prestemon, 2012;
Troy, Grove, & O'Neil-Dunne, 2012) and with measures of the level of residential yard management (Troy,
Nunery, & Grove, 2016). Various theories have been advanced to explain the potential mechanism behind these
associations: one suggests that "cues to care" (the inverse of the "broken window" concept) can lead to reduced
crime by signaling to criminals the presence of social capital and the active involvement of neighbors in
community spaces; another suggests that green investments create inviting spaces that lead to more "eyes on the
street," which in turn deters criminals (Kuo & Sullivan, 2001). To date, though, most studies have only analyzed
association. Very few have used the necessary data and methods to isolate causality, but those few that have
suggest the relationship is causal (Branas et al., 2011). Still, much additional work across a variety of contexts
needs to be done to confirm and assess these early findings about causality. This presentation summarizes the
results of currently ongoing research that attempts to address this question in several cities: New York, San
Francisco, and Washington DC. Using data sets on planting and construction locations and dates for urban trees
and green infrastructure projects coupled with geocoded crime point data, a difference-in-differences analysis is
conducted to see if crime rates drop significantly in the immediate vicinity of green investments following their
completion relative to changes in crime rates during the same period in other areas where such investments did
not occur. The analysis is broken down by type of green investment. At the time of this submission, preliminary
analysis suggests that crime does fall for some large types of green investments in some settings, but further
verification is needed. This presentation also summarizes some of the author's past research on the association
between crime and environmental design as a way to contextualize the current analysis.
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URBAN DESIGN AND STREET TYPOLOGY: EVALUATING THE SUITABILITY FOR BIKING AND
WALKING
Abstract ID: 703
Part of Pre-organized Session: Urban Design and Streets
GILDERBLOOM, John [University of Louisville] jigild01@louisville.edu, presenting author
RIGGS, William [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] wriggs@calpoly.edu, primary author
The livability of neighborhood is greatly impacted by the design and typology of the street. Yet despite a growing
body of work defining the benefits-of and methods-to encourage multimodal travel, only a small body of research
has worked to fuse urban design and complete street philosophies. Some work suggests that design and typology
of the street have a direct relation with traffic safety and neighborhood quality-of-life indicators including crime,
housing values, and economic growth / jobs (Riggs & Appleyard, 2016; Riggs & Gilderbloom, 2015). Other work
indicated that rethinking typologies, for example converting from one-way to two-way streets can improve traffic
flow (Gayah & Daganzo, 2012). Work by those such as Southworth and Jacobs (Jacobs, 1993; Southworth, 2005)
has explored how space and place affects travel but most of this has only loosely focused on the street itself as
opposed to the surrounding accouterments that support urban livability.
In this context, this paper explores case studies of urban design to facilitate multi-modal travel, particularly
walking and biking. This focuses on the notion of path suitability as opposed to the accessibility indicators that
usually the focus of transportation planning and engineering evaluations. The author evaluates cases of street
design, including Louisville, Kentucky, London, England, and New Dehli, India. These cases are used to identify
best practice design treatments and strategies that are being used to facilitate walking and biking travel behavior.
These design strategies are mapped to typical US street types (e.g. arterial, collector, neighborhood) with the goal
of offering both a theoretical and practical guide to best practice street typology in various urban conditions--how
modal priorities can be better assigned to streets through design in order to facilitate congestion and emissions
reduction goals. This research provides support for expanded thinking about how streets can be better designed to
improve safety, connectivity, community, and sustainability.
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THE FUTURE OF THE PUBLIC REALM FROM A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
Abstract ID: 704
Roundtable
Organizer: AL, Stefan [University of Pennsylvania] stefan@stefanal.com
Moderator: RYAN, Brent [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] bdr@mit.edu
HOU, Jeff [University of Washington] jhou@uw.edu
CHO, Im Sik [National University Singapore] akicis@nus.edu.sg
KIM, Annette [University of Southern California] annettek@usc.edu
WANG, Lan [Tongji University] wanglan@tongji.edu.cn
Climate change, population pressures, urban informality, neoliberalization and the corporatization of cities are
impacting cities worldwide. What is the future of the public realm under these conditions? What does this mean
for urban design? This roundtable brings together perspectives from around the world, including Japan,
Singapore, China, Vietnam, and the United States.
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EXAMINING MEASURES OF STREET CONNECTIVITY IN THE AMERICAN CITY AND THEIR
INTERDEPENDENCIES AS APPLIED IN PRACTICE
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HAYNIE, S Dawn [Georgia Institute of Technology] gtg883j@mail.gatech.edu, presenting author
Street patterns, and their measures of connectivity, are significant factors in urban planning and design, as
illustrated by the APA’s Planning and Urban Design Standards (Handy, Paterson, and Butler 2003). Studies have
looked at the measures of dense urban areas, sparse suburban areas, and in most cases, contrasted the two to
characterize differences in planning history, patterns of growth, and associated impacts. Strong correlations have
been demonstrated between the measures of street connectivity, and yet despite these trends, further examination
demonstrates that not all measures capture the same level of connectivity. The importance of these measures,
particularly as they are introduced into regulatory frameworks, indicates a need for an extensive study of their
interdependencies. This research illustrates clearly the inconsistencies between the measures of street
connectivity, examines how the measures covary for networks with distinct morphologies, and presents an
argument for using a measure of connectivity that more effectively discriminates between street networks, arguing
for a measure capturing both scale and configuration.

To characterize existing street networks and capture typological variations within MSAs, eight local areas,
measuring 2 miles square, are extracted from each of the 12 largest MSAs. Selected areas include those
significant historically and identified within the planning literature. Measures of street connectivity are calculated
for these 96 areas and reported. When possible, each area was categorized by the morphology of its urban form.
Three categories were established – grid, curvilinear, and cul-de-sac. Grids were characterized by straight-street
elements that ran parallel to each other, curvilinear networks were characterized by meandering street elements
that discouraged continuous vistas, and cul-de-sacs were characterized by the discontinuity created by dead-end
streets. Correlations between the measures were tested, and the scatterplots consistently showed significant
correlations, with limited overlap and high polarization between the various categories.
Given these established correlations, in practice, we operate under the assumption that the measures of street
connectivity will be correlated, particularly those measures of road length and block area. As a result, we adopt
policies restricting length, and presume then by association that block size will also be restricted, resulting in
higher densities yielding increased connectivity. However, a closer examination of the measures illustrates
interesting exceptions to these established interdependencies.
When correlations are analyzed for each type, the strength in the statistical regressions deteriorates. Measures of
street connectivity are strongly correlated for only those street networks with roads and blocks configured in a
more traditional, grid form. For the cul-de-sac areas characterized by road segments that penetrate blocks with a
tree-like network, i.e. those street networks with many dead-end or internal streets, the correlations weaken
substantially given the dispersion in the measures. Correlations between measures of street connectivity are not of
mathematical necessity. They do not prevail for all possible networks; only for a specific class of street networks,
or configurations of roads and blocks, such as those considered typologically as grids.
These findings suggest that if we wish to increase street connectivity, if we wish to “connect spatial separated
spaces and to enable movement from one place to another” as charged by Handy, Paterson, and Butler (2003),
then we must first focus on a measure of connectivity that inherently measures configuration. And, if we wish to
“increase the number of connections and the directness of routes”, then we must second consider a measure that
captures the circuitousness of a network relative to the potential distance available for encounter. Of the measures
used to define street connectivity, metric reach and directional distance do both, more consistently, and arguably,
they may be a more accurate and more appropriate descriptor of street connectivity, as intended by policy makers.
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THE HIGH LINE FAMILY TREE: MAPPING THE INFLUENCE OF A CONTEMPORARY
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Understanding how planning and urban design ideas and policies "travel" and "land" (i.e. Healey & Upton, 2010)
has become an ongoing topic of academic investigation, particularly as globalization makes the exchange of ideas
and policies increasingly "unbounded" in their transmission (McCann & Ward, 2012, p. 327). The High Line in
New York, New York is one the leading contemporary traveling ideas and provides a rich case for examining this
topic area. The project, the conversion of a 1.45 mile abandoned elevated railway into a linear park, has been
lauded as a game changer and a model for cities around the world. Even before the High Line's completion other
cities began to "look up," (Taylor, 2010, p. A1), seeing new potential in once obsolete post-industrial
infrastructure that had, to date, mostly been seen as an impediment to planning for revitalization. A popular
fascination with the "descendants of the High Line" (Jaffe, 2011) has grown as the idea has spread and undergone
"translation" (Czarniawska & Sevon, 2005) into a global phenomenon. This project attempts to map out the
production of the High Line "family tree" - the descendants, precursors and post-hoc associations that form the
contemporary popular understanding of what having a "High Line" means.
Using a snowball method building off two years of Google Alerts for "High Line," this project has identified 174
projects associated with the High Line in New York, New York. The bar for association was set purposefully low
at self-identification - project proponents, media commentators and others needed to at minimum assert a direct
connection or association. This approach, while including many projects that have little obvious connection to the
High Line, allows for a broad understanding of how the phenomenon has grown as a concept among a wide
public. The results of the data collection have been analyzed for relationship basis and typological similarity.
Relationships have been categorized as either "compare" (projects preexisting the High Line that are now
interpreted through that lens "our High Line") or "inspired and bolster" (projects or proposals using the High Line
as justification and/or model). Projects were also evaluated on four key typological dimensions of the original
High Line: linearity, elevation, reuse and industrial heritage and preservation.
The results show a variety of interesting insights about how the High Line phenomenon has traveled and formed
as a global concept. A not inconsiderable 10% of the projects collected are pre-existing sites that have been
reinterpreted to be connected to the High Line phenomenon. This indicates the way in which the High Line has
become a lens for interpreting urban linear public spaces and the desire for associating sites with a well-known
global success story. Likewise, typologically, there is a large range of existing and proposed projects associated
with the High Line. This was divided into three "waves" with the first being most typologically similar (other
post-industrial railway structures) and the third being least similar and showing how associated projects and
proposals have "mutated" beyond the bounds of linear, elevated, and post-industrial into substantially different
types of projects. The sites are then mapped to show a visual representation of the spread of the descendants of the
High Line over the world, making visual its impressive reach. Overall, the research shows both an interesting
snapshot into the travels of the High Line as urban planning and design icon as well as its translation into a
metaphor for something bigger than the "real" High Line in New York, New York - a coveted global association
with a widely known urban design and revitalization success story.
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THE PUBLIC-PRIVATE CONTINUUM: PLACING PARKS IN DETROIT
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Many cities now rely on market-based mechanisms to finance and manage public spaces, especially in their
central business districts. To cite three examples, cities may offer incentives to developers to build “privately
owned public spaces,” cities may enable property owners to form business improvement districts to manage
public plazas, or cities may partner with nonprofits to raise private funds on behalf of public parks (Kayden 2000;
Brecher and Wise 2008; De Magalhães 2010). Arrangements like these are credited with renovating neglected
public parks and creating new public spaces in high-priced downtowns. Yet since the mid-1980s, when these
arrangements first came to wide attention, scholars have also warned that they threaten the “publicness” of the
public realm (Loukaitou-Sideris and Banerjee 1998). Case studies show that private managers view public spaces
as sites for entertainment rather than social mixing, democratic assembly, or quietude. Private managers prioritize
cleanliness, safety, and profitability and therefore seek to exclude undesirable persons and limit disruptive speech.
These priorities are often written into the structure of the spaces themselves, in so far as they are designed with
security and entertainment foremost in mind (Nemeth and Schmidt 2011).
This paper contributes to this literature by expanding its bounds, going beyond the typical examples of privatized
public spaces in the central business districts of global cities. Instead I examine case studies of parks and public
plazas throughout Detroit, a shrinking city that relies extensively on non-municipal partners to supplement public
spending. Detroit’s public spaces include city parks that have been “adopted” by businesses, churches, or “Friends
of the Park” groups; city parks that are programmed in partnership with non-profit park conservancies; city parks
that are controlled by county or state governments; city parks that rely solely on municipal funding; privatelyowned spaces that are voluntarily managed as public spaces by corporations and non-profits; and publicly- and
privately-owned spaces that are informally maintained as public parks by groups of residents. All of these
arrangements are found in cities nationwide, but most have received scant attention in studies of public space,
which often pre-define their analytical focus as privatization and its effect on the “publicness” of public space.
Planning scholars, in particular, should expand the bounds of their research for two reasons. First, there are many
more models for providing public space than commonly recognized, and these may not conform to existing
theory. In Detroit, for example, the greatest threat to the publicness of public space has not been privatization but
rather the withdrawal of municipal funding from small parks without countervailing efforts by outside partners.
Without investment and maintenance, many small parks have become undifferentiated from vacant lots. Second,
an expanded set of cases points to an understudied challenge of planning: the need to develop effective plans and
regulations to guide decentralized systems of open space and recreation. Previous studies (e.g. Kayden 2000) have
offered astute design recommendations and regulatory advice to produce better privately owned public spaces, but
by ignoring other arrangements common since the 1970s—like community-based and intergovernmental park
partnerships—they have neglected the broader challenge that cities face in planning and managing systems of
parks that encompass numerous partners and many methods of finance and management.
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This paper contributes to the growing literature on the role of children in the city, based on their perception of the
surroundings when walking to school. The objective is to identify and examine the major factors affecting the
safety of children, especially on their journey from home to school. The focus is on travel and safety of the child
pedestrian, a critical user group in the urban setting (see Lynch 1977; Banerjee and Lynch, 1977). In this study,
children are not only the subjects, but they are also active participants.
The concept of children as a critical user group is significant in urban planning and design, for a city that suits the
needs of more vulnerable populations is more likely to fit the needs of all (Rissotto, 1999). Scholars have
investigated the relationship of children with their social and built environments, including means of
transportation. While there is increasing attention towards public health issues related to active living and walking
affordances in the urban environment, the voice of the children on these issues remains mostly unheard. In an
effort to foster more inclusive methodologies of planning, we adopt a participatory approach with a focus on the
children’s narratives.
When walking to school, what do urban children see as the greatest dangers? How does the way in which children
perceive the environment affect their experience of walking to school? What is the relationship between perceived
risks and the choice of travel mode?
Existing research suggests that a set of nested, interconnected elements at individual, household, community, and
institutional level collectively influences the propensity of children’s outdoor activities in general, and walking to
school in particular. These include environmental risk elements involving both the built environment (traffic, land
use, pollution, etc.) and the social milieu (crime, drugs, gangs, etc.). Both influence children’s as well as parents’
perception of risk. Our research draws on data collected in the fall of 2014 and spring of 2015 in five elementary
schools located in City Heights, a low-income ethnically diverse neighborhood in San Diego, California, with
qualitative and quantitative methods. In this paper we present empirical results based on data collected through
surveys of 161 children and 88 parents.
The questionnaires aimed at investigating both children’s walking experience and risk perceptions as well as their
parents’ opinions of the built and social environments of their neighborhood. Our two dependent variables are the
student walking behavior and the parents’ willingness to allow their children to walk. Our set of explanatory
variables for the children include walking behavior, perception of the traffic and other hazards that they encounter
when walking to school. For the parents it includes walking behavior, socio-economic characteristics, and the
perception of the neighborhood and of their children’s safety.
Our findings show that the seemingly simple act of walking to school involves a complex web of logistical
considerations and affective appraisals. The preferences of parents and children may differ from the actual
behavior exhibited by the student on a daily basis. The more the parents walk in their neighborhood, the less
comfortable they feel about allowing their children to walk to school. Yet these same parents are more likely to
have children that are walking to school.
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The Journal of Urban Design (JUD) celebrates its 21st year in 2016 and is publishing a Special Issue on emergent
pedagogy in urban design to coincide with this year’s ACSP Annual Conference. The collection of papers in this
special issue reflects on recent uses of curriculum and pedagogy in urban design educational practice through
case-study/accounts or evaluations across several international contexts (Cidre, 2016). After a brief summary of
the viewpoints expressed in the special issue collection of papers (including Kallus, 2016; Loukaitou-Sideris,
2016; Neuman, 2016; Speranza, 2016), all participants (including Arefi, Banerjee, Cidre, Martins, McDonald, Oc,
Ryan) will be invited to engage in discussion with each other and the audience in order to consider current
curriculum paths and new directions of design pedagogy by addressing the following questions:
• How does urban design sit alongside other disciplines in built environment education?
• How do we teach urban design?
• In what ways can we teach our students to think creatively and enable them to shape memorable places?
• Has digital software changed ways of learning and undermined traditional skills?
• How do we balance practice and theoretical dimensions in the 'design' discipline?
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Aspiration for economic development and the forces of globalization have driven China to embrace global city
planning and city building ideas. While China’s quick adoption of ideas, such as the Garden City theory, zoning
practices, CBD development, and eco-city construction, has made its urban development a laboratory for
innovation and experimentation, a threat of identity loss in many Chinese cities is becoming evident. Some
scholars have suggested that “China seems to apprehend a need to return to its original civilization” and see the
significance of applying the values embedded in traditional Chinese urbanism in its urban development (Sit,
2010).
This paper examines how a vernacular Chinese urbanism, the Shan-Shui City (SSC, 山水城市), has been an
important source of inspiration for creating places that can balance the needs for economic growth, environmental
protection, and social improvements. The SSC urbanism has its roots in the ancient Chinese philosophy about a
harmonious human-nature relationship, and embodies a unique set of aesthetic values underlying the
traditional/classic Chinese landscape design (Row and Wu, 2002). Its place-making principles have long inspired
the development of such memorable cities as Beijing and Hangzhou. The SSC urbanism’s contemporary reinception in the urban planning and design field was largely attributable to several prominent Chinese intellectuals
in the 1990s who were extremely concerned about the undesirable consequences of China’s urban development
(Fu, 2002).
Working with Beijing Tsinghua Tongheng Planning and Design Institute, one of the top design institutes in
China, we study the planning and design processes of several large-scale urban development projects where the
SSC idea has been consciously applied. These projects are diverse, including brownfield redevelopment and green
field new development, as well as projects located in cities of different sizes. We conduct content and graphic
analyses of the plans and designs of those projects, interview with planners and designers to understand their
design process, and also survey/interview users in one of the projects about their visual perception and aesthetic
evaluation of the designed landscape.
The paper aims to answer the following research questions:
1. What environment design (aesthetic) qualities derived from the SSC urbanism were pursued in those projects
and what design elements were used to achieve those qualities?
2. Whether the cultural traditions and environmental attitudes carried by the SSC affect the public perception and
evaluation of those projects?
Preliminary results show that the aesthetic standards and design strategies prescribed by the SSC have inspired the
planners and designers to pay attention to natural features in the planning area and to creatively use the
restoration/conservation of those features as the center-piece of their design schemes. In some cases, the SSC idea
helped the planners win project approval by local communities because of its strong resonance with local
leadership.
Cultivating strong community appreciation for natural and designed landscapes is a necessary step to facilitate
environment conservation and protection. The SSC urbanism, with its ability to support Chinese aesthetic
preferences for nature, can be effectively utilized to achieve an ecologically sensitive approach to urban
development in China.
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Shared space is a traffic calming technique as well as a design concept that is gathering increased interest in the
United States. The technique is relatively new, but the majority of existing research concerns pedestrians only.
Using existing shared space intersections in England, this research examined how cyclists actually rode their
bicycles through shared space intersections by observing bicycle riders as they rode through the study sites. Video
was taken of three shared space intersections and three control intersections in the English towns of Ashford,
Coventry, and Poynton and almost 2,000 cyclist paths were plotted over scale plans of each intersection. Several
variables were collected and analyzed for each observed cyclist path; this presentation will focus on two of the
behavioral variables observed: crosswalk use and sidewalk use. Analysis of these variables showed that whether
the intersections were shared or not, many bicycle riders still preferred to avoid sharing the intersection with
motor vehicles by riding on sidewalks or through crosswalks.
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New Urbanism has been described as the most influential movement in place making literature since the
Modernist happened. In recent years, its principles have been adopted for many neighborhood designs efforts.
New Urbanism advocates new methods of place making as a way to advance environmental, social, and economic
sustainability interests as a model of sustainable urban development. It anticipates social sustainability
development goals can be achieved through compact and walkable urban forms particularly when there are mixes

of land use incorporated into the neighborhood developments. The advocators of New Urbanism claim that the
compact and mixed-use neighborhoods encourage more commitment to walking and thereby advance social
interaction among its residents, enhances the sustainability of the community, and decrease social segregation of
income groups.
However, this approach received various criticisms from urban studies. Critics argue the intensive use of existing
lands means loss of open space and facilities. Socially the impact of a compact urban form may affect the quality
of life of users, and the effects may fall unequally on the poor. They discuss, while compact mixed-use areas
might achieve benefits of more social interaction, vitality, and better access to facilities, they also could suffer
from social tensions, fear of crime, and bad neighbor effects
This research considers the implications of compact and mixed-use urban form for randomly selected
neighborhoods in the USA from the social sustainability point of views. It reviews debates about social
sustainability in neighborhoods-scale to understand in what ways does different variables related to it. Claims and
criticisms of New Urbanism related to place making and social sustainability reviewed and the long-standing
discussions over the extent to which neighborhood design forms can affect social sustainability revisited.
The empirical part of this research examines the conduct of residents in neighborhoods with different types of
density and land use regard to social sustainability interaction to assess whether these neighborhood design forms
is associated with behavior that supports the move toward social sustainability. It presents some new evidence
based on randomly selected neighborhoods from USA cities of 50,000 populations or more. 2010 census data and
the database of neighborhood associations were used to collect data and measure social sustainability dimensions.
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) used to aggregate the impacts of the different forms of density and use of
land into a social sustainability dimensions. Based on the review of literatures social sustainability dimensions
proposed in two components and ten indicators. The results derive from Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)
indicate how far social sustainability could be explained by systematic relationships with different forms of
neighborhoods. It determines that neighborhood development under the banner of New Urbanism proposed
approach takes steps both toward and away from social sustainability goals.
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PLANNING AND DESIGN OF RAILWAY STATION AREAS OF MEDIUM AND SMALL TOWNS IN
CHINA BASED ON LOCAL CHARACTERISTICS——A CASE STUDY OF JIANGYIN RAILWAY
STATION
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With the gradual improvement of nationwide transportation system, railway stations have sprung up in medium
and small towns of China, and the planning and design of railway station areas has also attracted great attention in
recent years. However, problems and challenges still remain in these planning and designs: firstly, with focus on
the design of railway station itself, the coordinated development of its surrounding areas is usually ignored;
secondly, characters of railway stations in medium and small towns are mixed up with those in megacities in
some researches, and the basic theories of TOD, Urban Catalysts, Urban Circle Layer and Land Rent are
mechanically widely applied regardless of the differences between stations in varied cities. The development of
large railway transport hubs in China and abroad such as Shanghai Hongqiao Railway Station, Shenzhen Futian
Railway Station, Berlin Hauptbahnhof, etc. is now actually more large-scale, comprehensive and vertical. Highly
intensive development in the whole station area is the top priority. But whether the railway stations in medium
and small towns should follow such examples with the application of large-scale construction and highly intensive
vertical development is still worth thinking and further research.
This paper takes Jiangyin railway station in Jiangsu Province of China as a case. Firstly local characteristics of
Jiangyin Town and its railway station area are analyzed to determine the development orientation of this area.
And then based on the analysis of existing conditions, we put forward three traffic planning strategies to create
regional transit connection: comprehensive transportation integration, green low carbon transportation and the
"Pass—Stay" system. We try to build a railway station complex hub corresponding to medium and small town's
characteristics by elevating railway lines, building "pedestrians and automobiles separation" and "zero transit"
two systems, which aims to solve the "urban barrier" problem caused by railway lines. After that the function
layout of this area is presented from four aspects including the overall planning structure, function division, green
and open spaces and business core districts. Finally, lateral comparison is made between the designs of different
railway station areas of medium and small towns in China and abroad, such as Xuancheng high-speed rail station,
Xinyu high-speed rail station, Kunshan south railway station, etc. In conclusion, we think that we should find
proper orientation to plan and design railway station areas of medium and small towns rather than blindly copy
the examples of megacities. In order to find this orientation, we should focus on local characteristics from many
aspects such as regional, cultural or natural features. And human oriented design also plays an important role.
Architecture scale, landscape and pedestrian system should all be designed from human scale to realize the
harmony between human and cities. This study is of some guiding significance to the planning and design of
railway station areas in medium and small towns in China and abroad.
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With 80% of its population living in cities, Latin America and the Caribbean is the most urbanized region on the
planet. Located here are some of the largest and best-known cities, like Mexico City, São Paulo, Buenos Aires,
Rio de Janeiro, Lima, Santiago, and Bogotá. The region is experiencing rapid development and creating new
strategies for equitable built environments. This “southern” thinking is not confined to the Global South; southern
thinking can be used to stimulate strategic, visionary planning in cities globally. Bogotá, a capital city of 8 million
people, is known for its “pedagogical urbanism” movement during the 1990s and 2000s as the city transformed
into a model of urban development. Two mayors focused on the public realm, Antanas Mockus and Enrique
Peñalosa, led this transformation. They successfully changed the city by focusing on complementary projects that
created a strategic vision for change. These projects focused on innovations in public space and public
transportation design and development; successfully shifting the existing spatial logic of the city towards a more
equitable, inclusive, and supportive built environment.
Despite arguments that “urban design is dead” (Sorkin 2006) and that there has been a significant decline in
public-sector involvement in city visioning (Loukaitou-Sideris and Banerjee 1998), in Bogotá, city-sponsored
urban design vision led the city’s transformation. In large-scale change proposed by cities such as Bogotá,
significant social and economic objectives shape the interplay between governance and design decision-making.
Visible innovations in governance and policy and new types of public space became the mayor’s hallmark.
Through their actions they demonstrate a response to Loukaitou-Sideris’s call that urban design as a practice and
profession take on issues of greater scope and meaning.
Not only did the public space mayors literally reverse the trend in privatization, leading the move from a “private”
to a “public” urbanism and recouping land owned by the city and bringing it back into the public realm, they also
successfully encouraged the rebirth of public life, creating opportunities to break down “otherness” by inviting
people to socialize in the city’s public landscapes. Their projects help us to understand crucial differences
between quality of place and quality of life as well as designing for content versus image. This paper helps us, as
planners, better know how to teach and practice urban design in a politically engaged, socially-focused manner.
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Housing is an essential, but complex, product. So complex that the professionals involved in its production,
primarily real estate developers, urban planners and architects, have difficulty agreeing on 'good' housing
outcomes. Urban planners intervene in this arena, using zoning, development standards and design review to
ensure that housing of the necessary types, quantity and quality can be produced in their cities. These tools work
to shape good housing outcomes from a planning perspective, but often create unintended consequences that can
skew housing production, making it less 'good' from a design and development standpoint. (Carmona 2001,
Moore 2014, Talen 2012). Frameworks that bring planning, design and development perspectives into relation,
and identify and characterize the impact of planning policy on design and development outcomes, have the
potential to improve housing production from all three points of view.

This paper presents the results of six comparative case studies, each examining a significant Los Angeles housing
design precedent approved by-variance and its associated development type approved as of right. (Fulton 2005)
Each cross-disciplinary comparison tells a different story about the often hidden relationships among the three
primary disciplines shaping housing production, some of which uphold, and others of which transgress,
conventional disciplinary stereotypes. The case studies pair projects that are physically and locationally similar,
but which exemplify different professional values, throwing differences, but more importantly, similarities, into
relief. These typically unacknowledged parallels are then characterized and classified, working to identify: (1)
Planning policies that support innovative design and profitable development; (2) Exceptions that created
consistent design and development value that could be incorporated into policy; and (3) Strategies that are
mutually beneficial that could be used to improve future housing outcomes from all three disciplinary
perspectives.
The first three comparative cases demonstrate the importance of each discipline's contribution to housing
production as well as the consequences of singular focus upon it. These cases compare the outcomes of largely
siloed and/or unreplicable models, where projects are a 'win' from the point of view of one or two disciplines, but
a 'failure' from the perspective of others. A case study comparing Gregory Ain's Mar Vista Tract with an adjacent
single-family subdivision illustrates how design innovation can outpace financial and market capacity. A
comparison of Baldwin Hills Village designed by Robert Alexander and Clarence Stein and a super-block planned
garden apartment down the street shows how lack of attention to design and planning can doom investment
performance. And a comparison of the National Apartments designed and developed by architect Raymond
Kappe and the dingbat apartment across the street demonstrates how regulatory and financial constraints can
eclipse design opportunities.
The second three comparative cases explicate more balanced models that can be used to generate 'triple win'
projects, those which perform well from the point of view of all three disciplines. A comparison of Horatio West
Court designed by Irving Gill and a nearby bungalow court shows how good planning policy can support wideranging positive design and development outcomes. A comparison of the Mackey Apartments designed by
Rudolph Schindler and a fourflat up the block demonstrates how profitable development can be used to support
design innovation. And a study of the Hollywood Riviera Apartments designed by Edward Fickett with the
podium apartment across the street illustrates how innovative design can trailblaze profitable development models
and shape progressive regulatory responses. Ultimately, these comparative cases demonstrate that projects that
balance professional interests at their inception perform better over time from the perspective of all three fields.
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First invented in New York City in 1961, privately owned public spaces (POPS) are public amenities built by
private developers in exchange for additional floor area through an incentive zoning ordinance. Leveraging
private development in the provision of public space via high-rise projects has been globally adopted as an urban
regeneration strategy in the past half century. The popularity of the public-private partnership concept encouraged
transnational learning and policy transfer to other countries, including Taiwan since 1983. Yet the publicness of
such spaces (including location, accessibility, and design) make POPS contested urban spaces that jeopardize the
sustainability of such policies. This paper examines the implementation of private provision in public space policy
through Comprehensive Design Regulation in Taiwan, and assesses the effectiveness of the discretionary review
process in protecting its publicness. Through a case study in Tainan City, this paper takes a qualitative approach,
including methods such as direct participation in the review board process, content analyses of meeting memos
and applications, and in-depth interviews with key stakeholders involved in the review process. The researchers
found that the criteria and the dimensions of publicness addressed in the review are highly dependent on the board
composition at each time, especially by the professional background of attending board members. The
inconsistency of review content causes uncertainty in proposal revision and prolongs the review procedure. In
addition, the review comments from the Urban Design Review and Comprehensive Design Review are sometimes
in conflict with protecting the quality of public space. The authors propose future collaborative research with
relevant government officials, board members, and architects to draft planning and design guidelines as a
supplemental tool during the review process.
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The rise of contemporary experimentation with pedestrianization as a planning and urban design strategy across
the United States (US) and Canada, such as The Green Light for Midtown (2009) project in New York, VIVA
Vancouver (2009), and Pavement to Parks (2010) in San Francisco, calls for a re-examination of past pedestrianmall and transit-mall strategies in the US and Canada. Pedestrianization, for the purpose of this research, is
defined as a range of planning strategies that redesign the use and function of public streets by reducing or even
eliminating access and space for motorized vehicles and increasing access and space for use by pedestrians.
Pedestrianization as an idea has evolved to meet contemporary planning goals, yet planners fail to explicitly
articulate how these strategies differ from past strategies to justify their reimplementation. From the analysis of
post-war pedestrianization projects, this research focuses specifically on how the idea of pedestrianization was
conceptualized in the post-war period, including what were the implicit and explicit goals for implementing
pedestrianization projects and how were European models for pedestrianization used as exemplars and translated
to the North American context?
The predominant form of pedestrianization in America and Canada in the post-war planning era was the

downtown pedestrian-mall (Brambilla & Longo, 1977; Robertson, 1994), which was originally introduced in the
US by Austrian born architect Victor Gruen. Proposals presented by Gruen often looked to European public life
and urban experiences as a model (Gruen, 1964), despite the vastly different planning contexts. Where European
pedestrianization took place in the context of central districts that were repopulating and being rebuilt after World
War II, pedestrianization in North America was being implemented in downtown areas that faced increasing
competition from suburban growth and development. Thus, the transatlantic transfer of pedestrianization in the
post-war era marked an adaptation of the use of pedestrianization, from congestion relief and architectural
preservation in Europe, to retail revitalization and modernization in North America (Brambilla & Longo, 1977;
Robertson, 1994).
The Burdick Mall in Kalamazoo, Michigan, designed by Gruen in the late 1950s, represents the North American
prototype for the post-war era of pedestrianization. This type of strategy redesigned main streets of downtown
shopping districts in response to the rising competition from suburban development and shopping malls
(Rubenstein, 1978). From the 1980s onwards however, many professionals and scholars began to dismiss the
post-war modernist model of pedestrianization as a means to bolster downtown retail districts (Knack, 1982). The
Green Light for Midtown project, championed by Danish architect Jan Gehl, has reinvented the originally
modernist idea of pedestrianization and become a contemporary prototype and guide for new projects. This
project is also evidence of renewed interest in again adapting European pedestrianization planning strategies to
the North American context. Thus, current debates on the use of pedestrianization as a planning strategy in
American and Canadian cities have been reinvigorated, given the continued success of pedestrian streets and
districts in Europe and the recent experimental pedestrianization in the US and Canada.
The proposed research aims to analyze how pedestrianization has been applied in the post-war era and ultimately
learn from the past to potentially inform the contemporary application of pedestrianization as a planning tool in
the American and Canadian context. Through extensive archival research, including the Gruen Papers at the US
Library of Congress, planning document analysis, and newspaper articles, this research uses the lens of Victor
Gruen, as an influential proponent of modernist pedestrianization in post-war North America to look at the postwar goals and ideas behind pedestrianization projects, and the post-war transatlantic transfer of ideas about
pedestrianization during the 1950s and 1960s.
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Much like European cities caught between the preservation of ossified history in the form of ample historical
buildings and the reinvention of place with contemporary urban form (Gospodini 2004; Grodach 2008), places in
the American West struggle to find an identity that balances an authentic engagement with the frontier of the
previous century and a modern urban paradigm (Hines 2007). This paper engages with these concerns of nostalgia
and authenticity, to add to our understanding of how building styles reflect what is happening in a city, and
methods for capturing “the spirit of place” (Ouf 2001). We use Aspen as a case study to understand identity and

authenticity as expressed by the design of place, contrasting traditional architecture with the new Aspen Art
Museum aesthetic.
Many know Aspen, Colorado as an elite mecca for skiing and other outdoor recreation, possessing a past that
includes tales of cowboys, Native Americans, mining, railroads, and boom-bust economies. Typically, buildings
are either historic, to reflect nostalgic notions of the Wild West, or small modern insertions into the historic grid.
In 2014, the Aspen Art Museum unveiled a radical new building designed by Japanese architect Shigeru Ban. Ban
is famous for pioneering the use of paper tubes as structural members, and has designed the Center PompidouMetz and the World Trade Center Memorial, among many other iconic structures. For the Aspen Art museum, he
created a façade of woven wooden tubes, which contrasts visually from other buildings nearby. This project
demonstrates a distinct shift in the way Aspen projects its image to the rest of the world. No longer clinging to the
ideals of a remote mountain town, it is portraying itself as an elite, contemporary destination: a participant in the
same global capital flows as New York or London (Sassen 2007).
Drawing on insights from interviews with city officials, museum board members, members of the local arts
community, a visual survey, content analysis of planning and design documents, and content analysis of press
coverage, we offer a picture of how the building fits into the context of Aspen, and insight into the perceptions of
the project and how it relates to the image the town has of itself.
Western towns have typically relied on a nostalgic view of historicism to promote tourism to stimulate the
economy. The new Aspen Art Museum building raises the question of what is an authentic environment, and how
can a small town use its architecture to reflect a local identity. This research guides a redefinition of what
authentic means for western places, by providing insight about the construction of place identity in contested
small mountain towns in the American West. Through this investigation of Aspen, Colorado we demonstrate how
a small mountain town moved beyond nostalgia to accept a building that is at once emplaced and global.
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This paper will investigate the benefits of community engagement in teaching and learning. It will do so through
the vehicle of an urban design studio taught at the University at Buffalo, “RECOVERING SQUAJAQUADA:
Designing and (Re) stitching a New Urban Commons for Buffalo.”
It will discuss the studio’s outcomes, whose charge focused on the redesigning of the City’s Squajaquda Corridor,
a real-world project. The Corridor is a complex and layered system of infrastructures and ecologies which runs
through the middle of the city.

The paper will examine the role of community engagement with real-world urban actors. Students had the
opportunity to present their work to the various interested urban constituents and stakeholders, while learning how
to choreograph the complex public process which shapes the civic environment. Collaboration included working
with Buffalo Niagara Riverkeeper who is currently studying the potential of the ecological restoration of the
Squajaquada Creek.
The Squajaquada Stream winds its way west through Buffalo, buried in a culvert, re-emerges in the Forest Lawn
Cemetery, and then runs through the Olmsted Park system and the former Erie/Black Rock Canal, before
emptying out into the Niagara River. The Squajaquada Expressway was executed as part of the larger urban
renewal movement and Federal Highway Act enacted in the US during the 50ies 60ies, which cut highways
through older cities, irrespective of their neighborhoods. This heavy-handed infrastructural project both
disconnected the north and south of the city, as well as fragmenting the Frederick Law Olmsted park system it
cuts through.
Catalyzed by the death of a child in May 2015, under political pressure, New York State Governor Cuomo had
recently announced 30 million dollars earmarked to transition the Expressway into an urban boulevard.
The studio positioned itself at the intersection of architecture, urban design/planning and ecological systems. It
explored an alternative proposal for the Corridor framed through ecological urbanism, as well as envisioning the
possibilities for a larger and more symbiotic reconceptualization of the Corridor through the recalibration of its
infrastructures and ecologies, as well as the recovering of the current expressway landscape. It concurrently
examined the (re)stitching of Buffalo’s north-south urban fabric through drawing urban transects which reposition
the Corridor as a new Urban center and commons for Buffalo. It posited that this would serve as a catalyst for the
further recovering and redevelopment of the Buffalo urban landscape.
Architecture students learning urban design developed alternative methods of reading, mapping and designing for
the city, including the mapping of the Corridor’s larger infrastructural and ecological systems. Students then
zoomed into the Corridor itself, developing a series of city transects, as well as examining new land-water
interfaces between the urban fabric and the Creek. Working in teams, students focused on one of the nodes along
the corridor, considering the potential for the urban (re)stitching through the recovery and recalibration of the
infrastructures. Students then identified a node for a zoomed-in architectural scale investigation.
In conclusion, the paper will summarize the unique benefits and outcomes realized through working with realworld constituents and stakeholders as part of the studio project and the resulting shift in methods of studio
teaching with respect to structure and outcomes this requires. It will discuss the outcome of new knowledges
garnered, in addition to alternative methods of working. Finally, it will examine the importance and impact on the
community itself, given its ability to position the urban design/planning studio within its academic setting as an
impartial and neutral actor with the agency to articulate alternative proposals and positions and envisioning
strategies for the public within the urban realm of the city.
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Cites and regions increasingly brand themselves to establish an explicit identity that makes them distinct from
others outside while uniting the residents within. While much of the existing research on place-branding focuses
on large-scale, top-down approaches that benefit economic development and tourism (1), place-branding at
smaller scales has been overlooked as have the potential impacts on residents’ quality of life and sense of place
(2).
This paper is part of a larger research program examining the social impacts of local place-branding strategies in
the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) Region of Ontario, Canada. This area is home to a culturally, economically,
and socially diverse population that is projected to grow rapidly in the next 25 years. In order to accommodate
these demographic changes, the widely noted principles of smart growth have become entrenched in the
provincial planning legislation, and have paved the way for many new urbanist developments in the area (3).
Past research has noted a disconnect between the realities of new urbanism and the desires of typical suburbanites
who prefer detached homes on large plots of land (4). Yet, given the policy-mandated smart growth principles, an
increasing portion of the population will find themselves residing in new urbanist-type communities in the future.
The aim of this research is to assess how new urbanist communities are branded by developers as desirable places
to live and marketed towards the diversity of residents who inhabit the growing GGH area. Understanding how
place and community are conceptualized, planned for and branded has important implications for residents’
neighbourhood satisfaction, sense of place, and ultimately, quality of life. The explicit objectives of the research
are:
• How are new urbanist communities branded as desirable places to live by developers?
o Which aspects of the development are predominant in promotional materials?
o Which signs and symbols are used to convey community and sense of place?
o Who and what are included/excluded from the dominant narrative?
Theoretically influenced by Lefebvre’s Production of Space, this parallel nested case-study design, examined 10
communities situated within two suburban cities in GGH area. A critical textual and semiotic analysis of
developers’ marketing materials was conducted and situated within the larger policy planning context.
Findings revealed a hierarchy of strategies used by developers to appeal to future residents, which included
economic, social and built aspects of the community emphasizing real and imagined sentiments. Their use of
language and images to depict an imagined sense of place for prospective residents was narrow and exclusionary,
rarely reflective of the typical suburban residents in the area. Further, the results inspire a larger discussion of
structural drivers of community place-branding including a privileging of economic circumstances over sociocultural policies. Theoretical contributions of Lefebvre’s work to concepts of place-branding and sense of place
will be discussed.
This study directly benefits planning scholarship and informs education and practice in three ways: i) it examines
the social impacts of place-branding in relation to sense of place; ii) it sheds light on how space is produced
materially and discursively through policy-drive branding; iii) it provides an understanding of present day spaces
of exclusion/inclusion.
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This paper explores the role of discretion and flexibility in land use and development regulation as a catalyst for
improving urban design performance. Using the case of Vancouver (BC, Canada), notable for having one of the
most discretionary planning systems in North America, as well as privileging urban design performance as a key
metric of evaluating development proposals, the paper will discuss how discretion forms the basis of incentives
for and negotiations on design performance as well as allowing flexibility for site and project-specific solutions.
Further, the use of discretion, in concert with design capacities within the public sector, sets the stage for a
collaborative approach to design which is key to coordinating the design of the public and private realms at the
scale of the neighbourhood, district, and city.
Building on past research and experience, the paper will contend that a discretionary approach, when welldesigned, can enable and assist collaboration and iteration - key components of creative design processes. The
case study of Vancouver will illustrate how the City has designed a multi-layered system of checks and balances,
as well as design guidance, to counteract some of the key issues and concerns related to discretionary systems.
The paper will also address, through case study findings, how discretionary frameworks are often problematic
from a design governance and participatory planning perspective, including challenges from uncertainty,
fragmentation of public decision-making, and opacity of decision-making processes.
Key Question: What is the role of discretion, and what are the lessons from the practice of discretion, in
influencing and improving urban design outcomes?
Approach and Method: Building on a literature review on design governance and development regulation, this
paper explores the Vancouver case through document analysis and broad-based interviews with representative
members of the planning, design, and development communities. Three project-specific cases within the
Vancouver context are also used to further analyze and illustrate the role of discretion. All of the above is further
filtered through first person reflection on practice (author is a former senior planner with the City of Vancouver
and current vice-chair of the City's Urban Design Panel).
Relevance to Research and Practice: This research is part of a broader research effort on discretion and flexibility
in land use and development regulation (as an approach to adaptive decision making and innovation in the
production of the built environment). It revisits and expands upon prior work on Vancouver planning and urban
design, and attempts to grapple with some key issues in planning practice: how to balance flexibility with
certainty and how to improve urban design and development-related outcomes – questions the author has worked
to resolve not only as a researcher but as a practitioner.
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For almost a half-century, Livability has been an important goal for planning and urban design, yet there is still
little consensus on how to measure livability, understand what these measurements mean, and then build on this
knowledge to realize more livable outcomes in practice.
Livability reached an important milestone in 2009 when the Secretaries of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
introduced six livability principles of the Sustainable Communities Partnership (SCP).
And while the SCP principles are helpful starting points, reflecting normative best planning practice related to
smart growth, new urbanism, and transportation and land use integration, livability indices have often fallen short
of incorporating dimensions of inclusion and social equity. Therefore, livability also needs to be accompanied by
an ethic. This paper builds on previous work on livability ethics, establishing that one’s pursuit of livability
should not obstruct the livability pursuits of others, especially the less powerful.
For this research therefore, livability is the equitable access to opportunities for people to pursue and/or maintain
their desired quality of life, without obstructing the livability pursuits of society’s most vulnerable.
Research Strategy
In response, this research builds on a multi-year analysis of the livability literature, theory, and practice, followed
by an extensive Geospatial quantitative and qualitative study of over 350 transit corridors throughout the United
States—one of the largest federally funded studies on livability related to transportation.
Building on previous on literature, theory and practice, this research develops a comprehensive set of livability
metrics, and then through an iterative quantitative and qualitative case study analysis applies them toward the
development of a typological framework for realizing livability at the transit corridor scale–referred herein as
transit corridor livability, or “TCL.
Validation of this typology was through another iterative, qualitative and quantitative comparison process, which
included a comprehensive review of over 120 plans and in-depth case study interviews with over dozen
practitioners, representing a diverse set of regions, plans and studies (e.g. regional initiatives, local station area
plans, studies on economic development and social equity, etc.).
Results

Through an extensive geospatial modeling and statistical analysis of underlying socio-economic, urban form
characteristics of livability, the research uncovers how people (constituents) convert the access to livability
opportunities into quality of life satisfaction outcomes (QOLS)
Along these lines, this study links higher levels of transportation/land use integration, access to livability
opportunities, and the potential for all to realize key quality of life outcomes such as higher non-auto travel,
shorter trip distances, and even lower levels of obesity and unemployment.
Furthermore, the in-depth plan review and interviews, found only a handful of corridor-level plans were
identified, suggesting that encouragement of corridor level planning is much needed.
Takeaways for Practice
Building on our ability to measure and understand livability, the case study research identified 48 policy strategies
that can be applied to realize the objectives of the 6 Livability Principles of HUD/USDOT/EPA.
This paper outlines how this work is compiled into a practical handbook and Livability Calculator, both designed
to empower practitioners and the public to independently assess transit corridor livability strengths and needs, and
then identify key policy strategies to achieve higher levels of transit corridor livability for as many of their
constituents as possible.
In closing, this paper establishes a research framework upon which to measure and understand livability, as well
as the guidance to both quantitatively and qualitatively validate the realization of comprehensive livability for all.
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Golf courses across the nation are struggling to stay in business with a decent number of courses closing in the
last decade. The National Golf Foundation reported that 174 golf courses nationwide closed in 2014, marking a
trend in golf course closings outnumbering golf course openings for 9 years in a row with the trend expected to
continue. (“Golf Facilities in the U.S.,” 2015). The problem lies in the fact that supply continues to outnumber
demand. In the economic boom of the late 90’s and early 2000’s, developers were building golf courses in order
to sell houses at a premium, not because there was enough demand for golf. There is a problem arising, which is

what to do with these abandoned golf courses. This poster examines solutions to this rising problem by asking the
question, “How can these abandoned golf courses be redesigned to better serve the community and the
ecosystem?”
Methods included a review of literature that looked at existing golf course issues and benefits as well as strategies
for retrofitting suburbia. Repurposed golf course case reviews were examined as well. Results included a set of
design strategies for the repurposing golf courses in order to better meet the needs of the community and the
ecosystem. These design strategies were applied to a hypothetical golf course community redesign in Tucson,
Arizona.
Implications provide a multifaceted approach to retrofitting large areas of open space already existing within the
urban fabric within an urban planning and design framework.
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This paper compares and contrasts traditional and emerging approaches to historic preservation in transitional
neighborhoods characterized by rapidly rising property values, speculative development practices, inflows of
global development capital, displacement, gentrification, and dramatic changes in the uses and built form of these
areas. Examining a range of significant, formerly industrial or maritime sites along Brooklyn’s East River
waterfront in New York City, it chronicles varying approaches employed by preservation projects and assesses
their respective contributions to larger public goods associated with the built environment. Using a mixed-method
approach incorporating empirical observation, ethnography, participant-observer methods, and an exhaustive
review of city plans, plan/design documents and archival/media accounts, this paper examines a limited number
of case studies that represent contrasting paradigms for preservation: robust and fully professionalized practices in
support of larger redevelopment facilitated by flows of global capital and neoliberal development policies; and a
nascent countermovement characterized by small scale, locally-driven practices which emphasize sweat equity
investments, thrift, do-it-yourself ethics and participatory programming undertaken and managed by citizens often
lacking expertise, political support and significant public funding.
Examining case studies located in the once-industrial, working class waterfront neighborhoods of Greenpoint and
Williamsburg, Brooklyn, including the conversions of the iconic Domino Sugar Refinery and the Austin-Nichols
Warehouse as well as the creation of the Eberhard-Faber Pencil Factory Historic District; and more insurgent
projects including the Greenpoint Manufacturing and Design Center, the North Brooklyn Boat Club and the
U.S.S. Monitor Museum; this study will consider how each approach uses public history and to what ends while
broadly assessing their impact on the public realm. In doing so, this paper will contribute to the scholarship of
historic preservation theory and practice and to the literatures of urban design and development politics and

contested spaces.
The author’s pilot research in these neighborhoods suggests that global capital and neoliberal ideologies have in
practice upended progressive preservation ideals intended to empower and enrich the lives of diverse urban
constituents (see Hayden 1995). The author further finds that the conversion of historic factory buildings and
warehouses along with the demolition of other industrial structures not deemed desirable by the market to create
sites for infill development has radically changed scale and character of these neighborhoods and contributed to
displacement, gentrification, and widespread dissatisfaction with the physical landscape of these areas among
residents. Yet the countermovement formed around emerging preservation strategies and tactics offer resistance to
these more pervasive and better capitalized practices. Though small in their extent and impact, these hands-on
preservation practices may have the potential to engage and empower residents in ways that have been lacking in
traditional community-based planning processes and progressive urban design practices in these neighborhoods
and others (in New York and elsewhere) where global capital and growth coalition politics have overwhelmed
legally mandated processes for shared decision-making and traditional urban and environmental advocacy
campaigns (see Angotti 2008). Pushing back against the very forces of neoliberal development and market
mechanisms that drive most urban historic preservation projects, these emerging practices provide ordinary
citizens opportunities to stake a claim in the physical landscape of their rapidly changing city.
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According to well-known economist Richard Florida, a certain group of talented individuals, which he calls "the
creative class," is a key driver of economic growth of metropolitan regions. Since the publication of the book, city
planners and public officials have been trying to attract the creative class, primarily for economic growth. The
concept of sustainable cities has also gained considerable importance over the years. It has been argued that selfgoverning municipalities in a metropolitan region compete with each other for tax revenues and offer bundles of
public goods and amenities to attract certain types of residents (Tiebout, 1956; Peterson, 1981). In an attempt to
promote economic growth and the concept of sustainable cities, it is possible that city planners and public
officials are promoting certain sustainable design principles in the design of buildings and neighborhoods through
development regulations, to attract the creative class to their cities and regions. Does this mean there is an
association between the size of the creative class and certain physical form characteristics (such as compactness,
mix of uses etc.) linked with sustainable design principles? Furthermore, are these certain types of physical form
characteristics reflected in these cities likely to support Tiebout sorting?
Given this, the main objective of my study is to examine the extent to which certain urban form characteristics of
cities and corresponding development regulations of cities are associated with the size of the creative class in

these cities. In particular, the study examines the extent to which urban form characteristics linked with
sustainable urban design are associated with the proportion of the creative class in these cities. Furthermore, the
study examines whether these certain types of physical form characteristics reflected in these cities are likely to
support Tiebout sorting?
Focusing on the incorporated cities within the six-county region of Southern California, my study uses secondary
data to conduct cross sectional data analysis. Using statistical techniques, I will examine the extent to which urban
form characteristics of cities that are associated with sustainable urban design, such as compactness, mixed use,
diversity of housing types, etc., are associated with the size of the creative class in these cities. For the analysis, I
will select operationally defined urban form characteristics discussed in recent planning literature including
Jabareen (2006), Talen (2011), Galster, et al., (2001), and Ewing, et al. (2002).
The findings of this study will significantly contribute towards the future development of cities-one that will most
likely promote urban form that are more walkable, compact, well-connected, provides diverse uses and a variety
of housing types. The findings will reveal the variation in the certain types of urban form characteristics analyzed
across the region of Southern California. Furthermore, it will inform whether these certain types of urban form
characteristics are more likely to reflect Tiebout sorting. The findings of this study will inform city planners,
architects and designers to encourage urban form characteristics and developments regulations that deem best fit
for their city. Local governments within the six-county Southern California region and other metropolitan regions
can benefit from the findings of this study.
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In attempting to achieve GHG emissions reduction targets municipal planners often propose development plans
that include walkable transit oriented mixed-use multi unit buildings. Community residents, however, frequently
resist increases in housing density in their home neighborhoods. Planning professionals and teams are
increasingly using visual technology in planning processes to attract more participants, to convey information on
complex issues, and to directly involve citizens in neighborhood planning, with the intent of empowering citizens
in the decision-making processes. Visual technology tools offer promise for helping to articulate more explicit
links between urban form (neighborhood design) and climate change by making information tangible to local
users (Sheppard et al. 2011).
The research presented in this paper began with the hypothesis that if community residents are better informed
about the positive attributes of compact development including reduced energy consumption and reduced energy
bills, they would be more accepting of higher density urban form. In a small tourism town in British Columbia the
research team conducted two sets of workshops with volunteer community residents, community planners and
real estate developers. Participants had to commit to attending both workshops and 28 participants did so. In both

workshops participants completed a questionnaire that asked, among other things, about participants’ the
acceptability of different housing types particularly in their home neighborhoods. They were additionally required
to participate in a participatory design exercises in small teams in which they were asked to accommodate
population growth in their hometown. The digital design tool they used allowed them to select individual
buildings from a palette of cases with comparative data about building shape, size and density. The tool
additionally allowed them to see 3-D visualizations of the compiled urban design, with real time changes, together
with cumulative measurements of overall population and energy performance.
In the second workshop the research team gave participants a short presentation about climate change, energy
consumption and the potential benefits of compact development on reducing energy consumption. After the
presentation participants were once again asked to complete the survey and undertake the design exercise. We
analyzed changes in both the collective approach to neighborhood scale urban design and individual responses
and preferences regarding housing density. The paper will detail results that show how on the whole community
residents became much more accepting of the idea of compact development and were more supportive of climate
change planning in general in the second workshop. However, they continued to question their town’s role in
combating climate change and in many cases exhibited stronger opposition to density in their home
neighborhoods. Our results suggest that while access and use of measured visualizations of urban form had a
positive impact on community understanding and acceptance of compact development, they had a neutral or
slightly negative effect on acceptance of higher density developments in residents’ own “back yards.” We
additionally found evidence of greater understanding and appreciation of the complex challenges that municipal
planners are expected to overcome. The paper ends with a discussion of the role of technology, visualization and
performance measures in public engagement in neighborhood planning.
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The relationship between density and energy has been intensively studied in planning to inform sustainable urban
development. A well conceived argument is that energy consumption per capita decreases with increasing density
from transportation studies. However, only a few attentions have been paid to buildings, despite the fact that the
building operation has larger share in overall energy use than the transportation sector.
In the limited literature on the relation between density and building energy use, there are two schools: empirical
study and computer experiment. They have no agreement on whether it is a positive relationship [1], a negative
one [2], a threshold one [3], or even no obvious relationship [4]. However, most of the empirical studies severely
suffer from validity issues including: limited number of observations, problematic statistical models [4] and third
variables that are closely related to cultural and regulatory contexts and have ambiguous relationship with density,

such as building material, construction quality, occupancy, etc [1, 2, 4]. Most of computer experiment studies are
also questionable for ignoring into account the microclimate effect and having uniform assumptions about the
system which is unrealistic when density changes [3].
This study tries to fill the research gap to answer the question of how density and building geometry jointly
influence energy performance of office buildings. It uses the parametric computer experiment approach to find the
density-energy relationship. The experimental urban setting is a 3 × 3 Portland downtown grid (block size:
200x200 ft; street width: 60 ft), and each block has one office building simplified as one zone per floor with
material and system settings drawn from the DOE reference building database. The central building is the
research focus and the eight surrounding ones provide contexts. Three variables are used to generate scenarios:
FAR (Floor Area Ratio, 0.5-20), cover ratio (10%-100%) and building typology (pavilion, slab, L-shape, U-shape,
Z-shape and courtyard). The experiment scenarios are generated using Python and a coupled urban energy
modeling including Radiance, Longwave calculator, nergyPlus and UWG (Urban Weather Generator) is used to
simulate the annual energy use intensity.
Two sets of experiments are conducted with Portland climate condition. The first one uses large office settings for
all scenarios with different FAR, while the second one assigns different office settings to the scenarios according
to their corresponding FAR ranges. Preliminary results show that there is an optimal FAR around 4 which has the
lowest building energy use intensity and the courtyard building typology tends to perform worst with fully
controlled HVAC systems. The experiments are repeated in Atlanta and similar preliminary results are found.
The preliminary results show a complex relationship between building density and building energy performance,
adding another facet in the argument of whether higher density always leads to higher energy performance. The
finding of worst performance for the courtyard office typology in US downtown appears to be quite different from
many literatures which suggest courtyard as a better typology due to easy access to daylighting and natural
ventilation in European contexts. Those theoretical findings could further be examined and compared with
empirical evidences to inform planners on their planning and design decision making.
[1] Steemers K. Energy and the city: density, buildings and transport. Energ Buildings. 2003;35:3-14.
[2] Brown MA, Logan E. The residential energy and carbon footprints of the 100 largest US metropolitan areas.
2008.
[3] Quan SJ, Economou A, Grasl T, Yang PP-J. Computing Energy Performance of Building Density, Shape and
Typology in Urban Context. Energy Procedia. 2014;61:1602-5.
[4] Kontokosta C. Predicting Building Energy Efficiency Using New York City Benchmarking Data. Proceedings
of ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, Washington, 2012.
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Researchers recently have recognized the importance of street configuration the critical element of built
environment. Such approach stems from the influence of street design on the daily commutes. Daily commutes
are not limited to the work commutes, but also cover entertainment, shopping, etc. Hence street design
extensively is involved with the public daily life. Different studies regrading those components that define urban
design quality represent the significant role of street design in enhancing walkability. Such research investigated
the components of the built environment in Salt Lake City Downtown, Utah and New York City (Ewing &
Handy, 2009; Ewing, Hajrasouliha, Neckerman, Purciel-Hill, & Greene, 2015).
Conversely, the gross characteristics of built environment are realized as the significant determinants of urban
property value for residential, commercials, and offices. Beside the property features, neighborhood amenities,
accessibility to parks and open space, diversity of land uses are the components of the built environment
recognized as the significant determinants of residential property value. In the case of commercial uses, Sohn,
Moudon and Lee (2012) found that the quality of the built environment has direct and indirect effect on
commercial land premiums. For example, higher development density, higher street connectivity, better sidewalk
coverage and proximity to office uses increase the retails value. At the same time, better quality of the built
environment increases the residential property values in the neighborhood attracting households with higher
income. Therefore, the commercial properties adjacent to these neighborhoods will have higher premiums.
Moreover, determining office premiums, proximity to CBD, walkability, accessibility, and distance to transit are
influential factors in real estate market.
Accordingly, we identified the relationship between urban design qualities and the property values as the gap in
the literature. To our understanding, this study is one of the first studies aims to examine the relationship between
urban design qualities and property value in New York City. For the purpose of this research, we used urban
design quality data measured in 588 randomly selected street segments in New York City. Ewing et al. (2006)
collected this data through ratings of video clips by an urban design expert panel. In addition to urban design
qualities, values of properties facing this street segments are operationalized using Multi-Level Modeling (MLM)
to account for the dependence of properties on shared urban design qualities. Controlling for built environment
variables, the results in this study are anticipated to show the urban design qualities generating surplus value for
the properties in New York City.
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This paper explores discourses addressing downtown planning and development in the “new American city”. A
burgeoning body of research on the new American city has tracked the socio-economic and environmental trends

driving a renewed urbanism in North America. Birch in particular has studied the increase in high density housing
in downtowns (Birch 2009). Planning discourses in this era have come to describe downtowns using terms like
“walkability” and “24-hour cities”, reflecting a shift away from conceptualizing downtowns principally as
business centers. This discourse is both positive and normative, at once responding to and advancing a complex
set of forces shaping American downtowns. This paper attempts to unpack the discourse on the new American
city and to explore its implications for planning and development. It does so by situating the new American city
within a broader historical flow of discourses addressing downtowns.
Kansas City, Missouri is used as a case study. Twenty-eight plans and planning documents addressing downtown
Kansas City over a 117-year period were analyzed, supported by interviews, archival research, and use of
secondary historical sources (Gotham 2001). We highlight three successive discourses shaping downtown Kansas
City over the last century: central business district, urban renewal, and the new American city. We analyze the
impact of each of the discourses on four interrelated elements: the conceptualization of downtown, its spatial
extents, downtown actors, and planning actions. We conclude by assessing outcomes emerging from new
American city discourse, suggesting that in Kansas City at least the new American city should be regarded with
cautious optimism: downtown Kansas City is becoming more livable and somewhat more democratic, but
planning actions emphasize subsidizing private development and divisions between downtown and Kansas City’s
east side remain.
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This paper examines an urban design based regulatory approach using “area-specific building regulations” which
were creatively and selectively applied in order to infuse economic and cultural vibrancy in new towns, and at the
same time maintain their administrative and formal character. It examines how master-planned cities deal with
pressures of urbanization using the example of Gandhinagar. Post-independent India in the 1960s embarked on a
large-scale new town building program and 118 new towns were built, prominent ones being the state capitals of
Chandigarh, Gandhinagar, and Bhubaneshwar (Glover 2012, Kalia 2004, Haynes and Rao 2013). New towns
were planned for a target population with rigid regulatory controls to maintain formal character. While new towns
were planned with a modernist, secular, utopian vision, and “unfettered by tradition”, they struggled with the
traditional v. modern (Kalia 2004). Nevertheless, they were hailed as models of modern town-planning, seeking to
construct an ideal city, but critiqued as being static in time, normative in character, and devoid of street life
(Fitting 2002). Kalia (2004) characterized Chandigarh, designed by world-renowned modernist architect Le
Corbusier, as safe and boring, yet inspiring for Indian planners. Several decades later these new towns are unable
to deal with the growth pressures of a rapidly urbanizing country.

Gandhinagar was built in the 1960s as the new capital city of newly created Gujarat state, and modeled on
Chandigarh. It is interesting to note that while Chandigarh and Bhubaneshwar were both designed by renowned
foreign architects, planning for Gandhinagar was indigenous in keeping with the swadeshi ideals of Gandhi, after
whom it is named (Kalia 2004). The main factors preserving Gandhinagar’s character are its space standards and
sector-based neighborhood approach. The state government directly undertook the development of Gandhinagar
through bulk land acquisition at cheap costs. Strict land use zoning for residential, commercial, industrial,
institutional and administrative purposes was made in the original master plan and the Architectural Control
Sheets. The state adopted a land development and disposal mechanism through government allotments and
auctions, which discouraged private sector involvement in the land market. Restrictions on development in the
periphery, coupled with a non-existent property market creates substantial growth pressures in a rapidly
urbanizing country that new towns are not equipped to accommodate. Even after four decades it was perceived by
residents as a “dead” city that functioned only as an administrative center (Dikshit 1993), and presented a
development dichotomy to planners: under-development within the city, and immense pressure for development
on its periphery.
This paper analyzes the urban design based regulations that were incorporated within the long range Development
Plan for the Gandhinagar Urban Development Authority (GUDA) region for year 2011 AD for achieving dual
objectives - maintaining the continuity of the formal urban form and character, and at the same time enable a more
vibrant Gandhinagar city. Area-specific building byelaws were adopted for not just the city but also for high
growth villages in the surrounding periphery. Land use regulations were relaxed to promoted retail and mixed use
in selective areas and major streets, after carefully considering the resultant built form in a series of urban design
studies. This approach was successful in preserving the formal capital city character, yet was able to infuse
vibrancy into the planned city. The institutional framework and financial structure to make Gandhinagar become
self-reliant was emphasized to attract non-governmental activities in Gandhinagar and make more accessible to
private investment. This paper provides insights into the scope and challenges that planning a planned town poses
and the lessons learnt from this case study, and is of value to planners interested in new-towns or master-planned
communities.
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This poster depicts the 10-week planning process towards the proposal of a “Wellness District” in the City of
Ventura, California developed by first-year MCRP studio at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. The studio was asked to

assist the City of Ventura Community Development Department in developing pre-planning insights and an urban
design vision for 13 city blocks around and in direct influence of Ventura's Community Memorial Hospital
(CMH) and of the Ventura County Medical Center (VCMC). Both facilities are undergoing expansion projects: a
$325 million renovation and expansion of CMH’s 12-acres campus is scheduled to open in August 2016, and a
$305 million in-patient tower in the VCMC is expected in the near future. The idea of a “Wellness District”
originated from the City of Ventura’s Midtown Corridor’s community workshops, a 2013 ULI Technical
Assistance Panel workshop and report, and its adoption in Ventura’s Economic Strategy. The two hospitals and
the associated medical uses are seen as being able to leverage a mix of retail, eateries, offices, and residential uses
which impact could be highly positive to the surrounding community and the city as a whole. The studio was
charged with exploring the Wellness District idea, determine what could that be, and to come up with a vision,
development scenarios and design concepts.
Located in close proximity to Highway 101 and served by three major arteries (East Main Street, Telegraph Road
and Loma Vista Road), the project area has been in transition, reflecting the needs of the expanding medical
facilities with health related uses and services. Leading to Ventura’s historic downtown just a couple of miles
away, the East Main Street corridor is mostly composed of car-oriented commercial uses in non-attractive
buildings, a significant portion of which are poorly maintained. All corridors have two lanes of traffic in both
directions plus parallel parking, lack landscaping and trees, and are not pedestrian friendly. Middle-income
residential neighborhoods, mostly composed of small single family homes, surround the project area.
Our work started with a comprehensive investigation and GIS exploration of the project area including: study of
existing city documentation and census data, structured on-site observations, a parcel-by-parcel survey, mapping
of existing conditions and developable land, walkability scores and mapping, structured interviews on-site and in
the city, and meetings with city staff and representatives of the CMH and the VCMC. The first phase also
included an online survey distributed widely that helped us understand how the community and potential users of
the area perceived it and its problems, their expectations and preferences in terms of land-uses, development types
and street design. A SWOT exercise and the identification of urban design principles for the Wellness District led
to alternative visions and ideas which were presented to Ventura’s planning staff for feedback. It was determined
that the district should not only respond to the needs of the two medical campuses but be holistically developed
towards a “healthy living”. The studio’s final urban design concept plan included a series of proposals for road,
circulation, and parking improvements; alternative mobility; housing, commercial and office uses; streetscaping;
pocket parks; architectural and design guidelines; economic development; signage and branding; and
implementation.
The Ventura Wellness District Urban Design Plan responds to Ventura’s General Plan and Economic Strategy, by
promoting a livable, walkable, healthy and memorable environment anchored by the existing medical campuses
but also serving the community at large. The plan and final report, presented by the class to the Ventura Planning
Commission and the community in a public presentation, were seen as important contributions for the discussion
and the decision-making process towards the future of this important sector of Ventura’s Midtown.
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Launched in 2009, the Brazilian housing program My House My Life was developed with a group of strategies to
provide access to homeownership for low-income families. With the increase in the production of new housing
units in the country, the government aimed to create employment and income through the investment in the
construction sector. From 2009 until June of 2014, the program contracted the production of 3.6 million housing
units with an investment of 225 billions of Brazilian Real (BRL), where 46% of the families who benefited were
low-income (Pinheiro, 2015). Despite an impressive impact in fighting the housing deficit, with one million of
housing units delivered in the first year (Pinheiro, 2015), the program's efficiency is only being translated
quantitatively, leaving aside urban issues and social participation.
This study is a part of an on-going Ph.D. dissertation. This paper examines how participatory design - allowing
users to contribute to their dwellings - can improve the typological and architectural aspects of Brazilian social
housing program My House My Life in the city of Joao Pessoa, Paraiba, Brazil. The author will scrutinize in
which aspects a participatory methodology can optimize the perception of space and overall quality of the city's
housing stock. Additionally, the paper will offer a preliminary examination of how this methodology can be
employed in developing housing typologies adequate for the household composition of inhabitants. In order to
perform this analysis and subsequent conclusions, the study will use the participatory design methodology
developed by the Chilean architecture practice Elemental in the Quinta Monroy project located in Santiago, Chile
as a departure point for the exploration of the viability of this approach in the housing complex Anayde Beiriz, in
Joao Pessoa, Brazil.
As Beirao (2012, p. 658) reflects, "lower income classes need to manage their resources the most economical
way. The favelas are actually the proof of it: low-income classes are willing to build their houses. Therefore,
thinking social housing concepts based on incremental housing principles and self-construction seems adequate
strategies". Design and development of open building systems and customization of housing has been for many
years a part of several architects' and researchers' pursuit of feasible solutions that are able to solve simultaneously
housing demand, industrialization and customization "without falling in the repetitious ploys of mass production"
(Kendall & Teicher, 2000). By allowing decent living conditions, a property-oriented policy can also be used as
an economical mechanism to overcome poverty (Aravena & Iacobelli, 2012). Participatory design has been
shown to combat social and urban issues. For that reason, this paper will offer the first results of the author's ongoing Ph.D. dissertation, which will represent a first step towards a better endeavor for the inhabitants of social
housing in Brazil.
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